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Praying mantis, Sept., p. 10

Primates, May, p. 1 8; Aug., p. 54

Quiche, Feb., p. 98

Raccoon, July, p. 6

Rats, Nov., p. 60

Religion, Hindu, Aug., p. 14

Renard, scientific illustrations of fishes,

Jan., p. 58

Reptiles, chameleon, Aug., p. 80

Romania, Transylvania, July, p. 42

Saturn, Oct., p. 92

SCIENCE
History of, June, p. 6

Instruments, Jan., p. 48

and myth, Nov., p. 10

Programs, home computer, Dec, p. 70

Sea anemone, Nov., p. 68

Sea cucumber, Feb., p. 102

Shells, Aug., p. 34

Shepherds, Romania, July, p. 42

Shield bug, Mar., p. 100

Sierra Nevada, California, Mar., p. 72

Singapore, May, p. 22

Skulls, Apr., p. 20; May, p. 18

Sky Reporter see Astronomy
Soil erosion, Africa, June, p. 1

6

Solar eclipse, May, p. 74

Solar flares, Apr., p. 90

Sonoran Desert, Arizona, Jan., p. 42

SOUTH AMERICA
Brazil, Oct., p. 30

Peru, Manu National Park, Nov., p. 34

Speech, human, Aug., p. 20

Sun, Apr., p. 90

Sunflowers, June, p. 48

Superclusters, Sept., 82

Tadpoles, Apr., p. 60

Tarantula hawk wasps, Jan., p. 42

Taxonomy, Sept., p. 30

Terns, May, p. 7

THEORY
Asteroidal, Apr., p. 4

Contraction, Feb., p. 26

of Earth's core, Feb., p. 26

of extinction, Feb., p. 14

Science, Nov., p. 10

THIS VIEW OF LIFE
Asteroidal theory, Apr., p. 4

Biology, paradox, Dec, p. 20

Corn, Mar., p. 12

Education, May, p. 22

Environment, Jan., p. 24

Evolution, Nov., p. 26

Genealogy, July, p. 14

Geology, Feb., p. 14

Nature's oddities, June, p. 6

Numerical systems, Oct., p. 14

Praying mantis, Sept., p. 10

Religion, Aug., p. 14

Toads, Mar., p. 72; May, p. 46

Tools, prehistoric stone, July, p. 20

Trade w'nds. El Nino, Oct., p. 4

Trinidad, Mar., p. 100; May, p. 101

Trogon, May, p. 101

Venezuela, Aug., p. 54

Venus, Feb., p. 78

Voles, May, p. 7

Waorani Indians, Sept., p. 68

Wasps, Jan., p. 42

Water management. Everglades, Nov., p. 46

WEATHER
Atmospheric research, Apr., p. 98

Rain, Jan., p. 36

Trade winds, Oct., p. 4

Wildflowers, July, p. 26

Yellowstone National Park, Jan., p. 12

Yosemite National Park, Mar., p. 72

Zulu, Dec, p. 2

BOOKS IN REVIEW
Animal Thinking, June, p. 30

Archaeology ofBeekeeping, July, p. 60

Audubon Society Master Guide to

Birding,MsLT.,p.34

Beast the Color of Winter, The, Jan.,

p. 78

Biophilia: The Human Bond to Other

Species, Nov., p. 92

Birds ofNorth America:A Guide to

Field Identification, Mar., p. 34

Cowboy: The Enduring Myth ofthe Wild

West, Feb., p. 84

Field Guide to the Birds ofNorth Amer-

ica, Mar., p. 34

Indian Country, Apr., p. 82

Margaret Mead: A Life, Oct., p. 86

Not in Our Genes: Biology, Ideology and

Human Nature, Aug., p. 66

Sex Life ofFlowers, The, Sept., p. 76

Tropical Nature: Life and Death in the

Rain Forests ofCentral and South Amer-
ica, May, p. 84

With a Daughter's Eye: A Memoir of
Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson,

Oct., p. 86
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Editions so famous they've been acquired

nd exhibited by great museums and libraries.

ill the books published in the United States in

Twentieth Century, only a handful will ever

ecognized as famous editions. Such books are

re than great literature. They combine fine

stration, outstanding book design, insightful

oductions and exquisite workmanship,
fow, through arrange-BCK??^*~"llinr

I its made by The
jton Press, some of

most renowned edi- &.„...,

is of our time will jjmSMHi^^
in be available to

ectors. And now for

first time, these

ks will be bound

genuine leather and
,

Our editions and illustrations have been

mted With real exhibited at the Library of Congress.

t gold.

se are books that will never be surpassed. They
appeared in small, limited editions—privately

missioned over the past 50 years in this country,

land and Europe.

imous authors themselves collected these very

ions. Great libraries acquired them for their rare

k collections—including the British Museum in

don and the Biblio- x-j^T. | |-

%xe National in Paris.

own Library of Con-
s placed several of

e editions on display.

White House Library

lired some for its per-

ent collection.

Hie illustrations were
'

' j . , , Our Picasso illustrations for Lysistrata are

9 ned SO important mat part of the permanent collection ofthe Museum

Or museums put them °f ModernM -

isplay. For instance, Pablo Picasso's etchings and

/ings for Lysistrata became part of the permanent

ction of the Museum of Modern Art in New
I City.

\e works, themselves, are enduring classics

—

erpieces by Mark Twain, William Shakespeare,

:el Proust, Charles Dickens, Edith Wharton, Jules

ie, Thomas Hardy, Sinclair Lewis, among many

others. The titles are the giants and lasting favorites of

our literature: Nicholas Nickleby, Around the World

in Eighty Days, Swann's Way, Tess of the D'Urber-

villes, All Quiet on the Western Front, Tom Sawyer,

Green Mansions, Les Miserables, The Later Adven-

tures of Sherlock Holmes, and many more.

Privately commissioned illustrations for these fa-

mous editions (created expressly for each edition) are by

Pablo Picasso, Grant Wood, Arthur Rackham, Norman
Rockwell, Miguel Covarrubias, Reginald Marsh, John

Steuart Curry, Thomas Hart Benton, and others.

The exclusive introductions are by the most cele-

brated writers, critics, and authorities of the century

—

Theodore Dreiser, Aldous Huxley, C.S. Forester,

Daphne du Maurier, H.G. Wells, and Henry Steele

Commager to name just a few.

No expense will be spared in

these most luxurious editions.

Each volume will be fully bound in rich, heavy, pre-

mium leather. The binding design will be deeply in-

laid with precious 22kt gold on the spine. Front and

back covers will bear com-

plementary original de-

signs. And the pages will

be gilded along all three

sides with a protective

golden finish.

The paper for each vol-

ume will be specially

milled to last for genera-

tions. Endsheets will be

of elegant moire fabric, and each volume will have its

own ribbon page marker.

Available only by advance subscription

exclusively from The Easton Press.

These leather-bound editions will be available only

directly from The Easton Press, which holds the

copyrights or permissions to the privately commis-

sioned illustrations, famous introductions, book de-

signs, translations and prefaces.

Other books bound in genuine leather and gold

command as much as $75.00 per volume. However,

The Collector's Library of Famous Editions will be avail-

able to subscribers at just $36.50 each— a guaranteed

price for the first two years of your subscription.

(continued on not page)

Over the years, several of our editions have

been requested for the White House Library.



Famous Editions illustrated, designed and introduced by the arm

LYSISTRATA
No other artist in our century achieved

the fame of Picasso—a legend in his own
lifetime. Our editors approached Pi-

casso at the pinnacle of his career, in the

1930s—to render illustrations for an

edition of Lysistrata, the classic Greek
comedy of love and war by Aristophanes.

Much to our satisfaction, Picasso accepted.

After many long months, the works
were ready. Our messenger in Paris was exultant...Picasso had

produced six etched copper plates and forty pencil drawings!

He'd given us a treasure trove of important new works.

They represent the Twentieth Century's greatest artist at his

best—bold, vigorous, exuberant.
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{continued from previous page)

Future volumes will be similarly priced, subject only

to minor periodic adjustment to reflect varying

materials costs.

Convenient acquisition plan.

The Collector's Library of Famous Editions will be issued

to subscribers at the rate of one per month.

As a subscriber, you'll have the unquestioned
privilege of returning any book you may not wish to

purchase for a full refund. Moreover, you can cancel

your subscription at any time.

To accept this invitation, simply complete the Pre-

ferred Subscription Registration and return it today.

No payment is necessary now.
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Full Bindings of Premium Genuine Leather

D Make no mistake about it

H Do not confuse these books with other publishers' volume^
simulated leather, partial leather bindings or thin, lightweightj

H Famous Editions are bound in rich, premium genuine leather!

B you've owned books of this quality, you'll never settle for anythiif
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A different binding design will be created for each title—
inspired by the special character of the particular work. Each

volume is printed on the finest-quality paper—

with gilt-edged pages for beauty and durab 1

are elegant moire fabric, and each volume hoi

marker.



Iterary giants of our time.

in bindings (unlike volumes from other

have only the spines bound in leather),

ply mlaid with precious 22kt gold.

Th e Easton Press t^ti '<•_; the n^ht to jUh-mune the t itles seU\ted lor this

Preferred Subscription Registration

The Collector's Library of 281

No payment required.

We will bill you.

Please enroll my subscription to The Collector's Library ofFamous Editions. Send me the first voiumeand reserve a collection in my name.

Further volumes will be sent at the rate of one book per month. 1 will be billed S36.50* prior to shipment of each book, starting uith the

first one later this year. This price will be guaranteed to me for the next two full years.

I understand that I may return any book within 30 days for a refund, and that either party may cancel this subscription agreement at

any time. 'plus $2 50 for shipping and '-

The Easton Press

47 Richards Avenue
Norwalk, Conn. 06857

City, State .
_Zip _

D Please charge each monthly shipment to my credit card:

D VISA D MasterCard

Account Number

Signature

Expiration Dale

(All applications subject to acceptance)



If you'mpmg Avhere it's rough,

tough, wet, or wild — or any

combination of the above — don't

just take an ordinary camera,

because just a camera can't take

it. Take a Nikonos. A Nikonos is

designed to function under the

1 939 01

«»27
I SS6« jjft

i

most trying, difficult, and even

hostile conditions imaginable.

That's what Nikonos is all

about. So much
more than a camera,

it's a photographic

system designed to

function and survive

where ordinary

cameras can't go . .

.

down to 160 feet

underwater..

.

through the curl of a

wave on a surf

board . . . down the |

side of a mountain

and into a snow

bank . . . even into

smoke;,dust and
;

other hostile envi-

ronments. Get it

muddy, get it dirty

and rinse if off under

a faucet. You can't

do that with a regu-

lar camera, but you

can with a Nikonos!

You get all this plus truly

magnificent automatic picture-

taking capability, too. A lightning-

fast, through-the-lens exposure

meter with Silicon Photo Diode

(SPD) cell and electronic micro-

processor controls the continu-

ously variable shutter at speeds

from 1/30 to 1/1000 second for

incredible accuracy under the

most demanding conditions.

jikoiios:

peswMfe

And there are ir|

I terchangeable tele
j

I
photo and wide an;

lenses. . . and the

SB-lOlSpeedlight

for automatic or

manual flash ex-

posures ... all together the mos

versatile and tough waterproof

photo system ever.

So, where just a camera can'

go, you can go — with your

Nikonos — and bring back pictu

like you've never taken before!

See the Nikonos IV-A Systei

at your Nikon dealer, or write

Nikon Inc., Dept. 25,

623 Stewart Avenue,

Garden City, N.Y. 11530

F © NIKON INC. 1983

We take the worlds
greatest pictures.™
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A professor of zoology at Arizona

State University for the past eleven

years, John Alcock has long enjoyed

climbing the mountain ridges of the

southern part of the state. Early on, he

noticed that male insects of several spe-

cies vigorously defended apparently bar-

ren territories on rocky ridgetops. Since

his main research interest is insect mat-

ing systems, he was unable to resist the

challenge and set out to find out how this

behavior might help the males acquire

mates. Down from the ridgetops, Alcock

is converting his front yard into a vege-

table garden, which he describes as an-

other sort of challenge, "given the tenac-

ity of Bermuda grass and the cementlike

nature of desert clay soils."

About twenty-five years ago, science

historian Derek J. deSolla Price took a

look at a metal contraption that had

been pulled from a wreck off the Greek

island of Antikythera. The device had

puzzled scholars for well over fifty years

but after studying it, Price declared that

it was part of a mechanical computer

that dated back to 80 b.c.

This identification was a stunning ad-

dition to the history of technology and

typified the sort of contribution Price

was to make throughout his career. "He

had a God-given talent." said Silvio

Bedini, the Keeper of the Rare Books for

the Smithsonian Institution in Washing-

ton, D.C., and a friend of Price's for

many years. "He had a great instinct for

identifying scientific instruments and

establishing their significance. It takes a

kind of vision to jump ahead and see

those things."

Price, an irreverent, driven man, with

two Ph.D.'s and a pointed style that

wounded a few colleagues over the

years, was the Avalon Professor of the

History of Science at Yale University.

He began teaching at Yale in 1959 and

became the first chairman of the History

of Science Department in 1961. During

his career he wrote some 300 scientific

papers and six books, including Science

Since Babylon and Little Science. Big

Science. His first article for Natural

History appeared in 1 962. Last year he

was appointed to the Swedish Academy

of Sciences for his distinguished services

to research.

Price had had heart trouble the past

few years but there were many things he

wanted to do and he refused to slacken

his work pace. He delivered the George

B. Sarton Lecture at the AAAS meeting

in Detroit last spring and was adapting it

into the essay that appears in this issue

when he died in London, at age 61, last

September 3.



Announcing a most important new porcelain plate collection . .

.

THE BUTTERFLIES OIF THE WOR1C
PORCELAIN PLATE COLLECTION



The first porcelain plates created by Europe's

foremost painter of butterflies

—

twelve extraordinary collector's plates

capturing the grace and beauty of the world's loveliest butterflies.

J ch plate crafted of the finest

brcelain and banded in

J
ire 24 karat gold.

ch bearing an original work of

created by John Wilkinson

clusively for this series.

ie limited Signature Edition

ailable by subscription only.

Ivance subscription deadline:

bruary 29, 1984.

! iE ARTIST. One of Britain's most distin-

iished artists, John Wilkinson has been

[ tly described as "the most outstanding
1

rtraitist of butterflies in the world to-

y." His richly detailed paintings have

en widely exhibited and have won
merous awards, including the cov-

ed Grenfell Medal, and no fewer than

e Gold Medals and two Silver Medals

>m the Royal Horticultural Society.

Now this celebrated artist has created

; first series of fine porcelain col-

:tor's plates—The Butterflies of the

jrld. A collection depicting twelve

autiful and dramatically different spe-

;s of butterflies—with a very special

arm and sensitivity.

In each case, the artist captures them
their full glory among the brightly col-

ed flowers of their native lands. And
ch delightful scene is bordered in an

?gant butterfly motif.

Every one of these fine imported

Jtes is a work of pure enchantment,

,i ed with light and color— a source of

to own and display. Together, they

f^fexjZKSSS

form a spectacular collection certain to

enhance the decor of any home.

THE BUTTERFLY PLATES. Each plate will

be crafted of fine white porcelain, the

perfect background for the radiant colors

and sweeping lines of Wilkinson's art.

And each will be large in size— a full

9 inches in diameter— to preserve all

the remarkable detail of his work.

The shimmering beauty of the butter-

flies' wings ... their delicate markings

. .. the jewel-like tones of the flowers . ..

all will be captured exactly.

Indeed, Franklin Porcelain has de-

voted more than two years to the prepa-

ration of these plates, and every detail

will be of the highest quality. For exam-

ple, each plate will be hand-decorated

with pure 24 karat gold. And as many as

20 ceramic colors will be used.

Wilkinson's very lovely and accurate

works of art—created especially for this

issue and available only on these fine

porcelain plates—make this a collec-

tion that will be enjoyed and prized by

all who love the beauty of butterflies, of

art and of porcelain.

And as the very first porcelain plates

by Europe's leading painter of butter-

flies, this is a collection certain to have

lasting importance.

THE LIMITED SIGNATURE EDITION. In

keeping with its significance, the base of

each plate in the first edition of this su-

perb collection will bear the signature of

John Wilkinson, set within a special but-

terfly remarque designed for that plate.

This limited Signature Edition will be

available only to those who enter their

subscriptions before the end of 1984. A
further limit of one set per subscriber

will be enforced without exception. So

once this edition is closed, no collector

will be able to obtain these signed plates

except from the original owners.

ADVANCE SUBSCRIPTION DEADLINE: FEB-

RUARY 29, 1984. The collection will be

issued to subscribers at the convenient

rate of one plate every other month. And
the issue price of only $55 per plate will

be payable in two monthly installments

of $27.50 each. Every plate will be ac-

companied by a specially written refer-

ence folder. A Certificate of Authenticity

will also be provided.

Subscription applications are now be-

ing accepted. The accompanying form

must be postmarked by February 29,

1984. So please be certain to act quickly.

For collections as beautiful as this are

rare indeed.

FRANKLIN PORCELAIN
A FRANKLIN MINT COMPANY

«

ADVANCE SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

THE BUTTERFLIES
OF THE WORLD

Porcelain Plate Collection

Limited Signature Edition.

Valid if postmarked by February 29th.

One subscription per collector.

Franklin Porcelain

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for the limited

Signature Edition of The Butterflies of the

World Porcelain Plate Collection by )ohn

Wilkinson, consisting of 12 fine porcelain

plates individually decorated in 24 karat

gold. I understand the plates will be sent to

me at the convenient rate of one every

other month.

I need send no payment now. I will be

billed for each plate in two equal monthly

installments of $27.50* each, the first in-

stallment due in advance of shipment.
•Plus my stale sales tax.

Signature-

Mr.
Mrs.
Miss~

ALL APPLICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE

PLEASE PHI!

Address.

City-

State, Zip
Canadian residents will be billed $65. (Cdn. $), payable

in two equal monthly installments, with the tirst pay-

ment due prior to shipment.

•a
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Theodore W. Pietsch came across

Louis Renard's eighteenth-century pub-

lication on fishes while working at the

zoology library of the British Museum
(Natural History) in May 1981. At the

time, he was preparing a monograph of a

group of tropical shorefishes called

frogfishes and attempting to build a bib-

liography of all pre-Linnaean references.

Pietsch, associate professor and curator

of fishes at the University of Washing-

ton's College of Ocean and Fisheries Sci-

ences, in Seattle, is also interested in the

ichthyological works of Georges Cuvier

and his student Achille Valenciennes.

Pietsch hopes to make his next research

project a study of the manuscript

sources for the great joint work of these

two outstanding French zoologists, the

twenty-two-volume Histoire Naturelle

des Poissons, published between 1828

and 1849.

Most of us don't see insects as beauti-

ful, says naturalist-photographer Ray-

mond A. Mendez, "because they have six

legs and are mechanical." But Mendez,

who loved bugs long before he started

photographing them, sees them as hav-

ing the beauty of tools of industry

—

clean lines, utter efficiency, and preci-

sion. "They are the ultimate machines,"

he says. "If you look at the necks of some

insects, you see beautiful ball bearing

setups. You watch them move and it's

like watching a well-oiled tool. When
they do their jobs, they are wonderful lit-

tle robots."

But Mendez, who teaches a summer
course in entomology at the Asa Wright

Nature Centre in Trinidad, sometimes

has trouble convincing his students of

these things. "It's basically their fear of

the unknown," Mendez says. "I try to

get them to relax so they can really look.

Animals generally act within character,

so if there's an insect that can reach

three inches and you stand four inches

away, you couldn't be safer. It's safer

than walking down Fifth Avenue in New
York." Of course, there are very few in-

sects on Fifth Avenue. For his photo of a

leaf-footed bug, the third installment in

our new series, "The Natural Moment,"

Mendez used a 55-mm macro lens and

two strobes to boost the dim light of the

jungle understory.

In the late nineteenth century, (fj

L. Krapu's grandfather staked out a

ily homestead on the North Dakota jii-

rie—and unwittingly laid the groid-

work for his grandson's scientific cai

Krapu grew up between two mar a

and underneath a major waterfowl flit

corridor. His early fascination with bis

led him to a doctorate in animal ecbj

and, since 1971, to his position asj

search biologist at the Northern Pnie

Wildlife Research Center in Jamestct

North Dakota. From 1977 to 1981k

was project leader of a major stud;i

the Platte River Valley and the efFecl

water development on sandhill cran

(

Also a denizen of the prairie, Min
sota-born coauthor Jan Eldridge is a

search biologist at the Jamestown c

ter, but is now on leave to pursue

doctorate at the University of Min
sota. Her dissertation research is on

feeding ecology of Arctic-nesting she

birds during their spring migrati

Eldridge has previously studied wild)

in Chile, Antarctica, and New Zealai

as well as along the Platte.
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A Naturalist at Lars

Do Not Feed the Bears?
The decline in Yellowstone National Park's grizzly bear

population is intensifying old disagreements about

the park service's strategy of "natural management"

by Jim Robbins

The Rock}" Mountain bighorn sheep is

among the most reclusive, the most regal,

the most inscrutable mammals on the

North American continent. With power-

fully packed legs and chest and an almost

preternatural sense of balance, it thrives in

the harsh high country of the northern

Rockies, gracefully traversing the precipi-

tous slopes and cliffs.

The bighorns are also among the most

sensitive animals. They are creatures of

another geologic time, the Pleistocene ep-

och, and are better suited to an ice age

than the temperate climate that exists

over North America today. If the earth is

subjected to another ice age, the bighorn

may flourish, but for the time being the

animal is out of its element and suscepti-

ble to the diseases that thrive in a warmer

age. That may explain what happened to

Yellowstone National Park's northern

herd of bighorns last winter.

Just prior to Christmas, wildlife photog-

raphers shooting the northern herd of 300

bighorns on McMinn Ridge noticed un-

usual behavior among the sheep. Several

of them, particularly the males, appeared

disoriented and uninterested in eating,

while others wandered aimlessly in circles.

Park officials were alerted and began

monitoring the animals. The first thing

they noticed about the sheep that were be-

having oddly was that their eyes were cov-

ered with a milky, white discharge and

their eyelids were severely swollen. When
they studied these animals further they re-

alized the source of the disorientation: the

sheep were temporarily blind.

The illness causing this blindness swept

through the animals as if pushed by a

strong wind, eventually affecting some

200 of them. While the illness itself was

not fatal, the blindness was devastating.
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For ten days the sheep wandered grace-

lessly and aimlessly across the ridge, un-

able to see or forage. Some fell through

storm grates and broke their legs; others

died as they tumbled into canyons and cre-

vasses. Postmortem examinations of some

of the dead animals indicated that the

cause of the blindness was apparently a

bacterial infection called karatoconjuncti-

vitis, commonly known as pinkeye.

To end the misery of the animals in-

jured in falls, rangers began shooting them

with an overdose of tranquilizer. But

throughout the incident the park service

never seriously considered treating the an-

imals with antibiotics because the pink-

eye, which ultimately resulted in the

death of 107 sheep, was determined to be

naturally occurring, and it is against the

policy of the National Park Service to in-

terfere with the workings of nature.

The keystone of the National Park Ser-

vice's management policy, from the

swampy, alligator-filled Everglades in

southern Florida to the grizzly bear tun-

dra of Mount McKinley in Alaska, is to al-

low nature to take its course. There is no

official differentiation between "good"

and "bad" in nature. Each natural occur-

rence contributes to the complexity of the

ecosystem; when elk and deer die of star-

vation in the winter, as hundreds often do,

they are providing critical spring forage

for the grizzly bear and other carnivores

within the park. Naturally caused fires are

allowed, within some limitations, to burn,

because fire has been an important form

of renewal for forests and grasslands since

their origins. Indeed, constantly suppress-

ing fires can cause so much fuel to accu-

mulate that when fires start, they burn

much larger areas than they would natu-

rally. In the case of the sheep, ecologists

say, the disease culled those animals frc

the herd that were not disease resistai

leaving the stronger animals to pass

that trait to progeny.

The concept of natural manageme
has been heralded worldwide by ecologi;

and other professionals as the ultimate

wilderness management. Like wilderns

areas, the parks are showcases for natui

they argue, and for both scientific and ai

thetic reasons nature should be allowed i

work its wonders with a minimum of h

man interference.

"A national park," wrote A. Stark

Leopold, the chairman of a 1963 comm,

tee that studied wildlife problems in it

tional parks and presented the report th 1

became the foundation for the park s«

vice's natural philosophy, "should repi

sent a vignette of primitive America

.

nearly as possible in the condition that pi

vailed when the area was first visited I

white man." But returning to that cone

tion has been a rocky road for the park se
1

vice, because the islands of the nation

parks have been assaulted on all sides t

the forces of the late twentieth century,

some cases these disturbances are playii

havoc with the park's natural systems.

One of the most troubling manifest

tions of the natural management qua

dary has been the case of the Yellowstoi

grizzly. Yellowstone's grizzly bear popul

tion may be on the verge of extinction b

cause of a declining population trer*

There are numerous theories on why tr

big bear may be dying off, but at least or

prominent grizzly expert lays the blame

;

the feet of the park service for its steadfa;

refusal to consider any but a natun

course for the bear.

While the park service's managemeij;

philosophy has sparked dozens of conflict

V
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The drowning bison: Were Yellowstone rangers "cruel" to let nature take its course?

with the outside world, none carries the

burden of the grizzly situation. Drawing

some flak for a hundred dead bighorn

sheep is one thing; the sense of loss and

failure, not to mention public fury, that

would accompany the declaration that the

grizzly had disappeared from Yellowstone

is enough to make the most hardened park

service veteran quake.

The fundamental question seems to be

what role humans should play in a natural

environment. The park service must

weigh what it considers "natural" human
activities and how much "unnatural" ac-

tivity the parks can tolerate without an ad-

verse impact on the integrity of their eco-

systems. In a place like Yellowstone,

where people have already had a profound

impact, the question is especially difficult.

Last year, nearly 1.2 million people

swarmed to Yellowstone. During the sum-

mer thousands of cars pour exhaust fumes

into the air, onto plants and animals, and

into local waters; the people themselves

pour onto the trails and into the meadows
and forests. Hotels, stores, restaurants,

campgrounds, gas stations, administration

buildings, a hospital, and other develop-

ment intrude on Yellowstone's grandeur.

All affect in some way the lot of the wild-

life. Grant Village, for example, a pro-

posed $28 million condominium project in
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Yellowstone Park, will be constructed on

five trout-spawning streams, some of the

most heavily used grizzly habitat in the

park. (The park service admits to poor

planning, but argues that the project was

in the works long before the site was found

to be important habitat.)

The Grant Village situation may simply

be an anomaly, for park service officials

have been reasonably consistent in adher-

ing to their natural management philoso-

phy. That adherence has cost them in the

public relations department, however.

Last February, in the middle of a cold

morning, a bison bull plunged through the

ice-covered Yellowstone River near Fish-

ing Bridge in the center of the park and

was unable to extricate himself. Water va-

por steaming from its nostrils in the crisp

air, the 2,000-pound animal struggled in

vain, succeeding only in enlarging the

hole. About 10:30 a.m., park employee

Barbara Seaquist, a member of the Young
Adult Conservation Corps, discovered the

drowning bison and contacted park head-

quarters. A park ranger replied that the

incident was a natural occurrence, and the

bison should be allowed to sink or swim on

its own. Meanwhile, several persons who
had heard about the struggling beast ap-

peared on the scene to photograph it.

By about 5:00 p.m., as dusk was set-

tling on the bison's struggle for life, a p 1

of nine snowmobilers approached

bridge. After learning from Seaquist 'j

assisting the buffalo was against park

icy, one of the snowmobilers, G|

Nielson, a vice president of Husky

Company from Cody, Wyoming, bee;

outraged. He was struck by what

peared to be the callous attitude of

photographers, who were merely filrr

the incident. "If you're not going to I

it," Nielson said, "then why don't you

it out of its misery?"

The snowmobilers left the scene, anc

ter a brief caucus four of them returr

Nielson carrying a sixty-foot orange n)

rope. Seaquist was gone when they

turned, so they fashioned a loop, tie*

around the animal's horns, and walk

gingerly out on the ice, tried to haul

animal to safety. At this point Seaquist

turned and repeated her request that

ture be allowed to prevail. She i

warned the four men that they were

dangering their own lives by walking

onto the ice. They ignored her. Accord

to Nielson the bison had almost madi

out of the water when the rope bro

"The sad thing," he said, "is that he
[

bison] knew we were trying to help,

laid his head at my feet just exhauste

As it grew too dark for the rescuers to s

\

,.
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A coyotefeasts on a dead elk. A weak animal, say natural management proponents, "is nature's way ofdoing business.

the attempt was abandoned. The tempera-

ture fell to —20° F that night. In the morn-

ing the bison was dead, frozen into the ice.

Coyotes and ravens soon descended on the

animal. When the warmth of spring

melted the river and freed the remainder

of the carcass, a grizzly bear was observed

feeding on the bison downstream. A shred

of orange nylon rope was still fastened to

its horns.

Upon his return to Cody, Nielson wrote

a letter to the right-wing radio commen-
tator Paul Harvey, describing what he felt

was the park service's cruelty. Harvey

seized on the dramatic incident and, in

three venom-filled broadcasts, tore into

the park service's policy of noninterven-

tion, calling officials "knee-jerk ecolo-

gists." "It is not a scientific question, it is a

moral one," Harvey said. "The reason Je-

sus came to earth was to keep nature from

taking its course."

Nielson believes the park service is hyp-

ocritical. "It's no secret they trap bears

and move them," he said. "That's not nat-

ural. Why shouldn't we have been allowed

to save the buffalo?"

"There's no question, nature is harsh,"

counters Yellowstone's chief ranger,

Thomas Hobbs. "But a national park is

not a ranch or a zoo. A weak animal is part

of nature's way of doing business. It's the
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perpetuation of all life cycles; when an ani-

mal dies there are others that survive be-

cause of it."

There are, the park service will admit, a

number of contradictions in natural man-

agement, and effects that are sometimes

extremely unpleasant. But officials point

out that more manipulative management
techniques have sometimes failed miser-

ably. In fact, parks throughout the coun-

try are living with the past mistakes of

well-meaning but anthropocentric park

managers.

In the early part of the century wolves

and mountain lions were considered an

embodiment of evil because of their vio-

lent methods of killing and because they

took game that humans also hunted. By
the 1 930s the wolf had been deliberately

extirpated and the cougar was severely de-

pleted in the Yellowstone ecosystem. Hu-
man manipulation of the environment has

continued. In the 1 960s thousands of elk

were killed by Yellowstone Park officials

because they had overpopulated their

range. Grizzlies, when they interfere with

humans in the parks, are still trapped and

moved and sometimes shot. The effect of

this may mean nothing less than a restruc-

turing of the gene pool. Cliff Martinka,

Glacier National Park's supervisory biolo-

gist, believes that by culling out bears that

show aggressive tendencies, the park

.

vice may be weeding out bears with a j

'

fectly natural curious trait.

The wolves are still absent in Yell

stone, which points up one of the larj

tears in the park service's fabric of nati

philosophy. Several critical parts of

ecosystem are missing. The wolf, for

ample, was integral to the Yellowsti

ecosystem, both because it preyed

largely weak and sick animals and

cause it kept down ungulate populatii

helping to prevent such things as masi

winter die-offs due to populations gn

beyond the carrying capacity of their

ter range.

Also, even though it is 2.2 million aci

larger than the combined areas of Rh(

Island and Delaware, Yellowstone P; '

covers less than half of the greater Yelk

stone ecosystem. Only two parks, Dei* s

and Olympic, have anywhere near a cc
''

plete ecosystem. Because most parks e

body only a portion of their ecosystei r

the wildlife have needs outside p:

boundaries. Each winter, as they have

thousands of years, Yellowstone Park
J

gulates—elk, deer, sheep, and bison

move down out of their summer pastu

in the high country to critical winter rar,

where the climate is more modera

grasses are swept clean by the wind, a

-'
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the snow is shallow enough to paw

through. But today, the winter range is not

always accessible. Many of the 1 6,000 elk

in the northern herd, for example, find

shelter in the fields of neighboring

ranches, their traditional wintering areas,

and destroy forage and haystacks.

The 2,000 bison in the park pose an

even more intractable problem for park

managers. Nearly 20 percent of the bison

winter range is outside park boundaries, in

and near Gardiner and West Yellowstone

and on adjoining ranches. Notorious for

not respecting property boundaries, the

ambling, Volkswagen-sized beasts wander

into the tourist towns, where, beneath

neon lights and in spite of heavy traffic,

they feed on exposed grasses.

Because the animals block traffic, can

cause accidents, and are a general nui-

sance, park authorities muster rangers on

foot, horseback, and in vehicles to drive

the bison into the park, where some may
starve because of difficulty in obtaining

food. Stubborn animals that refuse to be

moved receive no reprieve: they are shot

by the Montana Department of Fish,

Wildlife and Parks and the meat is auc-

tioned off.

But the shaggy behemoths pose a dif-

ferent problem when they make their way

to neighboring ranches. They are carriers

of brucellosis, a disease to which they are

immune but which causes domestic live-

stock to abort. Claiming the disease is nat-

urally caused, the park service refuses to

treat the bison, a policy that has cost park

rangers friends. "They should destroy ani-

mals in the park to keep the population

down," said Frank Rigler, an angry neigh-

boring rancher who also complained

about broken fences and cows gored by

testy bison. "For years they killed then i-

the parks to control populations."

The grizzly bear, Ursus arctos hor> i.;'-

His, a symbol for nature at its wildesj ;

the wildlife centerpiece of Yellowst<

:

and Glacier national parks, the only i r

parks in the mainland United States \| .

viable populations of grizzlies. Newsrei .-

travelogues, and Yogi Bear cartoons m<
Yellowstone as famous for its black b<i e

and grizzly bears as for its punctual jj

~

ser, Old Faithful.

If you happen upon either one of tl< C-

bears in Yellowstone today, you are oni J-

a handful of people. Black bears h( V-

declined and until last year, when t ;;

number of grizzly sightings in the parh :.

creased sharply, the grizzly was con! i

ered by some to be at the edge of exti t

tion. In August of 1982, Roland War
chairman of the Interagency Grizzly B i

-

Steering Committee, wrote that the 1

lowstone grizzly population had decli d

so seriously that "the probability of ret i :

ing this wild-land species in Yellowst

National Park is minimal."

The revelation by the committee, wb
comprises representatives of state and

:

eral agencies with jurisdiction over gri;

habitat, came as a shock to many, for

park service had insisted until then ti

the population was a healthy 300 to ]

bears. Instead they now believe there

200 to 250 bears, with as few as 30 bre

ing females. (The number of female

crucial—grizzlies breed only once ev

three years.) But what is most alarm,

about the grizzlies of Yellowstone is t

the population is declining—bears are

ing faster than the population can repl

them. "With the mortality rates we're
j

ting, we're looking at the end of the griz

i:-.

Blinded by pinkeye, more than a hundred bighorn sheepfell to their death.
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population [in Yellowstone] in

nty to thirty years," said Richard

ght, who heads the federal Inter-

icy Grizzly Bear Study Team, in

»: eman, Montana. "Something drastic

is to be done." But there is no consen-

on that point. Other biologists say the

owstone grizzly, while imperiled, is

at the stage where the fires of panic

itkl i to be stirred.

he blame for the threat to the grizzly

placed by the park service, the study

°fi« n, and others on high mortality rates

KOftjsed by poachers, as well as the deteri-

w
li ;ion of habitat caused by logging, en-

f
development, mining, and other in-

pat ,ions into the area around the park. The

to beef up the Yellowstone popula-

they believe, is to increase law en-

Wio:ement pressures on poachers and to

rict and mitigate development pres-

theaf ;s in surrounding habitat, measures the

iecl)ik service cannot implement by itself.

Ire:

;

'ark officials have been working with

o»rl U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and

,1 e officials to put into effect a tougher

:,»5])rcement program against poachers.

inJEne help has come from the National

jiAiubon Society, which has offered a

Mi ",000 reward for information leading to

en i arrest and conviction of grizzly poach-

lo If Within its own domain, of course, the

:ert> k service has more autonomy. Authori-

Ibi-i have fortified measures to keep people

W. bears apart, closing off back country

: el t impinges on bear habitat, relocating

an* rs, restricting hiking trails, and im-

ii> ving garbage disposal techniques.

aret:y recently brought together seventy

lepjternment employees who work in the

rcklowstone ecosystem for a two-day

pi kshop on grizzlies and have sent other

Lployees into the field to educate the

)lic about etiquette in grizzly country.

Jut some biologists think the park ser-

fs efforts are misdirected. It is not

ching or habitat deterioration that is

problem, these critics say, but the park

horities' decision in 1968 to close the

bage dumps where many bears were

ng for food. That decision, intended to

ate an entirely natural population of

.rs, was clearly an application of natu-

management.

\t the top of the list of park service crit-

are ecologists John and Frank Craig-

Jj.d, who have studied the Yellowstone

(plies since 1959. The Craigheads, twin

||'thers, have for many years faulted offi-

for closing the garbage dumps and
n killing or removing those animals

t have not been able to make the transi-

l back to the wild. That debate was re-

ved in a controversial article last year in

antic Monthly, which, citing the Craig-

heads, stated that myopic attempts to

achieve a "natural" population of grizzlies

have nearly eliminated the species.

Natural management, according to the

Craigheads, remains the stumbling block

to an effective program to save the grizzly.

They believe any scheme to save the bear

must not only include the steering com-

mittee's recommendations but must also

entail a restructuring of Yellowstone's

natural management philosophy.

"The Yellowstone Ecosystem, which in-

cludes the park, cannot be returned to pre-

Columbian conditions and failure to rec-

ognize this has stymied a practical [bear]

management program," John Craighead

said at a Yellowstone Park symposium in

October 1982. "In a park with a visitation

of 2 million people annually, management

must be designed to help man and bear co-

exist—even if it means compromising an

idealistic, but unrealistic, back-to-primal-

nature concept."

First and foremost, Craighead believes

the park service must realize that human
intrusions into and around the park

—

buildings, roads, people themselves

—

have deprived the bears of portions of

their food source and that there must be

compensation for the deprivation. Craig-

head therefore recommends an immedi-

ate, supplemental feeding of the bears to

increase their numbers to a more viable

level. The reproductive rate of grizzly

bears, like that of most animals, is tied di-

rectly to the amount of available food.

But park authorities are fiercely op-

posed to feeding the bears. Their whole

natural management and natural popula-

tion philosophy is based on the idea that

animal populations will reach a homeosta-

sis based on available food supplies. To

feed the bears would destroy gains made
in restoring a natural population. Gary
Brown, Yellowstone's bear biologist, dis-

putes Craighead's argument on several

grounds. No one favors returning the park

to pre-Columbian conditions, he says; in-

stead, the goal is to "manage the park with

a minimum of interference from man."

And while Brown says that feeding the

bears is not out of the question, he makes it

clear that the possibility is a long shot:

"Feeding the bears can complicate things

worse than they already are."

Chris Servheen, head of the U.S. Fish

and Wildlife Service's Grizzly Bear Re-

covery Team, backs up Brown. He claims

supplemental feeding would be an enor-

mous task, requiring 5,000 to 6,000 elk

per year. Further, he believes such feeding

would not necessarily mean more bears.

Grizzly litter size, he said, averaged 2.2

when the dumps were open. It now stands

at 1 .9, not a significant decrease accord-
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ing to Servheen. Others argue this is a sig-

nificant decrease.

Servheen also contends that, while

population numbers have dropped off, the

problem is not as serious as some people

believe. Instead, the decline is due to nor-

mal population dynamics after closure of

a dump. "We're not going to whistle in the

dark and assume everything's fine,"

Servheen said. "But we're not at the panic

stage." Supplemental feeding, he said,

would only be considered as a last resort.

What does the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service consider the minimum number of

bears for population viability? "According

to the best data we have," Servheen said,

"about thirty to seventy bears." The scien-

tific community agrees with Brown and

Servheen; Craighead is the only biologist

who has publicly supported feeding to en-

hance the grizzly population.

The dispute between the Craigheads

and the park service is nothing new. It

goes back to the 1960s and in particular to

an incident in August 1967 when two

young women were killed in the same

night in Glacier Park by grizzly bears that

had been accustomed to eating human
garbage. The park service had planned to

close dumps in both Yellowstone and a.

cier because of a federal edict on the I
ter, but the deaths hastened the prou
The Craigheads publicly disagreed 'ill

the plan. Some dumps were surely t«J

blesome, the Craigheads acknowlediLj

because of their proximity to areas \$

heavily by people. But some were far f qi

areas of human use and many generatJ

of bears had been raised on dump foo-I

old spaghetti, bones, stale pie, and spent

bacon. The dumps, the Craigheads r|

gued, could be considered "ecocente,"!

places with abnormally high concera|

tions of food. In that sense, said the ec

gists, they were no different from, an(

less important than, the fall salmon rui

Alaskan rivers, which also attracts

sustains grizzly bears.

But the park service held fast, refu:

to consider a proposal by the Craighe

that officials should phase out the duns

gradually. A natural population, said .

park service, could best be obtained
y

making the bears go "cold turkey." Tco

otherwise would encourage succe&J

generations of garbage-fed grizzlies

prolong the problem.

The question of what "natural" me

t

J The rare bear: Can the grizzlies survive without beingfed?



^ a key point in the argument. The
!

S gheads felt, and still feel, that people

f'li their products are part of the natural

i

ri ronment and should be accorded the

'j! 2 role that dead elk and other carrion
;

r within reason.
4

ne dumps were closed in 1968. When

e s displaced by the closing of the
cr

'i'ips began wandering into camp-

V nds and developed areas, officials re-

s

[Vted, transported, or when necessary,
at

i'd them outright. By about 1973, the

*ef 1 to do so declined; a natural popula-

te of bears that could live on the ordi-

:t
£f' fare of roots, berries, and ground

^qfrrels had been achieved.
a

:

ut how many bears were actually

H\ d during the adjustment period is the

j ect of heated debate. The park service

*i!ritains it was 37 grizzlies; the Craig-

Mis, whom most experts believe have

y e accurate figures, put the count at 1 89.

1L

1 number killed is significant. John

^lighead believes that the killing of

W"S in the late sixties and early seven-
v
\t coupled with the withdrawal of an

*ri ortant food source, may have reduced

h bear population to the point where it

l5'iow biologically impossible for the

gijzlies to recover without help.

ark officials are inclined to wait and

ft
To help the bears with food, of course,

Id not only disrupt the process of ad-

ment to natural conditions; it would

be an implicit admission that natural

lagement has failed and nearly caused

extinction of a Yellowstone species.

here is a long list of problems with nat-

management, foremost among them
presence of humans, the unpredict-

ity of nature, the imposition of artifi-

boundaries, and the often contradic-

charges of the park service to manage

| parks as a wilderness area and also pro-

: for the enjoyment of the people,

ven its proponents agree that excep-

s to the pure application of natural

lagement may sometimes be desir-

:. For example, Cliff Martinka be-

es that the policy "needs to be tem-

;d when fire threatens a grove of

)0-year-old cedar trees."

Jnfortunately, many of the practical

isions facing park managers are not so

ir-cut. Natural management is, after

a philosophy and not a science. In a

Id of diverse social attitudes and con-

ing scientific advice, its implementa-

is bound to be fraught with difficul-

II and controversy.

! Robbins, afree-lance writer based in

ena, Montana, specializes in environ-

ilal issues, particularly those affect-

t the national parks.
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This View of Li]

Just in the Middle
A solution to the mechanist-vitalist controversy

by Stephen Jay Gould

The case for organic integrity was

stated most forcefully by a poet, not a bi-

ologist. In his romantic paean The Tables

Turned, William Wordsworth wrote:

Sweet is the lore which

Nature brings;

Our meddling intellect

Misshapes the beauteous

form of things:

We murder to dissect.

The whiff of anti-intellectualism that

pervades this poem has always disturbed

me, much as I appreciate its defense of na-

ture's unity. For it implies that any at-

tempt at analysis, any striving to under-

stand by breaking a complex system into

constituent parts, is not only useless but

even immoral.

Yet caricature and dismissal from the

other side have been just as intense, if not

usually stated with such felicity. Those

scientists who study biological systems by

breaking them down into ever smaller

parts, until they reach the chemistry of

molecules, often deride biologists who in-

sist upon treating organisms as irreducible

wholes. The two sides of this oversim-

plified dichotomy even have names, often

invoked in a derogatory way by their oppo-

nents. The dissectors are "mechanists"

who believe that life is nothing more than

the physics and chemistry of its compo-

nent parts. The integrationists are "vital-

ists" who hold that life and life alone has

that "special something," forever beyond

the reach of chemistry and physics and

even incompatible with "basic" science.

In this reading you are, according to your

adversaries, either a heartless mechanist

or a mystical vitalist.

I have often been amused by the vulgar

tendency of the human mind to take com-

plex issues, with solutions at neither ex-

treme of a continuum of possibilities, and

break them into dichotomies, assigning

one group to one pole and the other to an

opposite end, with no acknowledgement of

subtleties and intermediate positions

—

and nearly always with moral opprobrium

attached to opponents. As the wise Private
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Willis sings in Gilbert and Sullivan's

Iolanthe:

I often think it's comical

How nature always does contrive

That every boy and every gal

That's born into the world alive

Is either a little Liberal

Or else a little Conservative!

Fal la la!

The categories have changed today, but

we are still either rightists or leftists, advo-

cates of nuclear power or solar heating,

pro choice or against the murder of fe-

tuses. We are simply not allowed the sub-

tlety of an intermediate view on intricate

issues (although I suspect that the only

truly important and complex debate with

no possible stance in between is whether

you are for or against the designated hitter

rule—and I'm agin it).

Thus the impression persists that biolo-

gists are either mechanists or vitalists, ei-

ther advocates of an ultimate reduction to

physics and chemistry (with no apprecia-

tion for the integrity of organisms) or sup-

porters of a special force that gives life

meaning (and modern mystics who would

deny the potential unity of science). For

example, a popular article on research at

the Marine Biological Laboratory of

Woods Hole (in the September-October

1983 issue of Harvard Magazine) dis-

cusses the work of a scientist with a physi-

cist's approach to neurological problems:

In the parlance of philosophers of science,

Bezanilla could be considered a "reduction-

ist" or "mechanist." He believes that fun-

damental laws of mechanics and electro-

magnetism suffice to account for all

phenomena at this level. Vitalists, in con-

trast, maintain that some vital principle,

some spark of life, separates living from

nonliving matter. Thomas Hunt Morgan, a

confirmed vitalist, once remarked acidly

that scientists who compared living organ-

isms to machines were like "wild Indians

who derailed trains and looked for the

horses inside the locomotive." Most mecha-
nists, in turn, regard their opponents' vital

principle as so much black magic.

But this dichotomy is an absurd carica-

ture of the opinions held by most bi

gists. Although I have known a few me
anists, as defined in this article, I di

think that I have ever met a vitalist

though the argument did enjoy so

popularity during the nineteenth centui

The vast majority of biologists, includ

the great geneticist T. H. Morgan ('

was as antivitalist as any scientist of

century), advocate a middle position.

extremes may make good copy, and a o

venient (if simplistic) theme for disc

sion, but they are occupied by few, if a

practicing scientists. If we can understi

this middle position, and grasp why it

been so persistently popular, perhaps

can begin to criticize our lamentable t

dency to dichotomize complex issues

the first place. I therefore devote this

umn to defining and supporting this m
die way by showing how a fine Amerii

biologist, Ernest Everett Just, develop

and defended it in the course of his o

biological research.

The middle position holds that life,

result of its structural and functional cc

plexity, cannot be taken apart into

chemical constituents and explained in

entirety by physical and chemical 1:

working at the molecular level. But it

nies just as strenuously that this failure

reductionism reflects any mystical pr<

erty of life, any special "spark" that

heres in life alone. Life requires its 0'

principles because the world of nature

organized hierarchically. As levels of coi

plexity mount along the hierarchy

atom, molecule, gene, cell, tissue, org;

ism, and population, new properties ai

as results of interactions and interconne

tions emerging at each new level. A high

level cannot be fully explained by taking

apart into component elements and re

dering their properties in the absence

these interactions.

This attitude may be designated "org

nizational," or "holistic"; it represents tl

stance adopted by most biologists ai

even by most physical scientists who ha'

thought hard about biology and direct

experienced its complexity. It is empha

S
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cally not vitalistic in the old sense of life

transcending and opposing the principles

of physics and chemistry of phenomena at

lower levels of the hierarchy. New, or

"emergent," principles are needed to en-

compass life's complexity; but these prin-

ciples are additional to, and consistent

with, the physics and chemistry of atoms

and molecules. They represent, if you will,

a higher physics and chemistry appropri-

ate to more complex levels of our natural

hierarchy. Life must be studied at its own

level; its complexity must be tackled di-

rectly, not dissolved into components—for

the interaction of these components is pri-

mary and irreducible.

For example, this holistic middle way
was espoused in what may be our centu-

ry's most famous book on "what is

life?"—the short masterpiece of the same

title written in 1944 by Erwin Schro-

dinger, the great quantum physicist who
turned to biological problems at the end of

his career. Schrodinger wrote:

From all we have learnt about the structure

of living matter, we must be prepared to

find it working in a manner that cannot be

reduced to the ordinary laws of physics.

And that not on the ground that there is any

"new force" or what not, directing the be-

havior of the single atoms within a living or-

ganism, but because the construction is dif-

ferent from anything we have yet tested in

the physical laboratory.

Schrodinger then presents a striking

analogy. Compare the ordinary physicist

with an engineer familiar only with the

working of steam engines. When this engi-

neer encounters, for the first time, a more

complicated electric motor, he will not as-

sume that its operation is intrinsically

mysterious just because he cannot under-

stand it with the principles appropriate to

steam engines: "He will not suspect that

an electric motor is driven by a ghost be-

cause it is set spinning by the turn of a

switch, without boiler and steam."

Ernest Everett Just, a thoughtful em-

bryologist who developed a similar holistic

view as a direct consequence of his own re-

search, was born 100 years ago in Charles-

ton, South Carolina. He graduated as

valedictorian of Dartmouth in 1907 and

did most of his research at the Marine Bio-

logical Laboratory of Woods Hole during

the 1 920s. He continued his work at vari-

ous European biological laboratories dur-

ing the 1930s, and was briefly interned by

the Nazis when France fell in 1940. Repa-

triated to the United States, and broken in

spirit, he died of pancreatic cancer in 1941

at age fifty-eight.

Just began as an experimentalist, study-

ing problems of fertilization at the cell

«

level and in the great tradition of care

descriptive research so characteristic jf

the "Woods Hole school." As this wk

developed, and particularly after he ft

for Europe, his career entered a iw

phase: he became fascinated with the \ \.

ogy of cell surfaces. This shift emergec i-

rectly from his interest in fertilization

his particular concern with how the spi n

penetrates an egg's outer membrane d

the physical and chemical changes sul

quently induced throughout the egg's :r-

face. At the same time, his work took (a

more philosophical tone (although

never abandoned his experiments),

Just slowly developed a holistic, or oif

nizational, perspective midway betw

the caricatured extremes of class]

mechanism and vitalism. Just expound

this biological philosophy, a direct ret

of his growing concern with the proper

of cell surfaces considered as wholes i

The Biology of the Cell Surface, p
lished in 1939.

Just's early work on fertilization wan

harbinger of things to come. He was t

much interested in how the genetic ms

rial of egg and sperm fuse and then dirt

the subsequent architecture of devel-

ment—a classical theme of the reducti

ist tradition (an attempt to explain

properties of embryology in terms of ge:i

housed in a controlling nucleus). He v

more concerned with the effects til

fertilization imposes upon the entire c

,

particularly its surface, and on the inter

tion of nucleus and cytoplasm in sub

quent cell division and differentiation

the embryo.

Just had an uncanny knack for devisi

simple and elegant experiments tl

spoke to the primary theoretical issues

his day. In his very first paper, for exa

pie, he showed that, for some species

marine invertebrates at least, the plane

first cleavage (the initial division of 1

fertilized egg into two cells) is determin

by the sperm's point of entry. He a

proved that the egg's surface is "eq

potential"—that is, the sperm has

equal probability of entering at any poi

At this time, biologists were pursuing

vigorous debate (here we go with did*!

omies again) between preformations

who thought that an embryo's divisil

into specialized parts and organs was

ready prefigured in the structure of an i

fertilized egg, and epigeneticists who i

gued that differentiation arose duri

development from an egg initially able

form any subsequent structure from aj

of its regions.

By showing that the direction of cleaj

age arose from the happenstance of'
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sperm's penetration (and that a spei

could enter anywhere on the egg's s-

face), Just supported the epigenetic alt-

native. This first paper already conta;

the basis for Just's later and explicit -

lism—his concern with properties of •

tire organisms (the egg's complete s-

face) and with interactions of organii

and environment (the epigenetic char-

ter of development contrasted with I:

preformationist view that later develi'

ment is already set by the egg's structur!

I believe that Just's mature holism hi

two primary sources in his earlier exp<

mental work on fertilization. First, Ji|,

distinguished himself at Woods Hole

the great "green thumb" of his generatii

He was a stickler for proper procedi

and cleanliness in the laboratory. He h

an uncanny rapport with the various s]

cies of marine invertebrates that inha'

the waters about Woods Hole. He km
where to find them and he understo

their habits intimately. He could extn

eggs from them and keep the eggs nonr

and healthy under laboratory conditio!

He became the chief source of technic

advice for hotshot young researchers w
had mastered all the latest techniques

experimentation but knew little natui

history.

Just therefore understood better th;

anyone else the importance of healthy nc

mality in eggs used for experiments

fertilization—the integrity of whole ce

in their ordinary conditions of life cou

not be compromised. Over and over agai

he showed how many famous experimei

by eminent scientists had no validity t

cause they used moribund or abnorm

cells and their results could be traced

these "unlifelike" conditions, not to tl

experimental intervention itself. For e

ample, Just refuted an important set of e

periments on abnormalities of develo

ment produced when an egg is fertilizi

by sperm of another species. He provi

that the peculiar patterns of embryolo;

must be traced, not to the foreign sperm

self, but to the moribund state of eggs pr

duced by environmental conditions (

temperature and water chemistry) necel

sary to induce the abnormal fertilizatiol

but uncongenial for the eggs' good healtfl

Just derided the lack of concern for na

ural history shown by so many experj

menters who knew all the latest of fancl

physics and chemistry, but ever so littl

about organisms. They referred to the]

eggs and sperm as "material" (I have tbj

same reaction to modern reductionist

who call the living cells and organs of the|

experiments a "preparation") and a<

cepted their experimental objects in an

condition because they couldn't distir

28 Natural History 1/84
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s;gi ;h normality from abnormality: "If the

id dition of the eggs is not taken into ac-

!C| nt," Just wrote, "the results obtained

iblthe use of sub-normal eggs in experi-

inhts may be due wholly or in part to the

(Mr physiological condition of the eggs."

:
jiecond, and more important, Just's

i'U nty years of research on fertilization

M directly, almost inexorably, to his in-

|t< :st in the cell's surface and to his holis-

A philosophy. Since his work, as previ-

1,0,, ly mentioned, focused on the changes

jtjt cell surfaces undergo during fertiliza-

A\, Just soon realized that this surface

m,; no simple, passive boundary, but a

,'c nplex and essential part of cellular or-

igination:

HI: surface-cytoplasm cannot be thought

:o: s inert or apart from the living cell-sub-

isjice. The ectoplasm [Just's name for the

Sjface material] is more than a barrier to

s n the rising tide within the active cell-

is. stance; it is more than a dam against the

p'side world. It is a living mobile part of

1 cell.

j
Later, pursuing a common concern of

•fustic biology. Just emphasizes that the

,c I surface, as the domain of communica-

,tji between organism and environment,

,ej bodies the theme of interaction—an

o anizational complexity that cannot be

n uced to chemical parts:

It is keyed to the outside world as no other

part of the cell. It stands guard over the pe-

culiar form of the living substance, is buffer

against the attacks of the surroundings and

the means of communication with it.

Moreover, as his major experimental

contribution, Just showed that the cell sur-

face responded to fertilization as a con-

tinuous and indivisible entity, even though

the sperm only entered at a single point. If

the surface has such integrity, and if it reg-

ulates so many cellular processes, how can

we meaningfully interpret the functions of

cells by breaking them apart into molecu-

lar components?

Under the impact of a spermatozoon the

egg-surface first gives way and then re-

bounds; the egg-membrane moves in and

out beneath the actively moving spermato-

zoon for a second or two. Then suddenly the

spermatozoon becomes motionless with its

tip buried in a slight indentation of the egg-

surface, at which point the ectoplasm devel-

ops a cloudy appearance. The turbidity

spreads from here so that at twenty seconds

after insemination—the mixing of eggs and

spermatozoa—the whole ectoplasm is

cloudy. Now like a flash, beginning at the

point of sperm-attachment, a wave sweeps

over the surface of the egg, clearing up the

ectoplasm as it passes.

As his work progressed, Just claimed

more and more importance for the cellular

surface, eventually going too far. He
wisely denied the reductionists premise

that all cellular features are passive prod-

ucts of directing genes in the nucleus, but

his alternative view of ectoplasmic control

over nuclear motions cannot be supported

either. Moreover, his argument that the

history of life records an increasing domi-

nance of ectoplasm, since nerve cells are

most richly endowed with surface mate-

rial and evolution is a story of increasing

brain size, reflects the common miscon-

ception that evolution inevitably yields

progress and that mental advance is its

best criterion. The following passage may
reflect Just's literary skill, but it stands as

confusing metaphor, not enlightening bi-

ology:

Our minds encompass planetary move-

ments, mark out geological eras, resolve

matter into its constituent electrons, be-

cause our mentality is the transcendental

expression of the age-old integration be-

tween ectoplasm and non-living world.

Finally, Just's work also suffered be-

cause he had the misfortune to pursue his

research and publish his book just before

the invention of the electron microscope.

The cell surface is too thin for light mi-

croscopy to resolve, and Just could never

fathom its structure. He was forced to
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work from inferences based upon tran-

sient changes of the cell surface during

fertilization—and he succeeded bril-

liantly in the face of these limitations. But

within a decade of his death, much of his

painstaking work had been rendered obso-

lete.

So Just fell into obscurity in part be-

cause he claimed too much and alienated

his colleagues, in part because he knew too

little as a result of limited techniques

available to him. Yet the current invisibil-

ity of Just's biology is unfair for two rea-

sons. First, he was basically right about

the integrity and importance of the cell

surface. With electron microscopy, we
have now resolved the membrane's struc-

ture—and it is a complex and fascinating

story worth a column in its own right.

Moreover, we accept Just's premise that

the surface is no mere passive barrier, but

an active and essential component of cel-

lular structure. The most popular college

text in biology (Keeton's Biological Sci-

ence) proclaims:

The cell membrane not only serves as an en-

velope that gives mechanical strength and

shape and some protection to the cell. It is

also an active component of the living cell,

preventing some substances from entering

it and others from leaking out. It regulates

the traffic in materials between the pre-

cisely ordered interior of the cell and the es-

sentially unfavorable and potentially dis-

ruptive outer environment. All substances

moving between the cell's environment and
the cellular interior in either direction must
pass through a membrane barrier.

Second, and more important for this

column, whatever the factual status of

Just's views on the cell surface, he used his

ideas to develop a holistic philosophy that

represents a sensible middle way between

extremes of mechanism and vitalism—

a

wise philosophy that may continue to

guide us today.

We may epitomize Just's holism, and

identify it as a genuine solution to the

mechanist-vitalist debate, by summariz-

ing its three major premises. First, nothing

in biology contradicts the laws of physics

and chemistry; any adequate biology must

be consonant with the "basic" sciences.

Just began his book with these words:

Living things have material composition,

are made up finally of units, molecules, at-

oms, and electrons, as surely as any non-liv-

ing matter. Like all forms in nature they

have chemical structure and physical prop-

erties, are physico-chemical systems. As
such they obey the laws of physics and
chemistry. Would one deny this fact, one
would thereby deny the possibility of any
scientific investigation of living things.

Second, the principles of physics and
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chemistry are not sufficient to expjai

complex biological objects because »

properties emerge as a result of organ,

tion and interaction. These properties n

only be understood by the direct stud if

whole, living systems in their normal st

Just wrote in a 1933 article:

We have often striven to prove life as wh
y

mechanistic, starting with the hypoths

that organisms are machines! Thus we o

look the organo-dynamics of protoplasr-

its power to organize itself. Living

stance is such because it possesses this-,

ganization—something more than the sti

of its minutest parts. . . . It is . . . the org

zation of protoplasm, which is its predci-

nant characteristic and which places ti-

ogy in a category quite apart from phy s

and chemistry. . . . Nor is it barren vital i

to say that there is something remaininn

the behavior of protoplasm which 1

physico-chemical studies leave urj

plained. This "something" is the pecur

organization of protoplasm.

In striking metaphor, Just writes abl

the inadequacy of mechanistic studies'

The living thing disappears and only a m?
agglomerate of parts remains. The belj

this analysis proceeds and the greater

yield, the more completely does life van

from the investigated living matter. Ill

state of being alive is like a snowflake ok

windowpane which disappears under ;

warm touch of an inquisitive child. . . . F'

investigators, nowadays, I think, subscri

to the naive but seriously meant compit

son once made by an eminent authority

biology, namely that the experimenter

an egg seeks to know its development

.

wrecking it, as one wrecks a train for und 1

standing its mechanism. . . . The days of <|

perimental embryology as a punitive exu

dition against the egg, let us hope, he'

passed.

Third, the insufficiency of physics at

chemistry to encompass life records
|

mystical addition, no contradiction to t|

basic sciences, but only reflects the Men,

chy of natural objects and the principle'

emergent properties at higher levels of <|

ganization:

The direct analysis of the state of beij

alive must never go below the order of i

ganization which characterizes life; it mi 1

confine itself to the combination of coi

pounds in the life-unit, never descending

single compounds and, therefore, certainl

never below these. . . . The physicist aims

the least, the indivisible, particle of matti

The study of the state of being alive is co

fined to that organization which is peculi

to it.

Finally, I must emphasize once aga;

that Just's arguments are not unique i

even unusual. They represent the standail

opinion of most practicing biologists an

a
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as such, give the lie to a dichotomous

scheme that sees biology as a war between

vitalists and mechanists. The middle way

is both eminently sensible and popular. I

chose Just to illustrate it because his ca-

reer exemplifies how a thoughtful biolo-

gist can be driven to such a position by his

own investigation of complex phenomena.

In addition, Just said it all so well and so

forcefully; he qualifies as an exemplar of

the middle way under our most venerable

criterion
—

"what oft was thought, but

ne'er so well expressed."

This column should end here. In a world

of decency and simple justice it would.

But it cannot. E. E. Just struggled all his

life for judgment by the intrinsic merit of

his biological research alone—something

I have tried so uselessly (and posthu-

mously) to grant him here. He never

achieved it, never came close, for one in-

trinsically biological reason that should

not matter, but always has in America.

E. E. Just was black.

Today, a black valedictorian at a major

Ivy League school would be inundated

with opportunity. Just had no mobility at

all in 1907. As his biographer, M.I.T. his-

torian of science Kenneth R. Manning,

writes: "An educated black had two op-

tions, both limited: he could either teach

or preach—and only among blacks."

(Manning's biography, Black Apollo of

Science: The Life ofErnest Everett Just,

has just been published by Oxford Univer-

sity Press. It is a superbly written and
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documented book, the finest biographl

have read in years. Manning's book is i

institutional history of Just's life. It <.

cusses his endless struggle for funding i \

his complex relationships with instituti;

of teaching and research, but has n.

tively little to say about his biological wi

;

per se—a gap that I have tried, in some •

spects, to fill with this essay.)

So Just went to Howard and remaiil

there all his life. Howard was a prestigii
i

school, but it had no graduate progra|,

and its crushing demands in teaching a

administration left Just neither time f

opportunity for the research career that:

so ardently desired. But Just would not 1

1

beaten. By assiduous and tireless self-p.

motion he sought support from every p

lanthropy and fund that might sponso

black biologist—and he succeeded re

tively well. He garnered enough support

spend long summers at Woods Hole, a

managed to publish more than seventy
]

pers and two books in what was no mc

than a part-time research career attend

with innumerable obstacles, both ovi

and psychological.

But eventually, the explicit racism

his detractors and, even worse, the pen

tent paternalism of his supporters, wc

Just down. He had no hope whatever fo:

permanent job at any white instituti

that might foster research, and the act

mulation of slights and slurs at Woo
Hole eventually made life intolerable foi

proud man like Just. If he had fit the mc
of an acceptable black scientist, he mig

have survived in the hypocritical world

white liberalism in his time. A man li

George Washington Carver, who uphe

Booker T. Washington's doctrine of sk

and humble self-help for blacks, wl

dressed in his agricultural work clothe

and who spent his life in the practical ta

of helping black farmers find more us

for peanuts, was paraded as a paragon

proper black science. But Just prefern

fancy suits, good wines, classical musi

and women of all colors. He wished to pu

sue theoretical research at the highest le

els of abstraction, and he succeeded wii

distinction. If his work disagreed with tl

theories of eminent white scientists, 1

said so, and with force (although his get

eral demeanor tended toward modesty)

The one thing that Just so desperate,

wanted above all else—to be judged c

the merit of his research alone—he coul

never have. His strongest supports

treated him with what, in retrospect, ca

only be labeled a crushing paternalist]

Forget your research, deemphasize it,
{j

slower, they all said. Go back to Howar

and be a "model for your race"; give u

personal goals and devote your life t

I



\i ning black doctors. Would such an is-

5

! s) ever have arisen for a white man of

.jj't's evident talent?

5 Eventually, like many other black intel-

Vuals, Just exiled himself to Europe.
B

T!!re, in the 1930s he finally found what

W lad sought—simple acceptance for his

Vellence as a scientist. But his joy and

p ductivity were short-lived, as the spec-

ie of Nazism soon became a reality and

Vt him back home to Howard and an

Qly death.

' i ust was a brilliant man, and his life em-

"b lied strong elements of tragedy, but we

V st not depict him as a cardboard hero.

"r
1 was far too fascinating, complex, and

''a| biguous a man for that. Deeply conser-

) vl ive and more than a little elitist in char-

'a'er, Just never identified his suffering

v! h the lot of blacks in general and took

'eh rebuff as a personal slight. His anger

't
! ;ame so deep, and his joy at European

;'a:eptance so great, that he completely

'r' understood Italian politics of the

WOs and became a supporter of Musso-

lf. He even sought research funds di-

rt tly from II Duce.

Iret how can we dare to judge a man so

Parted in the land of his birth? Yes, Just

fed far better than most blacks. He had

a : ood job and reasonable economic secu-

re. But, truly, we do not live by bread

tfrie. Just was robbed of an intellectual's

tfthright—the desire to be taken seri-

ally for his ideas and accomplishments. I

Vjw, in the most direct and personal way,

tf: joy and the need for research. No fire

brns more deeply within me, and no sci-

d.ist of merit and accomplishment feels

£• / differently. (One of my most eminent

d leagues once told me that he regarded

i? earch as the greatest joy of all, for it

Vs like continual orgasm). Just's suffer-

i; may have been subtle compared with

V: brutalization of so many black lives in

/ nerica, but it was deep, pervasive, and

sil destroying. The man who understood

Mism so well in biology was not allowed

l1 live a complete life. We may at least

ihrk his centenary by considering the

Itas that he struggled to develop and pre-

i ited so well.

Idendum: For those amused as I was by
t!; statement in the subheading to last

ibnth's column that Edward Tyson was a

I fteenth-century scientist," I wish to

1'int out, first, that I neither write the sub-

Pads to my column nor see them for cor-

ibtion in galley and, second, that I know
ilmned well what century 1699 is in.

i

Jephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

\y, and the history ofscience at Harvard
diversity.
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Desert Resurrection
For some desert plants, resurrection is a

matter of rain, not faith

by William G. Eickmeier

Water is the single most important envi-

ronmental factor limiting the growth of

plants, and species living in deserts need a

means of coping with long spells of dry

weather if they are to survive. Ecologists

have identified three basic tactics that

desert plants employ against drought:

they may evade it, they may avoid it, or

they may tolerate it.

The best examples of drought evaders

are annual plants that persist during dry

periods in the form of highly resistant

seeds. In these species, which include a va-

riety of plants in the sunflower family, the

vegetative parts of the plant dry out, but

not until seeds have been produced. The
seeds then remain dormant in the soil until

a period of abundant water induces them

to germinate. Drought avoiders are those

species that have evolved mechanisms to

reduce water loss, to increase water up-

take, or both. The succulent leaves or

stems of cacti, agaves, and yuccas, for in-

stance, increase the plants' capacity to

store water. This enhanced storage capac-

ity, which allows the plants to avoid the

immediate effects of a drought, is com-

bined with a host of physiological adapta-

tions that permit careful, long-term con-

trol of water loss.

Perhaps the most extreme tactic for sur-

vival in the desert, and the one I have been

studying for the last six years, is that em-

ployed by a group of drought tolerators

popularly known as resurrection plants.

Unlike evaders or avoiders, resurrection

plants can survive almost complete de-

hydration. When these plants are fully

dried, they may contain less than 3 per-

cent of their normal water content, and ab-

solutely no metabolic activity can be mea-

sured. To a casual observer, they may look

dead. Yet, when the unpredictable desert
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rains return, the plants revive and quickly

regain their normal metabolism.

The resurrection habit, while not com-

mon, is displayed by a wide range of spe-

cies. The capability to withstand desicca-

tion is most frequent among nonvascular

plants, such as algae, lichens, and mosses,

but it has also evolved in vascular plants

ranging from ferns and their allies to flow-

ering plants. Most resurrection plants are

small, with fronds or leaves that curl up

during droughts. While not restricted to

deserts, they characteristically grow in

arid habitats or microenvironments.

Scientists are only now coming to un-

derstand just what enables these unusual

plants to tolerate almost complete de-

hydration. The species I have been study-

ing is North America's best-known resur-

rection plant, the fern ally Selaginella

lepidophylla, or desert scale-leaf spike-

moss. Normally referred to simply as the

resurrection plant, or the flor del pina in

Spanish, this species is commonly sold as a

novelty item in the numerous "last

chance" gas stations in the Southwest. It

grows widely throughout the Chihuahuan

desert of northeastern Mexico and ex-

tends into west Texas, in and around Big

Bend National Park. It occurs chiefly in

the hottest and driest low elevation por-

tions of this desert where the vegetation is

particularly sparse. Seen from a distance,

these areas appear for the most part life-

less, primarily revealing the hues of the

surface geology. Upon closer inspection,

however, the plant life is diverse and in-

cludes creosote bush, leatherstem, can-

delilla, and a variety of smaller succulent

cacti and desert grasses.

I first became familiar with this intrigu-

ing species as an undergraduate in 1968

while I was on a plant taxonomy field trip

to the Big Bend area. The simple but di

matic experiment of pouring water on i

parently lifeless plants and then watchi

them uncurl within hours into vivic

green, healthy individuals was a highlig

of the trip. Nearly a decade later, with t

memory of that experiment still fresh

my mind, I began what has turned out

be a lengthy ecophysiological study of

lepidophylla.

In my laboratory, I have repeated mai

times the drama I witnessed as a studei

Dried plants are simply dunked in a lar;

beaker of water for a few minutes ai

then placed in a bowl with their roots co

ered with water; they begin to revive <

most immediately. Some of the physic

traits enabling these plants to respond i

quickly to rain became clear early in n

studies. They have an extensive but shz

low root system that can rapidly take t

water. This, coupled with direct uptake i

water by aboveground stems and leave

allows for fast rehydration. As the drie

plants absorb water, their fronds, whic

are brown on the lower surface, begin I

uncurl, revealing upper surfaces that ha\

retained chlorophyll during the drough

But this uncurling response, which ii

volves the expansion of special cells on tl

upper side of the stem, is purely mechan

cal. Even dead plants will uncurl, so th

process alone is insufficient to explai

what lies behind the resurrection plant

ability to survive desiccation.

For true physiological resurrection,

rehydrated plant must resume norm;

metabolism and begin photosynthesis. D<

termining how fully or how quickly a plar

recovers is not simply a matter of judgin

its physical appearance. It requires th

use of equipment designed to measure cai

bon dioxide exchange during rehydratior
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When dry, a resurrection plant looks dead (1 ). Immediately after a rain, it starts

to uncurl (2 and 3), apurely mechanical response to the absorption ofwater.

Respiratory activity also begins almost as soon as water is available. In three

orfour hours, as thefronds continue to uncurl, their green upper surfaces are

revealed (4), indicating that drought has not completely destroyed the chloroplasts.

For thefirst twelve hours or so, whateverphotosynthesis occurs is the result of
these partially conserved chloroplasts. Gradually, more and more chlorophyll

isproduced (5), and cellular damage is repaired. After twenty-four hours,

recovery is complete (6).

Raymond A. Mendez

Carbon dioxide is the basic currency

plant energy metabolism, and if they a

to survive and grow, plants must over t

long run incorporate more carbon dioxi

into carbohydrates through photos)

thesis than they lose in respiration.

Respiratory activity, as measured

carbon dioxide release, begins in des

cated S. lepidophylla plants almost

soon as water becomes available. Wh
the plants are hydrated in the light, t

first evidence of photosynthetic activity

seen after about three hours. After abc

five hours, plants in the light have a rate

photosynthesis that just matches their ra

of respiration; past this point, the rate

net photosynthesis continues to increa;

Under optimal conditions, physiologic

recovery is complete within twenty-fo

hours of rehydration. In the laborato

plants recover most rapidly when r

drated under conditions that simuk

nearly full sunlight and that maintain

plant temperature of between 75° a

85° F. These experimental conditio

closely approximate the mean daily tei

perature and sunlight values most likely

prevail in the field during the sunny sui

mer months, when rain is most probab

This recovery is surprisingly rapid a
sidering that the plants may have lost

to 97 percent of their water and that th

may have been dehydrated for a lengt|

period of time. (A similar level of del

dration would be lethal to the vast maji

ity of desert plant species.) S. lepit

phylla must recover quickly, howe1

since rainfalls are infrequent and aver,

less than ten inches per year. Furthj

more, because water evaporates rapii

during the hot summer months, the bei

ficial effects of any given rainfall

short-lived. Even rains of greater than

inch may allow for a total activity peri]

of only two to five days before the plai

dry up again and reenter a quiescent sta|

In average years, these plants may be

tive for a total of only three to seven wee]

Therefore, they must act opportunistic;

when water is available.

Rapid recovery, of course, is only

side of the coin; the other is the ability)

stay alive between the life-giving rains.

lepidophylla is a perennial, so it must

capable of dealing with exceptionally

years or even an occasional period of s<

eral years when rainfall may be far bell

normal. Such extended droughts are col

mon in desert environments. In the laboj

tory, plants that have been stored dry

more than one and a half years still

cover upon wetting, although photos;

thesis resumes more slowly after sucl

lengthy dry period. My best guess is trj

individuals of this species can survive
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• een two and three years without water.

'iiis capability is almost certainly suffi-

p;nt to carry most of the plants through

; y drought they might be apt to encoun-

in the field.

Physiologically, the secret to the resur-

;tion plants' success in tolerating desic-

.. lion must be looked for at the level of

• ; cell. J.D. Bewley of the University of

' ilgary, who has studied the resurrection

i)ss Tortula ruralis for many years, sug-

iSts that three interrelated cellular proc-

i,;es are vital to resurrection. First, as the

ints dry out, the damage to cellular

I ucture, particularly the complex mem-
ane systems that are responsible for the

.,mpartmentalization and control of gen-

i \\ cell function, must be limited to a non-

I hal level. Second, dry plants must be ca-

ble of conserving part of their basic

:tabolic machinery in potentially active

Irm. Enzymes that catalyze and regulate

i;ential cellular processes are particu-

.ly important candidates for conserva-

In. Third, rewetted plants must be able

'; repair whatever structural and func-

;<nal damage takes place during the dry

,
riod. A crucial element of this repair

:

ocess is the synthesis of new enzymatic

id membrane proteins.

Recent studies have demonstrated the

portance of these three processes to S.

lepidophylla. For example, electron mi-

croscope studies of leaf cells reveal that

the disruption of cellular structure upon

desiccation is indeed limited. When dehy-

drated, these cells show a remarkable de-

gree of structural conservation, and all the

important organelles of the cells are in sur-

prisingly good condition. The cells do suf-

fer some damage, particularly to their

chloroplasts, where photosynthesis takes

place. Little damage, however, is appar-

ent in most other organelles, such as the

nucleus and the mitochondria, the latter

being where respiration occurs and thus

where the chemical energy needed to sup-

port cell metabolism is generated.

Selaginella lepidophylla also conserves

important metabolic enzymes during des-

iccation. Brad Harten, a graduate student

in my laboratory, has surveyed a variety of

enzymes involved in both photosynthesis

and respiration. He discovered that all

were present in a potentially active form in

dried fronds and that when he extracted

the enzymes from the fronds, all of them
could be activated. By comparing the ac-

tivities of ten such enzymes with the activ-

ities of the same enzymes extracted from

rehydrated fronds, he was able to deter-

mine that the average extent of conserva-

tion was a remarkable 78 percent.

Another interesting finding of this ex-

• w — —
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[^*wWk*liHi^l
U —

V

ntil a few years ago, scientists assumed die

chimpanzee to be a gende creature who could

''

periment was that more of the enzyme
molecules involved in respiration re-

mained potentially functional during de-

hydration than did those involved in pho-

tosynthesis. This fits well with the rapid

onset of respiration after rehydration

—

which enables the plant to draw immedi-
ately on its energy reserves for subsequent

stages of recovery—and with the slower

resumption of photosynthetic activity.

The delayed development of photosyn-

thesis may also be a reflection of the

greater degree of structural damage that

occurs in chloroplasts than in mitochon-

dria during drying.

To examine the third process identified

by Bewley—the repair phase of recovery

—I interfered with S. lepidophylla'^ abil-

ity to synthesize proteins. Protein synthe-

sis forms the basis of the repair mecha-
nism, and by inhibiting the process and

then observing any changes in the overall

pattern of recovery, I hoped to learn de-

tails of the mechanisms. There are many
complex biochemical reactions involved

in translating the genetic information

stored in DNA into useful structural and
enzymatic proteins, but fortunately, those

reactions can be easily blocked by intro-

ducing various inhibitors into the hydra-

tion solution.

When protein synthesis in either the cell

W
\,

I
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William G- Eickmeier

Resurrection plants, here dwarfed by agaves, grow in the driest parts ofBigBend
National Park in Texas. Afew days after rain, individuals on the lower slope are still

green; those on the hotter, upper slope are drying out.

cytoplasm or the cell organelles is inhib-

ited, for example, resurrection is im-

paired. The effect of the inhibitor is obvi-

ous but, interestingly, not until after

hydration has been under way for twelve

hours and only in plants hydrated in the

light, when photosynthesis is possible. By
contrast, experiments with plants hy-

drated in the dark showed that respiration

is unaffected by inhibitors.

The reason for the different responses

to inhibitors lies in the timing and nature

of changes that take place in the cell ultra-

structure during recovery. The first twelve

hours are dedicated to the reactivation of
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cellular components that survived desic-

cation in potentially active form. During

this period, protein synthesis is limited

and apparently does not contribute signifi-

cantly to cellular repair. Whatever photo-

synthetic activity goes on is due to the

partially conserved integrity of the chloro-

plasts. The ability to resume metabolism

quickly, even if only partially, is crucial

for the plant, given the very brief time that

may be available to it for photosynthesis

after a rain.

After twelve hours of hydration, as pro-

duction of proteins greatly increases and

cellular repair begins, the chloroplasts re-

sume a more normal structure. Thy
koids, the internal chloroplast membrai

to which the light-gathering pigments i

attached, become more numerous. Pc

somes, important protein-synthesizing

ganelles, also begin to form. After twen

four hours, the chloroplasts begin

accumulate starch, the form in whi

plants store sugars synthesized in pho

synthesis, and the resurrection plant c

now be considered fully recovered.

Recovery is not always complete, he

ever. In nature, resurrection plants mi

cope with rates of water loss that vary w
the intensity of the rain (the lighter t

rain, the faster the plants dry out aft

ward) and with the influence of the mic

environment (plants in the shadow

other, larger plants, for example, have

slower evaporation rate). To investig*

how the rate of dehydration might affc

the recovery process, I set up laboratc

experiments designed to dry plants out

different rates: active individuals of S.

.

pidophylla were allowed to lose water

rates that led to plant curling in from It

than six hours to more than one wee

These rates were chosen to span the nal

ral dehydration rates the plants likely t

perience in the field.

It turned out that regardless of dryi

rate, all plants could resume photos)

thesis when rehydrated, but that t

plants that dried out most rapidly and t

most slowly were harmed. Plants th

were dried in under six hours appeared

have suffered more extensive membra
damage than those dried at any other ra

Other aspects of the recovery proce

such as enzyme conservation and prote

synthesis, were not affected. Rapid dryi:

has been shown to be harmful to recove

in a wide variety of resurrection specii

although the more primitive species a

more tolerant than are more evolutic

arily advanced ones.

The negative effects of rapid dryii

may also be explained by the work of D
Gaff and his colleagues at the Universi

of Monash in Australia. Working with a

other resurrection plant

—

Xerophyta v.

losa, an angiosperm—they found that tl

rate of protein synthesis is unusually hij

during the actual dehydration proces

The exact nature and function of the

desiccation-induced proteins are n

known, but Gaff speculates that they m;

be special "drought-hardening" protei

that help the cells tolerate the physic

loss of water. Plants that dry too rapid

may not have enough time to manufactu

the hypothetical "hardening" proteins.

Very slow drying of S. lepidophyl

also inhibits recovery but for a very diffe

ent reason. The inhibition is not immec



I ely apparent; in fact, the early states of

hotosynthetic recovery occur most rap-

ly when the period of desiccation lasts

'

ore than seven days, probably a result of

duced physical disruption to the mem-

i-ane and cell contents. However, after

/elve hours the rate of recovery slows

amatically in a way that resembles the

1 feet protein-synthesis inhibitors have on

covery. Additional experiments have

!Own that the rate of protein synthesis af-

r this point is indeed reduced signifi-

intly. These observations suggest that if

i is species dries too slowly, the repair

echanism may be damaged and full re-

ivery may not be possible. How this dam-

I ;e may take place is not known.

These results may help explain why S.

' pidophylla does not extend its range into

! e wetter, cooler high-elevation sites in

e Chisos Mountains of the Big Bend re-

fon. These seemingly more hospitable

! :es contain many other kinds of resurrec-

)n plants, particularly a wide variety of

'ought-tolerant ferns, but the very slow

I :siccation rates that commonly occur at

gh elevations might well be harmful to

1 lepidophylla.

In my experiments, I found that a dry-

g period of two to four days, followed by

hydration, produced the fullest recov-

,y. Under these conditions, protein syn-

I esis and repair are not inhibited, mem-
' ane disruption is not a serious problem,

iid enzyme conservation remains high.

he optimal rate of desiccation in the lab-

atory nicely matches the range of drying

' tes that the plants are most likely to ex-

: .rience under natural conditions, show-

'g that S. lepidophylla is well adapted to

k environment.

' As these studies clearly illustrate, the

•ological and physioJogical adaptations

; resurrection plants represent a complex

olutionary compromise. Although they

I ive the highest tolerance to desiccation

'und in the plant kingdom, the plants are
1

11 damaged on drying; it is just that the

;mage is not lethal. And while they are

pable of rapid resumption of normal

etabolism when wetted, resurrection

'sts the plants both time and energy.

t 'ley can persist in a quiescent state for

ng periods, but they cannot survive with-

;

.t water indefinitely. Because of its

•engths and in spite of its weaknesses,

e resurrection life style represents an ex-

llent formula for success in an unpre-

ctable and severe environment, but it is

% one among the many employed by a
; verse collection of desert plants.

''illiam G. Eickmeier is associate profes-
' r ofbiology at Vanderbilt University in

'ashville, Tennessee.
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Tarantula hawk waspfeeding on desert milkweed

Ridgetop Rendezvous
On desolate hilltop perches, male tarantula hawk wasps wait

patiently, rewarded by the occasional visit of a female

by John Alcock

Thanks to Walt Disney's 1953 movie

The Living Desert, the talents of female

tarantula hawk wasps are well known. The

many viewers of this film watched how

this remarkable insect paralyzes formida-

ble spiders with her jet-black stinger. The

wasp deposits an egg on each victim; the

spider is later slowly consumed by the

developing wasp larva. In contrast, male

tarantula hawk wasps, which do not hunt

spiders, have not had much press. This is

not, I believe, because what they do is in-

herently less interesting—although ad-

mittedly it is not as gruesomely spectacu-

lar—but because until recently no one

took the time to watch them closely.

I have attempted to remedy this defi-

ciency through my studies of the males of

one tarantula hawk species, Hemipepsis

ustulata. Each spring a new generation of

these wasps can be found on mountaintops

and ridges in the Sonoran Desert of south-

ern Arizona. I have selected one ridge as

my study site and have returned each

spring for the past four years to monitor

the males' curious behavior and to deter-

mine just what draws them to the ridge

year after year.

My ridge rises several hundred feet

from a gravelly desert plain cut by the Salt

and Verde rivers, which flow down from

the north and east. Although only about

six inches of rain falls on the ridge each

year, a surprising number of plants man-

age to survive, the most prominent of

which are the paloverde trees. The quint-

essential Sonoran Desert tree, the palo-

verde is a model of water economy with its

profusion of green-barked photosynthetic

limbs and tiny, water-conserving leaves.

To the hawk wasps, however, the signifi-

cance of these trees lies, not in their effi-

cient use of water, but in their frequent

placement right on the ridgeline: every

spring, male tarantula hawks survey their

austere but beautiful environment from

perches on the spiky outer twigs of ridge-

top paloverdes. The first male appears on

the ridge in March or early April, after

emerging from the underground burrow

of its unwitting host. Over the next month

and a half, the wasp population gradually

increases, and more and more paloverdes

are occupied by perching males—but only

one to a tree.

At the start of the season, males arrive

in the morning, each occupying his tree

until well into the afternoon or early eve-

ning. As the spring progresses and tem-

peratures rise into the nineties and be-

yond, the few grasses on the ridge turn

from green to burnt brown and the wasps

arrive earlier and earlier and stay only

part of the day. Toward the end of the sea-

son, they are gone by mid-morning, some-

times returning when it cools again in the

late afternoon and sometimes waiting for

the next dawn. By mid-May, the number

of wasps on the ridge has begun to decline,

and the last male of the season disappears

in late May or early June.

In order to follow the lives of individual

males, I capture them in an insect net and

mark the wings or thorax of each one with

a distinctive pattern of dots of liquid

eraser or enamel paint. (When I first be-

gan my study, I needed considerable forti-

tude to plunge my hand into the net, for

while males lack a stinger, they are large

—up to two inches long—and look very

much like the females, which are armed

with a half-inch-long stinger). Once

marked, the male is released. He usually

returns to his perch in a short time, often

within minutes, and resumes his watchful

stance. The average residency is eight
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days, although one male remained faithful

to his perch tree for forty days.

Some wasps disappear from their trees

for unknown reasons, but many are ousted

by rivals. The drama in the lives of these

males comes, not from battles with spi-

ders, but from contests with each other.

When a male in search of a perch ap-

proaches an occupied paloverde, the resi-

dent flies out to give chase. Usually the

intruder quickly goes on his way. Occa-

sionally, however, one persists and the en-

counter escalates to what I call the spiral

flight. In such a chase, the two rivals fly

more or less straight up above the perch

tree, spiraling about one another as they

climb. Although they occasionally clash

wings, contact between males is rare. The

wasps eventually dive down to the earth

again, sometimes after rising only thirty to

sixty feet, sometimes after flying much

higher. I have watched with binoculars as

a pair of tarantula hawk wasps flew ever

higher until they were lost to view in the

sky overhead.

Resident males generally succeed in re-

claiming their tree after a spiral flight, but

not always. Sometimes a contest continues

for more than an hour with the males mak-

ing several hundred spiral flights. At the

end of the aerial duel, the resident wasp

may leave to be replaced by his chal-

lenger. In most cases, the victorious male

is larger than the loser and may thus be

better able to endure the physically de-

manding series of spiral flights. Losers are

reduced to patrolling the ridge, drifting

from one tree to the next, only to be

chased away by each resident. Alterna-

tively, a beaten male may take up resi-

dence in a tree that no other wasp has

bothered to claim.

Only certain trees are considered worth

an investment in territorial defense. Doz-

ens of paloverde trees grow along the

slopes of my study area, and yet only the

trees growing precisely on the backbone of

the ridge (and especially those on the

highest points) are ever claimed by a resi-

dent tarantula hawk wasp. Year after year

the same trees are the focus of male com-

petition. Some trees are consistently popu-

lar and are occupied on almost all days

during the flight season, some are de-
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fended only during the few days each year

when the male population is at its highest

level, and still others fall between these

two extremes.

What do males gain by flying to the

ridgetops to defend the stubby paloverdes

growing there? The territories are defi-

nitely not feeding sites because males oc-

cupy paloverdes whether they are in

bloom or are barren, and even when these

territorial trees are flowering profusely,

neither perched males nor foraging fe-

males gather nectar from the yellow blos-

soms. Most likely, the trees give the resi-

dent wasps some reproductive advantage.

But how? The males do not appear to se-

lect trees on the basis of proximity to rich

hunting grounds for tarantulas or other

spiders that might attract receptive fe-

males to them. In hundreds of hours of

ridge walking, I have seen females in-

specting likely spider habitat on the

ground only a few times, but not often at

or near a defended paloverde.

On a few other occasions, however, I

have watched a cruising female fly within

several feet of an occupied tree, causing

the resident male to fly out in hot pursuit.

Males will start to chase almost anything,

including butterflies or even turkey vul-

tures flying far overhead, but they only at-

tempt to capture receptive females, which

they pursue for up to sixty feet. A male that

has succeeded in overtaking and mounting

a female in flight descends with her to the

ground, where they couple briefly. The fe-

male then flies away from the ridge, and

the male returns to his lookout.

These observations strongly suggest

that the territoriality involves defense of a

site from which a male may detect and

capture passing females. They also pro-

vide a clue for understanding the nature of

male-male competition for the pi

verdes. Rivals do not bite, grapple,

wrestle with one another. Instead they

termine ownership of a tree through

normally harmless spiral flights. Thi

flights could enable the two contestants

assess each other's speed and enduram

If one male cannot keep up with his op;

nent in a series of demanding spi

flights, then he would also be unlikely

beat the other in a race to capture a pi

ing female. Therefore both wasps can

ceivably gain: the faster by winning

contested perch; the slower by abandi

ing the duel unharmed and able to

tinue his search for an undefended pen

or one held by a male even slower than H

But given the rarity with which tli i

males seem to copulate, one would thi]

that rather than fighting over the pal,

verdes and then waiting on a desolaf

stony hilltop, an individual wasp cou

do better by going to locations where nui

bers of foraging or nesting females occi

In general, male insects are indeed foui

wherever females of their species are clii

tered naturally, attracted by rich sourc

of food or superior opposition materi;

Territorial male dragonflies, for exampl

defend patches of aquatic vegetatk

sought by females as egg-deposition site

The owner of a rich patch gets to ma
with the many females that visit his an

to lay their eggs. Likewise, some male fli

gather at the emergence sites for their sp

cies because great numbers of recepti'

virgin females can be encountered in the

places. Males of still other insects, inch*

ing some bees, may defend product^

patches of favored food resources in ord

to gain access to the numerous femal

that come to feed.

If male reproductive strategy is so ofte
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-.outhern Arizona, adult tarantula hawk

sps subsist on the nectar ofa great many

veringplants, rarely including

overdes, left. The developing larvae

on tarantulas and other large spiders

are subdued by theparalyzing sting of

female wasp, below, which lays a single egg

each ofher victims.

W$£::??V\ '"''. -

r
dtated by the distribution of receptive

f
f.iales, then perhaps we can better un-

f

d stand why male tarantula hawk wasps

f

e,iblish hilltop territories by determining

vsre their females are found. On a walk

f
t 3ugh the desert plain, one rarely sees

j
f , iales of Hemipepsis ustulata. They ap-

..flir to be scarce and widely distributed,

^ich is not surprising since the tarantula

^tows for which they hunt are evenly

.a-1 widely scattered. Moreover, adult ta-

t, tula hawk wasps feed primarily on the

j.iytar of the creosote bush, a common
xnt that is not clumped in small, defend-

ia,e patches. This suggests that it would

.^uneconomical and perhaps impossible
'

fij males to try to find and monopolize lo-

tions with foraging, egg-laying, or

'emerging females. Landmark defense

—

e iblishing a territory in a spot from which

;
f,iales can be easily seen or to which they

come solely for the purpose of mating

—

appears to be a mate-locating tactic of last

resort, one that evolves only when no other

is likely to be particularly profitable.

This hypothesis can be tested by look-

ing at other species of landmark-defend-

ing insects to see if in these cases, too, fe-

males are not concentrated at emergence,

feeding, or oviposition sites. If the scat-

tered distribution of highly mobile fe-

males has created selection pressures fa-

voring landmark defense in the tarantula

hawk wasp, then the same factor should

be at work in totally unrelated species with

similar mating systems.

A great variety of prominent land-

marks, in addition to hilltops, can serve as

mating locations. Among the Hawaiian

fruit flies, the males of some species butt

heads for control of perch sites on promi-

nent tree ferns in the forest. Males of sev-

eral bumblebees defend conspicuous, tall

thistles or mullein stalks in fields or in

hedgerow openings, while among the or-

chid bees, some males defend smooth-

barked saplings in clearings created by

tree falls in the rain forest. The available

information about female distribution in

these species generally supports the hy-

pothesis that landmark defense by males

evolves when there are no other, more

profitable mating locations to control. For

example, in the landmarking orchid bees,

females are powerful fliers with home
ranges in excess of three-fourths of a

square mile. They do not form nesting ag-

gregations and are not found in groups at

specific pollen or nectar sources. Thus a

male orchid bee would have a very diffi-

cult time if he were to try to monopolize an

area large enough to give him exclusive

access to several partners.

Narrowing the test to consider only hill-

topping insects, we find the same correla-

tion between a scattered distribution of fe-

males and defense of landmarks by males.

Lepidopterists have long known that

prominent hilltops are a good place to col-

lect butterflies that cannot be easily found

anywhere else, and if collectors have a

hard time finding specimens of a particu-

lar species, males of this species might

possibly have difficulty finding mates as

well. The mountain ridge used by my male

tarantula hawk wasps also attracts several

hilltopping butterflies, including the mag-

nificent great purple hairstreak. The

males of this highly territorial species de-

fend many of the same paloverdes occu-

pied by the wasps but generally in the af-

ternoon when the wasps are often not

there. The hairstreak is a relatively scarce

butterfly that is widely scattered through-

out the desert. Females lay their eggs in

desert mistletoe, an extremely common
parasitic plant growing on the leguminous

trees in the desert plain and washes. The

few females in the population can thus ovi-

posit in any of a large variety of locations

and are unlikely to be found in great num-

bers at any one site. Nor are they clustered

at a food source because they take nectar

from a great variety of flowering plants.

Another hilltopper on the ridge is a

Cuterebra botfly, a large fly that vaguely
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resembles a bumblebee. The females ovi-

posit in wood rat nests, and the parasitic

larvae feed on the tissues of this rodent.

Wood rat nests, like tarantula spider bur-

rows, are not clustered tightly. Moreover,

after the botflies have finished their pe-

riod of larval growth in the living body of

the unfortunate wood rat, they emerge as

adults and never eat again. Thus they do

not concentrate at sources of food. These

insects, like the hilltopping butterflies and

tarantula hawk wasps, are characterized

by low population density and even distri-

bution of females, which limits the strate-

gic options of mate-searching males.

But why choose a hilltop as a waiting

place? The choice of any particular land-

mark makes evolutionary sense only if de-

fending it heightens the chance of success-

ful mating. What could possibly have led

females in some ancestral population of

tarantula hawk wasps or great purple hair-

streaks to pass along a mountain ridge?

Perhaps females of these highly mobile

species originally used certain landmarks

as orientation guides on their long-dis-

tance travels. (The ability of honeybees to

see distant landmarks and the major role

that landmark detection plays in guiding

foraging workers back to the hive are well

known.) Tarantula hawks are likely to find

more spider victims if they explore new

territory than if they continue to hunt in

the same places over and over again. Simi-

larly, a hairstreak female would have little

to gain by laying all her eggs in a single

patch of mistletoe, and botfly females

might be expected to cover as much
ground and find as many wood rat nests as

possible. In the past, this pressure to keep

on the move might have favored individ-

uals that used prominent topographic fea-

tures to travel in straight paths rather than

randomly or in circles. Males that adopted

superior scanning perches at the land-

marks that guided females might well

have had more encounters with potential

mates. This, in turn, would have generated

male competition for the better mating lo-

cations, leading to landmark territoriality

by males.

Females that visited the preferred sites

specifically for mating purposes would

then have been favored by selection for
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Every spring, male tarantula hawk wasps ofthe species

Hemipepsis ustulata establish territories in bushypaloverde

trees along ridgetops in the Sonoran Desert, right—but only one

per tree. From their solitary perches, males give chase to any

females that cruise by. Another insect that defends hilltop

paloverdes is the greatpurple hairstreak, below. Such landmark

defense evolves whenfemales ofthe species do not congregate

atfood, egg deposition, or emergence sites.

two reasons. First, they would have been

guaranteed a prompt mating because

males would be sure to be there. Quickly

mated females do not lose valuable time

waiting to be found or waste energy

searching for a partner. Second, by going

to a contested site, a female would have

improved the chance that her mate was

capable of outcompeting other males and

was therefore in good physiological condi-

tion. Insofar as the attributes that help a

male win territorial rights are heritable, a

female benefits by acquiring the genetic

basis that might help her progeny achieve

strength, flight speed, and endurance.

Thus the behavior of male tarantula

hawk wasps may be partly the product of

centuries of female preference for territo-

rial males of proven dominance. Admit-

tedly only the first step has been taken in

the attempt to understand the puzzling

;

case of insects whose males defend barr|

landmarks, rather than females or the 1

sources that females need. But the grej

variety of these insect species holds

promise for the solution of the puzzle, i

additional comparisons will enable us]

test more rigorously whether there is a 1

gitimate relationship between a particul

ecological pressure and a specific beha

ior. Use of a comparative approach in n

study suggests that the defense of hillti

territories by tarantula hawk wasps ai

other insects is correlated with disperss

resources and hard-to-defend female

Whatever the ultimate basis for this nu

ing system, I am confident that when

climb the ridge trail again this spring I w
be entertained once more by the chas

and spiral flights of a new generation

territory owners and their challenge!

Long may their battles continue.
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e Alchemist, by Joseph Wright of

krby.ca.1768.

I / Museum and Art Gallery. Derby. England

3fSealing Wax and String
ie late, eminent science historian argued that unsung geniuses "with

kains in theirfingertips" often have brought about major scientific breakthroughs

i Derek J. deSolla Price

in the 1920s, practically every piece of

earch physics equipment in British lab-

itories was stuck all over with red Bank

England sealing wax because this was

s best cement available for holding a

;uum. A little later, when apparatus

i to be dismantled and scientists had to

able to break and regain vacuums

ickly, the cement of choice became

sticine. During the golden age of ex-

imental physics early in this century all

)gress seemed to depend on a band of in-

lious craftsmen, with brains in their fin-

•tips, who exploited a great many little-

own properties of materials and other

;ks of the trade. These tricks not only

:de all the difference in what could or

jld not be done in a laboratory; to a

ge extent, they determined what was

covered.

rhe phenomenon is not confined to

ysics, to any particular country, or even

the present century. At one point in the

d-nineteenth century, knowledge of

A" synthetic dyestuffs dominated biolog-

1 research because they could be used

itain substances and thereby reveal new

uctures under the microscope. For a

ig time, this gimmick, rather than the

tics of the microscope, directed scien-

c exploration. Similarly, elegant tricks

.h polarized light were applied to all

Is of fields before American physicist

bert Michelson used polarized light to

cover that the speed of light is constant.

One has only to read such masters as

tlileo, Newton, Maxwell, and Einstein,

d inventors such as Edison, to realize

it each set great store by, and derived

^at benefit from, miscellaneous craft in-

itiation that was usable in scientific ex-

riments. The great masters of this prov-

x were not by any means always great

cognitive contributors. Many were anony-

mous and unsung lab assistants, such as

Lord Rutherford's man, George Crowe, or

J.J. Thomson's aides, Ebeneezer Everett

and W.G. Pye. These three assistants went

on to found the Cambridge Instrument

Company, one of the first high-technology

electronic companies of Britain. Thomson
and Rutherford were genius experiment-

ers who happened to be rather clumsy,

and their assistants were crucial to

progress. In fact, much of the apparatus

used in the Cavendish Laboratory at

Cambridge, where both men worked, was

held together by sealing wax and string,

not out of poverty, but because the experi-

menters had a dozen pairs of clever hands

feverishly tearing down and rebuilding the

apparatus as the experiments were pushed

in new directions.

The flavor and tradition of this experi-

mentation are markedly different from,

and perhaps even in conflict with, the

standard view of the role of experiment in

science. This view is found in those banal

texts that preach on "the scientific

method," and it is implicit in the writings

of the majority of my colleagues, who ap-

proach science as theoreticians and have

little feeling for bench science. Interest-

ingly enough, a new breed of historian, la-

boring in what is called the "anthropology

of science," has been looking at the behav-

ior of scientists in laboratories. The find-

ings are surprisingly different from what

one would expect.

The standard view, which I ask you now

to reject as being rare in history and not at

all the essence of scientific enterprise, is

that the scientist creates hypotheses and

sends them out to be tested by making a

trial of the prescribed "experiment." Her-

bert Butterfield and Thomas Kuhn have

described the inspired thought that leads

to great and revolutionary changes in sci-

ence as "shifts in paradigm." According

to this view, the thought is what's impor-

tant; laboratory instruments are simply

passive tools made to do jobs to order.

They exist only to confirm or invalidate

what the thinker has hypothesized.

What actually goes on in laboratories is

of a different nature. Since the seven-

teenth century, and perhaps even earlier,

experiment has more often meant "experi-

ence" in the use of various techniques.

The idea is to find out what will happen

when you try certain techniques, and the

hope is that in the finding out, you will dis-

cover facts of nature that fall outside the

range of what was known before. The pro-

cedure is far from being cut and dried and

the theoreticians and experimenters are

far from being in the master/servant rela-

tionship in which they are usually cast. In

many societies there is a clear social class

difference, and the lab worker is consid-

ered a "mere engineer" doing the bidding

of more creative intellects who make the

cognitive advances. On the contrary,

skilled experimenters are masters of a

very peculiar and crucially important

technology. Their work is at the core of

high technology and represents a tradition

that is autonomous and did not arise from

the cognitive core of science, but from

other technologies devised for quite differ-

ent purposes. Much more often than is com-

monly believed, the experimenter's craft is

the force that moves science forward.

Another remarkably widespread wrong

idea that has afflicted generations of sci-

ence policy students is that science can in

some mysterious way be applied to make

technology. People quite commonly seem

to believe that there is a great chain of be-
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The invention ofthe lenspolishing

lathe in the early seventeenth century

made it possible to grind thick concave

lenses. "Jeweler's rouge" used in the

lathes aided the grindingandpolishing

work. This eighteenth-century lathe is

attributed to Frati.

Museum ol the History o! Science. Florence, Italy

'
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that runs from basic science to applied

ience and then to development of new

chnology in an orderly fashion. In fact,

; have almost no examples of an increase

understanding being applied to make

:w advances in technical competence,

it we have many examples of advances

technology being puzzled out by theore-

;ians and resulting in the advancement

knowledge. It is not just a clever histori-

,1 aphorism, but a general truth, that

hermodynamics owes much more to the

earn engine than the steam engine ever

ved to thermodynamics." Again and

;ain, we have known and controlled

ther well the know-how of new tech-

ques and technologies without under-

anding the know-why. We often (but not

ways) eventually understood why the

chnique worked and this then led to

odifications and improvements, giving

e impression that science and technol-

;y advance hand in hand. But the arrow

causality has largely been from the

chnology to the science.

The simple truth is that one uses a tech-

que, rather than an idea, to do some-

ing to something else. Maxwell's elec-

omagnetic theory, to give an overworked

:ample, was not simply applied to invent

diotelegraphy and then the technologies

radio and TV broadcasting. His theory

las a tremendous unifying concept that

;plained the nature of light and sug-

:sted one could produce similar wave ra-

ation electrically. The trick was not to

iderstand in detail why it might be done

it to find ways to generate and detect

|ich waves.

Thus, the early history of radio was not

i much a matter of physics, as the control
' experimental techniques such as spark

ips or of devices such as coherers and de-

ctors. Quite often the devices worked,

]it no one knew why until later.

If experiment were only the application
* theory and the handmaiden of its mak-

rs, then invention would be a set of foot-

;
)tes appended to the history of science,

imilarly, if all science were produced just

i be applied to the world of industry, a lot

;' the history of science would be foot-

ptes appended to a history of technology.

(either of these, of course, is anywhere

Right through the Middle Ages, many
instruments were not so much useful as

symbolic. A device such as this gunsight,

made by the German inventor Christopher

Trechsler der Elder Mechanicus in 1 622,

demonstrated that the gunner who owned it

"was an educated man.

"

Mathematisch-Physlkalische Salon, Dresden, GD H,
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near the truth. The truth can only be

found in some combination, the dialecti-

cal interaction of science and technology.

In order to write a concurrent history of

the two areas that is more than a chronol-

ogy, we must be concerned with the his-

torical causality of it all. Why do events

happen when they do and the way they

do? One key lies in the understanding of

the craft techniques that have dominated

science since the seventeenth century.

Many science historians hold, for exam-

ple, that instruments began as tools of

measurement, initially used for astronomy

and then in the related crafts of time keep-

ing, navigation, surveying, and gunnery.

This is far from the truth. Ptolemy de-

scribed elaborate instruments for astron-

omy but used his naked eye for observa-

tions. Anybody who used instruments for

astronomy before the invention of the tele-

scope probably concluded that they were

worse than using nothing at all. Reason-

ably sized instruments in antiquity were

only able to measure the position of heav-

enly bodies within one degree but the na-

ked eye could make estimates four or five

times more precise than that. In astron-

omy, one can use less than perfect ob-

servations, separated by long intervals, of

heavenly bodies in critical positions to ob-

tain extremely accurate results. Ptolemy

was a master in the use of such methods.

In fact, many of the best-crafted instru-

ments from antiquity right through the

Middle Ages were not instruments of ob-

servation at all. They were symbols. The

astrolabe, for example, was a plane simu-

lation of spherical astronomy. It might

have been used for calculation, and it was

often suggested but almost never used as a

divided circle for observation. I suppose it

was popularized to show the virtues of use-

less but beautiful mathematics. Actually,

it was probably made and acquired for

much the same reason we have globes in

an elegant and learned library, as an em-

bodiment of theory. Astrolabes were not

even used for practical pedagogy but to

symbolize the possession of a theory.

Many other varieties of instruments

served a similar purpose. Ancient sundials

were not so much for telling the time in a

clockless world as for symbolizing the in-
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The thick concave lensesproduced on the

glass lathe could be used to create

charming visual illusions. These

"perspective glasses" became the rage of

Europe, as depicted by Johannes

Strandanus in this lithograph, dated

about 1600. Afewyears later, Galileo

used the thick concave lens, along with a

thin convex lens, to discover that the

moon has mountains.
BiDiiotfieque Royale Albert I, Brussels. Belgium

exorable circles of the sun's motion

through the year and the day. Surveying

devices popularized geometry and trigo-

nometry, but one should not believe that

estimating the height of inaccessible

towers on the other side of the river was

ever a need of society. Good navigators

never trusted their instruments, nor, in-

deed, should they have. An eyeball esti-

mate of the height and direction of the

polestar was all one needed, and for this no

instruments were required. A compass is

almost useless until one knows how much
to adjust for the declinations, the mag-

netic variances from the north (which can

be twenty-five degrees east or west).

In short, I do not believe that there was

serious measurement with instruments be-

fore the sixteenth century, but there did

emerge a high craft of making models and

simulations such as astrolabes, armillarjj

spheres, globes, and sundials. In the six-

teenth century, gunnery instruments

came into vogue, but one only has to look

at them to know that they were symbols,

devices to let one know the master gunner

was an educated man, rather than work-

ing devices used in the heat of battle.

Of course, instruments did not remain

only symbolic. Two crucial episodes, Gali-

leo's use of the telescope in 1609 and Gal-

vani and Volta's discovery of current elec-

tricity just before 1800, brought on

revolutions in scientific thinking. But

these two well-known stories are archetyp-

ical cases in point. In both, the technology
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c Tie before the science, and for that rea-

61, the interaction between them is worth

falling in detail.

3alileo made his first telescopic ob-

s vations and published them in a little

Ijk, The Heavenly Messenger, in 1610.

1 made his reputation, achieved the so-

< led Copernican revolution, and popu-

lized what was known for the next cen-

t y as "the new philosophy." Ironically,

V: whole chain of events occurred be-

(ase of an improvement in the technol-

(iy of eyeglasses. The making of eye-

J'.sses for reading was a craft trade that

|:w to accommodate all the manuscript

coyists of the thirteenth century, the age

(the great cathedrals and monastic insti-

t ions. The trade moved to the cities and

Making waterfrom scratch: A 1 790

engravingportrays an experiment to

produce water out ofits elements,

hydrogen and oxygen. Within a decade a

scientific revolution was to begin that

would lead to high technology.

Private collection

flourished mightily when the printing of

books began. In the late sixteenth century

the glass lathe was introduced, making it

possible to grind several lenses at once and

also to produce—as objects of curiosity

—

powerful, thick concave lenses.

Thin concave lenses had been used for

more than a century, but thick concave

lenses were now sold to people caught up

with painting or visual illusions of perspec-

tive, who used them as "perspective

glasses." Once the new lens became avail-

able, it suddenly became possible to see a

rather interesting effect by combining two

lenses. We now know that there are many
different things that can be done with a

pair of lenses. Both the Keplerian tele-

scope and the microscope use combina-

tions of convex lenses, but they demand

that everything be in nearly perfect focus

before you can see any more than a blur.

The Galilean type of telescope began with

the idea that as soon as you hold a power-

ful concave lens to the eye and a simple

weak convex lens at arms length, the clock

in the church tower jumps out at you.

Many artisans from around the world en-

joyed that illusion in the early 1 600s, but it

was two lens grinders from Middleburg in

the Low Countries who first decided to

market the telescope as a military inven-

tion, a device for spying on enemy armies.

In fact, the telescope's narrow field of vi-

sion made it an unlikely spying device

—

but the two lens grinders thought they

could sell it anyway. When the telescope

was used militarily centuries later, it was

used, not for spying, but for signaling.

Galileo was consulted by Venetian au-

thorities about the new lens because he

was an uncommonly aggressive would-be

consultant, part of the first generation of

university professors who got their fees

from students and patrons rather than

from the establishment. It seems that he

duplicated the invention and used it with

little difficulty despite its tiny field of

view. Galileo turned the telescope on the

moon. Then a few days later, he looked at

the moon again.

His revelation—the decisive and trau-

matic event—probably came with that

second look. For Galileo saw that the

shadows of the mountains on the moon

had shifted and he easily estimated from

the shadows that the mountains of the

moon were about the same height as the

mountains of the earth. Suddenly, it was a

fact that the moon had mountains and

seas. It was, moreover, a fact of nature

that nobody had ever known before.

The enormity of the discovery must

have been apparent immediately and it

changed not just the career of Galileo and
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Luigi Galvani used an electrostatic

generator to shock deadfrogs, making

their leg muscles contract. The

experiment, which was illustrated in his

1 791 book, did not "draw him near the

secret oflife" but it did draw him near the

secret ofcurrent electricity.

Detail of plate 1 of De Vlribus EloctrlcitBtls In Motu MusculBrl.

theories of astronomy but also the nature

of scientific scholarship. For the first time,

a person had made a discovery totally un-

available to other people and by a process

that did not involve deep and clever

thought. Galileo had discovered what was

effectively a method of artificial revela-

tion that simultaneously promised to add a

great deal to the domain of science. The

method itself created furious opposition

from embattled church conservatives who

were in the throes of the Reformation.

No matter what you thought of the

method, it was difficult to dispute the new

facts revealed through the telescope. They

were facts that could fill anyone with

awe—that Jupiter has satellites, that Ve-

nus has phases and is not self-luminous but

lit by the sun, that there are enormous

numbers of dim stars. The whole picture

of the universe was changed and it be-

came a Copernican picture, not a Ptole-

maic one. Without the telescope, no wor-

thy theorist ever would have made the

switch to a model of the universe whose

planetary kinematics seemed so much
more complex and less accurate than the

accepted model.

The telescope became a craze, and not

just because of the particular discoveries.

It represented a chance to "tune in and

turn on" to the new philosophy of using in-
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struments to find out things beyond the

reach of the natural senses and not deduc-

ible by mere brain power. Every available

technology was mobilized to develop more

instruments with which more unsuspected

facts of nature could be discovered. Once

you had the telescope it was natural to

study optics and find out why the device

worked. From that work, other types of

telescopes emerged and so did the micro-

scope. Suddenly everyone was trying to

dream up new ways to modify lab instru-

ments and imbue them with the magic of

the telescope. Work on the pumps for

firenghting and mining led to the discov-

ery of the vacuum pump and to the discov-

ery of air itself as a gas. Thermoscopes and

thermometers created a new world in

which one thought more clearly about

heat, knowing that neither pepper nor pas-

sion was really hot.

In short, the scientific revolution, as we

call it, was largely the improvement and

invention and use of a series of instru-

ments of revelation that expanded the

reach of science in innumerable direc-

tions, and almost fortuitously. Of course,

there was more to it than that. There were

theoreticians like Newton, whose math-

ematical analysis of dynamical astronomy

and mechanics created the first great uni-

fication in modern science. There was the

creation of the scientific academies

which gave amateurs a chance to do re

search and publish in journals. Their step

by-step progress advanced knowledg

much faster than it would have if they hai

remained an unaided and unconnectei

group of people off writing books by them

selves. But predominantly it was the in

struments, not any special logic of Franci

Bacon, that gave rise to the new philoso

phy, and those instruments came out o

technologies that owed nothing to physics

owed nothing to a desire to test theory.

The scientific revolution was pretty wel

spent by the end of the seventeenth cen

tury and things were rather quiet until th(

end of the eighteenth century, when an

other revolutionary advance in technolog;

rocked science again. This time the ad

I



At the Cavendish Laboratory at

Cambridge, clever tinkerers used sealing

wax and string to hold the vacuums in

apparatus such as this mass spectrometer

ofabout 1890. At many points in science

history, craft information known to

experimenters, rather than deep thought,

determined what was discovered.

Original source unknown

\ice was to trigger the creation of noth-

i|i less than what we commonly call high

thnology. As usual, it began with a

s :mingly innocuous laboratory observa-

ln—not of the moon but of a frog.

Anatomist Luigi Galvani of Bologna

l|d been using an electrostatic generator

tjgive dead frogs a shock, making their

ljiscles contract. This was a very hot area

(, research at the time, because the idea

I Id that the electric fluid passing into a

l|ig's nerves was stimulating its vital flu-

i , which in turn were causing the lifelike

tjitch. Galvani and others felt that the ex-

|.riment was drawing them near the se-

<j:t of life. But then Galvani noticed

J, nething strange: the frog's muscles

1. itched if you simply touched metal to

1,:m with the electric generator discon-

nected. They even twitched when hanging

from a brass hook on an iron railing.

In Pavia, Alessandro Volta read Galva-

ni's accounts of these experiments, began

performing similar experiments, and de-

cided that perhaps there was something

about metal itself that could produce elec-

tric fluid. Volta started working with

metal disks and soon found that electric

fluid could be produced by putting a pair

of disks around anything moist and acidic.

A pile of such disk pairs produced a plenti-

ful supply of electric fluid. This fluid, or

current, was immediately recognized as a

powerful chemical agent capable of caus-

ing the first new chemical effects since

fire and water. Electric current could de-

compose water into gases and move the

coating of one metal onto another. In a re-

markably short time, many new chemical

elements were discovered through elec-

trolysis. Once people learned about such

active elements as sodium and potassium

a lot of new chemistry was up for grabs.

Within less than a generation, chemis-

try changed from being a deskful of al-

chemical supplies to being laboratories

run by scientists like Davy and Faraday

and Liebig. Out of these laboratories

—

where good chemists could analyze and

synthesize at will—came fertilizers that

could turn barren land fertile again, artifi-

cial dyestuffs that rejuvenated the textile

revolution, antiseptics and anesthetics

that created a new technology of surgery.

Even while this was happening, lab scien-

tists continued to study the nature of elec-

tricity. They soon realized it was more

than a chemical juice and discovered its

almost mystical relationship with magne-

tism. The subsequent realization that elec-

tricity is a form of energy was eventually

to lead to the age of Edison.

Such an abbreviated history can only

hint at the forces unleashed by the discov-

ery of the electric battery. Moreover, the

chemical revolution that followed was not

just a series of cognitive advances; it trans-

formed the lives of all people. Most of this

happened not because of some new theo-

ries of Lavoisier or because of his careful

measurements. It happened as a result of

a lab experiment to find the secret of life

in the back legs of a frog.

A wonderful irony of this period is that

scientists began using the new electrical

and magnetic apparatus to conduct all

sorts of experiments. Somehow a few peo-

ple got mixed up about how it had all hap-

pened, for it was precisely during this pe-

riod that pioneers like William Whewell

were writing histories of science that can-

onized these experimental procedures into

the scientific method. It is true, however,

that during this period, science had be-

come the methodical testing of a rich store

of hypotheses in electricity and chemistry.

Simultaneously, there were new inven-

tions and the public began to identify sci-

ence with technology.

In the 1 830s, universities started install-

ing chemical laboratories, partly to fill

what was now considered an educational
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Alessandro Volta of Pavia (1745-182
Artist and original source unki

Volta's piles ofdisk pairs were thefirst

wet battery. Volta started toying with

disks after he read ofGalvani'sfrog

experiments and decided that metal

might be the source of ' 'electricfluid.

"

Museo Nazionale della Scienza e della

Technica Leonardo da Vinci, Milan. Italy

necessity and partly to train the new work-

ing class of the industrial revolution. Then

in the 1870s the first physics labs were

started up. Students were taught the art of

precise measurement on such complex in-

struments as the Kew magnetometer. Of
course, measurement is the heart of em-

pirical procedure. But in about 1896, X-

rays were discovered accidentally and so

was radioactivity. Once again, the physi-

cal sciences broke out from their estab-

lished boundaries and the laboratories be-

gan searching for new effects that would

reveal the universe in different terms.

During the next several decades all sci-

entists strived for was the discovery of un-

known techniques, preferably ones that

were aesthetically pretty, as well as inter-

esting and revealing. The prime area of in-

terest was creating a better vacuum and as

a result scientists began working with seal-

ing wax and string, which they used to tear

down and build up apparatus a dozen

times a day. Again, the new techniques

were often discovered and used before

they were understood. Mountaineering

buff C.T.R. Wilson was trying to make ar-

tificial clouds, in the laboratory where

Lord Rutherford happened to be doing his

radioactivity experiments, when he acci-

dentally discovered the cloud chamber,

which enables you to see the tracks of

atomic particles. Rutherford, who em-

ployed George Crowe as a lab assistant,

discovered induced radioactivity while do-

ing a dull series of measurements designed

to test out his ideas about the transparen-

cies of several gases to alpha particles.

It would be easy to extend this list of

technological devices applied to science

right up to the present. The Edison effect,

Cerenkov radiation, the creep of liquid he-

lium were all phenomena that revealed

something we did not know before. Such

experimentation is really a sort of fishing

expedition, an adventure, because you

never quite know what you will catch or

what will happen. It cannot really be

planned with an eye on any particular ob-

jective, though it is common to cite some

goal as a necessary condition for getting

funding. If a technique can be exploited in

a new way, we have to push it—even

though we may not know where it will take

us. It also seems clear that we can nevl

know if the technical trick that causes j

much excitement in the laboratory

also be marketable by some bright entrj

preneur. I remember Patrick Haggeri

founder of Texas Instruments, telling i

of his amazement that a gimmick

dreamed up to exploit the first mass prj

duction of transistors ran away with

market. Nobody thought that the transi|

tor radio was more than a quick Christn

fad. Nobody realized it would sell all o\\

the world and open up whole parts of 1

globe to modern communications.

The same sort of scenario evolved out <

work on the high-gradient furnace in 1

1930s. The furnace had been develop

very carefully and cunningly to make an

ficial gems, and it was discovered that tlj

furnace was particularly effective at ma
ing rubies. Right about the time thl

method was perfected, rubies for minuf

bearings became an important strateg

material in World War II.

Whether we are talking about a hud

apparatus, such as a radiotelescope, or|

neat lab trick, such as Lowry's method <

protein analysis, instruments and tecB

niques are of crucial importance to sd

ence as well as technology. But we eel

tainly don't treat them that way. Ij

science, whenever money is short, we prJ

fer to spend it on people rather than harq

ware. In social standing the technical e^

perts and lab people are regarded

servants. The actual instrument industrj

is insignificant compared with other in

dustries, such as automobiles or steel. Bu

such an industry could be the point of orl

gin for giant inventions that set off whol|

new industries.

For four hundred years we have beel

transforming the world by applying teclf

nology to science and thereby winninj

new techniques as well as new understand

ing. Every year in America we spend a lil

tie less on hardware and on the relativell

Undirected experimental play with it. It il

time to recognize what a powerful exogef

nous force the experimental craft has beefl

and to incorporate the unmistakable lesf

sons of history into our current policies fo|

science and our understanding of the his

tory itself.
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Louis Renard's

Fanciful

Fishes
A collection ofgrossly inaccurate scientific

illustrations has some merit after all

by Theodore W. Pietsch

To His Serene and Most Powerful

PRINCE GEORGE, King of Great Brit-

ain, of France, and Ireland; Duke of Bruns-

wicke-Luneburg, Elector of the Holy Em-
pire, Etc. SIRE, I have the honor to present

to Your Majesty original illustrations of

rare fishes of which this book forms a col-

lection, and to engage myself to ask for your

permission to publish it under the protec-

tion of your venerable name. ... I would be

at the height of my wishes if Your Majesty

could find a few moments that would per-

mit you to examine this work, and to receive

it as a token of the profound respect with

which I am SIRE,
Your most humble, most obedient,

and most devoted servant,

RENARD

In highly ornate French prose, Louis

Renard, agent in Amsterdam to King

George I, dedicated a remarkable publi-

cation to his benefactor, a publication that

Renard himself referred to as "one of the

most precious works to enrich natural his-

tory since the birth of literature." The
year was 1718, a time when the intellec-

tual world of Europe was just beginning to

feel the effects of the Age of Enlighten-

ment. The dominant philosophy of the En-

lightenment was an essentially materialis-

tic one that tried to explain everything in

the universe in terms of matter and motion

and of forces that could be detected by the

human senses. Every field—social, politi-

cal, and economic—was affected by a new

skepticism, a rejection of irrational law

and institutions.
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Joosje-Joosje (the humphead bannerfish,

Heniochus variusj. "Bizarre and common.

Thepeople ofAmbon burn the bones ofthis

fish and swallow the ashes as a remedy against

fever. The women wear its bones asjewelry,

ornamentation thought to guard against

diseases ofthe womb.

"

All photographs courtesy of Universiteit van Amsterdam

""^^T^



"Enlightened" scientific thought of the

early eighteenth century expressed itself

most strikingly in the substitution of sci-

ence for theology, the natural for the su-

pernatural. Describers of nature, particu-

larly scientific illustrators, were develop-

ing a greater concern with making exact

and precise representations of living

things. In many ways, Louis Renard's

book is a product of this new interest in sci-

entific inquiry based on direct observation

and reason. But despite the rational ap-

proach emphasized in Renard's introduc-

tory remarks, the work is clouded by em-

bellishment, exaggeration, and outright

falsification—so much so that the book

has been ignored by virtually all nine-

teenth- and twentieth-century biologists.

Today, however, a reassessment of these

almost surrealistic renderings made
nearly 300 years ago reveals not only tre-
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mendous aesthetic and historical value

but scientific value as well.

Born in Charlemont, northern France,

in 1678 or 1679, Louis Renard came from

a Huguenot family that, after the revoca-

tion in 1685 of the Nantes Edict (1598),

fled to the Netherlands to escape religious

persecution. By 1703 Renard, who had be-

come a bookdealer and publisher, was ac-

tive in the Amsterdam Guild of Bookdeal-

ers, and between 1704 and 1721 he pro-

duced a number of books, mostly French,

of highly diverse subject matter. Curi-

ously enough, in addition to his occupation

with books, Renard acted as a spy on be-

half of the British Crown. From at least

1717 until his death in 1746, he was em-

ployed by George I of England and later

by George II to (among other things)

search ships leaving Amsterdam to pre-

vent supplies of arms and stores from

reaching the Roman Catholic "Old F

tender," James Stuart. This service coi

hardly have been much of a secret, sii

Renard publicly announced his title

Agent on the title page of his publicatit

and, no doubt, the income from these <

ties allowed him to live a rather comfc

able life among the upper-class citizens

Dutch society. When Renard died

1746, a contemporary said of him,
"

left a mediocre capital and many childn

but otherwise a rather favorable judl

ment may be given as to his character!

Of the relatively few, larger works p

duced by Renard during his sevente

years as a publisher, the most outstandi

is his Poissons, Ecrevisses et Crabes,

Diverses Couleurs et Figures Extraon

naires, que Von Trouve Autour des Is>

Moluques, et sur les Cotes des Ten

Australes (Fishes, Crayfishes and Cral



Maan-visch, orfish ofthe moon (the clown

triggerfish, Balistoides nigerj, "feu? ca/WTurin-Saratse

by the localpeople. Thisfish is good only during afull

moon; otherwise itsflesh is soft and lean.

"

Nonne de Baguewal, or nun ofBaguewal

(probably a butterflyfish ofthe genus

Chaetodonj, "is very common and charming,
good with all kinds ofsauces.

"

Munick (a threadfin bream,

:olopsisbilineatusJ. "The monk
is very good, but a bit rare.

"



of Diverse Coloration and Extraordinary

Form, Which Are to be Found About the

Islands of the Moluccas and on the Coasts

of Southern Lands). Three editions of this

book are known. The first, published by

Renard himself in 1 7 1 8, is extremely rare;

I have been able to locate only six copies,

all held in European libraries. The second

edition, produced in 1754 by the publish-

ing house of Reinier and Josue Ottens,

Amsterdam, is nearly identical to the first

and only slightly more accessible: of thir-

teen known copies, five are in North

American libraries. The least is known

about the third edition, published in 1782

by the house of Van Paddenburg and Hol-

trop, Utrecht and Amsterdam. Only three

examples have survived, and of these, only

one, in the Houghton Library of Harvard

University, is complete.

All three editions contain 100 plates di-

vided into two parts; each part bears the ti-

tle Histoire Naturelle desplus Rares Cu-

riositez de la Mer des Indes (Natural His-

tory of the Rarest Curiosities of the Seas

of the Indies). The plates consist of 460

brilliantly colored engravings, represent-

ing 416 fishes, 40 crustaceans, 2 grasshop-

pers, 1 dugong, and 1 mermaid. With
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some minor exceptions, all of the illustra-

tions represent tropical species of the East

Indies, an area encompassing the Indian

subcontinent, the Malay Peninsula, Su-

matra, Java, and the countless islands

scattered east of the South China Sea.

Since Renard, as far as we know, never

left Holland, the question arises, How did

he come by these extraordinary drawings?

The answer is given by Renard himself in

the introduction to his book:

Monsieur Baltazar Coyett, former Gover-

nor and Director of Ambon and Banda
[Molucca Islands], and now Commissioner

at Batavia [now Jakarta], is primarily re-

sponsible for this beautiful contribution

[the plates of Part I]. He not only encour-

aged the collection of these fishes during

the time of his governorship [1694-1706],

but also ordered paintings to be made of ap-

proximately 200 fishes that he brought

alive into his house. These were as much
provided by the natives of Ambon and

neighboring islands, as from established

Dutchmen. I had them copied exactly. The
second part of this work ... is based on the

collection of drawings of Monsieur Van der

Stel, presently Governor of the Molucca Is-

lands. M. Van der Stel had these fishes

drawn by an artist by the name of Samuel

Fallours who brought them to me from t

East Indies.

Governors Coyett and Van der St

were employees of the great Dutch E*

India Company. For more than a centu

the Dutch had dominated the rich spi

trade of the East. The company was

rich and powerful that it was practicallj

governing body separate from that of Hi

land. Its zealous exploitation of the nati

inhabitants of the Spice Islands, as well

its efforts to maintain a monopoly agair

competing companies, particularly til

English East India Company, caused co

siderable pain and suffering. Yet in oth

ways the directors of the company we

enlightened men, patrons of art and si

ence, not only for reasons of acquiring fi

ther wealth but also for the gain of knov

edge itself. The fleets returning to Hollar

each year brought with them all kinds

new and exotic goods. Travelers to tl

East soon learned that fanatical, and oft<

very wealthy, European collectors of nat,

ral objects would pay handsomely fi.

strange, never-before-seen plants and ar

mals. Interest in all things botanical ar.

zoological was intense, and it was in th



Ecrevisse des Montagnes, or crayfish ofthe

mountains (actually a spiny lobster, Panulirus

ornatusj. "They are caught in the woods on

the Island ofLoeven, where they climb into trees

to eatfruit. Thefemale spawns her eggs in the

sand . . . they are sky-blue, speckled with red

spots, and are as big as pigeon eggs.

"

of atmosphere that Louis Renard in-

uced his book of elaborately colored

s and crustaceans.

(any of the species depicted by Re-

had been known in Europe for some

, represented in the form of dried spe-

•ns or preserved in spirits of alcohol,

the brilliant natural colors of such

tures fade almost immediately after

h, and few readers were prepared to

:ve in their existence. For this reason,

ard felt obliged to provide testimony

certification as to the authenticity of

vork. "I have taken great care to go to

source, and to produce proofs of cer-

facts that are explored herein. To help

iin still nonbelievers, I thought it ap-

iriate to publish the following letters,

hich I have retained the originals."

"om Frederic Julius Coyett, son of

azar, to Renard, 17 October 1718:

Si e you desire to have from me the true

itov of the . . . fish drawings from the Mo-
Ui a Islands ... I can assure you on my
ic >r that they were drawn and colored as

:n lfully as the painter was able, and as

*rtj as the strength of the colors could per-

tal At the same time, however, I must say

thl it is impossible to obtain with a brush

the brightness and admirable variety of col-

ors that these fishes have when still alive.

From Samuel Fallours to Renard, 30

September 1718:

I, the undersigned, formerly artist-painter

for the East India Company of Holland at

Ambon . . . declare that the fishes included

in this collection were drawn and painted by

me from nature. This was done to the best

of my ability, not believing that the human
arts can totally express the beauty of the

colors of these fishes when caught alive in

the best season, or when we can see them

swimming in clear water.

From Francois Valentijn, minister of

the Dutch Reformed Church at Ambon,

to Renard, 28 August 1715:

I can assure you in all truthfulness that in

the Province of Ambon and adjacent is-

lands there are found large quantities of

fishes of such beauty and diverse colors that

one can be stunned by it. I know that Sam-

uel Fallours drew and painted a large num-

ber of these fishes from nature.

Despite these repeated promises that

nothing is embellished beyond the truth,

the colors used in the paintings are, more

often than not, applied in a totally arbi-

trary fashion and have no similarity what-

soever to those of the living animal. Even

more unfortunate is the gross inaccuracy

of many of the renderings themselves,

some being impossible to identify with ac-

tual species. To the flanks of fishes and the

carapaces of crabs, the artist has added lit-

tle human faces, suns, moons, stars, and

even what look to be small pots containing

flowering plants. Some are so fantastic

that we can only conclude that they are

purely imaginary. To make matters worse,

the brief descriptive remarks with each

figure (said to have been provided by the

artist, Samuel Fallours) are generally

nothing more than fabrications. For exam-

ple, we are asked to believe that the ecrev-

isse des montagnes (the spiny lobster,

Panulirus ornatus) lives in the mountains,

hates snakes, climbs trees, likes to eat

fruit, and lays red-spotted blue eggs as

large as those of a pigeon. We learn fur-

ther that the sambia or loop-visch, mean-

ing "walking fish" (an anglerfish of the ge-

nus Antennarius) was captured by the art-

ist on the sand: "I kept it alive for three

days in my house; it followed me every-

where with great familiarity, much like a

little dog." The bouaya (a pipefish, per-
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Keyser van Iapan, or Emperor ofJapan (the emperor

angelfish, Pomacanthus imperatorj. "It is covered with

unnoticeably small scales that are more brilliant than gold.

Isaw another that was totally white with red stripes, the

head was sky-blue, and the band across the head and the region

ofthe gills was gold.

"

Sambia, or Loop-visch (a name literally

meaning "walkingfish, " but actually an

anglerfish ofthe genus AntennariusJ, "or

commonfish ofAmbon. I caught it on the sand

and kept it alive in my housefor three days; it

followedme everywhere with greatfamiliarity,

much like a little dog.

"
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"Monster resembling a Siren caught on

the coast ofBorne or Boeren in the

province ofAmbon. It was 59 inches long,

and ofeel-likeproportion. It lived on

shore in a tub ofwaterforfour days and

seven hours. It occasionally uttered cries

like those ofa mouse. It did not wish to

eat, even though smallfishes, molluscs,

crabs, crayfishes, etc. were offered. After

its death afewfeces, similar to those of
a cat. werefound in the tub.

"

haps Syngnathoides biaculeatus) "whis-

tles so loudly that it can be heard for a

great distance at sea. It can be folded like

a handkerchief and put into one's pocket.

When removed, it immediately takes on

its former shape." Finally, the existence of

the mermaid is "positively asserted." Cap-

tured near the island of Ambon, it is said

to have lived on shore in a tub of water for

four days and seven hours, occasionally ut-

tering cries like those of a mouse and de-

positing feces similar to those of a cat.

What was probably in that tub was a du-

gong (Dugong dugon), but despite ample

time to make an accurate sketch, the up-

per half of Renard's illustration is dis-

tinctly and deceptively humanoid.

Although several artists must have

been involved in the production of these

drawings, we know most (but still very lit-

tle) about Samuel Fallours. He apparently

began his career as a common soldier in

the service of the Dutch East India Com-
pany, and later, between September 1 706

and May 1712, he held the title of associ-

ate curate, a kind of assistant to the clergy,

entrusted with consoling the sick of Am-
bon. As early as 1703 his artistic abilities

were discovered by Governor Coyett, who
commissioned drawings from that time

until his retirement in 1706. His replace-

ment, Adriaen van der Stel, governor of

Ambon until his death in 1720,

proved to be interested in objects of r i

ral history and made good use of I
lours's talents. In addition to these go :.

nors, others also had great interesi I

building their own personal collection
:

"curiosities." Of these, the most iiri [

tant was probably Francois Valentijn,
i ;

preached the gospel for the Dutch con

gation at Ambon for some twelve yi p:

and who must have been Fallours's in! -.--

diate superior. In response to the heav;; p:

mand, we know that Fallours made :

tiple copies of all his drawings. Reali) r

the eagerness with which his figures 'i r.

accepted, he probably hired native an r.:

to make extra copies of his work, whici ---:

sold or presented as gifts to influential
| r:

pie back home (the existence or forme i r.

istence of at least six sets of sini t

drawings is known). In addition, the:! ,_

evidence that he copied or had mull •:.

copies made of drawings of other arti r"

particularly those by Isaac Joan y;

Lamotius, a former governor of M< i-
;

-

tius, who later became associated
1 t?

Coyett at Banda and Ambon. Thrci i-

this complex process of copying copk ;,

copies, one can see how errors, whether • .-.

tentional or not, could have been inco ::

rated and exaggerated through time. -

The use of the proper color each tit
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'ai ting was repeated most likely became

Si
1

tus as well, the artist eventually decid-

l

ij hat any available color would do, as

ii as it was nice and bright and contrib-

tt toward the production of a satisfac-

ki whole. Although all of this must have

ofributed, at least partly, to the inaccu-

i'ai of the final product, it is not enough

) (plain the few, truly bizarre figures,

:

D( ; of which appear to be hybrids be-

*f n two animal phyla. These could have
:6< modeled after actual specimens so

3i d or damaged that their reconstruc-

io in Fallours's paintings bore little re-

si Dlance to their actual appearance. Al-

siitively, they may well have been

iizd together, not from nature as is so

tfh claimed in Renard's book, but from

eal descriptions provided by eyewit-

ebs (or by second or third parties)

/he memory of what they really saw

taj faded. Finally, it is not inconceivable

h' Fallours, fully aware of the financial

cards to be gained by producing one

n» ; extraordinary beast for his uncritical

e ons, came upon these animals through

invention.

'hen it first appeared, the Natural

i-ory of the Rarest Curiosities was
it ed by many as a serious scientific ef-

D. Aernout Vosmaer, the famous collec-

Bbf natural objects and director of the

menageries and zoological collections of

Stadtholder William V of Holland, gave it

high praise:

What different authors, both ancient and
modern, such as Gesner, Aldrovandi, Ron-

delet, Jonston, Willughby, Artedi [all the

ichthyological greats of the sixteenth, sev-

enteenth, and early eighteenth centuries],

and many others, have written concerning

fishes is now clarified and confirmed by the

illustrations and descriptions to be found in

this book.

Even the eminent French anatomist

Georges Cuvier, in the first volume of his

classic Histoire Naturelle des Poissons

published in 1828, declared that "these

drawings are indispensable, either for pro-

viding the natural colors of known species,

or for helping to recognize new forms that

travelers bring to us daily from these so

productive waters." But despite these glo-

rious pronouncements, it cannot be said

that Renard's Curiosities had a large im-

pact on the advancement of marine zool-

ogy. To summarize the quality of the pub-

lication as a scientific contribution, it is

safe to say that not one of the 460 figures is

an accurate representation of any living

species. But to stop with that is unfair. If

one ignores coloration and the numerous

errors in number and placement of certain

anatomical features, and concentrates in-

stead on color pattern and certain key ge-

neric and familial characteristics (and

perhaps applies some zoological intu-

ition), one can associate many of these

drawings with existing animals. My pre-

liminary investigation indicates that of the

416 fishes depicted, 211, or about half,

can be identified to species, an additional

83 can be taken to genus, and another 56

to family. Of the 40 drawings of crusta-

ceans, recently identified by L.B. Hol-

thuis of the Rijksmuseum of Natural His-

tory in Leiden, 24 can be named to spe-

cies, 6 additional to genus, and 4 others to

family. Altogether, these data indicate

that only approximately 1 6 percent of the

total number of illustrations fall into a cat-

egory that might be referred to as truly

fantastical. Thus, to cast the work off as

being without scientific merit is to greatly

underestimate its value. In addition to its

historical importance as one of the rarest

natural history books known (as well as

one of the very few pre-Linnaean works on

fishes to be published in color), Renard

has provided a description of the marine

fauna of the East Indies that can be inter-

preted in light of our present-day knowl-

edge. In so doing, he has given us an in-

triguing glimpse of what science was like

in the late seventeenth and early eight-

eenth centuries.
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As the channel ofthe Platte River

shrinks, the open, moist habitat on which

cranes roost, such as these submerged

sand bars, is being invaded by woody

vegetation.

Tom Mangelsen
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Crane River
Because of upstream water diversions, the Platte River's

annual sandhill crane spectacle is in jeopardy

by Gary L. Krapu and Jan Eldridge

The sandhill crane, one of the wariest

species of birds in North America, typi-

cally inhabits remote areas. But each
March, one of the largest gatherings of

cranes on this planet occurs along the Big

Bend of the Platte River in south-central

Nebraska, in full view of the many motor-

ists who pass by on U.S. Interstate High-

way 80. The birds stop there every year on
the way north to their breeding grounds.

Numerous flocks can be seen from the

highway at midday; additional tens of

thousands of cranes dot the fields along

the back roads near the river. As sundown
approaches, long lines of cranes return

from feeding in the neighboring fields and
converge on the Platte. Four hundred
thousand cranes, or three-fourths of North
America's sandhill crane population, roost

in the main Platte channel between Grand
Island and Overton, a distance of about

seventy miles.

Crane watchers armed with high-

powered scopes, tripods, and camera gear

flock to the valley, and the variety of out-

of-state license plates on parked vehicles

attests to the widespread interest in the

occasion. Many come to see the cranes'

"dance," a form of preflight activity in

which the birds, when excited, bound into

the air with their wings spread. The abun-

dance, striking appearance, and peculiar

behavior of the birds make a Sunday af-

ternoon drive near the river something of a

traditional event for local residents.

The annual spring gathering of cranes

along the Platte lasts from four to six

weeks. The first flocks usually arrive in

late February when the Platte River Val-

ley is often still under a mantle of snow. By
mid-March, thousands of cranes arrive at

the river daily from their wintering

grounds along the Texas Gulf Coast and

the playa lake country of west Texas and

New Mexico. Others come from more dis-

tant wintering areas in Mexico. By the end

of the third week of March the Platte

River at night is literally knee-deep in

cranes. On a calm, warm afternoon the

sky over the Platte is filled with soaring

flocks of cranes at various elevations, their

vibrant calls signaling the arrival of spring

across the Nebraska countryside. During

this period, meadows and cornfields in the
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Thousands offeeding cranes speck th\

aerial view ofwet meadows near the

Platte. The conversion ofsuch mead(\

to cropland is denying the birds acceti

to importantfood sources.

Ed Ferguson

The Platte River Drainage

river valley take on a gray cast from the

huge flocks of cranes gathered there. As
the March days pass and the temperature

rises, the crane population becomes in-

creasingly restless, soaring ever higher

and more often. By early April, if weather

conditions are favorable, flocks begin tak-

ing off, disappearing in the northern sky.

Within a few days most of the cranes are

gone and an annual rite, perhaps as old as

the Platte River itself, comes to an end.

The cranes' stay at the Platte serves an

important function in preparing them

physiologically for the journey to their

breeding grounds, which lie within a vast

arc extending from Hudson Bay to eastern

Siberia. Reserves of fat acquired during

their stopover provide the birds with an

important buffer against the natural ele-

ments, as they continue their spring mi-

gration across coniferous forests, moun-

tains, and frozen tundra to their Arctic

breeding grounds. After leaving the Great

Plains, the cranes will find few suitable

feeding areas at other stopovers.

Unfortunately, this awesome crane

spectacle is in jeopardy, a result of the

growing scarcity of water in the Platte

River. In less than a century, about 70 per-

cent of the flow that formerly entered the

river upstream in Colorado, Wyoming,

and western Nebraska has been diverted,

mostly for irrigation. Flow alterations

have brought a major change in the ripar-

ian ecosystem of the Big Bend segment of

the river, raising the specter that cranes

may soon be displaced from this key mi-

gration stopover. The cranes have already

abandoned sixty miles of the Platte where

the river's channel width has shrunk to

less than fifty-five yards.

The channel of the Platte today bears

scant resemblance to that of earlier times.

A century ago, the Platte channel was ex-

tremely wide and shallow, attributes that

made it an ideal roosting site for the sand-

hill crane and its now endangered cousin,

the whooping crane. Explorers who trav-

eled the Platte Valley during the early to

the mid-nineteenth century recorded

channel widths from about 875 to 5,250

yards. In 1843, American explorer John

C. Fremont noted that the width of the

Platte just below the confluence of the
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North and South Platte rivers, near the

present city of North Platte, was 1,785

yards. Twenty-three years later, a Union

Pacific Railroad survey reported the

channel width from Kearney to North

Platte was about 1,300 to 2,200 yards. In

marked contrast, the unobstructed width

today of the main channel of the Platte

west of Overton averages less than 100

yards. Drawing upon historical records

and recent measurements, Garnett Wil-

liams, a geomorphologist with the U.S.

Geological Survey, concluded that from

1865 to 1965 the channel width at numer-

ous points decreased by 80 to 90 percent.

Water development is not new to the

Platte River Basin. With a watershed ex-

tending to the Continental Divide in Colo-

rado and Wyoming, the principal tributar-

ies of the Platte River flow through

hundreds of miles of semiarid plains be-

fore reaching south-central Nebraska. As
a consequence, attempts to irrigate land

near the river followed soon after settlers

began to arrive in the region. In 1858 the

discovery of gold in the mountains west of

Denver brought a sizable influx of pros-

pectors and provided the initial impetus

for large-scale development of irrigation

in the watershed of the South Platte River

in Colorado. Along the North Platte River

in Wyoming, lands in the vicinity of Fort

Laramie were apparently irrigati

early as 1 847. Wyoming, however, di

undergo a mineral exploration boom
lar to that in Colorado, and irrigatior

ceeded slowly until the 1870s. Majoi

gation development along the F

Platte in western Nebraska began L

1880s, but irrigation along the I

River lagged behind that along its r

tributaries, in part because higher rai

made water development less appej

Major projects there were not undert

until the 1930s.

The search for water in Nebraska

left few sources untapped. Ground v

in aquifers recharged from the Pla

flow is pumped to irrigate land neai

river. The number of registered irrigi

wells in Buffalo and Hall counties,

Big Bend area, increased from 54 in

to 6,162 in 1980. About 6.7 million

feet of storage capacity now exists ii

stream reservoirs in Colorado, Nebni

and Wyoming. Much of the water is

for irrigation, but energy developrr

and growing urban centers, inclu

Denver, also consume part of the Pla

flow. As a result, an average of

800,000 to 1,000,000 acre-feet of sui

water flows past Overton each year.

When first visited by white explo

the Platte channel was a vast bed of s



e
pnsand. Quicksand was commonplace

„C
j* at times created treacherous condi-

irri$.
for wagon trains and horsemen cross-

esjf
he channel. The unstable channel bed

;jj)
Rented woody vegetation from gaining

j[jon
l- ijor foothold. Trees grew only at a few

Jul along the banks, on some islands

^ e large tributaries entered the river,

lir jj)|
in ravines at the edge of the valley,

.[wj'oodlands currently border the main

'indilinel of the Platte throughout the Big

e pj ;

(j:i. Trees cover much of the former riv-

, jf'ld, and their seeds now blanket the

Sll

j|inel each summer. During periods

i water flow fluctuates in the channel,

,

s

.||;oil is often moist enough for seeds to

liinate. As a result, new stands of Cot-

tonwood and willow continue to invade the

remaining open sand bars and shorelines.

Once they become established, seedlings

are not readily dislodged by the scouring

action of the reduced water flow remain-

ing in the river.

The closing in 1941 of the gates of

Kingsley Dam, upstream from where the

North and South Platte rivers converge to

form the Platte, and of the Tri-County Di-

version Dam, just below that confluence,

produced profound changes in the ecology

of the river downstream. Along its first

sixty miles above Overton, the Platte was

reduced to a trickle for most of the year.

As a result, thousands of acres of dried-out

channel gradually became woodland. The

width of the river channel in this stretch

has gone from more than 1 ,000 yards in

1 865 to less than 100 yards today, and ma-

ture trees now occupy much of the former

riverbed.

During the past forty years, the cranes

have responded to the channel's shrinkage

by progressively abandoning the upper ar-

eas of the Big Bend. By 1956, they no

longer used the river between North

Platte and Cozad, and by 1980 they were

confined to parts of a seventy-six-mile

stretch from southwest of Overton to a few

miles southeast of Grand Island. Unless

there is human intervention, this trend is

likely to continue because habitat condi-

tions downstream from Overton have not
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The cranesfattenfor their northern

travels by gleaning waste corn, which

is abundant infields near the river. They

supplement their diet with worms, snails

and insectsfrom native meadows.

stabilized and are not expected to for

many years. Channel conditions between

Overton and Kearney are in an advanced

state of deterioration, causing the cranes

to concentrate in a few pockets of remain-

ing habitat. This set of circumstances

leaves only the channel downstream of

Kearney in reasonably satisfactory condi-

tion. And this stretch too has problems

—

recent studies indicate that Platte chan-

nels are shrinking there as well.

The crowding of the cranes into fewer

areas along the Platte has not resulted in

food shortages because waste corn left by

mechanical cornpickers in the fall is plen-

tiful and cranes eat prodigious quantities

of it. Corn supplies more than 90 percent

of the cranes' energy requirements during

their stopover, a rather startling statistic

considering that this bird species first en-

countered significant quantities of corn

only within the past century. Some corn

was probably grown by Indians along the

Platte before settlement of the region, but

it is unlikely that much of the supply was

available to the birds. Nevertheless, the

affinity of cranes for corn is not surprising

in light of the grain's nutrient qualities.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service biologists

estimate that the rate of energy uptake

among cranes foraging in cornfields in the

Platte Valley is about twenty-five to

thirty-five times the energy uptake of

cranes feeding in native meadows. Abun-

dance of corn has allowed the crane popu-

lation to reach densities markedly above

levels that could have been supported

prior to the agricultural development of

the area. Fortunately, the cranes' appetite

for corn does not represent a threat to

farming. Even with 400,000 cranes pres-

ent, the bird population consumes only 10

to 20 percent of the waste corn along the

Platte River, mostly scattered kernels left

by livestock that have foraged in the corn-

fields for several months before the cranes

arrive.

Native meadows near the river are also

important to the cranes. There the birds

find earthworms, snails, grasshoppers, and

various insect larvae and pupae to feed on.

These organisms provide nutrients that

are present only at low levels or are totally

lacking in corn. Crane eyesight is keen; a
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minute snail can be readily detected and

picked up with a single peck as a bird

strolls leisurely across the meadows.

Earthworm distribution is patchy and,

when earthworms are located, several

cranes converge on the site and literally

pulverize the soil in pursuit of these pro-

tein-rich invertebrates. Cranes obtain part

of their calcium requirements from con-

cretions lying below the soil surface. Near
Grand Island, cranes dig several inches

into the soil of some hillsides in search of

this source of calcium.

Despite the presence of ample food,

crowding poses risks to the crane popula-

tion. With nearly one-third of a million

cranes present in the forty-mile stretch be-

tween Kearney and Grand Island, con-

centrations exceeding 10,000 birds per

mile of channel are now common and den-

sities of more than 20,000 cranes have

been observed. When so many birds are

confined to a few pockets of suitable habi-

tat, the chance of high mortality increases

if an intense storm or other catastrophe

such as a toxic-chemical spill should occur

in the area. Disease may also pose a threat

in crowded conditions. In recent years epi-

demics of avian cholera have caused

heavy losses of migrant waterfowl in

south-central Nebraska. In March 1980,

for example, approximately 3 1 ,000 dead

ducks and geese were picked from wet-

lands and fields of the Rainwater Basin

Area, south of the Platte River, after a die-

off that is estimated to have totaled almost

80,000 birds. Mortality in many instances

occurred within a few miles of the Platte.

If cranes are forced to abandon the Platte,

many may shift to the Rainwater Basin

Area where they could contract cholera.

Cranes do not breed until their third or

fourth year and successful parents usually

raise but one offspring each year. Thus the

year's young make up only 10 to 12 per-

cent of the fall population. This adds to

the vulnerability of the mid-continent

crane population should a natural catas-

trophe occur.

Almost all of the crane habitat at the

Platte River is privately owned, com-

plicating effective environmental man-

agement. Despite the importance of the

area to cranes and other wildlife, there are
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The Platte Valley provides a nourishing

four- to six-week stopoverfor the cranes

as they travel to their Arctic breeding

grounds. As the weather warms in early

April, theflocks disappear into the

northern sky.

no national wildlife refuges along the

Platte, and private conservation organiza-

tions are trying to fill the void. In total,

about 5,400 acres of crane habitat are

owned, leased, and managed by the Na-

tional Audubon Society, the Nature Con-

servancy, and the Whooping Crane Trust.

However, rapidly escalating land values

are making land acquisition increasingly

difficult. Cropland now sells for more than

$2,000 per acre, providing an additional

incentive for landowners to convert their

meadows to cornfields. Because cranes

thrive where diversified agriculture exists

and their roosting habitat is maintained,

biologists now feel that much of the habi-

tat needed to support the crane population

can best be preserved through conserva-

tion easements. This approach to habitat

preservation would allow the continuation

of most current land uses on privately

owned property but would not permit

changes that could adversely affect the

crane population.

Although numerous problems confront

the cranes during their annual stopover at

the Platte, there are also some encourag-

ing signs. One such is the work of the

Whooping Crane Trust, a private con-

servation organization dedicated to main-

taining habitat along the Big Bend for the

two species of cranes and other migratory

birds. The Trust, which is administered by

three trustees, representing the Missouri

River Power Association, the State of Ne-

braska, and the National Wildlife Federa-

tion, has begun taking steps to protect

crane habitat in the Big Bend area. In

association with the Nature Conservancy,

the Trust has acquired about 2,300 acres

of native meadows, channel, and some

cropland and has placed additional native

meadows under easement. A habitat-mon-

itoring plan has been developed that pro-

vides for regular surveys of the area used

by the cranes to identify land in need of

conservation. Techniques to clear woody

vegetation from the channel are also being

developed.

Concern for the cranes now focuses pri-

marily on several proposed water projects

that could totally empty the Platte chan-

nel of water. Among the projects under

consideration is a plan by the Little Blue

Natural Resource District, a water man-

agement unit in south-central Nebraska,

to divert an additional 125,000 acre-feet

of water annually above Overton to irri-

gate 66,500 acres. This plan is opposed by

conservationists who fear that the loss of

habitat associated with the diversion

would further degrade areas used by

whooping and sandhill cranes. Another

project, the Narrows Unit, authorized by

Congress and being planned by the Bu-

reau of Reclamation for the South Platte

River in Colorado, would take an esti-

mated additional 94,700 acre-feet of wa-

ter annually from the South Platte River

at Julesburg. This project has been stalled

for several years on environmental and

economic grounds but is now receiving re-

newed attention. Two other major water

projects proposed for Nebraska are Prai-

rie Bend and Twin Valley. Up to 365,000

acre-feet of water would be removed from

the river annually to supply their needs.

One possible solution is to develop

projects that would satisfy the require-

ments of both cranes and agriculture. The

Whooping Crane Trust and certain local

irrigators are backing a plan that would

store 3 1 5,000 acre-feet of water in a reser-

voir on Plum Creek, upstream from Over-

ton. These flows would be released back

into the river to help maintain the crane

habitat along the Big Bend and to provide

water downstream for ground water re-

charge and irrigation.

The success of governmental agencies

and private organizations in coming to

grips with habitat deterioration during the

next few years will determine whether the

cranes' longstanding association with the

Platte will continue into the next century.

As of now, woody vegetation is advancing

into the cranes' habitat each year, causing

further crowding and posing a growing

risk to the birds. Beyond the specter of

storms, pollution, or a disease that might

decimate a dense bird population lies the

recognition that unless the progressive en-

croachment of woody vegetation is

brought under control, the sandhill cranes

will be forced to abandon the river. Their

departure would eliminate one of the

world's most spectacular gatherings of

birdlife.
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An Ostrich Egg Roll
Text and photographs by Richard D. Estes

When I found a spotted hyena lying be-

side two tooth-marked but intact ostrich

eggs, I began to wonder which predators

could and did eat ostrich eggs. The pos-

sibility that the hyena—the animal with

the most powerful jaws in the animal king-

dom—couldn't crack an egg had never oc-

curred to me. So I expropriated the eggs

and offered one to a dozen different hye-

nas. Their jaws, I discovered, are too short

to get a grip on the egg. Could this be mere

coincidence? It seems quite possible that

the evolution of the size, shape, and thick-

ness of ostrich eggs has been influenced by

hyena predation. Still, big and thick as

they are, the eggs are not immune to this

predator: hyenas sometimes destroy entire

clutches by rolling them together with

their forefeet.

Then I became curious: I wanted to de-

termine whether lions could eat ostrich

eggs, and so I placed an egg near a group

of four females. An elderly lioness carried

it off in her mouth and, settling down with

the contented look of a fat lady opening a

box of chocolates, proceeded to pip it with

one canine and lap up the contents. The
next six lions and lionesses I tried com-

pletely ignored my second egg, seemingly

disinterested or else unaware that ostrich

eggs are food. But the lioness shown here

decided an egg made an appealing toy.

She spent more than ten minutes mouth-

ing, rolling, and batting at it before going

on about her business, leaving the egg

miraculously intact.

Richard D. Estes is a behavioral ecologist

who specializes in African antelopes and

other large mammals.
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High-living Goats
by Valerius Geist

A Beast the Color of Winter, by

Douglas H. Chadwick. Sierra Club

Books, $15.95; 208 pp., illus.

This book is likely to become a classic.

Based on sound scientific research that

mercifully lacks pretentiousness and is

free of current fads, A Beast the Color of

Winter is not a work of sociobiological

dogma but a well-written, level-headed ac-

count of reproductive fitness. Chadv k

synthesis is broad, well thought outtnd

gives no evidence of having been nn

into print. As a scholar he is correc rod

generous—giving credit where cre< is

due—and where he begs to diffe li

maintains perspective and even sym]:hy

for views with which he cannot ccur

Again and again I marveled at his ait)

to elucidate complex technical point aw

DouglasC*
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Dougla

enjoyed his vivid, lively prose. WB
catch he would be for any universitm
inspire undergraduates and to help g di

ates toward a mastering of scholars™
its best. Yet this is not a scholarly

but one aimed at a broad audience. I
the scholarship shines through.

A Beast the Color of Winter conl
itself with the natural history of the Al
ican mountain goat and, to a lesser e> r;

the effects of its recent exposure ten

intrusions of industry and recreation

the high Rockies. The mountain gc

one of the most peculiar of all he

mammals, and Chadwick shows ho
peculiarities fit into a coherent strate

life in a highly inhospitable environ

Mountain goats can be studied only

some hardships and danger to scien

Chadwick was successful because h<

only observed his charges year-rounc

did so with a mix of observations—

i

at long distances and some with ha

ated animals at close range. In such s

ies, time—plenty of time—is a vital i

ponent of success. So is a mind cogn

of the value of detail. Chadwick
"detailist." He counts, he measures

notes sequences, he trails individuals,

descriptions are exceptionally precise

checks himself via tested deductions

places his conclusions into con
thereby elucidating the strategies, the

tics, and the tactical requirement

mountain goat life. His accounts mi

closely my own long, although less in

sive, experience with mountain goats

Chadwick's book is not only al

mountain goats but also about the

tionship between scientists and their i

jects. Chadwick is clearly captivated

the very close relationships he was abll

develop. I can empathize with thai
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A tropical paradise preserved by a renowned National

Park System, Costa Rica offers a diversity of fauna and

flora creating a haven for nature lovers and is the

world center for scientific study of tropical biology.

From the highland cloud forests of the Monteverde

Preserve to the coastal tropical lowlands of Corcovado

National Park, this peaceful little country abounds with

picturesque beauty and exotic wildlife.

1984 Departure Dates
March 4, April 4, May 6, June 10, July 5, August 2

$1295 11 days (all inclusive from Miami)

INTERNATIONAL EXPEDITIONS, INC.
Suite 104 • 1776 Independence Court • Birmingham, Alabama 35216 • (205)870-5550

TOLL FREE 1-800-633-4734
Youth Educational Programs Available

TARICA
'EDITIONS



Cruise theTurkish coastline with Swan Hellenic
and you'll discover ancient Greece.

A Swan Hellenic cruise is more than just a

cruise, it's a delightful educational experience.

Because each cruise is accompanied by no less

than five guest lecturers, each one, an acknow
ledged expert in his or her field, whose shared

knowledge breathes life into history.

Depending on the cruise you choose,

you'll venture along a coastline so beautiful,

that Marc Antony gave part of it to Cleopatra

as a wedding present. From Istanbul in the

north to Antayla in the south and even as

far east as Iskanderun, you'll stop in Dikili,

Mytileneand Fethiye, and

take side trips to Pergamum, Termessos,

Perge, Aspendos and Side.

Whichever Swan Hellenic cruise of the

Eastern Mediterranean you take, you'll dis-

cover in Turkey a legacy of three empires

and twelve civilizations that combines with

dazzling natural endowments to create a

cultural mix unequaled on the face of

the Earth.

Send for a full color brochure on Swan
Hellenic cruises.And come wrth us on a voyage

of discovery that will always

be a beautiful memory.

SWANEZ
HELLENIC
A division nf P&O Cruises.

In cooperation with the

Turkish Tourist Office.

Exprinter Tour Operators
500 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10110

Please send me a brochure on Swan Hellenic Cruises.

Name_

Address.

City -State- -Zip-

***»^ Phone number.

My travel agent is.

rBOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: BOOKS-ON-FILE s.nce

Box195Dept74 1958

UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087-0195

FROG Stickers
This happy fellow, printed with your

name and address or slogan, adds a

little fun to letters, books, luggage,

campaigns, advice, comments

Bright green, Frog shape, Self-stick.

100 for S7.50 200 for S10.50 ppd.

Frogs, Box 735-T, Acton, Mass. 01720

The Wilderness Travel
World of Discovery

Wildlife, Ecology & Cultural Tours
Tanzania Kenya Egypt Galapagos Islands Ecuador

Peru Venezuela Belize Mexico Philippines

Indonesia Malaysia Thailand Sri Lanka & India

Papua New Guinea Australia New Zealand
Micronesia Iceland & Greenland

Geo Expeditions
For free literature write or call:

P.O. Box 27136-C, Oakland, CA 94602
Telephone 415/530-4146

GALAPAGOS
In-depth 1 and 2 week

TANZANIA
Wildlife Camp
Safari

AMAZON
Manu &
Tambopata
Preserves

Free 40 page
color catalog,

over 50 trips

worldwide

Small Groups

Expert

Naturalist

leaders

EGYPT
Nile Cruise,

Luxor,

Abu Simbel

PATAGONIA
ALASKA

NEW GUINEA
NEPAL

WILDERNESS TRAVEL
1760-N Solano Avenue. Berkeley. CA
(415) 524-5111 9-4 "'O

-
'

DISPLAY CASES
PROTECT AND
DRAMATIZE YOUR
PRECIOUS WORK

OF ART

CUSTOM MADE
clear lucite on a
finished wood base

SEND DIMENSIONS • LENGTH • WIDTH
AND HEIGHT • WE WILL QUOTE PRICE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
FOR ESTIMATE CALL 804-442-2299

OR WRITE

THE ART DISPLAY CO.
Box 880E, Exmore. VA 23350

Kare>,

M

know the emotion aroused by the refla-

tion that, to the animals, you have be< ne

more than just a nuisance trailing bt

herd. You can develop even closer :r-

sonal ties with mountain sheep, for mo-

tain sheep can make you the focal poi

their resting group, accept your leadeiiip

in areas they have not visited before, ail

cluster about you—in body conta

when in strange places, or even try

hinder your departure using the sani*

havior that lambs use to hold back

mothers prior to suckling. Such morrits

are highlights of experience, a persons ri-

umph over one's own carnivorous v/&

when one wonders if paradise has imal

been lost or merely misplaced. Yet A
intimacy also fosters an inevitable c is,

one that Chadwick by good fortune I

vived, and which he plays down. The c lis

comes when a male challenges the d li-

nance of the observer. Chadwick knevit

subtle social signals called dominance is-

plays. He knew their meaning, ye w

failed to grasp the message fully un it

was too late and a big male had driv a

horn into his leg. An animal testing ie

dominance of an observer will nl

threaten. It will display. The distinctii is

crucial to the safety of an observer, f

nore a threatening animal; he is signaig

his subordination and will not attac-

never mind the theatrics.

A displaying beast, however, does)t

engage in theatrics. The signal is suit

and, to humans, deceptive. One mustit

run or do nothing; both are invitatior.o

escalation and attack. The observer nit

meet the challenge at once. I was it

challenged by a large bighorn ram th 1

had known for several years. I was utt I

surprised not only by the challenge bu y

the clarity of the ram's behavior. He &
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South Africa.

i

Ml ,

11 ,

Why it's part
of Africa.

Well, it's on the southern tip of the

continent.

That's just the beginning.

In common with the heart of Africa,

you'll find nature untouched by man. Vast

reserves of wildlife, roaming across great

plains punctuated by majestic mountains.

You'll find fascinating deserts and
lush, green forests. Warm winters under

blue skies.

A seemingly endless variety of tribal

cultures.

In South Africa you'll find the essence

of Africa.

Unknown. Unpredictable. Beautiful.

You'll sense the mystery.

Why it's not.

In 1652, the Dutch brought their

architecture. Soon after, the English

broughttheirtraditions. The Germans, their

culture. The French, a knack for making
wines.

A settlement, startling in its diversity,

blossomed. They called it Cape Town.

In 1871, diamonds were discovered

in Kimberley. And fifteen years later, gold in

Johannesburg. The fortune hunters came
and uncovered the wealth that makes
South Africa unique on the continent.

It is a country of golden beaches and
seas of flowers. Thriving cities and glittering

nightlife. Fashionable shopping districts.

Extraordinary museums.
And a cosmopolitan population, with

a wealth of traditional languages and
cultures.

All of which makes South Africa -
truly - a world in one country.

Ask your travel agent about special

round trip airfares starting from $999.

South Africa. Aworld in one country.

n

satour

Name _

South African Tourist Corporation,

747 Third Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017.
Tel. (212) 838-8841; telex 649535.
Offices also located in Chicago
and Beverly Hills.

"~1

Address

L.
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Theftsa'Wright
cNatutbCenttb

Trinidad, West Indies

A 200-acre wildlife sanctuary in'the rain-

forested Northern Mountain Range: home
to a colony of oilbirds, 1 2 species ofhum-
mingbirds, channel-billed toucan, crested

oropendola, antshrikes, mottled owl,

trogans, tanagers, bellbirds, and others.

Trinidad's species include an impressive

400 birds, 1 08 mammals, 55 reptiles, 25

amphibians and over 6 1 7 butterflies.

Summer workshops offered in Ornithol-

ogy, Botany, Tropical Ecology, Entomolo-

gy, and Nature Photography and Art.

For details, contact our Representative:

WONDER BIRD TOURS-W6, 500 Fifth

Ave., New York, NY 10036,

212/840-5961, or The Trinidad &
Tobago Tourist Board. 400 Madison

Ave., New York, NY 10017.

And fly with BWIA International

A BIRD IN THE HAND
IS WORTH
TWO IN THE BUSH.

A bird in the hand is worth

two in the bush?

Two in the bush can make
one for the hand.

An American farm is a

good investment.

We manage American
farms for wildlife as well

as for agricultural income
and capital appreciation.

Columbia Basin Associates, Inc.

Frederick C Pullman, President

990 Fifth Street

Elko, Nevada 89801

U.S.A.

(702} 738-7169

Questers for 1984
Travel with a purpose. Learn and discover. Search

out plants and animals, birds and flowers. Explore rain

forests, mountains and tundra, seashores, lakes and swamps.

With Questers you will have ample time to photograph, absorb and reflect.

Naturalist guides, small tour parties, first-class accommodations.

Worldwide Nature Tours

1984 Departures

The Americas

Okefenokee Swamp: 12 days. 4/15 • Hawaii: 15

days, 2/9, 3/22, 10/18, 12/20 • Alaska: 17 days.

6/22, 7/10, 7/28 • Pacific Northwest: 12 days,

6/18, 8/6 • Superiot Forest Canoe Trip: 9 days,

7/7, 8,11 • Canyon Lands: 14 days. 5/6. 10/7 •

Manitoba (Churchill): 12 days, 6/25 • Newfound-

land: 16 days. 6 10- Canadian Rockies: 15 days,

6/9 • Southern Mexico: 15 days. 2/12. 3/11. 11/4,

12/16 • Panama & Costa Rica: 14 days, 2/13; 3/19,

12/24 • The Amazon: 17 days. 1/8, 3/4, 5/6. 7/8.

8/5, 11/18 • Ecuador & Galapagos: 16 days, 2/1,

4/4, 7/18, 8/8, 10/31, 12/12 • The Galapagos: 17

days. 1/23, 2 6 • Peru: 17 days, 7/15, 11/4 • Pat-

agonia Tierra del Fuego: 22 days, 1 /9. 1 1 /5 • Trin-

idad & Tobago: 11 days. 3/19, 4/2. 11/5. 11/19.

Europe

Iceland: 16 days. 6/15. 7/6. 8/10 • Ireland: 23

days. 5/9 • Islands Highlands of Scotland: 21

days, 5.31, 7> 12 -Switzerland: 17 days. 7/13. 8/10

• Greece: 19 days. 4/2. 9 17.

Asia & Africa

Japan: 23 days. 6 1 • Sri Lanka: 18 days, 2/17.

7/6, 11/16 • Himalayas: Nepal, Sikkim & Bhutan:

23 days, 3/15. 10 11 -Foothills of Western Himala-

yas: 19 days. 4 12 • Kenya: 22 days. 2/2. 7/19,

10/18 • Madagascar, Mauritius & Reunion: 24

days, 7/8. 10/7.

Oceania & Australasia

Australia & New Zealand: 28 days, 2/11. 10/6 •

New Zealand & the Milford Track: 22 days, 2/10.

11/16 • Papua New Guinea: 23 days. 5/19, 8/11,

11/3.

Write for the 1984 Questers Directory of World-

wide Nature Tours. If a particular tour strikes your

fancy, ask for its Detailed Itinerary

New

QUESTERS
Worldwide Nature Tours

Dept. NH, 257 Park Avenue South

ew York, NY 10010 • (212) 673-312C

testing me. At once I slammed my lejitc

his chest, performing a front kick,nd

shoved him downhill—then spent thea

six months reestablishing a relations! of

mutual trust. However, that ram nevt*

came a danger to me—or to some nil or

mountain climber trailing by! Whefa-

miliarity provokes challenge, it endaien

not only the investigator but others as i

It is better to recognize the danger an fe

velop "preventive maintenance," tha ,i

subtle imposition of dominance, soiai

even rut-crazed animals will respoiin

the manner they are habituated to. I sk

Chadwick had emphasized this, beta

in attempting to emulate him, otherss

knowledgeable or sensitive, may not I

provoke unnecessary danger but so

teach an animal the wrong way to be «

toward humans. One should never wo as

closely with elk or moose or bison asnt

does with goats or sheep. The larger

mals can be observed at close range, I

the same individuals are observed d in

and day out, without being subjects to

human dominance, an attack is inevitle.

I should rate carnivores even more *

gerous in this respect, unless they vt

been manhandled in tagging and ifo

collaring. An animal losing all feaof

humans will "explore" the human—

»

especially in carnivores, that mean it-

tack. Chadwick emphasized the romac

but he should have been more exm

about the dangers to observers and to ti-

ers. This is the most serious critique I
'*

of this magnificent book.

I also have a few technical quib*

Chadwick's conception of the ice ag is

rather dated, but he does see clearl)*
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1
Douglas Chadwick

nyjQ equences of our living in an intergla-

kk period today. The goral is not the most

ntr>r litive rupicaprid; the serow is. Cave

tees did not give rise to grizzlies; the griz-

ittsljs far more primitive. Glaciers spread

itliQiO much from poles as from continen-

tal epicenters. These and other minor

tun ts grate the specialist but do not seri-

er>»t* y detract from the book.

si! ihe last chapter of Chadwick's book is

"tix\ account of the mountain goats'

i ir jblicized demise. What Chadwick de-

respcbes is in part sickening. We seem to

|i)ia|: learned so little from the demise of

s.
tvi life in the last century. We certainly

)llt»a : cause to reconsider "multiuse" of our

iygB{, as this guiding principle has often

m ed incapable of safeguarding wildlife

-loiei^rces.

lH
;am glad Chadwick has put his ob-

c d itions and views on record. The public

• h Id be better informed about how "re-

,,,'jOi ce management" proceeds. The U.S.

v;;^: st Service will howl in anguish; so will

[i
;
o,; state departments of fish and wild-

-if along with some of the more thought-

.et members of the hunting public. Yet I

...» ider Chadwick's points valid, espe-

:i; y his conclusion that mountain goats

a lot be managed like cottontail rabbits,

m
:)hisants, or white-tailed deer. His views

c
ir

-

easonable and fair. May they spread

e

,Ji) make history.

J/cjius Geist is professor of environ-

Jttqlal science on the Faculty ofEnviron-

Mi tal Design at the University of Cal-

,'ft in Canada. He is the author of
'

;

.;.*ljintain Sheep: A Study of Behavior

:

in Evolution.

Beautiful

Early American

"COLONIAL LOFT"
BEDSPREADS

• Heavy— soft— durable
• 100% Quality Cotton
• Machine washable
• Choose white or natural
• Special Prices:

Twin SO > 110, value $40 only $32.95

Pull 96 > 110, value $50 only $39.95

Queen 102 x 120, value $65. only $47.95

King 120 120, value $75.... only $55.95

Sham (standard), value $15. ..only $1 1.95 ea

Add $2 50 per order for shipping

N,C. Residents add 4% Tax

100% Natural Cotton, soft but ever so durable.

A true legacy of Early America. This elegant

woven bedspread is fully pre-shrunk and ma-
chine washable, with no ironing ever. Rich, full,

all-cotton decorator fringe. Guaranteed. We
ship fast.

Jitomespun drafts

I

DeptNH-15Box 1776
BlacKsburg, S.C. 29702

"Colonial Loft"Gentlemen: Please rush

Size spreads & shams, color

Check M.O. enclosed CMC D Visa

Credit Card No Exp. Dt

Name

Address .

City. -Zip.

I MC/ VISAorders—calltollfree
l
24hours.:800-438-7939,

I
Ext.NH-15ordial800-458-3491,Ext92-G.CALLNOW!

ALASKAN WILDLIFE
f\ 1 JV PA \l JL UlvJ-J June29toJuly16,1984

Join Kenneth A.Chambers, Lecturer in Zoology at the American Museum,

for a journey to America's last great frontier. Cruise through fabulous Glacier

Bay with its whales, seals and teeming birdlife. Explore scenic Denali (Mt.

McKinley) National Park and see giant moose, white mountain sheep, bar-

ren ground caribou, and golden eagles. Visit volcanic Katmai and watch

brown bears fishing for salmon.

Fly to the remote Pribilof

Islands, summer home
to over a million fur

seals and countless,

rare nesting sea birds.

Limited to 25
participants. For ^*
further informa-

tion write to ^m^i I Discovery Tours
DISCOVERY TOURS,
American Museum
of Natural History,

CPWat79thSt.
NY, NY 10024,

or call

(212) 873-1440

PRIBILOF
ISLANDS

American
Museum of

Natural

History
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SAVE 50% AND MORE OFF
NORMAL RETAIL

Down
Comforters

& DOWN PILLOWS

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES

Down comforters are for those who
appreciate luxury and love warmth.
Hand-guided sewing and the finest white

European down... nature's best

insulation ...go into every comforter we
make. These comforters are covered

with a down proof cotton/polyester

fabric, woven to stay on your bed.

Coordinating down pillows are the

perfect complement for total sleep

comfort.

We're the factory outlet for Gillette

Industries (founded in 1911), the

national manufacturer of Bill Blass

women's down coats. We're America's

Down Experts manufacturing down
comforters, down pillows, designer

down robes, and other quality down
products in Wisconsin. Call or write for

your free

down catalog.

1-800-356-9367

HSMyS&y wtoie

Channel Down Comforters Colors

Twin (60"x86")
s69 DLt. Blue

Queen/Full (86"x86")
s99 CBeige

King (102"x86")
S129

Reversible Channel
Down Comforters Colors

Twin (60"x86")
s79

Queen/Full(86"x86")
s109

King (102"x86"

Down Pillows

s139

Lt.Blue/
Slate Blue

Z Beige/

Caramel

Colors

Lt. Blue

Beige

Standard (20"x26")
S30

Queen (20"x30")
S40

King (20"x36")
S55

S ORDER BY PHONE TOLL-FREE:
1-800-356-9367. Use your M.C.. Visa or Am. Exp. when

ordering by phone OR ORDER BY MAIL:
DM.C. DVisa Am. Exp. DCheck

Acct.No.:
Comforters:S_

Pfflows:S_
.+s_
_+s_

Exp. Date_
=$
_=S

Ship. & Hdg. charge-SS.OO per item:S_

Yoursignature:

.

Address:

Gty, State, Zip .

TOTAL:S_

L"

Send to:

The Company Store, Dept. 793, 1205 S. 7th St., La Crosse, WI
54601. Guarantee: If for any reason you are not completely

satisfied, please return for a full refund. Delivery: Immediate.

Am

Wetherfield's Meteorite
Nestled among the rolling hills of the

Connecticut Valley, the town of Wethers-

field is a quiet residential community just

south of Hartford. In many ways it is a

typical suburban New England town, but

it also embraces some outlying farmland

cultivated since before the Revolutionary

War. Founded in the early 1600s by a

group of settlers from Massachusetts,

Wethersfield is the oldest permanent Eng-

lish settlement in Connecticut. A number

of colonial houses still stand in town, in-

cluding one that George Washington

really slept in (more importantly, he se-

cretly met there with the Comte de Ro-

chambeau to discuss battle strategies dur-

ing the Revolution).

Many of Wethersfield's residents com-

mute to Hartford to work in the giant in-

surance industry centered there. The e-

lihood is that more actuaries live andJ
in the Hartford area than anywhere elm

the world. Actuaries are vital to the ii r-

ance industry as they calculate the sta I

cal risks and premiums for every comv-

able disaster, accident, damage, or inj

that may be insurable. It is thus ironic u

Wethersfield, of all places, should h
been the site of a most extraordinary I

dent, one that defied all odds—the sturf

an actuary's nightmare.

One morning in 1971, Wethersfield s-

ident Paul Cassarino woke to find ii

during the early hours of the morniia

meteorite had apparently struck is

house, crashed through the roof, and:-

come embedded in the ceiling of his lig

room. Eleven years later, in a remark e

Gift ofMusic: Tribute to the Late

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

On Monday, January 16, the American

Museum's Department of Education and

the New York City Department of Parks

and Recreation will cosponsor a tribute to

the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., who
was born on January 15, 1929. The theme

of this program of music and dance is

black pride and black heritage. Gift of
Music will be held in the Auditorium at

7:30 p.m. and is free to Museum visitors.

Ice Age Hunters of America:

A Symposium
On Wednesday, January 1 1, from 7:30

until 10:00 p.m. a symposium on Ice Age
Hunters ofAmerica will take place in the

Auditorium. Among the archeologists

and anthropologists participating in this

event are David Hurst Thomas of the

American Museum, Richard Macneish of

Boston University, Donald Grayson of the

University of Washington, Dennis Stan-

ford of the Smithsonian Institution, and

Howard Winters of New York University.

Topics to be discussed include big-game

hunting, hunting technology, and early

migration into the New World. Tickets

for Ice Age Hunters of America are

$15.00 for nonmembers and $12.00 for

members and students with I.D.

Journey Across 3 Continents Film Festival

On Wednesday, January 4, Thursday

January 12, and Wednesday, January It

the Journey Across 3 Continents Fi,

Festival will be held at the American M
se um . A retrospective of the work of bla 1

filmmakers from Africa and Englar

the festival will consist of three featu:

length films. The festival is sponsored

the Museum's Department of Educati

in cooperation with Third World Nev.

reel. Screenings begin at 7:00 p.m. ea i

evening and are free to all Museum vi i

tors.

Ireland Month
Each weekend in January, Ireland w

be featured in the Leonhardt People Ce

ter. On January 7 and 8,14 and 1 5, 2 1 ai

22, and 28 and 29, lectures and dei

onstrations will celebrate the traditio

and culture of Ireland, including Iriii

dance and music, art and film. The Leo 1

hardt People Center is open on weekend

from 1:00 until 4:30 p.m. All events of Ir

land Month are free to Museum visitoi

Cosmic Mysteries

Are UFOs evidence of visitors fro

stars? Does a monstrous black hole lie

the center of our Milky Way galax;

Could the extinction of the dinosaurs m
lions of years ago have a cosmic conne

tion? Cosmic Mysteries, which can t

seen at the American Museum-Hayde
Planetarium through April 2, investigati

these and other questions.
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ierican Museum

ioii idence, a second meteorite, slammed

'ltd mother house in Wethersfield. Both

learites, partners in this strange union,

-re i display this month in the Museum's

irur Ross Hall of Meteorites.

1 e probability of two meteorites strik-

ig ouses in the same town is incalcu-

ib In all of recorded history fewer

tha 1 a dozen houses are known to have

-€< hit by meteorites; other than Weth-

ifsl Id, only one city, Honolulu, has been

tn k twice by meteorites (in 1 825 and

iijMl), but they didn't hit houses. The

tfrJibility may approximate the chance

if o blind flies colliding somewhere in

i lie
1

i rand Canyon.

,: 'ie second Wethersfield meteorite,

bavsd "Wethersfield (1982)," attracted

mc publicity. It struck Bob and Wanda

if

(

.
Jc

)e'

Ik

(i/il

ia

lil

viirt

n(

re

.a

(/

n a Hard Shell

Sunday, January 29, Michael

ens of the Museum's Herpetology

rtment will present a lecture and

show on the turtles of the world. He
liscuss how turtles have adapted to

environments over the roughly 200

in years of turtle existence, and why
species are endangered today. The

s of the northeast United States will

atured. Live turtles, both common
xotic, will be on display during the

am, which will take place in the

mann Theater at 1:30 and 3:30 p.m.

>i a Hard Shell is $2.00 for mem-
$4.00 for nonmembers.

:i Zeppelin

;
"ie Planetarium's laser light shows

or ine the sound of a specially installed

;
UOi system with dazzling laser visuals to

;iee a unique experience in sight and

li

ou 1. Laser Zeppelin, featuring the mu-

i
it' Led Zeppelin, will open January 6.

te irch at Zero-G

f.
*i'0 astronauts from the latest space

I;

hi Ie voyage will speak at the Museum on

j'ttiilay, January 17. They will recount
,' he scheduled nine-day, November/De-

;

-'«iier flight and the research done
bx d the shuttle in its gravity-free envi-

fonent. The program will be held in the

,Autoriumat7:30p.M. For more informa-

ioi :ontact the Membership Office.

r ~i

ESCAPEWITHSOME
GOODBOOKS.

Our free travel package is

filledwith informationabout

places to go, places to stay, and

things to do onyourvacationin

North Carolina.

Colorful festivalsand special

events. Centuries-old homes

and country inns. Even a road

map, to help you find your way

amongthemountains andbeaches,

the lakes and forests,the historic towns and thriving cities that areNorth Carolina.

Just send usthe coupon foryourfreeNorthCarolinaTravelPackage.And start

your vacation readingbefore you start your vacation.

c^ &$7&&
m

Name

Address

City State Zip

FREENORTH CAROLINA
TRAVELPACKAGE

North Carolina Travel, Department 751, Raleigh, North Carolina 27699.

L

f'DOGFANCY^
For People Who Love Dogs!
DOG FANCY will increase your understanding and

deepen the bonds of trust and affection between you
and your dog.

You Will Treasure Each Issue
• Facts on dog health and nutrition • Tips on groom-
ing and training • Special traits of different breeds •

Expert advice on canine behavior • How-to-do-it

projects at home • The latest dog products and ser-

vices • Entertaining true and fiction stories • Current

events and show calendar • PLUS.afull-colorcenter-

fold poster in each issue!

Valuable and Handy Reference
For years DOG FANCY readers have relied on its

authoritative information to insure their dog's health

and happiness. Subscribe now and enjoy the con-

venience of having each issue brought right to your

door. Don't delay! Accept our money-back guarantee

and mail the coupon today!

FREE Issue For You!
Yes, we're so sure you'll

want to receive DOG
FANCY regularly, we'll

send you the latest issue

free. If you decide not to

continue, just write

"cancel" on the sub-
scription invoice and
mail it back to us
within ten days. No
matter what you de-
cide, the free issue

is yours to keep.

J

I
Mail DOG FANCY Dept.8NHA
to: P.O. Box 4030. San Clemente, CA 92672

Please send me my free issue and enter my subscription as

Mows:

12 issues $15.97 (11 plus free issue)

Basic rate saves $8 oft newsstand price.

If I don't want to continue. I'll write "cancel" on the bill and

keep the tree issue.

D I'm already convinced and enclose payment now.

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

- Allow 8 weeks tor delivery Otter expires June 30. 1984.

TOURING CAP
Wear it for top-down motoring or hiking in

the hills. Wool-blend yarn in rugged Ragg

tweed is warm and drizzle-proof. Cap rolls

up for stowing in pocket or pack; unrolls

wrinkle-free. One size. Color Salt &
Pepper or Charcoal & Navy. S9.95 ppd.

Order Today! Money Back Guarantee!

Here is my check or money order for S .

Add sales tax for shipment into CA, CO. D.C..

IL, MA. Ml, MN. PA. VA.WA. We pay postage!

RUSH my «1993 Bagg Touring Cap.

Color

Name_

City

State- . Zip_

D Send me your FREE outdoor catalog.

————

«

Dept. BNH. Fifth & Union, Seattle. WA 98124
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DISCOVER PAPUA NEW GUINEA
With the American Museum of Natural History

September 8 to October 1, 1984

Explore one of the world's most fasci-

nating islands with an extraordinarily

diverse natural and cultural history. Join

both Mary LeCroy. American Museum
ornithologist and an anthropologist

escort as we witness Stone Age cere-

monies incorporating spectacular

dances and music: swim and snorkel

in beautiful coral atolls: view unusual
animals including birds of paradise

and marsupials: visit tribal markets and
study the island's unique architecture

and art forms. With expert guidance our
group of 18 participants will discover the

Trobriand Islands, the Highlands, the

Bensbach. Sepik and Karawari River

regions. For further information write or

call Discovery Tours. American Museum
of Natural History. Central Park West
at 79th Street. New York. NY 10024.
(212)873-1440. ^^ Amerjcan

Museum of

Southern Highlander

k \
Natural

i^li History

Discovery Tours

Galapagos
Islands Cruise
(and Highland Ecuador)
with optional excursion to

Machu Picchu

August 6 to 17, 1984

Discover with outstanding Mu-
seum lecturers beautiful beaches,

volcanic landscapes and fascinat-

ing wildlife. Giant tortoises, igua-

nas, albatrosses, fur seals, boob-
ies and a host of other animals will

be viewed with expert guidance.

Swim, snorkel, sunbathe and relax

with congenial companions on a

comfortable ship. The optional

post-trip to Peru includes an unfor-

gettable visit to Machu Picchu.

For detailed information write or call

Discovery Tours

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79 St.

New York, NY 10024

(212) 873-1440 ^^—^ American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

ta(K.

up.

Dm

V.

Donahue's Cape Cod-style resident

«

Church Street at 9:17 p.m. on Novejt

8, 1982. It came through the roof a Of,

miles per hour, tore through an u

closet, burst through the living rooi

ing near the front door, hit the

bounced off at an angle into the

room, ricocheted off the ceiling, am
nally rolled under the dining room ti

"At first," Bob Donahue sain
thought we were being bombed. We h
sitting in the breezeway adjoininaji

kitchen, watching 'M*A*S*H' on J
There was a sound like the muffled re |
a Mack truck coming into the hall, q
Wanda and I leaped up and flew inthe

dining room—ran right past the mete ie

without noticing it—and turned intce

living room. The place was a mess. Th n-

tire room was filled with dust, debris k

plaster." When they saw the hole ir*

living room ceiling, the Donahues int-

diately called the police and fire dei-

ments and retreated to the front lav:

await their arrival. After the firemen-

rived they threw a spotlight on the hch

the roof and sent a man up a ladder t»

vestigate. Assistant fire chief Joh J

McAuliffe then discovered a se<ii

hole—the dent made by the ricocha

meteorite—in the dining room ceiling-

nally they discovered the thing itsel-s

black, crusty rock about the size i

grapefruit—sitting under the dining ri

table. A fireman picked it up and pass

:

around (it was cool to the touch). :

where a few chips had broken off. th I

side of the stone was light gray. The J

man suggested it might be a meteori

The police bundled up the stone c

carried it to the station house where it a

locked up for the night. The media r|

tion to the event was instantaneous, £

the Donahues were besieged by repor.

television crews, and scientists frorrl

over the state. The next day the Donah

met with the assembled scientists, i

their decision was to send the meteoriic

the Smithsonian Institution for tests. (

stone was flown to Washington that s;:

day, making it one of the freshest met'-

ites ever studied. Later it was sent to*

Battelle Northwest Laboratories in Rl

land, Washington, for further tesu

(One fragment was even sent to India!

an analysis of unusual isotopes.)

Both Wethersfield meteorites are Qt

sified as ordinary chondrites of the s<:

common type, L6. (Even the commo::

meteorites, however, are very rare.) CI-

dritic meteorites are so named beca:

they contain many tiny spheroids, or cl-

drules, scattered about in the darkerm
rial of the stone. Because they have ne'

been found in anv rocks on earth, it'
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Above: Model 125

*Jo ;ou don't have to compromise the beauty of

/o* home to enjoy the pleasure, comfort, and
ia\. is of a wood or coal fire. Available in four sizes

in> ight lustrous hand-glazed tile colors, WESO
Cci'iic Tile Stoves let you select and harmonize
701, tove with your room, as you would a lovely

lie of furniture.

" the WESO's beauty is far more than skin-

ie« Here are just six of the reasons we feel these

iai' ome tile heaters are the best stove investment

>n 1 2 market today, with a total combination of

id* tages no other stove can match:

II
(. .

mfortable heat that warms you all over.

. 1, ike typical cast-iron stoves, the WESO
Ce' nic Tile Stove is both a radiant and convection

ie.; '. Most iron stoves just radiate heat directly

3U. ird in a straight line. Stand or sit too close and
*>' -el scorched on one side, chilled on the other.

Ste far away, and you just can't seem to get

A/a

\ the WESO circulates its heat evenly, floor to

aei,j. Its natural convection quietly fills every

x>i r of your rooms with warmth. No "hot spots
'

;— I u'd hardly be aware of the heat source if it

jvc i't for the lovely flames flickering behind the

vVI D's tempered glass window. WESO stoves

jk a wonderful warmth — mild yet penetrating

— it no other stove can match. And so much
Tic soothing and spirit- lifting than expensive fur-

ia«. heat.

dutiful ceramic tiles create a "heat res-
' for safe, long-lasting warmth.

WESO stove is a true descendant of the

ificent Kachebfen tile heaters that have been
ing European homes and inns for over six

ries. Thick hand-glazed tiles surrounding an all

on burning chamber absorb heat from the

len release it s-l-o-w-l-y, even long after the

is died. Yet since 60% of the heat is released

^_^~ out of the top of the stove, the

J/ tiles themselves never get^^ "blistering" hot to the touch
— making the WESO one of

the safest stoves available.

You can even lean against the

stove and soak in its delicious

warmth — without sacrificing

on heat.

Warm

Cool WESO creates its own warm air flow.

At last. Efficient

j
Stoves as beautiful

as fine furniture.
The WESO Ceramic Tile Stove combines
advanced combustion technology with a

unique heating design still unsurpassed after

six centuries, to give you everything you could
ask for in a superb heat producer . . .

he IS a difference in

>E) Warmth D>
vpi radiant stove (left) bakes
>u

1
one side while you're still

rill^ 1 the other. But the WESO
3h warms you with gentle
die, heat AND bathes you with
•sex- ng flow of heated air. It's a
itu> flow, too — no noisy fan
^ec Some owners heat their
lto ouse with their WESO

3. High technology matched with Old World
craftsmanship.

The WESO's airtight firechamber holds all-night

bums; combustion air is automatically controlled by

a liquid-expansion thermostat that eliminates con-

stant tending. A controlled inflow of pre-heated

secondary air assures maximum combustion of vol-

atiles. The result? A WESO rivals or exceeds any
stove its size for efficiency and heat output. It's

one of the most efficient stoves you can buy.

What's more, the entire unit is hand -assembled

and fitted to precise tolerances, so the WESO meets

rigid industry safety standards.

4. Bums wood or coal without a conversion

kit.

The WESO's unique suspended burning basket

with shaker grate bums wood or coal with superb

efficiency— and without the need of a costly con-

version kit or special adjustments when you switch

fuels. You can bum either

fuel interchangeably.

5. Mess-free convenience

The WESO is a civilized

stove. Cleaning is easy —
simply pull out the concealed

ash pan. (A protective tray

underneath the pan automat-

ically swings out to catch any
stray embers or sparks.) The
stove's slim profile takes up
little floor or hearth space, and requires less clear-

ance from combustibles than most stoves.

Thick ceramic tiles

capture, store and
release heat slowly,

even after the fire

has died

6. Breathtaking beauty in your home

The WESO possesses truly remarkable beauty—
its appearance is totally unlike any other wood-

burner you can buy. You can select the rich tile

color that best complements your decor— from a

classic white to a deep burnished brown. Choose

from 4 handsome models, too— from a compact,

economical Model 025 to our stately Model 325

with wraparound oak bench that can become the

centerpiece of your home.
The WESO is beautiful furniture that graces the

most tastefully decorated home — where a black

metal stove would be rudely out of place.

Make this year your year to own — or step up
to — a WESO Ceramic Tile Stove. For our
complete literature portfolio, including

color photos of all Models, mail this coupon
today.

Rush me your literature by First Class Mail,

featuring aU WESO models and colors, plus all

the advantages of these unique stoves. Enclosed

is $1.00.

Name _

Address

.

-Zip-

City

State

CERAMIC RADIANT HEAT
2941 PleasantDrive.Lochmere.NH.03252

603/524-9663.ext. 291



Treasures From
The Earth

Color Portfolio of Natural
Specimens and Catalog

of Minerals, Display
Stands, Books and

NaturalJewelry, S3.00

Dow Scientific
3

NORTH POLE: April 84
Toast the world
below in our seventh
year of High Arctic

i expeditions. See
^B } Arctic sea mammals
Jk ' in their natural habi-

^^T^^ tat S6.600

BAFFIN BAY:
June 84
Observe marine
wildlife at the floe

edge with Dr. Albert
Erickson, noted
marine mammalo-
gistS1968.

Special lntere»Toui» 3430 Evergreen Pt. Rd.

P.O. Box 37(N). Medina. WA 98039. 206-455-1960

Travel with Scholars
Summer / Fall 1984

15th Oxford Program: 28 courses

in the arts, historv, literature

Q Italy: Florence and Tuscany

3 Greece: Mmoans and Mvcenaeans

Arthur's Britain: England. Wales,

Brittany

fj London: screenplay writing

Q France with Robert Bly: troubadour lore

in Provence, cave art

Send this coupon with name and address to:

Travel Studv Dept. 19S, University of

California Extension, 2223 Fulton St.,

Berkeley, CA 94720; (415) 642-S840.

UC Berkeley Extension
Continuing education tor adults

A touch of class
Warm up any room in the house with the luxury of

New Zealand lambskin. Perfect accent piece for

floor, walls . . .or as a snuggler in a favorite chair.

Shown in white (approx. di mensions 28" x 30")

S39.95 ppd. Other sizes and colors available.

Askforyour FREE 4 color Skinny's Gift Collection

catalog.

VISA Master Card welcome.

Two 24-hour numbers:

Call toll-free: 1-800-426-4626

or Collect in WA. AK. HI: (206) 575-9128

sws
P.O. Box 88067

Dept.NH 1

l_J \J Seattle. WA 98188

eaoateHa

\ilpk

SEA
EAGLE 8
9'7-x4'6",31lbs.

Holds 4 adults. 3 HP capacity

Costs just S225

High-Cost Inflatable Boats!

Why pay S600. S1000 or even more

for an inflatable boat?

Modem technology and new,

improved materials make
possible inexpensive yet

long-lasting inflatabies.

PncesstartatS110.

Canoes, dinghies.

^ motormount boats

HI and speedboats.

%J •Write for our FREE
if 32-page color catalog.

Sea Eagle

Dept. NH41B.

St James. NY 11780

Or phone 516-724-8900

Monday - Friday

830am to 430pm EST

Britain
Countryside Walks

Through quaint villages and

lovely scenery. Along medieval footpaths,

prehistoric and Roman tracks. Tours in

England, Scotland and Wales. Relaxed,

easy pace . . . Country inns . .

.

Please send me further information:

Name:

Address:

Country Walking Holidays [707) 584-041

1

6195-H Santa Clara PI.. Rohnert Park. CA 94928

MEN'S WIDE SHOES
EE-EEEEEE. SIZES 5-13

Extra width for men who need
it, in excellent variety, styling

and quality. Available

only through our
FREE CATALOG.
Send for it!

D Send FREE color catalog.

ADDRESS

HITCHCOCK SHOES, INC.
Dept. 72A. Hlngham. MA 02043

Plains Indian Art fir Artifacts.

rW* Free Catalog shoxs painted shields

mounted trophy buffalo skulls »ar

arrows peace pipes, chokers, breast

plates. war clubs, tomahawks,

lances, horse dance sticks, star

quilts and more. Exclusive

source. Hand-made with tradi-

tional toots and authentic

materials- Mam' have interesting

stories to ten from Cheyenne. Siotu

and Blackfoot heritage. Collectors

items, unique gifts and stunning

PRAIRIE EDGE tor 8303 Department rfrl

pidCii) South Dakota 57701 Area Code |605l 3*1 3620

chondrules had mystified scientsi

more than a century. Under a micsu

they appear to be hardened globul -

ery droplets from heaven," accorng

their discoverer, Henri Sorby. Inec

years scientists have concluded th;cb:

dritic meteorites are the oldest mterl

the solar system, dating back to £ tj

4.5 billion years ago when the solar -a

was just forming from a diffuse cue

dust and gas.

According to one theory, an ex fl

star sent a violent shock wave thng>

nearby interstellar cloud, squeezii

the point where it began contractu fa

cooling and gravitation. Graduly

evolved into a whirling disk of gas m

which solid particles condense

clumped together into cosmic dus

Sometime during this period one c

flashes of intense heat (caused b;ii

ning, solar flares, or perhaps soni

else) melted the particles, which sai

out as tiny molten droplets and coolii

the chondrules we find in some melui

today, including the Wethersfield.

mutual gravitational attraction, in

hardened droplets accreted into in

and larger bodies and finally endecipi

many tiny planets, or planetesimalsqi

ing the sun.

The planetesimal containing Wia

field (1982) formed somewhere biw

the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. Elstk

in the solar system, planets swept up li

planetesimals. but in this region n<ai

planet ever formed. Some of the q

planetesimals between Mars and ,»

heated up and melted from internih

sources, but not the relatively small a

ersfield planetesimal. Studies of theid

orite, however, show that it was alteil

heat, and scientists theorize that th x

may have come either from bombar u

of the planetesimal by other meteoii 1

from internal radiation.

Over time the planetesimals bip

and jostled each other, and some oix

collisions were violent enough to I

them apart. In time, most of the thrb

ets, including the Wethersfield, brc i

into irregular chunks that became 1

1

teroid belt we see today. The Wethe *

asteroid orbited the sun unchanged i 1

lions of years, and if not for an ui«

event, would be orbiting it today. AH
point, perhaps only a few million a

ago, a collision or a gravitational tug <

careering out its orbit in the belt an n

an earth-crossing orbit. By chancil)

Wethersfield chunk encountered tl

earth on the night of November 8, »

and shortly after 9:00 p.m., EDT, a

blazing into the atmosphere at 50,C'<

more miles per hour. The resultant fi I

90 Naturai History 1 /84
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i Kited thousands of square miles

i Jew York State and southern New
"-- * id. Police stations were flooded with

_ porting "bright lights and then an

'

Li ion" as the Wcthersfield partially

. zed and exploded in the atmo
- ,

i One observer saw the meteor

'ufol up "into three points of light

—

[ like an arc welder." Most of the

'fe(:r burned up in the atmosphere, but

r. pieces may have fallen to the earth

'Ma overed.

avtl|l: of these points of light ended its

Minillion-year journey through space

llr«ait slammed into the Donahue house

&H: "M*A*S*H" and came to rest un-

°f
ga." f e dining room table.

»fa»»:en the meteorite isn't being studied,

iic4 unahues keep it locked in a safe-de-

ioooLox at the bank. "We don't want it in

sdkjmse," said Mr. Donahue, "because

* sab) glars. There was a crazy rumor go-

W tound here that it was worth some-

idcori' like $100,000." According to the

M/f'the land, the meteorite belongs to

ft )nahues because it fell on their prop-

elm There was one celebrated case in

up n in 1 902 where a man discovered a

end# ic, fourteen-ton meteorite, the larg-

pr found in the United States, on a

£ jor's land and stole it. The neighbor

ngfltnd the State Supreme Court found

ere -hi favor.

)

r E T Donahues have had a number of of-

:pi:s| om museums and private collectors

B] nrchase the meteorite, but they

fW't accepted any. Their major con-

ancil is that scientists should have the

xi .
e to study it thoroughly for as long as

;jt^;ary. "We're not going to keep it on

iff: mantelpiece for the next twenty

lilt—we know that much," said Mr.

jilitiue. "We just haven't decided what

i di with it."

m .y considered putting a plastic bub-

: er the hole in the roof, just for fun,

mat "seemed like too much carnival."

lesti d they sawed out the roof and ceil-

{
i

les and are having them mounted on

:
til of triptych for display.

Sne months after the fall, the

-)r nues were watching a 9:00 p.m. rerun

i \1*A*S*H." "It was the one where
•inester falls in love with a French

•ti" explained Mr. Donahue. "Wanda
•d d me and reminded me that this was

I

e me show we were watching when the

r.etjirite struck. Naturally, we had had
hi. things on our mind and never saw
.ehd of it. At exactly 9:17 we both
ir i forward in our chairs in anticipa-

nt nd listened. Of course, nothing hap-
iii

, and we settled back to watch the
lis. of the show."

Douglas J. Preston

Sendme
Burpee's free1984

I want your full-color garden
catalog describing more than

1, 800 vegetables, flowers, trees,

shrubs, bulbs, and garden aids.

(If you ordered from Burpee in

1983, your new catalog will be
sent to you automatically in

January.

)

Since 1876, Burpee has been
developing new vegetable and
flower varieties that are easier

to grow and more productive.

Your satisfaction is guaranteed
or your money back any time
within a year. Special discount

for ordering early.

Bifrpee
W. Atlee Burpee Co.
2524 Burpee Building, Warminster, PA 18974

Name

.

Address

.

City__
S W. Allee Burpee Co. 1984

aUDIG'fGRUfff offers
%

the best in self-instructional

foreign language courses using

audio cassettes — featuring

those used to train U.S. State

Dept. personnel in Spanish,

French, German, Portuguese.

Japanese, Greek, Hebrew,
Arabic, Chinese, I ^o^n
Italian, and LCaril
more a foreign
language on
your own! ca

ee
aog

Call (203) 453-9794. or fill out

and send this ad to-

Audio-Forum

Room 48, On-the-Green
Guilford. CT 06437

-State.

Name

Address

City

State/Zip

I am particularly interested in (check choice):

D Spanish D French D German Polish

D Greek Russian D Vietnamese

_ Q Bulgarian D Turkish D Hausa

^ D Other

THE MUSEUM
SHOP

Members are

entitled to a 10%
discount on the

price of the

merchandise,

Please send me_ _ whales and or.

PTERANODONd blueD burg I enclose a check

payable to the American Museum ot Natural History

tor S (NY res add sales tax.)

Cily

Slate Z<o

The Museum Shop American Museum o> Natural History

CentralParhWeslat79lhStreel - NewVt-v v

j«i



Good Morning, Planets
by Thomas D. Nicholson

All the planets are in the morning sky

the entire month of January, and they will

all remain there into March, when Mer-

cury finally breaks away. This means that

they are all up at sunrise and all below the

horizon at sunset. All are located within an

arc extending from the sun one-quarter of

the sky to its right.

The circumstances are good for morn-

ing sky viewing as well, featuring the four

brightest planets in fine position all

month. Mars is first to rise, an hour or so

after midnight; Saturn is next, a little

more than an hour later. Venus rises an

hour or so after Saturn at the beginning of

January (about 3:00 a.m.), but moves

swiftly away from it during the month, ris-

ing progressively later but remaining bril-

liant. It passes north of Antares (in S ••

pius) on the 7th and Jupiter on the 2

1

On the 27th it rises before Jupiter, the
J

very bright planets coming up toge r

just before 5:00 a.m. with the cresu

moon above them.

During the last week of January, e

moon passes seven planets in turn—Mi,

Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Jupiter, Ve >,

•

/
1

1
1 -^

4 n :
sue\od •

S
La^^V^ijn si .

.-. tcuEaa

\
m

/

1

\*• t
v.

V
\ >. •

\o»0tV V J

•

'

Saiph

Helmut Wimmer
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Celestial Events

id crcury—covering Saturn and Ura-

is i he process (no occultation is visible

;ver'
:
orth America).

Tli events described in the calendar

:lc are expressed in local time unless

ft ise indicated.

,1a lary 1: The slim late crescent moon

; in agittarius, rising about 6:00 a.m.,

ob 'ly too late and too dim to be seen.

Ja lary 2-3: The moon is still in Sag-

:ar ; when it becomes new, at sixteen

ini :s past midnight, EST, on the 3rd.

ut ;

i time zones to the west, new moon

:cu late on the 2nd. Earth is at perihe-

m i the 3rd, the point in its orbit

:ar! t the sun.

Ja lary 6: The evening crescent moon
iou show up tonight just as it is moving

on Capricornus to Aquarius. Three

lys fter new, the slender crescent will

II ii he west-southwest at dusk, but low

iid tting early.

lary 7: Still in Aquarius, the moon
iogee today, farthest from the earth,

it's crescent sets close to 9:00 p.m.

it Venus, in the east before sunrise,

above Antares, in Scorpius.

Jc tary 10: Today Venus gives you an-

he >pportunity to see Uranus, seventh

out from the sun. Put Venus at the

p (jthe field in binoculars before dawn
orning and Uranus will look like a

ar almost two degrees beneath it.

is in conjunction with Uranus about

.m., EST. Mercury resumes its di-

asterly) motion today.

k jary 1 1 : First-quarter moon (at 4:48

iST) is near the southern and west-

rders of Pisces tonight,

jary 14-15: The gibbous moon is in

>. The reddish star Aldebaran is be-

at it on the 14th, to its right on the

tf when the moon is moving between
e i irs that mark the Bull's horns.

Jiiary 18: Full moon (at 9:05 a.m.,

31 is in Gemini. The stars to the right

id ove the rising moon tonight are Pol-

x t le lower) and Castor.

J; jary 19: The moon is at perigee

ea st the earth) a day after full moon.
ie ffect of the moon's distance will

oc i/ today's spring tides, strengthening
id olonging the high waters.

January 22: Mercury is at greatest

westerly elongation, placing it in best posi-

tion (to the sun's right) for morning view-

ing. But best isn't good enough for morn-

ing elongations in January. Mercury is

bright enough and far enough from the

sun, but it rises late in the dawn and re-

mains low through twilight.

January 24-25: Last-quarter moon (at

1 1:48 p.m., EST, on the 24th) rises about

half an hour after midnight in Virgo.

Bright objects nearby in the morning

hours of the 25th are Spica (Virgo's

brightest star to its right) and Mars and

Saturn (to the moon's left).

January 26-29: January's best morning

sky appears on these dates, involving

Mars, Saturn, Jupiter, and Venus (rising

in that order), Spica and Antares, and the

waning crescent moon. Mars and Saturn

rise an hour or so after midnight, Jupiter

and Venus shortly before 5:00 a.m., the

moon moving between them on the 26th,

27th, and 28th. The best time to watch is

from five to six, when Venus and Jupiter

have risen and it is still dark enough to see

the other objects. From the horizon up-

ward find Venus (brightest of all), Jupiter

(next in brightness), Antares (reddish in

color), Saturn, Mars (also reddish), and

Spica stretched out in line, with the moon
at different positions each morning.

The winter Sky Map shows the sky for

the months of January, February, and
March from latitude 40° north at the eve-

ning hours given below. To use the map,
hold it vertically in front of you with north

(N) at the bottom and match the lower half

of the map with the stars you see when you

face north. As you turn in other directions,

roll the map to bring the compass directions

you face to the bottom of the map.

The stars move west slowly during the

night. By morning (before dawn), stars on

the western half of this map will have set,

those on the eastern half will be in the west,

and new stars (those of the spring evenings)

will have risen in the east. The map repre-

sents the sky at about 2:00 a.m. on January

1 ; 1 :00 a.m. on January 1 5; midnight on Jan-

uary 31; 11:00 p.m. on February 15; 10:00

p.m. on February 29; 9:00 p.m. on March 1 5;

and 8:00 p.m. on March 3 1 . The map can be

used for an hour or more before and after

the times given.

loin us.

Trinidad and Tobago
February
Hawaii
March

Dry Tortugas Workshop
April

Arizona, Ihe Southeast Canyonlands
May

Churchill, Manitoba
June

Quebec/Labrador Northshore
July

The Gaspe Peninsula/Bonaventure Island

August
Yucatan/Cozumel/Palenque

September
Polar Bears, Churchill

October
Central Africa (Kenya)

November

For details, please write:

JOSEPH VAN
NATURE TOURS
P.O. Box 655 • Vashon Island

Washington 98070

Learn to recognize bird songs.
The American Museum of Natural History is of-

fering several LP records that will teach you
how to recognize birds by their songs. Each
record comes with an explanatory booklet.

Please specify: Songs of Eastern Birds, Songs
of Western Birds, or Common Bird Songs.
Price of each record with booklet is $5.95 plus

$1 for shipping. Send check to: Members
Book Program, American Museum of Natural

History, Central Park West at 79th Street, New

Members'
''Book
rrogram_

Galapagos: Islands Lost in Time Photogra-

pher Tui De Roy Moore spent over ten years

capturing in superb photographs the fabulous

vistas, dramatic volcanic formations, and rare

wildlife of the Galapagos Islands. More than

300 stunning color photographs in this hard-

cover volume show wild tortoises atop the vol-

cano Alcedo, the nesting albatross on Hood
Island, the rare flightless rail, a hot lava flow

plunging into the sea, steaming fumaroles

framed by a dew-laden spider web, tree ferns

rising from the morning mists, and much,
much more These strange and mysterious is-

lands fascinated Darwin and led to his theory

of natural selection, and Tui De Roy Moore has

evoked their unworldly beauty. Members of

the American Museum of Natural History may
take a 10% discount off the publishers' price

of $30 Send $27 (plus $2 shipping) to: Mem-
bers Book Program. American Museum of Nat-

ural History. Central Park West at 79th Street.

New York, NY 10024 Members'

''Book
Program _
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America's First Commemorative Type Coin,

this vintage silver half dollar was struck by the

U.S. Gov't Mint to honor the 400th Anniversary

ot the discovery of America. The Columbus busl

obverse and the Santa Maria flagship reverse never

again appeared on any other U.S. coinage. As the

500th Anniversary of America's discovery

approaches, this scarce silver coin will undoubtedly

become increasingly sought-after.

A total original mintage of only 2.4 million make

this hall dollar literally hundreds ol

times scarcer than the Morgan silver dollar

- whose combined original mintages totaled 657

million coins!

Each is 31mm in diameter. 12.5 grams ot .900

pure silver, and comes with a Certificate of Authen-

ticity attesting to its very fine quality.

/££}.
Douglas S. Schneibie. Life Member

American Numismatic Association Na 1305

For prompt delivery call toll tree

1-800-451-4463
(including Sundays)

International Coins & Currency. Inc.

11 E. State St.. Dept. 464. Box 218

Montpelier. VT 05602 S
Please send 1893 Columbus silver hall dollars checked: =
Z 1 coin @ S28 Z 10 coins @ S255 SAVE S25

Z 3 coins @ S84 Z 20 coins <3 S485 SAVE S75

Z 5 coins @ S135 SAVE S5 (Limit 20 coins)

Also send special presentation boxes @ S2.50 each

Postage. Insurance & Handling: add S2.50 per coin (S5

total on orders of three or more coins).

Total due: S

Z Check or money order enclosed

Z Please charge full amount to my credit card:

Expires I

Full Card No..

Signature

Name

Address

City

Zip

.State,

YOUR 100% NO RISK GUARANTEE: ttu may return your

order lor a lull refund within 15 days if nor completely satisfied

Additional Reading

Tarantula Hawk Wasp (p. 42)

T. Halliday's Sexual Strategy (Chi-

cago: University of Chicago Press, 1982),

available in paperback, provides illus-

trated and up-to-date examples of the

diverse sexual behaviors displayed by ani-

mals and examines some of their underly-

ing biological principles. Halliday shows

that beneath the immense variety of sex-

ual strategies lies a set of rules that deter-

mines the evolutionary course of re-

productive behavior. Chapters cover

mating systems; finding, choosing, and

competing for a mate; sex, the family, and

society. In "Ecology, Sexual Selection,

and the Evolution of Mating Systems"

{Science, vol. 197, pp. 215-23), S.T.

Emlen and L.W. Oring review the theoret-

ical basis for the evolution of diversity in

mating systems, primarily working with

vertebrate examples. R. Thornhill and J.

Alcock apply Emlen and Oring's ap-

proach to insects in The Evolution of In-

sect Mating Systems (Cambridge: Har-

vard University Press, 1983).

Sealing Wax and String (p. 48)

Detailed accounts of the lives and

works of some of the major figures in the

history of science can be found in the fol-

lowing: Rutherford and the Nature of the

Atom, by E.N. da Costa Andrade (New
York: Anchor Books, 1964); The Caven-

dish Laboratory 1874-1974, by J.G.

Crowther (New York: Science History

Publications, 1974); Alessandro Volta

and the Electric Battery, by B. Dibner

(New York: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1964);

Discoveries and Opinions of Galileo,

translated and edited by S. Drake (New
York: Anchor Books, 1957); and J.J.

Thomson, Discoverer of the Electron, by

G. Thomson (New York: Anchor Books,

1966). Treatises on the major movements

and developments in the history of science

include The Invention of the Telescope,

by A. Van Helden (Philadelphia: The

American Philosophical Society, vol. 67,

part 4, 1977); The Role ofScientific Soci-

eties in the Seventeenth Century, by M.
Ornstein (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1928); The Origins ofModern Sci-

ence, by H. Butterfield (New York: The

Free Press, 1965); two books by T.S.

Kuhn, The Copernican Revolution arr

etary Astronomy in the Developm I oj

Western Thought (Cambridge: Heard

University Press, 1957) and The i-w-

ture of Scientific Revolutions (Chigo

University of Chicago Press, 1962 t»c

works by W. Whewell, History of t In-

ductive Sciences (London: Joh: \\

Parker and Son, 1857) and The Pfoso-

phy of the Inductive Sciences (Ldor

John W. Parker and Sons, 1847, i two

volumes); and The Emergence ofA^l-

tural Science, by M.W. Rossiter «»

Haven: Yale University Press, 19". A

History of Technology, edited 1 C.

Singer, E.J. Holmyard, A.R. Halanc

T.I. Williams (Oxford: Oxford Clank
Press, 1957, volume III), contains tree

important articles on scientific itru-

ments written by D. deSolla Price: Sur-

vey in the Middle Ages" (pp. 51! 17);

"Precision Instruments: To 1 500 (pp 82-

6 1 9); and "The Manufacture of Sci tific

Instruments c. 1 500 to c. 1 700" (pp 20-

47). Price, who was a leading schcrii

the history of science, also wrote a nitbet

of readable and interesting books; i odj

these are Little Science, Big Science to

York: Columbia University Press, J65.

paperback), which discusses the expen-

tial growth of science, from the dso:

one-man laboratories to huge, geneusb

funded research teams, and the effsiof

this transition on scientists and sietv

and Science Since Babylon (New Even:

Yale University Press, 1962, paper cki.

a collection of lectures dealing wi tic
i

history of science and technology.

Renard's Fishes (p. 58)

Much of the material presented tin*

issue's article concerning Louis Fiaid

was taken from an excellent arti* b>

L.B. Holthuis, of the natural histoimo-

seum in Leiden, the Netherlands, ei tied,

"Notes on Pre-Linnean Carcinoloj (ifrj

eluding the study of Xiphosura) that

Malay Archipelago." This article, tiicfc

is the only source of information <
tit

topic as yet available, appears in K-D

de Wit's Rumphius Memorial Von1-

pages 63-126 (Baarn: Uitgeverij en ruii

kerij Hollandia N.V., 1959). Georgver

ard Rumpf, a German-born natureM
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"heliventeenth century, worked in the
'
:

)u'n East Indies, where he became

inc'n as Rumphius. The Poison Tree,

'"diii and translated by E.M. Beekman
' Auerst: University of Massachusetts

' *rd , 1981), presents selected writings of

"Huiphiuson the natural history of the In-

1

ieiA history of the Dutch companies is

^rdded by the well-respected scholar

< U Boxer in The Dutch Seaborne Em-
-ir 1600-1800 (New York: Alfred A.

«:Crtif, 1965); for a lively and anecdotal

« ccint of this period in seafaring history,

». z&'he East Indiamen, by R. Miller (Al-

lies iria: Time-Life Books, 1980).
i

; ,

i i

«i r: es and the Platte River (p. 68)

t |H. Walkinshaw's Cranes of the

&Vi ] d (New York: Winchester Press,

ft 91), a profusely illustrated book, is

Forcibly the best introduction to these

hit) . A chapter on the sandhill crane pro-

iliirf a thorough survey of its natural his-

orl covering everything from its distribu-

Mo osuch everyday life habits as defense

!(tn;gies, pair formation, nesting, atten-

ofcivj ess, and care of the young. The ICS
it \u e, a quarterly newsletter published by

':hi International Crane Foundation,

side 1, Box 230C, Shady Lane Road,

fcta'boo, WI 53913, is also a good source

si formation on cranes. An individual

tinlal membership to the foundation

rcW $ 1 5. G.R Williams's The Case ofthe
tanking Channels— The North Platte

^nfPlatte Rivers in Nebraska (Washing-
)i DC: Geological Survey Circular

£<8 1978, 48 pp., free on application to

tr ch of Distribution, U.S. Geological

lu cy, 1 200 South Eads Street, Arling-

,,oi VA 22202) and The Platte River

i ogy Study, a special research report

,

>u .shed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

itieice in June 1981 (187 pp., available

JsWh the Northern Prairie Wildlife Re-
e;:h Center, Jamestown, ND 58401)
r> wo detailed technical studies on the

ti'lj' e's ecology. Two easy to follow gen-
,vt; accounts about the Platte and the

• r. es are B. Vogt's "Now, the River Is

>; ig" (National Wildlife, vol. 16, pp. 4-
C ind J. Madsen's "Day of the Crane"

sAlubon, March 1974, pp 46-58).

If I Rita Campon

Which of these languages
would you like to speak?

Mark the one you want to speak in 3 or 3 months' time
Afrikaans German Malay

American English Greek (Modern) Norwegian

Arabic L J Hebrew (Modern) Polish

Chinese U Hindi Portuguese

Danish Indonesian D Russian

Dutch D Irish Spanish

i I
Finnish Italian D Swedish

French QJ Japanese Welsh

A Linguaphone Course makes you feel at home in almost any country.

You'll never miss the meaning of conversations or be at a loss for words.
It musl work—over 4 million Linguaphone

students >n 88 countries speak a second
language FLUENTLY
Proven learning success You LISTEN to real

conversations on cassettes UNDERSTAND
what you hear by following illustrated textbooks

HOLD CONVERSATIONS with the speakers

You start speaking the very first lesson.

You learn at your own convenience.

It's like having a private tutor

You get a complete, professional language pro-

gram at little cost

You gain a good, working vocabulary

In just 2 to 3 months you can speak another

language with complete contidence

You develop an authentic accent Only native-

born speakers are used

Linguaphone [Jy
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 28 DAY FREE TRIAL

i—m. The
Language

Masters

World Language Courses, inc. Dept. 587 313Nolana Ave. McAllen, Texas 78504

FREE INFORMATION: Please mail me FREE information about learning

the languages I have checked. FREE brochure.

Name (please print)

Street

City State

.

Zip

Margaret Mead: Coming of Age in Samoa.
The classic and controversial work, one of the

most influential anthropological books of this

century This American Museum softcover

edition is only $1 95 Members' Book Program,
American Museum of Natural History, Central

Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024

Members'
'"Book
_tTogram_

Send for Darwin's historic Galapagos Journal

.

, EXPLORE
\DARWINS I

is£S2firF THE BUCCANEER
GALAPAGOS

Complete cruises from $450
Outside Air Conditioned Cabins, Private baths.

All Meals, Shore excursions with Naturalist guides

Also visit Machu Picchu, Amazon, Colonial Cities.

Send SI to cover postage lor Darwin s Journal and
free brochures, deckplans. tanfls. and itineraries

GALAPAGOS. Inc. Suite 1 12-C 7800 Red Road, South Miami FL 33143

. Widths AAA to EEE, Sizes 6V4 to 16.

• Comfort unsurpassed by any other footwear.

• Top quality standards maintained
for 105 years.

• 45 handsome styles in

men's footwear.

Prompt delivery from factory
stock of 30,000 pair.

• Guaranteed satisfaction

or money back.

. Executive Shoes, Dept. 164, Box 488
I Brockton, MA 02403
Send Free catalog of Wright Arch Preserver Shoes

SEND
FORI
FREE I

CATALOG

!
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Art/Crafts

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Northwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graphics. Eskimo sculpture. South-

west Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas. Recent
West African pieces. No catalog. Call or write for

photos and data. Priced $100/up. Box 5896, Sherman
Oaks, CA 91413 (213) 789-2559

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672(714)492-2976

Camps

Gods, symbols & "Book of the Dead"
panels—authentically replicated on
genuine handmade & painted papyrus.

'Fascinating conversation pieces .

BROCHURE—showing specimens -JSc1

Gallery open bv appointment only.

ANCIENTWORLD ARTS LTD
Dept.N1 . 50 W. 76th St. • N.Y. 10023

BELLE TERRE GYMNASTIC/DANCE CAMP FOR
GIRLS (8-17). Free booklet. (607) 538-9434 or (607) 865-

4050. Box 184NH, South Kortright, NY 13842

l*Ai*YRLI £ 0TIS RIDGE SKI CAMp
.
Rte 23, Otis, MA 01 253. Oper-"' * IVVAw ates weekends and holiday weeks. Accepting camp-

ers 8-15. Beginner to expert. (413) 269-4445

CARNIVAL MASKS FROM PERU, $26—$75, request
photos, other masks available, McCoy Imports, Lib-

erty, NY 12754

HARD-TO-FIND CRAFT TOOLS and how-to books.
Catalog $1.00. Micro-Mark, Box 5112GZ, Clinton, NJ
08809

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS
138 East 36th Street

New York, NY 10016
215-685-1528

Classes are being given by noted

teachers in Tibetan Thanka Paint-

ing, Icon Painting, Gold Leafing.

Medieval Manuscript Illumination,

Jungian Picture Interpretation and
Chinese Landscape Painting. Please

call for information.

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.
Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects in-

vited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHM, 84 Fifth Avenue,
New York 10011

Books

ANTIQUARIAN/SCHOLARLY BOOKS on old world ar-

chaeology and architecture + allied arts. Free cata-

logs John H. Stubbs Rare Books & Prints, 28 East 18th

Street, New York, NY 10003

ATLAS OF NORTH AMERICAN FRESHWATER
FISHES. Biological accounts, range maps, and illustra-

tions of all the 777 Freshwater species in the US and
Canada. $25 ppd. NC State Museum, P.O. Box 27647,
Raleigh, NC 27611

All publishers— all subjects: art, history, biography, fiction,

and much more. The most complete catalog of bargain

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

Hamilton, 98-55 Clapboard, Dan-bury, CT0681

BECOME A SPARETIME TRAVEL AGENT, 40 page
guidebook explains how, commissions, travel benefits,

$3 95 Career Information Books, Box 571 -H, Hicksville,

NY 11802

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title,

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title "PAB", 2918 Atlantic Ave., Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

PRAIRIE TREK AND TURQUOISE TRAIL Expeditions

(Boys 11-17, Girls 13-17). Since 1926 the Expeditions
have made it possible for young people to explore in

the mountains, canyons, and desert country of the

American Southwest. Emphasis on environmental
studies, archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and
camping skills. For details write Thomas Billings, P.O.

Box 40451NH, Indianapolis. IN 46240 (317) 896-3842

Collectors' Items

ANTIQUE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS: Microscopes,
telescopes, globes, medical. Three lists $5.00. Thesau-
rus, POB 473NH, Charleston. IL 61 920. (217) 348-1 009

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Write to-

day! Mineral of the Month Club, 13057-HF California,

Yucaipa, CA 92399

Correspondence

FAR EAST PENFRIENDS seek intelligent, literate cor-

respondents for friendship, language practice, cultural

exchange Asian Exchange, Box 1021 NH, Honokaa, HI

96727

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence. Send age, interests.

Free reply. Harmony, Box 89NH, Brooklyn. NY 11235

SAMPLE PREPARATION TECHNIQUES, Ne 'oril

croscopical Society workshops start Januar 1 ;tf

Write Ms. Margaret Cubberly, Columbia MealQ
ter, 630 168th Street. New York, NY 10032. igstj

UNDERGRADUATE ARCHEOLOGY. 8 wx l|

Creek Field School in archeological excavati olaa

Pueblo II Western Anasazi site in SW Utah, leti

August 4. Intended for undergraduate ccge a
dents. No experience required. 15 quarter Oils f

rollment limited to 20. For cost informatior rile

Richard A. Thompson, Southern Utah Stat^fej

Cedar City. UT 84720

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Tispo

tion! Newest Handbook, $2.00. Australian Int iata

Box 19107-RM, Washington. DC 20036

AUSTRALIA—THE WORLD! 50,000 jobs! E pay I

occupations. Transportation. Latest repo $2

Jobworld, Box 681-NH, Cypress, CA 90630

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Mony bul

tin lists environmental job openings throL out I

U.S. Free details: EOV, P.O. Box 670, W;c
03608

A/;ole M

Education

BUILDING A HOUSE? Challenge yourself: hands-on
courses, energy-efficient plans, books, software, video
programs. $2 for complete catalog. Cornerstones, 21

H

Stanwood Street, Brunswick, ME 0401

1

JOBS: Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, ontar

Computerized newsletter with over 200 newosea

week. Free details. Mountainwest, 925-G C/on.t

gan, UT 84321

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! WorldvuDm
tory and complete information—$3.00. Innalti

Opportunities, Box 19107-RM, Washington, : 201

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWETTE
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Exclueca

puterized openings—all occupations jreatf

weekly selection! Free information!! Intermc fain-t

31 15N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO 80£-

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: SchocCc*
openings: USA $6.00; Abroad $6.00. Englai Jap)

Saudi, Australia $6.00 each. EISF, Box 66;*wti

Massachusetts 02162

Pike Place Public Market, Seattle, Washington
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1

mcial

A3 GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

in nonprofit foundations 1 340 sources/applica-

—in -.Iructions. $300 Fundsearch. Box 19107-RM.

i a; igton, DC 20036

''-01 GE SCHOLARSHIPS—We can tell you where
i«;

fit them. Information: P O. Box (NH) 814041 ,
Dallas,

IR<] 81-4041
j»:

111

or gn Newspapers

3UNTIES BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL! Cotswold

rkshire, Devon life, more Annual assortment of

ist English county and regional magazines.

Things English, Box 235D, Waterbury, VT

' DWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 countries!

Er: 4/S2.98. Free Brochure Multinewspapers,

i 2-201 , Dana Point, California 92629

-gi
r
ture

^IjylC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
ji's&ree brochure Sobol House, Box 218-NH, Black

3? am, NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

~iC 134-8174 Puts you in contact with America's

!, iq j furniture mfg's at superlative savings. Barnes
F.B'es, Library for Fine Furniture, 651 S.W Broad
"'.,'ulhern Pines, NC 28387. In NC call (919) 692-

8

at- ning

LOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discover
irgest selection of weird and unusual
ents—over 150 photographs of succulent
variegates, living stones, and oddballs. Send
oday Free "African Button Plant" coupon in-

"Catalog of Unusual Succulents", Dept. 1,

«na Creek, San Marcos, CA 92069

Scto-i-

> net Interests

| PROCESSOR BREAD RECIPES. Six varieties

it itterscotch rolls. Directions to adapt favorite ree-

ls ersonalized (include name) $4 00 David's, PO
311, Apple Valley, MN 55124

SOTA WILD RICE $6.00 per pound, prepaid,
ejound minimum. Floura Bros, Box 44C. Black-

vIN 56630

3NBROOD SCONES Delicious winter treat For
send $1 25: Mitch. 606 West 1720 North #324,
UT 84604

rnment Surplus

RNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" 950,000
including Jeeps) . low as Hon dollar! Most

4 •..!.. te information available—$2.00 Disposal, Box
pVAHM, Washington, DC 20036

U-
*h landise/Gifts

^(JETIC PORTRAITS: 300 philosophers, authors.
• i^5ls, composers, tycoons, politicos Magnets!
^gjlly illustrated catalog: $2.00, refundable Exclu-
fl effrom: Buttonworks, 671E State Street, Ports-
j<>[t NH 03801

A

'Hlaneous

^(TOOM WALL POSTER Common edible and
ous species of North America Beautifully illus-

scientifcally accurate. Money back guarantee
br details Dept NH, Sea Otter Press, PO Box

B Seattle, WA 981 1

1

I

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OBSERVATIONAL BLIND.

Roomy, cool, lightweight. Write or call for brochure.

Photo, Dept. NH184, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cor-

nell University. Sapsucker Woods. Ithaca, NY 14850,

(607)256-4017

TAX FREE INSTITUTE. Donate your boat, real estate,

etc. Help fund a fascinating archaeological expedition

Receive cash, plus tax deduction. International Ar-

chaeological Institute, Inc. Call toll free: 800-824-7888

op 89

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St . West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

BAUSCH & LQMB (W

DISCOVERER
15 x 60 Scope
List: $399 95
Sale: $225

^1 When it comes to op-

tics, the Bausch & Lomb
name has had no peers

for over 100 years. Their

binoculars, riflescopes

and telescopes remain

the standard of excel-

lence against which
all others are judged.

Invest in a Bausch &
Lomb, and you've made
the buy of a lifetime.

Danley s POST OFFICE BOX 1-E

FORT JOHNSON, N.Y. 12070

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7 50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$2.00.

Lands, Box 19107-RM, Washington, DC 20036

NEW . . . FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired. United Farm Agency, Inc 612-U W. 47th

St., Kansas City. MO 64112 Ph Toll-free: 1-800-821-

2599; Mo. res. ph. Toll-free: 1-800-892-5785

NEW! FREE! SPRING '84 CATALOG! Over 5000 proper-

ties, 2000 pictures! Values in every type of real estate,

many owner financed! From 600 offices in 43 states.

Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty. Plaza Towers,

Dept. 5390, Springfield, MO 65804, Call toll free: 1-800-

641-4266

SPUYTEN DUYVIL SANCTUARY: 1 acre woodland
overlooking Hudson/Palisades, 20 minutes from Man-
hattan Preserved by deed covenants, private associa-

tion. Secluded 3 bedrooms, fireplace, artist's studio,

darkroom, solarium Within "Riverdale Greenbelt"

—

wildlife/bird refuge, Wave Hill. $275,000. (212) 543-

3304

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake.

Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-

tember Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods. $650 - $1 ,700 for two weeks Please

write Bartlett Carry Club, RFD 3, Tupper Lake, NY
12986

Hideaways Guide
World wide listings of private
vacation homes/condos for rent,

exchange & sale. Also yacht
w charters and country inns.

* Photos, descriptions, and contact

POB 1459 L-Concord- MA OT742
For FASTACTION call 1B00-843.4433

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the

Caribbean. Diving, Maya ruins, birding. Bevier,

Placencia, Belize. (415) 752-8008

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Very small, very special hotel

tucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia,

St. Vincent Grenadines, W.I. Ten rooms, pool, beautiful

beach, snorkeling, hiking, photography, birding, ten-

nis: Write or call: Spring on Bequia, Box 19251 , Minne-

apolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

ISLAND APARTMENT FOR TWO, near beaches, Na-

tional Park $350 weekly. Barsel-Box 1 14, St John, Vir-

gin Islands 00830

VACATION/RELAXATION—Birdwatcher's delight-
Peaceful, secluded nature lover's mountain retreat

Cave Creek Ranch, Portal, AZ 85632

WHITE GRASS RANCH: 65 years of dude ranching in a

serene Teton Park mountain clearing in Jackson's

Hole, Wyoming. Riding, food, company and service ex-

cel Ride when, where, and with whom you choose.

Pack trips tailored to your wishes Children's special

program and dining room. Junior wrangler program
(minimum one month) for boys 14-18. Daily rates from

$80 00 each double Call or write Frank & Nona Galey,

Box 230, Moose, WY 83012. (307) 733-3329

Schools

FREE—PARENTS' GUIDE. Over 400 private resident

camps, summer programs and schools in US and
abroad, serving children 6-16. Most visited by pub-

lisher. For guide and free referrals give child's age,

grade, interests, geographical preference and en-

trance date. Established 1940. Vincent/Curtis, flm

216, 224 Clarendon St., Boston, MA 021 16

Tours/Trips

ABOVE THE CLOUDS TREKKING offers worldwide ad-

venture for the discerning traveler. Natural history and

cultural treks and expeditions to Nepal, China, Japan,

Peru, Tahiti/Tasmania, Madagascar. Europe Call or

write for information, PO Box 398N. Worcester, MA
01602(617)799-4499

Make your dream of discovering a part ol Canada's

untouched wilderness come true! Float the Coppermine

River, far above the Arctic Circle WITH THE EXPERTS

The

Gentle

Rafters

^J Ls L/aterways
Safe, silent, oar-powered rafts are our means of trans-

portation to areas otherwise inaccessible to all but the

hardiest of adventurers Char fishing. Wildlife sightings

Photography Hiking Knowledgeable rivermen More re-

mote river trips also available Or come on a coastal hiking

adventure farther north Sex and age *L are no barrier

Good health and a real love of the

outdoors are the only prerequisites.

Small groups July and August

ARCTIC WATERWAYS IncT
Stevensville, Ontario, Canada LOS ISO

(4 1 6) 382-3882 Coppermine River trip: 2 WKS all incl

$1680 Canadian lunds (approximately $1375 U.S.)
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AFRICA, AMAZON, AND GALAPAGOS- Small groups
expert naturalist leaders. Wildlife safaris in Tanzania
Kenya, Madagascar, Rwanda. One and two-week Ga
lapagos cruises. Special Galapagos hiking expedition
Amazon programs in Manu and Tambopata Preserves
Peru. Private trips arranged. Free 1984 color catalog
Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley
CA 94707. (415)524-5111

AFRICA, UNUSUAL AND AFFORDABLE! Nature, wild-

life, cultures: Kenya, Tanzania, Madagascar, Rwanda
(Gorillas . .), Zaire, Sahara, Zambia. From $1447,
airfares included. Also: walking, rafting, camel safaris.

Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704. (415)
843-8294

ALASKA'S BIRDS—BEARS—FLOWERS. 5 or 10 day
guided natural history vacations. Sincere informal hos-

pitality in a spectacular coastal wilderness and moun-
tain panorama. Experience 30 foot tides, prolific sea-
bird and marine life, nesting Bald Eagles, Brown Bears,
fishing, glorious profusions of Alpine and Tundra flow-

ers Cozy comfort, gourmet meals. Personal guiding. 8
guests only. Floatplane included. $1500 to $2250
Write for brochure. The McBrides, Kachemak Bay Wil-

derness Lodge, Box 956, Homer, AK 99603 Phone
(907)235-8910

ART, ARCHITECTURE, ARCHEOLOGY TOURS.
Spring 1984. Two custom-planned itineraries. Greece,
including Athens, Daphni, Corinth, Mycenae, Olympia.
Delphi, 7-day Aegean Islands cruise: Italy, including

Venice. Ravenna, Florence, Rome and Sicily. Expert
guiding, limited size group. Free brochure: Jacqueline
Moss Museum Tours, 131 Davenport Ridge Lane.
Stamford. CT 06903. Dept. N. or call (203) 322-8709

AUDUBON ZOO—NEW ORLEANS WORLD'S FAIR,

September 27-30, 1984. Tour sponsor: Vansaun Zoo-
logical Society. Brochure: Blue Sky Adventures, Oak
Ridge, NJ 07438. (201) 697-7233

AUSTRALIA NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITIONS to

Lamington and Kakadu National Parks, the Outback
and Arnhem Land, Sheep Station and Great Barrier

Reef. Small groups Expert leadership. Free brochure.
Write Nature Expeditions International, Dept. NHC,
P.O. Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440. Call toll-free 800-

NEI-0634

BAJA WHALE CRUISES. Blue whales, gray whales,
birds, seals, islands, and more Travel with the experts.

Personally led by enthusiastic naturalists with over 15

years of Baja whale cruise experience. Ask about our
Easter Gray Whale Special. Biological Journeys, 1876B
Ocean Dr., McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707) 839-0178

BAJA WHALE-WATCHING: 5 days/4 nights. Scam-
mons Lagoon. February departures. Contact Wilder-

ness: Alaska/Mexico, Dept. NH, Hunters, WA 99137
(509) 722-3263 or 3264

BICYCLING IN FRANCE Loire valley in May: Burgundy
in September. Small groups: comfortable hotels: 10-

speed Raleighs. Write Nan Rheault, RFD Box 111,

Vineyard Haven, MA 02568

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC. Remote 12 and 18 day
fly-in canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's
last great wilderness—the tundra and taiga of Cana-
da's Northwest Territories. Photograph caribou herds,

white wolves, muskox, moose, grizzlies, rich birdhfe.

Spectacular fishing. Groups of 6 to 8 persons assem-
bled and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and vet-

eran arctic canoeing guide. Can accommodate a lim-

ited number with no previous canoeing experience. For
brochure write: Canoe Arctic Inc., Box 130C, Fort

Smith, N.W.T., Canada X0E 0P0

CANOE TRIPS in Wilderness Nova Scotia, July-Sep-
tember. Small groups, licensed guides. Excellent food.

Write: Granville Nickerson, RR4N, Annapolis Royal,

N.S. BOS 1A0 Canada

EASTER IN CHIAPAS MEXICO TOUR. Finest crafts.

Small group. Expert leadership. Write: Gordon Frost,

Box 471-NH, Newhall, CA 91321

EXPLORE SOUTHWEST Anasazi Ruins and Indian cul-

tures. Learning Adventures, Box 214, Boulder City, NV
89005. (702) 293-5758

FASCINATING NATURE, LEGENDARY CULTURES:
EUROPE, Asia, Africa, Americas, Mideast, Australasia.

350 unusual travel programs, including hiking, trek-

king, bicycling, professional tours. Forum Travel,

2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704. (415) 843-8294

GALAPAGOS FANTASTICO (from $330)! ECUADOR,
PERU, Amazon, Costarica 29 programs: Nature, wild-

life, cultures, archeology, folklore, markets Also: trek-

king, rafting, weaving, birdwatching. Forum Travel,

2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704, (415) 843-8294

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS.
Small groups 1984 Departures 4/19, 5/3, 5/24, 6/28, 7/

12, 7/26. 8/9. Options: Peru. Machu Picchu. Inca

Floats. 1606N Juanita Lane. Tiburon, CA 94920 (415)
435-4622

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS LEISURELY VISIT: Design
your own expedition with the De Roy family's 33 ft. sail-

boat. Capacity up to 4 passengers, multilingual guide.

Write: Gil De Roy, Isla Santa Cruz, Galapagos, Ecua-
dor. South America

GRAND CANYON RIVER TRIPS: Featuring deluxe
seven day packages. Includes: Geology professor,

gourmet meals, iced beverages, round trip from Las
Vegas and more. Only $895.00 per person. For free

color brochure write: White Water River Expeditions,

Inc., P.O. Box 1269X, Mariposa, CA 95338. (209) 742-

6633

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS. Special hiking tours led by au-

thor/mountaineer Fred Jacobson. Appenzell. Kander-
steg Lenk. Murren. Pontresina. Saas-Fee. Sils Maria.

Zermatt. Spectacular scenery. Challenging trails. De-
lightful country inns. Superb cuisine. 12th summer!
Write. Jacobson, Dept. K, Chappaqua Travel. 24 S.

Greeley Ave.. Chappaqua, NY 10514

HIMALAYA AND ANDES, natural history and trekking

programs: Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan, Peru. Bolivia, Patago-
nia Small groups, expert leaders. Private trips ar-

ranged. Free 1984 color catalog. Wilderness Travel,

1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707. (415)
524-51 1

1

JAMAICA—THE "REAL" EXPERIENCE, STRAW-
BERRY FIELDS resort comfortably furnished cottages
& tents Private secluded beach, great food, sunshine
& friendly folks Winters Vacation Value! Res. & lit. (21 2)
265-6151 Nationwide (800) 223-5608

KASHMIR LADAKH TREK led by expert naturalists.

Outstanding cultural, wildlife and wilderness adven-
ture August departure. Write Nature Expeditions Inter-

national, Dept. NHC, P.O. Box 11496. Eugene. OR
97440 Call toll-free 800-NEI-0634

KENYA. 27 years experience. Individually designed sa-

faris. Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1 643, Darien, CT 06820.

(203) 838-3075

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, INC., oldest and largest operator

of international treks and expeditions for hikers, climb-

ers and adventurers. China. Tibet, Nepal, India, Peru,

Ecuador, Galapagos, Kenya, Tanzania, Britain, The
Alps, Alaska, and much more. Very small groups. Our
1 6th year of operation. Free 1 984 Schedule of Outings
and Expeditions. 1398-H Solano Avenue. Albany. CA
94706 (415) 527-8100. Toll Free (800) 227-2384

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS: EVER-
GLADES, CARIBBEAN, Africa, New Guinea Small

groups led by professional nature photographers/bi-
ologists. Bird and wildlife, underwater subjects. Con-
tact: Director, Essex Marine Laboratory, P.O. Box 57,

Haddam, CT 06438 (203) 345-8924

NATURE STUDY TRIPS AT THEIR BEST. Wh;
Mexico and Alaska. Wildlife trips to Africa,

Galapagos—all personally led by our enthus
experienced naturalists. Biological Journev i

Ocean Drive, McKinleyville, CA 95521. (707)1

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOljS:
coded nature and hiking tours. New Zealand attn

scenic National Parks plus the Milford Track. Ktiai

hiking the Outback, plus the Great Barrier Isf ij

vidual South Pacific itineraries designed. Fife

3

ploration Co.. Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara,

(805) 687-7282

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Trekking (walking) expeditions^ a
of Mt. Everest & Annapurna. W»
safaris in search of rare Asian e&rg
mammals Explorations of reml&kii
Sikkim. Ladakh and tropical SrjEi
to 35 day programs from S670JK
Free Brochures

HiVMAlAVJAM Ttav< kl
P.O Box 481-NH
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203)622-0055 Toll Free (80043-^

PERU: Trek the spectacular Cordillera Blan or 4

Trail to Machu Picchu. Overlanding by expeoun .a

cles. Amazon wildlife safaris. Complete Perulhrea

vice. Free brochure McGregor Adventun $A
Lewis Street, Greenwich, CT 06830. (203) (2-:a

Toll-free 800-243-5330

SUMMER IN YELLOWSTONE. Join us in YevvJ
National Park for field seminars on wildlife eosj

plants, backpacking, and history. Accommotic"!
Park Service facility. Academic credit avaiiile "I

Yellowstone Institute, P.O. Box 515, Yellowllne

tional Park, WY 82190

TUCSON AUDUBON SOCIETY: Ecology fieftul

emphasizing Sonoran Desert plants, animalsjpoj

April 27-30. Meals provided. Camping, Iften

credit Brochure: Desert Institute, 30-A Nonius
Blvd., Tucson, AZ 85716

UNIQUE KENYA CAMPING SAFARIS. Ind iua i

rangements. Small groups Bright Continent ic
'"

Box 14649, Chicago, IL 60614

YUKON WILDERNESS UNLIMITED "Gent Ac,

tures"—outstanding naturalist oriented no em'

derness sojourns, river, mountain—special pea'

older or inexperienced people—our 20th ar-i

references—Box 4126, Whitehorse. YukorOo
(403) 668-5244

Transportation

GOTHAM LIMOUSINE, "Covering the Metrol'S

New York Shopping, theater, tours, airpo . Fn

chauffered limousines. 328 E. 85th Street H). >«

York, NY 10028 (212) 772-1610

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 00 per word; 16 word ($32) minimum. D/Sf/c'S

fed is $200 per inch. All advertisements mi bee

paid Rates are not structured for agency or K]u8]

discounts. All advertisements are accepted Km

RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/m< :y <f>

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Marl:,K :
"

RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park We at H

St., New York, NY 10024. Please include yoDers;

address and telephone number, issue pref edJ
suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the mtri

'

months prior to cover date (the January issicM

Nov. 1). Camera-ready art is required for disr;y3ffi

tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad v bes*

upon publication.
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We put the American Museum
Restaurant inside the Museum of

Natural History because man doesn't

live by delicious food, a splendid bar, or

a beautiful atmosphere alone.

_J Sometimes he wants to check out a

:1 woolly mammoth or two.
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The American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West & 79th Street. 874-3436

Sun., Mon., Tues. & Thurs. 11 :30 AM to 5 PM
Wed.. Fri. & Sat. 11:30 AM to 7 PM
Free admission to Museum after 5 PM Fri. & Sat.



The Natural Moment

Fair Warning
The insect was sitting on a tropical

flower when naturalist-photographer Ray
Mendez first saw it: a leaf-footed bug,

about an inch long, barely visible on a

cushion of hot pink. Mendez was leading a

group of students from the Asa Wright

Nature Centre in Trinidad down a jungle

trail in the Arima Valley. One student

nudged the animal and it flew to a green

plant nearby. There it sat, gorgeous, its

leaf-shaped feet extended, displaying it-

self so tirelessly that one could have easily

believed it was a shameless exhibitionist.

But Mendez knew it was a true bug of

the genus Diactor. Its family, Coreidae,

takes in about 2,500 mostly tropical spe-

cies and contains some of the most stun-

ning jewels in nature. They are intricately

ornamented, with elaborate modifications

in their hind legs, and have a tendency to

display themselves. But in addition, most

of them have very acrid stinks.

This combination of traits can produce

some ironic moments: a beautiful bug sits

languorously on a passionflower plant

sucking its sweet juices, yet is ready to

blast any would-be predator with a spray

of overwhelmingly noxious chemicals.

But do the Coreidae actually sit so still

and fearlessly because they have been pro-

grammed biologically to rely on their stink

glands? And if so—what is the meaning of

this behavior? Why do leaf-footed bugs of-

ten advertise, rather than camouflage,

themselves?

Some entomologists would tell you leaf-

footed bugs advertise to warn predators.

But entomologists have not been able to

answer these questions with certainty, and

Mendez certainly wouldn't try. All he will

tell you is that he approached the leaf-

footed bug boldly, knowing that if it was a

real stinker (he wasn't sure), it probably

would not spray unless someone picked it

up. He took several shots, then several

more without disturbing the insect. Then

he packed his equipment and continued

down the jungle trail with his students.

When he looked back, the unflappable in-

sect hadn't moved.

Photograph by Raymond A. Mendez
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A Matter of Tas
1

1

Hymn to a Hardy Grain
Barley can survive in climates

inimical to wheat and corn

by Raymond Sokolov

So Naomi returned, and Ruth, the Mo-

abitess, her daughter-in-law, with her, who

returned out of the country of Moab: and

they came to Bethlehem in the beginning

of barley harvest.

Ruth, 1:22

Join me now in a brief hymn to barley,

barley the all-but-forgotten grain, orphan

among staples. Magnificently hardy, this

grass of the genus Hordeum grows every-

where from Norway to Egypt to Tibet and

thrives in cold climates, where sissy grains

such as wheat and corn give up the ghost.

It has a distinct and seductive flavor. And

cooks over the millennia have exploited its

versatility in a surprisingly broad reper-

toire of recipes. Of which more later.

In this country, today, few people cook

barley at all. Most of us taste it rarely and

almost exclusively in soup. Its other cur-

rent use as the main ingredient of beer is

widespread—but how many people are

aware that the brew of their choice prob-

ably started out as barley?

So much has been forgotten about bar-

ley in the past 200 years that it would fill

an interesting and useful small book. I

have managed to resist the temptation to

write such a treatise, but to touch even

briefly on this vast subject puts one in a

lofty tradition of alphitophilic authors go-

ing back to the poets of ancient Sumer, to

Homer, and of course, to the Bible.

When the Lord sent the plague of thun-

der and hail "upon every herb of the field,

throughout the land of Egypt," Exodus

tells us that "barley was smitten." The

sheaves Boaz let Ruth glean among were

barley sheaves. When Jesus worked the

miracle of the loaves and fishes, the loaves

were barley loaves.
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Not so long ago, it was common to grind

barley into meal or flour for bread. All by

itself, barley meal yields a relatively flat

"loaf with a gray crumb. Barley meal can

be obtained with relative ease at health

food stores. And 100 percent barley bread

is still made in Norway and by a few tradi-

tionalists on the Celtic fringe of Britain.

The British food writer Elizabeth David

finds its special taste addicting, but in the

interest of a lighter loaf, she not long ago

developed a dough in which a small but

potent amount of barley flour was mixed

with a much larger quantity of wheat flour

(see recipe). Wheat's gluten allows it to

stretch and imprison carbon dioxide gas

bubbles produced by yeast fermentation.

Baking solidifies the bubble-formed cells.

This is risen bread. Throughout history

virtually everyone exposed to risen bread

has come to prefer it to unleavened bread.

But in cold climates, where wheat would

not grow, barley and other hardy grains

were the source of flour for everyday

bread. In tropical countries, barley was a

winter crop and filled the gap left by

wheat during those months. Pharoah did

not lose his wheat crop because it wasn't

growing when the thunder and hail came.

Barley, however, was "in the ear."

In modern times, rapid means of grain

transport and efficient, industrial storage

have eliminated the need for anyone to

grow barley (or oats or rye or buckwheat).

Wonderfully glutinous wheat grown in

ideal climates can now be shipped world-

wide. Wheat also is marginally richer in

nutriments, but what has really pushed

barley bread to the edge of oblivion is the

high gluten and whiteness of wheat.

This is regrettable. To abandon any

worthwhile food idea is to narrow the vari-

ety of life. And in the case of barley bre

especially barley bread made frorca

mixed grain, or maslin, dough, we re

turning our backs on a desirable thi'»

Elizabeth David speaks of barley bree's

"unmistakably earthy tang." She ^io

cites a testimonial from John Keats n

"Poems Written at Teignmouth":

Here all the sumtner could I sta;

For there's a Bishop's Teign,

And King's Teign,

And Coomb at the clear Teign's hel;

Where close by the stream

You may have your cream

All spread upon barley bread.

Barley bread is not only a pleasant Cjir

osity; it is also a link to the dawn of bnd

making in Europe. Excavations in lie

north Balkans have unearthed clay rfll-

els of bread ovens reliably assigned byV
diocarbon dating to the fifth millenniin

B.C. A clay model of a loaf of bread dad

to 5100 b.c. was recently found in El-

garia. Maria Johnson, who reported lis

discovery at the Oxford Symposium n

National and Regional Styles of Cook y

in 1981, noted that the loaf model \s

rounded, not flat, and had holes poked i o

its surface. She reasoned (in an article n

Petits Propos Culinaires, October 19i)

that this was a model of leavened bnd

and that, given available technology 7,(0

years ago, the flour in use was most liky

barley or a barley maslin. Barley d'S

have some gluten and it grows in a

huskless variety (H. vulgare nudu)

known as naked barley, or more forma r,

six-row naked barley. Other grains coi-

mon in Bulgaria would not have been ;>-

propriate for risen bread. Wheatlike ei-

korn and emmer are particularly lown

„
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Young Person's Guide To
The Orchestra-Will
Geer narrates; Somary
conducts (Vanguard)

245043. Rachmaninoff:
Piano Concertos No. 1 & 2
—Ashkenazy; Previn,

London Symphony (London)

308684. Rachmaninoff:
Piano Concerto No. 3-
Andrei Gavnlov. piano:
Lazarev, USSR State
(Columbia-Melodiya)

305110. Respighi: Feste
Romane; Fountains of
Rome—Tilson Thomas,
LA Phil (Columbia)

230409. Rimsky-Korsakov:
Scheherezade— Bernstein,
NY Phil (Columbia)

SCHUBERT
SYMPHONY NO. 8
("UNFINISHED")

ROSAMUNDE
OVERTURE

& BALLET MUSIC

PACHELBEL KANON
ALBINONI ADAGIO

AND OTHER
BAROQUE FAVORITES

|

232116. Rossini: William
Tell Overture—works by
Herold, Suppe, Thomas
—Bernstein and the New
York Phil. (Columbia)

304667 Saint-Saens:
Carnival of the Animals;
Variations on a Theme of
Beethoven— Philippe

Entremont, Gaby Casade-
sus. pianists (Columbia)

321570. Schubert: Sym-
phony No. 8 (Unfinished);

Beethoven: Symphony No. 5
—Maazel, Vienna Philhar-

monic (CBS Masterworks)

321729. Schubert: The
Impromptus, Op 90 & 142
—Murray Perahia, piano
(CBS Masterworks)

312124. Shostakovich:
Symphony No. 5—one of

the greatest performances
even Bernstein, NY Phil

(CBS Great Performances)

225888. Smetana: Moldau,
Bartered Bride Overture,
Dances; Dvorak: Carnival
Overture— Bernstein,
NY Phil (Columbia)

310870-390872. Johann
Strauss' Greatest Waltzes
Ormandy, Szell, Bernstein
(Count as 2— Columbia)

202796. Richard Strauss:
Also Sprach Zarathustra
—Bernstein, New York
Philharmonic (Columbia)

281493. Stravinsky: Rite

Of Spring. Zubin Mehta,
NY Phil. (Columbia)

308874. Tchaikovsky:
Piano Concerto No. 1—
Gavnlov; Kitaenkocond
Moscow Radio/TV Sym
Orch. (Col./Melodiya)

201129. Tchaikovsky:
1812 Overture; Serenade
for Strings—Ormandy
Phila Orch. (Columbia)

231563. Tchaikovsky:
Swan Lake and Sleeping
Beauty Ballet Suites
—Ormandy, Philadelphia
Orchestra (Columbia)

245399. Tchaikovsky:
Symphony No. 6 (Pathe-

tique)—Ormandy and
Phila Orch (Columbia)

293191. Tchaikovsky:
Violin Concerto, Medita-
tion—Stern, Rostropovich,
National Sym (Columbia)

289207-399204. Tchaikov-
sky: The Nutcracker
(complete)—American
Ballet Theatre Production
directed by Baryshnikov
(Counts as 2— Columbia)

321844-391847 Verdi:

La Traviata—Original
Motion Picture Soundtrack.
Stars Domingo, Stratas
(Counts as 2-Elektra)

288696. Vivaldi: Four
Seasons— Isaac Stern,

Jerusalem Chamber
Orch. (Columbia)

TAKE YOUR PICK

MISCELLANEOUS
COLLECTIONS
308890-398891. Bern-
stein Conducts World's
Greatest Marches-
Pomp and Circumstance;
Washington Post; Stars
and Stripes—25 in all!

(Counts as 2—Columbia)

317982. The Best of Liona
Boyd— her own guitar
arrangements oiMalaguena:
Gymnopedie No. 1; Spanish
Romance; others (CBS)

318428. Classics From
"Excalibur" & Other
Great Films (Angel)

317651. Placido Domingo
—anas from Aida, Faust.

Tosca; Manon Lescaut;
Don Carlo; etc. (Angel)

282582. Greatest Hits Of
1720. Includes Pachelbel-
Kanon; Mouret: Rondo
(Theme "Masterpiece
Theater"); etc. Richard
Kapp. Philharmonia Vir-

tuosi of NY (Columbia)

289520. Vladimir Horo-
witz Encores—virtuoso
fireworks' Rachmaninoff,
Chopin, Liszt, Debussy.
etc (Columbia)

320887 Kiri Te Kanawa-
Verdi and Puccini Arias.
Pritchard, London Phil

(CBS Masterworks)

321851. Wynton Marsalis.
In his classical debut, he
plays trumpet concertos by
Haydn, Hummel. L. Mozart
(CBS Masterworks)

288720. Luciano Pavarotti
—Hits From Lincoln Center.
In Questa Tomba Oscura,
Aprile, etc, (London)

300038. Luciano Pavarotti
—O Sole MiO/ Favorite
Neapolitan Songs (London)

280610. Jean-Pierre
Rampal Greatest Hits—
Debussy's Girl With The
Flaxen Hair; Handel's
Largo; etc.(Columbia)

311647. Issac Stern 60th
Anniversary Celebration-
master violinist is joined
byZukerman. Perlman,
Mehta. etc. (Columbia)

259564. Joan Sutherland
and Luciano Pavarotti—
Duets. From Rigoletto, I

Puritam. etc (London)

316570. The Tango Project
—La Cumparsita; Adios
Muchachos, etc William
Schimmel. accordion; etc,

(Digital) (Nonesuch)

312058. Teresa Stratas
sings The Unknown Kurt
Weill— The most arrest-

ing! release of 1981''

—Saturday Review
Digital) (Nonesuch)

284612. John Williams &
Friends— Bach, Mozart.
Telemann. etc. (Columbia)

All applications subject to

review; Columbia House
reserves the nght to

reject any application.

c 1984 Columbia House
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gluten and have tightly attached husks

"which are almost impossible to separate

by threshing." Parching was used to facili-

tate separation, but parching destroys en-

zymes necessary for rising. Naked barley

requires no parching.

The crucial role played by barley in Eu-

ropean history is not limited to Balkan an-

tiquity. It is built into the English lan-

guage. A barn is, etymologically, a place

where barley is stored. Both words are re-

lated to the Latin wordfar, which referred

specifically to the staple grain we call spelt

but which came to mean grain in general.

Far has also given us such terms as farina,

farinaceous, and farrago, which was origi-

nally a mixed-grain fodder but now refers

to any mixture.

Of more direct importance for most of

us, perhaps, the word barley has, accord-

ing to one theory, the same root as beer.

And roots, so to speak, are the reason for

this connection. In ancient days, cooks

would soak barley in water to make it ger-

minate. This would soften it and make it

edible without mechanical processing.

One fateful day (or most probably on

many occasions, in many places), a forget-

ful cook left the sprouting barley too long,

and it turned sour. That is, it fermented.

The cook drank the liquid and felt pleas-

antly silly. Beer does that to a cook.

Today, we call this process malting. By

sprouting the grain, we convert its natural

starch into a sugar called maltose, which

can be fermented. Other grains can also

be malted. Belgian monks make wheat

beers. But barley is the oldest and still the

most commonly malted grain.

Even so, the barley we buy as barley is

almost never sprouted and rarely ground

to meal or flour. Supermarket barley

comes in bags, dry, in white little grits

known as pearled barley. The grain has

been mechanically husked (at this stage, it

is called pot barley, Scotch barley, or

hulled barley), steamed, rounded, and pol-

ished in a mill.

When boiled, pearled barley swells and

softens and develops a chewy, resilient

consistency. It is soft, but not mushy like

oatmeal. Everyone has tasted it in the

meat-and-vegetable soup known as Scotch

broth. Cooked barley can also be sieved

and put in consomme as a thickener, to

produce an unctuous creme d'orge. In

Brazil, they pour a similar creamed barley

soup over fried apple strips for creme de

cevadinha com maca. In the Caucasus,

the reverse effect—whole barley, creamy

broth—is achieved with minty yogurt as

the "broth," served cold.

The most obvious way to eat barley is

plain, like rice. As a farinaceous side dish,

it goes with most main courses, and it can

be dressed up, as rice is in pilaf or risotto,

with an infinite number of garnishes.

Poles bake barley with mushrooms, some-

times encasing the mixture in a pie crust.

Moroccans sometimes substitute barley

for couscous. In Japan and Korea, barley

is served with rice. This would ordinarily

be tricky to do, because barley takes

roughly three times longer to cook than

rice. But the Japanese process the barley,

pressing it into something sold as oshi

mugi, which cooks as fast as rice if it is

soaked for thirty minutes beforehand.

The Japanese also drink a sort of tea,

called mugi cha, brewed from roasted bar-

ley and chilled before serving. I he:

never tasted this decoction nor have I u|

sampled such other barley drinks as t:

Italian orzata or the homely green in-

sion called barley water (
3A cup pearll

barley, 4 lumps sugar, and the zest ol

lemon left to stand in 6 cups boiling wa

until cool. Strain and drink).

Far and away the largest category ?

barley recipes includes breads and cal;

made from barley meal. Waverly Root •

ported that "with Valtellina meals you z-.

likely to be served brazadel, bread ma:

of barley; dark-colored and tasty, it kee;

well and is palatable even dry." Penelo:

Casas, in The Foods and Wines ofSpa,

gives a recipe for pan de cebada, a yea-

raised maslin loaf containing barley flo

,

cornmeal, and whole wheat flour, whii

she describes as "a heavy and strongly ft

vored bread found only in Galicia, whej

it is served with sardines."

Life is too short to discuss the full rai

of breads and cakes, bannocks, scon

and pancakes made from barley flour

Wales and Scotland. Even a synopsis R

this minicuisine would fill pages, and',

would be a distortion not to verge off in

the competing recipes based on oatme

Perhaps something in this rich area can

managed for next month. In the mea-

time, the desperately curious can dig o.

the classic Welsh source Goginiaeth'

Threfniadaeth Deuluaidd, Cyfaddas'

Anghenion Gweithwyr Cymru, by M
Edwards, 1887.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose sp\

cial interest is the history andpreparatif

offood.

Barley Bread

(Adapted from English Bread and

Yeast Cookery, by Elizabeth David.

London: Allen Lane, 1977)

1 pound white (wheat) bread flour

(about 4 cups)

Va pound barley meal (about 2 cups)

1 14 tablespoons salt

2 tablespoons dried yeast

1 pinch sugar

2-3 tablespoons buttermilk, cream, or

whole milk at room temperature

1. Mix bread flour, barley meal, and salt

very thoroughly in a bowl. Cover the

bowl with a Pyrex dish and put in a

very low oven for 5 to 7 minutes, just

long enough to heat the flour mixture.

2. Meanwhile, put the yeast in a cup with

the sugar. Pour in lukewarm water,

enough to cover the yeast and sugar.

Wait 10 minutes and stir to a creamy

consistency.

3. Pour the yeast mixture over the flour.

Add a little lukewarm water and blend

it into the yeast mixture. Then pour in

1 Vi cups lukewarm water and the but-

termilk, cream, or whole milk. Stir to-

gether vigorously with a wooden spoon

until a dough forms that is elastic and

begins to clean the bowl. Use more

flour if the dough is too sticky.

4. Turn the dough out on a lightly floured

board and knead it for a minute or two.

Clean and dry the bowl. Put the dough

back in it. Cover it with plastic wrap

and let stand for 1 Vi to 2 hours, until

the dough has doubled in bulk.

5. Punch down the dough. Knead for 3 to

4 minutes. Form into a loaf shape and

place in a greased 8'/2 by 2'/2 by 4Vi loaf

pan. Let rise for 45 minutes.

6. While dough rises, preheat oven to 425

degrees.

7. Bake dough in oven for 15 minutes.

Reduce heat to 400 degrees and bake

another 15 minutes.

8. Remove loaf pan from oven. Shake the

loaf out onto the counter. Put it back in

the tin, on its side. Reduce heat to 350

degrees and bake another 1 5 minute:

or until it gives a resonant sound whei

tapped on the side and bottom. Le

cool on a rack.

Yield: 1 loaf

Barley Pudding

"in>.

|

r

2 cups milk

6 tablespoons pearled barley

2 tablespoons molasses

Sugar

Light cream

1. Preheat oven to 300 degrees.

2. Bring the milk to a boil and remove

from heat.

3. Stir in barley and molasses. Pour mix-

ture into a 6-cup, oven-proof serving

dish. Put in oven, uncovered, and cook

for 3 hours.

4. Peel away the thin brown crust, if one

forms, and discard. Serve with sugai

and cream.

Yield: 2 to 4 servings
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It's now possible forpeople who've

onlyadmired great pictures to take them.

The Programmed FG.
Inside everyone whos ever gazed

ppreciatively at a photograph is

ie urge to take great pictures

nemselves.

And now, no matter how much
k how little picture taking experi-

nce you've had, theres a camera
vorthy of an admiring look.

Theremarkable programmed FG.
The FG is a cam-

«* :ra that ambitious be-

ginners can still use

^
', ifter they've become
tccomplished veterans.

In the programmed
node, just focus and shoot. A micro-

ri*

chip computer automatically selects

the proper lens opening and shutter

speed.

And through-the-lens flash

metering with the optional SB-15

speedlight makes flash pictures vir-

tually fool-proof.

Automatic
and manual, too.

But what happens when you

want a camera that allows you

more flexibility?

Then the FG is an automatic i

camera that allows you to set A
the aperture yourself to con
trol depth-of-field. And, in

the manual mode, you can

make all settings yourself

for complete creative control

$35 rebate

for a limited time.

But the real genius behind the

FG is that it costs so much less than

you'd think. And from Oct. 1, 1983

until Jan. 3L 1984, there is a $35
cash rebate*

So visit your Nikon camera dealer

soon and check out the FG.
You'll never be content just

looking at great pic-

tures again.

Nikon
W; take the worlds
greatest pictures:

'ffer applies only lo products which include (he Nikon. Inc. linuted USA warranty form. Photographs courtesy of the Wilkin Gallery. Inc.. N.Y.C. C Nikon Inc. 1983. For further information write Dept

nil



Just aword about

the price ofThe Glenlivet

Preposterous.

Is the premium we place

on The Glenlivet really so out-

landish? No more so than the

premium placed on great vintage

wines and fine champagne
cognacs. The reason? Taste. Just

one sip and you'll know that

The Glenlivet has a taste that's

without equal.

The Glenlivet is

Scotland's first and finest single

malt Scotch, from Scotland's

oldest licensed distillery. And,
just as it always has been, this

100% Highland malt whisky is

distilled from natural spring

water and fine malt barley,

then aged in oaken casks.

Only The Glenlivet's

time-honored methods can

achieve this unequaled taste.

A taste that sets us apart. Its

smoothness, body and bouquet

are qualities found only in this

unique Scotch.

Of course, some people

may still insist that The Glenlivet

is too expensive. We have just

one word to say about that.

Preposterous!

The Glenlivet
12-year-old unblended Scotch.

About $20 the bottle.

?Ae

Wjvbt
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1eir lives in the black
tTo you, we offer the opportunity to apply

or the Gold Card® from American Express®

It is a credential, an acknowledgment of

your fiscal maturity.

To qualify for the Card and all its services,

you have to be accepted by both American
Express and a major bank.

Once accepted, you become part of a

tgroup whose finances and credit rating are

(among the top five percent of the nation.

And entitled to the prerogatives that go with

it, including:

1. No preset limit to the amount you can

"charge. Purchases are approved based on
your ability to pay, as demonstrated by your
ipast spending, payment patterns, and per-

isonal resources.

2. Being able to have a separate personal

line of bank credit to be used at your

discretion.

3. The ability to obtain up to $2000 (up

to $500 in cash and the balance in American
Express® Travelers Cheques) in over 100
countries around the world.

For more information and an application,

see your participating bank, savings institu-

tion, and places where the Gold Card is

welcomed. Or write American Express

Company, Gold Card, American Express"'

.

Plaza, New York, NY 10004. or call 800-

528-8000.

THE COLD CARD



IATDODGE, WEBUILD
f WAGONS THATCHANGE YOUR
MINDABOUT WAGONS.
WEARE DODGE.
NUMBER ONE IN VAN
WAGON SALES.
A look at the past model
year's sales shows that our
Ham Wagons are clear-cut

winners, outselling Ford
and Chevy van wagons by
a wide margin.' Quality
construction, durability,

and versatility obviously
have their rewards.

RAM VALUE WAGON OR
CONVENTIONAL
WAGON?
When compared to full-

size conventional wagons
like Chevy Caprice and
Ford Country Squire, the
Dodge Value Wagon offers

winning value . . . exem-
plified by more total

room, greater cargo
capacity, and versatility.

And much more.

HOW THE NUMBER ONE
VALUEIN FULL-SIZE
WAGONS GOTITS NAME.
With optional quick-
release 3rd seat, the Ram
Value Wagon comfortably

Power brakes, standard. Power si

ing. standard. Side door entry: 39.8

wide 47.2" high.

Standard cargo volume: 194.3 cu. it.

36 gallon fuel tank, standard.
Bemovable bench seats.

handles 8 full-size adult,

thanks to an interior tho:

almost 70 cu. ft. larger
than those full-size con-
ventional station wagor
There's a standard Slani
Six engine, and 4-speec
manual OD transmissio
or choose an available »)

V-8 for additional power
You can also count on
standard power front di:

brakes and steering. .

.

plus a 36-gallon fuel tan

tinted glass, full carpet-

ing, and a number of

other features that are
extra cost options or not

available on the Countr
Squire and Caprice
wagons. And all at a
lower comparably
equipped price."

'

LIKEALL DODGES,
BUILT TO ENDURi
Ram Wagons are welde>
into one strong, tight unm
No bolts or rivets. And
there's extensive use of

rust-fighting galvanized I
steel. No wonder over 91 1
of all Dodge trucks built i

the last 10 years are still

the job.f

•Retail deliveries 10/1/82-9/30/83.

'Based on comparably equipped.compari-

wagons. usecm est. mpg to compare.
Your mileage may vary with speed, dis-

tance, weather. Actual hwy. mpg&CA
ests. less. ^/?. L. Polk & Co. regis trations
through 7111 82.

BUCKLE UP FOR SAFETY

RAM VALUE WAGON
- 51AM ,4
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A Naturalist at Lars

Comings and Goings on a Desert Isle|

On a small island off Mexico, chance—in theform of cats

and water—and not competition seems to explain the unexpected

replacement of endemic birds by mainland invaders

by Joseph R. Jehl, Jr.

Socorro Island, largest of the Mexican

Revillagigedo Islands, lies 240 miles south

of the tip of Baja California and 400 miles

west of the Mexican mainland. On the af-

ternoon of May 19, 1867. the sloop Re-

publicana, out of Mazatlan, Mexico, was

preparing to drop anchor there when a

miscalculation by the captain caused it to

go aground and break up. By luck—or

through an act of Providence, as it would

have been called in those days—the party-

was cast ashore at the only cove on the en-

tire western side of the island with fresh

water, which is provided by a tiny spring

exposed briefly at low tide. Had the wreck

occurred anywhere else, the party would

surely have perished quickly, for Socorro

was uninhabited and is far from normal

shipping lanes. The castaways' luck held,

and they were rescued only nine days

later, when a freighter was attracted by

their signal fire.

The leader of the party was Andrew

Jackson Grayson, naturalist and explorer,

who had set out for the volcanic island to

study its natural history and to determine

its suitability for human habitation. While

waiting to be rescued, and working under

arduous and certainly worrisome condi-

tions, Grayson and his son set about their

task of collecting specimens of flora and

fauna. So thorough was their work that

they managed to collect examples of the

entire land bird fauna, which proved to be

completely new to science. They also gath-

ered important information on avian

abundance, habits, and distribution.

Many years later, in 1925. Socorro was

explored more thoroughly by an expedi-

tion from the California Academy of Sci-

ences, which confirmed the completeness

of Grayson's work. In 1952. the explosion

of Barcena volcano on neighboring San

Benedicto Island, some thirty miles to the

north, again drew scientists to the re-

gion. Among them was Bayard H. Bratt-

strom, of California State University, Ful-

lerton, who began a continuing series of

ecological studies on the Revillagigedos

and who in 1958, with Thomas R. Howell,

published a detailed study of the birdlife.

As a result of these studies, and a few oth-

ers, the history of the avifauna of Socorro

and the other Revillagigedos is exception-

ally well known.

In the mid-1970s, rumors of the possi-

ble development of Socorro began to cir-

culate. Knowing that island faunas are of-

ten fragile, Kenneth C. Parkes, of the

Carnegie Museum of Natural History,

and I decided to visit Socorro and deter-

mine the status of the endemic birdlife be-

fore any changes might take place. In the

process, we were forced to consider just

how sound—or shaky—is the evidence on

which some of the widely accepted tenets

of modern island biology are based.

Exactly 100 years after Grayson's dis-

coveries, and building upon studies of is-

land bird faunas the world around, R. H.

MacArthur and E. O. Wilson published

an important book that would shape the

direction of island studies for many years.

It decisively turned biologists' attention

from the question of how plant and animal

colonizers arrive on oceanic islands to how
many species can coexist on them. In The

Theory of Island Biogeography MacAr-
thur and Wilson recognized that the num-

ber of coexisting species on any given is-

land was related to the island's size. They
further argued that although the contin-

ual arrival of new colonists and the extinc-

tion of residents—a process known as

turnover—might keep the composition of

the fauna of an island in a perpetual state

of flux, the number of species would t

to achieve a state of equilibrium, balan d

between the rates of immigration anof'

extinction. Their model also postukd

that nearshore islands, being closer to>

tential sources of new immigrants, ouit

to show higher rates of turnover than F-

shore islands.

The resident land bird fauna of Socoa,

as discovered by Grayson and confind

by the 1958 study, was small, consisting

only ten species: a heron, hawk, part,

owl, mockingbird, wren, warbler, towle,

and two kinds of doves. All of these v^

endemic forms (found nowhere elsem

earth), different enough in size, coIoim

habits from their mainland relatives tew

dicate that they had been residential

Socorro for a long time. Comparison:!

Grayson's list with that of Brattstrom id,

Howell revealed that for nearly a cenll

no new species had established a foothd

and that the status of the endemicsa

mained unchanged. Turnover was nil, ill

dynamic equilibrium did not seem tel

an active phenomenon, even though <

corro is not very far offshore and mn
species of migrating land birds may hJ

there in spring and fall.

In 1978, Parkes and I had our J

chance to survey the birdlife of Soon

for ourselves. To our surprise, we foil

that although most of the endemic fo3

persisted at or near their historical lei

of abundance, one, the Socorro (or G ]

son's) dove {Zenaida graysoni), had J

come extinct. This dove was a la<

ruddy-breasted version of its obvious l

cestor, the mourning dove (Zenaida nc

roura), which is abundant and widespru

on the North American continent. A <

ond endemic, the Socorro mocking!:!

(Mimodes graysoni, sometimes called 1
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Understanding is everything.
In a spontaneous gesture of trust, a chimpanzee in the wilds of

Tanzania folds his leathery hand around that of Jane Goodall —

sufficient reward for Dr. Goodall's years of patience.

The moment occurred in one of the National Geographic

Specials, a series underwritten throughout its nine consecutive

years on public television by the Gulf Oil Corporation.

In a sense, it symbolizes what the whole series is about.

Dr. Goodall's quiet triumph grew slowly over years of

studying the chimpanzee: from curiosity, to observation and

learning, to understanding.

Gulf underwrites the National Geographic Specials in the

belief that the same sequence can occur within the vast PBS

audience. Our goal is to provoke curiosity about the world and

the fragile complexity of its natural order; to satisfy that curiosity

through observation and learning; to create an understanding of

man's place in the ecological structure, and his responsibility to it-

on the simple theory that no thinking person can share in the

destruction of anything whose value he understands.

It's an ambitious goal, but we have embraced that chal-

lenge. Since 1975, when we helped bring the National Geographic

Specials to PBS, the series has become one ofthe most watched in

public-television history. It has earned eight Emmy awards, an

Oscar nomination, and the coveted George Foster Peabody

Award for "unsurpassed excellence in documentaries."

Association with the National Geographic Society and the

television specials is only one aspect of Gulfs lively concern for

the environment. But it is an especially proud one. GulfOil Corporation



A close relative ofthe mourning dove, the endemic Socorro dove
\

pictured here in its native habitat) is now extinct

in the wild state. Cats, introduced to the island in the late 1 950s, are thepresumed culprits.

Socorro thrasher), had declined so pre-

cipitously that it was on the verge of ex-

tinction. Although similar in size and gen-

eral grayish coloration to the northern

mockingbird [Mimus polyglottos) of con-

tinental North America, the endemic spe-

cies is a highly distinctive bird whose clos-

est relative is not known with certainty.

We were even more astonished to discover

that the common mourning dove and the

northern mockingbird, which had never

been reported on Socorro, were now pres-

ent and nesting.

Our findings, confirmed by a second

survey in 1981. were exciting for several

reasons. First, on an island where turnover

had been unknown for a century. 20 per-

cent of the land bird fauna had changed

within two decades. Second, turnover had

not altered the total number of resident

species, which seemed to fulfill one pre-

diction of equilibrium theory. Third, un-

like many other reported cases of "equilib-

rium." this was not merely the substitu-

tion of one species for another, often

totally different one—say. a hawk for a

finch. On Socorro, the native forms were

replaced by. in one instance, the bird"s

closest possible relative and. in the second.

by a close ecological counterpart, both

from the mainland.

This last finding seemed to provide veri-
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fication for one of the principles of ecologi-

cal theory—that two similar species can-

not coexist indefinitely. To persist in the

same area, one or both must change

enough, behaviorally or morphologically,

that they no longer compete. The alterna-

tive is that the better-adapted form will

simply outcompete the other and exclude

it from the area.

We seemed to have discovered two clas-

sic cases of competitive exclusion in which

mainland invaders had driven the island

forms into extinction and through which

equilibrium was maintained. A thorough

examination of the historical record, how-

ever, revealed that the stituation was not

quite so simple.

By all reports, the Socorro dove was

fairly common, mainly in forests at higher

elevations, at least until 1958. It was not

reported by a 1971 expedition nor has it

been spotted since. Its "replacement." the

mourning dove, when first noted in 1978.

was restricted to a very small area near the

coast. By 1981 it was well established,

more than one hundred being seen in a sin-

gle locality, and had extended its range.

The Socorro mockingbird, once the

commonest of the island's endemic land

birds, had occurred in all habitats. As late

as 1958, it, too, was abundant, but in 1978

we found fewer than ten. mostlv in fig

groves near the coast; in 1981 we encou

tered the species only once. The commi

.

mockingbird arrived in the late 1970

1

Three were seen in 1978, and by 1981 1!

population had grown to thirty or more j

Interestingly, the mainland and islai
,

distributions of the invading species

very different. On the mainland, both ti

mourning dove and the common mockin

bird occupy a wide variety of habitats, 1

on Socorro, the}" are restricted to the ;

scrublands on the island's southeast

ner. By 1981, a few mourning doves h;'j

reached the edge of the forested are

where the Socorro dove formerly live i

but they had not penetrated the interic i

The historical record, then, left it:

doubt that the colonization by the maA;
land mockingbird came after the enderr. J

form was essentially extinct. The sanj

seems to have been true for the doves, .•••

though the record is less clear. Thus im;

act of replacement could not have be' J'
-

caused by competition because the nur

ber of invaders was small at the time turr

over occurred, the invaders were

stricted to a small sector of the island

the time, and they probably never came

contact with the former residents. The e

tinctions and invasions must be counted

independent events.

If competition was not involved, §
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questions arise. Why did two species that

had probably existed on Socorro for hun-

dreds or thousands of years suddenly dis-

appear, and why did two mainland species

with good dispersing ability—and known

to wander to other Mexican islands—just

happen to become established on Socorro

in the same period? The correspondences

could hardly have been coincidental.

To answer the first question, we looked

at the several ways species may become

extinct. Of 268 known cases of avian ex-

tinction on islands, predation, mainly by-

feral cats and rats, and habitat destruction

accounted for three-fourths. Hunting, dis-

ease, genetic swamping (hybridization

with invading stock), and weather were of

lesser importance.

In reevaluating the Socorro situation,

we realized that most of these explana-

tions could be rejected. Hunting pressure

was unlikely because, even though there is

a small military garrison on Socorro, there

is no evidence that the soldiers ever

hunted doves for food, and they certainly

would not have shot mockingbirds. We
had no reason to suspect disease, and if ad-

verse weather had been involved, it would

have been likely to affect other endemics

as well. Genetic swamping could also be

discounted since the mourning doves now

on Socorro show no signs of having inter-

bred with the endemic form, and the two

mockingbird species are so distinct that

hybridization is highly improbable.

Another possibility, that random popu-

lation fluctuations had so lowered the

populations as to cause them to go extinct,

was unlikely: it exceeds reasonable prob-

ability that two species that had coexisted

for centuries would have fluctuated out of

existence at the same time. Finally, there

had been no habitat alteration that would

have affected the endemics.

That left predation. The only native

predator is the red-tailed hawk (Buteo

jamaicensis socorroensis), which proba-

bly feeds mainly on lizards and land crabs.

While it may take a few birds, and there

are reports that it occasionally fed on the

Socorro doves, the red-tailed hawk could

hardly have contributed to the sudden dis-

appearance of either species because the

hawk and its prey had coexisted for centu-

ries. Predation by exotic animals, how-

ever, is another story. Prior to 1957

Socorro was uninhabited. Then the Mexi-

can government established a small mili-

tary garrison and weather station there.

With settlement came the introduction of

chickens, burros, and other domestic ani-

mals, unfortunately including cats. Feral

cats are now widespread and are known to

be preying on nesting sea birds.

The endemic land birds of Socorro we
|

exceptionally tame. Many early natur;

ists related that the birds perched on c
j

servers, entered tents, and could even

caught by hand. Cats would have fou:|

almost all the birds relatively easy

catch, but the Socorro mockingbird a

Socorro dove, being ground foragers

closed habitats, would have been esi

cially vulnerable. Another ground foragl

the towhee, is also rarer than in the p:

while the more arboreal species rem:

common. Thus, cats on Socorro, as on

many other islands, provide the most pk

sible cause of the birds' extinction. -

But what of the invading dove a:

mockingbird? Their arrival seems to hi

been related to a subtle form of habitat

teration associated with the arrival of

man colonists. Range extensions of

migratory bird species result when im;

ture birds, after going astray on their

fall migration, settle in a new area. U
reaching a landfall, such lost migrants

usually exhausted, and their survival

depend on the rapidity with which

can discover food and, especially, w

On Socorro, a desert island with pe

nent sources of water only at several int|

tidal springs, the chance of tired, newly

rived immigrants finding water quickl;

slim. Any event that would increase th

By 1 981 , the Socorro mockingbird, once considered the island's most abundant and widespread bird, was restricted to

afewfig groves along the coast. This endemic species is on the verge ofextinction, ifit is not already gone.

Joseph R. Jehl. Jr.
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an American Eagle"
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"It was the only logical choice,

really. Because Eagle does certain

things no ordinary automobile could

begin to do, some of which the little

guy appreciates a lot.

Like Eagle's ability to switch from

2-wheel drive into 4-wheel drive to

take him places other cars just

couldn't go. His favorite campsite
on Squirrel Lake, for example.

Of course, we happen to be
impressed with Eagle's 4-wheel
drive traction for other reasons, as

well. Especially for the feeling of

confidence it gives us when the

weather is stormy. . . when the roads

are wet or icy. . . and he 's with us.

Frankly, he doesn't really care

much that Eagle switches back into

2-wheel drive for excellent gas
mileage. (Some day he'll appreci-

ate the value of a dollar!) But it's

something that meant a lot to us.

He also claims to be indifferent

to Eagle's luxurious amenities.

("What's an amenity, Mom?") But

you should have seen the look

on him when he saw the optional

leather seats, stereo tape deck

and power windows!

Why'd we buy him an Eagle

instead of an ordinary car? Pu rely

selfish reasons. After all,

he lets us use it, too!"

VITT.,
si A

Now available for purchase or

lease at participating dealers.

THE 2-WHEEL/4-WHEEL DRIVE BWt
"124)4^ EPA EST MPG, 30 HWY EST. 4-cylmder 4-speed. Use these tigures lor comparison Your results may differ due to driving speed, weather conditions and trip length.

Actual highway figures are probably lower.
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Socorro Island is still largely undisturbed despite the establishment ofa

military garrison in 1 957. Distinctly inhospitable, the rugged volcanic island's

only natural sources offresh water are several intertidal springs.

access to water would vastly improve their

chances of survival.

Such an event evidently began in 1957.

The establishment of the military7 garrison

required the development of a freshwater

system, now provided by a desalination

plant. The availability of water, in turn, al-

lowed the planting of the bright flowers,

small gardens, and ornamental shrubs

that are so characteristic of Mexican vil-

lages. The plantings would have provided

birds with a year-round water supply and,

most important to thirsty and tired immi-

grants, would have attracted them to an

area where their chances of survival were

greatest. Apparently, this simple change

enhanced the survival of the migrants and

set the stage for colonization by such

mainland species as could then find suit-

able habitat. Thus, the extinctions and in-

vasions on Socorro were related, but only

indirectly, linked by the ecological

changes associated with the arrival of

humans.

Science is often a less precise pursuit

than many people imagine. It really is a so-

phisticated form of looking at the universe

through a peephole. Perceptions and con-

clusions are often less a matter of "fact"

than a function of where you look—and

when. The timing of our trip to Socorro

was fortuitous. Had we arrived a decade

or so later, after turnover had finally oc-

curred, we would likely have drawn the

standard conclusions that we had discov-

ered two superb cases of replacement via

competitive exclusion and that equilib-

rium had been maintained. But because

we arrived while the process of replace-

ment was occurring, and because we had

the benefit of an exceptional historical

record, our conclusions are entirely differ-

ent. Competitive exclusion was not in-

volved: the immigrations and extinctior

were independent events. Even the ide

that equilibrium has been maintained is i

lusory: the invaders are sufficiently diffe

ent in size and habits that, given a fooi s

hold, they probably would have becoi

established even if the cats had not erac

cated the endemics. We have no idea wh;

the theoretical equilibrium number of sp

cies may be, but we suspect Socorro cou

hold at least twelve, not ten, species. Sue

an observation is a problem for equi!

brists, for if the equilibrium number ca

not be known with certainty, then how ca

one know whether equilibrium is ever

tained?

Island biology has been a dominant ar

exciting theme in modern ecology, and tr,

concepts of turnover, replacement, af

equilibrium are now familiar to all biol

gists. But these concepts may be based c

shifting sands. The data on which they re

are no more than lists of species compile

at different periods. Unfortunately, mo
islands, unlike Socorro, have poor histoi

cal records, and data on ecological cone

tions or habitat changes are few. For otb

factors, such as the introduction of dome

tic animals or the availability of water, t\

data are often not available. As a resu:

interpretation of changes as revealed

the simple comparison of lists is hazardoi

and often impossible. But this is far fro

discouraging. The need to reconsider el

isting information and gather new dal

provides biologists with a continuing chm
lenge, which demands that they return

the source of the evidence, the fascinati

oceanic islands of the world.

Joseph R. Jehl, Jr., is assistant director
j

the Hubbs-Sea World Research Institu

in San Diego.
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Put your love to the test. -.
How much love do you have to give?

Answer these simple questions and find out.

If I saw a lost, frightened child on my street, I would imme-
diately stop and help.

YES D NO
I often feel frustrated and helpless when I see a news story

about desperately poor or sick children.

YES D NO
I believe that no child should ever have to do without nour-

ishing food, decent housing, medical care, or schooling.

YES D NO
I think that the best way to help children is not through

handouts—but rather, by teaching families to help themselves.

YES D NO
I believe that impoverished children should receive help within

their own families.

YES D NO
I especially wish there were an effective way I could personally

help just one desperately poor child and family.

D YES D NO
If I could be assured that my money was being spent effectively,
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D YES D NO
If I could help a child for as little as 72c a day, I would.

YES D NO
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person who can help a desperately poor child overseas...

through Foster Parents Plan. In fact, for just 72c a day, you can

make it possihle for the child you sponsor to have nourishing

food, medical care, decent housing, schooling...and hope.

Imagine. Your spare change could change a child's life.

Foster Parents Plan lets you help your Foster Child within

the child's own family. And more, the small amount you give

goes toward teaching families to work together—hy growing

more food, digging wells, and building schools. You'll see the

results for yourself. Through pictures. Detailed progress
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This View of Lift

The Ediacaran Experiment
Life's first try didn't pan out. Butfrom this fiasco, scientists are

gaining insights that may lead to a general theory of extinction

by Stephen Jay Gould

To many outsiders, Indianapolis is noth-

ing but one weekend a year and 500 miles

of auto racing. In continuous reality, it is

an attractive city filled with modern ame-

nities and a liberal sprinkling of those

older structures that unite our frenetic and

uncertain present with a more comforting

past. Last week, on a break from stated

duties, I wandered along through the Mu-
rat Temple of the Shrine and the enor-

mous cathedral of Scottish Rite Masonry.

These lodges must once have dominated

the social life of Indianapolis; they may
yet, for all I know, be important. But their

gigantic buildings look forlorn and aban-

doned—cavernous Victorian rooms in

dark wood and stained glass, dimly lit by

available light, filled with old, overstuffed

chairs occupied rarely by a few elderly

men in odd-shaped hats. Surely, the old or-

der changeth.

I was in Indianapolis to attend the an-

nual meeting of the Geological Society of

America. There I watched, listened, and

joined the debate as a group of my col-

leagues in paleontology began to disman-

tle an old order of thinking about old ob-

jects—and to construct a new and striking

approach to a major feature of life's his-

tory on earth: mass extinctions.

Paleontologists have known about mass

extinctions from the inception of our sci-

ence as a modern discipline. We have used

them to mark the major divisions of our

geological time scale—the boundaries be-

tween eras. The Permian extinction that

rang out the Paleozoic era eliminated half

the families of marine invertebrates; the

Cretaceous extinction, marking the transi-

tion from Mesozoic to Cenozoic eras,

wiped out more than 25 percent of marine

families, along with the most popular of all

terrestrial creatures, the dinosaurs.

Nonetheless, though we have always

acknowledged the reality of these great

dyings, we have tried, in a curious way, to

mitigate their effects, probably because

our strong biases for gradual and continu-

ous change force us to view mass extinc-

tions as anomalous and threatening. We
have, in short, attempted to depict mass

extinction as a simple, quantitative exten-

sion of the slower disappearance, species

by species, that characterizes normal

times—larger and more abrupt to be sure,

but basically just more of the same. We
have pursued two principal strategies to

temper mass extinctions and bring them

into harmony with events of ordinary

times. First, we have emphasized continu-

ity across the boundaries by trying to find

direct ancestors for new forms that appear

after an extinction among species that

flourished just before the event. Second,

we have toted the numerical patterns of

extinctions to argue that the peaks were

neither high nor abrupt enough to please a

person of catastrophic bent—that is, we
have argued that pulses of extinction were

preceded by gradual declines lasting for

millions of years, and that the peaks them-

selves do not stand so noticeably above the

"background" rates of normal times.

Both these traditions were strongly

challenged in Indianapolis in a series of

separate and ostensibly unconnected pa-

pers that point to a common conclusion:

mass extinctions have been more fre-

quent, more unusual, more intense (in

numbers eliminated), and more different

(in effect versus the patterns of normal

times) than we had ever suspected. Any
adequate theory of life's history will have

to treat them as special controlling events

in their own right. They will not be fully

explained by the evolutionary theory we

have constructed for interaction among l

organisms and populations of norma

times—that is, by nearly all of conven i)

tional evolutionary theory as it now stands' f
The centerpiece of this unplanned as •

•

'

sault upon tradition lay in a paper pre

sented by Adolf Seilacher, professor of ge '

!

ology at Tubingen in Germany. Dolf is the

greatest observer I have ever had the privi ^
lege of knowing. He looks at common ob '

T j

jects, scrutinized by generations of re] ^
searchers, and invariably sees something an;

new and unexpected. This time he turnec :ma

his superior gaze upon the oldest of al *
metazoan (multicellular animal) assem] M
blages—the Ediacaran fauna. His papei m

offered a fundamental reinterpretation o l[

these fossils, complete with wide-ranging 1
(

implications for the entire history of life— L
and I sat spellbound as wave after wave o;

,(

expanded meaning cascaded over me.
| |q

About 570 million years ago, our mod :%

ern fossil record began with the greatest oi a\

geological bangs—the Cambrian explo ;or

sion. Within a few million years, nearly al! ^i

major groups of invertebrates with hare »?'

parts made their first appearance in th< T~

fossil record. For fully three billion year

before, life had been little more than

long sequence of bacteria and blue-greei

algae. But we do encounter one exceptioi

—first discovered in Australia but nov

known throughout the world—the Edia

caran fauna (named for the main Austra

lian locality). In rocks just predating thi

Cambrian explosion, we find a moderate!

diverse assemblage of medium to largi

(up to a meter in length), soft-bodied, shal

low-water marine invertebrates.

In the continuationist tradition that

identified above as a first strategy for soft

ening the impact of mass extinctions, pa

leontologists have always tried to identify

_
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the Ediacaran animals with modern

groups. Thus, we have Ediacaran jellyfish,

corals, and worms—a continuity of evolu-

tionary relationship across the greatest of

all geological boundaries. Yet, as I argued

just a few months ago in my column on

conodonts (July 1983), the traditional

ploy of forcing old and problematical ani-

mal fossils into modern taxonomic catego-

ries often fails badly. We must recognize

that the early history of life should be

studded with failed experiments—small

groups that never achieved much diver-

sity and bear only distant relationship with

any modern animal. We might expect that

our oldest fauna should contain a large

number of such curiosities—yet all

Ediacaran animals have been shoehorned,

often with considerable effort, into mod-

ern groups.

Dolf Seilacher now argues, turning the

old view completely on its head, that the

Ediacaran fauna contains not simply a few

creatures with no modern analogues—but

that every animal in it shares a basic mode
of organization quite distinct from the ar-

chitecture of living groups. The entire

Ediacaran fauna, in other words, repre-

sents a unique and extinct experiment in

the basic construction of living things. Our

planet's first fauna was replaced after a

mass extinction, not simply improved and

expanded.

Dolf began by showing that the similar-

ities of Ediacaran and modern animals are

misleading and superficial, and that the

Ediacaran forms could not work as their

supposed living counterparts. Nearly all

Ediacaran fossils have been falsely fit into

three modern groups: jellyfish, corals, and

segmented worms. Living jellyfish move

by contracting a prominent ring of con-

centric muscles located at the outer edge

of their bell; radial grooves for feeding lie

within the concentric muscles, toward the

center. But the so-called Ediacaran medu-

soids have a reversed arrangement that

could not work in the same way: concen-

tric structures surround the center, and ra-

dial grooves lie on the outside.

Modern alcyonarian corals ("soft" cor-

als, or sea pens) invariably bear distinct

branches, often springing from a common
stem. The branches must be separated so

that water, bearing oxygen and nutrients,

can reach the individual polyps (members

of the colony) growing on them. At first

glance, the Ediacaran "sea pens" look su-

perficially like their modern counterparts

in general shape, but they form a continu-

ous, quilted structure, not a set of sepa-

rated branches—and could therefore not

operate like a modern soft coral colony.

The Ediacaran "worms" are segmented

and bilaterally symmetrical like their sup-

posed modern analogues, but so are marl

other creatures—and such a basic and rj

peatable architecture need not imply clo:

relationship. In other respects, the Edi

caran creatures are most unwormlik

They may be up to a meter in length ar

flat as a pancake—more like films th;

the substantially thickened bodies of mo
modern segmented worms.

After tracing the differences betwef

Ediacaran animals and their suppose)

modern counterparts, Seilacher examine

the similarities that unite all Ediacar;

forms. They seem to share an architectu

only rarely utilized by modern animals- i

and not by any living creature ever links
i

to an Ediacaran fossil. They look like ri

bons, pancakes, and films, sometim

slightly "blown up" as air mattresses wi

a foliate or quilted structure.

The Ediacaran animals evolved befo

any creature had invented mineralize

skeletons or any external hard parts. Pi

haps their unique Bauplan (to use the o

venient German term for a basic sche:

of organic architecture), or "buildii

plan," records a pathway to large size th

animals without supporting hard par

might follow—light and thin structure

woven together for added strength. In ai

case, and following a favorite theme

these columns for more than a decade, tl

Ediacaran fossils seem to represent one

two possible solutions—the one not f<

lowed by modern animals—to the bas

structural problem of large size: the ii

posed decline of surfaces relative to vi

umes since surfaces (growing as leng

squared) must increase more slowly th;

volumes (growing as length cubed) as o

jects of similar shape get bigger. Since

many organic functions depend upon si

faces (respiration and feeding, to nan

just two) yet must serve the entire bod\

volume, this decline in relative surfa

cannot be tolerated for long.

Of the two possible solutions, mc

modern animals have retained the

rounded or globular shapes but ha

evolved internal organs to increase surfa

areas—lungs for respiration and the coi

plexly folded surface of the small intesti

for absorption of food, for example. A
other potential solution, followed rare

today but exploited by some large pai

sites, including tapeworms, permits lar

size without any internal complexity

changing the body's basic shape ir

something very thin—a ribbon or panca

—so that no internal space will be far frc

the external surface, the only locus of r

piration and absorption of food in the a

sence of internal organs. The Ediacar

animals, as a group, have followed tl

second pathway to large size and therefc
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In conventional reconstructions ofEdiacaran animals, they are depicted

as the ancestors ofmodernforms—jellyfish, soft corals, and worms.
from A View ol Lite, by S E. Luria. S J. Gould, and S Singer

represent a coherent fauna strikingly dif-

ferent from any modern counterpart in ba-

sic design.

Following a progressivist bent, I might

be gratified that life's first "try" used the

simpler of two solutions—a change in

body shape rather than an evolution of

complex internal organs. Be that as it

may, the important point remains that if

Seilacher is right, the Ediacaran fauna

represents a different, unique, and coher-

ent experiment in organic architecture

—

not a set of precursors for modern animals.

To emphasize this discontinuity, the first

Paleozoic fauna with hard parts, the so-

called Tommotian assemblage, is filled

with tiny tubed, coiled, and cap-shaped

creatures bearing precious little similarity

to Ediacaran forms. The ancestry of these

later creatures may reside in indirect evi-

dence for other Precambrian animals not

included among the Ediacaran fossils. We
have abundant records, through "trace

fossils" of feeding and burrowing tubes

but, alas, no "body fossils" as yet, of ani-

mals with more conventional rounded

shapes—a good source for later

Tommotian descendants.

Seilacher ended his paper with a stun-

ning argument. We have, he pointed out,

been searching with no success, and little

hope, for complex extraterrestrial crea-

tures, primarily because we wonder so

powerfully what an independent experi-

ment in the development of life might pro-

duce. How similar would it be with life on

earth? how strong a constraint does the

physics and chemistry of objects impose?

how different could life be elsewhere? It

now appears, however, that an indepen-

dent experiment occurred right here on

earth, expressing itself as the Ediaca

fauna, our first assemblage of multice

lar animals.

As for the theme of mass extincti

we used to say that the first era bound;

between Precambrian and Paleozoic sol

570 million years ago, was an anoml

marked by a profound radiation (

Cambrian explosion) but no previous

tinction. But if the Ediacaran fauna, ly

just below the base of the Paleozoi

strata throughout the world, represen

coherent and different experiment in li

architecture, then a major extinc

marks this initial boundary as well

first strategy for mitigating mass exti]

tion fails, and we trace little contin

across the opening and most profoi

boundary of life's complex history.

Other papers at Indianapolis c

lenged the second strategy by arguing

a greater separation in effect and ma;

tude of mass extinctions and events in

dinary times. Some conclusions of pri

ous years, already documented in t

columns, have paved the way: (1) An
teroidal impact as the source, or at I

the coup de grace, of our terminal Cn
ceous extinction (column of June 1 980

organisms, after all, can scarcely
"

pare" for such a trigger. (2) David Ra
estimate (column of November 1 980) t

a 50 percent extirpation of families

counted figure for the Permian extincti

might translate to as much as 96 pen

of all species (half the families mean m
more species since most species die w
out eliminating their families—a mor
elusive category—while the death

family must include all its species). Ft

removal so profound, we must serioil
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consider the possibility that entire groups

will be lost for purely random reasons. (3)

The calculation of Raup and Jack Sepko-

ski (column of August 1982) that major

extinctions stand higher and more dis-

tinctly above the background level than

previously recognized.

Some refinements and major surprises

were added to this growing theme in pa-

pers presented at Indianapolis. Jack

Sepkoski, a former student of mine now

flourishing mightily at the University of

Chicago, has spent years compiling the

most consistent and complete data set on

extinctions ever developed—a listing at

the family level that includes everything

from protozoans to mammals. With these

data, we finally have a basis for the fine-

scaled consideration of quantitative pat-

terns in extinction that this second strat-

egy demands. (Good science may require

genius and imagination, as these columns

so often emphasize, but never forget that

new conclusions are the fruit of hard em-

pirical work as well; without these labors,

highfalutin thought is so much waffling.)

Using the Sepkoski data, Raup and

Sepkoski have now identified a striking

cyclicity in mass extinctions for 225 mil-

lion years since the great Permian dying.

Every 26 million years, with eight hits and

just two apparent misses (a pattern too

regular and striking to be accidental on

statistical grounds), we find a peak of

mass extinction; all previously identified

major extirpations lie right on the highs of

this 26-million-year cycle. What cause

could yield a periodicity so regular, yet so

widely spaced? If we understand geology

aright, no purely internal process of cli-

mate, volcanism, or plate tectonics cycles

so regularly with such a long period. Raup
and Sepkoski therefore speculate that

some astronomical cycle must be in-

volved—a solar or galactic property, al-

though for the moment, we have no idea

what. If the cycles are so frequent and

caused by events so utterly beyond an or-

ganism's control or anticipation (how can

populations track a 26-million-year cy-

cle?), and if the mass extinctions shape

life's pattern so fundamentally, then mass

dying is not ordinary death extrapolated.

David Jablonski, a paleobiologist from

the University of Arizona at Tucson, then

added two cogent points to emphasize the

abruptness and the different character of

mass extinctions. For abruptness, Jablon-

ski noted that the raw data of mass extinc-

tions often include a long period of appar-

ently slow and steady decline among
groups that crash more profoundly at the

peak itself. These slow declines have long

been taken as a sign of continuity between

normal and mass extinction. But are they

.;

,

;.

real or an artifact of our imperfect geoloj

cal record?

For more than one hundred years, gei

ogists have sought terrestrial agents to i

sociate with mass extinction. The litany

long, yet all but one have failed—mou
tain building, volcanism, fluctuations

temperature, to name just a few old ai

unsuccessful favorites. Falling sea lev,
-

represents the one good correlation (ai

the 26-million-year-cycle theorists h
better take it into account). Nearly

mass extinctions are preceded by

marked regression of sea level.

Falling sea level may well be a caui

factor in extinctions (our fossil record 5
;

strongly biased toward shallow-water d -

rine invertebrates), but it also imposes I

obvious artifact upon the data. As s

level falls, fewer sedimentary rocks are c

posited to hold the fossils of these regn

sive epochs. Perhaps the slow decline th'

precedes most mass extinctions or

records the decreasing volume of av£

able rock for finding fossils, not a true a

gradual decrease presaging the later pea
1

Jablonski used a clever method to me
sure the potential artifact. Some forr

disappear from the record as sea le\'

falls, only to be found again when seas i

turn to deposit more rocks after the me
extinction itself. These temporary los^

must be an artificial effect of falling s«

and decreasing amounts of fossiliferc

rock. Jablonski refers to these reappeari

groups as "Lazarus taxa."

By counting the number of Lazai k

taxa that disappear before, but reappd a

after, a mass extinction, Jablonski can

timate how much of a counted slow

cline before a mass extinction might

the artificial result of less available rock

finding fossils, and how much must recc

a real and gradual event tying peaks

mass extinction with normal times befo .'

In some cases, subtraction of the La;|

rus taxa still leaves a residue of slow disd

pearance, and the pattern must be nil

(decline of ammonites before the Cre|

ceous extinction, for example). But la

many groups at the Cretaceous, measuri

slow decline can be explained entirely 1

the artifact of decreasing available rot.

Thus, the Cretaceous extinction, and o -

ers as well, may be more abrupt than ;

have previously realized. The asteroid

candidacy is strengthened, and its dor

nant role affirmed. Mass extinction

something quick and special.

Jablonski then examined the behav

of groups during normal times and dur

episodes of mass extinction to see if

could detect consistent differences tl

might accentuate the special character

mass extinctions. He found some intrij

f«
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subscription and only until the

end of 1984. There is a further

limit of one per order.

Displayed in the home, this

vibrantly life-like work will be

enjoyed, admired—and talked

about—by all who see it. A
superb example of Western art at

its exciting best.

To acquire "Challenging

Stallions," simply return the

accompanying Advance Order

Form no later than February 29,

1984. You need send no
payment now. But be sure

to mail your order to

The Franklin Gallery,

Franklin Center, PA 19091,

by February 29th.

Oil

ilirelj

Wens
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than

Dll'll'
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action

iown smaller than actual size of

'proximately 10" high x lOVz" wide
deluding base).

|d if
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jranklin

Gallery"

ADVANCE ORDER EORM

"Challenging Stallions" by Lanford Monroe
le Franklin Gallery

anklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

ease accept my order for "Challenging Stallions," an original

ulpture by Lanford Monroe, to be crafted for me in cold-cast bronze

id hand-finished, at the issue price of $195.*

l)
,

I need send no money now. When my sculpture is ready to be sent

me, I will be billed for a deposit of $39.* and, after shipment, for

e balance in 4 monthly installments of the same amount.

*P1hs mv state sales tax and a total of $2.50 for shipping and handling.

A limited edition.

Valid only if postmarked by February 2"

Further limit: One per order.

Signature

Mr. /Mrs. /Miss

-

Address

ALU O*0tl»« AAC JUBJtCT TO ACCCATANCB

PLCASC AAINT CL«AAt-»

City, State, Zip.



SAVE $1000 CRUISING

Compare our deluxe features on the ulti-

mate China experience and see how
you can save at least $1000 per person.

You'll cruise the legendary Yangtze
River in outside cabins aboard the
newly-built luxury ship MV THREE
GORGES, and explore by land the
must-see Golden Route cities of

Beijing, Shanghai, Xi an and Guilin.

Choose from five l7-to-24-day, fully es-

corted land packages, priced from only

$1,790 to $2,550, Mar. to Dec. Contact

Pacific Delight, a leader in travel to

China, for our free 56-page color bro-

chure. Then talk to the expert-your
travel agent.

$NORTHWEST ORIENT
" THE WORLD IS GOING OUR WAY

Pacific Delight Tours, Inc. .132 Madison Ave.. New York, NY 10016 nh2

Telephone: 212-684-7707 or 800-221-7179

Please rush me your 1984 YANGTZE RIVER EXPERIENCE" program.

City_ -Zip_

My travel agent is_

- ^t PACIFIC DELIGHT TOURSJNC. -'"""

CALEDONIAN
EDINBURGH'S ULTIMATE

GLENEAGLES HOTELS PLC
Combine Gleneagles with the Caledonian in Edinburgh for a truly

luxuriotis vacation in Scotland.

FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION

^-
,S===5:

S. 185 Madison Ave.. TheLeadingHotelsofthcWorld

( BTH ) New Vork NY 100l ° 111 8002236800
V^a^>X 800-22 11074 lR| Or call collect

NY & Canada call collect 12121684-1820 I\i 12121838-3110
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ing disparities. Some branches of the ev>

lutionary tree contain many species eithi

because new species form easily or to.

cause they are unusually resistant to e:

tinction once they arise. Jablonski cal
1

these "species-rich clades" as opposed i

"species-poor clades," or branches th;

never contain many species.

During normal times, species-ric
j

clades tend to increase their numbers c

species continually—and to win increa

ing numerical advantage over specie

poor clades. The environments of norm

times must encourage either rapid speci

tion or persistence thereafter. But wh
then, don't species-rich clades take ovi

the biosphere entirely? Jablonski fine

that these same species-rich clades fa

worse than species-poor clades durir

mass extinctions. The individual species

species-poor clades have wider geograph

ranges and broader ecological tolerano

than the narrow-niched taxa of speci'

rich clades. This geographic and ecolo^

cal breadth probably protects these sp

cies in extreme environments that ma
extinction must generate. These same fe

tures of breadth may cut down their ra

of speciation in normal times (fewi

opportunities for isolation and exploit

tion of new environments), thus renderir

their groups species-poor.

This contrary behavior of species-ric

clades in normal and catastrophic tim

preserves a balance that permits both sp

cies-rich and species-poor clades to flou

ish throughout life's history. More impc

tant in our context, it emphasizes ti

qualitative difference between norm

times and catastrophic zaps. Mass exti

tions are not simply more of the sa:

They affect various elements of the bi

sphere in a distinctive manner, quite d

ferent from the patterns of normal time

As we survey the history of life since tl

inception of multicellular complexity

Ediacaran times, one feature stands out

most puzzling—the lack of clear ord

and progress through time among mari

invertebrate faunas. We can tell tales

improvement for some groups, but in to

est moments we must admit that the h

tory of complex life is more a story of m
tifarious variation about a set of ba:

designs than a saga of accumulating exc

lence. The eyes of early trilobites, for

ample, have never been exceeded for co:

plexity or acuity by later arthropods. W
do we fail to find this expected order?

Perhaps the expectation itself is faul

a product of a pervasive, progressivist bi|

in Western thought and never a predicts

of evolutionary theory. Yet if natural

lection rules the world of life, we shoi

see some fitful accumulation of better a:
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^i ore complex design through time

—

5(
ill nidst all the fluctuations and backings

id forthings that must characterize a

'; -ocess primarily devoted to constructing

better tit between organisms and chang-

g local environments. Darwin certainly

16
1 ought so when he wrote:

«ii

Cli

Ml

¥>

ill

kc

Is
I

:cok

ie inhabitants of each successive period in

e world's history have beaten their prede-

:ssors in the race for life, and are, insofar,

gher in the scale of nature; and this may
:count for that vague yet ill-defined senti-

ent, felt by many paleontologists, that or-

inization on the whole has progressed.

I regard the failure to find a clear "vec-

a ii r of progress" in life's history as the most

jzzling fact of the fossil record. But I

diirj so believe that we are now on the verge

trie
l

; a solution, thanks to a better under-

arap: anding of evolution in both normal and

em utastrophic times. We need a two-tiered

spa iplanation for patterns (or nonpatterns)

the history of life.

I have devoted the last ten years of my
i rofessional life in paleontology to con-

mtl sructing an unorthodox theory for lack of

eirt upected patterns during normal times

—

fe-ie theory of punctuated equilibrium,

x: » I iles Eldredge and I, who must admit

ie i sponsibility for this particularly uneu-

tonious name, argue that the pattern of

normal times is not one of continuous

adaptive improvement within lineages.

Rather, species form rapidly in geological

perspective (thousands of years) and tend

to be highly stable for millions of years

thereafter. Evolutionary success must be

assessed among species themselves, not at

the traditional Darwinian level of strug-

gling organisms within populations. The
reasons that species succeed are many and

varied—high rates of speciation and

strong resistance to extinction, for exam-

ple—and often involve no reference to tra-

ditional expectations for improvement in

morphological design. If punctuated equi-

librium dominates the pattern of normal

times, then we have come a long way to-

ward understanding the curiously fluctu-

ating directions of life's history. Until re-

cently, I suspected that punctuated equi-

librium might resolve the dilemma all by

itself.

I now realize that the fluctuating pat-

tern must be constructed by a complex

and fascinating interaction of two distinct

tiers of explanation—punctuated equilib-

rium for normal times, and the different

effects produced by separate processes of

mass extinction. Whatever accumulates

by punctuated equilibrium in normal

times can be broken up, dismantled, reset,

and dispersed by mass extinction. If punc-

tuated equilibrium upset traditional

expectations, mass extinction is even

worse. Organisms cannot track or antici-

pate the environmental triggers of mass
extinction. No matter how well they adapt

themselves to environmental ranges of

normal times, they must take their

chances in catastrophic moments. And if

extinctions can demolish more than 90

percent of all species, then we must be los-

ing groups forever as a result of pure bad
luck among a few clinging survivors de-

signed for another world.

Heretofore, we have thrown up our

hands in frustration at the lack of ex-

pected pattern in life's history—or we
have sought to impose a pattern that we
hoped to find on a world that does not

really display it. Perhaps now we can navi-

gate between a Scylla of despair and a

Charybdis of comforting unreality. If we
can develop a general theory of mass ex-

tinction, we may finally understand why
life has thwarted our expectations—and

we may even extract an unexpected kind

of pattern from apparent chaos. The fast

track of an extraordinary meeting in In-

dianapolis may be pointing the way.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harxard

University.

LOME FISHTHELEGEND. ^ *& <* one Df he a t

nspoiled frontiers. Lakes and rivers runningl with sporting fish. Trophy fish cruising the oceans. Prize species you
in only catch here in Canada.

[ Our popular spots fill up well in advance. I So mail

l this coupon today for information on the I Great
: orthern Fishing Adventure . . . and a free /"Gone

Fishin'" sign. Hang
when you come

YES,D
send me my FREE "Gone Fishin'" sign

and information on "Fishing the Legend"
in the following areas of Canada:

D British Columbia D Manitoba D New Brunswick D Newfoundland Labrador

Zl Alberta Zl Ontario D Prince Edward Island Northwest Territories

D Saskatchewan D Quebec D Nova Scotia D Yukon

My main fishing interest is: Fresh Water D lakes D rivers/streams D boats

O stand up LZI ice-fishing

Salt Water D deep sea fishing D in-shore fishing

D small craft D surf casting

On fishing trips I like to stay at: lodges camps motels/hotels

D fly-in remote areas I—I other

My average fishing trip lasts: Z] a weekend or less LZI 1 week LJ 2 weeks ZJ longer

Mr. Mrs. Ms. Miss

/

First Name (PLEASE PRINT) Last

/

^ame

i /

Address Apt.

/

R.R.* P.O. Box

City State

( )

Zip Code

MAIL TO: Tourism Canada

P.O. Box 1122, Glenvicw, IL. 60025

Area Code Phone Number

Canada
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The PulitzerPrizi

but theircamera sta

1972. Feature: David Hume Kennedy. Camera: Nikon.

1976. News: Stanley/. Forman. Camera: Nikon.

1973. Feature: Brian Lanker. Camera: Nikon. \

1977. News: Neal Ulevick Stanley J. Forman. Feature: i\|

Camera: Nikon.

1981: News: Larry C Price. Camera: Nikon. 1982. News: Ron Edmonds. Camera: Nikon.



inners maychange>
ihesame.

1974. Feature: Sal Veder. Camera: Nike 1975. News: Gerald Gay. Feature: Matthew Lewis.

Camera: Nikon.

| 79. Feature: Boston Herald American Photographic Staff.

Camera: Nikon.

1980. Feature: Skater Hairier. Camera: Nikon.

In the past ten years, more Pulitzer Prize winners for

photography have used Nikons than all other cameras

combined.

That's because professional photographers earn their

livelihoods taking pictures. They throw everything

they've got into the task. Their time. Their talent. Their

physical strength. Some of them even risk their lives.

They want to be sure that the camera they use will

produce the results.

In the end, all that matters is a great photograph.

We would like to salute, and thank, the professionals

who year after year choose Nikons as a means to tha

end.

Nikon
fe«

:

3. News: Bill Foley. Feature: Jay Dickman. Camera: Nikon. We take the world's greatest pictures.



Inside the Earth
Speculation about the earth's core has varied over the centuries,

but one theory, proposed about fifty years ago, now seems to be correct

by Stephen G. Brush

t

What is inside the earth? If you could

dig a hole straight down to the center,

what would you find? This question has

long stimulated the imagination of story-

tellers and scientists, but in a way, the

speculations of the scientists have been

the more ominous. While dangerous jour-

neys to the underworld are standard fare

in myth and science fiction, the terrifying

creatures encountered below could be es-

caped by returning to the surface. Scien-

tists, however, suspect the earth's interior

may be the seat of powerful forces that

shape the earth's surface and can threaten

our lives with earthquakes and volcanic

eruptions.

Since our evidence about the earth's in-

terior is indirect and our inferences de-

pend on assumptions about how matter

will behave under conditions far removed

from ordinary experience, even today we
cannot be sure that our current theories

are correct. With the benefit of hindsight

we can see how some of the "discoveries"

proclaimed in the nineteenth century were

mistaken conclusions based on plausible

but false premises—while ideas qualita-

tively similar to those accepted today were

proposed earlier but subsequently aban-

doned. Thus, in order to understand to-

day's theories and judge their validity, we
must see how they emerged and what evi-

dence was used to establish them.

Magnetism provided one of the first

clues about the nature of the earth's inte-

rior. Before the seventeenth century, the

direction of a magnetic compass needle

was thought to be determined by influ-

ences from the heavens. But in 1600, Wil-

liam Gilbert, physician to Queen Eliza-

beth I and an enthusiastic investigator of

all natural phenomena, showed that the

needle is governed by magnetic forces

originating inside the earth. Using a spher-

ical piece of magnetic iron ore to simulate

the earth, he found that the pattern of

magnetic field lines around it matched the

pattern deduced from motions of compass

needles at various places on the earth's

surface.

Gilbert's result suggested that the earth

contains a substantial amount of magne-

tized iron. But was it entirely solid, like a

piece of iron ore? New evidence suggested

otherwise. As sailors brought back more

information about compass readings, sci-

entists noticed that the earth's magnetic

field seemed to be changing slowly with

time: the field pattern was drifting to the

west. This would seem to be impossible if

the field was produced by a solid perma-

nent magnet.

To account for the westward drift of the

earth's magnetic field, Edmund Halley

(known for his comet) proposed in 1691

that the field originates in a central core,

which is separated from the crust (the

solid shell that forms the earth's surface)

by a fluid region. Both crust and core ro-

tate eastward, but the core lags slightly

behind the crust so that the magnetic field

slips westward relative to the crust.

Halley's theoretical model—solid core

at the center, surrounded by a fluid and

then a solid crust—is remarkably similar

to the one we now accept, although Halley

did not specify the size of his core or the

depth of this fluid region below the crust.

But the modern explanation of the

earth's magnetic field is somewhat differ-

ent from that of Gilbert and Halley. Iron

has been found to lose its permanent mag-

netism at high temperatures. On the other

hand, the discovery was made early in the

nineteenth century that electric currents

produce magnetic fields. Since the earth's

I

:

core is thought to be very hot, scientis

now attribute the earth's magnetic field t

electric currents in the fluid region.

The idea that the inside of the earth

very hot dominated geological speculatic

throughout most of the nineteenth ce:

tury. Three kinds of evidence supporte

this idea. First, one could observe hot m
terial coming out of the earth in volcan

eruptions. Second, many rocks on tl

earth's surface seemed to have bei_

formed at high temperatures, by meltir

and recrystallization. Third, measur

ments of underground temperatures inc

cated that the average temperature i

creases steadily as one goes down belo

the surface. Moreover, if the rate of

crease remained the same, the temper

ture would exceed the melting points of

known rocks and metals at a depth of onj

fifty miles. Thus the solid crust cou

seemingly be no more than about fif|

miles thick.

Where did the earth's internal hei

come from? Most scientists assumed th

the earth had originally been formed froi

the sun's atmosphere and, according]

had started its life as a hot fluid ball th

subsequently cooled and solidified at t

surface. The present heat was a legacy

the earth's fiery birth.

The theory that the earth has a soil

crust only fifty miles thick surrounding|

hot fluid interior, combined with the

sumption that it has been cooling off sim

its original formation, provided a plausi

scenario for geological history. As t

fluid core cooled, it would contract, a;

the crust would sporadically collapse

adjust to the smaller size of the core. T
resultant bulges and wrinkles in the ci

would be continents and mountain rang

Earthquakes and volcanic eruptions pi
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Ibday's roads come with
standard features most cars
aren't equipped to handle.
day too many cars are de-

nned without enough regard

'the way most roads were
isigned.

ithout enough regard for the

izards of everyday driving,

ithout enough regard for the

er present threat of inclement
jather.

car as tough as the roads

tfitravels.

1

fortunately, Subaru has de-

™nned a complete line of cars for
"la

'8se realities. And we started
lluihg before it was fashionable to

^ e gave Subaru Front Wheel
|'ive for improved road holding,

ack and pinion steering for

jicker response. Independent
cPherson strut suspension for a

;l §

liiin

ike

better ride over rough roads. And
a dual diagonal braking system
for extra safety.

As a result, Subaru has a proven
record of durability and reliability.

A record achieved on real streets

and highways, not just on test

tracks.

You can't be sure of the road,

so be sure ofyour car.

Since driving conditions can go
from bad to worse in an instant,

we've added the option of
"On

Demand"™ Four Wheel Drive to

our Four Door Sedan and Two
Door Hardtop. Making Subaru
the only car company in America
with a full line of front to

"On
Demand " Four Wheel Drive

vehicles. Cars that give you
more traction when the road
gives you less.

This year the Two Door Hardtop
incorporates our latest innova-

tion. Turbo-Traction.™ It's our
unique combination of Fuel-

Injected Turbo Charging, "On
Demand " Four Wheel Drive,

and automatic transmission.

The result is unmatched ver-

satility for exceptional handling

under any conditions.

What's more, many dealers offer

Subaru Added Security. It's the

only extended service contract

backed directly by Subaru.

So why settle for a car built for

ideal roads, when you can have
a car built for real ones.

Inexpensive. And
built to stay that way.
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7days. 7 fabled ports.

And Venice.And Nice.

And the yacht-like Stella Maris.

*T/[roundItaly

Qruises

The perfect 7-day cruise whether

you start in Nice and finish in

Venice or start in Venice and

finish in Nice—spectacular beauty

and pure fun all the way. With the Stella Maris for your

plush private resort. Our Greek staff to spoil you as no

one else can— 110 in staff to 180 guests. And:

DUBROVNIK. The great Yugoslavian port of 7th

century origin. Dramatic cliffs, medieval walls, narrow

streets.

CORFU. See the light of this radiant Greek island, with

its joyous tavernas. An old Venetian fort lords it over

the harbor.

MALTA. An archaeological treasure trove, this lovely

island belonged to the Phoenicians, Greeks, Romans,

Carthaginians and Saracens.

TUNIS, Tunisia. Ah, the famous Casbah. And the

Bardo Museum, Belvedere Park, the nearby ruins of

Carthage.

COSTA SMERALDA. Italy's dazzling litde isle of 80

beaches, justifiably a magnet for the very, very wealthy.

ELBA, Italy. Here Napolean was exiled. And here you

will see the fascinating Medici Fortress and Molini Casde.

PORTOFINO. Make memories. Have dinner in the

romantic harbor of Italy's beautiful habitat of artists and

jet-setters.

OLYMPIA (Katakalon). The Olympic Stadium and the

famous ancient Greek statues, the Nike and the Hermes.

There are 14 Around Italy cruises, June through

September. Launch your plans now—see your travel

asrent or send for our brochure. Sun Line Cruises,

One Rockefeller Plaza, N.Y., NY. 10020. Or call

800-468-6400 or 212-397-6400.

Sun line Cruises
The Unique Fleet of the Cruise World.

Luxury ships of Grecian registr

icsivided evidence that the interior fluic's

still bombarding the crust and occasii-

ally breaking through it.

While this "contraction" theory n
popular among geologists, in the 18 is

physicists, such as Lord Kelvin, objecdi

that the earth's crust could not be so till

One argument came from analysis of m-||l

tion. Try spinning a raw egg and a hd-

boiled egg. The raw egg stops spinning'

most immediately because the semiflf

interior quickly damps the motion.
'

hard-boiled egg wobbles around its

but continues to spin for a minute or

The earth behaves more like the hi:

boiled egg, although this is not conclu:

proof that it is solid.

Kelvin found a stronger argument

the earth's solidity by reasoning about u

tides. The moon's gravitational force is

known to act on the oceans to produc a

high tide at the place directly under le

moon and also at the place on the dirciy

opposite side of the earth. (The aclal

tides are more complicated near a sho.)

If there were a fluid beneath the crust, le

same force would cause it to bulge id

push up the crust. A crust only fifty ms

thick would quickly be broken up by is

movement. Even if the crust werew

strong and elastic that it could rise and 11

with the internal tides without craclig

into pieces, there still would be a puze.

We would not observe ocean tides if k

ocean floor rises and falls with the octn,

since there would then be little or no o-

tion of the water relative to the crust.

Lord Kelvin

Wellcome Institute Library. London
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II American-Hawaii Cruises: See the real Ha-

aii on a 7 day cruise. Visit 5 ports, 4 islands,

ruise fares start at $895. Call 800-227-3666

, r a free brochure.
into

COIN i American Postal Commemoratives: Signed

ID id numbered prints commemorating the

jjly, |ilympics. Prints bear Olympic stamps and spe-

al postmarks. Also available: Babe Ruth and

treelcar prints. Free brochure.
Ml,

It

Art Display Company. We make custom lu-

te display cases to protect, preserve, and dra-

.atize valued art objects, ships models, collect-

iles, etc. Send for information or call (804)

2-2299 for estimate.

Is il

OR

id

cracl

apilj- Artisans Guild Int'l. Catalog of museum
jality scaled replicas featuring: The Bronzes of

iace; China's Incredible Buried Army; Trea-

lres of King Tut; Mythical Creatures; numer-
or not '

JS early Roman statues.

crusL

L.L. Bean—Send for FREE Spring 1984

lalalog. Features quality apparel and footwear

|ir men and women; dependable outdoor sport-

lig gear, home and camp furnishings. All fully

laaranteed.

The Caledonian: The most luxurious hotel in

Idinburgh, Scotland. Overlooks Edinburgh

lastle and dominates West End of Princes

Itreet. . . . heart of Edinburgh—excellent for

|usiness or pleasure.

Cunard's Great Alaska Breakthroughs!

J'niquc 7-day Vancouver/Anchorage cruise ev-

|"y Saturday, May to Sept. Mt. McKinley by

lain. New special-interest tours. Competitive

|rices. Free deluxe brochure.

Europabus offers ideal European vacation

Jbckages. Tours include transportation, all over-

lights, half or full board, and all sightseeing

lith multi-lingual tour guides.

Himalaya offers walking trips focusing on
lie cultures of remote Nepal, China/Tibet,

l.ashmire/Ladakh, Sikkim, Bhutan, and more,

lend for descriptive material.

10. Homespun Crafts: 22 pages full color. Heri-

lige Collection of accessories. Cotton bed-

lireads, table ensembles, pewter, brass, hand-

lrafts, curtains. Come shopping with us . . . free

Ktalog.

11. Inclinator Co. of America: "Elevette"—the

modern home elevator—is custom built and

serves 2 or more floors of your home. Send for

free literature. Manufactured by Inclinator Co.

of America.

12. Jeffrey Norton: Learn a foreign language

on your own: Full-length courses in 36 languages

from Audio-Forum. Free catalog.

13. Joseph Van Os Nature Tours: An extensive

yet intimate view of nature at a relaxed pace.

North American, South American, and African

itineraries thoughtfully planned and managed.

We are one of the best.

14. Kiawah Island: Ten miles of secluded

beach, Nicklaus and Player golf courses, two

tennis centers offering 24 courts at a resort vil-

lage by the sea, 21 miles from Charleston.

Thirty-page color magazine.

15. Nature Expeditions International. Thirty

different wildlife and cultural expeditions to

unique environments on five continents. Small

groups led by experts. Complimentary bro-

chure.

16. Newfoundland and Labrador Tourism

—

Discover a place unlike any other in North

America. Experience our traditional music,

foods, stories, arts and crafts. Breathtaking

mountains, seascapes. Free brochures.

17. Nikon FE2. With exclusive high speed (1/

4000 sec.) titanium shutter, offers you the ease

of automatic photography, the creative advan-

tage of manual and the most advanced flash sys-

tem ever. Send for a full color brochure.

18. Overseas Adventure Travel. Adventure...

Specialists in photo/wildlife safaris in East Af-

rica including Serengeti Camping Safari, Mi-

gration of Wildebeest, Rwanda Gorilla safari.

Botswana River Safari. Treks to Nepal. La-

dakh. Burma, etc.

19. Pacific Delight Tours. China: Free 56 page

color "China Experience" * Brochure features

30 different, fully escorted tours, 15-25 days,

March to November.

20. Princess Tours. Alaska Cruise/Tours. Sail

a Princess Tours Love Boat through the Inside

Passage and explore Alaska by land, too. Bro-

chure.

21. Raymond & Whitcomb Co: Voyages of

yacht Argonaut carry discerning travellers in

comfort and style to particularly appealing

places in Europe, many inaccessible by other

means. Free brochure and trip calendar.

22. Safari World— 1 5 days to Kenya. Feature
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Physicists could point out other phe-

nomena that ought to occur if the earth

has a fluid layer underneath a thin crust

—

phenomena that we don't observe. For ex-

ample, a major earthquake should occur

whenever the moon is directly overhead

because of the tidal bulge in the hypotheti-

cal internal fluid. There does seem to be a

statistical correlation between earth-

quakes and the position of the moon, but it

is so weak that it was not detected until

quite recently.

Like many controversies in science, this

one stimulated the participants to seek

more evidence for their theories. Lord

Kelvin suggested that experiments should

be done to measure the tides of the solid

earth—that is, the vertical motion of the

earth's surface associated with lunar and

solar positions—in order to determine the

rigidity of the earth. The results seemed to

confirm Kelvin's claim that the earth is

"as rigid as steel." By the beginning of the

twentieth century, geologists had been

forced to accept the doctrine that the

earth is completely solid. Not only did

they abandon the contraction theory as an

effective explanation of mountain build-

ing and earthquakes; they were also reluc-

tant to consider any horizontal movement

of parts of the earth's crust, since a solid

moving through a solid would encounter

enormous resistance. Thus when Alfred

Wegener proposed his theory of continen-

tal drift in 1912, it was rejected on

grounds of physical impossibility.

But attempts to measure the tides of the

solid earth led to an unexpected discovery

that eventually overturned Kelvin's the-

ory. The first apparatus sensitive enough

to measure surface motions accurately, a

special pendulum constructed by the Ger-

man scientist Ernst von Rebeur-Pasch-

witz, was also the first to detect earth-

quake vibrations that had passed through

the inside of the earth. On April 1 8, 1 889,

a major earthquake was registered on the

seismograph at the Imperial University in

Tokyo, although apparently the focus was

so deep that there was little disturbance on

the surface and most residents were not

even aware that an earthquake had oc-

curred until they read about it in the next

day's paper. Just sixty-four minutes after

the impulse was recorded at Tokyo,

Rebeur-Paschwitz observed the distur-

bance on his instruments at Potsdam and

Wilhelmshaven. The seismic waves had

gone a distance of more than 5,000 miles,

but through the body of the earth, at an

average speed of more than a mile per sec-

ond.

From that moment on, the science of

seismology, previously limited to the

study of local catastrophes, provided a

new method for analyzing the structure of

the entire earth. Rebeur-Paschwitz sug-

gested that an international network of

seismological observatories be set up to

record data on standard instruments. He
did not have a chance to participate in this

project, for his brilliant career was cut

short by his death from tuberculosis at age

thirty-four. But his dream of a global seis-

mology was realized early in the twentieth

century when it became possible to com-

pare the time it took for seismic waves

from an earthquake to arrive at various

points on the earth's surface. The paths

taken by the waves, and the variations in

velocity along the way, could then be re-

constructed. Eventually, each depth was

found to have a characteristic velocity

Richard Dixon Oldham
The Royal Society. London; A.C. Cooper

that could provide information about the

nature of the material at that depth.

An Irish geologist, Richard Dixon Old-

ham, was one of the first scientists to ana-

lyze seismic wave paths inside the earth.

In his report on a 1 902 earthquake in Gua-

temala, Oldham concluded that the earth

has a core in which the seismic wave veloc-

ity is substantially lower than it is in the

surrounding material. He suggested that

waves entering the core at an oblique an-

gle change their direction, just as a beam
of light is refracted when it enters a me-

dium (such as glass or water) in which its

speed is less than it is in air. A spherical

core would bend seismic waves entering at

different angles, and they would be bent

again on leaving, in such a way that a

"shadow zone" is created. An observer

within the shadow zone would not detect

these waves.

Further refinement of seismological

analysis led to a very accurate determina-

tion of the size of the core by Beno Guten-

berg in 1912. Gutenberg established tl

a sharp change in wave velocity—a (•

crease of more than 30 percent—occurs,

a depth of 1,800 miles below the eart:

surface (a little less than half the eart.;

radius).

At about the same time, Andrija fv.

horovicic, a Yugoslavian seismologi,

found a smaller but significant change i

velocity at a surface that is about this

miles below the ocean floors and thin

miles below the continents. The region I-

tween this surface and that discovered

Gutenberg is now called the mantle oft:

earth. Thus, the Mohorovicic discontir-

ity (the Moho) is the boundary betwei

the earth's crust and mantle, while t):

Gutenberg discontinuity is the bounds'

between mantle and core.

As recently as 1925 seismologists s|l

accepted Lord Kelvin's view that the en-

tire earth is solid. They assumed that t:

changes in seismic wave velocity at va- d

ous depths beneath the earth's surface e:

due, not to changes in physical state (sol I

or fluid), but to changes in the density|
r

the material resulting from variations i

chemical composition. Accordingly, t:

reduced velocity in the core was attr-

uted to its being made of iron, a very der:

substance, whereas the mantle is made"

rocky material, which is less dense.

What about the evidence that the ean

is very hot, and therefore fluid, insic!

Physicists who favored a solid earth hi
-

two counterarguments. First, they km'/

that the melting point of most substanc;

is raised by applying pressure; the hii ..

pressures inside the core might keept

solid despite its high temperature. S<-

ond, the discovery of radioactive miner

;

in the crust obviated the necessity of -

suming that the temperature continues)

increase at greater depths; the heat gen -
'

ated by radioactivity might provide an -
i

ternative explanation for the observatic; \:

near the surface. Such observations, - -

eluding volcanic eruptions, may tell > l

:

nothing at all about the state of matr

deep inside the earth.

But seismological data already ob-

tained information about the physid

state of the earth's interior. The theory f

wave propagation, developed by ma-
ematicians in the first part of the nii-

teenth century, provides a way to dist-

guish between fluids and solids. The
should be two kinds of waves: longitw-

nal, in which the substance is successive

compressed and expanded, and trai-

verse, in which the substance is twisted, i

seismology these are known as P wa\5

and 5 waves, respectively. (Think of P\a-

pull and Shake waves.) Longitudiil

waves can go through any substance th

30 Natural History 2/84
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resists compression and tends to return to

its original volume when the excess pres-

sure is removed—this is true of ordinary

solids, liquids, and gases. But transverse

waves can travel only in substances that

have elastic resistance to twisting and tend

to return to their original shape; this is true

only of solids, not fluids.

Oldham had first distinguished P and S
waves in records of an 1897 earthquake in

India. But the evidence in seismograph

records was rather difficult to interpret,

and several years elapsed before Oldham
decided that he had never really seen S
waves going through the earth's core. By
1914 he suspected that the core fails to

transmit 5" waves because it is fluid. Gu-

tenberg, however, was so confident that

the core is solid that he published a graph

ofS wave velocities inside the core, calcu-

lated by assuming that they were propor-

tional to the P wave velocities that he had

determined there.

By 1925, seismologists knew fairly well

that no impulses from earthquakes had

been observed to pass through the core in

the form of S waves. This knowledge

might have persuaded them that the core

is fluid, and indeed this is the argument

usually given in modern textbooks. But a

stronger argument was required to over-

come the conviction, established by Lord

Kelvin, that the entire earth is "as rigid as

steel."

Conclusive proof that the core (or at

least a large part of it) must be fluid was

provided by the British scientist Harold

Jeffreys in 1926. His best argument was

that the rigidity of the mantle, which

could be determined fairly accurately

from the velocities of seismic waves, is

much greater than the average rigidity of

the earth as a whole, as determined, for ex-

Harold Jeffreys

National Portrait Gallery, London
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ample, from tides of the solid earth.

Hence, a compensating region of very low

rigidity, that is, a fluid, must exist in the

core. Jeffreys showed that all the other ev-

idence, especially that 5" waves never went

through the core, agreed with this conclu-

sion.

Jeffreys's new model of the earth still

left the mantle completely solid down to a

depth of 1,800 miles, and thus gave no

help to advocates of continental drift. He
is still one of the major critics of that the-

ory. Nor did it vindicate imaginative writ-

ers, such as Jules Verne and Edgar Rice

Burroughs, who postulated open spaces

where humans and animals could live in-

side the earth. (A recent motion picture

was based on a 1 922 book, At the Earth 's

Core, by Burroughs, best known as the

creator of Tarzan.) Geologists, physicists,

and biologists would agree that the pres-

sure and temperature in the earth's core

are so high that no conceivable form of life

could exist there.

A journey down through the earth's

crust to the top of the mantle is not quite

beyond the limits of present-day technol-

ogy. In the 1 960s a group of American sci-

entists proposed to drill through the ocean

bottom to penetrate the Mohorovicic dis-

continuity. The Mohole Project was aban-

doned because of escalating costs, but it

might be feasible in the twenty-first cen-

tury.

One further discovery was needed to

complete our present picture of the physi-

cal structure of the earth. In 1936 the

Danish scientist Inge Lehmann noted that

seismic waves passing close to the earth's

center seem to encounter a surface where

the velocity jumps suddenly by a small

amount. To account for this phenomenon,

she proposed that there is an "inner core"

with a radius of about 800 miles. Her hy-

pothesis was soon confirmed by other

seismologists. There is now strong (al-

though indirect) evidence that the inner

core is solid.

A few years after the solid and fluid re-

gions of the earth had been established,

another controversy erupted, this time on

the chemical composition of the core. Is it

really iron, as scientists had supposed

since Gilbert's pioneering work on magne-

tism?

That assumption was reinforced late in

the eighteenth century when estimates of

the total mass of the earth became pos-

sible. The average density of the earth was

found to be about 5.5 (taking the density

of liquid water as one). This is more than

twice the density of most rocks found on

the surface. So there must be a compen-

sating high-density region (with densities

of perhaps 8 to 15) in the center. Iron is

the only abundant element known to ha\

a high enough density. Its density is 7.8

;

atmospheric pressure and presumab'

would be somewhat higher at the highi

pressures inside the earth.

Further support for the iron-core h;

pothesis came in the nineteenth centui

from the analysis of meteorites. These ol

jects were thought to be remnants of t|

primordial material from which the pla

ets were formed. Since many meteorih

were made of iron, a reasonable suppos

tion was that the earth contained a larj!

amount of iron. But the new physics ari

astronomy of the twentieth century su|

gested that this conclusion might tj

wrong.

Before 1 900, scientists thought of ma'

ter as composed of hard impenetrable a>

oms. A gas could be compressed to

smaller volume because there is a lot <

Ernest Rutherford
The Royal Society. London

empty space between its atoms. But a li-
','

uid, and especially a solid, should be re.'- Ul

tively incompressible because neighbc- ii

ing atoms are already in contact. Th;
!

rocky material could be squeezed to a de

sity as high as that in the earth's inter!

seemed inconceivable; that a light sdj

stance such as hydrogen could be ex-

pressed that much was even more v-

likely.

After the New Zealand physicist I-

nest Rutherford proposed in 1911 that t :

atom is mostly empty space, with alm<t

all of its mass concentrated in a tiny r-

cleus, the idea of compressing matter tci

much higher density no longer seemed i-

surd. Astronomers quickly suggested tK

this is what happens in stars, where a co:-

bination of high pressure and high te-

perature strips the electrons from t*

shells surrounding the nucleus. (The;

r \
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shells ordinarily define the atom's size and

keep other atoms at a distance by electric

repulsion.) Under somewhat less extreme

conditions such as those at the center of

the earth, the atoms might retain most of

their electrons but still be squeezed to a

significantly higher density.

The impetus for considering elements

other than iron as constituents of the

earth's interior also came from astrophys-

ics. In 1929, American astronomer Henry

Norris Russell showed that the sun's at-

mosphere is mostly hydrogen; iron is

present only in very small proportion. Pre-

vailing theories of the origin of the earth

still assumed that it was formed from the

sun's atmosphere, or else that both came
from the same primordial material. Thus

the most natural hypothesis would be that

the earth originally contained a large

amount of hydrogen. The earth's high

density could be attributed either to

strong compression of hydrogen at the

center or to escape of hydrogen into space

and concentration of heavier elements in

the interior or to some combination of

these two processes.

In 1941 two Swiss scientists, Werner

Kuhn and Alfred Rittmann, adopted the

first possibility and proposed that the

earth's interior contains a large proportion

of hydrogen. Calculations based on the

new quantum theories of the atom indi-

cated that hydrogen atoms might indeed

lose their electrons at the high pressures in

the earth's core (more than a million times

atmospheric pressure). But even then the

density of hydrogen would still be less

than one (less than that of liquid water).

Therefore, compression of hydrogen could

not account for the earth's average density

of 5.5. If the earth ever contained a large

amount of hydrogen, most of it must have

escaped.

A more plausible hypothesis was pro-

posed in 1949 by the British scientist Wil-

liam Ramsey. He suggested that the earth

had formed from material with a chemical

composition similar to that of the earth's

crust and mantle: silicon, oxygen, magne-

sium, and iron with smaller amounts of

other elements. As the earth condensed, it

remained chemically homogeneous. The

outer shell would solidify, but the high

pressure at the center would break down

the atomic structure to produce a dense

liquid. Some of the electrons would be

squeezed out of the atoms so the liquid's

behavior would be like that of a metallic

conductor of electricity. In this way the

earth's magnetic field could be generated

in its liquid core, even if very little iron

were present.

Ramsey's hypothesis came at the right

time to stimulate new experimental as

1A ISJjTiiBii History 7/84

well as theoretical research. The difficult

and dangerous technique of compressing

samples to high densities by explosive

shock waves was being perfected in the

United States and the Soviet Union

—

partly for the development of nuclear

weapons, partly for basic research on the

properties of materials. At the same time,

calculations based on quantum theory,

which are very complicated for elements

other than hydrogen, were assisted by fast

electronic computers.

The outcome was a decisive refutation

of Ramsey's hypothesis. Rocky material

just does not have high enough density at

the pressures in the earth's core. More-

over, it probably does not become a liquid

electrical conductor at those pressures, al-

The interior ofthe earth is divided into

crust, mantle, outer core, and inner core.

Joe LeMonmer

though there is still some disagreement on

this point. Geophysicists therefore still be-

lieve that the primary constituent of the

core is iron.

Why, then, should we even mention

Ramsey in reviewing ideas about the in-

side of the earth? Like Lord Kelvin's the-

ory that the earth is completely solid,

Ramsey's hypothesis that the earth has

the same chemical composition through-

out has been discarded. But, like Kelvin,

Ramsey did have an impact on the devel-

opment of earth science. Just as Kelvin

forced geologists to consider physical ef-

fects such as tides in speculating about a

fluid layer beneath the crust, so too Ram-
sey persuaded geophysicists that theories

about the earth's core should be consistent

with a plausible hypothesis about the

earth's origin. Those who think that the

core is iron now accept the obligation to

explain how the iron got there. As a result,

new theories of the earth's history have

been developed.

Nor is Ramsey's hypothesis completely

annihilated by theoretical calculation:

and experimental tests. Indeed, both the

ory and experiment showed that pure iroi

is too dense at the pressures estimated fo

the earth's core and must therefore bi

combined with some lighter substance

One possibility is oxygen. A "rusty" (iroi

oxide) core might even have formed by

;

process that started in the way propose!

by Ramsey, with a homogeneous mixtun

of silicon, oxygen, iron, and other ele 1

ments. Chemical reactions at the mantle-

core boundary could have separated ou

the iron and some of the oxygen, whicl

then stayed in the core while the rest of th<

material formed the mantle.

Consideration of the processes b;

which the core might have formed lead

directly to theories about how the core in

teracts with the mantle and indirectly in

fluences the surface of the earth. Accord

ing to the currently accepted theory o.

plate tectonics, the mantle, even though i

responds like a solid to short-term distui

bances such as earthquakes, can behav

like a liquid over longer time periods. Cor

vection currents in the mantle carry mate

rial upward through the midocean ridge

and help to recycle the plates when the;

are pushed downward at trenches. The er

ergy source that drives these convectio; s

currents is presumably located in the corf a

and the nature of their motion must be ir

fluenced by what happens at the mantle'

core boundary. Factors such as radioactiv

ity, electromagnetism, the earth's rot?

tion, solidification, and chemical reaction

may all be involved.

So, if you dig straight down, you wi

probably not encounter a hot liquid fift

miles under the crust, thanks to Lord Ke'

vin. You will have to drill through 1,80

miles of a substance that seems to be soli

rock but is actually in extremely slow mo

tion. Then, at Gutenberg's discontinuit;

you will enter the core, containing the f

ery liquid that Kelvin thought he had bar

ished but that Jeffreys restored. Yoi

chemical tests will show that the liquid

mostly iron, but, remembering Ramse;=

you will wonder how the iron got there an

why it contains some lighter elements. F;

nally, if you can somehow travel to th

center of the earth, where no man he

been before, you will recall that a womai

Inge Lehmann, got there first (at least i

thought); and you can confirm that the ii

ner core is solid. The ghost of Edmun
Halley will whisper, "I told you so!"

j
*t(

Stephen G. Brush is a professor ofthe hi.

tory of science in the Department of Hi.

tory and the Institute for Physical Sc

ence and Technology at the University <

Maryland, College Park.
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What Struck Tunguska?
A brilliant fireball over Siberia early in

this century max haxe been a small asteroid

by Stephen P. Maran

Three-quarters of a century after a mas-

sive object from interplanetary space ex-

ploded over the Tunguska region in cen-

tral Siberia, astronomers are still debating

what it was. Despite fanciful ideas attrib-

uting the event to the collision of the earth

with a small black hole, the explosion of a

nuclear power plant in an alien spaceship,

or the impact of a chunk of antimatter,

many astronomers in recent years have

held that the object was a small comet.

Others have maintained the earlier view

that it was a meteoroid. A recent analysis

suggests that the Tunguska object, which

fell on June 30, 1 908, was a small asteroid

that disintegrated in midair.

Some definitions may help here. Aster-

oids are minor planets, ranging in size

from the biggest, Ceres, with a radius of

about 300 miles, downward to hundreds of

thousands of nameless asteroids with radii

of less than two-fifths of a mile. Meteor-

oids are smaller solid objects in interplane-

tary space. They come in two general vari-

eties: rocky meteoroids (which are what

scientists usually mean they they refer to

meteoroids) and cometary meteoroids.

Rocky meteoroids are composed of stone,

nickel-iron, or both. Most rocky meteor-

oids that enter the earth's atmosphere dis-

integrate in flight, but some reach the

ground. These are termed meteorites.

Probably composed of loosely held to-

gether rock dust, cometary meteoroids are

so fragile that they always disintegrate in

the atmosphere. Their presence is re-

vealed as they collide with air molecules,

producing the luminous phenomena we
know as shooting stars. Rocky meteoroids

also are luminous as they pass through our

atmosphere. A very bright meteor, either

a rocky or a cometary type, is called a fire-

ball. The different meteoroids and aster-

oids have different orbits.

That so much has been written and

speculated about the Tunguska event is

not unreasonable when one considers the

magnitude of destruction. The forest was

leveled for hundreds of square miles along

the track of the incoming projectile. Rein-
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deer were killed, but no human fatalities

were recorded. Many persons felt the

tremors from the explosion. Possessions

were hurled to the floor in some homes,

and at least one farmer was said to have

been knocked unconscious from his porch,

about thirty-seven miles from ground

zero. All around this point, trees were lev-

eled, their trunks falling in a radial pat-

tern. At ground zero itself, some trees re-

mained standing but were shorn of their

limbs. During the next few nights follow-

ing the event, the sky was bright over parts

of Europe and western Asia, apparently

due to airborne dust from the explosion.

Fanciful reports about the Tunguska

explosion are not new. Soon after the

event, a Siberian newspaper reported that

the explosion was due to the fall of a mete-

orite near a railway junction, where a train

crew and passengers allegedly saw the

red-hot fallen meteorite from a safe dis-

tance. This story helped inspire the first

scientific expedition to the region, which,

unfortunately, did not set forth until 1921.

Neither local inhabitants, passing railway-

men, nor the participants in the 1921 ex-

pedition to Tunguska and subsequent ones

ever found a meteorite. In fact, the Sibe-

rian newspaper account was blatantly

false, since freshly fallen meteorites are

not red-hot but rather cold to the touch

and sometimes covered with frost. The
only relevant material recovered from

Tunguska consists of microscopic par-

ticles. Recent laboratory analysis of eight

such particles (which I will discuss further

on) confirms their extraterrestrial origin

but does not prove whether they are mete-

oritic or cometary matter.

Another contemporary Siberian news-

paper, in a more likely account, told that

peasants in the village of Nizhne-Kar-

elinsk sighted a brilliant fireball and heard

a loud crash, followed by the appearance

in the distance of a forked tongue of

flame. This newspaper, published in Ir-

kutsk, reported that the villagers of

Nizhne-Karelinsk, amidst the weeping of

old women,"thought that the end of the

bid

"::

world was approaching. In the end, it wa

decided to send a messenger to Kirensk t

find out the meaning of this phenome

non." What the messenger, who had t

ride 200 versts (about 130 miles) soutl

learned is unknown to me, but I am iir

pressed by the latest investigation, whic

demonstrates that the Tunguska objec

could not have been a comet and probabl

was a small asteroid.

This investigation, by Zdenek Sek;

nina, an expert on comets and meteors a

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Past

dena, California, reviews all previous n .

ports on the Tunguska explosion. Sekc

nina puts together a new analysis of th
:

orbit, atmospheric entry, and explosion

the interplanetary visitor. He calculate .

that an asteroid one to two hundred yan

in diameter exploded in midair at an alt

tude of about five miles. Two phenomen
devastated the forest: the shock wave th

swept along the ground path of the incoir,

ing projectile and the blast from the expk

sion. That blast produced the radial pa.

tern of felled trees around ground zero.

Early Soviet accounts of the Tungusk .

event assumed that the incoming objec

actually struck the earth. This is unlikel

in view of the failure of several expeditior

to find evidence of a crater and the lack a

reliable eyewitness reports that the fin,

ball continued beyond the point of expk

sion. Several local depressions attracte.

the attention of the first Soviet explorer;

but these have since been identified

characteristic features of the local Sibt

rian terrain. Few investigators in th

USSR or elsewhere now believe that th

Tunguska object struck the ground.

That the Tunguska object did not reacj

the earth may be less significant than ths

it penetrated so far into the earth's atmc .

sphere before exploding. Comets are ei.

tremely fragile and often break up in inte

planetary space (see "The Splitting c

Comet West." Natural History, Decen

ber 1976). If the Tunguska object was

comet, as previously suggested by severi

astronomers, it would have entered th

1
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irth's atmosphere at a speed of about

ineteen miles per second. At this tremen-

dus velocity, the air would seem to pile

p in front of the falling object and exert a

emendous aerodynamic pressure. When
n object is subject to a pressure that ex-

,l

- ;eds its compressive strength, it shatters,

y Sekanina's calculations, before the

!

)lid nucleus of the putative comet pene-

rated down to the altitude of five miles at

,;
' hich the explosion occurred, the aerody-

amic squeeze would have exceeded the

f; impressive strength of iron, let alone of

imetary ice. Thus, if it was a comet, the

& unguska object should have exploded or
[-oken up much sooner than it did.

If the Tunguska object was a large

leteoroid or small asteroid, it would have
; itered the atmosphere at a more modest

ilocity of about nine miles per second.

; erodynamic pressure on the falling body
;: ould have been much less. If the Tungu-
m :a object was a very large stone meteor-

:e,
l d (or small stone asteroid) of the most

immon variety, called an ordinary chon-

rite, its compressive strength would have

:en large enough to withstand the pres-

ire of atmospheric entry until it reached

ist about the altitude where it exploded.

Had the Tunguska object been a comet,

\ le failure to find fragments of rock or

on from the explosion would be under-
' andable. Any cometary ice that reached

le ground probably would have melted

;fore the first scientific expedition

:ached the site thirteen years later. The
^ ck of recovered fragments is, however,

more concern if the Tunguska object

as an asteroid or meteoroid and thus

'ade of stone or iron. We have to assume

lat either there are fragments, which

a" 1 '1 ive been overlooked by repeated Soviet

:ientific expeditions, or that the incom-

;g object, bigger than a football field,

lattered totally into dust in the explosion.

he latter assumption is probably correct.

The recent laboratory analysis men-

cmed earlier showed that the microscopic

articles from Tunguska are enriched in

le element iridium and contain other evi-

m

m i

ira

'satil

are a

« »l(

dence of extraterrestrial origin. The chem-

ist who arrived at this conclusion,

Ramachandran Ganapathy, a respected

specialist on extraterrestrial materials at

the J.T. Baker Chemical Company, in

Phillipsburg, New Jersey, reported that

traces of the shattered object were dis-

persed around the globe from the far

northern latitude of Tunguska to the Ant-

arctic icecap. A core from the icecap

shows that precipitation in the Antarctic

during 1908 contained four times more

iridium than earlier years (found in lower

layers of the ice core). During 1909 and

the next few years, the ice was similarly

enriched in iridium. Then the iridium con-

tent drops back to its original level. This is

strong evidence that particles from the

shattered Tunguska object, which we can

now identify with fair certainty as Se-

kanina's proposed asteroid, were borne

around the world by atmospheric cur-

rents. From the amount of iridium depos-

ited in Antarctica (only a small percent-

age of that deposited around the whole

earth) and the amount of iridium in a typi-

cal stony meteorite, Ganapathy has calcu-

lated an approximate total mass of the

Tunguska object. The result, several mil-

lion tons, is consistent with the estimated

mass of Sekanina's asteroid.

This is the strongest case yet that the

Tunguska object was a small stony aster-

oid. However, the hard evidence is slight

and the extrapolation great. One way to

confirm the conclusion would be to ob-

serve with modern instruments the fall of

another asteroid. However, if such an

event occurs, I hope it will be over an unin-

habited area. Fortunately for mankind, if

not for science, the earth is likely to en-

counter an asteroid of comparable mass

only once in 2,000 to 1 2,000 years.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

tist in the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and

Solar Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space

Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

The opinions expressed in this article are

his own.
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Invaders atHome on the Ran#
A Eurasian grass, accustomed to being trampled and kicked about,

transformed our western grasslands in just afew decades

by Richard N. Mack

The 1 893 World Exposition was North

America's fin-de-siecle event. Held in

Chicago to commemorate the quadricen-

tenary of the landing of Columbus in the

New World, the exposition seemed to en-

compass all of human endeavor, from

technology and commerce to archeology

and religion. Taking an ostentatious inter-

pretation of the exposition's theme, the

American exhibitors trumpeted the

achievements of the many immigrants

and their descendants who in "four centu-

ries of unexampled prosperity" had trans-

formed a largely uninhabited land into an

energetic nation more than sixty-three

million strong.

Unknown to exposition visitors, events

were beginning to unfold two thousand

miles to the west that would illustrate

some of the deleterious effects of this 400-

year-old age of discovery and settlement.

There, another immigrant—this time a

plant—was entering a region where it

would flourish and spread. As a result, im-

mense tracts of native perennial bunch-

grasses from southern British Columbia to

central Nevada would be converted in lit-

tle more than forty years to monotonous

swards of the invader, cheatgrass, or

downy brome (Bromus tectorum). The

consequences were profound for both

plants and people.

The evolutionary steps leading to this

ecological invasion had been set in motion

long before. With the rise of the Cascade

Range and the Sierra Nevada about six

million years ago, maritime air streams,

which had previously moved inland unim-

peded for hundreds of miles, were de-

pleted of much of their moisture upon en-

countering the mountains. The climate in

the region between the newly risen moun-

tains and the older Rocky Mountains,

known as the intermountain west, became

increasingly arid, and forests of temperate

broad-leaved species were eventually re-

placed by more xerophytic vegetation, in-

cluding grassland.

These new grasslands were quite differ-

ent from those in the middle of the con-

tinent—the Great Plains—which had

formed millions of years earlier when the

emerging Rockies blocked moisture-laden

winds from the west. Although the Cas-
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Native vegetation in the region between the Cascade Range/
Sierra Nevada and the Rocky Mountains evolved largely

in the absence oflarge, hoofed herbivores and never

developed defenses against heavy grazing and trampling.

When cattle were introduced in the last century, many
oftheplants proved highly vulnerable.

John Marshall

M



Andrew Kratz. Washington Natural Heritage Program

cades and the Sierra Nevada lowered the

amount of precipitation received in the in-

termountain west, they did not alter the

annual distribution of rainfall. In much of

this region, rain falls mainly in autumn

and winter; summers are dry and may be

rain free for thirty days at a time. In con-

trast, rainfall in the Great Plains is con-

centrated in spring and summer and is

characterized by a "June bulge" of pre-

cipitation.

Furthermore, the intermountain grass-

lands are dominated by bunchgrasses,

that is, plants that grow in groups of erect

stems, each tuft appearing as if held in a

bunch. In the Great Plains, the prominent

grasses are rhizomatous, meaning that

they form a sod, a continuous dense mat of

stems and roots. This major difference in

the morphology of dominant grasses of the

two regions may be related in part to the

differences in the seasonal distribution of

precipitation. The rhizomatous species of

the Great Plains appear to require a grow-

ing season that extends into the summer
months, and they may be excluded from

the intermountain west by its summer
aridity. The western bunchgrasses avoid

seasonal drought by becoming dormant in

summer; growth, including production of

seeds, is mostly over by mid-July.

The intermountain west's lack of photo-

synthetically active grasses throughout

the summer may explain a distinction be-

tween the two regions that was noted by

the first European explorers: enormous

herds of bison roamed the mid-continent,

but the grasslands west of the Rockies

supported few of these animals even prior

to settlement by Europeans. With inter-

mountain grasses staying green through-

out the summer only along stream courses

and valley bottoms, green forage" was

sparse. This paucity of actively growing

grasses may have severely restricted calv-

ing, for large native ruminants in north-

erly latitudes need green forage for several

months after spring calving to support

milk production. It may be more than a

coincidence that all the bison remains

found on the Columbia Plateau, the north-

ern sector of these intermountain grass-

lands, have been in valleys.

Thus, the grass communities of the in-
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termountain west, unlike those of the

Great Plains, evolved largely in the ab-

sence of large, hoofed herbivores. This

factor, like the difference in climate be-

tween the two regions, had great signifi-

cance for grasses that persisted in each re-

gion. Bison cannot be likened simply to

large lawn mowers; these animals have ad-

ditional impact through their trampling,

wallowing, and defecating. Trampling

may be especially important, as is indi-

cated by the very different ways plants

may respond to it. If a piece is kicked

away from the mat of a rhizomatous grass,

for example, it may be replaced by propa-

gation from the sides of the hole; the dis-

lodged piece may even reroot. On the Great

Plains, bison have long been agents of

natural selection, encouraging the evolu-

tion of plant features, such as the produc-

tion of prostrate rhizomes, that enable the

grasses to tolerate the animals' activities.

And as is characteristic of coevolution,

cause and effect have looped back on each

other: through their disturbance of these

grasslands, the bison selected for certain

features in the grasses; the summer-activ

grasses that persisted then maintained tb

bison, insuring further disturbance.

In contrast, many bunchgrasses, includ

ing those of the intermountain west, are ir

tolerant of trampling. If heavily trampled

the plants may die because further propa

gation from the damaged stems is ur

i*

BR:

b

likely. Some of the western bunchgrasse i

also show little ability to replace leaf are

if grazed. Without bison, coevolution a,

seen in the Great Plains was never a pos

sibility in these western grasslands. Ante

lope, elk, and deer were present, but thei

smaller numbers and, probably more irr

portant, their lower body weight pre

vented them from being as strong a selec

tive force as bison.

Against this evolutionary backdrop

European settlers entered the intei

mountain west in the mid-nineteenth cer

tury. By the 1850s, semiferal cattle wer

being routinely maintained on open rang

in the Columbia Plateau to supply beef fo

mining camps as far away as Montana am

British Columbia. Use of these grassland

':•



While badfor native vegetation, the

arrival ofcattle in the interinountairt

west paved the wayfor many exotic

plants. Cheatgrass, one ofthe most
successful, has spread like a carpet,

left, over many disturbed grasslands

in the region. Part ofthe weed's

success is due to its bristly seeds,

below, which disperse by catching on to

the bodies ofgrazing cattle.

Richard N Mack

» 'or cattle expanded with the influx of set-

J'lers after the Civil War. Wheat farming

I /as also attempted, but after several crop

ailures, it was deemed a risky enterprise

'
' xcept in a few isolated settlements, such

|
' s near Walla Walla, Washington, and the

kew Mormon settlements in Utah. The

'iorthern part of the region witnessed a

and boom when farmers discovered that

[

: hey could improve crop success by plani-

ng wheat on the upland soils rather than

lin the heavy valley soils and by sowing au-

umn-germinating "winter" wheat, which

I > attuned to the annual cycle of precipita-

i ion in the region, rather than spring-ger-

i ninating varieties.

Settlers had little difficulty tilling the

oils of the intermountain west, which lack

he matted sod of the rhizomatous grasses

ho the east. (The absence of sod, however,

I .Iso meant that the construction of sod

L louses, such a characteristic feature of

|
he Great Plains, was impossible.) Once

l >lowed. a field required little maintenance

>ecause, in contrast to the sod-forming

|;rasses, the native bunchgrasses do not

readily propagate. By 1 890, farm acreage

in the Columbia Plain of Washington was

in excess of two million acres.

The plowed fields and grazed, trampled

rangelands brought a level of disturbance

to these grasslands that they had not ex-

perienced before. The damage to the

rangelands went beyond the cattle's direct

impact on the bunchgrass, for another fea-

ture of these grasslands is a prominent,

fragile layer of mosses and lichens. This

thin crust of slow-growing and very small

organisms forms a matrix of vegetation

about the vascular plants. Bunchgrasses

and other higher plants native to the re-

gion, such as sagebrushes, often occupy

less than half of the area in an undisturbed

community, so the mosses and lichens are

conspicuous. Even minimal use of the

community by large animals can destroy

this living crust, providing sites for colo-

nization by weeds. In the early settlement

days, such disturbed sites were colonized

mostly by native annuals. But to an ever

increasing extent, species foreign to the re-

gion, brought accidentally by the settlers,

came to occupy these sites to the virtual

exclusion of the native colonizers. While

chance events influenced which weeds ar-

rived, the expansion of cattle ranching and

widespread adoption of a cer,eal agricul-

ture, based mainly on the cultivation of

wheat, largely determined which among
this list of aliens would become prominent

in their new environment.

Wheat has been cultivated for millen-

nia, time enough for strong selection to op-

erate among weedy invaders of wheat

fields. Many weeds, particularly some Old

World representatives of the large grass

genus Bromus, exhibit seasonal cycles,

dispersal mechanisms, seed sizes, and

environmental tolerances similar to those

of wheat. Unhappily for farmers, these

features mean that once in a field, the ag-

gressive bromes may usurp water, nutri-

ents, and space, thereby drastically reduc-

ing crop yield. As acreage in wheat

expanded in the intermountain west, entry

via adulterated seed lots of the weeds of

wheat, including bromes, was inevitable.

The first specimens of Bromus tectcrum
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Cheatgrass (thepredominant ground

cover on this site in Turkmenistan.

USSR} originated on the Eurasian

steppes. There, grazed by camels and

other large mammals and subjected to

frequent droughts, cheatgrass evolved the

traits that guaranteed its success in the

seasonally dry cattle country ofthe

intermountain west ofthe United States.
Richard N- Mack

•«"•*?;«r

were collected between 1889 and 1894 in

wheat-growing districts of British Colum-

bia. Washington, and Utah. While we will

probably never know the precise time of

its first entry, the absence of cheatgrass

from comprehensive pre-1889 collections

suggests that it probably did not arrive

much before then.

During the years bracketing the World

Exposition in Chicago, some settlers of the

intermountain west began to fear that the

burgeoning livestock industry was in jeop-

ardy. The palatable and once dominant

bunchgrasses were found to be intolerant

of livestock and to have irregular and low

seed production, low germination rate,

and poor competitive ability. Repeatedly,

doomsayers forecast that the native

grasses would be completely lost. With ill-

founded enthusiasm, the region's promot-

ers claimed that "another class of vegeta-

tion, no less nutritious has succeeded it."

This other class of vegetation—in fact,

marginally nutritious herbs and grasses

—

included cheatgrass.

Cheatgrass originated in the arid

steppes of Eurasia, where it acquired a

number of features that preadapted it for

the climate of the intermountain west.

Like many annuals native to the region,

cheatgrass is able to survive the prolonged

seasonal drought by passing the summer
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as a seed. With the resumption of rain in

autumn, seeds germinate readily. The

early autumn rains, however, may be

highly irregular, with rainless periods of

more than a month, and cheatgrass seed-

lings may die during such droughts. But

this immigrant, unlike many native spe-

cies, is not confined to one germination

season. Instead, seeds may germinate in a

series of "pulses" throughout autumn and

even winter, each pulse occurring within a

few days after rain. Late winter and spring

rains may cause additional seeds on the

same site to germinate.

We do not know yet why one seed ger-

minates in early autumn while a seed

nearby remains dormant until spring, but

such responses in other species are known

to be caused by heritable variation among
seeds. These pulses in germination are

probably also a result of the different rates

at which seeds fall through the straw of

plants produced the previous year and

land on a site conducive to germination.

Desiccation, frost heaving, and frost in-

jur}' may each kill some plants, but the va-

riety of germinating times assures that at

least some plants will survive until June to

produce seeds. Competition from other

species is withstood by rapid establish-

ment of the root system in autumn. Even

within a sward of cheatgrass, plants may

be slowed in their rate of growth by com
petition, but they seldom die.

In its native Eurasian habitats, cheat

grass evolved in continual association wit!

large herbivores, including horses anc

camels. This gave it several additional ad

vantages in the new environments createc

by settlement of the intermountain west

Cheatgrass can withstand repeated graz

ing, often regrowing from the meristem a

the soil surface. Losses through trampling

are less serious for an annual than for a pe

rennial (assuming the annual has time t(

set seed) since there is no advantage ii

prolonged parental life. Furthermore, fre

quent disturbance by large, trampling ani

mals would have selected for rapid ger

mination and growth. Not only were tht

native perennial bunchgrasses unable tc

tolerate the accelerated rate of destruc

tion by livestock, but also the native annu

:.
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Unlike the native grasses ofthe

intermountain west, the sod-forming

grasses ofthe Great Plains evolved in

tandem with bison and can tolerate a

great deal ofabuse. Even when a piece

is kicked clear out ofthe sod, it may
reroot where it lands.

Gary Withey

If
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Is and the seedlings of native perennial

rasses were unable to withstand compe-

tion from cheatgrass in disturbed sites.

About the turn of the century, cheat-

rass was detected with increasing fre-

uency in the intermountain west, al-

lough it was not yet abundant. Collec-

ts, both government range workers and

rofessional plant collectors, repeatedly

Hind the plant in cultivated fields, in

owns, and along railroad sidings. Besides

ntering the region in adulterated seed

)ts, cheatgrass accelerated its expansion

y hitching rides on the extensive railroad

/stem along which wheat and cattle were

hipped. Livestock fur provided an obvi-

us (and perhaps overstated) mode of dis-

ersal for the bristly cheatgrass seeds. Ad-

itional seeds were probably spread along

'ith cattle bedstraw discarded along rail-

Dad sidings.

Occasionally, well-intentioned research

may have hastened the spread. In re-

sponse to public concern, the newly estab-

lished Washington Agricultural College

and School of Science actually investi-

gated Bromus tectorum as a possible re-

placement for native bunchgrasses, which

were proving so vulnerable to grazing.

Seeds sent from the U.S. Department of

Agriculture in Washington, D.C., were

sown at the college's experimental farm in

Pullman on April 1 5, 1 897. The seeds ger-

minated and grew vigorously, but the in-

vestigators apparently abandoned the ex-

periment when the plants died later that

spring. Some seeds from this deliberate in-

troduction probably germinated unno-

ticed the following autumn, and as a re-

sult, Pullman may have become another

early point of entry for the grass.

Cheatgrass became widespread and lo-

cally abundant during the first decade of

the twentieth century as the last of the na-

tive grasslands were settled. Plotted in

terms of the area occupied through time, a

sigmoidal, or S-shaped, pattern of inva-

sion emerges: slow initial spread limited

by small populations and the number of

points of entry, later a rush of range ex-

pansion limited only by the reproductive

rate of the annual grass, and eventually,

complete exploitation of suitable habitat.

The initial spread did not cause wide-

spread concern, for there was no indica-

tion of the coming meteoric increase in the

grass's range. The 1914 annual report of

the county agent for Okanogan County,

Washington, reflects the rapid changes

that followed. He reported that "thou-

sands of acres are being almost taken by

this 'cheat.' Everyone is alive to the seri-

ousness of the problem." Contemporary

accounts from north-central Oregon and

northern Utah were much the same. Fal-

low fields sown with wheat seeds in the au-

tumn were dominated by cheatgrass the

following spring. Bewildered farmers in

the intermountain west and elsewhere sur-

mised that the wheat had somehow

changed into this unwelcome weed,

"cheating" them of their crop—hence the

origin of the term cheatgrass.

Events after about 1915 moved swiftly.

More and more of the grazed rangeland

was occupied by cheatgrass while the

weed continued to occur in grain fields. By

the 1 930s, county agents were referring to

"cheatgrass lands"—often whole counties

in which the alien had become the most

prominent grass. In A Sand County Al-

manac, Aldo Leopold best expressed the

extent and seeming suddenness of this

transformation: "one woke up one fine

spring to find the range dominated by a

new weed."

The assemblage of features that al-

lowed cheatgrass to invade this area have

also largely prevented its eradication. A
grass capable of germinating over an

eight-month span is almost impossible to

eradicate completely in the seedling stage.

Mowing a field after early spring, for ex-

ample, makes little difference since ihe

developing seeds are already viable and

capable of germinating the following au-

4^



Soon after its introduction into the

intermountain west, cheatgrass began

appearing in wheatfields as well as on

the rangelands. By 1914, the scale of

invasion had reached economically

seriousproportionsforfarmers in

some parts ofthe region.

Harald Sund, Image Bank

tumn. Even if fire or disease destroys all

vegetative plants, new plants will emerge

from seed reserves in the soil. Further-

more, reentry is always possible, for the

original avenues of transport are still avail-

able to the weed. And this grass, pre-

adapted to the two main ecosystems that

emerged with settlement, has little trouble

adjusting as land is converted from range-

land to cultivated field and back again.

Not having seen this continent before

European settlement, we cannot easily

comprehend the extent and the perma-

nence of ecological change. For example,

the appellation Bluegrass Country con-

veys to most of us an image of pastoral

scenes in Kentucky. To ecologists it also

denotes the replacement of the natural

vegetation by the introduced bluegrass

Poa pratensis. The transformation of the

vegetation in the interior valley of Califor-

nia as a result of Spanish settlement paral-

lels the events in the intermountain west;

some of the same native grasses were dis-

placed by aliens, including bromes, in a

region with few large native herbivores.

Species replacement was so complete in

Kentucky and interior California that we
have only a sketchy picture of the preset-

tlement vegetation. Even in the inter-

mountain west, our knowledge of the na-

tive colonizers is incomplete.
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These "great historical convulsions" of

the earth's biota, as they were called by

ecologist Charles Elton, undeniably have

adverse consequences for native species

and, often, for human activities, but they

can be of immense value to ecologists.

They provide opportunities for eyewitness

accounts of population change, rather

than just retrospective views. Unlike a na-

tive, which may show little year-to-year

change in population dynamics, a success-

ful invader is an anomaly in nature. In its

new home, the alien species is free from

many of the constraints that limited its

population size in its native environment,

and it may undergo a boom. The freedom

is temporary, however, and eventually, the

species encounters constraints to its ex-

pansion. Ecologists are then able to docu-

ment the influence of these constraints

over time on each stage in the invader's

life cycle.

Happily, the study of alien species can

have practical applications. The more pre-

cisely we learn which constraints limit the

distribution and abundance of an alien

plant, the more we will understand how

these and similar factors act on native spe-

cies as well. As a result, our ability to con-

trol the fate of those species we wish to

cultivate, as well as those we choose to

eradicate, will be improved.



Much ofthe remaining undisturbed

grassland ofthe intermountain west is

dominated by clumps ofbunchgrasses

and sagebrush (the blue-green shrubs

along and behind thefence). Between

these largerplants is afragile layer

ofmosses and lichens.

Joel W. Rogers
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Resting at the surface, apredacious diving beetle, below, draws

air into a chamber beneath its wings. With thisportable air

supply the beetle can stay submergedforfifteen to thirty

minutes. Havinggrabbed a victim such as a dragonfly larva,

right, the beetle ascends to the surfacefor a meal.

j

I^^HHB
All photographs from Peter Arnold

Water Tigers
Photographs by Hans Pfletschinger

Predacious diving beetles are not for your garden pond.

Fiercely carnivorous, they can readily dispatch small fish, frogs,

and newts. The European species pictured (Dytiscus margin-

alis) hunts at night, using its refined senses of smell, taste, and

touch to locate prey.

The larvae, called water tigers, are even more rapacious, often

consuming creatures far larger than themselves. Lacking inner

digestive systems, they drive their powerful jaws into the prey,

pump in digestive juices, then suck the victims dry.

Mature larvae, about two inches long, dig into the moist earth

on shore, where they enter the pupal stage. Weeks or months

later, depending on ambient temperatures, a beetle returns to

the water to resume a life of predation.
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After biting theplant to make sure it is alive, afemale beetle^

below, deposits banana-shaped eggs in slits cut on the plant's

leaves and stem. Two to six weeks later, the larvae hatch,

bottom. A beetle larva has sunk its mandibles into the larva

ofa newt, right. After injecting digestivefluids, the beetle

larva will suck out the prey's liquefied innards, leaving

behind a bag ofskin.
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Shown actual size. Thomas Chippendale secretary

and candlestand, and cabriole-leg armchairfrom the

Colonial American Antiques Miniature Furniture Collection.
t*



Q)lonial ^American ^Antiques
Miniature Furniture Collection

Now you can own prized antiques re-created in

authentic, true-to-scale miniature.

3ne of the great legacies of our

civilization is the glorious furniture

.1 the American colonial era. Few of the

iriceless originals remain and the best,

vorth hundreds of thousands of dollars,

re to be found only in museums and

Mislinguished private collections.

Now, The House of Miniatures is proud

o present the greatest American

ntique furniture and furnishings—

.n a collection of museum-quality

ii inia

I

iires ready for display in

our home.

An historic collecting "first"

Consider the Thomas Chippendale secretary

liown at left (c.1750). The desk elegantly

ecaptures the cabinetry and exquisite detail-

ng that so delighted the wealthy colonial

ilanters. The top is ornamented with a bold

igee moulding. The arched glazed doors open

>n two storage shelves. The three large drawers

ire adorned with solid brass escutcheons

md keyplates.

This same attention to detail is evidenced

n each fine miniature. The cabriole-leg arm-

hair is distinguished by the curved crest

ail, the pierced back splat (center support of

hair), and the graceful cabriole legs and

jail feet. The Chippendale candlestand is

qually authentic, from its serpentine top

lown to the curved legs and ornately carved

ledestal. Each antique is historically accurate,

•e-created in miniature l/12th scale. . .the scale

nost used by knowledgeable miniaturists.

This custom-designed cabinet, yours at no

additional cost, will enhance any decor, and is

'he perfect showcase foryour miniature collection.

Furniture, an illustrated booklet

about classic American antiques.

Your Colonial American Antiques

Miniature Furniture Collection will

not be available in any store. It can

only be acquired direct from The
House of Miniatures. The collection

of furniture and accessories will be

issued in 18 monthly shipments,

each consisting of a beautifully

crafted furniture piece or acces-

sories in pewter, china or brass. The
first Colonial miniature you receive

will be the Thomas Chippendale

desk. Send no money now. You will

be billed in convenient monthly install-

ments of $24.50* with each shipment of

the collection.

To subscribe to this historic collection,

simply mail your Reservation Application to

The House of Miniatures. 80 Newbridge

Road, Bergenfield,

New Jersey 07621.

All the elegance and charm of antiques — such as

the WILLIAMSBURG" Pewter Miniatures-
are faithfully crafted in true-to-scale miniature.

Authentic miniature accessories

complete your furniture collection

The collection comes with charming acces-

sories to complete each setting. You'll

receive elegant WILLIAMSBURG

"

tableware— cast in fine pewter, burnished

and polished. Only The House of Miniatures

is authorized to produce these

incomparable miniatures for The
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation.

In addition, authentic miniature

accessories— such as 17th-century

Japanese Imari porcelain . . . floral

bouquets. . .delicate doilies and pil-

low. . .even solid brass wall sconces—
make this a complete and unprece-

dented collection.

Custom-designed cabinet

at no additional charge

So that you may fully display and

enjoy your collection of antique

furniture, a custom-designed cabinet

will be provided at no extra charge.

And, to further enhance your

pleasure, you will receive without

charge the Guide to American Solid brass knobs and key plates.

Lid and drawers actually open and close.

I RESERVATION APPLICATION

Postmark requested by April, 30, 198-1.

The House of Miniatures
Craftmark Inc., 80 Newbridge Road, Bergenfield, New Jersey 07621

Please enter my subscription for the Colonial American Antiques Miniature Furniture Collccti

My collection, beginning with the Thomas Chippendale desk, will be senl to me in 18 monthly

shipments, each consisting of a beautifully crafted furniture piece or accessories in pewter, chi

or brass. I will also receive a custom-designed cabinet and the Guidi to American Furniture

additional charge. I am sending no money now. 1 will be billed in convenient monthly installment

$24.50* with each shipment of my collection.

Signature

D Mr. Mrs.

Ms. D Miss.

All subscriptions are subject I

(please print!

Address

City . Slate _ . Zip_

|_ 'plus sh i pping, handlins and sales lax.
i:l984Crafi

|
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Afemale baboon rakes intently through

anotherfemale'sfur, lookingfor ticks.

The groomee characteristically looks

away, wary ofdirect eye contact that

might stop the groomer. Bouts last

several minutes and both partners are

groomed.
Carol D. Saunders 1



Little Things That Tick Off Baboons
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Yellow baboons at Amboseli National Park
can fool some of their parasites some of the time

by Glenn Hausfater and Reed Sutherland

On the plains north of Mount Kiliman-

jaro, old female Scar walked over and sat

next to her daughter Cete in the shade of

an acacia tree. After a few seconds, Scar

turned her shoulder prominently toward

Cete, who immediately responded by

picking through her mother's fur. Cete

shortly pulled from Scar's shoulder a

large, black tick emblazoned with an art

nouveau design. Both mother and daugh-

ter smacked their lips exaggeratedly at

this sight. Cete placed the delicacy in her

mouth and, while still chewing, resumed

grooming her mother's coat.

Scar and Cete are two of the approxi-

mately 200 yellow baboons for which the

Amboseli National Park of Kenya serves

as home. Similarly, this particular tick

species, Rhipicephalus pulchellus, is one

of many different kinds of parasites for

which Amboseli baboons themselves pro-

vide a home, although in the parlance of

parasitology they are more properly called

hosts.

Since 1971, Amboseli baboons have

been the focus of ecological and behav-

ioral studies by a team of scientists under

the direction of Stuart and Jeanne Alt-

mann of the University of Chicago and
Glenn Hausfater of the University of Mis-

souri (see Natural History, September

1982). The Amboseli studies, like many
that have been done of primates in their

natural environment, have had a strong

emphasis on what baboons eat (foraging

ecology) and conversely, on what eats ba-

boons (predator-prey relations). Only re-

cently have researchers begun to explore

the complex host-parasite dynamics in-

volving Amboseli baboons and to under-

stand how parasites both affect and are

affected by the behavior and ecology of

baboons. We would hardly be so brash as

to claim that a Rhipicephalus tick scram-

bling through the grass toward a resting

baboon is as spectacular a sight as the

bounding charge of a snarling leopard.

But the Amboseli studies suggest that

these almost imperceptible creatures may
be just as important as the large cats in in-

fluencing the ranging, feeding, and social

behavior of baboons and several other pri-

mate species.

A parasite is a plant or animal that lives

in prolonged, intimate contact with an-

other organism and can grow and repro-

duce only by feeding on that organism's

tissues and resources. The parasites of

wild mammals are generally divided into

those that live inside the host's body (en-

doparasites) and those that live attached

to the host's skin or fur (ectoparasites). In

baboons and other nonhuman primates,

common endoparasites include round-

worms (or nematodes), tapeworms, and
flukes, all three of which are referred to

collectively as helminths. Various patho-

genic species of protozoans and bacteria

found in baboons are also generally con-

sidered intestinal parasites, even though

other species of these same microor-

ganisms in primate digestive systems are

beneficial symbionts. Common ectopara-

sites of Amboseli baboons and other pri-

mates include fleas, ticks, lice, and mites,

although a few of the latter (called lung

mites) have actually managed to colonize

the respiratory pathway and are thus tech-

nically endoparasites. Contrary to popular

opinion, many endoparasites and ectopar-

asites cause little pain or damage to their

host. This is particularly true of the more

highly coevolved and evolutionarily older

host-parasite relationships.

The Amboseli project has maintained a

strict policy of noninterference with the

subject animals, meaning that the ba-

boons are not fed, trapped, or otherwise

manipulated. Nevertheless, this did not

prevent team members from collecting a

small sample of feces from individual ba-

boons shortly after they had defecated

and gone on their way. Then, just as a vet-

erinarian might look for parasites in a fe-

cal smear from one's pet, B. Jean Meade
and D. F. Watson of Virginia Polytechnic

Institute similarly examined samples

from each Amboseli study animal. Using

other techniques, they were able to extract

and identify intestinal parasite ova from

small samples of preserved feces and

thereby monitor changes over time in ova

emissions by individual baboons. This in-

formation was then used to determine if

the age, reproductive condition, or social

status of a baboon influences the number

and kinds of parasites that it harbors.

Since Amboseli baboons showed few

S5



clinical signs of parasite infection, re-

search team members were surprised to

discover that nearly all individuals, in-

cluding young infants, have a large com-

plement of intestinal helminths. In fact,

the average adult animal harbors four to

five species of helminths, as well as several

species of protozoan parasites; a single fe-

cal sample might contain as many as 100

nematode ova per gram. Several previous

laboratory and field studies have shown

that a well-fed host can often support large

numbers of parasites without showing any

external signs of blood loss, tissue damage,

or inflammation. However, if a drought

reduces the availability of food or an in-

jury prevents the host from feeding, clini-

cal symptoms appear rapidly and may kill

the animal. More frequently, the weak-

ened and malnourished host falls victim to

one of its predators or to disease.

Far and away the most common intesti-

nal parasites recovered from Amboseli ba-

boons are helminths of the genera

Trichuris, Trichostrongylus, and Abbre-

viate. The first two have very similar life

cycles. Baboons become infected with

Trichuris and Trichostrongylus by swal-

lowing their eggs or larvae, which are

found as contaminants in the soil adhering

to the baboons' food plants. The larvae

mature in the gut of the host baboon, then

mate and produce eggs, which are dis-

persed via the host's feces. The third com-

mon helminth, Abbreviata, undergoes the

first part of its development in an insect

such as a grasshopper or dung beetle. Ba-

boons get infected with this parasite when

they eat the insect intermediate host, and

the worm then spends the rest of its life in

the baboon's intestinal tract. Other hel-

minths found in Amboseli baboons infect

their host by penetrating the skin, the way
hookworms do, rather then by an oral

route.

Clearly, baboons get infected with all

these intestinal nematodes by direct con-

tact with larvae or ova. Thus, a major re-

search effort has focused on trying to de-

termine the most likely site of this contact.

Since parasite ova and larvae are dis-

persed in the baboons' feces, members of

the research team faced the very nasty job

of finding out where and how frequently
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baboons defecate and if the choice of defe-

cation site influenced parasite transmis-

sion. Sparing the reader details of method-

ology, we will say merely that fresh feces

desiccate rapidly on the open savanna and

that this is generally lethal to parasite ova

and larvae. In contrast, both ova and lar-

vae remain viable and infective for a sub-

stantially longer time directly beneath the

trees where baboons sleep.

Although baboons spend most of their

waking hours feeding on the open savan-

na, their day always begins and ends at

one of several groves of acacia trees within

their home range. Baboons sleep in the

trees at night as a refuge from large cats,

and in just a few nights they deposit a con-

siderable amount of fecal matter on the

ground below.

Early in the morning, baboons spend

some time resting, feeding, grooming, and

sunning themselves beneath their trees.

During this period, which may last a few

minutes or a few hours, they are exposed

to infective ova and larvae in their own fe-

ces. Multiple soil samples obtained be-

neath baboon sleeping trees averaged

more than 1 00 adult and larval nematodes

per ounce. The yield from these samples

was proportional to the soil's distance

from the center of the grove. Samples ob-

tained just outside the shadow of the grove

or in the open savanna contained virtually

no larvae at all. These data point to the ob-

vious conclusion that the baboons' own

sleeping sites were the primary source of

contact with their intestinal parasites.

Even in the relatively moist soil beneath

the baboons' sleeping trees, parasite ova

and larvae cannot live forever. The eggs

are rapidly attacked by soil fungi, and

both eggs and larvae may be eaten by the

myriad dung beetles active in Amboseli.

Hausfater and Meade wondered if ba-

boons might outsmart their parasites by

avoiding a grove with a high density of in-

fective parasites until the natural causes

of egg and larval mortality had reduced

parasite numbers to a minimum.

Through a series of controlled experi-

ments, these researchers were able to de-

termine that the ova and larvae in baboon

feces have a fairly regular hatching and

mortality schedule, based partly on envi-

ronmental conditions and partly on thei

species-specific life cycles. Larval hate]

ing hits a peak two to four days after fee;

deposition, and the larvae become inf&

tive shortly thereafter. However, four tj

five days later, larvae will have died off ti

nearly the same level as when babooi

first used the grove. Thus, approximatel

nine days from the first time baboons use

grove, it becomes "safe" for reuse.

Each of the two main study groups c

Amboseli baboons—Alto's group an

Hook's group—uses about fifteen t

twenty different acacia groves for sleep

ing. Often these groves are just a few hur

dred yards apart, although both group

use sites widely scattered throughout th

thirty-square-mile study area. Ambose
baboons are not territorial, but each grou

has almost exclusive access to a number c

groves. Thus, if a group returns to an ac<

cia grove after foraging and sleeping o

the other side of its range, the baboons ca

safely assume that another group has nc

used the trees in their absence.

Hausfater and Meade analyzed grov

use by Amboseli baboons and found th£

groups typically stayed at any given grov

for only two nights and then moved on t

another sleeping site. When they analyze

the patterns more closely, they found the

the study animals not only avoided grove

during times of peak larval hatching bi

also waited an average of nine days befor

using a grove again. In other words, grovt

use patterns by the baboons seem to min

mize the animals' exposure to infectiv

ova and larvae.

The Amboseli team has uncovered n

compelling evidence to suggest that be

boons actually perceive microscopic ov

and larvae in the soil beneath their grove;

More likely, the odor from the feces acci

mulated beneath their sleeping sites

their cue to change groves again. Ernes

Hemingway seems to have noted th:

same phenomenon in his novel The Gree

Hills of Africa:

Instead of the cool early morning smell c

the forest there was a nasty stink like th

mess cats make.

"What makes the stink?" I whispered t

Pop.

"Baboons," he said.
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Ticks sometimes spend months

itop grass stems waiting to hop aboard a

baboon host. These Rhipicephalus ticks

%o through three oftheirfour life

ycles on different hosts, dropping off

between cycles to molt.

job Campbel

Dili
' A whole tribe of them had gone on just

a* iihead of us and their droppings were every-

jir vhere.

[ecti I

Although Amboseli researchers hy-

rd: xrthesize that baboons leave groves be-

istk :ause of the buildup of feces and parasite

i:cc arvae beneath their trees, there may be

ither reasons. For example, if the animals

re attacked by a leopard or lions during

he night, they may abandon their current

;rove immediately and stay away for a

ong time. Thus, one alternative hypothe-

is about sleeping site changes is that the

noves help baboons and other primates

void predators.

Another hypothesis about grove use

volves from the baboons' foraging behav-

ar: when baboons wander on their home
ange during the day, they don't stray too

ar from their nightly rest sites. Some re-

searchers think the baboons might switch

groves as a way of getting at new feeding

grounds.

Neither of these hypotheses seems very

likely, however. When baboons move to a

new sleeping grove, it is frequently only a

few hundred yards away, hardly far

enough to give them access to entirely dif-

ferent foraging areas or to fool a leopard.

Thus, the grove-change pattern by

Amboseli baboons may well be the result

of "fecal buildup" since that is the hy-

pothesis that best accounts for the fre-

quent, short-distance relocations of Am-
boseli baboons and of primates at other

study sites.

In addition to their intestinal parasites,

Amboseli baboons are also host to a wide

range of arthropod ectoparasites. Ticks,

fleas, and similar small creatures give irri-

tating bites and are vectors for a variety of

diseases transmissible to animals and

humans. Ticks are known to carry several

forms of typhus, including an attenuated

variety, appropriately called tick fever,

that has laid low more than a few

Amboseli researchers. One indication of

the seriousness of ectoparasite-borne dis-

eases is that baboons and other primates

have a ritualized behavior for removal of

ectoparasites—grooming.

Scar, Cete, and other female baboons

spend more time grooming each other

than in any social activity except infant

care. About 7 percent of their day is given

over to grooming. Since baboon groups

are basically made up of a series of matri-

archies, females direct much of their

grooming attention toward their offspring

and siblings. This tendency is so strong

that if an adult female and young female

frequently groom each other, they are al-

most certainly a mother-daughter pair.

Grooming is also one of the most impor-

tant ways that baboons from different

families build social bonds with each

other, and the various matriarchs in a

group often groom each other.

Adult males, by contrast, hardly spend

any time at all grooming each other. Un-

like females, males generally leave their

parental group and thus have few relatives

available as grooming partners. However,

males do spend an extraordinary amount

of time grooming the rump fur of estrous

females.

A grooming sequence generally begins

when one baboon approaches another and

inclines its chest, neck, or cheek toward

the prospective groomer. The "groomee"

simultaneously assumes the characteristic

stiff-legged solicitation posture, while

cocking its head to the side and assidu-

ously avoiding direct eye contact with the

groomer. Avoiding eye contact is exceed-

ingly important if the groomee ranks

higher in dominance status than the

groomer, for even a glance from the

higher-ranking baboon may be perceived

as a threat and the prospective groomer

would then probably break off the interac-

tion and move away.

According to the etiquette of grooming,

the groomer and groomee must exchange

roles every few minutes. Baboons that fail

i.



Each morning baboons descendfrom
trees tofeed and sun. Baboons ingest most

oftheir intestinal parasites at their

sleeping groves. Parasite larvae and ova,

dispersed through baboonfeces on to the

soil and grass beneath the trees, cling to

plants the monkeys eat.

Glenn Hausfater

to reciprocate in this manner or that con-

sistently do a lackluster job of grooming

have great difficulty finding partners.

Once a grooming bout begins in ear-

nest, the groomer combs through the

groomee's fur with great concentration,

using specific finger and hand movements

to capture and remove ectoparasites. A
groomer will often use his or her fingertips

and nails to rake the groomee's skin in

short strokes—movements called comb
and scrape by Amboseli researchers

—

thereby loosening ectoparasites and other

debris. Another pair of movements

—

termed lift and bite—are used to remove

the loosened ectoparasite from the

groomee's fur or skin and then transport it

to the groomer's mouth, where it is eaten.

Carol D. Saunders, who recently com-

pleted a study of the grooming behavior of

Amboseli baboons and the ecology of their

ectoparasites, has thus far identified more

than a dozen such motor patterns.

The most common ectoparasites that

Amboseli baboons remove from each

other during groftriing are hard ticks of

the family Ixodidae. Hard ticks generally

have four life stages, of which three are

spent on a succession of vertebrate hosts.

Mating takes place while the adult ticks

are riding about on a baboon or some other

mammal. About a week later the gravid

female drops to the ground and deposits

thousands of eggs on the soil. The eggs

hatch into tiny six-legged larvae, called

pepper ticks in East Africa, and the larvae

in turn climb to the top of grass plants and

wait for any appropriate vertebrate host to

walk by. The larvae feed on their hosts for

about a week and then drop off prior to

molting into larger eight-legged nymphs.

The nymphs feed for about a week on yet

another vertebrate host before they drop

off one last time and undergo their final

molt to adulthood.

As adults, these ticks are quite mobile.

They are attracted to carbon dioxide be-

cause it may be a cue to the presence of a

living, breathing mammal in their vicin-

ity. Saunders was able to capitalize on this

attraction by slowly releasing C02 from

metal cylinders and luring ticks from

vegetation. Similarly she found that

"questing" ticks, those perched high atop

grass stems, would readily jump onto a

sheet of wool flannel dragged through the

grass. Both of these methods of collecting

ticks were used to estimate seasonal

changes in tick density in Amboseli and to

determine where the greatest number of

ticks lived.

Saunders found that tick densities in

Amboseli have two major peaks. The first

is in January-February, following a rainy

period late in the preceding year, and th

second occurs between April and June

following a second rainy period that b<

gins between March and May. As wit

helminth larvae, the baboons' own sleef

ing groves proved to be the major reservo;

of ixodid ticks. Another important coi

centration of ticks was found directly b<

neath "umbrella" trees, the squat, fla

topped acacias scattered about tb

African savanna and under which b;

boons take their midday siestas.

The aim of obtaining such detailed ii

formation on the distribution of ticks i

the study area is to determine how tic

densities in the baboons' home range infli

ence their movements and grooming pa

terns. Although formal analyses are still i

progress, casual examination of the dal

suggests that baboons often go into

"burst" of grooming after moving throug

« NiTTimi His-rnov ?/R4



A group ofbaboons lounge under an

acacia tree on the savanna at

Amboseli National Park in Kenya. These

shady areas are infested with parasites,

mainly hard ticks.

Glenn Hausfater

i habitat infested with ticks. But at this

)int we cannot draw any conclusions be-

>nd the obvious one: ticks seem to play an

Uremely important role in the social life

id ecology of Amboseli baboons.

• Analyses like the ones described so far

Uy tell one side of the host-parasite

revolution story. Although none of the

mboseli researchers likes parasites very

: uch, a spirit of fairness requires us to

Imit that parasites are entitled to make
living as much as baboons. From the

urasites' point of view, the evolution by

iboons of behavior to avoid them is un-

Ttunate. On the other hand, parasites

ight have evolved a few tricks of their

vn. For example, parasites might time

. ieir reproduction and dispersion to maxi-

:
ize their chances of landing a baboon

ist, especially a relatively parasite-free

ifant.

One of the features of baboons that

makes them convenient to study is a

flashy, hot-pink swelling, called the sexual

skin, on the backsides of females. This pe-

culiar anatomical structure (restricted to

baboons and certain other Old World

monkeys and apes) is an area of perineal

skin that cyclically swells, deflates, and

changes color in relation to female hor-

monal changes. By keeping daily records

of the size, shape, and color of each fe-

male's sexual skin, one can obtain a fairly

good idea of her hormonal and reproduc-

tive conditions on any given day.

When data on parasite ova emissions

were compared with records on sexual

skin swelling, Amboseli researchers dis-

covered that reproduction by the intesti-

nal helminths of the study females was

strongly influenced by the females' re-

productive cycles. In particular, just after

female baboons gave birth there was a

very sharp rise in egg production by their

intestinal helminths, apparently tied to a

series of rapid changes in the female's pro-

gesterone level.

Such reproduction clearly facilitates an

early assault on newborn infants, but some

baboons may develop parasites before

they are even born. Amboseli researchers

believe that one endoparasite species,

Strongyloides fulleborni, is acquired by

infants while still in the womb or possibly

very shortly after birth, through the colos-

trum. This form of mother-infant parasite

transmission has previously been recorded

in domestic animals, but never in a wild

primate.

One other aspect of our work at

Amboseli has been to examine whether

baboons might be infecting other primate

species with their parasites. Although

most of the intestinal parasites of

Amboseli baboons can infect many other

host species, only half of the helminths

found in the baboons are also found in the

two other primates with which they share

their home range—vervet monkeys

(Cercopithecus aethiops) and the indige-

nous Masai pastoral people. The similar-

ities and differences in the parasites of

these three sympatric hosts can probably

be accounted for by similarities and dif-

ferences in diet.

For example, the Masai harbor tape-

worms that they probably pick up from

eating meat. Baboons and vervet monkeys

eat very little meat and thus rarely have

tapeworms. On the other hand, baboons

and vervets eat grasshoppers, an item not

usually found on the Masai menu.

Such cross-species comparisons of para-

sites is a controversial subject, for medical

researchers in some tropical countries ar-

gue that wild nonhuman primates pose a

serious health risk to humans who have

traditional life styles. Some experts even

go so far as to say that nonhuman primates

such as baboons or vervets should be con-

trolled, that is, trapped or shot, to reduce

the frequency of parasite transmission to

humans.

However, nearly the only finding of hu-

man health concern from Amboseli was

that a few baboons carry the protozoan

j, _ S9



Baboons get infected with parasites very

early in life, in some cases while they are

still in the womb. Intestinal parasites

often step up reproductionjust after

female baboons give birth. This baboon at

Mikumi National Park in Tanzania will

have afull complement ofparasites by

age three.

Duncan Anderson and Rachel Wilder: Animals Animals

, 1

parasites Balantidum coli and Ent-

amoeba histolytica, species that can

cause dysentery in humans but that have

little effect on baboons. Humans and ba-

boons could potentially pass these danger-

ous protozoans to each other through their

communal use of certain water holes.

However, since Amboseli baboons fastidi-

ously avoid defecating around their water

holes, these protozoan parasites are proba-

bly transmitted only in one direction

—

from humans to monkeys. In sum, there

seems to be little evidence that controlling

wild primates in Amboseli would improve

the health of the Masai people or other lo-

cal inhabitants.

Much to their chagrin, several

Amboseli researchers have begun to find

the parasites of baboons nearly as interest-

ing as the baboons themselves. Although

they cannot be sure where this strange fas-

cination will lead, the goal of their ongoing

work is to learn more about the behavioral

and ecological factors responsible for the

transmission of parasites and disease to

primates in their natural environment. Of

course, for Scar, Cete, and the other

Amboseli baboons, the goal of their efforts

is much more basic: to avoid both preda-

tors and parasites and thereby live a long

and healthy life.
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When baboons pass through a woody

habitat, they often go into an intense

burst ofgrooming, below, when several

groom simultaneously. A burst may
enable baboons to purge the ticks before

they can embed themselves.

Carol D. Saunders



Yankee Doodle Went to Canton
Two hundred years ago, the first American ship to visit China set forth to trade ginsengfor tea
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by Sue Ellen Gronewold

With clearance from Bellona won
She spreads her wings to meet

the sun,

Those golden regions to explore

Where [King] George forbade to

sail before.

Thus, grown to strength, the bird

of Jove

Impatient, quits his native grove,

With eyes of fire, and lightning's

force

Through the blue aether holds

his course.

On February 22, 1784, the Empress of
China set sail from New York for the Ori-

ent. She was launched on her way by lofty

sentiments like those of New Jersey poet

Philip Freneau's "On the First American

Ship that Explored the Route to China

and the East Indies, After the Revolu-

tion." Expectations for her journey were

high indeed. Since at least the mid-eight-

eenth century, influential Americans had

hoped for an American role in the China

trade, dominated until then by the British

East India Company. In 1771, a member
of the American Philosophical Society

stressed what a fledgling America could

gain from old, distinguished China:

"Could we be so fortunate as to introdu<

... the arts of living and improvements

husbandry, as well as their native plant

America might in time become as pop,

lous as China." Only a scant year after tl

Treaty of Paris pacified Bellona, the go

dess of war, the newly independent natio

that "bird of Jove," was sufficient

"grown to strength" to clear the Empre
on her exotic route, forbidden under tl

reign of old King George.

American philosophes like Benjam

Franklin may have wanted to emulate tl

Chinese character (and even Georj

Washington wore a wig with a pigtail, r

fleeting the influence of Chinese fashior
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A watercolor and gouache painting by a Chinese artist depicts theport ofCanton as it appeared in 1800.

The ships ofEuropean and American traders had to anchor twelve milesfrom the city, and their cargoes were

brought to designated warehouses outside the city walls. Exceptfor their dealings with the local

merchant association, the Western "barbarians" were restricted in their contacts with the Chinese.
China Trade Museum. Milton. Mass

wr

aiet

ut others took to the enterprise for more

arthly gains. The great Revolutionary
: Var financier Robert Morris of Philadel-

hia, whose fortune was based in part on

^-smuggling expertise, had long been in-

vested in trade with the East. When, in

'he 1770s, the British explorer Captain

'ook made a trip up the Pacific coastline
!

f North America, searching for the

Northwest Passage to China, merchants

ke Morris carefully followed his journey,

hus in 1783, when John Ledyard, one of

*o Americans with Cook, published an

ccount of his travels and sought backers

3r an American voyage around Cape
lorn, Morris was willing. In the fall, he

wrote to John Jay that he was "sending

some ships to China in order to encourage

others in the adventurous pursuit of com-

merce."

Morris may have been willing, but oth-

ers balked at the high cost and dangers in-

herent in the Cape Horn journey. It was

not until the end of the year that Morris

was able to find a group of supporters will-

ing to help finance a $120,000 eastward

trip around the safer Cape of Good Hope.

The additional backers were Daniel

Parker, an enterprising young merchant

from Boston, and two others with exten-

sive financial dealings, John Holker of

Philadelphia and William Duer of New

York. An appropriate ship was located,

one just built in Boston by the Peck fam-

ily. She had an innovative design, with a

wide body and high deck, and was of mid-

dling size, weighing 360 tons and measur-

ing 100 feet long. The underwriters aptly

named her the Empress of China and se-

lected as her captain John Green, a former

Morris employee, who had wartime naval

experience and was skilled in handling pi-

rates. There were ten other officers, in-

cluding Green's son and other relatives.

To these were added two supercargoes, or

business agents. One was Samuel Shaw, a

young man from a well-to-do Boston fam-

ily, who had served admirably daring the
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Collection of Francis G. Shaw; photo by Mark Sexton, Peabody Museum of Sale

Below: Afan thought to have been brought back on thefirst

voyage ofthe Empress of China shows the ship (at left) anchored

at Whampoa Reach. The artist has exaggerated the ship's size.

Right: SamuelShaw (1 754-94) was one ofthe two supercargoes,

or business agents, aboard the Empress. Hisjournals and letters

provide a detailed account ofthe American venture. The ship itself

may be represented in this portrait by John Johnston.

Historical Society of Pennsylvania

entire war, becoming aide-de-camp to

General Knox. Unpaid for his last three

years of military service, Shaw found him-

self at age twenty-nine with neither money

nor employment. As he wrote to his

brother in December 1783, "The terms on

which I go [to China] promise something

clever." The other supercargo was Shaw's

wartime buddy Thomas Randall. A crew

of thirty-four "before the mast" rounded

out the ship's company.

No foreign tars here allow'd

To mingle with her chosen crowd,

Who, when return'd, might,

boasting, say

They show'd our native oak the way.

Equally clever was the cargo chosen for

the hold of the Empress. America was

more experienced in, and more suited for,

the traditional Atlantic commerce, but af-

ter the war she was shut out of Britain's

lucrative West Indian trade in rum, mo-

lasses, and slaves. Smugly forecasting fi-

nancial ruin for the new nation, Lord Shef-

field, in a widely circulated pamphlet,

predicted that independence would soon

lead to poverty. The charge was credible;

unless American merchants could estab-

lish trade with China, which was then en-

joying one of its most prosperous reigns,

the new nation would be forced to pay Eu-

ropean shippers high prices for Asian

goods. As a resource-rich agricultural na-

tion, America was hard pressed to find na-

tive products that would be of sufficient

interest to the Chinese. Britain could pay

for desirable Chinese luxury goods with

the gold and silver earned in her "coun-

try" trade in South and Southeast Asia

—

later, opium from India did the trick—but

the economically depressed young nation

could ill afford to send its Mexican silvi

dollars eastward, and China was uni

terested in American bricks, buckets,

potatoes.

Yet our forests and valleys did yield

few products that Chinese tastes requir

in abundance. Cook had made the spe

tacular discovery that fur pelts from t'

Northwest Coast, obtained in trade fro

the Indians for trinkets, could be sold f<

more than one hundred dollars each

Canton. In winter the Chinese Mandari

and their Manchu rulers were accustom

to wearing silk gowns lined with fur.

the Empress carried nearly 3,000 pelts

her hold. But the ship's backers pinn

their hopes on a more exotic product: gi

seng. It has been said of the Manchus, tJ

foreign conquerors who ruled the last CH

nese dynasty, the Qing (Ch'ing), th

"their power rose on ginseng and fell

«
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An oilpainting by a Chinese artist, ca. 1800,

portrays all the steps in the China tea trade,

from plantingand cultivating through

curing, packing, selling, and shipping.

Courtesy of Berry-Hill Galleries, New York
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« opium." They believed the humanoid-

shaped ginseng root was useful for a range

of ills, from indigestion to impotence, de-

pending on the type used and its prepara-

tion. Ginseng was so highly valued that

one Chinese emperor was reputed to have

paid $10,000 for an especially old, auspi-

ciously shaped root.

It was probably the Jesuits, with their

special access to China, who realized that

the highly prized plant found in Manchu-

ria, Korea, and Chinese Turkestan was

similar to one found in the Americas, from

Canada southward along the Appalachian

Mountains and in the Mississippi and

Ohio river valleys. By the mid-eighteenth

century, both the British and the French

were doing a brisk business with the Indi-

ans, bartering whiskey and trinkets for

ginseng, which they exported to China. In

1752, the Puritan preacher Jonathan Ed-

wards fulminated against the practice,

since the Indians as a consequence not

only "neglected public worship and hus-

bandry," but, worse yet, sold the roots in

settlements where they found themselves

"much in the way of temptation and

drunkenness."

The backers of the Empress actually

took their cue from the first American

ship bound for China, the Harriet of

Hingham, Massachusetts, which had sold

her entire cargo of ginseng to the British at

the Cape of Good Hope for double its cost

and then returned home without having

reached China. In light of this success, the

hold of the Empress was stocked with

thirty tons of Virginia and Pennsylvania

ginseng, representing a prodigious amount

of labor, since the wild roots averaged less

than two ounces each. In time, Samuel

Shaw came to be a great propagandist for

the ginseng trade. He later wrote to John

Jay, then secretary of foreign affairs, that

"it must be pleasing to an American to

know . . . that the otherwise useless pro-

duce of her mountains and forests will in

considerable degree supply her with [tea].

The advantages peculiar to America in

this regard are striking." He then pro-

posed that America develop a ginseng mo-

nopoly, with the prophecy that it would

"someday be the equivalent of others'

mines of silver and gold."

To that old track no more confin'd,

By Britain's jealous court assign'd,

She round the stormy Cape shall sail

And eastward, catch the odorous

gale.

To countries plac'd in burning climes

And islands of remotest times

She now her eager course explores,

And soon shall greet Chinesian

shores.

Stocked with the hidden products of

American forests, bound to exchange

them for unessential luxury goods, the

Empress set the itinerary that later east-

ward-bound ships would closely follow. In

one month the little copper-bottomed Em-
press had crossed the Atlantic, anchoring

the 22nd of March in Port Preya, nine

miles away from the Cape Verde capital

of Saint Jago. There water and wood were

taken on board and the ship was re-

caulked, since the captain noted that it

"lakes much and ships a deale of watter."

Samuel Shaw argued that "Americans

bound for China would do well to stop

here . . . where they may make small re-

pairs and take in water, livestock and

fruits, which conduce greatly to the pres-

ervation of health, in passing the warm lat-

itudes." Ever the proper Bostonian, he was

not impressed by the islands. In spite of his

rather prim manner, Shaw was a good

sport, adventurous enough to taste new

foods, explore new worlds, and note down

his impressions. But like most travelers,

his bags were packed with his prejudices.

After describing the flora, fauna, and na-

tive peoples in detail, Shaw set about rat-

ing the quality of life in each place he vis-

ited. His comments in Cape Verde could

stand for many of his stops in "countries

plac'd in burning climes and islands from

remotest times." The governor's home, he

remarked, was "in point of elegance really

equal to a good barn." After a banquet,

Shaw (who was "a man rather tall and

portly than otherwise") noted that he

planned to send the governor "good wine

since what he served was very ordinary.
- '

Described by others as "refined" and

"amiable," Shaw harshly criticized the

commandant for being "exceedingly defi-

cient in good breeding and hospitality,"
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Snuffbottles were among the luxury items

Westerners sought in China. Those shown here

(from left to right) are made ofhair crystal, decorated

glass, coral, turquoise matrix, and amber.
Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto

nd he dismissed one woman by saying

hat "the lady whom he supposed was [the

ommandant's] wife . . . was by no means

andsome" and thus "did not excite in any

f us an idea that would militate against

he tenth commandment."

After descending the West Coast of Af-

ica, the Americans rounded the "stormy

?ape" without incident. By easily catch-

ing monsoon winds, the Empress passed

the Strait of Sunda between Sumatra and

Dutch Java less than four months later. At

Bantam, in Java, she was welcomed most

warmly by two French ships. The French

connection, solidified during the Revolu-

tion, stood the Americans in good stead,

for the Empress was offered an escort on

the last and most dangerous leg of her

journey, through the islands of present-

day Indonesia, across the pirate-filled

South China Sea, to the still thriving Por-

tuguese entrepot of Macao near the

mouth of the Canton (or Pearl) River.

From thence their fragrant teas

to bring

Without the leave of Britain's king,

Preserved for two centuries beneath the

restless waves of history, the tale of the first

American merchant ship to visit China has

been raised and refitted for "US-China
200," a year-long bicentennial celebration of

the opening of trade and cultural contacts

between the fledgling nation of the United

States and the ancient empire of China.

Flattering themselves that perhaps they

alone remembered the voyage of the Em-
press of China, a number of cultural institu-

tions last year quietly organized commemo-
rative events. The result is a profusion of

special exhibitions, performances, lectures,

publications, and festivities scheduled for

the eastern seaboard this year.

From February 17 through May 12, the

American Museum of Natural History will

present "Silk Roads/China Ships," an exhi-

bition of more than 400 artifacts illustrating

2,000 years of commerce in goods, technol-

ogy, art, and ideas between Asia and the

West. Organized by the Royal Ontario Mu-
seum, Toronto, the exhibition documents

the two traditional trade channels with Asia

—the ancient "silk roads," named for their

most celebrated commodity, and the sea

routes. On view will be luxurious textiles,

porcelain, tea paraphernalia, furniture,

paintings, jewelry, and curios. One exhibit,

"A Persian Castle on the Silk Roads," will

highlight the Royal Ontario Museum's re-

cent archeological excavations of a second-

century a.d. stronghold in Iran. "Silk

Roads/China Ships" will be presented at

the Cincinnati Art Museum June 20-Au-
gust 19; from there it will continue on its

North American tour, final itinerary to be

announced. The exhibition was made possi-

ble by generous grants from the American
Express Foundation.

On February 22, New York City officials

will welcome representatives from the Peo-

ple's Republic of China in a ceremony at the

South Street Seaport Museum, with a gala

evening to follow. Visitors to the museum

China Trade Fever

can walk the streets and see the buildings

where New York's China-trade merchants

made their deals and stored the teas, porce-

lains, and silks they imported; they can also

visit ships moored at East River piers that

were once lined with merchant ships.

Other events in New York City include:

Museum of the City of New York: "New
Yorkers' Taste: Chinese Export Porcelain

1750-1865," February 2-September 4, fea-

tures porcelains custom made for prominent

New York families and traces the change in

porcelain usage since 1 784.

China Institute in America: "Masterpieces

of Chinese Export Porcelain," February 10-

March 7, presents a selection, from the re-

nowned Mottahedeh Collection, of six-

teenth- to nineteenth-century Chinese porce-

lain objects destined for Near Eastern,

European, and North American markets.

New-York Historical Society: "New York

and the China Trade," February 22-August

26, displays maps, merchants' records, news-

paper advertisements, and other items that

recapture the history and romance of the

China trade.

Cooper-Hewitt Museum: An exhibition on

designs for the service of tea, August 7-Oc-

tober 28, includes teapots and other ware,

prints, drawings, and furniture. The exhi-

bition provides an overview of designs in

both the East and West, emphasizing major

stylistic trends in the West from the seven-

teenth century to the present day.

Exhibitions in other cities include:

China Trade Museum (Milton, Massachu-

setts): "The Manner of Making Porcelain:

The Dimsdale Gouaches," February 1-

April 23; "Treasures in Trade: The Rugs of

China," May 2-June 27; "Chinese Fans,"

July 11-September 4; "Treasures of the

American China Trade," September 19,

1984-March 3, 1985; and "Chinese Influ-

ence on American Taste," March 20-Sep-

tember 8, 1985, emphasize various aspects

of the China trade.

The Peabody Museum of Salem (Massachu-

setts): "Porcelain, Painting, Furniture, and

Other Decorative Wares Brought Back
from the Orient in the Nineteenth Century

by Sea Captains" is a permanent part of the

museum's collection; 1986 will mark the bi-

centennial of Salem's entry into the China

commerce.

National Portrait Gallery (Washington,

D.C): "Adventurous Pursuits: Americans in

the China Trade, 1784-1884," March 16-

July 8, comprises portraits of the major

American and Chinese participants, plus as-

sociated artifacts, letters, and documents.

Philadelphia Museum ofArt (Pennsylvania):

"Philadelphians and the China Trade," June

30-September 3, was prepared in collabora-

tion with the Philadelphia Maritime Mu-
seum, which is also publishing The Empress

of China, by Philip Chadwick Foster Smith.

Catalogs have been prepared for many of

the above exhibitions, articles are being pub-

lished, and lecture series are scheduled for

the American Museum (see "At the Ameri-

can Museum" in this and future issues),

China Institute in America, and elsewhere.

Festivities and cultural-exchange events,

ranging from fireworks displays and dragon

dances to concerts and acrobatic perfor-

mances, will be initiated or given added im-

petus because of the bicentennial. As the po-

tential number of participants has grown,

China Institute in America has undertaken

to promote many activities under the banner

"US-China 200" and has hired a coordi-

nator for this purpose (for information con-

tact Maggie Swendseid. China Institute in

America. 1 25 East 65th Street, New York,

NY 10021). It remains lo be seen whether

the fanfare on the eastern seaboard will be

reflected in China, which two centuries ago

scarcely took notice of the new breed of bar-

barians who anchored at Canton.
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A covered cup and saucer, adorned with the names

ofthe states ofthe Union in 1 796, waspart ofa

set ofchina given to Martha Washington by a representative

ofthe Dutch East India Company.

and porcelain ware, enchase'd

in gold,

The product of that finer mould.

Thus commerce to our world conveys

All that the varying taste can please;

For us, the Indian looms are free,

And Java strips her spicy tree.

Americans formally reached those

"Chinesian shores" on August 23, 1784,

six months and one day after leaving New
York harbor. There they encountered the

Chinese world view, according to which

only heaven and earth existed and the em-

peror was ruler of all "under heaven."

While the Chinese acknowledged that

there were those who did not look up to the

emperor and follow The Way, they be-

lieved such peoples and states to be bar-

barians, fit only to bring tribute as recog-

nition of their inferior status. In theory,

trade could only be carried out after trib-

ute missions were established at regular

intervals. By the Qing Dynasty (1644—

1911), however, this system had been

modified to allow several external trading

posts, where foreigners could be isolated

while essential transactions were carried

out. There was one trading post for the

Russians, another for Koreans, and Can-

ton for the "West Ocean barbarians" from

Europe. All of this was outside diplomatic

channels and thus entailed neither mis-

sions to, nor other contact with, Peking.

At Canton, a local merchant associa-

tion, called cohong by Westerners (for

gonghang, "officially organized guild"),

had since 1 760 enjoyed exclusive rights to

trade with foreigners, provided that it was

responsible for their behavior. This meant

that the state did not interfere so long as

duties were paid, no contraband (opium)

introduced, no Western women brought

into Canton, and no contact made with

Chinese other than the hong merchants

and their staffs. For Samuel Shaw, the

system seemed "as little embarrassed and

perhaps as simple as any in the known
world." The Americans had not realized

that the cohong would willingly trade with

ships of any Western nation. Captain

Green might have dispensed with the sea

letter he brought from Congress ad-

dressed broadly to "most Serene, most
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Mount Vernon Ladles* Association ol the Union, Mount Vernon. Virginia

Puissant, High, Illustrious, Noble, Honor-

able, Venerable, Wise and Prudent,

Lords, Emperors, Kings, Republicks,

Princes, Dukes, Earls, Barons, Burgomas-

ters, Councillors, as also Judges, Officers,

Justiciaries, and Regents of all the good

cities and places, whether ecclesiastical or

secular, who shall see these patents or hear

them read."

There is no doubt Shaw was favorably

disposed toward the Chinese, as were most

of his countrymen. He wrote that "all we
know with certainty respecting China is

that it has long existed as striking evidence

of the wisdom of its government and still

continues [to excite] the admiration of the

world." In his letters and journals, he de-

scribed the intricate Canton system: Upon
arrival in Macao, a pilot came on board to

negotiate the Canton River, steering into

the Bocca Tigris ("tiger's mouth"), past

the myriad islands and shoals, to anchor

the ship at Whampoa Reach, still twelve

miles from Canton proper. At that point,

only the captain and officers were allowed

to proceed farther. After the hoppo, or

customs superintendent, had "measured"

the ship and levied a customs tax (the av-

erage ship was taxed $4,000), the cargo

was appraised for duty. The goods were

then carefully unloaded and shipped by

sampan to foreign "factories," trading

houses that were built on a narrow strip of

land outside the Canton city walls. A lin-

guist was hired to handle business transac-

tions, along with a comprador who se-

cured provisions. Each of these officials

required a payment for service, an ex-

change of gifts (the hoppo sent two bull

eight bags of flour, and seven jars of wim

and what Shaw delicately called a do

ceur, a "sweetener." Others, includi

Shaw's friend Randall, railed against CI

nese dishonesty and corruption, but Sha

seemed unperturbed by the practices. F

allowed as how "instances of knavery <

sometimes occur," but attributed them
the unchanging nature of Chinese custoi

like "the laws of the ancient Medes ai

Persians which altered not." He matte

of-factly related the hoppo's displeasu

that those on the Empress had

brought along his favorite "gifts"—We;

ern clockworks, called "sing songs."

Except for rather unsuccessful

tempts to interpret Chinese religion ai

marriage practices, Shaw was silent on t)

Chinese way of life—and for good reasi

While at Canton, foreigners were

fined either to their ships or to the f<

streets around their trading houses. C
tacts with Chinese occasionally extendi

to visits to the sumptuous homes of t|

hong merchants, but even there "evei

thing of a domestic concern is strictly ci

cealed, and though the wives, mistres:

[concubines] and daughters are commj

there, none of them are ever visible." Ti:

was mostly spent making the rounds

obligatory visits to other Europeans,

eluding the British competition. The o

entertainment outside the sinful city

Macao was a concert every Sunday he]

by the Danish "factory," and Shaw see|

to have studiously ignored the "flow

boats," or floating brothels, that otrj

travelers noticed in the Canton River,

the whole," Shaw concluded, with respi

to the Western merchants, "the situatii

is not enviable and ... it must be allow!

that they dearly earn their money."

For those aboard the Empress, the fcr

months in Canton were efficiently spel

and for newcomers their success was nol

ing short of miraculous. "The China

themselves were very indulgent towaM

us," Shaw wrote, and well they mhjt

have been. America appeared on the G*
ton scene as trade with Western natics

other than Britain was on the wane. T;

Empress's cargo of ginseng, which R;-

dall described as "the largest quantity f

•
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Decorated with the "passionflower" variant ofthe tobacco leaf

pattern, this soup plate was exportedfrom China between 1 770 and 1 780.

Although by this time the technology ofporcelain manufacture was

no longer a secret ofthe Chinese, European wares were not asfine.
China Trade Museum; Milton, Mass.
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ginseng ever brought to the Chinese mar-

ket, more than all the British and Portu-

guese ships brought for the year 1784,"

was snapped up, and there was apparently

no problem in disposing of the rest of the

shipment—pelts, woolen cloth, lead, cot-

ton, and pepper. After clearing out the

hold, the Americans could then get down

to serious shopping—both for the ship's

owners and for themselves as individuals

or on commission. Sailors were limited to

the trinkets they could keep in their bags,

but officers of most ships were custom-

arily allowed space in the hold commensu-

rate with their investment in the voyage

(according to Shaw, captains could stock

as much as 60 tons each).

The main business of the Empress, re-

flecting the tastes in colonial America for

the "Indian trade" (as all trade with Asia

was called), was to buy tea, tea, and more

tea. "The inhabitants of America must

have their tea," Shaw had written, and in-

deed, the Oriental practice of tea drinking

had grown from a fad among European

elites in the late seventeenth century to a

necessity in every American home, how-

ever humble, by the late eighteenth. In

1781, a traveler noted that most Ameri-

cans drank the "fragrant tea" at least

twice a day, and according to British

records, the national intake in the 1770s

averaged 100 tons a year, with smuggling

perhaps doubling the figure. Americans

may have caught up with European tea

consumption by the 1780s, but their pal-

ates were not yet as refined nor their

purses as full. Thus when business agent

Shaw went shopping, it was for lesser

grades of the heartier, cheaper black tea,

especially Bohea and Souchang, with only

a small amount of the more subtle Hyson,

a green tea. Evidently Shaw was well paid

for the Empress's ginseng and furs. With

the income, as well as credit advanced by

other Europeans in Canton, he then

bought enough tea to fill not only the Em-
press but also another ship bound for

America, the Pallas. Together the two

ships brought back 440 tons of tea. Little

wonder Virginian "Light Horse" Harry

Lee worried in 1 785 that the Eastern trade

would soon glut the market.

The fashion for tea drinking in the West
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Below: Macao, the Portuguese entrepot near the mouth of
the Canton River, is depicted on the inside cover ofthis

black-and-gold lacquer sewing table. Right: Alongwith tea,

silk was a quintessential item in the China trade. Whole

cloth was generally importedforfashioning by Western tailors.

At left is an eighteenth-century American "walking dress" of
hand-paintedyellow silk taffeta: the French example on the right

is ofyellow satin.

Peabody Museum of Salem; photo by Mar* Sexton

required not only Chinese tea but also the

correct cups, saucers, and porcelain pots.

Serving the double function of precious

cargo and heavy ballast, another favored

import, porcelain, was placed in the hold

under the tea. According to the inventory

of the Empress, more than fifty tons of

chinaware were brought back. If the Chi-

nese were indulgent toward the Ameri-

cans over tea and ginseng, they must have

been elated to sell them porcelain. In the

late seventeenth century, the ancient Chi-

nese kilns at Ching-te Chen had been ren-

ovated, and by 1719 production, largely

for the export market, supported a popula-

tion of about one million. But this demand
created problems for the Chinese; with

the rise in volume came standardization

and a division between the decoration

done at the kiln site and the later painting

on stock for orders at the port. Thus at the

same time that English chinaware was im-

proving and protective duties of 150 per-

cent were levied, there was a decline in the

quality of the Chinese ware. The entry of

America into the China market served to

revitalize the porcelain market for the

next half century.

Americans were eager to order china-

ware decorated with their favorite pat

otic images, such as American eagli

New York's coat of arms, or views

Mount Vernon and the New York harl

Scenes of China tended to focus on tr;

ing images, especially views of the Cant
factories. Included in the Empress's h
were "four Factory painted Bowls at $.

each for total $22"—a mere shadow

their value today. Probably the most fa

ous porcelain brought back on the E\

press, however, was not decorated w
the popular American eagle. Immediate

after the Revolutionary War, a group

officers under General Knox had bam
together to form the Society of Cincinni

taking as their inspiration the Roman 1

end of Cincinnatus, who had willingly I

his farm to go to war and later just

readily relinquished power and resu:

his farming. In an effort to propagam

American soldiers into likewise fashioi

their swords into plowshares, this new

der began inducting members and sell

ing a motto and insignia. For these

cers, Shaw's trip to China offered

unusual opportunity, and he was coi

sioned to buy an order of chinaware

ing the crest they had sketched out.

According to Shaw's journal, this

the hardest task he faced. "There

many painters in China," wrote Sh
"but I was informed that not one of t

possesses a genius for design." The ske]

was busy—with Cincinnatus and Minei

giving the emblem of the order to a ft

Fame—and Shaw ruefully reported t

although the painter "was allowed to|

the most eminent of his profession .

.

was unable to combine the figures

the least propriety . . . and it is difficul

regard it without smiling." Smile, tho

is what proud owners of these pieces di

day. (In 1786, George Washington w;

taken with this Cincinnati chinaware

he bought 302 pieces for $150.)

The rest of the private cargo offe

glimpse of what the luxurious China t:

represented to those Americans able t

ford it. The Sinophile Robert Morris

ordered an entire set of home furnishiil.

including $100 worth of hand-pair p

wallpaper and paper borders, four

quered fans, a dressing box with a





One ofthefew nativeproducts that a nonindustrial America could

export topayfor its Oriental trade was ginseng, highly valued in

Chinafor its reputed medicinal properties. This engraving isfrom
an 1817 book on medical botany by William PC Barton, M.D., who

was aprofessor ofbotany at the University ofPennsylvania.

cially decorated mirror for Mrs. Morris, a

case of porcelain, and bundles of silk win-

dow blinds with bamboo rods. For himself,

Captain Green purchased umbrellas,

satin breeches, 600 ladies' silk mitts, fans,

fabric, and sundry chinaware, all for a

grand total of $800. Even the ship's car-

penter made purchases—one plate he

bought is at the China Trade Museum in

Milton, Massachusetts. For the enrich-

ment of American agriculture, plants and

animals were also collected, and today's

succulent Bucks County chicken is said to

be descended from the Shanghai roosters

shipped back on the Empress of China.

To spice up that chicken, the Empress

also carried back more than 3,000 pounds

of cassia, a cinnamonlike tree bark.

Great pile proceed!—and o'er the

brine

May every prosperous gale be thine,

'Till, freighted deep with eastern

gems,

You reach again your native streams.

The first voyage to China was heady

stuff for Americans who had never ven-

tured so far from home, but by the end of

1784, they were glad to leave. "Every

prosperous gale" must indeed have been

theirs, because in record time, the sturdy

little ship with its precious cargo touched

briefly at the Cape of Good Hope in

March, and on May 1 1 , Shaw's journal

records, "We saluted the city [of New
York] with 1 3 guns and finished our voy-

age." The ship had traveled 15,000 miles

and back in less than fifteen months.

Newspapers up and down the East

Coast carried news of the Empress's, ar-

rival. On May 12, an article on the first

page of the New York Packett announced

the details of her landing and added that

"the arrival of a vessel after so prosperous

a voyage from so distant a part of the

globe [should] be announced by public

thanksgiving and ringing of bells . . . since

Providence is countenancing our naviga-

tion to this new world." A week later,

newspapers began running ads for "India

goods imported on the ship Empress of
China from Canton," including teas, chi-

naware, silk, muslins, and nankeen cotton.

The voyage of the Empress was com-
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Library of the New York Botanical Garden; Allen Rokach

monly believed to be a great success, and

five ships set out the next season for

China. Shaw reported the final profit to be

$37,727, a return of 30 percent on the

original investment. Nevertheless, in July,

Shaw wrote to his brother, "My India voy-

age has not made a single guinea." He was

not discouraged, however. After a brief

stint in the War Department, he quit his

position to go once again to China, this

time with the honorary title of consul and

the certainty that "this undertaking will

answer my most sanguine expectations."

Shaw, like other young men of his time,

had clearly been bitten by the China bug.

Expectations remained high on both

sides. When Americans first came on their

own to China, Chinese merchants heard

their English and were confused, calling

them "second chop [seal] Englishmen"

and then simply "New People." But Shaw
tried to correct their misperception and re-

ported that "when by a map we conveyed

to them an idea of the extent of our coun-

try, with its present and increasing popula-

tion, they were not a little pleased at the

prospect of so considerable a market for

the production of their own empire." Chi-

nese in Canton may have recognized the

potential of United States-China trade

from the start, but the central government

was slow to acknowledge this new pres-

ence. Apart from merchant and custom

receipts, there is no mention of America in

the official records of the Qing Dynasty

until three years later, but that brief n<

does state that after that first cont;

"their ships were so numerous that they

most equaled those of England." T
aggressiveness of the American citizen

pursuing Chinese commerce (which

Tocqueville attributed not merely to

calculation of his gain but an impulse

his [very] nature"), meant that by 18(

America had become China's seco

most important overseas trading partn

China trade may have served as a lim

pin of America's nascent economy, I

the early costs were high. The Empress
turned only a modest profit, and Moii

seems to have been the only winner. Shv

and Randall only made enough "to if

the rent," while Daniel Parker went bai -

rupt in 1785 and skipped the counU,

forcing the sale of the ship to pay off s

creditors. On June 13, 1785, a poignant!

appeared in New York's Independt

Journal for the Empress, "scarcely to

years old." The ad boasted that "the :-

markable short passage which she irue

from China and the good order in whh
she delivered her cargo proves the suj-

rior excellence of her sailing construct n

She may be fitted for a voyage to i-

dia with small expense." In less thaia

month, the Empress was sold for $6,00(0

William Constable, the wholesaler of ;r

goods, and on a later trip Shaw noticed :r

once again in Chinese waters.

As for Shaw, he was destined to retri

four times to China—the same numbeif

voyages the Empress made before sinkg

nearly seven years after her maiden vv-

age to Canton. But a different China Ig

claimed him, two years after the loss of .e

Empress. After taking leave of his wifof

six months, Shaw contracted a liver 1-

ment in Bombay, on the way to Canin.

"His disease was too inveterate for mii-

cal aid," Randall wrote, and on May X

1794, at the age of thirty-nine, Shaw did

on the journey home. The new nation, li-

able to engage its young elite adequacy

in domestic business, often risked then in

the perilous but profitable Eastern tne.

But Americans had their tea, merchcts

all up and down the coast their fortuis,

and the new nation its mission in theo-

mance and reality of the China trade 3
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fascinating islands in the South Pacific. And our
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At the American Museum
1

February Events
Silk Roads/China Ships

Silk textiles, porcelain, tobacco and

spice accouterments; tea paraphernalia

from Japan, China, Russia, and Great

Britain: navigational instruments, early

maps, and ship models; furniture and

paintings are among the wide array of lux-

ury trade items that will be featured in

Silk Roads/China Ships, a major exhi-

bition opening at the American Museum
on Friday, February 17, See the article on

page 62 for more information. Silk

Roads/China Ships, on exhibit through

May 12 in Gallery 3, is funded by the

American Express Foundation.

Tectonic Travelers

At 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, February 14,

the Membership Office will present a

slide-illustrated lecture. Tectonic Travel-

ers, in the Auditorium. Malcolm Mc-
Kenna, curator in the Department of Ver-

tebrate Paleontology, will discuss how
such geologic forces as continental drift

and mountain building have affected the

migration and distribution of plants and

animals throughout the earth's history.

This program is free and open only to Mu-
seum members.

Spring Afternoon and

Evening Lecture Series

In February, the Department of Educa-

tion's Spring Afternoon and Evening Lec-

ture Series begins. Highlighting this

year's program are a series of lectures on

Silk Roads/China Ships. The first lecture,

on February 21, entitled Archeology and

Buddhism in the Silk Roads Trade, will

be given by Evelyn Nagai-Berthrong of

the Royal Ontario Museum. On February

28 Asian specialist Edwin Bernbaum will

discuss Myths and Legends of the Silk

Route, and on March 6 Ross Edman will

lecture on China's Impact on the West:

Chinoiseries in the Eighteenth Century.

A second major lecture series. Objects

ofBright Pride Revisited, will be held on

three Tuesday evenings beginning Febru-

ary 21. Allen Wardwell will introduce the

art of the Northwest Coast Indians with

specific reference to the collections of the

American Museum.
Another, popular program in the series

76 Natural History 2/84

is Anthropology Through Film, with

Malcolm Arth, to be held on six Thursday

evenings beginning February 23. The
films are new and unusual works, includ-

ing a behind-the-scenes look at a tradi-

tional Chinese banquet and a documen-

tary on the impact of tourism on the Nuba
people of Sudan.

Other events of the Spring Afternoon

and Evening Lecture Series include field

trips, workshops, and lectures. For a com-

plete listing contact the Museum's De-

partment of Education.

Black History Month
Throughout February, the accomplish-

ments, struggles, and traditions of Afri-

can-Americans will be featured in the

Leonhardt People Center. Each weekend

will focus on a different aspect of black

history, such as the arts, African cultur

and the African heritage in American s<

cial movements, and oral traditions.

selected days, there will be dance, jaz:

and dramatic performances. Short filrr

and exhibits will highlight each weekeni

Programs will be repeated several tims

between 1:00 and 4:30 p.m. each Satu

day and Sunday.

For more information about progran

listed in this section, call the appropria

department: Education Department (2lj

873-1300; Membership Office (212) 87

1327; Hayden Planetarium (212) 87

8828; Laser Light Shows (212) 724-870

Or write to the department at the Amei
can Museum of Natural History, Centr

Park West at 79th Street, New Yor

N.Y. 10024.

This porcelain teapot acquired by George Washington was among the wares

brought back on the Empress of China, thefirst American merchant ship to sail

to China after the Revolution. Like much Chinese export porcelain,

it was decorated in two stages. The stock blue border was applied at the kiln

site, while the custom design (in this case, the insignia ofthe

Society ofCincinnati) was painted at the port oftrade.
Mount Vernon Ladies' Association of the Union. Mount Vernon, Virginia
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The New England Collectors Society

Presents Its

First Porcelain Heirloom Doll

^he J2ittle !Dutcli Qirl

"The Little Dutch Girl"
You'll quickly note the wealth of intricate detail, from her per-

fectly proportioned and delicate hands to the tiny red tulip on

her dress.

Fine Bisque Porcelain

Beautifully Hand-Crafted

Entirely Painted by Hand

Authentic Dutch costuming.

Exquisitely detailed and lifelike.

Complete with deluxe doll stand.

Certificate of Registration & Authenticity.

Priced at only SI 4.50.

Collecting fine porcelain heirloom dolls, one of the

most significant and time-honored traditions in col-

lecting, is now enjoying unprecedented popularity.

Demand for quality heirloom dolls has never been
greater!

"The Little Dutch Girl" is the First Porcelain Heir-

loom Doll ever issued by the New England Collectors

Society. As an important First Edition, it is destined to

have lasting value.

As befits its heirloom status, this enchanting "Little

Dutch Girl" is masterfully hand-crafted of the finest

bisque porcelain, then painted entirely by hand so

that even the tiniest details are astonishingly realistic!

And every facet of her beautifully hand sewn blue and
white costume has been thoroughly researched to as-

sure its total authenticity.

Truly a work of an, and a dollmaker's master-

piece, "The Little Dutch Girl" will brighten any home
and completely satisfy even the most demanding
collector.

A Certificate of Registration and Authenticity will

accompany each heirloom doll.

The New England Collectors Society is a subsidiary ol Reed S. Barton

— line silversmiths since 1824.

£7/1717 The New England Collectors Society D- 3 3
lyjj} 237 Saw Mill Road P.O. Box -i 1 +

West Haven, Conn. 06516

Please enter my order for the First Porcelain DoU The Little Dutch Girl" 1

have enclosed my remittance as follows:

doll(s)<3 114.50 each >

Shipping & Handling C5 S 1 .95 per doll s

Total Amount Enclosed' S —
•Connecticut residents renin S 1

- (.8 per doll for sales tax

Namc.

Address -

City

State - .Zip.

D Please check If you wish to have any doll shipped to a different address

and indicate specific Instructions on a separate sheet of paper.

Make check or money order payable to The New England Collector- S

Satisfaction Guaranteed or money refunded within 30 days.
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HistoryUnfoldsAround Every Bene!
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, Name:.

_ State: Zip:_

Telephone:
(

)

Area Code

Age: QUnder35 D36-49 D5064 DOver65

Ocean cruises taken: DO Dl D2 or more.

MISSISSIPPI QUEEN DELTA QUEEN
2 to 11 Nights. Suites. Staterooms. Cabins.

FREE BROCHURE
Seeyour travel agent or call toll free

800-543-7637
or write:

The Delta Queen Steamboat Co.
511 MairTStreet, Box NH60
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

The Fitness Master XC-1
the Way to Aerobic Fitness

By simulating cross country skiing,

the Fitness Master XC-1 offers you
a total system for cardiovascular

fitness and body tone. Firms your
entire body: arms and upper torso,

legs, and buttocks. Excellent for

weight control.

• Easy to attain target heart rates

since more muscles used means less

effort per muscle.

1 Fluid motions—no jarring impact on
bones and joints. Avoids running

related injuries.

' Leg and arm motions are

independent, with totally adjustable

resistance. Can be used by men or

women, regardless of size or weight.

Height adjustable.

1 Stable— rests flat on the floor and
has side rails for extra security.

1 Elegant design— sleek, durable,

chrome plated steel. Fine

workmanship.

1 Easily disassembles to 5" height

—

slips under your bed!

1 The best that money can buy.

Convenient for home or office.

• 15 day home trial. 2 Year Warranty.

For more information and a free brochure call

TOLL FREE: 1-800-328-8995; in Minnesota: 1-612-448-7876
8-5 Mon.-Fri.-FITNESS MASTER, INCORPORATED,

12 Haverhill, Dept. A, Jonathan, Minnesota 55318.
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A Glimpse
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Stars of the evening sky are great

winter, bright and sparkling and spre

across the vault above us each clear mg
But this year, evening planets—the fro^

ing on the celestial cake—are entire

missing. All the planets—the visible

well as those too faint and far away—

;

morning stars. But the evening's loss is t

morning's gain, and it's worth staying

or getting up to see the planets in our

after midnight through dawn.

The "stars" of the morning planet sh

this month are Mars and Saturn. Mart

brightening from its normal obscurity a

approaches the opposition of May 1 1,

it will brighten spectacularly in

months ahead. All month long, Mars
Saturn are close to one another in the ci-

stellation Libra, where you can see th n

from shortly after midnight until dawn f

you look at them regularly through e

month, you will see Mars approach Satin

from the west, pass it on February 1 5, id

then move east of it. And you will also *

the great show they put on with the mm
on February 22 and 23 (weather perrt-

ting, of course, in this month of noti-

ously bad weather!).

Jupiter, too, is no slouch as a morrig

star. Although rising later, several hers

after midnight, it is high and brillianir

the southeast before dawn. And you re

sure to catch a glimpse of Venus, brigler

still, low in the east for a short while bere

the brightening twilight overpowers il

The events described in the calerar

below are given in local time unless ot:r-

wise indicated.

February 1: New moon, at 6:46 in..

EST, is in Capricornus, but we probuly

can't see the early crescent until Satuiayl

evening.

TO N.TIIOU HlSTABV 9/84 _L



Celestial Events

su

/enus

"ebruary 4: The moon is at apogee, far-

st from the earth today. A slim, low

:scent in the southeast at sundown, the

ie fro iion is in Aquarius.

aitii
February 5: The waxing crescent moon

sibltii atter tonight, higher toward the south

ly-iivening twilight, setting about 9:00 p.m.

isiils located just south of the vernal equi-

mt ., the point in the sky where the sun will

ourA on the first day of spring, six weeks

I m now.

Klsl
February 9: First-quarter moon, at

\lafl.00 p.m., EST, is in Aries, the Ram,

rilv^ose two brightest stars, Hamal and

!lji;ratan, are to the moon's right and

in
l; er. Remember where the vernal equi-

lars

£

f
- ^ 's ' relative to where the moon was four

lfl

J hts ago? Another name for the vernal

B l^iinox is First Point of Aries, a name it

J ned thousands of years ago when it was

juries, near tonight's moon. Precession

jSsii earth's axis of rotation has shifted the

v
l5,iinal equinox westward (to the right)

jjlso^o the stars of Pisces.

iljim
February 1 1 : Look below tonight's cres-

r
wmtit moon for the V-shaped group of stars,

Hyades, that marks the face of the

1 in the constellation Taurus. Another

r group, the Pleiades, appears as a hazy

ad to the moon's right. Look at the Ple-

es, also known as the Seven Sisters,

M h binoculars, and you should see doz-

.

bfjgi
of the stars that make up the group.

lib

wisij

less
oil

;

proba

ebruary 14: The fat, gibbous moon is

dancer, but the two bright stars above

Pollux and Castor, are in Gemini,

"ebruary 15: Morning sky watchers

'e been seeing two bright planets draw-

slowly together among the stars of Li-

to the east (left) of Spica, Virgo's

ghtest star. Of the two, Mars is slightly

brighter and yellowish in color; the

er is Saturn. Mars passes Saturn to-

Computersarecreatingjobs
fornri-trainedpeople

IF YOU'RE SERIOUSABOUT
MAKING MONEY IN
MICROCOMPUTERS,

NRI IS SERIOUS ABOUT
SHOWING YOU HOW.
The U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor projects

job openings for

qualified computer
technicians will soon
double. International

Resource Development,

Inc., estimates a 600%
increase in these jobs

in a decade. And most
of these will be new jobs

created by the expand-
ing role of computers.

NEVER HAS THERE BEENA
FASTER-GROWING FIELD

OF TECHNOLOGY.
Many people are afraid of losing their

jobs to computers, but thousands of jobs

will be created for those who are prepared

to meet the challenge.

With NRI training, you'll be prepared.

You can have a profitable, exciting future

as an expert who can handle the opera-

tional, programming and technical aspects

of all kinds of microcomputers and micro-

processors.

LEARN IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
NRI trains you in your own home, at

your convenience.. .no classroom schedules

to meet, no need to quit your job. As a class

of one with complete course materials and
the backing of a staff of professional elec-

tronics instructors, you'll get extraordinary

hands-on training on the latest, most pop-

ular microcomputer: the new TRS-80™
Model 4 with Disk Drive. Designed to per-

form diverse personal and business func-

tions and accept more software, the TRS-80
is yours to keep.

LEARN HOW TO USE, PROGRAM
AND SERVICE STATE-OFTHE-ART

MICROCOMPUTERS.
Through your carefully designed NRI

course, you'll get a wealth of practical ex-

perience. You'll build circuits. ..from the

TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp.

simplest to the most advanced...

with your NRI Discovery
Lab.® You'll use a profes-

sional 4-function LCD
digital multimeter for

analysis and trouble-

shooting. With NRI train-

ing you'll explore your
computer's registers,

memory and input-

output ports. You'll

even write programs
to control the circuits

you've designed and
built. You'll perform hun-

dreds of challenging

experiments, always
backed by a full-time

faculty ready to help you personally.

When your NRI training is complete,

you'll be a computer technician, ready for

your first job — servicing, testing or pro-

gramming all types
of microcomputers
— in a rewarding

and challenging

With your course, you get the new, feature-loaded

TRS-80 Model 4, plus the added memory capacity of

a double density disk drive.

THE CATALOG IS FREE.
THE TRAINING IS PRICELESS.
Send the coupon today for your FREE

104-page catalog. It's a valuable guide to

opportunities and training in the high-tech

revolution. You'll see how easily you be-

come part of the growing high-tech world of

microcomputers. If the coupon has been

removed, write: NRI Schools, 3939
Wisconsin Ave., Wash., D.C. 20016.

NRI

tint*

NRI School of Electronics *F
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue • r—

i

Washington, D.C. 20016

We'll give you tomorrow.

The catalog Is free. The training Is priceless,

Name (Please Print) Age

Street

Please check for one free catalog only.

D Computer Electronics including
Microcomputers

D Communications Electronics • FCC
Licenses • Mobile • CB • Aircraft

• Marine

D Color TV, Audio, and Video System
Servicing

Electronics Design Technology

D Digital Electronics

D Industrial Electronics

D Basic Electronics

Q Small Engine Servicing

D Appliance Servicing

Automotive Servicing

D Auto Air Conditioning

Air Conditioning. Heating,
Refrigeration & Solar Technology

D Building Construction

City/State/Zip

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council

All career courses approved under
Glblll. Q Check for details.

159-024
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Raymond & Whitcomb's 105th Anniversary Voyage

The Madeira and Canary Islands
with Morocco and Iberia aboard the yacht Argonaut

August 18 to September 4, 1984

It is a delight to revisit places associated with particularly happy

memories and find they are even more enjoyable. Such realms of nat-

ural beauty and exceptional interest are combined in this sailing that

celebrates 105 years of special Raymond & Whitcomb travel.

Begin in Lisbon, as did voyages in Portugal's era of Great Discoveries,

and travel to lands of perpetual spring where August average tempera-

tures are in the 70°'s.

No islands are more intriguingly different than the five we explore in

the Madeira and Canary archipelagoes off the western shoulder of

North Africa. Continue to discover more gardens, fine art and archi-

tecture, fascinating cultures and lifestyles in the Kingdom of Morocco.

Return home from aristocratic Catalonia in Spain or go on to Castile.

You can also travel free from care in the Raymond & Whitcomb manner,

with congenial company and comfort aboard other Argonaut summer voyages:

Scandinavian Sojourn June 28 to July 24 This perennial favorite since 1969

now extends from Leningrad to Norse islands of Shetland. Orkney, the Faeroes

and Scotland. Available in Baltic Passage, Great Fjords and Nordic Odyssey

segments.

Grand Mediterranean Passage August 30 to September 11 The most beauti-

ful of all seas, enjoyed in full splendor from Spain to Greece. Includes Carcas-

sonne, Monte Carlo, Florence, Rome, Paestum. Pompeii, Taormina on Sicily,

and Ithaca.

Grecian Odyssey September 7 to 19 The classic approach to the Greek

islands and mainland with guest lecturer Robin Duke, top guides, Athens and

Epidaurus Festival performances.

Adriatic Odyssey September 18 to 28 Grand palaces and canals, walled

towns, fanciful villages, and idyllic islands along shores of Italy and Yugoslavia.

For additional information and reservations call, visit or write:

RiW
Raymond & Whitcomb Co.
400 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y 10017

Telephone (212) 759-3960

First in Travel Since 1879

The Argonaut is registered in Greece

night, from right to left, and moves to S :

urn's east. They will be quite close to c -

another all month, rising about midnig :::

high up in the sky at dawn.

February 16: Full moon, at 7:41 p. ».:

EST, is in Leo, above its bright star Re]

lus. Leo is a spring star group. Just risi
.

in late evening twilight tonight, Leo v ..:;

be well up in the east after sundown in

.

other two months. The brightness of i J:

full moon may make it difficult to see ji i

circular group of stars, above the mo :i

that forms the Lion's head; the triangle -

stars to the moon's left marks Leo's hi -::

quarters and tail. Perigee moon occ :

just eight hours after the moon is full. 1< a

combined effects of the spring tide ( fc

companying full moon) and perigee 'I ;j

raise exceptionally high tides on Frii ;-i

morning and again in the evening.

February 18: Tonight's moon is .-;

Virgo, just above the autumnal equir -

halfway around the sky from the vea ,.

equinox. Look to the left of the moon aa •;

midnight to find Spica, Virgo's brht
:;

star, and farther left to Saturn and Ms,

which are close together. The moon wilie

closer to Spica tomorrow night and be;le

the star on Monday.

February 22-23: Make an effort to

I

the moon, Mars, and Saturn in the mm
ing sky on either or both dates, any

from about an hour past midnight urU

dawn. On the 22nd, the moon will be iry

close to the right (west) of the two brut
,

;

planets, much closer by dawn. On le

23rd, it will be to the planets' left and nv- .

ing away from them. The moon actuly

passes between Saturn and Mars duig

the morning of the 22nd, below Saturat

about 4:00 a.m. and above Mars at alut

9:00 a.m., EST. The planets are so cse

that the moon covers both of them in ts-

Saturn, as seenfrom Voyager I, / 980

80 Natural History 2/84



ig by, but neither occultation can be seen

om locations in North America.

February 23: The moon is at last-quar-

:r phase at twelve minutes past noon,

ST, but it doesn't rise again until after

00 a.m. on Friday morning. After mov-

ig through a narrow corridor of Scorpius

i the 23rd, the rising moon will be near

ntares on the border between Scorpius

id Ophiuchus, moving through Ophiu-
: ius during the morning of the 24th. Mars

id Saturn should be easily visible to the

loon's right and above.

February 24: An occultation of Uranus
•

/ the moon occurs but is not visible from

orth America.

February 25: Saturn has been moving

owly to the left through Libra, but its

isterly motion ends today and then re-

uses. Saturn will move to the right,

iward Spica, for the next five months,

i February 26: The moon passes Jupiter

. about 3:00 a.m. By now a slender, wan-

ig crescent, the moon rises about 3:30

' ,m. below Jupiter, and moves up the sky

ith the very bright planet until both dis-

i opear in the dawn. They are both in Sag-

: tarius, near the peak of the lid in the tea-

Dt-shaped group of stars that marks the

'Dnstellation.

: February 28: Probably your last chance
,j

i see the morning moon before it disap-

;ars as the next new moon. It passes Ve-

ils late today, at about 10:00 p.m, EST.

oth Venus and the crescent moon rise be-

>re sunrise on Wednesday the 29th (leap

'ay), but they will come up quite late in

s le brightening dawn.

ditor's Note: The Sky Map in the Janu-

7 issue shows the evening constellations

id stars for this month and gives the

mes for use.

The Safari Jacket
Whether you're out in the bush or out on the town, you will

find this a versatile and practical garment.

Ruggedly constructed of rightly woven twill cloth in an

easy-care and breathable blend of 65% cotton/35% polyester.

The four button-through flap pockets are roomy and
secure enough for all your essentials, the X-stitched epaulets

perfect for securing camera straps and other equipment.

Adjustable side tabs for full or more contoured fit. No belt to

flop around or get lost. Tailored with single-needle reinforced

sleeving and two deep action-back pleats for ease of movement.

Roomy enough to be worn over a shirt or sweater.

Manufactured for us by Van Heusen . . . backed by the Baker Street

Shirtmakers guarantee of satisfaction or your money back.

The Safari Jacket . . . for wherever your sporting life takes you. Only

$36 Long Sleeves, $34 Short Sleeves. In Khaki and Olive Drab,

of course.

Please send
free catalog

Sizes: S -(34-36)

M -(38-40)

L -(42-44)

XL -(46-48)

QUANTITY STYLE

Personal Check or Money Order

Visa MasterCard

D American Express

Card #

Khaki, Short Sleeve (54-770Y) $34

Khaki, Long Sleeve (54-769Y) $36

Olive, Short Sleeve (54-791Y) $34

Olive, Long Sleeve (54-781Y) $36

Exp. date-

Add $3.00per order for shipping and handling, plus local taxes where applicable. Make checks

payable to Baker Street Shirtmakers. Mail your order... or call toll free (800) 528-6050.

D Mr. Mrs. Ms

Address-

City

Baker Street

. State- . Zip_

Shirtmakers
5

\ Creators of classic shirts at affordable prices
281 Centennial Avenue, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854 FHJ f

There is a fantasy trip

of Europe called

"TRAVCOA's Carnival"

that balloons you over chateaux

and vineyards of Burgundy.

EUROPE
You'll cruise on a luxury barge through the

polder regions of Northern Holland and board the

famed Simplon Orient Express, London to Milan.

Then view the French Riviera while cruising

on a private luxury yacht.

Other remarkable tours of Europe include

Ireland, the British Isles, Italy, Switzerland,

France, Portugal and Spain, Scandinavia, Arctic

Isles and Eastern Europe.

TRAVCOA luxury tours include a la carte

gourmet dining, elegant hotels,

and limited membership

to 20 persons. TraVCOa
Dept. I\H2, 4000 MacArthur Blvd.

Suite 650E Newport Beach, California 92660

Address _

City _ Zip _

Travel Agent

Please include the followingTRAVCOA Brochures:

D South Pacific Orient D Unusual Orient

D China Africa Europe D Around the World

D Middle Easl D India and Frontiers D Mongolia

Egypt D South America (Including Glacier Cruise 1

EXPLORE
THE EARTH
IN 30 WAYS.

Choose your wildlife or cultural adven-

ture: a wildlife safari in East Africa. A natural

history trek through Bhutan. An archeologi-

cal tour to Peru & Easter Island. A walking

expedition in New Zealand.

This year, our experts will lead these and
26 other expeditions, spanning 5 continents.

Write for free color brochure. And discover

30 new ways to explore the earth.

CITY. STATE, ZIP.

NATTJREEXPEDITIONS INTERNATIONAL
P.O. BOX itW. DEPT. NH. EUGENE. OR 97440*

CALL TOLL FREE 80O-M4-M34



E\mROTTI
Now, get a magnificent Luciano
Pavarotti boxed set of 3 records or

3 cassettes at half price—just $12.95

plus shipping and handling—
as your introduction to

GREAT PERFORMERS.

For over 20 years now,
critics and conductors alike have
been exhausting their vocabulary of

musical superlatives in an effort to describe the

overwhelming talent of one man—LUCIANO
PAVAROTTI.

His notes have been called "perfectly matched
pearls." His voice "one of those freaks of nature that comes
rarely in a hundred years."

There is hardly an accolade imaginable which
Pavarotti has not earned. And so it is especially fitting that

his most thrilling recorded performances be gathered
together in the introductory boxed set of GREAT PER-
FORMERS-Time-Life Music's collection of the legend-

ary musical performances of the 20th century.

In this introductory boxed set you can enjoy the full

dramatic and vocal range of perhaps the greatest tenor of

all time. From Rossini's lively yet tender Stabat Mater to

Donizetti's touching Lucia di Lammermoor. From Verdi's

vibrant Rigoletto (Questa o quella. La donna e mobile) to

the beloved tenor arias of losca. La Boheme, Madama
Butterfly, and Pagliacci. And through it all you'll discover

again and again why The New York Times wrote "Bravis-

simo is not good enough for such singing. How about

Pavarottissimo?"

Partial listing only. Actual boxed
sets contain many additional selections

%
RUBINSTEIN

' BRAHMS: Rhapsody in G
Minor; Piano Concerto No. 1.

CHOPIN: Polonaises Nos. 3.6;

Mazurkas Nos. 5.23.25,49;

Nocturnes Nos. 2.5.J

Waltzes Nos. 1,6,7.

Fantasie Impromptu
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata
No. 23; Piano Trio No. 6.

and manv more.

PERLMAN
PAGANINI: Violin Concerto No. 1;

Caprice No. 24. STRAVINSKY:
Suite Italienne. VIVALDI:
"Winter" from The Four Seasons.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Trio in

A Minor. BRAHMS: Violin

Concerto in D Major.

KREISLER: Recitativo and
Scherzo Cappriccio.

©1983 TIMELIFE BOOKS INC. Time-Life Music 541 N. Fairbanks Court, Chicago, IL 60611

RAMPAL
TELEMANN: Suite in A Mil

BACH: Flute Sonata in E FH
Major. VIVALDI: Flute Coni|4

in D Major. HANDEL: Flute

Sonata in B Minor. MOZAR II

Flute Concerto No. 2; Andar,

C Major for Flute and Orchej

POULENC: Flute Sonata.

RAVEL: Habanera. DEBUS|S
Syrinx , and many more.



Ialf Price . . .Bravo!
R t of all, this magnificent album can be yours now at just half

(i ar price, as our way of introducing you to GREAT PER-

1/ RS, an incomparable collection that brings you the most

tt Derformances of no fewer than a dozen immortal virtuosos.

B N-PIERRE RAMPAL, French flutist par excellence, per-

s tstanding works by Telemann, Bach, Mozart, Vivaldi, Han-

m )ebussy. Subtle, playful, intense, or tender- Rampal's

Ij / has brought him world acclaim.

IT HAK PERLMAN will astound you with music

I e critic exclaimed "sings in the ear and shakes the

' 1 brings his formidable grace and command to

(l , Stravinsky, Brahms, Kreisler, Vivaldi, and

sky. m

ARTHUR RUBINSTEIN, the world's most

l-fect pianist, regales you with rhapsodic performances

li's Polonaise No. 6, Brahms' Piano Concerto No. 1,

|>n of Chopin's melodic mazurkas and waltzes, as

1 eethoven's brilliant "Appassionata" Sonata.

L)RES SEGOVIA, most distinguished guitarist of our

[performs works by Bach and Scarlatti, the Guitar

I) No. 1 in D Major by Castelnuovo-Tedesco, romantic

leces by Francisco Tarrega, and other selections that

I is astonishing virtuosity.

IJASCHA HEIFETZ . . PABLO CASALS . . MSTISLAV
|)POVICH . . VLADIMIR HOROWITZ . . MARIA

. .ARTURO TOSCANINI ... and HERBERT VON KARA-
Ints all-and all available to you now through GREAT PER-
Irs.

|>efits the stature of these artists and peerless quality of their

linces, each record or cassette has been meticulously recorded

| the faithful reproduction of every note and nuance. And each

I I has a custom -crafted library edition case with gilt stamping

:cially commissioned pen-and-ink illustration on the cover.

*"

HEIFETZ
JCH: Scottish Fantasy. PRO-
•'IEV: Violin Concerto No. 2.

rTHOVEN: Violin Sonata
9; Romance No. 1. MOZART:
rtimento in E Flat Major.

1: Dance of the Goblins.

KYKORSAKOV: Flight of

bumblebee DEBUSSY:
Maid with the Flaxen Hair.

TOEL: Passacaglia. BACH:
ita No. 2 . and many more.

SEGOVIA
CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO:
Guitar Concerto No. L J.S. BACH:
Gavotte (from Partita No. 3);

Courante (from Suite No. 3); Cha-

conne (from Partita No. 2). SOR:
Minuet in E Major. TARREGA:
Recuerdos de la Alhambra.
RODRIGO: Fandango GRAN-
ADOS: Tonadilla. ALBENIZ:
Leyenda. PONCE: Sonata Mexi-

cana. VILLA LOBOS: Prelude

No. 3 . and many more.

Build your own personal collection of

GREAT PERFORMERS
with Custom Subscription today.

Now, you are invited to choose the recordings you want— with all

the benefits of our unique Custom Subscription plan.

1. You'll receive only the recordings you personally

request. For your convenience in making your selec-

rtion,
a complete list will be provided with Pavarotti. (Or

if you prefer, you may receive the recordings as selected

by the editors of Time-Life Music.)

2. Each boxed set comes with a 10-day free-audition

privilege.

3. Your introduction to GREAT PERFORMERS, Pavarotti,

is only $12.95 plus shipping and handling. That's a 50%
discount off the regular price. Future boxed sets of 3

records or 3 cassettes cost $26.95 plus shipping and

handling.

4. With each boxed set you'll also receive a beautiful

24-page soft-cover book featuring biographies of the

performers, interesting photographs, and notes on

the performances.

f5.
A sturdy Time-Life Music tote bag is yours

FREE with purchase of Pavarotti.

6. The book, The Music Makers— a $35 value— is yours

FREE when you purchase your third boxed set. This

264-page hard-cover book includes 1000 biographies of

composers, conductors, singers, and musicians plus more
than 600 paintings, photographs, and drawings.

To qualify for all the benefits of this Custom Subscription

—and to audition Pavarotti free for

1
10 days without obligation- act now!

Simply return the coupon or call

!
Toll Free 1-800-621-8200.

[an Illinois: 1-800-972-8302.)

'VISA® and MasterCard™
accepted. ^ Tl IMEl

maa
MUSICTIME

LIFE
MUSIC

^ \i
< -

Half Price Introductory Offer

-Plus Free Gift If You Act Now-
Time-Life Music, 541 N. Fairbanks Court, Chicago, IL 60611

Bravo! Please send me Luciano Pamrotti to start my GREAT PERFORMERS col-

lection at a special 50% savings. I understand that I will receive my FREE tote bag

when my $12.95 half-price payment for Pavarotti is received. Each additional boxed

set of 3 records or 3 cassettes will cost just $26.95 plus shipping and handling; each

comes for 10 days/rw audition: no minimum purchase is required; and I maj caned

at any time. Future boxed sets of my choice will be shipped one about every other

month. If 1 decide not to buy Pamrotti. 1 will return it within 10 days and be under no

further obligation.

I prefer Dolby*- encoded
cassettes.

I prefer to receive

premium quality records.

Name-

Address.

City, State, Zip —
All orders subject to approval.

Send no money. Just mail this coupon today.



The Wilderness Travel
World of Discovery

Specialists in Wildlife

andNaturalHistory Tours
GALAPAGOS

In-depth 1 and 2 week cruises

Special Hiking Expedition

EGYPT
Nile Cruise, Luxor, Abu Simbel

with Expert Egyptologists

AMAZON
Tambopata River Expedition

Manu National Park

AFRICA
Tanzania Wildlife

Mountain Gorilla Safari

Kenya Safari and Coast

ANDES
Realm of the Incas

Andean Odyssey
EUROPE ^H ^L Patagonia
Hill Towns
of Italy

Chateaux
of the Loire

Norway:
Ski, Hike, Sail

Summer Sailing

in the Arctic

NEW GUINEA
ALASKA
NEPAL

Free 40page color catalog

Over 50 trips worldwide

WILDERNESS TRAVEL
1760-NN Solano Ave., Berkeley, CA
(415)524-5111 94707

Save More On All New
4 Pc. Sterling Place Settings

_ 1 Ross-Simons
I Toll-Free 800-556-""

GORHAM

Ross-Simons Also Saves You Money
On Individual Pieces, Serving Pieces
Save on brand new, factory sealed patterns by
Gorham, Towle, Reed & Barton, Wallace. Kirk, Stieff,

Oneida. Lunt, International. All active patternsavailable.

Typical SALE PRICES 4 Pc. Settings
Gorham Strasbourg, Chantilly, Fairfax 9123.95
Towle Chippendale, Old Master. Legato 9114.95
Wallace Grand Baroque, Grand Victorian.... 9144.95
Reed & Barton 18th Century. Francis I.... 9134.95
International Prelude, Joan of Arc 9119.95
Lunt Modern Victorian. William & Mary 9125.95
Kirk Stieff Wmsbrq Shell or Queen Anne . .

*1 79.95

Check Our Sale Prices On Famous China
Hs Pc. Settings

Lenox
Autumn 993.00
Eternal 955.00

Royal Doulton
Cariyle 9115.00
Harlow 987.00

Mlnton
Grasmere 993.00
Jasmine 993.00

Wedgwood
Runnymede 9119.00
Medici 975.00

Noritake
Shenandoah 939.95
Blue Hill 923.00

Gorham
Rondelle 951.95
Black Contessa 978.95

Most major brands and patterns available.

Call TOLL-FREE 800-556-7376
Limited Time Offer. We reserve the right to adjust prices

up or down without notice in line with silver bullion

fluctuations. Call Tor prices on individual serving pieces or

to place an order. Money Back Guarantee. (Jse Visa,

MasterCard. Call for postage charges.

Call or write ROSS-SIMONS JEWELERS
136 Route 5. Dept. NH2, Warwick, Rl 02B86

Riders ofthe Range
by Stan Steiner

Cowboy: The Enduring Myth of the from the range, the editors of Harpei) '.;

Wild West, by Russell Martin. Stewart, magazine in 1903 asked Owen Wistti

Tabori & Chang, $50.00; 432pp., illus.

Ma, do cowboys eat grass?

No, they're part human.

On the passing of the old-time cowboy

whose book The Virginian had just bei! ii

published, to write an article on "The Evj
'

lution and Survival of the Cowboy." W
ter, who did not know too much abo) «

working cowboys, asked his friei

Cowboys are seen as romantic lonely drifters.
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ooks in Review

(eric Remington, the painter, for ad-

f
"Don't mistake the nice young men
amble around wire fences for the old

s of the plains," Remington replied,

it Wister ignored the advice. The real

>oy was of less interest to him than the

lie cowboy he had helped create.

Cruise theTUrkish coastline with Swan Hellenic
and you'll discover ancient Greece.

A Swan Hellenic cruise is more than just a

cruise, it's a delightful educational experience.

Because each cruise is accompanied by no less

than five guest lecturers, each one, an acknow-
ledged expert in his or her field, whose shared
knowledge breathes life into history.

Depending on the cruise you choose,

you'll venture along a coastline so beautiful,

that Marc Antony gave part of it to Cleopatra

as a wedding present. From Istanbul in the

north to Antayla in the south and even as

far east as Iskanderun, you'll stop in Dikili,

Mytilene and Fethiye, and

take side trips to Pergamum, Termessos,
Perge, Aspendos and Side

Whichever Swan Hellenic cruise of the
Eastern Mediterranean you take, you'll dis-

cover in Turkey a legacy of three empires
and twelve civilizations that combines with
dazzling natural endowments to create a

cultural mix unequaled on the face of
the Earth.

Send for a full color brochure on Swan
Hellenic cruises.And come wrth us on a voyage

of discovery that will always
be a beautiful memory.

SWANI
HELLENIC
A division ol'P&O Cruises.

In cooperation with the

Turkish Tourist Office.

Exprinter Tour Operators
500 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY. 10110

Please send me a brochure on Swan Hellenic Cruises.

_State_ -Zip-

Phone number_

My travel agent is _

The Ultimate Safari into
the Last Wilderness . .

.

A very special offer

The American Museum
of Natural History is

offering SAND RIVERS
by Peter Matthiessen at

a $9.00 savings. The
publisher's price is

$11.95, but you pay
only $2.95. Act now
ana receive the
Museum's FREE book
catalog.

In SAND RIVERS,
Matthiessen and pho-
tographer H ugo van

tawick explore an unmapped corner of Tanzania

—one of the last great strongholds of wildlife left

on earth. Incomparable writing by the author of

the SNOW tEOPARD and 64 pages of glorious

color photographs create a haunting portrait of

this ancient and mysterious land.

"Adventure on a scale rarely seen in this century"—Publisher's Weekly
"A clear triumph"

—

N.Y. Times Book Review

YES! Please send copies
of SAND RIVERS at $2.95 each, \%- - ji

> «§,

delivery included. Also send me the N%> •<?

K°X
FREE book catalog of the American
Museum of Natural History.

Name:

Address:

City: . State:

.

.Zip:

vlake checks payable to the American Museum ol Natural Hi-.tor\

Ma"J?frs
' AMNH Book Program

fVoqram American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024 01SR

How to buy
the finest Safari

without
getting skinned.
First, set the new 1984 Safariworld

brochure. Then compare it with the most
expensive safari on the market.

You'll find that Safariworld sives you
the same, or better, deluxe features,

accommodations and scheduled air

transportation on an adventure-filled 2

week safari for only $1999-$2499 . .

.

hundreds of dollars less than the

competition.
With 26 years in the business,

Safariworld has the experience to offer

the finest Safari . . . and the best value.

(«WAM.

/
SAFAR

40 East 49th Street, New Vt

(212) 486-0505, (800) .221-4737:

1500 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, va. 22209"?

(703Q 525-3685, (800) 336-5500



A Get Nose to Nose
with a Polar Bear

Polar Bears of Churchill

Manitoba Tour

Tour I October 18-27,1984

Tour n October 25 - November 3,1984

^^
Travel across miles of frozen tundra

""
. in the incomparable "Tundra Buggy"

* " used by the National Geographic Society

to film their P.B.S. presentation.

Tour fee of $1,625 includes meals,

hotels and transportation. $125 off

tour fee if enrolled by March 1, 1984.

For details, please write:

JJOSEPHVAN
: NATURE TOURS

P.O. Box 655. Dept. N

VASHON ISLAND WA 98070

o4dv&tihte\
AFRICA
CAMPING SAFARIS

GORILLAS AND VOLCANOES
KILIMANJARO CLIMB

HIMALAYAS
MT. EVEREST, LADAKH,

TIBETAN PLATEAU, ANNAPURNA,
WILDLIFE SAFARIS

OTHER ADVENTURE VACATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE IN PERU, S.E. ASIA, BOTSWANA,

EGYPT, NEW GUINEA, JAPAN.
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE.

NAME

ADDRESS

10-D MT. AUBURN STREET #H
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138

TEL. 617-876-0533

IMK^^E
•

(xx *^BB

It's

#k . JH just

one

short

)L step

!K'
:

-\ "* between

floors

with

^"Elevette"!
Step into this modern home elevator in-

stead of climbing up and down the hard
way. "Elevette" is a life-saver for the
handicapped or elderly ... is a conveni-
ence for the whole family. And the variety

of color-coordinated designs includes one
to complement your decor.

Write for free color-illustrated catalog.
Facts on "Elevette";
budget-oriced, single-seat

StairLIFT; Inclinette. the

deluxe single-seat lift;

1NCLIN-ATOR, lift for

2 people. Tax deductible
when recommended by
doctor.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
DEPT. 17

P. O. BOX 1557
HARRISBURG, PA 17105-1557

fa country musw.

Even then the myth was more powtful

than the reality.

The mythic cowboy was a knight-ennt

of the West, Wister wrote. He was ousii

Lancelot, our Robin Hood. "No soldi ol

fortune adventured with bolder caress

ness; no fiercer blood ever stained abr-

der"; for the cowboys were "wild r.aV

who "sprang from the loins" of the \sl

free men who had escaped from thrtift

manly confines of the East.

So disturbed was the historian Pilif
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hton Rollins by this romantic and unre-

I uic portrait of the cowboy that he wrote

jhtflj classic, The Cowboy, to dehorse, if not

,!>om' mystify, the fictional cowboy. Rollins

isoMfd ridden with trail herds, and he sought

[caitj show the cowboy where he worked

—

ledatiid the dirt, the dung, and the dumb
tildws. He did not succeed.

''Owen Wister was a Harvard man,
iIk ideric Remington was a Yale man, and

ilip Ashton Rollins was a Princeton

in—and so the Easterners created the

* OLYMPIC POSTAL PRINTS*
A unique opportunity to own a collec-

tion of Olympic Postal Prints commemo-
rating the 1 984 U.S. Summer Olympics.
Sixteen exciting Olympic sports beauti-

fully illustrated in a set of four full-color

prints— all hand-signed and numbered
by artist Charles Fulkerson.

Each 8x10" print combines a painting

of four Olympic sporting events with

four related U.S. Olympic postage
stamps. All prints bear the official U.S.

First Day of Issue postmark.

Special edition limited to 500, four-

print sets. Each set includes:

* A) fencing, cycling, pole vault, volleyball {pic-

tured).

* B) swimming, weight lifting, shot-put, m. gymnas-
tics.

* C) basketball, hurdles, soccer, w. gymnastics.

* D) discus, archery, jumping, boxing.

Collect the set of four, or order indi-

vidual prints. $30 each or $110 per set,

postpaid. Money back guarantee of sat-

isfaction.

Send me set(s) of four Postal Prints, $110 per set;

Or Print A B C D $30 each. Postpaid.

Enclosed is my check or money order.

Name

Address

City. . State

.

American Postal Commemoratives, North St., Roxbury, ct 06783

.Zip.

Questers for 1984
Travel with a purpose. Learn and discover. Search

out plants and animals, birds and flowers. Explore rain

forests, mountains and tundra, seashores, lakes and swamps.
With Ouesters you will have ample time to photograph, absorb and reflect.

Naturalist guides, small tour parties, first-class accommodations.

Worldwide Nature Tours

1984 Departures

The Americas

Okefenokee Swamp: 12 days, 4/15 • Hawaii: 15

days, 2/9, 3/22, 10/18, 12/20 • Alaska: 17 days.

6/22, 7/10, 7/28 • Pacific Northwest: 12 days.

6/18, 8/6 • Superior Forest Canoe Trip: 9 days,

7/7, 8/11 • Canyon Lands: 14 days, 5/6, 10/7 •

Manitoba (Churchill): 12 days, 6/25 • Newfound-

land: 16 days, 6/10 • Canadian Rockies: 15 days,

6/9 • Southern Mexico: 15 days. 2/12, 3/11, 11/4,

12/16 • Panama & Costa Rica: 14 days, 2/13; 3/19,

12/24 • The Amazon: 17 days, V8. 3/4, 5/6. 7/8,

8/5, 11/18 • Ecuador & Galapagos: 16 days, 2 1

4/4, 7/18. 8/8, 10/31, 12/12 • The Galapagos: 17

days. 1/23, 2/6 • Peru: 17 days, 7/15, 11,4 • Pat-

agonia TierradelFuego:22days, 1/9, 11/5- Trin-

idad & Tobago: 11 days, 3/19, 4/2, 11/5, 11/19,

Europe

Iceland: 16 days, 6/15. 7/6, 8/10 • Ireland: 23

days. 5/9 • Islands Highlands of Scotland: 21

days, 5/31, 7. 12 -Switzerland: 17days. 7 13. 8. 10

• Greece: 19 days, 4 2, 9; 17.

Asia & Africa

Japan: 23 days, 6/1 • Sri Lanka: 18 days. 2/17,

7/6, 11/16 • Himalayas: Nepal, Sikkim & Bhutan:

23 days, 3/1 5. 10/1 1 • Foothills of Western Himala-

yas: 19 days, 4,12 • Kenya: 22 days. 2/2, 7 19.

10/18 • Madagascar. Mauritius & Reunion: 24

days, 7/8, 10 7

Oceania & Australasia

Australia & New Zealand: 28 days. 2/11, 10/6 •

New Zealand & the Milford Track: 22 days. 2 10.

11 16 • Papua New Guinea: 23 days, 5. 19. 8 11

11/3.

Write for the 1984 Questers Directory of World-

wide Nature Tours. If a particular tour strikes your

fancy, ask for its Detailed Itinerary.

QUESTERS
Worldwide Nature Tours

Dept. NH, 257 Park Avenue South

New York, NY 10010- (212) 673-3120



Created in the fifth century B.C. the

'Bronzes of Riace' are two of the

world's rarest and most remarkable

works of art. Dramatically rescued

after 2.400 years in the sea (see

National Geographic. June 1983) they

now stand in the National Museum
in Reggio Calabria, Italy.

Traditionally, nudity in Greek

statuary denotes heroism. This and

their grace, strength and superb

form make them symbolic of the

Olympics— ancient and present. Arti-

sans Guild International offers

museum quality replicas of these

magnificent treasures. Each 12"

gladiator (1/6 of the original height)

is made of solid cold cast bronze,

richly patinated and mounted on an

imported marble base. Each sculpture

is numbered and bears the Artisans

Guild hallmark.

Select one or both of these art-

works for your collection. Complete

satisfaction is fully guaranteed.

Partisans guild international
939 S. Santa Fe Ave., Los Angeles. CA 90021

Phone orders (213) 623-2976

Gladiator A
$200.00

Gladiator B
$200.00

Gladiator A&B
$375.00 (pair)

Send check or charge to VISA or Master Card

No:_

Exp.

Date.

City.

State/Zip .

Shipped prepaid. Satisfaction guaranteed.

image of the Westerners to satisfy thei

own needs, dreams, imagination. The hur

dreds of dime novels and Bronco Bill

"Western" movies at the turn of the cer

tury were produced by men who knew li

tie about the working cowboy. Fittingl;

perhaps, Bronco Billy was a model befoi

an extra's part in Thomas Edison's Tk j

Great Train Robbery, filmed on the plair v

ofNew Jersey, inspired him to become tr :

first celluloid cowboy hero.

In the old days the word cowboy w;

synonymous with thief. Cowboys wei>

drifters—laid-back, mostly illiterate, u;

washed ne'er-do-wells, whom Preside:

Arthur likened to "desperadoes." It mi

be that the cowboy's myth was direct

disproportionate to his lowly state.

Cowboy: The Enduring Myth of U

Wild West, by Russell Martin, not on

explores the paradox between the "tam<

reality and the "wild" myth; it celebrat

the older mythmaking, and its contemp

rary version, with a sense of enthusias

and an irony that capture both the potem

and the weaknesses of the mythic cowb>|

as our favorite symbol of manhood.

Although the mythic cowboy was

ready larger than life, Martin further ef

larges him. He gives the cowboy the nob

traits of the mountain man, the frontie

man, the pioneer—qualities that the co-|

boys did not possess, even in myth. In q

ing so his book "continues the mythmc

ing process," as Martin says. The "cowb

[is] not just a noun, but an adjective am

ubiquitous verb" as well; he is part of 1

language of our historic psyche and cfl

physical reality, whether he ever exist

or not. And the enduring strength of 1

cowboy myth is perhaps its most conf

ing and perplexing aspect. It has surviv

in its many disguises, beyond any reas

able expectation, and it still appears to 1

cinate our political leaders and the pul

that elects them. Every president since

senhower has compared himself to a cc

boy.

Why this archaic longevity? By thei-

selves the man and his myth do not o\'-

whelm the mind and the senses; it is e

land they represent. One need only gazut

the superlative paintings and photogra is

of the American West in Cowboy to c<v

prehend the effect of the incrediie

beauty and vastness of the land, the ei-

less horizons and spaceship skies, upon ie

city dweller. The cowboy has come:o

symbolize this America. He may h'e

been a drifter, but today he represtts

roots he never had.

Most of all there is the image of the rI

himself. The cowboy is admired, not or

what he does or is, but for what he is ing-

ined to be. In the modern myth he hase-



1

: \(ne the symbol of American manhood,

last of the free and independent men

jur frontier heritage whose strength is

his singular masculinity. The "sexual"

raction of the cowboy image is men-

ned several times in the book, but it is

elaborated on, for despite its obvious

oeal to both men and women it remains

unexplored subject.

The Marlboro man is one of our most

)ular images of manhood, not because

smokes, but because he projects a rug-

1 virility that is inseparable from the

thic cowboy. Nor does it matter that

( irlboro cigarettes were originally "fem-

ne," produced in the nineteen twenties

flappers. Once he is dressed in cowboy

ths, the Marlboro man becomes macho
•sonified: a "real" man.

'nsights of this sort are many in Cow-
ie

"

la
j. They may be overshadowed by the

''" gnificence of the illustrations, but the

jfeful reader of the text will be rewarded

^- these hidden delights.

P Jfhe scope of Cowboy is a large one. Per-

3S too large. It ranges from the Spanish

'innings of the West to "The Last

undup," from the buffalo hunters to

: urban cowboys, from "The Law of the

In" and the "Darlin' Outlaws" to cow-

ls and Indians. In so panoramic an over-

w there are bound to be omissions and

iplifications that make the text too

mvlt \ se at times and spread history too thin.

d yet, the sweep of the text is somehow
inently suited to the vast vistas of the

nerican West. It enables Martin to

ave a complex fabric that combines

et» ths and realities, the past and present,

ideal and the practical life of the cow-

xui t/ and his world.

s sur.. Strangely, the contradictory aspects of

,[>n. f: cowboy myth seem to blend together

eaM < i strengthen it. In many ways the more

tkr. moved from reality it is, the more valid-

ri« f it appears to have to those who believe

I:': iit.

I remember President Eisenhower ex-

B;>: f ining the code of honor that guided

r' In. The general said:

ts;ill)

'Ail I as raised in the little town of which many
-c/ou may never have heard. But out West
La famous place. It is called Abilene. We

, .,1 1 as our Marshal a man named Wild Bill

., Lkok. Now that town had a code and I

\s raised as a boy to prize that code. It

M \ s: Meet anyone face to face with whom
>
vl m disagree. You could not sneak up on
iMrn from behind. If you met him face to

KftSfe, and took the risks as he did, you could

1 away with almost anything.

Needless to say. that cherished boy-

•; i" 1 )d memory is a wonderful cowboy myth
kheWi itself, one that has been used countless

Bfifl

£ in

;.:'-

times in cowboy movies. One historian of

the frontier, Walter Prescott Webb, de-

scribed the town somewhat differently.

"Abilene was corruption personified," he

said. Life in the frontier town was "hectic,

raw, lurid and awful."

The ease with which modern men don

the clothes and adopt the behavior of the

cowboy—who is essentially foreign to

their lives—says a great deal about both

the men and the myth. Men can assume

the pose because the myth, if not the man,

is native to them. It is uniquely American.

As Martin says: "Our predominant sym-

bolic native son is not the cowboy, but his

image."

"The West does not have to explore its

myths much further," Wallace Stcgner

has said. "The myths have consistently ob-

scured—been used to obscure" the real

West. Now, well, yes and no, says Russell

Martin in the good old Western fashion of

procrastination. The myths can be de-

structive or useful, he says, depending on

how we use them, but the mythic cowboy
will not vanish from our lives as long as

"we yearn for the better life of the old

days."

And the "good old days" may be the

greatest myth of all. If the mythic cowboy

lives on so long after his way of life has

gone, he does so, not because of the good

old days, which were often quite "raw, lu-

rid and awful," as Webb has said, but be-

FITNESS EXPERTS RATE CROSS
COUNTRY SKIING BEST FITNESS

EXERCISE...

get the best with

Nordicjrack
Jarless Total Body

Aerobic Exerciser

Better than jogging, cycling, swimming

I he enjoyable sport of cross country-skiing is

cited by leading physiologists as the most perfect

form of aerobic exercise. Its rhythmic total body

motion uniformly exercises more muscles than

other forms of exercise and its smoothness

causes no joint pain or damage. NordicTrack lets

you get the same top fitness building benefits

year round in the convenience of your home.

NordicTrack eliminates barriers of time, weather,

chance of injury, etc. Very effective for weight

control.

More Complete Than Running

Adds arm and shoulder exercise. Jarless —
doesn't injure the joints.

More Effective Than Exercise Bikes

More complete. Adds important upper body ex-

ercise and provides more uniform leg muscle

usage. Higher pulse rates, necessary for building

fitness, seem easier because more muscles

share the exercise.

Even Better Than Swimming
When swimming, the water supports the body

allowing major leg muscles to loaf. The stand up

position on the NordicTrack exercises the leg

muscles much more uniformly.

Features

Simple motorless mechanism. Independently

adjustable arm and leg resistances. Speed-

ometer, odometer included. Pulsemeter op-

tional. Red oak frame for guiet operation and fine

furniture appearance. Pelvic pad provides user

stability.

Exclusive Patented Flywheel Action

Provides unmatched smoothness and

continuity from stride to stride. Motion

and resistances are same as in real

skiing.

Fits in your home or office

Folds and stands on end
to require only 15" x 17"

storage area

Two year warranty, 30 day
trial period. Call or Write

for Free Brochure.

TOLL FREE—
1-800-328-5888
Minnesota 612^*48-6987

PSI 124-L Columbia Court, Chaska, MN 55318
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Speak ©crman
"*_

(ike a Diplomat!

i

i

i

What sort of people need to learn a

foreign language as quickly and effec-

tively as possible? Foreign service

personnel, that's who.

Now you can learn to speak German

with the same materials used by the

U.S. State Department — the Foreign

Service Institute's Programmed Intro-

duction to German.

The FSI spent thousands of dollars

and many years developing these

materials for use by members of the

United States diplomatic corps. Today

people in all walks of life who need to

learn to speak a foreign language are

turning to this outstanding audio program.

The FSI's German Course is by far the

most effective way to learn German at

your own convenience and pace. It con-

sists of a series of cassettes, recorded by

native German speakers, and accom-

panying textbook. You simply follow the

spoken and written instructions, lis-

tening and learning. By the end of the

course you'll find yourself learning and

speaking entirely in German!

This course turns your cassette player

into a "teaching machine." With its unique

"programmed" learning method, you set

your own pace— testing yourself, correct-

ing errors, reinforcing accurate responses.

k.®

This Programmed Course comes in two

volumes, each shipped in a handsome li-

brary binder. Order either, or save 10% by

ordering both:

D Volume I. Programmed Introduction

to German, 10 cassettes (13 hr.), and

647-p. text, $125.

D Volume II. Basic Course Continued,

8 cassettes (8 hr.), and 1 79-p. text, $1 10.

(Conn, and N.Y. residents add sales tax.)

TO ORDER BY PHONE, PLEASE CALL
TOLL-FREE NUMBER: 1-800-243-1234.

To order by mail, clip this ad and send

with your name and address, and a

check or money order — or charge to

your credit card (AmEx, VISA, Master-

Card, Diners) by enclosing card number,

expiration date, and your signature.

The Foreign Service Institute's

German course is unconditionally guar-

anteed. Try it for three weeks. If you're

not convinced it's the fastest, easiest,

most painless way to learn German,

return it and we'll refund every penny

you paid. Order today 1

1 1 2 courses in 35 other languages also

available. Write us for free

catalog. Our 1 2th year.

Audio-Forum
Room 119
On-the-Green,
Guilford, CT 06437
(203) 453-9794i auDia-fGRum^ Or visit our New York sales office: 145 E. 49,h St.. New York,^10017 (2^753^783^^

Galapagos
Islands Cruise
(and Highland Ecuador)
with optional excursion to

Machu Picchu

August 6 to 17, 1984

Discover with outstanding Mu-

seum lecturers beautiful beaches,

volcanic landscapes and fascinat-

ing wildlife. Giant tortoises, igua-

nas, albatrosses, fur seals, boob-

ies and a host of other animals will

be viewed with expert guidance.

Swim, snorkel, sunbathe and relax

with congenial companions on a

comfortable ship. The optional

post-trip to Peru includes an unfor-

gettable visit to Machu Picchu.

For detailed information write or call

Discovery Tours

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79 St.

New York, NY 10024

(212) 873-1440«»-t American
ggpMwJI Museum of

JurlPTl History

Discovery Tours

Working cowboys still exist in the We

cause this imagined reality is so deetVl

part not only of our past but also o#i|

present lives. ^ I

"Myth is the foundation of life," vfti

Thomas Mann: "It is the timeless schna

the pious formula into which life JW

when it reproduces its traits out of thui

conscious .... The myth offers an ingl

into the higher truths depicted in thai

tual happenings; a smiling knowled;

the eternal, the everlasting and thai

thentic
"

Lord knows. Although I often ro

weary of the myths of the West andsf

as Wallace Stegner does, that the*

scure our true heritage, I disagree*

these myths need not be further expire

If anything, that exploration has hi

begun, and our mythic history has
y

oa XT * -t-iu> kj



;vodKl/ritten. The very nature of our myths

likuii the power inherent in them have pre-

i ed such an exploration.

[life."'
1 he American West has had more than

i^^s hare of Christopher Marlowes. It still

t
n lie * its its Shakespeares and Herman Mel-

;.|'|H s.

eisjnbi'O matter what Cowboy may or may
leJintloe, here is a beautiful book, an adoring

W)\\ldi(iage to the myths that refuse to die and

and traburied on the lone prairie or in the ar-

1; es of history.

[
often I

!l$[iWlSteiner's most recent books are The

that
thAchers (Knopf and Dark and Dashing

jj sl;
;it(l semen

IHarper & Row). He is cur-

iitii^y working on The Superb Masculin-

ju
lias

ki»f the West for the University ofNew
.Amico Press.

Share exciting
new discoveries!

MaupEntour
escorted tours...

Traveltheworld!

HIGH QUALITY. Escorted tours that

include in-depth sightseeing, top
hotels, most meals, entertainment,
limited size. Comprehensive, but time
for your own adventures. Maupintour's
planning assures you the best. Join us!

HAWAII. 3 deluxe tours. 9 days for Oahu,
Maui, Kona or Oahu, Kauai, Maui. 13
days for Oahu, Maui, Kauai and Kona.
Best resorts.

GRAND ORIENT. A la carte dining and
unhurried stays in the best places.

Tokyo, Kyoto, Manila, Taipei, Singa-
pore, Bangkok, Hong Kong. Excursion

to Macau and China. 25 days.

GRAND JAPAN. Comprehensive. 4 days
Tokyo. 4 days Kyoto. 2 days Hakone.
Kobe, Beppu, Hiroshima. 18 days.

CENTRAL ASIA. Mysterious, remote.
Moscow, Samarkand, Bukhara, Tash-
kent, Alma Ata, Baku, Erevan, Tbilisi,

Leningrad, Helsinki. 22 days.

RUSSIA/CHINA. Leningrad, Kiev, Mos-
cow, Shanghai, Xian, Beijing. 19 days.

SOUTH PACIFIC. 3 days in Tahiti, then
fly to Australia for Sydney, Melbourne
and Canberra. New Zealand glacier

flightseeing. Fiji finale. 24 days.

NEWZEALAND. Land of the Long White
Cloud. North Island's Auckland, Ro-
torua. South Island's Wanaka, Milford

Sound, glacier flightseeing. 16 days.

MOROCCAN TREASURES. People and
places out of Arabian Nights. Marra-

kech, Casablanca, Rabat, Tangier, Fes.

Meknes, kasbah country. 15 days.

MOROCCO/SPAIN/PORTUGAL. Moroc-
co's imperial cities and kasbahs of Casa-
blanca and Tangier. Gibraltar, the cities

and coast of Spain, Portugal. 22 days.

GRAND INDIA. The people, history, art,

religion. Bombay to Calcutta, Madrasto
Delhi. Mt. Everest flightseeing, Taj

Mahal by moonlight. 29 days.

HIMALAYAN HIGHLIGHTS. Northern
India plus Nepal. Taj Mahal by moon-
light. Kashmir houseboats. 19 days.

INDIA HIGHLIGHTS. Delhi, Calcutta,

Varanasi, Taj Mahal, Jaipur's Pink Pal-

ace, Udaipur's floating palace. 17 days.

KENYA. For wildlife enthusiasts and
birdwatchers. 7 famous game reserves,

national parks. 19 days.

EAST AFRICA. The best in game view-

ing. Tanzania's Serengeti, Ngorongoro
Crater. Kenya's Treetops, Safari Club,
Samburu, Masai Mara. 21 days.

SOUTHERN AFRICA. Johannesburg,
Cape Town, Blue Train, Kruger Park,

Zimbabwe's Victoria Falls. 21 days.

MIDDLE EAST. 5 tours including Egypt,
Nile cruise from Aswan to Cairo, Israel,

Jordan. Comprehensive. 14 to 22 days.

"Don 7 settle for less than

the most exciting, most
comprehensive, most
interesting tour experi-

ence. You want the
best, and we give you
just that. Our 33 years'
experience assures."

lAA.^-->^--|Q-^^_-

SEND THIS COUPON to Maupintour for

the free brochure checked or ask your
favorite travel agent soon.

6Maupintour
quality escorted tours since 1951

1515 St. Andrews Dr., Lawrence, Ks.

66044. Telephone toll-free 800-255-4266.

city

slate Izip

my travel agent nhs-ttvi-4

Maupintour 1984 escorted tours include:

D Alaska D Africa D Canada Hawaii

D Europe Opera/Festivals Q Greece
D South Pacific D World's Fair DUSA
D Arizona D Christmas D Fall Foliage

Orient/Pacific D Middle East/Egypt

D India D Morocco DOberammergau

.;



Additional Reading

Cheatgrass (p. 40)

E.J. Salisbury's Weeds and Aliens

(London: Collins, 1961), a classic refer-

ence book on weeds, discusses the charac-

teristics that make them successful colo-

nists. The Ecology of Invasion by

Animals and Plants, by C.S. Elton (Lon-

don: Methuen, 1958), deals with out-

breaks and changes in plant and animal

populations, caused by severe distur-

bances of habitat, spread of pests, epi-

demic diseases, changes in the kinds of an-

imals and plants forming basic food

chains, and the introduction of foreign

species into stable habitats. Elton suggests

that conservation efforts be focused on ex-

ploited lands in an attempt to give them a

richer pattern of habitats and species.

H.G. Baker's "The Evolution of Weeds"

(Annual Review of Ecology and Sys-

tematics, vol. 5, pp. 1-24) is somewhat

technical but valuable for its thorough-

ness and cohesiveness. See also "Estab-

lishment, Aggression, and Cohabitation in

Weedy Species" by J.L. Harper, in The

Genetics of Colonizing Species, a collec-

tion of papers, edited by H.G. Baker and

G.L. Stebbins, from a symposium of the

International Union of Biological Sci-

ences in Asilomar, California in 1964

(New York: Academic Press, 1965, pp.

245-65).

Baboons (p. 54)

Baboon Ecology, by S. Altmann and J.

Altmann (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1 970), is the major work on the ba-

boons of Amboseli National Park. This

highly praised book, comprising the re-

sults of the Altmanns' field research, con-

tains sections on baboon populations,

sleep, group movements, water and food,

predators, and other animals in the

Amboseli that share the baboons' home
range. J. Altmann's last contribution to

Natural History, written with J. Luft, was

"Mother Baboon" (September 1982, pp.

30-38). Also highly recommended is A.

Jolly's The Evolution ofPrimate Behavior

(New York: Macmillan Publishing Co.,

1 972). Jolly, known for her research on le-

murs, provides a scholarly account of pri-

mate behavior. Zoonoses of Primates, by

R. Fiennes (Ithaca: Cornell University

Press, 1967), a comprehensive survey of

all the known simian diseases that can be

transmitted to humans, describes the pos-

sible dangers of zoonoses, which often pro-

duce more severe symptoms in humans

than in their nonhuman hosts, and in-

cludes charts and diagrams of the distri-

bution of the various primates throughout

the world. The book is divided into three

major sections: the first, a discussion of

parasitic diseases, provides a critical eval-

uation of the ectoparasites, arthropod vec-

tors, endoparasites, protozoans, and fungi;

a second section, on bacteria, covers most

of the organisms producing diseases in pri-

mates and assesses the role of certain

groups that infect simians in causing hu-

man disease: the third and largest section

deals with viruses and divides them into

four groups—those of the arboreal disease

cycle, such as yellow fever; those that are

minor in primates but serious in humans;

human diseases that can be transmitted to

animals and then spread to other humans;

and nonpathogenic viruses that can cause

disease in humans by being transmitted in

immunizing agents manufactured from

simian tissues. E. Canning and C.

Wright's Behavioral Aspects of Parasite

Transmission (Oxford: Blackwell Scien-

tific Publications, 1972), also published as

supplement number one in zoology, vol-

ume 5 1 of The Journal ofthe Linnean So-

ciety, may be difficult to find but is worth

the search. Rats, Lice, and History, by H.

Zinsser (Boston: Little, Brown and Co.,

1935), is an interesting history of the ef-

fects of disease on people, suitable for

grades nine and up and available in paper-

back.

China Ships (p. 62)

The most direct source for this issue's

article is The Empress ofChina (Philadel-

phia: Philadelphia Maritime Museum,

1984), a new book by RC.F. Smith, a

scholar in maritime history and curator of

the Philadelphia Maritime Museum. This

work traces the social and logistical his-

tory of America's entry into the China

trade, reconstructs the events that

ceded the voyage of the first Ameri<

ship to visit China, and includes infoi

tion about the major figures involvei

the enterprise. Smith discusses the

nances of the voyage, the role of the S

ety of the Cincinnati, and the fate of

ship. The Empress ofChina will be a\

able in cloth ($35.00) and paper ($17.1)

after February 22 from the Philadelp.a

Maritime Museum, 321 Chestnut Strii

Philadelphia, PA 19106; orders muslf

accompanied by a postage and handig

charge of $2.50 per copy. Silk Rocs/

China Ships, a catalog by J.E. Vollrl

E.J. Keal, and E. Nagai-Berthrong w
ronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 191
complements the traveling exhibit of is

same name. This paperback gives genal

background information on the Cha

trade and contains color photograph of

most of the items in the show. C.L. CiB
man's The China Trade (Princeton: Fie

Press, 1972) discusses export paintia

furniture, silver, and other objects. J

though it contains some errors, it is aa
mary source for researchers. Philadelj ia\

and the China Trade 1682-1846, bU
Goldstein (University Park: PennsylvB

State University Press, 1978), descrea

the commercial and cultural impacts o in

China-U.S. trade. The Fall of Impt'ai

China, by F. Wakeman, Jr. (New Via

The Free Press, 1975), examines Ch»
internal sources of conflict prior to he

foreign intrusion of the nineteenth cen ryj

and shows how these domestic social a di

tions influenced China's response tch<

coming of the West. Wakeman discus

the major events of social change in re

modern China, such as the fall of the P nj

dynasty and the rise of the Qing dyn;ty,

the Western invasion, the opium trade m

the Opium War, popular uprisings m

foreign wars, the Taiping Rebellion h(

Boxer movement, and the 1911 revoluon

One chapter, "The Western Intruon

(pp. 111-30), concentrates on Chal

trade relations with different counies

the restriction of foreigners to Cantorthi

tea trade, and the commerce in opim.

Rita Cava



Why it's part of Africa.Why it's not.
Think of Africa. Think of great, sweeping

plains, punctuated by majestic mountains. And
vast game reserves, where animals have the right

of way, and man is the intruder.

But that's only half the picture. Think of a city

poised between two great oceans. Vineyards,

where time is unhurried. Flowers, stunning in their

variety and color. An architecture that's unique -

and exquisitely charming.

Travel further inland to a city built on gold.

Think of your favorite restaurants. Fashionable

shops and boutiques. Extraordinary museums.
Nightlife that only stops when you do.

Golden beaches. Warm winters under blue

skies. All kinds of sports.

You've pictured an entire world. And it's

called South Africa.

Ask your travel agent about special round

trip airfares starting from $999.

South Africa.

satour

A world in one country.
1

South African Tourist Corporation.

747 Third Avenue.

New York, N.Y. 10017.

Tel. (212) 838-8841; telex 649535.
Offices also located in Chicago and Beverly Hills

Name.

Address

.

|2/e



Art/Crafts

AAA to ZZZ ON RUBBER STAMPS. Beautify your cor-

respondence and have fun with rubber stamps! Sub-
jects include: wild animals; history; fantasy; Disney
characters; monograms- Catalog $1.00- Tuckers-NH,
Box 849, Pulaski. VA 24301

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Northwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graphics. Eskimo sculpture. South-
west Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas Recent
West African pieces. No catalog. Call or write for

photos and data. Priced $100/up. Box 5896, Sherman
Oaks, CA 91413 (213) 789-2559

ARKANSAS HANDCRAFTED QUILTS: Warmth and
satisfaction guaranteed. For information: Betty Toy,

2609 Shay Cove. Little Rock, AR 72204. Credit cards
welcomed.

AUDUBON PRINTS. Mink, skunk, badger, and many
more. Color brochure $1 . Theme Prints. P.O Box 1 23—
N, Bayside, NY 11361

BASKET PATTERNS. How to make 6 beautiful early

American and Indian baskets. "Illustrated Instruc-

tions," supply list included. $4.50. Marion Sober, Box
294-N, Plymouth, Ml 48170

"?A?VRUS
Gods, symbols & "Book of the Dead"
panels—authentically replicated on
genuine handmade & painted papyrus.

'Fascinating conversation pieces.

BROCHURE—showing specimens -25?

Gallery open bv appointment only.

ANCIENTWORLD ARTS LTD
Dept.N11. 50 W. 76th St. » N.Y. 10023

ECUADORIAN INDIAN ART: Handwoven, handspun
wool tapestries. Traditional Inca designs. Direct An-
dean imports. More. Low prices. Free catalog: El Mer-
cado. Box 301 , Station D. Montreal. PQ. Canada H3K
3G5

PUPPETS FROM CHINA AND INDONESIA, $35 - $1 10,

request photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

WORLD-FAMOUS POSTER ARTI New color catalog—
183 images—$3.00 . . Box 549-N, Jericho, NY 1 1753

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKI Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

vited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHN, 84 Fifth Avenue, New
York 10011

Books

ANTIQUARIAN/SCHOLARLY BOOKS on old world ar-

chaeology and architecture + allied arts. Free cata-

logs John H. Stubbs Rare Books & Prints, 28 East 18th
Street. New York, NY 10003

BECOME A SPARETIME TRAVEL AGENT, 40 page
guidebook explains how, commissions, travel benefits,

$3.95. Career Information Books. Box 571-H, Hicksville,

NY 11802

BHUTAN SPECIAL ISSUE. Send $5 to The Textile

Booklist, Box C-20N, Lopez Island, WA 98261

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS
All publishers— all subjects: art, history, biography, fiction,

and much more. The most complete catalog of bargain

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

Hamilton, 98-55 Clapboard. Danbury, CT0681

!TF(E ^IVJARgEI
BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title,

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title. "PAB", 2918 Atlantic Ave
,
Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

BOOKS ON NATURAL HISTORY: For introductory cat-

alog listing hundreds of rare and out-of-print items,

send $2.00 to: HWK Books, 540 West 1 14th St.. N.Y.C.

10025

HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY. Free illustrated list of

books. Write Mackinac Island State Park Commission.
Mackinac Island, Ml 49757

ICE PALACES: Amazing full-size castles constructed

out of blocks of ice. Many over 100 feet tall. Gothic,

Deco, and fantasy styles. 1740 to present. 140 illustra-

tions, 64 color: Abbeville Press $16.95 paperbound;
$29.95 clothbound. $1 .25 shipping and insurance For

a book signed by authors send payment to: Ice Pal-

aces, P.O. Box 6591, New York, NY 10128

Education

UNDERGRADUATE ARCHEOLOGY 8 week
Creek Field School in archeological excavation of a
Pueblo II Western Anasazi site in SW Utah June 1

August 4. Intended for undergraduate college

dents. No experience required. 15 quarter credits

rollment limited to 20. For cost information write

Richard A. Thompson, Southern Utah State Coll

Cedar City, UT 84720

Camps

SCHOOL OF SACRED AR'

138 East 36th Street • New York. N.Y 1

(212) 685-1528

Classes in Ti betan Buddhist!" hankaPainti
Bv*anlinelcon Painting. Cold LeaNngTecl
ques. |ungian Picture Interpretation Is!,

Calligraphy. Chinese Landscape Painting,

Medieval Manuscript Illumination are b
given bv noted teachers For informal!

please call.

BELLE TERRE GYMNASTIC/DANCE CAMP FOR
GIRLS (8-17). Free booklet. (607) 538-9434 or (607) 865-

4050. Box 184NH, South Kortright, NY 13842

PRAIRIE TREK AND TURQUOISE TRAIL Expeditions

(Boys 11-17, Girls 13-17). Since 1926 the Expeditions

have made it possible for young people to explore in

the mountains, canyons, and desert country of the

American Southwest Emphasis on environmental

studies, archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and
camping skills. For details write Thomas Billings. P.O.

Box 40451 NH. Indianapolis, IN 46240 (317) 896-3842

WILDERNESS SKILLS. CRAFTS, FOLKLORE, HORSE-
BACK, computers, individualized, small co-ed camp,
4000' elevation. Adventure Trek, PO Box 715, Cash-
iers, NC 28717. (615) 482-6521

Collectors' Items

ANTIQUE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS: Microscopes,
telescopes, globes, medical Three lists $5.00. Thesau-
rus, POB 710NH, Charleston, IL 61920. (217) 348-1009

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Write to-

day! Mineral of the Month Club. 13057-HG California,

Yucaipa, CA 92399

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Transp
tion! Newest Handbook, $2.00. Australian Internati

Box 19107 RN. Washington, DC 20036

AUSTRALIA—THE WORLD! 50,000 jobs! Big pa
occupations. Transportation. Latest reports,

Jobworld, Box 681 -NH. Cypress. CA 90630

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly
tin lists environmental job openings throughoi

U.S. Free details: EOV, P.O Box 670. Walpole

03608

JOBS: Colorado. Wyoming. Utah. Idaho, Moi

Computerized newsletter with over 200 new jobs

week. Free details Mountainwest, 925-G Canyo;
gan, UT 84321

Correspondence

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence Send age, interests

Free reply. Harmony, Box 89NH, Brooklyn, NY 11235

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETil
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! ExclusiveH
puterized openings—all occupations—greBJ.
weekly selection! Free information!! IntermountajB
31 15N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO 80907 M~

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS' Worldwide HT
tory and complete information—$3 00 InternE'd^

Opportunities, Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC ,

Bookstall along the Seine, Paris
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I;H HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School, College

-f mgs. USA $6 00; Abroad $6 00 England, Japan,

lli Australia $6 00 each. EISF, Box 662. Newton,

''I i2 162

in»il

ate Qi

m

'it

pis

taltfl

incial

5H FOR COLLEGE " New Directory describes 400

grant, and scholarship opportunities— plus all

rnment programs. $4 95 Unisearch, Box 19749

ndianapolis, IN 46219

H GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applica-

nstructions, $3 00. Fundsearch, Box 19107-RN,

nngton, DC 20036

CASH GRANTS—FROM GOVERNMENT. (Never

/.) Also, loans available All ages eligible Informa-

52 (refundable) Surplus Funds-NH, 1629KStreet,

nngton, D C 20006

ign Newspapers

1DWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 countries!

Dler 4/S2.98. Free Brochure Multinewspapers,

3E-202, Dana Point. CA 92629

liture

jSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
! Free brochure. Sobol House, Box 218-NH, Black

itain, NC 28711 (704)669-8031

1-334-8174 Puts you in contact with America's

ig furniture mfg's at superlative savings Barnes

wtii rnes, Library for Fine Furniture, 651 S.W Broad

Hpd iouthern Pines, NC 28387 In NC call (919) 692-

iij Mi .ening

GCaif ALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discover

largest selection of weird and unusual

jlents—over 150 photographs of succulent

s, variegates, living stones, and oddballs. Send
Ei'lJlf i today Free "African Button Plant" coupon in-

itial ;d. "Catalog of Unusual Succulents". Dept 2, 553
<ns-J a Creek, San Marcos, CA 92069
^rmourdl

:;"

rmet Interests

**l rEES. TEAS; HERBS, SPICES, POTPOURRIS
intern

i catalog Grandma's Spice Shop, RR10, Box" "

H, Burlington, NC 27215

K GOURMET COFFEE while reading your favorite

izme! Five coffee sampler available Send $5.50
specify grind Write for free brochure. The Daily
' Box 9023, Dept N, Baltimore. MD 21222

JlESOTA WILD RICE $6.00 per pound, prepaid.

Ipound minimum Floura Bros, Box 44C, Black-

, MN 56630

JMPTIOUS HOMEMADE SOUPS. 4 savory reci-

Jiure to please' $3 00. SASE to: J. Stafford, 2912
lenbiss Avenue. Dept 29, Soquel, CA 95073

Isrnment Surplus

l/ERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" 950,000
(including Jeeps) low as 1<t on dollar! Most

|.lete information available—$2 00 Disposal. Box
'RN, Washington, DC 20036

l:ellaneous

LLA SKULLS, Lions, Apes, Human skulls Inex-

ve, excellent quality reproductions Send $1 00
italog (refundable with purchase). Skullduggery,
3ox 1021-NH, Brea.CA 92621

HROOM WALL POSTER. Common edible and
I nous species of North America Beautifully illus-

Ji, scientifically accurate Money back guarantee.

1 for details: Dept NH, Sea Oder Press, PO Box
Seattle, WA 981 11

PORTRAITS If you have always desired a beautiful por-

trait of yourself or your family in photography or oils, we
are NYC leading portrait photographers and artists

Portraits can be created from a single sitting or any
available photograph. For free color brochure and gift

certificate, with details of a special offer, call or write:

Parle Portraits, 100 Lasalle Street, New York, NY
10027 (212)663-7361

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our U.S Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc.. 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

LEITZ. ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON
Optolyth, Celestron binoculars, telescopes and acces-

sories. Send stamp for discount list Specify literature

desired Large stock Orders filled postpaid day re-

ceived Birding. Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars—Telescopes—Brand
names Free list Thos Manetta, Box 12, 61 Hoffman

Avenue, Elmont, NY 11003

Real Estate

FREE! SPRING '84 CATALOG! 266 pages; over 5000
properties, 2000 pictures! Values in every type of prop-

erty, many owner financed 1 From 600 offices in 43

states! Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty, Plaza

Towers, Dept 5390, Springfield, MO 65804. Call toll

free: 1-800 641-4266

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . FROM $7.50/ACRE!

Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$2 00
Lands, Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC 20036

NEW . . FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired United Farm Agency, Inc. 612-U W 47th

St., Kansas City, MO 64112. Ph Toll-free: 1-800-821-

2599; Mo res ph Toll-free: 1-800-892-5785

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake.

Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-

tember Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods $650 - $1,700 for two weeks. Please

write Bartlett Carry Club, RFD 3, Tupper Lake, NY
12986

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the

Caribbean Diving, Maya ruins, birding. Bevier,

Placencia, Belize (415)752-8008

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Very small, very special hotel

tucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia,

St. Vincent Grenadines, W.I. Ten rooms, pool, beautiful

beach, snorkeling, hiking, photography, birding, ten-

nis Write or call Spring on Bequia, Box 19251 ,
Minne-

apolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

ISLAND APARTMENT FOR TWO, near beaches. Na-

tional Park $350 weekly Barsel-Box 114, St. John, Vir-

gin Islands 00830

A Natural Georgia "Golden Isle" Vacation

LITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND
Birding, beachcombing, fishing, hiking, horseback riding or

relaxation on a secluded 12,000 acre island with miles of

unspoiled beaches, forests, marshes, ponds and over 200 species

of birds. 20-25 guests at a time. Excellent food and rustic

accomodations. Professional naturalists on staff. Get away from

the crowds on one of America's most beautiful islands.

Little St. Simons Island Phone 9 1 2/638-7472

P.O.Box 1078N St. Simons Island, GA 3 1522

OLD FASHIONED, Secluded Farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a

few guests Write: John Gardner, Orangedale. Nova

Scotia

VACATION/RELAXATION— Birdwatcher's delight-
Peaceful, secluded nature lover's mountain retreat

Cave Creek Ranch, Portal. AZ 85632

Schools

FREE—PARENTS' GUIDE. Over 400 private resident

camps, summer programs and schools in U.S. and
abroad, serving children 6-16. Most visited by pub-
lisher For guide and free referrals give child's age,

grade, interests, geographical preference and en-

trance date Established 1940 Vincent/Curtis, Rm
216, 224 Clarendon St., Boston, MA 02116

Tours/Trips

ADVENTURES in natural history: New Zealand-
March 1984, Alaska—June 1984. Trans-Pacific Tours,

PO. Box 30626, Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 682-

6191

AFRICA, AMAZON, AND GALAPAGOS Small groups,

expert naturalist leaders. Wildlife safaris in Tanzania.

Kenya, Madagascar, Rwanda One and two-week Ga-

lapagos cruises Special Galapagos hiking expedition

Amazon programs in Manu and Tambopata Preserves,

Peru. Private trips arranged Free 1984 color catalog.

Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley,

CA 94707 (415)524-5111

Travel Programs
for Photographers
Two and three-week expeditions, tours, cruises and

workshops in exotic countries, each led by the

world's greatest photographers. Programs for basic

and advanced photographers in color and b/w. Col-

lege credit and complete travel packages provided.

Japan with Ernst Haas. . .Ireland with Paul

Caponigro. . .Switzerland with John Sexton

. . .Cruise the coast of Alaska with five famous

photographers. . .France with Craig Stevens. .

.

Italian Photographic Festival. . A voyage down

The Mile. . Underwater photography in the

Caribbean with David and Anne Doubilet.

Write for a complete catalogue.

Organized and sponsored by
photography's leading summer school:

The Maine Photographic

WORKSHOPS
Rockport, ME 04856 (207) 236-8581

AFRICA. UNUSUAL AND AFFORDABLE! Nature, wild-

life, cultures: Kenya, Tanzania, Madagascar, Rwanda
(Gorillas . . .), Zaire, Sahara, Zambia From $1447. air-

fares included Also: walking, rafting, camel safaris Fo-

rum Travel. 2437 Durant, Berkeley. CA 94704. (415)

843-8294

ALASKA WHALE AND NATURE STUDY CRUISES. Ex-

perience humpbacks, orcas, eagles, bears, salmon

and more in the grandeur of the Inside Passage. Bio-

logical Journeys. 1876B Ocean Dr., McKinleyville, CA
95521 (707)839-0178

ALASKA'S BIRDS—BEARS—FLOWERS. 5 or 10 day

guided natural history vacations. Sincere informal hos-

pitality in a spectacular coastal wilderness and moun-

tain panorama. Experience 30 fool tides, prolific sea-

bird and marine life, nesting Bald Eagles, Brown 8ears.

fishing, glorious profusions of Alpine and Tundi

ers Cozy comfort, gourmet meals Personal guiding 8

guests only. Floatplane included. $1500 lo

Write for brochure. The McBrides, Kachernak Bay Vi

derness Lodge, Box 956, Homer, AK 99603. Phone

(907) 235-8910

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise.'

Moderate optional length day hiking tour s

weeks. Brochure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tow
Cliffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313

'
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ART, ARCHITECTURE, ARCHEOLOGY TOURS
Spring 1984 Two custom-planned itineraries. Greece,

including Athens, Daphni, Corinth, Mycenae, Olympia,

Delphi, 7-day Aegean Islands cruise; Italy, including

Venice, Ravenna, Florence, Rome and Sicily. Expert

guiding, limited size group Free brochure: Jacqueline

Moss Museum Tours, 131 Davenport Ridge Lane,

Stamford, CT 06903. Dept. N, or call (203) 322-8709

AUSTRALIA NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITIONS to

Lamington and Kakadu National Parks, the Outback
and Arnhem Land, Sheep Station and Great Barrier

Reef Small groups. Expert leadership. Free brochure

Write Nature Expeditions International, Dept NHC,
PO. Box 1 1496, Eugene, OR 97440 Call toll-free 800-

NEI-0634

BICYCLING IN FRANCE Loire valley in May; Burgundy
in September. Small groups; comfortable hotels, 10-

speed Raleighs. Write Nan Rheault, RFD Box 111,

Vineyard Haven, MA 02568

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC. Remote 12 and 18 day
fly-in canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's

last great wilderness—the tundra and taiga of Cana-

da's Northwest Territories. Photograph caribou herds,

white wolves, muskox, moose, grizzlies, rich birdlife

Spectacular fishing. Groups of 6 to 8 persons assem-

bled and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and vet-

eran arctic canoeing guide Can accommodate a lim-

ited number with no previous canoeing experience For

brochure write: Canoe Arctic Inc
,
Box 130C, Fort

Smith, N.W.T., Canada X0E 0P0

CANOE TRIPS in Wilderness Nova Scotia, July-Sep-

tember Small groups, licensed guides Excellent food

Write: Granville Nickerson, RR4N, Annapolis Royal,

N.S. BOS 1A0 Canada

Make your dream of discovering a part of Canada's

untouched wilderness come true! Float the Coppermine

River, far above the Arctic Circle WITH THE EXPERTS.

^J Ls L/ater\

The

Gentle

Rafters

ATERWAYS

meonacoastalhikir

i 1S0 ' i

Safe, silent, oar-powered rafts are our means of trans-

portation to areas otherwise inaccessible to all but the

hardiest of adventurers. Char fishing. Wildlife sightings.

Photography Hiking. Knowledgeable rivermen More re-

mote river trips also available. Or come on a coastal hiking

adventure farther north. Sex and age <^t are no barrier

Good health and a real love of the

outdoors are the only prerequisites

Small groups. July and August.

ARCTIC WATERWAYS IncT
Stevensville, Ontario, Canada LOS 1S0
(416) 382-3882 Coppermine River trip: 2 WKS. all incl.

$1680 Canadian funds (approximately $1375 U.S.)

CHINA CULTURAL TOURS. Small groups or individual

travel. Visits to Chinese Central Asia, Tibet, Inner Mon-
golia, Manchuria, Xishuangbanna on Mekong, Yangtse
River/Grand Canal, railroad journeys through scenic

wilderness in Sichuan Province. 23-26 day programs
Contact Tiller International, 209 Post Street, Suite

1015, San Francisco, CA 94108. (415) 397-1966

COSTA RICA. A NATURALIST'S DREAM, tropical for-

ests, birding. natural history, photography at very af-

fordable prices April 14-23, December 22-January 1

Nature World Explorations, Inc., 11442 High Hay Drive.

Columbia, MD 21044 (301) 730-0877

EASTER IN CHIAPAS MEXICO TOUR. Finest crafts.

Small group Expert leadership. Write Gordon Frost.

Box 471-NH, Newhall, CA 91321

FASCINATING NATURE, LEGENDARY CULTURES:
EUROPE, Asia, Africa, Americas, Mideast, Australasia

350 unusual travel programs, including hiking, trek-

king, bicycling, professional tours Forum Travel, 2437
Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704 (415) 843-8294

GALAPAGOS AND PERU BIRDWATCHING: 23 days,

depart July 7, Aug. 4, Nov. 3, small groups, expert lead-

ers, $2478 including airfare. Brochure. Galapagos
Tours, 161 Dupont St., Toronto, Ont. M5R 1V5 (416)

968-3664

GALAPAGOS FANTASTICO (from $330)' ECUADOR,
PERU, Amazon, Costarica 29 programs: Nature, wild-

life, cultures, archeology, folklore, markets Also: trek-

king, rafting, weaving, birdwatching Forum Travel,

2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704 (415) 843-8294

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS
Small groups 1984 departures: 5/3, 5/23 (Special Tui

de Roi Moore Photo Trip), 6/28, 7/12, 7/26, 8/9 Option:

Machu Picchu Inca Floats, 1606N Juanita, Tiburon, CA
94920. (415) 435-INCA

GEOLOGY GRAND CANYON AND COLORADO
RIVER! Eight days on Colorado River; 3 days in Zion/

Bryce canyons. June 25 to July 5. Christopher Schu-

berth, Illinois State Museum, Springfield, IL 62706 (217)

782-5955

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS
'Tours led by professional naturalists,
historians & wildlife photographer to unique
areas: Channel Islands/Gold Country/Big

Sur/Bristlecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small
groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
historic hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for

"living with nature tours". California Natural History Tours,

P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills, CA 90212. (213) 274-3025.

GRAND CANYON RIVER TRIPS: Featuring deluxe
seven day packages. Includes: Geology professor,

gourmet meals, iced beverages, round trip from Las
Vegas and more Only $895 00 per person. For free

color brochure write White Water River Expeditions.

Inc., P.O. Box 1269X, Mariposa, CA 95338 (209) 742-

6633

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS. Special hiking tours led by au-

thor/mountaineer Fred Jacobson. Appenzell Kander-

steg. Lenk. Murren Pontresina. Saas-Fee Sils Maria
Zermatt Spectacular scenery Challenging trails De-

lightful country inns Superb cuisine 12th summer!
Write: Jacobson, Dept. L, Chappaqua Travel, 24 S.

Greeley Ave
.
Chappaqua. NY 10514

HIMALAYA AND ANDES, natural history and trekking

programs: Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan, Peru, Bolivia, Patago-

nia. Small groups, expert leaders Private trips ar-

ranged Free 1984 color catalog Wilderness Travel,

1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707. (415)
524-5111

INDONESIA THAILAND. June. 3 weeks. Unique experi-

ence. Visit small villages with outstanding anthropolo-

gist who has done extensive field work in this area. For

information: Erika, Kuo Feng Tours, 2 East Broadway,
NY, NY 10038. (212) 431-7323 or toll free (800) 221-

7969

JAMAICA—THE "REAL" EXPERIENCE, STRAW-
BERRY FIELDS resort comfortably furnished cottages

& tents Private secluded beach, great food, sunshine

& friendly folks Winters Vacation Value' Res. & lit (21 2)
265-6151 Nationwide (800) 223-5608

JOURNEY WITH WHALES along Ba|a California

aboard the 'Pacific Queen . Gray whales, elephant
seals, dolphins; island, lagoon exploration; superb bird

photography 8/9 day expeditions December-April
'Pacific Queen'/Fisherman's Landing, 2838 Garrison

Street, San Diego, CA 921 06 (61 9) 726-2228; (619)224-
4965

KASHMIR LADAKH TREK led by expert naturalists

Outstanding cultural, wildlife and wilderness adven-
ture August departure. Write Nature Expeditions Inter-

national, Dept NHC, P.O. Box 11496, Eugene, OR
97440. Call toll-free 800-NEI-0634

KENYA 27 years experience Individually designed sa-

faris Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT 06820.

(203) 838-3075

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, INC., oldest and largest operator

of international treks and expeditions for hikers, climb-

ers and adventurers China, Tibet, Nepal, India, Peru,

Ecuador, Galapagos, Kenya, Tanzania, Britain, The
Alps, Alaska, and much more. Very small groups. Our
16th year of operation Free 1984 Schedule of Outings
and Expeditions 1398-H Solano Avenue, Albany, CA
94706 (415) 527-8100 Toll Free (800) 227-2384

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOPS: E*R-

GLADES, GALAPAGOS, Caribbean, Africa. Sail

groups led by professional nature photographe bi-

ologists Underwater, bird and wildlife subjects, jn-

tact: Director, Essex Marine Laboratory. PO Bc57

Haddam, CT 06438 (203) 345-8924

NATURE STUDY TRIPS AT THEIR BEST Whale tri to

Mexico and Alaska Wildlife trips to Africa, Ambn.
Galapagos— all personally led by our enthusiast! ,nd

experienced naturalists. Biological Journeys, 1-6A

Ocean Drive, McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707) 839 78

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted nature and hiking tours New Zealand/fea mg
scenic National Parks plus the Milford Track Aus lia/

hiking the Outback, plus the Great Barrier Reef di-

vidual South Pacific itineraries designed. Pacifi Ex-

ploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA <130

(805) 687-7282

NUGGET SAFARIS offers exclusive wilderness to ; in

beautiful British Columbia For information, write: 100

Granville Avenue, Richmond, B.C., Canada V6Y J
1

PERU: LAND OF THE INCAS. Deluxe trek or trailri.. In-

cludes 3 days Machu Picchu, Cuzco, UrubambEaft-

ing, native markets Departures 6/6, 6/20. 7/4, '29,

9/12, Inca Floats, 1606N Juanita, Tiburon, CA £20.

(415) 435-INCA

PERU Trek the spectacular Cordillera Blanca oica

Trail to Machu Picchu. Overlanding by expeditior chi-

cles. Amazon wildlife safaris. Complete Peru trav ser-

vice. Free brochure McGregor Adventures, "NH

Lewis St., Greenwich, CT 06830 (203) 622-005 Toll

free 800-243-5330.

SUMMER IN YELLOWSTONE. Join us in Yellowtme

National Park for field seminars on wildlife, gegy.

plants, backpacking, and history Accommodati'3 at

Park Service facility Academic credit availablcThe

Yellowstone Institute, PO Box 515, Yellowstor Na-

tional Park, WY 82190

TOBAGO, PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES on wi.ing

cocoa plantation. Swimming, snorkeling, fi ng,

scuba from your front door Bird watcher's parise.

Brochure. Charles A. Turpin, Charlotteville, Tc.go,

West Indies

TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP IN SAN FE

with Lisl Dennis, author of "How to Take Better ivel

Photos" Includes hotel, meals, daytnps. crities

Weekly beginning Sept 1, 8, 22, 29. P.O. Box 2t'-H,

Santa Fe, NM 87504-2847

UNIQUE KENYA TRIP, 15 day photo safari; nail

groups; 7/19/84 - 8/2/84, $2,650, air, lodging, rals.

Free brochure available Kenya Photo Safari. Bo!82.

Jenkintown, PA 19046

WHALE WATCH WEEKEND, Cape Cod, May 1£

sponsor: Van Saun Zoological Society Brochure

Sky Adventures, Oak Ridge. NJ 07438 (201 ) 69;

WILDERNESS JOURNEYS: Join natural histor

Whitewater paddling adventures in California, O
Idaho, Alaska, Japan, Nepal & Swiss-Italian Alp

807N, Bolinas, CA 94924 (415) 868-1836
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RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2.00 per word; 1 6 word ($32) minimum Display 'Mi-

tied is $200 per inch All advertisements must tpre

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or freomc;,

discounts. All advertisements are accepted at iTU

RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money rder

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, ATU

RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West a?»
St., New York, NY 10024 Please include your peoni

address and telephone number, issue preferreano

suggested heading Deadline— 1st of the mont two

months prior to cover date (the January issue ises

Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display Is. A

fearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will tsenl

upon publication.
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Eliot Porter
American Places

A limited number of personally autographed copies

Members and friends of the American Museum of Natural History.

Each copy is individually signed by Eliot Porter, one of the world's

finest color landscape photographers. Written by Wallace Stegner,

the Pulitzer Prize-winning historian and novelist.

American Places is a epic work about our American landscape,

with 89 stunning full-color plates.

Members and friends may reserve volumes at $50 each while

the limited supply lasts. Price includes prompt UPS delivery.

American
Tlaces

l Yes, I would like to order

.

. copies of American Places,

:h volume personally signed by Eliot Porter, at $50 each,

i ease note: Books will be reserved as orders are received.

ordersabove the limited supply will have to be returned.)

;
me:

Idress:

:y: - State: Zip:

Charge my credit card (circle one) VISA
MASTERCARD

Acct#:

Exp. date: Signature:

Make checks payable to the American Museum of Natural History. The autographed edition

Is not available in the Museum Shop.

IVIPITlbcrS' Memrjers' Book Program
Plwy^^i^- American Museum of Natural History

Rr m Central Park West at 79th Street

ITOCjraill New York, NY 10024



Britain
Countryside Walks

Through quaint villages and

lovely scenery. Along medieval footpaths,

prehistoric and Roman tracks. Tours in

England, Scotland and Wales. Relaxed,

easy pace . . . Country inns . .

.

Please send me further information:

Name:

Address:

Country Walking Holidays (707) 584041

1

6195-H Santa Clara PI., Rohnert Park, CA 94928

Lambskin Gifts by Mail
Send for your FREE 16 page
catalog, featuring New Zealand's

finest lambskin garments and
accessories. Jackets, decorator

rugs, baby rugs car seat covers

and dozens of unique top quali-

ty gift rtems.

Call toll free: 1 (800) 426-4626.

Or write: Skinny's Down Under
PO Box 88067

DepL NH-2
Seattle WA 98188

EUROPE by CAR

I

ONE ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK, NY 10020 I
Phone:(212)581-3040

9000 SUNSET BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90069
Phone:(213)272-0424

SAVINGS ON CAR RENTAL • PURCHASE I
ALIO IUHAIL YOUTH PAH M

\ Treasures
From The Earth

Color Portfolio of Natural
Specimens and Catalog

of Minerals, Display
Stands, Books and

Natural Jewelry, $3.00

Dover Scientific
Box 601 1 C Long Island City, NY 1 1 106

Residential Program

There is an alternative to hospitalization for indi-

viduals with long-term psychiatric illness. Grey-

stone House, situated on a 100-acre campus, offers

home-like environment for a small group of resi-

dents. This new program is under the guidance of

America's first private nonprofit psychiatric hos-

pital. For a color brochure write: Barbara Hines,

R.N., Greystone House. Friends Hospital, 4802 E.

Roosevelt Boulevard. Philadelphia, PA 19124.

The Naked Quiche
This iinembellished custard pie came to these

shoresfrom the province of Lorraine

by Raymond Sokolov

Great age carries with it few benefits. I

keep waiting for wisdom to fall upon me as

compensation for the weakening of eyes

and joints. In the meantime, there is the

consolation, tedious to others, but deli-

cious for me, of being able to look back-

ward and ruminate on the movement of

time in my life and the remarkable

changes it has brought in train. I will spare

you my recollections of a world without

space travel, gene splicing, sex without

guilt, or Pac-Man. Indeed, weeks and even

months go by when these profound social

and scientific developments do not cross

my mind. I am more inclined, however, to

wax nostalgic when I remember an Amer-

ica without quiche.

No doubt some of you will be surprised

to learn that quiche is not a traditional

food in this country. Today, of course, it is

hard even for fossils like me to concei aj

American life without the convenicg,

the lightness, the elegant rusticity of tse

savory custard pies. I can easily see ?s

we all got along without the prefabric eri

quiche fillings now on the market. Bino

quiche at all?

Well, it's the truth. Quiche carr lo

these shores from the east of France, )m

the ancient province of Lorraine, whi:il

is a regional specialty.

No one can assert with confidence msb

the first American quiche was baked )iit

it is probably fair to say that the cuA
vogue began building in the late fifti' al

about the same time that American ott

started upgrading their standards .nd

sophisticating their repertories, ha

"gourmet revolution" was not a sin

event. It sprang from many causes: A

Afancified version ofquiche Lorraine
Pal LaCroix: The Im.; 1
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Matter of Taste

affluence, ease of travel to Europe,

a reaction against the trend toward

enience foods.

le gourmet revolution did not invari-

ior even frequently, bring better food

merican tables. But it did impel many

sands of us to take a serious interest in

I ary authenticity. We had tasted

ch food in France, liked it, and

ed to eat the real thing at home,

ch restaurants in this country were al-

I all modifying a small range of hack-

id dishes for U.S. consumption. And
mericans with informed palates had

I »k for themselves if they wanted to

authentically in the French manner.

; was true for people interested in

foreign cuisines, but the French ex-

!e is the best known and the most im-

int. ) I n order to do this, people needed

ntic cookbooks.

ley got them. In the annus mirabilis

•961, Craig Claiborne's New York

?s Cookbook was published, as was

lering the Art of French Cooking, by-

Child, Louisette Bertholle, and

>ne Beck. Claiborne's book was an an-

igy of recipes that had appeared in

rimes over the years. It was more so-

icatcd than previously published gen-

cookbooks. Today, it is also a conve-

historical summary of the kinds of

es that food editors of the Times had

offering their readers up until 1961.

her words, anyone wanting to know

I the country's most avid food reader-

Hhad been absorbing, piecemeal, as a

I ition of good cooking, can do no bet-

H lan consult Claiborne's book.

I the New York Times Cookbook codi-

Hthe recent past, Julia Child et aliae

W ed toward the future. Their studious,

:ulous primer went beyond any previ-

I
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Edward VIII Renounces British Crown. . .

First Atomic Bomb Dropped on Japan. . .

200,000 March for Civil Rights. . .

Kennedy is Killed by Sniper. .

.

Nixon Resigns. . .

Experience History

As It Happened!
Now, relive both Che best and worst of times,

courtesy of The New York Times, in PAGE ONE.

Here, between the covers of one fascinating volume,

is all the news that was fit to print on the front

pages of "The Newspaper of Record" during the

years from 1920 to 1983—reproduced exactly as

when they first appeared. With its over 300 tabloid

size (lOW x \2'/i) pages, this revised and up-dated

edition of PAGE ONE is terrific for casual brows-

ing and indispensable as a reference. PAGE ONE is

more than just a collection of headlines. . . it's a

priceless document of The Times of Our Lives. An
ideal gift. Oversized. 302pp.

AVAILABLE BY HAIL ORDER ONLYI

Sold with a Full 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee

Name

Barnes& Noble
B<K>KSTC)RIS INC

126 Fifth Ave., Dept. P17 . NY.. NY 10011

1085636. Please rush me copies of PAGE
ONE at your special sale price of $9,95 (plus $1.50 Address
shipping and insurance). NY. and N.J. residents:

Please add sales tax. City
Offer good only in the continental USA.

Originally ONLY AVAILABLE AT
pub at THIS LOW PRICE FROM
$35 00 BARNES & NOBLE $9.95

^ Check One
Payment enclosed MasterCard
Charge this purchase to: DVISA

|

Exp

©1983. Barnes & Noble Bookstores, Inc. State Zip Signature

MATH WITHOUT TEARS
Using non-technical language and
a light touch Roy Hartkopf gives

-s»j$i vou a basic understanding of

Pj many everyday applications of
*s* mathematics. He takes the reader

from simple counting to trigo-

nometry and calculus, empha-
sizing the practical aspects of

math. Humorously written.

Learn math in the comfort
of your own home at min-
imum cost.

Order Now,S12.95plus$1.55hdlg.

EMERSON BOOKS, INC.

Dept.290-H.Verplanck.NY

10596
10 Day Money Back Guarantee

Plains Indian Art fir" Artifacts.

Free Catalog shows painted shields.

mounted trophy buffalo skulls, war

arrows, peace pipes chokers breast

j plates war clubs, tomahawks,

^t lances, horse dance sticks star

r quills and more. Exclusive

source. Hand-made with tradi-

y lional tools and authentic

* materials Many have interesting

stories In tell Irom Cheyenne. Sioux

and Blackloot heritage Collector's

items, unique gifts and stunning

decorations.

Write or call:

1

PRAIRIE EDGE P 0. Box 8303 Department Ml

outh Dakota 57701 AieaCodc(605l54l 3620

RAIDER
FEDORA

19 ppd

A revival of an old favorite Harrison Ford wore one like

this in Raiders Of The Lost Ark, reminding us of how
much adventure a man in a fedora can find. Our version

is of special wool felt, finer textured and stiffer for im-

proved shape retention over ordinary felts. Features a

tapered 5" crown with triangular crease and 2 side tucks,

a 2V2" brim and a deep brown grosgrain band. Fully lined

with rayon satin Sizes 6 3
/-i thru 7'/2.

We honor VISA and MASTERCARD
Call Toll Free 800-334-5476,

Write for FREE Catalog!

P.O. Box 1600, Chapel Hill

Dept. NH-24
NC 27515

MEN'S WIDE SHOES
EE-EEEEEE, SIZES

Extra width for men
it, in excellent variety,

and quality. Available

only through our
FREE CATALOG
Send for it!

ES 5-13

n who need >.

>k^J^f^^^k
sty. styling . '/^- M

VI

Send FREE color catalog.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

HITCHCOCK SHOES, INC.
Dept. 72B . Hlngham. MA 02043



Wildlife, Ecology & Cultural Tours

Tanzania Kenya Rwanda Zaire

Galapagos Islands Ecuador Peru

Belize Australia Thailand

Geo Expeditions
For free literature write or call:

P.O. Box 27136-C Oakland, CA 94602
Telephone 415/530-4146

rB00K HUNTING?^
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.
All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll
find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,
please. Write: BOOKS-ON-FILE Since

Box195Dept74 1958
UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087-0195

Wildlife Art Prints
Timberline Arts is pleased to offer "Migrations of Life." a
beautiful 1 6-page full color catalog on the wildlife prints

of J. Carroll. Explore, choose, and own one or more of

these inspiring prints on mallards, the young eagle,

panther cat. weeds and others. We genuinely feel the

artist has captured the beauty, strength, and simplicity

that wildlife inspires in all of us.

For catalog, send $2.00, refundable with any pur-

chaseto T lmberljne Arts

The Eric Sloane collection of

early America.
The American Museum of Natural History is

once again offering the Erie Sloane book col-

lection, including An Age of Barns, A Museum
of Early American Tools, Our Vanishing Land-

scape, and A Reverence for Wood Write for

complete list: Members' Book Program.
AMNH, Central Park W. at 79th Street, New
York. NY 10024 Members'

V*Book
_rrogram-

To the Ends of the Earth

A haunting book about the great expeditions

to the last unexplored regions of the Earth: the

North Pole, fareastern Siberia, the Gobi

Desert, and the deepest Congo. Eighty full-

page archival photographs taken on the expe-

ditions reveal Western man's final search and
discovery of unknown lands and peoples,

"Wonderfully evocative"

—

Audubon. "Ex-

pressive ,
brilliant"— Scientific American.

Special offer: In lieu of the usual 10% dis-

count. Members of the American Museum of

Natural History may take a 20% discount off

the publisher's price of $27 50 for this large,

hardcover volume. Send $22 (plus $2 ship-

ping) to Members' Book Program, American

Museum of Natural History, Central Park West
at 79th Street. New York. NY 10024.

fTogramJ

ous American cookbook in the clarity of

its directions and in its fidelity to French

practice. Its immediate success encour-

aged many other cook/writers to help us

master the art of other cuisines from Mo-
rocco to Mexico. And we are all the better

for their labors. Authenticity is the basis

for good traditional cooking. This dictum

is a truism, but it was not at all obvious to

cookbook writers of a previous generation.

Even now, it is not always clear how one

decides what is authentic and what is not.

The quiche is a case in point. Clai-

borne's recipe for quiche Lorraine starts

with a pie crust that is baked empty, for

five minutes, in a nine-inch pie plate. No
directions and no list of ingredients are

given for the crust, but any American

reader would assume that Claiborne

means a conventional American crust and

a conventional, sloping-sided pie plate.

(Sophisticates might ask themselves

whether to fill the crust with beans to

weight it down while baking, but this is a

detail.) Then he directs us to sprinkle the

bottom of the crust with crumbled,

cooked bacon, sauteed onion, cubes of

Gruyere cheese, and grated Parmesan.

Over this we are told to pour a custard

mixture of cream, whole eggs, nutmeg,

salt, and white pepper.

This is a fine recipe: it will produce a de-

licious pie. But it is very different from the

recipe for quiche Lorraine in the Child

book. Julia and company state unequivo-

cally that the "classic" quiche cont:

"no cheese." They blanch their bacoi

remove its powerfully smoky taste an<

make it approximate the flavor of the q
sic French ingredient, an unsmoked ba

called lard de poitrine. Their extren

short crust is made from a classic
p,

brisee dough and is weighted down \

beans while it parbakes. Instead of sp<

kling the bacon on the bottom of the cr

they press it into the crust. And they dj

crumble the bacon. They cut it into pi<

an inch long and one-quarter inch w

There is no onion in their quiche anuf

course, no cheese.

Who is right? Craig or Julia?

If we consult standard French sou

and use them as our test for authenti

the Child recipe comes closest to bein

real thing. Austin De Croze, in Les F,

regionaux de France, prefers a fhj

mold for the crust, the kind widely ldi

here nowadays as a quiche pan, but he :|

mits a flan ring "a defaut." Child setJ-

for a flan ring or a standard, unflid.

straight-sided American cake pan.M
Croze says nothing about parbaking.m

the informant whose recipe he repife

was a restaurant chef likely to iff

thought the necessity for parbakingoor

obvious to bother mentioning. At any tej

De Croze garnishes his crust Iff

blanched, lightly browned lard, anijff

permits onion and herbs as optional ;di-.j.

tions. He does not advise pressing he,

Pate Brisee Quiche Lorraine

2 cups flour

'A teaspoon salt

3 tablespoons sugar

3 tablespoons ice water

1 egg yolk

'A pound cold butter

1. Form a wreath of flour on a wooden

board (or marble slab) with the center

about 5 to 6 inches wide.

2. In the free space at the center, put the

salt, sugar, and water. Mix with fingers

until there is no trace of sugar or salt.

Stir in the egg yolk. Mix well.

3. Add butter in small pieces. Work and

mix until all liquid is absorbed. Work
in the flour.

4. Form a ball. With the palm of your

hand, press and flatten the ball out-

ward several times. Form ball again

and work the dough outward 3 times.

5. Flatten the ball to a thickness of about

1 Vi inches, keeping it round. Wrap it in

foil and chill for 2 hours.

6. Roll to a 12-inch circle. Fit into a 9-

inch tart tin with fluted edge and re-

movable bottom or a 10- by 1-inch flan

ring set an a baking sheet.

1 recipe pate brisee

Butter

2 whole eggs plus 2 yolks

2 cups heavy cream

Vi teaspoon salt

1 pinch white pepper

1 pinch nutmeg

1

.

Preheat oven to 400 degrees.

2. Butter one side of a sheet of alumi ii

foil. Set it into the crust, butter di

down. Fill with dried beans or

Bake for 9 minutes. Remove the oil

and its contents (the beans or rice an

he reused for this process, but don try,

to eat them). Set the empty crust cl

in the oven for a few minutes, untitle

crust browns lightly and starts to ull

away from the sides of the pan.
j

3. Cool the crust. Reduce oven to 37 de-

grees.

4. Combine egg, cream, and seasongi

in a bowl. Beat together until 'el

blended.

5. Pour the egg-cream mixture intdhe

crust.

6. Bake the quiche for a half hour.Jn

mold and serve while still warm.
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ir and other garnishes into the crust,

another bible of French cooking. La

ne de Madame Saint-Ange, the very

led recipe for quiche Lorraine resem-

t the Child recipe in most respects,

is no cheese and no onion. The crust

e brisee. But Mme. Saint-Ange tells

put thin slices of butter on the bottom

'
: empty crust. Then she says to press

ices of lard to the butter "so that the

s stick to the bottom and don't float

: surface of the custard mixture when

poured over them."

lave tried this, and it worked fairly

for me, although I wasn't sure why

. Saint-Ange cared if the lard sur-

. I read her text again and noticed

™ her researches into antique recipes

evealed that old-fashioned quiches

rust made from bread dough. Could

that by keeping the lard in contact

.he crust, she was preserving the taste

""• (exture of a folkloric bread resem-

,
perhaps, the Italian bread that con-

bits of prosciutto? This is pure specu-

l. It may simply be that this distin-

,ed teacher of cooking preferred to

f he lard slices like buried treasure be-

i a surface of ungarnished golden cus-

This makes sense because Mme.
-Ange considers lard to be an op-

I ingredient. For her, the essential

"'' ie Lorraine is nothing more nor less

t»fi-' a richer version of a milk flan (flan

m
. it), a pie filled with a milk-and-egg

—a rd. For the quiche Lorraine, one sub-

if es cream for milk.

" ' ke this idea: the naked quiche. It has

li :ly simplicity about it, and I am con-

n d, both by Mme. Saint-Ange's au-

c :y and by common sense, that our ba-

il arnished quiche is really a fancified

:i >n of a cream custard pie, which itself

< uxurious descendant of a milk flan,

certainly tastes wonderful. But the

jjljAion on the table is, Is it better be-

luitiil.: it is authentic? Well, of course not.

ans or* Claiborne quiche and the Child

k'leiktfie and dozens of other variously gar-

>on*l?d quiches make splendid eating. The
butM ,ie is that you and I are tired of eating

^""lie because we have been fed too
;^'T of them lately. And most of those

c 'es have been poorly made.

I u will be pleasantly surprised if you

k the trouble to try your hand again at

dseisfil'ld standby. It is essential to prebake

,

t
ipiilB

-

ust. Otherwise it will turn out sodden

» )athsome. And you will get a remark-

wM delicate and authentic result if you
i, the custard with pure cream.

II

*

a Xnond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

i merest is the history and preparation

^A id.
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Beautiful

Early American

"COLONIAL LOFT"
BEDSPREADS

• Heavy— soft— durable
• 100% Quality Cotton
• Machine washable
• Choose white or natural
• Special Prices:

Twin 80 x 110, value $40 only $32.95

Full 96 x 110, value $50 only $39.95

Queen 102 x 120. value $65. only $47.95

King 120 120, value $75.... only $55.95

Sham (standard), value $15. ..only $1 1.95 ea

Add $2 50 per order lor shipping

NC Residents add 4% Tax

100% Natural Cotton, soft but ever so durable.

A true legacy of Early America. This elegant

woven bedspread is fullypre-shrunkand ma-
chine washable, with no ironing ever. Rich, full,

all-cotton decorator fringe. Guaranteed. We
ship fast.

[Homespun (Erafta
- Dept. NH-16, Box 1776
• Blacksburg, S.C. 29702

'Colonial Loft"Gentlemen: Please rush

Size spreads 4 shams, color

G Check D M.O. enclosed M.C. D Visa

Credit Card No Exp. 01

Name

Address

City State _ .Zip.

MC/.VISA orders—call toll free. 24 hours: 800-438-7939.

Ext. NH-16ordial800-458-3491.Ext.92-T, CALL NOW!

Greenland
13-Day Montreal-Montreal

Air/Sea Ventures
From $2,660 all-inclusive

DOMINIC CAPEZZA • (212) 683-1145

Greenland Cruises, Inc. 10 Park Avenue, NYC 10016

KITES
NEW COLOR CATALOG
Beautiful kites and windsocks
for flying, decorating, and gifts.

Choose from the best selection anywhere,

"

from Silk Butterflies to 90-mph Stunt Kites.

Send $1 for Catalog (refunded with first order).

INTO THE WIND, 1729-N Spruce St., Boulder, CO B0302
'

Wright Arch Preserver Shoes

CAN MEN'S
SHOES BYMAIL
REALLY FIT THIS
GOOD?
Yes, when they are WRIGHT ARCH
PRESERVER SHOES. Send for

FREE catalog of 70 styles of

America's most comfortable shoes.

Sizes 6 to 16. widths AAA to EEE.
Unconditional guarantee. No time
limit. No exceptions.
Mail coupon now.

Executive Shoes, Dept. 384, Box E
Rockland, MA 02370

C.ly

SEND
FOR
FREE

"*T CATALOG
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Cucumber Salad
Sea cucumbers are famous for blasting out their own guts

—

expelling their internal organs as a defense strategy against para-

sites. The image is so violent and disturbing that it tends to de-

fine the creature: one can hardly imagine a sea cucumber doing

anything else. But when Jeff Foott discovered this one at the bot-

tom of Still Water Cove, just south of Monterey, California, it

was quietly feeding.

Sea cucumbers, relatives of starfish and sand dollars, are

named for their shape, although they sometimes resemble sau-

sages. Along the Pacific coast, they range from Alaska to south-

ern California, from depths of 1 ,500 feet up to the shallow inter-

tidal zone. They are commonly about a foot long and come in

several dozen shades of red, from a delicate salmon pink to a lu-

rid neon red. One major type of sea cucumber is frequently

found anchored vertically to rocks by tiny tube feet. This kind of

sea cucumber often looks like a small bush, an illusion created

by the branched tentacles that surround the animal's mouth.

When a sea cucumber feeds, its tentacles drift upward and trap

plankton, algae, and detritus.

Foott was trying to film sea otters at Still Water Cove but the

water was agitated and murky, so he put aside his movie camera,

grabbed a still camera, and dove underwater. Forty feet down,

the water cleared and Foott stood on the bottom looking at the

thing. It was hitched to a rock and feeding clockwise. As it in-

serted each tentacle deep into its mouth, the mouth clamped

down and the tentacle was dragged out, leaving behind a rich

mix of greens. Thus does a sea cucumber scrape out a living.

Foott photographed for a half hour, until cold drove him from

the spot. He left with another image of sea cucumbers, not vio-

lent like the other one but somehow just as riveting: a sea cucum-

ber nurturing itself.

Photographs by Jeff Foott
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Authors

Richard N. Mack is a professor of bot-

any at Washington State University in

Pullman. Much of his research has con-

cerned the population biology of both

the native grasses in the region between

the Cascade Range/Sierra Nevada and

the Rocky Mountains and the weeds

that are extensively taking their place.

Mack's future research plans include the

evolution of weeds, particularly annual

grasses from Eurasia, the home of many
of the introduced plants that plague

farmers and ranchers. Last year, Mack
traveled to Turkmenistan in Soviet Asia,

where cheatgrass is often the most abun-

dant plant over large tracts. He reports

that at times camels were the only re-

minder that he was in Soviet Asia and not

on the Columbia Plateau in Washington.

As a consultant to the China Trade

Museum in Milton, Massachusetts. Sue

Ellen Gronewold delved into the history

of early United States-China trade. Her

major research has been into another

type of trade, however—the networks in

traditional China through which women
and girls were sold as wives, slaves, ser-

vants, and prostitutes. Some of this re-

search has appeared in her book. Beauti-

ful Merchandise: Prostitution in China

1860-1936. Gronewold holds a master's

degree in history and education from the

University of Wisconsin and one in Chi-

nese history from Columbia University.

In addition to her work as a consultant

and writer, she is a lecturer on Asia in the

Education Department of the American

Museum.

Naturalist-photographer Jeff Foott

was mainly a mountain climber and

skier when he moved to Jackson Hole,

Wyoming, in the mid-sixties. But when

Foott admitted an interest in photogra-

phy to his next-door neighbor Des Bart-

lett, the well-known cameraman advised

him to "buy a movie camera." Foott

bought a camera and two lenses and

went into business. Since then, he has

done some twenty nature programs for

British television. On location, he also

shoots stills. "It's getting very hard to

make a living at stills," says Foott. "Too

many people who take photos as a hobby

are crowding out the field." Foott's

photos of a sea cucumber in this issue's

"The Natural Moment" were taken with

a 55-millimeter macrolens and one

strobe.
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At its height in the mid-seventies'

yellow baboon project at Amboselil

tional Park in Kenya had eight fiell

searchers. In recent years, says (1

Hausfater, the staff has been cul

verely, but the thirteen-year-old prl

started by Jeanne and Stuart Altma I

the University of Chicago continu I

follow the fortunes of Scar, Cete, iti

and the others in their groups. "You s n

maybe 25 percent of your time gel

data base information," says Hausfal

codirector of the project. "You fen

which baboons are there, their da

nance ranks and reproductive stjl

who's grooming whom, things like 1
With the rest of your time, you do (J

own research." Hausfater, a professj

the University of Missouri, enjoys fjfl

and recently purchased a Piper AH
airplane. This year, he plans to studj^

rock hyrax in Israel.

Coauthor Reed Sutherland work*

Hausfater's research assistant at C<a
University, where Hausfater faugh

til recently. Sutherland now plans

tend graduate school—in English 1

ture. "Can a field mercenary becon

English academic?" she asks. "Son

I will write a sonnet on baboons.'
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INTRODUCING ljet §°> for a minute, of all your

^ preconceptions about automotive

styling and design, and study
Renault's new hatchback achieve-

_ ment: Encore. Created with a dis-

Inctive European look, and European outlook. A panoramic

atchback that opens to fit your lifestyle.A 60/40 split rear seat

configuration that provides functional access to cargo. Rally

^dependent suspension with twin coaxial torsion bars, power
ront disc brakes, and electronic fuel injection—all for expres-

:ive performance, and impressive handling. Impressive fuel

i jconomy, too: S2 EST HWY,H EPA EST MPG.* Renault

I incore. Built in America from an inspired European design

hat's creatively expressed, and impressively priced:

W5755** Now that you've let go ofyour preconceptions, take

old ofRenaultEncore.E
j

' >e for comparison. Your mileage may vary with speed, trip

1
1
3th, weather. Actual highway and CA figures lower.

!' flanufacturer's suggested retail price. Tax, license,
|e Rination charges, rear deck spoiler $72, wheel covers $90,

J
4 regional equipment extra. Built by American Motors £a"

|
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The Official

35mm Camera
of the 1984
OlympicGames

Announcingthe
Limited Olympic Editio

NewF-1
Seldom has a camera been introduced as totally new and

exciting as the Canon New F-1. A new concept in 35mm SLR
photography, the New F-1 provides its owner with virtually un-

limited flexibility thanks to an incredible system of interchange-

able components that allow you to custom-tailor it to meet „

the needs of any shooting situation. Without compromise.

For a limited time only, the Canon New F-1 can pro-

vide you with something else: a chance to own a

piece of history. Announcing the Lim-

ited Olympic Edition New F-1,

which features the insig-

nia of the 1984 Olympic
_ ^

Games and comes in - -~ «

its own distinctive
"

Olympic packaging. '

,'MS,

As the World's

Leader in 35mm Pho-

tography, we are proud
)

that professionals and //M -

advanced amateurs ^
around the world are

[ X_: ;j
acknowledging the

, . -f
//

'_.

New F-1 as the most f
«

sophisticated, most |{

• t*k
'

4 "' r h If

%^*
Contributor (o the

U.S. Olympic Team

Canon

versatile 35mm system camera ever created.

As the Official 35mm Camera of the 1984 Olympic Ga

we are even prouder to be able to offer you this limited ed

model, which comes with the AE-Finder FN which provide

aperture-priority and stopped-down automation in

~ addition to precise, analog match-needle metering

Adding either the optional AE Power Winder FN

AE Motor Drive FN components provides shutt

priority automation for actioi

~^SL. m: shooting as well.

riz-Yri \ - <t' _~
,

Visit your authorizec

IU I I \ - --iir- ;|^f Canon dealer and find o

J ) more about the Limited

I Olympic Edition New F-

It's not just a camera, it's

investment.

NEW
Can©

Canon USA, Inc.. One Canon Plaza. La

New York 11042 /140 Industrial Oriv

Illinois 60126/6380 Peachtree Industrie

Norcross. Georgia 30071/123 Pai

Avenue East. Costa Mesa. California 5

2035 Royal Lane, Suite 290.

Texas 75229 /Bldg. B-2. 1050 Ala Moan
Honolulu. Hawaii ?

Canon Canada. Inc., C

01983 Canon U.S.

;4&&444*££i.&X&£*&i&t^.
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Ah,vacation.

Hotel reservations. Airline

schedules. Itineraries. Restaurat

guides. Road maps. Budgets.

It's enough to leaveyou redy

needing a vacation.

A vacation, for instance, li,:e

a Royal Caribbean cruise.

Long, lazy days of sun an
sea,music and entertainment, <ic

just plain R and R.

Days of cruising from islac

to island, from Mexican tempi s

toJamaican gardens,without cei

re-packing your toothbrush.

Days when your toughes

decision will be between the

:

punch and the pina colada.

You can swim. Sunbathe.lfo
a ride on a glass-bottomed bot.

Shop in a native market.Explo? z

jungle, a castle, a coral reef.

Or just lean back in a dec!

chair and do something thatpu

probably haven't done for yeas:

Nothing.

Even getting here is simp i.

Just ask your travel agent abo t a

Royal Caribbean air/sea cruisu

For seven, eighteen or fourtea

days, year-round from Miami, i

After that,the only thing on

have to do is to show up.

ROm!f{CARIBBEA]7 ,

SongofNonvay, SongofAmerica,NordicPrince, Sun Vi) 'g
|

Ships ofNorwegian Registry

TheDorit-Do*
%uisdf\&catiQn
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North America After the War
Scenarios are designed to help us think about the future;

this one, based on recent scientific studies of the ecological impacts of
nuclear war, explores a "plausible worst case"

by Paul R. Ehrlich

It was almost the end of the century

when humanity's luck ran out. Most of the

nuclear war scenarios had been optimistic.

Three-quarters of the American and So-

viet arsenals, more than 30,000 nuclear

devices, exploded with power in excess of

9,000 megatons (9 billion tons) of TNT.
The large cities of North America, Eu-

rope, Russia, China, and Japan, as well as

huge areas of dense forest, fueled fire

storms. Soot from these fire storms joined

dust lofted into the stratosphere by thou-

sands of ground bursts. Smoke from myr-

iad smaller fires choked the lower atmo-

sphere and darkness enshrouded the

Northern Hemisphere from a few days af-

ter the early July war until October, when
substantial sunlight again began to reach

the earth's surface.

Soot and smoke absorbed large

amounts of solar energy; dust reflected

more back into space. This plunged tem-

peratures in all inland areas to below zero

for virtually the entire dark summer. Ex-

cept for small refugia on the coastlines,

temperatures across the North American

continent fell below 10° F for several

months, going well below zero in many
places for extended periods. No place in

the Northern Hemisphere escaped severe

frosts. Although far fewer weapons were

detonated in the Southern Hemisphere,

plumes of soot moved rapidly across the

equator from the North, creating quick

freezes in many places. Dusky skies, lower

than normal temperatures, and radioac-

tive fallout eventually covered the entire

planet. The "nuclear winter" predicted by

the world's top atmospheric scientists in

late 1983 had come to pass.

By January, much of the debris had

cleared from the skies, but lingering

smoke, stratospheric dust, and material

from still-burning fires prolonged an un-

usually cold winter. Spring and summer
were also colder than usual. Nitrogen ox-

ides, produced when thermonuclear fire-

balls burned atmospheric nitrogen, had se-

verely damaged the stratospheric ozone

layer, which normally filters out ultravio-

let rays harmful to plants and animals.

This made the return of sunlight a mixed

blessing.

Blast, fire, prompt radiation and de-

layed fallout, subzero temperatures, toxic

smog, and lack of food eliminated the ves-

tiges of human life. Even in the warmer

places—the coastlines where the cold had

been ameliorated by the thermal inertia of

the oceans—people could not survive. The
few officials and military personnel in the

United States and Canada whose deep

shelters had not been "dug out" by Soviet

missiles, and who had passed the nuclear

winter underground, starved soon after

emerging in the frigid spring. Tropical

peoples, even in coastal areas of Mexico,

succumbed to exposure, radiation sick-

ness, hunger, civil disorder, and epidemic

disease. Starvation finished the Eskimo.

Human beings were gone from North

America—indeed, from the entire North-

ern Hemisphere.

But not all life was extinct. Scattered

pockets of severely frost-damaged chapar-

ral along the coast had escaped the great

fires that had swept most of California

bare. Even after the erosion of bare slopes

in the postwar rain, many seeds survived.

The Olympic Peninsula and parts of

coastal British Columbia and Alaska had

suffered less than inland areas because, as

in California, the adjacent sea had mod-

erated the long cold period. Even in

coastal areas many plants died from a

combination of low lights toxic air pollu-

tion, high radiation (the last especially af-

fected the sensitive conifers), and from

the continual violent storms generated by

the sharp sea-land temperature gradient.

Inland in the subarctic and arctic

North, virtually all of the growing plants

had died. Cold-resistant boreal trees, de-

prived of the normal environmental cues

that induce cold hardiness, were not

pared for the nuclear aftermath. Pier

birches and aspens, which can toleite

temperatures of —100° F when accliia-

tized, died when midsummer tempra-

tures dropped in a few days to —20° ! In

the Rocky Mountains and sections olhe

East, substantial areas of forest hadiot

burned, but most of the standing trees ad

succumbed to the extreme, unseasonile

cold. Persistence of plant populatior in

most parts of what had been the Ured

States and Canada depended on the 'ir-

vival of seeds and roots (or other subt<ra-

nean organs) in the frozen ground.

Due to vagaries in wind patterns, v»e-

tation survived in a few enclaves alonjhe

west coast of Florida, parts of Yuc an

and Chiapas in Mexico, and the Osa sn-

insula of Costa Rica. But in most of br-

ida, Mexico, and Central America, he

devastation of growing plants was vtu-

ally complete. Subtropical and tropal

floras, unfortunately, had had muchss
evolutionary experience with extrne

cold: only a very few relatively h;dy

seeds and subterranean parts survivedjut-

side of the enclaves.

Most of the higher vertebrates wenle

way of Homo sapiens. The cold ane

killed many animals before radiam,

thirst (lakes, rivers, and streams were )v-

ered with several feet of ice), and ste/a-

tion could affect them. In the snwgy

darkness, many had a reduced abilit to

find food, preventing them from ie-

quately stoking their metabolic les.

Nearly every species of migratory nd

bird went extinct. But in places in he

Northwest, a few warmblooded creatres

—crows, ravens, starlings, ptarmiin,

gulls, black bears, coyotes, rabbits, an ro-

dents—managed to survive. So did sne

of the hardier denizens of the coital

chaparral pockets in California—but he

extremely high radiation levels gradvlly

pushed many populations to extinon.
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In the continental interior, a handful of

vertebrates survived the cold, mostly rep:

tiles, amphibians, and fishes whose phys-

iological plasticity allowed their body

temperatures to drop to near freezing.

Warmblooded animals that hibernate had

no opportunity to build reserves for a nor-

mal winter, let alone a nuclear winter. The
lower metabolic rates of the lower verte-

brates permitted scattered individuals to

survive in deep crevices, burrows, or be-

neath the ice of large lakes. Most of those

few survivors starved the following spring.

The majority of insects were even less

fortunate. In seasonal environments, in-

sects normally pass the winter (or other

stressful seasons) in a specific develop-

mental stage—and virtually all were

caught in the wrong stage. Only in arctic

and alpine areas, where insects are

adapted to summer frosts, did some insect

fauna survive the freezing.

During the first postwar summer, seeds

began to sprout in areas where fire storms

had not sterilized the soil. Surviving

perennials in coastal pockets also began to

produce new growth. But continuing cold

weather and strong ultraviolet radiation

damaged the tender young plant tissues.

Many desert spring annuals that de-

pended on now-extinct insects for pollina-

tion failed to reproduce. In refugia where

insect pollinators did survive, they often

were disoriented by the ultraviolet light,

which though invisible to mammals was

visible to them. This not only reduced

their capacity to pollinate but also to re-

produce themselves.

In arctic and alpine areas, many surviv-

ing insect populations dwindled further or

went extinct from lack of food. The grow-

ing season was extremely short and frosts

frequently damaged plants struggling to

recover. The abundant female mosquitoes

had few vertebrates to feed on, and the

males found little nectar in the few surviv-

ing flowers. Only a small fraction of the

boreal insect fauna that had survived the

first winter went into diapause for the

next.

Not only was spring silent over most of

the continent that first year following the

war, but summer was silent as well. In

much of what had been the United States,

no birds sang, no dogs barked, no frogs

croaked, no fishes leaped. As they

emerged into the desolation, most of the

scattered lizards, snakes, turtles, and

toads starved. Most areas were utterly de-

void of organic motion beyond the wind-

induced flutter of the leaves of scattered

plants. There were exceptions, though. In

mines, caves, and deep underground shel-

ters, flies, roaches, rats, and mice had sur-

vived and in some had even thrived on the

cadavers of people who had sought shelter

there. When some of these survivors

emerged at night, they found a similar re-

source in the abundant thawing cadavers

of people and domestic animals. These

scavengers built large local populations.

But they soon crashed when they ex-

hausted their grim resources.

All in all, life was in worse shape at the

end of the first postwar summer than it

had been in the spring. Only where sub-

stantial plant communities remained—on

the northwest coast, in the coastal Califor-

nia chaparral, and in the tropical and sub-

tropical pockets—did relatively diverse

vertebrate and invertebrate populations

survive. And even there losses were sub-

stantial. The last North American moun-

tain lions, lynxes, large hawks, golden ea-

gles, and other large predators went

extinct; the refugia were not big enough to

save the decimated populations of most

animals that require large home ranges.

Vultures did survive on the abundant car-

rion as did the once endangered bald ea-

gle, outlasting—and even dining on—the

species that had endangered them. Kes-

trels also made it, dining on grasshoppers.

Most herbivorous insects that specialized

on the less hardy plants were incapable of

switching to plants with different suites of

chemical feeding stimulants and toxic de-

fenses. So they followed their plants into

oblivion.

For several years after the war, dust

from the partly denuded continents and

smoke from lightning-ignited fires in for-

est remnants, smoldering peat bogs, coal

stocks and seams, and burning oil and gas

wells produced cool summers and unusu-

ally harsh winters. But gradually the cli-

mate returned more or less to normal,

except that, in the near absence of vegeta-

tion, much of the central continent was

more arid than before the war.

Over the next decades, plants began to

reconquer the desolate continent. In the

normally cooler latitudes many seeds in

the soil were largely undamaged by cold

and radiation. During each growing sea-

son for the first few postwar years, some
prewar seeds germinated. And each year

some of the seedlings survived.

Species adapted to disturbed areas did

best. Kudzu vine, crab grass, stork's bill,

dandelions, and similar weeds quickly cov-

ered large areas, often choking out species

that people had once considered "more

desirable." In California, an impoverished

chaparral community slowly reclaimed

the denuded hillsides, aided to some ex-

tent by its natural adaptation to fire. A
rare survivor in that community was the

gypsy moth. In the subarctic and the arc-

tic, grasses, sedges, and dwarf willows re-

generated relatively rapidly in spite of tl

short growing season. Some of the gro

ing herbaceous and shrubby plants, acci

tomed to summer frosts, had only been s l

back, not killed, by the nuclear winter ai
|

subsequent frosty summers.

Forests returned slowly, since mai

trees require more than a decade to coi

plete a generation. In the West, aspe

from the coastal refugia and from survij

ing roots spread in a few hundred years

cover large portions of their previo

range. Simultaneously, scrubby Gambe
oak reappeared and formed dense loc

stands. No significant herbivores took a

vantage of the oak's periodic years

heavy acorn production; concomitant

relatively few animals were available

disperse the acorns until feral rat popu'

tions began to transport and store thei

Then the oaks spread rapidly.

In the East, the turkey oak, a denizen

poor soils, underwent a similar explosi<B

Several species of wind-pollinated pin I
also made a comeback. Widespread, pi I
viously common species—white a:

southern pines in the East, and pine

lodgepole, and ponderosa in the West-

were the most successful.

Vegetation recovered most slowly in tl

subtropical and tropical areas. The:[

wherever intense cold had prevailed, v
|

tually all the plants—like the animais-

had been destroyed. Most species coi

not tolerate chilling even to a few degn

above freezing, and their seeds were

cold hardy. Those plants that survived

refugia began gradually to spread into t|

debris-littered wastelands, but progn

was slow—especially for the many plai

that depended on now-extinct animals

disperse their seeds. This was much mi

important in tropical than in temper;

ecosystems.

The first animals to repopulate subst;

tial areas of North America were a

"weeds." Roaches, rats, and housefl:

suffered setbacks in the early years,

they persisted and increased, free of s|

nificant natural enemies and able to f(

on a variety of plant materials and orga

debris. Crickets and grasshoppers,

relatively generalized feeders, spn

back fast from coastal refugia. Fire a:

having taken in stride massive atta<

with pesticides before the war, survi

the ultimate human assault in pocki

along the Gulf Coast and spread 01

more over what had been the southeast

United States. As the flora recover

snowshoe hares reinvaded much of th|

old territory, fanning out from survivi

northwestern populations and reachil

the east coast in a few hundred ye;

They renewed their famous cycling
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havior—population outbreaks followed by

crashes. That they did so in the total ab-

sence of their lynx predators (long thought

to have been a cause of the cycles) would

have fascinated population biologists—if

there had been any around.

The first predators to reoccupy the des-

olate areas were spiders, ballooning in

from refugia and emerging from under-

ground burrows. Coyotes also thrived,

learning to hunt the rats and following the

spreading front of snowshoe hares. Wolves

faded away; there were too few survivors.

Because of the vagaries of fallout patterns,

wolves had suffered more than most spe-

cies from radiation effects, and they did

not successfully adapt to a diet of rats and

hares.

A casual observer might have missed

the most significant change in predator

trophic levels: the near absence of preda-

cious and parasitic insects. The impact of

toxins from the war, together with the

cold, was similar to spraying the entire

continent with insecticides. In many
cases, the smaller populations at the pred-

ator trophic levels died off even though

their plant-eating insect hosts had sur-

vived. One result was huge outbreaks of

locusts, gypsy moths, cutworms, and Japa-

nese beetles, which decimated the foliage

over large areas. Another was that some

previously rare herbivorous insects, freed

from natural controls, developed huge, de-

structive populations, just as new pests

had often been created by the misuse of

pesticides before the war.

Although most insectivorous birds were

extinct, cattle egrets, dining on the larger

insects, gradually spread throughout

North America. They were joined by rav-

ens, crows, starlings, and gulls, all of which

shifted their diets to a heavy emphasis on

insects. Robins also reinvaded from refu-

gia, but in the absence of lawns and with

a severe shortage of earthworms, their

populations grew with glacial slowness.

Some three thousand years after the

war, the first human beings set foot on

what had once been the United States. A
handful of people had persisted through

the postwar chaos in the Southern Hemi-

sphere; the scattered groups of survivors

had not all dwindled to extinction as many
biologists had feared they might. But all

had reverted to subsistence farming,

mostly with stone and wooden imple-

ments. Most libraries had been destroyed

by the war or in the subsequent social

breakdown; the few that remained de-

cayed in the deserted cities. People had

had no time to preserve cultural artifacts

that were peripheral to the daily struggle

for existence.

Almost three thousand years elapsed

8 Natural History 3/84

before human populations grew large

enough to form small, rudimentary cities

and to begin exploratory moves into the

mysterious and devastated North. Both

the knowledge and the implements of in-

dustrial civilization were long gone. The
new pioneers came in simple sailboats,

moving along the Gulf Coast into ex-

Texas. Over the next several millennia,

they repopulated the transformed conti-

nent, farming the primitive maize and po-

tato strains they had brought with them;

hunting rats, hares, muskrats, beavers,

and coyotes; and gathering locusts. Deer

had not survived in North America, and

the few that did in South America had

been hunted to extinction.

To its prewar residents, North America

of the year 5000 would have seemed a

strange and unstable land indeed. Popula-

tions of the commonest organisms were

still fluctuating violently. When grasshop-

pers had a good sequence of years, hordes

of ravens, crows, starlings, gulls, and

egrets made the vast plains a study in

black and white. Then, as the foliage was

exhausted, the grasshoppers died out, the

birds succumbed or moved on, and dust

storms swept the land—often leading to

many decades of desolation before plants

restored the ground cover.

Biologists transported in time would

have been depressed at the low diversity in

forests, grasslands, and deserts, but they

would have been astounded at some of the

organisms in abundance. Eastern di-

amondback rattlesnakes were every-

where, having spread from their Florida

refugia and adapted to colder climates

while feasting on rats. Monarch butter-

flies and tiger swallowtails were nowhere

to be seen. The most common butterfly on

the eastern coast was Cissia joyceae, an

attractive little wood nymph once known

from only a single specimen from Costa

Rica. With unusual rapidity, it had

evolved the ability to pass winters as a cat-

erpillar in diapause and now had several

generations a year, thriving on a diet of

grasses.

In the West, a tiny beige hairstreak but-

terfly, Strymon avalona, survived the war

on Santa Catalina Island, to which it had

previously been restricted. The hairstreak

crossed to the mainland after the war and

became widespread and common. It too

evolved a broadened diet, thriving on loco-

weeds, vetches, and other weedy plants, as

well as on lupines, which had become ex-

tremely common as disturbances re-

mained widespread.

Giant land snails and walking catfishes

had become prominent features of the

warmer parts of the continent. These were

not strange mutants but simply exotic or-

ganisms that had gained a foothold befoi

the war. Such tough, competitive orga;

isms had become dominant in the absenc

,

of many previous predators and compel

tors. Indeed, contrary to popular mythc

ogy, increased mutation rates due to hig

levels of ionizing radiation had not signii

cantly speeded evolution. Prewar mut
tion rates and genetic recombination hi

provided all the genetic variability neede

for evolution to proceed rapidly und
strong selection pressures. The genet

damage done by radiation-induced mut

tions only weakened populations; the m
tations did not produce any "hopeful mo
sters" that rapidly replaced previa

types.

Only minor evolutionary changes

curred during the time between the w
and the human reinvasion. Resistance

pesticides, for example, which had be<

common in the old days, disappears

Some specialists broadened their nichi

Camouflage and other protective mech
nisms of many smaller insects declined 1

cause the previous great diversity of inst

tivorous birds—including most of t

species that searched carefully for tb

prey—had been largely lost. Three milk

nia had not been enough time for Noi

American ecosystems to make substant

evolutionary progress toward rediversil

ing the biota. That would require a the

sandfold greater time.

Homo sapiens was barred from one a
tural evolutionary course it had on

taken. The human groups that we

through the first industrial revolution h

thoroughly depleted the nonrenewable i

sources of the planet before they blew

up. No nearly pure copper lay around

the surface as it had in the Old Stone Aj

it had to be extracted by the smelting

low-grade ores. Oil could no longer be h

by drilling down a few feet; it could be c

tained only by drilling several thousa

feet. High technology was required to c

tain the resources needed by technology

civilization. And high technology did

exist in the postwar Stone Age.

The war and its aftermath had

stroyed most of the stocks of resources a'j

much of the knowledge of how to ui

them. During the millennia that follows

I

while Homo sapiens barely hung on, i]

maining stockpiles of materials rust

away, decayed, and dispersed—and scit

tific knowledge was forgotten. Wheth

this was a blessing or curse might ha

been debated if there were time travele

but the result was final. The technolo

that had produced automobiles, airplam

television, computers, ICBMs, and thi

monuclear devices would never be
\

gained.
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The 50thAnniversary Edition

7,FIELD GUIDES
Bound in rugged, genuine leather and accented with 22kt gold

TheMost Important Natural History Library Ever Created

In 1934, Roger Tory Peterson saw a

dream come true... he was twenty-

five and an unknown artist. Yet, he

was on the brink of making

publishing history — with a single

book that would turn bird watching

and the appreciation of nature into

one of the most popular pastimes in

America.

That book? A Field Guide to the

Birds which, in its first week of

release, was a sell-out. And recently,

revised and updated, this book has

again climbed the best seller lists —
acclaimed as always, "the most
successful and influential bird book
of all time."

If the story ended here, this would

be forever exciting. But more books

followed ... a breathtaking array of

Roger Tory Peterson Field Guides —
written by Peterson and leading

experts — covering the full spec-

trum of nature: Birds, Butterflies,

Wildflowers, Sea Shells, Stars and

Planets, Weather and Atmosphere,

Trees and Shrubs, Coral, Rocks and

Minerals, Freshwater Fish— some 33
titles in all. Together, they unlock the

whole world of nature — enabling

you to see, know and identify all of

nature's wonders immediately by

sight and by name.

Yet, until now, acquiring this

complete collection has been
difficult to do

Surprisingly, you may search any

number of book stores and find only

a handful of Field Guides at any one

time. Book stores today simply

cannot afford to carry the necessary

depth of stock. And, not all Guides

are in print at the same time. Those

you do locate will usually be offered

in a paperback version — nice „

enough, but probably not what a

book lover had in mind.

Now— a 50th anniversary

"lifetime" edition

Now, for the first time ever, all of

these landmark works are being

gathered together into the most
complete, comprehensive and up-l

date Natural History Library ever

created. And, in honor of their 50t)

anniversary year, this complete
collection of Roger Tory Peterson

Field Guides — for the first time e
— will be bound in rugged, genuii

leather, housed in a hardwood
display case and autographed by

Dr. Peterson.

The Easton Press has created ai

edition of superb quality. Each Gui;

is bound in beautiful, ruggedly

supple leather. Each weather

resistant cover is deeply embossed
with a golden design. A ribbon

marker is sewn into each binding

And the papers used are

groundwood-free, made to capture

the full-color fidelity of illustrations.'

Each is thread-sewn to last for

generations. You, your children anc

their children can know the lifetime

rewards of a personal knowledge a

love of nature.

.?
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\ Peterson autographed edition with, selected new and original art wc
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TO:
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r. Peterson, America's greatest liuing bird artist, at his Connecticut studio.

An autographed edition

oger Tory Peterson, a man who has

arned numerous awards, including

he Presidential Medal of Freedom,

. generally acclaimed as the greatest

:tiG|lird artist since John James
.udubon. His original art works

ommand premium prices if, and

ioss 'henever, they are offered for sale,

ow you, too, can share the pride in

wning a stunning, new frontispiece

ainting created especially for this

dition by Roger Tory Peterson. And
iroughout the collection, key

lustrations chosen by Peterson from

le archives will be newly added to

le Guides. You will also receive the

lassie A Field Guide to the Birds

igned personally by Dr. Peterson.

attractive hardwood display case
free of additional charge

his collection will create an exciting

resence in your home. And your

ollection will have a proper setting!

it no additional charge, you will

;ceive an impressive hardwood
isplay case, allowing you to show

The Peterson Guides:
The Best in the Field

The secret to the Guides' success is

that nothing is left to guess work. Fifty

years ago, Roger Tory Peterson

developed a startlingly new and simple
method of identifying the wonders of

nature. It employs the use of

distinguishing "field marks" including

illustrations of comparisons between
similar species. Nature lovers have
delighted at how easy it is to follow the

"Peterson System." Other guides have
become available — but it is only The
Roger Tory Peterson Field Guides that

endure in unparalleled importance —
because they're accurate, complete
and easy to use.

your books to their best advantage,

while lending warmth and dignity to

your home.

Available exclusively from
The Easton Press

The authorized 50th anniversary

leather-bound edition will be available

exclusively from The Easton Press.

None will be sold in book stores.

The remarkably favorable price for

each volume is only $29.50 —
extraordinary, indeed, when you
compare this beautiful edition to

today's rather expensive paperback

and hardcover books.

You need send no money now.

Simply complete the Advance
Reservation Application below and
mail it today. Your Guides will be

shipped to you at the convenient rate

of one per month. You will be billed

with each shipment, or you may
have your volumes charged, as

shipped, to your VISA or MasterCard.

You must be pleased with each

volume you receive or you may
return it within 30 days for a full

This hardwood display case wilt be provided
at no additional charge

refund. You may also discontinue

your subscription at any time.

Prompt action required

Considering the importance of this

50th anniversary edition, you are

urged to mail your reservation

promptly to avoid any later

disappointment. Production

quantities must soon be established

and, once met, this special edition

may not be offered again.

Sponsored By The
National Audubon Society And
The National Wildlife Federation

The Roger Tory Peterson Field Guides

have earned the sponsorship of both

the National Audubon Society and the

National Wildlife Federation. Both

prestigious organizations are noted for

their dedication to conservation, and

the protection of America's wildlife

and natural resources. The Peterson

Field Guides, perhaps more than any

other books on nature, have

stimulated personal awareness of

nature's infinite beauty and of man's

responsibility to his natural world.

Advance Reservation Application

ROGER TORY PETERSON HELD GUIDES °01

The Easton Press Mo payment required.

47 Richards Avenue Simply mail this

Norwalk, Conn. 06857 subscription application.

Please accept my advance reservation for the Roger Tory Peterson Held Guides, a collection

of leather-bound, gold accented volumes. Books will be sent at the convenient rate of one each

month, at the original issue price of 529.50* each. I will be billed prior to the shipment of my first

book, later this year. I understand that this price will be guaranteed to me for the first two years

of my subscription. Also I understand that I may return any book within 30 days for a refund, and

that either party may cancel this subscription agreement at any time.

"Plus $250 per book for shipping and handling

As a convenience, please charge my first book (just before shipment later this year) and each

subsequent book to my credit card: Visa MasterCard

Credit Card No. an Date

Name .

Address

City State .Zip.

Signature -



This View of Lif

A Short Way to Corn
A sexual flip-flop may be the key to

the persistent puzzle of this plant's origins

by Stephen Jay Gould

Since it was only a few miles to Tipper-

ary, not the long way of song and legend, I

took a detour to visit the town. Soon I felt

like the city slicker of that old New Eng-

land joke. Looking for a small village, he

stops before a general store and asks an

old-timer, "Where is Xberg?" "Don't you

move a god-damned inch," comes the re-

ply.

Tipperary, made large by its fame and

my imagination, is but one main street

with a few stores and houses. This eerie

scene repeated itself again and again dur-

ing my visit to this most beautiful of Euro-

pean lands. For Ireland, contrary to the

trend of almost every country, is a depopu-

lated nation. Its current count of some 3

million inhabitants is down by half from

the 1 840 total. Abandoned homes, farms,

and even towns lie strewn about the coun-

tryside.

The beginning of the great emigration

that so enriched my native city of New
York and my current Boston home dates

to the great potato famines of 1845 and

1 846, when half a million people starved

to death and another million left. The po-

tato is a remarkable food. It contains so

well balanced an array of nutrients that

people can live on virtually nothing else

for years on end. Monotonous perhaps,

spuds being spuds, but quite viable. Irish

peasants often ate nothing but potatoes

through the long winter months. But dis-

ease attacked the crop in 1 845 and virtu-

ally destroyed it, producing unprece-

dented starvation and the great exodus to

Liverpool and beyond.

The Irish potato blight illustrates a clas-

sic dilemma in agriculture. To produce

the "best" plant for maximal yields, farm-

ers and scientists will hone and select for

many generations until they get just the

right combination of features. They will

then propagate their entire crop from this

improved form. These plants, as offspring

of a single parental type, are genetically

uniform and depleted in variability. In

other words, you trade genetic diversity

for an unvarying optimum.

All may be well for a while, but uniform

stocks are exquisitely susceptible to the

ravages of disease. If some virus, bacte-

rium, or fungus successfully attacks the

plants, it can destroy every one, thus dev-

astating the crop. In natural populations,

on the other hand, genetic variation

among individuals insures that some will

enjoy protection against the agent of dis-

ease and part of the crop will survive.

Since next year's plants are offspring of

these immune survivors, populations with

abundant variability have a natural mech-

anism to purge themselves of disease.

The Irish, growing their potatoes from a

uniform stock, lost their entire crop in

1 845. The same story can be told for most

agricultural mainstays. Some scholars be-

lieve that the mysterious collapse of clas-

sic Maya civilization was precipitated by

a virus, borne by leaf hoppers dispersed on

high-altitude air currents, that wiped out

their corn crop virtually overnight. We
continue to have similar problems with

corn. During the summer of 1970, a new

mutant strain of Southern Leaf Blight

Fungus swept across American cornfields

at rates of fifty miles or more a day, devas-

tating all plants bred to contain a genetic

element called Texas cytoplasmic male

sterility factor.

To avoid this dilemma, breeders try to

beef up genetic variability by hybridizing

their successful but uniform stocks with

different strains. For corn, a major source

of potential hybridization lies in a plant of

markedly different appearance, the New
World grass known as teosinte. Zea diplo-

perennis, a recently discovered species of

teosinte, is, for example, the only known

source of immunity to three of the ma
viruses that afflict domestic corn. (Tl

species is also a perennial rather than

annual like corn, thus giving potential si

stance to an old dream that, by hybridi?

tion, breeders might produce a perenn

corn that survives from season to seas

and need not be replanted from seed ea

year.)

Yet is seems strange at first that a pig

so different in appearance from cc

should be sufficiently similar in gene

structure to permit hybridization. Tn
young plants of corn and teosinte are ind

tinguishable, but after they flower, the c

ferences in adult structures could han

be more profound. The business end

corn is a large cob bearing numerous ro

of kernels (the technical term, polys

chous—simply meaning many rowed

has a lovely ring). The cob and kernels i

female, and they are borne at the terml

end of stout branches lateral to the m<

stem (mark this well, for these positic

become the crucial factor in my devel

ing argument). Many people don't reo

nize this position because corn ears j

seem to be stuck to the sides of the m<

stem. But the husks that so completely

close the ear are actually remnants

leaves that originally formed on a Ion;

lateral branch. They cover the cob, whi

is, indeed, terminal on a drastically she

ened lateral branch. The central st

bears a male tassel, the source of pollen,

its terminal end. Thus, corn grows se]

rate male and female structures: the t

sel, terminal on the main stem, is male;

ear, terminal on lateral branches, is

male.

Teosinte, on the other hand, bears a o

tral stem and many long lateral brand

of comparable length and strength. Ea

branch ends in a male tassel. The fern;

ears, quite unlike corn, grow laterally,

1? Nathrai History 1/84
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ATDODGE WEBUILD
WAGONS THATCHANGE YOUR
MINDABOUT WAGONS.
WEARE DODGE.
NUMBER ONE IN VAN
WAGON SALES.
A look at the past model
year's sales shows that our
Ram Wagons are clear-cut

winners, outselling Ford
and Chevy van wagons by
a wide margin.* Quality
construction, durability,

and versatility obviously
have their rewards.

RAM VALUE WAGON OR
CONVENTIONAL
WAGON?
When compared to full-

size conventional wagons
like Chevy Caprice and
Ford Country Squire, the

Dodge Value Wagon offers

winning value . . . exem-
plified by more total

room, greater cargo
capacity, and versatility.

And much more.

HOW THE NUMBER ONE
VALUEIN FULL-SIZE
WAGONS GOT ITS NAME.
With optional quiet

-

)lease 3rd seat, the Ram
'alue Wagon comfortably

Power brakes, standard. Power steer-

ing, standard. Side door entry: 39.8"

wideAT.2' high.

Standard carc^o volume: 194.3 cu. ft.

36 gallon fuel tank, standard.
Removable bench seats.

handles 8 full-size adults,

thanks to an interior that's

almost 70 cu. //. larger
than those full-size con-
ventional station wagons.
There's a standard Slant-

Six engine, and 4-speed
manual OD transmission,
or choose an available 318

V-8 for additional power.
You can also counf on
standard power front disc

brakes and steering. .

.

plus a 36-gallon fuel tank,

tinted glass, full carpet-

ing, and a number of

other features that are
extra cost options or not

available on the Country
Squire and Caprice
wagons. And all at a
lower comparably
equipped price."

'

LIKEALL DODGES,
BUILT TO ENDURi.
Ram Wagons are welded
into one strong, tight unit.

No bolts or rivets. And
there's extensive use of

rust-fighting galvanized
steel. No wonder over 92%
of all Dodge trucks built in

the last 10 years are still

on the job.f
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EAR

TEOSINTE SPIKE

A modern corn plant, left, hasfemale ears growing terminally on lateral

branches; male spikes growfrom the same position ofthe teosinte, right.

terminally, from the lateral branches. The

teosinte "ear" is also a miserable analog or

runt compared with the majestic ear of

corn. It contains (depending on the race of

teosinte) six to twelve triangular kernels in

two rows (technically distichous) tele-

scoped into one because the triangular

ends of the opposing kernels interdigitate.

The kernels are enclosed by a stony outer

covering and are quite useless unless

popped (as in popcorn) or laboriously

ground and separated from their inedible

covering. (Corn kernels are soft and na-

ked, immediately available for use be-

cause their covering structures are not

only pliant, but so reduced in size that

they surround only the base of the kernel.)

Yet, different though they be, corn and

teosinte hybridize without any impedi-

ment, producing cobs of intermediate size.

The reasons for this paradoxical compata-

bility are two and represent the subject of

this column—a disquisition on the ances-

try and origin of corn. First, teosinte seems

to be the direct ancestor of domestic corn

(some experts disagree, although no one

denies the close relationship). Second, de-

spite decades of search, no chromosomal

disparities or even simple and consistent

single gene differences have ever been

found between teosinte and corn. (Of

course, they could not be so different in

appearance without some genetic diver-

gence, but the ease of hybridization and

the failure to find gene differences indi-

cate that genetic distinction between the

two forms must be minuscule. Indeed,

botanists place corn and the annual teo-

sintes in the same species, Zea mays.)

The teosinte theory for the origin of

corn suffers from one major dilemma:

How could it happen? How could the teo-

sinte ear, so different from corn, become
the modern cob? Corn, like all our major

domestic cereals, is a grass. The evolution-

ary origin of other major grains, wheat for

example, is not so problematical. Wheat
ears differ only quantitatively from their

wild grassy ancestor—they are essentially

just more of the same, but bigger. We can

easily understand how agricultural selec-

tion could translate a wild ancestor into

domestic wheat. But how can you make a

corncob from a teosinte ear or from any

part of teosinte? They are constructed so

differently.

In the standard version of the teosinte

hypothesis—which I will reject here in fa-

vor of a radical alternative—the teosinte

ear is, nonetheless, gradually transformed

into a modern corn ear. It adds rows grad-

ually, while the hard outer covering soft-

ens and retracts from the kernels. It all

seems so obvious and so consistent with

our usual view of evolutionary transforma-

tion. This tradition of gradual change

dates at least to Luther Burbank, th

great "wizard" of early twentieth-centu:

plant breeding, who claimed that he h

transformed teosinte to corn in eightei

generations of selection. He was wron

He had started, not with teosinte, as

thought, but with a corn-teosinte hybrid-!

and his selection had merely segregate

and accumulated the genetic factors f

corn. But his tradition of arguing for

gradual transformation of the teosinte e)

into a corncob persisted. In a Scientij

American article of January 1980, Geor:

Beadle, one of the great corn scientists

our age, proclaimed that "the cobs can

placed in an evolutionary continuum fr<

teosinte to modern corn on the basis

progressive modifications."

But this theory of gradual derivatii

from the teosinte ear encounters thr>

great problems—fatal ones, I suspe^

First, corn appears suddenly in the arche

logical record about 7,000 years ago. T)

earliest ears, to be sure, are not as fat or

many rowed as a modern cob, but they a

clearly corn, not something in betwa|

corn and teosinte. Second, as stated t

fore, breeders have found no genetic d

ference between corn and teosinte,

variation in the shape or structure of,

chromosome, not even a consistent diff<

ence in a single gene. If corn were t

product of long and slow selection from

osinte, a considerable number of genei

changes should have accumulated. Bi

these arguments are negative and the

fore not conclusive. Perhaps sudden

pearance merely records our failure

find intermediates; perhaps the lack

genetic difference only means that

haven't looked at the right parts of

right chromosomes.

But the third argument is positive ai

more troubling for the hypothesis th

corn ears arose from teosinte ears. R

member the point I asked you to ma
some paragraphs back: the positions of i

osinte and corn ears are not equivalei

The teosinte ear sprouts laterally from 1;

eral branches; the corn ear grows tern

nally on lateral branches. In teosinte, t

terminal structure of the main late:

branches is a male tassel, not a female e

Therefore, by position—and I shall say

a moment why position is so importam

criterion—the modern female ear of co

is equivalent to (or, as we say in techni

parlance, is the homolog of) a male tas;

spike.

This homology of male tassel spike

female ear has long been recognized (a

stated) by many corn experts, but no o

has previously exploited this fact to

velop a hypothesis for the origin of coi

Such a hypothesis may, at first, sound a

14 Natural History 3/84
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surd, but it solves plausibly and with ele-

gance all the classical problems of the teo-

sinte theory. In short, it proposes that corn

ears evolved rapidly from male tassel

spikes by shortening of the lateral

branches and suppression of teosinte ears

below. Instead of a slow and continuous

enlargement of female teosinte ears, we
envision an abrupt transformation of male

tassel spikes to small and primitive ver-

sions of a modern female corn ear.

Hugh H. litis, professor of botany and

director of the Herbarium at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin in Madison, developed

this heterodox theory and recently pub-

lished it in America's leading professional

journal in science: "From Teosinte to

Maize: The Catastrophic Sexual Trans-

mutation" {Science, November 25, 1983).

I have no corn credentials and cannot

make any proclamation about the truth or

falsity of this intriguing idea. But I do

want to illustrate its status as an eminently

plausible, potential example of an evolu-

tionary process often dismissed with ridi-

cule for want of understanding—the so-

called hopeful monster.

We call parts of two organisms "ho-

mologous" when they represent the same

structure by a criterion of evolutionary de-

scent from a common ancestor. No con-

cept is more important in unraveling the

pathways of evolution, for homologies

record genealogy, and false conclusions

about homology invariably lead to incor-

rect evolutionary trees.

Homologous structures need not look

alike. Indeed, the standard examples in-

voke organs quite dissimilar in form and

function, for they are chosen to illustrate

the idea that mere resemblance does not

qualify as a criterion. Examples include

the hammer and anvil bones of the mam-
malian middle ear with the jaw articula-

tion bones of reptiles; and the lung of land

vertebrates with the air bladder of bony

fishes.

How then can we recognize homology

and thereby reconstruct the pathways of

evolution? This difficult question in evolu-

tionary theory has no definite answer. No
single criterion works in every case; all

have well-known exceptions. We must

evaluate proposed homologies by all avail-

able standards and accept or reject a hy-

pothesis by the joint and independent af-

firmation of several criteria. Similarity in

early embryology often works well for

Corn "monster"purchasedfor 39c.

If, Nathr/w History "} /84

structures that become very different

adults: early mammalian embryos first c

velop their ear bones at the ends of thi

jaws—and this fact correlates with a we

established fossil sequence showing

tinual decrease of these two jaw bones a

their eventual movement to the midc

ear. But truly homologous organs may
modified by evolutionary changes in e>

bryos to mask the pathways of descent

A seemingly superficial detail—

t

mere spatial relation with other parts—

i

ten serves well as a criterion of homoloi

As the old song goes, the foot bone truly

connected to the ankle bone, and such fi

damental relationships are not easily

tered in evolution. Thus, the so-called
]

sitional criterion of homology is probal

the most respected and most often utiliz

of all standards. And by this criterii

modern female corn ears must have

scended from teosinte male tassel spi!

(for they are alike in position at the tei

nal ends of lateral branches), and not fn

female teosinte ears.

Lest it seem absurd that male sti

tures be transformed into female organs

such different appearance, I remind re;

ers that male and female parts often hal

a common basis in embryology, one dev

oping directly from the other under the i

fluence of different hormones. The exti

nal genitalia of all mammals, for examp
begin as female structures: the clitoris e

larges, folds over and fuses to form a cyli

der with a central tube, the male penis; t

labia majora expand and fuse at the mi

line to form a scrotal sac. In my column

February 1981, 1 used these equivalenc

to argue that the remarkable male-mii

icking genitalia of female spotted hyen

arise automatically from these comm<

pathways of sexual development, becau

females of this species secrete unusua!

high levels of testosterone during grow

and become both larger than males ai

dominant over them.

Tassel spike and corn ear are also equ:

alent structures and the transformation

one to the other is equally plausible. 1

deed, such interchanges often occur

teratologies, or abnormalities of develc

ment, in modern corn. Male tassel spik

may grow as female ears or partial ea

with male ends, for several reasons: f

netic mutations and diseases that dras

cally shorten the central branch, for exar

pie. litis sent me the accompanyi:;

photograph of such a feminized tass,

sold as an ordinary ear of corn at Koh.

supermarket in Madison, Wisconsin, f'

thirty-nine cents. The central axis h;

grown as a complete female ear. The thrs

lateral branches are female at the bottoi.

grading to male at the top, with the mi-

1
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parts "arranged," litis tells me, "exactly

as in any maize or teosinte tassel branch."

Of course, such teratologies only show the

interchangeability of corn tassels and corn

ears, not the evolutionary derivation of

corn ears from teosinte tassels. But they

surely illustrate, by strong analogy, why
the genealogical path from teosinte tassel

to corn ear remains so reasonable, how-

ever peculiar at first hearing.

In calling his theory the "catastrophic

sexual transmutation," litis forcefully

identifies its two outstanding and uncon-

ventional properties. First, using the posi-

tional criterion of homology as a guide,

female corn ears arose by transmutation

of a male teosinte tassel spike, not gradual

enlargement of a female teosinte ear. Sec-

ond, the transformation occurred rapidly

under the guidance of little (or even no)

genetic change, despite the sudden and

striking alteration of form. I shall try to

epitomize Iltis's argument in the following

basic steps:

1. In both corn and teosinte, hormones

are distributed along simple gradients

in long stems, with male zones at the

tops passing through a threshold to fe-

male zones below.

2. A gradient in time of differentiation

during growth also accompanies this

hormonal distribution. Structures at

the tops of stems develop earlier than

those lower down. On a lateral teosinte

branch, the terminal male tassel dif-

ferentiates before the female ears be-

low.

3. The nutritional needs of a male tassel

are small, those of a female ear (par-

ticularly a large and polystichous ear,

as in corn) much larger. The differenti-

ation of a tassel at the terminal end of a

branch still leaves most nutrients avail-

able for development of subsequent fe-

male structures below (see point 2).

4. If a terminal male tassel spike trans-

mutes abruptly to a female ear, this ear

would immediately become a sink for

all available nutrients and might auto-

matically suppress the development of

any subsequent female structure lower

down on the branch.

5. The initial step of the catastrophic sex-

ual transmutation, given points 1

through 4 above, might therefore re-

quire nothing more than a marked

shortening of a teosinte lateral branch.

The shortening would move the

branch's tip from a masculine to a fem-

inine zone (point 1). The terminal

structure would then differentiate first

as a female ear (points 1 and 2). This

terminal ear would appropriate all nu-

trients and suppress the development

ir

of any structures below it, includiij

the usual female ears of teosinfl

(points 3 and 4).

6. Although the shortening of a brancl

might induce a profound and varied §
of automatic consequences (point

the initiating change (the shortening i

self) is simple and may require only:

trifling genetic alteration, perhaps tl

mutation of a single gene. The initi.

change might even require no genet

modification at all, for several coi

smuts and viruses, or even a simp

environmental change to cooler nig^

temperatures or shorter days, can lei

to a feminization of central tass

spikes in corn.

7. Of course, the initial product of su<

shortening and feminization would n

be a full-blown modern corn ear. Tt

first step would probably yield a

with a few rows of female kernels at t

base and male structures above. Tl

production of a polystichous, or ma
rowed, ear remains problematical. O
hypothesis envisions the conjunction

several tassel segments (as the bran

shortens) and their subsequent jur

tion and twisting to form the polys

chous ear. Remember, though, that t

conventional theory of derivation fro

a two-rowed teosinte ear encounto

the very same problem and proposes

solve it in the same way. As litis poii

out, the teosinte tassel is a better cam

date than the teosinte ear for such

process. The teosinte ear is, as bio

gists say, a strongly "canalized" str

ture—one that develops in basica

the same way in all individuals of

race, without much variation frc

plant to plant. It is always two row

and few kerneled. The tassel spike,

the other hand, is far more variable a

prolific in individual units (all suital

for change to kernels). By transfor

ing a male variant with maximal ro

and units, the first step might bring

far closer to an ear of corn than any i

tial change from a teosinte ear cot

accomplish.

8. The small, initial ear of the ca

strophic sexual transmutation is imn

diately useful as human food. Farm*

therefore propagate the kernels and

lect future generations from plai

bearing the largest ears. Ordinary ag

cultural selection therefore builds

bigger and fuller ear from its initi

rather runty but still useful, conditk

As its major general feature, Iltis's tl

ory proposes that a small genetic chanj

initiating one basic modification of foi

(shortening of lateral branches), autom
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ically engenders a major alteration of

structure (transformation of male tassel

spike to female ear) by "playing off' the

inherited sexual and developmental sys-

tem (hormonal gradients from male to fe-

male along a stem, and gradients in dif-

ferentiation permitting terminal struc-

tures to develop first). As such, it is a

remarkable exemplar of a process long

ridiculed by conventional evolutionists

but, in my view, eminently plausible in

certain cases—the "hopeful monster," a

"saltational" view for the origin of novel

morphological structures and species

(evolution by jumps). The great German
geneticist Richard Goldschmidt proposed

this idea in a series of works, culminating

in his 1940 book, The Material Basis of
Evolution (recently reprinted by Yale

University Press with an introduction by

yours truly). Goldschmidt's hopeful mon-

ster became the whipping boy of orthodox

Darwinians, with their preferences for

gradual and continuous change (see my
column of June/July 1977), and his the-

ory suffered the unkindest fate of all—to

lie unread and misunderstood while being

ridiculed in a caricatured version.

In their caricatured form, hopeful mon-

sters are dismissed for three reasons. Iltis's

proposal for the origin of corn beautifully

illustrates the theory in its correct and sub-

tle form, as Goldschmidt presented it, and

provides a specific antidote for all three

arguments. First, we hear from his detrac-

tors that Goldschmidt's theory is a surren-

der to ignorance, a reliance on some

quirky and capricious accident, once in a

great while useful by sheer happenstance.

Yet don't we know that virtually all major

mutations are harmful? Goldschmidt ac-

knowledged that most macromutants are

inviable—truly hopeless monsters. The
hopeful ones won their status precisely be-

cause they achieved their abruptly altered

form within the constraints imposed by an

inherited developmental system. Hopeful

monsters are not any old odd change, but

large-scale modifications along the estab-

lished pathways of ordinary sexual and

embryological development. In Iltis's the-

ory, inherited hormonal and developmen-

tal gradients along a branch permit the

sudden transformation of tassel spike to

ear. Big changes in harmony with—and

produced along—ordinary pathways of

development need not be inviable, for they

lie within inherited possibilities of basic

organization.

Second, hopeful monsters have been re-

jected because they supposedly propose

unknown and large-scale discombobula-

tions of genetic systems. Indeed, late in his

life, Goldschmidt did unfortunately con-

fuse his early notion of saltational change

in form with a later theory of abrupt ai

substantial genetic change—the so-call(

systemic mutation. But, in its initial v«

sion, the hopeful monster arose as a cons

quence of small—and therefore both pla

sible and orthodox—genetic changes th

produce large effects upon form becau

they alter early stages of developme

with cascading effects upon subsequel

growth. litis proposes a small (or even n

genetic change as the basis for shortenii

the lateral branches and producing tl

saltation from tassel spike to ear as

automatic consequence of development

patterns.

Third, with whom shall the hopef

monster mate? It is only an individu?

however well endowed, and evolution r

quires the spreading of favorable trai

through populations. The offspring of tv

such different forms as a normal indivi

ual and a hopeful monster will probably 1

sterile or at least, in their peculiarly hybr

state, no match for normals in natural s

lection. But Iltis's theory avoids this pro

lem by calling upon human aid to prop

gate the seeds. The catastrophical

transmutated teosinte plant is still a viab

creature, with a male tassel on its centr

spike and female ears in terminal positio:

on its lateral branches.

Finally, Iltis's theory includes the inti

esting and unusual feature of calling up<

human feedback, not only to improve tl

initial ear by conventional selection b

also to make it a viable structure in tl

first place—a striking example of intera

tion between two disparate species in r

ture. The corn ear, as a natural objei

may well be an unworkable structure—

f

the husks, which firmly enclose the cob

,

a result of shortening the lateral branch

;

drastically, prevent any dispersal of seei

(kernels). In a state of nature, the e

would simply rot where it fell or perrr

new plants to grow too close to each oth(

with none reaching full maturity. B
farmers can peel off the husks and pla

the seeds—converting a hopeless to a mo
hopeful and useful monster.

Corn is the world's third largest croi

not far behind wheat and rice. As the ori

inal staple of New World peoples, it bu

the civilizations of an entire hemisphei

Today we grow 270 million acres of corn

year, producing nearly 9 billion bushel

Most of it does not end up in tacos or coi

chips, but as animal feed—the prima:

source for our carnivorous appetites. V
need corn for a comfortable life, but coi

needs us as well, simply to survive.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, gee

ogy.and the history ofscience at Harvai

University.
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perfection. And, as befits a major work of
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The Noble Iris is being issued at the
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Pioneers of the Outer Islands
,

Inadequate planning has plagued an ambitious program

to redistribute Indonesia's burgeoning population

by Catherine Caufield

When Alfred Wallace visited Bali in

1 856, on the journey that helped shape his

views of evolution, he was struck by its

"impressive system of irrigation that

would be the pride of the best cultivated

parts of Europe." Bali's irrigation system,

its fertile soils laid down over thousands of

years by erupting volcanoes, and its social

cohesion enable the island to support a

large population with the most intensive

agriculture in the world. But as Bali's

population has grown, the subdivisions of

a family's lands among its sons have be-

come smaller and smaller. Today the aver-

age farming family on Bali has only one-

quarter of an acre. Many younger sons

have no hope of ever owning any land.

Since 1960, 120,000 Balinese have left

what they call Paradise Island, hoping to

find land and a better life elsewhere.

Most of these hopefuls are taking pa

in the Indonesian government's transrr

gration program, the most ambitious col

nization scheme in the world. Transmigr

tion—the movement of settlers, main

from the crowded islands of Bali and Jav

to the country's so-called outer islands <

Sumatra, Sulawesi, Kalimantan (the I i

donesian section of Borneo), and Iris

Jaya (the western half of New Guinea)- )

The populations ofBali and Java continue to soar, despite government efforts

to resettlepeople elsewhere in Indonesia.

Roger Foley

22 Natural History 3_/_84 m\
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A house and several acres ofcleared land are supposed to greet Indonesianfamilies participating

in the transmigration program.

Roland Neveu; LJ^H

has been going on since early in this cen-

tury, when the Dutch colonial government

imported workers from other islands for

their Sumatran rubber plantations. Since

independence in 1949, however, the pace

has increased dramatically. Between 1905

and 1950 the colonial government moved
fewer than 220,000 people to the outer is-

lands. From 1 950 to 1 983 more than ten

times that many were moved. Probably an

equal number moved independently of the

government.

Because the aim is to move people from

the densely settled areas to the frontiers,

the program has had an enormous impact

on the country's rain forests. Parts of Su-

matra and Sulawesi, formerly heavily for-

ested and virtually uninhabited, are now
nearly as crowded and as devoid of trees as

parts of Java. The ecological and social

costs of clearing the forests to resettle

large numbers of poor and inexperienced

farmers have been high. In some areas set-

tlers have clashed with local people who
resent the invasion of their lands. In oth-

ers, wild animals, including elephants and

tigers, have lost so much of their range

that they have been forced to prey upon

the communities that have displaced

them. Indiscriminate land clearing has in

many cases damaged the soil, eroded the

land, silted reservoirs, disrupted irriga-

tion, and caused serious flooding.

In the 1950s, President Sukarno called

migration to the outer islands "a matter of

life and death for the Indonesian nation."

The problem was, and still is, overcrowd-

ing on the most fertile of the 13,000 is-

lands in the Indonesian archipelago, par-

ticularly Java and Bali. In irrigated areas

of Java as many as 5,000 people are

crowded into one square mile. Four-fifths

of Java's 92 million people live in the col

tryside; of these, 40 percent have no lal

at all and another 35 percent do not hit

enough land to grow the crops they needl

feed their families. One contributor to I
crowding is unequal land distributii

One-third of the land in Java is in i
hands of one percent of the landowners I
spite an attempt at land reform in i
1960s.

The outer islands of Indonesia are col

paratively empty, but their soils are genl

ally depleted and relatively infertile, I
suitable for intensive agriculture or de«j

populations. Until recently these islarl

have for the most part been inhabited on

by small, isolated groups of people vJ

hunt, fish, gather, and practice shift!

cultivation in the forest. Kalimantan lj

fewer than twenty-five people per squJ

mile, Irian Jaya fewer than eight. Thai!

7A Natttdai Hictodv 1/Rd



these long-undisturbed, forested is-

ids, Indonesia has one-tenth of the

jrld's tropical rain forest, more than any

her country, save Brazil. To the world at

•ge the outer islands of Indonesia have

r many centuries been unknown wild

aces, dangerous and enticing frontiers,

it by the beginning of the twentieth cen-

ry, as the inner islands grew increasingly

owded, those empty and unknown outer

ands began to seem a wasted resource.

Sukarno, like the Dutch before him,

w transmigration as the solution. Indo-

:sia, he said, did not need birth control,

stead, Java's population was to be re-

lced from 54 million to 31 million be-

'een 1950 and 1985 by moving people to

e outer islands. Plans for the program

tanged frequently as the government

is unable to meet the ambitious goals it

t itself. The first five-year plan (1956-

)) aimed to move 2 million people, but

anaged only 1 27,000. The target was to

lowered for the 1961-68 eight-year

an to 1 25,000 people a year. At Sukar-

)'s insistence the figure was raised to 1.5

illion people a year, equal to the annual

crease in the population of Java. But be-

/een 1961 and 1965, when Sukarno lost

)wer, only 135,000 people had been

oved in official programs. In 1 966, when

uharto took control of the government,

his cabinet set a goal of moving 2 million

people a year. In fact, in the eight years to

1974 fewer than 200,000 people were

moved. The current five-year plan calls

for moving 2.5 million people between

1 979 and 1 984. It is a daunting goal, but in

the first four years the government moved

an unprecedented 1.5 million.

Although there is some good agricul-

tural land in the outer islands, most of it is

already spoken for—by indigenous peo-

ple, spontaneous migrants, or owners of

large plantations. An unpublished survey

of the transmigration program by the

World Bank found that "the land avail-

able for transmigration increasingly re-

quires the more difficult establishment of

the settlements on uplands or tidal

[swamp] lands." Under traditional law in

Indonesia the local community often owns

land collectively. The government has to

negotiate with local leaders in order to ob-

tain land for transmigration. The same

World Bank report noted that "as these

leaders often tend to be more knowledge-

able of the quality of their land than the

negotiating Government of Indonesia offi-

cials, the best land is generally not secured

for transmigrants."

Most of the settlements so far have been

in forested areas. Although clearing land

with machetes and chain saws is less dam-

aging to the soil than using heavy equip-

ment, the rush to meet the target of half a

million families in five years means that

most land is cleared by big machines.

Generally the trees are knocked down by

bulldozers and then burned—often even

before the commercially valuable species

have been taken out. Heavy clearing

equipment compacts the soil so that it

loses much of its capacity for retaining wa-

ter. Hard rains can then erode the land,

silt up nearby rivers and dams, and lead to

flash flooding as the waters sheet along

the surface of the ground. The wheels and

tracks of the clearing machines scrape off

much of the thin layer of topsoil, exposing

subsoils that are less capable of receiving

and storing nutrients, so that fertilizers be-

come less effective.

In 1979 President Suharto issued a

presidential decree prohibiting the clear-

cutting of primary forests for transmigra-

tion. The plan was to settle families on

Indonesia's vast, expanding area of alang-

alang grassland. Alang-alang {Imperata

cylindrica) is a coarse grass that invades

deforested land that has been repeatedly

burned. Rehabilitating such otherwise

useless land not only makes ecological

sense; it is also 20 percent cheaper than

establishing colonies in forested areas.

The main savings is that the cost of land
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2-wheel drive for excellent gas
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to Eagle's luxurious amenities.
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leather seats, stereo tape deck
and power windows!
Why'd we buy him an Eagle
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selfish reasons. After all,
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lease at participating dealers.
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c uing in forests is ten times higher than

grasslands. The problem with Indone-

4 s 80,000 square miles of alang-alang

ssland, and the reason the government

I not been able to settle many trans-

ients on it, is that most of it is already

tied by someone. This is true by defini-

|i, since such land is almost always for-

lr forest that was cut and repeatedly

|-ned so as to fertilize the soil with ash

II control weedy secondary growth. Tra-

lional law says that working the land

Ings it into ownership, even if that land

later abandoned.

|3fficials at the World Bank believe

it one weakness in the transmigration

jgram is the way sites for new settle-

rs are chosen. The government has of-

i overrated the quality of the land avail-

k lie. For this reason the World Bank has

ml -marked $120 million of the $350 mil-

lion it has lent to the program for develop-

ing better ways of selecting new sites. One
World Bank official warns, however, that

better planning may bring "a big conflict

over site availability. Already there is a lot

of tension in the system because the con-

sultants are recommending exclusion of

more sites. I believe the government will

run out of sites before they meet their re-

settlement goals, but the government

doesn't share that view. One problem is

that appearances are deceptive. It looks

like there's a lot of land in east Kaliman-

tan and Irian Jaya, but it's impractical to

settle there."

"Now it's getting difficult to get enough

land to accommodate the target," agrees

one Indonesian transmigration official.

With the flatlands fully occupied in many
parts of the country, more and more new
settlements are marginal land. As a result,

agricultural advisers are putting greater

emphasis on tree crops, which because

they give permanent cover to the soil, can
be grown on slopes as steep as 1 5 percent.

Annual crops are restricted to slopes of 8

percent or less because of the danger of

erosion.

The procedure laid down by the govern-

ment for establishing transmigrant com-
munities calls for five years of planning

and preparation before anyone is moved to

the new site, and another three years of ad-

vice and assistance before the community
is on its own. "If we had enough time to go
with this system, we could eliminate many
of the dangers," says another Indonesian

official. "Unfortunately sometimes we
have to finish in three years or sometimes

two years. Sometimes we plan and act

simultaneously, what we call here plan-as-

you-proceed." One high official of a for-

ali's irrigation systems andfertile soils support intensive agriculture, but much ofthe growing
opulation has been left landless.
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Roland Neveu; Liaison

eign funding agency described plan-as-

you-proceed thus: "As soon as anyone

finds any land that is vaguely empty you

move people in."

In the fall of 1982, 1 visited a transmi-

gration site in south Sumatra that has

earned the unenviable reputation of being

one of the most problem-plagued projects

in the entire program. Between 1980 and

1982, 80,000 transmigrants, mostly from

Java, moved to this swamp forest between

the Suleh and Sugihan rivers, east of the

city of Palembang. Things went awry

from the beginning. "We did a study,

but—partly because of the pressure of

time—it was not so complete," one trans-

migration official in Jakarta told me.

When I was there, Air Sugihan, as the site

is called, was suffering from poor soil, lack

of water, a cholera epidemic, and a herd of

marauding elephants.

I smelled Air Sugihan well before I saw

it. For several miles before we reached the

settlement the river was thick with the

smell of smoke. The local transmigration

chief, a twenty-five-year-old man who is

responsible for one group of 2,600 fam-

ilies, told me that the worst of the fires was

over. "People started fires in August to

clear their land. It was so hot and dry then

that many just spread out of control. In

some cases the soil itself caught fire

burned the roots of the trees. Some
those trees are still standing, but they <

dead."

In theory—and this is what attract

government planners to these forests

the first place—the swampy soil of
[

Sugihan should be ideal for growing ri

which is, after all, a swamp grass,

land is prepared by clearing and canals <

constructed. The canals have a dual p

pose: they drain the swamps and also p
vide irrigation water of varying degrc

of salinity. Some swamps may have p<

to a depth of fifteen feet, but as long as t

peat layer is no deeper than five feet su

swamps may be suitable for growing rij

Other transmigration settlements on sir-

lar swamplands have achieved an avera:

rice yield four or five times greater thi

yields in nonirrigated upland areas

Because of their complicated hydr

ogy, and its influence on soil qua!

swamps are among the least understo

ecosystems for agriculture. The effects

different types of drainage on the soil a I

on rice yields are poorly documented. I-

cal people have developed ways of usi;

the resources of the swamps without da -

aging them. For centuries the natives I

Sumatra have made a living from t:

dr-

ali,

toll
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peaty soils and forests of the island. But

their numbers have been low and they

have diluted their impact and spread their

risks by engaging in a variety of activities,

from fishing to rice growing to trading.

The courage and determination of the

settlers at Air Sugihan is unmistakable.

They have staked everything on making a

success of this move. In the unrelenting,

humid heat, they have tackled the back-

breaking jobs of felling hundreds of huge

trees, of digging up the dry, cracked soil

and sowing seeds, of hauling water from

the river to keep their precious crops alive.

Scattered throughout the rotting logs and

the scorched stumps are small, thriving

patches of maize, taro, cassava, peanuts,

sweet potatoes, and coleus. In the rainy

season the settlers will plant rice.

But some ecologists fear that the colo-

nists' toiling to replace the forest with an-

nual crops may backfire after a few years.

By burning fallen trees the settlers get a

better harvest in the short term, because

the nutrient-rich ash, which is basic, neu-

tralizes the acidic soil. But clearing and

burning peaty soils impair their capacity

to hold water and other nutrients—a ma-

jor problem in the case of Air Sugihan's

soils.

Diseases have been rampant. "Seventy

percent of all the water at Air Sugihan is

carrying cholera bacteria and eighty peo-

ple have died so far," a transmigration of-

ficial in Jakarta later told me. "The study

we did in the planning period wasn't so in-

tensive. Part of Air Sugihan was settled

under the plan-as-you-proceed system. So

we need experts on climate, soil, water,

and so on, to go down and make a compre-

hensive study. Then we will rehabilitate."

Droughts of the severity that had affected

the water supply and encouraged the chol-

era epidemic occur every five or six years

in this part of Sumatra. Nonetheless, he

said, "We didn't expect it. We weren't

ready for it."

Another thing no one was ready for was

the 200-strong herd of elephants that lived

in the forest of Air Sugihan. As the trees

were felled, the herd retreated into a small

remnant of forest. Striking out in search of

food, the elephants trampled crops, dam-

aged buildings, and terrified the settlers.

An unprecedented elephant "roundup"

last year managed to move the herd thirty

miles away to another forest, giving Air

Sugihan its first success story so far. Al-

though other transmigration sites have

faced few problems—indeed, one based

on rice cultivation in swamplands of the

nearby Upang Delta has been regarded as

a great success—Air Sugihan's expert

ences underscore the hazards of inade

quate planning.

Nationwide, two-thirds of all govern!

ment-sponsored transmigrants are land

less farm laborers, the poorest of the counj

tryside; another 10 percent are homelesi

city dwellers. Many of the government'!

transmigrants are not experienced farm]

ers; a 1976 study showed that 45 percenj

had never before grown rice. Spontaneou:

transmigrants tend to be the most succ<

ful settlers, both because they are moti

vated enough to move on their own initi;

tive and because they can choose where t

live—usually near friends who can hel

them through the difficult early years./
1976 survey showed that seven years afteH

settling, spontaneous migrants have ;

higher average standard of living than "of

ficial" transmigrants. Recognizing this

the government of Indonesia is now en

couraging spontaneous migrants by re

imbursing some of their moving costs, am
in some cases providing them with thi

same health and education services tha

the official transmigrants get.

The least successful transmigrants—

and the least popular with other settler

and local neighbors—are the urban pooi

"It has been a bad experience sending peo

When one settlement, Air Sugihan, encroached on theforest, a herd ofelephants had to be moved.
Roland Neveu: Liaison
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Tradefrom other islands arrives at the docks ofJakarta, on Java. Regional development is one

rationalefor encouraging transmigration.

Roger Fo.

pie recruited from the slums in Jakarta,"

one Indonesian observer says. "They

won't cultivate the land. They go back to

town. That's our biggest failure." Up until

1973 people from urban slums were often

almost press-ganged into moving. Now,

according to government officials, volun-

teers, virtually all rural, outnumber avail-

able places in the program.

Few migrants go back to their villages,

but stories about transmigration trickle

back, not all of them encouraging. Each

family is promised a house and from five

to eight acres, about half of which should

be cleared before they arrive. But the lo-

gistical problems of building whole towns

in empty and isolated areas plague the

program. Sometimes the government de-

partment responsible for moving the set-

tlers to their new homes gets them there

before other departments have finished

clearing the land, building roads and

houses, or insuring a water supply. This is

common enough that the government now
sometimes offers settlers a small fee to

build their own houses. According to a sur-

vey of the program carried out by Cana-

da's International Development Research

Centre (IDRC), "studies of transmigra-

tion programmes frequently cited cases

where contractors did not finish their

tasks before the settlers arrived, houses

were not built, roads were not constructed,

implements were not available, rations

were insufficient, and basic medical assis-

tance was not provided."

Transmigrants all receive food rations

for the first year or two. The standard is-

sue is 38.5 pounds of rice per month for

the man, 22 pounds for his wife, and 16.5

pounds apiece for three children. Each

family also receives a supply of salt, salted

fish, cooking oil, kerosene, sugar, and

washing soap each month. In theory a hus-

band and wife can bring only three chil-

dren with them, but studies have found

that one-third of the transmigrant families

number six or more when they move. Ex-

tra children do not entitle a family to extra

food. Settlers still need cash, however, and

that they can only get by selling surplus

crops, if they have any. But, as the IDRC
report points out, "Even if [a settler] en-

joys a bumper crop, he might find it ex-

tremely difficult to sell his produce since

transportation to the nearest town is diffi-

cult and expensive."

With Java's population increasing by

about 2 million a year, government offi-

cials no longer claim that transmigration

will relieve population pressure. The new

rationale for transmigration is its con-

tribution to national security and regional

development. Also, simply by giving some

formerly landless people, albeit a minu

proportion of the population, access

enough land to grow their own food, tl

transmigration program reduces the couj

try's burden of imports. As populatioi|

grow on the outer islands, economies

scale become possible. Markets, roai

schools, and economic diversification

quire a certain "critical mass." Offici

argue that by providing that critical m
transmigration will improve the quality

life of both the transmigrants and the

digenous population. As yet, however, f<

of the new settlements are truly integral

into the local community. This may
largely a matter of time, but the local corj

munities will be the ones to suffer unli

positive steps are taken to protect their i

terests. In the end what keeps transmi]

tion going is that there are plenty of peo]

who want land so badly that they are wi|

ing to endure the hardships of pioneerii

to get it. But if the land is not protect

from degradation, the people's hopes

be short-lived and their dreams will end

tragedy.

Catherine Caufield, a London-bask

writer on environment and developmel

issues, is author ofa book on the worla

tropical rainforests, to be published th

year by Alfred A. Knopf.
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Card, Diners) by enclosing card number,
expiration date, and your signature.

The Foreign Service Institute's

Spanish course is unconditionally
guaranteed. Try it for three weeks. If

you're not convinced it's the fastest,

easiest, most painless way to learn

Spanish, return it and we'll refund every
penny you paid. Order today !

112 courses in 35 other languages
also available. Write us for free

catalog. Our 12th year.

Audio-Forum
Room 206
On-the-Green,
Guilford, CT 06437
(203)453-9794 \J-*SS2^

j

\ auDia-paRum

J
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Books in Review

A Bounty for Birders
by Michael Harwood

Birds of North America: A guide to

Field Identification, by Chandler S.

Robbins, Bertel Bruun, and Herbert Zim.

Golden Press, $7.95; 360 pp., illus. Field

Guide to the Birds of North America,

edited by Shirley L. Scott. National Geo-

graphic Society, $13.95; 464 pp., illus.

The Audubon Society Master Guide
to Birding, edited by John Farrand, Jr.

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., Volumes 1,2,3,

$13.95 each, 447, 398, and 399 pp., re-

spectively, illus.

Look out, everybody. The birding field

guide avalanche has begun.

There were intimations of this six years

ago, when the proletarian Knopf/Audu-

bon guides were published, followed by

Houghton Mifflin's fourth edition of

Roger Tory Peterson's guide to the eastern

birds. Now, three guides have appeared

all at once—a new edition of the Golden

Press Birds ofNorth America:A Guide to

Field Identification, by Chandler S. Rob-

bins, Bertel Bruun, and Herbert S. Zim,

with illustrations by Arthur Singer; the

National Geographic Society's Field

Guide to the Birds of North America,

edited by Shirley L. Scott, with text by at

least eight writers and illustrations by a

baker's dozen of artists; and Knopfs The

Audubon Society Master Guide to

Birding, three volumes edited by John

Farrand, Jr., written by no fewer than 61

birding experts—helped by umpteen con-

sultants—and illustrated by 206 photog-

raphers and 1 1 artists. A new field guide

to the sea birds of the world was also pub-

lished in 1983. I know of two field guides

to the birds of prey of North America in

preparation, and other guides, similarly

concentrating on small segments of our

avifauna, are in the works. And Peterson is

updating his western guide.

All this activity is wonderful, but

think it would be useful now to review

part what a field guide is—or what, at ai

rate, it used to be. When Peterson's fii

eastern guide was published in 1 934 it w
sized to fit into the pocket of a spoi

jacket; you may remember that in tho

days such a garment was de rigueur f

gentlemen out to chase sparrows throuj

brambly thickets. As the price of twe«

and tailoring rose like a sharp-shinn<

hawk on a thermal and birders becan

more casual in their attire, later editions

the Peterson grew thicker with accum
lated new knowledge and better present

tion, but its dimensions (four and fiv

eighths by seven and one-half inchi

remained such that one could easily sti

it into a hip pocket, drape one's fie

glasses around one's neck, and sally fort

The Robbins, Bruun, and Zim guide, fii

published in 1966, had—and still has-

the same utility. But now these pocket-si

guides have grown almost too thick for

pants' pocket. Furthermore, both the N
tional Geographic guide (five by eigl

and the Audubon Master guides (five ai

one-quarter by eight and one-half) are t«

big in all dimensions to fit there, althouj

you might be able to stuff a couple of vi

umes in the pockets of your parka. I ji

went down to the local hardware store ai

put my hard-cover Peterson IV and ea>

of these new guides—all paperbacks—

i

the scale used for measuring birdseed ai

nails. The Peterson IV weighs one poun

two ounces; the Golden guide weigl1

twelve ounces; the National Geograph

guide weighs one pound, six ounces; ai

the three-volume Audubon Master guid

weighs four pounds, five ounces. Thai]

more than seven and one-half pounds
j

books—more than eight and one-hai

when the new Peterson western guide aj

.'!!!



International Expe<ii$
.lore information and free brochure,
- contact:

iRNATIONAL EXPEDITIONS, INC.
: 104, 1776 Independence Court
lingham, Alabama 35216
70-5550

XFREE: 1-800-633-4734

$2595
20 days all inclusive

fromNew York
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i acacia-dotted Serengeti plains, the majestic

cs of Mt. Kenya, the awsome escarpments and
lingo-fringed soda lakes of the Great Rift Valley

Dut a few of the spectacles that create the

feiificence of Kenya. The feeling of the tented

p immersed in the open air and sounds of the

I creates a genuine safari atmosphere never to

brgotten.

I Departure Dates

il 9; April 30; June 11; July 2; July 23; August 6;

hist 20; September 3; September 24; October 15;

rember 19; December 17

Its sheer immensity, abundance of flora and fauna,

its beauty and tranquility make this last frontier a

haven for the nature lover. Representing the world's

greatest wilderness area, the Amazon possesse&.ihor^

species of plants and animals than any place cm^j

earth. Although totally safe, you will feel ad-

while exploring the natural and cultural hi*

nature's greatest spectacle .- the AMA2DM-.1

":' '• ':.'
'

1984 Departure Dates

April 14; April 21; May 19; June 46; July; '14;

August 18; September 22; October 20;

November 17; December 22 '
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SEE THE LAND
THATGANDHI

LOVED

Mahatma Gandhi loved

India. Its majestic mountains,

its unspoiled beaches, its

history and serenity. Now
you too can discover why he
loved it so. On our new tours

to unbelievable India you'll

visit temples and mosques.
Stay in luxurious air condi-

tioned hotels. Shop in colorful

bazaars. Taste many incred-

ible cuisines. Meet hospitable

people. English is widely

spoken here. For tour brochures

see your travel agent or mail

the coupon.

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA TOURIST OFFICE
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA NEW YORK. NY 10112 1212) 586-4901:

3550 WILSHIRE BLVD . LOS ANGELES. CA. 90010 1213) 380-8855
230 N. MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO, IL 60601 (312) 236-6899:

POST BOX 342 TD CENTRE. TORONTO CANADA (4161 362-3188:
MIAMI. FLA. (3051 944-7039: DALLAS TEXAS 12141 458-2444:

SAN FRANCISCO, CA. (415) 386-8284. WASHINGTON. D.C. (202) 758-8770

Please send me information on the new
tours to India.

City, State, Zip

My Travel Agent is: Nl-

UNBELIEVABLE

INDIA

pears. Should you want to take every one

of the books along on an outing, you'd

need at least a knapsack to carry them, if

not a wagon.

The trouble is, you will need them all,

including the Peterson's. Although each

of these new handbooks has its good

points, none—not even those produced by

ornithological and publishing task

forces—eclipses the others or its predeces-

sors. One marvels afresh at what Roger

Peterson has achieved, tilling his vineyard

more or less on his own.

Using these guides in tandem will be

mildly maddening. For a start, not one of

them follows the same scheme of presen-

tation as any of the others. Example: Pe-

terson, avoiding the formal order of the

American Ornithologists' Union Check-

list—as part of an effort to make his east-

ern guide easier for beginners to use

—

puts the diurnal raptors between the

pheasant family and the owls. The Audu-

bon Master guide, to its credit, follows the

Check-list exactly and presents these rap-

tors after the ducks and before the

chachalaca and the pheasant family. The

Robbins et al, though it does not follow

the Check-list slavishly, here almost does,

except that it drops the wild turkey in with

the chachalaca. The National Geographic

guide brackets the diurnal raptors with

the alcids and the pheasant family. When
one starts trying to compare entries that

are not where they should be, one is going

to become irritable.

As I have said, however, you will need

to consult them all. Let my text for this les-

son be the cave swallow. The Robbins et

al. tells us that this species is "very local in

summer in [the] Carlsbad Caverns area,

New Mexico, and in South Central

Texas," that it can be distinguished from

the common and very similar cliff swallow

by its "buffy throat [and] translucent

wings," and that it "nests in caves and cul-

verts." Peterson, who of course doesn't

cover all North American birds in his east-

ern guide, nonetheless portrays this spe-

cies on a plate titled "Accidentals from

the Tropics," and adds in his very brief

discussion that it has been seen several

times at Sable Island, Nova Scotia, and

may be a regular visitor in the Florida

Keys and the Dry Tortugas. The National

Geographic guide, while making no men-

tion of translucent wings or of Carlsbad

Caverns (no one else does either), cautions

the birder that the southwestern form of

cliff swallow has a cinnamon forehead like

the cave swallow's but also a blackish

throat—a useful tip. It tells us the cave

swallow is a Central American and Carib-

bean species that seems to be spreading

north into the United States and nests

colonially in "limestone caves, sinkholes

culverts, and under bridges, sometimes

with Barn and Cliff Swallows"—all help

ful information. As for far-northeast-

wardly wandering, the National Geo
graphic guide says only that this swallow

is a "casual spring migrant in extreme

southern Florida." The Audubon Mastei

guide gives us a little history, telling u;

that this swallow originally nested in cave;

in west-central Texas but learned to nes

in culverts and under bridges, and is "nov

a fairly common and increasing summe;

resident there." It is the only guide in thi:

group to describe the voice and is more de

tailed than the others in its plumage de

scriptions, although it says nothing abou

translucent wings. Under "Range" it fill:

out our picture even more, saying that th<

swallow "strays to Arizona and Florida'

and breeds "mainly in Mexico and [the

West Indies."

One almost wonders if these guides an

describing different species under thi

heading "cave swallow." Assuming tha

none of the authors got anything wrong

each one adds to the picture of the cav

swallow presented by the others and im

plies additional places and times we ough

to be looking for the species.

I suppose that not everyone will want

buy all the field guides available, and brii

reviews of each of the three new ones an

in order.

The Robbins et al., or Golden, guide i

an expanded and revised version of th

original, which has been a reliable fieL

companion for many years. New plati

have been added, including, for example

a page of "Alaska peeps," two pages of in-

mature terns, a page of parrots to hel

with the identification of escaped cag

birds, a page of finches
—

"Florida an

Alaska stragglers." Many plates hav

been redone to accommodate brand-nc

figures of birds not pictured in the origin*

edition, mainly immature plumages an

wanderers from the Old World and th

tropics. Some of this is inspired and add U

greatly to the guide's value, especially cy U
the fringes of North America. The te?

has been rewritten in some instances;

has also been completely reset in a ne

typeface, although for no apparent reaso

other than novelty. The range map
which were a unique and valuable featui

of the first edition, have been complete!

redone, and they are better than in tk

original.

The book is not as tidy a production i

the first edition, because Golden Pre;

elected not to do a complete remake bi

instead to weave improvements into tr

fabric of the original. Some of the changt

are clumsily effected, even slapdasl
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The Square Rigger Overnight/Attache
aLands' End exclusive for the person

who's allbusiness 24hours a day.
iesi

erll

111

ma

itcj
t

xtd ii

Mj i

111 Dy day, this attache is a well thought-

iiifcr. Uout business accessory. A compart-

iBi lented soft-luggage case that holds all

he important papers, file folders,

/edges of computer print-outs, you
'

fll
night want to bring with you. It also

1. tas pockets for the tools of your trade

—

iens, pencils, calculators, extra glasses.

iven a clip on which to fasten elusive
1D1| £ys

By night, however, this bag attends
"

.'. ,:o the creature comforts you can take

jvith you on those unexpected, here
llr£A

:oday, back tomorrow business trips.

:
r" :i Fhe overnight compartment is commo-

:! ea" iious enough to hold a change of

upltf :lothes, a full kit (shaving or cosmetic),

lint ;hoes, robe, slippers, accessories. Yet, its

zanvas divider enforces separation of the

0l :lean from the unclean, with no disre-

spect to either.

An unbeatable combination.

An unbelievable price.

!* • Seriously, haven't you been waiting for

iliF diis? We have. Which is why, flushed

with the success of our Lands' End
Square Rigger Attache ($37.50), we
created this bag— a ttiumph of mind
over matter and quality over price.

Would you believe all this for just

$65.00? Well, believe it. $65.00 is the

price.

As to quality, the material is 100%
cotton duck— the kind they make deck

chairs from. A Zepel® coating discour-

ages soil and stain.

Padded handles, welt seams,

and a two-word guarantee.

For those who are into details, the

Square Rigger Overnight/Attache does

have padded handles, and seams that

are four thicknesses strong. The zippers

are our Lands' End oversize plastic ones,

unbteakable and self-lubricating, with

those big loop pulls you don't have to

hunt to find. The bag also has an out-

side pouch fot the magazines you snatch

up on your rush to make your flights.

And like everything we offer you at

Lands' End—from clothing to shoes to

accessories— you're protected by a guar-

antee so ironclad, we state it in two

blunt words:

GUARANTEED. PERIOD.

Send for our free catalog. Better still,

call our toll-free number 24 hours a day

-800-356-4444 (except in Alaska and

Hawaii call 608-935-2788).

eat-

. toe
*°°'

~<i**°?\V* ~«o&
fco<*

iet*

*ot

(01*
»«*'

D Please send free catalog.

Lands' End Dept P-18

Dodgeville. Wl 53595

ItNpy >nq

Name-

Address-

City-

-Zip-

Or call Toll-free:

800-356",
(Except Alaska and Hawaii call 608-935-2788)



Name

Telephone:).
Area Code

Age: DUnder35 D3649 05064 DOver65

Ocean cruises taken: DO Dl 02 or more.

MISSISSIPPI QUEEN • DELIA QUEEN
2tollNights. Suites. Staterooms. Cabins.

FREE BROCHURE
See your travel agent or call toll free

80O543-7637
or write:

The Delta Queen Steamboat Co.

511 MainStreet, BoxNH61
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

Questers for 1984
^^

Travel with a purpose. Learn and discover. Search

out plants and animals, birds and flowers. Explore rain

forests, mountains and tundra, seashores, lakes and swamps.

With Questers you will have ample time to photograph, absorb and reflect.

Naturalist guides, small tour parties, first-class accommodations.

Worldwide Nature Tours

1984 Departures

The Americas

Okefenokee Swamp: 12 days, 4/15 • Hawaii: 15

days. 2/9. 3/22, 10/18, 12/20 • Alaska: 17 days,

6/22. 7/10. 7/28 • Pacific Northwest: 12 days,

6/18, 8/6 • Superior Forest Canoe Trip: 9 days,

7/7, 8/11 • Canyon Lands: 14 days, 5/6, 10/7 •

Manitoba (Churchill): 12 days, 6/25 • Newfound-

land: 16 days, 6/10 • Canadian Rockies: 15 days,

6/9 • Southern Mexico: 15 days, 2/12. 3/11, 11/4,

12/16 • Panama & Costa Rica: 14 days, 2/13, 3/19,

12/24 • The Amazon: 17 days, 1/8. 3/4, 5/6. 7/8.

8/5, 11/18 • Ecuador & Galapagos: 16 days, 2/1,

4/4, 7/18, 8/8, 10/31, 12/12 • The Galapagos: 17

days, 1/23, 2/6 • Peru: 17 days. 7/15. 11/4 • Pat-

agonia/Tierra del Fuego: 22 days. 1/9, 11/5 'Trin-

idad & Tobago: 11 days, 3/19, 4/2, 11/5, 11/19.

Europe

Iceland: 16 days, 6/15. 7/6, 8/10 • Ireland: 23

days, 5/9 • Islands/Highlands of Scotland: 21

days, 5/31, 7/12 -Switzerland: 17 days, 7/13,8/10

• Greece: 19 days, 4/2, 9/17,

Asia &. Africa

Japan: 23 days, 6/1 • Sri Lanka: 18 days. 2/17,

7/6, 11/16 • Himalayas: Nepal, Sikkim & Bhutan:

23 days, 3/15, 10/11 • Foothills of Western Himala-

yas: 19 days, 4/12 • Kenya: 22 days, 2/2. 7/19,

10/18 • Madagascar, Mauritius & Reunion: 24

days, 7/8, 10/7,

Oceania & Australasia

Australia & New Zealand: 28 days, 2/11, 10/6 •

New Zealand & the Milford Track: 22 days, 2/10.

11/16 • Papua New Guinea: 23 days, 5/19, 8/11,

11/3.

Write for the 1984 Questers Directory of World-

wide Nature Tours. If a particular tour strikes your

fancy, ask for its Detailed Itinerary.

QUESTERS
Worldwide Nature Tours

Dept. NH, 257 Park Avenue South

New York, NY 10010 • (212) 673-3120

Birds are so crowded or badly placed on

few plates that the labeling is ambiguous

and a few of the textual changes are

poorly conceived and edited. Singer'

plate of the immature terns looks quite oul

of style—more roughly finished than his s<

usual trim, controlled figures—as if the

paintings had been asked for at the lasi

minute and were done in a great hurry

The book is no longer completely self-con ::

sistent. For instance, figures of several gul;

species have been added, but the

immatures of those species don't appear it

:''

:

:.

i

-

li

tii

the plate of gull immatures, which re

mains unchanged from the first edition

Finally, many of the carry-over plate:

from the original edition look faded, as i

the film had lost some color since 1966

and on one plate of ducks two figures an -

marred by obvious color imperfections.

Still, even if this guide shows somi

seams and patches and wear, it is very ser

viceable—and it does fit in a hip pocket -

Those who recall with dismay the ten z

dency of the original Golden paperback t(
-

fall apart will be pleased to learn that thi

version seems to be better bound. Goldei

has also published a hard-cover edition o

the revision.

The National Geographic guide

handsome and solid. It is actually com

fortable looking, because it is not crowd©

at the margins. But it could have bee

trimmed to the same height and width a

the Golden guide without the loss of

feather if the designer had been willing t

give up all the white space, and that rathe

exemplifies the feel of this book. It's a lux

ury field guide, which may well see mor

duty in birders' cars than in the field.

Superficially the National Geographi

guide is a large clone of the Golden guide

It covers in a single volume all the specie

known to breed in North America, plu

some of those that show up here from tim

to time. The birds are figured on the righ

hand pages, with text on the facing page

and range maps spotted down the lei

margins. Looking at it one has strong fee

ings of deja vu. But this guide pays a lc

more attention to juvenile, immature, an

subadult plumages; to different races c

species (it shows six races of the fox spa

row, for instance, five of the horned larl

and three of the red-shouldered hawk); 1

birds in flight, as well as perched or swirl

ming. The book consequently runs 46

pages; the Golden guide is more than

hundred pages shorter.

The quality of the art and the printing

exceptionally high. Some people may
'

disconcerted by the variety of styl

among the thirteen contributing bird a

ists, which is occasionally very noticeabl

I for one am not put off by it. The te:
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iven the space available, is generally

jod in its details, although—as indicated

x>ve—sometimes not as comprehensive

> it might be. The range maps are on the

hole poor. They are too small and the yel-

iw used to mark summer ranges was a

ad choice at that scale. Unlike the

lolden guide maps, they include informa-

on only about summer and winter ranges

ad give no indication of migration routes.

If you want to buy a copy, you can't just
11

rop in on your neighborhood bookseller.

bu must order it by mail from the Na-

onal Geographic Society, Dept. 100,

Washington, D.C. 20036, sending a check

>r $16.95, which includes the postage

i tid handling.

The Audubon Society Master Guide to

irding represents an experiment in the

eld guide genre because of its size, heft,

ad price: the editors have gambled that

:

>r the sake of having more identification

tformation at hand, birders will gladly

Dugh up $41.85 for three largish, heavy

olumes, each of which is not nearly as

impact and portable as a traditional field

: tiide.

Like the National Geographic guide,
1

ie Audubon Master guide is set up on the

; asic pattern introduced by Robbins et al.

1 1 966: when the book is open before you,

the text is on the left and the pictures on

the right. In this guide the inner margins

of both pages are "free space," in which

range maps and additional illustrations

appear as they are needed.

The species accounts are all signed es-

says—some short, some 200 or 300 words

long—by professional specialists and by

authors of the sort who lead high-powered

birding tours to exotic places and/or con-

tribute regularly to the popular birding

journals. Each account begins with a

chatty preface, mostly about the bird's

habitat and behavior. This is followed by a

fairly detailed but not overwhelmingly

complex description of plumage and key

characteristics; then sections on voice,

similar species, and range. The major il-

lustrations are mainly color photographs;

the editors called for paintings, it seems,

only when photographs weren't available.

These are augmented in the margins by

occasional drawings and by postage-

stamp-sized gray-and-white replicas of

the colored illustrations; the replicas bear

small, red, numbered symbols that signal

key field marks referred to in thumbnail

tip-lists immediately beneath each one.

Inevitably, the accounts and their illustra-

tions often start on one two-page spread

and finish on the next.

This is a carefully thought-out ap-

proach, but its execution leaves some
things to be desired. The species accounts,

although generally more thorough than in

any previous field guide, sometimes miss

in obvious ways. For example, male ducks

in the so-called eclipse, or post-breeding,

plumages of summer are difficult for the

average birder to identify: they're just a

mess of brown ducks of indeterminate spe-

cies, and most of us can't even remember
in which species that happens. So some-

thing that goes by the name "master

guide" ought to mention eclipse plumage

in the account of each duck species, even

when the eclipse isn't totally obscuring;

this guide doesn't. It also doesn't include

any of the very useful layouts found in

other guides, in which many different gull

plumages or hawks in flight or ducks in

flight or fall-plumaged warblers or heads

of sparrows are set side by side for the sake

of comparison, and the failure to illustrate

such potentially confusing things is a ma-

jor weakness. A master guide also might

tip off birders to questions about species

behavior that need investigation and re-

porting by our standing army of field ob-

servers. Overwater migration by raptors

is one example; the extent of northeast-

ward wandering by the likes of cave swal-

ck

COME J1SHTHE LEGEND.
Our popular spots fill up well

in advance. So mail this coupon
today for information on the

Great Northern Fishing

Adventure. . .and

a free "Gone
Fishin'" sign.

r

SEND
COUPON
OR CALL

1-800
842-9000

YES,D send me my FREE "Gone Fishin'" sign

and information on "Fishing the Legend"

in the following ateas of Canada:
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Salt Water

CD British Columbia CI Manitoba CI New Brunswick LJ Newfoundland/Labrador
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CI deep sea fishing LJ in-shore fishing
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On fishing trips I like to stay at: CI lodges CI camps LJ motels/hotels

CI fly- in remote areas LJ other

My average fishing trip lasts: CI a weekend or less CI 1 week CI 2 weeks LJ longer

Mt. D Mrs. D Ms. d Miss

I

First Name (PLEASE PRINT) Last Name

Addtess Apt.

I

R.R.# P.O. Box

City State
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Zip Code

MAIL TO: Tourism Canada

P.O. Box 1122, Glenview. IL. 60025
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Cruise theTurkish coastline with Swan Hellenic

and you'll discover ancient Greece.
A Swan Hellenic cruise is more than just a

cruise, it's a delightful educational experience.

Because each cruise is accompanied by no less

than five guest lecturers, each one, an acknow-

ledged expert in his or her field, whose shared

knowledge breathes life into history.

Depending on the cruise you choose,

you'll venture along a coastline so beautiful,

that Marc Antony gave part of it to Cleopatra

as a wedding present. From Istanbul in the

north to Antayla in the south and even as

far east as Iskanderun, you'll stop in Dikili,

Mytilene and Fethiye, and

take side trips to Pergamum, Termessos,

Perge, Aspendos and Side.

Whichever Swan Hellenic cruise of the

Eastern Mediterranean you take, you'll dis-

cover inTurkeya legacy of three empires

and twelve civilizations that combines with

dazzling natural endowments to create a

cu Itu ra I m ix uneq ua led on the face of

the Earth.

Send for a full color brochure on Swan
Hellenic cru ises.And come wj|£i us on a voyage

of discovery that will always

be a beautiful memory.

Choose your wildlife or cultural adven-

ture: a wildlife safari in East Africa. A natural

history trek through Bhutan. An archeologi-

cal tour to Peru & Easter Island. A walking

expedition in New Zealand.

This year, our experts will lead these and
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lows and western wood-pewees is anothei

Further, one would expect a maste

guide not to relegate to the back of thi

book, unillustrated, the "accidental" spe

cies, the wanderers infrequently found ii

North America. But this one does.

The dependence on photographs fo

most of the figures provides mixed bless

ings. On the one hand the photograph

show real birds, with real textures to thei,

plumages and hard parts. I can't imaginel

for example, any better way of presentinj

the differences in the bills of the smootli

billed and groove-billed anis. On the othe

hand, frequently even the best photograp

available doesn't quite do everythin

that's needed in a field guide: some ke

field mark is obscured or a color is washe

out by bright light or darkened by shadov

When several photographs are used to i

lustrate different plumages and sexes of

single species, the color tones and qualitie;

are usually not uniform, which is distrac

ing and misleading.

Last, the range maps on these guide

are sometimes very difficult to read. A
though small local ranges are sometime 1

illustrated on maps showing only a se§

ment of the continent and are thus larg

enough to see, too often they appear o

stamp-size maps of North America—

m

nuscule shaded areas one has to squint t

find.

All criticisms notwithstanding, and d<
,

spite the expense, each of the three ne\

field guides belongs in the birder's librar

The start of this avalanche of bird book!

while it may be another sign of the Amer

can capacity for conspicuous consumr

tion, marks an important transition fc

field ornithology on this continent. Th

avocational birder is growing increasingl

competent; amateurs are becoming mor

involved in serious, problem-oriented oi,

nithology (for example, breeding-bir

atlases, cooperative raptor-migratio

studies, disciplined censuses at Christma

and other times); and we are more sophis

ticated in our wants for help with identif

cation. So the pocket-size guide no longe

serves as the birder's Bible in the way Pe

terson's guides once did. And the cor

scientious birder is now likely to take inf

the field—instead of a knapsack full c

field guides—a notebook in which t

record careful observations. He or sh

learns much more about birds that wa

and solves the tricky identification prot

lems later, with the help of the noteboo

and books like these.

Michael Harwood, who has written se\

eral books on birds, is co-author with hi

wife, Mary Durant, ofOn the Road wit

John James Audubon.
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Drawn Quarters
The evolution of the mobile home industry

has tested American ideals ofproper housing

by Allan Wallis

"Most men appear never to have con-

sidered what a house is," wrote Thoreau,

"and are actually though needlessly poor

all their lives because they think that they

must have such a one as their neighbors

have" {Walden, 1854). The ideal house,

he went on to suggest, would be easy and

cheap to obtain, unencumbered by luxu-

ries that are primarily for social display. It

would not be so fixed or permanent that it

would trap persons in a neighborhood not

to their liking. The house, in short, would

be a tool facilitating the freedom of the in-

dividual or family, rather than a burden.

In the mid-1930s, R. Buckminster Ful-

ler evoked the same image when he wrote

the architecture classic Nine Chains to

the Moon. Like Thoreau, he called for

houses that would be as mobile as the

population itself. They would be produced

in a factory, and like phone service and

equipment, they would be leased rather

than purchased. If we could only divest

ourselves of our antiquated values and be-

liefs regarding the house and the ideal of

"home," Fuller argued, we would be able

to have the houses we need at a price that

we could afford. In the travel trailer indus-

try, then one of the fastest-growing seg-

ments of the U.S. economy, he perceived a

real, if unintended, field experiment to

test this vision of industrialized housing.

In 1936, automobile designer William

B. Stout, writing in the first issue of

Trailer Travel Magazine, predicted that

an increasing proportion of people can be

expected to give up the "house and lot" idea

of a permanent residence and go to an auto-

mobile trailer existence. . . . Neither the

present nor future generations will be tied

to routine; they do not want to live in old

homesteads. They seek progress and ad-

vancement in which they themselves have a

major part. Within three decades, half of

America will be living on wheels.

Although the mobile home has never

achieved the success envisaged by Stout,

it has nevertheless become the most

widely diffused form of factory-built hous-

ing in the United States. Currently almost

10 percent of the American population

lives in mobile homes. In 1 982 more than

36 percent of all new single-family homes,

and more than 80 percent of all new hous-

photographs by Geoffrey Biddle
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The modern mobile home, like this one

on the road in New Mexico, is so large

that it must be transported and set up
byprofessional movers. Until the late

1 950s, the typical house trailer would
have been towed by thefamily car.



Mary Jane Bruneau 's daughter. Crystal,

has her own small room in thefamily's

76 Deerfield. The home is located in

Del Ray Park, on the north side of
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

ing selling for under $35,000, were mobile

homes.

Among many who are unaware of the

current character of mobile homes, an un-

flattering stereotype prevails: that mobile

homes are unadorned metal boxes

plunked artlessly down beside the road;

that they are to real homes what fast food

is to home cooking. The low cost of mobile

homes, according to the stereotype, results

from the use of cheap materials and poor

workmanship. Ten years ago, Ralph Na-

der's Center for Automotive Safety pro-

duced an expose of mobile homes that in-

cluded stories of filled and occupied bath-

tubs plummeting through floors and of

units exploding from their own air pres-

sure when exterior pressure dropped dur-

ing the passing of a hurricane. While such

problems once plagued the industry, fed-

eral standards placed in effect in 197(

have significantly and uniformly im

proved the quality and safety of mobik

homes. The principal cost savings in mo
bile home construction today results frorr

factory production under controlled con

ditions, mass purchasing, and the use o

less specialized labor.

Mobile homes have evolved througl

four phases: the travel trailer perioc

44 Natural Hi.siory USA.



A Navajo in Fort Defiance, Arizona,

stands in the doorway ofher home, a

travel trailer datingfrom the late

forties or earlyfifties.

m

r

i

; 1 928-40), house trailer period ( 1 94 1 -54),

mobile home period (1955-76), and man-
ufactured housing period (1977-present).

The original travel trailer industry eventu-

ally branched into two distinct segments.

In one, the vacation trailer has been per-

petuated in the form of the modern RV
(recreation vehicle); in the other, since the

mid-1950s, the travel trailer has evolved

into the modern mobile home, or manu-

factured house. While upwards of 100,-

000 people may live in RVs year-round, it

is the mobile home industry that has car-

ried forth the principal experiment in fac-

tory-built housing.

During the travel trailer period (com-

mencing in the late 1920s) mobile homes

were used primarily as vacation lodgings.

Three-fourths of the trailers used in this

period were homemade affairs, con-

structed in backyards from spare parts

and' plywood. Both commercially manu-

factured and homemade trailers were

small, averaging 6 feet 6 inches by 1 8 feet,

and lacked such amenities as hot-water

heaters, showers, and toilets. Crude as it

was, the trailer offered a convenient alter-

native to tents or the newly emerging mo-

tels. Prominent among early trailer users

were retired professionals, such as school-

teachers and doctors, and middle-class

families that liked to travel and could af-

ford the time for long vacations. Of the es-

timated 10 percent of users who occupied

their trailers as year-round housing, few

were unemployed drifters—most were

skilled construction workers who moved
from job to job.

The popularity of travel trailers re-

flected the same ideals that had boosted

automobile ownership after World War 1.

As described in Harper's Weekly at the

turn of the century, the excitement of the

automobile lay in "the feeling of indepen-

dence—freedom from timetables, from

fixed and inflexible routes, from the prox-

imity of other human beings than one's

chosen companions, to linger and stop

where the country is beautiful and the way
pleasant, or to rush through unattractive

surroundings, to select the best places to

eat and sleep."

The travel trailer, like the automobile,

appealed to two seemingly contradictory

ideals: a cherished past and a desired fu-

ture. From the past came the image of pio-

neer independence—self-reliance, a sim-

ple existence, and unspoiled landscapes.

Yet trailers simultaneously evoked a tech-

nologically liberated future in which a ma-

chine transports its occupants from one

setting to the next with all of the ease and

convenience of staying at home. These

two ideals are evident in the brand names

given to the early trailers: Covered

Wagon, Conestoga, and Pioneer, as well as

Aerocar, Glider, and Silver Dome.

As the number of trailers increased, so

did the demand for places to park them.

Trailer parks, or auto camps, started out

as spaces in existing vacation-cottage

sites. By the mid-1950s there was suffi-

cient demand to justify the development

of exclusive trailer parks. A typical park

45



site was 30 by 30 feet, with a water hook-

up, a seep hole for waste, and electricity

where available. Communal bath, laun-

dry, and toilet facilities were provided.

Most parks were run as mom and pop op-

erations, where the owner/managers lived

in a single-family house, tending to a park

of perhaps thirty transient trailer families.

While the early trailer was designed

and used for travel, once set up on the

shore of a lake or on private property in

the woods, it could be treated as a vacation

cottage. Some trailer owners placed their

units on blocks and boarded them up in

the winter when they were not occupied.

This type of use drew heated criticism,

most notably from summer resort commu-

nities. The controversy soon reached the

courts, where the question of where and

for how long trailers could park at a site

was fought in terms of whether the trailer

was a dwelling or a vehicle. Towns were

concerned that an influx of trailers would

increase density without simultaneously

providing an adequate tax base to support

the services they required. Some residents

also expressed concern that people who

lived in trailers posed a threat to the moral

standards of the community.

Devoted trailerites (as contemporary

trailer users called themselves) defended

the mobile life style as a return to essen-

tials, a simplification and perhaps even a

purification of home life. "If you don't like

your neighbors," wrote Blackburn Sims in

his 1937 book The Trailer Home, "if you

don't like the scenery—if you don't like

the temperature—if you don't like the dog

your dog associates with . . . when you're

living trailer life you simply move." From

a somewhat more objective point of view,

sociologist Don Cowgill wrote in his 1941

doctoral thesis:

If we may credit the statements of many of

these trailerites, they resorted to trailer life

to obtain freedom and adventure and get

away from the city. . . . My observations

lead me to believe that the average trailer-

ite is happier and has more zest for life than

his brother who is tied to one spot and feels

more of the weight of the world on his back.

In this first period of trailer develop-

ment, the advocates of trailers as both va-

cation and year-round dwellings selected

certain ideals of "home" to support their

way of life. If, for example, the home is

considered to be a center for child rearing

and especially for the education of the

young, then the family that moves to-

gether and allows its children to experi-

ence the diversity of life firsthand is giving

them a superior upbringing. Those who

opposed trailer living could likewise draw

on time-honored images of the permanent

home (the garden, the picket fence) to

show how the trailer threatened them.

World War II abruptly altered the con-

ditions under which trailers were used,

transforming the travel trailer into the

house trailer. The war effort curtailed the

sale and use of trailers for vacations and

created a huge demand for housing in iso-

lated rural areas that were selected as sites

for war materiel plants. During the first

years of the war the government was the

major purchaser of trailers and also buil I

many of the boomtown trailer parks.

The trailer occupants of this period, ail

in the previous period, were somewha!!

more affluent and better educated thail

average. The vast majority were eitheij

military personnel, construction workers!

who moved around, or war materiel plan I

workers. By 1948 upwards of 7 percent ol

the U.S. population was living in housf|

trailers. Unlike the early trailerites, hov

ever, many of these users looked upon th i

trailer as the lesser evil rather than as a d«

sirable life style. Compared with th

boardinghouse alternative, the trailer ei

abled family members to live together i-

relative privacy from others, if not fror

each other. Because of a shortage of hous

ing, the demand for trailers as full-tim

housing continued after the war endec

Subsequently the need was maintained b
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ft: Mobile home parks clustered alongApache Trail, east of
wenix, Arizona, contain a variety ofhomes, many with built-on

'ditions such as porches and carports. Below: With her wheels

g ncealed, this Duchess seems permanently affixed to herpark

e in East Mesa. The cost ofmoving a large mobile home any

stance is so great that it often makes more sense to sell it, even

the ownerplans to occupy a similar dwelling elsewhere.
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he Korean War and the construction of

najor federal projects such as the Na-
i ional Defense Highway System.

Trailer life in wartime boomtowns was
ilifficult. Trailers were relatively small,

ind up to the Korean War most remained

dependent on trailer parks to provide toi-

; ets, showers, and laundry facilities. The
iiary of a housewife who lived in Michi-

|an near the Willow Run bomber plant.

which employed 42,000 people at its peak,

provides the following account of trailer

life in 1942:

What a time getting breakfast! I bumped
into John several times while he was trying

to shave. But when the bacon and eggs,

toast and coffee were on the table we both

said it seemed just like camping out. . . .

I attempted to bake for the first time to-

day. Made a chocolate cake, John's favor-

ite. There is no regulator on the oven and
my guesswork didn't work because my cake

burned before it was done. . . .

There is no playground equipment here,

only one swing which becomes a source of

trouble when there are about 35 children all

wanting to use it at the same time. Of
course the little tots just love to wallow in

the mud around all the trailers at this end of

camp. But mothers find it too difficult to

wash and to let them play in the mud.

The conditions of boomtown trailer

camps gave trailer living, along with its oc-

cupants, a bad image that helped fuel re-

sistance to the establishment of new
trailer parks after World War II. Articles

such as Alexander Wellington's "Trailer

Camp Slums," which appeared in Survey

magazine (1951), exemplify this wide-

spread attitude:

Trailer camp slums are a very real if unrec-

ognized menace to our American way of

life. They should be eradicated now, even in

the face of an acute housing shortage, for

the creation of more slums is not the solu-

tion to the problem of housing shortage.

Trailer camp occupants felt abused by

such characterizations. They saw them-

selves as making a sacrifice for the war ef-

fort and, after the war, sacrificing stable

home life in order to build the projects

that the nation needed. In a 1945 editorial

in Trailer Travel Magazine, the trailerite

is portrayed as the true American:

Who is it today, like the pioneers in their

covered wagons, feels the desire to dip over

the horizon—who but the trailerite? Like

the pioneer he, too, is hardy and self-suffi-

cient—he can live and thrive wherever he

goes. Why not? His house and home go with

him. ... He solves the manpower problems

and the housing shortage of the nation. He
is independent and entirely democratic.

While statements such as this seem self-

serving, they were not without support.

Several sociological studies done in the

early 1950s were concerned about the

character of trailer camp communities

and the impact of trailer life on children.

One such study, sponsored by the Girl

Scouts, was by sociologist Don Hager.

Contrary to expectations, his research re-

vealed families with a high degree of soli-

darity and a strong sense of community.
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Dan andPam Rodenbergand their

daughter, Danielle, live in an early sixties

Richardson model home in Sauget,

Illinois. For manyyoung couples starting

out, a mobile home is an affordable

alternative to the traditional

single-family house.

His 1954 report concluded:

The trailerite construction workers possess

characteristics that are generally prized by

all American communities—sobriety, occu-

pational skill and a genuine interest in

contributing to and improving the commu-
nity in which they live. . . . They view them-

selves as a community asset and are, there-

fore, extremely sensitive to charges that

they are irresponsible trailer trash.

As the travel trailer became a house

trailer, the change in its function required

a corresponding change in its form. Since

mobility was still a prime consideration,

the house trailer remained small and

streamlined, growing in length and height,

but essentially restricted by the limita-

tions of highway transport. The styling of

the exterior continued to draw on an asso-

ciation with the car. Two-toned cars with

jet-stream chrome strips, for example,

heralded similar details in the trailers they

towed. At the same time, trailer interiors

were slowly changing. Fixed convertible

or lightweight portable furnishings were

replaced with scaled-down Colonial-style

suites. Intelligently and efficiently de-

signed storage walls, which had been fea-

tured in the early commercially built trail-

ers, were replaced by conventional closets

where shoes lay in heaps on the floor but in

which the suggestion of mobility was at

48 Natural History 3/84

least avoided. By the Korean War, com-

plete bathrooms had become standard.

The changes in house trailer interiors

paralleled the efforts of magazines pub-

lished for trailer users to suggest that trail-

ers could be as livable as conventional

houses. During the Korean War, these

magazines commonly pictured women
looking at cakes that had just emerged

from the oven, kissing children good night,

or engaging in other normal household ac-

tivities. Articles instructed people on such

topics as how to hold a Thanksgiving din-

ner in a house trailer.

At the same time, parks were assuming

a more permanent appearance. Whereas

in the early 1940s a trailer that had be-

come permanently attached to its site by

virtue of additions was regarded as a curi-

osity, a decade later trailer magazines

were featuring parks with lots separated

by picket fences. The size of parks also in-

creased, notably in boomtown areas, re-

quiring planners to think about them more

as communities than as temporary park-

ing accommodations. Woodall's Guide to

Trailer Parks, which began publication in

the mid- 1 940s, rated parks in terms of the

quality and permanence of their facilities.

Paved streets, patios, and lighting were

some of the features regarded as signs of a

superior park.

The trailer occupants themselves wei

adding enclosed porches, mud rooms, an

carports. In Berwyn, Maryland, and i

where, however, trailer owners weij

brought to court and enjoined to remov

their additions and otherwise keep

homes mobile in fact as well as in form. '.

general, the court rulings of this period u]

held the idea that a house trailer couj

serve as a home, but preferably when :

use was restricted to parks and its stay lir

ited.

Not surprisingly, many communitie

and especially their real estate interest

sought to restrict the establishment I

trailer parks. What is curious is that hou;

trailer manufacturers themselves seeme

to be slow to realize that what they wei

producing was year-round housing rathi

than vacation housing whose purpose ha

been temporarily diverted by war. 1
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Because oftheir manageable size and convenience of
maintenance, mobile homes are popular with retirees, either as

vacation homes or as principal housing. The quality oflife

offered by a particular mobile home community can also be an

attraction. The amenities at the Apache Wells mobile home park
in East Mesa, Arizona, where Marvin Justice has his 73
Coronada, include a golfcourse andswimmingpool.

[f 954, Elmer Frey, president of Rollohome

ar
i -orporation, suggested in an article in

i railer Dealer Magazine that the house

n
-

ailer industry should recognize that its

m Market—98 percent of it in fact—was

kti'ith home buyers:

1

' believe that products should be called ex-

"I ctly what they are. ... If you saw a truck

• 'nd semitrailer loaded with a bulldozer,

lii'ould you say, "There goes a trailer?"

ii"Jo—you would say, "Look at that bull-

lozer!" By the same token, when you see a

|f
. nan towing his home, why do you call it a

Jjrailer? Why not say "There goes a man
owing his home!" Why not call it exactly

r

vhat it is—a home which is mobile—hence

MOBILE HOME.

4 Since the mid-1950s, an increasingly

I,
.harp distinction has been drawn between

isVacation trailers and mobile homes. The
[deals that had been associated with the

travel trailer have been retained to this

day by vacation trailer advocates. Mobile

home manufacturers and users, by con-

trast, have sought to establish the idea

that a dwelling, even on wheels, can func-

tion as a perfectly adequate home.

The transition from house trailer to mo-

bile home was marked by a major change

in physical form. In 1954, the first ten-

foot-wide mobile homes were introduced.

Within three years a third of all manufac-

turers were offering "ten-wides," and af-

ter five years they had become the market

standard. The increase in width from

eight to ten feet allowed for a corridor,

which could be used to get from room to

room, providing more privacy and a more

houselike floor plan.

Professional towing and setup were re-

quired for the larger mobile home. The
cost of a long-distance move might equal

the resale value of the unit. Whereas

house trailer occupants had been more
mobile than the average household, the

mobile home population was less mobile

(moving every 5.2 years versus 5 years for

the population as a whole, according to the

1970 census). These new, more stable oc-

cupants were different from their prede-

cessors in other ways. They were less afflu-

ent, less well educated, and younger. They
chose mobile home living, not because it

supported their life style, but because it

was a starter home on the way to owning a

conventional house.

These mobile home dwellers often

made additions to their units. Some, such

as a porch or stairs, were necessitated by

the characteristics of the units themselves.

Others, like skirting that covered the un-

dercarriage, might be required by a park

or municipality; while still other addi-

tions—mud rooms, carports, and even

boathouses—were matters of personal

taste and need. When located on a private

lot, instead of in a park, these additions

were sometimes so elaborate that the mo-

bile home itself disappeared beneath

them. The total effect of these changes

was to disguise the mobility of the home.

Particular attention was given to the tell-

tale hitch. It might be buried beneath

bushes or used to support flowerpots or

prop up a wagon wheel.

Double-wides (consisting of two units

joined along the long axis) and expandable

units (with pull-out sections) were re-

garded as more houselike, and therefore

more desirable. Zoning officials and the

courts agreed. Mobile homes that looked

more like houses were more likely to be ac-

cepted into areas zoned for single-family

residences. And park developers began to

build parks that looked more like conven-

tional suburban subdivisions. To support

the development of better parks the Mo-
bile Home Manufacturers Association

sponsored a park design service. Its publi-

cations showed parks with playgrounds,

clubhouses, and swimming pools. Cur-

vilinear street layouts, typical of the new

suburbs, were also featured.

The improved characteristics of the mo-

bile home and park, coupled with low cost,

attracted an increasing number of retired
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The Tom Stones live in a 1981 Premier

"triple-wide, "in the high-class Palmas
del Sol mobile homepark in East Mesa,

Arizona. A manufactured house this

substantial would have seemed a
contradiction to thepioneer "trailerites,

'

who envisioned simple dwellings that

facilitated an unencumbered life style.

people, who settled throughout the Sun
Belt. In parts of Florida's west coast mo-
bile homes began to outnumber conven-

tional dwellings. For many of the elderly

—the "snowbirds"—the mobile home
provided a winter retreat, but others saw it

as their last home.

The development of larger mobile

home parks, in which units were clearly in-

tended to be more permanent, was re-

sisted by real estate interests. They argued

that mobile homes did not return the cost

of their community services, and that the

indiscriminate placement of mobile

homes on lots adjacent to single-family

houses would depreciate the resale value

of the latter. None of these objections

were new—they had first been raised in

the 1930s. What was new were the

grounds on which some of them were be-

ing made, namely, that the mobile horr

was not a proper single-family dwellir

because it was built in a factory. Perm,

nent housing, it was argued in the court

should be defined as being built on a sii

rather than transported to it. Given the n;

ture of this objection, it is surprising that

was raised by real estate interests rathi

than by builders. But organized labc

which has often resisted attempts to indu
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trialize building, has largely ignored the

mobile home. Perhaps this is because the

mobile home has consistently and primar-

ily sold to the lower end of the housing

market where conventional, unsubsidized

builders simply cannot compete.

In the house trailer period of develop-

ment, sociologists had been concerned

with the effect of mobile home living on

child rearing. Now their concern shifted

Mailboxes at the Jack and Jill mobile

homepark in Portage. Indiana, suggest

that in some ways, residents who rent

their lots are like tenants in an apartment

building. Increasingly, homes and lots are

beingsold andfinanced together,

providing the rights and equity associated

with conventional home ownership.

to the effect of such living on the sense of

community. The supposedly transient na-

ture of the population, nonownership of

the land that mobile home dwellers lived

on, and the way they were often fenced in

and fenced off from the rest of the com-

munity were expected to result in social

isolation. Once again the findings did not

confirm the expectations. People living in

mobile homes were found to socialize

more frequently with their neighbors than

those living in conventional subdivisions.

In turn, their sense of security was high, in

part because they felt that others were

watching out for their homes.

Ironically, evidence of this strong sense

of community began to raise new objec-

tions to mobile home parks, this time on

the basis that they were too homogeneous

(although so are many new suburban sub-

divisions). Elaine Kendall, in The Happy
Mediocrity ( 1 97 1 ), observed:

In this whiskery age, it is possible to drive

through forty-seven parks without ever see-

ing a beard, a mustache, or even a set of

sideburns on any male, young or old. And
then one realizes—of course—there are no

students in the parks. No blacks, no urban-

ites. Nobody in communications, advertis-

ing, show business, the arts, or the sciences.

No one, in fact, who even approves of these

categories.

Blacks and other minorities were con-

spicuously underrepresented—they still

make up less than 3 percent of all occu-

pants. Why this should be is not really un-

derstood. Prejudice cannot be the only

factor, for it does not explain the scarcity

of mobile homes in minority communities.

Since 1976 the climate of American

housing has changed in ways that have sig-

nificantly affected the mobile home. An
ever larger number of households cannot

afford a traditional single-family house,

and the high cost of financing has caused a

precipitous drop in the construction of

new housing units. Mobile homes have

been increasing in cost, but at a slower

pace than conventional homes. In 1982,

for example, the average new single-fam-

ily house cost more than $83,000, while

the average mobile home (exclusive of

land) sold for less than a quarter of that.

The lower cost of mobile homes is espe-

cially important to first-time home buyers,

who make up the largest percentage of

owners. Ease of maintenance follows as a

reason for their purchase, while mobility

ranks low on the list. For the second larg-

est group of buyers, the elderly, it is not so

much the cost of mobile home living thai

is of primary importance but its conve-

nience, as well as the quality of the mobile

home community.
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The passage of the 1 976 federal mobile

home construction and safety standards,

which certify the structural durability of

mobile homes, has helped to increase the

amount and term of federally guaranteed

mortgage money available for their pur-

chase. The effect has been to legitimatize

the mobile home as permanent housing

and to encourage the production of more

houselike units.

In light of these developments the in-

dustry has chosen to change the name of

its product once again, from mobile home

to manufactured housing. The new name

emphasizes that this is housing produced

in a factory rather than housing made to

be mobile. Many manufacturers have

diversified and also produce modular

homes, which differ from mobile homes in

that their chassis and wheels are not per-

manently attached. Ironically, the change

in industry name marks a further shift

away from the earlier aesthetic of the

shiny, metal-sided travel trailer, cruising

off into the sunset, toward a "stick built"

aesthetic, emulating the appearance of a

house assembled piece by piece on its site.

The manufactured house is not only de-

signed to the insulation requirements of a

specific region; it is also often styled to

assimilate regional preferences—simu-

lated-stucco hardboard in the Southwest,

simulated-brick fiberglass in the North-

east, and rough-sawed veneered plywood

on the West Coast.

Current industry estimates suggest that

only 7 percent of the mobile homes being

built today will be moved once they are set

up on a site. This trend is evident in the in-

creased popularity of mobile home subdi-

visions and condominium parks in which

the residents own their homesites. Several

states (for example, Vermont, Indiana,

and California) have recently passed legis-

lation or received court rulings that forbid

discrimination against the use of mobile

homes per se in residentially zoned dis-

tricts. And the Department of Housing

and Urban Development has proposed a

new program to allow mobile homes and

lots to be financed together, thereby en-

couraging acceptance of the permanently

sited mobile home as real estate. Recent

studies show that a mobile home perma-

nently affixed to a privately owned lot will

not depreciate, as a car does, but will ap-

preciate, although at a slower rate than a

conventional detached house. Fuller's vi-

sion of cheap, portable housing that could

be recycled or traded in for more ad-

vanced units has given way to a desire for

permanence.

As the evolution of the mobile home

suggests, there is pluralism and inconsis-

tency in the American ideal of housing.

We place a high value on advanced indus-

trialized products—every home must

have the latest gadget—but the home it-

self should be hand built, preferably in

Colonial style. We look with nostalgia to

traditional neighborhoods and small

towns as the cures for a multitude of social

problems, and yet we have always been a

highly mobile society. We believe that

economic advancement is demonstrated

by physical as well as social mobility, but

our institutions continue to favor the

establishment and maintenance of fixed

and stable communities. The average

household now moves once every 4.5

years. Why is it assumed that people who

buy a conventional house and move out

within 5 years are pillars of the commu-

nity, while people who buy houses on

wheels but don't move them are a threat?

In Democracy in America (1851), de

Tocqueville observed some of these

contradictions: "In the United States a

man builds a house to spend his later years

in, and sells it before the roof is on; he

plants a garden and lets it just as the trees

are coming into bearing; he brings a field

into tillage, and leaves other men to gather

the crops."

That such contradictions are less evi-

dent and more tolerable to us is perhaps

the result of the perceived permanence of

our houses and communities. Their physi-

cal stability has masked our transience

and the transformation of our life style.

The American household may be attempt-

ing to preserve what it believes to be the

traditional ideals of home and community

as a refuge against broader changes in so-

ciety. Perhaps, then, the mobile home is

regarded with distrust, not because it fails

to conform to our ideals, but because it so

openly reveals their inconsistencies.
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Jeremy Handyside, who lives in Park

City, Illinois, need notfear deprivation

because he lives in a mobile home instead

ofa site-built Colonial style house.

Sociologists studying mobile home

communities havefound that they

support neighborliness,family ties,

and child rearing.
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Howdida little com
get theworld

In New Zealand,

we began flying

about the same
time as the Wright

brothers. In fact,

there are those of

us who would ar-

gue that we got

off the ground first.

In any case,

AirNew Zealand

has been flying people to and around the

beautiful South Pacific for over 40 years.

And we've come a long way in those

years. So far, in fact,

that the readers of Travel

Holiday Magazine re-

cently voted us best

international airline for

the third year in a row
Then England's The
Breakfast Book rated

Travel Holiday 1983

National Travel Poll

Airlines—Foreign

First Place:

Air New Zealand

Runners up: (tied)

Japan Airlines

Lufthansa Airlines

SAS Scandinavian Airlines

Swissair

our breakfast better than

most First Class Hotels. One
travel writer even went so far as

to call us the "Ritz of the skies."

And to top it all off, we
achieved top ratings in a business

class survey conducted by the

authoritative English maga-
zine Executive Travel.

Now all this acclaim

may have caught some
of our competitors by
surprise. But it was cer-

tainly no surprise to

anyone who's flown Air New Zealand,

After all, we fly the world's most
modern fleet of 747s to Australia, New
Zealand, Tahiti and Fiji. In fact, we fly

more of the rest of the South Pacific th

any other airline.

We offer the widest range of fare

and tour packages in the South Pacific

too Fly-drive, independent or escorteu

we' 11 help you <

Hong Kong

Singapofe

^ Hawaii ^fc^^^^^^^^^^WX ^|V Los Ar>gel€

* ^fc^^^^^M^^^ Rarolonga ^V

W\ M Tonga™ ^^^^^^r

~n

find the o
hurch

you want at |i

price to match. Or if you prefer, take|

South Pacific Super Pass

i



_ like NewZealand
est airline?

and plan your trip

around a choice of

ten destinations in

six countries.

All for a price

i j 11 find tough to pass up.

However you fly you'll soon discover

Ithe things that set us apart from the

t of the world's airlines.

i endly flight attendants who've

) ilt a reputation for making you
11 right at home. Luxurious

faro sleeper seats in First

tejiss. Pacific Class, our executive

1
ality business class. And little

J
iches like crockery instead of

fistic, even in coach.

1 Now maybe you're still won-
I ring how little New Zealand

j
t the world's best airline. But the answer

i Duld be obvious to everyone.

oi We grew it ourselves.

= airnew zEatann

South Pacific

Super Pass.

$1100.
Only one airline can take you to six

different South Pacific countries for

one low fare.

Just $1100 gets you the cities of

Australia, the scenery of New Zealand
and the tropical delights of Tahiti, Fiji,

the Cook Islands and Hawaii. But only

with the Air New Zealand South
Pacific Super Pass.

In Australia choose from Sydney
or Brisbane. In New Zealand,

Christchurch, Wellington, Auckland or

Rotorua. Then on to Tahiti, Fiji, the

Cook Islands and Hawaii. A choice of

our ten most beautiful destinations,

i For our single most beautiful price.

Air New Zealand is the only
airline that can do all that for you. No wonder we're the

world's best.

See your travel agent. Or send this coupon to

Air New Zealand.

Please send me information on the South Pacific Super Pass

and color brochures on your range of tours to the South Pacific.

NAME

^ ADDRESS

air neujzEaLano
TfiT NH13

Send to: Air New Zealand

Post Office Box 9000 Van Nuvs, California 91409

Fare quoted based on low season, midweek departure. Subject lo government approval.

Cancel laiion/amendmcnt peruhies apply. Travel must be tn a continuous direction
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j ft:
Thisfossilfruit, shown slightly larger than life-size, belongs

I aplant that bloomed while dinosaurs grazed nearby. The

| 'ecimen consists ofa stout woody branch and boat-shapedfruits.
I ?low: The magnolialikeflower in the reconstruction also includes

ytals, which have beenfound in otherfossils ofthis plant,

I id a central cluster ofunripefruits.
I photographs by David Dllcher

(; instruction. Megan Rohn

[n Pursuit of the First Flower
In the last decade, studies offossil flowers—once dismissed as too rare to

hrther the search for angiosperm origins—have begun to bear fruit

iy David Dilcher and Peter R. Crane

Angiosperms, or flowering plants, are

le most abundant and diverse group of

nd plants inhabiting the world today.

V'ith more than a quarter of a million spe-

ies, they occupy all but the most inhos-

itable of terrestrial environments and are

ominant in all except the coniferous for-

sts. Their enormous diversity encom-

asses plants of vastly different dimen-

ions, from tiny duckweeds less than

one-quarter of an inch long to giant eu-

calyptus trees up to 275 feet tall, and an al-

most infinite range of flowers, from mag-

nolias to ragweeds, grasses to orchids. All

of this variety arose over a relatively short

and recent period of geologic time and has

attracted the attention of scientists for

hundreds of years, but detailed knowledge

of angiosperm fossils is still very limited,

and only in recent years has the study of

fossil flowers—the rarest of all angio-

sperm fossils—been vigorously pursued.

Flowers distinguish angiosperms from

all other seed-bearing plants, or gymno-

sperms. In angiosperms, the female re-

productive parts consist of carpels, which

contain the ovules; the male parts, the sta-

mens, produce pollen grains. In bisexual

flowers, the stamens are usually arranged

below and around the carpels. Both male

and female parts are themselves sur-

rounded by petals on the inside and sepals

on the outside, variously modified to pro-

tect the flower or to aid in pollination. Af-

ter fertilization, the ovules develop into

seeds, and the ovaries—often the enlarged

lower portions of single carpels or of sev-

eral fused carpels—ripen into a fruit hous-

ing the seeds. In contrast, gymnosperms,

such as cycads and pines, do not have car-

pels or ovaries, and at maturity, the seeds

are naked and uncovered.

The earliest generally accepted traces

of flowering plants have been found in

Lower Cretaceous rocks about 1 20 million

years old. Beginning at this time, increas-

ingly numerous and complex angiosperm

leaves and pollen appear sequentially in

the stratigraphic record; this is strong evi-

dence of a major flowering plant radia-

tion. On a global scale, the fossil record

further suggests that angiosperms first oc-

curred at low latitudes and only appeared

at higher latitudes some ten to twenty mil-

lion years later.

The major difficulty with interpreting

the fossil record of flowering plants is that,

as with all other land plants, it consists

principally of isolated and often fragmen-

tary plant organs. A rule of thumb is that

the more abundantly produced, widely

disseminated, and robust the plant part,

the more likely it is to be preserved in the

fossil record. Among the most frequently

preserved plant organs are the leaves of

deciduous trees and the pollen of wind-

pollinated species. Fruits and seeds may
also make up an important part of a fossil

assemblage and can sometimes shed light

on the structure of the flower from which

they developed.

Fossil flowers themselves are much less

common, but they are sometimes pre-

served and, if studied with appropriate

techniques, may yield extremely impor-

tant information. For more than 200

years, the classification of angiosperms

has been based primarily on floral charac-

ters, so taxonomic comparisons of the

early angiosperms with various groups of

living plants can frequently be more

readily and accurately completed when

fossil flowers are available. In addition,

the floral characters of living angiosperms

have provided the evidence for most hy-

potheses about the early evolution of flow-

ering plants, and the fossil flowers can be

used to test these hypotheses. And be-

cause of the close relation between floral

structure and mode of pollination, fossil

flowers can provide insights into the his-

torical development of pollination mecha-

nisms, including—for animal-pollinated

flowers—the evolution of coadaplive spe-

cializations between flowers and their pol-

linators.
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Below: This approximately life-size

reconstruction ofthe 100-mi11ion-year-

old Rose Creekflower is based on more

than a hundredfossilsfound in

Nebraska. Each blossom containsfive

white petals,five brown sepals, andfive

golden-brown stamens. Right: In this

specimen, we see the rounded sepals and,

flanking the topmost sepal, two ofthe

smaller, tongue-shaped stamens.

0*

In the last seven years, well-preserved

mid-Cretaceous plant fossils discovered

by Howard Reynolds, Roger Pabian, and

Lance Eriksen, in Kansas, Nebraska, and

Colorado, have included specimens of

some of the earliest-known fossil flowers.

Among these finds are a variety of flow-

ers, some of which still contain pollen.

What are these flowers like, and what can

their structure tell us about their pollina-

tion biology and their relationships to

modern plants?

The most complete of these early fossil

flowers is from a locality in Nebraska

known appropriately as Rose Creek. Radi-

ally symmetrical, the flower has five

sepals, five petals, five stamens, and five

carpels. The stiff, broad sepals are joined

at their base to form a robust shallow cup.

The much more delicate petals, about half

an inch long, alternate with the shorter

sepals, giving the flower a diameter of

about one and a half inches. The five sta-

mens produced exceedingly small pollen

grains measuring only eight to twelve mi-

crons in diameter. Between the base of the

stamens and the base of the carpels is a

broad ring of swollen tissue that probably

produced nectar when the flower was

alive. The carpels themselves are loosely

fused into a single fruit, and at maturity,

each one apparently split longitudinally

down its outer margin to release a single

seed. From the number and arrangement

of floral parts, this flower is closely related

to two living orders of flowering plants, the

Rosales (roses and their allies) and the

Rhamnales (buckthorns and grapes). This

floral organization is typical of many an-

giosperm families and seems to be basic,

for example, in such living families as

the Rutaceae (citrus) and Geraniaceae

(geraniums).

Another bisexual but very different

flower is known from deposits of similar

age in central Kansas. These flowers are

large, solitary, and borne at the ends of

stout, leafy snoots. At the base of the elon-

gated floral axis are three large outer se-

pals (two to three inches long), with six or

nine radially arranged petals above them.

The total diameter of the flower must

have been five to six inches. Above the

sepals and petals, numerous small ellipti-

Reconstruction. Bronwyn Elkuss
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m
cal scars mark the positions where sta-

mens were attached. And spiraling around

the remainder of the elongated flower

stalk were up to 1 50 carpels, which ma-

tured into dry, boat-shaped seedpods,

each with a short stalk and a blunt tip.

Each carpel contained about 100 ovules,

but only 20 to 40 developed into seeds.

The fossil evidence further indicates that

at maturity, the carpel-bearing part of the

stalk became elongated, and the ripe seeds

were shed through a longitudinal slit in the

seedpod wall. Occasionally, whole seed-

pods broke away and functioned in dis-

persal. Overall, the floral structure is very

similar to that in the order Magnoliales

(magnolias, tulip trees, nutmeg, and cus-

tard-apple, for example), but a unique leaf

form found in association with these flow-

ers, and undoubtedly part of the same

plant, is not like that of any known living

plant. This flower clearly belongs to an ex-

tinct species.

The best-known and most widespread
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of the early, apparently unisexual flowers

are extremely small and clustered into

spheroidal heads about one-quarter of an

inch in diameter. Up to thirty-six of these

heads are arranged at more or less regular

intervals on a long, presumably pendulous

axis, and each consists of numerous flow-

ers tightly packed together. Petals or

sepals, if present at all, are extremely

small and inconspicuous, and the flowers

are made up of four to seven carpels.

There is no sign of stamens, and it seems

likely that the heads were unisexual and

bore only fruits. Most of the heads that

have been studied seem to be female, but

similar clusters that produced pollen have

been found in the USSR. Among living

plants, these fossils are most similar to the

genus Platanus (sycamores).

Several other angiosperm reproductive

structures are known from mid-Creta-

ceous rocks. Some are definitely unisexual

and apparently wind pollinated, while oth-

ers may be bisexual. All in all, these fossil

flowers show considerable diversity of

structure, which reflects different system-

atic relationships and has made it possible

to relate each of the flowers to particular

groups of living angiosperms. We can now

say with confidence that several major an-

giosperm lineages are at least 100 million

years old. But none of the ancient fossils is

precisely like any modern plant species;

they are all extinct plants that were super-

seded in the course of evolution. Some of

them are, in fact, very similar to the primi-

tive flowers that had previously been hy-

pothesized solely from studies of living

plants.

These similarities have contributed

to—although not resolved—the continu-

ing debate over what the first flowers must

have looked like. In 1915, Charles Bessey,

a professor at the University of Nebraska,

proposed that the large bisexual and in-

sect-pollinated flowers typical of magno-

lias and related species possessed more

primitive features than any other group.

Previous to this, some German botanists

had developed the idea that very small,

unisexual, wind-pollinated flowers—typi-

fied by sycamores—were the most primi-

tive. These two ideas competed for accep-

tance until the work of I. W. Bailey and
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others in the 1940s added enough ana-

tomical evidence to convince most people

to support Bessey's hypothesis. If Bessey's

ideas are correct, the earliest flowers in

the fossil record should turn out to be of

the magnolia type. So far, we know that

both major groups were present 100 mil-

lion years ago, and current research sug-

gests that both groups may extend back at

least another 1 5 million years. The search

for the most primitive flower goes on.

The structural diversity of the fossil

flowers has also enabled us to make some

observations about the modes of pollina-

tion that existed 100 million years ago.

The fossils clearly document that both ani-

mal and wind pollination developed at a

very early stage in the evolution of flower-

ing plants. For example, several aspects of

the Rose Creek flower suggest that it was

probably pollinated by insects: the very

small pollen and the probable nectari-

ferous disc, as well as the radial arrange-

ment of stiff sepals (on which insects

could land) and presumably colored petals

(to attract them) into what must have

been rather conspicuous flowers. The
large size and radial symmetry of the mag-

nolialike flower, together with the promi-

nent way the flower is borne on the plant,

also suggest insect pollination. In contrast,

the combination of features seen in the

sycamorelike fossils, which include small,

unisexual flowers clustered together in

pollen-bearing and fruit-bearing units,

strongly suggests wind pollination.

The mechanism by which pollen trans-

fer is achieved has been the dominant

force in the evolutionary modification of

floral organs, and accounts, for the most

part, for the extraordinary variety of mod-

ern flowers. These ancient fossils—repre-

sentatives of early, simpler days in the his-

tory of angiosperms—show none of the

more elaborate adaptations, so familiar to-

day, of flowers specialized to attract polli-

nators—birds, mammals, and reptiles, as

well as insects. None have the sharply bi-

lateral, as opposed to simply radial, sym-

metry found in snapdragons and so many
other animal-pollinated flowers. There is

no sign of fused floral parts, as in the long

corollas of many hummingbird-pollinated

flowers; no clusters of showy inflores-
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See next month's Natural History for a story on what 50-million-

year-old fossil flowers are revealing about the importance of

faithful insect pollinators in the evolution of flowering plants.

Below: About 1 00 million years ago, this leaf, about life-size,

droppedfrom an extinct sycamorelike tree onto the clay bottom

ofa shallow lake in Kansas, where itfossilized. Right: These

ninefossil seed heads, shown twice life-size, were alsopart

ofan ancient sycamorelike tree. The seed heads once hung

from a branch on a longpendulous streamer, and the seeds

were dispersed by the wind.

cences made up of many small flowers, as

in the sunflower. And unlike the convo-

luted flowers of some orchids, none of the

fossil flowers show any modification of the

stamens that would suggest they were

adapted to place pollen on specialized pol-

linators.

Similarly, the ancient wind-pollinated

forms lack the extreme floral modifica-

tions seen in many modern species. Evolu-

tion has streamlined alders and grasses,

for example, so that their flowers lack con-

spicuous petals, which would hinder the

movement of air—and thus of pollen.

Grasses, in addition, have elongated stig-

mas, prominently placed to rake in pollen

from the air.

Despite the several advances made pos-

sible by the discovery of these fossils,

many questions remain. The ancestors of

the flowering plants, for example, are still

as enigmatic as they have ever been. Un-

doubtedly, flowering plants originated

from older groups of gymnosperms, but

our understanding is clouded by the lack

of information on many of these fossil seed

plants and the still incomplete picture of

what the very first angiosperms thern

selves may have looked like. None of th

living gymnosperms seems to be a plai

sible ancestor, and all we can conclude s

far is that the angiosperms must hav

arisen either from an as yet completely ui

known, extinct group of seed plants

from one of the poorly understood foss

gymnosperm groups collectively referre

to as the pteridosperms, or seed ferns.

A related, unresolved issue is whethe

one form of pollination—wind or an

mal—will prove to be more ancient c

more primitive. Certainly, the foss

record from the Mesozoic era, immed
ately prior to the appearance of flowerin

plants, contains several gymnospen

groups that are potentially relevant to ai i

giosperm origins and that show adapt;

tions for both wind and insect pollinatioi

Also unanswered is whether the great d

versity of the known early fossil flowei

can be interpreted as modifications of

single basic flower type. The answers t

these and many other questions mui

await the discovery of additional and y<

older floral material. [
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Small, relatively dependable sources ofwater, such as this pool

in the James Range, are important to Aborigines in arid

Australia, where rainfalls infrequently and unpredictably.
Richard A Gould

Rock Pools and
Desert Dances
A drought refuge in the Australian Central Desert enabled

the Aborigines who lived there to lead a complex ritual life

by Richard A. Gould

After he had finished reading a copy of

Baldwin Spencer and F.J. Gillen's classic

1 899 study of the desert Aborigines, The

Native Tribes of Central Australia, I

asked zoologist George Schaller, who was

visiting my field camp in 1974, how he

liked the book. "It was fine," he said, "but

didn't these people do anything besides

dance?" This response succinctly summed
up the work of many anthropologists who,

like Spencer and Gillen, became intrigued

with the complexities of Aboriginal social

organization, sacfed beliefs, and rituals.

Even a casual familiarity with the bio-

geography of Australia suggests a prob-

lem that such studies tend to neglect: How
could societies of nomadic hunter-gather-

ers support elaborate myths, rituals, and

art while meeting the minimal require-

ments for life in a desert environment?

With this question in mind, from 1966

to 1 970 1 did a series of ethnographic field

studies of the adaptive behavior of Ab-

origines in the Western Desert. Australian

government patrols had already resettled

many of these people on reserves or near

missions, but some small groups remained

behind and others had returned. Their

ceremonial and religious life, although af-

fected by European contact, was active

and bore many resemblances to that de-

scribed by early ethnologists. At the same

time, I knew there were some important

differences between the habitat of the

Western Desert and that of the Central

Desert, where Spencer and Gillen did

their landmark studies. I wanted to see to

what extent these ecological variations

might be reflected in cultural differences

at every level, from subsistence behavior

and technology to art and ceremonialism.

Starting in 1973, therefore, I led several

teams of researchers to the Central

Desert. For this area we relied to a great

extent upon ethnohistorical and archeo-

logical evidence, since the Aborigines

there have lived in proximity to white Aus-

tralians for many years, and their way of

life has changed in important ways.

Aboriginal ceremonies in both desert

areas fall into two main categories. First,

there are the initiations to indoctrinate

young males with the myths and cosmol-

ogy of Aboriginal sacred life. Second,

there are rituals intended to maintain the

natural order and insure the abundance of

venerated species. Both types of ceremo-

nies involve reenactments of episodes

from myths set in a timeless past, the

dreamtime. The myths recount the adven-

tures of ancestors who traveled across the

desert landscape, performing creative acts

that, among other things, the Aborigines

believe led to the present features of the

region's geography. While the ceremonies

of the Western and Central deserts share

many elements, anthropologists such as

T.G.H. Strehlow have noted that the Ab-

origines of the Central Desert had more

frequent and complex rituals. I wondered

if there was an environmental basis for

this difference.

Geographers regard most of arid Aus-

tralia as only "moderate desert" because

most of the land surface is stabilized by

vegetation. However, several ecological

factors conspire to make this an inhospi-

table area for anyone who might attempt

to live directly off the land. In general, the

plant and animal life of Australia consists

of a large number of species from a rela-

tively small (in continental terms) number

•«-*».•; -V'Y,.-- _&_



of genera. For example, botanists have

now identified more than 500 species of

Eucalyptus, and the proliferation of mar-

supial mammals in Australia presents a

similar, although less extreme, picture.

There is also a general reduction in the

number of species within each genus as

one proceeds inland away from the better-

watered coastal regions of the continent.

In practical terms this means that the po-

tential menu for a group of hunter-gather-

ers living in arid Australia can be quite

limited.

The Western Desert people I studied

from 1 966 to 1 970 were then subsisting on

a total array of only thirty-eight edible

plant species and forty-seven animal spe-

cies (including grubs and insects), of

which only seven plant species could be re-

garded as dependable staples. Moreover,

none of the larger mammals, such as red

kangaroos and rock wallabies, were either

very large or gregarious in their habits.

Thus there was no possibility of efficient

big-game hunting as with bison in North

America or the game herds of the Seren-

geti. In the Central Desert of Australia,

the Aboriginal menu was somewhat more

varied than farther west; the early eth-

nographies and historical accounts indi-

cate a predominantly plant food diet, aug-

mented mainly by small game such as

lizards and grubs and, more recently, by

such European-introduced species as rab-

bits and cats.

Above all, there is the problem of find-

ing adequate supplies of water. Average

annual rainfall everywhere is under ten

inches, which makes the area officially a

desert but does not accurately reflect the

realities of when and where water supplies

occur. For example, in a portion of the

Central Desert about 250 miles southeast

of the town of Alice Springs, average an-

nual rainfall is less than five inches, yet

that was a better area for Aboriginal set-

tlement than the Western Desert because

it contains some permanent springs as well

as braided stream channels that drain a

large area whenever heavy rains occur.

With this exception, and a few other mi-

nor ones, there are no permanent lakes,

rivers, or springs in the Western and Cen-

tral deserts. In general, Aborigines tradi-
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tionally relied upon direct surface accu-

mulations of rainfall in clay pans, in natural

bowls formed by the crotches ofsome large

trees, in naturally sculptured holes found in

rocky localities, and in stagnant pools in the

beds of ephemeral stream channels (the

colloquial Australian term for these is

billabongs, which will probably be famil-

iar to anyone who has heard "Waltzing

Matilda"). There were also so-called na-

tive wells, where localized subsurface wa-

ter tables could be reached by digging (see

my article, "Journey to Pulykara," in Nat-

ural History, December 1970), and Ab-

origines occasionally drained water from

the roots of certain desert trees.

While important local differences exi

in rainfall patterns in the Western ar

Central deserts, scarcity and unpredic

ability prevail in both regions. Heavy rai

fall does occur, especially during the Au

tralian summer (November throuj

March), when cyclonic storms may pen

trate from the tropical north and cause s-

vere flooding, such as occurred in 19(

and 1973. Australian geographer J..

Mabbutt notes that floods of this magr

tude occur at irregular intervals of aj

proximately a decade. But for any givj

part of this region, there is no predictat:

annual rainy season such as one finds i

certain other arid regions of the worlf



I Kceptfor low mountain ranges, salt lakes, and rocky

ytcrops, the Central and Western deserts ofAustralia,

I ap below, consist ofunrelieved sandy and stony

yrain. The Macdonnell Ranges, left, include hogback

\iges ofsandstone that often signal the presence

water accumulation.
Joe LeMonnier

Sydney

lants must draw on water stored in the

Ml, be adapted to conserve water, or die.

'he animals of the area are also well

dapted to conserve water. Red kanga-

dos, for example, which were (and still

re) hunted whenever possible by the Ab-

rigines, can metabolize water directly

rom certain grasses and so roam widely

Hver the landscape without having to

I nnk-

Human adaptation to the stresses im-

I osed by the uncertainty of rainfall was

I lot primarily physiological or genetic but

I ultural. People had to plan and organize

| heir foraging activities so as to assure that

hey could survive periods of maximal

a i
tress imposed by drought. The Western

ftpesert Aborigines I studied characteristi-

fli
-ally assessed occurrences of rain (visible

Kin most cases up to about fifty miles away)

Mjn relation to known surface catchments

)i:
:
also visible in relation to landmarks, how-

ever small) and moved into areas of as-

sured water supplies whenever possible,

Ift
;ometimes passing up better hunting or

j
braging in some other area. This occurred

1£[ :

nost noticeably in periods of drought,

t|
.vhen small groups of Aborigines moved to

J i more dependable water source (usually

a[
i native well) by fanning out along indi-

rect routes that enabled them to visit

jd
smaller and more ephemeral water

sources along the way. They used smoke

signals to indicate that water had been

found and to call the others to join up at

that spot. This way they first used up

available food resources near temporary

watering places, reserving the food sup-

plies around more reliable water holes for

when the drought deepened. Many kanga-

roos went unhunted because they could

roam more freely than the Aborigines,

whose effective range was limited by their

adherence to this strategy. Other re-

sources were similarly passed by, espe-

cially certain staple food plants that are

most productive in times of drought. One
of these is quandong, whose fruit, dropped

during dry times, is preserved by the

drought conditions, accumulating as a re-

source until rain causes decomposition.

The availability of water affected tradi-

tional ritual behavior as well. In the West-

ern Desert, people tended to disperse into

smaller and smaller groups as drought

conditions worsened, falling back on small

but relatively dependable water sources.

On the other hand, in areas that contained

good cover for game, people tended to

come together when sustained rains oc-

curred, and it was on such infrequent and

unpredictable occasions that major rituals

took place. Novices had to await initiation

until a sufficient "critical mass" of people

could assemble. Five or six years might

pass between such opportunities. One
could reasonably expect that anything

that might mitigate the constraints im-

posed by the limited water supply would

change this pattern, and our recent work

in the Central Desert has revealed just

such a factor.

The Central Desert of Australia pos-

sesses unique water-bearing geological

formations that are not matched in the

Western Desert. They consist of steeply

tilted strata of Paleozoic "white cross-bed-

ded sandstone" that have eroded to form

long hogback ridges. These ridges run par-

allel to each other, with corridors or val-

leys in between, extending for many miles

along an east-west line through the mid-

dle of both the James Range and the Mac-

donnell Ranges farther north, with only an

occasional bend to disturb their regular-

ity. While they appear clearly in high-alti-

tude aerial photographs, these ridges are

not readily visible from ground level.

From the north or south, the ranges ap-

pear as a continuous series of low, rounded

hills; the water-bearing formations are

easily overlooked.

At numerous points, water running

downhill has cut channels through the

small hogback ridges, forming narrow gul-

lies and gorges with deep pools at the bot-

tom. During heavy rains, water collects in

the valleys that lie between the upper

parts of this formation and cascades

through the gaps and down into these

pools. The initial torrents may be short-

lived, not lasting more than a few hours,

but they are followed by months of contin-

ual accumulation as rainwater percolates

downward through cracks between the

layers of the tilting strata, emerging lower

down in the gullies as temporary springs.

Such small springs continue to feed the

well-shaded pools long after the surround-

ing terrain has dried out. Across the 26-

mile-long line of this formation within our

survey area in the eastern James Range,

we counted eleven such pools, or an aver-

age of one rock pool or rock-pool cluster

every 2.4 miles, ranging in size from one

more than fifty feet in diameter to one

only three feet wide by about fifteen feet

long. Several of the gullies contained more
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Shade shelters, similar to this structure

at Mulyangiri, a summer camp in the

Western Desert, have beenfound

in the James Range.
Richard A Gould

than one pool and were marked by local-

ized concentrations of distinctive vegeta-

tion, notably mature ghost gum trees and

native pines.

The contrast between these small oases

and the surrounding country is startling.

Sandhills and sand plains extend at least

twenty miles to the north, while to the

south are sandhills and open stony desert,

with only a few isolated ridges and out-

crops along the way to Mount Charlotte

and the edge of the Simpson Desert, about

sixty miles away. The Hugh River, a

stream bed that, like all the others in this

area, is dry most of the time, passes to the

south of the range and into the complex

network of channels leading to the Simp-

son. Scattered stone artifacts and surface

remnants of small Aboriginal campsites

have been seen in this area (fewer in the

sandhills, more on the stony pavements

and along the dry stream channels). These

appear to be the remains of short-term

habitations used by small, mobile groups

of people who were foraging for food and

collecting raw materials suitable for tool-

making, such as stones.

At each of the rock pools within the

James Range, however, we found evi-

dence of human occupation on a large

scale and over long periods. Visible fea-

tures included large, open-air habitation
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sites containing dense scatters of stone

tools, as well as discarded stone flakes and

cores. Along with these we encountered

seed-grinding implements, including flat

slabs of sandstone with shallow, basin-

shaped grooves on one surface. Similar

grooves on adjacent bedrock formations

resulted from the use of the stone surface

for grinding seeds and plant materials.

Such relatively permanent fixtures are

good indicators of habitation even when

small items like stone flakes have been

moved by erosion. At one site we found

the remains of two abandoned Aboriginal

shade shelters constructed of boughs of

mulga wood (a variety of acacia), with ad-

jacent hearths and assorted stone arti-

facts. Many of the open-air living areas oc-

curred on soils that were blackened by

large amounts of ash and charcoal from

Aboriginal hearths.

Ingkulpa is the site we know in the

greatest detail, thanks to the careful map-

ping and recording of the surface associa-

tions done there in 1974 and 1975 by ar-

cheologist Karl Hutterer of the University

of Michigan. It is one of three rock-pool

complexes where we have also discovered,

in the tilting strata of the ridge formation,

small rock-shelters that contain stratified

evidence of human habitation. At Ing-

kulpa, we excavated a small test square in



According to radiocarbon dating, this

rock-shelter at lngkulpa, in the James

Range, was occupied at least 3,600 years

ago. It is typical ofthe small habitation

rock-shelters that are located near

dependable water sources.



An aerial view ofthe Macdonnell Ranges,

looking to the north, shows the hogback

ridgesfound in this region. Consisting of

white cross-bedded sandstone, the linear

ridges contrast with the more rounded

and irregularparts ofthe range. Gorges,

cut across the ridges by theflow of

rainwater, are likely places where

Aborigines couldfind one or more

pools ofwater.
Georg Getsler; Photo Researchers
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The rockformations that run through the

James Range and Macdonnell Ranges

are illustrated below. A gorge cut

through the hogbacks, detail, will collect

rainwaterflowingfrom the north and

sides. After rain hasfallen, water will

continue topercolate into the rock pool

from the surrounding strata.

Joe LeMonnier

White Cross-bedded Sandstone

Small Hogbacks^
Pool

one such rock-shelter and found deposits

that yielded a radiocarbon date of ap-

proximately 3,600 years ago, associated

with flaked stone implements and a stone

seed grinder. A few miles to the west of

this important locality we found another

pair of rock-shelters with a series of rocky

pools not far away. We have called this the

James Range East rock-shelter complex,

and it has produced a sequence of materi-

als with radiocarbon dates going back con-

tinuously from the historic past to about

5,000 years ago, underlain by strati-

graphically earlier, but as yet undated,

cultural deposits. Among other things,

this rock-shelter site is rich in butchered

bones of game animals, carbonized seed

and plant remains, and fossil pollen, all of

which, when analyzed, will provide pre-

historians with information about past

hunting and gathering practices, diet, and

paleoecology.

At five of the rock-pool complexes we

also found rock art, mainly paintings but

also engravings. The painted designs, in

red and yellow ocher and black and white

pigments, include a range of motifs al-

ready well known over wide areas of both

the Western and Central deserts, such as

concentric circles, snakelike designs, and

circles and concentric circles linked by

parallel lines; rows of short, vertical lines;

depictions of tracks of kangaroos and of

emus and smaller birds; "wagon wheels,"

consisting of circles enclosing a spokelike

pattern; and other combinations of lines,

dots, and circles. Similar paintings were

still being done in caves and on rocks by

Aborigines living in the Western Desert in

1970 and were identical to paintings on

the bodies of dancers and novices during

ceremonies.

Rock engraving, on the other hand, has

not been practiced in this area in historic

times, aside from some limited efforts de-

scribed by the late explorer-ethnographer

Charles R Mountford. Concentric circles,

circles, and animal tracks figured promi-

nently in the engravings, as they do in the

paintings. However, no engravings were

found within rock-shelters, and sometimes

they were located far from any water holes

or living areas.

The existence in the James Range of a

series of large and complex habitation and

rock-art sites associated with relatively de-

pendable water catchments contrasts with

the situation in the Western Desert.

There, rock holes and pools, while impor-

tant as centers of human habitation, are

less frequent and tend to be isolated, being

restricted to a relatively few large, rocky

ranges. While the Western Desert Ab-

origines pursued a traditional settlement



pattern of aggregation during periods of

sustained rainfall and disaggregation dur-

ing times of drought, exactly the opposite

may have been true for the Central Desert

Aborigines. With water sources like those

discovered in the eastern James Range,

people could have gathered at these places

during periods of drought and dispersed

into the sandhills and stony desert areas

during rainy periods, when smaller or

more ephemeral surface catchments were

filled. This pattern of adaptation resem-

bles that of the !Kung Bushmen of the

Kalahari Desert, described by anthropolo-

gist Richard B. Lee, who tended to cluster

around permanent water holes during the

dry season and to disperse into the hinter-

land during the rainy period. The move-

ments of the Central Desert Aborigines

would have been less seasonally rhythmic,

however, since the rain does not fall as pre-

dictably as in the Kalahari.

The main advantage of this strategy is

that small groups could traverse areas

containing abundant supplies of edible

plants and game animals with much less

risk of extending themselves beyond avail-

able sources of water. In other words,

more of the total landscape would have

been accessible, more often, for hunting

and gathering than was true under the

constraints imposed by conditions in the

Western Desert. Unfortunately, the early

ethnographic and historical accounts of

the Aborigines of the Central Desert do

not provide sufficient information to docu-

ment such adaptive behavior. But the dis-

covery of a series of closely spaced water

sources associated with habitation and

rock-art sites running through the heart of

the eastern James Range allows us to as-

sume the existence of larger, more stable,

and more regular population aggregates in

the Central Desert than anything seen far-

ther west. In turn, this would help explain

why the Aborigines of the Central Desert

danced more often and more regularly

than their Western Desert counterparts.

In short, before the people could dance,

they had to be able to stay together long

enough and in large enough numbers on a

regular basis, and the recent evidence of a

drought refuge in the James Range shows

how this would have been possible.



Spinifex, an indigenous Australian plant,

dominates sand plain country over

much ofthe Australian desert.

Rick Smolan. Slock. Boston



A male Yosemite toad, newly emerged

from hibernation, tiptoes across a

snowdrift on his way to the breeding

pools. These treks are hazardousfor

toads because they canfreeze to death on

an expanse ofsnow or be easily seen by

avian predators.

fm



The Toad That Stays on Its Toes
Yosemite toads contend with snow, frozen breeding pools, and sometimes

much competition for mates. That's during the warm weather

by Cynthia Kagarise Sherman and Martin L. Morton
photographs by George D. Lepp

Spring had come at last to the meadow
high in the Sierra Nevada of California.

Although deep snow still covered much of

the area, the June sun shone intensely and

the air felt warm. White-crowned spar-

rows, which had recently returned from

their wintering grounds, sang from willow

bushes to establish breeding territories.

Belding's ground squirrels, having spent

the winter deep in the ground, now
emerged and fed hungrily on the new

grass in the areas free of snow. Male Pa-

cific tree frogs also broke hibernation and

gathered to breed in steep-sided pools.

Soon their rhythmic "kreck-ek" calls

would attract female frogs to spawn.

One of the last animals to come out into

the spring sunshine was a small, olive

green toad, which moved slowly and

steadily down a vast snowdrift. It walked

across the snow on tiptoe, occasionally

pausing to rest, its belly touching the

snow. When it reached the shallow pool at

the edge of the snowdrift, the toad began

to give long, melodic trills. The arrival of

this first male Yosemite toad, Bufo cano-

rus, at the pool signaled the beginning of

the species' annual breeding season.

Yosemite toads inhabit meadows in the

central Sierra Nevada at elevations of

6,400 to 1 1,300 feet, higher than those in-

habited by any of the other seventeen spe-

cies of North American toads. Through-

out the Yosemite toads' range the ground

is snow covered for seven or eight months

of the year. Even in midsummer, night-

time air temperatures often go below

freezing; daytime temperatures average

between 50° and 65° F. Spring and sum-

mer storms occasionally lash the moun-

tains, bringing snow, hail, freezing rain,

and strong winds. Morton wondered how

the toads survive in this inhospitable envi-

ronment, and in 1971 he began a long-

term behavioral study. Five years later

Sherman joined him.

Our study site is a glacially carved

meadow at Tioga Pass, near the northeast-

ern entrance of Yosemite National Park.

About 0.6 of a mile long and 0.3 of a mile

wide, the meadow slopes gently from the

summit of Tioga Pass (9,941 feet) to

Tioga Lake. To the east is the shoulder of

Mount Dana; to the west, a glacial mo-

^•^
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His vocal sac inflated, a male trills

from a calling site, trying to attract

females. When male toads have many
competitors around a breedingpool, they

sometimesforgo calling and silently

searchforfemales.

raine. Shallow temporary pools that dry

up by midsummer and deeper permanent

ponds are interspersed among several

snow-fed streams that flow through the

meadow and into Tioga Lake. Low willow

bushes grow in the meadow's wet areas,

grasses and wildflowers cover the drier

hillsides, and stands of whitebark and

lodgepole pines surround the site.

We catch toads as they enter or leave

the main breeding pools by encircling

the area with a two-foot-high wire-mesh

fence. Arriving or departing toads bump
into the fence, move along it, and eventu-

ally fall into buckets sunk into the ground

every ten feet. Each captured toad is

weighed, measured, permanently marked,

and then released to continue its journey.

We also glue a small colored, numbered

plastic tag onto the back of each toad's

head. These tags allow us to identify and

observe toads without disturbing their

breeding activities; the tags are lost in

one or two weeks when the animals shed

their skins.

Adult female Yosemite toads are usu-

ally slightly longer (2.7 versus 2.6 inches)

and heavier (0.7 versus 0.5 ounces) than

adult males, but the sexes differ greatly in

color. Males are olive green with faint

dark spots on their backs and legs, while

females are gray or brown and covered

with distinct dark blotches. Such a strik-

ing color difference is called sexual di-

chromatism, and it is unusual among
toads and frogs. Yosemite toads are the

most dichromatic anurans in North Amer-
ica. There are a few montane populations

of the western toad, Bufo boreas, in which

males and females are differently colored,

but the differences are less extreme than

that of Yosemite toads. Interestingly, both

B. canorus and the dichromatic popula-

tions of B. boreas are primarily diurnal.

Although we do not fully understand

what the adaptive significance of sexual

dichromatism might be, two hypotheses

can be suggested. First, high-altitude

populations of frogs and toads may be di-

chromatic to help conceal them from diur-

nal predators. To humans at least, male

Yosemite toads are less visible than fe-

males on the brown, muddy bottoms of

breeding pools, while females blend in bet-
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ter in grassy areas or on lichen-covered

rocks. Perhaps the coloring of both sexes is

most cryptic at sites where they are most

vulnerable. Males may be particularly

vulnerable when they are in the breeding

pools, while females, which spend much
less time in the pools, may be most vulner-

able as they move around the meadow
feeding. A second hypothesis about the or-

igin of dichromatism suggests that males'

bright coloration may attract females to

mate. According to this hypothesis, fe-

males choose males on the basis of their

color. Although we don't yet know which

of these two hypotheses is correct, our ob-

servations suggest that females do not

choose males mainly on the basis of their

coloration.

At Tioga Pass, Yosemite toads usually

hibernate from early October until mid-

May or early June; thus they are inactive

for most of the year. They hibernate in ro-

dent burrows or in crevices beneath rocks

and bushes. In the spring, after the snow

melts away from their retreats, the toads

emerge and bask in the sunshine. Like

other amphibians and reptiles, toads bask

to raise their body temperature and in-

crease their metabolic rate, enabling them

to be more active. The sun also warms

them as they move steadily toward breed-

ing areas, crossing the open meadow and

snowdrifts that are often more than 100

feet wide. Toads are in particular peril

when crossing large expanses of snow not

only because they can freeze to death but

also because they stand out clearly to

avian predators.

The first males reach and enter the

pools several days before any females ar-

rive. Although the breeding season for

males lasts up to five weeks, an individual

male usually stays at the pools only a week

or two. In contrast, most females spa^

within one or two days of their arrival a

leave soon afterward. Females in o

study pools lay their eggs during a two-

four-week period, typically from mid-M
to mid-July. They enter the pools a:

breed relatively synchronously, so a n
jority of pairs mate during a few days!

intense activity.

The major factor that influences t|s

timing of breeding at Tioga Pass is, F

course, the weather. Breeding cannot st;t

until the winter snow on hibernation sin

and breeding pools has melted. In 19',

when there was a winter drought at Tioi

Pass, the Yosemite toads began breedi;

on May 16. Yet in 1982, a year w:i

record snowfall, the first clutch was it

laid until June 20. Spring and sumrrr

storms can delay or interrupt breeding 1-

cause most toads stay in their refugia l

cold or stormy days. For example, in 197

the snow at hibernation and breeding sis

had melted by late April, and males begi

to emerge earlier than usual. Then a sto i

pounded the area for twenty-seven dai,

dropping about two feet of snow on le

meadow. Breeding was delayed until My
30. The males that had emerged eay

were in a difficult situation. They app'-

ently could not reenter hibernation r

feed. They lost weight, seemed disinclird

to join breeding aggregations, and dis>

peared in greater numbers than the mas
that waited until late May to leave tbx

hibernacula.

On a typical day during the breedg

season, the toads become active in rrl-

morning, after the sun has warmed the u-

ter and melted the thin layer of ice that f-

ten forms overnight. Males call from e

shoreline and move around searching ir

mates. Females that are already in *

...



wo calling males that encounter each

her sometimes get intofights. During

tese skirmishes, which may last as long

ifive minutes, males often try to

mtinue calling. Here, two grappling

osemite toadsjockeyfor position.

aools approach choruses of singing males

1:0 mate, and other females move toward

I he area from the surrounding hillsides.

»y early afternoon, most females in the

II icols have been clasped by a male, a union

ailed amplexus. In amplexus the male

;);rasps the female with his forelegs, dor-

i ally and behind her forelegs. The female

Carries the male around on her back and

delects a spawning site. There the male
rertilizes the eggs externally, by releasing

;(.perm each time the female extrudes a

inass of eggs. Often several females lay

if heir black, jelly-covered eggs in the same
ijirea at the shallow edge of a pool. By early

I
ivening most pairs have spawned and split

up, and the males and females have re-

j reated into holes for the night. Pairs still

sn the water at nightfall are sometimes
joartly frozen in ice for the night; amaz-
i ngly, they swim off in the morning once
II .he ice melts.

I Ernest Karlstrom, a biologist who stud-

ied Yosemite toads in the 1960s, sug-

gested that their habit of laying eggs in

shallow water was an important adapta-

tion for mountain living. The eggs, he said,

develop relatively quickly in water

: warmed by the sun. Our research con-

firmed this, and we found that clutches

1 hatch in about one and one-half weeks.

! Nevertheless, this egg-laying behavior has

a cost: many eggs apparently freeze at

night, turn white, and fail to develop.

After the surviving eggs hatch, the tad-

poles move and feed throughout the pools.

They gather in the shallow warmer water

during the day, and at night move into

deeper water, which retains its warmth.

Although the tadpoles seem to seek the

warmest water available, their develop-

ment into terrestrial "toadlets" proceeds

slowly. They metamorphose seven to eight

weeks after the eggs are laid. Once they

transform, the toadlets have only about

four to six weeks in which to eat and grow

before they must enter hibernation.

The tadpoles are preyed upon by sev-

eral kinds of insect larvae, including those

of diving beetles and dragonfiies. Birds

such as robins also eat tadpoles that are

stranded when the pools evaporate in late

summer. However, as in other montane

species of frogs and toads, the major single

cause of tadpole mortality in our study

population is desiccation. Because Yosem-

ite toads breed in pools filled by melting

snow, the survival rate of tadpoles is af-

fected by the depth of the winter snow-

pack, frequency of spring snowstorms,

and the warmth and dryness of the sum-

mer. For example, 1976 and 1977 were

"drought years": snow depths were the

lowest recorded in fifty years. In 1981

snowfall was average, but the summer was

unusually warm. In all three of these years

the water in the breeding pools evaporated

during the summer and most of the tad-

poles died.

We were particularly interested in the

toads' breeding behavior and in the fac-

tors affecting male reproductive success.

Their mating system can best be de-

scribed as polygynous: each year some

males mate with more than one female,

but females almost never mate with more

than one male.

There are several important aspects of

the male Yosemite toad's breeding behav-

ior. The most conspicuous of these is the

male's "advertising" call, a musical trill he

produces with an inflated vocal sac. When
one male calls, others nearby usually join

in. The resultant toad choruses alternately

sing loudly and then fall silent. Males do

not defend the territories in which their

mates lay eggs; most pairs move at least

several yards from the male's calling site

before spawning. The purpose of the

male's call seems to be to attract females

and reserve some space where the caller

alone can receive females. The defended

space changes as the male toad moves,

and if a male calls within a few feet of a

male that is already singing, a fight may
break out.

Fighting males clasp each other around

the body or neck, trying to get on top of

each other. Even while they are fighting,

they often try to keep up their calling, and

both may also make a low-volume "cluck-

ing" sound. These fights usually last about

twenty seconds, but we have seen Yosem-

ite toads wrestling with each other for as

long as five minutes. The struggle ends

when one male leaves or when both return

to their original locations. Larger males

seem to spend more time on top and win

more fights than smaller males.

Males often sit still and call but they

also sometimes search actively for fe-

males. When searching, they pursue any

toads they see and clasp both females and

males in an amplexus-like grip. If a male

grabs another male, the clasped animal

usually gives a few "clucks" and is re-

leased. We wondered if males that are

seeking females might search near calling



males and, indeed, that seems to be the

case. We found silent males sitting near al-

most half of the calling males. Sometimes

silent males attempted to intercept gravid

females that were on their way to callers.

This sort of behavior by "satellite" males

has been reported in other species of frogs

and toads. Unlike other species, however,

male Yosemite toad satellites are not gen-

erally smaller than the males that call, and

they do not use the ambush technique as

their sole mating strategy.

One other tactic males use to obtain a

mate is to attack toad pairs that are al-

ready in amplexus and try to dislodge the

male by pulling at his back, sides, and

legs. The clasping male defends his female

by grasping her tighter, arching his back,

kicking at the interloper, and clucking. As
unlikely as this rear assault method might

seem, each year a few males are able to

displace other males that have reproduc-

tive success literally within their grasps

and take over the female toads. Some-

times, two males will get a good grip on

one female, resulting in an impasse. Once
we found six male Yosemite toads cling-

ing to the same female. These clusters of

males are detrimental to both sexes be-

cause a female will not release her eggs

until only one male clasps her, and occa-

sionally toads involved in these skirmishes

will suffocate or drown.

By themselves, male competition and

aggression do not determine what happens

around the breeding pools. Females often

move around breeding pools and go near

several males before allowing themselves

to be clasped. They are able to escape

from some males by hopping away, diving

underwater, or sitting motionless in the

grass. About half of the females we have

observed were clasped after directly ap-

proaching a calling male and sitting near

him or touching him. The rest were

clasped by males they did not approach

and often did not even see (or sometimes

were trying to avoid). Mate selection by

Yosemite toad females thus is associated

with two of the mating behaviors of males.

Females either initiate amplexus by ap-

proaching stationary, calling males or

they are clasped after being spotted and

chased by silent, searching males.
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A male Yosemite toad (top) tries to break

up a couple beginning to spawn and to

take over thefemale. Thepaired male

(middle) defends himselfby arching his

back and kicking at the intruder. Males

rarely dislodge other males but afemale

will not release eggs duringsuch a

struggle.

Why are some male Yosemite toads

more successful at breeding than others?

One of the most important variables

seems to be timing—the date a male ar-

rives at the breeding pool and the length of

his stay. Each year males that mated at

least once arrived at the breeding pools

earlier and stayed longer than males that

were not able to mate. The reason seems

clear: males arriving early in the breeding

season and remaining the longest meet the

greatest number of gravid females. Males

that arrive late are at a disadvantage be-

cause most females have already spawned

and left.

Why, then, don't all the males arrive

very early and stay in the pools for most of

the breeding season? One reason is that

toads do not tunnel up through snow, but

wait until their hibernation sites are clear

of snow to emerge. A male's choice of a hi-

bernaculum probably affects how early he

can emerge and enter the pools. In addi-

tion, toads that emerge too early risk star-

vation or death in late spring snowstorms,

as in 1977. As for length of stay, males do

not eat while breeding, so they lose weight.

The amount of energy reserves they have

stored from the previous summer may in-

fluence how long they can stay at the

breeding grounds. We found that heavier

males usually remained longer than

lighter males and that the longer a ma
participated in breeding, the more weig

he lost. Thus, males must balance tl

benefits of attempting to mate against I

cost of using energy that must be reple

ished during the short summer if they

;

to survive the winter and breed again t

following spring.

Another element in male reproducti

success is size. In the breeding poo

larger males appear to have an advanta;

over smaller males, although the effects

'

size are less clear than those of timing, i

each of six study years, males that mat;

at least once were typically longer ail

heavier than males that never mated; ho

ever, the length and weight differenci

were not always statistically significai.

Bigger males may have several types f

advantages. First, they are better able

)

exclude competitors from their calli;

sites. Probably as a result, larger males a
able to establish a calling position more <

-

ten at midday, when more gravid fema 5

are available, whereas small males ofti

have to call in the early morning, befo

many females are active. Second, our c-

servations suggest that larger males a
more likely to displace paired males a I

take over their mates; perhaps they ;:

also better able to defend their femas

when in amplexus themselves.

_.L
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1 The degree of male polygyny increased

uring our study. From 1 976 to 1 979 more
1 lan half of the males in the pools each

tear failed to mate, and even the most suc-

'essful male mated with only three fe-

dales. By contrast, in 1981 and 1982 more
nan 75 percent of the males fertilized at
1

:ast one clutch, and several males paired

/ith six or seven females each year. This

ihange in the degree of polygyny was re-

nted to a shift in the sex ratio during

keeding. In 1976 there were six Yosemite

:aad males for every female in the pools,

>ut by 1982 females outnumbered males

'wo to one. Thus, males were most polygy-

::ous when they had a large number of po-

ential mates and were least successful

i vhen females were scarce.

i At Tioga Pass, the number of females

I luring our study years ranged from 46 to

00 but the number of males changed dra-

matically. In 1976 there were ten times as

many males as in 1981 or 1982. The de-

cline in the male population was probably

due to light snowfall in 1976 and 1977,

which caused a high level of tadpole mor-

tality and probably also lowered the over-

winter survival rate of adults. Males from

these years would first have reached

breeding age in 1981 or 1982. The
drought years undoubtedly will have the

same effect on females, but because fe-

males take longer to mature, we have not

yet seen a significant decline in their num-

bers. Also, a number of toads died during

the 1 978 breeding season. We believe they

were killed by redleg, a bacterial disease,

and that the male population was affected

more than the female population.

The density of males at the pools varied

from year to year. Each day, depending on

the time of day or the date in the breeding

A male loosens his grip on afemale after

mating. During amplexus, males clasp

females with theirforelegs andfertilize
the eggs as they are released. Eggs

develop more quickly in shallow water,

which warms rapidly during the day.

season, males faced different numbers of

competitors. We tried to find out how
these changes in male density affect the

behavior of Yosemite toads. Various re-

searchers have hypothesized that in ani-

mals such as frogs, toads, and singing in-

sects, males will be more likely to defend

calling territories when their densities are

lower. When the number of males in an

area increases, defending a territory be-

comes far more troublesome. Females at-

tracted to calling males may be inter-

cepted by nearby males, and the calling

males thus have to spend more and more

of their time chasing intruders away. In

such a situation, the hypothesis is that

males might be more inclined to forgo

calling to establish a territory and instead

hunt actively but silently for females.

At Tioga Pass, this hypothesis seems to

hold true. When densities of male Yosem-

ite toads were low, they called and de-

fended their calling sites. When densities

were higher in the same season, the males

trilled less and spent more time silently

searching. Comparisons between our

study years produced the same results

—

the average number of calls, the fre-

quency of movements made by males, and

the number of times males were seen

briefly clasping each other were all related

to the density of the male toad population.

Similarly, when the males were in short

supply, females more often selected mates

by approaching callers. When male den-

sity was higher, females were clasped

more often by searching male toads.

Once the hectic breeding period ends,

both sexes of Yosemite toads move back

into the meadow. There they feed for two

or three months, storing the fat reserves

necessary for the next winter. Yosemite

toads hunt by sitting motionless until a

prey approaches, then snapping it up with

their sticky tongues. They consume a vari-

ety of arthropods, including some, such as

ants, bees, and wasps, that are distasteful

to other predators. Beetles, millipedes,

flies, and spiders are among other items in

their diet.

In the Sierra Nevada, the toads' short

summer feeding period has several conse-

quences. First, adults grow slowly, on av-

erage only 0.1 of an inch per year, al-



though immature toads may grow five

times as fast. Second, individuals at Tioga

Pass mature sexually and first breed at the

relatively old ages of three to five years for

males and four to six years for females.

Third, females produce at most only one

clutch of eggs per year. In fact, most fe-

males do not breed every year, apparently

because they are often unable to replenish

their energy supplies in one summer sea-

son. During four years of our study ( 1 976-

79), many more males than females re-

turned for consecutive breeding seasons.

Gaps in a female's breeding record could

possibly be a result of dispersal to other

pools, but when we searched nearby

breeding sites for dispersers we found very

few. Also, nearly all the males and females

that reappeared after a hiatus returned to

the same site at the breeding pools where

they were first captured.

During the summer eating period,

males usually stay close to the sites where

they breed, while many females migrate

to a willow thicket on the eastern edge of

Tioga Pass meadow. This thicket extends

from the meadow's edge about 2,800 feet

up toward the talus at the base of Mount

Dana. We don't know why females choose

this area; perhaps it is warmer than the

rest of the meadow or safer from predators

or provides more abundant food. Many
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immature toads also move into the lowi

parts of the thicket after coming out

their first winter's hibernation near tl

pools where they hatched.

Like other species of toads, Yosemil

toads have a chemical defense again;

predators, a noxious, sticky white seer

tion released from their glandular "warts;

and from two pea-sized parotoid glands l;

ing just behind their eyes. However, tw

kinds of birds, California gulls (Lan

californicus) and Clark's nutcracke

(Nucifraga columbiana), are able to ci

cumvent the toads' chemical defense

During six years of our study at Tio{

Pass, we have seen nutcrackers attack ar

kill fifteen toads. On five other occasion

we saw them attack toads but leave the)

unharmed. Both gulls and nutcrackers a

tacked toads that were crossing snowdrif

and either ate them there or carried the:

off into the trees. Nutcrackers usual

pecked and wiped the toad on the grour

repeatedly before consuming it, appa

ently trying to remove its toxic secretion

One nutcracker pecked a female t0£

more than eighty times before flying awt

with it!

Interestingly, one important predati

on amphibians, the garter snake, seems

be missing from the Tioga Pass comm
nity. According to Karlstrom, westei

garter snakes (Thamnophis elegans)

be found in a similar meadow only sev<

miles from our study area and in otb

places inhabited by Yosemite toads. Ho1

ever, in all our summers at Tioga Pass, v

have seen only one garter snake.

Despite avian predators and other mc

tality sources, some adult toads at Tioj

Pass live to be quite old. Two females th

were marked as adults in 1971 were air

and breeding in 1982, when they were

least fifteen years old. The oldest knov

male in our population was at least twelv

He was marked in 1973 and was st

breeding in 1982.

Our study of Yosemite toads at Tioj

Pass has revealed many ways in which m
ural selection has shaped the lives of the

creatures in their unpredictable montai

habitat. Their diurnal activity, long wint

hibernation, and defenses against pred

tors help them to survive the vagaries

their environment. During breeding, the

flexible behavior allows them to adjust

changing densities of competitors, and tl

variability in their mating system seer

related to environmental influences (

their population size. Each spring whi

the first male's song drifts up the meadc

at Tioga Pass and the first fema

clambers over a wide snowdrift on her w;

to spawn, we are reminded again of the

success.
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gan camp offering a non-competitive and informal pro-

gram. Also sail, canoe, horseback, backpack and bike

trips for teenagers. David Reid, Crystalaire, Frankfort.

Ml 49635. (616)352-7589

ISLAND ECOLOGY—MAUI AUGUST '84. Sponsored

by Waikiki Aquarium. High school level marine biology,

diving, hiking, exploring. Details: Box 1107, Makawao,
HI 96768

PRAIRIE TREK AND TURQUOISE TRAIL Expeditions

(Boys 11-17, Girls 13-17). Since 1926 the Expeditions

have made it possible for young people to explore in

the mountains, canyons, and desert country of the

American Southwest Emphasis on environmental

studies, archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and
camping skills For details write Thomas Billings, P.O.

Box 40451NH, Indianapolis. IN 46240 (317) 896-3842

Collectors' Items

YOUR CHOICE, Birds, Animals, Flowers, on Postage

Stamps. 25 different 35<t or 50 different 65<t. All three

$1 85. George Ford, PO Box 5203-N, Gulfport. FL
33707

Correspondence

FAR EAST PENFRIENDS seek intelligent, literate cor-

respondents for friendship, language practice, cultural

exchange. Asian Exchange, Box 1021 NH, Honokaa. HI

96727

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence. Send age, interests.

Free reply. Harmony, Box 89NH, Brooklyn, NY 11235

Education

BUILDING A HOUSE? Challenge yourself: hands-on

courses, energy-efficient plans, books, software, video

programs. $2 for complete catalog. Cornerstones, 21

H

Stanwood Street, Brunswick, ME 0401

1

ORAL HISTORY GUIDE. "How to Tape Instant Oral Bi-

ographies" shows you how to tape-record, videotape

family stories and memories. Paperback gives ques-

tions to ask. Send $5.95 to Guarionex Press Limited,

201 West 77 St., NYC 10024

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS
I Ihth Street • New Yu

(2121 685-1528

k, \ V HH1IO

Classes in Tibetan Buddhist Thanls-i Painline..

BvzantinelconPaintintf,. Colli Leafini!Techni-

ques, lunpan Picture Interpretation, Islamic

Calligraphy Chinese Landscape Pamline,. and

Medieval Manuscript Illumination arc home,

e,iven hv noted teachers For information,

please call

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Transla-

tion! Newest Handbook. $2.00. Australian Interna nal

Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036
1

—

AUSTRALIA—THE WORLD! 50,000 jobs! Big p All

occupations. Transportation. Latest reports, .00

Jobworld, Box 681 -NH. Cypress. CA 90630

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly Ole-

fin lists environmental job openings througho the

U.S. Free details: EOV, P.O. Box 670, Walpol NH

03608

JOBS: Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Moina.

Computerized newsletter with over 200 new job; acfi

week. Free details. Mountainwest, 925-G Canyc Lo-

gan, UT 84321

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide -ec

tory and complete information—$3.00. Internnna

Opportunities, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 33*

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLEER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Exclusiveom

puterized openings— all occupations—gries

weekly selection! Free information!! Intermount; 4Y

3115N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO 80907

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School, Cjgi

openings; USA $6.00; Abroad $6.00. England, Jtan

Saudi, Australia $6.00 each. EISF, Box 662, Ntl:on

Massachusetts 02162

Financial ,_

' 'CASH FOR COLLEGE
. '

' New Directory describi 40

loan, grant, and scholarship opportunities—p a

government programs. $4.95. Unisearch, Box ''4£

RO, Indianapolis, IN 46219

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS /ai

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/afici

tion instructions, $3.00. Fundsearch, Box 191C1C

Washington, DC 20036

GET CASH GRANTS—FROM GOVERNMENT. A
repay.) Also, loans available. All ages eligible. Inlni

tion, $2 (refundable). Surplus Funds-NH, 1629 KJM
Washington, DC. 20006

UNDERGRADUATE ARCHEOLOGY. 8 week Little

Creek Field School in archeological excavation of a late

Pueblo II Western Anasazi site in SW Utah. June 1 1 to

August 4. Intended for undergraduate college stu-

dents. No experience required. 15 quarter credits. En-

rollment limited to 20. For cost information write. Dr.

Richard A. Thompson, Southern Utah State College,

Cedar City, UT 84720

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 cou ie

Sampler: 4/$2.98. Free Brochure. Multinewspur

Box DE-203, Dana Point, CA 92629

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major c<p

nies. Free brochure. Sobol House, Box 218-NH, a(

Mountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

DIRECT FURNITURE PRICES. Free portfolio anou

ing information. Blackwelder's. RR 12-390, State*

NC 28677. 1-800-438-0201
1

NAUTICAL DECORATING IDEAS for the home,ju

cal lamps - lanterns - prints - clocks - books - mc*
sea sculptures - and much more! Send $1 for re

beautifully illustrated catalog (refundable). We:*

Olde Seaport Trading Company. 2733 Shelter 'ir

Dr., #145-N3. San Diego, CA 92106

Gardening

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" DiiSV

the largest selection of weird and urn

succulents—over 150 photographs of suae

crests, variegates, living stones, and oddballs.

«

$1.00 today for new 1984 catalog to: "Catalog 1
usual Succulents," Dept. 3, 553 Buena Creeki:

Marcos, CA 92069

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE. $6.00 per pound, pr

Five pound minimum. Floura Bros. Box 44C, ^<

duck, MN 56630

8n . JSIatiib.41. History V84



BUMPTIOUS HOMEMADE SOUPS. 4 savory reci-

s sure to please' $3.00. SASE to J. Stafford, 2912

ubenbiss Avenue, Dept 29, Soquel, CA 95073

svernment Surplus

iOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" 950,000

ms (including Jeeps) . . low as 1<t on dollar! Most

mplete information available—$2.00. Disposal, Box

107-RO, Washington. DC 20036

iscellaneous

JID SLIDES AND SLIDE SETS—Plus amphibians,

Stiles, wildflowers Hundreds of high quality slides

' d creative teaching materials for schools, clubs, or
! me Write or call for catalog Slide, Dept. NH384,

boratory of Ornithology, Cornell University, Sap

[cker Woods. Ithaca. NY 14850 (607) 256-4017

(EXPENSIVE SCIENCE KITS for inquisitive 10 to 16

ar olds, mailed each month since 1940. Write for de-

, Is Things of Science, RD1, Box 130 NH, Newtown,

118940

It's a Portable Planetarium!

Attached booklet helps fledgling

astronomers find stars and constel-

lations. Winter sky chart is printed

inside an attractive quality plastic

umbrella. Send check or money order
for $12.95 + $1.00 postage to:

Stellarbrella. 408 Fox Chapel Dr..

Timonium. Maryland 21093.

91'FALAIUIKELLA

IJSHROOM WALL POSTER Common edible and

lisonous species of North America. Beautifully illus-

ited scientifically accurate. Money back guarantee

'rite for details: Dept. NH, Sea Otter Press, PO Box

|145, Seattle, WA 981 1

1

!

MOTOGRAPHIC AND OBSERVATIONAL BLIND

jomy, cool, lightweight. Write or call for brochure
'

toto, Dept NH384, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cor-

'ill University, Sapsucker Woods, Ithaca, NY 14850,

• 07) 256-4017

\BER-TOOTHED TIGER SKULLS, Lions, Gorillas, Hu-

>an skulls. Life size. Inexpensive. Excellent quality re-

oductions. Send $1.00 for catalog (refundable)

,<ullduggery, P.O. Box 1021-NH, Brea, CA 92621

hoto/Optical

' NOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

rs since 1923. Alignment performed on our US Navy
)llimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your

, noculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

Iptical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
!192 (518) 731-2610

Perhaps the best pair of
binoculars on the market."

—Audubon Magazine

LEITZ TRINOVID
Leitz Trinovid® binoculars are the

singular choice of those who de-

mand the absolute best. With
Trinovid binoculars, every move-

ment, every detail, every

color hue becomes
vividly real.

See for yourself why Leitz

Trinovid's have earned the

reputation as the world's

finest, and why they are

guaranteed for a lifetime.

OR LITERATURE AND DISCOUNT LISTS ON A
:OMPLETE LINE OF SPORTING OPTICS, WRITE TO

BIRDING

GERMAN BINOCULARS World's brightest optics Schools
Lightest & strongest bodies These are military binocu-

lars, used by NATO forces. Other brands, also tele-

scopes—all at discount prices Free brochures

Mardiron Optics, Dept NH, 37 Holloway St., Maiden,

MA 02148

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars - Telescopes - Brand

names. Free list. Thos Manetta, Box 12, 61 Hoffman

Avenue, Elmont, NY 11003

Real Estate Tours/Trips

COLORADO DREAM. Ten acres. Stream, views,

woods, privacy Spectacular area. Snowbound winter.

Rugged unspoiled, challenging Ideal for self-same

person $15,000 Box 122, Lake City, CO 81235

DISCOVER NEW ZEALAND'S exciting investment

opportunities. How and where to buy Prime Properties.

Complete details $5. Pennant Books, 3463 State, Suite

238A, Santa Barbara, CA 93105

FREE! SPRING '84 CATALOG! 266 pages; over 5000

properties. 2000 pictures! Values in every type of prop-

erty, many owner financed! From 600 offices in 43

states! Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty, Plaza

Towers, Dept. 5390, Springfield, MO 65804. Call toll

free: 1-800-641-4266

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7.50/ACRE!

Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land

Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00.

Lands, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

NEW . . FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired. United Farm Agency, Inc. 612-U W. 47th

St , Kansas City, MO 64112. Ph. Toll-free: 1-800-821-

2599; Mo res ph. Toll-free: 1-800-892-5785

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake.

Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-

tember Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods $650 - $1 ,700 for two weeks. Please

write Bartlett Carry Club, RFD 3, Tupper Lake, NY
12986

ENGLAND Dartmoor National Park, Devonshire. Two
homes for holiday rentals. Approx $1 10-S140 weekly

Details write; Box 286, Newtown Square, PA 19073

GRAND MANAN ISLAND 4 bedroom house—$250 per

week. Call (207) 658-9745

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—small oasis of calm on the

Caribbean Diving, Maya ruins, birding. Bevier,

Placencia, Belize. (415) 752-8008

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Very small, very special hotel

tucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia,

St. Vincent Grenadines, W.I. Ten rooms, pool, beautiful

beach, snorkeling, hiking, photography, birding, ten-

nis: Write or call: Spring on Bequia, Box 19251, Minne-

apolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

HILTON HEAD ISLAND 1 bedroom villa on ocean.

Completely furnished From $299/week. Shorter stays

OK. Toll free: 1-800-845-7013

OLD FASHIONED, Secluded Farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a

few guests. Write: John Gardner, Orangedale, Nova
Scotia

VACATION/RELAXATION—Birdwatcher's delight-

Peaceful, secluded nature lover's mountain retreat

Cave Creek Ranch, Portal, AZ 85632

WHITE GRASS RANCH: 65 years of dude ranching in a

serene Teton Park mountain clearing in Jackson's

Hole. Wyoming Riding, food, company and service ex-

cel. Ride when, where, and with whom you choose.

Pack trips tailored to your wishes Children's special

program and dining room Junior wrangler program

(minimum one month) for boys 14-18. Daily rates: from

$80 00 each double. Call or write Frank & Nona Galey,

Box 230, Moose, WY 83012 (307) 733-3329

FREE—PARENTS GUIDE Over 400 private resident

camps, summer programs and schools in US and

abroad, serving children 6-16 Most visited by pub-

lisher For guide and free referrals give child's age,

grade, interests, geographical preference and en-

trance date. Established 1940 Vincent/Curtis Rm
216, 224 Clarendon St Boston, MA 02116

AFRICA, AMAZON, and GALAPAGOS Small groups,

expert naturalist leaders Wildlife safaris in Tanzania.

Kenya, Madagascar. Rwanda One and two-week Ga-

lapagos cruises Special Galapagos hiking expedition

Amazon programs in Manu and Tambopata Preserves.

Peru Private trips arranged Free 1984 color catalog

Wilderness Travel. 1760-NA Solano Avenue. Berkeley.

CA 94707 (415)524-5111

AFRICA, Unusual and Affordable Wildlife, Cultures

Kenya, Tanzania. Madagascar, Rwanda (Gorillas),

Seychelles, Sahara. Zambia, etc From $1447, airfares

included! Also trekking, rafting, camel safaris. Forum
Travel. 2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704 (415) 843-

8294

AFRICAN TENTED/CAMPING SAFARIS. Kenya, Tan-

zania, Rwanda, Botswana Studytravel Africa, 34 Elder-

berry Road, Syosset. NY 11971

ALASKA WHALE AND NATURE STUDY CRUISES. Ex-

perience humpbacks, orcas. eagles, bears, salmon

and more in the grandeur of the Inside Passage Bio-

logical Journeys, 1876B Ocean Dr . McKmleyville, CA
95521 (707)839-0178

ALASKA'S BIRDS—BEARS—FLOWERS- 5 or 10 day

guided natural history vacations Sincere informal hos-

pitality in a spectacular coastal wilderness and moun-

tain panorama Experience 30 foot tides, prolific sea-

bird and marine life, nesting Bald Eagles, Brown Bears,

fishing, glorious profusions of Alpine and Tundra flow-

ers. Cozy comfort, gourmet meals Personal guiding 8

guests only Floatplane included $1500 to $2250.

America's best wilderness lodge—award winning ser-

vices and accommodations. Write for brochure The

McBndes, Kachemak Bay Wilderness Lodge, Box 956,

Homer, AK 99603 Phone (907) 235-8910

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise"

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two or four

weeks. Brochure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours. 783P

Cliffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313

£ *
CALIFORNIA

NATURAL HISTORY
TOURS

'Tours led by professional naturalists,

historians & wildlife photographer to unique

areas: Channel Islands/Gold Country/Big

Sur/Bristlecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small

groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
historic hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for

"living with nature tours". California Natural History Tours.

P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills. CA 90212. (213) 274-3025.

ART, ARCHITECTURE, ARCHEOLOGY TOURS
Spring 1984 Two custom-planned itineraries Greece,

including Athens, Daphni, Corinth, Mycenae, Olympia,

Delphi, 7-day Aegean Islands cruise; Italy, including

Venice, Ravenna, Florence. Rome and Sicily. Expert

guiding, limited size group. Free brochure: Jacqueline

Moss Museum Tours, 131 Davenport Ridge Lane,

Stamford. CT 06903, Dept N, or call (203) 322-8709

AUSTRALIA NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITIONS to

Lamington and Kakadu National Parks, the Outback

and Arnhem Land, Sheep Station and Great Barrier

Reef Small groups Expert leadership. Free brochure.

Write Nature Expeditions International, Dept NHC.
PO Box 11496. Eugene, OR 97440. Call toll-free 800-

NEI-0634

BICYCLING IN FRANCE Loire valley in May; Burgundy

in September. Small groups; comfortable hotels; 10-

speed Raleighs. Write Nan Rheault, RFD Box 111.

Vineyard Haven. MA 02568
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BICYCLE TOURS. You'll love Upstate New York. Mag-
nificent river gorges and waterfalls, rich farmland and
vineyards, sparkling lakes, quiet country roads. 5-day

or weekends. Quality lodging, fine meals, support vehi-

cle rentals. Free brochure Freewheeling Adventures,

84T Durand Drive, Rochester, NY 14622. (716) 323-

2657

JOINARCHEOLOGISTS
in the urgent task of preserving 12000 years of human history
through site excavation research expeditions laboratory
analysis, and the study of Native American technologies. Parti-

cipate in year-round, public programs at residential complexes
in southwestern Colorado and the lower Illinois valley— two of

the richest archeological zones in the U. S.

For free color catalog, contact:

Center for American Archeology
P. O. Box 1499 - Dept. 15
Evanston. IL 60204
312/492-5300 - call collect

3

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC. Remote 12 and 18 day
fly-in canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's

last great wilderness—the tundra and taiga of Cana-
da's Northwest Territories. Photograph caribou herds,

white wolves, muskox. moose, grizzlies, rich birdlife.

Spectacular fishing. Groups of 6 to 8 persons assem-
bled and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and vet-

eran arctic canoeing guide. Can accommodate a lim-

ited number with no previous canoeing experience For

brochure write: Canoe Arctic Inc. Box 130C. Fort

Smith, N.W.T., Canada X0E 0P0

CANOE TRIPS in Wilderness Nova Scotia, July-Sep-

tember Small groups, licensed guides. Excellent food.

Write: Granville Nickerson, RR4N, Annapolis Royal,

N.S. BOS 1A0 Canada

CHINA CULTURAL TOURS. Small groups or individual

travel Visits to Chinese Central Asia, Tibet. Inner Mon-
golia. Manchuria, Xishuangbanna on Mekong, Yangtse
River/Grand Canal, railroad journeys through scenic

wilderness in Sichuan Province. 23 - 26 day programs.
Contact Tiller International, 209 Post Street, Suite

1015, San Francisco, CA 94108. (415) 397-1966

CHINA WALKING TRIP: Panda Reserve, Emeishan
Mts., Terra-cotta army June, 25 days Yukon: Retrace
'98 Goldrush by foot and canoe, Seattle to Dawson.
July, 21 days. Non-profit organization, low cost/high

quality. Boojum Expeditions, Box 2236, Leucadia, CA
92024. (619)436-3927

EXPLORE ANASAZI RUINS, NAVAJO-HOPI LAND.
Learning Adventures, 1556 Georgia. Boulder City, NV
89005. (702) 293-5758

GALAPAGOS FANTASTICO (from $330)! Easter Island,

Ecuador, Peru, Amazon, Costarica. Also: trekking, raft-

ing, weaving Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA
94704. (415) 843-8294

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS.
Small groups 1984 departures: 5/3. 5/23 (Special Tui

de Roi Moore Photo Trip), 6/28. 7/12, 7/26. 8/9 Option:

Machu Picchu. Inca Floats, 1 606N Juanita, Tiburon, CA
94920. (415) 435-INCA

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Trekking (walking) expeditions to the foot

of Mt. Everest & Annapurna. Wildlife

safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
mammals. Explorations of remote Bhutan.

Sikkim. Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka. 10

to 35 day programs from $670.00 + airfare.

Free Brochures.

HiwAlAv^AM Travel. Ivie.

P.O Box481-NH
Greenwich. CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
including airfare. 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.

Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu. Birdwatching expeditions 1984: July 6, August
3, and November 2. University credit available Joseph
Colley, Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd , Randallstown, MD
21133.(301)922-3116

GRAND CANYON RIVER TRIPS: Featuring deluxe
seven day packages. Includes: Geology professor,

gourmet meals, iced beverages, round trip from Las
Vegas and more. Only $895.00 per person For free

color brochure write: White Water River Expeditions,

Inc.. P.O. Box 1269X, Mariposa. CA 95338. (209) 742-

6633

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS. Special hiking tours led by au-

thor/mountaineer Fred Jacobson. Appenzell Kander-

steg. Lenk. Murren. Pontresina. Saas-Fee. Sils Maria.

Zermatt. Spectacular scenery. Challenging trails. De-
lightful country inns. Superb cuisine 12th summer!
Write: Jacobson, Dept M, Chappaqua Travel, 24 S.

Greeley Ave., Chappaqua, NY 10514

HIMALAYA AND ANDES, natural history and trekking

programs: Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan, Peru, Bolivia, Patago-

nia Small groups, expert leaders. Private trips ar-

ranged. Free 1984 color catalog. Wlderness Travel,

1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707 (415)

524-51 1

1

HORSE PACK TRIPS FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS AND
STUDENTS of wildlife. Share alpine meadows with elk

and eagles, mountain goats with young, deer, bear and
antelope. Everything packed in on horseback. Lower
rates for students. Write or call: Cicci, Star Route, Bel-

fry. MT 59008 (307) 645-2413

Salmon
River
Outfitters
RAFT & KAYAK IDAHO'S SALMON RIVER
Exciting rapids & serene floating through
majestic mountain landscapes. Brochure: Box
307A, Columbia, CA 95310 209-532-2766

KASHMIR LADAKH TREK led by expert naturalists.

Outstanding cultural, wildlife and wilderness adven-
ture. August departure. Write Nature Expeditions Inter-

national, Dept. NHC, P.O. Box 11496. Eugene, OR
97440. Call toll-free 800-NEI-0634

KENYA. 27 years experience. Individually designed sa-

faris. Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT 06820.

(203) 838-3075

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, INC., oldest and largest operator

of international treks and expeditions for hikers, climb-

ers and adventurers. China, Tibet, Nepal, India, Peru,

Ecuador, Galapagos, Kenya, Tanzania, Britain, The
Alps, Alaska, and much more. Very small groups. Our
16th year of operation. Free 1984 Schedule of Outings
and Expeditions. 1398-H Solano Avenue, Albany, CA
94706 (415) 527-8100. Toll Free (800) 227-2384

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY AND NATURAL. HISTORY
WORKSHOPS: Everglades. Caribbean, Africa. New
Guinea and Bermuda. Small groups led by profes-

sional nature photographers/biologists. Bird and wild-

life, underwater subjects. Contact: Director, Essex Ma-
rine Laboratory, P.O. Box 57, Haddam, CT 06438 (203)
345-8924

NATURE STUDY TRIPS AT THEIR BEST Whale trips to

Mexico and Alaska. Wildlife trips to Africa. Amazon,
Galapagos— all personally led by our enthusiastic and
experienced naturalists. Biological Journeys, 1876A
Ocean Drive, McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707) 839-0178

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted nature and hiking tours. New Zealand/featuring

scenic National Parks plus the Milford Track. Australia/

hiking the Outback, plus the Great Barrier Reef. Indi-

vidual South Pacific itineraries designed. Pacific Ex-

ploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130
(805) 687-7282

PANDAS & PENGUINS, April 27 - 29, Washington Zoo,

Baltimore Aquarium, escorted bus tour. Brochure Blue

Sky Adventures, Box 1 26P, Oak Ridge, NJ 07438. (201

)

697-7233

PERU: LAND OF THE INCAS. Deluxe trek or trailride. In-

cludes 3 days Machu Picchu, Cuzco, Urubamba, raft-

ing, native markets. Departures 6/6, 6/20, 7/4, 8/29, 9/
12. Inca Floats, 1606N Juanita. Tiburon, CA 94920.

(415) 435-INCA

PERU: Trek the spectacular Cordillera Blanca or Inca

Trail to Machu Picchu. Overlanding by expedition vehi-

cles Amazon wildlife safaris. Complete Peru travel ser-

vice. Free brochure. McGregor Adventures, 33-NH
Lewis St., Greenwich, CT 06830. (203) 622-0055. Toll

free 800-243-5330.

SALMON, MIDDLE FORK & SNAKE River raft trips,

6 days, transportation from Boise to and from rivei

camping gear, contact: Idaho Adventures, P.O.

834-NH, Salmon, ID 83467 (208) 756-2986

SUMMER IN YELLOWSTONE. Join us in Yellowst

National Park for field seminars on wildlife, geolc,

plants, backpacking, and history. Accommodation t

Park Service facility. Academic credit available, j

Yellowstone Institute, P.O Box 515, Yellowstone .-

tional Park, WY 82190

SUNDANCE MOUNTAIN ADVENTURES: Yukon wit-

ness horseback safaris. Wildlife photography, fishi,

and fun. Box 83655, Fairbanks, AK 99708. (703) !
5634

TRAVEL PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP IN SANTAE
with Lisl Dennis, author of "How to Take Better Tr.y

Photos'' Includes hotel, meals, daytrips, critiqu.

Weekly beginning Sept. 1. 8, 22, 29. P.O. Box 284T,

Santa Fe, NM 87504-2847

UNIQUE KENYA CAMPING SAFARIS. Individual -

rangements. Small groups Bright Continent, Inc., Ii.

Box 14649, Chicago, IL 60614

USSR WILDLIFE: Siberia, Central Asia, June 3. Natl
ist: Roy Dennis. 364 other unusual nature/cul°

tours, treks, hikes and professional trips to Europe i-

rica, Asia, South/North America, Mideast, AustralEi.

Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704. (<.)

843-8294

Travel Programs
for Photographer!
Two and three-week expeditions, tours, cruises an.

workshops in exotic countries, each led by the

world's greatest photographers. Programs for basi

and advanced photographers in color and b/w. Cc
lege credit and complete travel packages provide*'

Japan with Ernst Haas. . .Ireland with Paul

Caponigro. . .Switzerland with John Sexton

. . .Cruise the coast of Alaska with Five famous

photographers. . .France with Craig Stevens. .

.

Italian Photographic Festival. . A voyage down

The Nile. . .Underwater photography in the

Caribbean with David and Anne Doubilet

Write for a complete catalogue.

Organized and sponsored by
photography's leading summer school:

The Maine Photographic

WORKSHOPS
Rockport, ME 04856 (207) 236-858

VACATION ON HORSEBACK. Washington's beaiJ
cascades Free brochure. Happy Tracks Packs,

15690 Hwy 410, Naches, WA 98937

YUKON WILDERNESS UNLIMITED "Gentle Ad'>

tures"—outstanding naturalist oriented northern ^

derness sojourns, river, mountain—special appeaK
older or inexperienced people—our 20th year— p

references—Box 4126, Whitehorse, Yukon, Can a

(403) 668-5244

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION I

$2.00 per word: 16 word ($32) minimum. Display clem

fed is $200 per inch. All advertisements must be
|

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or frequej

discounts. All advertisements are accepted at N/j

RAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money og
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NM
RAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at |
St., New York, NY 10024. Please include your persfl

address and telephone number, issue preferred, I
suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, I
months prior to cover date (the January issue cloi

Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ad*
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be ril

upon publication.

SO Nati-rai History 3/R4



Learn the fine art

of indoor gardening!

Bring the sparkle of spring inside all year long!

w'ill your home with

^ealthy, thriving plants!

' Packed into the 912 pages of

lis inspiring, full-color volume is

11 the information you need to

reate a thriving indoor garden

ou'll enjoy all year long!

RODALE'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
)F INDOOR GARDENING
Dvers every aspect of growing

undreds of indoor plants—
verything from orchids and cacti

> rosemary and tomatoes. It

lcludes over 600 color photos,

here are chapters devoted to all

\

\\e major plant groups, such as

romeliads and gesneriads, as well

: 5 chapters that show you how to

take the best use of windows,
uorescent lights and greenhouses

>r growing plants. An encyclo-

edia section details proper care

>r 150 different houseplants! It's

>ally very complete.

This single, all-inclusive volume
rings you all the techniques—
om propagating new plants from
Id favorites to controlling plant

lights and pests. And because its

j

approach is strictly natural, you'll

i^arn how to care for your indoor

tszl*-****

TAKE A 15-DAY LOOK-
AND GET A FREE GIFT!

D YES I Please send me my free herb wall chart and

a copy of RODALE'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF INDOOR

I
GARDENING to examine free for 15 days. If I like

what I see, 1 agree to pay for the book in 3 easy monthly

installments of $9.98 each, plus postage and handling.

1(1 understand there are no interest or finance charges.)

If not, I'll return the book and invoice within 15 days,

and owe nothing. The "Herb Chart" is mine to keep

regardless.

CANADA PRICE: 4 monthly installments of $8.99

(CDN FUNDS) plus postage and handling.

D SAVE1 My check or money order for $29.95

($35.95 CDN FUNDS) is enclosed, you pay postage and

handling charges. Same free gift and return privileges

as above. 42317

NAME__
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE_ ZIP.
(NOTE: PA residents please add 6% sales tax.)

RODALE BOOKS, Emmaus, PA 18049

plants without using toxic sprays

or chemicals.

RODALE'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF INDOOR GARDENING is

really the complete guide to grow-
ing houseplants! It's practical,

easy-to-use and will help you
master the fine art of indoor gar-

dening and enable you to give

your home that springtime-fresh

look and smell you love all year

long 1
. Send for your copy soon!

Here's what the experts say!

".
. . the content is superb ... I can't

think of a better way to capture this joy

than to study RODALE'S ENCYCLOPE-
DIA OF INDOOR GARDENING."

— Hvin McDonald, horticulture

authority and syndicated columnist,

"Plants in the Home"

".
. . lavish, incredibly comprehensive,

and inexpensive." —Horticulture magazine

".
. . the most significant book on house

plants in the last 10 years."
—Chicago Sun-Times

".
. . highly recommended for the avid

house plant enthusiast ... a very worth-

while cultural guide to a great many dif-

ferent kinds of plants."

—North American Horticulture:

A Reference Guide 1982,

American Horticultural Society

#?
" f^s-'f -C -FT."-;.

Harv Est home hbRB chart ^

A . f "?

r ,

. "/'

'I'

L •— ffff* f

S^ f L'SSS" * crt •!

s •• ~cs

YOURS FREE!
Here's a beautiful full-color wall chart

that shows you how to use 52 common
herbs to flavor your food . . . treat your

ailments . . . sweeten the air you breathe

. . . stimulate your senses . . . and more!

This chart is yours free just for taking a

no-risk look at RODALE'S ENCYCLO-
PEDIA OF INDOOR GARDENING.

i



Additional Reading

After the War (p. 4)

For more technical information on the

impact of nuclear war see "Nuclear Win-

ter: Global Consequences of Multiple Nu-
clear Explosions," by R. R Turco et al.,

and "Long-term Biological Consequences

of Nuclear War," by R R. Ehrlich et al.

(Science, December 23, 1983, pp. 1283-

1 300). A special edition of Ambio, a jour-

nal on human environment published in

Stockholm (vol. 11, Nos. 2-3), represents

one of the first attempts to look closely at

the ecological and biological effects of nu-

clear war on the environment. This issue

includes articles on a wide range of topics,

all based on a scenario of how a nuclear

war between the United States and the

Soviet Union might be fought in 1985.

Scientists envision the impact on ocean

ecosystems, agriculture, and world sup-

plies of food and fresh water; the biotic ef-

fects of ionizing radiation; and the state of

the atmosphere after the bomb. Another

important reference is a paper compiled

by the Office of Technology Assessment

in Washington, D.C., in 1979, The Effects

of Nuclear War, a consideration of the

long-term effects of a nuclear exchange. It

is temporarily out of stock, but copies can

be requested ($6.50 each) from the Su-

perintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-

ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

20492, and they will be sent as soon as re-

prints are available. Call or write the

Committee on Science and Technology,

2321 Rayburn H.O.B., Washington, D.C.

20515 (202) 225-6371, for a copy of its

August 1983 report, The Consequences of
Nuclear War on the Environment. Per-

haps one of the best-known books on the

subject is J. SchelFs The Fate ofthe Earth

(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1982), an

engrossing description of what would hap-

pen after a full-scale nuclear attack. A.M.
Katz appraises the economic and social

impacts of a nuclear assault on the United

States in Life After Nuclear War (Cam-

bridge: Ballinger Publishing Co., 1982),

an exceedingly well-documented book. R
Goodman's Nuclear War (New York:

The Rutledge Press, 1981) weighs the pos-

sibility of a nuclear war and our chances of

survival should one occur, the weapons

likely to be used and the probable targets.

Mobile Homes (p. 42)

Why do people sometimes damage
their residential environment, why is van-

dalism so prevalent, and why do so many
seemingly well-planned housing projects

fail? F. Becker's Housing Messages

(Stroudsberg, Pa: Dowden, Hutchinson

and Ross, 1977) examines the personal,

social, and administrative effects of hous-

ing people in physical settings that do not

reflect their values and life styles and pro-

poses that some components of housing

transmit environmental "messages" that

generate specific behavioral responses in

people. A number of recent books take a

look at different aspects of the mobile

home phenomena in American housing:

three recommended ones are K. Bern-

hardt's The Mobile/Manufactured Hous-

ing Industry (Cambridge: The MIT Press,

1 980), M. Drury's Mobile Homes (New
York: Praeger, 1972), and J. Nutt-Pow-

ell's Manufactured Housing (Boston: Au-

burn House, 1982). An early advocate of

mobile homes, R. Buckminster Fuller,

writes about them in Nine Chains to the

Moon (Carbondale: University of South-

ern Illinois Press, 1971).

Fossil Flowers (p. 56)

W.N. Stewart's Paleobotany and the

Evolution of Plants (New York: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1983) provides a

good, recent introduction to the study of

the origin and early evolution of angio-

sperms; chapter 27 is particularly relevant

to this issue's article on the first flowers.

Biology ofPlants, a general, college-level

textbook by R Raven, R. Evert, and H.

Curtis (New York: Worth Publishers,

1981), also contains a chapter (No. 19) on

the evolution of flowering plants. Various

theories of angiosperm origin and evolu-

tion, and the critical fossil evidence that

inspired them, are considered in N.F.

Hughes's Paleobiology of Angiosperm

Origins (New York: Cambridge Univer-

sity Press, 1976). K. R. Sporne, who has

studied angiosperms for more than thirty

years, analyzes the form and structure of

flowering plants through every stage of

their life cycles in The Morphology of
Angiosperms (New York: St. Martin's

Press, 1975).

Australian Aborigines (p. 62)

Desert Landforms, by J. A. Mabq|
(Canberra: Australian National Uni'

sity Press, 1977), is a highly regan

treatment of desert geography and |
ogy, with special reference to the Aus
lian deserts. J. Gentilli's Australian

mate Patterns (Melbourne: Thomas
son, Ltd., 1 972), a good general accoui

patterns of weather and rainfall in Ausl

lia, contains a chapter on the arid sectil

of the continent. For interesting recordl

traditional Aboriginal life in the Westn

Desert of Australia see C.R Mountfoita

Brown Men and Red Sand (Sydney: a-

gus and Robertson, 1962), and R. I

Gould's Yiwara (New York: Chal
Scribner's Sons, 1969). Native TribeM

Central Australia, by B. Spencer and I

Gillen (New York: Dover Books, 191

originally published in 1 899, provides U

best-illustrated, detailed reports of J
original dances and ceremonies. "Liu I

Hunter-Gatherers," chapter 10 in i\

Creative Explosion, by J.E. Pfeiffer (NJ
York: Harper and Row, 1982, pp. 1 j
73), is a recent discussion of AborigJ

ceremonialism in relation to daily life

Yosemite Toads (p. 72)

E.L. Karlstrom, who in the 1960s ov

ducted some of the major research on

Yosemite toad, summarizes his result^

The Toad Genus Bufo in the Sierra

vada of California (Berkeley: Univer

of California Press, 1962). In "The SoJ
Behaviour of Anuran Amphibians," K

|

Wells (Animal Behaviour, vol. 25,

666-93) reviews the temporal pattern!

anuran reproduction. R.C. Stebbins'al

lustrated textbook, Amphibians ofWl\

em North America (Berkeley: Univer!

of California Press, 1951), covers exteijl

form and coloration, habits, and distrib

tion of amphibian species, as well as iw

pertinent literature on the subject. FeniK

bullfrogs prefer large males, according

R.D. Howard in "Big Bullfrogs in a Li,<

Pond" (Natural History, April 1979, '>

30-36), a report on his four years of '

search on the mating behavior of a gref

of bullfrogs in a five-acre pond in soi|i

eastern Michigan.

Rita Cam^i

i,



Y)urownMediterraneanhideaway
Lestled intheGreek isles.

I Agalaformal inyourhonor

along theFrench Riviera.

Classicalconcerts intheprivacy

>fyourownglistening yacht.

Royalty?

'ies.RoyalViking

Enter a world of royalty as you embark upon
ny one ofour fascinating adventures throughout the

parkling blue Mediterranean. We've cruised these

raters for as long as we can remember. Come. To the

Vdriatic this spring and fall. The Wine Country or the

•lack Sea this summer. Or the Holy Land, a fall exclusive.

Others may offer the Mediterranean, but

travel/Holiday's recent poll named us the # cause

!
ne in the world. And we know you won't settle for less.

RoyalViking's Mediterranean.

I'm particularly interested in information on a Royal Viking Line cruise to:

Mediterranean/Classical Music

North Cape/Scandinavia; Russia

Trans-Canal/ Mexico
Alaska

South Pacific British Isles

China, Bali D Caribbean

Christmas/ New Year

D Grand World Cruise

Cruise experience: None Royal Viking Line D Other

Royal Viking Line, Dept. MP, One Embarcadcro Center, San Francisco,

CA 94111 or call 1-800-634-8000. For reservations see your travel agent.

NH3M
AddressName

City Suite Zip_

Travel Agency

Telephone

-Telephone-

ROYALVIKING LINE^
WorldWide cruising.World Class style.
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Ceramic Tile Stoves

5. At last, civilized woodstoves that

won't make you change your lifestyle or

compromise the beauty of your home.
In 4 sizes and 8 decorator tile colors. Un-
surpassed for heat output and comfort,

yet safe to the touch! With a visible fire,

automatic thermostat, plus every con-

venience feature you could ask for.

Color Catalog $1 from Ceramic Radiant

Heat.

Fine Cotton Classics!

6. Nothing feels or wears as well as

100% pure cotton. And now there's a

full-color fashion catalogue dedicated

to just that! Featuring that finest spun
Pima and mercerized cotton fabrics in

classic and casual wear and accessories.

Everything is absorbent, breathable,

washable, color-fast, and uncondition-

ally guaranteed! $2.

The Quality Alternative

to High-Cost Inflatable

Boats!

SE9
holds 5 adults

11. Sea Eagles last for years, go almost

anywhere and can be used for fishing,

sailing, camping, river running and yacht

tending. Write for FREE 32-page color

catalog! Sea Eagle, Dept. NH43B, St.

James, NY 11780, or phone 516-724-

8900.

5 £T

12. The award-winning Sharper Image
catalog brings you the world's newest
products. Everything from a talking ro-

bot to third generation cordless phones.

From state-of-the-art exercise equip-

ment to beautiful gemstones at mine-di-

rect prices. Even the first intelligent

chair. Brims with surprises and the best

prices anywhere (we guarantee it). Take
an exciting shopping tour through
America's premier showcase of innova-

tion.

The Baker Street Collection . .

.

1. Fashion Classics for Men an

Women Including 75 Quality Crafte

Shirt Styles by Van Heusen.
The Baker Street Collection, well know
for its fine selection of men's shirts,

now offering classic apparel for bot

men and women. Choose from si

perbly crafted sweaters, smartly tailore

blazers and slacks, tasteful haberdasf

ery and accessories, and beautifull

made shirts from Van Heusen, wher
quality craftsmanship has been a trad

tion for over 1 26 years. 32 page catalc

...send $1.00.

7. This classic Wels
Smock in 1 00% cotto

sturdy brushed twil

is just one of our e>

;

panding range c i

comfortable an

functional garmen
in natural fiber

Our aim is todesig

and make clothe

with a difference-

for those who af

predate hand-mad
quality and reasonable prices. Your sa

isfaction is guaranteed. Free catalog.

CoaotRycoeaR

13. Victoria's Secret. A romantic cat

logue collection of affordable luxurie

Gowns, kimonos, silk stockings, fashic

pantyhose, French bras and bikini

camisoles, tap pants, teddies, nightshir

. . . and much, much more. Send $3 ft

one year's subscription of four catalog

Matt Hicmpv T /HA
I
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. Banana Republic. Authentic, classic,

amfortable safari and travel clothing for

len and women. Almost all natural fab-

cs. Versatile, tailored travel wardrobes

jpropriate for New York or Nairobi,

armel or Casablanca. Many rare genu-

le khakis from the days before the sun

t on the British Empire. Year's Sub-

ription: $2.00.

m&̂>
3*

Grand Finale

. The Grand Finale catalogue is filled

'ith luxury merchandise from famous
ompanies at 30% to 70% off the origi-

al retail price. You'll find exquisite jew-

Iry, designer clothing, china, luggage

id unique gifts, all at close-out prices.

Btisfaction is guaranteed. Sorry, U.S.

[Hdresses only. To receive a full year of

italogues, send $2.

How to build a classic

wardrobe ... for less.

3. Send for free catalog of fine classic

clothing at eye-opening savings. Shop
conveniently from our 88-page catalog

for men and women. It's brimming with

classic clothing and accessories. Every-

thing is priced far below most fine

stores, and your satisfaction is uncondi-

tionally guaranteed.

J°S. A.BanK ciothiers

Manufacturers and Merchants
^Copyright 1984

Tall & Big Men . .

.

9. FREE 88 PAGE COLOR CATALOG.
Send for your free catalog of Apparel

and Footwear specially designed for

your fit and comfort. Fully Guaranteed
Before and After Wearing.

^S&£iy^£*~^

A Year of Eddie Bauer

4. For town or country, a Caribbean

cruise or a summit expedition, outfit

yourself with the finest in outdoor gear

from Eddie Bauer. And you can get a

year's worth of Eddie Bauer catalogs for

just One Dollar.

ROB-flMON*
FINE IEWELERS SINCE 1952

10. ROSS-SIMONS presents their new
spring catalog of fine quality diamond
and gold jewelry, pearl and gemstone
jewelry, fine china, crystal, flatware and
figurines. This spring edition is full

of new, excit-

ing fashions for

gift giving, for

wearing and
for living.

Unique gifts

$35 to $5,000
with all prices

well below
suggested re-

tail. Ross-Si-

mons Jewel-
ers $1.00.

ROSS- SIMONS

» THE n
Armchair Shopper

Convenient Catalog Shopping

Catalogs offer a variety of products, the ease and convenience of at-home shopping

and they save time. The following offering presents a selection of current catalogs and

provides an easy way to order them. Simply fill in and mail the envelope bound into this

section. If it's missing, send correct amount in your own envelope to:

Natural History

Arm Chair Shopper
P.O. Box 13479
Philadelphia, PA 19101

Your order will be filled by the advertisers. Please allow 4-8 weeks for delivery.

87



1984
ECOLOGY WORKSHOPS
Led by expert naturalists

THE BEST OF ECUADOR
D GALAPAGOS IS- ABOARD

O) A PRIVATE YACHT
"" D WILDLIFE OF TAMBOPATA,

TINGO, NAZCA, PARACAS
COSTA RICA NAT. HISTORY &
SIGHTSEEING (4 PAX)

D BAJA CALIF. WHALE WATCHING
D MICHIGAN AUDUBON TO GALAPAGOS

INCA TRAIL
D CUZCO. URUBAMBA, MACHU PICCHU

D CUZCO, MACHU PICCHU. LAKE
TITICACA, ATACAMA DESERT,
EASTER ISLAND, S. CHILE LAKES
PATAGONIA & TIERRA DE FUEGO
AUSTRALIA ORNITHOLOGICAL TRIP

ITALIAN HERITAGE (Sept-Oct 84)

SICILY FOR DIVERS
EGYPT AND KENYA
KENYA, AN INDIVIDUALIZED SAFARI

KENYA, TANZANIA, SEYCHELLES IS.

TANZANIA, SERENGETI PLAIN (Feb 84)

KILIMANJARO CLIMB
ZIMBABWE PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARI

BOTSWANA, ZIMBABWE. ZAMBIA
NEW GUINEA INSECTS/BUTTERFLIES

S. PACIFIC & SOCIETY ISLANDS

HOLBROOK
TRAVEL, INC.

We Offer You The World

3520 NW 13th ST • GAINESVILLE. FL 32601

PHONE (P04) 377-7111

NAME

01
>

a

TO

Q

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

BOSUN'S CALL

SC95
Goh O PPd -

Pipe guests aboard your boat or signal to friends in the

field with this authentic Bosun's Call or Whistle. Its high

pitched tones can be heard above the sound of the wind

in storms and will carry long distances. Comes with in-

struction sheet which gives explicit directions for blow-

ing various nautical calls and outlines the 700 year history

of this amazing instrument. Just S6 95 with money-back
guarantee.
Write for FREE catalog!

f&£& &0&4 Dept.NH-34

P.O. Box 1600. Chapel Hill, N.C. 27515

FOSSILS QUARTERLY
FOSSILS QUARTERLY,
now in its second year of publi-

cation, is a well illustratedjour-

nal printed exclusively for the

fossil-collector, student and
professional paleontologist.

Each issue contains a wealth of

articles and fascinating reading

on the anatomy of fossil-col-

lecting, museums worldwide

containing fossil-exhibits of in-

terest, systematic studies, edi-

torials, a Fossils-in-the-News

department, and a quarterly

listing of Book Reviews of in-

terest to the collector and stu-

dent.

Subscription is $11.00 per

annum postpaid in U.S. and

$15.00 Canada and overseas.

FOSSILS QUARTERLY
3616 Garden Club Lane
Charlotte, North Carolina

28210

TViUtye
See HIGH ARCTIC MARINE MAMMALS
with specialist, Dr. Al Erickson.

Take a SPECIAL ODYSSEY
in Jane 84' to id

BAFFIN ISLAND.

P.O. BOXS7-N", itiean , WA 98i>3? <206H5f*960j.

) T-SHIRTS!
$? NM""'T ^1^ shirt/black ink • silk-screened

~^: YES! Send me _

or bone shirt/navy ink heavy, high-quality shirts

Save the Humans" shins. $9 50 + S2.0Q ppd each VYS residents add sales tax

Style (Circle) White, Black Bone Navy

l00°o Cotton

Adult Tee

S M L XL S M L \i

iO SO Polyesier/CoUon French Cm
Women's Onl>

K III 12 U K 10 12 h

Name

Addres!

D\isa DM/C DCht-ck QMO

AD1ENCE, Inc. Box 6443, Dept hi , Ithaca, NY 1 485

1
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Jupiter:

The Best a

the Brighte
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Until Mercury moves past the sur

the evening sky on March 8, all the pi;

are morning stars. Mercury and Venu

too close to the sun this month to be vi

and are in the sky only during daylig

bright morning twilight. The outer pi;

Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, alth

well-placed morning stars, are too di

be seen. That leaves Mars, Jupiter,

Saturn, which more than make up fo

absence of Venus.

The planet show begins this mon
about 10:00 p.m. (an hour or so lat

early March, a bit earlier at the end c

month), when Saturn rises among tht

stars of Libra, followed about an

later by Mars. Earlier in the year, Si

was easily the brighter of the two.

Mars brightened in February to equa

then surpass Saturn as they excha

places as "first up" in the morning

Mars, now clearly the brighter, wJ

come more than twice as bright as Si

by the end of the month, although st

match for Jupiter. The latter planet, i

nearly three hours after Mars, is by f;

Artist 's rendition ofJupiter

-».« /t>I.«.Tiin.«.t .HrcxciD.v X 1.SA



Celestial Events

litest "star" you can see on March

ts this year.

lthough Saturn and Mars are up be-

midnight, the best time for planet

:hing in March is still the early morn-

darkness before dawn breaks, when

irn, Mars, and Jupiter are high and

r of the horizon haze. Brightness and

;ion will readily guide you to them, in

southeast, where they stretch out in

|i from brilliant Jupiter upward toward

i south. Together with Antares and

) :a, the brightest stars of Scorpius and

l;o, respectively, the planets form a

lig of five bright objects easily recog-

id. Begin with Jupiter, the brightest

I lowest. Next upward toward the right

I ddy-looking Antares, dimmest of the

|[ then Mars, second brightest; then

lirn, which is close to Mars but more

lant from the similarly appearing

|:a.

t.'you look for these morning planets re-

Hedly during March, you will notice

|"s brightening as it approaches early

l/'s opposition from the sun. You will

The price of looking it up just went way down!

Pub.
Price

$69.95

Reg B&N
Price

$19.95

Special
This ad only

$14.95

Now you can own [he latest edition of one of the finest

dictionaries in print, and at the same time save up to

$55—519.95 if purchased from a Barnes & Noble
bookstore and $14.95 if purchased from this ad.

It's just our way of acquainting you with our "bend-
over backwards" policy of giving you the most for your

money.
Webster's—

Standard Reference for

More than 40 Years

Webster's Unabridged Dictionary has been a standard

reference work for more than 40 years. The Webster's

New Universal Unabridged Dictionary continues that fine

tradition and is one of the most complete and up-to-date

dictionaries available today. Just look at what it contains:

• clear and accurate definitions for 320,000

words and phrases;

• more than 3,000 illustrations;

• a complete collection of full-color maps of the world;

• thumb-indexed for easy reference.

In addition, the entries are printed in large, clear type,

making this dictionary especially easy for you to read.

Includes 19 Important
Encyclopedia Supplements

These useful supplements offer a wide
range of valuable encyclopedic informa-

tion, including...

• A Dictionary of Geography
• A Dictionary of Foreign Words
• A Dictionary of Scripture

Proper Names
• Most Commonly Used Abbreviations

• Practical Business Mathematics
• Commercial and Financial Terms
• Forms of Address
• Tables of Weights and Measures
• Presidents, Vice Presidents and
Cabinet Officers of the United States

• Air Distances between Principal

Cities

• Principal Geographical Features

of the World

2,300 pages • 320,000 words • 3,000 illustrations

• Full-color maps ol the world!

NOW SAVE $55

You might expect a dictionary that's this complete to

cost you as much as $50, $60, or even $70. Indeed, the

original publisher's price of Webster's New Universal

Unabridged Dictionary is $69.95. But now, by special ar-

rangement with the pubbsher, we can offer this fine

reference work for the amazingly low price of only $14.95.

That's a saving of $55.00 or 79% off the original price,

and an even greater savings off our regular bookstore

price—25% greater! This special $ 14.95 price is only good
by mail with order form below.

r*
w% SINCE 1873 — _ - - -

Barnes& Noble
BOOKSTORES

126 Fifth Ave
,
DeptWl5«, N.Y., N.Y 10011

1 189398. Please rush me copies ol

the Webster's New Universal Unabridg-

ed Dictionary at your special sale price

ol $14.95 (plus $3.00 shipping & insurance
per volume) N.Y. and N.J. residents:

Please add sales tax.

Your 30 Day Money-Back Guarantee

Examine this unabridged dictionary
lor up to 30 days. II you are not ab-

solutely convinced that It Is the
finest dictionary you ever used,
return It for a full and prompt refund.

BflSt OOOdoEl^nTTconTmntH US*

*- Check One
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The Ultimate Safari into
the Last Wilderness

A very special offer

The American Museum
of Natural History is

offeringSAND RIVERS
by Peter Matthiessen at

a $9.00 savings. The
publisher's price is

$11.95, but you pay
only $2.95. Act now
ana receive the

Museum's FREE book
catalog.

In SAND RIVERS,
£ Matthiessen and pho-

tographer Hugo van
Lawick explore an unmapped corner of Tanzania

—one of the last great strongholds of wildlife left

on earth. Incomparable writing by the author of

theSNOW LEOPARD and 64 pages of glorious

color photographs create a haunting portrait of

this ancient and mysterious land.

"Adventure on a scale rarely seen in this century"— Publisher's Weekly
"A clear triumph"

—

N. Y. Times Book Review

^A%D YES! Please send copies
of SAND RIVERS at $2.95 each,
delivery included. Also send me the \%
FREE book catalog of the American \,
Museum of Natural History. \^v &
Name:

Address:

City: . State: .Zip:.

Make checks payable lo the American Museum ol Natural History.

|V1

Kook
rS AMNHBookProg r 'Jm

rVoqram American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024 02SR

WELCOME TO
THE EXOTIC ISLE
OF SRI LANKA

Sri Lankans are

waiting to show
you their proud

v?* C

^*r^V * t
'-s 'antl- Have tea

with them and
listen to their

tales of a culture

2,500 years old. See exotic wildlife

parks and zoological gardens. Visit

Polonnaruwa.an 11th century oasis

adorned with shrines, palaces and
temples. See exotic wildlife parks

and zoological gardens. Shop for

precious gems. Or relax on miles of

beautiful wide beaches. Nowhere
else in the world can you find such
a fascinating blend of history, cul-

ture, sheer beauty and friendly

people. Enjoy our legendary hospi-

tality. You knew us as Ceylon, now
get to know us better

Ceylon (Sri Lanka) Tourist Board
609 Fifth Ave N.Y..N.Y 100I"7 (212) 935-0369

Please send your packet of travel brochures.

Name

Address

< it\ State Zip

*u



also see its slow separation from Saturn

and approach to Antares during the

month. Above all, look for the planets dur-

ing the last third of March when the wan-

ing moon is moving through that part of

the sky, passing each bright star and

planet in turn.

The events described in the calendar

below are in local time unless otherwise in-

dicated.

March 1-2: No moon is visible on either

night. It's new (between the sun and the

earth) on the 2nd. in the constellation

Aquarius with the sun. Thus it is in our sky

during daylight or very bright twilight

only. It is also farthest from the earth

(apogee) on the 2nd.

March 4-5: You might see the slender

crescent moon on the evening of the 4th if

the sunset sky is exceptionally clear; you

can surely see it on the 5th. Both evenings

the moon is near the southern border of Pi-

sces. This month's new crescent moon is in

a particularly favorable position for view-

ing, standing high in the twilight after sun-

down and setting an hour later on suc-

cessive nights. We owe the good viewing

to the steep angle of the moon's orbit with

the western horizon and the increasingly

northern position of the moon itself.

March 6: The crescent moon is clearly

visible tonight just as it enters the con-

stellation Aries. Look above the moon for

the Ram's two bright stars, Hamal (the

brighter) and Sheratan.

March 8: Mercury is in superior con-

junction, in line with but beyond the sun.

Swinging from right to left of the sun, it

becomes an evening star. The crescent

moon enters Taurus. Look above it for the

dim group of stars known as the Seven Sis-

ters (the Pleiades).

March 9: The moon is just above Al-

debaran, the bright reddish star in the

V-shaped Hyades group, marking the

"'face" of Taurus.

March 10: First-quarter moon (at 1:27

p.m., EST) is still in Taurus when you see

it tonight. Just after sundown, it will be

very high in the south, with all the bright

stars of Orion displayed below it.

March 12: Tonight's waxing gibbous

moon is moving through the western part

of Gemini. If you watch it off and on this

evening, you will see it move into line with

Gemini's two bright stars (Castor above

Pollux), the Twins of the constellation. It

moves out of line with them after mid-

night, going into Cancer.

March 14-15: The moon is in the Lion

these nights, passing above Regulus, Leo's

brightest star, during the day on the 1 5th.

You will see Regulus to the moon's left on

the night of the 14th, to its right on the

Plains Indian Art & Artifacts.

Fret Catalog shows painted shields

mounted trophy buffalo shulls war

arrows peace pipes chokers, breast

plates war clubs tomahawks

i
lances horse dance sticks, star

quills and more. Exclusive

source. Handmade with tradi-

tional tools and authentic

materials. Many have interesting

stories to tell from Cheyenne Sioux

and Btatkfool heritage. Collector s

items unique gifts and stunning

decorations.

to*^-' Write or call:

PRAIRIE EDGE P.O. Box a503 Department Ml

Rapid Cil> Soulh Dahot3 57701 Area Code i605l 341 3620

Fine Tools
e z>

Better tor vour garden,
1

easier on you

Our tools for garden, field and fores! do a better job with less effort,

and no straining or stooping. Choose the best from Europe and the

U.S. - manv hard-to-find - all superb quality, all in our FREE

CAT.«.OG.'Sendforittodav.

*i wm- '-rm «» Depl. 0943,Box 1919

GreenRiverTools n rJ „i,i>.,n,. \ 1 05301

KITES
NEW COLOR CATALOG
Beautiful kites and windsocks
for flying, decorating, and gifts.

Choose from the best selection anywhere,
from Silk Butterflies to 90-mph Stunt Kites.

Send S1 for Catalog (refunded with first order).

INTO THE WIND. 1729-N Spruce St.. Boulder, CO 80302

EUROPE by CAR

I

ONE ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK, NY 10020

Phone: (212) 581-3040

9000 SUNSET BLVD., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90069

Phone: (213)272-0424

SAVINGS ON CAR RENTAL • PURCHASE
AL»Q UWAIL/YOUTH PAM I

rBOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: BOOKS-ON-FILE Since

Box195Dept74 1958

UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087-0195

Residential Program

There is an alternative to hospitalization for indi-

viduals with long-term psychiatric illness Grey-

stone House, situated on a 100-acre campus, offers

home-like environment for a small group of resi-

dents. This new program is under the guidance of

America's first private nonprofit psychiatric hos-

pital- For a color brochure write: Barbara Hines.

R.N.. Greystone House. Friends Hospital, 4802 E.

Roosevelt Boulevard, Philadelphia. PA 19124.

View the

Bathurst Caribou

— one of Canada's

natural wonders witl

noted wildlife biologist

and author George Calef.

September, when Barrenground colours are

their peak, the Bathurst herd migrates dost

to our camp at Courageous Lake, N.W.T. B

renground gnzzly. wolverine and fine fishini

Cjaiivik Limited

Box 1538NH.

Yellowknife

Northwest Territories.

Canada XI A 2P2

Ph: (403) 873-207.

Telex 034-45541

Lambskin Gifts by Mail
Send for your FREE 16 pi:

catalog, featuring NewZealaii"

finest lambskin garments cti

accessories. Jackets, decora
rugs baby rugs, car seat co\l

and dozens of unique top qi-

ty gift items.

Call toll free: 1 (800) 42&4F.I

Or write: Skinny 's Down Uni
PO. Box 88067
Dept NH-3

ihq Seattle WA 98188

Treasures From
The Ear

olor Portfolio of N
Specimens and C

of Minerals, Di;

Stands, Book
Natural Jewelry

''"»' EH!
I'sirik non-technical Unj/uag D

a light touch Roy Hankopf
you a basic understand^ (

many everyday application**
mathematics. He takes the ill

from simple counting to m
nometry and calculus, enil

sizing the practical aspee-i
math. Humorously written. '

Learn math in the conn
of your own home at 'H

imum cost.

Order Nov: 112.35 plus $ 1.25 hdlg
j

EMERSON BOOKS INC
Depl. 321 -H, Verplanck. NY J

10596

10 Day Money Back Guaranij

Save stranded whales.

Stranded whales, dolphins, and seals-

rarely live. Yet we have saved some liv

and keep trying. Our stranding hospital

requires funding.

Send your contribution to: WHALES,
Mystic Marinelife Aquarium, Mystic,
CT 06355.

Division ol Sea Research Foundation. Inc.
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I
l. Trace the circular group of stars

i vc Regulus to identify the Lion's head.

4arch 16-17: The moon crosses into

[ go early tonight. Perigee moon, nearest

fi earth (4:00 p.m., EST, on the 16th),

i full moon (5:10 a.m., EST, on the

I
h) are close enough in time to produce

3 gee spring tides during the day on the

I'll. The high tides during the morning

i evening of the 1 7th will be exception-

i strong.

larch 1 8: The bright star beneath the

i in this evening is Spica, in Virgo.

4arch 20: The sun is in the constella-

ii Pisces today, at the position above the

:'ator known as the vernal equinox.

tf iter ends and spring begins in the

rthern Hemisphere at 5:24 a.m., EST.

F : length of the day (from sunrise to sun-

\< has exceeded that of the night since

S'rch 17.

4arch 20-21: After moonrise tonight

[i Dut 1 0:00 p.m.), you can easily find Sat-

i and Mars to the right and left of the

am, respectively. The moon is between

tl n, moving slowly away from Saturn to-

il d Mars. It passes Saturn at about 1 :00

I , EST, on the 20th and Mars at about

1) a.m. on the 21st, covering both as it

s so. The occultation of Saturn is vis-

over the Indian and western Pacific

ans; the occultation of Mars is visible

r the South Pacific.

larch 21-22: The waning gibbous

Im rises close to midnight tonight.

N rs and Saturn are in line to its right and

a ve, while below to its left, rising later,

is le reddish star Antares, in Scorpius. A
Id planet, Uranus, is occulted by the

Ion at about 1 :00 p.m. on the 22nd, again

jrr the Pacific Ocean basin.

J
larch 24: Last-quarter moon, in Sag-

Irius, occurs at 2:58 a.m., EST. Now a

A ling object, rising after midnight, the

fin joins the brighter planets in a beau-

;i 1 display during predawn hours for the

I I several days. This morning, Jupiter is

f' / bright to the moon's left and below it,

» le Mars and Saturn are well up toward

i southeast, to the moon's right. The
1 in passes Jupiter at about 4:00 p.m.,

E F, and will be to Jupiter's left, rising af-

f
it on successive mornings.

1/Iarch 29: For the second time this

with, the moon is at apogee. Now a very

i. ider crescent in Aquarius, it rises too

I in the morning sky to be easily visible.

fl-n brilliant Venus, near the crescent to-

J and tomorrow, is hidden by the dawn

^E tor's Note: The Sky Map in the Janu-

I issue shows the evening constellations

I stars for this month and gives the

*es for use.

r ~i
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Our free travel package is

filledwith informationabout

places to go, places to stay, and

things to doonyourvacationin

North Carolina.

Colorful festivalsand special

events. Centuries-old homes
and country inns. Even a road

map, to help you find your way
amongthemountainsandbeaches,

the lakes and forests,the historic towns and thriving cities that areNorth Carolina.

Just send usthe couponforyour freeNorthCarolinaTravelPackage.And start

your vacation reading before you start your vacation.

Name

Addn

City State Zip

L

FREENORTH CAROLINA
TRAVELPACKAGE

North Carolina Travel, Department 752, Raleigh, North Carolina 27699.

J

Which of these languages
would you like to speak?

Mark the one you want to speak in 2 or 3 months1 time

D Afrikaans German Malay

D American English Greek (Modern) Norwegian

Arabic Hebrew (Modern) rn Polish

G Chinese Hindi Portuguese

Danish n Indonesian Russian

D Dutch Irish u Spanish

Finnish Italian Swedish

French Japanese Welsh

A Linguaphone Course makes you feel at home in almost any country.

You'll never miss the meaning of conversations or be at a loss for words.
II must work—over 4 million Linguaphone

students m 88 countries speak a second

language FLUENTLY
Proven learning success You LISTEN to real

conversations on cassettes UNDERSTAND
what you hear by following illustrated textbooks

HOLD CONVERSATIONS with the speakers

You start speaking the very first lesson.

You learn at your own convenience

It s like having a private tutor

You gel a complete, professional language pro-

gram at little cosi

You gam a good working vocabulary

In just 2 to 3 months you can speak another

language with complete confidence

You develop an authentic accent Only native-

born speakers are used

Linguaphone [Jths
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 28 DAY FREE TRIAL

World Language Courses. Inc. Dept.712 313Nolana Ave. McAllen, Texas 78504

FREE INFORMATION: Please mail me FREE information about learning

the languages I have checked. FREE brochure.

Name (please print)

Street

City State . Zip



At the American Museui

The Museums That Almost Were
Somewhere in the southern part ofNew

York's Central Park, not far from where

the elegant Tavern on the Green restau-

rant stands today, lie buried the giant,

broken molds of dinosaurs and other pre-

historic beasts. These molds are all that re-

main of an extravagant plan to create a

Paleozoic Museum in Central Park. Mod-
eled after London's Sydenham Palace, the

museum would have exhibited "speci-

mens of animals of the pre-Adamite pe-

riod"—dinosaurs, mastodons, giant Irish

elk, glyptodonts, ground sloths, plesio-

saurs, and more. The foundation for this

museum that never came to be built was

actually excavated sometime in the 1860s

at West 63rd Street, where it still remains,

covered with earth.

This was only one of many failed at-

tempts to establish a natural history mu-

seum in New York City. In the mid-nine-

teenth century, New York was quickly

developing into the nation's wealth

city. Its lack of cultural institutions, h

ever, was an embarrassment to the ne

rich of the city, who were anxious to cl

vate an image of philanthropy and le:

ing. Although these people knew littlt

nothing about natural history, they

lieved such a museum would be a "g

thing for the city to have," and would ]

enhance its reputation. Most of the g:|

cities in Europe boasted large museui

Lewis Thomas on:

The Developing Human Species

This year's Mack Lipkin Man and Na-
ture Lecture will be given by Lewis

Thomas, University Professor at the State

University of New York/Stony Brook and

president emeritus of Memorial Sloan-Ket-

tering Cancer Center. Thomas will explore

The Developing Human Species in a series

of three Wednesday evening lectures. On
March 7 his topic will be "The Remote An-

cestry of Humans"; on March 1 4 he will ex-

amine "The Education of Humans"; and on

March 21 he will speak on "The Puzzle-

ment of Humans." Thomas is the recipient

of many awards and the author of more

than 200 scientific papers and several

books, including The Lives of a Cell and

The Medusa and the Snail. Tickets (phone

[212] 873-1327) to this series of three-lec-

tures are $10.00 for members and $15.00

for nonmembers.

A Panther and a Python

A black panther cub, a rare albino ra-

coon, and a fallow deer from the Mediterra-

nean will participate in A Panther and a Py-
thon, a program presented by biologist Bill

Robinson in the Museum's Kaufmann The-

ater. Robinson will discuss each animal's

traits and the adaptations that help it sur-

vive its environment. This family program,

which will be held on Sunday, March 1 1, at

1 1 :00 a.m., 1 :00 p.m., and 3:00 p.m., is free to

members, but advance tickets (phone [212]

873-1 327) are required.

China and China Ships

China and China Ships is the subject of

free weekend demonstrations and films in

the Leonhardt People Center during

March. Each Saturday and Sunday from

1:00 to 4:30 p.m. the culture and history of

China as they relate to western trade will be

explored. These programs are being held in

conjunction with Silk Roads/China Ships,

an exhibition in Gallery 3 that will run

through May 12.

Stompin' at the Savoy

The Savoy was Harlem's luxury ball-

room for thirty-two years. Also known as

"the Track" and "Home of Happy Feet," it

was the birthplace of such dances as the

Flying Charleston, the Big Apple, and the

Lindy Hop. On Saturday, March 24, at

2:00 and 4:15 p.m., the Museum will present

Stompin' at the Savoy, a program of film

clips and a lecture by Ernie Smith.

Stompin at the Savoy, a Steve Hartig pro-

duction, will be held in the Kaufmann The-

ater and is free to all Museum visitors.

Steel Orchestra Concert

On Wednesday, March 28, the Johnston

Fantastic Symphony Steel Orchestra will

perform a concert using only steel drums.

The twelve members of the Johnston family

are led by Herman "Rock" Johnston of

Trinidad and Tobago. Their drumming cov-

ers a wide range of musical styles, from bo-

lero and carnival to classical, rock, and pop-

ular compositions. The concert will be held

in the Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Tickets

(phone [212] 873-1 300) are $5.00 for mem-
bers and $6.00 for nonmembers.

Goodtime Duo
On Sunday, March 1 8, Goodtime Duo, a

children's program of traditional American

music, will feature bass-baritone Don C

ver and pianist Michael Skloff. Using su

indigenous musical forms as field holle

work songs, spirituals, gospel, and blues, (

iver and Skloff will re-create the music

America. Performances are at 1:00 a

3:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater and i

free to Museum visitors.

New York Folklore

On Saturday, March 17, the New Y(

Folklore Society will present New Yo

City Folklore, a film festival featurii

among others, recent films on graffiti wi

ers, a synagogue in the South Bronx, a

Irish-American families in New York.

'

directors will be on hand to discuss th

films, and a panel of folklorists and film p
ducers will talk about documenting urn

folk culture. This program will be held fn

11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the Kaufma
Theater and is free to Museum visitors.

Weekend Workshops for Young People

Planned for third to eighth grade

Weekend Workshops for Young People 1

gin in March. Among the courses offered

this popular series are The World of

,

sects, Learning to Draw Animals, Amazi

Sea Creatures, and Nature Activities I

the Very Young. Half-day workshops

elude Origami, Microscopes, and Repti

and Amphibians. There are also courses

Science Exploration (for kindergarten cl

dren accompanied by a parent), Stoi

telling Around the World, and Mask Mi
ing. Prices range from $10 to $30.

receive a brochure of course listings conti

the Education Department (phone [21

873-1300).

m.ctoov i /sa



>POWERFUL CHOICE:
il SIX, DIESEL AND
llNEW MID-SIZE V-8!

iFor great outings, go
with the wagon that

Ioutdoes all the rest

-Ford's Club Wagon.
For starters, no

other wagon, big or
small, gives you such

headed by a new
High Output 5.8L job*
with 4-barrel car-
buretor — and 27%

Get if together— Buckle up!

more power than
Chevy's mid-size V-8.

Ford's 4.9L 1-6, the
biggest Six in any
wagon. The 7.5LJ
most powerful V-8.

And husky 6.9L

diesel 1 that packs
35 more horsepower
than Chevy diesel.

<»r»T»r»rs««r«i-?--Hiig^'i=jM

offer one.)
And no other

wagon gives you so
much usable space
-for people and/or

cargo. You can seat

up to 12 in roomy
comfort (15 in Ford's

Super Wagon).
Ford Clubs are

built tough, with
strong body-on-
frame construction.

The bigger models
are rated to tow as

2,500 more than
Dodge, 3,000 more
than Chevy.
'Optional; not available in Calil. or

with manual transmission.

'•'Optional: 4.9L 1-6 standard.

Ford's commitment to

quality results in the
best-built American
trucks, based on
a survey of owner-
reported problems
during the first three
months of ownership
of 1983 trucks. And
the commitment
continues in 1984.

BUILT FORD TOUGH



There is a fantasy trip

of Europe called

"TRAVCOA's Carnival:

that balloons you over chateaux

and vineyards of Burgundy.

EUROPE
You'll cruise on a luxury barge through the

polder regions of Northern Holland and board the

famed Simplon Orient Express. London to Milan.

Then view the French Riviera while cruising

on a private luxury yacht.

Other remarkable tours of Europe include

Ireland, the British Isles. Italy, Switzerland,

France. Portugal and Spain. Scandinavia, Arctic

Isles and Eastern Europe.

TRAVCOA luxury tours include a la carte

gourmet dining, elegant hotels,

and limited membership

to 20 persons. *Zrffir«?0«
DepL NH3, 4000 MacArthur Blvd.

Suite 650E Newport Beach, California 92660

_Zip_

Travel Agent

Please include the followingTRAVCOA Brochures:

South Pacific D Orient D Unusual Orient

China Africa D Europe Around the World

Middle East D India and Frontiers D Mongolia

Egypt South America (Including Glacier Cruise)

DISPLAY CASES
PROTECT AND
DRAAAATIZEYOUR
PRECIOUS WORK

OF ART

CUSTOM MADE
clear luciteon a
finished wood base

SEND DIMENSIONS • LENGTH • WIDTH
AND HEIGHT • WE WILL QUOTE PRICE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
FOR ESTIMATE CALL [804] 442-2299

OR WRITE

THE ART DISPLAY CO.
Box 880E. Exmore. VA 23350

Elephant Rhino Shin — Back

FREE CATALOG! 22 Great Environmental.
Wildlife, and Anti-nuke Designs! 58.25 each: less

with bulk orders. Satisfaction Guaranteed. 10^ of

profits go to environmental causes. Share the Earth!
JIM MORRIS P O BOX 230S DEPT. CC4
1303) 444*430 BOL'LDER. COLO. 80506

ENVIRONMENTAL— T-SHIRTS—

as did many cities in America. Philadel-

phia's Academy of Natural Sciences had

been founded in 1812, and was followed

by the Smithsonian Institution in Wash-

ington, D.C., and the Boston Society of

Natural History; Chicago had a natural

history museum (which later burned); and

Louis Agassiz's Museum of Comparative

Zoology in Cambridge, which had opened

in 1 860, was already famous as the center

of scientific learning in the United States.

New York's lack of a similar institution

was becoming conspicuous.

Nevertheless, most attempts to build a

natural history museum in the city failed

because of a lack of interest, and those

New Yorkers who were interested looked

upon these first endeavors as "not impor-

tant enough" to merit their substantial

support.

Delacourte's Cabinet of Natural His-

tory was one of the earliest museums of its

kind in New York. Its "Catalogue of the

Natural Productions and Curiosities

which Compose the Collections of the

Cabinet of Natural History," printed in

1 804, went on to say:

There is scarce a city or town of any impor-

tance in Europe that is not possessed of a

cabinet of that kind; but in the United

States of America . . . there is scarcely a

collection deserving of the name. . .

.

Delacourte's collections, which had

been gathered on the coast of present-day

Guyana in South America, formed a mot-

ley group of "Quadrupeds, Birds, Fishes,

Insects, Reptiles, and Natural Produc-

tions of Cayenne." In the fashion of the

time, Delacourte sought "subscriptions"

to support the collection (and more impor-

tantly, to support himself while he scoured

North America for a specimen of a mast-

odon, which was to be the centerpiece of

the cabinet). Although a number of prom-

inent New Yorkers subscribed, the largest

contribution Delacourte received was 3

and he was obliged to sell the collection

Russia.

In 1810, John Scudder opened a
y

museum, really no more than a sides! v

of miscellaneous objects. The "museu"

comprised four spacious "saloons" fij

with "works of nature and artificial cur I

ities." A large collection in the Scudr

Museum had come from the Tammy
Society, a political organization, wth

had run a "cabinet" called (oddly enou

)

the "American Museum," whose purte

had been to collect and display "eve-

thing related to the history of the cch

try." Both the Tammany Society and e

Scudder Museum failed to survive on I-

mission fees.

A few years later, in 1 825, a Mr. Pee

opened a Museum and Gallery of Fe

Arts on Broadway. Its several galleries i-

played natural history objects, paintis

by "eminent artists" (mostly the Freh

academics), and a "very superior Cos;>

rana, several wax figures of good wc-

manship, fossil shells, minerals and rs-

cellaneous curiosities." Like the othi,

this museum, too, perished from lacko>

terest.

The Lyceum of Natural History pro-

bly came the closest to being the first it

ural history museum in New York Cp

Although founded in 1817, it led, accd

ing to one contemporary, a "shiftless 1"

until about 1836, when it moved to a i»

building on Broadway. John James Ant

bon, Asa Gray, Alexander Agassiz, d

other leading scientists belonged to e

Lyceum and met periodically to debi

papers. Its collections included maston

bones found in Orange County, ~b'A

York, a right whale skeleton, a swordfij

sheep from the Rockies, a "catalogue

the vegetables growing within 100 milerf

New York City," minerals, snakes, fosi,

plants, and shells. All this material i

New-York Historical S<
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To Celebrate Our 10 Millionth Sale!

AMOUS "MULTI-WRENCH
(Fits every size nut and bolt)

ONLY *2

WITH THIS AD
This is NOT a Misprint.

»

rhis special offer is being made to celebrate the 10 millionth sale of thefamous
Sew York importingfirm of Abernathy & Closther. It is open to every person

who mails this originalprinted ad to the company address (below)

before Midnight, May 31, 1984.

*NOTE: This original

printed ad must accom-
pany your request.
Copies or photostats are

not acceptable.

ocelebrate its 10 millionth

I the New York importing

I of Abernathy & Closther

I distribute one million

ionally advertised MULTI-
JENCHES for only $2 apiece

Lie first one million people

I mail this printed ad to the

) pany address before Midnight, May 31, 1984.

I is the same famous MULTI-WRENCH design adver-

s
1

! by others on television and in leading mail order

I logs, with the clever universal "ratchet" that fits all

?nuts and bolts— U.S. and metric—from 3/8" to

i
l 6" and from 9mm to 22mm.

r MULTI-WRENCH is much faster than ordi

a. wrenches, thanks to its "speed ratchet"

Ign. It even loosens stripped, damaged,
[^rusted nuts. And because the grip is

inmatically self-tightening, you
pit have to apply "squeeze" pres

I—the MULTI-WRENCH does
Ir you.

h one heavy-duty MULTI
liNCH replaces a whole
ibox full of ordinary
iches. Perfect for a

e, workshop, auto
njboat repair pro-

jects. It works on cars, bikes,

boats, mowers, furniture,

appliances, everything.

These MULTI-WRENCHES will

not be sold at this price by the

company in any store. To obtain one

at this price, apply in writing to the

company address no later than Mid-

night, May 31, 1984.

Each wrench carries a full one-year money-
back guarantee, and will be replaced by the

company free of charge, if it ever fails to function.

There is a limit of two (2) wrenches per address at

this price, but requests which are mailed early enough

(before May 25) are permitted to order up to 7 wrenches.

To obtain a MULTI-WRENCH mail this original printed

ad together with your name and address and $2 for each

wrench. Add $2 shipping and handling no matter how many
wrenches you are ordering. Allow up to 6 to 8 weeks for shipment.

Mail to: Abernathy & Closther, MULTI-WRENCH Offer, Dept. 569-26,

Box 1048, Westbury, New York 11595. (A23830)

o r3>

\
© 1984 Abernathy & Closther, Ltd

Free 10-Piece Screwdriver Set with each

MULTI-WRENCH provided your request is

mailed before May 31, 1984. 10-Piece Screw-

driver Set includes 4 slot heads, 4 Phillips

heads, plus 2 center punch/scratch and
scriber holemakers.

Abernathy & Closther. Ltd . 1200 Shames Dr . Westbury. NY 11595



ATRADITION OF SCOTTISH ELEGANCE

Quite simply, Scotland's most exclusive—-

golf and sports center. Open year-round,

set in 610 magnificent acres, dose to

Edinburgh and unrivaled anywhere in

Europe.

Gleneagles Hotels plc

Combine Gleneagles with the Caledonian in Edinburgh for a truly

luxurious vacation in Scotland.

FOR RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATION

S^^^\ 185 Madison Ave.. The LeadingHotels oftheWorld

K BTH ) New York NY 10016 LLl 800-223-6800%=^ 800-221-1074 * HI, Or call collect

NY&Canadacallcollect(2l2l684-l820
^" 12121838-3110

Sm]

FILL IN
UNFILLED SPACE

AND SAVE UP TO 67%
ON TRAVEL.

Stand-Buys, Ltd. is the unique vacation clearing

house acclaimed in Money Magazine, Better

Homes, Playboy, CBS-TV news and dozens more!

We otter incredible savings on short-notice

vacations throughout the U.S. and abroad by

representing tour operators, cruise lines and travel

agents who have unfilled space on charter flights,

cruises and tours, and are willing to sell them

at distressed prices. Stand-Buys' members even

get access to fine hotel accommodations at

2 nights for the price of 1

.

For information write.

I • Stand-Buys, Ltd., Dept. N07
I P.O. Box 10291 Chicago, IL 60610

Please fill me in on your unique service that can

I save me up to 67% on great vacations.

Name

City

State Zip

stsnd-l

VACATIONS AND CRUISES

contained in "62 boxes" (one wonders w

many of these were filled with the w)j

alone). Unfortunately, the Lyceum A

become too dependent on the genenj

of one man, John Jay, who possessed a g

shell collection and natural history libiy.

(Both his shells and books are now alie

American Museum of Natural Hist
jJ

In an effort to broaden its support, theft

ceum circularized prominent busiis-

men asking for money. This appeal or

funds, signed by several men who wid

later become founders of the Amerm

Museum of Natural History, was mifo

ignored and raised only $700. The en*

question of how the Lyceum was goirl

solve its financial problems was abrul

solved on May 21, 1866, when its il

sured collections were totally destroyel

fire.

By far the most ambitious undertal

was the Paleozoic Museum. The ideJ

this museum had its beginnings in 1
don, when the famous Crystal Palace!

moved to Sydenham, a park on the 1

skirts of the city. Sir Richard Owen.3

man who coined the word dinosaur,!

developed a plan to surround the Pal

with an outdoor park, complete with pi

streams, artificial geological format!

and life-sized models of the great Enl

dinosaurs. Owen hired Waterhouse rl

kins to do the restorations of prehisl

animals, and he pursued the task J

zeal. The completed park was a pu

sensation (it still remains, although!

Crystal Palace was destroyed by fire

1 868 Hawkins came to New York an<

comptroller of Central Park, An<

Green, proposed a sort of Sydenham

ace for New York: "It gives me great
]

sure," he wrote, "to propose to you t(

dertake the resuscitation of a grou(

animals of the former periods of:

American continent." The state leg

ture had previously authorized set:

aside sixty acres of land in Central li

for a "museum of antiquity and scie:

and art." In 1 868 the annual report o

Central Park commissioners waxed:

quent about the idea. It read, in part: I

thousands of years men have dwelt i

the earth without even suspecting th

was a mighty tomb of animated races.

once flourished upon it. . . . Generatio

the most gigantic and extraordinary i

tures lived through long geological pei

. . . huge fishes, enormous birds, i

strous reptiles, and ponderous unc

mammals." Green was an advocate ol

ence; it was an indication "of the degri

culture and advancement" in a con:

nity. His vision of what constituted

ence, however, was later described b>

less than enthusiastic scientist, as foil

.0/; .Natjjraj .History _V.R4



NOWS that a grown
I jnt can eat up to 500 pounds
t j every day. And it keeps

I ig until it dies.

jNOWS a giraffe always

( ; standing up. And it sleeps

(. y an hour at a time, at that.

I NOWS the world's

3 1 bird—the Ostrich—can't

I I it can run 40 mph. What's

I they don't bury their heads

tf sand.

ANIMAL
HE KNOWS that a Dromedary
can drink over 30 gallons of water
a day. And can go without any
water at all for a week in 100 plus

temperatures.

HE KNOWS a Honey Badger
is so fearless, even big cats give

it a wide berth. They are even
immune to snake bites.

HE KNOWS that a lion's roar

can be heard as far away as five

miles. And that the female usually

makes the kill, not the male.

Margrace Corp. 1984

Become an expert on 72 animals
for only 720

K ie amazing low price of only 72$,

it child can become an expert—just
ffi ie boy pictured above!
"
at's right—you can get 72 fun and

fce'ng SAFARI CARDS for just a penny
9| And there are no hidden gimmicks

H'5 offer—no extra charges to pay.

I d, you don't have to pay a cent now!

U bill you the 72$ and in the meantime,

3( :hild can begin to enjoy 72 exciting

A Rl CARDS right away.

GIVE YOUR CHILD
SAFARI CARDS-they'rethe

,
i

"Animal Expert" Cards!

HI e front of each card is a full-color

bt ) or illustration of the animal being

'Bribed. On the reverse side is a
5' tion which describes the animal and

its methods of living and surviving...

complete with scientific notations on

species, environment, eating habits etc...

just like the experts.

You'll also be happy to know that

SAFARI CARDS are recommended by

over 16,000 teachers worldwide because
they can help your child's organizational

and thinking processes improve!

Let your child become an Animal

Expert-order your SAFARI CARDS
today. Remember you pay only the low

price of 72$! And if you and your child

aren't delighted with your SAFARI
CARDS, simply return them to us and
owe nothing. No strings, no catches.

To get your 72 exciting SAFARI CARDS
—for only a penny each—complete the

coupon and mail it today!

72 SAFARI CARDS FOR 1C EACH

Mail to: SAFARI CARDS'" P.O. Box 804
Dept. 2038, Middlesex, N.J. 08846

Please send me 72 SAFARI CARDS for a

penny each. I understand that you will bill me
just 72C and that I have no further obligation to

buy anything else, now or ever.

Name.

Address.

~City

State. -Zip-

Sales tax will be added for NY and N.J.

residents.



Fine Watches, Clocks

and Scientific

Instruments

Auction to be held on

Wednesday, April 18, 1984 at our

galleries on 502 Park Avenue in

New York. Catalogue #5534 is

available for $8 and $10, if

ordered by mail.

For viewing times and

further inquiries, please contact

Jonathan Snellenburg at 2 1 2/ 546- 1 1 2.

A rare silver astronomical clock watch, c

signed Nicolas Volant, Paris.

1620,

CHRISTIE'S
NEW YORK

A major achievement in

natural history publications

from Oxford Scientific Films

THEPOND
Gerald Thompson,

Jennifer Coldrey
and George Bernard

Every pond is a unique assemblage

of animals and plants that live in

and around it. And anyone can

explore a pond— with just a net, a

few jars and a hand-lens, you can

discover a fascinating world teem-

ing with life.

This quite remarkable book intro-

duces the pond and its inhabitants

in over 400 superb color photo-

graphs, many taken especially

for the book by George Bernard
(National Science Teachers Asso-

ciation Award/Outstanding Books
for Children 1979 to 1982, Natural

History Merit Award) and his col-

leagues at Oxford Scientific Films.

An authoritative text and origi-

nal line drawings accompany the

photographs, making The Pond an

unusually complete and under-

standable guide to the origins,

ecology, and inhabitants of freshwater

ponds throughout the world.

$25.00

Orderfrom four bookseller

or directly from

(Tel. 617-253-2884)

MasterCard and VISA accepted The MIT Press
28 Carleton Street, Cambridge, MA 02142

There was to be a gloomy and half subte a-

nean receptacle for his restorations, a rl

of fossil catacombs wherein the visir,

supressing his dismay and encouraging us

understanding, would wander aim

through shapes of pre-Adamite existee

and escape again into the light of day «

Marcellus and Bernardo, "distilled airs

to jelly with the act of fear." New York a;

spared this unnecessary and theatrical »

sode.

Hawkins enthusiastically set to wfl

Since this was to be a museum of Ami-

can beasts, Hawkins sought out natives

sils all over the country. He visited me
urns in Washington, Albany, New Han
Philadelphia, and Chicago. At the A<u

emy of Natural Sciences in Philadelji

he ran into the famous hadrosaur that 4

been unearthed in Haddonfield, New sj

sey, in 1858. The Academy had haij

mold made of the restored animal, n

Hawkins acquired it for Central Pt

While he was at the Academy, paleontio

gists brought in a giant marine rejli

from Kansas, and he watched with iri

est as workmen chipped it out of its rce

matrix. Here was another peculiar Arrri

can animal, and Hawkins made arraie

ments to include a model of it in his U

nagerie. The assistants he hired filled!

studio with models and molds of many li

mals.

The grand project came to an abf

end, however, when the notorious "Bfl

Tweed came to power. Tweed cared 1
about culture and even less about djo

saurs, and Hawkins was told to clearll

his studio. Thoroughly disgusted ijjj

America, Hawkins returned to Englid

According to old records the molds ve

buried somewhere in the southern ena

the park, and the foundation of the Pac

zoic Museum was covered with earth

Once again New York had lost a u

seum. But other plans were already uis

way. Albert S. Bickmore, a young 1
who had recently returned from a coll:l

ing trip to the East Indies, had been nil

ing the rounds with a "sketch plan" n
museum of natural history to be builii

New York City. He buttonholed the sa

men who had signed the Lyceum circuj

and they introduced him to their frieli

Bickmore's enthusiasm, his powers of I

suasion, grand vision, and impeccable t

dentials (he was a student of Agasss

were enough to convince these shn*

businessmen that here, finally, wa

project worthy of their support. In J

same year, 1 869, that workmen were sh

eling under Hawkins's restorations, I

American Museum of Natural HisT

was born.

Douglas J. PreJ
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At last,a cruise inwhich
your mind is treated aswell as

the restofyourbody
lany cruises are guilty of dis-

jnination. While the physical

)'asures—eating, lounging around,

I -are well taken care of, the

r.'llectual pleasures are often

I ly neglected.

Not on the S.S. Universe. On our

iskan cruise your mind will have

Enuch fun as the rest of you.

I OUR CREW INCLUDES
FIVE PhD sAND

| CLASSICAL MUSICIANS.

.

|
Vorld Explorer cruises are

liural and educational adven

tures. We take you

^ft^^^t to ten of the most
•3& wondrous sights in

Alaska. And our geolo-

gists and anthropologists

and oceanographers on
board teach you all about

them with films, lectures

skagway and insights. (You can
Juneau even earn college credit)

We show you more of

Alaska than any other

cruise. And you'll be see-

ing it at its most intense
Vancouver and Colorful.

Columbia Glacier. It alone covers 440 square

es, from the shores of Prince William Sound
[fount Witherspoon in the Cjugach Range,

ietchikan, with the worlds largest collection

Dtem poles and ceremonial Indian houses,

aldez, known as the "Switzerland of Alaska"

J ause of its magnificent snowcapped mountains.

md Anchorage. (You actually disembark at
1 ittier and take a private railway to Anchorage

[ )ugh some of the loveliest scenery you can

P.-gine.)

^*r
WOK ON WATER.

On board the S.S. Universe you'll find excellent

food, comfortable accommodations and
American and Chinese

chefs who will

tempt you
with Continental

and Chinese

specialties.

Ketchikan

Prince Rup,

A 14-DAY CRUISE THAT'S
LESS EXPENSIVE THAN SOME

7-DAY CRUISES.

The S.S. Universe (Liberian Registry) departs

from Vancouver every two weeks in July and
August Cruise fares start at just $1,595 (per

person, double occupancy). Which means that

ours is not only the least expensive 14-day

Alaskan cruise, it's actually less expensive than

many 7-day cruises.

For a free brochure call us at (800) 222-2255 .

Outside California call (800) 854-3835. Or write:

World Explorer Cruises, Three
Embarcadero Center, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94111. Or see your

travel agent
And then book a cruise.

You'll not only come back

more relaxed. You'll come
back more intelligent

i

World Explorer Cruises
A 14-day intellectual adventure to Alaska.
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The Natural Moment

Maternal Shield
In the Arima Valley in Trinidad, where he often has luck with

his camera, Ray Mendez spied this herbivorous shield bug, of

the genus Pachycoris, posted by her eggs. She had just laid the

clutch on a leaf, and Mendez photographed her as she patrolled

the perimeter of the egg mass, finally settling down on top of it

like a broody hen.

Shield bugs sit on their eggs, not to warm them, but to protect

them from parasites and predators, a task they perform with

determination. As New York entomologist Roland F. Hussey

wrote fifty years ago, in one of the few extended treatments of

maternal behavior in a Pachycoris species, P. torridus: "Often

the bug stands with its claws hooked under the edges of the egg

mass, and if the insect is lifted from its place, very frequently the

entire egg mass is torn away from the leaf and is then held in the

air by the bug, firmly gripped with the claws of all six feet. At

other times, the claws may be hooked over the edge of the leaf,

gripping the latter so strongly that the plant tissue may be torn

and a flow of latex started if the bug is removed." When Hussey

pointed a finger at females, they tipped their bodies toward him

to shield the eggs; more aggressive poking caused the females to

sway from side to side in abrupt jerky movements that, as Hus-

sey noted, "may be strong enough to cause the leaf to flutter as if

in a breeze."

This kind of boldness might seem a great benefit for the eggs

but self-destructive for a mother as brilliantly colored as this

Pachycoris, a fat, half-inch target for birds. However, like stink

bugs (to which they are related) shield bugs are aposematic.

Their coloring probably serves as a warning to potential preda-

tors that they have potent stink glands, whose spray can kill most

appetites.

Mendez has eaten his share of stink and shield bugs, usually

by accident when swallowing bunches of wild raspberries. These

days he prefers to photograph them and they are often obliging.

After all, as Roland Hussey pointed out, "the Pachycoris torri-

dus cannot be driven from her position." She broods with impu-

nity and without concern for naturalist-photographers or other

creatures that watch from above.

Photograph by Raymond A. Mendez
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AMatterofTasl:

Game Plan
Certain undomesticated birds and animals are considered

fair game for hunting—others aren't

by Raymond Sokolov

When I was growing up in Detroit, in a

neighborhood of closely packed houses

well within the city limits, I became accus-

tomed to the sight of pheasants strutting

down the alley behind our garage. I could

identify them as pheasants quite early on,

because Miss Wilkie stressed bird names

in my kindergarten class. But it was only

later, perhaps by fourth grade, that the

presence of these gloriously feathered

fowl in a residential urban area struck me
as wonderfully incongruous.

Somehow I had learned that pheasants

were in a special category setting them off

from other wild birds nesting in our habi-

tat. I think I made this cognitive leap of

understanding at the dinner table. A
hunter friend had given us some pheasants

he had shot, and my mother served them

with special fanfare but without explain-

ing how they had been obtained. As I took

my first bite, not knowing what to expect,

my teeth hit lead.

The cat was out of the bag, as it were. I

extracted the shot from my mouth and

then extracted an explanation from my
parents. Pheasants were game birds. Peo-

ple hunted them.

"In our alley?"

"No, in the woods, where they usually

live."

This was all quite a revelation. Nobody

in our family—really, no one I had or

met until then—owned a gun. I was r-

bidden to own a cap pistol. Guns, e:n

plastic ones, were a sign of a low levof

culture according to my parents. Thei t-

titude had the effect of glamorizing §is

for me, and I found the notion of one of ir

friends stalking birds and shooting tlm

romantic and exciting.

The actual pheasant on my plate it

evening was dry, but the idea of it u
juicy. And for years after, when our ne ta-

bor pheasants made an appearance, t:y

invested our yard and alley with a wild s-

ter and transformed our block into a gae

preserve. I never thought to shoot tlm

Wildgame hangs in a market in Essen, Germany
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South Africa.
Why it's part

of Africa.
Well, it's on the southern tip of the

continent.

That's just the beginning.

In common with the heart of Africa,

you'll find nature untouched by man. Vast

reserves of wildlife, roaming across great

plains punctuated by majestic mountains.

You'll find fascinating deserts and

lush, green forests. Warm winters under

blue skies.

A seemingly endless variety of tribal

cultures.

In South Africa you'll find the essence

of Africa.

Unknown. Unpredictable. Beautiful.

You'll sense the mystery.

Why it's not.

In 1652, the Dutch brought their

architecture. Soon after, the English

broughttheirtraditions. The Germans, their

culture. The French, a knack for making
wines.

A settlement, startling in its diversity,

blossomed. They called it Cape Town.

In 1871, diamonds were discovered

in Kimberley. And fifteen years later, gold in

Johannesburg. The fortune hunters came
and uncovered the wealth that makes
South Africa unique on the continent.

It is a country of golden beaches and
seas of flowers. Thriving cities and glittering

nightlife. Fashionable shopping districts.

Extraordinary museums.
And a cosmopolitan population, with

a wealth of traditional languages and
cultures.

All of which makes South Africa -

truly - a world in one country.

Ask your travel agent about special

round trip airfares starting from $999.

South Africa. A world in one country.

I

satour

Name _

South African Tourist Corporation,

747 Third Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017.
Tel. (212) 838-8841; telex 649535.
Offices also located in Chicago
and Beverly Hills.

Address

L.
3/84
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myself. But I did imbibe, without ques-

tioning it, the basic definition of game:

wild animals appropriate for hunters to

shoot and for tenderfeet like us to eat.

This is an altogether artificial discrimi-

nation built on long custom in our culture,

and largely inherited from Europe. Cer-

tain undomesticated birds and furry ani-

mals are considered fair game. Others

aren't. The law enshrines this principle,

regulating (and therefore permitting, un-

der controlled circumstances) the slaugh-

ter of pheasants, deer, quail, grouse, bear,

and a few other fauna by traditional, es-

sentially old-fashioned means held to be

sporting.

I have no intention of reopening the

hoary debate between hunters and foes of

blood sport or even of discussing the seri-

ous conservation issues that hunting

raises. I'm interested in the cultural leg-

acy that governs the concept of game in

this country and in how it affects the na-

ture and quality of what we eat.

What, then, is game? The word is the

same word, etymologically, as the word

game in the phrase "football game."

Game animals are animals considered ap-

propriate for the sport (or game) of hunt-

ing. Many societies have this concept, and

each one seems to draw a different line be-

tween species fit for shooting and those

that are not. In French Guiana, there is a

hunting season for flamingos. In this coun-

try, we regulate hunting in a peculiarly

American way, by state law. So there is a

fair amount of variation in what is a legal

target, not to mention idiosyncratic local

legislation as regards seasons, size, sex,

weapon, quantity, and licensing fees.

The justification for much of this offi-

cial rigmarole is conservation. But in

many places, certainly in the part of the

Hudson Valley where I spend weekends,

the hunting laws do not seem to be fulfill-

ing a rational program of wildlife manage-

ment. My neighbor, an apple tycoon, re-

cently spent a fortune erecting an

electrified fence around his orchard to

keep our local herd of several dozen raven-

ous deer from browsing on young trees

and killing them. These deer have thrived

in a rural but heavily settled area in which

their natural predators are scarce and

food abounds.

Local hunters do their stalking with re-

ligious fervor. The man who fixed my fur-

nace last fall spoke of deer hunting as

other men might talk about sexual con-

quest. For myself, I don't share the hunt-

er's passion, although I wouldn't dream of

dismissing it in others as a dirty little ata-

vistic secret, especially since I share the

hunter's lust for the meat the hunt brings

to the table.

Over the years, I have consumed,

mostly with pleasure, the flesh of deer,

chamois, elk, bear, whale, buffalo, pigeon,

pheasant, grouse, quail, partridge, cai-

man, tapir, armadillo, snipe, woodcock,

thrush, lark, and wild boar. I confess all

this, not to boast about my exotic dietary

past, but merely to establish my creden-

tials for asserting that game makes won-

derful eating. It surpasses in flavor and

personality the comparatively pallid

meats of domesticated livestock and fowl.

In much the same way that mutton is

more complex in taste than lamb or that

free-ranging chicken have it over battery

chicken, wild game is more powerfully

"alive." But I emphatically do not mean
that it is "gamy."

In their new and encyclopedic text, The

L.L. Bean Game and Fish Cookbook

(Random House), Angus Cameron and

Judith Jones write: "The strong gamy
taste that some people speak of seldom de-

scribes the real taste of big game meat;

more often it is a flavor caused by im-

proper handling of the game animal when

it was dressed, butchered or transported."

Obviously, game can be hatefully

strong and tough. Wild animals raise

themselves. They are not fed a controlled

diet as, say, beef cattle are. Their gene

pool is not regulated scientifically. Their

age is not recorded in a notebook in a barn.

The hunter and his beneficiaries, there-

fore, have no clear way of knowing in ad-

vance what the meat will taste like. B

this unpredictability is part of the appi

of game. With a stag, you take potlucl

But in my experience, bad game mi

frequently is game that has been ov

cooked. The flesh of game animals tei

to be very lean, which is why classic a

ery employs special techniques call

barding and larding (in which bacon

other fat is wrapped around or sewn in

the meat to keep it juicy). Furthermo,

big-game meat simply must be served ntj

if it is not to taste like the strongs,

grayest mutton. (I'm talking here abit

steaklike cuts, not cuts that need li

cooking in stews to make them tender 1

Until recently, few Americans who
j

not hunt themselves or receive a hunts

bounty had access to game. Venison d
pheasant did not automatically appear'i

restaurant menus in the fall, as they d&

Europe. And it is still very uncommoi

find game in ordinary butcher shops, ;

one invariably does in France or EnglJ

or Switzerland.

This is an odd fact. You would tfr

that a country only a few decades remol

from its pioneer origins, a country that

veres its wilderness past and makes herl

of woodsmen and sharpshooters, wo:

continue to honor game as the pinnacle -

meat. Paradoxically, it is precisely

mythic aura surrounding the hunt that

kept game the special preserve of

hunter in America.

:.;[
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Two recipes from The L.L. Bean
by Angus Cameron and Judith

Game and Fish Cookbook,

Jones (Random House)

Moose Heart Barley Soup With Onions

and Bay Leaves

Grouse Smothered in Cream

1 moose heart, washed, cut in two after

ventricle linings have been removed

3 onions sliced 1

5-6 bay leaves

Vi teaspoon thyme 'A

Salt and pepper 4

8 cups boiling water Vi

Vi cup barley 2

Vi

1

:

!

:

ill

Put all, save the barley, in a big kettle,

set on the wood stove, bring to boil, and

let it simmer as long as you are in 1.

camp.

2. When you return, put it on a hot sim- 2.

mering section of the stove again, add

hot water, if needed, and simmer soup

more at same stage. 3.

3. Maybe the next evening, add barley a

half hour before you serve it and con-

tinue the simmer until the grain is

done, adding hot water as needed for 4.

quantity. Place a slice of heart in each

bowl, retaining the rest to slice cold for

sandwiches or to serve sliced cold with 5.

catsup as a rainy day snack.

Yield: 4 servings

ruffed grouse, halved

Flour

Salt and pepper

teaspoon thyme or Vi teaspoon ro^
s

mary
pound butter

shallots or scallions

pound sliced mushrooms
cups sour cream, at room temperati

cup chicken broth

teaspoon beach plum jelly

Roll the grouse halves in flour, se

pepper, and herbs.

In a casserole or skillet, saute

grouse halves in 6 tablespoons of f

butter.

Remove grouse pieces and saute 1

shallots or scallions and mushrooms

same casserole or skillet, using the

maining butter.

Return grouse to casserole, add sc

cream into which has been stirred 1

chicken broth and beach plum jell;

Cover and bake in 350 degree oven

about an hour.

%

is

kii

Yield: 4 servings

IJ 1 /O/l



e attach so much importance to the

: if hunting that we find it difficult to

I ythologize game to the point where it

I, >e comfortably considered by itself as

-, licle for cooking and eating in urban

d,2S and restaurants far from the field.

[law in most places reflects this. Amer-

I hunters, as far as I can determine, can

lr legally sell what they shoot. This

I ibition has served to protect wildlife

I the wholesale depredations of com-

K :ial hunters. And it has gone very far

n rd maintaining the folkloric amateur

£ s of the hunter as a householder

n ting meat for his family. When a city

I ler brings down a buck, he can feel a

a between himself and Fenimore Coo-

5, Deerslayer and other early Ameri-

i ;talkers of game.

z\\ and good, but a seldom mentioned

» t of this system is the deprivation of

}junters, who must either beg game

c hunters or buy the semidomesticated

j[ie" bred on farms. In my opinion,

k| ranch venison and battery pheasant

[me stuff. I wouldn't refuse it, mind

jlbut 1 think we might do well to find

it low European countries with much
sppen land than we have manage to

l] ly their restaurants and butchers with

ff.e supplies of game year after year.

the meantime, every serious gastro-

I : should take a look at Cameron and

Mi's book, which should go a long way
>v rd demystifying the unnecessarily rit-

I tic business of game. It does not slight

K lunting experience. After all, it was

reaced in collaboration with a re-

lied Maine outfitter committed to the

^ and dressing of hunters. And Cam-
JC himself has shot and trapped game

| ver the world, thereby garnering a

| h of experience as an outdoor

dfier and camp cook along with a deli-

fa repertory of hunting anecdotes.

11 : can confidently suggest substituting

llinowshoe rabbits in a recipe for the

I ern hare of the Alaskan peninsula,

(e Ttheless, this is a book meant for all

I, not just hardy woodsmen to whom
In serendipity may bring a teal, a

I jat, or even a musk ox. It has been

it shed by a leading trade publisher,

H: specialty house that sells only to

II :rs. Jones is a cookbook editor whose

Renown author is Julia Child, and she

Klone much to apply mainstream no-

li of cookery to this previously arcane

%\ ction of gastronomy. All we need

V s a dependable supply of shot game
l

ll ; can cook the recipes.

I tond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

I iterest is the historv and preparation

j Hi.
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Have fun, share
new discoveries.

Maupintour's
escorted tours..

Showoff Europe!

HIGH QUALITY. Treat yourself to a
grand style, excitement, the most inter-

esting travel experience. See all you
should see, have best return for your
time and money. You have fun. Let us
show you.

OBERAMMERGAU PASSION PLAY. The
350th anniversary of this rare and thrill-

ing event. We offer 10-day, 15-day, 19-day

as well as 3-week and 4-week tours. Top
grade hotel and reserved seat for Play.

FESTIVALS/ART TREASURES. Flemish
or Paris/southern France art, homes and
gardens of England, Holland's flowers,

Salzburg, London shows and Edinburgh
Festival.

BRITISH ISLES. Two week tours offer

Britain by Rail, Ireland Exclusively,
Ireland/Scotland/England. Three-week
Grand British Isles.

GREECE/AEGEAN ISLES. The glories

of Attica, Thessaly, the Peloponnese,
Alexander's Macedonia, Philip M's royal

tomb at Vergina. Tour Athens, Delphi,

Olympia, Nauplia, Mycenae, Sounion.
Cruise the Greek Isles. Include Egypt,

Israel and Turkey.

ITALY/SICILY. 12-day tour sees Milan,

Venice, Bologna, Florence and Rome.
New 17-day southern Italy and Sicily

features Reggio Calabria's life-size

bronzes, discoveries from ancient
Greece. Grand 23-day from Dolomite
Alps, the lakes to Capri, Sorrento.

SPAIN/PORTUGAL. Castles, chivalry,

flamenco, fado! Fascinating, romantic
tours. 15-day highlights, 22-day exten-

sive by motorcoach, and 21-day with
Mallorca. Also Morocco.

THE ALPS. See the Matterhorn, ride

Glacier Express, Zugspitze. Tour the di-

verse Alps of Switzerland, France, and
Italy. Ascend Jungfraujoch.

SCANDINAVIA. Cruise Norway's fjords

or Baltic Sea to Finland. Lifesee Den-
mark's Fairytale Land, Sweden's Da-

larna. Royal Viking cruises: North Cape
or Scandinavia/Russia. New tour in-

cludes Iceland.

ORIENT EXPRESS/QE II. The good life!

Sail on Queen Elizabeth II. Have a Lon-
don suite. Take nostalgic Orient Express
train to Venice. Tour Italy.

THE CONTINENT. Extraordinary and
comprehensive touring. Highlights in

16 days or the classic Grand Tour of 1

1

countries in 29 days. Region tours 10 to

26 days. Rhine cruise through Middle
Europe or enjoy our one-country in-

depth tours of France, Austria, Ger-

many, Italy, Switzerland.

HEART OF EUROPE. New 19-day offers

6 different cultures. Train through
Dutch, Belgian and French country. Visit

Paris, the Burgundy vineyards, Amster-
dam, Geneva, Lucerne, Brussels, Lux-

embourg, Germany's Romantic Road,
Black Forest and Oberammergau.

"A meaningful itinerary

is an art. I think we do it

well. We've been oper-

ating tours all over the

world since 1951. These
33 years of experience
are your insurance that

we know what we are

doing. We care about
you. Come join us."

lAA^o-tX'-^ .

SEND THIS COUPON to Maupintour for

our free Europe brochure or ask your
favorite travel agent soon.

©Maupintour
quality escorted tours since 7957

1515 St. Andrews Drive, Lawrence, Ks.

66044. Telephone toll-free 800-255-4266.

address

city

state/zip

mytravelagent nhs-eur-4

Maupintour 1984 escorted tours include:

Europe D Africa Canada D Hawaii
Alaska Opera/Festivals Greece
South Pacific World's Fair DUSA
Arizona Christmas G Fall Foliage
Orient/Pacific D Middle East/Egypt
India Morocco D Oberammergau



r BIRD
PHOTOGRAPHY

i

Check your interest. Now..

.

from Cornell University's

Laboratory of Ornithology . .

.

LJ LEARN the secrets of taking beautiful bird

photographs with our latest home study course- Save

hundreds of dollars in film and workshop fees . .

.

and hundreds of hours learning on your own. You
get individual tutoring, the most complete text

available, and more ... all at home, at your own pacc.

GET CLOSE to wildlife with our exclusive

photographic blind Roomy, cool, and light, with

features a photographer will appreciate.

For more Information, mail this to:

Photography Dept NH 58-*, Laboratory of Orni-

thology, Cornell University, Sapsucker Woods,
Ithaca, NY 14850 ... or call (607) 256-*01^

ADDRESS

cm-

L J

TIBET— LHASA TO EVEREST
Join the small handful of Westerners who have
explored Tibet from the fabled Potala Palace of

Lhasa to the Rongbuk Glacier beneath the north

face of Everest Spend a full 20 days in Tibet and
see Peking, the Great Wall and Chengdu en route.

New reduced land cost in April 1984.

Since 1977. HIMALAYA has offered walk-

ing trips focusing on the cultures of remote

NepaL Chinas Tibet. Kashmir/

Ladakh.and Pakistan as well

as mountainous Japan, New
Zealand. Peru and more.

i For an illustrated travel portfolio

fffl ^7f J detailing all of our more than 20 trips.

'* write or'call HIMALAYA. INC. 1802

Cedar Street. Berkeley. CA. 94703.

(415)540-8031.

Authors

Research on the ecology and evolution

of butterfly populations is the main pro-

fessional interest of Paul R. Ehrlich. but

most people know him as an outspoken

environmentalist and author of the best-

selling Population Bomb. Ehrlich, who

is Bing Professor of Population Studies

at Stanford University, and a large

group of colleagues spent much of 1983

studying what the long-term biological

effects of nuclear war might be. Some of

these colleagues helped with the prepa-

ration of his article, "North America Af-

ter the War," in this issue. Ehrlich's most

recent book, co-authored with his wife,

Anne Ehrlich, is Extinction: The Causes

and Consequences ofthe Disappearance

ofSpecies. When they are not about to fly

their airplane to a field site, the Ehrlichs

like to sample some of the complex eco-

systems found in wine bottles.

As an architecture student at Cooper

Union in New York City, Allan Wallis

became interested in industrialized

housing. Later, at the City University of

New York, he studied how people re-

sponded psychologically to technologi-

cal change. These two interests were

joined in his fieldwork on mobile homes,

conducted in Indiana, Florida, and west-

ern Colorado. In 1981 Wallis received a

Ph.D. in environmental psychology with

a dissertation entitled "Mobile Horr

A Psychological Case Study of Innc

tion in Housing." He plans further

search on people who own mobile hor

on private lots, including an examinatl

of how they have altered their dwelli,

through built-on additions. Wallis is i

sistant professor and director of

Environmental Design Division of

College of Design and Planning, Unr

sity of Colorado at Boulder.
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QPB SETS
WHENONE IS NOTENOUQH

If you have an
satiable urge for a
vorite author's works,
m should try QPB
ts. And you can

• ijoy up to $262.05 off

je hardcover price
•ben you choose one
9 these sets.

QPB books are
ftcover editions in

irdcover sizes,

irably bound and
intea on fine paper,
it they cost up to
% less than their

rdcover counterparts
But that's not the
lole story, because

|>w QPB gives you a
i anco to get your
loks on tape, too.

So don't leave your
Riding desires

I satisfied. Get sets

|m QPB.

lerson and His Time. Dumas
June's Pulitzer Prize-winning

[Taphy has been hailed as "one of

Imost monumental biographies

lur time" by The Washington

Six volumes, encompassing
15 pages and many illustrations,

I definitive biography helps you

nut more about America's most
lirkable founding father,

licover: $121. 70 QPB: $8.95

les Joyce: Readings. Heard
good hooks lately? These three

e cassettes offer a rare chance to

the author's own interpreta-

s of selections from two of his

;t works, Finnegan's Wake and
ses. E G. Marshall, Cyril

sck and Siobhan McKenna read
r selected stories. Get the Joyce
:ttes and listen to some of the
literature on record,

ufacturer's suggested list

s total: $29.95 QPB: $5

rHOUSAND

N1GKT5
AND ONE

NIGHT
fflCMT

M ,hl<l, •

The Book of the Thousand Nights and One Night. If you had a

genie, here's a set of Arabian Nights you'd wish for. Powys Mather's

unexpurgated English adaptation of J. C. Mardrus' French text is a

remarkably faithful translation of these enchanting tales from Arabian
folklore. You'll want to tead this handsome four-volume edition 1001

times. Hardcover: $60 QPB: $6.50

Remembrance of Things Past. There's

no better time than the present to read

Proust's Remembrance of Things Past.

That's why this acclaimed translation is

creating a new audience for Proust's

masterpiece. Handsomely boxed, this

three-volume set (3365 pages, with notes

and synopsis) includes all seven parts of

this modern classic— Sieanns Way, Within

a Budding Grove, The Guermantes Way,

Cities of the Plain, The Captiiv, The Fugitive

and Time Regained.

Hardcover: $75 QPB: $7.95

Let's try each other for 6 months.
Quality Paperback Book Clubf Middletown, Pa. 17057. Please

enroll me in QPB and send me the set I have checked below, billing me for

the appropriate amount, plus shipping and handling charges. I understand
that 1 am not required to buy anothet book. You will send me the QPB
Review (if my account is in good standing) for six months. If I have not
bought and paid for at least one book in every six-month period, you may
cancel my membership. A shipping and handling charge is added to each
shipment. ~~| 900. Diet, of Ideas

| 1
906. Joyce I I 907. 1001 Nights

Check one box onlyQ $12.95 I I

903. Remembrance oi Thil

S7.95

S5

. Past 904. Jefferson

S8.95

Nari 4-1

Address

-

City

(Please print clearly) QB U3-3X

-Apt.

-State. -Zip_

Prices generally higher in Canada.

Dictionary of the History
of Ideas. Here's a five-volume

illustrated set filled with ideas. 311

articles by 254 respected authorities

give you the essential ideas of

Western thought. Cross-references

and bibliography follow each article,

so you can follow ideas as they

develop through the centuties. Can
yehi think of a wiser investment?

Hardcover: $275 QPB: $12.95

J_

Join now. Save
big on one of
our great sets

with no obliga-

tion to buy
another book.
How membership works.
1. You receive the QPB Review 15 times

each year (about every 3Vi weeks). Each
issue reviews a new Selection, plus

scores of Alternates.

2. If you want the Selection do noth-

ing. It will be shipped to you automati-

cally. If you want one or more Alternate

hooks— or no book at all— indicate your

decision on the Reply Form always

enclosed and return it by the date

specified.

3. Bonus books for Bonus Points. For

each softcover book or set you take

(except tor the books in this otter), you

earn Bonus Points which entitle you to

choose any of our softcover hixiks. You

pay only shipping and handling ch.irLyv

4. Return privilege. If the QPB Ret'it'u-

is delayed and you receive the Selection

without having had 10 days to notify us.

you may return it tor credit at our

expense.

5. Cancellations. You may cancel mem-
bership at any time by notifying QPB.
We may cancel your membership if you
elect not to buv and pay tor at least one
bonk in every six-month period.

The first

book club
for smart
people
who
aren't rich.

*



David Dilcher, left, is a professor of

paleobotany at the University of Indi-

ana. To date, his field research on the

fossil remains of flowering plants—flow-

ers, leaves, and pollen—has concen-

trated on Cretaceous-age deposits of in-

terior North America. In the future, he

hopes to examine more ancient sedi-

ments from around the world with the ul-

timate goal of finding out "what the very

first flower in the world was like."

Dilcher's interest in plants is not re-

stricted to fossil ones, however. He also

enjoys managing the forests and plant-

ing trees on his farm—perhaps provid-

ing material for paleobotanists of the fu-

ture. After receiving his doctorate from

the University of Reading in England,

co-author Peter R. Crane, right, joined

Dilcher's laboratory for a year as a post-

doctoral researcher. Now curator of fos-

sil plants at the Field Museum of Natu-

ral History in Chicago, he is working on

the evolution of the birch family.

To be a naturalist-photographer, says

Raymond A. Mendez, you have to learn

how to sit. When dealing with insects,

which never really become accustomed

to humans, the photographer has to de-

velop a posture that is unobtrusive.

"Some animals just don't have the intel-

ligence to realize you won't hurt them,"

Mendez says. "You have to stop fidget-

ing, stop being a presence." Mendez,

who once lived in a fig tree in Costa Rica

for three weeks so he could shoot its en-

tire animal and insect community, has

achieved the requisite patience. Some-

times he sits for an hour or more waiting

for a habitat he has disturbed to return to

normal. In Costa Rica, he had to be espe-

cially careful because the tree he was in

was the domain of giant stinging ants

and vipers. "You just take your time,"

Mendez says affably, "because if you

make a bad mistake it could be your

life." Mendez's picture of a shield bug

(page 100) was taken with a 55-millime-

ter macrolens, a 25-millimeter exten-

sion, and two strobe lights.

To understand how people adaptc

marginal conditions, Richard A,

has done both ethnographic and arc

logical research on the Aborigines ol

Central and Western Australian di

While continuing his analysis of Al

nal adaptation, Gould has made plai

study farm abandonment in nortl

Finland; he also has his eye on enti

the field of shipwreck archeology, k
lier in his career, Gould did researc u

American Indians and was an assii n

curator of North American archer,
g

at the American Museum of Naiji

History. Now professor of anthropc s

at Brown University, he remains i ji

ated with the American Museum as b

search associate in anthropology. 1

principal avocation is flying, especfc

sports aerobatics and gliding. He I

general aviation aircraft in his fieldw

mainly for aerial survey and photp

phy.

Cynthia Kagarise Sherman first no-

ticed Yosemite toads in 1975, when she

went to visit her husband, Paul, at his

field site in Yosemite National Park. "I

had just spent a frustrating five weeks

trying to catch and study Wilson's phala-

ropes," she says. "The toads were there

in the [Tioga Pass] meadow, doing all

kinds of interesting things in plain

sight." Sherman, who was studying for

her doctorate at the University of Michi-

gan, knew next to nothing about amphib-

ians, but she decided that any animal so

easy to catch couldn't be all bad. The fol-

lowing summer she went to work at

Tioga Pass. Now a research assistant at

Cornell, Sherman is particularly inter-

ested in how a male's advertising call af-

fects his reproductive success and ability

to defend a calling site. Recently, how-

ever, a more compelling interest has

come into her life: Sherman gave birth to

a daughter last July. Co-author Martin

L. Morton has worked at Tioga Pa fill

the past sixteen years, studying the Jt

iological ecology and natural histcl

Belding's ground squirrels, Yo&i
toads, and mountain white-crofl

sparrows. The squirrel work wa«j
sented in Natural History, June I
"My scientific interest in animalsI
cused on their mechanisms for sul
in difficult environments," MortonB

"I especially like questions that arfl

erated from natural history observMJ

because they seem most relevant fl

animals' real world." By permaipj

marking some of his animal popul«
Morton has been able to follow mafl

dividuals at Tioga Pass. An outfl

man, Morton enjoys hunting, fifl

skiing, and backpacking, in no parUP

order.
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DuPont's peak performer.
From Everest to Aconcagua,Quallofi

I

conquers thewet and cold.

*

J -i

Am

1

Quallofil*-insulated garments

and sleeping bags have kept

climbers warm, dry and above
all, alive, in the world's most
hostile conditions. At heights

above 15,000 feet, Quallofil*

insulation was an essential

partner on these expeditions:

v >

1981

American Everest Expedition,

East Face

i

: :

f

m£m A

1982

Pumori, Cholatse

Ru Dshe Konka, Kwangde

1983
American-Tibetan
Everest Expedition,

West Ridge

American Men and Women
on Everest%i A

w
And we'll be going to

Aconcagua,
the highest peak in the

Western Hemisphere
in 1984.

w

Before you climb your next

mountain-look for garments
insulated with Quallofil* at

your favorite store.

Quallofil
\JOUGH TESTED INSULATION

*Du Pont certification mark for

battings of Dacron" 113 polyester

made under Du Pont quality

standards.

Photo courtesy of Galen Rowell.
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They cut diamonds by hand. Don't they?

Rarediamonds born deep in the heart ofthe earth, jg Waterford crystal

born offire in Ireland (+3 The two trusted to the sure hand ofa master

cutter one no more than the other. *§) Waterford is indeed cut by hand

with heart Notonly the deep diamonds, but the notched edges, the wedge

cuts the faceting the ovals, the sum & total of Georgian motifs

so characteristic of old Waterford.^Now you know why crystal

connoisseurs give the master cutters of Waterford a resounding hand

Waterford
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THE STORYBOOKVILLAGES
OFENGLAND.

FlytheWorld's Favourite Airline to Heritage '84.

f P^ he villages of England —with
" their half-timbered houses,

L thatched-roof cottages,

c ightful gardens and well-worn

oblestone streets—are noth'

i short of enchanting. They
s m to have been lifted intact

f m earlier centuries or from

t storybooks you read as a

Id. What better year than

5, Britain's Heritage Year, to

it such charming examples

Britain's heritage.

You won't find a lovelier

age in all of England than

tie Comherton (pictured here)

also within easy reach of Ashton
der Hill, Elmley Castle and Over'

ry—all enchanting and well worth

isit on the way to Wales.

The village of Lacoc\ in Wiltshire

lore than just a pretty village. It is,

jffect, a museum—almost entirely

n ned by the National Trust. No
I lding dates from later than the 18th

Hitury.

H Many of England's villages have

I'Ji inspiration to artists and writers

Boughout the centuries. Haw\s
lid in the Lake District inspired

H early poems of Wil

n Wordsworth
The typical

tage garden in

typical English

age may be

Qted with daf'

ils, roses, lily of

valley, peonies,

isies, honeysuckle,

eet pea, foxgloves,

phiniums, holly -

:ks, jasmine, pinks

1 Canterbury bells.

Id that's just the

| of it!

n The best way to

1 the storybook

iages of England

I/ith British Airways
lause in addition to

their low airfares, they can also arrange

for special values on car rentals, hotels—
even motorcoach sightseeing tours.
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just $16 a day.
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with Godfrey Davis Europcar—
Britain's largest car rental company,

with over 260 offices. Choose any

size car, standard or automatic.

Prices range from $16 to $49 a day

with unlimited mileage (tax and

petrol not included).

AutO'Hoteltour,
from only $185.

British Airways has also teamed up

with Trusthouse Forte Hotels. So,

5 nights in a Trusthouse Forte Hotel

with full English breakfast, plus a car

for 5 days with unlimited mileage, are

only $185 to $265. There are over 180

THF Hotels, including some of Britain's

most picturesque inns.

3- and 4-day Motorcoach tours,

from $143 to $189.

Another way to

make the most of

your time in Britain

is with a British

Airways Motor-

coach Sightseeing

Tour. Besides hotel

accommodations,

you get full break'

fasts and dinners

daily and experi'

enced tour guides.

Not to mention

the comforts and

convenience of a

motorcoach. One
of the most popular

4 'day tours of Great

Britain is "A Quick
Look at Britain" which

includes a guided walking

tour of York and Chester,

a visit to Stratford'upon'

Avon, Shakespeare's birthplace,

and Edinburgh, Scotland's capital.

Another 4'day tour is entitled

"English Homes and Gardens'.' See

Luton Hoo—a beautiful country man-

sion, the 17th century Chatsworth

House and Arley Hall with its famous

scented garden. Visit the Wedgwood
china factory as well as the Peak

District National Park

and the Liverpool

International

Garden Festival.

All prices are

per person, double

occupancy.

For more in for-

matron about

Britain, send for

your free"Dollar Saver"

Holidays in London','

"Fly/Drive Holidays in

Britain" and "Heritage '84" brochures.

Then call your travel agent.

This year, Britain's Heritage Year,

the dollar's up and British Airways'

airfares are down. So what better time is

there to walk down a cobblestone road,

past thatched-roof houses, and discover

that some things really haven't

changed for centuries.

BE9IM3
Send to: British Tourist Authority

Box 10106

Long Island City, NY 11101

or, Box 9000
Van Nuys,CA 91409

Please send me your free brochures.

Name

Address _

City

State

(please print clearly)

. Zip.

British
airways

The World's Favourite Airline
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This View of Lif

Continuity
The horrifyingparallel between asteroidal zap

and nuclear war contains an element ofhope

by Stephen Jay Gould

A golden band of mosaics rims the inte-

rior of Michelangelo's dome in Saint Pe-

ter's Basilica at the Vatican. It is embla-

zoned with that ultimate geological pun,

Christ's words to Peter, taken ever since as

the justification for papal supremacy and

continuity. Tu es Petrus, et super hanc

petram aedificabo ecclesiam meam,
"Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will

build my church (Matthew 16:18)." In

Latin, and in other languages of Christ's

time, Peter's name means rock (petra)—
so Christ appointed his first pope by name
and perhaps not without a touch of humor.

(It's none of my business, of course, but I

always regarded Peter—the man who de-

nied Christ three times, and then tried to

slink out of Rome until Christ reappeared

and responded with gentle admonition to

his "Domine, quo vadis?"—as a fairly

weak character to assume such a weighty

responsibility.) In any case, the words in

golden mosaics symbolize one of the great

continuities in our fickle and ephemeral

history—an institution (the papacy) that

can trace its lineage for two millennia.

There is no city quite like Rome, and no

institution quite like the Catholic church,

for appreciating continuity—that elusive

property that a paleontologist like myself

must deem of intrinsic and inestimable

value. If flexibility and tuning to deep hu-

man needs and feelings represent the best

formula for continuity, then the Church of

Rome wins this outsider's plaudits. At the

beautiful Church of Santa Maria in Tras-

tevere, begun in the third century, boys

play soccer in the adjoining square at

dusk. As the day fades, they move into the

lighted portico, under wonderful mosaics

of the Virgin, and continue their game
admidst the tombs of early Christians.

The sacred and the profane must mix.

In the Casina Pio Quatro (Pius IV's pal-

ace) on the grounds of the Vatican, I met

in January 1984, the beginning of Orwell's

year, with twenty scientists from eight na-

tions to draft a statement on "nuclear win-

ter" that the pope might use in his

speeches against nuclear war. Pius IV was

a sixteenth-century pope of the powerful

Medici family. His house is a Roman plea-

sure palace, with grottoes and terraces

emblazoned with statues and bas-reliefs of

Roman youths in various postures of play

and merriment. The ceilings are painted

with swirling designs of imaginative crea-

tures and rather frank symbols of sex and

fertility. Cherubs hold aloft the six-balled

Medici shield, the symbol of temporal

power, with its title befitting a worldly

king: Pius IIII Pontifex Optimus Maxi-

mus. Here and there, almost as an after-

thought, a biblical scene—Christ's bap-

tism by John, for example—fills a space

amidst the Roman motifs. Again, sacred

and profane, spiritual and temporal, plea-

sure and contemplation—all packaged

into one artistic unity, a symbol of continu-

ity that incorporates the past and recog-

nizes human realities of the present.

I was in Rome to discuss continuity on

the grandest scale. A series of studies,

done by independent groups of scientists

in several nations and checked and con-

firmed by leaders in the various disci-

plines involved, seem to be converging

(despite many remaining uncertainties)

upon a troubling conclusion. For all prog-

nostications about the horrors of nuclear

war, we have previously missed an impor-

tant theme that makes the prospect of

such a holocaust even more unthinkable.

We have explored the immediate conse-

quences of blast and fallout, but we have

not appreciated the longer-term effects

upon climate (months to years) produced

because major explosions loft clouds of

dust and soot into the atmosphere. Under

a range of plausible circumstances, a pall

of particles might blanket the earth, bri -

ing sub-zero temperatures to mid-latitie

summers and enveloping the earth in su

darkness that agriculture might fail cc.-

pletely. This nuclear winter raises, for i

first time, the chilling prospect that a i
-

jor war might not only debilitate and di -

mate, bringing unparalleled human s-

fering in its wake, but might also leao

the total and irrevocable extinction f

many plant and animal species. ;

humans are a hardy and well-disperi

lot, but even the possibility of our own <
<

appearance in the aftermath of nuclr

winter's worst scenario cannot be touy

excluded. a

Why should we be so concerned abjt u

extinction? The appalling destruction f I

nuclear war is enough to contemplsi

without this added dimension. I could '-
i|

fer a set of "objective" reasons. Some e I

practical. Corn, our most important en, 1

will be in trouble if we lose teosinte, s I

wild grassy ancestor with a limited gV|

graphical and ecological distribution n
J

Central and South America. Teosinte L

bridizes with corn (see my column'!

March 1984) and forms a major resee

for the genetic variability that all sp&s

require for maintenance and evolution y

flexibility. Other reasons are more frary

aesthetic. It would be an impoverisd

and bleak world indeed if we encounted

nothing but humans and a rat or ab-

roach now and again. But, for this coluii.

which I intend more as a musing on <fr

tinuity than a technical account of nuciii

winter, I wish to emphasize a highly ]T-

sonal, moral argument (not subject o

proof but merely to deeply felt statemc)

that flows from my own career as a pak v

tologist, a student of that greatest of 1

natural continuities, the genealogy of «

on earth.

We now have evidence, in the foi

Hirrnov A /S4
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simple cells and the mats of sediment that

aggregates of these cells trap and bind,

that life on earth arose at least 3.5 billion

years ago. It has, since then, extended up-

ward in time, in unbroken continuity to

the present. We can all, quite literally,

from moss to mayfly to hippopotamus,

trace our ancestry all the way back to

these beginnings. The tree as a metaphor

for life's history is accurate; the tip of each

current twig (we humans are one) flows

back through branches ever wider and

sturdier to the common trunk of these

original cells nearly 4 billion years old.

Each extinction permanently removes a

bit of this patrimony; each irrevocable

death of a species cancels out not merely a

bit of current protoplasm but a unique

pathway of history maintained for 4 bil-

lion years. It is a breach of continuity on

the grandest scale. Of course, from a geo-

logical perspective of millions of years, ex-

tinction is inevitable, even necessary for

maintaining a vigorous tree of life. It is

even true, both in the abstract and in life's

actual history, that an occasional cata-

strophic episode of mass extinction opens

new evolutionary possibilities by freeing

ecological space in a crowded world.

But these 'geological scales are not ap-

propriate for the contemplation of our own

life and its immediate meaning. The po-

tentially healthful effect of a mass extinc-

tion on life's unpredictable rebound 10

million years down the road cannot speak

to the significance of our own twig on life's

tree—and it is not cosmic vanity, but

merely appropriate self-interest, that we

choose to nurture and defend this particu-

lar little branch. It is a small twig indeed,

but remember that it runs back, by myr-

iad branches, through 4 billion years to the

central trunk itself.

A special exhibition, "Ancestors," cur-

rently at the American Museum of Natu-

ral History, features the evidence that fos-

sils have provided for tying the twig's tip

(our current state) to the common branch

of primates among the mammals. Our ori-

gin in Africa, and our subsequent spread

throughout the world, form a complex and

compelling tale expressing our continuity

with all of life. If we extirpate this twig di-

rectly by nuclear winter, or lose so many
other twigs that our own eventually with-

ers away, then we have canceled forever

the most peculiar and different, un-

planned experiment ever generated

among the billions of branches—the ori-

gin, via consciousness, of a twig that could

discover its own history and appreciate its

continuity.

Some people, who have never extri-

cated themselves from the chain of being

(see my columns of November and De-

6 Natural History 4/84

cember 1983), and who view life's history

as a tale of linear progress leading predict-

ably to the evolution of consciousness,

might be less troubled (in some abstract

sense) by our potential self-removal. After

all, evolution moves toward complexity

and consciousness. If not us, then some

other surviving branch will enter the

stream and eventually give intelligence a

second chance. And if not here, then else-

where in a populated universe, for nature's

laws do not vary from place to place.

As a student of life's history, and as a

man who has tried hard to separate cul-

tural prejudice and psychological hope

from the story that fossils are trying to tell

us, I have reached quite a different conclu-

sion shared, I think, by most professional

colleagues: consciousness is a quirky evo-

lutionary accident, a product of one pecu-

liar lineage that developed most compo-

nents of intelligence for other evolutionary

purposes. If we lose its twig by human ex-

tinction, consciousness will probably not

evolve again in any other lineage during

the 5 billion years or so left to our earth be-

fore the sun explodes. Through no fault of

our own, and by dint of no cosmic plan or

conscious purpose, we have become, by

the power of a glorious evolutionary acci-

dent called intelligence, the stewards of

life's continuity on earth. We did not ask

for this role, but we cannot abjure it. We
may not be suited for it, but here we are. If

we blow it (quite literally), we will per-

manently rupture a continuity of eons

that dwarfs our own puny history to geo-

logical insignificance, but that we none-

theless now control. I cannot imagine any-

thing more vulgar, more hateful, than the

prospect that a tiny twig with one peculiar

power might decimate a majestic and an-

cient tree, whose continuity stretches back

to the dawn of earth's time and whose

trunk and branches house so many thou-

sand prerequisites to the twig's existence.

The argument for nuclear winter has

several sources and parents. But it came to

prominence toward the end of 1983 pri-

marily by the work of a team with the ap-

propriate acronym of TTAPS—R. E
Turco, O. B. Toon, T. R Ackerman, J. B.

Pollack, and Carl Sagan. Climatic model-

ing represents an unfamiliar style of sci-

ence, quite different from the schoolboy

stereotype of simple experiment with

clear prediction and unambiguous test.

We must deal, instead, with a score of

variables whose values we cannot specify

exactly and whose interactions are largely

unknown since the experiment, thank

God, has not been tried. How much dust

and soot goes up; does it spread to a homo-

geneous layer or does it leave holes for in-

termittent sunlight; does it spread to the

Southern Hemisphere and, if so, how>
tensely; where in the atmosphere do o.t

and soot lodge and how long will they sy

before rains scavenge the particles ;d

bring them to earth; how cold will it jt;

how long will the effects last? I could gc n

forever but will stop here. And these ie

only the first-order questions about i-

known immediate effects. What about h

teractions among the effects, for sm

"synergisms" often are, in technical p--

lance, nonadditive—that is, bad plus Id

may not equal twice as bad, but my
times worse. Radiation, for exam]:,

weakens the human immune system t

also engenders high mutation rates tit

might lead to the evolution of a parti i-

larly virulent agent of disease. The in-

action of this new disease vector with i-

man bodies of markedly reduced re'r

tance might produce a pandemic to

greater in effect than any predictii,

based on components considered set-

rately, could anticipate.

In the face of these difficulties and *-

certainties, the TTAPS team proceed

by specifying the most reasonable rangif

values for each effect and by model g

hundreds of possible scenarios to obtn

some sense of plausible scope. Major v a

ations depend largely upon differ g

behaviors and amounts of dust and sc

In short, and with some simplification, i-

rect impacts away from cities raise la

amounts of fine dust high into the ati

sphere; explosions over cities and fori

may ignite gigantic plumes of fire t

place clouds of coarser soot into lower

mospheric levels. Dust and soot block

light and engender nuclear winter. (I h;

not even mentioned scores of other

foundly negative effects, radiation and

pletion of the ozone layer, for exampl

I cannot begin to handle the techni

details in this short essay (two articles,

on the basic TTAPS model, the other

potential biological consequences,

peared in the December 23, 1983, issui

Science. And Carl Sagan has just p

lished a less technical, but still compli

account in the Winter 1983/84 issue

Foreign Affairs). I will, however, ment

just two general conclusions. First,

threshold for nuclear winter can

reached by many plausible scenarios

volving an appropriate percentage of

world's megatonnage and a believa

number of bombs exploded over cities z

military targets. Second, and somew^

surprisingly, even a "small" nuclear v

might, under plausible circumstand

trigger nuclear winter (for example, j

100 megatons, from our world supply

approximately 10,000, if exploded a

cities with large subsequent fires i
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a maximal yield of soot, might suffice).

I am not an astute observer of world

politics, and I was surprised (but quite

pleased) that recognition of the possibility

of nuclear winter has struck home with

such force in so many quarters. I have al-

ways regarded our old scenario, restricted

to the immediate consequences of blast

and fallout, as so horrible that no incre-

ment of additional torment should be

needed to galvanize public opinion. But I

now realize, hopeful creatures that we are,

how many people lived with the pipe

dream view, now dispersed, that if they re-

sided far enough from immediate blasts,

and hunkered down long enough in their

shelters, they could soon emerge into a

shining world waiting to be rebuilt. I had

also failed to recognize that people in

other nations, particularly of the Southern

Hemisphere, might have felt some per-

sonal safety, also now dispersed, in the

face of northern madness that might lead

Russia and America to mutual destruc-

tion. Nuclear winter also helps to clarify

what seems to me the near certainty that

any "conquest" in nuclear war could only

become the ultimate Pyrrhic victory as an

unforgiving climate propagates its chilling

effects upon any aggressor.

In any case, the argument of nuclear

winter has, like its dust cloud, spread

throughout the world, bringing us all per-

haps a bit closer and uniting us against a

common peril—for the earth, like an or-

ganism, has its own continuity and can dis-

perse evenly the insults that it suffers. The

Pontifical Academy of Science, represent-

ing the world's most ecumenical institu-

tion, brought twenty of us from eight na-

tions and more religions (and nonreli-

gions) to the Vatican to draft a statement

about nuclear winter and to meet with

Pope John Paul II in an effort to develop

this new argument as an effective weapon

against the threat of nuclear war. In a

short statement to us, the pope argued

that we must prevail by combining our sci-

entific deterrent (our best estimate of the

factual consequences) with the moral de-

terrent that he and others could supply.

And I thought of the wedding of spiritual

and temporal, contemplation and sensual-

ity, physical power and moral persuasion,

all pictured on the sixteenth-century ceil-

ings of our meeting place. Continuity will

require this flexibility, this joining of all

our forces.

We can also extend this theme of con-

tinuity, flexibility, and ecumenism to the

generation of the argument about nuclear

winter within science itself. Working out

the details required the combined skills of

physicists, meteorologists, chemists, biolo-

gists, experts on the mechanics of crater-

ing, on the behavior of suspended pai-

cles. I am happy to report that one of e

two major inspirations for the TTAS
group came directly from my own fielof

paleontology, so often viewed as an arc;e

discipline devoted to events of the dist t

past without immediate relevance to i-

man life. I have written several coluns

on the asteroidal theory of the Cretac& s

extinction—the exciting idea, now j;t

three or four years old but gaining coni-

ually in force and evidence, that the >-

parently catastrophic extinction of di>-

saurs and many other creatures 65 mill n

years ago may have resulted from the :i-

pact of an asteroid, some ten kilomets

(six miles) in diameter, that struck e

earth and left evidence for its impact n

high levels of iridium, an element of gr t

rarity in indigenous rocks of the earts

crust but more common in extraterresti.l

bodies.

Luis Alvarez, the great Berkeley ph; -

cist and cofounder of the asteroidal t>

ory, has advocated from the start as-
nario for extinction based upon a mass:

dust cloud thrown aloft by the impa.,

with subsequent suppression of photos; -

thesis and plunging temperatures. He aD

explicitly recognized the parallels -

tween asteroidal zap and nuclear war i

fact the megatonnage of such an imp;t

greatly exceeds the power of our entire i-

clear arsenal). Sagan and his colleagts

read the message and applied it direc".

Good science also displays its continu/

across apparently unrelated disciplines

The asteroid potentiated our own evo-

tion; without it, I doubt that we would

;

here to contemplate nuclear wint.

Mammals evolved at about the same tia

as dinosaurs and lived their first 100 n-

lion years as small creatures at the peri]-

ery of a world dominated by giant reptil

.

If dinosaurs had not become extinct in tt

Cretaceous event, they presumably woil

still dominate the earth (as they had r

100 million years, so why not for 65 n-

lion more), mammals would have -

mained as small creatures of ratlike si

,

and intelligence would never have evolvl

to create the glories of intellect and t:

horrors of nuclear holocaust. Is it noli

hopeful thought that a recognition of t«

cause for a key event that inspired our o'i

evolution might now contribute, throui

its direct input in formulating the arj-

ment of nuclear winter, to our survi'l

against the greatest threat ever producl

by the tree of life against its own frag:

continuity.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, get-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harval

University.
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At the American Museun

Four Million \bars of Humanity
In 1856, a group of workmen in the

Neander Valley of Germany were clear-

ing mud from the bottom of a cave, to

open up a limestone quarry. Among the

wagonloads of debris they hauled out were

some old, brown bones, which they

dumped in a pile of tailings. Sometime

later the bones came to the attention of a

local teacher, who examined them with

mounting interest. He recognized that

they were distinctly human but saw that

that they possessed several strange

characteristics. The limbs were heavier

than normal and the skull had thick, bee-

tling brow ridges. He showed the fossil

bones to Professor Schaafhausen, a well-

known German anatomist, who concluded

that they belonged to a savage and barba-

rous race that had lived at the time of the

Romans.

These remarkable fossils—the ones

that gave Neanderthal man his name

—

were among the first early human fossils

discovered. They marked the beginning of

the search for our origins through the

examination of the physical evidence it-

self—the corpus delicti, so to speak, of the

evolution of Homo sapiens sapiens.

Known today as RLB 332, these Neander-

thal remains have joined a number of

other illustrious human fossils at a major

new exhibition, "Ancestors: Four Million

Years of Humanity," which opens at the

American Museum of Natural History on

April 1 3. For the first time ever, some of

the rarest and most significant human fos-

sils from all over the world will be gath-

ered together for study and public view-

ing. They come from five continents and

more than a dozen countries. Because of

their exceeding rarity and fragility, the ex-

hibition will not tour the country. Thus, it

is likely that this exhibition will mark the

only time these fossils will ever be united

in one museum.
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The other day we visited Ian Tattersall

and Eric Delson, the exhibition's curators,

in Tattersall's fifth-floor office at the

American Museum. Overlooking Colum-

bus Avenue, the office contains a profu-

sion of bones and casts, papers, books, and

overgrown plants. On one side of the room,

rows and rows of shelves hold small card-

board boxes that contain much of the Mu-
seum's collection of human skulls—some

twelve thousand.

"This exhibition," Tattersall explained,

"is virtually the ultimate exhibit a natural

history museum could put on. These fos-

sils are the actual biological evidence of

our past—our ancestral family portraits."

Tattersall and Delson have spent the past

two years working with the many muse-

ums and laboratories that house hominid

fossils to arrange their inclusion in the ex-

hibition. "When this exhibition is assem-

bled, we'll have more than half of the most

complete specimens in the human fossil

record under this roof."

Many of the world's leading paleoan-

thropologists will be in New York several

days before the exhibition opens to the

public. Here, they will have a chance to

observe, compare and measure more fos-

sils side by side than has ever been possi-

ble before. Most scientific research on

human fossils is done using casts,

photographs, and notes. "Only twice be-

fore in the history of anthropology," says

Delson, "have important fossils been

placed side by side. In the 1930s Ralph

von Koenigswald took the Java man fossils

to Peking and compared them with Franz

Weidenreich's Peking man. Although

they had been classified as different types,

the researchers immediately recognized

that the remains were of the same species.

It was an important discovery because it

indicated the broad extent of this form of

early human.

"Again, in the early 1960s,

Koenigswald and Phillip Tobias cor

pared Java man with Homo habilis foss;

from Olduvai Gorge. In that case, signi

cant results also emerged. You can on

expect the same thing will happen aga

here at the Museum, especially when do

ens of extraordinarily rare fossils are c

rectly compared."

Many of the fossils coming to the M
seum are considered national treasures 1

their home countries; they have been le

under the most stringent transportatic

and handling conditions. During the tr

to and from New York, for example, eve

fossil will be accompanied by a curat

from its home museum. Whenever the fc

sils are not locked up in the Museum
vault or in an exhibition case, a curat

will be with them.

Among the fossils on exhibit is tl

Taung child, the first known specimen

Australopithecus, thought to be the ear

est human genus. For a time it was consi

ered the missing link fossil, until pale

anthropologists discarded the notion of

single link between apes and humar

Like many hominid finds, the discovery

the Taung child was an example of a mo
improbable coincidence: the right perse

being at the right place at the right tim

In 1 924 Raymond Dart, a young professi

of anatomy at Witwatersrand Medic

School in Johannesburg, South Afric

was visited by one of his students, who to

him that some friends of hers had a foss

baboon skull sitting on their mantelpiec

Since Dart knew of no primate fossils tb

had been found in Africa south of Egyf

he asked the woman to borrow the sped

men for him. It was indeed a fossil babocl

of a primitive species, found at a limestoi

quarry in Taung, some miles from Joha

nesburg.

Since a colleague of Dart's, a geologi
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named Young, was planning to visit

quarry, Dart asked him to keep an eye

for primate fossils.

Young arrived at the quarry just afti

series of blasting operations, and in a c

temporary newspaper interview descri 1

what happened. "One large piece of n

had apparently been split in two. Emb
ded in the one fragment was the 'miss

g

link' fossil, the face itself hidden by e

rock." Carefully packing the specinn

and other bones he had found into

crates, Young sent them to Dart.

The boxes arrived just as Dart was p

paring to be best man at a wedding in

house. Unable to restrain his curios

Dart, half-dressed in white tie and ta

pried open the crates and started unpa

ing the bones. In the first case he foi

nothing of interest, but when he opei;

the second box he was astounded. "I sto

in the shade," he wrote later, "holding

[fossil] as greedily as any miser hugs

gold. Here, I was certain, was one of

most significant finds ever made in

history of anthropology." Still dazed, D
became aware of a distraught bridegro,

tugging on his sleeve. "My God, Ray,"

fellow said, "you've got to finish dress

immediately—or I'll have to find anot

best man."

Dart had not only found the first A
tralopithecus, but his discovery was a

to change the course of paleoanth

pological research. From then on,

world's attention would turn toward

rica as the birthplace of the human race

leading to the great discoveries of Oldu

Gorge, Laetoli, and other sites.

The Zinjanthropus skull, one of

most remarkable finds to emerge from

duvai Gorge, will also be displayed in

Museum's exhibition. This celebra

skull made headline news when it v

found by Mary and Louis Leakey in 19

The first subject to be dated using the

tassium-argon method, the skull doub

the then-accepted time span of huir

evolution and proved that hominids w
using tools much earlier than anyone r

supposed.

Another outstanding feature of the

hibition will be the type specimen

Australopithecus afarensis. A. afarer

is the early human who left footprints o

layer of volcanic mud some 3.5 mil

years ago in what is now Ethiopia. A t)

specimen is the first specimen known

belong to a new species; it becomes the c

to which all others are compared.

Java man, a later stage in human evo-

tion, will be represented by specimens c

covered by von Koenigswald and Eug£

Dubois. Owing to a series of controvers

that have surrounded them since the li

:
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eteenth century, the Dubois speci-

rins—the first examples of Java man

—

\ e never before been publicly dis-

[
yed. In the late 1 880s Dubois, who had

: irreled with his scientific colleagues in

( Hand, decided to go to the Dutch East

[ ies (now Indonesia) to search for the

r sing link. He spent several years on

} a, using gangs of transported convicts

[ excavate outcrops and deposits, but

b hout much luck. Finally, in 1 890 he un-

I thed a hominid chin fragment. After a

F more fossils turned up in 1891, 1892,

3 i 1893, Dubois announced to the world

tit he had discovered the missing link,

I ch he named Pithecanthropus erectus,

ti "erect ape-man." While Dubois's dis-

3 eries were hailed by the scientific com-

rjnity, his theories were not. His critics

> 1 there were too few fossils to draw firm

3 elusions; they did, however, think that

t! Pithecanthropus remains should be

mgned to the genus Homo because they

ij'e more human than Dubois acknowl-

jj ed. Angered at having lost his battle

ifh his critics, Dubois severely restricted

a) ess to his fossils. He is said to have hid-

i them under his bed for fear that zeal-

Df researchers would steal them. His ac-

jj'is harmed—almost ruined—his scien-

»: reputation, and Java man was as-

i- led to oblivion until further discoveries

ij von Koenigswald in the 1930s con-

fi'ied its importance. Today, Java man
% similar forms are admitted to our ge-

| as Homo erectus.

Other priceless hominid fossils in the

ei ibition are the famed Heidelberg jaw,

i of the earliest known specimens of our

D|i species; a Cro-Magnon skull from

P nee; and the Cerro Sota skull found in

|.ve on the southern tip of South Amer-

| which showed that humans had

s( :ad over the entire length of the New
$rld as early as 9000 b.c.

talking through the exhibition will be

SI walking along the path of human evo-

lan. The fossils will be spotlighted in in-

d-dual cases, starting with the 30-mil-

li -year-old Aegyptopithecus, believed

t( ie the ancestor of humans, apes, and

mkeys; and the 1 3-million-year-old

C opithecus, the first fossil ape ever dis-

ci ;red. Visitors will then be able to fol-

ic the evolution of human beings from

f:r earliest known form, the austra-

lothecines, through the first member of

oi own genus, Homo, to our immediate

isstors and finally to ourselves.

I I one sense these fossils answer certain

q: stions that have been on the human
rrd for a long, long time. According to

T ersall, "They are the real crown jewels

Lrace." Douglas J. Preston
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ing had 10 days to notify us, you may return it*'^

credit at our expense. Cancellations:Mem\xb

may be discontinued, either by you or by the til^

at any time after you have bought 4 additiona

books. Join today. With savings and choices e

these, no wonder Book-of-the-Month Club is

457 Pub price $14.95 America's Bookstore. .,,
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to membership in the Book-of-the-Month Club.
You simply agree to buy 4 books within the next two years.

Ii fe Habitat Series

'.95 (Pub prices total $113.70)

mes from the award-winning
''ildlife of the polar regions,

elands, prairies and plains, rivers

vrts. More than 200 color photo-

,i each volume, along with maps,
I and detailed glossary. A beau-
ition to the home library.

Jecline and Fall of

)man Empire by Edward
n. Edited by J. B. Bury
-.95 (Pub price $300)

litive Bury edition of the most
d history of all. Illustrated 7-volume

y available on long-lasting acid-free

arter-bound in genuine leather.

The Compact
Edition of

The Oxford

English Dictionary

for $24.95 (Pub price $175)

"The most complete, most
scholarly dictionary of the

English language"—The
Christian Science Monitor.

Through photoreduction, the

original 13-volume set has
been reproduced in this

two-volume Compact
Edition. A Bausch & Lomb
magnifying glass is included.

The Second World War
by Winston S. Churchill

for $27.50 (Pub prices total $295)

New Chartwell Edition of this six-volume Nobel Prize-

winning masterwork, in genuine leather quarter-bindings,

with a foreword by William L. Shirer. Churchill's Olympian
wisdom, passion and wit—and his unique role as a wartime
leader—make his account of World War II unforgettable
reading. Frontispiece photographs, 3-color battle-map

endpapers, 195 additional maps, charts and diagrams.
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The Story of Civilization

by Will and Ariel Durant

for $29.95 (Pub prices total $335.45)

For almost half a century Will and Ariel Durant traced the continuity

of world history—the religions and philosophies, the political and
economic tides, the arts and sciences, the customs and conquests—to
show the foundations of society today. A Book-of-the-Month Club
exclusive for 50 years, the Durants' illustrated masterwork is history

come alive.
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April Events

Our African Ancestors: Four Million

Years of Controversy

On Monday, April 9, the Museum's
Department of Education, in cooperation

with the Institute of Human Origins, will

present Our African Ancestors: Four
Million Years of Controversy, a lecture

by Donald C. Johanson, director of the In-

stitute of Human Origins in Berkeley,

California. Johanson will trace the discov-

ery of our African ancestors from the

Taung fossil identified in 1924 by Ray-

mond Dart to recent finds in East Africa.

The fragmentary nature of early human
fossils and their uncertain age have led

paleoanthropologists to develop conflict-

ing theories about human evolution. This

lecture will be held in the Auditorium at

7:00 p.m. Tickets are $7.00 for nonmem-
bers; $5.00 for members and students

with I.D. (phone [212] 873-7507).

A Forum: Searching for Our Ancestors

On Thursday, April 5, the Museum
presents A Forum: Searchingfor Our An-
cestors. F. Clark Howell, professor of an-

thropology at the University of California

at Berkeley, will speak on "Modern Field-

work in Paleoanthropology"; Elwyn Si-

mons, director of the Duke University Pri-

mate Center, will discuss "Hunting the

'Dawn Apes" of Africa"; and Phillip To-

bias, professor and head of the Anatomy
Department at the University of Witwa-

From "Ancestors." opening Apnl 13

tersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa,

will speak on "New Discoveries of Early

Human Fossils from Southern Africa."

The evening will be moderated by Eric

Delson, professor of anthropology at Leh-

man College and a research associate in

the Museum's Department of Vertebrate

Paleontology. The forum will begin at

7:00 p.m. in the Auditorium. Tickets are

$7.00 for nonmembers and $5.00 for

members and students with I.D. (phone

[212] 873-7507).

Films from Along the Silk Road
On Wednesday, April 18, Films from

Along the Silk Road will be shown in con-

junction with the Silk Roads/China
Ships exhibition. The program includes

archival footage from the American Mu-
seum's Central Asiatic Expedition to

China and Mongolia (1921-1930) led by

Roy Chapman Andrews. Three contem-

porary films will also be shown: Silk Ban-

dit chronicles a Royal Ontario Museum
archeological expedition to a mountain

stronghold near the Silk Road in the re-

mote highlands of western Iran; Moun-
tain Crossroads and the Diamond Path

traces the passage of Buddhism along the

Silk Road; and Suzhou focuses on the fa-

bled centuries-old center of Chinese cul-

ture and art. Films are free to Museum
visitors and will be shown in the Audito-

rium beginning at 7:00 p.m.

A Kaleidoscope of Dance
On Sunday, April 8, the Kaleidoscope

Dancers will perform a variety of dances,

ranging from the Haitian Dance Congo
and the Chinese Ribbon Dance to a mod-
ern interpretation of the movements of a

wolf. A Kaleidoscope ofDance, intended

for children ages ten and under, will be

performed at 1:30 and 3:30 p.m. in the

Kaufmann Theater. The program costs

$2.00 and is open only to Museum mem-
bers (phone [212] 873-1327).

Star Quest

Beginning on April 5, the Hayden Plan-

etarium will be featuring a new sky show,

Star Quest, a look at the past, present, and

future conquest of space—from the earli-

est rockets to tomorrow's planetary out-

posts and flights to the stars. Star Quest

will be shown through September 3.

Latin America Month
April is Latin America Month in the

Leonhardt People Center. Each Saturday

and Sunday will be devoted to the tradi-

tions, crafts, and folklore of Latin Ameri-

can peoples. These lectures, demonstra-

tions, and performances of music and
dance are free to all Museum visitors. The
Leonhardt People Center is open on week-

ends from 1:00 until 4:30 p.m.

Bicycles and Dragons

Through July 15, Bicycles and Drag-

ons, a photographic exhibition, can be

viewed in the Akeley Gallery. Bicycles

and Dragons is a look at China, past and

present. The exhibition includes early

photographs from Museum archives and

contemporary photographs taken by staff

members of the Museum of the American
Indian.

Silk Roads Lectures

On two Tuesdays and two Thursdays,

April 17, 19, 24, and 26, the Museum has

scheduled free lectures on China's Silk

Road. These will be held at 2:00 p.m. in

the Auditorium. For information on lec-

ture topics call the Museum's Education

Department at (212) 873-1300.

ENTER
THE CANON
PHOTO

CONTEST-
WIN ATRIP
THE OLYMPIC

Test your skills in the Can
Photo Contest and you could

win one of six trips for two t

the 1984 Olympic Games in

Los Angeles, including roun

trip airfare, three nights, four

days at a hotel, tickets to

Olympic events, ground trans

portation to the games, $500
in spending money plus a Lin

ited Edition Canon New F-l

professional camera!

We encourage you to enter

photo you've already taken, c

get your camera out right now

and shoot to win! There are

864 prizes in all, worth over

$70,000!

Your $1.00 Entry Fee is <

contribution to the

U.S. Olympic Team

Subject categories are SPORTS.
PEOPLE and NATURE, with separate

competitions for SLR and non-SLR own
ers. A $1.00 contribution to the U.S.

Olympic Team is your entry fee. Canon

will match your dollar if your entry was

taken with a Canon camera. 5" x 7" color|

prints made from original 35mm negative

or transparencies taken after March 1st,

1983. are eligible. All entries must be

received by May 31st, 1984. Complete

rules and regulations are provided on the

official entry form available at your

authorized Canon dealer or by writing to

Canon U.S.A., Inc., One Canon Plaza.

Lake Success. N.Y. 11042. Requests musi

be received by May 1st, 1984. Limit: one

request per envelope. Open to U.S.

Residents, 16 years of age or older. Void i:

Vermont and where prohibited by law.

Contest closes May 31. 1984.

Canon
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See beyond the ordinary
The Canon A-1 is no ordinary

iera. It is a creative tool. Con-
ed as the ultimate in automatic

t's, the A-1 is unsurpassed in

'iding exposure control options,

re are six, to be precise, allow-

/ou to select the one best suited

our subject. Choose a shutter

3d to control and interpret

on. Select a lens opening and
away a background.
In the programmed mode, the

A-1 makes
both of these
decisions for

you so you
can really con-

centrate on
your subject.

You just focus,

compose and
shoot.

automatic flash. You can shoot at up
to five frames-per-second with the

optional Motor Drive MA. But most
important, the A-1 does everything

automatically. Freeing you to shoot a

special subject in your own special

way, and make a picture that

nobody else saw.

The Canon A-1. It's half of what
you need to turn photography into

fine art. ^T

And create. A bright digital display

the viewfinder shows the speed
and aperture in use, whether
the choice was yours or

the camera's.

The A-1 provides the

versatility to match your

imagination. Add any of

over fifty Canon FD lenses

A Canon Speedlite for

eanoif^a°n
Canon USA. Inc , One Canon Plaza, Lake Success. New York 11042
140 Industrial Drive. Elmhurst. Illinois 60126 6380 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Norcross. Georgia 30071
123 Paularino Avenue East. Costa Mesa, California 92626 2035 Royal Lane. Suite 290. Dallas, Texas 75229
Bldg B-2. 1050 Ala Moana Blvd.. Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 Canon Canada, Inc., Ontario ^__-;; -._ -



From April 1 3 through September 9, the American Museum ofNatural History will present

"Ancestors: Four Million Years of Humanity," an unprecedented exhibition that brings

together some ofthe most famous fossil finds in human paleontology. In recognition ofthis

historic gathering, Natural History begins a series of articles on the theme of ancestors,

recounting recent discoveries and various interpretations concerning the origin and evolution!

ofthe human species

AncestoJ

Scavenger Hunt
Aspaleoanthropologists close in on their quarry,

it may turn out to be a different beastfrom what they imagined

by Pat Shipman

In both textbooks and films, ancestral

humans (hominids) have been portrayed

as hunters. Small-brained, big-browed,

upright, and usually mildly furry, early

hominid males gaze with keen eyes across

the golden savanna, searching for prey.

Skillfully wielding a few crude stone tools,

they kill and dismember everything from

small gazelles to elephants, while females

care for young and gather roots, tubers,

and berries. The food is shared by group

members at temporary camps. This famil-

iar image of Man the Hunter has been bol-

stered by the finding of stone tools in asso-

ciation with fossil animal bones. But the

role of hunting in early hominid life can-

not be determined in the absence of more

direct evidence.

I discovered one means of testing the

hunting hypothesis almost by accident. In

1978, I began documenting the micro-

scopic damage produced on bones by dif-

ferent events. I hoped to develop a diag-

nostic key for identifying the post-mortem

history of specific fossil bones, useful for

understanding how fossil assemblages

were formed. Using a scanning electron

microscope (SEM) because of its excel-

lent resolution and superb depth of field, I

inspected high-fidelity replicas of modern

bones that had been subjected to known

events or conditions. (I had to use replicas,

rather than real bones, because specimens

must fit into the SEM's small vacuum
chamber.) I soon established that such

common events as weathering, root etch-

ing, sedimentary abrasion, and carnivore

chewing produced microscopically dis-

tinctive features.

In 1980, my SEM study took an unex-

pected turn. Richard Potts (now of Yale

University), Henry Bunn (now of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin at Madison), and I al-

most simultaneously found what appeared

to be stone-tool cut marks on fossils from

Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania, and Koobi

Fora, Kenya. We were working almost

side by side at the National Museums of

Kenya, in Nairobi, where the fossils are

stored. The possibility of cut marks was

exciting, since both sites preserve some of

the oldest known archeological materials.

Potts and I returned to the United States,

manufactured some stone tools, and

started "butchering" bones and joints

begged from our local butchers. Under

the SEM, replicas of these cut marks

looked very different from replicas of car-

nivore tooth scratches, regardless of the

species of carnivore or the type of tool in-

volved. By comparing the marks on

fossils with our hundreds of modern boi

of known history, we were able to demi

strate convincingly that hominids usi

stone tools had processed carcasses

many different animals nearly two milli

years ago. For the first time, there wa!

firm link between stone tools and at le

some of the early fossil animal bones.

This initial discovery persuaded soi

paleoanthropologists that the homii

hunter scenario was correct. Potts ant

were not so sure. Our study had she

that many of the cut-marked fossils a

bore carnivore tooth marks and that soi

of the cut marks were in places we had

expected—on bones that bore little mi

in life. More work was needed.

In addition to more data about the <

duvai cut marks and tooth marks,

needed specific information about the p
terns of cut marks left by known hunti

performing typical activities associat

with hunting. If similar patterns occun

on the fossils, then the early homi:

probably behaved similarly to more mi

ern hunters; if the patterns were differe

then the behavior was probably also

ferent. Three activities related to huntij

occur often enough in peoples around t|
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TheV6diesel

4 million miles oftesting
made it right.

Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera
makes it great!

in the lab and Jgv AXLX
Itfie road— the (^VA^^^r^
1st thoroughly Vv^/^A
ted engine ever vx*v (\ [ff^VK
eredbyOlds- vvB \Sfc^__x~

|bile.V6 engines v \ yN^v
re run non-stop ... 24 Ve„Ulri .shapec

urs a day. . . six days pre-combustiot

*eek for nearly chamber for effi

o months. In all, over combustion

DO hours of dynamo-
ter testing of the V6 diesel. Addi-

aally, six fleets of over 150 diesel

vehicles were tested over a

ear period ... on the road . . . coast

coast. In all, over 4.1 million

I'es of testing.

impressive performance and
:WC,diesel efficiency through pre-

m cision engineering.The in-

v\ herent advantages of a diesel

\\ were teamed with the
' Ybalance and smoothness

|

/^v. configuration. The
, (< ^ results: remarkable

seconds and to 50 in 11.7 seconds

— in a V6 diesel Cutlass Ciera,

according to test track data.

The fuel economy? Equally im-

pressive at— 43 estimated highway
and 28 EPA estimated mpgr

Conclusion: with a high technol-

ogy diesel Oldsmobile, you get both

spirited performance and money-
saving economy.

Additional savings with Olds

can save

the same options purchased sepa-

rately, on V6 Diesel Traveling Package
equipped Olds Cutlass Ciera models
with: AM/FM Stereo Radio, Wire
Wheel Discs, Power Door Locks and
Cruise Control or Rear Window De-
fogger. See your dealer for details.

3-year/50,000-Mile Protection.

Another plus in the diesel Olds-

mobile. As part of the Olds new

J car limited warranty

Q the diesel engine
B is covered for

>3 years or

50,000 miles,

whichever

m comes first. Sub-Rotary fuel injection COmeS tlTSt. SUD-
pump precisely measures \qq£ to a deduct-
fuel foreach cylinder,

ftfe after the first

12 months-12,000 miles.

Test-drive a V6 diesel Cutlass

Ciera for 1984 at your Oldsmobile

i^lraaUuTaSEaEa
the wheel will be the final and
most convincing test of all.

There is a special feel

in a diesel ^*) j»

flMmc&k

tier hydraulic

Ire help

\?t operation.

-0 to 30 in 5.2

*Use the estimated mpg for comparison.

Your mileage may differ depending on
speed, distance, weather. Actual high-

way mileage lower. Estimates lower in

California. Some Oldsmobiles are equipped

with engines produced by other GM divi-

sions, subsidiaries or affiliated companies

worldwide. See your dealer for details.



For over 26 years:

the best values,

the largest

selection in tours

to Greece.

Not even glorious Greece is glorious if

you're having problems with your travel

arrangements. But when Traveline makes

the arrangements, you can relax and

have a glorious time.

We're the company with over 26 years

of Greek experience. We design more

tours to Greece than anybody—so you

have the best selection to choose from.

We have offices in Athens and around

Greece, where we're always ready to

assist you. We're even part of a plan that

offers you financial protection. We fly

you only on scheduled 747's. We work

closely with all leading cruise lines:

Sun Line, Epirotiki, HML. 'K'-Lines and

others. With our enormous selection of

tours, we can package entire tours, partial

tours, combination tours or any tour—

and book you on any cruise line

you prefer.

Combine The Greek Experience with The

Traveline Experience for the most glorious

vacation. Tell your travel agent to book

you through Traveline, or mail the

coupon for our 40-page brochure, with

tours as low as $398 plus air fare.

TRfivaine
For the classic Greek vacation.

Ask about our tours that

combine Greece and the

Greek Isles with Egypt,

Israel. Turkey, the

Dalmatian Coast of

Yugoslavia and more,

including short stopovers.

New York. Beverly Hills.

Toronto. Caracas.

Mexico City Athens f*'
TRMHME

Traveline. Inc.,

635 Madison Ave.. NX NY 10022

(212) 355-4740 Toll-free I -800-22

1

-1288.

8447 Wilshire Blvd.. Beverly Hills. CA 90211

(213) 653-57 II. Toll-free: I
-800-624-6112.

Please send me you

Greece and Europe.

40-page broch j re on

Travpl Agpnt

City State zip

world and leave consistent enough traces

to be used for such a test.

First, human hunters systematically

disarticulate their kills, unless the animals

are small enough to be eaten on the spot.

Disarticulation leaves cut marks in a pre-

dictable pattern on the skeleton. Such

marks cluster near the major joints of the

limbs: shoulder, elbow, carpal joint

(wrist), hip, knee, and hock (ankle). Tak-

ing a carcass apart at the joints is much
easier than breaking or cutting through

bones. Disarticulation enables hunters to

carry food back to a central place or camp,

so that they can share it with others or

cook it or even store it by placing portions

in trees, away from the reach of carni-

vores. If early hominids were hunters who
transported and shared their kills, dis-

articulation marks would occur near joints

in frequencies comparable to those pro-

duced by modern human hunters.

Second, human hunters often butcher

carcasses, in the sense of removing meat

from the bones. Butchery marks are usu-

ally found on the shafts of bones from the

upper part of the front or hind limb, since

this is where the big muscle masses lie.

Butchery may be carried out at the kill site

—especially if the animal is very large and

its bones very heavy—or it may take place

at the base camp, during the process of

sharing food with others. Compared with

disarticulation, butchery leaves relatively

few marks. It is hard for a hunter to locate

an animal's joints without leaving cut

marks on the bone. In contrast, it is easier

to cut the meat away from the midshaft of

the bone without making such marks. If

early hominids shared their food, how-

ever, there ought to be a number of cut

marks located on the midshaft of some

fossil bones.

Finally, human hunters often remove

skin or tendons from carcasses, to be used

for clothing, bags, thongs, and so on. Hide

or tendon must be separated from the

bones in many areas where there is little

flesh, such as the lower limb bones of pigs,

giraffes, antelopes, and zebras. In such

cases, it is difficult to cut the skin without

leaving a cut mark on the bone. Therefore,

one expects to find many more cut marks

on such bones than on the flesh-covered

bones of the upper part of the limbs.

Unfortunately, although accounts of

butchery and disarticulation by modern

human hunters are remarkably consistent,

quantitative studies are rare. Further, vir-

tually all modern hunter-gatherers use

metal tools, which leave more cut marks

than stone tools. For these reasons I hesi-

tated to compare the fossil evidence with

data on modern hunters. Fortunately,

Diane Gifford of the University of Cali-

fornia, Santa Cruz, and her colleag

had recently completed a quantitat

study of marks and damage on thousa

of antelope bones processed by Neoliti

(Stone Age) hunters in Kenya some 2,Jl

years ago. The data from Prolonged Drlj

as the site is called, were perfect for cdj

parison with the Olduvai material.

Assisted by my technician, Jenl

Rose, I carefully inspected more thj

2,500 antelope bones from Bed I at Ol
vai Gorge, which is dated to between

and 1 .7 million years ago. We made hij

fidelity replicas of every mark that

thought might be either a cut mark ol

carnivore tooth mark. Back in the Unii

States, we used the SEM to make posit|

identifications of the marks. (The repli

tion and SEM inspection was time

suming, but necessary: only about hal

the marks were correctly identified by

or by light microscope.) I then compa:

the patterns of cut mark and tooth mi

distributions on Olduvai fossils with thi

made by Stone Age hunters at Prolonj

Drift.

By their location, I identified mai

caused either by disarticulation or mi

removal and then compared their frequi

cies with those from Prolonged Di

More than 90 percent of the Neoliti

marks in these two categories were fr|

disarticulation, but to my surprise, on

about 45 percent of the corresponding
(J

duvai cut marks were from disartici

tion. This difference is too great to hi

occurred by chance; the Olduvai boi

did not show the predicted pattern,

fact, the Olduvai cut marks attribute

to meat removal and disarticulati

showed essentially the same pattern of

tribution as the carnivore tooth marl

Apparently, the early hominids were

regularly disarticulating carcasses,

finding casts serious doubt on the idea tl

early hominids carried their kills back

camp to share with others, since bc|

transport and sharing are difficult unli

carcasses are cut up.

When I looked for cut marks attribi
,

able to skinning or tendon removal, a mc

modern pattern emerged. On both t

Neolithic and Olduvai bones, nearly

percent of all cut marks occurred on bor

that bore little meat; these cut mai

probably came from skinning. Carnivc a

tooth marks were much less common
such bones. Hominids were using ci

casses as a source of skin and tendon. Tl

made it seem more surprising that th

disarticulated carcasses so rarely.

A third line of evidence provided t

most tantalizing clue. Occasionally, sets

overlapping marks occur on the Oldm
fossils. Sometimes, these sets include bo
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Greece. Past.Present.Future.Perfect
-reece. So rich in antiquity that every-

where eke seems born yesterday.

Truly where the West began—
democracy, art, the Olympic ideal.

I Greece. So young it never stops

(.singing, dancing, eating, meeting—

| there are no strangers in Greece.

I Greece. So eternally, stunningly

'beautiful that its hills are a drama, its

'light an emotion. And every tomorrow

is more glorious than the one before.

[Come to the country perfect for all

I seasons, for all time.

One glorious way to see Greece.

Epirotiki. A world of cruises. From
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Islands cruise travel, complete, quality

land/sea packages to the Greek Islands,

and other Mediterranean ports. Aboard

ships that are the modern wonders ofan

ancient world. Epirotiki. A world of
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Greek National Tourist Organization
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Ocean cruises taken: DO Dl D2 or more.

MISSISSIPPI QUEEN • DELTA QUEEN
2 to 11 Nights. Suites. Staterooms. Cabins.

FREE BROCHURE
See your travel agent or call toll free

800-543-7637
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The Delta Queen Steamboat Co.

511 MainStreet, Box NH62
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

So nice to comehome to.

So nice when your Manhattan hotel is really more like your apart-

ment on Central Park. So nice when you can depend on the

traditions we take special pride in: personal service: prompt and

courteous attention: gracious hospitality: and good value. The

Mayflower Hotel, around the corner from Lincoln Center and the

Coliseum at 61st St. & Central Park West, New York 10023. See

your travel agent or call toll-free 800-223-41 64 or 212-265-0060.

The Mayflower Hotel
right on Central Park

iarks. Sicut marks and carnivore tooth marks,

more rarely, I could see under the SE
which mark had been made first, becau

its features were overlaid by those of tij

later mark, in much the same way as c

tire tracks on a dirt road are obscured

fresh ones. Although only thirteen su

sets of marks were found, in eight cas

the hominids made the cut marks after ti

carnivores made their tooth marks. Tl

finding suggested a new hypothesis. 1

stead of hunting for prey and leaving t

remains behind for carnivores to sc£

enge, perhaps hominids were scavengi

from the carnivores. This might expla

the hominids' apparently unsystemai

use of carcasses: they took what th

could get, be it skin, tendon, or meat.

Man the Scavenger is not nearly as

;

tractive an image as Man the Hunter, b

it is worth examining. Actually, althou;

hunting and scavenging are different-ec

logical strategies, many mammals <•

both. The only pure scavengers alive

Africa today are vultures; not one of f.

modern African mammalian carnivores

a pure scavenger. Even spotted hyem

which have massive, bone-crushing tee

well adapted for eating the bones left t

hind by others, only scavenge about 33 rx

cent of their food. Other carnivores th

scavenge when there are enough carcass

around include lions, leopards, striped h

enas, and jackals. Long-term behavior

studies suggest that these carnivores sea

enge when they can and kill when tb

must. There are only two nearly pure pre

ators, or hunters—the cheetah and t

wild dog—that rarely, if ever, scavenge

What are the costs and benefits of sea

enging compared with those of predatio

First of all, the scavenger avoids the ta

of making sure its meal is dead: a predat

has already endured the energetica

costly business of chasing or stalking ar

mal after animal until one is killed. B

while scavenging may be cheap, it's risk

Predators rarely give up their prey to sea

engers without defending it. In such c

putes, the larger animal, whether a sea

enger or a predator, usually wins, althouj

smaller animals in a pack may defeat

lone, larger animal. Both predators ar!

scavengers suffer the dangers inherent

fighting for possession of a carcass. Sma
er scavengers such as jackals or striped h

enas avoid disputes to some extent 1

specializing in darting in and removing

piece of a carcass without trying to ta

possession of the whole thing. These tv

strategies can be characterized as that • >

the bully or that of the sneak: bullies net -

to be large to be successful, sneaks need -

be small and quick.

Because carcasses are almost alwa; -
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i :h rarer than live prey, the major cost

: uliar to scavenging is that scavengers

i >t survey much larger areas than pred-

i -s to find food. They can travel slowly,

: :e their "prey" is already dead, but en-

1 ance is important. Many predators

i
:ialize in speed at the expense of en-

1 ance, while scavengers do the opposite,

i 'he more committed predators among

] East African carnivores (wild dogs

ii
cheetahs) can achieve great top

ii;ds when running, although not for

t». Perhaps as a consequence, these

"I
re" hunters enjoy a much higher suc-

\; rate in hunting (about three-fourths

>• neir chases end in kills) than any of the

;ii /enger-hunters do (less than half of

1 r chases are successful). Wild dogs

ii cheetahs are efficient hunters, but

1 / are neither big enough nor efficient

sugh in their locomotion to make good

i rcngers. In fact, the cheetah's teeth are

;t specialized for meat slicing that they

>.oably cannot withstand the stresses of

>e crunching and carcass dismember-

r carried out by scavengers. Other car-

nires are less successful at hunting, but

ii s specializations of size, endurance, or

i the case of the hyenas) dentition that

ii ce successful scavenging possible. The

:i Her carnivores seem to have a some-

v t higher hunting success rate than the

i e ones, which balances out their diffi-

:* ies in asserting possession of carcasses,

til addition to endurance, scavengers

l' i an efficient means of locating car-

ses, which, unlike live animals, don't

r 'e or make noises. Vultures, for exam-

) solve both problems by flying. The

K ing, gliding flight of vultures expends

r :h less energy than walking or canter-

r as performed by the part-time mam-
r ian scavengers. Flight enables vultures

( mintain a foraging radius two to three

i :s larger than that of spotted hyenas,

vie providing a better vantage point.

["•; explains why vultures can scavenge

ibf their food in the same habitat in

v :h it is impossible for any mammal to

A a pure scavenger. (In fact, many
rnmals learn where carcasses are lo-

»'d from the presence of vultures.)

f ince mammals can't succeed as full-

I: scavengers, they must have another

ic ce of food to provide the bulk of their

ii . The large carnivores rely on hunting

a e animals to obtain food when scav-

il ng doesn't work. Their size enables

In to defend a carcass against others.

5i:e the small carnivores—jackals and

>t >ed hyenas—often can't defend car-

ies successfully, most of their diet is

X posed of fruit and insects. When they

J( mnt, they usually prey on very small

it lals, such as rats or hares, that can be
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consumed in their entirety before the

larger competitors arrive.

The ancient habitat associated with the

fossils of Olduvai and Koobi Fora would

have supported many herbivores and car-

nivores. Among the latter were two spe-

cies of large saber-toothed cats, whose

teeth show extreme adaptations for meat

slicing. These were predators with pri-

mary access to carcasses. Since their teeth

were unsuitable for bone crushing, the sa-

ber-toothed cats must have left behind

many bones covered with scraps of meat,

skin, and tendon. Were early hominids

among the scavengers that exploited such

carcasses?

All three hominid species that were

present in Bed I times (Homo habilis,

Australopithecus africanus, A. robustus)

were adapted for habitual, upright

bipedalism. Many anatomists see evi-

dence that these hominids were agile tree

climbers as well. Although upright

bipedalism is a notoriously peculiar mode

of locomotion, the adaptive value of which

has been argued for years (see Matt

CartmiU's article, "Four Legs Good, Two
Legs Bad," Natural History, November

1983), there are three general points of

agreement.

First, bipedal running is neither fast nor

efficient compared to quadrupedal gaits.

However, at moderate speeds of 2.5 to 3.5

miles per hour, bipedal walking is more

energetically efficient than quadrupedal

walking. Thus, bipedal walking is an ex-

cellent means of covering large areas

slowly, making it an unlikely adaptation

for a hunter but an appropriate and useful

adaptation for a scavenger. Second,

bipedalism elevates the head, thus im-

proving the hominid's ability to spot items

on the ground—an advantage both

scavengers and to those trying to avoid

coming a carcass. Combining bipedali

with agile tree climbing improves the v:

tage point still further. Third, bipedali

frees the hands from locomotor duti

making it possible to carry items. Wit

would early hominids have carried? M>t

makes a nutritious, easy-to-carry packa

;

the problem is that carrying meat attra s

scavengers. Richard Potts suggests tit

carrying stone tools or unworked stois

for toolmaking to caches would be a mi;

efficient and less dangerous activity umr

many circumstances.

In short, bipedalism is compatible i

a scavenging strategy. I am tempted to

gue that bipedalism evolved because

provided a substantial advantage to sc -

enging hominids. But I doubt homins

could scavenge effectively without to

Come to Canada
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a bipedalism predates the oldest known

s ie tools by more than a million years.

,s there evidence that, like modern

r nmalian scavengers, early hominids

1; ; an alternative food source, such as ei-

t r hunting or eating fruits and insects?

fl
husband, Alan Walker, has shown

1 1 the microscopic wear on an animal's

I h reflects its diet. Early hominid teeth

h e microscopic wear more like that of

b mpanzees and other modern fruit eat-

e than that of carnivores. Apparently,

B,ly hominids ate mostly fruit, as the

s iller, modern scavengers do. This ac-

c ds with the estimated body weight of

eiy hominids, which was only about

t\ y to eighty pounds—less than that of

of the modern carnivores that com-

b scavenging and hunting but com-

p able to the striped hyena, which eats

I ts and insects as well as meat.

Would early hominids have been able

to compete for carcasses with other carni-

vores? They were too small to use a bully

strategy, but if they scavenged in groups,

a combined bully-sneak strategy might

have been possible. Perhaps they were

able to drive off a primary predator long

enough to grab some meat, skin, or mar-

row-filled bone before relinquishing the

carcass. The effectiveness of this strategy

would have been vastly improved by using

tools to remove meat or parts of limbs, a

task at which hominid teeth are poor. As
agile climbers, early hominids may have

retreated into the trees to eat their scav-

enged trophies, thus avoiding competition

from large terrestrial carnivores.

In sum, the evidence on cut marks,

tooth wear, and bipedalism, together with

our knowledge of scavenger adaptation in

general, is consistent with the hypothesis

that two million years ago hominids were

scavengers rather than accomplished

hunters. Animal carcasses, which contrib-

uted relatively little to the hominid diet,

were not systematically cut up and trans-

ported for sharing at base camps. Man the

Hunter may not have appeared until 1 .5 to

0.7 million years ago, when we do see a

shift toward omnivory, with a greater pro-

portion of meat in the diet. This more he-

roic ancestor may have been Homo
erectus, equipped with Acheulean-style

stone tools and, increasingly, fire. If we
wish to look further back, we may have to

become accustomed to a less flattering im-

age of our heritage.

Pat Shipman is an assistant professor in

the Department of Cell Biology and
Anatomy at The Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity School of Medicine.
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A Charming Resistance to Parasites
The real beauty ofa male bird's brilliant plumage and musical songs may lie in

their value to a female in search ofa healthy mate

by Marlene Zuk

By 1 889, British naturalist Alfred Rus-

sell Wallace had concurred with many of

Darwin's ideas about evolution. He
balked, however, at the notion that males

of many animal species have evolved

bright colors and complicated mating dis-

plays simply as a result of females' prefer-

ence for thefn, and wrote:

it may also be admitted . . . that the female

is pleased or excited by the display. But it

by no means follows that slight differences

in the shape, pattern or colours of the orna-

mental plume are what lead a female to

give the preference to one male over an-

other. ... A young man, when courting,

brushes or curls his hair, and has his mous-

tache, beard or whiskers in perfect order,

and no doubt his sweetheart admires them;

but this does not prove that she marries him

on account of these ornaments, still less that

hair, beard, whiskers and moustache were

developed by the continued preferences of

the female sex.

Darwin disagreed and maintained that

"the power to charm the female has some-

times been more important than the

power to conquer other males in battle."

Most evolutionary biologists would now

agree with Darwin, but they still disagree

over exactly what females find charming

and how their tastes could cause the devel-

opment of such bizarre ornaments as a

peacock's tail or the elongated wattles of a

turkey. Recently, even the possible role of

tiny blood parasites has been brought into

the controversy.

The only cause of male ornamentation

that Wallace accepted was competition

among males for access to females. It is

easy to see, for example, that the horns of

many sheep and goats and the huge canine

teeth of male baboons could have been

useful in fending off rival males and thus

have been favored by natural selection in

the evolutionary past. Yet the resplendent

Bluejay
L West; Bruce Coleman. Inc.

tails of male lyrebirds certainly do

function as weapons; indeed, they sel
not only foolishly decorative but doim

right hazardous, making their own I
awkward in flight and conspicuous I
predators. And male boat-tailed grack I
suffer higher mortality than females I

cause their large, wedge-shaped til

make navigation during storms difficu li

Such reckless extravagance is e\k

more obvious in males that lek, that I
form groups and display simultaneous!)!

visiting (and eventually mating) femaH
Male black-and-white manakins—sir!

tropical forest-dwelling birds—choose I
eas of ground that they painstakinl

clear of all undergrowth. The area ml
contain a sapling of a particular diamel

which the manakin strips of its leav

Then, accompanied by snapping noij

produced by his tail feathers, each m
performs a complicated mating dance

this arena, culminating in his sliding do

the sapling sideways on both feet. 1

drab, furtive females, for whose ben<

the show is presumably performed,

rarely seen. They arrive, survey the av;

able males, and after a few days mate w
one of them and depart.

More than fifty years ago, R.A. Fish

the great geneticist and statistician,

posed that these bizarre and seeminj

detrimental characters had evolved vis

"runaway process," in which the ferns

preference itself provided sufficient

vantage for selection of the trait. A fern,

with a genetically determined preferer

for, say, a purple crest or a loud screi

during courtship, will—assuming

crest and scream are heritable—produ

both sons with the trait and daughtf

with the preference; over time, the en

and a liking for it become associated. F
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Scarlet tanager
Barth Schorre; Bruce Coleman.

sons will attract more than the usual num-

ber of females, passing on the trait and

preference, and the female will thus have

a disproportionately large number of de-

scendants. The crest, which Fisher postu-

lated should originally have helped the

male survive, perhaps by shielding him

from the sun. becomes a desirable charac-

teristic in and of itself. The intensity of fe-

male preference is expected to increase,

along with the exaggeration of the male

trait.

How this process gets started, and how

grounded in survival value the preferred

trait must be for it to develop, are still a

puzzle. In lekking species, for instance,

males do not provide for their young. Fe-

male black-and-white manakins are in-

seminated by a preferred male but then

leave to rear the young alone. In such a

situation, the female cannot be choosing a

male on the evidence of contributions he

might make to the offspring, such as a

good territory to feed on. protection

against predators, or aid in incubating

eggs. She must instead be picking a male

for his "charm." to use Darwin's word,

and that charm must be genetic if it is to

give any edge in succeeding generations to

her offspring and thereby her genes.

But how is the female to detect this kind

of genetic quality? What cues should she

look for in a noisily displaying, gaudy

male? And, even assuming females can

find and keep selecting males with the
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most desirable traits, there is some contro-

versy about how long these traits will con-

tinue to be reliable indicators of genes.

Many population geneticists theorize that

genetic variability in the traits making

particular males the best will, on an evolu-

tionary time scale, soon run out; any varia-

tion females can detect would then be due

to environmental influences on males as

they developed and not genetic differ-

ences.

Recently, evolutionary biologist Wil-

liam D. Hamilton suggested that many of

these questions could be answered by con-

sidering the effect of parasites on species

with showy males. The interaction be-

tween a parasite and its host is like that of

any organism and its environment except

that in this case the environment can

evolve back. The ensuing coevolutionary

race provides females with an incentive to

discriminate among potential mates and a

practical way of discriminating: choose a

male best able to demonstrate that he is

healthy and free of parasites. Such a race

also—and this is crucial—neatly sidesteps

the problem of loss of variability.

A situation in which this sort of medical

examination by birds results in never end-

ing variability can be envisioned as fol-

lows. Suppose two types of males are

available in the population. Suppose also

that there are two varieties of a parasite

species, each of which can attack one of

the two kinds of host but is resisted by the

other. When, say, the first of the two par

site varieties is common, the ideal ma, :

bird is one resistant to that variety, and f

males able to distinguish and mate wi

such resistant males are at an advanta;

since their offspring are likely to be res:

tant, too. Therefore, owing to their disea

resistance and to female preference f

the kind of male that fathers them, tho

offspring are found in greater and great

numbers, and their type flourishes.

Inevitably, however, as the populatic

of this bird type increases, so does the fr

quency of the second parasite variety, t

one to which these birds are not resistai

Suddenly, the male birds that are resista

to the second variety of parasite begin

look like a better bargain again, since t

parasite variety that specializes on the

has in the meantime been driven to lc

frequency by the preponderance of tl

host type it could not attack. This rise

success of the second kind of male is shoi

lived, of course, because the very chara

ter giving it a privileged position is the 01

that will bring about its fall once more,

is very likely that the parasite varieties w

go into a permanently oscillating cycle. /

this cycle keeps the genes for the be

males switching from one type to tl

other, variability is maintained.

This example is greatly simplified. F<

instance, many, not just one, different pa

asites would probably contribute to vai

ability in the cycle. Analysis of the actu
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House wren

genetics involved requires sophisticated

mathematics and computer simulation

models. The point is that these "hostile bi-

otic interactions," as Hamilton calls them,

offer a plausible theoretical justification

for continued female choice of good genes

and a practical way for females to find

those genes in a bevy of insistent suitors.

Since a female cannot directly assess

the genetic makeup of a particular male,

and since, even if she could, she is unlikely

to be able to calculate just when selection

favors each type, she must rely on cues

about overall health to tell her which

males are currently favored. These cues

could be available from the sheen of feath-

ers or the condition and development of

wattles, eye rings, and other special struc-

tures that reveal the skin.

Poultry breeders can detect the pres-

ence of several diseases in their fowl by the

condition of the comb, wattles, and bare

skin around the head. Bluish comb and

wattles can indicate avian tuberculosis,

while a scaly, shrunken comb means hepa-

titis or perhaps fowl typhoid. Swollen wat-

tles suggest either fowl cholera or infec-

tious coryza, and a swollen purplish snood

(the pendulous skin over the beak of a tur-

key) is diagnostic of erysipelas. Female

turkeys are probably not as intelligent as

turkey breeders, but they have a great

L. West; Bruce Coleman,

deal more at stake in diagnosis and might

therefore be expected to perceive signs of

ill health at least as well as their human
keepers. This kind of ability has yet to be

demonstrated in wild birds, but then it has

never been proposed before. Female birds

certainly can discriminate among males

on the basis of physical characters. For in-

stance, recent work on moorhens (galli-

nules) in England indicates that females

are capable of detecting—and prefer to

mate with—males with large amounts of

body fat.

Females would also do well to attend to

the lengthy and exhausting displays seen

in many species, such as the manakins.

Such displays are unlikely to be vigorous

or forceful when the male is suffering

from a debilitating disease. Debilitating is

a key word here; some pathogens will work

for this theory, but others will not. The

pathogens most likely to be associated

with female choice are those that debili-

tate their hosts, for example, tapeworms

and blood flukes, rather than severe dis-

eases, such as avian botulism, that either

kill immediately or allow complete recov-

ery. Diseases of the latter type give fe-

males no basis for decisions since males ei-

ther die or recover uniformly. Certainly,

male ornaments may evolve for more than

one reason, and Fisher's runaway process

may have a hand in the development

such extraordinary ornaments as those

the lyrebirds. The hypothesis I just 01

lined, however, not only suggests a mech

nism for female choice but also addressi

another, seldom considered question: Wi
do some species seem to have been subje

to very intense sexual selection (selectii

for traits useful in obtaining mates), whi

other, drabber birds were not?

If, as Hamilton and I suggest, the a

swer is parasites, then within a species,

males should choose mates resistant to tl

important pathogens by looking for the

males that conspicuously advertise tfo

good health. The need for making such

choice will of course depend on the extei

to which a particular bird species

plagued with parasites in the first plac

and that extent should itself help det<

mine the amount of strut, swagger, ai

brilliance males of a species should sho\l

Two basic predictions can therefore t|

made. First, females within a species w|

select a mate relatively free of parasite

Second, species with signs of sexual sele<|

tion based on the kind of female choice i

have been considering, such as elaborafj

plumes or colorful feathers, will ha\j

more debilitating parasites as a grou

than species in which the males are moi|

subdued.
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Using published information about

xxi parasites found in netted or trapped

ds, we decided to test the second pre-

dion (the first, which will require de-

led experiments on individual animals,

the subject of my dissertation). In these

rveys, blood samples were taken from

iny individuals of a variety of bird spe-

:s and examined under the microscope

r the presence of six kinds of parasitic

ieases. All of these diseases are caused

protozoans (one-celled organisms) or

tiny worms and are spread by mosqui-

;s and other biting insects. As our model

quires, they are capable of chronic, de-

litating action on their hosts.

We used four sets of surveys of North

•nerican birds, from Cape Cod, the Dis-

ct of Columbia, South Carolina and

sorgia, and Canada's Algonquin Park,

together these gave us 109 species of

s-serines (small perching birds, such as

bins, warblers, and jays). The nonpas-

rines (owls, ducks, and shorebirds, for

ample) were present in very variable

oportions in the surveys. Overall, they

:med to pose a special case and were not

nsidered in the analysis, although they

d show some interesting trends, which I

11 discuss later.

After the surveys were decided upon,

t before I had seen the actual disease

incidences associated with each bird spe-

cies, I ranked both males and females of

each bird species on a scale of "showiness"

that ranged from one to six, with one being

very dull and six being very flashy. Male

scarlet tanagers and northern orioles, for

example, were given a six, blue jays and

Cape May warblers a five, catbirds a

three, and house wrens a two. We assumed

that the amount of bright color and elabo-

rate ornament indicated the degree to

which each species had been subject to in-

tense sexual selection. Some birds, of

course, posed special problems. Is the

glossy black of a male crow or grackle

(which we ultimately assigned a three and

a four, respectively) monotonous and

therefore deserving of a low rank, or does

the striking uniformity and sheen of the

plumage make up in part for the lack of

variation in pattern? What about the

streaking on the breast feathers of many
sparrows? Decoration or camouflage? On
the whole, however, the large number of

species examined, and the acting out of

any personal prejudices on my part with

no knowledge of whether they were biased

for or against the theory, satisfied me that

we used a fairly accurate system of rank-

ing the birds.

For a different measure of sexual selec-

tion, we looked at bird song. The impor-

tance of song in courtship is obvious to

anyone listening to cardinals or robins in

the spring. Species also clearly vary in the

intensity or elaborateness of their songs.

Thrushes and wrens, for instance, are gen-

erally noted for their musical voices; fly-

catchers are monotonous. Singing compli-

cated series of notes may well be particu-

larly taxing, and females could use song as

another clue to the health of the courting

male. An ill mockingbird, for example,

might have a difficult time imitating a

grackle, switching to a gull cry, switching

to a frog call, and continuing to mimic sev-

eral different sounds for much of the day.

So, we asked someone familiar with North

American bird songs to grade them, much
as I had the plumage, on the basis of vari-

ety and complexity of voice.

Armed with the rankings and with a

measure of the frequency of infection for

each disease in each bird species, we used

a computerized statistical test to deter-

mine the relation between parasites and

song or plumage. The results were consis-

tent with our hypothesis: When the local-

ities and diseases were examined overall,

high parasite level was significantly asso-

ciated with both brilliance of plumage and

musicality.

One interesting result concerned the

relationship between parasite levels and
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the amount of bright coloration in female

birds. In general, if the sexes differ in

showiness, the male is brighter. Evolution-

ary biologists interpret this difference as

the result of females having to be more

choosy than males about mate quality,

simply because males invest less in each

mating. Females produce few, relatively

costly eggs, while males are capable of

producing many sperm and can fertilize

many females. Mistakes are therefore

more serious for females, and it is the fe-

males' need—and ability—to discrimi-

nate among males that has led to the

gaudy plumage and other proofs of male

quality that all the theories, including

ours, try to explain.

Male birds are indeed usually gaudier,

but how much so varies greatly. Female

indigo buntings are drab brown and al-

most seem to belong to a different species

from their brilliant blue mates. In some

warbler species, females are slightly paler

but still showy versions of the males. And
in some species, such as the blue jay, male

and female are indistinguishable. Our

study showed that, while scores for bright-

ness in females were still correlated with

parasite levels in the manner expected, the

difference between male and female

scores within a species, presumably an in-

dication of the emphasis placed on female

choice of mates, was not as striking as ei-

ther of the sexes taken separately. What,

then, does bright coloration in a female

bird mean? Do the colors function in some

social behaviors besides courtship? Or are

there some species in which males scruti-

nize females for genetic quality as well?

We don't know.

The finding that male song rankings

also correlated well with parasite levels

was particularly gratifying because it

helped relieve worries that while the con-

nection between brightness and disease

was real, it was not for our reasons. Skepti-

cal colleagues had suggested to us that

brightly colored birds might simply be

more conspicuous to the biting insects that

carry the diseases we used in our analysis.

No one, however, has gone so far as to say

that mosquitoes or gnats preferentially

bite musical birds over raucous ones, so we

were reassured when the two different

measures of sexual selection—color and

song—both correlated with parasite levels

in the predicted direction.

Some groups of birds, particularly the

nonpasserines, gave anomalous results.

Owls, for instance, appear to have high

levels of blood parasites but are hardly ex-

travagantly colored, while swallows are on

the whole almost free of blood parasites,

even in the showier species such as purple

martins. Interestingly, swallows are said

to be plagued by lice, fleas, and other &

ternal parasites, which probably flouri:

in the hole or box nests inhabited by f:

birds; these parasites, rather than tU

blood parasites we looked at, may well ,:

the important ones for these birds.

In addition, the rapid, almost contini

flight of swallows and sea birds, which &v,

also fairly free of blood parasites and be?;

by lice and fleas, may make them inaco-

sible to biting flies. Hummingbirds, U,

have many external parasites, but tl^

may be due to their inability to preen <

fectively with their long, slender bills. T:

importance of preening in ridding t;

feathers of mites and other pests is or;

starting to be appreciated.

We are far from completely undi-

standing the relationship between cou

ship and a bird's susceptibility to all t:

kinds of parasites it must deal with. Til

list of parasites to be investigated is lfr;

and includes worms, leeches, fleas, li(,

mites, and flukes, in addition to the bio.

parasites of our study. Could bare patch,

of skin amidst the feathers, as are seen i

some grouse, have evolved to show t;

color of the blood? What factors besid;

sexual selection can be correlated with t

parasite loads of particular species? Ne-

ing habits, for instance, and whether bir.

breed colonially or in widely separat.

pairs, must affect pathogen transmissic

as would migration patterns and mar«f

other variables we can only guess at if 1

the moment.

Our explanation for the presence r

j

bright colors in birds is not the only or
j

Finding a mate of the right species is tjl

sential, and differences in the appearan

of related species have frequently been <

scribed as means of avoiding mistakes

pairing. While this is important, we thi

that species identification alone cannot i

count for the complex variety of pluma

patterns, songs, and displays in birds. A

other suggestion is that bright colors ser

to warn predators of a bad tasting or alt

and therefore inaccessible prey, but lit

evidence exists to support this view.

Our idea—and the support for it

have found thus far—points to the ne

for renewed examination of the effects

avian parasites and diseases on their hos

If females are indeed choosing males th

appear to be advertising their freedc

from parasites, and if showy plumes ai

melodious voices have evolved from su

a prosaic and down-to-earth cause, p<

haps even Alfred Wallace might be mol

fied.

Marlene Zuk is a graduate student in t.
1

Department ofEcology and Evolutional

Biology at the University of Michigan. \
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Buriedfor millions ofyears, this multistemmedfossilflower

was unearthed in a Tennessee brick company's clay mine.

All photographs by Townsend P Dickinson; Bruce Coleman, Inc.

Ancient Flowers

for the Faithful
Recent fossil discoveries reveal that discriminating insects

contributed to the extraordinary diversity offlowering plants

by William L. Crepet

Fossil flowers—seemingly almost a

contradiction in terms—are proving to be

an unexpectedly rich source of answers to

the many remaining questions about the

spectacular diversification and rise to

dominance of the angiosperms, or flower-

ing plants, which began about 1 30 million

years ago. For years, the scarcity of re-

ports of fossil flowers led to the botanical

dictum that flowers—ephemeral and deli-

cate in structure—are poor candidates for

preservation. But in the last decade, 100-

million-year-old fossil flowers have been

found, pushing our knowledge of the ap-

pearance and pollination methods of early

flowering plants back closer and closer to

their origin (see "In Pursuit of the First

Flowers," by David Dilcher and Peter R.

Crane, in last month's issue).

Work with somewhat more recent fossil

flowers—60 to 45 million years old—is

providing insights into just how important

insects may have been to angiosperm evo-

lution and diversity. Various features of

flowering plants may have given them an

evolutionary edge over other seed plants,

and insect pollination is usually consid-

ered to be among them. One reason is sim-

ply that apart from a handful of nonflow-

ering plants, the angiosperms are the only

plants to be pollinated by insects. (Not all

flowering plants are insect pollinated, but

perhaps 85 percent are.) Thus, correlation

alone would suggest a causal connection

between the success of angiosperms and

the insects that pollinate them.

More persuasive than correlation are

the particular advantages that would

seem to follow naturally from insect pol-

lination. Chief among them is that insects

generally move pollen from flower to

flower more reliably than does the wind,

which tends to disperse pollen grains at

random. But not all pollinators are the

same. More efficient pollen transfer, for

example, would not necessarily lead to

diversification, since many insects, while

they can be counted on to travel fairly di-

rectly from one flower to another, are gen-

eralists, undiscriminating in their choice

of which flowers to visit. Others, notably

bees and some moths and butterflies, are

more selective. These insects are known as

constant, or faithful, pollinators; that is, al-

though they may pollinate a number of

plant species over the course of a year or

even a day, they visit only one species in

any given time period.

Some of the largest families of flower-

ing plants are pollinated by bees, the most

faithful of pollinators, and their behavior

suggests several ways they could have pro-

moted angiosperm diversity. For example,

the bees' faithfulness means that they do

not usually waste the pollen of one plant

species by depositing it on the flowers of

other species. This enables bee-pollinated

plant species to decrease their investment

in pollen production and spend energy re-

sources elsewhere, say, in vegetative

growth. This, in turn, puts the species in a

good position to compete with others for

light, water, and nutrients. The greater the

number of species serviced by faithful pol-

linators, the more likely that diversity will

be maintained.

Faithful pollinators may also have had a

direct and powerful impact on the actual

establishment o( flowering plant diversity.

Diversity, of course, is related to the for-

mation of new species and, in the case of

the apparently rapid diversification of

flowering plants, to the rate of speciation.

New species are produced when a frag-

ment of a population becomes genetically

isolated. If the environment and chance
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Below: The open, radially symmetrical shape ofthisfossil is typical ofprimitive

flowers pollinated by unspecialized insects, such as beetles. Inflowers ofthis type,

which go back 1 00 million years, the petals radiatefrom the center and are all ofa

similar size and shape. Right: A 60-million-year-oldfossil shows the side view ofa

legumeflower with a developing bean pod. Thisflower, unlike those ofmore

primitive plants, is bilaterally symmetrical, that is, it has petals ofdifferent sizes

and shapes but theflower itselfis divisible into identical halves. Bees and other

specializedpollinators use this distinctive morphology to guide them to theflower's

nectar or pollen.

events affecting the isolated population

are different from those of the parent

population, then genetic differences be-

tween the two will accumulate. When the

differences reach a certain level, the indi-

viduals in the new population may be con-

sidered a new species.

Such isolation has traditionally been re-

garded as the result of geographic barri-

ers, but faithful pollinators represent a

means of isolating a new population by be-

havior, sometimes without any geographic

separation. A scenario for how this might

occur was first suggested by Verne Grant

of the University of Texas: if a single indi-

vidual is homozygous for a recessive mu-

tant allele that markedly affects its floral

structure, it becomes, in essence if not in

geography, segregated from the parental

population. Let us assume this species is

pollinated by bees, which establish

search image for a particular type (K

flower at the beginning of each foragin

flight and preferentially return to that flc

ral type at the beginning of each succe;

sive flight. In the case of a bee that ha

fixed its sights on a mutation-altered florc

type, however, the low frequency of mi

tant individuals in the population woul

force the insect to visit normal individual
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t ring each foraging flight as well. As a

l.ult the mutant genes would spread in

t: population. If these genes reached a

ificiently high frequency, enough mu-

!<its would soon exist to constitute their

in population, and the bees would no

1 iger have to visit both floral types at the

trie time. Interbreeding would be mini-

tzed, and eventually, the mutant popula-

te might become a new species. The va-

_

lidity of this model depends on the ability

of a single mutation to cause significant

floral change, which has been recently

demonstrated by Leslie Gottlieb at the

University of California at Davis.

There are thus good reasons, based on

observations of living organisms, to sus-

pect that the success of flowering plants

has been related to coevolution with faith-

ful pollinators. Oddly enough, evidence

from the fossil record has often seemed in

conflict with these observations. Until a

few years ago, many botanists thought

that by the time faithful pollinators and

the angiosperm families associated with

them appeared in the fossil record, the ra-

diation of flowering plants had already oc-

curred. This judgment may have been pre-

mature, however, since the available

information on the evolution of pollination

mechanisms was until recently too limited

for a reasonable interpretation of their fos-

sil history. Most notably missing were

data on the history of floral structures.

Floral structure is important because of

its close correspondence with mode of pol-

lination. Flowers with certain morpholo-

gies, such as an open, radially symmetri-

cal shape, are generally pollinated by

primitive, unspecialized insects, while

those with more distinctive features are

associated with advanced, often faithful

pollinators. In view of the specificity of

some of these features, it should be pos-

sible—given a reasonable fossil record

—

to determine when various insect pollina-

tion mechanisms evolved.

We know from the fossil record that

flowers typical of pollination by unspecial-

ized insects have existed at least since the

mid-Cretaceous, 100 million years ago.

Flowers with features associated with

faithful pollinators begin appearing 35

million years later, early in the fossil

record of the Tertiary. One of the most

striking of these floral features is bilateral

symmetry (the division of flowers into

identical halves). Pollinators, usually bees

but also some moths and even birds, orient

to the symmetry of the blossom while

making their approach. The symmetry,

which is often augmented by color mark-

ings called nectar guides, helps the polli-

nator land in a way that will facilitate the

gathering of nectar or pollen. This is analo-

gous to an airplane pilot using runway

lights as a guide while landing.

A variety of plants with bilaterally sym-

metrical flowers are known from 45-mil-

lion-year-old Eocene deposits. The order
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Right: One commonfeature offlowers withfaithful, rather than generalist,

pollinators is thefusion ofpetals intofunnel-shaped corollas. Fossilflowers with

relatively open corollas, as in this specimen, wereprobably pollinated by long-

tongued bees. Below: This 50-million-year-oldflower is related to modern

gentians. The dark circular area contains the remains ofits stamens. The

striking similarity between pollenfound in thesefossil stamens and thatfound

by geologists in even older rocks has pushed theprobable origin ofboth the

flowers and their pollinators, the bees, back to about 70 million years ago.

Zingiberales, for instance, which includes

such familiar modern species as the ba-

nana and the bird of paradise plant, is well

represented during this time by fossil

fruits, leaves, and a recently discovered

flower. And just last year, flowers of papi-

lionaceous legumes, bee-pollinated plants

with particularly well-developed bilateral

symmetry, were discovered in even older,

Paleocene sediments. Some of these 58-

million-year-old flowers have developing

fruit, which can be easily identified as a

legume.

Another common feature of flowers

with faithful pollinators is the fusion of

petals and/or sepals into funnellike or tu-

bular shapes. These shapes prevent non-

specialized insects, such as beetles, from

gaining access to the nectar at the base of

the flowers. Petals fused into relatively

open funnel-shaped corollas are typically

pollinated by bees. Flowers with such co-

rollas are known from the Eocene, and

some especially significant ones have re-

cently been discovered in Lower Eocene

deposits. Although not as aesthetically ap-

pealing as some other fossil flowers, these

Lower Eocene fossils are important be-

cause their major features—corolla

shape, number of lobes, and type of pol-

len—are all unusual and highly derived.

The only modern family with the same

combination of floral characters is the

Gentianaceae, and today, bees are impor-

tant pollinators of the kinds of gentian

flowers represented by the fossils. These

flowers have further significance because,

as we shall see, their pollen provides clues

to when bee pollination originated.

Flowers with longer, narrower corolla

tubes have also been found in Eocene sedi-

ments. Some of these might have been

pollinated by long-tongued bees, but in

other cases the corolla tubes are so narrow

that butterflies, with their long probos-

cises, seem more likely pollinators.

Another of the floral types pollinated by

bees, moths, or butterflies consists of

rather small floral envelopes but long sta-

mens, which are often brightly colored to

attract pollinators. Such flowers are fre-

quently arranged in long clusters that look

like bottle brushes. One of the largest taxa

with such brush blossoms is the subfamily

I
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limosoideae of the legume family. As a

roup, mimosoids are well represented in

ocene and Paleocene deposits by fruit

nd leaflet fossils, and now, two genera of

limosoid flowers are known from these

pochs as well. In one genus, mature pol-

Itn was apparently shed as single grains,

lis in most angiosperms; in the other, pol-

»j:n was shed in permanent multiples of

>ur, or tetrads. Tetrads and other mul-

I pie pollen grain configurations are often

ssociated with faithful pollinators.

Other fossil evidence, in addition to the

owers, suggests that pollination by faith-

ll pollinators was well developed by the

Jirly Tertiary. Many families that are

/pically pollinated by bees, moths, or but-

:rflies today have been identified in early

ertiary deposits on the basis of pollen,

;aves, or fruits. Although these organs

can only provide indirect evidence of flo-

ral structure and hence of probable pol-

lination mechanisms, a close correlation

has been observed in the fossil record be-

tween general floral structure and other

plant parts.

One group represented in Paleocene

and Eocene deposits by both inflores-

cences and other plant organs is the Eu-

phorbiaceae family. The Euphorbiaceae

is one of the largest angiosperm families

(it ranges from ornamentals such as poin-

settias to cassava, a staple food in many

tropical regions), and most of its members

are pollinated by bees and other insects,

which is generally presumed to be related

to the group's great diversity. The discov-

ery of inflorescences of the Hippomane

tribe—one of the most advanced groups

of genera in the Euphorbiaceae—in Eo-

cene and Paleocene deposits suggests that

the radiation in the family was almost

complete by then. This is a strong indica-

tion that advanced insect pollinators were

important in the early Tertiary.

If complex insect pollination mecha-

nisms existed during the Paleocene, rela-

tions between faithful pollinators and the

angiosperms must have begun at some

earlier time. Just how much earlier is diffi-

cult to guess because evolution can be rel-

atively rapid, especially in the panorama

of time envisaged by paleontologists. But

there is some direct evidence: the flowers

of the Gentianaceae from the Lower Eo-

cene. Pollen from the anthers of these fos-

sil flowers is so distinctive that it has been

the object of considerable attention by

geologists who study patterns of dispersed

fossil pollen in order to date rock strata;

consequently the geological distribution

of the pollen is well known. Pollen of this

type ranges from the uppermost Creta-

ceous through the Eocene, and nowhere

does it vary significantly from that found

in the anthers of the Lower Eocene flow-

ers. This suggests that flowers similar to

those of the Lower Eocene existed during

the uppermost Cretaceous and that they,

too, must have been pollinated by bees.

Tracking down the history of the bees

themselves is a difficult task. The fossil

record has not been very useful. The first

actual fossil bees do not occur until Lower

Oligocene deposits. Fossil bees are so di-

verse at that time, however, and represent

such advanced social species that few sci-

entists think that they could have origi-

nated as late as the Oligocene. An earlier

origin also seems probable in view of the

floral fossil record, but the question re-

mains, just how early? When CD. Mich-

ener of the University of Kansas analyzed

the present-day biogeography of bees, he

found that the modern distributions of cer-

tain groups make sense only in the context

of continental drift. Certain bees found to-

day on more than one continent are known

to be very bad dispersers; they could not

possibly have crossed the wide oceans that

opened up as the continents moved apart.

They must therefore predate the begin-

nings of continental drift, which means

that some of the most advanced families
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of bees (for example, the stingless bees)

existed at least as long ago as the Upper

Cretaceous.

The history of the Lepidoptera can be

more directly inferred from fossils. The

first moth appeared in the Lower Creta-

ceous about 1 20 million years ago, and by

the Upper Cretaceous, the fossil record in-

cludes lepidopterans with mouthparts spe-

cialized for nectar feeding, a character as-

sociated with advanced (tubular) floral

morphology. The Cretaceous record of the

Lepidoptera is interpreted as evidence

that they radiated in conjunction with the

flowering plants. Tertiary deposits have

yielded even more Lepidoptera, including

species as advanced as swallowtail but-

terflies.

There seems, then, to be no question

that both angiosperms with distinctive flo-

ral characters and insects associated with

the phenomenon of pollinator fidelity ex-

isted by the uppermost Cretaceous-lower-

most Tertiary. If, as was thought a few

years ago, most angiosperm diversifica-

tion was completed by that time, then the

appearance of fidelity in pollinators would

have had little significance with regard to

the establishment of great angiosperm di-

versity. But what was the timing of angio-

sperm diversification?

Until recently, no one had made any
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quantitative attempts to determine the

pattern of angiosperm history. Now,

thanks to two well-executed studies—one

based on megafossils and one on fossil pol-

len—we know that there were two periods

of diversification and radiation, not one.

Both investigations, in which fossil angio-

sperm taxa were plotted against time, re-

veal a similar pattern. The angiosperms

did experience a significant radiation fol-

lowing their origin in the Lower Creta-

ceous and thus before the evolution of spe-

cialized, faithful pollinators. This initial

radiation was followed by millions of years

of slow but steady increase in diversity.

Then, in the late Cretaceous or earliest

Tertiary—about the same time faithful

pollinators and the kinds of flowers associ-

ated with them began to appear in the fos-

sil record—a second major radiation oc-

curred.

Thus, while not perhaps significant in

the very first stages of angiosperm evolu-

tion, faithful pollinators were indeed im-

portant in the ultimate great diversity and

success of flowering plants. This resolves

the earlier, apparent conflict between the

fossil record and observations of living

plants. Fossil flowers, beautiful glimpses

of life captured forever, are providing

valuable insights into the dynamic nature

of evolution.
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ft: Thisfossilflower, a member ofthe mimosafamily, is dominated by long

imens ending in brownish black anthers. The stamens may have been brightly

bred to attract pollinators, as is the case with modernflowers oflike
irphology. Below: In life, many oftheseflowers would have grown together in a

ng cluster similar to thisfossil inflorescence, which belongs to another, closely

lated mimosoidplant . With its many stamens waving gently in the breeze, the

florescence would have resembled a bottle brush.
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, 1: Boiled crawfish are dished outfor an eating contest,

'ow, right: Crawfish are commercially cultivated in apond in Loreauville, Louisiana.

[Tie Breaux Bridge

"rawfish Festival

>-

tee despised as poverty food, the humble crawfish has become a unifying symbol

the Cajuns ofsouthern Louisiana

/ Marjorie R. Esman

3n Saturday, May 5, 1 984, the town of

:aux Bridge, Louisiana (population

00), will burst into a frenzy of excite-

nt and celebration. The occasion is the

;aux Bridge Crawfish Festival, held the

t weekend in May of every even-num-

ed year since 1 960, and now capable of

racting well over 100,000 visitors. On
t day, people will dance in the streets,

nk beer, play the games and ride the

es of the visiting carnival, and consume

wfish cooked in all the ways a Cajun

3ws how.

Breaux Bridge is a Cajun town, and the

juns have a long history of play and fes-

ity. Joie de vivre (joy of living) and lais-

les bons temps rouler (let the good

le roll) are two popular expressions that

)ture their spirit. To "have a good time"

the single most important variable in

jun identity, as revealed by a recently

npleted study. Or, as one Cajun grand-

ither puts it: "To have a good time,

it's what we think is important. You

i't change anything much in your life,

vou may as well enjoy it while you can."

Cajun territory is the rural southern

"t of Louisiana, a triangle with its apex

lr the center of the state, extending

ith to cover all of the Gulf Coast west of

w Orleans. Cajuns are of mixed ances-

, descended from exiled French Ca-

iians, other Europeans (French, Ger-

ms, Welsh, Scots, Italians, and others)

o later settled in Louisiana, blacks, and

al Indians. Their principal ancestors

re French Canadians from Acadia, now
>va Scotia, who were exiled in 1755 by

: new British overlords of their home-
id and who sought a new home in

:nch-speaking Louisiana. The word Ca-

i is an abbreviation of "Acadian," intro-

ced by English speakers who employed

the same phonetic shift when they short-

ened "Indian" to "Injun."

Most Cajuns were, and remain, rural

folk with strong ties to their land. They

subsisted in the nineteenth century as

small-scale farmers, fishers, and trap-

pers—a self-sufficient lot with few ties to

the outside. However, Cajun society has

always been two tiered, with a small, ur-

banized elite that controlled commerce

and government and had contacts with

New Orleans and other major cities. To-

day there is a blurring of the former equa-

tion of town dwelling with moneyed and

rural with poor, but the distinction be-

tween town and country remains.

Until the early twentieth century, most

Cajun communities were isolated by the

vast swamp- and marshlands of the re-

gion. Because of this, many Cajuns spoke

only their dialects of French and had cus-

toms and traditions rather different from

those of their neighbors. Because of the

poverty and backwardness of the area, a

sense of stigma developed around Cajun

identity, and Cajuns learned to keep to

themselves to avoid the scorn of their

neighbors. Isolation and self-sufficiency

lasted until about the 1930s, when cars

and radios were introduced and when

Gov. Huey Long provided new roads and

bridges and improved the state's schools.

These innovations led to the rapid adop-

tion of outside American culture traits

and triggered the decline of local tradi-

tion. French lost its position as the primary

language as television encouraged chil-

dren to speak English. And with the avail-

ability of movies and other forms of enter-

tainment, local dance halls ceased to be

the focus of social life.

These changes were further accelerated

after the mid-1950s, when the oil industry

John Netherton

entered Louisiana in full force, replacing

subsistence activities with wage work and

introducing a new prosperity. For the first

time Cajuns could afford consumer goods,

travel, and other luxuries previously avail-

able only to their wealthier. "American"

neighbors. The differences between Ca-

juns and non-Cajuns therefore began to

decline after the middle of this century.

But Cajuns maintain a strong sense of cul-

tural uniqueness. To this day many Ca-

juns contrast themselves with Americans,
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//; Street dancing in Breaux Bridge, as at other Cajun

rivals, reflects the avowed "good times" spirit ofthe people,

•low:A nod to history is expressed in the wearing o/garde-

leils (sun shields), which were part ofthe attire ofthe early

radian settlers in Louisiana. Such bonnets remain standard

mmer wearfor some older Cajun women.

id consider a "Yankee" to be anyone

Dm north of their territory, including

)rthern Louisiana. (As a native New
orker, I was once introduced to a mid-

e-aged Cajun farmer as a "Yankee here

riting a book." The farmer asked me if I

lias from Shreveport, a city in northern

puisiana at the Texas border.)

Ethnic awareness has increased dra-

atically since the 1960s, stimulated in

irt by the civil rights movement, by the

:w prosperity, and by funds for French

lucation provided by the governments of

ranee and Quebec. Individuals express a

:w pride in their formerly stigmatized

entity through "Cajun Power" slogans,

irough a renewed interest in old-time Ca-

n fiddle and accordion bands, and

Tough a sentimental nostalgia for the

aditions of the past. Many individuals

ive adopted the label "coonass," first in-

oduced as an ethnic slur during or after

'orld War II. Its etymology is unknown,

though one opinion holds that coonass is

derived from the French conasse, mean-

ing "unclean prostitute." Initially in-

tended as an insult, coonass is rapidly be-

coming a neutral synonym for Cajun and

is even used as a badge of pride. Bumper
stickers reading "You ain't done nothing

till you've done it with a coonass" illus-

trate this new arrogant sense of pride in

stigma.

The coonass contingent, mainly rural

dwellers, has no real leaders, but it has a

lot of followers, who tend to be newly pros-

perous laborers now able to enjoy their

heritage. While being Cajun once meant

being poor, backward, and possibly illiter-

ate, today it means having access to oil

employment, high-technology jobs, rela-

tively high salaries without the need for

higher education, and the full range of

consumer goods. The emphasis is on the

hedonistic pleasures of Cajun life— drink-

ing, eating, dancing, gambling. Some ru-

ral Cajuns consider the term coonass to be

vulgar and offensive, but their rejection

of the label does not in itself imply a simi-

lar rejection of the associated attitudes

and behavior.

In contrast are the efforts of the gener-

ally wealthier, white-collar town dwellers,

the descendants of the older merchant and

planter elites. Because they have always

been more concerned with general Ameri-

can middle-class prestige, these people es-

chew those aspects of Cajun tradition that

are associated with poverty, isolation, and

stigma. They seek to relinquish their tradi-

tional practices for those of greater pres-

tige, but to gain approval they must dem-

onstrate that they are not the ignorant

rural people that outsiders tend to think

Cajuns are. Therefore, they attempt to re-

define Cajun identity in more acceptable

terms. They prefer the designation Aca-

dian to Cajun and are appalled at the use

of coonass. They reject not just this term,

which to them is vulgar and insulting, but

also the behavioral traits associated with

those who identify themselves as coon-

asses. In Breaux Bridge, a local merchant

who sells coonass paraphernalia removes

the most conspicuously offensive items

from his front shelves when a leading Aca-

dian resident enters his shop; he explains

that she's a fine lady and he doesn't want

to insult her.

The Acadians are represented by the

Council for the Development of French in

Louisiana (CODOFIL), an organization

whose principal goal is to emphasize the

French component of Cajun identity and

which refers to its activities as the "French

movement." CODOFIL encourages the

teaching of standard Parisian French in

Louisiana schools, at the expense of local

dialects but in the name of cultural pres-

ervation. Because there are many varieties

of French spoken in south Louisiana, not

all local French-speakers can readily un-

derstand standard Parisian French (al-

though many can), and some Cajuns fail

to grasp the connection between this for-

eign dialect and their own culture. But be-

cause standard French carries more pres-

tige with the outside world, that is the

dialect endorsed by CODOFIL and by its

Acadian adherents. CODOFIL also spon-

sors student and touristic exchange pro-

grams with France, Belgium, Quebec, and
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Below: The 1 980 Crawfish Queen takespart in the bayou parade,

an event since discontinued because it proved too difficult to

construct adequatefloats. Right: Participants in the Breaux

Bridge black community 's Queen Crustacea contest ride in the

1 980 street parade.

other French-speaking areas of the world.

Just as there are coonasses who do not use

that label, there are Acadians who are not

involved directly with CODOFIL. None-

theless, that agency best represents their

interests and their sentiments, and most

are sympathetic with its goals.

The difference between a coonass and

an Acadian is primarily one of attitude.

Since coonass laborers today can com-

mand salaries that rival those of some of

the lower-paying professions, income is no

longer a determinant of Cajun class sta-

tus. In general, the ambitions of Acadians

lie in the outside world, while those of

coonasses remain local. While the Acadi-

ans are sometimes embarrassed by the ac-

tivities of their coonass relatives, who are

perceived as perpetuating the image of

the Cajun as ignorant and carefree, the

coonasses are largely indifferent to the ac-

tivities and concerns of the Acadians.

There is no sharp dichotomy between the

two categories, however, and many indi-

viduals display attitudes characteristic of

both groups.

One aspect of Cajun culture that has

persisted into contemporary times is the

festivals. As early as 1807, a traveler

through the area reported regular Satur-

day night dances, which served to break

the monotony of daily life and to gather to-

gether otherwise isolated farm families.

Communal work parties have always been

a characteristic of Cajun culture, combin-

ing the execution of a major task, such as

building a house, with play and celebra-

tion. Beginning in the 1930s, commercial

festivals were also introduced, only a

minor departure from the established

tradition.

The earliest such festivals were initi-

ated to celebrate agricultural or marine

harvests and were sponsored by the indus-

tries in question. The Rice Festival was

the first, founded in 1936 by commercial

rice farmers and processors as a way to

promote Louisiana rice. Other local farm-

ers and industries followed suit, and from

1936 to 1944 festivals celebrating shrimp,

sugar cane, yams, cotton, and dairy prod-

ucts were initiated. These themes re-

flected the overwhelming importance of

these products to Cajun life at that time.

Both photos by Leo Touchet; Photo-Corp Services

But as traditional culture was challenged

by modern technology, new economic

strategies, and a lessening of isolation, an

interest in culture and identity per se

emerged. Since the mid-1960s, new festi-

vals have come into being that focus, not

on outdated means of subsistence, but on

expressive culture such as music and on

cooked ethnic foods like gumbo; there are

even so-called Cajun festivals celebrating

identity itself. The old harvest festiva

persist, but they have lost their supren

acy, and no new agricultural harvest fest

val has been initiated since 1954.

It is impossible to keep track of all tl

many festivals scattered throughout tl

Cajun area and it is the rare communit

that does not hold a public celebration (

one kind or another. But none is as big c

as popular as the Crawfish Festival, whic
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attracts visitors from all over the world,

many of whom arrive in town a week early

to make sure they can find a camping

space. There is nothing unusual about the

Crawfish Festival's activities. All Cajun

festivals include a carnival and bands, and

most have street dancing and contests.

The Crawfish Festival does permit more

public drinking and dancing in the streets

than some of the other festivals do, but

this alone does not account for the differ-

ence in scale between the Crawfish Festi-

val and the others. Perhaps the key is the

nature of the crawfish itself. (The craw-

fish is known elsewhere as the crayfish. In

Louisiana, the former spelling is insisted

upon and staunchly defended.)

The Crawfish Festival was initiated in

1 960, but it traces its origins to a celebra-

tion held in 1 959 to mark the centennial of

the incorporation of the town of Breaux

Bridge. In that year a group of local his-

tory7 buffs decided to stage a celebration.

The centennial celebration had nothing to

do with crawfish, but Breaux Bridge had

acquired a reputation for crawfish cook-

ery. In the 1920s a hotel in Breaux Bridge

began to serve crawfish in its restaurant

and became known as a place where visi-

tors could eat something unavailable any-

place else. Because the Speaker of the

Louisiana House of Representatives in

1959 was a native of Breaux Bridge, the

state legislature honored the town's repu-

tation for crawfish and its centennial by

declaring it to be the Crawfish Capital of

the World.

The centennial celebration was strictly

local in orientation and was considered

such a success that Breaux Bridge resi-

dents decided to continue the festivities on

a regular basis. In recognition of their

newly bestowed title, they named their

festival the Crawfish Festival. The occa-

sion was quickly deemed to be too much
work for such a small community to con-

duct annually; beginning in 1962 it be-

came biennial, permitting residents to

catch their collective breath before begin-

ning plans for the next event.

Initially the Crawfish Festival was in-

tended to attract area residents and for-

mer Breaux Bridge citizens who had

moved away. By 1968, however, the festi-
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val had grown so large that many of its

founders could barely recognize it. The

woman generally credited with the origi-

nal idea for the centennial scornfully re-

gards the current version of the Crawfish

Festival as a drunken brawl with little lo-

cal content. The first two presidents of the

festival now refuse to attend it because it

bears so little resemblance to the one they

founded.

In the past, the festival was a two-day

event, sponsored by a Crawfish Festival

Association composed of community vol-

unteers. In conjunction with the official

activities, several town merchants staged

independent attractions that became fully-

integrated into the festival. For 1 984, how-

ever, the association sought to move the

celebration away from the center of town,

thereby reducing the public nuisance and

protecting public safety. The merchants

who profit from the festival objected

the move, claiming that the festivd

popularity derives, at least in part, from I

central location. As a compromise, t|

event was shortened to a single day, bl

the official sponsors then withdrew thd

support. As a result, the 1984 festival «|

be held in town as usual, but some trad

tional events, such as crawfish eating ai

peeling contests, crawfish races, and
|

arts and crafts show, have been cancele

The association will sponsor the Crawfi

Queen contest, which takes place t)

weekend before the festival.

The Crawfish Festival is transition;

both in time and in theme, between

harvest and ethnic festivals. Crawfish

a natural resource that must be harvest

the Crawfish Festival, held during pe;

crawfish season, celebrates the creatui

Therefore, this event can be seen as tl
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•ft: The street parade usually ends with a longprocession of
irseback riders, in which virtually anybody with a horse can

ter. Below: The label "coonass, "first introduced as an ethnic

ir, is worn as a badge ofpride by many contemporary Cajuns.

>ungest of the harvest festivals. But

despread commercial exploitation of

e crawfish, and the development of a

awfish industry, began after the festival

is initiated and largely as a result of it:

;ly because of the Breaux Bridge centen-

al did the state legislature allocate funds

r experimentation in crawfish farming.

'en now, Breaux Bridge actually has lit-

commercial involvement with craw-

fish, containing only two restaurants (only

one of which includes crawfish on its regu-

lar menu), one processing plant, and no

crawfish farms. (The community most

heavily involved with crawfish is nearby

Henderson, six miles away. Most Hender-

son residents feel that their town deserves

the right to the Crawfish Capital title and

consequently to the festival, but many
happily cede to Breaux Bridge the head-

ache of planning for, and cleaning up af-

ter, the festival.)

The Crawfish Festival can also be seen

as an ethnic festival, although it does not

celebrate an aspect of expressive culture

like music or traditional cuisine. The eth-

nic significance of the Crawfish Festival

lies in the symbolic power of the crawfish

and the meaning that this crustacean has

acquired for the Cajun people.

South Louisianians have always eaten

crawfish, although until about twenty

years ago, it was considered "poverty

food," eaten because it was plentiful and

free. Older Cajuns report that they were

once ashamed to be seen eating crawfish.

One middle-aged black woman stead-

fastly maintains that until recently whites

would never eat crawfish because they

could afford not to; only blacks were so

poor that they had no choice. The ma-

ligned little crawfish now sells for as much
as $10 per pound (of peeled meat) locally,

and has become a "party food" because of

its price. Its image is now used as an em-

blem on bumper stickers and on T-shirts

that proclaim "Cajun power," and it deco-

rates anything and everything exhorting

ethnic pride. At least two sets of children's

books feature crawfish as protagonists:

one set is about Clovis Crawfish and his

other animal friends; the other about

Crawfish Man, an unassuming Cajun fish-

erman who is transformed into a superhu-

man hero when one of his compatriots is in

trouble. Eating crawfish is a prescribed

activity for any political candidate, and

during the 1980 presidential election. Re-

publican bumper stickers reading "Rea-

gan Cajun" were adorned with the image

of a crawfish.

Folklorist and anthropologist C Paige

Gutierrez has suggested several reasons

why the crawfish and not any other crea-

ture has become such an important sym-

bol for Cajuns. One is that south Louisian-

ians are unique in the United States in

regularly consuming crawfish. Also, both

Cajuns and crawfish share, and thrive in, a

swampy environment rejected as uninhab-

itable by others. The association between

Cajuns and crawfish is so strong that a lo-

cal folktale claims that Louisiana craw-

fish were originally Acadian lobsters that
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In New Orleans, Mardi Gras paradesfeature "throws"—beads

and trinkets tossedfrom thefloats to the spectators. This is not a

Cajun tradition, but visiting Shriners at the Crawfish Festival

observe it anyway.

Ginette Vachon

followed the Acadians into exile and grew

progressively smaller as a result of the ar-

duous journey.

There is, in fact, a large body of folklore

linking Cajuns and crawfish. One story

(probably of Texas rather than Cajun ori-

gin) explains why there are so many Ca-

juns in the Texas towns that border Louisi-

ana: A U.S. Navy ship was wrecked off

the coast of Louisiana, leaving as its sole

survivor a man with a wooden leg. Lost, he

followed the beach for many miles before

he reached a place he could identify, by

which time he was in Texas. All along the

beach his wooden leg left a trail of little

holes. Some Cajun residents of the Louisi-

ana coast saw these holes, thought they

were crawfish burrows, and followed the

trail to Texas. (In reality, many Cajuns

moved to Texas in the 1 930s to work in the

oilfields.) Another story tells of a mother

crawfish warning her children that they

need not fear horses or dogs or cows, but

that they should "run like hell" when they

see a Cajun because "he'll eat you." The
crawfish is also the subject of a number of

colloquial expressions: to "crawfish out" is

to back out of a deal (referring to the ani-

mal's propensity to propel itself back-

ward); likewise, to be a "real crawfish" is

to be a coward, to retreat from adversity

rather than face it.
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The crawfish is not the only creature in-

digenous to the swamps of southern Loui-

siana that is consumed as food in that re-

gion. Several species of fish also meet

these conditions, and the alligator has long

been prized for its meat. But of all food

items associated with Cajuns, the craw-

fish alone can represent both coonasses

and Acadians. Each of these groups ex-

ploits the crawfish in different ways. The

coonasses have historically been fishers

and fish processors, as well as farmers, and

therefore have always been closely in-

volved in crawfish procurement. Their

preferred way to serve crawfish is in huge,

boiled mounds from which diners help

themselves. This eating method is messy

and time-consuming, but festive and sim-

ple to prepare. In contrast, the Acadians

have traditionally had little or nothing to

do with crawfish procurement and have

always had to buy their crawfish from the

rural fishers. With more money, more lei-

sure, and more concern with refinement,

they often prefer more elaborate dishes

with gourmet overtones. A favorite is

crawfish bisque, a kind of soup containing

ground crawfish meat that is seasoned and

stuffed back into the shell. If prepared in

any quantity, it can take a full day. Using

crawfish meat in standard French seafood

recipes is also popular among Acadians

—



Afloat subsidized by the largest independently owned
grocery store in Breaux Bridge carries King Crawfish in the

1 980 bayou parade.

Leo Touchet; Photo-Corp Services



again emphasizing their concern with

French sophistication and respectability.

Crawfish crepes and crawfish Newburg
have had some recent popularity. Simul-

taneously humble and grand, from the

swamps but transformable into an item of

refinement, the crawfish can reflect the

interests of the two Cajun subgroups.

In a single event, then, the Crawfish

Festival celebrates both harvest and iden-

tity, subsistence and the modern self-im-

age, Acadians and coonasses, and there-

fore the Cajuns as a whole. Because it is

rowdy, it tends to attract more coonasses

than Acadians, and many Acadians view

the festival as nontraditional and as some-

thing of an embarrassment because of the

large crowds and heavy alcohol consump-

tion. Nonetheless, even to Acadians the

Crawfish Festival is the quintessential Ca-

jun festival.

The Crawfish Festival also draws large

numbers of non-Cajuns, visitors who come
from across the United States, as well as

from other countries of the world. For

them, the exotic nature of the crawfish is

the attraction. It is a creature generally

perceived as dirty because it lives in mud
and is a scavenger; it looks like an insect

and is therefore considered inedible. Most
outside visitors to the Crawfish Festival

have no idea how to eat the boiled craw-

fish that they buy. (Only the tail meat is

considered edible. A boiled crawfish

should be broken in half where the tail

meets the body; the tail is peeled and the

"vein" removed from the meat before eat-

ing. Real aficionados insist on sucking the

"fat" from the head and body; and any

good Cajun will do this as a matter of

course, but outsiders are not required to.)

A critical component of any tourist ex-

perience is to witness something different

or out of the ordinary. To outsiders, with

little understanding of the complexities of

Cajun life, the crawfish represents Ca-

juns, and the Crawfish Festival is a cele-

bration of a people with a unique cultural

heritage. For both Cajuns and their visi-

tors, then, the festival's success depends

on the crawfish. But whatever the secret

of its success, the Crawfish Festival em-

bodies the ultimate Cajun value, laissez

les bons temps rouler!
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To allow the community time to catch its collective breath, the

Crawfish Festival, which attracts more than 100,000 visitors, is

held every other year.

Ginette Vachon
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Introducing
The new Honda CivicWagon has

many advantages. Some obvious. Like its

added roominess and new aerodynamic

profile.And some not as obvious. In back,

for example,we have hidden two secret

compartments. One is under the floor.

And the

other?Well,]

ifwe told

you that,

everyone

would know
Under the

passenger seat weVe
tucked away a sliding

drawer.And we've split the

rear seat so you can fold away

one or both sides.

ra © 1984 American Honda Motor Co.. Im
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Ofcourse,

the new Civic

Wagon is built
1

to carry more than loads of stuff. It also

carries people very comfortably.

In every way, the new Honda Civic

Wagon is a remarkable vehicle.Thats

something we couldn't hide ifwe tried.
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The CivicWigon



Why Tadpoles Love Fast Food
Spring puddles and ponds are not the most stable habitats,

but for voracious tadpoles they're the best of all possible worlds

by Richard Wassersug

As Martha Crump pointed out in these

pages several years ago (January 1977),

there are "many ways to beget a frog."

The vast majority of frog species deposit

eggs in water. These hatch into tadpoles

and subsequently metamorphose into

frogs. Crump showed that this is only one

of at least ten distinct reproductive modes

for anurans—short-bodied, tailless am-

phibians such as toads, frogs, and tree

frogs.

In fact, many herpetologists believe

that there is some sort of ongoing, evolu-

tionary trend in anurans away from

aquatic reproduction and toward terres-

trially and increased parental care. In ev-

ery major anuran family there are lineages

that no longer produce tadpoles. For ex-

ample, many frogs, particularly in the

tropics, lay their eggs on the ground. The

young skip the tadpole stage altogether

and hatch directly into small frogs. Either

the father or mother, depending on the

species, guards the developing eggs; if the

adult is experimentally removed, the eggs

dry out or often become victims of preda-

tors or parasites. Certain other tropical

frogs provide an amazing amount of pa-

rental care to their developing young. In

these species, the hatchlings do go

through a tadpole stage, but instead of

developing in puddles or ponds on the

ground, they grow up in trees. Females lay

the eggs either in wet tree holes or damp

areas at the base of bromeliads. Or they

lay them on the ground and when the eggs

hatch, a parent carries the tadpoles on its

back to an arboreal abode. In several spe-

cies, a female, presumably the mother,

regularly revisits this site and brings un-

fertilized eggs as food for the tadpoles.

Such active feeding of the young repre-

sents a level of parental investment rival-

ing that of birds or mammals.

This leads us to the principal question of

this article: If so many lineages of frogs

have gained their independence from

aquatic environments through direct

development and parental care, why

haven't all the other species joined the ex-

odus from the water? Why would any anu-

rans retain that old, common, free-living

pollywog?

Despite any evolutionary trends that

may exist toward terrestriality and paren-

tal care, nine out often anuran species still

have the traditional, complex life cycle

with a free-living larva. Moreover, if we

carefully examine which anuran species

have abandoned the complex life style, we

can discern a pattern: for the most part,

the defectors live in tropical environments

with little seasonality. I believe that tad-

poles have remained with us, and are

likely to be around for quite some time, be-

cause they are specially adapted to use the

rich, temporary food sources that arise ev-

ery year in seasonal environments.

My studies of tadpole morphology and

behavior indicate that these creatures are

highly efficient, specialized feeding ma-

chines. Tadpoles can maintain a high

feeding rate in almost any aquatic habitat,

and this means they can achieve very high

growth rates. This gives them a clear ad-

vantage over direct-developing species,

which cannot exploit rich aquatic re-

sources and require a stable environment

for development. Tadpoles thrive on insta-

bility; their complex life cycle is tied to

regular, short-term perturbations in the

environment.

To appreciate the feeding specializa-

tions of tadpoles, one must first recognize

that they are not simply ill-formed, incom-

plete frogs. They are also not quite like

fish and can be easily distinguished from

them because they lack lateral, paired fins

and have a round, common head-body.

Even the familiar names by which we call

frog larvae allude to their truncated, ro-

tund form: the word tadpole comes from

Middle English roots that mean "the

toad's head," and pollywog, also of Mid-

dle English derivation, means "wiggling

head." A simple dissection reveals that

most of a tadpole's globose head-body is

either mouth cavity or intestines. In short,

a tadpole appears to be little more than

mouth, guts, and tail.

Most tadpoles are suspension feeders;

that is, they capture fine particles, such as

phytoplankton, suspended in the water

around them by pumping the water into

their mouths. Many have horny external

mouthparts that allow them to bite and

scrape at surfaces or to graze on large

pieces of plant material and detritus on

•**-
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Frog eggs and embryos develop in a

California creek. The eggs, darkened on

one side by dividing cells, willform
embryos and hatch into tadpoles in a

few days. The embryos, barely contained

in egg capsules now swollen with water,

are only hoursfrom birth.
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The tadpole head-body is mainly mouth

and intestines, permitting efficient

feeding and rapid growth. Most tadpoles

feed on plant matter and detritus, but a

few species are cannibalistic. Here,

African bullfrog tadpoles, Pyxicephalus

adspersus, eat one oftheir dead.

Jen and Des Bartlert: Oxford Scientific Rims

the bottom of ponds. Yet even these tad-

poles are ultimately suspension feeders:

by grazing on bottom plants they produce

their own suspension of food particles.

Certain tadpoles, such as those of the

African clawed frog, Xenopus laevis, live

mid-water, feed only on plankton, and can

trap the smallest single-celled organisms

in their habitat. These tadpoles can filter

large amounts of water in a short time.

Moreover, their filtering mechanism is ad-

justable: if they hit a patch of water that is

particularly rich in food, they can de-

crease their rate of food intake so they

don't clog their internal oral structures. As

a result, these tadpoles can live in water so

turbid that you cannot see two feet in front

of you or water as clear as the proverbial

mountain brook.

Regardless of the water's nutrient con-

tent, the volume of water processed by the

tadpole filtration system can be enormous.

Small tadpoles of the African clawed frog

take less than a minute to strain all plank-

ton-sized particles out of a volume of wa-

ter larger than themselves. They control

their feeding by varying both the rate at

which they pump water into their mouths

and the volume of water they take in with

each gulp. They are such efficient feeders

that they could theoretically meet their

metabolic needs with a suspension of yeast

particles so dilute that if you poured some

into a glass, it would look like drinking wa-

ter. Other tadpoles, such as grazing tad-

poles of the frog genus Rana, are often lit-

erally packed with food. Their gut con-

tents may represent 50 percent of their

total body weight.

Regardless of whether they are feeding

on microscopic particles freely floating in

water or grazing on larger chunks of plant

matter and detritus, all tadpoles pull food

out of water using the same basic internal

mechanism. Tadpoles have a complex,

multilevel filtration system. Large parti-

cles are captured and channeled toward

the esophagus by rows of papillae on the

floor and roof of the mouth. As water

passes through the mouth, the papillae

strain the water, but very small particles

may slip through. For those, a tadpole has

another device—elaborately folded filters

located on the inside of its gill bars, the

v —
^9f
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A swarm ofAfrican bullfrog tadpoles

fills a pond in Namibia. Temporary

ponds, which arise in the spring in

temperate climates or during the rainy

season in the tropics, are the most

common tadpole habitat. Anuran

females lay hundreds or even thousands

ofeggs in them. But ifa pond dries up too

quickly, the entire clutch may die.

rzm.

•

cartilaginous bars at the back of its throat.

These filter water as it passes through a

tadpole's gill slits and out of its mouth. As

a backup to this system, a tadpole can also

secrete mucus from special organs in its

mouth. Even the smallest food particles

are trapped in this mucus.

Tadpoles can use all of these anatomi-

cal specializations to grow rapidly only if

they have sufficient food. A tadpole that

occupies a very small body of water, such

as a rut in a dirt road, may starve to death

or die from desiccation if the puddle dries

up too quickly. The arboreal tadpoles 1

mentioned earlier could not survive in a

tree hole without provisions brought by

their parents or a store of yolk they are

sometimes born with.

One might reasonably assume that if

few tadpoles can survive in small puddles,

frogs should deposit their eggs in larger

bodies of water such as lakes. Lakes are

certainly more stable than puddles in the

road; they rarely dry up. But in large, per-

manent bodies of water, tadpoles may

have to compete with many species for the

organic food on which they depend. Also,

large lakes are often nutrient-poor since

sunlight cannot penetrate to their bot-

toms, permitting photosynthesis and plant

growth. Finally, lakes usually support fish

that would prey on relatively defenseless

tadpoles. Indeed, tadpoles and fish very

rarely occur together. To escape aquatic

predators, some tadpoles that live in tropi-

cal streams actually crawl up wet rocks
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A green heron devours a bullfrog tadpole,

Rana catesbeiana, plucked out ofa

desiccated Massachusetts impoundment.

Birds and insect larvae routinely prey

on tadpoles. As a defense against

predators, some tadpole species are

unpalatable or large.

Bill Byrne

and out of the water or they burrow into

leaf matter at the edge of the streams.

Clearly, large bodies of water are not a

preferred habitat.

Those tadpoles that do occur in large

permanent bodies of water are almost al-

ways either very large or unpalatable to

potential predators—and sometimes both.

Tadpoles of the bullfrog, Rana catesbei-

ana, are a good example. They are large

—

often more than four inches long—and

seemingly distasteful to certain predators.

Of course, bullfrog tadpoles need time to

get that large, and the longer they remain

tadpoles, the more likely they are to meet

up with an aquatic predator sufficiently

hungry not to be deterred by their unpal-

atability.

As part of their defense strategy against

predators, some unpalatable tadpoles,

such as those of the toad genus Bufo, are

highly conspicuous and swim with siblings

in dense schools. Some evolutionary biolo-

gists believe these habits are intended to

reinforce the bad experience a predator

has had if it has eaten an unpalatable indi-

vidual. The advantage of siblings ag-

gregating is that even if some individuals

are sacrificed, their genes survive in other

siblings and get passed on to the next gen-
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eration. Using this strategy, Bufo tadpoles

are able to live along the shallow edges of

lakes.

If small puddles lack sufficient food,

and large lakes support predatory fish,

then the ideal habitat for tadpoles would

seem to be something in between—

a

small, temporary or semipermanent body

of water that has ample food but is not

quite permanent enough to house perma-

nent aquatic predators. Indeed, the most

common habitat for tadpoles is ponds.

Ponds typically fill up with rain either

during the spring in temperate climates or

during the rainy season in the tropics.

They often have explosive increases in

their primary algal levels at these times,

and this food is then available to anurans

in the tadpole stage. Anyone who has

looked at ponds or large puddles in the

spring knows what a spectacle these tad-

poles can be. Female anurans often pro-

duce hundreds of eggs. The young capture

a pond's rich but ephemeral food supply,

and, with luck, get out by metamorphos-

ing before predators or desiccation over-

takes them.

There is an elegance in how closely the

life of a tadpole tracks the temporary

world of the vernal pool. The habitat and



Tadpoles ofthe smokyjunglefrog,
Leptodactylus pentadactylus, one of
the largest tropicalfrogs in the New
World, are sometimes carnivorous. Here,

a triofeed on treefrog eggs developing

in a Costa Rican rainforest pool.

Michael Fogden



the creatures that live in it often arise

simultaneously and then disappear to-

gether. Even in these medium-sized bod-

ies of water, however, tadpoles have to

compete against other tadpoles of their

own or other species. They also have to

avoid a plethora of predators that have a

life cycle similar to theirs and go through a

larval stage also specialized for feeding on

temporary food resources. The rich but

temporary food source that tadpoles feed

on is algae. However, the rich but tempo-

rary food source on which salamander lar-

vae and dragonfly naiads often depend is

tadpoles!

Even in the best of all possible habitats,

however, there is one hazard tadpoles can-

not avoid—metamorphosis. Metamor-

phosis is an exceptionally vulnerable pe-

riod in the life cycle of an anuran. All

during the tadpole growth period, which

in many species takes a month or two, the

animal's forelimbs develop steadily but re-

main hidden under a flap of skin. At meta-

morphosis, the forelimbs push out from

the body and the tadpole's tail and gills are

rapidly resorbed. In many ways, the cellu-

lar and biochemical aspects of this trans-

formation are better understood than the

ecological and evolutionary ones. Scien-

tists know, for example, that metamorpho-

sis is always accompanied by changes in

Scanning electron micrographs ofa tadpole's mouth show its sophisticated

mechanisms/or extractingfoodfrom water. The tadpole uses its U-shaped lower

jaw, below, to bite into largefood chunks. The area beneath thejaw has three

comblike rows ofteeth, which are usedfor scraping atfood or holding on to the

substrate when a tadpole is caught in a current. Waterpumped into the mouthflows

over the mouthfloor, below left, wherefood is screened out bypapillae (the spurs at

center) and routed toward the esophagus. Elaboratelyfoldedfilters (bottom left

and right) catch smaller particles as water leaves the mouth.

Richard Wassersuq

hormonal levels, but they don't know what

sets off those changes.

What is clear is that from the time the

forelimbs first appear until the tail is re-

sorbed, a frog or toad is not well suited to

either land or water. Laboratory experi-

ments have shown that once chorus frog

tadpoles (genus Pseudacris) develop their

exposed forelimbs they cannot swim for as

long a time as they could before the onset

of metamorphosis. Similarly, almost-

metamorphosed frogs that have not lost

their tails cannot hop as far as those that

have completed the transformation. In

both cases, having the locomotor equip-

ment for both the terrestrial and aquatic

realms is a burden to anurans.

Other lab studies have shown that

metamorphosing tadpoles are more vul-

nerable to garter snake predation than ei-

ther adult frogs or tadpoles that have not

begun to transform. The snakes differen-

tially capture transforming individuals

whether they are in the water or on land.

This is true even though snakes generally

are more attracted to moving prey than to

metamorphosing anurans, which are bare-

ly mobile. Fieldwork by Stevan Arnold of

the University of Chicago has confirmed

that in the wild, transforming anurans are

disproportionately eaten by snakes.

Evolutionary theory predicts that natu-

ral selection should shorten the most vull

nerable period in any complex life cyclef

In fact most anurans spend only a few

hours, or at most a few days, in that coml

promising transformational state. Even

bullfrog tadpoles, which live for more than

two years, take only a few days to gd

through metamorphosis. Some salamanl

ders avoid the hazards of metamorphosis

by reproducing in their larval form and"

spending their whole lives in the water!

but this option is apparently not open tc

anurans, which have little room in theii

head-bodies for gonads or eggs. All tad-

poles must make the mad developmenta

dash through metamorphosis.

In some toad species, the developing

larvae metamorphose in great numbers

over a very short period of time. This syn-

chronous metamorphosis can overwhelrr

predators such as birds and snakes that

are attracted to the margins of ponds dur-

ing this period. The theory is that if preda-

tors are satiated, some individual froglets

will survive. Fieldwork on garter snakes

supports the theory that synchronous

metamorphosis has evolved in response to

predation. A well-known biblical story

may refer to this phenomenon. When
Pharaoh refused to release the Israelites, a

plague of frogs descended upon the Egyp-

1

tians. The Bible says that "frogs" came
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The long hind legs ofthis European

brownfrog tadpole, Rana temporaria,

indicate it is about to begin

metamorphosis. Anurans are extremely

vulnerable during this transitional stage.

Once theirforelimbspop out, they are

poorswimmers and are easily snapped up

by birds or snakes.

G.I- Bernard; Oxiord Scientific Films

it of the river and onto the land in great

mndance; they covered everything and

en got into dough being prepared for

ead. This could certainly describe a

/arm of newly metamorphosed tadpoles,

so, they were probably toad tadpoles. In

e Old Testament there is only one He-

ew word, tsephardea, for either frog or

ad. But toads generally metamorphose

'er a shorter period and in much greater

imbers than frogs. Moreover, toadlets in

gyptian food would have been a far more

rious matter than frogs since common
ads in Egypt are toxic while common
ogs are not.

Although most anurans are only tran-

:nt residents in their ponds, they can

we a profound impact on the ecology of

ose habitats. Tadpoles can determine

hat species of algae will occur in a pond

id how abundant each species will be.

Limnologist Dianne Seale, of the Center

for Great Lakes Studies in Milwaukee,

has studied this phenomenon in Missouri.

She found that tadpoles in ponds ingest as

much or sometimes more nitrogen

through their feeding as the plants grow-

ing there, thus preventing the plants from

proliferating. By tying up the nitrogen,

tadpoles keep the entire ecosystem in

check. The phytoplankton in the ponds

bloom explosively only after the tadpoles

metamorphose and leave. Seale empha-

sizes the importance of metamorphosis in

moving nutrients up and out of aquatic

ecosystems. In that sense, the metamor-

phosis of aquatic insects and amphibians

becomes an important mechanism in na-

ture for maintaining the nutrient balance

between land and water environments.

The tadpole's effect on nutrient cycling,

and the anuran life cycle in general, may

have some implications for the manage-

ment of aquatic ecosystems. Efforts to sta-

bilize lakes and marshlands, while well

meaning, probably undermine the evolu-

tionary benefit of retaining the tadpole

stage in the anuran life cycle. Most

projects involving dams and the control of

floodwater are likely, in the long run, to do

more harm than good to tadpole popula-

tions. Commercial frog farming has never

been very successful, and one can see why:

the anuran life cycle is adapted to some

environmental uncertainty. A pond that is

permanent will attract not only some frogs

but also all of their predators. In such

ponds, tadpole survivorship could be ex-

pected to decline in a few years. Manipu-

lating the size and limiting the longevity of

such ponds could help frogs outrun their

predators, but few farmers would bank on

such an uncertain crop.



Fish stocking also affects most frog spe-

cies negatively. A few years ago I was told

an ironic story by a fish hatchery manager

in Michigan. Several decades back, when

the hatchery was just being established,

there were so many frogs in the area that

the hatchery personnel used to feed glut-

tonously on frogs' legs. Now, many years

later, the hatchery is a success and the

frogs have become rare. As the manager

pointed out, frogs' legs are now worth

more per pound than the fish that re-

placed them.

In a somewhat different way, the same

environmental circumstance may explain

the proposed trend toward terrestriality

and direct development in anurans men-

tioned earlier. In those parts of the tropics

where many of the affected species live,

there is no one particular season when

rains create a world of temporary wet hab-

itats and explosive plant growth. Conse-

quently, ponds and other prospective

homes for tadpoles tend to be permanent

and continuously loaded with predators.

Perhaps over evolutionary time, some

anurans have been forced to change their

reproductive mode to accommodate this

condition.

Thousands of years ago, when the gla-

ciers were retreating, anurans in North

America had a great advantage over fish

for invading kettle hole ponds left behind

by glaciers. The tadpoles that hatched

from eggs deposited in these rich, fish-free

habitats flourished, and the resultant

frogs dispersed overland, from pond to

pond, to distribute their eggs. Now that

fish too can move overland, in the back of

fisheries vehicles, the frogs' advantage has

diminished.

But the frogs' advantage has not com-

pletely disappeared. Few of the pools and

ponds laid down by rainfall are ever going

to be worth stocking. They are too unpre-

dictable, and such an ephemeral resource

is never going to earn any fish farmer

much of a living. Of course, frog larvae

will continue to make a living in these un-

predictable places, for it is precisely to

such uncertainty that the complex life cy-

cle is adapted. Put more simply, as long as

there are seasons, there will probably al-

ways be tadpoles.
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Late in metamorphosis, a European
brownfrog tadpole has become afroglet.

It has developed both sets oflegs, its gills

are being resorbed, and it will soon
depend on its lungs to breathe. After its

tail is resorbed, the tadpole phase is over

and thefrog takes to land.

G I Bernard; Oxford Scientific Films



A 1 909photograph shows members ofan

Indian trader's caravan that was carrying

97 elephant tusksfrom the Belgian

Congo (present-day Zaire) to Lake

Victoria. From there the cargo may have

been shipped down the Nile or

transported overland to an East African

port. This long-distance trade route was a

relatively late development in the ivory

trade andfollowedpenetration ofthe

interior by colonists on the coast.



Per Elephant and the Brier Patch
A thornbush wilderness in East Africa may have been

created by prehistoric bands of ivory hunters

by Peter F. Thorbahn

In Swahili, nyika means "wilderness."

It is the name for a vast arc of semiarid

bushland that lies between the lush tropi-

cal forests of the East African coast and

the grassy highlands of the Rift Valley.

The nyika covers one-third of Kenya and

parts of Tanzania and Somalia, or some

1 95,000 square miles. When they first en-

tered this zone in the second half of the

nineteenth century, Europeans were

struck by its desolation. "The country we
had to travel was a baraya tisha (frightful

desert), a waste, howling wilderness," ob-

served the missionary Charles New in

1871, describing the terrain he crossed

when he became the first European to

climb Mount Kilimanjaro. In 1895, Fred-

erick Jackson, who later became governor

of Uganda, wrote that "the very word

[nyika] struck terror into the hearts of

most coastal porters, and was one of the

chief, if not most fruitful, causes of deser-

tion." And one of the first commissioners

of the East African Protectorate, Charles

Eliot, noted in 1905 that "had it been de-

sired to erect an artificial barrier for pre-

venting the entry of civilization into the in-

terior; it would have been very hard to

invent one more effective than that which

Nature has provided."

Today the nyika remains much the

same. Dry, dense thickets of Commiphora
and Acacia trees dominate the landscape.

The region is very sparsely populated

—

about thirteen people per square mile

—

and because of its low, highly variable

rainfall and nutrient-poor soils, most of it

is unsuitable for agriculture. Only a few

areas support marginal grazing. The ma-

jor industry is tourism because the nyika

contains some of the last great wild areas

of East Africa.

One of these is Kenya's Tsavo National

Park, whose elephants and rhinoceroses

draw 100,000 tourists each year. Tsavo is

where construction of the Mombasa-Nai-

robi railroad was halted for several

months during the early part of this cen-

tury, when a pair of lions killed more than

a dozen of the workers. J.H. Patterson, the

British army engineer in charge who dis-

posed of the lions, recalled his impressions

in 1910: "I found that the whole country

as far as I could see was covered with low,
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Ivory has been usedpredominantlyfor

more or lessfrivolous objects ofart, such

as these carvedpuzzle ballsfrom China.

Peabody Museum of Salem: photo by Mark Sexton

stunted trees, thick undergrowth and

'wait-a-bit' thorn. . . . This interminable

nyika, or wilderness of whitish and leafless

dwarf trees presented a ghastly and sun-

stricken appearance."

The existence of the nyika has left his-

torians and archeologists with an eco-

nomic puzzle. For at least 2,000 years,

there has been a constant flow of ivory

from East Africa. As early as the begin-

ning of the Christian Era, the ivory at-

tracted traders from as far away as Greece,

and it was the basis for a civilization

founded along the East African coast dur-

ing the ninth century by African and Arab

Moslem traders. This Swahili culture was

the dominant political and economic force

in East Africa in precolonial times (prior

to 1848). Millions of tons of ivory were

shipped from such ports as Kilwa, Zanzi-

bar, Mombasa, and Lamu to the great

commercial centers along the west coast

of India (Diu, Bombay, and Goa) and

eventually all around the civilized world.

But historical documents do not reveal

where the elephants were being hunted to

obtain this ivory. No one from the coast

—

African, Arab, or European—ventured

into the interior in search of ivory before

1 824. Yet by all accounts the only other

major territory in East Africa, the nyika,

contained very few people or elephants.

Two sources have been proposed for the

ivory shipped from East African ports be-

fore the mid-nineteenth century. The first

is central and southern Africa, for which

there is ample historical and archeological

evidence of ivory being brought from the

interior. Ivory reaching ports to the south

was presumably shipped north along the

coast, from where it was sent to western

India. The second presumed source was

the area immediately behind the coast, be-

fore the nyika. Most historians and ar-

cheologists have felt that this small area of

the interior, accessible without elaborate

trade networks, would have produced an

adequate supply of ivory.

Neither explanation will suffice, how-

ever. Detailed records from Portuguese

trading posts established along the coast

of central and East Africa during the

1 500s show that the individual ports sent

their ivory directly to India. There was

m

%
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iy little movement of ivory along the

)ast. Second, the view that a population

"elephants immediately behind the coast

juld have sustained the recorded volume
'

ivory exports is simply unrealistic, given

ix knowledge of elephant population

rth and death rates and the carrying ca-

nities of various types of environments,

housands of elephants were being killed

/ery year over the span of four centuries,

its peak in the mid- 1800s, the ivory

ade involved a minimum of 30,000 tusks

;r year being shipped from each of five

;ajor ports.

To make a realistic assessment, I con-

ructed a computer model of an elephant

Dpulation that might be supported in a

mited area behind a port, in the absence
' any ivory trade. Then I observed how

lis population would be affected, assum-

,g a gradual increase in the amount of

ory being shipped out. I included in the

ital ivory harvest the supply of ivory from

ephants dying of natural causes, known

; found ivory. Interestingly enough, leg-

ids of "elephant graveyards" have some

isis in fact. Elephant carcasses tend to

xur near permanent sources of water,

;rhaps because sick or aged elephants do

it have the strength to keep up with their

;rd in the search for forage and water.

1 found that drawing from so limited a

rritory, the demand for ivory could be

ipected to quickly outstrip the supply.

) begin with, the natural death rates in

ich an elephant population could not

we produced enough tusks to equal the

storical volumes shipped from the coast,

jme hunting had to take place. Once

mting started, it would have rapidly re-

aced found ivory with tusks from freshly

lied elephants, known as green ivory,

he reason is that hunting would have re-

eved those elephants most likely to die

om old age anyway. I found, moreover,

iat if the hunting was not selective, the el-

ihant population would be driven near to

;tinction within 200 years. Only if hunt-

s were selective, taking only elephants

ith tusks above a certain size, would a

"eeding population survive. Even so, the

>mputer model showed drastic fluctua-

3ns in population, with periods of rapid

>pulation growth followed by binges of

Ivory was shippedfrom East and Southeast African ports to India

in increasing quantitiesfrom before 1 500 to a peak in the mid-

nineteenth century, but the sourcefor ivory that left East Africa has

not been documented. A thornbush wilderness known as the nyika

would seem, today, to have been an obstacle to the trade. Kenya's

Tsavo National Park (detail map), divided into eastern and western

halves by the Mombasa-Nairobi railroad, lies in the heart ofthe

nyika. Research in Tsavo East suggests that the area was once more

hospitable to both people and elephants.

Mombasa

|2Qa 40 60 miles

I I I I

hunting. I concluded that to approach the

levels the historical trade is known to have

reached, an enormous area would have

had to have been exploited. Granting the

most optimistic densities and rates of

population growth known for African ele-

phants, I estimated that nearly all of the

interior of East Africa, far beyond the

coast and nyika, would have been in-

volved in as little as 200 years.

The computer model made it easier to

interpret historical records of the British

East India Company that document the

imports of East African ivory into the

ports of India. The import records showed

that found ivory (tusks identified as

"cracked") was a minor part of any ship-

ment. The volume of ivory imports also

fluctuated; in fact, there are statements

from early British officials in Zanzibar

that there was a very distinct cycle of

boom and bust in the ivory coming from

the interior of East Africa. Finally, judg-

ing by the average size of imported tusks,

the strategy of the hunters was to kill lim-

ited numbers of elephants with larger

tusks to make up the total weight of ivory.

To do this, they necessarily would have

had to cover a very large area of the inte-

rior. They probably adopted this strategy,

not because they were mindful of the need

for conservation, but because larger tusks

sold at a premium.

If neither the southern ports nor the im-

mediate interior behind the East African

ports could have supplied the precolonial

ivory trade, where was the ivory coming

from? I felt that the place to look was the

nyika. Either it was a barrier to trade or a

place from which ivory was sent to the

coast. To learn which, I set out in 1976 to

do an archeological survey of Tsavo East
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A herd ofelephants moves through

a grassland area in Tsavo National

Park. Along withfire and rainfall,

elephants are a major influence in

maintaining such vegetation.

Peter Davey; Bruce Coleman, Inc.
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National Park, a wildlife refuge that lies

in the heart of the nyika and is nearly the

size of Massachusetts.

An archeological reconnaissance ten

years earlier had yielded only a handful of

sites, seeming to indicate that the area was

nearly uninhabited for most of the prehis-

toric past. However, scattered throughout

Tsavo East were mysterious mounds of

rocks known as Galla graves, so called be-

cause local legends (possibly of European

origin) ascribed them to warlike herdsmen

from southern Somalia. The Galla raiders

were thought to have crossed the nyika

during the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies. The mounds of stone, or cairns,

were supposed to be the graves of their

casualties or victims. When I began my
archeological survey in 1976, David

Sheldrick (now deceased), the warden of

Tsavo East National Park for more than
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thirty years, suggested that the Galla

graves might hold the key to Tsavo's past.

The survey team was modest, consisting

of me, my wife, and two assistants from

the park staff. We spent more than four

months working in or immediately around

the park, but we only covered a tiny por-

tion of the total area. One limitation on

our work was that the entire northern half

of the park was closed because armed

gangs of ivory poachers were active there.

Nonetheless, we investigated 22 prehis-

toric habitation sites and 157 stone cairns.

From aerial reconnaissance flights, we
saw hundreds of other cairns, and there

must have been thousands more.

The habitation sites we examined are

located on the banks of seasonal rivers, be-

side water holes, and in caves and rock-

shelters. They range in size from about

100 square feet in the smallest rock-shel-

ters to many acres around some of tH

large, permanent water holes. The siu

are not impressive to see, consisting of tin

pieces of broken pottery and discarda

stone tools that are scattered on the suj

face or within the top few feet of soil. A
of them were probably temporary camJ

used by small groups of hunter-gathere

as they moved around the region. Judgin

from the artifacts, the sites were occupid

during the past 1 ,000 years. Some appeJ

to have been a place where a few peop

stopped for less than a day. Others wei

visited time and again over a period i

hundreds or even thousands of years. TH

larger sites near the permanent watj

holes could have been dry-season villag^

where several small groups came togethi

There are clusters of stone cairns within

short distance of such large habitatic

sites.
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We excavated ten cairns, five of which

contained nothing. However, all of the

stone mounds covered a shallow trench

that was capped with larger rocks. In two

of these trenches, we found human teeth

or bone fragments; in another, a nearly de-

composed but complete skeleton. We con-

cluded that the cairns were, indeed, mark-

ers of human burials. The absence of

remains in some can be explained by the

acid soil as well as by the destructive ac-

tion of termites, which we discovered like

to build their nests in the cairns. No arti-

facts were found in direct association with

the skeletal remains, but a few artifacts

were recovered in or around some of the

cairns, allowing us to tie them in to the

habitation sites along rivers, next to water

holes, and in caves and rock-shelters. We
never recovered enough organic material

to obtain a radiocarbon date for any site,

but analysis of the artifacts produced

overall dates for the extensive occupation

periods of Tsavo East and the nyika in

general.

There were three important classes of

artifacts from the Tsavo sites—stone

tools, pottery shards, and glass beads. The
stone tools—arrow points, scrapers, and

blades—are of the microlithic type known
to have been made by Late Stone Age oc-

cupants of other areas of East Africa and

Somalia. These kinds of tools have been

dated as far back as 6000 b.c. and were

made by people who depended on hunting

and on gathering wild plants. In parts of

East Africa, for at least the last 2,000

years of prehistoric times, such people

lived alongside farmers and herders.

The pottery fragments showed that

about 500 or 600 years ago, the hunter-

gatherers began to make ceramic bowls,

pots, and jars. Their farming and herding

neighbors in the nearby highlands had

been using ceramics for the previous

1 ,500 years, but the shards we found were

not left behind by farmers or herders mov-

ing through the area. The Tsavo East ce-

ramics were made differently from those

found in the highlands, and unlike high-

land sites, our sites always contained a

large proportion of stone tools. The final

clue we recovered, and the most important

in terms of the precolonial ivory trade, was

Ivory crafted in China, such as the carved

tusk, bottom, is in most casesfrom
African elephants, below. Despite their

value as work animals, Indian elephants

have also been huntedfor their ivory.

Wolfgang Bayer

Peabody Museum ol Salem: photo by Mark Sexton
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glass beads. Known as trade beads, these

were cylinders of colored glass made in In-

dia and Europe. Using studies of trade

beads in sites along the coast of the Indian

Ocean, we estimated that the oldest of the

beads in Tsavo East were made about a.d.

1 400. They were found at several habita-

tion sites and also inside one of the cairns.

Putting all the lines of evidence to-

gether, we concluded that from 8,000 to

200 years ago many more people lived in

Tsavo East than do today. They were

hunter-gatherers who probably lived in

small groups of twenty or fewer people.

They left a large number of sites and

cairns as a result of their constant move-

ment between short-term camps scattered

over a large territory. From at least the fif-

teenth century, these people were in direct

or indirect contact with the coast. The
trade beads could have only come from

the Swahili merchants on the coast, even

though groups of middlemen may have

been involved.

Subsequent to this archeological re-

search, I came across corroborating evi-

dence about the vanished hunters. Ethno-

historians have collected oral traditions

from the Taita, a tribe that occupies the

highlands on the western edge of Tsavo

East National Park. These consistently

tell of a group of hunter-gatherers, called

the Wambisha, who once lived where the

national park is today. According to the

Taita traditions, the Wambisha, not the

Galla herdsmen, built the stone cairns.

They also suggest that the Wambisha had

a close relationship with Portuguese trad-

ers, who were at Mombasa until 1698.

Sometime during the eighteenth or early

part of the nineteenth century, the Wam-
bisha disappeared from Tsavo East and

never returned.

All the historical, archeological, and

ethnohistorical data suggest that the park,

and the nyika in general, was once a much
more hospitable area, both for elephants

and hunting peoples. What happened,

then, to change the region into "howling

wilderness"? An answer might be found in

the modern history of Tsavo East Na-
tional Park. When the park was estab-

lished in 1948, the area looked as it had

when the first European explorers ar-

Elephants in Kenya's Tsavo National

Parkfeed on a baobab tree, threatening

its survival. Partly because ofthe

action ofelephants, the landscape

shown here is transitional between

thornbush and grassland.

Norman Myers; Bruce Coleman. Inc.

rived—dense bush with few elephants or

wildlife of any sort. As the elephant popu-

lation increased because of the protection

from hunters and poachers, the land was

transformed. David Sheldrick saw the ele-

phant population grow to one of the dens-

est concentrations in Africa. By the late

1970s, many parts of Tsavo East had

changed from bush into open grassland.

Dramatic evidence of this environmental

change could be seen along the western

border of the park, which is formed by the

Mombasa-Nairobi railroad and highway.

Outside the park was the classic nyika of

dense, dry Commiphora and Acacia. In-

side the park were grasslands with patches

of trees around water holes and stream

beds. It was as if bulldozers had been set

loose to knock down the trees and thorn-

bushes.

This is almost exactly what had hap-

pened. Elephants are nature's version of a

bulldozer, constantly on the move, tramp-

ling the undergrowth of thorny shrubs.

They kill the trees they feed on, such as

baobabs and acacias, by stripping the

bark or tearing down most of the limbs.

Other species of trees, like Commiphora,

they simply uproot or push over, although

they have never been seen to eat them.

Once elephants have broken down the

worst of the bush, they are followed by J
orderly succession of browsing and gral

ing animals—Cape buffalo, rhinocerJ

giraffe, gazelle, and others. Then grassl

recolonize the former bushland, and tl

combination of tow rainfall, occasion!

fires, and animals maintains the nel

grassland ecosystem (see "The Africa

Elephant's Drinking Problem," by Jam
Allaway, in the April 1981 issue of Nat\

ral History).

Warden Sheldrick, observing tl

change in the park, suspected that tl

nyika environment could have once bet

more favorable. The numerous stoi

cairns, he was convinced, were evidenc

for extensive human occupation in tl

past. My research confirms his insights,

believe that much of the nyika was i

open grassland during the precolonial er

Sometime about the fifteenth century, <

even earlier, the hunter-gatherers know

as the Wambisha became involved in tl

gradually increasing ivory trade, suppl

ing ivory either to neighboring tribes in tl

highlands or directly to the coast. Eventi

ally the elephant populations were dec

mated by overhunting, and the bushlan

began to encroach on the grassland unt|

the area became unsuitable for elephant|

other wildlife, and people.
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Red and White

Confrontations
by Dee Brown

Indian Country, by Peter Matthiessen.

The Viking Press, $16.95; 352 pp.

The "Indian way" is a matter of atti-

tude, one of Peter Matthiessen's Ameri-

can Indian friends told him, not a matter

of blood. During a lifetime of exploration

and observation that has taken him

around the world, Matthiessen himself

has learned to follow the Indian way. Af-

ter winning considerable acclaim as a nov-

elist, he turned toward studies of the natu-

ral world, of species in danger of

extinction. With publication of The Snow
Leopard in 1978, Matthiessen was com-

pared with such literary giants as W.H.

Hudson and Joseph Conrad.

Early in 1983 Matthiessen published In

the Spirit of Crazy Horse, an angry book

about the treatment of American Indians

during the 1970s. In this long and contro-

versial work, he exposed the duplicity of

some government agencies but only curso-

rily discussed the intrusion upon Indian

lands by energy consortiums and the ef-

fect of this upon the lives of the people. In-

dian Country is a further expansion of this

latter theme.

Matthiessen has created much more

than just another study of the tragedy of

tribes in the Old West. His book covers

virtually all of the continental United

States today, and although Indians are in

the foreground, what is happening to them

is also happening to all of us. Or perhaps it

would be more exact to say that what is

being done to them is also being done to all

of us. If Indian Country reaches the audi-

ence that it merits, it could have an impact

comparable to that of Rachel Carson's 57-

lent Spring twenty years ago.

To prove his points, Matthiessen me-

thodically assembles bits and chunks
"

data somewhat the way a beaver buildu

lodge or a wasp a mud house. Each in-

dent that he recounts may in itself be be;-

able to the reader, but when one outrai

follows another—from the Florida Eve-

glades to the Hopi mesas of Arizona, frc.

the Cherokee country of Tennessee to t ':

high country of California, back and for

across the continent—the effect becom

almost unbearable. Probably no one

America has traveled in person, often

physical risk (although he never mentio

this) to so many places that are und

siege.

In each of his formidable chapte

Matthiessen weaves past events into

narrative to help explain what is occurri

now. As far back as 1853 government i

crees ordered that all Indians in Floric

were to be captured and sent west of t

Mississippi, but a considerable number

Seminoles remained in the Everglade

Their descendants still live there, but t

protective Everglades are rapidly beiii

destroyed around them. Consequent

their determination to live independent

without government connections of a

kind, is under severe strain.

As is the case with many other tribe

the Seminoles are sharply divided b

tween traditionalists and the "progre '

sives" who control the tribal council-*

which in turn are controlled from Wasl

ington by the Bureau of Indian Affair;

which in turn is controlled by bureaucra.

and politicians who are usually controlle

by giant corporations. At least that is tr I

way Matthiessen sees it, and he offers I

lengthy catalog of horrors committe

against land, water, air, and human beind

across the nation. In the specific cases d
j
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ides, eLake Okeechobee and the Everglades,
i

shows how government agencies acted d

further "Florida's greedy, feverish, ii

awful growth," instead of serving as p*

tectors of the people.

Far to the west, in dry mesa couny

vastly different from Florida, the Hcs

and Navajos are under siege by a power 1

consortium determined to wrest fn
them their coal, water, uranium, timb,

and other natural resources. Through s

centuries these tribes have learned to Is

in delicate balance with their fragile la L

Now thousands of square miles are be

»

The annual index for

Natural History, Volume 92

(January through December 1983)

may be obtained by writing to:

INDEX
Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

ripped apart by monstrous machir,

aquifers are rapidly being depleted, rac-

active mine tailings are being dump!

upon the land or into the streams. Vege-

tion and wildlife are disappearing, and 1-

man beings are suffering lethal physil

and mental traumas.

For centuries the Four Corners arU

where four states of the Southwest co

!

together, has been known to the Indians i

the sacred center of the universe. Onl t

generation ago the region's atmosph:

was so pure and transparent that objes

scores of miles in the distance could s

seen with perfect clarity. During rec#

years, however, construction of an err-

mous power grid on Indian land in t:

area has created what is probably it

greatest single source of pollution in <:

country, "the ugliest ecological disaste^f

our time." The smoke plume of Four Cr

ners and the Great Wall of China were IB

only man-made objects on earth observl

by astronauts of the 1960s. By 19JU

Matthiessen notes, the land was shroudi

by a haze of ash misted with "lead, m-

cury, dioxides, sulfuric acid, and otlr

dangerous pollutants that all dwellers l

one of the most dramatic regions of t:

earth are doomed to breathe."

Back east in the forested land of Ti-

nessee, the disaster, while also man-mai,

is of a different kind, totally preventable

monument to avarice, an example oil

people's inability to control the politicks

they have elected to serve them. Mt

Americans today remember Tellico Da 1

on the Tennessee River because of cont •

versy that arose over the snail darter, i

84 Natural History 4/84
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s ill fish whose natural habitat the dam

\ jld have destroyed, leading to the dart-

e

,

extinction. Unfortunately, the darter

I ught more harm than good to oppo-

r its of the dam by distracting attention

f, m other atrocities. The fish was ulti-

r, tely rescued by transfer to nearby

s :ams, but there was no way of saving

: of the loveliest valleys in the Smokies,

t usands of acres of rich farmland, the

r. nesteads of hundreds of people, and the

i heological sites of the Seven Towns,

t; sacred center of the Cherokee Nation.

vfatthiessen lists six government agen-

C5 whose authority was illegally by-

f
sed in construction of the dam, and

r nes the six politicians who made pos-

sle the wasteful appropriation of mil-

1 is of dollars to build a dam that very

f v people wanted. In Indian country this

s tation is not uncommon. An avaricious

t zen, a politician, a bureaucrat conspire

t create a piece of chicanery, perhaps a

r d into a wilderness area to loot virgin

t iber from the people. If discovered, op-

r'ition arises and the project is halted

ti lporarily. Then later on, the very agen-

cy of state and federal governments that

ye established to prevent such detri-

r
;
ntal plundering will aid in reviving the

I
>ject again, and it moves on relentlessly

1,: a mechanical afreet—profligate, con-

tinually mushrooming, ravaging the land,

unstoppable.

Most of the places under siege that

were visited by Matthiessen are sacred

sites for one or more tribes. Long before

Europeans came to America, the Black

Hills was a place of prayer and renewal

ceremonies for Indians of the northern

Plains. After gold was discovered there in

1874, the federal government offered to

buy the Black Hills. When the Indians re-

fused to sell, their sacred ground was

taken from them by force and deception

and they were confined to reservation

lands then believed to be worthless.

In recent years vast seams of coal and

considerable deposits of oil, gas, and ura-

nium, as well as a great aquifer, have been

discovered beneath the "worthless" res-

ervations. Although Matthiessen reports

that powerful multinational energy cor-

porations moved in with talk of a "national

sacrifice area," he also found rays of hope

for saving at least part of it for the tribes.

Foreseeing their destruction as a peo-

ple, the Cheyennes not only canceled

leases obtained illegally but also sued the

Department of the Interior for betrayal of

its trust responsibilities. Other tribes fol-

lowed the Cheyennes' lead, and several

white ranchers, who also foresaw destruc-

tion, joined the Indians in opposition. "I

feel the same way the Indians do," one

rancher told Matthiessen. "I don't own
that land, it owns me, because my father

and grandfather are buried there."

Matthiessen also found hopeful signs in

the Mohawk country of upper New York

State, a land of "near-obliterated land-

scapes" and rivers poisoned by mercury

and PCBs. Here live descendants of the

Iroquois Nation, whose government was

so admired by Benjamin Franklin and

Thomas Jefferson that some of its prin-

ciples went into the U.S. Constitution.

Perhaps no other tribe in America has

been split as deeply by factions or afflicted

with as many quarrels abetted by outside

forces. As recently as 1980, tribal police

came very near to a bloody confrontation

with Mohawk traditionalists. The expand-

ing threat of chemical contamination of

their land and life, however, has drawn the

Mohawks together again.

One of the young traditionalists ex-

pressed it this way to Matthiessen: "A lot

of the people are starting to think, 'Hey,

this isn't politics anymore, it's a question

of right and wrong.' That's when they

choose."

Dee Brown, author of Bury My Heart at

Wounded Knee, has written numerous

books on Indians and the American West.

FIRST ClASS Eurailpass gives you inexpensive and
flexible First Class train travel through

EUROPEAN TRAINiKEs
$260. That's less than eighteen
dollars a day. or about the price of

a few rolls of film.*

Eurailpass is also available for 21 days, one
month, two months and even three months. For

details consult your travel agent. For a free color-

ful and informative brochure send us the coupon
today and travel Europe First Class this year
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Yes. I want to enjoy First Class European train travel for about

the price of a few rolls of film* Rush the free Eurailpass color

brochure to:

Name

Address

City _ State. _Zip_

Mail today to Eurailpass. Box Q. Staten Island. NY 10305
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EXPLORE PAPUA NEW GUINEA

aboard the

M.V. Melanesian Explorer

Join discerning passengers aboard the fully

air-conditioned Melanesian Explorer.

Visit the Scpik River islands and areas never before

seen by tourists.

Operates year round on segments ranging from 4 to

16 nights. New this year 4-wheel drive Highland
Expeditions. For full details write or call:

Melanesian Tourist Services

P.O. Box 707, Madang, PNG
Tlx: NE 82707 Tel: 822766

or

UNIREP
Suite 105, 850 Colorado Blvd.,

Los Angeles. Ca 90041
Tlx: 4720179 Tel: (213) 256-1991

Melanesian Tourist Services

For bookings or additional information, please

contact your travel agent or send this coupon to

Melanesian Tourist Services's North American
Representative, Unirep.

CITY/STATE/ZIF

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT

MEMBERS ONLY
Your Benefits Improved

Starting March 1, 1984
Avis will increase its discount
to 18% on unlimited mileage
rates for all members of

the American Museum of

Natural History.

You can take advantage
of this discount by presenting
your membership card and
your special discount #
A/A989500 at any Avis
location.

Your AMNH membership
entitles you to many benefits
- We hope you can take
advantage of them.

AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, New York 10024

Celestial Events

Planetary Moving Time
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The morning sky's monopoly of the

planets began to break up in March when
Mercury moved into the evening sky.

Mercury actually returns to the morning

sky late this month (in inferior conjunc-

tion on the 22nd), but that doesn't sub-

stantially change the transition. Pluto

shifts to an evening star when it goes

through opposition from the sun on the

20th. And Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, the

three brightest planets of April, will all be

in retrograde motion (westerly past the

stars) before the end of the month, a sure

sign that they will soon enter the evening

sky. By early July, all the planets will be in

the evening sky, a rather remarkable re-

versal in only a few months.

When the outer planets begin moving

retrograde, they are still technically morn-

ing stars, but they are also becoming part

of the evening scene, in the sense that they

are up before midnight. That applies this

month to Saturn, Mars, and Jupiter. Sat-

urn is up by about 8:00 p.m. at mid-month,

Mars an hour later, and Jupiter very close

to midnight. All rise about an hour earlier

by month's end, Saturn only a short time

after sunset. The three planets, with the

bright, nearby stars Spica in Virgo and

Antares in Scorpius, are strung out across

the sky virtually in line, easily seen as

morning stars in the east and southeast

from an hour after midnight until dawn.

Lowest and brightest in the east is Jupiter,

then comes reddish Antares—the dim-

mest—a little below the line. Mars—the

second brightest—is next, followed by

Saturn, and finally Spica—the highest.

The events described in the calendar

are expressed in local time unless other-

wise indicated.

April 1 : The moon, in Cetus, becomes

new and enters the evening sky at 7:10

a.m., EST, but we won't see it for two or

three days, when it separates far enough to

the sun's left.

April 1-6: Mercury is in conjunction

with the moon about 7:00 p.m., EST, on

the 2nd, north of the moon in the evening

sky. It is also at its maximum separation to

the sun's left, placing it favorably in the

evening sky. It is well placed each evening

this week, brightest on April 1, less than

half as bright by April 6.

April 4: Mars has been drifting left

y

(e

from Saturn, but stops today and mes
toward it again. This is the retrograde >

tion that begins a few weeks before V.

is at opposition from the sun in early tyy.

April 5: Aldebaran and Taurus's "fa

are below the moon tonight. Look f(

reddish star with a V of fainter stars

tached.

April 6: The crescent moon is virtu

between the "horns" of Taurus tonifc

the brighter El Nath is above the m
and Zeta Tauri below it.

April 8-9: The moon is in Gemini on

8th, at first-quarter phase at nine mint is

before midnight. It has moved into C >•

cer by the evening of the 9th, but the

bright stars of Gemini, Pollux

brighter) and Castor, are nearby, abje

and in line with the moon.

April 1 1 : Regulus, in Leo, is directly

low the gibbous moon tonight, with !e

circular group of stars marking Leo's h<d

above the moon. Mercury, on its way it

of the evening sky, begins moving re y

grade (westerly).

April 14: The moon is at pen

(nearest the earth) early today, in

tonight, between Regulus, far to

moon's right, and Spica (Virgo's brigh

star), nearby to its left.

April 1 5: Only Spica can be seen wit

the bright glow of the moon tonight, ful

2:11 p.m., EST. Later at night, look t

Saturn to the moon's left and Mars

farther left and brighter.

April 16-18: The bright gibbous mi

is just below Saturn when it passes

planet at about 8:00 p.m., EST, on

16th. Mars is to their left. But don't

mixed up on the evening of the 17th win

Mars is near the moon, with Saturn o

their right. At about 6:00 p.m., this ev-

ning, the moon passes just above M;>.

Both planets are covered (occulted) by e

moon as seen from some parts of the eaM

as the moon goes by them. Saturn's ^
cultation, on the 1 6th, can be seen over e

South Atlantic and adjacent lands, Ma s

over the Western Pacific and Indn

Ocean regions. A third occultation oa

planet (Uranus) occurs on the 1 8th, agn

over the Southern Hemisphere. You iry

be able to find the planet with binocuku

From about 9:00 to 11:00 p.m., EST,n

the 18th, Uranus can be found just atoei

II

!
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B moon, centered over it about 10:00

i. Mars and Saturn, in that order, are to

l : moon's right and in line with it.

i April 20-21: The moon joins Jupiter in

tgittarius. They rise a little after mid-

i.;ht, and in about two hours they should

1 high enough in the southwest so the tea-

ip-shaped stars of Sagittarius can be

H:n to their right.

April 22: Mercury passes the sun today,

I'.ween the earth and the sun (inferior

ujunction), and enters the morning sky.

i st-quarter moon, in Capricornus, is at

|V6 p.m., EST, but the moon doesn't rise

Uil about 2:00 a.m.

April 26: Apogee moon (farthest from

ikl : earth) occurs today.

April 27: Probably the last morning for

the late crescent moon during this cycle. It

will be there again on the 28th, but slim-

mer, dimmer, and lower.

April 29: The third of the bright morn-

ing planets, Jupiter, becomes stationary

today and begins moving westerly through

the stars of Sagittarius again. Now all

three planets, Saturn, Mars, and Jupiter,

are moving retrograde, and the presence

of bright stars nearby (Spica, Antares,

and those of Sagittarius) should allow you

to see their westerly drift over the next sev-

eral weeks. All, of course, are approaching

opposition from the sun. Still morning

stars, they are up before midnight now

and remain above the horizon past dawn.

April 30: The month ends with another

new moon, in Aries, at 10:45 p.m., EST.

_

The spring Sky Map shows the sky for the

months of April, May, and June from lati-

tude 40 " north at the evening hours given be-

low. To use the map, hold it vertically in

front of you with the north (N) at the bot-

tom, and match the lower half of the map
with the stars you see when you face north.

As you face in other directions, roll the map
to bring the corresponding compass direc-

tion to the bottom of the map.

The stars move west continuously during

the night. Before dawn stars on the western

half of the map will have set, those on the

eastern half will have moved into the west.

The map represents the sky at about 2:00 A.M.

on April 1 ; 1 :00 A.M. on April 1 5; midnight on

April 30; 1 1 :00 P.M. on May 1 5: 1 0:00 p.m. on

May31;9:00P.M.onJunel5;and8:00p.M.on

June 30. The map can be used for an hour or

more before and after the times given.
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EBB-TIDE
ON FUNDYBAY

There's nowhere else on earth quite like it

For the tides here are the world's highest, and

the ceaseless action of their ebb and flow have

shaped these massive sandstone fantasies -

our 'Hopewell Rocks'. And they're but one of

Fundy's many unspoiled natural wonders.

We've island

sanctuaries for the

rarest of seabirds

and even a place

where the whales

come to play.

And we've majestic

capes and ocean

panoramas

and picture perfect

harbours with the

look of long ago.

And creature

comforts too.

Challenging, spec-

tacular seaside

fairways, and some
old-fashioned

country inns, com-
plete with grand

verandahs and antique four-posters and cozy

hand-sewn eiderdowns. And a harvest ofgood
things from the sea.

And that's just half the New Brunswick

story, for we've another coast as well, facing east,

with sand dunes and wide white

beaches and, through a quirk of nature,

the warmest salt-water north of the Carolinas.

This is Acadian' Country, our second

shore, 'et bienvenue, mes amis', we're very French

in flavour. Come for the 'Blessing of the Fleet}

or the chance to wind-surfor go deep-sea fishing.

And still we've more. For inland lies our

wilderness, our

green rolling ranges

and silver salmon

streams, some
super parks and

pastoral river

valleys alive with

summer fun and

festivals.

And still we've

more. Farmers'

markets and hand-

craft fairs, and

the gracious 19th

century archi-

tecture ofour capi-

tal, Fredericton,

and our bustling

seaport city

of Saint John.

This year, explore a place that's close at hand

but far away in feeling. Unwind to the rhythm

of the tides, and a sense of times long past

Call TOLL FREE 1-800-561-0123, or

write Tourism New Brunswick, P.O. Box 12345,

Fredericton, New Brunswick,

Canada E3B 5C3.

NEWBRUNSWICK
Canada's Picture Province



SEA EAGLE
SPRING SALE

CATALOG!

97"SE-8,iust$199.
with 2 oars and foot pump

The best in season savings of the year on

Sea Eagle inflatable boat packages.

Wide selection of bargains on dinghies,

canoes, speedboats and other Sea Eagle

products.

Write or phone for FREE catalog:

Sea Eagle, Dept. NH44B,

St. James, NY 11780

Phone: 516-724-8900

8:30 AM - 4:30 PM. Monday - Friday. EST

DownPittovDs
For complete bedtime

comfort, select the

finest down pillows

money can buy at

factory direct prices.

White European
Down filled pillows

offer luxuriously soft

support. Down con-

forms to the shape of

the head, providing correct sleeping posture

for the neck and shoulders. We're the factory

outlet for Gillette Industries, founded in 1911,

the national manufacturer of Bill Blass

women's down coats. Call or write for your

free 1984 color down catalog.

x
1-800-356-9367

FACTORY DIRECT PRICE
Normal SALE
Retail PRICE

Standard (20" x 26") $90
s30

Queen (20" x 30") $110
s40

King (20" x 36") $125
s55

(Available in Lt. Blue or Beige)

ffiORDER BY PHONE TOLL FREE 1-800-356-9367.

Use your credit card. OR ORDER BY MAIL:
DM.C. OVISA DAm.Exp. DCheck

Acct. No. Exp. Dt
Qty. Color

Standard !30 x = s
.

Queen s40 x = s
.

King s55x = s
.

Ship. & Hdlg. s2.50 per pillow = s
.

TOTAL ='.

Signature

Address

City/State/Zip

Send to: The Gompany Store, Dept. Q157, 1205 S. 7th St., La

Crosse, WI 54601. Money back guarantee. Delivery: Immediate.

A KLR SAFARI...
AN EXHILARATING EXPERIENCE
TO LEAVEYOU RENEWED IN SPIRIT

We offer outstanding tours to

Kenya, Tanzania, Egypt and
Southern Africa, with fine

guides who are both

knowledgeable and
personable, and with

superb accommodations
in harmony with

the surroundings.

£JU. Z • i * * •! **v?*- *

v,

js*/ J|/Srite"ircalKus today for a

*•',<'< " 80t)£2W876,
N.Y. State call collect.212:869-2850 •&.

KIR KLR International* 1560 Broadway 'New York, NY 10036 KLM
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Flare-ups

on the Sun
Manned and unmanned
spacecraft lead to an increased

understanding ofsolar flares

by Stephen P. Maran

Ten years ago, the manned missioi

the Skylab spacecraft ended. During

next few years, astronomers analyzed

wealth of information on the sun acqui

by Skylab's battery of solar telesco]

Among other things, they learned that

solar corona, the sun's outer atmosphi

is dominated by the presence of hi

loops of magnetic lines of force that

filled with hot gas and that these core

loops are the long-sought sites where sc

flares occur. Now, an unmanned obser

tory satellite, the Solar Maximum
sion (SMM), is continuing where Sky

left off, making observations to test rec

theories of how flares are triggered in

coronal loops.

Solar flares are powerful explosions

the sun that hurl matter into space

shower the earth with high-energy rac

tion and atomic particles. A typical la

flare releases enough energy to fill

needs of the United States for perhap

thousand centuries to come; estimates

terms of hydrogen bomb equivale

range from a few billion to ten trill

megatons for a major flare. Many ten

trial consequences of solar flares h,

been identified, including magnf,

storms and auroral displays, interfere!

with radio communications, and

breakdown of equipment on the Ala

pipeline. A solar flare in June 1972 nft

also have interfered with the flight navi-l

tion of more than two thousand homing -|

geons under study at the University f

J

Chicago and Iowa State Universe

which were missing for at least seveJ

weeks. A rumor circulating among set

scientists even hints that one or mi
mines planted in Haiphong harbor dur^

the Vietnam War were set off by a mi
netic storm from a solar flare.
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Sky Reporter

ou may have recently read about the

51M in the press or seen coverage of it on

c vision. As this column is being written

iilanuary), NASA is planning an April

1' it of the space shuttle in which the as-

i aut crew are to rendezvous with the

5i M, partly disabled since late 1980,

)i g it aboard the shuttle, and attempt to

it. If this work is successful, the shuttle

v drop the SMM back in orbit around

:!' earth; if not, the disabled satellite will

>,irought back to the ground for repair.

It ny case, the SMM may be in the news

I he time you read this or soon after.

he SMM became disabled when a

:r J fuse blew in its pointing control sys-

K; on December 11, 1980 (two other

Sis had blown earlier), and the un-

t ined spacecraft was no longer able to

i( ct the SM M's set of seven instruments

if specified locations on the sun.

L nched on February 14, 1980, the

S[lVl had recorded about 2,000 solar

B;:s by December 1 1. Since then, some

irruments have continued to acquire

m'ul information, but others, which re-

qre precise and stable pointing in order

lc lonitor or scan coronal loops, sunspots,

ai other solar features, have been inac-

6 . In the meantime, astronomers have

cc ;entrated on correlating and analyzing

ft? flare measurements and other SMM
M'.rvations from 1980.

c j.epair of the SMM has been planned

tc':st the capability of the shuttle to res-

ci and repair satellites and also specifi-

cs y' to rehabilitate the SMM so that new
st ies of the sun can be initiated. Once^

tr SMM is repaired, solar flare investiga-

te are hoping to take advantage of a new

Ech-orbiting spacecraft, the Tracking

ai Data Relay Satellite (TDRS). TDRS,
tr first of three similar satellites that will

_

k^JUn #v",

PERU.
IT'SABOUT TIME.
The time of the Incas. Where the Andes
uch the sky, they built their lost city,

acchu Picchu. Stroll through it and relive

their lives. Visit Peru. It's about time,

from the Incas to Pizarro, and the timeless

Amazon. And the Peruvian people offer

you a warm and wonderful welcome.

You'll have the time of your life. See your

travel agent, ask about our tours. Or carl

ll-free 1-800-431-8011. And mail

our coupon today.

r
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Cruise the spectacular

Unique, 7-day cruises between Venice and Corfu.

This summer, discover the untouched

beauty ofYugoslavia's Dalmatian Coast.

With its walled medieval villages.

Golden sand beaches. Even a

breathtaking fjord. Plus splendid

Venetian-style cities like Dubrovnik,

Split and Opatiia.

See it all from the yacht-like Ocean

Islander. Small enough to enter the most

picturesque ports. Yet offering the

superb facilities ofa luxury liner. Broad

sun decks. Modem staterooms. Elegant

public rooms. The finest French and

Italian cuisine. And evei

piano bar to casino, sauna to disco.

Weekly departures from Venice

or Corfu begin May 19. Cruise fares

offer remarkable value. Details? See

your travel agent, or fill out the

coupon below.A OCEAN CRUISE LINES

6151 West Century Blvd.

VENICE

• FLORENCE

fOPATIJA

IZADAR

KORNATI ISLANDS
SPLIT

HVARWWf DUBROVNIK

KORCUUCA—f KOTOR

1 Penn Plaza

New York, NY 101 19 Los Angeles. CA 90045

.

Please send your Mediterranean brochure

Name

Address

• ROME
City

•NAPLES State Zip

CORFLT
Travel Agent

NH1



PAPUA NEW GUINEA
INDONESIA
BURMA
In addition to arranging trips to

these exotic lands, we also

specialize in complete travel

arrangements throughout the

SOUTH PACIFIC
we offer you a personalized

service and a highly experienced

staff.

You are invited to

visit our extensive

collection of New
Guinea primitive art

displayed on our

premises

SOUTH SEAS TRAVEL
353 Bleecker Street

New York, N.Y. 10014

(212) 741-2777

SMap'L ,
Eleptfem mu»u .,

FREE CATALOG! 22 Great Environmental,

Wildlife, and Anti-nuke Designs! s8.25 each; less

with bulk orders. Satisfaction Guaranteed. I0%of

profits go to environmental causes. Share the Earth!

JIM MORRIS P.O. BOX 2308 DEPT.CD4
{303)444-6430 BOULDER. COLO. 80306

ENVIRONMENTAL
-T-SHIRTS--

RAIDER
FEDORA

IQ951S
PPd

A revival of an old favorite. Harrison Ford wore one like

this in Raiders Of The Lost Ark, reminding us of how
much adventure a man in a fedora can find Our version

is of special wool felt, finer textured and stiffer for im-

proved shape retention over ordinary felts. Features a

tapered 5" crown with triangular crease and 2 side tucks,

a 2V2
n
brim and a deep brown grosgrain band Fuily lined

with rayon satin. Sizes 6% thru 7'/2.

We honor VISA and MASTERCARD.
Call Toll Free 800-334-5476.

Write for FREE Catalog!

^g& &0&4 Dept. NH-44
P.O. Box 1600, Chapel Hill, NC 27515

THE JOYS OF
SCIENCE FROM

Drawing by Bernd Heinrich

A delightful book, part autobi-

ography, part biological field

primer, by the author of

Bumblebee Economics.
With 51 drawings by the author.

INAPATCH
OFFIREWEED
A Biologist's Life in the Field

BERND HEINRICH
$18.50

Harvard University Press

Cambridge, MA 02138

Two digs this summer at a dinosaur graveyard in S.D.

Amateurs welcome, ages 1 6 up. We arrange ground

transportation, housing, meals, etc.

Nonprofit. College credit available.

For complete info:

Exca Vacations
PO Box 4261. Rapid City, S.D 57709JL
File Natural History's

Like Fine Books!
Deluxe files hold magazines in first-edition

style. Gold-stamped, green leather-like front.

Hold one year's subscription. Also supplied for

Smithsonian, Audubon, Scien-

tific American and many others.

To order, list titles desired, quan-

tities. Postpaid. $6.50 ea., $5.85

ea. for 3 or more. Send check; or

MasterCard or Visa number, ex-

piration date and signature Mail to

Highsmith Co., Box 800NH, Fort

Atkinson, Wisconsin 53538. Or call

Toil-Free 1-800-558-2110. (In

Wisconsin 414-563-9571.)

Free catalog of files with order

Highsmith

Send for Darwin's historic Galapagos Journal

.

i£ES£GALAPAGOS
THE BUCCANEER

Complete cruises from S450

Outside Air Conditioned Cabins, Private baths.

All Meals, Shore excursions with Naturalist guides

Also visit Machu Picchu, Amazon, Colonial Cities.

Send for Darwin s Journal and
tree brocnures. deck plans, lands, and itineraries

GALAPAGOS, Inc. Suite 1 12-C 7800 Red Road. South Mami FL 33143

eventually take their places in high or j

far above the orbit of the SMM, will!

used to track the SMM from above, rel

ing observational data from the SMM)
the ground and transmitting commais

from ground controllers to the SMM. 1:

three TDRS satellites are scheduled to

place most of the NASA ground statis

that now track satellites from below. Wi

TDRS, astronomers will be able to rece: |

images of solar regions soon after they '

acquired by the SMM and the scientJ 1

will be able to respond rapidly, comma •

ing new measurements of selected pois.

in the solar regions where flare activity I

already in progress or seems likely to

velop. These studies should verify and -

pand the information gained from 3

SMM's 1980 flare observations.

There are many solar flare theories, It

all of them assume that magnetic enei/
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sred in a coronal loop by forces that

s the magnetic structure of the loop,

te same manner that mechanical en-

can be stored in a rubber band that

5rs a toy airplane when the band is

sed by twisting it. On the sun, the

its that stress a loop may simply be

ling currents of dense gas in the photo-

re (the visible surface layer of the

located at the base of the loop. An-
r possibility is that the stressing

its may be turbulent motions in the

'ection zone (the solar layer just be-

ll the photosphere) into which the

's magnetic lines of force may extend,

as a rubber band twisted too far will

k and whip around as it releases its

:d mechanical energy, a coronal loop

"essed sufficiently may become unsta-

with lines of magnetic force suddenly

ing and connecting in shapes that dif-

ABOUT TIME
time of Pizarro. His conquistadores

p\ fame and gold, and imposed
grandeur of Old Spain on fhe Incas.

Visit Peru. Ifs about time, from the Incas

to the timeless Amazon. And modern
times, too. The Peruvian people offeryou a

m and wonderful welcome. You'll

e the time of your life. See your travel

nt, ask about our tours. Or call toll-free

00-431-8011. And mail our

pon today.
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THE KEY TO

AEROBIC FITNESS

By simulating
cross-country
skiing...

The
Fitness Master

XC-1

ft
. the Fitness

Master XC-1
offers you a
total system for

cardiovascular
fitness and
body tone.

«r \ I \< client for

weight control.

• Fluid motions—no jarring impact on bones and
joints. Avoids running related injuries.

• Leg and arm motions are independent, with
totally adjustable resistance.

• Can be used by men or women regardless of

size or weight. Height adjustable.

• Easily folds to 5 inch height. Slips under a bed.

• 15 day home trial. 2 year warranty.

For more information and free brochure call:

TOLL FREE 1-800-328-8995
in Minnesota 1-612-44S-7876 Mon-Fri 8am-5pm
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12 Haverhill, Dept. A
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Ross-Simons' Savings
Call TOLL-FREE 800-556-7376 to place an order or for information

GORHAM WALLACE | REED £. BARTON | KJRK-STIEFF |
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GORHAM 4 Pc Settings
Rose Tiara, Rondo SALE

Greenbrier or Newport
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Strasbourg. Fairfax. King

Edward. Chantilly.

Buttercup or Old
French S123.95

Melrose. LaScala or

Medici S138.95

WALLACE
4 Pc. Settings SALE
Rose Point Shenandoah or

Grand Colonial SI 1 8.95
Grand Baroque or Grand

Victorian S136.95

REED C BARTON
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Pointed Antique or

Tara S113.95
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Court or American
Federal S125.95

1 8th Century or

Francis I
S134.95

INTERNATIONAL
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Joan of Arc. Prelude or

Wild Rose S119.95
1 8 1 or Royal

Danish S139.9S
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Spanish Provincial SALE

or Old Lace S94.95
Chippendale, French

Provincial. Old Master,

Candlelight or

Legato « 98.95
Grand Duchess. BJ Grandee.

King Richard or Queen
Elizabeth 1 S115.95

KJRKSTTEFF
4 Pc Settings SALE
Old Maryland
Engraved $134.95

Golden Winslow .. SI 54.95
Wmsbg. Shell S179.95

LOOT
4 Pc. Settings SALE
Modem Victorian, William

& Mary or

Rapallo S125.95
Eloquence or

Delacourt S148.95
ONEIDA 4 Pc. Settings

SALE
Damask Rose 8108.95

We try never
to be undersold.

CM TOLL-FREE
800-556-7376

For The LOWEST PRICE!

Check Our Sale Prices On China ^Tp^s^T
gs

Clse Visa.

MasterCard. American Express

Lenox Sale
Autumn S 99.95
Lace Point S 59.95
EtemaL S 52.95
Royal Doulton

Cartyle S108.95
Harlow S 82.95
Diana S 38.40
Minton

Jasmine S 89.95
Grasmere S 89.95

Wedgwood Sale
Runnymede.-. s 118.00
Osborne S 97.00
Aynsley

Leighton
Cobalt S

Pembroke S
Fitz & Floyd

Cloissone
Peony S 70.00

Starburst S 79.00

72.00
54.00

Noritake Sale
Shenandoah* 35.95
Spell Binder... 9 49.95
Blue Hill 9 22.95

Villeroy & Boch
Amapola 9 56.95
Basket 9 54.95
Gorham

Rondelle 9 49.00
Black

Contessa ...9 74.00

Call TOLL-FREE 800-556-7376 to

check quotations or to place an
order. Price subject to change with-

. out notice. Money Back Guarantee.

ROSS-SIMONS JEWELERS
136 Route 5, Department NH4, Warwick, RI 02886
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.00 I
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How to buy

the finest Safari

without
getting skinned.
First, set the new 1984 Safariworld

'brochure. Then compare it with the most
expensive safari on the market.

You'll find that Safariworld gives you
the same, or better, deluxe features,

accommodations and scheduled air

transportation on an adventure-filled 2

week safari for only $1999-$S499 . .

.

hundreds of dollars less than the
competition.

With 26 years in the business,

Safariworld has the experience to offer

: best value.

AM.

SAFARIWORLD
1500 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 22209

(703) 525-3605, (800) 336-5500
40 East 49th Street, New >brk, N.y/p017

(212) 486-0505, (800) 221-4737

LEARN
BIRD
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AT HOME
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University's
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of Ornithology offers a Home
Study Course in Bird Biology

Enrich your understanding of the

world around you with this home
study course in ornithology. One of
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study of birdlife offers you nine

lessons written by prominent
American ornithologists and

lavishly illustrated by well-known
bird artists and photographers. For

information on how you can enroll,

please fill in the coupon and send it to:

Seminars in Ornithology

Dept NH, Laboratory of Ornithology

159 Sapsucker Woods Road
Ithaca, New York 14850

Tel: 607/256-4017
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on the Bird Biology Course.
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fer from those they had before. This o-

cess, called magnetic reconnection is

thought to trigger a flare. Three fuia-

mental questions are, where does a fre

begin? how does it proceed in its st

stage? and how does it spread to osr

points on the sun?

The first stage of a flare is called then-

pulsive phase because it produces rcid

bursts of X-rays. Although many icjs

have been proposed to explain the im il-

sive phase of flares, the theories that be

attracted the most attention fall into m

basic categories, which I call the "it-

head" and "hotfoot" theories. (Those re

not the terms that solar physicists actuly

use to explain solar flares, but they are s-

ier to remember and may be just as gee
.)

There are two variations of the hothid

theory. According to the first (which a-

entists call the conduction front theon a

flare begins at the top of a coronal hf •

with a burst of X-rays that heat the gait

the loop top, or "head" (again, "head is

my word, you won't find it in books or>

lar physics). The gas in the solar at*

sphere gets thinner with height just as le

earth's atmosphere thins out at higher ;*

tudes. The heat that is released when te

flare starts at the loop top is quickly tr;s-

ferred down the loop toward the two ft-

points where the loop is anchored in te

photosphere and where the solar gats

much denser. In this process, heat is tr;»

ferred by conduction, meaning by the :>

dom motions of individual atoms in io

coronal gas rather than by a bulk flovtr

stream of gas.

The second version of the hothead fl

theory (known to astronomers as the eJ
tron beam theory) assumes that wher(-

rays erupt in the top of a loop at the stai >f

a flare, electrons are accelerated to rh

velocity and are beamed down the rr?>

netic structure of the loop. Striking ie

denser gas at the footpoints, the electn

beams produce brilliant ultraviolet era

sions. Such a flare is presumed to res*

ble the flares predicted by the first venfl

of the hothead theory, but because *

high-velocity electrons would zip dowifl

the footpoints much faster than the gaa

a coronal loop can conduct heat, this vat

tion predicts a much briefer interval I

tween the time when X-rays burst oul

the loop top and the time when ultravici

light emissions are stimulated at
^

footpoints.

The hotfoot theory of solar flares ;f

invokes electron beams that stream den

from a disturbance at the top of a cored

loop, but in this theory the initial dis r-

bance is not accompanied by an X-J

burst. Instead, when the electron bat

strike the gas at the footpoints of the lev

94..„Nat_lral. History 4/84



sy are thought to stimulate both X-ray

d ultraviolet emissions.

;
In summary, the hotfoot theory pre-

:ts that both X-ray and ultraviolet emis-

ns will erupt simultaneously and at the

ne locations, namely the footpoints of

; loop. In the two hothead theories, how-

: ;r, delays are expected between the oc-

rrence of the X-ray bursts and the onset

bright ultraviolet radiation. The two

lissions are also thought to occur at dif-

ent places—the X-rays at the loop top

d the ultraviolet at the footpoints.

The SMM was equipped to make sc-

iences of images of coronal loops and

<ier interesting features on the sun, in

:th X-rays and ultraviolet light, faster

tin was previously possible and to mea-

re with high precision the times at

iich emissions occur even during rapid

quences of events. The evidence ac-

lired by the SMM during 1980, espe-

^.Ily on bright flares that occurred on

lay 21, November 5, and November 8,

I ich were each caught by several SMM
kruments, ruled out the first variation of

fy hothead theory of flares. These X-ray

iJ ultraviolet emissions were found to

qipt within one second of each other,

* ereas that theory predicts that in loops

ilthe size involved in these flares, with

.1 gths of about 1 6,000 miles from one

[tl to the other, it would take about ten

* onds for the heat to transfer by conduc-

I

I

from the top to the footpoints of a

I p. In addition, sequences of flare im-

|:s as seen in X-rays showed that the X-

bursts during the impulsive phase

ivre emitted from two separate positions

li loop—the two footpoints—where ul-

H violet brightenings also occurred. This

>r ed out the second variation of the hot-

lid theory and, indeed, any class of hot-

lid theory because those theories hold

I I the X-ray bursts occur at the tops of

| flaring loops.

i Mthough the second variation of the

Ahead theory was excluded by the

ilM observations of solar flares, the

f sence of electron beams in flares was

I excluded, because such beams are also

loked by the hotfoot theory. In fact, the

SiM observations of solar flares are per-

f tly consistent with the hotfoot theory.

i the process of elimination, we seem to

Ji 'e gained a satisfactory explanation for

fc tr flares—the hotfoot theory.

I- ,h 's column marks Stephen P. Maran 's

W.h year as a contributor to Natural

1 tory. Maran is a senior staff scientist

i) he Laboratoryfor Astronomy and So-

/• Physics at NASA 's Space Flight Cen-

h in Greenbelt, Maryland. The opinions

mressed in this article are his own.
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We cruise in a boundless wilderness, on a sea
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Residential Program

There is an alternative to hospitalization for indi-

viduals with long-term psychiatric illness. Grey-
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Hammacher
Schlemmer

Est. 1848

World's Only Travel

Steam Iron

This is the only travel steam iron that

actually steam presses clothes, pro-

viding the best away-from-home
clothing care short of a professional

laundry's services. Variable temper-
ature control adjusts from cool for

delicate silks, to hot for cotton fabrics.

Operates on 110 or 220-volt current

for worldwide use. Folded unit is

compact (2V2 x 8 x 4 inches) for con-

venient packing. Comes with adap-

tor plug and canvas travel pouch.
$44.50 Postpaid and
Unconditionally Guaranteed

For over a century, people have
looked to Hammacher Schlemmer
for products ahead of their time. Our
current catalog includes hundreds of

unique items, many new and un-
usual, as well as classic and exclusive

products which have pleased our
customers year after year. All of them
are backed by our rather famous Un-
conditional Guarantee. We invite you
to order the World's Only Travel

Steam Iron and our catalog by using
the coupon below.

Please send me World's Only
Travel Steam Iron(s).

I enclose check or please charge
my VISA MasterCard Amer-
ican Express card.

Exp. Date

Signature

Address

City

State Zip

Please send me a Ham-
macher Schlemmer Catalog. I

enclose $2.00 (free with order).

Schlemmer
Send to:

Hammacher
Dept. 914
147 E. 57th Street

New York, N.Y. 10022

or call (212) 421-9000

Atmospheric

Double Exposure
The abnormal weather of 1983 could have been caused

by the volcanic eruption ofEl Chichon, the oceanic warming

ofEl Nino, or a combination of the two

by Stephen H. Schneider

In 1816 farmers in New England com-

plained of the "year without a summer."

Scholars refer to the same year as the one

in which the "last great subsistence crisis"

occurred in Europe. Frosts in June and

July wreaked havoc with food crops, caus-

ing severe difficulties for those elements

of society already under stress from pov-

erty. J.M.W. Turner, the renowned Eng-

lish painter, put on canvas what people of-

ten refer to as "Turner sunsets," their

unusual coloration based on what is now

believed to have been a vast cloud of

stratospheric dust created by the eruption

in 1815 of Mount Tambora in Indonesia.

The dust and ash ejected by that volcano

spread worldwide and was sufficient not

only to create Turner sunsets but also to

block out enough sunlight to cause the

earth's temperature to drop up to a few de-

grees over the next year or two.

But was Tambora the sole cause of the

European subsistence crisis of 1816 or of

the New England year without a summer?

Clearly, those events were related to tem-

perature drops of more than just a few de-

grees, and thus something in addition to

the volcano-induced temperature de-

crease had to have been at work. By exam-

ining nineteenth-century ship passage

records of the Hudson's Bay Company,

Canadian geographers have recently

found evidence of ice jams in Hudson Bay

in the summer of 1 8 1 6. That phenomenon

implies the existence of abnormal sum-

mertime northerly winds in northeastern

North America and suggests that the jet

stream, the upper atmospheric river of air

that steers the storm systems, was abnor-

mal in 1816 and drove cold Arctic air into

»

New England and perhaps into Europe s

well. This unusual condition in upper-le:l

westerly winds, called blocking by met>-

rologists, could have combined with e

volcanic cooling to create the catastrop c

meteorological events of 1816. It

whether the Tambora eruption ake

could have created the abnormal wii

conditions, as well as the dust-inducji

hemispheric cooling, is not known.

Although other significant volcams

have erupted since 1816, very few hi

been of the magnitude of El Chichon, 1

Mexican volcano that erupted in the ea

spring of 1982. Its very large dust veil c

cled the globe between the equator a

about thirty degrees north latitude for

months, scattering some 30 percent oft

incoming sunlight impinging on the tn

ics (and creating an effect roughly coj

parable to a medium smog day in Los /

geles). The volcanic cloud then spre

laterally, covering most of the Northe

Hemisphere and moving into the Sou

ern as well. Following the eruption of

Chichon, climatologists were able

track the volcanic dust with laser-ra<

equipped airplanes and worldwide inst

mentation networks that monitored the -

feet of the dust on incoming solar rac

tion and on climatic conditions.

Unfortunately, the climatologists didi

have long to focus their studies on the av

some event, for another major phenorc

non soon developed. Meteorologists ai

oceanographers have known for son!"

time that every few years the surface tei

peratures of the eastern equatorial Pacil

'

Ocean warm up, eliminating the cool w

ters that normally lie offshore from Pe
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should send for The History Chart today. Because The History

Chart (34 inches high and 8 feet long!) is a fascinating 6000 year

chronology of the world's people and events to the present day. To
understand the wealth of information contained in the Chart, the

history of the United States is only 2 inches old over 8 feet of time.

Just ask yourself the following questions. Who came first,

the Romans or the Vikings? Did the Babylonian Captivity of the

Jews pre-date the Athenian Republic? Who brought the Greek

gods to Egypt?

If you don't know (or even if you do), you'll find that The

History Chart is a uniquely enriching educational experience for
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Congress.
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and Ecuador and thereby reducing the

fertility of the anchovy fishery and dra-

matically increasing the rainfall and rais-

ing the temperature along western South

America. Since this warming tends to oc-

cur around January, it has been called El

Nino, "the child," a reference to the date

of the celebration of the birth of Christ.

However, El Nino is hardly confined to

December or January or to the offshore

waters of Peru and Ecuador. Associated

with El Nino's warming of these coastal

waters is a chain of events that affects the

entire Pacific Ocean, as well as the atmo-

sphere, and creates global results known

as the Southern Oscillation. Precipitation

increases in the eastern Pacific, but at the

same time, it decreases in the western Pa-

cific. Pressure changes occur between the

eastern and western Pacific and circula-

tion patterns literally flip-flop during such

El Nino periods. Hence drought in Aus-

tralia and torrential rains and heat in

South America have both been blamed on

El Nino-Southern Oscillation events.

One fundamental question raised by

FITNESS EXPERTS RATE CROSSA COUNTRY SKIING BEST FITNESS

EXERCISE...

get the best withs
* -

NordicJTack
Jarless Total Body

Aerobic Exerciser

Better than jogging, cycling, swimming

I he enjoyable sport of cross country-skiing is
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form of aerobic exercise. Its rhythmic total body

motion uniformly exercises more muscles than

other forms of exercise and its smoothness

causes no joint pain or damage. NordicTrack lets

you get the same top fitness building benefits

year round in the convenience of your home.
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control.

More Complete Than Running

Adds arm and shoulder exercise. Jarless —
doesn't injure the joints.

More Effective Than Exercise Bikes

More complete. Adds important upper body ex-

ercise and provides more uniform leg muscle

usage. Higher pulse rates, necessary for building

fitness, seem easier because more muscles

share the exercise.

Even Better Than Swimming
When swimming, the water supports the body

allowing major leg muscles to loaf. The stand up

position on the NordicTrack exercises the leg

muscles much more uniformly.

Features

Simple motorless mechanism. Independently

adjustable arm and leg resistances. Speed-

ometer, odometer included. Pulsemeter op-

tional. Red oak frame for quiet operation and fine

furniture appearance. Pelvic pad provides user

stability.

Exclusive Patented Flywheel Action

Provides unmatched smoothness and

continuity from stride to stride. Motion

and resistances are same as in real

skiing.

• Fits in your home or office
• Folds and stands on end
to require only 15" x 17"

storage area

Two year warranty, 30 day

trial period. Call or Write

for Free Brochure.
f

TOLL FREE — ^4
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Minnesota 612-448-6987
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this tropical phenomenon is whetheit

also affects the weather in the mid-!i-

tudes. Evidence gathered over the ist

several years provides a strong but qi i-

fied "yes" to the question. Empirical sti-

ies and gigantic computer models of ie

earth's atmosphere have been used to st

the effect of introducing El Nino-like s-

turbances into the model's tropical oc,n

temperatures. These disturbances j>

duce atmospheric effects in the mods

that are not unlike the natural effects >
served in El Nino years. Further, theyi-

dicate that tropical ocean temperature a

principal source of the moisture and i-

ergy that drive global atmospheric -

culation, do influence the climate of e

mid-latitudes, primarily through modu-

tion of the position and intensity of the t

stream, which divides the warm from e

cold regions of the Northern Hemisphe:.

Several groups of atmospheric scii4^

tists were excited by the events that beji

in early 1982 across the mid-Pacific aiir

developed in 1983 into the largest El Nr
ever recorded. Although the phenomen
had long been under study, this time \m
scientists had fleets of ships, aircraft, al

satellites to help them document its effe.

By mid-1983 they noted that surface te-fc

perature anomalies in the ocean had risi

by unprecedented heights of 9°F (5°i

and major climatic aberrations were In-

coming obvious.

Unfortunately, the huge El Chich

eruption and the largest El Nino event

the century occurred at the same time, i

1 983, the West Coast of the United Sta

experienced massive amounts of wint

time precipitation, undoubtedly related

the unusually southward position of the

stream. Springtime temperatures the 1

were well below normal, even though w
ter average temperatures were rath

warm. In the late summer of 1983 the.

stream was again out of position, stayi

well to the north, causing a severe he

wave in the Midwest and the Southea

In the Corn Belt the result was comp

rable to the weather conditions of the not

rious dust bowl years of the 1930s. Then

December 1983, when the effects of bo

El Nino and El Chichon were on the war

the United States experienced a reco:

cold snap, while in western Europe sprit'

flowers bloomed unseasonally at Chris,

mastime. Once more, the jet stream w; ti

out of its normal position and the anomal

or blocking, persisted for five weeks.

Could the cold spring have been sole

an El Chichon effect? Was the out-of-pos

tion jet stream solely an El Nino effec

There are advocates of both of these proj I

ositions, but no one can yet be certain <

the extent to which either or both of thos

100 Natural History 4/84
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' ural events contributed to the unusual

: latic patterns of 1983. Had either

: nt occurred by itself, a convincing case

; ly of the potential effect of some of na-

I :'s extremes on the climate would have

I n afforded. More precise knowledge of

I r impact on climate would have mark-

m advanced the ability to forecast fu-

r events, providing the warning that

I sumers and producers of food, water,

I energy badly need to mitigate the ef-

I of unexpected extreme weather fluc-

t.ions. But the simultaneous occurrence

)i
he El Chichon eruption and the El

So warning has confounded the inter-

> ation of cause and effect.

*n additional aspect is worthy of con-

I ration. Nature is not the only polluter

i; he planet. One of the reasons that vol-

B watchers were so excited about El

I'Chon was the opportunity it provided

'measure the effect of natural atmo-

jt^ric pollution on climate. That, in turn,

aid help them evaluate how serious the

ihatic effect of man-made smogs might

i(jnd assist them in predicting when

lj e effects would begin. But again, the

ij iltaneous advent of the large El Nino

I the stratospheric dust cloud from El

IJ;h6n will render their conclusions

n e tentative than they otherwise would

u; : been.

jrogress is steadily being made in un-

it tanding the effects on climate not only

ifj.l Nino and explosive volcanic events

II also of such other factors as variations

nj ie energy output of the sun, abnormal

% 2rns of sea ice, and even human pollut-

er . One year is different climatically

r»i another for a variety of causes, and

rt
never multiple factors contribute to

I atic anomalies, a single cause will not

ifi'learly paramount. Through a com-
lijtion of field studies, data analyses,

I computer modeling, atmospheric sci-

n»ts are slowly making progress in un-

[fi tanding separate causal factors and

hjr potential influence on climate. At
hieast, we hope that we will soon be able

ascribe what may be potentially pre-

iuble. At the very best we will have

m additional predictive skill that could

•ftf significant value to society. Thanks
m Nino and El Chichon, this skill may
greater and come sooner than would

•Urwise have been possible. To update a

Oilar cliche, everybody talks about the

'e her, but scientists are doing some-
hi > about understanding it.

1 hen H. Schneider is a climatologist

me National Center for Atmospheric
it arch in Boulder, Colorado. His book
TlCoevolution of Climate and Life will

e.iblished in May 1984.
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CARIBAZON
CRUISE

Barbados^ <aB For the price of the Caribbean,
Epirotiki also gives you the Amazon.
Next winter, Epirotiki combines the height

- , of luxury in the Caribbean with high

j,gi
^ adventure on the fascinating Amazon.

-^r?7 -$^ You'll call at the choicest tropical islands

-^-^^f and ports. Then cruise a thousand miles up the fabled

£F Amazon with its breathtaking fauna and flora, its

thousand years of history and legend. With an expert
lecturer to help you capture every engrossing moment.
^ 12-day cruises begin Dec. 22, 1984 from $1,850

including roundtrip airfare.

Why consider an ordinary Caribbean cruise when
Epirotiki gives you the Caribazon?

!
Epirotiki Lines, 551 5th Ave., New York, NY 10176

JeviMsfand Send color brochure at once.

Moving
Please give us 8 weeks notice. Attach your label

and print your new address below.

NATURAL HISTORY
RO. Box 4300, Bergenfield, N.J. 07621

PLEASE

ATTACH

MAILING

LABEL

Name

if
a
a
-a< City

State

7ip

^

S

There is a fantasy trip

of Europe called

"TRAVCOA's Carnival:

that balloons you over chateaux

and vineyards of Burgundy.

EUROPE
You'll cruise on a luxury barge through the

polder regions of Northern Holland and board the

famed Simplon Orient Express. London to Milan.

Then view the French Riviera while cruising

on a private luxury yacht.

Other remarkable tours of Europe include

Ireland, the British Isles, Italy. Switzerland.

France. Portugal and Spain, Scandinavia, Arctic

Isles and Eastern Europe.

TRAVCOA luxury tours include a la carte

gourmet dining, elegant hotels,

and limited membership

to 20 persons. TraVCOa
Dept. NH4, 4000 MacArtbur Blvd.

Suite 650E Mewport Beach, California 92660

Address _

City -Zip.

Travel Agent

Please include the followingTRAVCOA Brochures:

D South Padfic D Orient D Unusual Orient

D China D Africa D Europe D Around the World

D Middle East D India and Frontiers D Mongolia

D Egypt D South America (Including Glader Cruise)
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Art/Crafts

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Northwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graphics. Eskimo sculpture. South-

west Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachmas. Recent
West African pieces. No catalog. Call or write for

photos and data. Priced $100/up. Box 5896, Sherman
Oaks, CA 91413 (818) 789-2559

FAfYRUS
«**+

ADORATION OF RA

From the Book of the
Dead of Hunefer, Thoth,
Ra, Djed Pillar, Isls,
Nephthys. 19th Dynasty,

7" x 9" $30 ppd.
In luclte frame add $19

•Check, Visa, MC Amex.

•CATALOG-Book of the
Dead panels, gods ana
symbols colorfully
painted on handmade
papyrus. 25t to N384,

Ancient World Arts
50 West 76th Street

New York, 10023
Gallery open by appointment only.

FREE DETAILS: Original Origami Abstract Art direct

from artist! Circus colorful themes. Milton Lederman,
27 West 72nd Street, NYC. 10023

MEXICAN MASKS, wood, metal, $18-$225, request

photos, other masks available, McCoy Imports, Lib-

erty, NY 12754

UNUSUAL OFFER
Original full color 8" x 10" photograph

"BROWN PELICAN"
Photographed In the Wild and signed by

Wildlife Photographer William Mesce

ONLY $10.00
WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHIC

Box 314
Fords, New Jersey 08863

THE GOLDEN AGE OF NAVAJO WEAVING IS NOW.
Guards' Navajo Rugs, 2625 Desert Drive, Las Cruces,
NM 88001

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Join our successful authors
Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects in-

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHP, 84 Fifth Avenue, New
York 10011

Books

BECOME A SPARETIME TRAVEL AGENT, 40 page
guidebook explains how, commissions, travel benefits,

$3.95. Career Information Books, Box 571 -H, Hicksville,

NY 11802

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title,

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title. "PAB", 2918 Atlantic Ave., Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

BOOKS ON NATURAL HISTORY at 40-80% off list.

Free catalog. Valley Bookshop, Dept. N, Amherst, MA
01002

HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY. Free illustrated list of

books. Write Mackinac Island State Park Commission,
Mackinac Island, Ml 49757

NATURE GUIDES and natural history books for west-

ern states Wide selection of titles For catalog send $1

to: Ceanothus Book Service, P.O. Box 515, Dept. NH,
Windsor, CA 95492

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS
2,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalog: Hamilton's, 98-

55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

Camps

CRYSTALAIRE CAMP—a small, coed, northern Michi-

gan camp offering a non-competitive and informal pro-

gram Also sail, canoe, horseback, backpack and bike

trips for teenagers. David Reid, Crystalaire, Frankfort,

Ml 49635. (616)352-7589

MAINE ISLAND ECOLOGY—Marine biology, botany
and ornithology on a 200-acre island near ML Desert,

Maine. Exciting opportunity for high school students in-

terested in environmental studies. Faculty/student ra-

tio 1 :5. In fourteenth year of operation. From June 21 to

July 9 or July 13 to July 31 . Contact Maine Island Ecol-

ogy, Academy of Natural Sciences, 19th St. and the

Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19103

PRAIRIE TREK AND TURQUOISE TRAIL Expeditions

(Boys 11-17, Girls 13-17). Since 1926 the Expeditions

have made it possible for young people to explore in

the mountains, canyons, and desert country of the

American Southwest Emphasis on environmental

studies, archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and
camping skills. For details write Thomas Billings, P.O.

Box 40451 NH, Indianapolis, IN 46240 (317) 896-3842

WILDERNESS CANOEING/BACKPACKING: Trips for

teens, adults and families BCWA, northern Ontario

and beyond, skill development, comradeship, chal-

lenge lead to self-esteem and maturity Menogyn-
YMCA Adventures, 4 W Rustic Lodge, Minneapolis,

MN 55409: (612) 823-5282

Collectors' Items

ANTIQUE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS: Medical, Nauti-

cal, Microscopes, Globes, Scales. Three illustrated

catalogs $5.00 Thesaurus, POB 710-5, Charleston, IL

61920 (217)348-1009

YOUR CHOICE, Birds, Animals, Flowers, on Postage
Stamps 25 different 35<t or 50 different 65«. All three

$1.85. George Ford, P.O. Box 5203-N, Gulfport, FL
33707

Correspondence

FAR EAST PENFRIENDS seek intelligent, literate cor-

respondents for friendship, language practice, cultural

exchange Asian Exchange, Box 1021 NH, Honokaa, HI

96727

INTERNATIONAL PEN FRIENDS. 100,000 members
worldwide Stamped envelope for information: Box 65,

Brooklyn, NY 11229

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence. Send aqe, interests

Free reply. Harmony, Box 89NH, Brooklyn, NY 11235

Education

138 Ease 36th St., Suite 5A
New York. N.Y. 10016

Classes in Tibetan T'hanka Tainting,

Icon Painting, Gold Leafing, Jungian

Picture Interpretation. Islamic Cal-

ligraphy Chinese Landscape Paint-

ing, and Medieval Manuscript Illu-

mination are being given bv noted

teachers Please call 212 685-1528.

ANTIOCH/NEW ENGLAND GRADUATE PROGR IS

Combine coursework and internship: individused
'

approach Master of Science in Teaching/Environjn-

tal Studies: coursework includes ecological thry,

environmental science, field ecology (ornithology je-

ology, botany), political economy of environments- -

sues, environmental education, etc Teacher cer ;a-

tion available Master of Science in Restce -

Management: interdisciplinary work in environmta!

science, organization and management Prepare; di-

vidual for leadership of organizations involved in in-

agement of environmental resources For furthun- -

formation contact: Antioch/New England, Box H,

Keene, NH 03431

ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD SCHOOL at a large Piilo

I—Pueblo III Anasazi village in southeastern Utah off

of June to mid-August. For information write: Dr. Jc ck
Janetski, Dept of Anthropology, Brigham Youngm-
versity, Provo, UT 84602. (801) 378-5435

"CASH FOR COLLEGE, " New Directory describe: M -

loan, grant, scholarship opportunities— plus all;*-,

ernment programs, $4.95 Unisearch. Box 1 974! P. -

Indianapolis, IN 46219

READING ALOUD. Professionally trained, widelw
penenced college graduate reads to the readinc e-

vented Midtown Manhattan Write: Box # 1 0B.55

"

Lexington Ave., NY 10021

UNDERGRADUATE ARCHEOLOGY. 8 week W
Creek Field School in archeological excavation of cite

Pueblo II Western Anasazi site in SW Utah. June to

August 4. Intended for undergraduate college if

dents. No experience required 15 quarter credits n-

rollment limited to 20. For cost information write*
"

Richard A Thompson. Southern Utah State CoPe, •

Cedar City, UT 84720

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs' Big Pay! Transp,

tion' Newest Handbook, $2 00. Australian Internal

Box 19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

AUSTRALIA—THE WORLD! 50.000 jobs! Big pa;<

occupations Transportation. Latest reports, $.«

Jobworld, Box 681 -NH, Cypress, CA 90630

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly t
:|

-

tin lists environmental |ob openings throughoulie

U.S. Free details: EOV, PO. Box 670, Walpole.il

03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide D
tory and complete information—$3 00 Internat al

Opportunities, Box 19107-RP, Washington. DC 2(6

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETlij
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming 1 Exclusive <*

putenzed openings— all occupations—great

weekly selection! Free information!! Intermountain.

3115N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO 80907

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School, Col*'

openings USA $6.00: Abroad $6 00 England, Ja\'|

Saudi, Australia $6.00 each. EISF, Box 662, Newjl

MA 02162

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS a

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/app

tion instructions, $3.00. Fundsearch, Box 19107

Washington, DC 20036
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GET CASH GRANTS—FROM GOVERNMENT. (N

repay ) Also, loans available All ages eligible Infoi

tion, $2 (refundable). Surplus Funds-NH, 1629 K Sti

Washington, D.C. 20006



sign Newspapers

It 1LDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 countries'

iioler: 4/S2 98. Free Brochure. Multinewspapers,

J: 3E-204, Dana Point, CA 92629

liture

; 3SIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Major compa-
li Free brochure Sobol House. Box 218-NH, Black

rfitain, NC 28711 (704)669-8031

J CT FURNITURE PRICES Free portfolio and buy-

n vformation Blackwelder's, RR 12-390, Statesville,

J
8677. 1-800-438-0201

-'K334-8174 Puts you in contact with America's

sing furniture mfg's at superlative savings. Barnes

i rnes, Library for Fine Furniture. 651 S.W. Broad
>l Southern Pines, NC 28387. In NC call (919) 692-

.- ienlng

TUS FROM SEED—EASY TO GROW 200 seeds,
50 varieties, $3.00. 300 seeds plus 100 other rare

s: aloes, kiwi, living stones, $5.00. Complete in-

lions Cornas, Box 22866-H, Lexington, KY 40522

ALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discover

largest selection of weird and unusual

jlents—over 150 photographs of succulent

s, variegates, living stones, and oddballs. Send
' today Free "Tanzanian Zipper Plant" coupon in-

id: "Catalog of Unusual Succulents," Dept. 4, 553
a Creek, San Marcos, CA 92069

i> rmet Interests

M ESOTA WILD RICE. $6 00 per pound, prepaid.
:

i> pound minimum Floura Bros, Box 44C, Black-

ll MN 56630

> eminent Surplus

C /ERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" 950,000
» (including Jeeps) ... many 1% original cost!

k complete information available—$2.00. Disposal,

I 9107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

I ellaneous

| SLIDES AND SLIDE SETS—Plus amphibians,
B|!;s, wildflowers Hundreds of high quality slides

Creative teaching materials for schools, clubs, or

o Write or call for catalog Cornell Laboratory of

Biology, Sapsucker Woods, Ithaca, NY 14850.
256-4017

"Ji'ENSIVE SCIENCE KITS for inquisitive 10 to 16

W 'Ids, mailed each month since 1940 Write for de-
al, Things of Science, RD1 , Box 130 NH, Newtown,
R:940

llA ASSOCIATION OF NORTH AMERICA: Lla-

n£ -the delight of fhe new world animals The fastest
|K ng investment in exotic animals in America today
iil J with a winning personality, ease of maintenance
ft le ability to pack where others cannot go. For a
e ireeders directory and information on our llama
Jt registry please contact: LANA, POB 1174, dept.
I, cramento, CA 95806

LI VIAS"—For investment, breeding, backpacking,
3ri ; pleasure of ownership. There's nothing like a

Free brochure on sales and pack trips. 3R
la i, POB 1079, Mt Shasta, CA 96067 (916) 926-

1
W-IIFIERS, BINOCULARS, BOOKS, WILDLIFE JEW-
i'. Compasses and other unique and interesting
irdi cts from nature and science at discount prices,
ei for free catalog Museum Products, Dept. H,
11 3old Star Hwy , Mystic, CT 06355

MUSHROOM WALL POSTER. Common edible and
poisonous species of North America. Beautifully illus-

trated, scientifically accurate. Money back guarantee

Write for details: Dept. NH, Sea Otter Press, PO Box
2845, Seattle, WA 981 1

1

PHOTOGRAPHIC AND OBSERVATIONAL BLIND.

Roomy, cool, lightweight. Write or call for brochure

Photo, Dept NH484, Laboratory of Ornithology, Cor-

nell University, Sapsucker Woods, Ithaca, NY 14850,

(607)256-4017

SABER-TOOTHED TIGER SKULLS, Lions, Gorillas, Hu-

man skulls. Life size. Inexpensive. Excellent quality re-

productions. Send $1 .00 for catalog (refundable)

Skullduggery, P.O. Box 1021-NH, Brea, CA 92621

WOLF! newsletter for people interested in wolves

Sample copy $2. P.O. Box 112, Clifton Heights, PA
19018

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON
Optolyth, Celestron binoculars, telescopes and acces-

sories Send stamp for discount list. Specify literature

desired. Large stock Orders filled postpaid day re-

ceived. Birding, Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

OLD PHOTOS COPIED on 8" X 10" RC paper. Two
prints for price of one $1000 ppd Send any size

photos to Our Solution, PO Box 403, Lake Bluff, IL

60044

WOLF PHOTOS, Slides, Postcards Free brochure,

lists. J. Lidle, P.O. Box 112. Clifton Heights, PA 19018

WORLD'S FINEST BINOCULARS'? SWAROVSKI—
Austrian perfection, advanced optical design, free bro-

chure! Mack Optical & Machine Tool, Box 541 -H, Scran-

ton, PA 18501.(717)961-2542

Post Cards

NATURE POST CARDS—Close-up color photos of

birds and animals. Beautiful & educational. $9.95 for

113, all different Birds, Animals, plus all our other Na-

ture Cards, 1 78 cards for $13.95 (Not retailed to Illinois

addresses. Wholesale rates available all states.) Na-

ture Press, 628 E. 20th St., Alton, IL 62002

Real Estate

FREE! SPRING '84 CATALOG! 266 pages: over 5000
properties, 2000 pictures! Values in every type of prop-

erty, many owner financed! From 600 offices in 43
states! Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty, Plaza

Towers, Dept. 5390, Springfield, MO 65804. Call toll

free: 1-800-641-4266

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7.50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00

Lands, Box 19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

NEW . . FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired United Farm Agency, Inc. 612-U W. 47th

St., Kansas City, MO 64112. Ph. Toll-free: 1-800-821-

2599: Mo. res. ph. Toll-free: 1-800-892-5785

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake.

Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-
tember Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods $650 - $1 ,700 for two weeks. Please

write Bartlett Carry Club, RFD 3, Tupper Lake, NY
12986

HEAVEN: modern, secluded lakeside log home
$260 00 weekly Fireplace, canoe, many extras Santa
Claus Lake, Temple, ME 04984

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain
lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses: family

rates American Plan Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake,

NY 12864

GRAND TETONS: Guest ranch in the heart of Jackson
Hole Country Meals, lodging, horses. Gros Ventre

River. Flying V Ranch. Box 502. Kelly. WY 8301 1 (307)

733-2799

HILTON HEAD ISLAND. 1 bedroom villa on ocean.

Completely furnished From @$299/week Shorter

stays OK Toll free: 1-800-845-7013

INTRODUCING THE CARIBBEAN CAMPING ALTER-
NATIVE Fully furnished three room canvas cottages

with your own private sundeck in National Park on St

John, U.S. Virgin Islands Secluded soft sandy beach,
swimming, snorkeling, sailing and scuba. "Ecological

showplace" . . . NY Times. For low package price in-

formation and free brochure call the Maho Bay Repre-

sentative toll-free (800) 235-1216 (in CT (203) 622-

8989) Connecticut Travel Center, Dept NH-1, 405
Greenwich Ave.. Greenwich, CT 06830

OLD FASHIONED, Secluded Farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a

few guests Write: John Gardner, Orangedale, Nova
Scotia

TABAGO, PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES on working

cocoa plantation Swimming, snorkeling. fishing,

scuba, from your front door Bird watcher's paradise

Brochure Charles A. Turpin. Charlotteville. Tobago.
West Indies

WHITE GRASS RANCH: 65 years of dude ranching in a

serene Teton Park mountain clearing in Jackson's

Hole. Wyoming. Riding, food, company and service ex-

cel Ride when, where, and with whom you choose
Pack trips tailored to your wishes. Children's special

program and dining room. Junior wrangler program
(minimum one month) for boys 14-18 Daily rates: from

$80.00 each double. Call or write Frank & Nona Galey.

Box 230, Moose. WY 83012. (307) 733-3329

Tours/Trips

AFRICA. AMAZON, and GALAPAGOS. Small groups,

expert naturalist leaders. Wildlife safaris in Tanzania.

Kenya, Madagascar, Rwanda. One and two-week Ga-

lapagos cruises. Special Galapagos hiking expedition.

Amazon programs in Manu and Tambopata Preserves.

Peru. Private trips arranged. Free 1984 color catalog.

Wilderness Travel. 1760-NA Solano Avenue. Berkeley,

CA 94707 (415)524-5111

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS
'Tours led by professional naturalists,

historians & wildlife photographer to unique
areas: Channel Islands/Gold Country/Big

Sur/Bnstlecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small

groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
historic hotels, country Inns & other, equipment provided for

"living with nature tours". California Natural History Tours.

P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills. CA 90212. (213) 274-3025.

AFRICA. MADAGASCAR WILDLIFE AND AN-
THROPOLOGY, Rwanda's Gorillas. Spectacular, af-

fordable Kenya. Tanzania. Seychelles. Zambia, South-

ern Africa. Tours, Safaris. Hiking. Forum Travel. 2437
Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704
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AFRICAN TENTED/CAMPING SAFARIS Kenya, Tan-

zania, Rwanda, Botswana. Studytravel Africa, 34 Elder-

berry Road, Syosset, NY 11971

ALASKA VISITORS CONSULTANT. Naturalist de-

signed itineraries. 4421 Mars Drive, Anchorage, AK
99507 (907) 349-5244

ALASKA WHALE AND NATURE STUDY CRUISES Ex-

perience humpbacks, orcas, eagles, bears, salmon
and more in the grandeur of the Inside Passage Bio-

logical Journeys, 1876B Ocean Dr ,
McKinleyville, CA

95521 (707)839-0178

ALASKA'S BIRDS—BEARS—FLOWERS. 5 or 10 day
guided natural history vacations Sincere informal hos-

pitality in a spectacular coastal wilderness and moun-
tain panorama Experience 30 foot tides, prolific sea-

bird and marine life, nesting Bald Eagles, Brown Bears,

fishing, glorious profusions of Alpine and Tundra flow-

ers. Cozy comfort, gourmet meals. Personal guiding. 8

guests only. Floatplane included. $1500 to $2250.

Americas best wilderness lodge—award winning ser-

vices and accommodations Write for brochure. The
McBrides, Kachemak Bay Wilderness Lodge, Box 956,

Homer, AK 99603. Phone (907) 235-8910

Explore remote islands

of the Pacific North-

U'ejc aboard SHms

Free Brochure

Capt. Les Bolton

P.O. Box 643

Bellingham, WA
98227

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise".

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two or four

weeks. Brochure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Cliffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313

ART & HISTORY TOURS TO FRANCE. Art workshop
(with instructor). Famous Women of Paris/Loire Valley.

Southern France (Provence/Cote d'Azur). Private vis-

its, fully escorted, limited size groups, carefully se-

lected accommodations. Free brochure. Art Trippers

LTD., RR2 Box 195, Tomkins Cove, NY 10986. (212)

581-8233

ART, ARCHITECTURE, ARCHEOLOGY TOUR OF IT-

ALY/SICILY. June 5-22. Custom-planned itinerary that

captures the color and culture of this exciting land

Venice, Ravenna, Florence, Pisa, Siena, Arezzo, Rome
5 days in Sicily. Expert guiding Limited size group
Free brochure: Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, 131

Davenport Ridge Lane, Dept N, Stamford, CT 06903 or

call (203) 322-8709

AUDUBON ZOO & NEW ORLEANS EXPO, SEPT. 27-

30, escorted behind scenes. Blue Sky Adventures,

Oak Ridge, NJ 07438. (201) 697-7233

AUSTRALIA NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITIONS to

Lamington and Kakadu National Parks, the Outback
and Arnhem Land, Sheep Station and Great Barrier

Reef Small groups. Expert leadership Free brochure.

Write Nature Expeditions International, Dept NHC,
P.O. Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440 Call toll-free 800-

NEI-0634

BICYCLE TOURS. You'll love Upstate New York. Mag-
nificent river gorges and waterfalls, rich farmland and
vineyards, sparkling lakes, quiet country roads. 5-day
or weekends. Quality lodging, fine meals, support vehi-

cle, rentals. Free brochure Freewheeling Adventures,

84T Durand Drive, Rochester, NY 14622. (716) 323-

2657

BICYCLING IN FRANCE Loire valley in May; Burgundy
in September. Small groups; comfortable hotels; 10-

speed Raleighs. Write Nan Rheault, RFD Box 111,

Vineyard Haven, MA 02568

CANOE TRIPS in Wilderness Nova Scotia, July-Sep-

tember Small groups, licensed guides. Excellent food

Write: Granville Nickerson, RR4N, Annapolis Royal,

N.S. BOS 1A0 Canada

COLORADO ROCKIES WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE—
Horse Pack Trips along the Continental Divide Trail

3,4,5 and special 7 day trips, $70/person/day Avail-

able July, August Uncompangre Fur Company, Box

935, Delta, CO 81416. (303) 874-8196

ESCORTED MUSEUM ART TOURS Days, weekends
to top collections in Connecticut, DC .

Massachu-

setts, Pennsylvania, etc. Free brochure Art Trippers

LTD. (212)581-8233

EXPLORE MONUMENT VALLEY, ANASAZI RUINS,
NAVAJO-HOPI country. Learning Adventures, 1556

Georgia, Boulder City, NV 89005

EXPLORE THE SEA OF CORTEZ with Scripps Aquar-

ium October 7-14, 1984. Dive and collect Mexican ma-

rine life for exhibits and research Scuba certificates re-

quired for divers. Scripps Aquarium-Museum, A-007,

La Jolla, CA 92093

1984 FESTIVALS GUIDEBOOK to North America's big-

gest, best: music, theater, dance, folk, etc. 200+
pages. Descriptions, dates, programs, practical in-

formation about more than 100 great festivals in lovely

vacation spots. Plan now for summer adventure! $7.95,

Pnntwheel Press, 2674 East Main, C/124, Ventura, CA
93003

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS.
Small groups 1984 departures: 5/3, 5/23 (Special Tui

de Roi Moore Photo Trip), 6/28, 7/1 2, 7/26, 8/9. Option:

Machu Picchu. Inca Floats, 1606N Juanita, Tiburon, CA
94920. (415) 435-INCA

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic tours from $1666
including airfare 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.

Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu. Birdwatching expeditions 1984 July 6, August

3, and November 2 University credit available. Joseph
Colley, Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd ,

Randallstown, MD
21133. (301)922-3116

JOINARCHEOLOGISTS
in the urgent task of preserving 12 000 years of human history

through site excavation, research expeditions laboratory

analysis, and the study of Native American technologies Parti-

cipate in year-round public programs at residential complexes
in southwestern Colorado and the lower Illinois valley— two of

the richest archeological zones in the U S

For free color catalog contact:

Center for American Archeology
P O Box 1499 - Dept 15
Evanston IL 60204
312/492-5300 - call collect

HAWAII VACATION CONDOMINIUMS: Free brochures.

Paradise, 50 South Beretania C207, Honolulu 96813

Toll free 1-800-367-5205

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS. Special hiking tours led by au-

thor/mountaineer Fred Jacobson. Appenzell Kander-

steg. Lenk Murren Pontresina. Saas-Fee Sils Maria.

Zermatt. Spectacular scenery. Challenging trails. De-

lightful country inns. Superb cuisine. 12th summer!

Write: Jacobson, Dept. N, Chappaqua Travel, 24 S.

Greeley Ave., Chappaqua, NY 10514

HIMALAYA AND ANDES, natural history and trekking

programs: Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan, Peru, Bolivia, Patago-

nia. Small groups, expert leaders Private trips ar-

ranged. Free 1984 color catalog Wilderness Travel,

1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707. (415)

524-51 1

1

INCAS AND IGUANAS Explore unique nature an :ul-

tures in Peru, Galapagos, Ecuador, Amazon. Trc->-

des, raft tropical rivers Visit Costarica, tour :jfh

America. Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, BerkeleCA
94704. (415)843-8294

ISLE ROYALE FIELD SEMINAR—exciting leEng-

opportunity in remote national park 83 N. Fley

Street, Houghton, Ml 49931

KASHMIR LADAKH TREK led by expert natunts.

"

Outstanding cultural, wildlife and wilderness a;iv

ture. August departure Write Nature Expeditions er

national, Dept. NHC, P.O. Box 11496, EugeneJB
97440. Call toll-free 800-NEI-0634

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Trekking (walking) expeditions to thlt

of Mt Everest & Annapurna Wildlife

safaris in search of rare Asian birds i

mammals Explorations of remote Bt n

Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sn LankO
to 35 day programs from $670 00 + a t

Free Brochures.

HHmAlAvjAvt Travel, I •,

PO BOX481-NH
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243'

KENYA. Individually designed safaris. 27 years erilt-

ence. Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, DarierOT

06820 (203) 838-3075

I*KENYA SAFARI: Experienced anthropologist-gl

Major game parks, archaeological sites, tribal pe e.

Excellent accommodations, meals Exciting open-"

nity. June 29-July 15, 1984 Information Prof Kas:)r--

ange County Community College, MiddletownjIY I

10940. (914)343-1121 ex. 290

NATURE LOVERS' Circle Z Guest Ranch Special l>J i

ral History Program. May 9-20 Lectures, gLXT

fieldtrips by specialists in fields of birds, plants, )!•

ogy, etc. Beautiful area of diverse ecological si 6-

cance 60 miles from Tucson. Renowned for ti-

wildflowers. Enjoy in-depth learning experience irc-

reational setting. Riding, swimming, tennis Attra*

accommodations, marvelous food Write, call: Cir Z

Ranch, Box 194N, Patagonia, AZ 85624. (602) 7-

2091

NATURE STUDY TRIPS AT THEIR BEST Whale tri, to

Mexico and Alaska Wildlife trips to Africa, Armd,

Galapagos—all personally led by our enthusiastic^

experienced naturalists Biological Journeys, 1 1 -A

.

Ocean Drive, McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707) 839-i'8

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: *

coded nature and hiking tours New Zealand/feati'9

scenic National Parks plus the Milford Track. Austill

hiking the Outback, plus the Great Barrier Reef &

vidual South Pacific itineraries designed Pacific «

ploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara. CA 9j<|

(805) 687-7282

OUR ANCESTORS WERE ARTISTS! Altamira-*

Painted Caves of France and Spain. Stoneheni-/

Prehistoric sites of Europe Tours in April, June, ft

July. Free brochure: Past Times Archeological T<SJ

800 Larch Lane, Sacramento, CA 95825. (916) I)

8140

PERU, GUATEMALA, SOUTHERN MEXICO Craft/4

ture tours. Travel with expert folk art collector/phcH

rapher Gordon Frost. Eighteen years experiei ;

Small groups. Write: Gordon Frost, Box 471 If

Newhall, CA 91321

PERU: LAND OF THE INCAS Deluxe trek or trailridi V

eludes 3 days Machu Picchu, Cuzco, Urubamba, '
v

ing, native markets Departures 6/6, 6/20, 7/4. 8/2'

I

12. Inca Floats, 1606N Juanita, Tiburon. CA 94)

(415) 435-INCA
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i( J: Trek the spectacular Cordillera Blanca or Inca

I o Machu Picchu. Overlanding by expedition vehi-

I Amazon wildlife safaris Complete Peru travel ser-

ii Free brochure. McGregor Adventures, 33-NH
( i St , Greenwich, CT 06830 (203) 622-0055 Toll

tSOO-243-5330.

4

It )Y TO TRAVEL? Plan now with finest maps! $1 .00

i jg Eagle Eye, Box 30917-N4, Seattle, WA 98103

if ION, MIDDLE FORK & SNAKE River raft trips, 4 to

H s, transportation from Boise to and from river, all

Sung gear, contact: Idaho Adventures, P.O. Box
E JH, Salmon, ID 83467. (208) 756-2986

I i UP TO 50% on air tours, cruises, air fares, hotels,

a :ntals. $35 yearly family membership includes bul-

it on last minute travel bargains, travel insurance,

tj
,=or information: Dept. C, Worldwide Discount

is I Club, P.O. Box 610696, North Miami, FL 33261

I

iCTLAND'S HIGHLANDS, ISLANDS: Victorian eas-

el sed wildlife courses explore mountain glens, tor-

si lochs, seashore. Island expeditions: Orkney,
ands, Hebrides, Skye. R.S.P.B.—approved
M g weeks £185. Airmailed information, $1: Aigas

it Centre, Beauly, Inverness-shire, IV4 7AD, Scot-

B ING EXOTIC VACATIONS'' Our name says it all!

n details! Unique & Exotic Travel Reporter, Box
8 l-N. Tacoma, WA 98499

Travel Programs
or Photographers

! io and three-week expeditions, tours, cruises and

I jrkshops in exotic countries, each led by the

!
irld's greatest photographers. Programs for basic

I
d advanced photographers in color and b/w. Col-

)e credit and complete travel packages provided.

pan with Ernst Haas. . .Ireland with Paul

i, ponigro. . .Switzerland with John Sexton

» Cruise the coast of Alaska with five famous
< otographers. . France with Craig Stevens. .

.

lian Photographic Festival, . A voyage down
' e Nile. . Underwater photography in the

ribbean with David and Anne Doubilet.

lite for a complete catalogue.

iganized and sponsored by
holography's leading summer school:

pe Maine Photographic

WORKSHOPS
[ ckport, ME 04856 (207) 236-8581

BHWEST SAFARIS: Natural history expeditions
Be New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Arizona.

H ymg—Jeeping—Rafting. Geology—Archaeol-
9j Botany. Brochure: P.O.B. 945-NH, Santa Fe, NM

jjj
ANCE MOUNTAIN ADVENTURES: Yukon wilder-

® rorseback safaris Wildlife photography, fishing,

*in Box 83655, Fairbanks, AK 99708. (703) 281-
63

IjJE KENYA CAMPING SAFARIS Individual ar-

WTients Small groups Bright Continent, Inc., P.O.

0^1649, Chicago, IL 60614

USSR WILDLIFE: Siberia, Central Asia, June 3 Natural-

ist: Roy Dennis. 364 other unusual nature/culture

tours, treks, hikes and professional trips to Europe, Af-

rica, Asia, Americas, Mideast, Australasia. Forum
Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704. (415) 843-

8294

VACATION ON HORSEBACK. Washington's beautiful

cascades Free brochure Happy Tracks Packers,

15690 Hwy 410, Naches, WA 98937

WANDERLUST! Hike or tour Europe Magnificent com-
binations of nature, culture, and history. Forum Travel,

2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHERS! Photograph that

Spring gobbler in display! Licensed guide and photog-

rapher Tim Hinkley, Halcottsville, NY 12438. (607) 326-

7606

Salmon
River
Outfitters
RAFT & KAYAK IDAHO'S SALMON RIVER
Exciting rapids & serene floating through
majestic mountain landscapes. Brochure: Box
307A, Columbia, CA 95310 209-532-2766

YUKON WILDERNESS UNLIMITED "Gentle Adven-
tures"—outstanding naturalist oriented northern wil-

derness sojourns, river, mountain—special appeal for

older or inexperienced people—our 20th year—top

references—Box 4126, Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada
(403) 668-5244

Wanted

ESTATE SUPERINTENDENT seeks permanent situa-

tion requiring outstanding performance. College
trained/1 8 years experience/references. Will associate

only with a secure, caring employer who has the high-

est and most demanding standards 100 mile radius of

N.Y.C. (516)922-4572

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2.00 per word: 16 word ($32) minimum Display classi-

fied is $200 per inch. All advertisements must be pre-

paid Rates are not structured for agency or frequency
discounts All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
RAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money order

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATU-
RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th

St., New York, NY 10024. Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads. A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication.

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphenated
words count as two words, abbreviations and zip

codes as one word each All states are shown in two-

letter code followed by zip, then telephone (with area

code), if desired Occasionally, slight editing is re-

quired for clarity Thank you!

35mm

Prints
and Slides
from the
same roll
Kodak MP film . . . Eastman

Kodak's professional color motion

picture (MP) film now adapted for

still use in 35mm cameras by

Seattle FilmWorks. Its micro- fine

grain and rich color saturation

meet the exacting standards of the

movie industry. And with wide

exposure latitude, you don't have

to be a pro to get great everyday

shots or capture special effects.

Shoot in low or bright light from

200 ASA up to 1200 ASA. Get

prints or slides, or both, from the

same roll. Enjoy the very latest in

photographic technology with

substantial savings.

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Rush me two 20-exposure rolls of

your leading KODAK MP
film— Kodak 5247® (200 ASA).

Enclosed is $2.00. I'd like to be

able to get color prints or slides

(or both) from the same roll.

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY

STATE. .ZIP.

Limit of 2 rolls per customer.

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks

P.O. BoxC-34056
Seattle. WA 98124

KoJ.ik s;-t7 \. ,i registered trademark ol rlic Eastman Kk\t.ik Comp.tn,.

1984 Seattle FilmWorks
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Additional Reading

Fossil Flowers (p. 38)

The Principles of Pollination Ecology,

by K. Faegri and L. van der Pijl (Oxford:

Pergamon Press, 1971), is a comprehen-

sive survey of the botanical problems of

pollination ecology from both a theoreti-

cal and practical viewpoint. The first few

chapters review the technical problems

and draw comparisons with pollination in

gymnosperms; subsequent chapters, ad-

dressing angiosperm pollination, are di-

vided into three parts—organs involved in

pollination, flower types, and pollinator

activities. M.C. Proctor and P. Yeo's The

Pollination of Flowers (New York: Tap-

linger, 1973) is a thorough study by two

British scientists; sample chapters are

"The Evolution and Ecology of Pollina-

tion" (pp. 3^6—85); two chapters on "In-

sect-pollinated Flowers" (pp. 45-66, 183-

229); and two chapters on "The Insect

Visitors" (pp. 67-131, 132-182). For

more details about fossil flowers and their

insect pollinators see H.G. Baker and RD.

Hurd's technical treatise "Intrafloral

Ecology" {Annual Review of Entomol-

ogy, vol. 13, pp. 385-414). Finally, H.N.

Andrews's The Fossil Hunters (Ithaca:

Cornell University Press, 1980) is a his-

tory of paleobotany, emphasizing the lives

and contributions of the major figures in

this field.

Crawfish and Cajuns (p. 46)

C. Trillin, who attended the Crawfish

Festival in 1972, describes his visit to Ca-

jun country in "Breaux Bridge, La.: Eat-

ing Crawfish," {The New Yorker, May
17, 1972). W.F Rushton, a journalist and

long-time resident of New Orleans, col-

lects his personal impressions of southern

Louisiana life in The Cajuns (New York:

Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1979). An-

other personal narrative, C. Hallowell's

People of the Bayou (New York: E.R

Dutton, 1979) provides a glimpse of every-

day life in the marsh. More scholarly is an

article by C.R Gutierrez, "Social and

Symbolic Uses of Ethnic/Regional Food-

ways: Cajuns and Crawfish in South Loui-

siana," in Foodways in the U.S.A.: A Ma-
trix for Ethnic and Regional Identity, a

just released book edited by K. Mussel

and L.K. Brown (Knoxville: University of

Tennessee Press, 1984). P. Gould's Les

Cadiens d'Asteur (Lafayette, La: Aca-

diana Press, 1980) is a book of photo-

graphs with text in French and English.

Tadpoles (p. 60)

Several theories about reproductive

modes and parental care in anurans have

been put forth since the appearance of

M.L. Crump's article in Natural History

("The Many Ways to Beget a Frog," Jan-

S *' v

— A; 5

^v- ,
- -

Earliest knownfossil ofa swallowtail butterfly
C. J. Durden; Hugh Rose Collection

uary 1977, pp. 38-45). For example, 'I

ternal Fertilization in an Oviporous Frq

by D.S. Townsend et al. {Science,

212, pp. 469-71), documents the first!

stance of such a procedure in an anuij

and "Complex Brood Care and Repro

tive Behavior in Captive Poison-j

Frogs, Dendrobatespumilio O. Schmkj

by P. Weygoldt {Behavioral Ecology i

Sociobiology, vol. 7, pp. 329-32), is I

first report of a frog feeding its larv:1

M.J. Tyler and D.B. Carter describia

frog that broods its young in its stomach

"Oral Birth of the Young of the Gasi:

Brooding Frog Rheobatrachus sih'

{Animal Behaviour, vol. 29, pp. 280-c

.

A recent paper by D.B. Seale deals wi

the feeding mechanism of tadpoles ands

regulation: "Obligate Facultative Susp-

sion Feeding in Anuran Larvae: Feed;

Regulation in Xenopus and Rand' (il-

logical Bulletin, vol. 162, pp. 214-31).

Tsavo's Elephants (p. 70)

D. Sheldrick, whose late husband

the warden of Tsavo National Park, tra

the park's history from 1948, when itv

founded, to 1 973 in Animal Kingdom

dianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, Inc., 1973).

Wilson and R Ayerst's White Gold (N

York: Taplinger, 1976) is a popular a

accurate historical account of the Afric

ivory trade. Beginning with a descript

of the early world demand for ivory a

the trading systems set up to obtain it,

authors go on to discuss some of the m<

colorful individual traders and game hu

ers and their role in colonial expansions

the connection between the slave a

ivory trades; and the eventual realizati

which didn't come until after World V

II, that hunting restrictions and conser

tion measures were needed to save the I

rican elephant from extinction. D.W PI

lipson's The Later Prehistory of Easti

and Southern Africa (New York: A
cana Publishing Co., 1977) is somewl

technical but gives a good overview of I

many prehistoric research problems n

being worked on in that region. Finally,

an enjoyable, personal account of a a

pie's fieldwork in Tanzania, see I. and

Douglas-Hamilton's Among the E
phants (New York: Viking Press, 1975
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Understanding is everything.
In a spontaneous gesture of trust, a chimpanzee in the wilds of

Tanzania folds his leathery hand around that of Jane Goodall —

sufficient reward for Dr. Goodall's years of patience.

The moment occurred in one ofthe National Geographic

Specials, a series underwritten throughout its nine consecutive

years on public television by the Gulf Oil Corporation.

In a sense, it symbolizes what the whole series is about.

Dr. Goodall's quiet triumph grew slowly over years of

studying the chimpanzee: from curiosity, to observation and

learning, to understanding.

Gulf underwrites the National Geographic Specials in the

belief that the same sequence can occur within the vast PBS

audience. Our goal is to provoke curiosity about the world and

the fragile complexity of its natural order; to satisfy that curiosity

through observation and learning; to create an understanding of

man's place in the ecological structure, and his responsibility to it—

on the simple theory that no thinking person can share in the

destruction of anything whose value he understands.

It's an ambitious goal, but we have embraced that chal-

lenge. Since 1975, when we helped bring the National Geographic

Specials to PBS, the series has become one ofthe most watched in

public-television history. It has earned eight Emmy awards, an

Oscar nomination, and the coveted George Foster Peabody

Award for "unsurpassed excellence in documentaries."

Association with the National Geographic Society and the

television specials is only one aspect of Gulfs lively concern for

the environment. But it is an especially proud one. GulfOil Corporation



Send for the 1984 edition of our colorful 32-page

magazine, because this year Kiawah offers more island

than ever Enjoy twice the golf on our Player and

Nicklaus courses, twice the tennis at our two world

class clubs plus superb new restaurants. Discover

our ten miles of beach, fascinating shops, plus all

the charm of nearby historic Charleston. For reser-

vations, call us or your travel agent.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY/ STATE/ ZIP

®
DeptVMNH3
P.O. Box 12910

Charleston, SC 29412
1-803-768-2121

CallTOLLFREE 1-800-845-2471

' 1 1 lm gy Gerald Thompson,
-* /•'€• -w Jennifer

pond c°Ur^
* and George Bernard

Oxford Scientific Films

The Pond is a major achievement in

natural history publications. This

quite remarkable book introduces

readers of all ages to the origins,

ecology, and inhabitants of fresh-

water ponds throughout the world.

All of the color photographs, which
accompany an authoritative text,

were taken especially for the book
by George Bernard (National Sci-

ence Teachers Association Award/
Outstanding Books for Children.

Natural History merit Award) and
his colleagues at Oxford Scientific

Films.

Over 400 color illustrations

$25.00

MasterCard and
VISA accepted

at \<our book-

seller, or order

directlyfrom

tTtl. 617-25] -2884)

The MIT Press

28 Carleton Street. Cambridge. MA 02142
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A Matter of Tast

Oat Cuisine
The appeal of white, airy wheaten loaves

has relegated oats to animals

by Raymond Sokolov

Oats have been getting a bad press ever

since Samuel Johnson dismissed them as a

grain fed in England to horses; in Scot-

land, to people. Dr. Johnson was really at-

tacking oats as a symbol of Scottish pro-

vincialism. He was the arch-Londoner,

promoting the cause of the metropolis

over its benighted dependencies whenever

and however possible. And oats gave him

a splendidly homely handle for his satire.

Johnson's Scottish biographer, James Bos-

well, took down Johnson's other anti-Scots

bons mots with a fairly good grace. He too

had embraced eighteenth-century Lon-

don, and the zest of his life there, over-

amply recorded in his journals, supports

by its example the Johnsonian dictum that

the happiest sight a Scotsman can ever

hope to see is the highroad leading him

south to civilization.

We continue this antioat snobbery to-

day. Ninety percent of the oats consumed

in this country are consumed by animals.

Most of the remaining 1 percent is forced

on unwilling children in cold weather at

the breakfast table. Indeed, a proverbial

way of patronizing someone and implying

that the person has said something child-

ish or irrelevant is to tell him or her, "Eat

your oatmeal."

Oatmeal disdain is not, however, just a

matter of taste built on habits conditioned

by accidents of geography. It rests on the

same inexorable process that has led to the

triumph of wheat in so much of the North-

ern Hemisphere. Before the days of de-

pendable grain transport, before the

North American grain belt swamped the

world's grain market with high-gluten

white flour, each region of the world con-

tented itself with staple grains that could

be grown on local soils and under local cli-

matic conditions. Oats grew farther north

and farther south than other grains. O^

prospered on poorer soil. Oatmeal al

provided superior nutrition. A pound

oatmeal contains 64.4 grams of protein

pound of white wheat flour contains oi

47.6 grams. Similarly, oatmeal has mc

than seven times as much fat, more th

triple the calcium, and four times the
|

tassium and phosphorus found in wh
wheat flour.

But the appeal of light, white, a

wheaten loaves swamped good nutritior

and economic sense and continues to

so. Facetious Dr. Johnson was an eai

and epigrammatic witness to the ine;

rable march of wheat. Although he cam
be blamed for his ignorance of nutrition

science that was as yet unborn, his co

Oats readyfor harvest
Leonard L. Rift
Bruce Colemarl.





MAKE YOUR VACATIONDREAMS COME TRUE
Aboard ss The Victoria

8-DAY/7-NIGHT CARIBBEAN
FLY-FREE/CRUISE PROGRAM

Departures EveryMonday

$799
TO

$1,039*

a

No other vacation is quite like a cruise.

It's sunny adventure, luxury,

excitement, tranquility, new places

and old friends.

For one low price:

• fly round-trip to San Juan FREE
• choose from 4 unforgettable

itineraries and embark for such
exotic ports as St. Thomas,
Martinique, La Guaira, Curacao and
Aruba, St. Vincent, Antigua,

Barbados and St. Maarten.

• enjoy fine dining five times daily,

extra roomy comfortable cabins,

Vegas-style entertainment, casino
gaming, the Captain's cocktail party

and a crew that will make you feel

more like an honored guest than a
paying customer.

All for incredible savings; from
$196 to $726 when compared to the
competition (depending upon the

cabin of your choice)

A cruise aboard ss the Victoria is

everything you ever dreamed of. At a
price that makes dreams come true.

'From New York. Per person, double occupancy-

Rates from all major cities available.

55 The Victoria.

The Affordable Dream.

Panamanian Registry &&*&£&
For details, see your travel agent, call Chandris

at 212-586-8370 or 1-800-223-0848. or send

the coupon to CHANDRIS Cruise Lines,

666 Fitth Avenue. New York, NY 10019

Name

Address.

City

State. Zip_
Telephone.

THE TRANS- HIMALAYA TREK
A 20-day trek from the emerald Vale of Kashmir, past the

snow summits ofNun Kun (23.000 ft.) to the moonland of

Ladakh. Crossing three mountain passes, we leave the

Islamic world for the realm of Tibetan Buddhism. The

whole colorful range of Himalayan scenery and cultures

lies along our route through the great mountain chain to the

ancient Buddhist monasteries of the Indus Valley.

Since 1977, HIMALAYA has offered walk-

ing trips focusing on the cultures of remote

Nepal China Tibet, Kashmir,

Ladakh. and Pakistan as well

as mountainous Japan, New
Zealand, Peru and more.

WU i
'^M Pot ^ illustrated travel portfolio

*ff? ^J? J
detailing all of our more than 20 trips.

/* write or'call HIMALAYA. INC.. 1802

Cedar Street. Berkeley. CA. 94703.

(415)540-8031.

DISPLAY CASES

PROTECT • PRESERVE

AND DRAMATIZE YOUR
VALUABLE ART OBJECT,

MODEL OR COLLECTORS PIECE

CUSTOM MADE
Clear lucite on black lucite base or walnut finish

wood base.

SEND DIMENSIONS - Length, Width and Height

(allow 2" all around and 2" above piece).

WE WILL QUOTE PRICE

Satisfaction Guaranteed

For esrimore call (804) 442-2299

or write

The Art Display Co.
dx 880 f Exmore. Va. 23380

plete insensitivity to the real situation 1

1

condemned the Celtic fringe (and e

north of England) to oat and barley bre, s

is an unappealing but, once again, typhi

expression of the imperial status of Li-

don. Because London was richer, it cod

command a regular supply of whc,

shipped from hither and yon, stored at I-

ditional expense, and baked into yen-

risen loaves affordable even by Londor s

of relatively modest means, such as t.t

"harmless drudge" of a lexicograpl-,

Samuel Johnson.

Meanwhile, the poorer Scots and Weh

ate their oatmeal. They ate it as porrid:.

They ate it as flat, dry, crumbly oatcah,

or bannocks, patted out to wonderful ill-

ness, baked on hot bakestones, and sto i

in quarter-rounds called farls. Scs

breaded fish with oatmeal and fried tha.

Scottish ex-diplomat Alan Davidson, &.

world's most learned ichthyophage <fe

author of Laotian Fish and Fish Cooki\

carries oatmeal with him on his tra\s

around the globe so as to be prepared r

impromptu seafood dinners. I cherish 2

vision of him rolling an opah or a pa bt'c

in steel-cut oats, combining the watts

most exotic products with the land's mt

prosaic.

Scottish culinary tradition gives pr;

of place to a similarly weird mixture f

oatmeal and other foods. Haggis, accc-

ing to the authoritative eleventh editioif

the Encyclopaedia Britannica, is "a di

consisting of a calfs, sheep's or other i-

mal's heart, liver and lungs, and also soi -

times of the smaller intestines, boiled 1

the stomach of the animal with season;:

of pepper, salt, onions, etc., chopped f:

with suet and oatmeal. It is considered -

culiarly a Scottish dish, but was comni

in England till the 18th Century."

If this giant sausage sounds m-

strously inelegant, consider that trc-

tional charcuterie routinely exploits J

convenience of natural membranes as c •

tainers or casings. Recall that when Pi

Bocuse made his first triumphal visit)

New York in the early 1970s, as nouvt:

cuisine began to conquer the New W01.

he chose to cook the succulent chickerf

Bresse in a pig's bladder, a method bi

antique and brilliantly effective. For 1.

the elegance of haggis has never been

question, because the first gourmet arti:

I ever read, an encomium to the versatD

of the kitchens of the French Line, citec i

the supreme instance of seaborne culin;

dash a haggis served at a moment's not:

and without a raised eyebrow to a sleepl >

passenger in his stateroom.

I offer this anecdote to the shade of
J

Johnson and wish to point out gently tl|

haggis, the apex of oatmeal cookery, »

1 10 Natural History 4/84



;
English dish during his lifetime. As a

!
icographer, he ought to care also that

] igis may derive from the verb "hag,"

i
aning to cut or chop, which is con-

i :ted with "hash" and its French equiva-

1 1 hachis.

|(n English, there remain a small num-

1 of other oat words, obsolete or re-

[ nal, that preserve the memory of the

cuisine that went into retreat during

t Augustan age when Johnson wrote his

c tionary. In the north of England, peo-

j used to say "haver" for oat. The word

i, relic of Norse invasions and survives in

I; verhill, Massachusetts, and in haver-

s
;
ks, originally oat bags for horses. Trol-

1 are oatmeal dumplings. Brewis is a

t led mixture of bread crumbs, oatmeal,

f, and seasonings. Flummery is a fer-

rntation of oatmeal and buttermilk.

Svens (or sowans) is a porridge made
f. n the hard husks, or sids, of oats. The

s|;; are fermented in water, then strained

Et|iy. The remaining liquor stands until

s
;
chy matter, the sowens, settles to the

b;:om. After the liquid is poured off, the

5i|ens is boiled in water until thickened

\< is then eaten with milk on the side.

i

'hat is the traditional way to consume

c ventional oatmeal. Pouring milk over

p:"idge is almost as newfangled as the

i izing array of preflavored oat break-

fast products I saw recently in a supermar-

ket. All sensible persons will want to de-

cide for themselves how to flavor oatmeal,

just as they will want to choose whether

they prefer steel-cut oats or rolled oats

(the prevalent mode available here),

which have been softened by steam, rolled

out flat, and mechanically dried.

Either variety, in my opinion, makes a

comforting breakfast appropriate for the

contemplation of the oat's idyllic origins.

Its scientific name, Avena, comes from

the common Latin word for oat, forever

sanctified as the tenuis avena of Virgil's

first eclogue, the thin oat pipe played by
shepherds—and ever after the emblem of

pastoral song. Don't ask me how those

shepherds managed to make music with

oat straws, especially when I'm eating

breakfast. That early in the day it's

enough to ruminate on the fact that avena

comes from a Sanskrit root signifying self-

satisfaction.

Now will you eat your oatmeal.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interest is the history andpreparation

offood.

Rainbow Trout a I'Ecossaise Oatcakes

Steel-cut oatmeal 1 pound (2 cups) steel-cut oatmeal
Salt and pepper 4 tablespoons bacon drippings and
4 rainbow trout 2 teaspoons salt stirred into

Oil 3'/3 cups boiling water

1 . Season a cup or so of the oatmeal with 1 . Set the oatmeal in a bowl. Pour the di-

salt and pepper to taste. luted bacon drippings over it and let

2. Dredge trout in seasoned oatmeal. dry overnight or for several hours.

3. Use a skillet just big enough to hold the 2. Press out the dough as thin as possible

fish. Pour in enough oil to cover the on an ungreased cookie sheet. Let dry

bottom. Set over medium-high heat. another hour or two.

4. Saute the fish until browned on both 3. Preheat oven to 300 degrees or slightly

sides. The flesh should be flaky but not less if possible. Bake the oatcake on the

dried out. Serve . immediately, with lowest level for 2 hours or until crisp.

oatcakes if possible. Let cool.

Yield: Four servings Yield: One oatcake
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The Natural Moment

Bat Bait
An abandoned bowling alley in Frankfurt, West Germany,

might not seem the natural spot to photograph the hunting tech-

niques of the false vampire bat, Megaderma, but when British

photographer Stephen Dalton first went in for bat photography

he had neither money enough nor time to look for bats in the

wild. He needed captive bats and that led him to the former

bowling alley, where a team of scientists from Frankfurt Univer-

sity was studying echolocation in the false vampire bat.

Echolocation, one of the hottest areas of current bat research,

is a tactic some bats use for hunting down prey. The bat gives

short, high-pitched cries, then listens to the echoes. Like sonar,

these echoes provide the bat with information about the immedi-

ate area, including shapes and movements. James Fullard of the

University of Toronto believes that bats can use echo patterns to

read the sizes, even the textures, of nearby creatures. If an ani-

mal is fleeing, Fullard suggests, echolocation may tell certain

bats which way it's going and how quickly.

Stephen Dalton had heard about echolocation before he went

to Frankfurt, but during his three weeks there he was regularly

amazed by the phenomenon and also by the false vampire bat's

acute hearing. Dalton replaced the Frankfurt team's white lab

mice with wild brown mice, more usual food for false vampire

bats. He set up his camera equipment and waited. At first, the

bat would make a pass over the ground, its head cocked down-

ward to listen. If a mouse even twitched a whisker, the bat would

sweep over to the source of the sound and, giving a few shrill

chirps, descend for the kill.

False vampire bats are large—their wingspans are fourteen

inches—and Dalton's camera was rigged to cover a two and one-

half foot area, but the logistics were still tricky. The mice

seemed to recognize the dry beat of bat wings and often fled out

of camera range. Dalton, a high-speed photographer, fired his

camera whenever there seemed the barest hope of getting both

his subjects in the shot. As a result, he often didn't know what he

had until he developed the film.

Near the end of his stay at Frankfurt, this frame emerged

from Dalton's developer. It was taken at a session that was no

different from the others. The bat had wheeled at the sound of

the mouse, and swooped. In the final seconds of its approach it

echolocated its hapless prey's precise position. Then the bat was

upon the mouse, biting it furiously, tearing at its fur, and finally

subduing it. Other bats had eaten mice right there on the

ground. This one gripped its mouse firmly in its talons and car-

ried it home to a roost.

—

D. W.

Photograph by Stephen Dalton
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William L. Crepet is associate pi

sor of biology at the University of!

necticut in Storrs. As a graduate sttl

he became convinced that the fossil

ord of flowers could provide invalil

information about the history of pel

tion biology. Many botanists haif

years considered this unlikely, give]

fragility of flowers, but in the mid-i

ties, this idea was overturned

Crepet and others made many exJ

finds of fossil flowers. Many were dl

ered in clay mines: some belonging

brick company; others to a flowal

company. Still others have turned I

rock quarries and sandstone depl

Crepet continues to investigate thJ

tematic and evolutionary implicatiJ

fossil angiosperms, working with all I

parts but concentrating on pollerl

floral remains. In the immediate fuj

he plans to study the history of oak!

some new fossils of the legume farfl

\T1



arjorie R. Esman first became inter-

5bi in the ethnic revival movement

ring south Louisiana's Cajuns, and its

: ion to Cajun festivals, while she was

:sa graduate student at Tulane Uni-

Bjty in New Orleans. Because of its

i egic location and theme, she chose

» ake the Crawfish Festival the topic

f r doctoral dissertation in anthropol-

% Born in New York City, Esman now
v in Breaux Bridge, Louisiana, and is

tant professor in the Department of

If ;raphy and Anthropology at Louisi-

jll State University in Baton Rouge.

n s currently working on several proj-

:i the anthropology of tourism, an eth-

y iphic study of a Cajun fishing com-

|i ty, and an analysis of human terri-

ir iity and nationalist movements.
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Tadpoles, larvae that feed frenetically

and grow swiftly before metamorphos-

ing into frogs or toads, have been badly

treated by herpetologists, says Richard

Wassersug. Tadpoles are often consid-

ered just a "phase" that frogs and toads

must go through, interesting mainly be-

cause of what they can tell us about the

adults. But Wassersug, an anatomist at

the University of Dalhousie, Halifax,

Nova Scotia, thinks tadpoles may be a

key to anuran evolution. He has spent

the last dozen years studying their ecol-

ogy, morphology, and behavior. Wasser-

sug became interested in amphibians in

high school but later narrowed his focus

to tadpoles. His long-term goal is to bet-

ter understand the adaptive significance

of the amphibian life cycle. At present,

Wassersug is studying the swimming

mechanics of anuran larvae. Using com-

puter-assisted, high-speed film, he exam-

ines the waves made by tadpole tails.

Em *

Am Wk. 'm\ H

While on a trip to several East African

national parks in 1970, Peter F. Thor-

bahn became intrigued by the prehistory

of the thornbush wilderness known as

the nyika. The subject became the basis

for his doctoral dissertation in anthropol-

ogy from the University of Massachu-

setts. Until recently an assistant profes-

sor at Brown University, Providence,

Rhode Island, Thorbahn is now execu-

tive director of the Public Archaeologi-

cal Laboratory, also in Providence—

a

new organization that promotes the pres-

ervation of archeological sites, especially

on private property, and develops public

education programs. Thorbahn's present

research on New England includes the

relationship of prehistoric hunter-gather-

ers to their natural resources, the effects

of European contact on aboriginal econo-

mies in the seventeenth century, and rural

depopulation in the nineteenth century.

From the beginning of his career, Brit-

ish naturalist-photographer Stephen

Dalton had a simple, but technically un-

feasible, goal. He wanted to photograph

insects and birds in free flight. Of
course, anyone with a camera and quick

reflexes could get a fuzzy picture of a

bumblebee in flight, but Dalton wanted

to know what was going on within the blur,

what the bee would look like if he could

record one beat of its wings. For this,

Dalton needed very fast equipment. Spe-

cifically, as described in his book Caught

in Motion, he needed a shutter that would

open in one-thousandth of a second and a

flash that would fire in one twenty-

thousandth of a second. At the time, no

camera could get close to these speeds;

Dalton realized he was going to have to

invent the equipment for himself.

Essentially, that's what he did. Work-

ing with an electronics engineer at the

National Physics Laboratory, at

dington (Middlesex), England, he de'

oped an electronic flash of one twer

five-thousandth of a second and

shutter that opened in one four-h

dredth of a second, slower than he

envisioned but still forty times fa

than anything on the market.

With these two powerful pieces

equipment, and a flight tunnel, Dal

caught up to the insects and birds. Si:

then, he has "stopped" hundreds of th

and learned a variety of things abc

flight patterns, wing positions, and otl

matters that had left scientists blinki
i

Later, he began shooting one twenj

five-thousandth of a second in the li
1

;

of other creatures, including the fa

vampire bat in this month's "The Na~~

ral Moment." Dalton took the photo I

ing an array of sophisticated equipm|

and a 50-millimeter lens.
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They're right next door
;
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Come
;
follow a timeless trail to the

Yucatan, where the ruins of Mayan
cities date back to ipoo B.C. Or
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the Sun
;
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In Mexico, you'll discover ancient

temples only miles from luxurious

beach resorts. And you'll experience

all the wonders of Mexico's rich cul-
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tinctive handcrafts with a tradition
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hospitality is as warm as the sun.

Mexico's history is ready to come

alive for you. It's a fascinating trip

back in time-yet it's only a few hoi

away with convenient flights frorr

most major American cities. And
Mexico's incomparable year-round

climate insures plenty of warm sui

any time you visit. See your local

travel agent for more information.XL
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The Vole That Soared
Produced onto Great Gull Island to clear away the dense vegetation,

mil, grass-eating voles did a magnificentjob. As had been hoped, the number

nesting terns rose dramatically. But can the voles keep up the good work?

Helen Hays

jreat Gull Island, seventeen acres of

t minal moraine topped by the ruins of

i old fort, lies about 120 miles east of

I w York City and 7 miles from the

i inland. Its isolation has made it a ref-

i : for hosts of sea birds and one species

c nammal. In the last century, more than

i 00 terns, small members of the gull

f lily, nested there. By the end of the

c itury, most of the terns on Long Island

had been collected by plume hunters in or-

der to decorate ladies' hats, and Great

Gull remained the last place where terns

could breed and be relatively undisturbed.

In 1889 investigators from the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History visited

Great Gull to determine if any of the terns

nesting there had escaped the plume hunt-

ers. They discovered that the island not

only provided a safe place for the terns

that bombarded them as they landed but

that it was also a refuge for a population of

meadow voles, small grass-eating rodents

that had differentiated enough from the

mainland population to be considered a

separate species. Researchers concluded

that the Great Gull Island vole population

probably descended from animals cut off

from the mainland population about

1 2,000 years ago. At that time, rising seas

3 ? common tern is one oftwo species oftern that breed on Great Gull Island. It nests on the beach and on open areas in the center

o he island. Where vegetation is too dense, the terns are unable to breed.

Br e Silk
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rrounded and almost covered the termi-

I moraine left behind by the final Pleis-

cene glaciation. As one of the higher see-

ms of the moraine, Great Gull Island

mained above sea level, and the small

dents inhabiting the island survived,

olved, and became the Great Gull Is-

nd vole, Microtus nesophilus.

Soon after the 1 889 discovery, however,

e situation changed dramatically for

ith voles and terns. In 1897 the federal

vernment covered much of the island

th concrete in constructing Fort Michie,

e of a series of forts built to defend the

ast. It is likely that at the time, the

assy habitat the voles needed to survive

is eliminated, for during the army's

cupation of the island, the voles disap-

ared. The men building the fort gath-

;d the terns' eggs for food, and with the

ntinuing disturbance the birds aban-

ned the island as a nesting area.

The military occupied Great Gull until

49, when the government declared the

t obsolete and put the island up for sale.

this time—although plume hunting

d long since been outlawed—the terns

:ed another problem. Ground nesters,

•ns need isolated nesting sites away from

; raccoons and other predators found on

; mainland. Remote beaches are their

eferred habitat, but in the New York

;a most beaches have become recre-

onal sites, hazardous for terns.

Aware of Great Gull's history as the site

a large tern colony, three men decided

take action. Richard Pough, chairman

the Department of Conservation and

:ology at the American Museum of Nat-

i\ History, and Christopher McKeever

Robert S. Arbib, council members of

JoMpfi DiCosiamo

Volunteers removed this thick stand ofgrass by shoveling and weeding. Soon after, the

number ofterns nesting in this part ofthe island rosefrom 2 to 350 pairs.

the Linnaean Society of New York (an or-

ganization primarily dedicated to birding

and the study of birds), worked with their

respective organizations to acquire the is-

land and make it a sanctuary for terns.

Their efforts were successful, and in 1949

the American Museum took title to the is-

land and assigned to the Linnaean Society

the task of returning it to a condition that

might attract terns.

Linnaean Society members visited the

island almost immediately following ac-

quisition. They found that common house

mice were the island's only resident

mammals. House mice, however, feed on

insects, as well as human provisions, and

so they did not occupy the food niche va-

part ofthe effort to keep nesting habitat clearfor the terns, grass-eating voles-

re native to the island—were introduced in 1 981

.

cated by the now extinct herbivorous

Microtus.

In an attempt to create areas where

terns might nest, volunteers cleared vege-

tation in certain sections of the island and

dumped sand on others. They saw terns

fishing near the island, but none landed.

Having done what they could, the mem-
bers of the society decided to check the is-

land for terns each year but to leave it un-

occupied and hope that the terns would

come in to nest. Their waiting strategy

proved successful: in 1955 Irwin Alperin,

a Linnaean Society member, flew over

Great Gull in a small plane and spotted

twenty-five pairs of common terns on nests

at the eastern end of the island. The terns

had ignored all the areas that had been

prepared for them and were nesting in a

rocky section that everyone had consid-

ered completely unsuitable.

By 1 964 the colony had grown to about

3,000 individuals. I was fortunate in being

one of a group that went to Gull Island

that year to estimate the size of the colony.

When we saw the number of terns nesting,

we thought the colony large enough and

stable enough that investigators might live

on the island and study the birds. Five

years later, our long-term study of the re-

productive success of the Great Gull Is-

land tern colony began.

Both common and roseate terns nest on

Great Gull, the latter first nesting some-

time between 1955 and 1960. Common
terns are found on sandy beaches in tem-

perate latitudes around the world. Rose-

ate terns are much rarer. Although they

nest along the northeastern coast of the

United States and in the British Isles,

most of their distribution is tropical, pri-

1 1
iond A. Mendez
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Emil Janorsky

In two years, the voles ate most ofthe island's grass. Sheltersplaced in these cleared

areas attracted terns, which were easily caught and banded by researchers.

marily in small colonies in the West In-

dies, the Indian Ocean, and off the coasts

of Africa and Australia. Like common
terns, roseate terns will nest in open sand,

but they are also found nesting in rocky ar-

eas and under vegetation.

On Great Gull Island the common tern

dominates the open central sections of the

island and the beaches. The roseate terns,

less aggressive birds, nest in the sparse

grass at the edge of the island and in crev-

ices under boulders dropped along the

shoreline to stabilize it. Soon after we be-

gan the study, we realized that the amount

of vegetation on the island was increasing

and gradually limiting nesting areas. Ulti-

mately, this would be a serious problem

for both species.

Beginning in the fall of 1971 we tried a

number of different methods for control-

ling the vegetation. These included burn-

ing, shoveling, and flooding different

sections of the island with saltwater. Shov-

eling proved effective, although it was the

slowest and most arduous method. Shovel-

ing removed the topsoil and weeds and ex-

posed the sand and gravel substrate

present during the army's occupation.

This substrate was easier to keep free of

weeds and drained well, making it a good

place for the terns to nest.

We continued our clearing efforts each

fall. They were successful in that terns

moved into each area we cleared, but we

could not clear large enough areas to in-

crease the number of terns that nested on

the island or even slow the overall spread

of vegetation. The cumulative effect of

the increasing vegetation became alarm-

ingly apparent in 1976 when the roseate

population dropped from 1,500 pairs to

about 700 pairs. Although the numbers of

nesting common terns showed no com-

parable drop, there were noticeable shifts

in the concentrations of breeding pairs.

Large areas formerly used by the common
terns had become overgrown and were no

longer available.

In 1980 a Long Island contractor, Da-

vid Allan, lent us a bulldozer and an oper-

ator to clear a two-acre area in the center

of the island. The common terns re-

sponded immediately. In 1981 we trapped

843 more of them than we had trapped in

any of the previous five years. By the end

of the summer, however, weeds had begun

to fill in the bulldozed areas, and we re-

turned to shoveling.

One evening the following winterjn
\

the way to a Linnaean Society meetin I i

mentioned the vegetation problem to Ffl i

Koopman, a mammalogist at the Ami-
i

can Museum. He suggested that we tr>> i

traducing the meadow vole Microti !

pennsylvanicus. Because Microtus ml
the terns had coexisted on the island in e

last century, the voles would not appeaBJ

be a threat to the terns. Karl speculaB

that by eating the grass, the Microtus

in the past kept some areas relativelyof
and might do so again. These areas tl

might be used by nesting terns. Area:

sparser grass might be of particular bej

fit to the roseate terns as they seemem
prefer this habitat but had abandoned
when the grass grew in thickly. In acfl

tion, if the introduction were success^

the population of Microtus could be U
lowed over a long period of time.

In the spring and summer of 1981

released a total of thirty-six Microm
pennsylvanicus, a species closely relafl

to the extinct Microtus nesophilus, ill

the grassy habitats on Gull Island. iB
voles had been trapped on the mainlancH

Westchester County, New York, by R-

1

ert Dickerman, a research associate in fl

Museum's Department of Ornitholo,

They moved out quickly from their rele

sites, and signs of vole activity—mai

grass cuttings and well-developed

ways—were common by late August

early September, the end of our field s

son.

In April 1 982, we arrived on Great G
Island eager to see how the voles had ov

wintered. Walking the length of the

land, we heard a great deal of rustling

the dry vegetation as the voles scurr

HHMHnEBHHHHBHNHHHHI

After consuming all available grass, the volepopulation crashed. Areas the voles had

denuded were then taken over by lush stands ofQueen Anne's lace and other plants.

Malcolm Coulter
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away from us. Bob Dickerman turned

over an old piece of rusty metal, and a

large Microtus ran off into the bushes. I

checked the bayberry patch where each

spring black tulips blossomed, a reminder

of the army's occupation. There was not a

sign of green. I pushed aside the dead bay-

berry leaves from the ground where the tu-

lip leaves should have been poking up, and

three young voles dashed off. Next we

looked for the iris, also left by the army.

Interestingly, these leaves were visible, iris

bulbs apparently possessing a protection

against Microtus that the tulips did not

have.

On some of the paths, we found large

owl pellets containing Microtus skulls,

with concentrations of pellets under what

appeared to be owl roosts. We found sixty-

two pellets in all. This was somewhat un-

settling because we had no way of know-

ing if the owls were wintering birds that

had by now moved north or if they were

resident birds from a nearby island that

might return to feed and be a threat to the

terns. We looked carefully during the fol-

lowing week and found no fresh pellets, so

we concluded with relief that the owls had

been wintering birds.

By the end of May, it was dramatically

apparent that the expanding Microtus

population had killed most of the grass on

the island. When we had arrived in April,

the meadow sections of the island were

flat and brown, looking as they always did

in early spring. The surprise came a month

later when the grass remained brown

while other vegetation, which the Micro-

tus had not attacked, became green. In

addition, many of the bayberry and rose

bushes and a few Russian olives were gir-

dled and their root systems eaten. These

dead plants stood in stark contrast to the

healthy bushes that had not been attacked

by the voles.

Young Microtus can breed at five

weeks of age, and litters range from one to

nine animals. With a good food supply and

no predators during the summer, the Gull

Island population expanded rapidly. By

June voles were everywhere. They scur-

ried out of our paths as we walked the is-

land on the daily check of the tern nesting

areas. There were so many of them that at

times we had difficulty walking without

accidentally stepping on them.

Normally, by the end of June, all the

tern nesting sites would have been choked

with vegetation. In 1982, quite the ok>-

site was true. It was an event to find I
green plant, and we even exclaimed ova

single mustard leaf at the end of the I
son. This was the first fall in thirteen y n
that we did not have to weed or shovi in

any of the nesting areas. The MicrM
had done a magnificent job.

Terns had moved into all the dead gss

areas created by the Microtus in llj,

and young terns often hid in the voles' I
rows. That summer, we trapped Ljfl

more adults than we had in 1981. Moid
the birds pioneering the new areas \^re

common terns, but a few roseates

moved in as well.

During the winter of 1982 the

population crashed: having denuded

island of vegetation, they deprived th

selves of an adequate food supply,

though buildups and crashes in mainl

Microtus populations are well-known ps-

nomena, almost no information exists >n

what happens to island populations aft

crash. Robert Tamarin, a mammalost

from Boston University, is currei

studying vole populations on islands

the coast of Massachusetts. He expresjd

an interest in following the vole populaln

id

le

*

I-

d

Terns will take advantage ofany open area. Here afield ofSaint Johnswort shuts out breeding birds, but some terns have moved in

and established nests along a path where researchers make their daily rounds.

14 Natural History 5/84
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PETER BARRETT
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his skills to the creation of a new work

—

"Winter's Twilight on the Dorset Coast."

This magnificent fine art print evokes a mo-
ment of quiet beauty on the storied Dorset

coast of England. A sheltered seaside cove is

portrayed in the soft light of dusk, with the

eye-filling splendor of nature captured in all Its

entrancing variety.

Each print of "Winter's Twilight on the Dor-

set Coast" will be Individually produced on a

specially selected paper of 100% rag fiber. The

result: a lithographic print of exceptional qual-

ity and unusual fidelity. And, after each print Is

pulled, Peter Barrett will personally hand-

pencil his signature and the date on the work.

Here is the kind of art you will be pleased to

display In your home for years to come. Its In-

viting colors and mood will blend with the

decor of any room. And its tranquil beauty will

bring endless enjoyment to your entire family.

To place your order for this Impressive work
by the internationally-acclaimed landscape art-

ist Peter Barrett, simply complete and return

the attached order form by May 31, 1984. No

payment is required at this time.

ORDER FORM
'98* FM

1

The Franklin Mint
The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center. Pennsylvania 19091

I wish to acquire "Winter's Twilight on the Dor-

set Coast." the new work by Peter Barrett. This

fine art landscape print will be personally

hand-signed and dated for me by the artist. It

will be sent to me specially matted, framed and
ready for hanging.

I need send no money now. I will be billed In

three monthly Installments of S25.* each,

with the first payment due before my print Is

shipped to me.
'Plus my state sales tax and a total of

$3. for shipping and handling.

Signature
ALL OADIAS ARC BUBJCCT TO ACCIATANCt

Mr.

Mrs.
Miss

•mil aai* CLCANLT

Address _

City-

State. Zlp_

Please mall by May 31, 1984.

Limit: One per order.
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Bringing a sand eel to its young, a roseate tern pauses on a boulder near the water's edge. Its nest is tucked into a crevice under the

boulder. Roseate terns also nest in sparse vegetation at the edge ofthe island.

on Gull Island after its drop in numbers.

He and a graduate student assistant, Greg

Adler, arrived in early May of 1 983 to be-

gin their study. They trapped, weighed,

marked, and released both meadow voles

and house mice, setting out traps at the

western end of the island. They trapped

the same area in the fall and plan to con-

tinue trapping twice a year in the future,

to get a long-term measure of increases or

decreases in the Great Gull population of

these small mammals.
In the spring of 1983, although the vole

population was low, the island still had ex-

tensive areas of dead grass in which the

terns nested, and we trapped 897 more

adult terns than we had trapped in 1982.

The number of trapped pairs reached an

all-time high of 2,769, compared with

1,325 in 1980. With the vole population

down, however, the vegetation grew with a

vengeance. By the end of the season, lush

stands of Saint Johnswort, Queen Anne's

lace, and evening primrose covered the ar-

eas the Microtus had cleared, and wild

radish and horseweed dominated the sec-

tions we had shoveled or bulldozed. One
consolation was that all these plants were
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easier to pull out than either the grass or

the sweet clover that had covered these ar-

eas at times in the past.

The introduction of Microtus kept the

vegetation under control for two seasons

on Great Gull Island. The enlarged areas

available for nesting attracted terns, and

the number nesting in the colony doubled.

Bob Tamarin's trapping records for the

fall of 1983 showed about a fourfold in-

crease in the numbers of Microtus on Gull

Island, but the population was still rela-

tively low when compared with the previ-

ous peak. Neither the Queen Anne's lace

nor any of the other plants covering areas

that were formerly carpeted with thick

stands of grass seemed to be popular food

plants with the voles. We found some signs

that the Microtus sampled the invading

vegetation, but there were no indications

that they would consume it the way they

had devoured the grass. This would sug-

gest that the numbers of voles will proba-

bly not increase much unless certain sec-

tions of the island become covered with

grass once again.

If the voles manage to maintain a small

population, however, it will be interesting

to monitor the population periodica

over the next twenty years or more for

netic changes. Allan Dickerman, Bo

son, plans to compare the island Micros

with the parental population on the ma'

land. Using the technique of electropho

sis, he will look at the varying rates
]

which the enzymes of animals from be I

groups move through an electrical field
i

a gel. Because variation in the rate I

which different enzymes move indicall

genetic differences, he can monitor be

groups to see if gene frequencies rema'

the same or change over time. Since t

gene pool of the island group is smaller, i

breeding—and hence rapid expression

mutations—is likely. Thus, the voles
\

the island might be expected to show %

netic changes sooner than the mainlai

population. Determining the rate of the

changes could give us some clue as to he

rapidly a species could evolve.

We look forward to this summer. Wi'

the help of Microtus we hope to give tl

terns the space they need, and who a
tell, in another 12,000 years, if we a:

lucky, Great Gull Island may again hav

its own species of meadow vole. (
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Together Northwest Orient and
Pacific Delight Tours open the doors of

discovery to China and the Orient.

With outstanding travel values to more
fascinating places.

Service from more cities

Northwest Orient has served the Orient
for 35 years. Today with convenient one
airline service from 56 U. S. cities. More
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Taking you to more sights
As one of the largest tour operators
to the Orient, Pacific Delight is able
to offer better travel values to more of

the Orient's most popular destinations.

Plus expert guides who make your
trip carefree and unforgettable.

Below are highlights of tours

described in Pacific Delight

brochures. Choose from an
unsurpassed variety of tours all

designed to satisfy your curiosity about the

fascinating traditions of the Far East.

China
Experience
Follow the

Golden
Route to

China's most
popular cities: Beijing,

Shanghai, Xi'an and Guilin.

Venture to legendary grottoes

and fabled Tibet. Cruise the

mighty Yangtze orjourney to the

Orient and Southeast Asia.

Choose from 30 itineraries of 75

to 25 days.

Land prices from i
1
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Orient Escapade
Explore the great cities and
resorts of the Far East as you
learn about timeless cultures.

Choose from Tokyo, Hakone,
Kyoto, Taipei, Hong Kong,
Manila, Bangkok, Penang,
Singapore, Jakarta, Bali and
Seoul. Seven tours from 75

to 23 days.

Land prices from $880*
to $1370.*

Japan
Escapade

Discover the contrasts of

Japan's modern cities and
ancient towns. Take a
motorcoach tour through
castle towns, cruise the

scenic Inland Sea or fly to the

famed spa resorts of the

south. Tours of 75 to 17 days.

Land prices from i 1

$850" to $985.*
! j

Please rush the brochure(s) checked above to:

Name

Address

.

City .Slate. .Zip.

For your complimentary copy of these
brochures, see your travel agent, or mail

this coupon to: Pacific Delight Tours, Inc.

132 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10016
(212-684-7707 or 800-221-7179).

'Prices are per person based on double occupancy
and are subject to change. Tibet tour prices may
vary. Airfare not included.
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Dawn Ape ofthe Fayum
Tom, Dick, Harry, and Grant: Thefaces are familiar

by Elwyn L. Simons

The oldest fossil fields in Africa with

abundant primate remains lie north of

Lake Qarun in the Fayum province of

Egypt. Of the ancient primates found

there, the one that falls within, or closest

to, our ancestral line is Aegyptopithecus

zeuxis, a creature no larger than a fox,

which probably weighed nine or ten

pounds. The name, which I chose in 1 965,

reflects the Egyptian location and the in-

termediate nature of the fossils. Details in

tooth and jaw link this species, which lived

in the Oligocene epoch (36 to 23.5 million

years ago), both with much earlier pri-

mates and with apes that lived in East Af-

rica long after. The Greek word zeuxos

means "yolk," or "link."

The first finds of Aegyptopithecus were

all lower jaws. They were discovered in

badlands about fifty miles southwest of

Cairo, in association with fossils of a wide

variety of animals and plants that indicate

a former tropical forest environment.

Aegyptopithecus fossils occur in ancient

deposits called the Jebel Qatrani forma-

tion, which is exposed to various depths by

weathering. In places the formation has

been completely eroded away, but else-

where it is more than 1,100 feet thick and

capped by a layer of volcanic rock. In

1967, potassium-argon dating determined

this overlying layer to be about 26 million

years old, showing that the fossils are even

older. In the same year a skull was found

at a level 300 feet below the volcanic

layer, giving it an estimated age of 29 to

30 million years. The structure of the skull

provided striking confirmation of the ani-

mal's intermediate position between ear-

lier and later fossil species.

My first comparisons of Aegyptopithe-

cus jaws and teeth with other fossils

showed there was a marked similarity to

East African ape species of the genus Pro-

consul, which lived in the following epoch,

the Miocene (23.5 to 5.2 million years

ago). This genus, sometimes equated with

the genus Dryopithecus, is widely re-

garded as belonging to the basal stock

from which the great apes and humans ra-

diated. Aegyptopithecus was the ancestor

of this group and possibly of the lesser

apes, or gibbons. Some scientists think

that Aegyptopithecus was ancestral to all

the Old World monkeys as well. The evo-

lutionary line leading to Old World mon-

keys, apes, and humans almost certainly

diverged from the rest of the primates in

This is the second in a series ofarticles

on the origin and evolution ofthe

human species, presented in conjunction

with the special exhibition "Ancestors:

Four Million Years ofHumanity,

"

at the American Museum
from April 13 through September 9.

Africa. But whether the common ancestor

was Aegyptopithecus or a different, ear-

lier creature is still an open question.

We have, however, learned a lot more in

recent years about Aegyptopithecus itself.

There has been a rush of discoveries,

many of which have not yet been fully

published. We now have five times as

many jaws, and while one skull was known

in the 1960s, the last three years have pro-

duced more than a dozen new major parts

of skulls. Similarly, the limb skeleton, pre-

viously poorly known, is now documented

by more than a dozen arm bones and sev-

eral leg bones. Lastly, new work in 1983

has shown that the layer of volcanic rock

that overlies the Jebel Qatrani formation

consists of a more complex series of lava

flows than originally thought. The lower-

most of the flows has been determined by

J.D. Obradovich of the U.S Geological

Survey to be 31 million years old; this

pushes the estimated age of Aegypto-

pithecus back to 33 or 34 million years.

The numerous jaws found in the last

few seasons of fossil hunting show at

Aegyptopithecus came in two distirfly

different sizes, which we can assume m-

resent males and females. The jaws fe

canine teeth are larger in the males. m
know that in living primate species w m
both sexes are about the same size, m m
and females generally consort as ik
with only their own juvenile offspili

When sizes are as different as in /tegyw
pithecus zeuxis, modern primates trl|

in troops that include a number of ill

males and females. This suggests that ce

many modern-day monkeys, Aegyp-,

pithecus went about in large groups in i

which many individuals had to recog.a:

and interact with one another.

The newly collected limb bones en.-

bine to show that Aegyptopithecus w; a

generalized arboreal quadruped. Thei is
|

no evidence whatever, at that ancit

date, of either arm swinging or upriit

walking tendencies. The structural i-

aptations are for climbing and runr.g

through the branches of the high fost

canopy. Individuals of the genus Aegy\>

pithecus probably seldom if ever cami o

the ground, although they were hey

boned and perhaps somewhat delibeie

in their movements. In this respect, of II

the living primates, the New World he I-

ing monkeys of the genus Alouatta a

most like Aegyptopithecus. This resu-

blance is due to similar adaptation and it

to genetic closeness.

New discoveries of fossil plant lea\l

stems, and particularly seeds show t]

the Fayum jungle was full of water-lovl

plants: mangroves, various forest trcf

water lilies, and climbing vines. Onef

these last is Epiprimnum, a vine that gr'

high up the rain forest trees. Both trui>

and branches of these trees are fossili;!

in the Fayum deposits; many of the fal i

trunks are forty or fifty paces long as tl'

are exposed today. In Southeast As,

18 Natural History 5/84
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Anthony Benson; Division of Audiovisual Education, Duke University

Three newly discovered/aces o/Aegyptopithecus (left to right: Tom, Dick, andHarry)join Grant (extreme right),found in 1 967.

where this vine survives today, both peo-

ple and monkeys eat the fruits of

Epiprimnum.

The most interesting of the new skull

parts are three new faces of Aegyptopithe-

cus. Because they possess large canines or

canine sockets and substantial cheek

teeth, these faces, along with the original

skull, were apparently those of males. This

is not surprising, because the smaller, fe-

male skulls are more likely to have been

broken by carnivores or scattered by

streams. In fact, major skull parts have

not been found for any smaller Fayum
mammal.

Although the four males appear to be-

long to the same species, each face is dif-

ferent from the others, showing the impor-

tance of having more than one specimen to

study. When only the first face was

known, generalizations from it led to at

least one misconception: that the snout

was much longer than those of any of its

descendants. This led at least one scientist

to suggest that Aegyptopitheeus could not

be the common ancestor of man, monkey,

and ape, since for the most part these

groups retain quite short faces. However,

the first face, called Grant for its discov-

erer, Grant Meyer, is much shattered at

the bridge of the nose and at the outsides

of both eye sockets. After burial the whole

frontal bone had been broken away and

pushed backward, so Grant had to have

this bone reset. More than 500 hours were

spent cleaning and restoring this single

skull. Fortunately, the three new faces,

which are known as Tom, Dick, and

Harry, are much less shattered. All three

have shorter snouts, as well as more flar-

ing cheekbones.

Two of the new finds, Tom and Dick,

are larger than the other specimens, with

pronounced frontal crests that converge

into a midline sagittal crest just behind the

brow ridges. In the smaller faces these

crests are present but less pronounced,

probably since their owners were younger

at death. The sagittal crest reflects jaw

muscles that are large in relation to brain

case size. Such well-developed frontal and

sagittal crests, with constriction behind

the face, are often seen in species that

have evolved relatively recently from

smaller ancestors. In such cases the en-

largement of brain volume does not seem

to keep pace with that of body size or bulk.

Evolutionary selection acts first to enlarge

the jaws and jaw muscles that must feed a

bigger body. As the temporal muscles ex-

pand, their edges behind the eye sockets

produce temporal crests, and at the mid-

line on the top of the skull, where the left

and right temporal muscles meet, the sag-

ittal crest is formed. Animals whose

lineage has recently become larger, such

as the gorilla and Aegyptopitheeus zeuxis,

are sometimes called "phyletic giants."

For Aegyptopitheeus this seems reason-

able, since all of the contemporary and

somewhat earlier Egyptian Oligocene pri-

mates are much smaller.

Because of their crests, Tom and Dick

vaguely resemble certain of their pre-

sumed descendants. These include males

of the ape Sivapithecus (a Miocene de-

scendant of the Proconsul/Dryopithecus

group), male robust Australopithecus

(one of the early humanlike species), male

orangutans and gorillas, and even some

male macaque monkeys. Harry, the small-

est of the three new faces, looks a little

more like the face of a gracile Australo-

pithecus or even of a South American Ce-

bus monkey (probably not a descendant).

Both Harry and the other small skull

(Grant) have various features reminisint

of extinct relatives of the gibbons.

A recent surprise is a facial fragnnt

discovered at the end of November 1!3.

This is a large, broadly expanded froal

bone that shows no distinct developnnt

of any crests. It is comparable in siz to

Aegyptopitheeus and so might belong a

large female of the genus or even a kje

juvenile male. Or it may represent anoisr

genus altogether. The expanded forehid

is somewhat like that of the modern b-

bon. There is in the Fayum a conteno-

rary of Aegyptopitheeus, called Prop>

pithecus, that was long ago suggested

be ancestral to the modern lesser apes, lo

skull of Propliopithecus has ever b'.n

found, but judging from the size of ts

teeth and jaws, it was smaller tJi !

Aegyptopitheeus. The newly discover

frontal seems too large to go with ly

known Propliopithecus, unless this c:i-

ture had a very large brain. Before we m
know what to make of the new fossil/e:

must find a similar forehead connected)

a face and dentition.

The new frontal points up the exo
ment and challenges that lie ahead. Bunl

the meantime, we can create in our mil 'si

eye an impression of our Aegyptopitheu

ancestors as living beings. They were frt-

eating creatures, rather like howling w>
keys, that trooped in large numU
through the treetops of the wet forest >f

ancient Egypt some 30 to 35 million yes

ago. For those remote times, these dan

apes must have been unusually intelligd

playful, and social. The stage was thus t

for what was to come.

Elwyn L. Simons is director of the Die

University Primate Center in Durha
North Carolina.
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This View of Li]

Singapore's Patrimony

(and Matrimony)
The iIlogic of eugenics knows neither the boundaries of time nor geography

by Stephen Jay Gould

Some historical arguments are so intrin-

sically illogical or implausible that, follow-

ing their fall from grace, we do not antici-

pate any subsequent resurrection in later

times and contexts. The disappearance of

some ideas should be as irrevocable as the

extinction of species.

Of all invalid notions in the long history

of eugenics—the attempt to "improve"

human qualities by selective breeding

—

no argument strikes me as more silly or

self-serving than the attempt to infer peo-

ple's intrinsic, genetically based "intelli-

gence" from the number of years they at-

tended school. Dumb folks, or so the argu-

ment went, just can't hack it in the

classroom; they abandon formal educa-

tion as soon as they can. The fallacy, of

course, lies in a mix-up, indeed a reversal,

of cause and effect. We do not deny that

adults who strike us as intelligent usually

(but by no means always) spent many

years in school. But common sense dic-

tates that their achievements are largely a

result of the teaching and of the learning

itself (and of the favorable economic and

intellectual environments that permit the

luxury of advanced education), not of a

genetic patrimony that kept them on

school benches. Unless education is a

monumental waste of time, teachers must

be transmitting, and students receiving,

something of value.

This reversed explanation makes such

evident sense that even the staunchest of

eugenicists abandoned the original ge-

netic version long ago. The genetic argu-

ment was quite popular from the origin of

IQ testing early in our century until the

mid-1 920s, but I can find scarcely any ref-

erence to it thereafter—although Cyril

Burt, that grand old faker and discredited

doyen of hereditarians, did write in 1947:

It is impossible for a pint jug to hold more

than a pint of milk; and it is equally impos-

sible for a child's educational attainments

to rise higher than his educable capacity

permits.

In my favorite example of the original,

genetic version, Harvard psychologist

R.M. Yerkes tested nearly two million re-

cruits to this man's army during World

War I and calculated a correlation coef-

ficient of 0.75 between measured intelli-

gence and years of schooling. He con-

cluded:

The theory that native intelligence is one of

the most important conditioning factors in

continuance in school is certainly borne out

by this accumulation of data.

Yerkes then noted a further correlation

between low scores of blacks on his tests

and limited or absent schooling. He
seemed on the verge of a significant social

observation when he wrote:

Negro recruits though brought up in this

country where elementary education is sup-

posedly not only free but compulsory on all,

report no schooling in astonishingly large

proportion.

But he gave the data his customary ge-

netic twist by arguing that a disinclination

to attend school can only reflect low innate

intelligence. Not a word did he say about

the poor quality (and budgets) of segre-

gated schools or the need for early and

gainful employment among the impover-

ished. (Ashley Montagu reexamined Yer-

kes's voluminous data twenty years later

and, in a famous paper, showed that

blacks in several northern states with g-

erous school budgets and strong con

ments to education tested better th

whites in southern states with the sap

years of schooling. I could almost hearm
old-line eugenicists sputtering from thl

graves, "Yes, but, but only the most infl

ligent blacks were smart enough to m(fl

north.")

I did not, in any case, ever expect to i

Yerkes's argument revived as a heredit

ian weapon in the ongoing debate ab<

human intelligence. I was wrong. The

incarnation is particularly intriguing

cause it comes from a place and culture

distant from the original context of

testing in Western Europe and Ameri

It should teach us—and this is the mi

point I hope to convey in this column

that debates among academics are not

ways the impotent displays of arcane m<

tal gymnastics so often portrayed in i

satires and stereotypes, but that ideas c

have important social consequences w
impacts upon the lives of millions. Old i

tions may emerge later, often in curious

altered contexts, but their source can s

be recognized and traced to claims ma
in the name of science yet never really si

ported by more than the social prejudk

(often unrecognized) of their propose

Ideas matter in tangible ways.

Natural History really gets around

received last month from some regul

readers in Singapore, who knew of my
terest in the IQ controversy from previo

columns, a thick package of Xeroxed i

ports from the English-language press

their nation. These pages covered a deba

that has raged in their country since A
gust 1983, when in his annual Nation
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Day Rally speech (an equivalent to our

"state of the union" message, I gather),

Prime Minister Lee Kwan Yew aban-

doned his customary account of economic

prospects and progress and, instead, de-

voted his remarks to what he regards as a

great danger threatening his nation. The

headline of the Straits Times for August

1 5 read (Singapore was once the primary

city of a British colony named Straits Set-

tlement): "Get Hitched . . . and don't stop

at one. PM sees depletion of talent pool in

25 years unless better educated wed and

have more children."

Prime Minister Lee had studied the

1980 census figures and found a troubling

relationship between the years that

women spend in school and the number of

children subsequently born. Specifically,

Mr. Lee noted that women with no educa-

tion have, on average, 3.5 children; with

primary education, 2.7; with secondary

schooling, 2.0; and with university de-

grees, only 1.65. He stated:

The better educated the people are, the less

children they have. They can see the advan-

tages of a small family. They know the bur-

den of bringing up a large family. . . . The
better educated the woman is, the less chil-

dren she has.

So far, of course, Prime Minister Lee

had merely noted for his nation a demo-

graphic pattern common to nearly every

modern technological society. Women
with advanced degrees and interesting ca-

reers do not wish to spend their lives at

home, bearing and raising large families.

Mr. Lee acknowledged:

It is too late for us to reverse our policies

and have our women go back to their pri-

mary role as mothers. . . . Our women will

not stand for it. And anyway, they have al-

ready become too important a factor in the

economy.

But why is this pattern troubling? It has

existed for generations in many nations,

our own for example, with no apparent

detriment to our mental or moral stock.

The correlation of education with fewer

children becomes a dilemma only when

you add to it Yerkes's old and discredited

argument that people with fewer years of

schooling are irrevocably and biologically

less intelligent, and that their stupidity

will be inherited by their offspring. Mr.

Lee made just this argument, thus setting

off what Singapore's press then dubbed

"the great marriage debate."

The prime minister is not, of course, un-

aware that years in school can reflect eco-

nomic advantages and family traditions

with little bearing on inherited smarts. But

he made a specific argument that de-

emphasized to insignificance the potential

contribution of these environmental fac-

tors to years of schooling. Singapore has

made great and recent advances in educa-

tion: universal schooling was introduced

during the 1960s and university places

were opened to all qualified candidates.

Before these reforms, Lee argued, many
genetically bright children grew up in

poor homes and never received an ade-

quate education. But, he contends, this

single generation of universal opportunity

resolved all previous genetic inequities in

one swoop. Able children of poor parents

were discovered and educated to their

level of competence. Society has sorted it-

self out along lines of genetic capacity

—

and level of education is now a sure guide

to inherited ability.

We gave universal education to the first

generation in the early 1960s. In the 1960s

and '70s, we reaped a big crop of able boys

and girls. They came from bright parents,

many of whom were never educated. In

their parents' generation, the able and not-

so-able both had large families. This is a

once-ever bumper crop which is not likely

to be repeated. For once this generation of

children from uneducated parents have re-

ceived their education in the late 1960s and

'70s, and the bright ones make it to the top,

to tertiary [that is, university] levels, they

will have less than two children per ever-

married woman. They will not have large

families like their parents.

Lee then sketched a dire picture of grad-

ual genetic deterioration:

Ifwe continue to reproduce ourselves in this

lopsided way, we will be unable to maintain

our present standards. Levels of compe-

tence will decline. Our economy will falter,

the administration will suffer, and the soci-

ety will decline. For how can we avoid low-

ering performance, when for every two

graduates (with some exaggeration to make
the point), in 25 years' time there will be

one graduate, and for every two uneducated

workers, there will be three?

So far, I have not proved my case—that

the worst arguments raised by hereditari-

ans in the great nature-nurture wars of

Western intellectuals can resurface with

great social impact in later and quite dif-

ferent contexts. Mr. Lee's arguments cer-

tainly sound like a replay of the immigra-

tion debate in America during the early

1 920s or of the long controversy in Britain

over establishing separate, state-sup-

ported schools (it was done for many years)

for bright and benighted children. But the

arguments are evident, however flawed.

Perhaps the prime minister of Singapore

merely thought them up anew, with no

input from older, Western incarnations.

But another key passage in Lee's

speech—the one that set off waves of rec-

ognition and inspired me to write this col-
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umn—locates the source of his clairr in

old fallacies of the Western literatui I

have left one crucial part of the argunm
out—the "positive" justification for a -e-

i

dominance of heredity in intellecal
i

achievement (versus the merely negzve

claim that universal education shdd

have smoothed out any environmeal

component). Lee stated, in a passage at

sent a frisson of deja-vu up my spine

A person's performance depends on na re

and nurture. There is increasing evidice

that nature, or what is inherited, is ae

greater determinant of a person's penr-

mance than nurture (or education and e/i-

ronment). . . . The conclusion the resea it-

ers draw is that 80 percent is natureor

inherited, and 20 percent the differeies

from different environment and upbig-

ing.

The giveaway phrase is "80 percft"

(supplemented by Lee's specific rer-

ences to studies of identical twins re£:d

apart). All cognoscenti of the Western e-

bate will immediately recognize k

source of this claim in the "standard g-

ure" so often cited by hereditarians (e:e-
j

cially by Arthur Jensen in his notons
i

1 969 article entitled "How Much Can k

Boost IQ and Scholastic Achievemei')

that IQ has a measured heritability ofO

percent.

The fallacies of this 80 percent forma,!

both of fact and interpretation, have :n|

been thoroughly aired back home, lU

that part of the debate has, alas, apjr-

ently not penetrated to Singapore.

When Jensen advocated an 80 percit

heritability, his primary support csie

from Cyril Burt's study of identical tvis

separated early in life and raised apt

Burt, the grand old man of hereditari-

ism, wrote his first paper in 1 909 (just fir

years after Binet published his initial }

test) and continued, with steadfast cori-

tency, to advance the same arguments +

til his death in 1971. His study of sei-

rated twins won special fame because e

had amassed so large a sample for this !>

est of all animals—more than fifty cw>,{

where no previous researcher had mi-

aged to find even half that number. «

now know that Burt's "study" was perh s

the most spectacular case of outright i-

entific fraud in our century—no probln

locating fifty pairs of separated tws:

when they exist only in your own heac

Burt's hereditarian supporters first >\

acted to this charge of fraud by attrib

ing it to left-wing environmentalist id>-

logues out to destroy a man by innueu

when they couldn't overwhelm him y

logic or evidence. Now that Burt's frel

has been established beyond any possi:

doubt (see L.S. Hearnshaw's biograp,
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,vril Burt, Psychologist), his erstwhile

pporters advance another argument

—

e 80 percent figure is so well established

jm other studies that Burt's "corrobora-

Dn" was irrelevant in any case.

In my reading, the literature on esti-

,ates of heritability for IQ is a confusing

ess—with values from 80 percent, still

led by Jensen and others, all the way

wn to Leon Kamin's contention (The

ience and Politics of IQ) that existing

formation is not incompatible with a
'

ue heritability of flat zero. In any case, it

.irdly matters, for the real fallacy of

fee's argument lies not in an inaccurate

i
aim for heritability but in a false inter-

etation of what heritability means.

i The problem lies in a common and in-

irrect equation of heritable with "fixed

id inevitable." Most people, when they

):ar that IQ is 80 percent heritable, con-

:
ude that four-fifths of its value is irrevo-

;
bly set in our genes and only one-fifth is

bject to improvement by good educa-

>n and environment. Prime Minister Lee

II right into this old trap of false reason

;

ien he concluded that 80 percent herita-

lity established the predominance of na-

re over nurture.

i

Heritability, as a technical term, is a

! easure of how much variation in the ap-

arance of a trait within a population

eight, eye color, or IQ, for example) can

f
accounted for by genetic differences

nong individuals. It is simply not a mea-

.

I

re of flexibility or inflexibility in the po-

ntial expression of a trait. A type of vi-

;
al impairment, for example, might be

.)0 percent heritable but still easily cor-

icted to normal vision by a pair of eye-

l lasses. Even if IQ were 80 percent heri-

• ible, it might still be subject to major

iprovement by proper education. (I do

it claim that all heritable traits are easily

[tered; some inherited visual handicaps

i nnot be overcome by any available tech-

;

ilogy. I merely point out that heritability

,
; not a measure of intrinsic and unchange-

l

ile biology.) Thus, I confess I have never

•en much interested in the debate over

ij's heritability—for even a very large

lue (which is far from established)

>uld not speak to the main issue, so accu-

I

tely characterized by Jensen in his ti-

[||:—how much can we boost IQ and scho-

stic achievement? And I haven't even

.entioned (and won't discuss, lest this col-

i nn become interminable) the deeper fal-

:y of this whole debate—the assump-

>n that so wonderfully multifarious a

. ition as intelligence can be meaningfully

• easured by a single number, with people

- nked thereby along a unilinear scale of

j ental worth. IQ may have a high herita-

lity, but if this venerable measure of

intelligence is (as I suspect) a meaningless

abstraction, then who cares? The first

joint of my right ring finger probably has a

higher heritability than IQ, but no one

bothers to measure it because the trait has

neither independent reality nor impor-

tance.

In arguing that Prime Minister Lee has

based his fears for Singapore's intellectual

deterioration upon a false reading of some

dubious Western data, I emphatically dis-

claim any right to pontificate about Singa-

pore's problems or their potential solu-

tions. I am qualified to comment on Mr.

Lee's nation only by the first criterion of

the old joke that experts on other countries

are those who have lived there for either

less than a week or more than thirty years.

Nonetheless, buttinsky that I am, I cannot

resist two small intrusions. I question,

first, whether a nation with such diverse

cultural traditions among its Chinese, Ma-
lay, and Indian sectors can really expect to

even out all environmental influences in

just one generation of educational oppor-

tunity. Second, I wonder whether the

world's most densely populated nation

(excluding such tiny city-states as Mo-

naco) should really be encouraging a

higher reproductive rate in any segment of

its population. Despite my allegiance to

cultural relativism, I still maintain a right

for comment when other traditions di-

rectly borrow my own culture's illogic.
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The greatest barrier to understanding

the real issue in this historical debate may

lie in the blinders erected by that euphoni-

ous contrast of supposed opposites

—

na-

ture and nurture. (How I wish that Eng-

lish did not contain such an irresistible

pair—for language channels thought, of-

ten in unfortunate directions. In previous

centuries, the felicity of phrase underscor-

ing a comparison between God's words

and his works encouraged a misreading of

nature as a mirror of biblical truth. In our

times, an imagined antithesis of nature

and nurture provokes a compartmental-

ization quite foreign to our world of inter-

actions.) All complex human traits are

built by an inextricable mixture of varied

environments working upon the unfolding

of a program bound in inherited DNA. In-

teraction begins at the moment of fertil-

ization and continues to the instant of

death; we cannot neatly divide any human
behavior into a part rigidly determined by

biology and a portion subject to change by

external influence.

The real issue, as I have emphasized in

several previous columns, is biological po-

tentiality versus biological determinism.

We are all interactionists; we all acknowl-

edge the powerful influence of biology

upon human behavior. But determinists,

like Arthur Jensen and Prime Minister

Lee (at least in his August speech), use bi-

ology to construct a theory of limits. In

Mr. Lee's version, lack of schooling im-

plies ineradicable want of intelligence

since the fault (or at least four-fifths of it)

does indeed lie not in our stars but in our-

selves if we are underlings. Potentialists

acknowledge the importance of biology

but stress that complexities of interaction,

and the resultant flexibility of behavior,

preclude rigid genetic programming is

the basis of human achievement.

Biological determinism has a lcj-

standing (and continuing) political us(is

a tool for justifying the inequities of a i-

tus quo by blaming the victim—as J<n

Conyers, Jr., one of our few black cv

gressmen, states in a powerful Op-d

piece in the New York Times on Decu-

ber 28, 1983. Conyers begins:

In the 1950s, much of the sociological t-

erature on poverty attributed the econoi c

plight of blacks and other minorities o

what it said was inherent laziness and inl-

lectual inferiority. This deflected attenln

from the virtually insurmountable wall: if

segregation that blocked social and ev

nomic mobility.

Conyers then analyzes a growing litei-

ture that seeks genetic causes for hh

mortality rates among blacks, particuky

Come to Canada
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various forms of cancer. "In the work-

ce," Conyers writes,

cks have a 37 percent higher risk of

:upationally induced disease and a 20

cent higher death rate from occupation-

/ related diseases.

Mow susceptibility to disease may be in-

enced by genetic constitution, and ra-

1 groups may vary in their average pro-

lsities. But if we focus on unsupported

:culations about inheritance, we neglect

: immediate root in racism and eco-

nic disadvantage—for these are surely

jor causes of the discrepancy, which

ild then be eradicated by social reform.

B an obvious political comment, loca-

n of the cause in intractable biology de-

ases pressure for the same reforms.)

nyers continues:

;t as in the 1950s, blacks are being told

that their problems are largely self-in-

flicted, that their poor health is a manifesta-

tion of immoderate personal habits. Such

blame-the-victim strategies . . . serve to di-

vert attention from the fact that blacks are

the targets of a disproportionate threat

from toxins both in the workplace, where

they are assigned the dirtiest and most haz-

ardous jobs, and in their homes, which tend

to be situated in the most polluted commu-
nities.

As an example, Conyers notes that

black steelworkers in coke plants display

twice the cancer death rate of white work-

ers, with eight times the white rate for

lung cancer, in particular. "This dispar-

ity," Conyers argues,

is explainable by job patterns: 89 percent of

black workers labor at coke ovens—the

most dangerous part of the industry; only

32 percent of their white co-workers do.

Shall we strive directly to improve

working conditions or speculate about in-

herent racial differences? Even if we pre-

fer genetic hypotheses, we could only test

them by equalizing (and improving) our

workplaces, and then assessing the impact

upon mortality. Similarly, should we pro-

claim that women with little schooling

must be intractably stupid or should we re-

move social and economic obstacles, push

universal education a little bit harder, and

see how well these women do? In the midst

of Singapore's great marriage debate, the

Jakarta Post peeked in on its neighbor's

brouhaha and commented: "It would be

more sensible and less controversial to

build more schools."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Who's Polluting the Arctic?
After an eight-year study, a scientist has an answer

by Kenneth A. Rahn

Eight years ago, Glenn Shaw and I be-

gan a study of arctic haze, the air pollution

that permeates the Arctic every winter

from roughly November through April.

Although a number of scientists—and

some of the public—were aware of this

haze, little was known about it. Shaw, an

atmospheric physicist at the University of

Alaska, had found the arctic air near Bar-

row, Alaska, to be unusually turbid when

he studied it in 1 972 and 1974. But the sun

photometers that he used to measure tur-

bidity could tell nothing about the compo-

sition or sources of the haze or, for that

matter, whether it was natural or a by-

product of industrial pollution.

In the years that have followed, we have

sampled arctic haze extensively and tried

to determine its origins. This effort has

taken us to much of the Arctic, as well as

to the United Kingdom, eastern and west-

ern Europe, and Scandinavia. More re-

cently, scientists from some countries

have begun their own efforts to fathom the

phenomenon, and so new data continue to

come in. But I believe that at this point we

can, to some extent, answer our initial

questions.

We now know that arctic haze is the re-

sult of industrial pollution and that it ex-

tends from Alaska eastward at least to

Norway, or roughly half the circumfer-

ence of the Arctic, and probably farther.

We know the haze ranges from ground

level to at least 18,000 feet and sometimes

up to the top of the troposphere (25,000

feet), and that it can be quite dense. We
believe it may have numerous environ-

mental effects, including meteorological

changes and the pollution of pack ice with

heavy metals and organic chemicals.

But perhaps our most interesting find-

ing concerns the origins of arctic haze.

During the study, our research group at

the University of Rhode Island developed

a system of chemical "tracers" that can

reveal where a given sample of polluted

arctic air comes from. I have recently re-

viewed our data, and I am convinced that,

due to airflow patterns and other factors,

the major source of the pollutants in arctic

haze is the Soviet Union. After the Soviet

Union, Europe and the United Kingdom

are the next largest sources. North Amer-

ica, by contrast, contributes very little pol-

lution to the Arctic, primarily because of

airflow patterns and location.

Unlike the Antarctic, the northern po-

lar region is no longer a pristine environ-

ment. In summer its air is clean, but vi-

ter brings a reddish brown smog, lit

easily visible from the ground, arctic h e

probably went unobserved for m;y

years. In the late 1940s, the United StEs

began a series of Alaskan Arctic weatl --

reconnaissance flights that lasted until e

early 1 960s. From the very beginning, >-

servers on these "Ptarmigan" flights t-

ticed the haze.

In 1957, J. Murray Mitchell wrote n

article reviewing what was known abt

arctic haze. From direct observation d

Two airs treams out ofthe Soviet Union (top arrows) carry most ofthe

pollution that becomes arctic haze. Europe is also an important source of

smog (arrow at right). But the northeastern United States (bottom arrows)

is not a big contributor to the haze becausepollutants are often washed out

by storms before they reach the Arctic. The dots represent air sampling stations.

Joe LeMonnier
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personal interviews with the Ptarmigan

observers, he summarized the visual prop-

erties of the haze and deduced that it was

a true aerosol (fine suspended particles)

rather than ice crystals.

Arctic haze was then ignored for fifteen

years, until Shaw rediscovered it near Bar-

row. We began our study in the spring of

1976 when Randolph Borys, now of Colo-

rado State University, took the first aero-

sol samples. Borys flew in a light plane

near Barrow. On some of his last flights,

he hit a brief, but intense, period of haze.

When we analyzed these samples for trace

elements using neutron activation at the

Rhode Island Nuclear Science Center, we

found that these bands of haze were desert

dust from eastern Asia! We were, and still

are, impressed that desert dust could have

traveled such a long way. For some time

afterward, we believed that arctic haze

consisted largely of desert dust and was

therefore a natural phenomenon. But that

fall, a new development forced us to aban-

don that idea.

In September we had begun to collect

aerosol samples at a baseline ground ob-

servatory in Barrow operated by the Na-

tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-

tration (NOAA). Our first samples were

very light in color and contained little be-

sides sea salt. But about the first of No-

vember, the weekly filters suddenly

turned dark gray and the concentrations
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of pollution-derived elements, such as

manganese and vanadium, shot up. Va-

dium levels increased nearly tenfold. ie

samples remained this way for mons,

until the air gradually cleared in |te

April. By then, we realized that the dest-

dust incident had probably been a fli;e;

arctic aerosol was mostly pollution.

The winter of 1976-77 was one of ie

most unusual in a century, with extroie

cold in the eastern United States ;id

warm weather in lower Alaska. Couldie

aerosol at Barrow also have been atypi 1?

Samples taken each winter since t;n

have shown that it was not. With si lit

variations in amount and timing, the d<se

layer of pollutants has reappeared at 1 r-

row every winter.

At first, there was some disagreennt

about the source of the aerosol. Shaw id

I believed it came from outside the aia.

Other scientists maintained that it c^e

from Barrow itself or from the Nch

Slope; a few even argued that it consiiid

of ice crystals or blowing snow. But/e

knew the pollution could not be of loca r-

1

igin because it contained vanadi n,

.

which is produced when heavy oils
-

e

burned. Barrow's industries are powed

by natural gas and highly refined fis. I

Furthermore, we had set our samplers

exclude aerosol from Barrow.

What puzzled us most at the time is

that even given the high levels of va-

dium and other pollutants, we still had it

found enough pollution to account for ie

turbidity of Barrow's air. Something is

missing. Without much optimism, wee-i

gan to measure sulfate—the major cm

stituent of most urban air pollution. To ir

surprise, we found several times more 1-

fate than expected and easily enouglo

explain the turbidity. On some days si;*

then, we have gotten sulfate readingsn

Barrow that are higher than those usu; y

seen in the northeastern United Sttis

during winter. The unusual age of ano

pollutants allows more gaseous sulfur i-

oxide than normal to be converted to \H

ticulate sulfate. The discovery of so mih

sulfate confirmed that we were dealg

with a pollution-derived aerosol of distil

origin.

Subsequent studies have verified til

this is the case. Scientists have detecd

air pollution in the Canadian Arc:,

Greenland, the Norwegian Arctic, <dj

other parts of the Arctic. The haze is tryj

Arctic-wide. Detailed chemical measi>

ments have revealed that the haze cK

tains every pollution element found!

mid-latitudes. Certain organic cell

pounds are also enriched in the arctic '•

mosphere. Lead 210, a natural radio i-

elide, reaches record-high concentrates

32 Natural History 5/84
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the Arctic. Pollution gases also accom-

;ny the haze. According to R.A. Ras-

lssen and M. Khalil of the Oregon

aduate Center, methyl chloroform and

:on 22 are the most prominent gaseous

: cers of arctic haze.

i We were certain that the haze was be-

;
imported, but from where? And how

! 1 it reach the Arctic? Why was there so

ich haze in winter but none in other sea-

is? None of these questions has been an-

lered in detail. But we are beginning to

' derstand how large-scale movements of

llution in the Northern Hemisphere are

Introlled by the location of land, water,

)untains, and human activity.

Scientists usually determine the source

polluted air by calculating its trajectory

ring the previous few days, using ob-

ved winds and pressure patterns. This
:

1 not work in the Arctic because of the

eat distances involved and the paucity

meteorological data. Most major pollu-

; n sources are 3,000 to 6,000 miles from

• rrow. Using the rule of thumb that air

ksses move no more than 600 miles a

;

y, we estimate that polluted air takes at

.st five days to reach Barrow. Air-mass

ijectory calculations, however, are not

• iable after about two days. So pure

'iteorology did not help us locate the

; irces of pollutants.

Next we considered indirect and cir-

(mstantial evidence. North America

• :med an unlikely source region because

|b major airstreams to the Arctic, north-

;rd along both sides of Greenland, were

' a storm track that washed out pollut-

; ts. We eventually confirmed this by tak-

l» direct measurements on Iceland.

iiese showed that the pollution there

'me from Europe, not North America.

he western airstream to the Arctic was

rder to evaluate. Eastern Asia (Japan,

>rea, China) seemed an unlikely source

cause its air travels across the Pacific

:ean and up the Bering Strait and ar-

>es in Barrow very clean. This left only

i irope and central Asia.

Eurasian sources were favored because
1 5y are located at least ten degrees of lati-

He (600 miles) farther north than

; irces in North America or eastern Asia.

'ailable data from northern Europe indi-

J ted that a tongue of high sulfate con-

ntrations extended into the Norwegian

ctic. We also knew that pollution often

iched northern Scandinavia by flowing

rth from central Europe in an airstream

tween Atlantic low-pressure and Eur-

I an high-pressure masses. A slight

rthward extension of this stream would

rry pollutants to the Norwegian Arctic

d from there over the pole to Barrow.

But these were only our thoughts. As
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other atmospheric scientists became inter-

ested in arctic pollution, they offered new

suggestions about its possible origin and

transport. When NOAA researchers ana-

lyzed several years' data of five-day back

trajectories from Barrow, they found that

air came to the Arctic from all conceiv-

able directions; potential sources of pollu-

tion could not be distinguished. Another

study correlated flow patterns in the mid-

troposphere ( 1 8,000 feet) with periods of

greatest pollution levels at Barrow and

strongly implicated New England, via an

airstream over the North Atlantic. But

European sources could not be eliminated

because air from Europe could have trav-

eled along the same path.

Many more theories were proposed.

Scientists who calculated the forward tra-

jectories of winds at 5,000 feet predicted

that North America and Europe should

contribute equally to arctic haze. One re-

searcher used the positions of the polar

front in winter to conclude that Asia was

the most important source. Others argued

that pollution from all parts of the globe

mixed in the upper troposphere or lower

stratosphere before settling down in the

Arctic. At various points, arctic haze was

blamed on a smelter in Ontario, copper
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and nickel smelters at Noril'sk in ie

northern Soviet Union, and swamps.n

Alaska.

Clearly, we needed a new approacko

determine the sources and transport )f

arctic pollution. For some time we had It

that our best chance for success lay in s-

tailed chemical analysis of the aerosot-

self. If we could find systematic chemil

differences in the polluted air from vi-

1

ous sources and if these differences we
preserved during the long journey to ;ie

Arctic, we would have a powerful inr-

pretive tool.

What we were looking for were regie il

signatures, which had never been foum .0

exist. The regions that contribute to aivc

haze are large and they all produce 11

types of pollution. Available analjs

showed that the similarities were gre<:r
|

than the differences. Furthermore, *e t

didn't know how to go about construct g

a regional signature or even what elemes

to use as tracers. Lastly, we needed la e

amounts of data from widespread regis

to develop what we wanted. Little oro I

such data existed.

By late 1979 we had nearly given p

looking for regional differences, butn

April 1980 a conversation I had with L*.

Barrie, of Environment Canada, sparld

a new approach. We had both lived td

worked in Europe and had noted that

levels of manganese there were m
higher than in North America. The 01

site was true for vanadium levels. 1

prompted me to try to construct a tra

using the ratio of manganese to vanadii

In principle, the ratio of two elemi

might vary considerably and have disti

advantages as a tracer, because the ©

bined value should change much m
slowly during transport than the c

centration of either element alone.

That is exactly what we found. The

tio of manganese to vanadium was

times higher in western Europe than

eastern North America. The ratio in

Norwegian Arctic was half that of

North American Arctic. For the

time, we could talk about regional dif

ences. Our data from the Norwegian A

tic seemed to show that haze there ca

from Europe. But the relatively high m
ganese-vanadium ratio in the Nc
American Arctic didn't seem to ma
European or North American sources

had to come from a place whose pollut

was unlike any we had seen.

Spurred on by the promise of the m
ganese-vanadium ratio, my resea

group at Rhode Island and I began to lc

for other signatures. We considered soi

twenty elements because they are pol

tion-derived and can be measured by nc

mil



m activation. Eventually seven ele-

cts—arsenic, selenium, antimony,

ic, indium, manganese, and vana-

lim—became the basis for our current

icer system. By setting up six ratios to

enium, we obtained a series of values

it is a more reliable guide to a region's

pollution,

i Recently I realized that natural sele-

jm in the Arctic might be distorting our

< mbers, so we substituted antimony in

t denominator of our ratios. With these

i lues, we have identified at least fifteen

itinct regional signatures in Europe and

orth America. These signatures are

lintained for thousands of miles.

! Now we can trace the origins of arctic

! ze. In the Norwegian Arctic, the pollu-

lin often comes from the United King-

. m and Europe, associated with airflow

Dm the west and south. But about half

1 2 time, a different signature is present,

i e that is hard to mistake because of its

.ry high ratio of arsenic to antimony,

i nee the air masses bearing this signature

nine from the east and south, typically

wing counterclockwise around large

i v-pressure areas centered near Novaya

! mlya, I believe their aerosol originated

i the central Soviet Union. Arctic haze

lar North America is generally similar:

I out half of it has a Soviet Union signa-

ture. Most of the other signatures are from

Europe and the United Kingdom, with an

occasional pulse from North America.

We had suspected the Soviet Union

might be the key source of Barrow's haze

ever since our original readings there

showed a high manganese-vanadium ra-

tio. Although we don't yet know the exact

region of origin within the Soviet Union,

the likeliest possibility is the industrialized

southern Urals. The economy of the re-

gion is based on coal, and the area is full of

steel mills and nonferrous smelters. It has

some of the highest pollution levels in the

entire Soviet Union. We have not been

able to take air samples in the central So-

viet Union, but the U.S. government,

which makes routine flights over the Arc-

tic, has provided us with samples of aero-

sol that has come to the Arctic from that

area. Its signature matches what we found

in the rest of the Arctic. I have analyzed

these data, and I believe that the Soviet

contribution to arctic haze on its own side

of the Arctic may be as high as 70 percent.

Our regional tracers show that Eurasia

is the major source of arctic haze, that air-

streams transport the pollutants directly

to the Arctic via the lower troposphere,

and that the pollutants from Eurasia and

North America do not mix much before

arriving at the Arctic.

Because we now know the precise geo-

graphic sources of the pollution, we can

deduce which meteorological mecha-

nisms control its transport. Generally, low-

pressure and high-pressure masses act to-

gether. In Eurasia, lows from the Atlantic

Ocean follow the warm water around the

top of Scandinavia. The highs, usually

variants of the Asiatic high, can be cen-

tered anywhere in Eurasia. While still

over the Atlantic, the low draws aerosol

from central Europe into the Norwegian

Arctic. Once the low passes north of

Scandinavia, however, it weakens and

rarely gets beyond Novaya Zemlya. The
combination of the low over Novaya Zem-
lya and the Asiatic high produces a strong

northward airflow, centered on the east-

ern Taymyr peninsula. This is probably

the most important pathway for Soviet

pollution into the Arctic.

North America is not a major source of

pollution to the Arctic for several reasons.

Because the continent is smaller, its high-

pressure areas are weaker than those of

Asia. North American highs move south-

eastward to the Atlantic. In addition, low-

pressure areas approaching western

North America are broken up by the

Rocky Mountains so they do not interact

strongly with North American highs. The

situation is completely different in Eur-
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asia. First, European mountains are not

big enough to break up the Atlantic lows.

The highs over Asia, however, are held in

place by mountains to the east and

south—for example, the Yablonovyy,

Khingan, Stanovoy, and Dzhugdzhur

ranges, and the Himalayas. The result is

that Atlantic lows easily link up with the

Asiatic high and create a zone of strong

northward airflow. Because the Eurasian

pressure systems are farther north and

more inland than their North American

equivalents, they contain less moisture

and wash out pollution less effectively.

These meteorological factors, combined

with the northerly placement of cities and

industry, make Eurasia the greatest

source of arctic haze.

Why is arctic haze only a feature of win-

ter? There are several reasons. First, the

stable winter air of Eurasia allows more

pollutants to build up. Second, the vigor-

ous airflow patterns of winter draw in pol-

lutants. Finally, because precipitation in

the Arctic during winter is slight, little pol-

lution gets washed out of the air.

We still have much to learn about the

environmental effects of arctic pollution,

but we know the basic dynamics. Aerosol

particles in the atmosphere scatter and ab-

sorb visible light, which can alter the heat

balance. Arctic haze is unusually rich in

sooty carbon, which absorbs light re-

flected off the pack ice and heats the haze

layers to an unusual degree. Several stud-

ies, most recently by F Valero and asso-

ciates at NASA's Ames Research Center

in California, have shown that black car-

bon could warm the Arctic during spring.

Since other researchers have already pre-

dicted a worldwide warming trend be-

cause of increased carbon dioxide levels,

the effect could be intensified in the Arc-

tic at that time of the year.

Although there are those who disagree,

I don't believe we need to worry that the

Arctic icecap will melt. For one thing, the

maximum warming from carbon should

occur well above the surface of the pack

ice. The surface itself should actually be

cooled. Also, the lifetime of aerosol parti-

cles in the haze is short—days or weeks

—

and this means that the haze each year

comes exclusively from that year's emis-

sions. By contrast, carbon dioxide remains

in the atmosphere for a decade or more,

and thus its deleterious effects are con-

stantly compounded.

Arctic haze may have indirect effects

on heat balance. For example, the reflec-

tive properties of clouds that form in hazy

air may be altered. Also, sooty snow on the

pack ice may absorb light. This could ex-

tend the warming effect of black carbon

into the summer, when the Arctic gets the

most sun. While potentially very imjr-

tant, this effect has not been studied in
y

detail.

Another major environmental imp:t

of air pollution stems from the formal n

of cloud droplets and ice crystals aroid

aerosol particles. This could affect howf-

ficiently clouds can form, their radian

properties, or the amount of precipitaln

from them. The first study in this are; a

doctoral thesis by Randolph Borys, sh<s

that arctic haze increases cloud-condeii-

tion nuclei but reduces ice nuclei, "e

increase can be attributed to sulfate in e

air but the decrease in ice nuclei s

unexplained. Borys is continuing his stti/. \

Still less is known about how the dep,-

tion of heavy metals, organics, and ot r

chemicals is affecting the pack ice. Soe

years ago, I calculated that the arctic -

.

mosphere is probably the greatest soue

of lead to the Arctic Ocean. Beyond t!|

little work has been done on deposit:

and no formal work has been done o:

effects on wildlife.

One of our greatest disappointmi

has been the Soviet Union's lack of

operation in the international study of

tic haze, despite repeated overtures to

ious individuals and institutions. Howe
interest is growing in other countries,

spring, for example, five research

craft—from West Germany, Norway, &

the United States—sampled air in 1

Arctic. The first results from these C£^'

paigns are just beginning to appear, win.

great deal of new information. Observs

saw multiple bands of concentrated poll-

ants, but outside these bands, the air vk

clean. They also found horizontal ductsf

pollution close to clean high-pressure ans

whose air seemed to be carried in fm

above. The effects of pollution from in-i

vidual towns appeared to be limited.

Another set of aircraft studies is -i

ready being planned. The Norwegian •

stitute for Air Research is conducting li

intensive five-year study of the Norwegiw

Arctic from multiple ground sites, as uH

as aircraft. Canada will be looking at f.

problem more intensively, too, and U
month the Third Symposium on Ardi

Air Chemistry will be held in Toron.

Out of all this activity should come;

clearer understanding of this intrigui;

and troubling phenomenon.

Kenneth A. Rahn is a research profesf

at the University ofRhode Island's Grc-

uate School of Oceanography. His arc'

haze study has beenfunded primarily "

the U.S. Navy's Office of Naval /f
search. Rahn is currently trying to use 1

tracer system to determine the sources

acid rain in North America.
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Hopi Photographers/Hopi Imaj;
Once the subject ofother people's cameras, Hopis have

turned to recording their own lives and traditions

by Erin Younger

The Hopi Indians of northeastern Ari-

zona have been sought out by amateur

and professional photographers for more

than a century. While most pictures of

Hopis have been taken by non-Indian pho-

tographers, Hopis have also been taking

pictures of themselves since the early

1940s. The cumulative record of these im-

ages is vast and covers a wide array of sub-

ject matter. It also documents changing

Hopi attitudes toward photography.

Initially, Hopis had little control over

who photographed them or how they were

portrayed. Government officials, mission-

aries, anthropologists, and tourists were

among the many visitors who traveled to

the Hopi mesas during the late nineteenth

century. In their zeal to document Hopi

life, these early photographers created a

visual legacy that would define the range

of Hopi photography for many years to

come. By the early decades of the twenti-

eth century, however, Hopis began to im-

pose restrictions on photographers. And
by 1915, the photographing of ceremoni-

als had been banned.

Hopis became interested in photogra-

phy soon after their villages were "dis-

covered" by nineteenth-century photog-

raphers. It would be several decades,

however, before they began taking pic-

tures of themselves and several more be-

fore their work extended beyond snapshot

photography. When it did, it exhibited sig-

nificant continuities with the photo-

graphic record; it also departed in a num-

ber of important ways. Hopi snapshots, for

example, have rarely been taken in an at-

tempt to document anything more ambi-

tious than family or community events. As
a result, they offer a varied and personal

view into daily Hopi life. Hopi photogra-

phers not only have access to specific indi-

viduals but they also handle the resultant

portraits in a proprietary manner—they

have not been offered for sale and they

have not been available for commercial re-

production. Documentary images have

also had the potential, sometimes realized,

to reflect distinctive views of tradition and

change. Creative photography has re-

vealed a unique blending of Hopi refer-

ences with contemporary artistic con-

cerns.

V
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L Excerpted from Hopi Photographers/Hopi Images, by Erin Younger and Victor Masayesva, Jr.,

by permission of the University of Arizona Press. © 1983 The Arizona Board of Regents.

HancMinted photograph by Jean Fredericks
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Victor Masayesva. Jr. Owen Seumpiewa

To consider Hopi photography as cate-

gorically different from non-Hopi photog-

raphy obscures many similarities that are

to be found both in style and in the range

of subject matter recorded. It also over-

looks variations that occur on an individ-

ual level, regardless of the identity of the

photographer. The feeling that there are

qualitative differences, however, is fre-

quently expressed by Hopi photographers:

I take the kinds of photographs that other

people [non-Hopis] can't take.

Non-Indians have never been able to cor-

rectly capture the picture of the Hopi peo-

ple. There have been many attempts, some-

times by good people. But they can't find

the real truth. Only Hopis can do that.

Statements of this kind are both provoc-

ative and difficult to prove or disprove.

They reflect differences between Hopi

and non-Hopi views of the world, as well as

the relative access to subject matter for a

community member as compared with a

nonmember.

The community member's view can be

most readily seen in the approach to sub-

ject matter—in the determination of what

is important to record and why. It can also

be seen in the handling of photographs

once they have been taken:

Hopi photographers bring an honesty and a

lack of commercial intent that other pho-

tographers did not bring to Hopis. We are

not out to exploit our people, as we have

seen in so many postcard publications. We
simply want people to see us as we see our-

selves. We are photographers working with

a cultural conscience.

This cultural conscience may be diffi-

cult to maintain as interest in Hopi pho-

tography increases, but for now, the con-

cept has helped to maintain the delicate

balance between personal artistic goals

and obligations to the Hopi community.

Family or snapshot photography on the

Hopi reservation hasn't differed much
from that of any rural community. As

cameras have become less expensive and

easier to operate, more Hopis have pur-

chased them. Prior to the 1940s, most

snapshots came from outside sources:

from visiting photographers, from stu-

dents home on vacation, from relatives

who had moved to the cities.

In the late 1960s, Hopi photography ex-

panded to encompass portraiture, docu-

mentary sequences, photojournalism, and

interpretive photography. For some pho-

tographers, media involvement was

prompted by political considerations. In

the words of one filmmaker:

The turmoil of Indian activism in the late

sixties and early seventies played a major
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Georgia Masaymva

part in exposing Native American peoples

to the role of the media and how it could be

used to advantage. . . . "By-for-and-about"

became the criteria by which everything

about Indians was to be judged.

During the 1970s tribal newspapers

were founded throughout the country.

Qua Toqti and the Hopi Tribal News
were formed on the Hopi reservation and

have consistently featured coverage of lo-

cal and regional news, written and photo-

graphed by Hopi journalists.

Hopi portrait photography grew from

family snapshots and from the precedent

set by non-Hopi photographers. In many
cases, artistic and documentary goals

have been similar, although the Hopi pho-

tographers' position as community mem-
bers has given a somewhat different per-

spective to their work. In the words of

photographer Owen Seumptewa:

In the beginning, I simply wanted to offer

some quality documentation of the people

themselves. The early anthropologists at

least provided us with some photographic

documentation of what things looked like.

We must be grateful for that. But we have

to go further. We have to look at ourselves

and create something that our children will

be able to look back on. Something other

than snapshots.

One means of documentation has been
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Owen Seumptewa

videotape. In 1980, the Hotevilla-Bacavi

Community School on Third Mesa re-

ceived a grant from the Ethnic Heritage

Program of the Department of Education

to produce a series of documentary1 tapes.

Victor Masayesva directed the project,

and by the end of 1981 he had produced

sixteen edited tapes, recorded in Hopi.

Numerous other Hopi photographers

have created documentary sequences, of-

ten focusing on the processes of prepara-

tion, such as the gathering of basketry ma-

terials and spinning of wool. Such images

are not only filling in the documentary rec-

ord but are also preserving an insider's

view of tradition and change.

From the beginning, changing percep-

tions of art have played a major role in de-

fining the photographic image of the Hopi

and the manner in which that image is to

be understood. To capture the essence of

Hopi has motivated photographers from

the 1880s to the present and has been a

creative challenge for Hopi and non-Hopi

photographers alike. Stylistic conventions

have come and gone, but it has been the

power of individual vision that has distin-

guished the best work.

In Hopi photography as in Hopi life,

references and obligations overlap. Im-

ages lead into stories, stories into the past,

the past into prophecies, and prophecies

back to the present. The Hopi photogra-

phers have maintained the delicate bal-

ance between their individual goals as

photographers and their obligations to the

Hopi community. In the face of mounting

pressures and conflicting motivations,

however, for the Hopi to photograph

themselves is to come close to confronting

the silences, to unleashing the potential to

destroy what the group has arrived at as

being good. It remains to be seen where fu-

ture photographers will take their cues

from, but for now, the balance has been

kept, and we, the viewers, are offered an

insightful view into contemporary Hopi

life.
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During the short breedingperiod

in which golden toads mate, the males

wait at a shallowforest pool

for thefemales to arrive.

All That
Glitters

May Be
Toads
Normally elusive, the

golden toad couldn't be more
conspicuous at mating time

Photographs and text by

Michael and Patricia Fogden



In the intense competition/or the

spottedfemales, several males grapple

with each other in a generalfree-for-all.

Their trial-and-error approach

sometimes results in males mistakenly

clasping one another.

One of the most spectacular amphibi-

ans in the world, the golden toad (Bufo

periglenes) is also one of the rarest. Its

known range is a few square miles in the

Monteverde Cloud Forest Reserve on the

crest of the remote Cordillera de Tilaran

in northern Costa Rica. Preservation of

the golden toad, and of such birds as the

resplendent quetzal (Pharomachrus mo-
cinno), the three-wattled bellbird (Proc-

nias tricarunculata), and several other

rare and endangered species, was a major

reason for the establishment of this re-

serve.

Most of the year golden toads lead a se-

cretive life, staying out of sight under

fallen leaves and moss. But with the first

heavy rains of spring, usually around

Easter, they emerge for a brief orgy of

mating and spawning. This is by far the

best time to see them.

To reach the area where the toads live,

it is necessary to climb narrow, slippery
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Once the long strands ofeggs have been

laidandfertilized, they receive nofurther

attentionfrom eitherparent.

trails, ankle-deep in mud. On the exposed

crest of the cordillera one enters an elfin

forest of gnarled, stunted trees covered

with spiky plants, orchids, and thick car-

pets of moss, where drifting mist deposits

a film of moisture on every leaf. Among
the few sounds in this world are the occa-

sional flutelike notes of nightingale and

solitaire thrushes. Suddenly the ground is

full of golden toads—vivid splashes of

color around a small forest pool. They sit

so still and are so brilliantly colored that

they seem more like diminutive gold-

painted statues than living animals. These

golden amphibians are males. The fe-

males range in color from cream to dark

olive or black, spotted with scarlet, and

while they may be gaudy as toads go, they

are drab by comparison with the males.

The golden toad is a good example of an

explosive breeder. The whole population is

so synchronized that mating and spawning

are completed in less than a week. There is

no courtship in the normal sense. Males

simply intercept the females as they arrive

at the pools, grab them, and try to mate

with them. Since they are unable to dis-

criminate between the genders, the males

try to clasp anything that moves, on a trial-

and-error basis. They often clasp other

males and for this reason have a special re-

lease vibration that in effect signals, "Let

go, I'm another male." If an individual of

another species is clasped, as sometimes

happens, the incongruous union may per-

sist for days.

The competition for females is intense.

Sometimes the female gets buried for

hours at the center of a cluster of males, all

kicking, pushing, and struggling to dis-

lodge each other. When ready to spawn,

each female lays a double string of 200 or

more eggs, which are fertilized by th

male as they are laid. The eggs receive n

further care from either parent. The ta<

poles hatch in a few days, feed on detritu

metamorphose into minute toadlets, an

leave the water after about five weeks.

The breeding pools are so small that

few days without heavy rain, not uncon

mon even in a cloud forest, is sometime

sufficient to dry them out, causing th

toadlets to die of desiccation. Later man

of the young are killed by predators. Bi

such a large number of eggs is laid that <

least some toadlets survive.

Michael and Patricia Fogden are a Brii

ish husband and wife team offree-lane,

writers andphotographers who specialize

in natural history subjects. Both havl

doctorates in zoology; his from Oxfon

University, hersfrom London University
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The American Museum offers a greater variety of Discovery Tours in 1985

than ever before. Each itinerary is custom-designed by Museum staff,

operated by the best professional travel companies, and conducted

by distinguished Museum lecturers.

Discover the worlds outstanding archeological sites, traditional

cultures, architecture, crafts and performances with art historians,

archeologists and anthropologists. Explore wildlife areas, coral

reefs, volcanic islands and mountain ranges with expert

naturalists and earth historians.

Many of our programs are conducted from die comfort of a

luxury yacht. We cruise at night to anchorages and ports-of-

call specifically selected to place you near the exciting land

destinations we will explore. Whichever trip you select,

you will be assured that the style and content will be of

the highest quality. Look forward to a relaxing vacation

in 1985.
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Besides Museum start and trained

escorts, you will travel with a small

group ofMuseum friends, lbu will find

•' yourselfin tlie company ofcompatible

people like yourself who are alive to

die experiences offered by the world's

most fascinating places.
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Alaska Wildlife Adventure.

June 28-July 15, 1985.

Majestic Glacier Bay. Awesome Mount
Denali (McKinley). Tundras, flower-

filled meadows, icebergs, craggy peaks,

volcanos. You owe yourselfthe sight of

Americas great wilderness. Juneau.
Katmai National Park. The Chugach
Mountains. Nanana River. Optional

excursions to Pribilof Islands. See
humpback and killer whales, mountain
goats, caribou, moose, grizzly and
Kodiak bears, Dall sheep and countless

shore birds. S4.500. per person.*

Archeology Tour to

Mexico.

Jan. 7-30, 1985.

Mexico's colorful history

and landscapes blend with

your escape from winter.

Archeological excavations,

tropical jungles, verdant

coasts and dramatic moun-
tain ranges. The Pyramid
of Quetzalcoatl. Oaxaca.

Mitia and Monte Alban.

Palenque. Campeche.
Uxmal. Chichen Itza.

Merida. The anthropology

museum ofMexico City.

The gardens of

Cuernavaca. Xochicalco.

Zempoala. Puebla.

Teotihuacan.

S2,300. per person.*

Caribbean Christmas
on the Sea Cloud.

Dec. 22, 1985 to Jan. 5 , 1986.

Celebrate Christmas and New Years

sailing aboard the legendary tall ship,

Sea Cloud. With 36 sails set, Sea Cloud

offers a new dimension to the standard

Caribbean cruise. During the holidays

enjoy swimming, snorkeling, and sun-

bathing while at sea and at ports-of-call

which include Antigua, St Martin, St

Bartholomew, Martinique, Barbados,

Mustique, Palm Island and others.

S5,190. to S6,790. per person.

Adriatic and Aegean AdMitu

May 15-31, 1985.

Travel the maritime routeiia:

enced the history of Italy, jgo

and Greece. Enjoy the beitv

human creativity and natuilsi

Venice. Dubrovnik. Split o:

Delphi. Mount Parnassus Vtb

The breathtaking Gulf ofjto

Byzantine town of Mistra/hi
palaces of the Mycenaean Ti

dium and fields ofOlymp . S!

sun and history on a relaxigc

vacation. S4.696. to S5,696pei

Anthropology Tour to loi

March 29-April 13, 19).

An insider's view of a dr ra

Mountains, oases, a beatifi

Marrakech, Fes, TangieRa

Casablanca. A Museuminl

Lecturer shows you moja
palaces, archeological cpj

museums, tombs. A cul ti

where Phoenician, Ronnj

Arab, Jewish and Frenclid

their mark. $1,750. per jrs

Galapagos Islands Cruise.

July 22-August 8, 1985.

Your move to another
world, where nature reigns

supreme. Quito, with its

colonial culture and 9,300-

foot volcanos. Guayaquil.

Waved Albatrosses,

Galapagos Doves, Lava
Herons, Oyster catchers,

Blue-footed and Masked
Boobies, Storm Petrels and
Darwin's famed finches.

Fur seals. Marine and
Land Iguanas. Optional

trip to Machu Picchu.

S2,985. to $3,485. per

person.*

Anthropology Tour ofWest 6j

Nov. 1-22, 1985.

The people and civilizations I

Senegal, Mali and the Ivory Cas

the cultures, religions and tra:5

that shaped so much ofAfrica a

Paris en route. Then Dakar. En
Mopti. Timbuktu. Abidjan. N't!

Mount Agarr. The River Nigei\|

Museum anthropologist shovfl

past and present in this fast clnj

continent $4,450. per person

*A11 prices are subject to change, do not include

international airfare, and are based on two per

'

sharing a room. Single and triple share prices. <

details of price inclusions are quoted in each

brochure.
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Aegean and Black Sea
Odyssey.

Sept 16-Oct 2, 1985.

The edge ofAsia, the heart

of Europe. Your ship sails

through the Aegean waters,

and then on the most
romantic passage of all: the

Sea ofMamara, the

Bosporus and the Black

Sea. Athens. Istanbul.

Bulgaria. Romania. The
Danube Delta. Odessa.
Yalta. Thesos. Salonika.

54,496. to $5,496. per

person.*

China: the Ancient Silk Route.

May 23-June 14, 1985.

Art and Archeology Tour
to Tibet and China.

June 14-July 12, 1985.

Two splendid trips deep into the inte-

rior ofChina. Travel the ancient Silk

Routes from Shanghai to Urumqi,
Turfan, Linyan, Dunhuang, Lanzhon.
Also Sian, Beijing and Toloyo. In Tibet,

see Lhasa and Shigatse as well as Xian,

Guilin, Chendu.
Silk Route: $3,540. per person.

Tibet: $6,395. per person.*

Egypt, the Nile and an Ancient
Culture.

Feb. 10 to March 3, 1985.

A view of the Nile that few travelers

achieve. The wonders of an ancient civ-

ilization, plus the natural history and
geography that influenced these

extraordinary cultures. London, and
a special visit to the British Museum.
Cairo, and then a 600-mile cruise to

antiquity on the modern Nile Star.

$4,150. to $4,540. per person (includes

airfare London-Cairo-London).*

East Africa Safaris.

Aug. 25-Sept 18 • Sept
22-Oct 16, 1985.

Rwanda, Kenya and
Tanzania. The best game
parks, plus Mount
Karisimbi with its moun-
tain gorillas. A Museum
ornithologist points out

spectacular African birds;

an African guide shows you
wonderful other animals.

Ngorongoro Crater,

Serengeti National Park,

Olduvai Gorge, Aberdare
Mountains, Visoke, Lake
Baringo, Masai Mara
Game Reserve.

$4,100. per person.*

Borneo and the Spice
Islands.

Feb. 23-March 15, 1985.

An East Indies Odyssey
(including Borneo, the

Spice Islands, Singapore,

Java, Bangkok and Bali).

Enjoy a luxury cruise

through coral atolls, vol-

canic islands, and rugged
jungle coasts. Visit Dayak
longhouses, home to

recent headhunters, lush

game parks with orangu-

tans, rare birds and flora.

$5,496. to $6,496. per
person.*

Papua New Guinea
Adventure.

Sept 4-30, 1985.

Some ofthe world's most
exotic cultures and
animals, on an island over-

looked for centuries. See
spectacular mountain
ranges and coral atolls.

Meet Mud Men. Enjoy
sing-sings. You'll visit four

distinct regions: the south-

west Highlands, Sepik

River and Outer Islands. A
Museum ornithologist (our

resident expert on birds of

paradise) will point out the

most beautiful birds you've

ever seen.

$5,500. per person.*



Itineraries: each tour is carefully

designed by Museum staff to

include the highlights of the des-

tination plus many excursions to

sites rarely visited by most groups.

Lecturers: accompanying each

group are distinguished scholars

who are eager to discuss your ideas

and give you a broad as well as

detailed background for each area

we explore.

Cruises: our vessels are carefully

selected to provide luxury, safety,

and limited passenger capacity

allowing you to disembark with a

small group on each land excur-

sion. Our largest cruise vessel has

only 68 cabins, but all the amen-

ities of the giant cruise liners.

Land Programs: only 12 to 20

participants join our lecturer and

escort for indepth overland

excursions.

Air Schedules: all of our pro-

grams quote international airfares

separately, allowing you to deviate

from the standard group flights

and custom-design pre and post

tour excursions.

Pre-departure Information:

before you go, you will receive

comprehensive materials covering

clothing, currency exchange,

medical suggestions, reading lists,

guide books, documentation, etc.

Tour Operators: we select the

world's finest travel companies to

meticulously arrange and operate

each exciting excursion.

Further Information: Send us the

coupon below to receive detailed

brochures with maps outlining the

itinerary, prices, conditions, etc.

Or call us directly at the Museum,
(212) 873-1440. Our tours usually

fill up quickly. Ifyou wish, you may
reserve places immediately by

sending us an advance deposit for

$250. per person (payable to the

American Museum ofNatural His-

tory) with a note indicating which

tour(s) you wish to join. There is

$25. per person cancellation

charge for each advance deposit

1985 EXPEDITIONS
Archeology Tour to Mexico Jan. 7 to 30, 1985

Borneo and the Spice Islands By Sea

Feb. 23 to March 15

Egypt, the Nile and Ancient Culture

Feb. 10 to March 3

Anthropology Tour to Morocco
March 29 to April 13

Adriatic and Aegean Adventure May 15 to 31

China: the Ancient Silk Road May 23 to June 14

Art and Archeology Tour to Tibet and

China June 14 to July 12

Name

Address

City

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

State Zip

Alaska Wildlife AdventureJune 28 to July 15

Q Galapagos Islands Cruise July 22 to Aug. 8

D Aegean and Black Sea Odyssey

Sept 16 to Oct 2

Papua New Guinea Adventure Sept. 4 to 30

D E. African Safaris August 25 to Sept 18 &
Sept 22 to Oct 16

D Anthropology Tour to West Africa

Nov. 1 to 22

D Caribbean Christmas on the Sea Cloud

Dec. 22 to Jan. 5

American
Museum of
Natural

|n£7 1» History

DiscoveryTours

Central ParkWest at 79th Street

New York, New York 10024

(212) 873-1440



The Helpful Shall Inheritthe Scrub
For scrubjays crowded togetheron apatch ofFlorida oak scrub, the best wayfor offspring

to acquire breedingspace is, paradoxically, to help theirparents raise additionalyoung

by John W. Fitzpatrick and Glen E. Woolfenden

Deep in the interior of the beautiful Florida peninsula

there exists a striking and distinctive native habitat that

oj^ is rarely pictured on travel brochures. Visitors catch

*•>.. glimpses of it while cruising the central

Florida highways, but most know
it only as tiny patches of seemingly

deserted scrubland scattered

among lush orange groves,

prairie pastures, golf courses,

and housing developments.

James H. Carmichael, Jr.; Bruce Coleman Inc.
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Perhaps the state's oldest habitat, and cer-

tainly one of the most endangered environ-

ments in North America, this is the Flor-

ida oak scrub.

About fifteen bird species regularly

breed in the Florida scrub, and one of

these—the blue-and-gray Florida scrub

jay—breeds nowhere else in the state. The

species itself (Aphelocoma coerulescens)

is not restricted to Florida; in fact, the

Florida scrub jay represents a tiny, iso-

lated population of a species that is wide-

spread in western North America (where

it is commonly encountered at lower ele-

vations in shrubby habitats). But through

careful observations during the past fif-

teen years, we have uncovered in the Flor-

ida population one of the most intriguing

social systems of any bird; one very differ-

ent from that of its western relatives. It in-

volves cooperation within extended fam-

ilies, land acquisition and inheritance,

faithful "marriages," and occasional "di-

vorces." The origins of this unusual sys-

tem are intimately tied to the past and

present ecology of the Florida oak scrub.

The scrub grows only atop the rolling

ridges of pure white sand that dot the pen-

insula, relict dunes that were deposited

when much of Florida was inundated by

shallow seas. Dominating this environ-

ment are several species of stunted oaks

and a few other hardy shrubs. Complete

with its own species of prickly pear cactus,

this is a semiarid habitat, but not for lack

of rainfall. The porous soil allows rainwa-

ter to run directly through to the limestone

aquifer far below (supplying Miami with

most of its drinking water). This leaves a

parched and nutrient-poor soil, quite dif-

ferent from all others in Florida. Many
species of plants and animals are com-

pletely restricted to these dunes. Unfortu-

nately, the ridges also provide optimal

conditions for citrus trees, one of Florida's

largest industries. Thus, the scattered

patches of oak scrub are disappearing,

causing an entire community of distinc-

tive species—including the Florida scrub

jay—to become endangered.

We have been fortunate to be able to

study a protected jay population at the

Archbold Biological Station in south-cen-

tral Florida. This ecological research facil-

Below: In Florida, scrubjays are restricted to oak scrub habitat,found on relict

sand dunes scattered throughout the state. Here, ajay, perhaps on the lookoutfor

intruders, perches atop one ofthe stunted oaks that dominate this semiarid

environment. Right: Every square inch ofthe scrub is a part ofsome scrubjay

family 's territory and is defended vigorously by both the breedingpair and helpers

(postjuvenile offspring that cooperate in all aspects offamily life). Defense typically

involves aerial displays and loud calls, but sometimesfights break out. Here, two

males tussle at a territorial border while afemale looks on.

John W. Frtzpatrick and Glen E. Woolfenden

ity is located near the southern tip of a

sandy ridge that runs down the middle of

the peninsula. At the Archbold Station, as

in some other places, the jays have be-

come tame, affording us an unusually de-

tailed glimpse into the private lives of a

wild population of birds. By banding each

jay with a unique combination of colored

plastic leg bands, we have followed the

births, movements, breeding histories, and

deaths of hundreds ofjays living in a beau-

tiful, 1 ,000-acre tract of prime oak scrub.

In 1969, the first year of study,

Woolfenden discovered that at four of the

six scrub jay nests he found, more than

two adult-plumaged jays were bringing

food to the nestlings. This was odd be-

cause the young of most North American

bird species leave their parents immedi-

ately upon reaching independence. We
now know that Florida scrub jays have a

social system, known as cooperatn

breeding, in which young birds remain

;

home for at least a year (and as long

seven years) and help their parents ra

the offspring of subsequent years.

Although Florida scrub jays are in 1

minority, they are not the only birds to ei

gage in cooperative breeding. Others ii

elude a variety of tropical jays, acorn an

red-cockaded woodpeckers, several sp<

cies of South American wrens, some Afr

can bee-eaters, and many Asian babbler

The list is growing, and all such case

seem to present a nagging evolutionar

paradox: given that animals evolve b

competing for the maximum number c

successful offspring left in future genen

tions, why do some species regularly coi

tain individuals that appear to forgo thei

own breeding efforts in order to assist th

breeding of others? Many scientists bt
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,
ieve that solving this paradox might shed

_

ight on the evolutionary origins of even

;

nore intricately cooperative societies, in-

cluding that of our own species.

The evolution of cooperative breeding

l

n the scrub jay becomes especially in-

(

riguing when one ponders the species as a

^hole. Throughout its vast population in

,.
he chaparral and scrublands of western

,

^Jorth America, the scrub jay breeds like

[

nost other monogamous songbirds, no-

, vhere showing helping behavior. As we

;
,

hall see, this situation provides a clue to

.
low cooperative breeding may evolve.

One of our first questions was whether

hese so-called helpers actually do help

heir parents. (Anyone who has been

helped" in the kitchen or workshop by a

oung, inexperienced child knows that not

„ 11 helpers help.) Fortunately, our study

i 'opulation always contains pairs that

\

•3o"

breed without helpers, usually because

they have no surviving offspring from re-

cent years. This allows us to compare the

performance of pairs that are assisted by

helpers with those that are not.

Florida scrub jays normally raise a sin-

gle brood of young annually, within a brief

breeding season from March through

May. Pairs with helpers fledge an average

of 2.4 young jays per season, while those

without helpers fledge only about 1.6

young. We have found that this difference

does not simply reflect the natural varia-

tion in breeding success between experi-

enced birds (which are apt to have help-

ers) and inexperienced or traditionally

unsuccessful birds (which are not). The
difference persists even when the com-

parison includes only experienced birds.

Indeed, even if we compare the perfor-

mance of the same individual pairs, occu-

pying the same piece of ground during

years both with and without helpers, we
find that they fledge more young when

they have helpers. Without a doubt, Flor-

ida scrub jay helpers really do help their

parents raise more young.

The scrub jays in Florida are nonmi-

gratory, dwelling on permanent territories

of about twenty acres, which the helpers

aid in defending from neighboring fam-

ilies. Our study tract consists of about

thirty such territories, within a much
larger area of scrub containing hundreds

more. In our thirty territories, where each

of the 1 00 to 1 20 individuals is identifiable

and relatively tame, we can investigate

territorial skirmishes between neighbors

and then plot the boundaries on an aerial

photograph. By doing this every spring,

we keep a continual record of the land oc-

cupied by each family from year to year.

Territory boundaries are defended vig-

orously against intruders throughout the

year, usually through aerial displays and

raucous territorial calls but occasionally

by actual fighting. Jays will give up any

other activity, including nest attendance,

to defend their boundary against an in-

truding jay. Boundaries are narrow and

clear-cut—often only as wide as a boot

mark in the sand—although their exact lo-

cations may fluctuate between years. Ev-

ery square inch of scrub in our study tract

is occupied by a Florida scrub jay territory

the year round.

Not only is the scrub constantly filled

with territories, but the number of territo-

ries remains virtually constant year after

year. In fact, the density of our population

of breeding jays is more stable than that of

any other population of land birds yet

measured. This leads us to suspect that,

unlike many other bird populations, this
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one is always near or at its maximum sus-

tainable level.

These crowded conditions mean that

compared with the number of jays cap-

able of breeding at any one time, vacan-

cies for these potential breeders are scarce

and that, once obtained, land is jealously

guarded. This results in a surplus popula-

tion of nonbreeding jays that are, in a

sense, waiting for their chance to breed.

These nonbreeders are the jays that stay

home for one or more years as helpers.

Helping is not a permanent role, then, but

rather a form of temporary employment

before breeding.

Without exception, every territory con-

tains a mated pair of jays. These, the own-

ers of the territory, are faithful to one an-

other as long as both are alive and well.

Infrequently, a pair breaks up, generally

when illness or injury causes one member
to become less able to breed, defend the

territory, or spot predators. The healthy

member of such a pair may begin to court

a new mate even while the old one lives.

An impaired jay that recovers sometimes

finds itself excluded from the territory it

once owned. Some of these abandoned

birds then pair in another territory; others

roam singly until they disappear. Such
"divorces" are relatively rare, however,

occurring at a rate of about 5 percent. In

the vast majority of cases, mated Florida

scrub jays do not part until death.

Death comes swiftly, usually in the

form of a hawk, snake, or bobcat. Resi-

dent Cooper's hawks, along with migrant

sharp-shinned hawks and merlins, are the

most dangerous of the raptors, while east-

ern coachwhip and indigo snakes are prob-

ably the two most common reptile preda-

tors. Here, another important role of

helpers emerges. Among breeding jays

with helpers, only about 1 5 percent fall to

predators every year. Among those with-

out helpers, the percentage rises to 23.

Thus, by providing additional eyes to spot

predators, helpers apparently enable their

parents to live longer. Naturally, this ben-

efit is reciprocal, so that the nonbreeders

also gain protection by living in a group.

Partly as a result of this cooperation,

and partly through sheer luck, some

breeders manage to escape death year af-

ter year. Our oldest jay of known age re-

cently died, nearly fourteen years old. A
few others are nearing that record now,

and we have determined that in a healthy

Florida scrub jay population, about one

out of five breeders is at least ten years old.

Such longevity is remarkable for a rela-

tively small land bird, but it becomes a

possibility only after a jay has established

itself as a breeder. The story is more grim

among the youngsters.

A young scrub jay must escape preda-

tion, starvation, and accident for eighteen

days as an embryo inside an egg, another

eighteen to twenty as a nestling, and then

about two months as a dependent fledg-

ling before reaching independence in late

June or July. Mainly because of predators,

only about one egg in four finishes up as a

free-flying, brown-headed juvenile.

But the dangerous period is not over

yet. The curious and clumsy juvenile jays

take almost a year to attain the survival

ability and food-finding efficiency of an

adult. Only about one-third of all fledg-

lings survive this first year out of the nest.

We can only guess how much poorer their

chances would be if they left home during

this time. Here, then, is another reason for

the extended family: it increases a young

jay's chances of surviving during its long

learning period in an environment that

would otherwise be an even harsher oi,

filled with other jays zealously guardi"

their own ground. The final results <;

that only about one egg in thirteen p-

duces a breeder, but nearly one-third f

these live to ten years of age.

During their time at home, the yoij

jays take their turns "on watch" as sei-

nels while other family members fom
for food. They also participate in terrify

defense, especially during the autumn al

spring peaks in territorial activity wh
most boundary shifts take place. Mt
conspicuous of all, helpers bring food

)

the nestlings and fledglings being raid

during the spring breeding seasons tit

follow their own birth.

Florida scrub jays build a bulky nest

twigs lined with fibers and tucked a1

only a few feet off the ground in a den

often isolated shrub. Mated pairs near

divide the labor of raising a brood, a coi-

mon occurrence among permanenr

monogamous animals. The female pi

forms all the incubation and brooding

young in the nest. (If a female breeder

killed during nesting, any eggs or you:

nestlings die of exposure the first nig

thereafter because males will not sit ov

them.) She, however, supplies little foe

especially while the nestlings are small. /

the three or four nestlings grow, the task

til

I
:n:,
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.oviding food can become formidable for

;r mate. Once again, enter the helpers.

A breeding male's work load can be de-

eased to less than half through the con-

ibutions made by even a single helper,

mong helpers, yearling females do some

eding but males are more active, with

der male helpers the most active provid-

;
s of all. Some of our male breeders actu-

ly contributed only about 20 percent of

he total food load brought to their own

:sts. This relief from the burden of brood

aring frees the breeding male to spend

ore time watching for nest predators, de-

.
nding the territory, and keeping himself

id his mate well fed.

So far, it may seem as if the breeders

tin most of the advantages of the helper

stem. They produce more young, live

nger, and work less hard, all simply by

lowing offspring to help. Helpers gain a

fe place to live while gaining experience,

it do they benefit in any other ways? The
tswer appears to be a resounding yes.

nlike "helping" castes among social in-

cts, scrub jay helpers are not destined to

main nonbreeders all their lives, and

me of the most important benefits

lined by helpers are related to the proc-

s by which they achieve breeding status.

Florida scrub jays become breeders

rough one of two routes. About half do

While brooding heryoung, afemale relies on her mate and helpersforfood. As she

receivesfood, she adopts the spread-wingposture ofa beggingjuvenile, left.

Moments later, her wings againfolded, sheprepares to pass thefood along to her

nestlings, below. Ifthefemale dies, so will theyoung,for males never brood. Ifthe

breeding male should die, however, thefamily may contain enough helpers to

nourish thefemale andyoung, defend the territory, and spot predators.

both photos by John W. Fitzpatrick and Glen E. Woollenden

so by replacing the roughly 20 percent of

the breeders that die every year in the

neighborhood. Male helpers rarely travel

more than one or two territories to fill such

breeding vacancies. Females, however,

frequently disperse five or more territories

away from home, and we have several

records of females becoming breeders at

least eighteen territories (about five miles)

from their home ground. Far more mobile

than males, females begin to search ac-

tively for breeding vacancies as early as

their first spring, even while their brothers

faithfully tend their parents' nest.

Thus, several important differences ex-

ist between the sexes: males tend to re-

main longer as helpers, are less active in

searching the neighborhood for breeding

vacancies, and are more likely to settle

very near their natal territory. These dif-

ferences are related to the second method

of obtaining breeding space, a method

open almost exclusively to males and per-

haps a key to the whole system. We term

the process territorial budding, but it

could just as well be called by the familiar

expression "inheriting the back forty."

Territorial budding appears to be an

offshoot of one fundamental aspect of the

Florida scrub jay's social system: bigger

families occupy bigger territories. As a

pair accumulates helpers over several

years of successful breeding, the size of

the family territory grows, usually from

about eighteen to about twenty-six acres.

Older males cause the most pronounced

increases in territory size, probably be-

cause with age, they become more active

and exploratory around certain territory

boundaries. Since the oak scrub habitat

has so little spare room, growth of one ter-

ritory can occur only if other territories

shrink. Less successful families lose

ground to growing ones.

Following rapid territorial growth, one

of the male helpers begins a more active

defense of a segment of his family's terri-

tory. This male attracts a mate from out-

side his territory, usually one in her second

or third year of life on a temporary dis-

persal foray. Pair formation can last many-

weeks, often interrupted by the female

leaving to visit her home territory. The

male often continues to help at his parents'

nest during this courtship period. Slowly,

however, the new pair's territory becomes

better defined, and they begin to defend it

together, even against the male's family.

Typically, the immigrant female is the one

to instigate the most intense skirmishes

along the newly forming boundary be-

cause the male continues to treat those

particular neighbors as family. His new

mate becomes especially upset by the
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presence of her "mother-in-law," whom
she knows only as a rival female. In this

way, the two former helpers become

breeders on a new territory carved out of

land that the male helped acquire and de-

fend while still a helper.

We began to recognize the territorial

budding system as an outright strategy

when we uncovered one astonishing statis-

tic: male helpers living in a territory with

subordinate helpers are three times as

likely to inherit land as male helpers with

no sibs at home. Their help at home thus

pays off directly. In the safety of the home

territory, and while acquiring skills neces-

sary to become an effective and long-lived

breeder, young scrub jays help to produce

additional family members. As these

younger siblings eventually contribute to

the acquisition of additional land—a pre-

requisite for territorial budding—they

substantially further the older male help-

ers' chances of becoming full-fledged

breeders simply through inheritance. For

these males, then, a fine way to become a

breeder is never to leave home.

What's in it all for the females? With lit-

tle chance of inheriting their breeding

space (a few females actually have inher-

ited some land), why should they bother to

stay home as helpers? Their most impor-

tant gain probably is during their first

year, while they are still developing sur-

vival and breeding skills. Indeed, most fe-

males are less active helpers than males,

and they usually leave home soon after

their first birthday. This earlier departure

does, however, result in a higher mortality

among nonbreeding females than among
their more sedentary brothers. The poten-

tial gains from long-term helping are ap-

parently small enough to warrant their

taking this extra risk in order to become

breeders away from home.

In a nutshell, then, the rigors of a

crowded environment outside the home
territory appear to underlie the evolution

of helpers in Florida scrub jays. This also

explains why helpers have not evolved in

western North America, where accept-

able scrub jay habitat is widespread, from

the semiarid deserts to the pine-oak wood-

lands in the mountains. Western scrub

jays have not yet been studied in as great

~rtr-^pr

detail, but their social system is much sim-

pler and more typical than that of the Flor-

ida population. Young birds disperse from

their home territories during their first au-

tumn, just a few months after fledging.

During the winter, they join one another in

wandering flocks of subadults of both

sexes. At least a few succeed in settling

into territories, obtaining a mate, and

breeding the following spring. These

sketchy facts support the notion that com-

petition for space is less severe than in

Florida, where usable habitat is restricted

to a few relict patches of oak scrub. The

quest for more solid evidence remains an

exciting area for future work.

How might a complicated avian social

system evolve from a more simple one?

Fortunately for the purposes of answering

this question, the Florida scrub jay system

seems to represent a nearly perfect inter-

mediate condition between the simple,

noncooperative system typified by the

western scrub jays and the advanced,

highly cooperative system practiced by a

closely related species, the Mexican, or

gray-breasted, jay (Aphelocoma ultra-

marina). This jay lives in mature oak and

sycamore forests of northern Mexico and

the extreme southwestern United States.

Detailed information on the biology of this

fascinating species is available through

long-term studies by Jerram L. Brown a!

,

his associates at the Southwestern I-

search Station in Arizona. According i

Brown, competition for usable habitat a :»

is severe in this species.

In the Mexican jay, offspring remain

home for several years before breedii

but group sizes are larger than in the Fir

ida scrub jay. More important, two

three nests may be active simultaneous
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In eastern indigo snake emergesfrom the shelter ofa deadpalmetto, left, a

haracteristicplant ofthe Florida oak scrub. Together with the eastern coachwhip

nake, thispredatory (and now endangered) reptile takes a heavy toll ofyoungscrub

lys. Below: Perhaps a month out ofthe nest, a brown-headedjuvenile eagerly begs

lodfrom an adult male, whose ragged appearance is the result ofa heavy molt,

"heyoung bird will not achievefull independencefor another month.

rfin W. Fitzpatrick and Glen E. Woolfenden

ithin the large, communally defended

rritory, a situation that is rare in our

orida population. Furthermore, virtu-

ly all jays in the group will feed nestlings

all nests, although each nest has a dif-

rent principal pair, which still performs

ost of the activity there.

Brown has found that multiple nests in

e Mexican jay occur when helpers form
lir bonds with immigrant jays but stay

within the natal unit. This is strikingly par-

allel to our finding that many Florida

scrub jays pair with immigrants and re-

main on the natal ground. The difference,

of course, is that in Florida, a boundary de-

velops between the new and the old pair,

while no such boundary appears to form

among Mexican jay units.

The Mexican jay system has made us

especially interested in a few unusual

cases among our Florida birds, where for

several years no boundary developed be-

tween two breeding pairs. Some of these

double families, as we call them, have be-

come quite large. In one case, two broth-

ers paired on a jointly held territory, much
of which had belonged to their parents

while they were helpers. Both bred suc-

cessfully, and the offspring from each nest

fed the nestlings and fledglings at both
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nests the following year. Unfortunately,

one brother's mate died, so the situation

changed. (He moved to an adjacent terri-

tory and paired with a female that his own

son had been wooing. Just recently, the

son won back this female from his aging

father and paired with her after helping

her for several years.)

These exceptional cases of joint territo-

ries are functionally identical to Mexican

jay social units, with two major excep-

tions. First, breeding Mexican jays often

feed nestlings other than their own. This is

a form of helping between breeders that

we have never observed in Florida. Sec-

ond, and more important, Florida scrub

jays eventually do develop boundaries be-

tween breeding pairs, even when the

breeders in one pair are related to the

breeders in the other. This may take sev-

eral years, allowing us a glimpse of a pos-

sible transitional stage toward a system

like that of the Mexican jay, but single-

pair territories remain the rule in Florida.

In the Mexican jay, then, some com-

bination of environmental and population

factors seems to have caused an evolution-

ary reduction in the aggression that typi-

cally develops between breeding pairs of

jays and that results in the formation of

boundaries. Perhaps the evolutionary

pressures leading to reduced aggression,

and ultimately to more complex extended

families, are the same ones that led to the

more elementary forms of cooperation

practiced in Florida. The key limiting re-

source is usable land. If acceptable breed-

ing space continues to become more lim-

ited over evolutionary time or if the jay

population increases within the existing

land, then competition for space can only

increase. Holding on to land, and passing

it between generations, is more difficult

for small groups. The temporary double

families of the Florida scrub jay might be-

come increasingly successful and thus

more common, until they are the rule in-

stead of the exception in the population.

What better way to insure that one's

offspring, and their offspring, will success-

fully hold breeding space in a crowded

environment than to help them acquire

land, especially if in doing so one enjoys in-

creased protection from predators and

greater reproductive success? As an off-

spring, what better way to further one's

own future success than to live in safety

while gaining experience, knowledge of

the community, and even access to land

that one can inherit? If, by working as part

of a larger unit, each member of the ex-

tended family becomes in its own way

more successful, everybody gains. This, af-

ter all, is the very essence of cooperation.

62 Natural History 5/84
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wrp-eyed, lightning-fast raptors, such as this merlin, left, pose a serious threat to

>th adult andyoung scrubjays. Jays infamilies with helpers arefar less apt tofall

a predator than are those infamilies without helpers. Partly as a result ofthe

tra eyes provided by helpers, many breeders live to a ripe old age. Below: This

eedingfemale (lower left) is tenyears old. Her daughter (lower right) isfiveyears

d and still helping. Helpers are no guarantee oflong life, however: above the two

males is the mother's new and much younger mate; herprevious mate ofseven
ars disappeared and ispresumed dead.

I t w Fitzpatrick and Glen E. Woolfenden



An early-nineteenth-century woodblock print by Kuwagata

Keisai shows a bird's-eye view ofJapan, with Mount Fuji in

the centerforeground.
Kobe City Museum
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Mapmakers ofOld Japan
Early Japanese maps depict such fanciful places

as the seductive Island of Women

by Hugh Cortazzi and Jeffrey Hunter

The maps of earlier times are fabulous creations: the seas

teem with terrible monsters, and legendary isles and dark conti-

nents loom near the edges of the known and "civilized" world.

When knowledge was limited to the near at hand, and no conven-

tional system of symbols existed to express even that knowledge,

maps told as much about their makers—their pressing concerns,

hopes, and fears—as they did about the natural world around
them. Old Japanese maps are no exception; if anything, they are

especially imaginative because Japan has been the recipient of

influences from both East and West. Buddhism brought with it

Indian legends and Chinese tales of mythical lands and strange

peoples, and European traders, missionaries, and explorers of-

fered the Japanese enticing glimpses of exotic Western customs.

Add to this the self-conscious concern with their origins and na-

tional character that the Japanese have shown from earliest

times, as well as their decorative genius, and the result is a color-

ful and witty self-portrait.

A tension between inside and outside, native and foreign, is a

major theme of Japanese history and culture. The four main is-

lands of Japan—Hokkaido, Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu

—

are near enough to the Asian continent to enjoy the benefits of

cultural exchange, yet isolated enough to permit regulation of

that exchange from the Japanese side. The earliest foreign inter-

course was with China and Korea in the seventh century, fol-

lowed several hundred years later by early contacts with Euro-

pean traders and missionaries during the Age of Explorers.

Later, from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century, Euro-

pean exchanges were channeled, often surreptitiously, through

the island of Deshima in Nagasaki harbor, the sole official point

of contact between feudal Japan and the West. Each of these pe-

riods brought the Japanese new information and new ways of

looking at their country and representing it on maps. On the

other hand, Japanese maps also reflect such native concerns as

enthusiasm for domestic travel, pride in local history and prod-

ucts, love of natural beauty, and the enduring importance of the

ancient imperial capital, Kyoto.

The combination of foreign stimulus and native taste is very

important in the history of Japanese maps. Another, related po-

larity is that between curiosity about the new and a diehard cul-

tural conservatism. Where else but in Japan would primitive

sketch maps first used in the eighth century continue to influ-

ence mapmaking for almost one thousand years and mythical

lands appearing on the ancient Buddhist maps be included on
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eighteenth-century maps—in the vicinity of Korea, Japan's

best-known neighbor? At the same time, curiosity about the

West motivated some Japanese to search out foreign sources,

sometimes at the risk of their careers and even lives, during the

enforced isolation of Japan's feudal period.

When the maps of Japan are considered as art objects—and

many fully deserve such consideration—a typically Japanese in-

terplay between the demands of realism and decorative styliza-

tion, well known to students of Japanese art, is also apparent.

The periods of regression and return to older, less accurate types

of maps that occur more than once in the history of Japanese

mapmaking can only be partly explained by Japan's isolation

and rejection of things foreign. Even after native mapmakers

had embraced the principles of modern cartography, wood-

block-print artists such as Hokusai (1760-1849) and Kisai

Rissho (1 826-69) created lovely woodblock-print maps of the is-

lands using a bird's-eye perspective that boldly distorted the

laws of proportion for the sake of visual appeal. Occasionally, re-

alism and decorativeness joined forces, as in the famous gilded

screen-maps of the Jotoku-ji temple in Fukui Prefecture, which

incorporated the latest information from European sources, and

the brilliant, bold coloring of paintings of the Momoyama period

(1568-1615).

A brief look at the major types of Japanese maps will show

these three interrelated themes in action: outside versus inside,

curiosity versus conservatism, and realism versus stylization.

Probably the earliest maps the Japanese had access to were Bud-

dhist maps of the Rose-apple Continent (an ancient Buddhist

name for the Indian subcontinent). Many of these maps include

Tibet and China, and a few later versions show the Japanese is-

lands located off the periphery of the Asian landmass across a

sea of choppy waves. While these maps were the first introduc-

tion of the world to Japan, they were not particularly important

to later Japanese mapmaking.

Buddhism was much more influential, in an indirect fashion,

through the monk Gyogi (668-749), better known in Japanese

history as Saint Gyogi. Gyogi has been credited with a superhu-

man array of accomplishments, which include directing the con-

struction of roads, bridges, and hospitals; introducing baths and

bathing to the Japanese; and engineering irrigation and reclama-

tion projects in unsettled parts of Japan. Although we cannot be

sure that Gyogi drew any maps, he has given his name to a re-

markably persistent genre of Japanese maps that first came into

use in the eighth century. Gyogi-type maps are actually si-

ple diagrams that show the relationship of the provinces-

drawn as balloonlike shapes of indefinite proportions—to \t<

capital and to each other. Characteristically, the main rou>

leading to the capital are traced in red. A list of provinces anu

dedication to Gyogi can often be found at the top of these ma ,

:

which were mounted as scrolls and, later, printed in guideboa

and gazetteers.

This type of map, which remained in popular use for at ler.

five hundred years and was still influential as a design motif if

the early modern period, has three features worth noting. Fir,

Gyogi-type maps, and in fact most Japanese maps up to t:

modern era, were drawn with no single direction as a referer: •

point. Not only is north not at the top, but there is no "top," I
Japanese maps were meant to be spread out on the tatami flo- :

i

ing and to be viewed from any direction. The legends and writi; I

on Japanese maps proceed from the center to the edge—in met

cases, whichever edge happens to be closest. Eventually Eu|

pean influences did result in a northern orientation to ma'

maps, but the original, nondirectional Japanese tradition an

persisted.
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his 1645 map ofthe world is considered thefirst ofits kind

inted in Japan. It was based on a map published in China

rty-fiveyears earlier by the Jesuit missionary Matteo Ricci.

he comment on the southern polar landmass is candid:

•Since veryfewpeople have ever gone to these parts, we know

nhing ofthe people or things there.

"

K*"A

i Another feature of Gyogi-type maps was the inclusion of

laginary countries, in particular Rasetsukoku. The early folk

l erature of Japan, influenced by Buddhist texts and legends,

i lis of a country of female demons, the Rasetsu, who enticed

1 ipwrecked sailors to their island and wed them, only to devour

;

!

! em when new victims were washed ashore. Some have sug-

1 >:sted that monks who copied Gyogi-type maps included this

bulous land on their manuscripts in an attempt to encourage

I leir followers to observe their vows of celibacy, but certainly

' e legends held enough fascination to earn inclusion on their

i Ivn merits. Somewhere in the course of history, Onnajima, the

Hand of Women, began to replace Rasetsukoku on maps. The
' venteenth-century novelist Ihara Saikaku, who made his name

1 "iting earthy novels set in the brothels of old Osaka and Edo
rokyo), has the hero of one of his best-known works, The Man

' i'ho Spent His Life on Love, set sail for Onnajima as the story

I aws to a close. After twenty-seven years of dissipation, he

i lilds a ship with a white sail made from silken female under-

I '.rments, loads it with aphrodisiacs and erotic pictures, and sets

: it, telling his crew he will introduce them to a different type of

male, the "aggressive sort who will come to seize you and

sweep you off your feet." Like the feckless sailors in earlier tales,

the travelers are never seen again.

An ignorance of outlying regions and a willingness to mytholo-

gize them or dismiss them entirely can also be seen in the third

feature of Gyogi-type maps: the careful depiction of the capital

and the rather loose and approximate representation of the prov-

inces, which were sparsely populated in early times. Much of

northern Japan was inhabited by the Ainu, a people distinct

from the Japanese in physique, language, and customs, and con-

sidered barbarians by the Japanese. The identification of the

capital with culture and civilization is certainly, if not uniquely,

characteristic of Japan. Travel only a few miles from the capital

was believed to be fraught with danger. Fear of the wilderness

prevailed even in the ninth and tenth centuries and is a recurring

theme of The Tale ofGenji, the great eleventh-century romance

by Murasaki Shikibu.

Partly because of their underestimation of the economic and

military importance of the provinces, in the twelfth century the

Kyoto aristocrats were edged out of power by provincial rulers,

later known as samurai. Following a prolonged period of local

wars and struggles for power, the military rulers Oda Nobunaga,

Toyotomi Hideyoshi, and Tokugawa Ieyasu finally united and

pacified the realm at the turn of the sixteenth century. The new

military government (the shogunate) commissioned surveys of

the provincial domains, and fief maps were drawn. While they

are accurate in general outline, we would hardly recognize these

as maps today. The great majority of the topographical features

of the provinces pass unrecorded, although mountains and for-

ests are depicted in painterly fashion here and there. Most of the

space of each map is devoted to listings of the daimyo (the feudal

barons), their greater and lesser retainers and vassals, and their

stipends from the central government, a measure of their status

in the feudal hierarchy. These stipends were expressed in koku

(5.1 19 U.S. bushels) of rice, and are often recorded in lozenge-

shaped labels that cover the maps like scattered grains of rice.

These maps are more accurate as a who's who of the rural ar-

istocracy than as topographical surveys. They do, however, show

the castle towns, military fortifications, and routes along which

an army could march to pacify a rebellious vassal.

As the long period of civil strife came to a close and was for-

gotten, the Japanese settled down to a peaceful, industrious, and

isolated two and one-half centuries. This period from 1615 to

1 868 is known as the Tokugawa period, after the ruling clan, or
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tinted in the early seventeenth century, this sixfold screen

•ludes vignettes ofpeoples ofthe world, as was thefashion

European maps ofthe period.
iban Bunkakan. Osaka

Jl-—
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A "Convenient Pictorial Guide to the Provinces, " a

mid-nineteenth-century woodblock print, inserts rebusesfor

place names to aid the illiterate user.

Kobe City Museu

the Edo period, after the Tokugawa capital. Although contact

with the West was strictly forbidden, travel within Japan was

grudgingly permitted, and the Japanese tourist was born. Exist-

ing routes leading to Edo were expanded and improved, and a

relatively well-developed network of roads connected the impe-

rial capital at Kyoto with the new capital of the military govern-

ment. In the best guidebook tradition, route maps indicated all

the "must sees": the scenes of great battles, famous temples and

shrines, sites acclaimed for their beauty or poetic associations,

hot springs for cure and convalescence, and of course, the best

inns at which to rest, relax, and party along the way. Burgeoning

traffic along the routes encouraged the growth of post stations,

which developed into full-fledged towns, and route maps began

to take on a surprisingly modern appearance. With their mark-

ers for towns as closely strung as beads on a Buddhist rosary,

they resemble nothing so much as modern subway or commuter-

train maps. Because of the considerable length of the routes,

maps were folded in accordion fashion, allowing the users to flip

open one section at a time as they made their way along the road.

Although routes linked the provinces and travel was possible,

local people were not permitted to change their residences, and

mobility—physical and social—was strongly discouraged. The
Tokugawa shoguns rightly calculated that a divided nation

would be easier to rule. Peace brought development and prosper-

ity to the provinces and fostered strong regionalism. In its rela-

tive isolation, each region became known for its local festivals,

dialects, customs, and most of all, products. The custom of

bringing back a local product as a souvenir (omiyage)—whel ;r

it be a certain fruit, type of sake, or traditional sweet—still fin-

ishes in Japan. Several colorful maps of this period illustrates

local products and specialties of the regions. The spread of le

art of woodblock printing at this time made possible the procc-
\

tion of relatively cheap maps that could be widely distribu i \

Some of these maps were designed for those who could not rd I

the difficult Japanese script, for as a rule only the samurai ess I

was educated. The names of provinces in these maps mighiie

spelled out in rebus form—a clever code that requires consiir-
j

able ingenuity to decipher but makes for delightful folk ar

With the development of woodblock printing as an art in ie i

seventeenth century, several print artists turned their handa
creating maps. The most beautiful are the bird's-eye m;s,

which show the Land of Eight Great Islands (an ancient nsie

for Japan) from an elevated angle, shimmering in bright bis

and greens or soft, glowing pastels in the Pacific Ocean. To
graphical features such as Mount Fuji are depicted in hem
proportions, and in some such maps, the gray tile roofs of Kyo

can be seen. The humor, charm, and lyrical beauty of the

maps are most appealing. They provide a soaring sense of fis-

1

flying freedom that recalls recent photographs of the eeh

taken from space. The sense of national pride and love of e

land, the attention to detail, and especially, the decidedly hum
|

scale of these printed maps show a typically Japanese touc

A "Gyogi-type" map decorates an Imari wareplate ofthe Ea

period. Maps in this style, namedfor the Buddhist priest

traditionally regarded as thefounder ofJapanese

mapmaking, are conventionalized diagrams ofthe Japanese

provinces. This one includes thefabled Land ofWomen (lowt

right corner) and a Land ofDwarfs (top center).

Namban Bunkakan. Osaka
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"Pictures ofDifferent Peoples, " a woodblock print made to

accompany the worldmap illustrated on pages 66-67, includes

Dwarfs and Giants, lower left, and Cannibals, lower right.

At about the same time that bird's-eye views of Japan began

circulate, the Japanese were raising their gaze higher and be-

nning to look farther afield, toward the mysterious West. In

\ ite of the ban on foreign intercourse during the Tokugawa pe-

pd, some information concerning the West managed to seep

i lo Japan, either through Deshima or from China, with which

•nited exchange continued. These bits and pieces must have

en tantalizing to the Japanese, isolated as they had been for

mdreds of years. Maps of "ten thousand lands," bankoku

;

r«, appeared, frequently taking the form of folding screens.

lese maps displayed varying degrees of cartographic accu-

||cy—those modeled on maps of the Jesuit Matteo Ricci and

liher Western sources were relatively accurate; later, more pop-

|
jar woodblock versions are considerably less so. The vignettes

: i
peoples of the world that usually accompany these maps,

i'lming them or mounted separately, are their most fascinating

; ipect, both for the Japanese of the day and the modern viewer.

>,

i

Noah's ark fashion, a male and female of each nationality is

, ^trayed. Europeans are found alongside Chinese, Koreans, In-

• ins, and other Asians. Typically, giants, dwarfs, Cyclopes, and

|

( nnibals (of several varieties) are part of this human bestiary.

i
aptions relate the customs of the peoples pictured. A Land of

[ i
varfs is often included on these and other Japanese maps, in

i

:; vicinity of China; ironically, this is one of the ancient names
i : which the Chinese knew Japan.

Encouraged and assisted by information and guidance from

irope, the Japanese began to develop a native tradition of

jrtography and, along with it, surveying instruments and meth-

( s for drawing more accurate, realistic maps. Ishikawa Ryusen

jho was active from 1688 to 1713) studied under the wood-

|
ick-print artist Hishikawa Moronobu, and his maps remained

i wide use until the eighteenth century. For all his improve-

fmts over earlier maps, the coastline of Japan still resembled a

.J
saw puzzle in his highly decorative prints, and accurate depic-

it n had to await his heirs. Perhaps the best Japanese candidate

i[ worldwide recognition as a cartographer is Ino Tadataka

•j'45-1818), who began his career as a sake brewer and didn't

ti to mapmaking until he was in his fifties. Ino was deter-

Uned to measure the length of one degree of latitude, and for

.1 s purpose he applied to the shogunate for permission to survey

W coast of the northernmost island, Ezo (now called Hokkai-

K'i. Although Ino died before he could complete his survey, his

«rk was pursued by others.

f

Kobe Citv Museum
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The progress of cartography was not without its martyrs.

Takahashi Kageyasu (1785-1829), official court astronomer for

the shogunate, offered his services to the German physician and

mapmaker Philip Franz von Siebold, who made a complete sur-

vey of Japan. Unfortunately, the shogunate suspected Siebold of

ulterior motives in his mapping project and, after confiscating

all of his materials that they could discover, expelled him from

Japan. Takahashi, who had assisted Siebold in gathering in-

formation, was thrown into prison, where he eventually died. In

1840 Siebold published his remarkably accurate map Japan-

isches Reich.

The discovery and mapping of the Northern Islands is an in-

teresting footnote to the story of Japanese maps. The Japanese

government showed very little interest in the territories to the

north until they began to feel the threat of encroachment by

Western powers. Ezo, as the area was known until immediately

following the Meiji Restoration in 1 868, was variously shown on

old Japanese maps as connected to the Asian mainland or to the

Americas via a land bridge or as an enormous landmass looming

to the north. I no's surveys encouraged some interest in the area,

but it was Russian activity that prompted the Japanese govern-

ment to take initiatives of its own. In 1 800, a rather impressionis-

tic map of Ezo was included in an atlas with maps of Okinawa

and the Ryukyus. This map, by Hayashi Shihei (1738-93), con-

tains explanatory notes on local peoples, dialects, and the Rus-

sian presence. According to those notes, Kamchatka was called

Red Ezo by Hokkaido residents because of the many red-coated

Russians found there.

Although the exaggerations and outright fictions of earlier

Japanese maps were superseded by the efforts of Ino and his suc-

cessors, the tradition of decoration, which was evident in Japa-

nese maps from the earliest times, persisted. The lovely Jotoku-ji

screen-maps mentioned above are a fine early example of this.

Wrought in brilliant pigments on gold leaf, these and other

screen-maps are classic works of art. Maps also graced articles

of everyday use, such as folding fans, sake cups, and plates.

Gyogi-type maps were used as motifs on lacquerware inro

(medicine or seal cases), ivory netsuke, and steel sword guards.

Long after Japan moved into the modern era and the Japanese

islands were accurately mapped and surveyed, these lovely

pieces remain to remind us of a different world, when bound-

aries were less certain; the seas that separated us, vaster and

more perilous; and neighbors imagined, rather than known.
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Famousplaces on the Tokaidb Highway are detailed on this

mid-nineteenth-century woodblock print designed by the

master artist Katsushika Hokusai. Mount Fuji is at the upper

left, Edo at the lower right, and Kyoto at the upper right.

Kobe City Museum
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Now Y)u See It, Now 1)
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The most noteworthy event of the

month is an annular solar eclipse that will

take place on the next to last day of May.

More about that later. Meantime, on to

more ordinary occurrences.

Months when the planets are at or close

to opposition from the sun—and May is

one of them—are particularly good times

for planet watchers. Saturn is at opposi-

tion on the 3rd, Mars on the 1 1th, and Ju-

piter arrives at its opposition in late June.

Near opposition, the planets are with us

virtually all night long. They are part of

the early evening sky, become highest

about midnight, and are still with us at

dawn. Although technically changing

from morning to evening stars, they give

us the best of both; in the evening and the

morning, they can be seen opposite the

twilight glow, where the sky is darkest and

the planets appear brightest.

In May, Saturn and Mars rise in the

east at sundown. About two hours later, in

the early night, they can be found easily

above the eastern horizon, in line with and

lower than the bright star Spica, in Virgo.

Spica leads them away from the horizon

and across the sky. Saturn, about as bright

as Spica, follows and then Mars, the

brightest until Jupiter rises after 11:00

p.m. At midnight, the same objects are

high up in the south to the southeast. They

are in a line across the sky, stretching left

from Spica on the right, past Saturn,

Mars, and finally Jupiter, now clearly the

brightest. The best time of the month to

see this parade is from the 14th to the

20th, when the nearly full moon passes

them one by one. The moon is nearest

Spica on the evening of the 1 1th, Saturn

on the morning of the 14th, Mars on the

evening of the 15th, and Jupiter on the

evening of the 1 8th.

The events described in the calendar

below are given in local time unless indi-

cated otherwise.

May 1: No moon tonight. It was new

about an hour before midnight on the

night of April 30, and tonight the crescent

is too slim and sets too early to be seen as it

drifts from Aries into Taurus.

May 2-3: The new crescent moon ny

be visible soon after sundown on the ;d

and should surely be visible on the 3rd t

is in Taurus both nights, but twilight 'II

overpower the Bull's stars. Saturn deses

the morning sky. Opposite the sunt

about 3:00 a.m., EST, on the 3rd, it riis

virtually at sundown and sets at sunie

both days, technically becoming an ex

ning star on the 3rd.

May 4: Mercury ends its retrogrcp

(westerly) motion, slowing its drift to ;6

sun's right as a morning star. In anotlr

two weeks, it will be better placed r

viewing before sunrise.

May 5-6: The two bright stars abc

the crescent moon on the 5th are Casr

(the brighter) and Pollux, in Gemini, y

the evening of the 6th, the moon Is

moved out of Gemini into Cancer, but is

closer to the bright stars of the Twi,

above and now in line with them.

May 7: Look above the moon for "1

sickle," the circular group of stars w|

bright Regulus at the end of the sickli

handle. These same stars are the head (1:

1

circle) and heart (Regulus) of Leo t

Lion, and a triangle of three stars abc

them forms Leo's hindquarters and tai

May 8: The moon is at first-quarter

6:50 a.m., EST, just above and to the rij

of Regulus late this evening.

May 10-1 1 : No doubt you've seen tl

bright yellowish object in the eastern s

brightening and rising earlier each nig

It's Mars, at opposition from the sun in

sky (at 4:00 a.m., EST, on the 1 1th), as t

earth passes between it and the sun. N<

at its brightest, Mars rises at sundown a

sets at sunrise, becoming an evening st

The gibbous moon, high in the south a,1
well to the right of Mars, is at perig

|

(nearest the earth) at about 10:00 p.

EST, on the 1 1th.

May 12: The bright star near the mot

tonight is Spica, in Virgo. To the left ai

lower you can find Saturn and Mars, wi

Mars by far the brighter. After it ris

about 1 1:00 p.m., Jupiter will be bright

still,

May 13: The moon is between Spi

and Saturn tonight, nearer to Saturn, wi

!
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Celestial Events

on't

I lliant Mars left of Saturn. The planets

I i the moon are in Libra.

May 1 4: The moon passes both Saturn

i i Mars today—Saturn about 3:00 a.m.

( culted by the moon in the Southern

I misphere) and Mars about 2:00 p.m.,

F T. An hour before midnight, the moon

i ull and a penumbral lunar eclipse takes

I ce. The big, bright full moon casts so

i ch light that the only objects visible

ikr it are Mars and Saturn, to its right.

1e penumbral eclipse (from about 9:42

I. to 1:38 a.m., EST) will be slightly

d :ker than usual near the southern edge

( the moon but not noticeably so.

I vlay 1 7: The gibbous moon rises about

100 p.m. in Sagittarius, right at the top

i the constellation's "teapot" group of

Srs. Very bright Jupiter rises about an

fiir later.

vlay 18: Jupiter and the moon rise to-

i her tonight, the moon lower and to the

(I of the planet, moving away to the left.

1; bright star to the west is Antares, in

£ )rpius.

1 vlay 19: Mars is closest to the earth to-

»— 49,370,000 miles distant.

•vlay 20: Mercury is at its greatest dis-

ti ce from the sun in the morning sky

(leatest westerly elongation). For about a

tvbk the planet is low in the twilight a lit-

t north of east after dawn until obscured

b the increasing morning light.

'vlay 22: Last-quarter moon, rising

Bf>ut 1:00 a.m., is in Capricornus.

vlay 23: The moon is at apogee, far-

t ; st from the earth.

vlay 28: Mercury is in conjunction with

t moon at about 1 :00 p.m., EST, and the

pon covers the planet over Alaska and

I thern Canada.

•vlay 30: The annular solar eclipse men-
t led earlier occurs today. It is the

e ipse of the decade (at least for North

Zierica). It will follow a narrow path

a oss Mexico and the southeastern

lited States and be a partial solar

e pse everywhere except Alaska.

E tor's Note: The Sky Map in the April

is le shows the constellations and stars for

t.
; month and gives the times for use.
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2 to 1 1 Nights. Suites. Staterooms. Cabins.

FREE BROCHURE
See your travel agent or call toll tree

800-543-7637
or write:

The Delta Queen Steamboat Co.

511MainStreet, BoxNH66
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

THE KEY TO

AEROBIC FITNESS

By simulating

cross-country
skiing... ^

The
Fitness Master

XC-1

%

...the Fitness

Master XC-1
offers you a

total system for

cardiovascular

fitness and
body tone.

Excellent for

weight control.

• Fluid motions—no jarring impact on bones and

joints. Avoids running related injuries.

• Leg and arm motions are independent, with

totally adjustable resistance.

• Can be used by men or women regardless of

size or weight. Height adjustable.

• Easily folds to 5 inch height. Slips under a bed.

• 15 day home trial. 2 year warranty.

For more information and free brochure call:

TOLL FREE 1-800-328-8995
in Minnesota 1-612-448-7876 Mon-Fri 8am-5pm

Fitness Master, Incorporated
12 Haverhill, Dept. A

Jonathan, Minnesota 55318

o4dwikm\
AFRICA
CAMPING SAFARIS

GORILLAS AND VOLCANOES
KILIMANJARO CLIMB

HIMALAYAS
MT. EVEREST, LADAKH,

TIBETAN PLATEAU, ANNAPURNA,
WILDLIFE SAFARIS

OTHER ADVENTURE VACATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE IN PERU, S.E. ASIA, BOTSWANA,

EGYPT, NEW GUINEA, |APAN.
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE.

NAME

ADDRESS

10-D MT. AUBURN STREET aH
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138

TEL. 617-876-0533



Sterling

College
Learn to handle the

future.

Rigorous academics
requiring outdoor

field work.

The Grassroots Project

in Vermont
One year of challenge.

The Rural Resource
Management Program
With internship and

A.A. Degree.

Summer Short Courses.

Sterling College

Box nh4, CraftsburyCommon,
Vermont 05827, 802-586-2561

Equal Opportunity Admissions
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Solar Eclipse,

May 30, 1984

When the new moon casts its long, slen-

der shadow toward the earth on May 30, a

solar eclipse occurs throughout North

America (except Alaska) during the

morning or early afternoon. The eclipse is

partial in most places, that is, part of the

sun is covered by the moon. But an annu-

lar eclipse—in which a ring of the sun, an

annulus, remains visible around the

moon—occurs along a narrow path in

Mexico and the southeastern Unitj

States, where the moon passes centra

across the sun. During this eclipse, I

moon's distance is slightly greater than

shadow length, so the shadow does

quite reach the earth's surface. Therefo

at mid-eclipse a thin ring of the sun will

main visible along the central line and

a short distance on either side.

An annular eclipse may not have t

scientific appeal of a total solar eclip

but it can be equally interesting to (

serve, especially when the moon's shad'

comes as close to touching the earth as

will on May 30. The sun's ring at m

—i



e pse will be exceptionally thin, broken

i
iome viewing places by the moon's

r untains. Unfortunately, for the same

Bson, this annular eclipse will be very

s rt (seven to fourteen seconds in the

I ited States) and the annular path will

livery narrow (three to six miles wide),

"he illustration shows the eclipse cen-

1 line (heavy dark line), where the annu-

ls phase can be seen. Lighter east-west

Its show approximately how much of

t sun will be covered at mid-eclipse in

c|er locations. Curved, dashed lines run-

ng north-south indicate the approxi-

r, Le time of mid-eclipse. The eclipse be-

gins and ends from one to one and one-half

hours before and after midpoint, depend-

ing on location. Adjust for your time zone

and for daylight time, if applicable.

Care must be taken to avoid eye dam-
age when observing a solar eclipse. The
danger is acute because ofthe temptation

to watch this unusual event with the na-

ked eye. The lightfrom even a small area

of the sun can be damaging if looked at

without protection. Several layers of
black-and-white film, exposed to day-

light and then fully developed, can be

used with caution as a filter.

DownPillows
For complete bedtime

comfort, select the

finest down pillows

money can buy at

factory direct prices.

White European
Down filled pillows

offer luxuriously soft

support. Down con-

forms to the shape of

the head, providing correct sleeping posture

for the neck and shoulders. We're the factory

outlet for Gillette Industries, founded in 1911.

the national manufacturer of Bill Blass

women's down coats. Call or write for your
free spring down catalog.

1-800-356-9367 1* *r

FACTORY DIRECT PRICE
Normal SALE
Retail PRICE

Standard (20" x 26") $S& 530
Queen (20" x 30") %yvS s40
King (20" x 36") |^S" s55
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9ORDER BY PHONE TOLL FREE 1-800-356-9367.

Use your credit card. OR ORDER BY MAIL:
M.C. DVISA DAm.Exp. IjCheck

Acct. No. Exp. Dt
Qty. Color

Standard *30 x =

Queen s40 x :

King s55 x ;

Ship. & Hdlg. S2.S0 per pillow =

TOTAL =

Signature .

Address

City/State/Zip
Send to: The Company Store, Dept. Q 211. 1205 5. 7th St., La

Crosse, Wl 54601. Money back guarantee. Delivery: Immediate.
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At the American Museun

Queen of All Herbs
Pliny the Elder wrote that it "prevents

the mocking delusions that the Fauns

bring in the night." Dioscorides, the an-

cient Greek physician, wrote that various

concoctions made from it would lessen ab-

dominal pains, help those with jaundice or

kidney troubles, cure diarrhea, prevent

"stone" in children, and protect against

nightmares, hysteria, and pains of the

womb. An early Saxon medical treatise

recommended that "if a man layeth this

. . . over the lunatic as he lies, soon he

upheaveth himself whole." As late as

1640, an English writer noted that it was a

remedy for "epileptical diseases."

The source of these many cures—the

peony plant—is the subject of a new exhi-

bition opening May 1 1 at the American

Museum of Natural History. Organized

by the Goulandris Natural History Mu-
seum, the foremost museum of its kind in

Greece, "Peonies of Greece: Myth, Sci-

ence, and Art," traces the 3,000-year his-

tory of this "queen of all herbs" in mythol-

ogy, medicine, botany, and art.

The peony was prized by the ancient

Greeks for its miraculous properties, and

its very name comes from Greek mythol-

ogy. Paeon, according to Greek myth, was

a follower of Aesculapius, the god of medi-

cine. Paeon learned how to make a potent

healing extract from the peony root and

used it to cure Pluto, gravely wounded by

Hercules in the Trojan War. When Aescu-

lapius heard of Paeon's discovery, he be-

came jealous and devised a plot to poison

the physician. Pluto discovered the plot

and saved Paeon by turning him into the

peony plant.

Thus the peony, with its bulbous, bitter

root and delicate flower, became one of

the most revered medicines of ancient and

medieval times. Collectors believed the

78 Natural History 5/84

power of the peony was so great that they

risked their lives to obtain it. One third-

century writer, Aelian, warned that any-

one who killed the plant might die as a

consequence; to collect the plant, he ad-

vised the use of a hungry dog. The dog was

to be tied to the plant and tempted with a

piece of juicy meat placed just out of

reach. In its struggle to get the meat, i

hapless animal would uproot the plant, is

the transgressor, the dog might die, but k

clever harvester would escape unharrr i

Pliny, in his Natural History, wrote tit

because Mars, the god of war, had bn

healed by the peony, he charged the wcl-

pecker with the task of protecting it. T is

Peonyfrom Icariajrom the exhibition portfolio
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the plant was to be gathered only at night,

unless the harvesters were willing to risk

having their eyes pecked out.

During the Middle Ages, herbals and

medical treatises often included illustra-

tions of, and medicinal preparations made
from, the peony. The exhibition includes

examples of woodcuts and engravings

from these early manuscripts. Among
them are a section of text from the Codex
Vindobonensis, produced about a.d. 512

in Constantinople, showing the earliest

surviving account of the peony (a transla-

tion of the Dioscorides treatise), and the

earliest known drawing of a peony from

the Codex Patavinus, dating from 1350.

A series of later peony illustrations show

how medieval artisans copied and recop-

ied earlier artists, producing many highly

inaccurate renderings of once accurately

observed drawings. Several woodcuts of

Leonhart Fuchs (1501-66) show excep-

tionally fine depictions of the peony.

Fuchs (for whom the fuschia is named)
published a popular herbal in 1542, De
Historia Stirpium, which is considered of

great importance in the history of botani-

cal illustration. Other naturalists repre-

sented in the exhibit are Mathias de

L'Obel, Carolus Clusius, Basil Besler, and

Linnaeus.

As the peony eventually lost favor with

physicians in the seventeenth and eight-

eenth centuries, it became prized by horti-

culturists. Two varieties are cultivated:

the herbaceous peony, the garden plant

most familiar to Americans, and the tree

peony, a shrub with a woody stem. The
tree peony was originally developed in

China and Japan, where thousands of

years of cultivation produced a number of

lovely varieties. Forty years ago, a horti-

culturist hybridized a wild Korean tree

peony that bears small yellow flowers with

United States varieties. This cross re-

sulted in an entirely new range of colors

and blossoms, which will be illustrated in

the exhibit.

The highlight of the exhibition is a se-

ries of twelve lithographs of native, wild

peonies from Greece, available in a lim-

ited edition portfolio. They were executed

by Takis Katsoulidis after the botanical

paintings of Niki Goulandris, the founder

(with her husband) of the Goulandris Nat-

ural History Museum. Goulandris is well

known for her delicate and scientifically

exact botanical illustrations and is also a

prominent public figure in Greece, where

she has served as secretary of state for

health and social services and as vice-pres-

ident for Greek national television.

"Peonies of Greece" will be shown in

the Naturemax Gallery until August 12.

Douglas J. Preston Peonyfrom Macedonia,from the exhibition portfolio
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Solution of the Human Brain

As far back as 300,000 years ago our

ncestors perceived the world as being

ymbolic as well as physical. Alexander

tfarshack, research associate in paleo-

thic archeology at the Peabody Museum
f Archaeology and Ethnology, has exten-

ively studied and analyzed the artifacts

nd cave art of early humans. At 6:00 p.m.

n Tuesday, May 1, Marshack will present

free slide show and discussion relating

ur ability to use symbols in art and com-

nunication to our development as a spe-

ies. The program will take place in the

'.aufmann Theater.

.cross the Great Salt Desert

Millions of years ago 10,000 square

liles of desert lay beneath an inland sea.

Jow the Dasht-e-Kavir Desert of Iran is

ome to the monitor lizard, the kestrel fal-

on, the jerboa, and many other hardy

features that have adapted to an environ-

lent where it may rain less than once a

ear. The Great Salt Desert is an explora-

on in film of this environment. John

'ooke, a zoologist and the film's director,

ill discuss his work and answer questions

om the audience. The program, on Sun-

ay, May 6, at 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 and

:30 p.m., is free and open only to mem-
ers. Reservations are required. For in-

itiation call (212) 873-1327.

'lick the Castanets

Today we think of the Castanet as a

nail instrument in the hands of a fla-

lenco dancer, but thousands of years

go, the precursor of the modern Castanet

as a boomerang used to snare birds,

ater in history, a castanetlike instrument

as depicted in Egyptian hieroglyphics

nd used in the worship of Hathor, the

:>w-headed goddess. In Click the Casta-

?ts, dancers Matteo and Carola Goya
id special guest artists tell, play, and
ance the history and diverse perfor-

lance styles of this percussive instru-

lent. The program is for members only

id takes place on Tuesday, May 22, at

30 p.m. in the Auditorium. Tickets are

3.50 and reservations are required. Call

M2) 873-1327 for information.

ospel Music in the Black Consciousness

Black gospel music grew out of the folk

[lurch of the late nineteenth and early

. > ventieth centuries. It is a synthesis of

% merican Christian, West African, and

|
fro-American music, dance, poetry, ora-

>ry, and drama. Gospel Music in the

lack Consciousness traces the develop-

M ient of gospel music from its birth to the

:
"esent day. Musician and jazz researcher

eonard Goines narrates, illustrating his

May Events

lecture with recorded examples of solo

singers, quartets, and gospel choirs. The
program will be held at 7:00 p.m., Friday,

May 1 1 , in the Kaufmann Theater and is

free to Museum visitors.

Versions of the Traditional

True to its name, this program surveys

the art, history, and life styles of different

traditional cultures. This year's program

features the music and traditions of the

Shona people of Zimbabwe (May 2),

readings and discussions of the Maya
story of creation, known as the Popol Vuh
(May 9), and an exploration of American

Indian stories (May 16). Each session is

free and takes place at 7:00 p.m. in the

Linder Theater.

The Lafayette Theater Revisited

The black vaudeville era of the 1920s

and 1 930s produced many legendary stars

of dance and jazz. Ralph Brown, who has

performed in the shows of Duke Elling-

ton, Cab Calloway, and Jimmie Lunce-

ford, will emcee this program and illus-

trate the tap dancing of this exciting era.

The program will also include jazz piano,

a demonstration of chorus line dances,

and a tribute to the Moses Sisters. The
Lafayette Theater Revisited is free to

Museum visitors and will take place on

Saturday, May 19, at 2:00 and 4:30 p.m.

in the Kaufmann Theater.

Paper Plants and Animals

Learn the art of paper folding in ex-

change for your donation of time and ef-

fort to Museum origami projects. For

more than eleven years, volunteers have

given 100,000-plus hours to decorate the

Museum's annual holiday tree with hun-

dreds of origami ornaments. Beginning

Wednesday, May 2, volunteer origami

specialists Michael Shall and Alice Gray
will teach an Introduction to Origami

course, free to all who can pledge the work

of their fingers to the Museum for a num-
ber of hours equal to the course time. Six

classes will be offered on consecutive

Wednesday nights from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.

For additional information, call the Vol-

unteer Office at (212) 873-1300.

Women in Latin American Culture

This month a series of free programs

will focus on Latin American women. De-

tailed information can be had by calling

(212) 873-1300, ext. 514.

Friday, May 4: Express Yourself, a

bilingual workshop on creativity and writ-

ing, will take place in the Linder Theater

from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. From 7:00 to 9:00

p.m., the film Cuando las Montahas
Tiemblan (When the Mountains Trem-

ble) will be shown in the Kaufmann The-

ater. This film depicts the transformation

of a Guatemalan Indian woman from a

migratory peasant to a leader who helps to

shape the destiny of her people.

Saturday, May 5; Voices of Women
Writing, from 10:30 a.m. to noon in the

Linder Theater, features poetry recitals

and testimonial tales about women's ex-

periences, written and read by women.
From 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann
Theater, a program entitled Basta Ya

(Enough) will feature three slide presen-

tations and discussions about the chang-

ing roles of women in Latin America and

the effects of the women's movement on

Latin American thought, culture, and

politics. At 4:00 p.m. there will be a panel

discussion on women in Latin America.

La Operacion, a film about the steriliza-

tion of Puerto Rican women, will be

shown.

Saturday, May 12: Retumba con Pie,

an all-female percussion and dance en-

semble, will perform in the Kaufmann
Theater at 3:00 p.m.

Caribbean Film Festival

The Auditorium will be the site of five

films about the history and ethnic roots of

Caribbean musical forms. The festival, on

May 16, 23, and 30, will include Salsa,

which depicts the development of this mu-
sical form from its Caribbean roots to its

performance in New York City, and

Heartland Reggae, an analysis of the

development of reggae, featuring musi-

cian Bob Marley. For more details about

this free program, call (212) 873-1300,

ext. 514.

Star Quest

Explore past, present, and future ad-

ventures in space in Star Quest, the Plane-

tarium's newest sky show. Narrated by

Leonard Nimoy of "Star Trek," Star

Quest takes you on a journey through

space and time, from the ideas of the an-

cients to tomorrow's planetary outposts,

permanent space stations, and voyages to

distant stars. Admission for members is

$2.75 for adults and $1.50 for children.

For nonmember prices and show times,

call the Planetarium at (212) 873-8828.

Laser Zeppelin

This laser light show combines the

sound of a specially installed audio system

with dazzling laser visuals to create a

unique experience in sight and sound.

Due to its great popularity, Laser Zeppe-

lin, featuring the music of Led Zeppelin,

has been extended indefinitely. For in-

formation and show times, call the Plane-

tarium at (212) 724-8700.
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ONEWHALE
OFA HOLIDAY

The adventure begins when you board the

ishing trawler on Grand Manan. Then it's off

o sea. Your captain at the helm explains that there

ire some fifty different species of these marine

jiants, and that you may expect to see a hump-
back, finback, pothead, or even the extremely

are North Atlantic

light Whale.

As the boat

)lows through the

vater, an endless

lorteon of blue on
)lue greets your

yes. And then you
pot it A slight

lark swelling on the

vater line - and a

at ofwater feather-

rig skyward. And
hen there are more,

rhe captain slows

'our boat and you
lrift closer. The
odiac raft you have

>een towing is

intied and you
notor still closer,

jently you stretch

>ut your hand and touch one of the world's largest

iving creatures.

Majestically the whale lifts its tail flukes above
he water, dives and is gone.

You're left with an unfathomable

vonder - and just the beginning ofyour

naritime vacation.

For New Brunswick offers you a wide

array of seaside diversions. The world's highest

tides and largest lobster pound. Beaches that

stretch literally hundreds of miles, with some of

the warmest salt water north of the Carolinas.

The chance to windsurf or go blue-water fishing.

And a wholesome harvest ofgood things from

the sea.

All this, and the

creature comforts

ofour cozy old-

fashioned inns and
guest homes.

Inland, we've

another world as

well, of rolling hills,

flowered meadows
and meandering

river valleys. And
covered bridges

by the score - and

toll-free river ferries.

From the

gracious tree-lined

streets and quiet

charms ofour

capital, Fredericton,

to the bustle of

our seaport city of

Saint John, New Brunswick offers a maritime

experience the like ofwhich you won't find

anywhere.

For more about a whale of a vacation call

TOLL FREE 1-800-561-0123 or write

Tourism New Brunswick, P.O. Box 12345,

Fredericton, New Brunswick,

Canada E3B 5C3.

NEWBRUNSWICK
Canada's Picture Province



Our Sailor

Middy has a

full collar

and oversize

i sleeves with

j a red tie at

the neck for

that fresh

nautical look.

Blue chambray.

Sizes: S, M, L. S25

SUMMER
BREEZE
Our summer range

includes straw hats,

cotton calico dresses

for women and girls, silk twin sets, pastel stripe

coordinates, cotton pants, poplin raingear,

mother goose smocks, belts, handbags and

much more.

Order or send for FREE SUMMER CATALOG.

Name:

Address:

_Zip:_

Check enclosed for $

'(postage & handling add $2.80,

(California residents add 6% sales tax).

COUNTRYWEAR
P.O. Box 1466 • 136 N Grove St

Nevada City, CA 95959

Visa and Mastercard accepted

Phone (916) 2654222

Ever Seen A
Whale?

You can observe various

species of whales at Waterfall

Resort in S.E. Alaska. Research

is ongoing at Waterfall to study

gray whales and the endan-

gered humpback whale which
reside here.

3 day tours by trained biolo-

gists cover whales, other sea

mammals, bald eagles, bird col-

onies, black bear, an Indian

village, historical totem poles

and more. Luxurious facilities

complete with individual cottage

suites. An uncommon exper-

ience. Call or write for

brochure. P.O. Box 6440,
Ketchika . Alaska 99901.

Toll Free 1-800-544-5125

Rain Forest Revelations
by Peter H. Raven

Tropical Nature: Life and Death in

the Rain Forests of Central and
South America, by Adrian Forsyth and

Ken Miyata. Charles Scribner's Sons,

$16.95; 272 pp., illus.

Despite our extensive interrelationships

with the tropics generally, and with Latin

America in particular, Americans have a

difficult time arriving at a reasonably ac-

curate conception of what the tropics are

like. To many of us, they are areas of ex-

treme poverty, disease, and political un-

rest—as in El Salvador, Nicaragua, and

Haiti. Many of these countries are also the

source of the immigrants who are convert-

ing our southwestern states into areas

where Spanish will soon be spoken by a

majority of the population. We know that

many of these countries have borrowed

large sums of money from our banks that

they will probably be unable to pay back.

At the same time, we are often misled by

propaganda, both ours and theirs, into be-

lieving that some of the tropical countries

are about to become as developed as the

countries of Western Europe—and that

prospect seems to constitute a threat.

If our knowledge of the customs, poli-

tics, and aspirations of the people of Latin

America is rudimentary, we know even

less of their wonderfully diverse and pro-

ductive tropical ecosystems. Everyone is

aware that the forests of Latin America

are rapidly being reduced in area, but

there are few in the United States and the

rest of the developed world who feel a per-

sonal sense of involvement with this global

ecological tragedy or who have any under-

standing of what it means. For that mat-

ter, there are few of us who know just how

many jobs in the United States depend

upon the export of manufactured fods

and agricultural products to the trcics:

how many commodities we derive Dm

this vast area; or how unlikely it is th; we

shall be able to exercise our political ill,

whatever that may be at a given time n a

people who are growing so rapidly in i ru-

ber, and more than a third of whon by

current World Bank estimates, are 1 ing

in a condition of absolute poverty.

The lowland rain forests of Latin A er-

ica teem with life—life that is intern-

nected in strange and often unpredic ble

ways, many of them very poorly uier-

stood. Many species of tropical orgarms

have not even been identified yet. Th iu-

thors of this book point out, for instise,

that of the approximately 700 ki*n

kinds of frogs and toads in Ecuad a

country roughly the size of Coloradi no

less than a quarter have been discoved

since 1970! Notwithstanding our very ra-

ited knowledge of tropical ecosystems he

degree of our understanding and appr ia-

tion of them ultimately will determim he

survival of a large portion of the huan

race.

In this slim volume, Adrian Forsytrnd

Ken Miyata have given the reader a st-

ate and rewarding view of the rain fo sts

of Latin America. Between them, thciu-

thors have spent more than seven )irs

there, and the depth of their persona*

perience shows on every page. They '. vt

written this book in a highly personal sift

one that should be appealing to manyu-

diences.

The authors of this well-crafted bocdc

an excellent job of conveying just wha> if

like to experience the tropical rain foists

of Latin America. Their major thes ii

stated in the last few lines of their prei*
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Books in Review

'1e fact that rain forests are the single

g atest reservoir of genetic diversity and

t
:i ultimate realization of biological com-

p <rity makes them worthy of study, ad-

r ation, and preservation." Forsyth and

Nyata set out to create a sense of emo-

t
1 lal involvement with the wonder of life

ii hese forests, and they have succeeded

b ter in this aim than all but a few of the

v ters who have preceded them. Both

re students of tropical vertebrates: For-

sJi, a graduate student at Harvard Uni-

vsity, and Miyata, before his accidental

d th in 1983, at the Smithsonian Institu-

te's National Museum of Natural His-

ti i. Not surprisingly, in view of this back-

gund and orientation, the accounts of

v.ebrates, and their interactions within

t) tropical forests they inhabit, constitute

I strongest feature of this book.

' "he book is actually a series of seven-

th essays. The first two deal with the

ri ;ons that the tropical environment has

d eloped where it has and with the spe-

© properties of tropical soils. The last

t< recount some aspects of the recent his-

t< ' of tropical rain forests and explore the

pispects for their future. In between are

tl teen chapters covering many of the

rt .t interesting and significant aspects of

tl forests.

unong the book's more successful

c pters are those dealing with the dis-

p sal of fruits by birds, migrant birds in

L in America, and the amazing diversity

rogs in the tropics. These essays truly

© lmunicate to the reader a sense of the

* ider of tropical organisms and of the

ws in which they interact with one an-

01 ;r. For this reason, the work, taken as a

* )le, provides an excellent introduction

tc tie tropics for nonprofessional readers.

WHO NEEDSA
WORLD ATLAS?
Students do. Business people do. Everyone who's inter-

ested in the world at large does.

Next to a dictionary, the new desk-sized Rand McNally
College World Atlas is the most valuable reference book anyone
can own. And a perfect gift.

Students appreciate its detailed, up-to-

date maps and easy-to-use tables.

Business people can use its

air distance charts, informa-

tion on trade exhibition

facilities and hotel, motel and
restaurant listings to save time

and money. And anyone curious

about the world will enjoy its

200,000 interesting facts.

And at just $15.95, it's gift-

priced to please any giver. Look
for it wherever books are sold.

Rand MWally
Over 100 years of excellence in atlas publishing

FADING FEAST
A Compendium of Disappearing

American Regional Foods

by Raymond Sokolov

"If you care about American
cooking, as I do, you will find

Fading Feast an enormously
rewarding book."

—Craig Claiborne

The culinary wisdom of our Ameri-

can past in over 100 recipes and

their stories.

Special Offer:

Members of the American Museum
of Natural History may purchase

Fading Feast at a generous 20%
discount off the retail price.

L] Yes, I would like to order copies of Fading

Feast at $17.95-20%, or $14.36 each. Please add

$1 .50 shipping and handling per order. D Check
enclosed n Please bill my credit card account

Credit card (circle one): MASTERCARD VISA

Acct No

Expiration date:.

Signature:

dry

Mail to: Fading Feasl. Natural History.

Central Park West at 79th Street. New York, NY 10024.

20°o discount is in lieu of 10"° members' discount.
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Sterling and
Silverplate Pattern
Matching Service

MORE THAN 2.000 PATTERNS IN STOCK

Up to 40-75% off suggested retail prices

We have hundreds of sterling and silverplate

patterns in our vaults— active, inactive, ob-

solete. Many cannot be bought in retail

stores at any price. Get just the silver you
want and save up to 40-75% on every piece.

EASY TO ORDER -DO IT NOW!
Just tell us the pattern name and manufac-
turer. If you aren't sure of the names, ask

for our free sterling or silverplate catalogue

of patterns. We will send you a list of pieces

in stock in your pattern and the price for

each. We will put your name in our Silver

Register and notify you when we have addi-

tional pieces you might want.

rWALTERDRAKi sIlVEREXCHANGE
!

5495 Drake Building, Colorado Springs, CO B0940 .

Name I

Address |

City

State -Zip.

I am interested in: D Buying D Selling

Sterling Silverplate

Pattern Name

Pattern Manufacturer.

1 D Send for FREE Catalogue of Patterns __j

QUESTERS
The world through

nature tours.

Travel with a purpose

Search out plants and animals, birds and
flowers. Explore rain forests, mountains and
tundra, seashores, lakes and.swamps. With

Questers you have ample time to photograph,

absorb, reflect. Your guide is a naturalist, tour

parties are small, accommodations first-class.

Our current Directory of Worldwide Nature

Tours describes tours to: In the Americas—
Okefenokee, Alaska, Hawaii, Canadian Rock-

ies, Churchill, Mexico. Amazon, Patagonia,

Galapagos. Peru. In Asia—Nepal. Bhutan. Sri

Lanka, Japan In Australasia—New Zealand,

Australia, Papua New Guinea. In Africa—
Madagascar. Mauritius, Kenya. In Europe—
Iceland, Greece, Ireland. Switzerland, Scot-

land.

Learn and discover with Questers. Write or

call today for your free copy of the Directory of

Worldwide Nature Tours.

QUESTERS
Worldwide Nature Tours

Dept. NH, 257 Park Avenue South
New York, NY 10010 • (212) 673-3120

as well as for professional biologists who
are planning their first trip there.

As Forsyth and Miyata point out, there

is no way to develop an understanding of,

much less a love for, these lovely regions

without actually going there. The few

pages devoted to tropical travel are espe-

cially valuable in providing a guide for

such a trip, because the standard guide-

books for the area understandably confine

most of their attention to the cities: visitors

to southern Mexico, the Caribbean, and

Central and South America are mainly

concerned with resorts or with urban, his-

torical, or possibly commercial attrac-

tions—not with how to go about seeing

and experiencing the rain forests. The
book would make an outstanding gift for a

friend whom you hoped to introduce to the

marvels of tropical rain forest biology.

Inevitably, there are a few problems

with the book, at least to my taste. Al-

though it might have been difficult to inte-

grate such information within the confines

of the literary style that has been adopted

successfully by the authors, a more com-

plete explanation of the flow of energy and

the cycling of minerals in tropical ecosys-

tems would have been helpful, so that the

parts that are described so well might

have been seen in the light of the "big pic-

ture." For example, mycorrhizae are as

common in temperate forests as in the

tropics, many tropical soils are as fertile

and have as good a structure as those that

occur over much of the southeastern

United States, and lateritic soils are actu-

ally quite rare in the tropics. And one does

not get a very well-balanced sense from

the book as to why one of the most highly

productive ecosystems on earth is able to

function under tropical conditions of tem-

perature, climate, and soil. Most tropical

forest trees and shrubs have inconspicu-

ous, greenish flowers, a fact that would be

difficult or impossible to detect from the

account of pollination in this book, which

naturally stresses the "Oh, my!" aspects of

the subject and presents a seriously incom-

plete account of the role of energy and

color in pollination systems.

Most critically, the discussion of con-

servation in the tropics almost absent-

mindedly dismisses the realities of human
life there. The assumption seems to be

that if people would simply understand

how wonderful life in the tropics is, they

would somehow act to save the forests, us-

ing models that have proved successful in

the United States and other countries of

the developed world. This argument

misses the point that our country has man-

aged to accomplish this by controlling

such a large proportion of the world's re-

sources that we have an excess of capital

to use in the preservation of some ofur

own natural areas.

Whether we shall be able to contje

conservation of the tropics into the twc y.

first century and beyond depends in 1 ge

part not only upon our appreciation o:he

area, where a rapidly growing majori of

the world's people live, but also on oui I

lective decision to do something abou lie

problems that we confront togethe A

record human population of 4.8 bipn

people is putting a stress on the global*

system that has no parallel in the pastiid

we must use our most profound wisdo to

devise ways in which the doubled onri-

pled populations that will exist beforttie

end of the next century are to be .p-

ported. In helping us to see that the trc cs

are marvelous, interesting areas all

worth our personal attention, Forsythtt

Miyata have made an important cont I

tion toward mobilizing us for the rea I

tion of this goal.

Peter H. Raven is director ofthe Miss 1
Botanical Garden, an institution thai m
the largest field-oriented prograrm

tropical botany in the world. He is n
Engelmann Professor ofBotany at Wn
ington University, Saint Louis.
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"How to protect your
noney against the ravages

of taxes and inflation."

J >n Robards, speaking for IDS/American Express

When it comes to money one
thing is certain. It has a way of

disappearing. After taxes and
inflation, our dollars just don't

go very far. In fact, many people
can't afford to buy a home, send
their kids to college, or retire

comfortably.

But there are things you can
do to make your money go
further. The first thing is to

take a cold, hard look at your
finances. We recommend our
free guide, Financial Planning:
How It Worksfor You. It helps

you nail down where your
money is going. And shows you
how to create a strategy to

reach your goals.

THE BASICS OF
MONEY MANAGEMENT

The guide discusses the basic

types of investments every
portfolio should include. Tells

you the risks and advantages of

each—and how to strike a
balance, given your particular

situation.

You'll learn to figure out how
much to set aside as a "cushion"

to cover immediate and emer-
gency needs. How much to put
in "fixed assets." And how much
should be placed in "equity

assets"—riskier investments
with the potential for signifi-

cant growth.
You'll also discover ways to

hold on to some of those dollars

that would ordinarily go
straight to the IRS.

90 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
AT YOUR SERVICE

IDS is one of the nation's oldest

and largest financial planning
companies. And recently we

joined forces with American
Express. They've been serving

their clients for 110 years. With
IDS/American Express, you have
great stability and unparalleled

financial experience.

Today's high cost of living

and high tax rates compel us to

become more sophisticated

about our money. Send now for

your free 24-page guide, Finan-
cial Planning: How It Works
for You.

Call toll free
1-800-222-9700, Ext. 99
or mail coupon today
for free guide.

r,
Mail to:

IDS/American Express, Inc.

IDS Tower
Box 9464
Minneapolis, MN 55440

Yes, please see that I receive

your free 24-page guide, Financial
Planning: How It Worksfor You.

I understand there is no obligation

on my part.

Name-

Address-

City

State- . Zip-

Phone No. k_

SMER1CSNI
[EXHffESS

Personal Financial Planners
The best investment you'll ever make.

© IDS/American Express. 1984. 83-02-374-021-001
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An American Express Company



How to buy
the finest Safari

without
getting skinned.
First, set the new 1984 Safariworld

brochure. Then compare it with the most
expensive safari on the market.

You'll find that Safariworld sives you
the same, or better, deluxe features,

accommodations and scheduled air

transportation on an adventure-filled 2

week safari for only $1999-$2499 . .

.

hundreds of dollars less than the
competition.

With 26 years in the business,

Safariworld has the experience to offer

the finest Safari . . . and the best value.

RARE OLD U.S. MINT
SILVER Vi DOLLARS
To gain new friends we are offering these beautifully

circulated Solid Silver U.S. Walking Liberty Half-Dollars

dated from 1916 to 1947 for trie unheard of low price of

only S9.95 each (an almost unheard-of saving on our

regular catalog price of S12.75).

Leading experts and astute collectors consider

these to be the finest examples of the engraver's art. So

popular they've been hoarded for over 35 years. So

valuable (over V% ounce of pure silver in each) they've

been melted down in the millions. No wonder they've

disappeared from circulation!

Supplies limited -order yours today. SAVE MORE!

FREE -order 6 different and receive 1 FREE! SAVE EVEN

MORE! Order 12 different and receive 3 FREE! (Our

choice of dates.) Add $1.50 postage, insurance and

handling per coin. $6.00 total on 6 or more coins. VISA

and MASTERCARD orders accepted for $25. OOor more.

If not delighted return within 14 days for full refund (less

shipping charges). FREE with order: 32-page Guide.

Catalog. Price Lists and complete information on U.S.

Rare Coins as profitable investments. Orders filled first

come, first served- this limited supply will not last long,

so order now.

The COIN GUILD, Dept.NH-584
37 Brompton Rd., Box 458, Great Neck, N.Y. 11022
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Additional Reading

Great Gull Island (p. 7)

When M. Harwood joined a volunteer

research crew to study the birds at Great

Gull Island in April 1974, he decided to

record his experiences in a journal. The re-

sult was The Viewfrom Great Gull (New
York: E.R Dutton, 1976), a gracefully

written, absorbing book about the island's

history, its occupation by terns, and the

people who study the birds. Harwood's

"Dawn and Dark, Day In and Day Out,

Tern Study Is a Labor of Love" (Smithso-

nian, August 1980, pp. 28-37) emerged

from a subsequent stay at Great Gull Is-

land. A charming excerpt from Har-

wood's journal, this article gives a glimpse

of what field study is all about and specu-

lates on what attracts people to the study

of animal behavior. H. Hays and R.W.

Riseborough's "The Early Warning of the

Terns" {Natural History, November

1971, pp. 38-47) describes Great Gull's

history as the site of military fortifications

and also concentrates on the effects of

chemical pollutants—particularly PCBs
—on the island's tern colony. PK. Ander-

son reports on the breeding strategies and

population structures of another Great

Gull inhabitant, the house mouse, in "The

Serendipitous Mouse" {Natural History,

April 1978, pp. 38-47).

Hopi Indians (p. 40)

Born in Oraibi, Arizona, Don C.

Talayesva was reared as a Hopi Indian un-

til he was ten, then trained in the ways of

the white American world until age

twenty. Although uncertain about which

of his two cultures to choose, Talayesva

(also known as the Sun Chief) eventually

returned to Hopiland, renounced Chris-

tianity, entered tribal adulthood, joined

secret societies, and worshiped the rain

gods in elaborate rituals and dances.

Talayesva wrote his autobiography, The

Sun Chief (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1 962, paperback), at the request of

Leo W. Simmons, a white man who had

been adopted as a clan brother and who

edited and prepared the story for its first

publication in 1942. This book, which pro-

vides one of the most complete accounts of

tribal life and behavior available, makes

for engrossing reading and has been re-

printed several times. Indians, by J,

Scherer (New York: Crown Publish^,

1973), is a collection of photographs-'

North American Indians, from the files'"

the Smithsonian Institution. The phot,

taken from 1 847 (eight years after phot-

raphy originated) to 1929, document i:

gradual loss of Indian culture as it v;

penetrated more and more by white inl-

ences and capture the details of tribal 1:

and environment—such as hair dressin,

tattoos, costumes, decorations, housi,

tools, utensils, food, weapons, rituals, al

ceremonies. The photographs were tali

by people from all walks of life

—

soj-

were scientists; others were railroad wo-

ers, surveyors, government employees -

volved in military treaty councils with :

tribes, or amateurs—but they were 1

white. Indian photographers are rep*

sented in Hopi Photographers/Hopi i-

ages, by V. Masayesva, Jr., and E. Yo -

ger (Tucson: University of Arizona Pn,

1983), the source of this issue's article t

the Hopi.

Scrub Jay Helpers (p. 55)

E.O. Wilson sets out his controvert

theories of animal social behavior l

Sociobiology (Cambridge: Harvard L-

versity Press, 1975), the most import t

book in this field. For an account of 1

operative breeding and its evolution in,v

African bird not related to the scrub jm

see J.D. Ligon and S.H. Ligon's "The i-

operative Breeding Behavior of the Gm
Woodhoopoe" {Scientific American, 'J

247, pp. 126-34). J.R. Krebs and Nl

Davies edited Behavioural Ecology (<i

ford: Blackwell Publishing, 1978), a <i|

lection of articles that take an evoluti-

ary approach to their subject; especuy

relevant to this issue's article on scrub j s

is ST. Emlen's "The Evolution of Coot-

ative Breeding in Birds." Finally, Iijj

Barash's Sociobiology and Beha\t

(New York: Elsevier Press, 1982), onef

the most commonly used college UA

books in this field, deals with animal so«L

behavior and sociobiology.

Japanese Maps (p. 64)

"Mapmakers of Old Japan" yi

adapted from H. Cortazzi's Isles ofGi



Iw York: John Weatherhill, Inc.,

|j), an elegantly and elaborately pro-

I :d book featuring more than eighty of

I nost attractive and historically signifi-

I European and Japanese maps of Ja-

i Cortazzi, the British ambassador to

a in and an enthusiastic collector of an-

%i Japanese maps, writes eloquently

lit the early contact between Japan

r1 the West and how it influenced both

iupean and Japanese mapmakers. The

I ; includes fifty-nine color illustrations,

) foldout maps, and one removable in-

v all admirably reproduced. A good

tsing point for readers who would like

I low more about the history of maps is

'.Campbell's Early Maps (New York:

Seville Press, 1981), which many ex-

I > in this field consider indispensable.

I. Ramsay's No Longer on the Map
I n York: Viking Press, 1972) is an en-

si.ining and engrossing exploration of

In myths behind places that were very

I to early geographers and mapmakers,

i actually never existed. Ramsay, who
re iered how these places—such as the

I ;dom of El Dorado—came to appear

maps, found that "that is quite a story;

let, quite a few stories." He guides the

der on what he calls "a voyage to the

m of Nowhere, and an exploration of

I levious channels leading to them." R.

i :r's How To Identify Old Maps and
,l>es (Hamden: Archon Books, 1965)

I ides a list of more than 2,000 cartog-

I ers, engravers, publishers, and print-

n concerned with printed maps and

les from about 1 500 to 1 800. Intended

Warily for collectors and dealers, the

:'s entries are meticulously detailed,

itg dates, class of work, nationalities,

n in some cases, titles of works and

D. borators. A chapter on the use of wa-

tt arks to date old maps and documents
i i o included. But there are also attrac-

:o for the noncollector: an outline of the

is ry of maps and charts; introductions

)
'
lestial maps and charts, to the differ-

1 lethods of map production, and to the

si f decoration and conventional signs in

is>; and a bibliography (occasionally

n tated to indicate the author's prefer-

L).

Rita Campon

At Last!
A Small Tiller
That Works!
Forget about big, clumsy
yank-you-along tillers . . . forever!

The Mantis tills and weeds a sensible
6"-9" wide (not 20" or more like big

tillers). Mantis weighs just 20 lbs. (not 200

to 300lbs.). Mantis' tines are so tough

they're warranted for life . . . Mantis'

engine is so durable we give you a

lifetime replacement agreement.

The secret is speed. Mantis' 36 "tine

teeth" spin at 240 RPM (twice the speed

© Mapl.wmj 1984 ••: Dolphin; Whale Shirt - FtO

FREE CATALOG! 22 Great Environmental,
Wildlife, and Anti-nuke Designs! s8.25 each; less

with bulk orders. Satisfaction guaranteed. 10% of

profits go to environmental causes. Share the Earth!

JIM MORRIS P.O. BOX 2308 DEPT. CE4
(303) 444-6430 BOULDER, COLO. 80306

ENVIRONMEN
•••T-SHIRTS

DISPLAY CASES
PROTECT AND
DRAMATIZE YOUR,

PRECIOUSWORK
OF ART

CUSTOM MADE
I
dear lucite on o
finished wood base

5END DIMENSIONS • LENGTH • WIDTH
AND HEIGHT • WE WILL QUOTE PRICE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
FOR ESTIMATE CALL [804] 442-2299

OR WRITE

THE ART DISPLAY CO.
Dox S80E. Exmore. VA 23350

of big tillers)! As a result, Mantis' tines

go through tough soil like a chain saw
goes through wood. No jerking . .

.

no yanking you along . . . and Mantis
furns on a dime!

Most big tillers were designed to just

till (but many now offer clumsy "add-
on" attachments to try to justify their

high cost). The Mantis-20 was designed
from the beginning to precisely match
a small, powerful engine to a variety of

useful attachments for your yard and
garden. Tiller. Cultivator. Furrower.

Edger. Lawn Aerator. Lawn De-Thatcher.

Hedge Trimmer.

Most big tillers cost an arm and a leg.

Despite the fact that the Mantis-20 is a

tough, durable, precision instrument . .

.

it costs a fraction of what you'll pay
for a big tiller.

Put the fun back in gardening. Join

the move to Mantis!

PRE-SEASON BONUS:
Early orders get a FREE
Border Edger (a $41 value!).

' yfoamfe
Mantis Manufacturing Co.
1458 County Line Rd., Dept. 4 1

8

Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Please send me more information on the

Mantis 20 Tiller/Cultivator.

Name

Address

City

StateState Zip i

The Ultimate Safari into
the Last Wilderness . .

.

A very special offer

The American Museum
of Natural History is

offeringSAND RIVERS
by Peter Matthiessen at

a $9.00 savings. The
publisher's price is

$11.95, but you pay
only $2.95. Act now
and receive the

Museum's FREE book
catalog.

In SAND RIVERS,
Matthif-sen and pho-
tographer Hugo van

Lawick explore an unmapped corner of Tanzania

—one of the last great strongholds of wildlife left

on earth. Incomparable writing by the author of

theSNOW LEOPARD and 64 pages of glorious

color photographs create a haunting portrait of

this ancient ana mysterious land.

"Adventure on a scale rarely seen in this century"—Publisher's Weekly

"A clear triumph"

—

N. Y. Times Book Review

-*£&

YES! Please send copies

of SAND RIVERS at $2.95 each,

delivery included. Also send me the

FREE book catalog of the American
Museum of Natural History.

Name: _
Address:

°x

City: . State: .Zip:

Make checks payable lo Ihe American Museum or Natural Hislorv

-
fi

rs ' AMNH Book Program

ram American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024 OJSR



A Matter of Tas

of state, but I think we believed (and still

do) that it matters to remind people that

even the most mundane-seeming foods

can be vastly exalted by the adroit use of

the human hand. It will not do, in other

words, to sneer at degraded, mass-pro-

duced versions of traditional foods. We
must follow a great American tradition

and offer constructive criticism. And if we

believe that the trouble with manufac-

tured food products comes from the dis-

tortions introduced into a perfectly splen-

Sauce for the Masses
Ketchup, although not haute cuisine,

is nothing tofeel guilty about

by Raymond Sokolov

At first glance, it is easy to explain the

low status of bottled sauces. Most of us

dismiss ketchup and its somewhat more

elaborate congeners as low-quality back-

drops to fast food, as dismal props for a

still-life painting of a hash house counter

we would prefer to forget. One of the

pokes people used to take at Richard

Nixon (before Watergate, but after they

had forgotten about his prepresidential

bad behavior) was to mention his prefer-

ence for ketchup and cottage cheese at

desk-top lunches in the Oval Office.

To engage in this mockery was, of

course, to play the same game of guilt by

association that Nixon and other anti-

communist witch hunters had played

twenty years before, when they were busy

rooting out subversion from coast to coast.

To tar the president with a ketchup-

drenched brush would have been a cheap

shot. I was tempted to do it, but I held my
fire, primarily because, at the precise mo-

ment in the early seventies that I was

contemplating such an attack, I met M. F.

K. Fisher, the Brillat-Savarin of Califor-

nia's Valley of the Moon, who had grown

up in the same exurb of Los Angeles

(Whittier) as the president and had a

much better idea of how to zing him:

"Print recipes for really good ketchup and

cottage cheese. Help the man better him-

self."

As I recall it, I did follow part of Mrs.

Fisher's advice by working up a cottage

cheese recipe and urging Mrs. Nixon to

use it. I never heard from her, but I have

always cherished the vision of a cheese-

clothful of fresh curds dripping into a

presidential sink.

Neither Fisher nor I actually supposed

that the mere publication of a superior

recipe would change the habits of a head
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did, traditional recipe by the indu;

process, well then, the best way to coi

the problem is to broadcast, as wide

possible, the authentic and pure wj

making the item.

This assumes that the item in que

has some sort of claim to historical aul

ticity. If it does, if we can trace it ba<

some point before it was systemati

prepared and consumed, we have

facto converted something gene

scorned as a no-account pop food ii

Ketchup antedates thefast-food burger, but its lineage is obscure.

George Obremskl. The Image Bank



See beyond the ordinary
I The Canon A-1 is no ordinary

I ra. It is a creative tool. Con-
I d as the ultimate in automatic

I ;, the A-1 is unsurpassed in

I Jing exposure control options.

I ; are six, to be precise, allow-

[ >u to select the one best suited

ir subject. Choose a shutter

J to control and interpret

1. Select a lens opening and
way a background,
i the programmed mode, the

A-1 makes
both of these

decisions for

you so you
can really con-

centrate on
your subject.

You just focus,

compose and
shoot.

automatic flash. You can shoot at up
to five frames-per-second with the

optional Motor Drive MA. But most
important, the A-1 does everything

automatically. Freeing you to shoot a

special subject in your own special

way, and make a picture that

nobody else saw.

The Canon A-1. It's half of what

you need to turn photography into

fine art. ^T

And create. A bright digital display in

the viewfinder shows the speed
and aperture in use, whether

the choice was yours or

the camera's.

The A-1 provides the

versatility to match your

imagination. Add any of

over fifty Canon FD lenses.

A Canon Speedlite for

|

Canon USA, Inc., One Canon Plaza, Lake Success, New York 11042 140 Industrial Drive,

Elmhurst. Illinois 60126/6380 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Norcross, Georgia 30071
123 Paularino Avenue East, Costa Mesa, California 92626 / 2035 Royal Lane, Suite 290, Dallas, Texas 75229
Bldg. B-2, 1050 Ala Moana Blvd., Honolulu. Hawaii 96814 /Canon Canada, Inc , Ontario



Discovery Tour

to the Nile
February 10 to March 3, 1985

Discover the world of ancient and mod-

ern Egypt on an American Museum
600 mile Nile Cruise. Explore with three

lecturers the rich natural and arche-

ological sites of an area which has

fascinated visitors for centuries ...A care-

fully planned itinerary (with a special

two-day program in London visiting the

British Museum with its curator) pro-

vides a relaxing and thorough three-

week Discovery Tour. All of the major

Nile archeological sites as well as the

important wildlife regions are discussed

and visited with your balanced team of

eminent lecturers. Share with Museum

staff and friends an unforgettable

cruise. For further information includ-

ing itinerary, map, prices, conditions,

etc., write or call American Museum
Discovery Tours.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

DiscoveryTours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, N.Y., 10024

(212)873-1440

LET US GIVE YOU A HAND
YOU are a valued member, and The American Museum of Natural History

Membership Services Department is ready to help you.

To renew your subscription, give a gift subscription, change your address, or it

you miss an issue, have a problem or a question, please write to us:

American Museum of Natural History

Membership Services

P.O. Box 4300

Bergenfield, N.J. 07621

Trained individuals are standing by to handle your inquiry. Remember, though,

it does take three to four weeks to act on your correspondence.

u We thank you for your continued support.

We'll try to continue being worthy of it. ~u

I

m
dish with a pedigree, a culinary clat

This is exactly what I intend to do i

ketchup.

The obvious place to begin is with

word itself. Right away we are in a c

grove of variant spellings: ketchup,

sup, catchup. And conflicting etyrr.

gies. The usual sources mention the Mi

ketchap and the obviously related Chii,

word, from the dialect of Amoy, kets

Both of these terms refer to a substese

prepared by pickling shellfish in brine i

the other hand, an authority as weightir

Elizabeth David asserts in a footnote

Spice, Salt and Aromatics in the En%h

Kitchen that "the word seems to hav^

rived from caveach, a form of spiced-^

gar pickle in which cooked fish was t>

served. In different forms, such as >

beche, caviche, and so on, the term oc rs

throughout European cookery, and tig

up in Mexico and Japan."

I think the answer is not in yet. The iui

ation reminds me of what happens win

botanists try to trace a widely cultivi

plant back to its wild progenitor. Beciie

so many cultivars exist—and have exiid

over centuries—without an even remcly

adequate record of how they were td,

the job of tracing their lineage is a geit|

cist's nightmare. I think ketchup p$
similar challenges to the linguist. It sel

clear, however, that at some point afteI
plorers opened up the world to Eurojii

commerce and colonization in the #

teenth century, the notion of a sauce, 1

a name something like ketchup, wasi

ported to the West from Asia, where itJ

already widespread and popular in vara

local versions. This is a grand subject!

one that might busy a scholar for a 1

time: charting the spread of Asian and*

dian pickles and technically related 1

pes throughout the world. Peril

someday we will know where "ketds

began. But for now it is still exhilaratiii

conceive of dishes as superficially diij

ent as Indian mango pickle, Chinese

tied oyster sauce, and Mexican lime-ail

ceviche as forms of ketchup.

Perhaps this category strikes you

broad. Let's look, then, for a chai:

transmission that is narrower and

persuasive.

Early English and American ketclJ

were made with oysters or walnuts. Sc»

times only the juice was kept and the
!

'4

matter discarded,- producing whatffl

would now call a ketchup. But as K»
Hess reminds us in her annotated ed:«

of the English cookbook used by MaM
Washington, pickled oysters were 4

considered ketchup. Mrs. Hess belitl

on technical grounds, that the traditicl

ketchup, which she wants to limit tcM

ClMi

5
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q)l product, antedated the arrival of

Iwd in England. This makes perfect

I . Pickling had been known in Europe

•o the beginning of recorded time. The

ri. ipal Roman sauce, garum, was a fer-

ie ed fish sauce similar to the Vietnam-

jet uoc mam, a fermentation of salted

n« Dvies yielding a pungent juice. But af-

,rp90, the date of the first recorded use

IV word ketchup in English, what may
I remained of the "preketchup" got

uid under the conceptual umbrella of

rvrted ketchups and soon acquired a

s^sian flavor, from spices. Elizabeth

ls)d speaks of "the relishes, ketchups

ni auces, which were the forerunners of

Bottled sauces of today." She says,

hf too came to us via the East India

lo aany and its traders, and like so many
Igeenth- and nineteenth-century foods

ri heir development to the need for prod-

ci hat would stand up to long sea voyages

l)4j elp to relieve the monotony of the food

Miible both to the crews of ships and

16 passengers. The old "store sauces"

Mil on vinegar and horseradish, soy and

u:, on pickled walnuts, oysters, cockles,

liLrooms, lemons, anchovies, and onions

K ially became known either as catsups

r the name of some individual who was

ic>ht to have originated a particular

lei.

I

Ifst there was Harvey's, in the late

Ig eenth century, which was followed in

I by the original Worcestershire

ill:. The modern sauce of that name
prves its exotic origins with a mixture

figredients that ranges through mo
)S( s sugar, soy, anchovies, and tamarind.

hj es based on salt anchovies and even

I berry juice filled the Victorian mar-

I nder jingoistic trade names. David's

I icludes Nabob's, Mandarin, Empress

I f.dia, and British Lion. But where, in

burgeoning ketchup cosmos, were the" ketchups, the ones based on toma-

•t i ;cipes for them existed in England

it in the nineteenth century. Mrs.

Can printed a recipe for "tomato

b" in her influential 1861 Book of
mehold Management (a modern re-

ri| is published by Farrar, Straus &
ii ux). But the tomato was still a rare

I , Beeton felt compelled to write a ba-

(CUplanatory paragraph about it, much

I {
modern cookbook writer might feel

libelled to introduce the kiwi. And
l^nercial tomato ketchups did not con-

I the British market until after 1900,

i cheap canned tomatoes in bulk lots

fin reaching British manufacturers,

tas late as 1964, the Chambers Twen-

Century Dictionary, a normally ex-

Ihit British reference source, defined

ketchup as a "sauce made from mush-

rooms." Old ideas die hard. In that same

year, however, foes of Prime Minister

Harold Wilson were mocking him unceas-

ingly for his plebeian preference for a to-

mato-based ketchup called HP Sauce, a

condiment as universally visible, then and

now, in England as Heinz ketchup is here.

In this country, tomato ketchup took

hold much earlier. The earliest printed

recipe, it seems, appeared in 1 824 in Mary
Randolph's The Virginia Housewife (see

recipe). And as M.F.K. Fisher reminds us,

Mark Twain listed "catsup" in A Tramp
Abroad ( 1 878) as one of the eighty Ameri-

can foods he couldn't find in his travels.

When she was a girl in California early

in this century, Fisher's favorite dish was

mashed potatoes and ketchup. Tomato
ketchup. It was "spicy, and bad for us, and

'common' in bottles." This antiketchup

prejudice was an anachronism even then,

since other cooks of her grandmother's

generation prided themselves on their

ketchups made from oysters, walnuts, and

even tomatoes. It seems that bottled to-

mato ketchup was prohibited in the Fisher

home because it was manufactured. At

any rate, it became a forbidden fruit with

all the luxurious attraction for young

Mary Frances that forbidden fruit has had

since Eden.

W*0,^^k\ IV/* Well, in

pre-Castro Havana, it was
practically the uniform of well-
dressed men. In that hot humid
tropical climate, suits and ties

were out of the question, but
the Guayabera more than
filled the bill.

Today, the Guayabera has
become the hot-weather leisure

favorite of Chief Executives and
professional men all across the

U.S.A. Wherever it's hot &
sticky (that's everywhere in

July!), smart men wear the

Guayabera

HURRY! Supplies Limited!
This is a sharp shirt at a very sharp price,

and once this ad appears nationally,
they'll go fast. So don't delay. You'll want
them all: crisp White and the cool Blue.

Tan and Mint, so order todav.

We'll be glad to send them on Full

Money-Back Approval. Try them on.

show the family. Then if you are not
100% delighted, return the shirts for

your full remittance back — You'll Never
Gel a Better Deal!

Crisp, fresh and handsome. 4 big pockets
to handle all a man's things. And Comfort?
Habund recommends the Guayabera as the

irld's all-around coo lest, roomiest, unique -est

summer shirt, in light weight, wash and wear
polyester and cotton.

Great details, like row-on-row of tiny pin-tuck
pleats, lots of button trim, easy L-O-N-G length,
and comfy full cut. Once you try one, you'll swear
y its good looks and summer comfort. Order here

Haband's Polyester & Cotton

Guayabera
Shirt 13

97y2
2 for $27.95

each

3 for $41.75
r$55.

HABAND
265 N 9th St..

Paterson. NJ 07530

ce Gudyjberd
Shirts fof which I enclose my
full remittance of S_

SI7ES AVAILABLE

SIM-14'41; MI1515'i). LM6 16141

XLI17 17'H '2XU18-18'4l. MXUI9-19'il

•Add $1 75 each tor 2XL & 3XL
MINIMUM ORDER: 2 SHIRTS

Color 191 MOM M1UT
am

WHITE A
BLUE B

TAN c
MINT D

HABAND
265 N 9th St . Paterson. NJ 07530
or phone order (2011 942 9452

plus $1.95 lor postage & handling.

OR CHARGE: V.sa MC
Acct *

Exp Date
Guarantee: II upon receipt I do not choose lo wear the shirts
return them within 30 davs (or r* full refund ol every penny I paid you

Mace 79Z-191

City \ State. -Zip-



And when her father let her satisfy her

yen for mashed potatoes and ketchup, she

indulged herself with a gusto that a clever

observer might have guessed presaged a

career in gastronomy. "I was alone," she

has written,

which seems to be indicated for many such

sensual rites. The potatoes were light,

whipped to a firm cloud with rich hot milk,

faintly yellow from ample butter. I put them

in a big warmed bowl, made a dent about

the size of a respectable coffee cup, and

filled it to the brim with catsup from a large

full, "vulgar" bottle that stood beside my
table mat where a wineglass would be at an

ordinary, commonplace, everyday banquet.

The affinity of potatoes and tomato

ketchup is no longer anyone's dirty little

secret. It is a synergy of crucial economic

significance to the American food indus-

try, which sells untold tons of French fried

potatoes to people who then douse them

with ketchup. The reflective gastrobota-

nist will note with amusement that this na-

tional passion combines two members of

the Solanaceae family, both of which were

once viewed with dark suspicion as poison-

ous. Today, no one thinks this any more,

but the idea of mixing them is considered

low class. And undoubtedly the reason for

this is an unexamined bigotry that scorns a

commercial product omnipresent on the

tables of fast-food restaurants. Well, that

is part of it, but the same contempt does

not attach to mustard, which is just as

ubiquitous in lowdown eateries.

There is something deeper at work, in-

sidiously making us all guilty when we put

ketchup on French fries or, Heaven for-

fend, on fried eggs. On grounds of taste,

the prejudice makes no sense. Ketchup it-

self, while not a particularly refined,

haute cuisine sort of sauce, does not have a

despicable taste. The sugar in it, some-

times criticized by health food zealots

(who had a field day when the Reagan ad-

ministration asserted that ketchup helped

satisfy the vegetable requirement in the

dietary breakdown of their scaled-down

plans for the school lunch program), is cer-

tainly no more deleterious than the sugar

injams and jellies. And to maintain consis-

tency, those who disdain ketchup in com-

bination with other foods must also reject

such universally admired concoctions as

pasta with tomato sauce or any of hun-

dreds of other classic recipes in which a to-

mato puree is added to other foods. I am
willing to concede that tomato ketchup,

however brilliantly prepared, is not the

highest form of tomato cookery. People

who slug it on everything, mindlessly, are

as witless as people who put any one condi-

ment on everything they eat. But I

convinced that ketchup phobia is a f<

of national self-hate. Ketchup is the

ome of a folk cuisine that the wouli

genteel and the arriviste gourmets am
us are desperate to leave behind, in 01

to separate themselves from the mund
habits of the general population.

It is not my purpose to promote the

sumption of tomato ketchup. Its manu
turers have been quite successful at

without my help. I just think it is tim

call a halt to the sneering, which probsy

increases the eagerness of children to off

indulge in ketchup because they senst*

did Fisher, that it is a small barricade

which they can mount a rebellion agait

their parents.

In the meantime, you might as well!

try to deprive them. Instead, take*

opportunity to teach them how to it

ketchup out of a full bottle without haij

it explode in a wasteful pool on the pli

To prevent this, hold an open bottle upa

down in one hand. Then tap the nH

sharply with the index finger of the o\&

hand. After a few taps, a moderate If

should be released.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose 1
cial interest is the history andpreparall,

offood. I

Discover with Dr. Thomas

D. Nicholson, Director

of the Museum, and a team of

expert lecturers, the paradise

islands of Southeast Asia. Join

art historians, anthropologists,

geologists, marine biologists and nat-

uralists for a luxury cruise through one

of the most beautiful and interesting

island groups in the world. The importance

of this region in the history of biology and

evolutionary theory will become clear during

our fascinating lecture series while at sea.

Discover the land of the "White Rajahs," ancient sultan

ates and the traditional headhunters of Borneo—the

Dyaks—their splendid longhouses, crafts and performances.

Explore old Portuguese and Dutch forts amid tropical landscapes

studded with smoking volcanoes. Enjoy fabulous coral reefs teeming

with gorgeous fish, and idyllic beaches home to exotic birds.

Relax on our luxury vessel, the m. v. Illiria, which has only 68 cabins but all the

amenities of the giant cruise liners. Join other spirited participants as we disembark

in small groups for meticulously arranged land programs. Optional land excursions before

or after the cruise take you to Bangkok and Java to visit extraordinary Hindu-Buddhist temples.



Sambal Tomat

Iweet and Sour Tomato Dressing)

^ vanese recipe from The Indonesian

Ki hen, by Copeland Marks with Min-

a Soeharjo. Atheneum Publishers. The

iu ors observe that "its use is similar to

hi of the American tomato ketchup."

n ' suggest adding it to fritters made

h, crabmeat, shrimp, potato, or beef.

cup sliced ripe tomatoes

I clove garlic, sliced

I
tablespoon crushed, dried,

red hot chilies

,
teaspoon vinegar

j

teaspoon sugar

teaspoon salt

cup wateri

' teaspoons peanut or corn oil

I lend tomatoes, garlic, chili, vinegar,

igar, salt, and water into a paste.

I ry the paste in the oil over low heat

,'ntil the liquid is about half evapo-

I ited and a thick sauce remains.

Yield: About ¥2 cup

Buffalo Berry Ketchup

A ipted from a recipe in Cookery ofthe

Hrie Homesteader, by Louise K.

>J ;ey. Touchstone Press, RO. Box 81,

»< 'erton, Oregon 97005)

>T;ey grew up in northeastern Montana
n le early years of the century, where

buffalo berries (Shepherdia argentea),

the sour, scarlet fruits of a broad, erect

deciduous shrub with silvery leaves, are

native.

1 large kettleful buffalo berries

2 large onions, peeled and diced

3 cups vinegar

4 cups sugar

2 teaspoons cinnamon

V2 teaspoon ground cloves

Vi teaspoon allspice

1. Add enough water just to cover the

berries. Bring to a boil and simmer un-

til mushy. Push through a sieve.

2. Take a gallon of the sieved mixture

and put it in a clean pot with the on-

ions. Cook until the onions are soft and

push through a sieve.

3. Now combine the sieved mixture with

all remaining ingredients in a heavy-

bottomed pot, bring to a boil, and sim-

mer until the mixture thickens to the

consistency of tomato ketchup. Stir of-

ten to prevent scorching.

4. Can in sterilized jars.

Mrs. Beeton's Walnut Ketchup

100 walnuts, gathered green, roughly

chopped

1 handful salt

1 quart vinegar
lA ounce ground mace
Vi ounce ground nutmeg

Vi ounce ground cloves

Vi ounce ground ginger

Vi ounce whole black peppercorns

A small piece of horseradish

20 shallots, peeled

Vi pound anchovies

1 pint port wine

1. Put the walnuts in a jar or bowl with

the salt and vinegar. Let them stand

for eight days, stirring every day.

2. Drain the liquor from them and com-
bine it with all remaining ingredients

in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and sim-

mer for about a half hour. It may be

strained or not, as preferred, and if re-

quired, a little more vinegar or wine

can be added, according to taste.

(Store in sterilized jars.)

Mrs. Randolph's Tomato Catsup

Gather a peck of tomatoes, pick out the

stems, and wash them; put them on a fire

without water, sprinkle on a few spoonsful

of salt, let them boil steadily an hour, stir-

ring them frequently; strain them through

a colander, and then through a sieve; put

the liquid on the fire with half a pint

chopped onions, half a quarter of an ounce

of mace broke into small pieces; and if not

sufficiently salty, add a little more—one

tablespoonful of whole black pepper; boil

all together until just enough to fill two

bottles; cork it tight. Make it in August, in

dry weather.

ij winter you can discover Borneo,

hhe Spice Islands, Bali and Singapore on the

American Museum of Natural History's cruise:

? Borneo and the

Spice Islands By Sea

1& (with Opt

SPICf ISLANDS

FEBRUARY 23 to MARCH 15, 1985
onal Excursions to Bangkok and Java)

American
Museum of

"

Natural
[*£?!! History

DiscoveryTours

Please send an itinerary for

Borneo and the Spice Islands B\ Sea

Name (please prinll

Si reel

7^ N^7 Zip l-'.f

Central Park West at 79th St. Nov York. \ ^ 10024 Tel. (212) 873-1440



Art/Crafts

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Northwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graphics Eskimo sculpture. South-

west Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas. Recent
West African pieces. No catalog. Call or write for

photos and data. Priced $100/up. Box 5896, Sherman
Oaks, CA 91413 (818) 789-2559

AIR MAPS
A black & white photographic aerial map of your favorite city

worldwide, detailing streets and landmarks, that makes

a striking picture or mural for home or office A great

conversation piece. Send for brochure: AIR MAPS, 71-J

Hartford Turnpike So., Wallingford, CT 06492-3485

(203) 265-4648).

A STUNNING NEW ART FORM!

COLLECTORS OF SOUTHWESTERN INDIAN
CRAFTS: Private individual with direct purchase
opportunities wishes correspondence Ann Robert-

son, 506 Williamson, Winslow, AZ 86047

DANCE MASKS from Indonesia, $30$90, request

photos, other masks available, McCoy Imports, Lib-

erty, NY 12754

"?A?YRUS
Gods, symbols & "Book of the Dead"
panels—authentically replicated on
genuine handmade & painted papyrus.

"Fascinating conversation pieces.

BROCHURE—showing specimens -25 <*

Gallery open bv appointment only.

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS LTD
Dept. N584 • 50 W. 76th St. • N.Y. 10023

MODERN NAVAJO WEAVINGS ENHANCE any style of

home or office decor Brochure and catalog, $200.
Guards' Navajo Rugs, 2625 Desert Drive, Las Cruces,
NM 88001

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKI Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHQ, 84 Fifth Avenue,
New York 10011

Books

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any sublet or title,

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title "PAB", 2918 Atlantic Ave „ Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

NATURE GUIDES and natural history books for west-
ern states Wide selection of titles. For catalog send $1

to: Ceanothus Book Service, PO Box 515. Dept. NH,
Windsor, CA 95492

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS
2,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalog: Hamilton's, BB-

SS Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672 (714) 492-2976

Camps

MAINE ISLAND ECOLOGY—Marine biology, botany
and ornithology on a 200-acre island near Mt. Desert,

Maine. Exciting opportunity for high school students in-

terested in environmental studies. Faculty/student ra-

tio 1 :5. In fourteenth year of operation. From June 21 to

July 9 or July 13 to July 31 Contact Maine Island Ecol-

ogy, Academy of Natural Sciences, 19th St. and the

Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19103

.The Marl*:

PRAIRIE TREK AND TURQUOISE TRAIL Expeditions

(Boys 11-17, Girls 13-17). Since 1926 the Expeditions

have made it possible for young people to explore in

the mountains, canyons, and desert country of the

American Southwest Emphasis on environmental

studies, archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and
camping skills. For details write Thomas Billings, P.O.

Box 40451 NH, Indianapolis, IN 46240 (317) 896-3842

WILDERNESS CANOEING/BACKPACKING: Trips for

teens, adults and families. BWCA, northern Ontario

and beyond; skill development, comradeship, chal-

lenge lead to self-esteem and maturity. Menogyn-
YMCA Adventures, 4 W Rustic Lodge, Minneapolis,

MN 55409; (612) 823-5282

Collectors' Items

ANTIQUE SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS: Medical, Nauti-

cal, Microscopes, Globes, Scales. Three illustrated

catalogs $5 00. Thesaurus, POB 710 5, Charleston, IL

61920. (217)348-1009

EINSTEIN, WITTGENSTEIN, GERTRUDE STEIN and
600 other philosophers, scientists, authors, artists,

composers and historical personages on pins and
magnets. Free illustrated catalog! Buttonworks, 671

State Street #1, Portsmouth, NH 03801

Correspondence

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence. Send age, interests.

Free reply. Harmony, Box 89NH, Brooklyn, NY 11235

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE.'' New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities—plus all gov-

ernment programs. $4.95. Unisearch, Box 19749-RR,
Indianapolis, IN 46219

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS
138 East 36th Street

New Yortc. NY 10016
212-685-1528

Classes are being given by noted

teachers in Tibetan Thanka Paint-

ing, [con Painting, Gold Leafing,

Medieval Manuscript Illumination,

Jungian Picture Interpretation and

Chinese Landscape Painting- Please

call for information.

UNDERGRADUATE ARCHEOLOGY. 8 week Little

Creek Field School in archeological excavation of a late

Pueblo II Western Anasazi site in SW Utah. June 1 1 to

August 4. Intended for undergraduate college stu-

dents. No experience required. 15 quarter credits. En-

rollment limited to 20. For cost information write: Dr.

Richard A. Thompson, Southern Utah State College,

Cedar City. UT 84720

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook, $2.00. Australian International,

Box 19107-RR. Washington, DC 20036

AUSTRALIA—THE WORLD! 50.000 jobs! Big pay. All

occupations. Transportation. Latest reports, $2.00.

Jobworld, Box 681 -NH, Cypress. CA 90630

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV, PO Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$300. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RR, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Exclusive com-
puterized openings— all occupations—greatest

weekly selection! Free information!! lntermountain-4Y,

31 15N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO 80907

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School'

openings; USA $6 00; Abroad $6.00. Englanj

Saudi, Australia $6.00 each. EISF, Box 662*
MA 02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LO/ii
able from nonprofit foundations! 340 source p0
tion instructions, $3.00. Fundsearch, Box "OH

Washington, DC 20036

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 i|

Sampler: 4/$2.98. Free Brochure. Multine

Box DE-205, Dana Point, CA 92629

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Majc

nies. Free brochure. Sobol House, Box 218-1]

Mountain, NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

DIRECT FURNITURE PRICES. Free portfolio dlj

ing information. Blackwelder's, RR 12-390, Sa
NC 28677, 1-800-438-0201

1-800-334-8174 Puts you in contact with ,

leading furniture mfg's at superlative saving

& Barnes, Library for Fine Furniture, 651 S I

St., Southern Pines, NC 28387. In NC call ('

3381

Gardening

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS";
the largest selection of weird and
succulents—over 150 photographs of

crests, variegates, living stones, and oddb
$1 .00 today. Free "Tanzanian Zipper Plant" c

eluded: "Catalog of Unusual Succulents," De
1

'

Buena Creek, San Marcos, CA 92069

Gourmet Interests

COZY 57-page booklet. Unusual recipes,

touching stories of early farmlife. Send your'

$3.98 plus $1 .50 postage. Rognlie Farm Pre

Franklin, MN 55333

HAWAIIAN RECIPES BOOKLET. Japanese,

Korean, Portuguese, Hawaiian entrees as pr

contemporary Island homes. $3.50 to Hualf

Box 2883, Kailua-Kona, HI 96745

MINNESOTA WILD RICE. $6.00 per pound!
Five pound minimum. Floura Bros, Box 44 I

duck, MN 56630

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY.''!
items (including jeeps) . . . many 1 % original <T

complete information available—$2.00. Dispi

19107-RR, Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

DON'T HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS'? Send
j

nosaur Catalog, Box 546NH, Tallman, NY 1C2

HAND-CARVED WOOD BIRDS. Beautif ll

painted natural plumage. Over 60 species fr *

to choose. Free full-color brochure. ICS. Depi H

20745, San Jose, CA 95160

THE BIRDS ARE COMII
Sturdy hand-crafj
house. Stained si

with removable fl

easy cleaning. 8">l
H.1V4"hole.$15.00l
Send check or M.Oj
Hilt Wood Produi

235, Lyndhurst, I
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GET OUT OF
YOUR JEANS!
..and into our soft and sturdy,

pure cotton drawstring pants.

Offered in: Natural

Russet • Sky Blue • Green

Plum • Black • Navy

State hip/waist measurements.

SI8 Postpaid and Fully Guaranteed

FREE analogue and swatches.

a cottage industry

BoxNHT Burkirtsville. MD2I7IE

I aneous

jf S" Bumper Sticker. Send $1 .00 postage/han-

|
3 Owl's Nest, Box 5491 , Fresno, CA 93755

I SIVE SCIENCE KITS for inquisitive 10 to 16

ok mailed each month since 1940 Write for de-

1 lgs of Science, RD1 , Box 130 NH, Newtown,

Association of north America: ua-

f]
; delight of the new world animals. The fastest

iir nvestment in exotic animals in America today.

rj Ih a winning personality, ease of maintenance

tKibility to pack where others cannot go. For a

b| ders directory and information on our llama

I / istry please contact: LANA, POB 1 1 74, dept.

|rj nento, CA 95806

k|5"—For investment, breeding, backpacking,

16 easure of ownership. There's nothing like a

I ee brochure on sales and pack trips. 3R
th OB 1079, Mt. Shasta, CA 96067. (916) 926-

b >OM WALL POSTER. Common edible and
ir s species of North America. Beautifully illus-

d ;ientifically accurate. Money back guarantee

)i details: Dept. NH, Sea Otter Press, PO Box

i Utile, WA 981 1

1

I OOTHED TIGER SKULLS, Lions, Gorillas, Hu-

6 Is. Life size. Inexpensive Excellent quality re-

tains Send $1.00 for catalog (refundable),

digery, PO Box 1021-NH, Brea, CA 92621

Optical

JSCH&LOMB

When it comes to op-

tics, the Bausch & Lomb
name has had no peers

for over 100 years. Their

binoculars, riilescopes

and telescopes remain

the standard of excel-

lence against which
all others are judged.

Invest in a Bausch &
Lomb, and you've made
the buy of a lifetime.

!nley s POST OFFICE BOX 1-E

FORT JOHNSON. NY. 12070

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy

collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

NATURE PHOTOJOURNALIST SEMINARS. Earn $$$$.

Develop your photographic skills $$$ by publishing

your pictures in newspapers, magazines and books.

Enpy a unique lifestyle that lets you earn wherever you

go Learn how with noted photojournalist/author Bill

Thomas in one of a series of intensive seminars featur-

ing nature awareness, developing rapport with wildlife,

living close to the land, marketing and management
techniques Choose a weekend seminar in Hunting Is-

land, South Carolina, Smoky Mountains, Maine, or the

Arizona—Sonoran Desert One day seminars will be

held in Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis, and Phoenix.

Contact P.O. Box 51532, Indianapolis, IN 46251

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars - Telescopes - Brand

names. Free list. Thos. Manetta, Box 12, 61 Hoffman

Avenue, Elmont, NY 11003

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM S7.50/ACRE!

Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land

Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00.

Lands, Box 19107-RR, Washington, DC 20036

NEW . . . FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired. United Farm Agency, Inc. 612-U W. 47th

St., Kansas City, MO 64112. Ph. Toll-free: 1-800-821-

2599, Mo. res. ph. Toll-free: 1-800-892-5785

NEW! FREE! SUMMER '84 CATALOG! 266 pages; over

5000 properties, 2000 pictures! Values in every type of

real estate, many owner financed! From 600 offices in

43 states. Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty, Plaza

Towers, Dept. 5390, Springfield, MO 65804. Call toll

free: 1-800-641-4266

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake.

Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-

tember. Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods. $650 - $1 ,700 for two weeks. Please

write Bartlett Carry Club, RFD 3, Tupper Lake, NY
12986

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain

lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses; family

rates. American Plan. Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake,

NY 12864

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS. Virgin Gorda Delux seaside

villas Fully equipped 2 and 3 Br. with private Bths.

Spectacular view. Private beaches. Hartley-Ruppel,

2213 Bond St., Pittsburgh, PA 15237

GRAND TETONS: Guest ranch in heart of Jackson

Hole Country. Meals, lodging, horses. Gros Ventre

River. Flying V Ranch, Box 502, Kelly, WY 8301 1
. (307)

733-2799

HILTON HEAD ISLAND 1 bedroom villa on ocean.

Completely furnished. From $299/week. Shorter stays

OK. Toll free: 1-800-845-7013

LINEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT. Fleet of sailboats, two

masted schooner, sailing instructions, heated pool,

tennis Write for folder. Boothbay Harbor, ME 04538

OLD FASHIONED, Secluded Farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a

few guests. Write: John Gardner. Orangedale, Nova
Scotia

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES stones
throw from sea, on cocoa plantation. Swimming, snor-

keling, fishing, scuba. Birdwatcher's paradise. Bro-

chure. Charles A Turpin, Charlotteville, Tobago, West
Indies

VACATION on working cattle ranch in Montana
Brandings, trail drives, camp outs. Dick Rumph, Bid-

die, MT 59314 (406) 427-5452

A Natural Georgia "Golden Isle" Vacation

LITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND
Binding, beachcombing, fishing, hiking, horseback riding or

relaxation on a secluded 12,000 acre island with miles of

unspoUed beaches, forests, marshes, ponds and over 200 species

of birds. 20 - 25 guests at a time. Excellent food and rustic

accomodations. Professional naturalists on staff. Get away from

the crowds on one of America's most beautiful islands.

Little St. Simons Island Phone 912/638-7472

P.O. Box 1078N St. Simons Island, GA 31522

WHITE GRASS RANCH: 65 years of dude ranching in a

serene Teton Park mountain clearing in Jackson's

Hole, Wyoming. Riding, food, company and service ex-

cel. Ride when, where, and with whom you choose
Pack trips tailored to your wishes. Children's special

program and dining room. Junior wrangler program
(minimum one month) for boys 14-18. Daily rates: from

$80.00 each double. Call or write Frank & Nona Galey,

Box 230, Moose, WY 83012. (307) 733-3329

Schools

DISCOVER NORMANDY & FRENCH, this Summer or

Fall. 3 to 10 week intensive or more relaxed programs

from $255 a week, tuition, room & board Write: French

& American Study Center, BP176, Lisieux 14104

Cedex, France

FREE—PARENTS' GUIDE Over 400 private resident

camps, summer programs and schools in U.S. and
abroad, serving children 6-16 Most visited by pub-

lisher. For guide and free referrals give child's age,

grade, interests, geographical preference and en-

trance date. Established 1940. Vincent/Curtis. Rm.

216, 224 Clarendon St., Boston, MA 02116

Tours/Trips

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS CANOEING in the great

north woods. August 4—October 5. Six-day sessions

led by expert guides. Eight guests only. Based in re-

mote backcountry lodge, truly rustic yet decadently

comfortable. You'll paddle pristine mountain lakes,

ponds and rivers shared by brook trout, otters, bea-

vers, loons and osprey. Daily excursions plus two

nights of camping. Naturalist fireside programs. Swim-

ming, fishing, hiking, loafing optional For brochure

write or call Adirondack Canoe Tours, McMaster Road.

Saranac Lake, NY 12983. (212) 260-7685

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS
'Tours led by professional naturalists,

historians & wildlife photographer to unique

areas: Channel IslandsKSold Country/Big

Sur/Bristlecone/Wlne Country/Death Valley & more. Small

groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations

historic hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided tor

"living with nature tours". Calilornia Natural History Tours.

P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills, CA 90212. (213) 274<3025.

AFRICA, AMAZON, AND GALAPAGOS. Small groups,

expert naturalist leaders Wildlife safaris in Tanzania.

Kenya, Madagascar, Rwanda. One and two-week Ga-

lapagos cruises. Special Galapagos hiking expedition.

Amazon programs in Manu and Tambopata Preserves,

Peru. Private trips arranged. Free 1984 color catalog.

Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue. Berkeley,

CA 94707. (415)524-5111

AFRICA' Madagascar s Wildlife and Anthropology.

Rwanda's Gorillas. Mysterious Sahara. Spectacular,

affordable Kenya, Tanzania. Seychelles. Zambia. Bo-

tswana. Tours, safaris, hiking. Forum Travel. 2437

Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704

AFRICAN TENTED/CAMPING SAFARIS. Kenya, Tan-

zania, Rwanda, Botswana. Studytravel Africa, 34 Elder-

berry Road, Syosset, NY 11971
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JlteMarket

ALASKA VISITORS CONSULTANT. Naturalist de-

signed itineraries. 4421 Mars Drive, Anchorage, AK
99507. (907) 349-5244

ALASKA'S BIRDS—BEARS—FLOWERS. 5 or 10 day
guided natural history vacations. Sincere informal hos-

pitality in a spectacular coastal wilderness and moun-
tain panorama. Experience 30 foot tides, prolific sea-

bird and marine life, nesting Bald Eagles, Brown Bears,

fishing, glorious profusions of Alpine and Tundra flow-

ers. Cozy comfort, gourmet meals Personal guiding. 8
guests only Floatplane included. $1500 to $2250.
America's best wilderness lodge—award winning ser-

vices and accommodations Write for brochure The
McBrides, Kachemak Bay Wilderness Lodge, Box 956,

Homer, AK 99603 Phone (907) 235-8910

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise''

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two or four

weeks. Brochure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Cliffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313

JOINARCHEOLOGISTS
in the urgent task of preserving 12 000 years of human history
through site excavation research expeditions laboratory
analysis, and the study of Native American technologies Parti-

cipate in year-round public programs at residential complexes
in southwestern Colorado and the lower Illinois valley— two of

the richest archeological zones in the U S

For free color catalog contact:

-k Center for American Archeolog\
!»( P. O Box 1499 - Dept 15

Evanston IL 60204
312/492-5300 - call collect

AMARNATH CAVE, the Naranag ruins, camping in La-

dakh. July trek in Kashmir. Great experience. P.O Box
1082, Fairfield, IA 52556. (515) 472-6191

ART & HISTORY TOURS TO FRANCE. Art workshop
(with instructor). Famous Women of Paris/Loire Valley

Southern France (Provence/Cote d'Azur). Private vis-

its, fully escorted, limited size groups, carefully se-

lected accommodations. Free brochure Art Trippers

LTD., RR2 Box 195, Tomkins Cove, NY 10986 (212)
581-8233

CHINA'S NATURE & CULTURES: "Wilderness Walk"
(Giant Pandas), "China Classics," "Silk Route," Tibet.

Also Asia, Oceania/Australia. Forum Travel, 2437 Du-
rant, Berkeley. CA 94704 (415) 843-8294

ART, ARCHITECTURE TOUR: London-Pans. October
17-31 See these remarkable cities as they should be
seen Superb custom-designed tour includes Stone-

henge, private chateaux Expert guiding, limited size

group. Free brochure, write Jacqueline Moss Museum
Tours, 131 Davenport Ridge Lane, Stamford, CT
06903, or call (203) 322-8709

AUSTRALIA NATURAL HISTORY EXPEDITIONS to

Lamington and Kakadu National Parks, the Outback
and Arnhem Land, Sheep Station and Great Barrier

Reef. Small groups. Expert leadership Free brochure.

Write Nature Expeditions International, Dept NHC,
P.O. Box 11496. Eugene, OR 97440. Call toll-free 800-

NEI-0634

BICYCLE AFRICA. Journey through cultures, history,

landscapes, cuisines. Enjoy generous hospitality,

stimulating experiences, new insights, exercise.

4247C 135th Place Southeast, Bellevue, WA 98006

BICYCLE TOURS. You'll love Upstate New York. Mag-
nificent river gorges and waterfalls, rich farmland and
vineyards, sparkling lakes, quiet country roads 5-day
or weekends. Quality lodging, fine meals, support vehi-

cle, rentals. Free brochure. Freewheeling Adventures,
84T Durand Drive, Rochester, NY 14622. (716) 323-

2657

BICYCLING IN FRANCE Loire valley in May; Burgundy
in September. Small groups; comfortable hotels; 10-

speed Raleighs. Write Nan Rheault, RFD Box 111,

Vineyard Haven, MA 02568

CANADA'S ARCTIC, GREENLAND. ICELAND. A vari-

ety of individual and escorted tours ranging from a 1-

night "midnight sun" trip to Canada's Arctic to a fully

escorted, 3-country "Top of the World" tour which in-

cludes Greenland, Iceland and Canada's Baffin Island.

Write for free brochure to Goliger's Tours, 40 St. Clair

Ave., W, Toronto, Ontario Canada M4V 1M2

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Trekking (walking) expeditions to the foot

of Mt. Everest & Annapurna. Wildlife

safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remore Bhutan,
Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka 10

to 35 day programs from $670 00 + airfare

Free Brochures.

HiwaIavjam Travel, Inc.

PO. Box481-NH
Greenwich. CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

COSTA RICA, A NATURALIST'S DREAM. Binding, natu-
ral history, tropical rainforests, mountains, Pacific

beaches Breathtaking scenery, beautiful climate 10
day tours led by expert naturalist, July, December,
April. Nature World Explorations, Inc., 11442 High Hay
Drive, Columbia, MD 21044. (301) 730-0877

ESCORTED MUSEUM ART TOURS. Days, weekends
to top collections in Connecticut, DC, Massachu-
setts, Pennsylvania, etc. Free brochure Art Trippers
LTD. (212)581-8233

EXPERIENCE UNIQUE WARBLER MIGRATION. Appa-
lachian sheep farm—naturalists' paradise Couples
$68.00 Kilmarnock Farm Retreat, Orlando, WV 26412.
(304)452-8319

EXPLORE MONUMENT VALLEY, ANASAZI RUINS.
NAVAJO-HOPI country. Learning Adventures, 1556
Georgia, Boulder City, NV 89005

EXPLORE THE SEA OF CORTEZ with Scnpps Aquar-
ium October 7-14, 1984. Dive and collect Mexican ma-
rine life for exhibits and research Scuba certificates re-

quired for divers Scnpps Aquarium-Museum, A-007,
La Jolla, CA 92093

1984 FESTIVALS GUIDEBOOK to North America's big-

gest, best: music, theater, dance, folk, etc 200+
pages. Descriptions, dates, programs, practical in-

formation about more than 100 great festivals in lovely

vacation spots. Plan now for summer adventure! $7.95,

Printwheel Press, 2674 East Main, C/124, Ventura, CA
93003

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
including airfare 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.
Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu. Birdwatching expeditions 1984: July 6, August
3, and November 2. University credit available. Joseph
Colley, Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd , Randallstown, MD
21133. (301)922-3116

GIVE US YOUR GROUP of ten or more and we'll plan
an unparalleled natural history adventure. Vacations
With Nature, Oak Ridge, NJ 07438 (201) 697-7233

HAWAII. Personal birdwatching guide service, small
group natural history tours Explore active volcanoes,
view rare forest birds, cruise for humpback whales and
seabirds with resident naturalist Hawaiian Sunrise Ex-
cursions. P.O. Box 492, Volcano, HI 96785

HAWAII VACATION CONDOMINIUMS: Free brochures.
Paradise, 50 South Beretania C207, Honolulu 96813.
Toll free 1-800-367-5205

HIKE THE SWISS ALPS Special hiking tours led by au-

thor/mountaineer Fred Jacobson Appenzell. Kander-
steg. Lenk, Murren. Pontresina. Saas-Fee. Sils Maria.

Zermatt. Spectacular scenery. Challenging trails. De-
lightful country inns Superb cuisine 12th summer!
Write: Jacobson, Dept. O, Chappaqua Travel, 24 S.

Greeley Ave., Chappaqua, NY 10514

HIMALAYA AND ANDES, natural history and trekking
programs: Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan, Peru, Bolivia, Patago-
nia. Small groups, expert leaders Private trips ar-

ranged Free 1984 color catalog. Wilderness Travel,

1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707. (415)
524-5111

INTERNATIONAL NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY S
Small groups led by biologists/nature phototr

to Tanzania, June, Galapagos Islands, Sep
Trinidad, January, 1985. Itineraries planned for

tographer Contact: Director, Essex Marine gj

tory, P.O. Box 57, Haddam, CT 06438. (203) 3,

KASHMIR LADAKH TREK led by expert natJ
Outstanding cultural, wlidlife and wilderness to

ture August departure. Write Nature Expedition
national, Dept NHC, P.O. Box 11496, Eugcl
97440 Call toll-free 800-NEI-0634

KENYA. Individually designed safaris. 27 years]

ence. Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darj

06820 (203) 838-3075

KENYA. 30 years experience of non-packagedM
See the wildebeest migration in the Mara posj

balloon in July, August and September. Plus?
birds and Big Game in five other National
Africana, Box 79, Naivasha, Kenya

LEGENDARY CULTURES, FASCINATING N
Explore Peru, Ecuador, Galapagos, Amazon
Andes, raft tropical rivers. Visit Costarica, to

America. Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, BerkeJ
94704. (415)843-8294

MAINE primitive island. 5 day nature photiap

workshop. Small groups. Warner, Box 371, EslI
-

06426

Explore remote islands

oj the Pacific N'orrh-

ueif aboard Strltria

Free Brochure

Capt. Les Bolton £
P.O. Box 643

Bellingham, WA
98227

NAHANNI RIVER RAFTING. Spectacular will

river trip in remote northern Canada. TweK
$1,950. Whitewater Adventures, 1511 Andett

(NH), Vancouver, BC B6H 3R5

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUT 1

corted nature and hiking tours. New Zealand/fifl .

scenic National Parks plus the Milford Track. Ai|

hiking the Outback, plus the Great Barrier Re
J

vidual South Pacific itineraries designed. Pai

ploration Co., Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, O
(805) 687-7282

OUR ANCESTORS WERE ARTISTS! Altamii4

Painted Caves of France and Spain. Stonet"jl

Prehistoric sites of Europe Tours in April, Jul
July. Free brochure: Past Times ArcheologiCEl

800 Larch Lane, Sacramento, CA 95825. (9'

8140

PERU. GUATEMALA, SOUTHERN MEXICO Cr

ture tours. Travel with expert folk art collector/

1

rapher Gordon Frost. Eighteen years expii

Small groups. Write: Gordon Frost, Box
Newhall, CA 91321

PERU: Trek the spectacular Cordillera Blancalj

Trail to Machu Picchu. Overlanding by expediti *

cles. Amazon wildlife safaris. Complete Peru trig

vice. Free brochure. McGregor Adventures, 8

Lewis St., Greenwich, CT 06830. (203) 622-0C

free 800-243-5330

READY TO TRAVEL? Plan now with finest map ill

catalog Eagle Eye, Box 3091 7-N5, Seattle, W/il

SAIL THE CANADIAN NORTHWEST. Natural if

trips in British Columbia on luxurious 51' and
boats. 1511 Anderson St. (NH), Vancouver,

'

3R5. (604)669-1100
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4 M, MIDDLE FORK & SNAKE River raft trips, 4 to

K transportation from Boise to and from river, all

if 3 gear, contact: Idaho Adventures, P.O. Box
.(j' Salmon, ID 83467. (208) 756-2986

*RS unique week-long expeditions olf the Maine coast

MWnales. Humpbacks. Putfms. Gannets, and more For

I ups who appreciate rare wildlife, excellent cuisine.

heanfront inns, professional biologists as guides, and

joy it all July-October trips detailed in our brochure

New Offering THE GRAND SLAM
OF WHALEWATCHINGI This fall, a

small group of adventurers will

encounler the smallest, largest,

and rarest whales on earth From
lovely oceanfront inns, extra-

ordinary excursions into Mass-

achusetts Bay. the Bay of Fundy.

and the Gull of St Lawrence Blue

Whales, Right Whales, Hump-
backs. Belugas and more Septem-

ber 23-October 5. Boston to

Quebec City Join us 1

Box 102 HCR 70. Machias. MEBiS EXPEDITIONS,

[371255-8810

°TO50% on air tours, cruises, airfares, hotels,

lis, $35 yearly family membership includes bul-

ls! i last minute travel bargains, travel insurance,

;] information: Dept C, Worldwide Discount

ffiBlub, P.O. Box 610696, North Miami, FL 33261

j'/VEST SAFARIS: Natural history expeditions

Iq New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Arizona. Bush-

ig' Jeepmg— Rafting Geology—Archaeology—
ai Brochure: P.OB 945-NH, Santa Fe, NM 87504

WSITY OF THE WILDERNESS. Natural history,

1£ logy research Tax-deductible. Field schedule

K ox 1687, Evergreen, CO 80439

bllRLUST 1 Hike or tour Europe, Mideast Magnifi-

I lnbination of Nature, Culture, History Forum
^1437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704

MOULD RIVER GUIDES HAVE ALL THE FUN?
Irj si water boating and canyon camping along

C, rado's great tributaries—the Green, San Juan,

Orf If you're adventurous, love nature, and enjoy

el tivities, these 7 to 1 2-day trips are for you. Free

irjochure. Call or write Fastwater Expeditions,

I -H, Boulder City, NV 89005. (702) 293-1406

tj NESS JOURNEYS: Join natural history white-

II iddlmg adventures in California, Oregon, Idaho
jit ska ... Join cultural, natural history, and art

tt!>p treks to Switzerland, Italy, Japan, Nepal,

In a, and New Zealand Box 807N, Bolinas, CA
Z> 4 15) 868-1836

Tl AND STYLE INFORMATION

rword: 16 word ($32) minimum. Display classi-

200 per inch All advertisements must be pre-

tes are not structured for agency or frequency
ts. All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
TORY's discretion. Send check/money order
to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATU-
ITORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th
York, NY 10024 Please include your personal
and telephone number, issue preferred, and
ed heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, two
prior to cover date (the January issue closes
Camera-ready art is required for display ads A
it or copy of the page with your ad will be sent
blication

ibers, telephone numbers, and hyphenated
ount as two words; abbreviations and zip

j one word each All states are shown in two-
de followed by zip, then telephone (with area
desired. Occasionally, slight editing is re-

)r clarity Thank you!

Two digs this summer at a dinosaur graveyard in S.D.

Amateurs welcome, ages 16 up. We arrange ground

transportation, housing, meals, etc.

Nonprofit. College credit available.

For complete info:

Exca*Vacations
PO Box 4261. Rapid City, S.D. 57709

=

JL

rBOOK HUNTING?
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Atwhat pointdoyou becomt
a serious photographer?

It starts with a glimmer. A spark in your mind, hinting

that photography can be more than just a quick way to

freeze a memory.

As that feeling grows, things like composition,

angle, and lighting become an exciting challenge. Time
consuming? Yes. Worth it? Definitely. And you notice that

while others might hope for interesting pictures to hap-

pen, you can make them happen.

Soon (though you can't exactly remember
when), you begin to refer to your pictures as photo-

graphs. And nobody's laughing. Because in your

photographs, you're capturing not just people and
places, but feelings.

It is possibly at this point that you smile at how
far you've come. Yet can't help wondering how far

you can go.

It is at this point that you can fully appreciate the

Olympus OM-4.
In an age when most camera innovations are

designed to give you less to do, the OM-4 has some-
thing that lets you do more. It's called Multi-Spot

Metering. And it gives you what photographers have

dreamed of since the beginning of photography itself:

creative control of light.

You see, most cameras, as sophisticated as they are,

have an averaging meter, which averages all the high-

lights and shadows in your scene and gives you an
exposure somewhere in between. You can't tell an averag-

ing meter to give special attention to the areas you feel

are most important. So, very often, you end up with a

photograph that's, well, average.

And that's where the Olympus OM
with Multi-Spot Metering makes a

world of difference. Because now yo

can decide which part of your photo

graph deserves the best exposure. J

center your subject in the microprisr

section of the viewfinder, push the

spot button to set in the reading,

recompose, and shoot for the perfect

exposure. In fact, you can take up to

8 individual readings for each shot;

the OM-4's computer will balance

them perfectly. And you can store a

reading in the OM-4's memory for u{

to an hour when you're planning a

whole sequence of shooting.

With the OM-4, you'll capture

backlit, spotlit, and high contrast

scenes as never before. Without

bracketing. Without compensating.

Without wasting a shot. The OM-4
even features Highlight Control

and Shadow Control for the most
dramatic effects imaginable.

You really have to see the OM-4 to believe it. Visit yc

Olympus dealer, or write for a brochure: Olympus, Box C

Woodbury, NY 11797. In Canada: W Carsen Co. Ltd.,Toror

The Olympus OM-4. We think every serious photog-

rapher will own one.

OLY
WHEN YOU HAVE MORE TO SAY THAN JUST SMILE.



The Natural Moment

Ant Acid Spells Relief

As he walked in an orange grove behind Trinidad's Asa Wright Nature Centre, Ray

Mendez noticed a pair of birds that were behaving strangely. The birds—violaceous tro-

gons, judging from the ring of bright orange around their eyes—were preoccupied with

something, so preoccupied that they seemed to have lost their usual bird sense. They ap-

peared fascinated, expectant, oblivious. Mendez drew close and watched. Suddenly one

of the trogons broke from its perch and flew a hard flat line straight at an ant's nest hang-

ing from a tree branch. The bird crashed into the nest, held on, and then shoved itself in

headfirst, allowing Azteca ants to cover its body. It flittered its wings a moment and the

Azteca boarded them too. Then the trogon flew back to a safe perch, and Mendez, en-

tranced by the mystery of these events, suddenly saw the simple answer. The trogons

were anting.

Anting, a noun that is entering the language only because of lobbying by ornitholo-

gists, is an activity in which birds anoint themselves with the defense fluids or, some-

times, other bodily fluids of ants. But why they do it puzzled bird experts for a long time.

Photographs by Raymond A. Mendez
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In the past, scientists theorized that since anting had no obvious function, and since

birds seemed to get great pleasure from it, it was probably just a vice, like smoking or

drinking. L.M. Whitaker, who studied anting behavior in a captive orchard oriole in

1957, concluded that the activity "had an element of the masturbatory about it." More

recently, however, Kenneth Simmons of the University of Bristol, England, has ar-

gued—and most ornithologists now agree with him—that birds use ant fluids mainly to

kill ectoparasites.

Azteca ants, for example, produce formic acid, a pungent, powerful insecticide.

Azteca are so scrappy and their spray is so effective that they can drive off army ants,

which have rarely been known to pass up a good war. Since trogons are unwilling hosts to

several parasites, including feather mites, a bath of formic acid may be a cure.

That's the way it looked to Mendez that afternoon as he watched the trogons anting in

the orange trees. Once they got back to their perches, the birds sat combing the ants

through their feathers, stretching out their wings to spread acid through them, and

seemingly getting such relief from the treatment that they closed their eyes and trem-

bled as if about to swoon. One of the birds, completely overtaken by these sensations,

lost its balance and almost fell over, which delighted Mendez.

Then the naturalist-photographer, who had been captivated by the drama being en-

acted in front of him, realized something else. Nobody had ever photographed anting in

trogons. "Hmm," he said, jolted by a different sort of excitement, and he reached for a

camera and a zoom lens.

—

D.W.

\
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Authors -

Following graduation from Wellesley

College, Helen Hays moved on to Cor-

nell University. At that time, she under-

took a field project in Manitoba, Can-

ada, on the behavior of the ruddy duck.

She then studied this species at the Ja-

maica Bay Wildlife Refuge in New
York City while working as a research

assistant for Robert Cushman Murphy
in the American Museum of Natural

History's Ornithology Department. Her

first visit to Great Gull Island, in Long

Island Sound, was in 1964. Hays was ex-

cited by the prospect of individually

marking the common terns nesting there

and following them in a long-term study.

The research on Gull Island, which be-

gan in 1969, depends on volunteers from

the end of April to early September.

Common terns may live for twenty-three

years or more, so even after sixteen years

of study, Hays feels her most interesting

work is yet to come.

Hugh Cortazzi, British ambassador to

Japan for the last four years, began col-

lecting early European and Japanese

maps of Japan in the mid-1960s. His

book Isles ofGold: Antique Maps ofJa-

pan was published last fall. Cortazzi,

who began his diplomatic career in 1 949,

has served in Singapore, Bonn, and

Washington, and several times in Tokyo

and London. He is keenly interested in

Japanese culture and history', and was

president of the Asiatic Society of Ja-

pan, a Tokyo-based organization, in

1982 and 1983. He has also edited A
Diplomat's Wife in Japan, the memoirs

of Mary Crawford Fraser, the Ameri-

can-born wife of the first British ambas-

sador to Japan in the late nineteenth cen-

tury. Coauthor Jeffrey Hunter (not

pictured) edited Isles of Gold. He is a

scholar and translator of the writings of

Nichiren (1222-82), a medieval Japa-

nese Buddhist prophet.

Since 1969, Glen E. WooIkH
above, has spent many days every-oa

taking a census of the Florida scr«
at the Archbold Biological Stafl

south-central Florida and obJ
their unusual cooperative breeds
havior. The length of the study ali

remarkable tameness of the jayn

made possible the accumulation is

mate details in the lives of hunddj

birds. Woolfenden, a professor cbi

ogy at the University of South Floda

Tampa, first invited coauthor Jn'

Fitzparrick, below, then a Harvili

dergraduate, to participate in the yi

search in the summer of 1972. Fip

rick returned for several subs a

summers, got hooked, and hafl

closely involved in the researcjl

since. The two have documented o*

young jay may improve its chaia

passing on its genes to future genenj

by remaining at home as-a nonbai

often for several years, to help its u|

raise additional young. Fitzpatricl

received his Ph.D. from Princeu.l

also pursued his own research onfli

American birds, particularly Ni

World flycatchers (see Natural hid

September 1982). He is currently

ciate curator and head of the BirDi

sion at the Field Museum of Nu

History in Chicago.
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Atwhat pointdoyou become
a serious photographer?

It starts with a glimmer. A spark in your mind, hinting

that photography can be more than just a quick way to

freeze a memory
As that feeling grows, things like composition,

angle, and lighting become an exciting challenge. Time
consuming? Yes. Worth it? Definitely. And you notice that

while others might hope for interesting pictures to hap-

pen, you can make them happen.

Soon (though you can't exactly remember
when), you begin to refer to your pictures as photo-

graphs. And nobody's laughing. Because in your

photographs, you're capturing not just people and

places, but feelings.

It is possibly at this point that you smile at how
far you've come. Yet can't help wondering how far

you can go.

It is at this point that you can fully appreciate the

Olympus OM-4.
In an age when most camera innovations are

designed to give you less to do, the OM-4 has some-

thing that lets you do more. It's called Multi-Spot

Metering. And it gives you what photographers have,

dreamed of since the beginning of photography itself:

creative control of light.

You see, most cameras, as sophisticated as they are,

have an averaging meter, which averages all the high-

lights and shadows in your scene and gives you an

exposure somewhere in between. You can't tell an averag

ing meter to give special attention to the areas you feel

are most important. So, very often, you end up with a

photograph that's, well, average.

And that's where the Olympus OM-4
with Multi-Spot Metering makes a

world of difference. Because now you
1

can decide which part of your photo-

:

graph deserves the best exposure. Jus

center your subject in the micropnsm
section of the viewfinder, push the

spot button to set in the reading,

recompose, and shoot for the perfect
J

exposure. In fact, you can take up to

8 individual readings for each shot;

the OM-4's computer will balance

them perfectly. And you can store a

reading in the OM-4's memory for up I

to an hour when you're planning a

whole sequence of shooting.

With the OM-4, you'll capture

backlit, spotlit, and high contrast

scenes as never before. Without

bracketing. Without compensating.

Without wasting a shot. The OM-4
even features Highlight Control

and Shadow Control for the most
dramatic effects imaginable.

You really have to see the OM-4 to believe it. Visit you

Olympus dealer, or write for a brochure: Olympus, Box 0,
j

Woodbury, NY 11797. In Canada: W Carsen Co.Ltd.,Torontc

The Olympus OM-4. We think every serious photog-

rapher will own one.

WHEN YOU HAVE MORE TO SAY THAN JUST SMILE.
OLYMPUS
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Ancest(

Bone of Contention
Paleontologists and molecular biologists who clashed

over thefossil Ramapithecus mayfinally be coming to terms

by David Pilbeam

Some 1 7 million years ago, continental

drift linked Africa and the Arabian penin-

sula with mainland Europe and Asia,

which had previously been cut off by a

band of sea. New mountain ranges arose

—

the Alps in Europe, the Taurus Mountains

in Turkey, and the Zagros Mountains in

Iran—and the climate changed because

of shifting patterns of oceanic and atmo-

spheric circulation. Previously separated

animal species came into contact as they

crossed the land bridge into new habitats.

This is the third in a series of articles

on the origin and evolution of the

human species, presented in conjunction

with the special exhibition "Ancestors:

Four Million Years of Humanity,"

at the American Museum
through September 9, 1 984.

These events presented challenges and

opportunities to our evolving hominoid an-

cestors (a hominoid is a living or extinct

species of ape or human).

Hominoids had already arisen in Africa

by the beginning of the Miocene, the geo-

logic epoch from 23.5 to 5.2 million years

ago. One group that seems to have estab-

lished a separate lineage early on con-

sisted of the ancestors of the lesser apes, or

gibbons. But the early Miocene hominoid

that has received the most attention is

Proconsul africanus, whose fossil remains

have been found in East Africa. This tree-

dwelling, fruit-eating creature was the size

of a baboon, the male being larger than

the female. Proconsul was sufficiently un-

specialized that many believe it, or some-

thing close to it, was ancestral to a wide

range of later hominoids, including

humans.

2 Natural History 6/84

With the linkup of the continents, Afri-

can hominoids spread into the rest of the

Old World and many new species evolved.

The fossil record consists mainly of teeth

and jaws, whose value in determining phy-

logenetic relations is limited. But two

broad groups from the middle to late Mio-

cene seem to stand out. One comprises the

genus Dryopithecus and others of a simi-

lar nature, primates with many primitive

hominoid features. (Proconsul is often re-

garded as an early dryopithecine as

Members of this group have some

been nominated as the ancestors of 1

great apes but not of humans. The

major group consists of Ramapiti

and similar genera. A controversy h

volved around whether Ramapithec

particular, was the earliest huma
creature, or hominid.

The name Ramapithecus was fin

plied to a fragment of upper jaw foul

Among the specimens oj Ramapithecus/b;^ in

Pakistan is this unusually completejaw.

i ,nJP
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This partial skull o/Sivapithecus, a genus closely related to

Ramapithecus, was recently discovered in Pakistan. Both ofthese

fossil hominoids show resemblances to the modern orangutan.

David Pilbeam

India in 1932. It was distinguished from

Sivapithecus, another Asian genus first

described in 1910. By the 1960s, more

jaws and teeth had been recovered in In-

dia, Pakistan, and elsewhere in the Old

World, from Africa to China. The jaws

were robust, the canines small, and the

cheek teeth were large and capped with

thick enamel. In these and other features,

Ramapithecus appeared to foreshadow

the earliest known hominids, the African

australopithecines. I was one of those who
thought that Ramapithecus itself was a

hominid and believed that it might have

walked bipedally as far back as 1 5 million

years ago. This would have meant that our

human lineage was already separate from

those leading to our closest living rela-

tives—the chimpanzees, gorillas, and

orangutans. This view was strongly chal-

lenged by molecular biologists, whose

comparisons of modern human and ape

proteins suggested a much more recent

split, particularly from the African apes.

In 1973, in collaboration with the Geo-

logical Survey of Pakistan, I began to

search for additional fossils of Rama-
pithecus in geologic deposits in Pakistan.

From these deposits, known as the Siwalik

series, we now have a dated sequence of

faunal changes over a long period, from 1

8

million to 1 million years ago. The new pri-

mate material includes a partial skull and

some limb bones of Sivapithecus, making

it the best-known fossil hominoid from the

middle to late Miocene. This creature's re-

semblance to the only surviving Asian ape,

the orangutan, is now apparent. More-

over, Ramapithecus and Sivapithecus

bear a closer resemblance to each other

than previously thought and may even de-

serve placement in the same genus. One
possible conclusion is that both were

members of a group of Asian apes whose

only living representative is the orang-

utan. This Asian group may have taken its

own evolutionary direction some 16 mil-

lion years ago, after the linking of Africa

and Asia and the associated faunal ex-

change.

With Ramapithecus stripped of homi-

nid rank, a synthesis of the paleontological

and molecular evidence may be fores l\

Examination of DNA and several prot p
of living humans and apes consiste

j

shows that we are genetically closer tc s

African apes than to the orangutan. S

molecular biologists also claim that

accumulation of differences at the mc

ular level occurs at a regular pace, so

it is possible to calculate when two spe

diverged from a common ancestor,

their estimates, 8 million years ago

lineage leading to humans and the Afr

apes parted company with the ancesto

the orangutan; and 4 million years ago

ancestral line of the gorilla and that of

chimpanzee became independent of

hominid line.

The fossil evidence perhaps provid

corrective for these dates. If, as I have

:

gested, the orangutan split off from

ancestral tree 16 million years ago, t

the separation of humans from the /

can apes occurred no less than 7 or 8

lion years ago—perhaps 2 million yi

earlier, in the case of the gorilla. Thei

another possibility—that Sivapith,

represents the common ancestor ofB
large hominoids. If so, the molecul

based dates could be fairly accurate. I

inclined toward the first possibility, 1

ing Sivapithecus to the orangutan, I

only the fossil record can settle the isa

Unfortunately, the fossil record in

rica is essentially blank from 14 mill

years ago until the appearance of the a

tralopithecines about 4 million years a!

These were already recognizable hoi

nids. Although it is no longer fashiona

to speak of "the missing link"—as if th

were only one—this is the gap that he

the greatest fascination for us.

How and why our hominoid ancest

became bipedal is still a source of speci

tion. All we know for sure is that

pedalism proved a successful adaptati

several related early hominids shared

characteristic, although only one survi

today. The threshold may have b
crossed as a result of another major er

ronmental shake-up. Fauna and habit

underwent changes between 7.5 and

million years ago. In the late Mioce

about 5.5 million years ago, the Medit

ranean basin dried up because the conn

tion with the Atlantic Ocean was in

rupted. This must have had a considera

effect on the climate and ecology of

rica, influencing the evolution of m£

species. Our ancestors may have b
among those affected. Only the recov

of an adequate sequence of fossils will

able us to improve on these guesses.

David Pilbeam is a professor of anthi

pology at Harvard University.
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This View of Li I

Adam's Navel
"A premier example ofreason at its most

perfectly andpreciously ridiculous"

by Stephen Jay Gould

The ample fig leaf served our artistic

forefathers well as a botanical shield

against indecent exposure for Adam and

Eve, our naked parents in the primeval

bliss and innocence of Eden. Yet, in many

ancient paintings, foliage hides more than

Adam's genitalia; a wandering vine covers

his navel as well. If modesty enjoined the

genital shroud, a very different motive

—

mystery—placed a plant over his belly. In

a theological debate more portentous than

the old argument about angels on pin-

heads, many earnest people of faith had

wondered whether Adam had a navel.

He was, after all, not born of a woman
and required no remnant of his nonexis-

tent umbilical cord. Yet, in creating a pro-

totype, would not God make his first man
like all the rest to follow? Would God, in

other words, not create with the appear-

ance of preexistence? The issue was surely

vexatious; in the absence of definite guid-

ance, and not wishing to incur anyone's

wrath, many painters literally hedged and

covered Adam's belly.

A few centuries later, when the nascent

science of geology was gathering evidence

for the earth's enormous antiquity, some

advocates of biblical literalism revived

this old argument for our entire planet.

The strata and their entombed fossils

surely seem to represent a sequential

record of countless years, but would not

God create his earth with the appearance

of preexistence? Why should we not be-

lieve that he created strata and fossils to

give modern life a harmonious order by

granting it a sensible (if illusory) past? As
God provided Adam with a navel to stress

continuity with future men, so too did he

endow a pristine world with the appear-

ance of an ordered history. Thus, the earth

might be but a few thousand years old, as

Genesis literally affirmed, and still record

an apparent tale of untold eons.

This argument, so often cited as a pre-

mier example of reason at its most per-

fectly and preciously ridiculous, was most

seriously and comprehensively set forth

by the British naturalist Philip Henry

Gosse in 1857. Gosse paid proper homage

to the historical context of his argument in

choosing a title for his volume. He named

it Omphalos (Greek for navel), in Adam's

honor, and added as a subtitle: An At-

tempt to Untie the Geological Knot.

Since Omphalos is such spectacular

nonsense, readers may rightly ask why I

choose to discuss it at all in these pages. I

do so, first of all, because its author was

such a serious and fascinating man, not a

hopeless crank or malcontent. Any honest

passion merits our attention, if only for the

oldest of stated reasons—Terence's cele-

brated Homo sum: humani nihil a me ali-

enum puto (I am human, and am there-

fore indifferent to nothing done by

humans).

The David Attenborough of his day,

Philip Henry Gosse (1810-88) was Brit-

ain's finest popular narrator of nature's

fascination. He wrote a dozen books on

plants and animals, lectured widely to

popular audiences, and published several

technical papers on marine invertebrates.

He was also, in an age given to strong reli-

gious feeling as a mode for expressing hu-

man passions denied vent elsewhere, an

extreme and committed fundamentalist

of the Plymouth Brethren sect. Although

his History of the British Sea-Anemones

and other assorted ramblings in natural

history are no longer read, Gosse retains

some notoriety as the elder figure in that

classical work of late Victorian self-analy-

sis and personal expose, his son Edmund's

wonderful account of a young boy's sifc-j

gle against a crushing religious extrersm

imposed by a caring and beloved parei^

Father and Son.

My second reason for considering fti-i

phalos invokes the same theme surroid-

ing so many of my columns about natne'si

small oddities: exceptions do prove i

!

lesl

(prove, that is, in the sense of probe or st,

not affirm). If you want to undersnd

what ordinary folks do, one thoughtfuie-

viant will teach you more than ten t)u-

sand solid citizens. When we grasp hy

Omphalos is so unacceptable (and no by

the way, for the reason usually cited)we

will understand better how science nd

useful logic proceed. In any case, as aux-'

ercise in the anthropology of knowle>e.

Omphalos has no parallel—for its jr-

passing strangeness arose in the mind fa

stolid Englishman, whose general chac-

ter and cultural setting we can gras as

akin to our own, while the exotic systiB

of alien cultures are terra incognita l>thl

for their content and their context.

To understand Omphalos, we musija

gin with a paradox. The argument an

strata and fossils were created all at cocl

with the earth, and only present an illuDiv

of elapsed time, might be easier to ap'e-

ciate if its author had been an urban £W

chair theologian with no feeling or al«j

tion for nature's works. But how cou ai

keen naturalist, who had spent days, ij|

months, on geological excursions, and no

had studied fossils hour after hour, lea

ing their distinctions and memorhg

their names, possibly be content withffl

prospect that these objects of his devcdj

attention had never existed

—

were.l

deed, a kind of grand joke perpetna

upon us by the Lord of All.

Philip Henry Gosse was the finest J
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scriptive naturalist of his day. His son

wrote: "As a collector of facts and

marshaller of observations, he had not a ri-

val in that age." The problem lies with the

usual caricature of Omphalos as an argu-

ment that God, in fashioning the earth,

had consciously and elaborately lied ei-

ther to test our faith or simply to indulge in

some inscrutable fit of arcane humor.

Gosse, so fiercely committed both to his

fossils and his God, advanced an opposing

interpretation that commanded us to

study geology with diligence and to re-

spect all its facts even though they had no

existence in real time. When we under-

stand why a dedicated empiricist could

embrace the argument of Omphalos

("creation with the appearance of preexis-

tence"), only then can we understand its

deeper fallacies.

Gosse began his argument with a cen-

tral, but dubious, premise: All natural pro-

cesses, he declared, move endlessly round

in a circle: egg to chicken to egg, oak to

acorn to oak.

This, then, is the order of all organic nature.

When once we are in any portion of the

course, we find ourselves running in a circu-

lar groove, as endless as the course of a

blind horse in a mill. . . . [In premechanized

mills, horses wore blinders or, sad to say,

were actually blinded, so that they would

continue to walk a circular course and not

attempt to move straight forward, as horses

relying on visual cues tend to do.] This is not

the law of some particular species, but of

all: it pervades all classes of animals, all

classes of plants, from the queenly palm

down to the protococcus, from the monad

up to man: the life of every organic being is

whirling in a ceaseless circle, to which one

knows not how to assign any commence-

ment. . . . The cow is as inevitable a se-

quence of the embryo, as the embryo is of

the cow.

When God creates, and Gosse enter-

tained not the slightest doubt that all spe-

cies arose by divine fiat with no subse-

quent evolution, he must break (or

"erupt," as Gosse wrote) somewhere into

this ideal circle. Wherever God enters the

circle (or "places his wafer of creation," as

Gosse stated in metaphor), his initial prod-

uct must bear traces of previous stages in

the circle, even if these stages had no exis-

tence in real time. If God chooses to create

humans as adults, their hair and nails (not

to mention their navels) testify to previous

growth that never occurred. Even if he de-

cides to create us as a simple fertilized

ovum, this initial form implies a phantom

mother's womb and two nonexistent par-

ents to pass along the fruit of inheritance.

Creation can be nothing else than a series of

irruptions into circles. . . . Supposing the ir-

ruption to have been made at what part of

the circle we please, and varying this condi-

tion indefinitely at will,—we cannot avoid

the conclusion that each organism was from

the first marked with the records of a previ-

ous being. But since creation and previous

history are inconsistent with each other; as

the very idea of the creation of an organism

excludes the idea of pre-existence of that or-

ganism, or of any part of it; it follows, that

such records are false, so far as they testify

to time.

Gosse then invented a terminology to

contrast the two parts of a circle before

and after an act of creation. He labeled as

"prochronic," or occurring outside of

time, those appearances of preexistence

actually fashioned by God at the moment

of creation but seeming to mark earlier

stages in the circle of life. Subsequent

events occurring after creation, and un-

folding in conventional time, he called

"diachronic." Adam's navel was pro-

chronic, the 930 years of his earthly life

diachronic.

Gosse devoted more than 300 pages,

some 90 percent of his text, to a simple list

of examples for the following small part of

his complete argument—if species arise

by sudden creation at any point in their

life cycle, their initial form must present

illusory (prochronic) appearances of pre-

existence. Let me choose just one among

his numerous illustrations, both to charac-

terize his style of argument and to present

his gloriously purple prose. If God created

vertebrates as adults, Gosse claimed, their

teeth imply a prochronic past in patterns

of wear and replacement.

Gosse leads us on an imaginary tour of

life just an hour after its creation in the

wilderness. He pauses at the seashore and

scans the distant waves:

I see yonder a . . . terrific tyrant of the sea.

... It is the grisly shark. How stealthily he

glides along. . . . Let us go and look into his

mouth. ... Is not this an awful array of

knives and lancets? Is not this a case of sur-

gical instruments enough to make you

shudder? What would be the amputation of

your leg to this row of triangular scalpels?

Yet the teeth grow in spirals, one be-

hind the next, each waiting to take its turn

as those in current use wear down and

drop out:

It follows, therefore, that the teeth which

we now see erect and threatening, are the

successors of former ones that have passed

away, and that they were once dormant like

those we see behind them. . . . Hence we are

compelled by the phenomena to infer a long

past existence to this animal, which yet has

been called into being within an hour.

Should we try to argue that teeth in cur-

rent use are the first members of their spi-

ral, implying no predecessors after all,

Gosse replies that their state of wear

cates a prochronic past. Should we

pose that these initial teeth might b
marred in a newly created shark,

moves on to another example.

Away to a broader river. Here wallows

riots the huge hippopotamus. What ca |

make of his dentition?

All modern adult hippos po

strongly worn and beveled canines an

cisors, a clear sign of active use thro

out a long life. May we not, however, a I

our shark, argue that a newly creH
hippo might have sharp and pristine fV
teeth? Gosse argues correctly thaw
hippo could work properly with teetf

such a state. A created adult hippo 1

1

contain worn teeth as witnesses

prochronic past:

The polished surfaces of the teeth, \m
away by mutual action, afford striking

dence of the lapse of time. Some one

possibly object. . . . "What right have

to assume that these teeth were worn sM

at the moment of its creation, admitting

animal to have been created adult

they not have been entire?" I reply, Iml

sible: the Hippopotamus's teeth would ll

been perfectly useless to him, except ir

ground-down condition: nay, the un\

canines would have effectually preve

his jaws from closing, necessitating

keeping of the mouth wide open until th

trition was performed; long before whicl

course, he would have starved. . . . Th«
gree of attrition is merely a questioB

time. . . . How distinct an evidence of I
action, and yet, in the case of the createB

dividual, how illusory!

This could go on forever (it nearly <l

in the book), but just one more denta'B

ample. Gosse, continuing upward onB
topographic trajectory of his imagiiB

journey, reaches an inland wood |

meets Babirussa, the famous Asian

with upper canines growing out and a

ing back, almost piercing the skull:

In the thickets of this nutmeg grove be

us there is a Babiroussa; let us examine 1

Here he is, almost submerged in this
jj

pool. Gentle swine with the circular t

please to open your pretty mouth!

The pig, created by God but an 1

ago, obliges, thus displaying his worn

lars and, particularly, the arching can

themselves, a product of long and cont

ous growth.

I find this part of Gosse's argui

quite satisfactory as a solution, within

boundaries of his assumptions, to

classical dilemma of reasoning (comp

ble in importance to angels on pinhi

and Adam's navel): "Which came 1

the chicken or the egg?" Gosse's ans

"Either, at God's pleasure, with

'£
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chronic traces of the other." But argu-

ments are only as good as their premises,

and Gosse's inspired nonsense fails be-

cause an alternative assumption, now ac-

cepted as undoubtedly correct, renders

the question irrelevant—namely, evolu-

tion itself. Gosse's circles do not spin

around eternally; each life cycle traces an

ancestry back to inorganic chemicals in a

primeval ocean. If organisms arose by acts

of creation ab nihilo, then Gosse's argu-

ment about prochronic traces must be re-

spected. But if organisms evolved to their

current state, Omphalos collapses to mas-

sive irrelevance. Gosse understood this

threat perfectly well and chose to meet it

by abrupt dismissal. Evolution, he al-

lowed, discredited his system, but only a

fool could accept such patent nonsense

and idolatry (Gosse wrote Omphalos two

years before Darwin published the Origin

of Species).

If any choose to maintain, as many do, that

species were gradually brought to their

present maturity from humbler forms

... he is welcome to his hypothesis, but I

have nothing to do with it. These pages will

not touch him.

But Gosse then faced a second and

larger difficulty: The prochronic argu-

ment may work for organisms and their

life cycles, but how can it be applied to the

entire earth and its fossil record—for

Gosse intended Omphalos as a treatise to

reconcile the earth with biblical chronol-

ogy, "an attempt to untie the geological

knot." His statements about prochronic

parts in organisms are only meant as col-

lateral support for the primary geological

argument. And Gosse's geological claim

fails precisely because it rests upon such

dubious analogy with what he recognized

(since he gave it so much more space) as a

much stronger argument about modern

organisms.

Gosse tried valiantly to advance for the

entire earth the same two premises that

made his prochronic argument work for

organisms. But an unwilling world re-

belled against such forced reasoning and

Omphalos collapsed under its own weight

of illogic. Gosse first tried to argue that all

geological processes, like organic life cy-

cles, move in circles:

The problem, then, to be solved before we

can certainly determine the question of

analogy between the globe and the organ-

ism, is this—Is the life-history of the globe a

cycle? If it is (and there are many reasons

why this is probable), then I am sure

prochronism must have been evident at its

creation, since there is no point in a circle

which does not imply previous points.

But Gosse could never document any

inevitable geological cyclicity, and his ar-

gument drowned in a sea of rhetoric and

biblical allusion from Ecclesiastes: "All

the rivers run into the sea; yet the sea is not

full. Unto the place from whence the riv-

ers come, thither they return again."

Secondly, to make fossils prochronic,

Gosse had to establish an analogy so rid-

dled with holes that it would make the

most ardent mental tester shudder—em-

bryo is to adult as fossil is to modern or-

ganism. One might admit that chickens

require previous eggs, but why should a

modern reptile (especially for an antievo-

lutionist like Gosse) be necessarily linked

to a previous dinosaur as part of a cosmic

cycle? A python surely does not imply the

ineluctable entombment of an illusory

Triceratops into prochronic strata.

With this epitome of Gosse's argument,

we can resolve the paradox posed at the

outset. Gosse could accept strata and fos-

sils as illusory and still advocate their

study because he did not regard the

prochronic part of a cycle as any less

"true" or informative than its conven-

tional diachronic segment. God decreed

two kinds of existence—one formed all at

once with the appearance of elapsed time,

the other progressing sequentially. Both

dovetail harmoniously to form uninter-

rupted circles that, in their order and maj-

esty, give us insight into God's thoughts

and plans.

The prochronic part is neither a joke nor

a test of faith; it represents God's obedi-

ence to his own logic, given his decision to

order creation in circles. As thoughts in

God's mind, solidified in stone by creation

ab nihilo, strata and fossils are just as true

as if they recorded the products of conven-

tional time. A geologist should study them

with as much care and zeal, for we learn

God's ways from both his prochronic and

diachronic objects. The geological time

scale is no more meaningful as a yardstick

than as a map of God's thoughts.

The acceptance of the principles presented

in this volume . . . would not, in the least de-

gree, affect the study of scientific geology.

The character and order of the strata;

. . . the successive floras and faunas; and all

the other phenomena, would be facts still.

They would still be, as now, legitimate sub-

jects of examination and inquiry. . . . We
might still speak of the inconceivably long

duration of the processes in question, pro-

vided we understand ideal instead of actual

time—that the duration was projected in

the mind of God, and not really existent.

Thus, Gosse offered Omphalos to prac-

ticing scientists as a helpful resolution of

potential religious conflicts, not a chal-

lenge to their procedures or the relevance

of their information.

His son Edmund wrote of the gat

hopes that Gosse held for Omphalos

Never was a book cast upon the waters .th

greater anticipations of success than J

this curious, this obstinate, this fanal

volume. My father lived in a fever ofl

pense, waiting for the tremendous is

This "Omphalos" of his, he thought, wl

bring all the turmoil of scientific spl

lation to a close, fling geology into the M
of Scripture, and make the lion eat p
with the lamb.

Yet readers greeted Omphalos with d|

lief, ridicule, or worse, stunned sile

Edmund Gosse continued:

He offered it, with a glowing gesture

atheists and Christians alike. This was tbe

the universal panacea; this the systerof

intellectual therapeutics which could 01

but heal all the maladies of the age. mt
alas! atheists and Christians alike looke I
it and laughed, and threw it away.

Although Gosse reconciled himself I
God who would create such a minutel} e-

tailed, illusory past, this notion was an h-

ema to most of his countrymen. The lit-

ish are a practical, empirical peoplekg

nation of shopkeepers" in Adam Smi I
famous phrase; they tend to respect I
facts of nature at face value and rarel}I
vor the complex systems of nonobviou™!

terpretation so popular in much of cc:i-

nental thought. Prochronism was sinly

too much to swallow. The Revend

Charles Kingsley, an intellectual leadajj

unquestionable devotion to both God I
science, spoke for a consensus in staB

that he could not "give up the painful I
slow conclusion of five and twenty ye™
study of geology, and believe that God is

written on the rocks one enormous andi-

perfluous lie."

And so it has gone for the argumenM

Omphalos ever since. Gosse did not in\B

it, and a few creationists ever since hi
revived it from time to time. But it I
never been welcome or popular becausit

violates our intuitive notion of di\e

benevolence as free of devious behavio -

for while Gosse saw divine brilliance in|

idea of prochronism, most people can

shuck their seat-of-the-pants feeling th^

smacks of plain old unfairness. Our i

em American creationists reject it ve

mently as imputing a dubious moral ch-

arter to God and opt instead for the en

more ridiculous notion that our miles;f

fossiliferous strata are all products of 1

ah's flood and can therefore be telescoj

into the literal time scale of Genesis.

But what is so desperately wrong

Omphalos"] Only this really (and perh;s'

paradoxically): that we have no wayo

find out whether it is wrong—or, for 1

1

matter, right. It is the classical example
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an utterly untestable notion, for the world

will look exactly the same in all its intri-

cate detail whether fossils and strata are

prochronic or products of an extended his-

tory. When we realize that Omphalos

must be rejected for this methodological

absurdity, not for any proved factual inac-

curacy, then we will understand science as

a way of knowing, and Omphalos will

serve its purpose as an intellectual foil or

prod.

Science is a procedure for testing and

rejecting hypotheses, not a compendium

of certain knowledge. Claims that can be

proved incorrect lie within its domain (as

false statements to be sure, but as propos-

als that meet the primary methodological

criterion of testability). But theories that

cannot be tested in principle are not part

of science. Science is doing, not clever

cogitation; we reject Omphalos as useless,

not wrong.

Gosse's deep error lay in his failure to

recognize this essential character of scien-

tific reasoning. He hammered his own cof-

fin nails by continually emphasizing that

Omphalos made no practical differ-

ence—that the world would look exactly

the same with a prochronic or diachronic

past. (Gosse thought that this admission

ffi
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would make his argument acceptably

conventional geologists; he never reali d

that it could only lead them to reject is

entire scheme as irrelevant.) "I do n

know," he wrote, "that a single conclus i,

now accepted, would need to be given
),

except that of actual chronology."

Gosse emphasized that we cannot fa # i

where God placed his wafer of cream

into the cosmic circle because prochrc c

objects, created ab nihilo, look exaiy

like diachronic developments of acitl

time. To those who argued that coprol :s

(fossil excrement) prove the existence if

active, feeding animals in a real geolog il

past, Gosse replied that as God would <;-
i

ate adults with feces in their intestines o

too would he place petrified turds into is

created strata (I am not making up this c-

ample for comic effect; you will find itn

page 353 of Omphalos). Thus, with the
|

words, Gosse sealed his fate and plad

himself outside the pale of science:

Now, again I repeat, there is no imagine e

difference to sense between the prochrc c ;

and the diachronic development. Everyr-

gument by which the physiologist can pr e

to demonstration that yonder cow was oe

a foetus in the uterus of its dam, will apy

with exactly the same power to show tit

the newly created cow was an embryo, see

years before its creation. . . . There is, ;d

can be, nothing in the phenomena to iii-

cate a commencement there, any more t n

anywhere else, or indeed, anywhere at I.

The commencement, as a fact, I must len

from testimony; I have no means whater

of inferring it from phenomena.

Gosse was emotionally crushed by e

failure of Omphalos. During the long vi-

ter evenings of his discontent, in the Jai-

ary cold of 1 858, he sat by the fire with s

eight-year-old son, trying to ward off ;•

ter thoughts by discussing the grisly >

tails of past and current murders. You

Edmund heard of Mrs. Manning, v$

buried her victim in quicklime and 'S

hanged in black satin; of Burke and Hi

.

the Scottish ghouls; and of the "carpetl;

mystery," a sackful of neatly butchel

human parts hung from a pier on Wa-
loo Bridge. This may not have been '

most appropriate subject for an I

pressionable lad (Edmund was, by his ci

memory, "nearly frozen into stone wl

horror"), yet I take some comfort in s

thought that Philip Henry Gosse, smiti

with the pain of rejection for his unti-

able theory, could take refuge in sor

thing so unambiguously factual, so utte*'

concrete.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, ge\

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvtl

University.
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Food Crisis in Africa
Severe drought is not the only reason that much ofthe continentfacesfamine this year

by Lester R. Brown and Edward Wolf

Although an agrarian continent, Africa

is slowly losing the capacity to feed itself.

Between 1970 and 1983, net grain imports

quadrupled, climbing from five million to

twenty million tons. Grain from abroad

now feeds about one-fourth of the conti-

nent's 513 million people, and all indica-

tions are that imports will climb still

higher in 1984. The United Nations Food

and Agriculture Organization (FAO) re-

ports that some twenty-four African coun-

tries need emergency food aid to avert

widespread starvation. In effect, nearly

half of Africa's countries may be facing

famine as they await the 1984 harvest.

Paradoxically, the problem is not that

food production is not expanding; total

production in Africa has increased by an

internationally respectable 2 percent per

year since 1970. Per capita grain produc-

tion, however, which peaked in 1 970, has

been falling by about 1 percent per year

since then, or roughly 12 percent between

1970 and 1982. In 1983, a year of unprec-

edented drought, per capita output fell an

additional 14 percent.

The drought is blamed for the current

crisis, but it was only a triggering event,

bringing into focus a deterioration in the

African food economy that has been un-

der way for more than a decade. Three

converging trends are contributing to the

decline: the fastest population growth of

any continent in history; widespread envi-

ronmental deterioration in the country-

side, including soil erosion, soil degrada-

tion, and desertification; and chronic

underinvestment in agriculture.

Africa's population has recently passed

the half-billion mark, reaching 5 1 3 million

in 1983. With a continental population

growth of some 3 percent per year, Afri-

ca's farmers must now feed an additional
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1 5 million people annually, good weather

or bad. By comparison, North America

adds fewer than 3 million people each

year.

The population explosion is the product

of a decline in mortality rates without a

corresponding decrease in births. Al-

though Africa's infant mortality rate is

still high by international standards, it has

improved enough to increase life expec-

tancy from fewer than forty years to more

than fifty in a little over a generation. Af-

rica now has the highest birthrate and the

lowest contraceptive use of any continent,

and it is the only one where the birthrate is

still rising. In simplest terms, the fertility

of Africa's people is outstripping the fertil-

ity of its land.

Until recently, African leaders showed

little interest in the threat posed by popu-

lation growth. At the First African Popu-

lation Conference in 1971, for example,

participants dismissed family planning as

an effort designed to limit the continent's

development. Because Africa's popula-

tion-land ratios are far lower than those of

Asia and other densely settled regions,

most African leaders have not considered

land a limiting resource. But the simple

people-land calculation fails to take into

account that only a small share of the con-

tinent's land is arable. A productive agri-

culture requires water as well as land, and

much of the continent is already short of

water.

A great deal of Africa's farmland is cul-

tivated with traditional slash-and-burn or

shifting land-use methods that leave land

out of production for several years to allow

the soil to regenerate. Data on the abso-

lute amount of arable land tend to over-

state the amount available for continuous

cultivation. Figures that appeared to indi-

cate a relative abundance of underusei

able land actually reflected the nati

constraints on traditional cultivation,

cultivation of new, marginal lands, >e

shortening of fallow cycles, and the abi-

donment of traditional cultivation mo-

ods all boosted short-term output. :t

much of the increase in Africa's grainm
duction between 1970 and 1982 camttf

the expense of long-term production I

tential.

The erosion of productive soils throul

out Africa hastened the continent's grl

ing food insecurity. The agricultural fs

of international development agencies &

filled with stories of soil loss. Observer n

Ethiopia describe hillside fields that h &

been eroded down to bedrock in just a i«

years. A study of soil erosion in Kenya y:

the Swedish International Developmit

Agency estimates that the value of annil

topsoil loss exceeds the country's gross v

tional product.

In the semiarid climate of much of

rica, rainfall, when it comes, is often

lent and intense, increasing the losses frj

impoverished soils. The use of ani:

dung for fuel when fuelwood is scarce

moves the one source of organic nutrii

that could be used to replenish soils.

Ethiopian villager sums up the dile:

"Maybe it's true that we could grow

food if we used the dung for fertilizer,

then what would we cook the food wit

Loss of land through soil erosion inte:

fies cultivation on the more product

lands that remain, often shortening

fallow period on areas cropped by shift

cultivation methods. As early as 1974,

World Bank reported that in Nigeria, "i

low periods under shifting cultivat

have become too short to restore ferti

in some areas." Since 1950, the crop]
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area in Nigeria has multiplied 2.5 times as

new, largely marginal land has been

added and fallow cycles have been short-

ened. Together, these two trends have off-

set the gains from the increased use of

chemical fertilizer, the adoption of im-

proved grain varieties, and the expansion

of irrigation, leaving cereal yields at the

level of the early 1960s.

This shortening of fallow cycles, which

exposes soils to more erosion, can also di-

minish the inherent fertility of the topsoil

that remains. When fields lay idle for fif-

teen to twenty years in the Sahel, for in-

stance, deep-rooted leguminous acacia

trees moved in, enriching the soils by fix-

ing nitrogen and drawing nutrients from

deeper soil horizons. But when the fallow

period is shortened to just a few years, the

trees don't mature and the early succes-

sional grasses do not restore soil fertility.

The third face of Africa's environmen-

tal deterioration is desertification, often

the deterioration of formerly productive

semiarid lands rather than the outright

spread of existing deserts. Desertification

has been accelerated by the conversion of

grazing lands to agriculture, concentrat-

ing the livestock owned by pastoral and

nomadic peoples on less and less land. In-

creasingly sensitive political boundaries

have impinged on traditional migration

routes, further reducing available pasture-

land, while nomadic populations and their

need for livestock continue to increase.

The reduction of vegetation and the soil

compaction that result from herd con-

centration, in turn, accelerate other forms

of soil deterioration.

Environmental deterioration has been

intensified by a persistent drought that

shows few signs of abating. Thirty-six Af-

rican countries have received less than ad-

equate rainfall in recent seasons; in some

nations the results have been disastrous.

The drought has spread far south and east

of its traditional range in the Sahel,

prompting concern among some African

climatologists that it has become self-sus-

taining. But there is little research and no

consensus on how denudation and desicca-

tion of the countryside interact with lower

rainfall levels and whether they are mutu-

ally reinforcing.

The combined effects of drought, land

degradation, and the extension of agricul-

ture onto marginal land have sapped the

productive potential of Africa's soils. The

output of most grains per harvested acre

has increased little or has actually de-

clined in the last decade. Maize yields

have fallen by a tenth in ten years, millet

yields have remained about the same since

1950, and sorghum yields are below the

levels harvested a generation ago.

Underinvestment in agriculture laid the

foundation for this year's massive food aid

needs. The stagnant yields of many Afri-

can crops reflect a view prevalent among
African leaders since independence that

agriculture is a backward sector meriting

little attention and few resources.

Although nearly half of all Africans live

in countries where four-fifths of the labor

force farms, agriculture receives less than

a tenth of the already modest government

spending. Few countries have created col-

leges of agriculture or national agricul-

tural research centers, and most land con-

tinues to be farmed without modern tools

or methods. Agricultural stagnation, com-

bined with growing rural populations, has

fostered the increasing flow of migrants to

fledgling cities that are ill-equipped to ab-

sorb them.

Not surprisingly, rain-fed crops grown

for domestic consumption rather than ex-

port have suffered disproportionately

from the official neglect of agriculture.

The African varieties of rice, millet, sor-

ghum, and barley that supply nearly half

the continent's grain production yield no

more per acre than they did in the 1950s.

While Africa seems ripe for a Green

Revolution, the diversity of African envi-

ronments demands thousands of "miracle

crops" adapted to specific circumstances,

not just a few varieties, such as the suc-

cessful hybrid crops in India and South-

east Asia. Ironically, indigenous grains

that have received the least research at-

tention, such as sorghum and millet, use a

metabolic pathway that makes them more

efficient converters of Africa's high light

intensities than such increasingly popular

imported grains as wheat and rice.

Staple crop production has also been

held back by a lack of the agricultural in-

frastructure that has supported agricul-

tural advance in other regions. According

to the FAO, only 5 percent of Africa's ara-

ble area is irrigated, far less than any other

major crop-producing region and only a

third of the world average. Although lead-

ers in the Sudan, Madagascar, and a few

Sahelian countries have poured money

into a few giant and prestigious irrigation

schemes, these costly large-scale projects

contribute little to the continent's food se-

curity.

Small-scale irrigation, which to date

has received little government support,

has increased food production in some

countries more than have the large cen-

tralized projects. Noting this trend, Nige-

ria made small projects the center of its ir-

rigation policy. The combined advantages

of small-scale irrigation—low cost, sea-

sonal flexibility, and farmer participation

and control—offer promising opportuni-
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ties for other African governments now

struggling to redefine their role in agricul-

tural development.

Some African agricultural ministries

have also retarded the development of ag-

riculture through ill-conceived policies,

such as price ceilings, which satisfy urban

demand for low-priced food but provide

little incentive for farmers to produce. The

low prices paid to farmers, coupled with

exchange rates that favor imported food-

stuffs, have created an appetite for wheat

and rice in African cities while penalizing

the growers of indigenous cereals.

In 1983 the Economic Commission for

Africa (ECA) issued a report that looked

ahead to desperate conditions likely

twenty-five years from now, given the

forces at work on the continent today. Al-

though gloomy, the ECA report has given

African leaders a sense of the magnitude

of the problems that are unfolding. But

The annual index for

Natural History, Volume 92

(January through December 1983)

may be obtained by writing to:

INDEX
Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

there are occasional glimmers of hope. In

early 1984, the ECA sponsored an Afri-

can Population Conference in Arusha,

Tanzania. Representatives of forty-four

African nations acknowledged population

policy as a central component of develop-

ment planning and endorsed government

commitment to family-planning pro-

grams—a notable turning point for a con-

tinent whose leaders, only a few years ago,

were urging more births to expand the la-

bor force. On average, the women of Af-

rica bear six children each, and this fre-

quent childbearing is not the result of

unintended pregnancy but is desired.

Mothers in Kenya, Lesotho, Senegal, and

the Sudan hope to bear more than seven

children each, according to the World

Fertility Survey. The cumulative effect of

millions of individual decisions such as

these gives an idea of the public resistance

that must be overcome if population

growth is to be brought down to a manage-

able level.

Against this social backdrop, the need

for national assessments of future popula-

tion size; land, water, and energy re-

sources; and job creation is obvious. These

national projections can be used to launch

population education programs that will

help people understand the long-term so-

cial and economic consequences of their

childbearing decisions. The realizion

that a 3 percent rate of annual popul; on

growth will lead to a nineteenfold incuse

over a century can only have a soberir ef-

fect on those who continue to disiss

rapid population growth as an imagery

threat.

African governments are at a lint

where they can benefit from populi;on

and resource projections similar to tise

done in Peking in the late 1970s. The hi-

nese projections showed that even if C na

averaged two children per couple, th to-

tal population would coast to anotherOO

to 400 million people before stabilizii in

about the year 2000, thus threatening he

hard-earned gains in living standarcof

the past generation. Rather than risk ;»

tential deterioration in living stand; is.

the Chinese government instead laumed

a one-child family program. That oflial

effort to change public attitudes to\rd

childbearing helped China bring its bo-

rate down from 30 per thousand poila-

tion to 20 per thousand in a decade.

Misallocation of public resources i:m-i

other factor exacerbating the Afran

food crisis. Since attaining political ile-

pendence, Africa has invested heavfin

the import of arms; African weapomti-

ports have grown more rapidly than t se

of any other region, including the Mi lie

East. Yet all too often, encroacjg

deserts may pose a greater threat tea-

tional security than invading armies. Dil

erosion, if permitted to continue, may id

to soaring food prices and political iia-i

bility. Agricultural research, extemnj

credit, and marketing facilities have l:n

starved for funds. Senegal, for exan.e,

had no facilities to train graduate stud its

in agriculture before 1979. As lonjas

heavy expenditures on expensive weajffl

continue, creating an agricultural ha-

structure will not be easy, and it mayo!

even be possible.

Western donors are sending emergcy

food aid, sorely needed until the droiht

has run its cycle. But the drought itse isi

likely to generate additional environrn-

tal deterioration, magnified by populam

pressures, unless African policies atn-

tive to these causes are soon put into pi e.

In the long run, the African food crisis ill

have to be resolved by the Africans thn-

selves.

The authors are the project director d

project assistant for State of the Wtf

1984, published in 1984 by W.W. No,*

and Company, from which this articM

adapted. Lester R. Brown is presideti

Worldwatch Institute, a Washing*

based research group. Edward Wolf o

researcher at the Institute.
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THE WEST SIDE'S

NEWEST
RESTAURANT IS

LOCATED BETWEEN
AFRICA AND
THE STONE AGE.

The American Museum Restaurant in the

Museum of Natural History is the most

delicious surprise on the West Side.

Discover the joys of our fabulous menu.

You'll love our bar. And our beautiful glass

atrium is just the right setting for a natural

good time.

American
Museum
Restaurant
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West & 79th Street. 874-3436

LUNCH: Mon.-Fri. 11:30 AM-4:00 PM
AFTERNOON TEA: Every day 4:00 PM-5:00 PM
DINNER: Wed., Fri., Sat. 5:00 PM-7:30 PM
BRUNCH: Sat. & Sun. 11:30 AM-4:00 PM
Free Admission to Museum after 5 PM Fri. & Sat.



Breaching Humpback Whale

Ever Seen A
Whale?

You can observe various

species of whales at Waterfall

Resort in S.E. Alaska. Research

is ongoing at Waterfall to study

gray whales and the endan-

gered humpback whale which

reside here.

3 day tours by trained biolo-

gists cover whales, other sea

mammals, bald eagles, bird col-

onies, black bear, an Indian

village, historical totem poles

and more. Luxurious facilities

complete with individual cottage

suites. An uncommon exper-

ience. Call or write for

brochure. P.O. Box 6440,
Ketchika , Alaska 99901.

Toll Free 1-800-544-5125

The Ultimate Safari into
the Last Wilderness . .

.

A very special offer
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The American Museum
of Natural History is

offering SAND RIVERS
by Peter Matthiessen at

a $9.00 savings. The
publisher's price is

$11.95, but you pay
only $2.95. Act now
and receive the

Museum's FREE book
catalog.

In SAND RIVERS,
Matthiessen and pho-
tographer Hugo van

Lawick explore an unmapped corner of Tanzania

—one of the last great strongholds of wildlife left

on earth. Incomparable writing by the author of

the SNOW LEOPARD and 64 pages of glorious

color photographs create a haunting portrait of

this ancient and mysterious land.

"Adventure on a scale rarely seen in this century"—Publisher's Weekly
"A clear triumph"

—

N.Y. Times Book Review

s &
YES! Please send copies\&*/s GuV

of SAND RIVERS at $2.95 each, N&- #J% *'
delivery included. Also send me the \% ~
FREE bookcatalogof the American \ j,

Museumof Natural History. N^- ^
Name:

| Address:

| City: State: Zip:

1 Make checks payable to the American Museum ol Natural History.

| M|JJj|j£
rs' AMNH Book Program

I FYonram American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024 (I5S ,L

Thereby Hangs a Tail
Observation ofa cometfound in the spring of1983
has increased astronomers' understanding ofall comets

by Stephen R Maran

Comet IRAS-Araki-Alcock, discov-

ered on April 25, 1983, came to within 2.9

million miles of the earth on May 1 1 . That

was the closest terrestrial approach of any

comet seen since the eighteenth century.

With ground-based radar and telescopes

on the ground and in space, investigators

were able to detect the solid nucleus of the

comet, discover a molecule never previ-

ously found in space, and trace the com-

et's dust tail, invisible to optical tele-

scopes. Analysis of the findings also

suggests that material in the comet nu-

cleus may have come in frozen form from

interstellar space.

According to international convention,

a comet may be named for the first three

persons who discover it independently. In

the case of Comet IRAS-Araki-Alcock,

there's a slight exception to convention,

since the first "person" is a satellite obser-

vatory, an earth orbiter that surveyed in-

frared radiation from shortly after launch

on Janaury 25, 1983, until November 21,

when the supply of liquid helium coolant

for its infrared sensors was exhausted.

IRAS first caught the comet in scans

made on April 25, while hunting for aster-

oids. The finding represents the first case

in which a comet was discovered by a sat-

ellite that was searching for moving ob-

jects and also the first case in which a

comet was discovered through its infrared

rays rather than its visible light. Genichi

Araki and George Alcock, the other two

discoverers, are amateur comet hunters

and schoolteachers (Alcock is retired),

who spotted the comet from their respec-

tive locations in Japan and England.

Alcock, who was seventy when he dis-

covered the comet, did so in comfort,

seated indoors and peering through a win-

dow with a pair of very large binoculars.

Whether Araki found the comet in so

surely a fashion is unknown. Howevi

myself enjoyed watching the comet w le

reclining on a beach blanket spread c a

hilltop in the Bull Run Mountains of a
ginia. Because Comet IRAS (as I will 11

it for short) came so close to the earthts

relatively slow motion across the sky is

just perceptible to the naked eye on a ciir

evening in May.

In addition to IRAS, the Internaticil

Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), a satel.e

managed by astronomers and ground ci-

trollers, tracked the comet. The IUE is

designed to look at fixed stars and slo.y

moving planets such as Jupiter and M >,

not at a comet traveling at far gres:r

speed and less than three million ms
from the earth. Nevertheless, the effo

at IUE ground stations in Greenti,

Maryland, and Villafranca, Spain, [«

duced a series of valuable readings on e

ultraviolet spectrum of the comet

i,

>«
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The IRAS satellite, of course, did m
than just find the comet on April 25. Uil

early May it was also used to scan it

comet on repeated occasions with remc>

able results, according to a team of asti

omers led by Russell G. Walker, a foi

Air Force and NASA infrared satellite

pert now working as a consultant, "iff

Walker team reports that IRAS detecl

a dust tail, unseen by visible light tit-

scopes, that extended 250,000 miles fri

the nucleus of the comet. Furthering

analysis of scans made at different inl-

red wavelengths indicated that the av
age size of the dust particles in the tail

•

creased with distance from the nuclei,

the smallest particles being farthest dd
the tail. Walker's estimate, which mays

on the high side, is that Comet IRAS \s

shedding dust at the rate of about one i

I M



Sky Reporter

ry five seconds on May 9, 1983, as it

I red the point of closest approach to the

»*.h two days later. In the case of at least

I other comet (Tempel 2, observed in

lb 1983), IRAS found an infrared dust

I suggesting that telescopic photo-

ns, which are made in visible light,

|'t tell the whole cometary story.

Bit numerous points on the globe,

•; otelescopes were trained on Comet

IKS, but the most interesting findings

x irted so far came from West Germany
I Puerto Rico. Using a 330-foot, dish-

;) Ded radiotelescope at Effelsberg, near

8:n, the German astronomers detected

>!tinuum radio emission from Comet
IhS. A continuum emission is one that

N'jrs a wide range of radio frequencies,

til a steady hiss received no matter how

I tune an AM or FM radio receiver.

Q'y two previous likely detections of

I I cometary continuum emission have

mi reported, both of them by NASA
Monomers (myself included) who
Kined Comets Kohoutek and West in

1 1970s. We believe that the radio emis-

li came from grains of ice in a small

5l sd, called an icy-grain halo, around the

W let's nucleus. Other astronomers have

U and failed to confirm these observa-

I s, but since every comet seems to dif-

I from every other, the failures are not

a<5ssarily negative evidence with respect

lour findings on the two comets. I'd like

I link that the German detection of con-

lit urn radio emission from Comet IRAS
inns the existence of an icy-grain halo

I ome other cometary phenomenon re-

it isible for radio waves similar to those

W detected, but other radio astronomers

& scanned Comet IRAS did not find

in emissions.

I he existence of a radio source in the

No More Excuses!
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If

SUBURBAN GARDENERS

Don't Buy A
BIG
TILLER...

fora smalljob

your garden is an acre or less,
hire somebody to plow it once a year . . . and buy a Mantis-20

for yourself. Mantis tills and weeds a practical 6" to 9" wide,

turns on a dime and weighs only 20 pounds! Simply turning

a 300-pound tiller in a backyard garden is a challenge.

Most big tillers were designed to just till (but many now
offer clumsy "add-on" attachments as an attempt to justify

their high cost). The Mantis was designed from the

beginning to precisely match a small, powerful engine
to a variety of useful attachments for

your yard and garden.

Most big tillers cost an arm and a leg.

The Mantis-20 is a tough, durable, pre-

cision instrument ... yet it costs a fraction

of what you'll pay for a big tiller.

Most machines are partially covered
for 90 days to a year. Mantis has a

Lifetime Warranty on the tines, a Lifetime

Replacement agreement on the engine.

Best of all, you get a 3-Week In-Your

Garden Trial (if you don't like it we'll buy
it back for every penny you paid!).

Tines so

strong

they're

guaranteed

for life!
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I

Mantis Manfacturing Co.

1458 County Line Rd., Dept. 449

Huntingdon Valley. PA 19006

Please send me more information

on the Mantis-20 Tiller/Cultivator
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State Zip.
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7V;e ultraviolet spectrum ofComet IRAS-Araki-Alcock, obtained

by satellite, shows emissions ofsulfur dimer molecules (small red dots),

never before detected in space.

icy-grain halo remains controversial, but

the presence of a solid nucleus in comets,

as predicted by the dirty snowball theory,

is almost beyond doubt. The theory states

that a comet consists of a nucleus of frozen

gases ("ices") interspersed with particles

of rock dust, and that both the cloud of

gas, or coma, in the head of the comet and

the matter in the comet's tail consist of

material that turns from solid to gas with-

out melting when the nucleus is heated by

the sun. In recent years, faint radar echoes

have been received from a few comets and

are attributed to the presence in each

comet of a solid nucleus. When Comet
IRAS came close to the earth, the 1,000-

foot dish at Arecibo Observatory in

Puerto Rico was able to obtain strong ech-

oes from the comet that are regarded as

unequivocal evidence for a nucleus.

The ultraviolet spectra of Comet IRAS
obtained by the IUE satellite contained

the same spectral lines, from a variety of

atoms and molecules, that IUE has found

in several previously observed comets.

However, the spectra also contained a

group of spectral lines that had never been

seen in the spectrum of any comet or in-

deed in the spectrum of any astronomical

object. Studies of the IUE observations,

led by veteran cometary astronomers Mi-
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chael A'Hearn, of the University of Mary-

land in College Park, and Paul D.

Feldman, of Johns Hopkins University in

Baltimore, have identified the lines as

emission from molecules known as sulfur

dimers. A dimer is a molecule in which

two identical components are joined to-

gether. In this case, each component is

simply a sulfur atom, so the sulfur dimer is

a molecule consisting of two atoms of sul-

fur. Sulfur atoms and various molecules

that contain them have been found in

comets and elsewhere in space in the past.

Most notably, there is sulfur on Io, the

moon of Jupiter that has active volcanism,

and there are sulfur-bearing molecules in

the atmosphere of Venus. But sulfur in the

dimer form is unique, thus far, to Comet
IRAS.

Astronomers believe that the frozen

gases of the cometary nucleus are, for the

most part, not composed of molecules sim-

ilar to those that we observe in the coma
around the nucleus. Instead, the ices in the

nucleus are thought to consist of water ice

and other frozen substances that, when

heated to the gaseous state, are soon bro-

ken down into smaller molecules and indi-

vidual atoms by the action of ultraviolet

rays from the sun. The larger molecules

are called parent molecules and the atoms

and smaller molecules that break offf n

the parents are called daughter prodis.

Since the nucleus of a comet is so si II

that it can only be observed from c

ground by radar echoing, we cannot i-

rectly determine what it is made of un a

space probe investigates a comet f:n

close up. We therefore have more thecs

than hard facts about the nature of e

parent molecules in comets.

Astronomers obtain spectra of corns

with the IUE and ground-based telesccs

and try to infer the nature of the pa it

molecules from the daughter products :-

tected in the spectra. Unfortunately, e

results have rarely been conclusive. H/-

ever, A'Hearn and Feldman found nt

the ultraviolet emissions from the suir

dimer in Comet IRAS came from a sr 11

region, just a few hundred miles in dia:-

ter, centered on the nucleus. They <>

eluded that the sulfur dimers were pru-

bly parent molecules that came from e

nucleus of Comet IRAS and were bro n

down into their constituent atoms be e

they could fly more than a few huncd

miles from the nucleus. Thus, one of e

long-sought parent molecules in cons

seems to have been found. Unlike wet,

this parent molecule was not predicte

Comets are generally believed to he

formed on the outskirts of the solar n
ula, the great cloud of gas and dust fin

which our solar system was born. H>
ever, at a January 1984 NATO conr-

ence on Ices in the Solar System, helm

Nice, France, A'Hearn explained that I-

fur dimer molecules will not form in e

gaseous state under conditions though o

have prevailed in the solar nebula, v

stead, he suggested the dimers may he

formed in coatings of ice on dust grain d

interstellar clouds. Sulfur-bearing m>

cules that were stuck in the ice, wher-

radiated by ultraviolet rays or by proU

over long periods of time, would have \>

ken down, releasing their sulfur atoi,

which might then have joined to formi-

mer molecules also stuck in the ice gra>.

Did particles of interstellar ices enih

the solar nebula and agglomerate \k

nebular matter to form comets or, as a t

nority of astronomers have long suspec I

did comets themselves form in interster

space and then somehow get capture^

the solar system, where billions now o

the sun? Space probes scheduled to
]

I

Halley's comet in March 1986 may lj

solve this mystery.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staffsc
tist in the Laboratoryfor Astronomy 1

Solar Physics at NASA 's GoddardM
Flight Center in Greenbelt, Marylc'-

The opinions expressed here are his pi
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Celestial Even

First-string Lineup
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Evening and morning planet watchers

will have a field day this month with Sat-

urn, Mars, and Jupiter in the sky virtually

all night long. Both Venus and Mercury

are out of the picture, close to the sun all of

June.

Saturn, Mars, and Jupiter put on a

great show. In early evening, they are up

in the east: bright Jupiter lowest; Mars
and Saturn above to the right and close to

one another. Two bright stars are also

nearby: reddish Antares, in Scorpius, be-

The moonjoins threeplanets and two stars in the June sky. The map shows their

arrangement about 10:00 p.m. when Jupiter has risen high enough to be seen. The

positions andphases ofthe moon, as they change night by night, are shownfrom the 9th

through the 14th, and theplanets Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn are shown during

the month as they drift slowly along the curves indicated.

tween Jupiter and Mars; Spica above
|

to the right of Saturn and Mars,

whole squad of bright objects moves toj

right (west) during the night becausJ

the earth's rotation, but they keep theil

der and spacing (with minor changes)J
midnight, they are high in the south: J]

ter to the left; Spica to the right. By dl

they are in the west, with Jupiter higi

and the others curving down toward |
horizon. Watch especially from the

until the 15th, when the moon is par]

the scene.

Apart from their motions together

ing the night, some slight shifting of

tion takes place among the planets

cause of their motions in orbit around!

sun. At the beginning of June, all areA
ing slowly to the right (west) relative toH
background stars (the planets' retrogiH

motion), and you should see Jupiter rrH

up a bit on Antares and Mars, and Sainj

draw away from Antares toward Sp

This jockeying around then changes

the 20th of the month, when Mars end

retrograde motion and resumes its nor

easterly drift through the stars. Des

this, Mars remains close to Saturn

month, closer than the bright twin sta*

Gemini. The end of Mars's retrogri

path also signals its gradual disapp!

ance from the evening sky. It is now n;

ing almost directly away from the ea

dimming rapidly. But it will return a|

in the summer of 1986 to an even be|

and brighter opposition.

By the end of June, all the planets a

the evening sky, whereas all were moi

stars earlier in the year. Not until Sepi

ber will we again find a planet above

horizon at sunrise.

The events described in the caler

Helmut K. Wimmer
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iw there's a better way to vacation

the island of pink sand beaches,

rm turquoise waters, and easy-

:ng British charm.

Now— for the cost of a few

eks in a hotel— you can vacation

your own private cottage. For the
[

<t 25 years.

You'll be a member of our

:lusive cottage colony and
ration club. With your own swim
b, tennis club and beach club-

use— plus a Robert Trent Jones

If course next door.

It's a rare opportunity to own

I

A York-Hannover Resort.

your own fully-furnished 1 or 2

bedroom vacation cottage, in exclu-

sive Bermuda, for a fraction of the

cost you'd expect.

It is also one of the very few

residential communities chartered

by Her Majesty's government, and

consequently subject to very strict

standards. That, and the fact that

St. George's Club membership

openings are usually filled as soon as

they become available, gives you

two indications for our success.

We'd like to tell you about more.

And invite you to b un guest for

a get-acquainted visit in Bermuda.

All you have to do is call us, and

you're on your way.
This is mi! an offering which can be made onl>

by formal prospectus available Ir.-m sponsor.

In New York City, 212-682-2640.

In New Jersey, 1

In Boston, e>17-8cl-7810. In Philadelphia, 215-527-1750. In Connecticut, 1-800-245-3535.
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below occur in local time unless other se

stated.

June 1: New moon was only two <ys

ago, but you might see a very slender as-

cent in the west tonight during late vi-

light. The moon sets in Gemini about vo

hours after sunset.

June 2: Tonight's three-day-old cs-

cent moon is nearly in line with Pollux id

Castor, the twin stars of Gemini. Loo'to

the moon's right when the sky in the vst

grows dark enough to see stars.

June 4-5: The fat crescent moon iin

Leo both nights, moving past Regulus.ie

Lion's brightest star, during the day one
5th. Regulus is the bright star to the leof

the moon on the night of the 4th and to le

right on the 5th. The circle of stars abe

Regulus is Leo's head. Way above it,

hanging at the top of the sky, you'll id

the Big Dipper. Leo is always beneatlts

bowl.

June 6-7: First-quarter moon is at 1 112

a.m., EST. It moves from Leo into Vi.o,

setting at about 1:00 a.m. Perigee mm
(nearest the earth) is early on the 7th

June 8: The star beneath the gibb|is

moon is Spica, in Virgo. The other briit

objects in the eastern sky are the plaits

Saturn, Mars, and Jupiter, the last ris g

an hour or so after sundown.

June 9-10: The gibbous moon mca
past Saturn and Mars during the day n

the 10th, covering Saturn (an occultatii)

as it goes by over southern and southet-

ern Asia. If you haven't seen the two ph-

ets yet this month, the moon should m; e

it easy to find them on these two nigh.

They will be to the moon's left on the Si;

to its right and closer on the 10th. Satin

is the higher of the two, Mars the brigh'r.

Both planets are still moving slowly to e

right (west) near the border of Libra.

June 1 1-12: The reddish star below d
to the left of the moon on the night of e

11th is Antares in Scorpius. It is to e

right of the moon on the 1 2th.

June 13: At full moon (9:04 a.m., E£.

moving from Ophiuchus into Sagittariu,

a rather poor penumbral lunar eclijs

takes place in the Far East. Tonight i:

moon is just to the right and a little abo

the Teapot in Sagittarius, but it will be ('-

ficult to see this arrangement of st s

through the moon's glare.

June 14: Jupiter, the bright object j t

above the moon, is easy to find tonig.

Watch closely for an hour or so and yi

will see the moon sliding slowly left re-

tive to the planet. Actually, both are mi-

ing to the right because of the earth's ra-

tion, but the moon moves more slov'

owing to its relatively rapid easterly n-

tion around the earth.

June 15: Venus is in line with and I-
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nd the sun today (superior conjunction).

ter dawdling for months as a poor morn-

l
star, it moves into the evening sky, but

• won't see much of it until late fall.

June 16: When the moon comes up to-

jht (in waning gibbous phase) about

o'clock, see if you can find the five

ight starlike objects stretched in line

[th it upward to the right (toward the

nth). They are, in the following order,

piter (the brightest), Antares (reddish,

Scorpius), Mars and Saturn (very close

one another, with Mars the brighter),

d Spica (in Virgo). These six objects

le moon, two stars, and three planets)

:
ie up through the zodiac from Capri-

'rnus to Virgo, tracing approximately

e path of the earth's orbit (the ecliptic)

,
ross the sky.

June 20: Mars ends its retrograde (west-

,ly) motion and resumes its normal east-

ly path through the stars. The most no-

table effect will be a slow leftward

jparation of Mars from Saturn. Until

rtv it has been moving closer. The bright-

I

ss of Mars is also diminishing rapidly.

./ the end of June it will be only about

i If as bright as it was in mid-May, but it

. still more than twice the brightness of

Iturn. The moon is at apogee (farthest

3m the earth) tonight, close to the south-

n border of Pisces and Aquarius and just

kith of the vernal equinox.
1

June 21: The sun is at the summer sol-

, ce, the northernmost point on the eclip-

fc, in the constellation Gemini, one-fourth

;

the way around the sky east of the ver-

1 equinox, the latter about where the

|oon is tonight. Summer begins in the

\
orthern Hemisphere at two minutes past

jdnight. Although this is the longest day

: the year, the earliest sunrise occurred

iout a week ago, and the latest sunset

,
II be about a week from today. Last-

tarter moon is at 6:10 a.m., EST.

June 23: Mercury, at superior conjunc-

>n, becomes an evening star.

June 26: Our last view of the late cres-

(

nt moon during this cycle will probably

this morning. Look in the east at dawn
id you should see it. The bright star to its

ft is Aldebaran, in Taurus.

jJune 28: New moon is at 10:18 p.m.,

ST, in Gemini.

June 29: Jupiter is the last of the eight

anets to leave the morning sky. All win-

r, and again in April, the planets were

orning stars. Now, with Jupiter at oppo-

(

ion from the sun today, all have become

,
ening stars.

iitor's Note: The Sky Map in the April

me shows the evening constellations and

irs for this month and gives the times for

e.

Sven-Olof Lindblad
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Books in Review

In Search ofKing Solomon's Ring
by Colin Beer

Animal Thinking, by Donald R. Griffin.

Harvard University Press, $17.50; 237

pp.

Legend has it that King Solomon pos-

sessed a magic ring that enabled him to

converse with animals, to talk "to a butter-

fly/ As a man would talk to a man" (Kip-

ling). Konrad Lorenz turned to this legend

for the title of a book that has become one

of the popular classics of the animal be-

havior literature. In King Solomon's Ring

he told intriguing stories about how he had

found ways to enter the lives of his fight-

ing fish and graylag geese, his jackdaws

and water shrews, through an understand-

ing of the signals they use. He exercised a

scientist's caution, however, on whether

the behavior of his animals implied any-

thing like human consciousness in its per-

formance, the kinds of thought and inten-

tion that guide our actions when we are

aware of what we are doing.

This caution is typical of students of an-

imal behavior, be they comparative psy-

chologists, ethologists, or sociobiologists.

It reflects a reaction to the excesses of an-

thropomorphic interpretation to which the

Darwinian theory of evolutionary continu-

ity initially gave rise. In its most extreme

form this reaction even called human
mentality into question—as when J.B.

Watson redefined psychology as "the sci-

ence of behavior" (as opposed to William

James's "science of mental life"), imply-

ing that mentalistic concepts were inad-

missible to it. But the field of human psy-

chology has recently been shaking off

these behavioristic bonds, and there are

signs that animal studies may be doing the

same.

In 1976 Donald Griffin published a lit-

tle book called The Question of Animal

Awareness. In it he reviewed recent etho-

logical evidence that seemed to him to call

into question the accepted view that ani-

mals are nothing but thoughtless robots;

he also attacked the grounds for that view

and proposed ways to forge a new King

Solomon's ring for gaining entry to animal

minds. Despite its brevity and somewhat

impish character, The Question of Ani-

mal Awareness succeeded in its mission to

provoke discussion of what had been virtu-

ally taboo topics for more than fifty years.

Ethologists, psychologists, physiologists,

and philosophers have since joined in con-

ferences on animal minds; behavioral jour-

nals are giving increasing space to articles

on the issues; and now there is a growing

list of books on the subject.

Donald Griffin's new book shows that

there have already been advances on some

fronts, both conceptual and factual. Ani-

mal Thinking is more than twice the

length of its predecessor; it deploys new

lines of argument and draws on a richer

range of evidence. In the first two chap-

ters Griffin surveys the variety of views

about animal minds as represented in re-

cent writings of neurophysiologists, com-
parative psychologists, behavioral ecolo-

gists, and philosophers. He leaves the

reader in no doubt that the minds of be-

havioral scientists have been unjustifiably

closed to considerations of animal con-

sciousness, even when a particular animal

action would imply intention, knowledge,

or thought if performed by a human be-

ing. For Griffin, the inescapable logic

leading us to believe in the existence of

other people's minds (as opposed to the so-

lipsist's argument that the only mind we

can know to exist for sure is our own) ex-

tends to the minds of animals as well.

Moreover, turning Ockam's razor against

Lloyd Morgan's canon, he argues that

attributing mentality to animals is a more

economical way of accounting for their

flexible and adaptive actions than pos-

tulating countless reflexive stimulus-re-

sponse connections to explain the same

phenomena. Finally, he suggests, the effi-

ciency and economy of conscious thinking

would favor its natural selection in cases

where it is a conceivable option to a built-

in or conditioned mechanism. He
questions the assumption that instincts *

always exercised unconsciously.

The next four chapters—on forag

strategies, predator-prey relations, al

fact construction, and tool use—lookj

kinds of animal behavior that could
j

ceivably be under some measure of i

scious control. Study of foraging in seve

species of birds, for example, has reveail

that the birds concentrate their search i

one kind of prey at a time, whichever!

most abundant or accessible, and

they look for it in the types of places tr'

have previously found it. This sort of str

egy has been described as being gover

by "searching images." Instead of invij-l

ing the customary caveat that no

scious connotation is implied, Griij

maintains that we should not be inhibit

from taking the term "searching" lit!

ally. From his own observation of a cob

munal kill by a group of lionesses, he cai

away with the impression that he had se

intentional cooperation at work.

The rest of the book deals with stud

bearing more directly on the possibility

animal consciousness: laboratory exp<

ments on cognitive capacities; attempts)

find electrical brain activity associat

with cognitive function in humans and

;

imals; work on social communication th

might open "a window on animal mind

discussion of social relations and social

teractions as fertile ground for the nurti

ing of intelligent awareness; accounts

innovative behavior strongly suggestive

conscious cogitation. Some of this

dence is very persuasive, such as the

suits of experiments showing that pige<

can discriminate between pictures on 1

basis of specific images—a tree, a persi

even a particular human face. The varic

projects in which apes (and a parrot) ha

been taught quasi-linguistic means

communicating with their trainers ob
1

ously come in for discussion. Griffin tal

a balanced view between those who ma
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strong claims of linguistic and cogrive

achievement and the skeptics who di; iss

all the evidence as spurious.

In contrast to some of the other wiers

on animal cognition, such as Steen

Walker (Animal Thought. London: Fut-

ledge and Kegan Paul, 1983), Gfin

takes the whole animal kingdom a his

province and appears no less hopefof

finding out what it is like to be a bee 'an

he is of learning to feel like a fox. In ed

he is so strong an advocate of equal r its

to cognitive consideration for all ani als

that I wonder whether he has given ue

thought to the diversity of evolution!

forms. When one contemplates the :ry

different designs of the bodies of arro-

pods, echinoderms, mollusks, and vte-

brates, does it not suggest the possibili of

comparable differences in cognitive^-

pacities and modes of experience? W al-

ready know that there are such dsr-

ences in the perceptual worlds of diffe.m

kinds of animals; for instance, en

though it has eyes very like ours, an do-

pus cannot tell N from its mirror im;e.

T.C. Schneirla, a comparative sy-

chologist associated with the Ameian

Museum of Natural History for nny

years, developed a conception of qucta-

tively distinct psychological levels irhe

animal kingdom. His contrast betwee in-

sect societies (governed largely by 'io-

logical factors") and vertebrate sories

(involving "psychological factors") isvi-

dently at odds with Griffin's view, 'et

Schneirla's observations and argumits

are still worthy of attention; by neglecng

them and other reasons for dwelling or he

probable psychological diversity in an tal

cognition, Griffin may be doing less in

justice to the richness of the field he as

reopened. I think that there might alsbe

value in treating the various kinds of ig-

nition—perception, memory, thinkir—

separately, and in considering the dic-

ing ways in which one might be aware or

example, perceptual awareness, awe-

ness in the sense of having knowledgof

something, self-awareness. Griffin, fone

most part, writes as though these werill

of a piece.

Griffin also frequently resorts to

putting into words what he imagines ine

content of an animal's thought. I hope at

these Disneyisms will be read in the s it

in which they were no doubt intendecai

no more than attempts to convey inartu-

late thinking "in a manner of speaki:':

yet I fear that they might be taken asfr

ing anthropomorphic. As Romanes pi il

when writing of "the mental states o u

insect" in 1882: "the nearest concept

that we can form of their true natui is

that which we can form by assimilaif
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m to the pattern of the only mental

.es with which we are actually ac-

iinted." But it should be remembered

t even we do not necessarily run words

jugh our heads when we think. Devel-

nental psychologists such as Piaget

e demonstrated thought in children

•>x to the acquisition of speech. Their

>roaches might be usefully adapted to

mal cases.

(Tie book makes numerous references

philosophers who have recently lent

port to its cause, yet makes little direct

of their suggestions about how to

be for evidence of intentionality in ani-

I action, about the nature of the inter-

representations implied by tests of

mory and problem solving, ways in

ich the concepts and procedures of arti-

al intelligence might be brought to

r on questions of animal cognition,

ffin complains that such approaches

d to reduce cognition to "information

cessing," which disregards any distinc-

1 between electronic computers and the

nan brain, and hence his main concern,

sciousness. The issues are controver-

and complex, so Griffin was perhaps

e to keep them from clouding his cen-

idea. However, there is surely some-

lg to be said for philosophers taking an

.rest in such matters. I look forward to

ther development of this connection be-

en philosophy and biology, because I

ieve cognitive ethology will be unable

io without it.

n the meantime, we can be grateful for

nald Griffin's latest installment of his

nitive crusade on behalf of the beasts.

I book reads easily; even on technical

Iters Griffin is clear without sacrificing

uracy or precision. There will be plenty

eward here for newcomers to cognitive

ology, and some new angles for those

:ady sympathetic to its cause. Tough-

ided skeptics will remain tough-

tdedly skeptical.

\ quest for "one ring to rule them all" is

doubt a fairytale, and Donald Griffin

ild readily admit that he is no King

omon. But his less ambitious search for

ndows on animal minds," even if it has

ar brought only the occasional glimpse

n through a glass darkly, has already

wn the way to new discoveries about

mal behavior, and hence the way in

ch what one finds depends upon what

looks for.

in Beer, a New Zealander, earned his

loral degree under the direction of
:o Tinbergen at Oxford University. At
sent, he is a professor ofpsychology at

Institute of Animal Behavior at

tgers University.
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h pain and Portugal, the azure-winged magpie fCyanopica cyanaj breeds in gardens, olive

a :es, and oak woodlands. Its open, bulky nest is made oftwigs, moss, and mud and lined

m ; hair, fur, andplant matter. Thefemale generally lays a clutch offive to seven eggs. She

ii '.bates the eggs alone, sitting on the nest through all kinds ofweather. (The back and

h d ofthis mother still glisten with raindropsfrom a recent storm.) Once the eggs hatch,

b h parents willfeed theyoung. The azure-winged magpie 's distribution has long been

p zling. Apartfrom the Iberian Peninsula, it isfound only in east Asia, includingparts of

C na, Mongolia, Korea, and Japan. Populations probably once existed between these two

h ely separated regions but just what happened to them is not known.



Mima mounds speckle the slopes

surrounding Sweetwater Reserxvir

(top left I in San Diego.

VTN. Consolidated

Mounds ofMystery
What built the earthworks known

as Mima mounds? Erosion? Frost?

Wind? How about gophers?

by George W. Cox

Certain phenomena in nature seem to

demand an explanation the instant you see

them. Consider, for example, the case of

Mima mounds. Early explorers and set-

tlers found these curious earth mounds, as

big as 6 feet high and 1 60 feet across, dot-

ting grassland areas of western North

America in numbers ranging from one or

two to more than twenty per acre. In 1 8 1 7,

when William Darby saw; these "mounts

of earth" on the coastal prairies of western

Louisiana, he wrote, "these hillocks have

given birth to many speculations: all per-

haps wide of the truth: the most reason-

able hypotheses ascribe them to a kind of

mole." The pioneer western naturalist, Jo-

seph LeConte, who sawr mounds on the

West Coast in 1874, also remarked on the

range of hypotheses. "Some have sup-

posed that they are Indian burial

mounds," he wrote, "veritable cities of the

dead. Others . . . artificial mounds, upon

which were built huts of Indian villages.

Still others . . . that they were in fact large

fish-nests." Le Conte made an astute ob-

servation: "a phenomenon so widespread

must be attributed to the action of a wide-

spread agent."

Mima mounds are indeed widespread.

They are found from western Washington,

southern Saskatchewan, and northwest-

ern Minnesota south to northern Baja

California and north-central Sonora and

east to coastal Texas and Louisiana.

Across this broad range they go by several

different names. Along the Gulf Coast,

and northward into eastern Oklahoma,

they are termed pimple mounds, leading

some observers to facetiously describe

mounded grasslands as pimpled plains. In

the northern Great Plains the designation

is frequently prairie mounds, and in Cali-

fornia, where I have been studying them

for the past five years, they have tradition-

ally been known as hogwallow mounds.

The name Mima is taken from Mima Prai-

rie, south of Olympia, Washington, and is

an Indian name that seems to have won

out against its more prosaic competitors.

Mima mounds can be seen in a variety

of physical settings—from sea level, in ar-

eas bordering salt marshes in California

and Texas, to lower alpine tundra habitats

in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains of

southern Colorado—but there are none in

the southwestern desert or in regions origi-

nally covered by forest. They are found on

residual soils over all major types of bed-

rock, on alluvial deposits and old lake

beds, on glacial moraines, and on the

sandy soils of Pleistocene and Recent bar-

rier islands.

The mounds themselves, however, have

certain common features. They are made

of sandy, loamy, or silty soil—never of

heavy clay—and often contain gravel and

small pebbles. Larger rocks are found on

surfaces between mounds, where they

sometimes form dense pavements. Mima
mounds are most fully developed on level

sites, where they are nearly circular, but

they also are found on slopes as steep as

35° to 40°, and in these places they are

sometimes elongated in the downhill di-

rection. One of the most constant features

of the mounds is that they are always

found in places whose soil has some sort of

shallow basement layer—bedrock, hard-

pan, densely bedded gravel, heavy clay, or

a permanent water table. This imperme-

able layer is usually less than twelve

inches below the surface and often causes

severe waterlogging of the soil during the

wet season.

I n more than a century and a half of sci-

entific observation, more than thirty theo-

*si
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Mima mounds may be an indication oforiginal grassland areas. Certain

parts ofCalifornia have densefields ofmounds, such as this section of

the FlyingM Ranch in Merced County, right. In suchfields, there are often

basins between mounds. Thesefill up with water in spring and winter and

support abundant plant and animal life.

George w ,

ries on how Mima mounds were formed

have been proposed, but none has been

proved. Many of these theories have pur-

ported to explain mounds in specific loca-

tions, despite LeConte's admonition that

they are widespread. Probably not coinci-

dentally, individual theorists have often

favored explanations that depended on

their special area of knowledge—soils, hy-

drology, geology, climatology, botany, or

zoology. Some of these theories have been

serious and scientific, others more fanci-

ful. On hearing a description of the

mounds of Mima Prairie, distinguished

geologist Alexander Agassiz reportedly

identified them unhesitatingly as the large

nest mounds of a type of sucker. The nests,

he theorized, had once been located un-

derwater and now were exposed.

There were other suggestions—Mima
mounds were credited to Indians, falling

trees, buffaloes, ants, mud volcanoes, and

other peculiar mechanisms. Most of these

ideas have been discarded. What remain

are four serious scientific hypotheses.

The erosion hypothesis suggests simply

that the mounds are residual high points

left by water or wind erosion. According to

some versions of this hypothesis, wind or

water previously removed soil and other

matter from the surface, leaving the

mounds behind. Other adherents of this

idea say that the erosion occurred under-

ground, when minerals dissolved and were

removed by deep drainage. Mounds have

been protected from erosion by trees or

clumps of shrubs, they say, and have not

been worn down by drainage because they

are far from deep drainage channels.

The second major hypothesis attributes

Mima mounds to wind deposition. It sug-

gests that mounds are no more than cop-

pice dunes—material deposited by the

wind around trees or shrubs that have long

since disappeared.

The frost-sorting hypothesis usually ar-

gues that mounds are the product of in-

tense freezing and thawing processes that

occur in cold climates. In such regions to-

day, variations in soil structure, moisture

supply, or plant cover create cells that al-

ternately expand and contract during

freezing and thawing cycles. These cells

sometimes heave up into low mounds. All
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three physical hypotheses usually assume

that mounds are fossil features, formed at

a time when the climate was drier or

colder than it is now.

Most recent, and most complicated, is

the fossorial (burrowing) rodent hypothe-

sis, presaged perhaps by William Darby,

but first brought to the general attention

of the scientific community in 1942 by

mammalogists Walter Dalquest and Vic-

tor B. Scheffer. Based on observations at

Mima Prairie and several other locations

in western Washington, Dalquest and

Scheffer postulated that Mima mounds

were formed by pocket gophers or similar

animals that tunnel outward from their

nest sites, causing the backward displace-

ment of soil. They suggested that the

mounds are found where such mammals
nest year after year. The nests, and thus

the mounds, are at a fixed distance from

one another because of territorial requii

ments. Those who subscribe to this h

pothesis note that the shallow baseme

layer in the soil becomes waterlogged

wet weather. Fossorial rodents, such

pocket gophers, can survive only in hi|

spots where the soil is well drained. If su<

spots exist, the animals establish ths

nests in them every year. Since gophe

usually dig their foraging tunnels 01

ward, they continually displace soil t

ward the nest. The soil they mine

pushed backward through the tunnel s)

tern before being deposited on the surfa

or packed into an abandoned chambi

Backers of the rodent hypothesis argi

that, over decades or centuries, this gra

ual translocation of soil built mounds.

Pocket gophers, and many other ai

mals as well, are known to frequent Min

mounds. All Mima mound areas in Nor
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/ lerica lie within the range of one or an-

c er species of pocket gopher, and care-

f examination of mounds almost always

tl eals the characteristic surface heaps of

t se animals—piles of fresh soil that look

1 : small mine tailings. In most of the

£ tern Great Plains, the plains pocket go-

\ :r, Geomys bursarius, is the resident

s'-cies; south of Corpus Christi it is re-

f ced by the South Texas pocket gopher,

personalis. Farther west, the some-

Vat smaller members of the genus

lomomys predominate. From the west-

el prairie provinces and upper plains

s'tes through the Rocky Mountains and

( lumbia Plateau, the northern pocket

pher, T. talpoides, is the principal

rund inhabitant. The Mazama pocket

1 )her, T. mazama, frequents the mound
fairies of the Pacific Northwest, and the

Vley pocket gopher, T. boltae, the

hwallow country of California and
r ghboring areas of the Southwest. Ex-

C'ation of Mima mounds shows that

I :ket gophers locate their nests and food

srage chambers in the mounds but also

tSnel into the areas between mounds
\ en these are not waterlogged.

vlany other animals also use Mima

mounds. Since they are often the only

well-drained spots in a flooded landscape,

mounds become small Mount Ararats for

species trying to escape floods. The deep,

well-drained mound soils are ideal places

for animals such as ground squirrels to

build their nests; one or two species of

ground squirrels are found in mounds in

every region of the West. Several species

of mole also inhabit Mima mounds, throw-

ing up surface heaps more volcanolike

than those of pocket gophers. Foxes and

skunks commonly locate their dens in

them. Badgers and coyotes visit the

mounds when hunting for prey, and they

dig winding furrows that follow pocket go-

pher tunnels. When they have cornered

pocket gophers or ground squirrels in their

chambers, the predators sometimes exca-

vate deep pits. I recently examined a five-

acre plot of land on the Aransas National

Wildlife Refuge in Texas and found that

all of the ten large mounds there had been

excavated by coyotes that evidently were

hunting gophers.

Other animals migrate to mounds sea-

sonally. In a study at Waubun Prairie in

northwestern Minnesota, John Tester, of

the University of Minnesota, found that

certain Mima mounds, particularly those

surrounding a shallow prairie pothole,

were overwintering sites for almost all of

the Manitoba toads, Bufo hemiophrys.

For several years, Tester and his students

encircled selected mounds with drift

fences that directed emerging toads into

cage traps. Once their age and sex had

been recorded, the toads were marked and

released to make their way to their pothole

breeding area. Each spring, anywhere

from 150 to more than 3.000 toads

emerged from individual mounds! The

marked toads tended to return to the same

mounds year after year. Adults were more

diligent in this effort than juveniles, but

the overall return rate was about 92 per-

cent. One reason the animals seemed to

prefer mounds as overwintering sites was

the looseness of the porous mound soil,

presumably a result of activity by other

animals. On the surrounding prairie, the

soil was dense and covered by a thick, al-

most impenetrable turf. Another impor-

tant factor was that the mounds were deep

and well drained. Using radioactive trac-

ers to monitor some of the hibernating

toads. Tester found that they had dug

down from eighteen to more than fifty
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inches, where temperatures were just

above freezing. During the winter some in-

dividuals went even deeper as the freezing

level approached them.

The Manitoba toad is probably not the

only animal to use mounds this way. In

mounds on the coastal mesas near San

Diego, California, the Pacific rattlesnake,

Crotalus viridis, overwinters in the tun-

nels and chambers of pocket gophers. In

the spring, some snakes can be seen bask-

ing at the openings of these tunnel sys-

tems. John Tester also suspects that the

jumping mouse, Zapus hudsonicus, hi-

bernates in the Minnesota mounds.

In California, Mima mounds are part of

a habitat that is of major importance to

plant and animal life. There, the high den-

sity of mounds—commonly fifteen or

more per acre—creates many small,

closed basins within mound fields. These

basins fill up with water during the rainy

periods of winter and spring, creating tem-

porary ponds or vernal pools. The pools

are rich in endemic plant species and tem-

porary pond organisms with wide, highly

discontinuous ranges. More than a hun-

dred California plant species inhabit these

pool basins. Many germinate and begin to

grow underwater but complete their life

cycle after the pool has dried up. Several

frog and toad species breed in the basins,

but the invertebrate life, obviously rfl

has as yet been only partly surveyed,

eral years ago, for example, I spotted

unfamiliar colonial organism growing ia

pool, attached to some dead wees.

Stalked and branched like a tiny tree id

about a half-inch high, this organin

proved to be a colonial ciliate protozoi.

Its known world distribution includes oy

three other localities—in France, Hi-

gary, and central Mexico.

The vernal pools in California have I

come the subject of controversy, for t\\

are rapidly being destroyed by urban 'A

agricultural development. This coni>-

versy is what first brought Mima mouis
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Terry Domico, Earth Images Overleaf William Garnert

Left: Perfect rows ofmounds on Mima Prairie in Washington put the land in

motion. Below: In Wyoming, a pocket gopher does some work around its nest.

Gophers may build mounds when they tunnel outwardfrom the high spots in

shallow soil. Overleaf: Surrounded by wheatfields, irregularly shaped mounds

mark the earth near Tighe Valley, Oregon, on the Columbia Plateau.
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my attention, since whatever formed

p mounds also produced the pool basins.

:
vernal pools are to be conserved, we

, ed to know whether the mounds and

cir basins are a stable product of some

cient geomorphic process or a dynamic

Indscape maintained by some ongoing

echanism. I therefore set out to test the

.ijor hypotheses of mound origin.

Since the beginning of my study of

ima mounds, I have been interested in

E hypothesis attributing them to ani-

; als. This explanation has been contro-

rsial, but of the four major hypotheses,

has received the strongest support. In

49, seven years after Dalquest and

Scheffer decided that Mima mounds

must be the work of pocket gophers, geolo-

gist W. Armstrong Price studied mounds

in the Gulf Coast and the Great Plains and

came to the same conclusion. Five years

after that, Rodney J. Arkley and Herrick

C. Brown looked at Mima mounds in the

central valley of California and on the Co-

lumbia Plateau. They, too, concluded that

mammals had probably built the mounds.

1 communicated with all of these scientists

when I began my own study, and they sup-

plied me with information that they used

to resolve the question for themselves.

In thinking about the physical hypothe-

ses, I realized one critical difference be-

tween them and the fossorial rodent hy-

pothesis. If any of the physical hypotheses

is correct, mounds should be present on

most continents and presumably in some

places where no burrowing animals can be

found. One simple way to disprove the ro-

dent hypothesis, I realized, would be to

find Mima-type mounds that don't have

animals living in them. Victor Scheffer

pointed out the importance of this test in

papers published in the 1950s.

Reflecting on this, I remembered an ex-

perience I had in Kenya in 1978. As I was

traveling in a safari van between Nanyuki

and Nyahururu in the central highlands, I

was surprised to notice that the landscape

was pimpled with mounds much like those

near San Diego.

At the time this was only of passing in-

terest to me. Now, however, I wanted to

visit the place again, so in July 1981 I re-

turned to the site with Christopher

Gakahu, a mammalogist at the University

of Nairobi. We examined several mound

areas in the Aberdare Highlands near

Nyahururu. The mounds were indeed sim-

ilar in size, spacing, and structure to

Mima mounds of North America and pos-

sessed a shallow basement layer of laterite

hardpan. Furthermore, they were inhab-

ited by the mole rat. Tachyoryctes

splendens, which is closely convergent to

the pocket gopher in size, morphology,

and behavior. To me, this provided strong

evidence that, in Kenya at least, the fosso-

rial rodent hypothesis could not be ruled

out. And the presence of the mole rat in

mounds so far away from the western

United States seemed more than a coin-

cidence.
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George W. Cox

Below:A cross section ofa mound reveals its rocky soil (middle) and its

shallow, impermeable gravel layer (white strip at bottom). Since mounds may be

the only dry spots in a soaked landscape, they often become refugesfor

wildlife. They also providefavorable sitesfor trees, such as these Douglas

firs on Mima Prairie, right.

But this evidence, however encourag-

ing, didn't prove anything. The most di-

rect way to approach the problem seemed

to be to examine the mounds themselves.

Was there anything about their structure

or composition that would indicate that

they had been formed by rodents, rather

than by erosion, deposition, or frost-

sorting and heaving? Could some explicit

test be done?

In the San Diego area, I saw the oppor-

tunity for such a test. There, the soil in

mound areas contains a great deal of

gravel and small pebbles. Considering this

fact, I started to compare what each of the

four hypotheses implies about the number

and sizes of rocks in the mounds. If the

erosion hypothesis is true, mounds are

simply high spots of the original soil and

rocks of all sizes should be found in them.

The wind deposition hypothesis, which ar-

gues that mounds are made up of dirt and

sand, presupposes no rocks in the mounds.

Finally, if the mounds were formed by

freezing and thawing cycles, rocks of all

sizes would have been forced to the sur-

face and to the perimeter of the mounds
themselves.

But implicit in the fossorial rodent hy-

pothesis, I realized, is a very specific, and

contrary prediction: certain rocks—those

small enough to be moved by rodents

—

will be concentrated in the mounds.

Pocket gophers, in moving soil toward the

tops of mounds, would also move small

rocks, but leave larger rocks untouched.

The key to the puzzle thus seemed to be in

analyzing the contents of the mound soil.

To determine this, I took soil samples

along mound-basin transects in the Mira-

mar Mounds National Landmark in San

Diego. I found few large rocks in the soil,

but a heavy concentration of rocks smaller

than about two inches in diameter. Per cu-

bic foot, there were about 1.8 times as

many rocks in the mounds as in the soil be-

tween them. This concentration of small

rocks in the mounds contradicts the ero-

sion hypothesis, which suggests that large

rocks should be in the mounds too, and

both of the other physical hypotheses,

since they imply that no rocks at all should

be concentrated in the mounds. Only one

hypothesis is left unscathed—the one that

says small rocks, those that rodents can

move, should be found in great quantities

inside the mounds.

To test whether pocket gophers actually

move soil the way we imagine, my ass

tant Bruce Kingsbury and 1 put soil plu

containing eleven-gram iron cap nuts

active pocket tunnels at the edges

mounds. We then used a metal detector

find the cap nuts after the animals h;

cleared the soil plugs. This experime

demonstrated that pocket gophers have

strong tendency to move soil in the dire

tion of mounds. Some of our metal mar

ers were moved more than fifteen fe

onto the mounds. The mean distance th

the gophers moved the plugs was abo

two and one-half feet.

Despite these results, we cannot yet <

timate how long gophers might take

build a mound. We don't know enouj

about how fast mounds lose soil by erosic

or even how much soil pocket gophers c;

move in a given period of time. From tl

data available to me, I calculated that
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)pher could move as much as nine and a

tlf tons of soil a year, but rates may be

lywhere from one to ten tons. We also

3n't have a clear picture of how the size

I' a mound or where on the mound a go-

ner is working affects its tendency to

:iOve soil toward the mound center. How-

yer, assuming that erosion is zero and

tat the animals excavate soil at rates sim-

tr to those determined by other scientists

ir the northern pocket gopher in Utah,

ie have calculated that the average

lound on the Miramar Mounds National

andmark could have been built in as lit-

e as 110 years. We hope to obtain data in

ie near future that will permit us to re-

istically estimate the time needed for

.iound formation.

Our studies of San Diego area mounds
ave revealed that they are not limited to

ie coastal mesas, the level marine ter-

races on which most of the city is located.

Mounds cover many low hills adjacent to

the coastal mesas and large valleys and

dot poorly drained valley floors and wet al-

luvial fans in inland locations. They also

appear in many mountain meadows. Since

Mima mounds in other part of western

North America are restricted to areas of

original grassland, we believe that all of

the California sites were originally cov-

ered by grassland. If so, Mima mounds

may aid us in understanding the changes

in vegetation that have occurred since

California was settled by Europeans.

The Mima-mound phenomenon has

spawned strikingly divergent scientific hy-

potheses. But I believe one now dominates

the field. Although all the diehard theore-

ticians of Mima-mound formation will

probably not throw in the towel immedi-

ately, the evidence is now hard to dispute.

L

So far, I have found Mima mounds only in

parts of North America and East Africa

with fossorial rodents such as pocket go-

phers and mole rats. Similar mounds are

also widespread in South Africa and have

been reported recently from Argentina,

two regions with still other groups of fosso-

rial rodents similar to pocket gophers. Fur-

thermore, at least in San Diego, the com-

position of mounds suggests that their soil

has been moved by pocket gophers; our

experiments do not support the scenarios

of mound formation outlined in the ero-

sion, wind deposition, and frost-sorting hy-

potheses. I am planning further studies of

mounds in Africa and South America, but

1 believe the evidence already points to a

conclusion. Fossorial rodents are the

builders of Mima mounds, the largest,

most widespread landscape features pro-

duced by any mammal other than man.
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Aspen sunflowersface east in the

Colorado Rockies.
David W Inouye



The Ant and the Sunflower
Lacking any chemical defenses, aspen sunflowers enlist the services

of aggressive ants to protect them from insect herbivores

Mountain meadows in the Colorado

Rockies are blanketed by wildflowers dur-

ing the short growing season, presenting

summer visitors with a peaceful vision of

beauty and abundance. For the flowering

plants, however, each summer represents

another round in the constant struggle to

avoid being eaten by the multitude of her-

bivores in the region: butterfly and moth

caterpillars, fly larvae, aphids, grasshop-

pers, beetles, chipmunks, ground squir-

rels, deer, and elk.

The means of protection adopted by

plant species are as diverse as the herbi-

vores that threaten them. Among the most

common are a variety of chemical de-

fenses (to make the plant toxic, unpalat-

able, or less nutritious) and physical de-

fenses (sharp spines, thick cuticles). Some
plants even enlist the services of an "ant

guard" to protect them from herbivorous

insects. One species recently discovered to

employ such a defense is the aspen sun-

flower (Helianthella quinquenervis), a

common plant in many of the subalpine

meadows around the Rocky Mountain

Biological Laboratory where I carry out

much of my fieldwork.

The aspen sunflower typically blooms

in profusion in open meadows, although it

also occurs at the margins of aspen forests.

In mid-July, blooming sunflowers turn the

hillside meadows yellow. The flowers are

borne at the top of two- to three-foot-tall

stalks. Each stalk has one flower head at

its very tip, and two smaller ones are often

found in the upper angle of the topmost

leaves. Unlike those of any other plant spe-

cies in the area, Helianthella flower heads

all face east.

Weeks before the flowers open, the

Helianthella begins secreting nectar from

the margins of modified leaves, or bracts,

circling the base of the flower head.

Called extrafloral nectar because it is sim-

ilar to floral nectar in composition, this se-

cretion is rich in sucrose, contains at least

eighteen different amino acids, and at-

tracts ants. Most, if not all, of the species

of ants that live near Helianthella collect

its nectar. Ants can often be found on as-

pen sunflower leaves as early as mid-June,

long before the flower stalk or the flower

head is visible. This suggests that some

WNBt
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leaves other than the bracts produce

extrafloral nectar early in the season.

Once attracted to the plants, the ants con-

tinue to visit them until just before the

seeds are shed, when production of

extrafloral nectar ceases. The various ant

species in a given locality may compete for

the extrafloral nectar, with the aggressive

species of the genus Formica—the most

common ants on the sunflowers—often

dominating the resource. In areas of high

ant density, up to twenty-five ants can be

found on a single flower stalk.

If ants are present on a plant, the

extrafloral nectar is seldom visible

because it is collected regularly and fre-

quently. The nectar is secreted quite

slowly, and while ants are waiting for more

to be produced, they will often wander

about on the leaves, over the faces of bud-

ding flower heads, and up and down the

stem. This behavior is beneficial to the

plants because it increases the likelihood

that the ants will encounter potential her-

bivores, which they invariably charge ag-

gressively.

Of the variety of herbivores that attack

Helianthella, the most common are prob-

ably flies in the family Tephritidae (to

which the infamous medfly belongs). In

the West Elk Mountains of the Colorado

Rockies, where the Rocky Mountain Bio-

logical Laboratory is located, there are

two common species of tephritid, or pic-

ture-wing, flies whose life cycles are

closely tied to Helianthella. The two spe-

cies seem to prefer different parts of the

elevational range—from 8,900 to 1 1 ,000

feet—over which aspen sunflowers grow,

but their behavior is similar. Adults meet

on Helianthella plants to mate, the fe-

males deposit their eggs on young buds or

early flower heads, and the larvae eat the

developing seeds and ovules. If they are

present in large enough numbers, larvae

can devastate the seed crop. After pupat-

ing in the flower heads, the flies emerge as

a new generation of adults just before the

seeds are shed and then spend the winter

in leaf litter before emerging to continue

the cycle the following summer.

A female tephritid fly attempting to lay

an egg on a flower head runs the risk of at-

tracting the attention of an ant guard.
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Laying an egg takes about thirty to sixty

seconds, and on plants with enough ants to

deplete the nectar supply temporarily,

there is a good chance that a hungry ant

will wander onto the face of the flower

head while the female fly is attempting to

lay her eggs. Formica species run toward

any tephritid flies they see, for these ants

have catholic tastes and will readily aug-

ment their diet with honeydew from

aphids and protein in a variety of forms,

including small insects. Tephritid flies,

though, can easily hop or fly out of reach

of the ants. ( I have never seen an ant catch

one of these flies, but when ants are of-

fered freshly killed or live flies from a pair

of forceps, they accept them and carry

them off the plant, presumably to take

them back to the nest.) Once they are

chased from the flower head, flies may not

move far and may even land elsewhere on

the same plant, but unless they again

alight on the surface of the budding flower

head, they pose no immediate threat. If

the flies succeed in laying their eggs, how-

ever, the eggs are safe because the ants

never look inside flower heads for eggs,

larvae, or pupae.

Despite their apparent lack of success

in catching flies, the ants can do an ad-

mirable job of deterring egg laying,

thereby protecting the flower heads from

the ravages of the fly larvae. This protec-

tion can be demonstrated by comparing

seed loss in plants that have ants with the

loss in plants that do not. Some aspen sun-

flowers grow in meadows where there are

no ants; Tanglefoot, a sticky resin-based

compound, can also be experimentally

used to deter the ants from climbing up.

Experiments show that reducing the aver-

age number of ants per flower head from 5

to increases the percentage of seeds lost

to seed predators. Seed loss may be as low

as 10 percent when ants are present and as

high as 90 percent when no ants are

present.

Tephritid flies are not the only insects to

pose a threat to aspen sunflowers. Another

fairly common pest is an agromyzid fly.

The larvae of most species in this family

are leaf miners, tunneling through the

middle layers of leaves, but one species

has taken to Heliamhella flower heads as

a resource. Adult females lay eggs on the

face of the buds and thus run the same

gantlet that the tephritid females do.

Moth larvae are also occasionally found in

Heliamhella flower heads. I suspect the

ants may not be as successful in pro-

tecting the plants from the moths since

egg-laying adults are probably active at

night, when the ants are too cold to move

very quickly even if they could detect the

moths.

Some beneficial insects also visit aspen

sunflowers. Bumblebees pollinate the

flowers. Parasitic wasps sometimes come

in search of insect hosts on which to lay

their eggs—braconid wasps apparently

looking for caterpillars, tiny eulophid

wasps for tephritid flies. Predatory snake

flies, which are exotics, may hunt the

small flies, too. In addition, spiders may
build webs across the face of buds that are

not visited by ants and thus catch some

flies.

Most of these insects visit in mid to late

July, after the flower heads have already

begun to open. As the ray florets (the "pet-

als" of the sunflower) uncurl, they lie or

top of the nectar-producing bracts, imped-

ing the ants' view of the face of the sun-

flower. Once the flowers are fully open, il

is too late for the agromyzid or tephritid

flies to lay eggs, and the separation be-

tween ants and beneficial visitors is to the

plants' advantage.

In August, the sunflower seeds ripen

and drop to the ground, where they re-

main dormant until the following spring.

If they are not eaten by birds or mice or

buried too deeply by pocket gophers, the

seeds may germinate in June. An individ-

ual plant might put up several flower

stalks and produce a hundred or more
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bove left: As long as an ant isfeeding on the nectar secreted on specialized

aves beneath theflower head, tephrilidflies can lay their eggs undisturbed,

[ten. however, the ants wander onto theface oftheflower head, below left,

here, they rush aggressively at any insect they see. Since egg laying takes

tirty to sixty seconds, afly is vulnerable to interruption even after it has

\serted its ovipositor. The ants usuallyfail to catch their intendedprey but

icceed in chasing them offtheflower head. Flowers unprotected by ants suffer

°avy damage, below, often losing most oftheir seeds to hungryfly larvae.

:eds each year, but on average, only one

:ed succeeds in growing up to replace the

irent.

Not all years are the same, however,

luch depends on the weather. Twice in

le nine years I have been keeping

:cords, the area has been hit by late (mid-

jne) hard frosts. Although up to 99.5

:rcent of the developing flower heads

ied, the plants themselves (long-lived

:rennials that probably reach ages of

lirty-five to forty-five years) survived, as

d the flies and the ants. The ants, faced

ith a shortage of flower heads and hence
' extrafloral nectar, had to rely on their

her food sources, such as honeydew,

:eds, and small insects. The few flower

;ads that survived the frost produced al-

lost no seeds because they were swamped

/ flies—far too many for the ants to

lase away. But the flies also eventually

iffered. They were confronted with a re-

'oductive bottleneck: with fewer flower

;ads in which to lay eggs, their popula-

on was tremendously reduced. The next

:ar, the plants bounced back, flowered

srmally, and since they were subjected to

:wer flies, produced bumper crops of

:eds.

Unlike some other species of sunflowers

lat share the same meadows, Helian-

\ella produces no defensive chemicals

to deter insect herbivores. It relies, in-

stead, on the ants' behavior. (High densi-

ties of ants, however, may offer a limited

chemical protection from larger, mamma-
lian herbivores. Formica ants are in a sub-

family known for its production of formic

acid, which may be sprayed as a defense

but which also makes the ants unpalat-

able—or so I have been told by someone

brave enough to try them.) One advantage

the ant guard strategy may have over

chemical defenses is that it is probably

much more difficult to circumvent evolu-

tionary. The appearance of a single mu-

tation in the physiology of a potential her-

bivore might allow it to overcome a

chemical defense, while an active behav-

ioral defense such as that provided by ants

would require a much more complex re-

sponse. We can see the shortcomings of

chemical defenses in our own experience

with insecticides. Every few years, as the

target insects become resistant to one in-

secticide, a new one must be developed.

While the production of extrafloral nec-

tar for ant guards can be a strong defense,

its effectiveness is contingent upon the

presence of ants, and not all aspen sun-

flowers are equally likely to receive visits

from ants. The distance between ant nests

and the plants is important. There does

not seem to be any correspondence be-

tween the distribution of aspen sunflowers

and that of the nests, but a plant's proxim-

ity to a nest is related to its success in pro-

ducing seeds. Foraging ants are densest

close to the nests, and plants growing near

a large nest may have three or four times

as many ants per flower head as do plants

growing thirty feet away. This difference

is reflected in the proportion of seeds that

are eaten by fly larvae, as well as the num-
ber of flower heads that are consumed by

larger herbivores, with plants farther

away from nests suffering relatively more

damage. Thus, the patchy distribution of

ant nests in relation to the sunflowers is

one potential disadvantage of the ant

guard defensive strategy.

Probably hundreds of species of plants

in temperate North America and Europe

produce extrafloral nectar. In some

plants, such as wild cherry trees, the nec-

taries occur as small, visible bumps on the

base of every leaf. In others, the nectaries

are not as conspicuous but can be found on

fruits (as in the trumpet creeper), buds

(peonies), or associated with the flowers

themselves (vetches and many cactuses).

Only a handful of species have been stud-

ied so far, but at least two of them—both

thistles from Europe (Jurinea mollis and

Centaurea montana)—have a mutualistic

association with ants and show many simi-

larities to the aspen sunflower. Tephritid

flies attempt to deposit eggs in these

flower heads, too, and can be deterred in

their efforts by ants (including Formica

species) that are attracted by extrafloral

nectar secreted from bracts at the base of

the flower heads.

Ant-plant mutualisms also occur in

tropical parts of the world. Indeed, it was

the discovery of such mutualisms in the

tropics by nineteenth-century European

explorers that inspired the search for simi-

lar mechanisms in temperate regions.

Some of the tropical interactions are obli-

gate relationships, that is, the ants and

plants require each other for their survival

and are always found in each other's pres-

ence. In such cases, the plants may pro-

vide a domicile for their ant colonies (for

example, in the hollow thorns of some aca-

cias) and also all of their nutritional re-

quirements, often in the form of extra-
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Aspen sunflowers may liveforforty

years, producing 100 or more seeds a

year. So many seeds and seedlings are

lost to herbivores, however, that on

average, only one seedperplant grows

up to replace its parent.

Dennis W. Johns

floral nectar and special protein bodies

harvested by the ants.

Why obligate ant-plant mutualisms ap-

pear to be restricted to the tropics is not

known, nor do we fully understand why

only certain plants—temperate or tropi-

cal—have adopted ant guards as their pri-

mary means of defense. Such questions

are inherently interesting, but finding the

answers to them could also have very prac-

tical value. Some important agricultural

crops—for instance, certain fruit trees

and beans—have extrafloral nectaries

that attract ants. Perhaps the ants could

be used to control insect pests on these

crops. Hundreds of years ago the Chinese

encouraged ant activity in their citrus or-

chards by placing bamboo strips between

trees so that ants from arboreal nests

could move among the trees more easily.

More recently, Canadian foresters have

found that high ant densities in nurseries

of coniferous forest trees reduce insect

damage, and they have imported a par-

ticularly effective species of Formica

from Italy.

In some instances, however, current ag-

ricultural practices actually discourage,

albeit unintentionally, the presence of

ants, either by breaking apart their nests

during cultivation or by spraying. Once

the ants are gone, any extrafloral nectar

produced by the crop plant becomes avail-

able to pests, which are often more resis-

tant to pesticides than the ants. In cotton

fields, for example, extrafloral nectar at-

tracted boll weevils, so plant geneticists

developed nectarless strains of cotton.

Given the complexities and constraints

of large-scale agriculture, it is unlikely

that ants will be part of most commercial

operations anytime soon. But backyard

gardens and small orchards may be able to

benefit more easily from the potential ad-

vantages of ant visits to those cultivars of

fruit trees, bean plants, sunflowers, and

other plants that secrete extrafloral nec-

tar. Next time you go out to spray your

garden plants, look for ants. If you see

some, you may be able to find extrafloral

nectaries, and if you do, you may discover

that you have a hitherto unappreciated

guardian in your garden, one that deserves

better than a coating of insecticide.

dfgni
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Dinosaurs' Lucky Break
Not necessarily superior competitors, dinosaurs may simply have

benefitedfrom the illfortune oftheir reptilian predecessors

by Michael J. Benton

Throughout the history of life, there

have been many major upheavals in which

whole groups of animals were replaced by

others. Perhaps the most famous was the

replacement of the dinosaurs by the

mammals 65 million years ago. Another

major change occurred 150 million years

earlier, when the dinosaurs took over the

position of dominance that had been held

for 80 million years by mammallike rep-

tiles.

What triggered these great upheavals?

Scientific thinking about the various fac-

tors that might have been responsible for

such replacements has undergone some

significant changes of its own. At times,

for example, scientists have suggested

that mammals caused the extinction of

the dinosaurs by eating their eggs or by

competing for the same food resources.

Now, however, most people are convinced

that the mammals played only a minor

role, if any (largely because both groups

had lived side by side for millions of

years), and that, instead, environmental

change was primarily responsible. The

mammals apparently sat around for 150

million years in the Mesozoic under-

growth until, with the extinction of the di-

nosaurs, they had their opportunity to ra-

diate into newly available niches.

But what about the initial radiation of

the dinosaurs? The transition from mam-
mallike reptiles to dinosaurs has been de-

scribed by many authors and is frequently

quoted as an example of major competi-

tive replacement among vertebrates. (The

use of the word competition in this context

is convenient but potentially misleading.

Individuals can compete, and one could

even consider two species as competing,

but at higher taxonomic levels, any large-

scale replacements would probably be the

result of numerous such events combined,

together with other factors, in an essen-

tially random way. The net result could

more accurately be described as differen-

tial survival of one taxon compared with

another that occupied a similar range of

niches. For the purposes of this article,

however, I will stick with the more famil-

iar term of competition.)

According to nearly all published ac-

counts, the replacement of mammallike
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reptiles by the dinosaurs went as follows:

During the Permian period and the early

part of the Triassic (from 290 to 225 mil-

lion years ago), the land was dominated by

the mammallike reptiles, which ranged in

size and shape from a rat, or smaller, to a

hippopotamus. At the end of the Permian,

major upheavals occurred and many
lineages became extinct. In the early

Triassic, faunas of herbivorous mammal-
like reptiles, almost certainly unbalanced

by these events, were heavily dominated

by huge numbers of a single genus, Lys-

trosaurus. New faunal elements also ap-

peared at this time: the thecodontians,

which included the ancestors of the dino-

saurs. The carnivore niches throughout

most of the Triassic were shared by ad-

vanced mammallike reptiles, such as Tra-

versodon, and thecodontians, some of

which, such as Rauisuchus, became very

large. The thecodontians are supposed to

have gradually outcompeted the mam-
mallike reptiles and taken over the carni-

vore niches. Toward the end of the Trias-

sic, there were still some herbivorous

mammallike reptiles, such as Dinodonto-

saurus, and some herbivorous thecodon-

tians arose. Dinosaurs, according to most

of these accounts, first appeared on the

scene in the middle Triassic. Eventually,

the mammallike reptiles and thecodon-

tians waned and the dinosaurs increased in

importance, supposedly as a result of com-

petition. The replacement was complete

after about 40 million years.

Dinosaur superiority in this alleged

competition has been variously attributed

to features of their posture and locomotion

or to their thermoregulation. Mammallike

reptiles and thecodontians are said to have

had a sprawling or semierect posture, with

their legs stuck out sideways and bent

downward only at the knee and elbow. In

dinosaurs, the legs were tucked right un-

der the body, giving them an erect pos-

ture, as seen in most mammals. This en-

abled them to take longer strides and

support greater weight.

In the past decade, many authors, in-

cluding myself, have devoted hundreds of

pages to speculations about the thermal

physiology of the dinosaurs and why it was

better than that of mammallike reptiles.



f, painting, based on afossil site in

3i til, represents a community of
i, tals that existed 220 million years
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just 5 million years before the
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c , here represented by only a single
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Staurikosaurus, carnivorous primitive
dinosaur

2. Equisetum, horsetail

3. Dinodontosaurus, herbivorous mammallike
reptile

Traversodon, herbivorous mammallike
reptile

Belesudon, carnivorous mammallikc reptile
Rauisuchus, carnivorous thecodontian
Dicroidium, seed fern

8. Scaphonyx, herbivorous rhynchosaur
9. Pleuromeia, lycopod
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Impassioned arguments have been ad-

vanced for fully hot-blooded dinosaurs

(with true endothermy as in mammals and

birds), for coldblooded dinosaurs (with

true ectothermy as in living reptiles), or

lukewarm-blooded dinosaurs (something

in between: ectothermic, but with rela-

tively constant internal temperatures be-

cause of their great bulk). These specula-

tions on the locomotion and thermoregula-

tion of dinosaurs are exciting, but I believe

that the search for particular reasons for

the competitive superiority of dinosaurs is

fruitless. There is simply no evidence that

any large-scale competition ever took

place, and even if there were, animals are

too complex for us to say that one or an-

other adaptation can by itself explain a

major worldwide ecological replacement.

How does one set about testing what

happened 200 million years ago in order to

identify the kinds of ecological forces that

might have been operating? As with most

broadly based studies of this kind, the

route by which paleontologists reach their

conclusions is convoluted and guided by

accident as much as by inspiration.

I carried out my doctoral thesis work on

a curious animal called Hyperodapedon,

known from fossils found near the town of

Elgin in northeast Scotland. Hypero-

dapedon lived some time before the end of

the Triassic and had very close relatives,

such as Scaphonyx, living at about the

same time in India, Brazil, Argentina,

Texas, Nova Scotia, and possibly Tanza-

nia. These animals are rhynchosaurs

—

pig-sized herbivores with hooked snouts,

slicing jaws with broad batteries of teeth,

wide skulls with powerful jaw muscles,

and hind limbs adapted for scratch dig-

ging.

I quickly found out that rhynchosaurs

were animalia non grata in paleontologi-

cal texts—neither mammallike reptiles

nor thecodontians nor dinosaurs, they did

not fit the simple competitive models. But

they could not be ignored, for when

rhynchosaurs were present in fossil fau-

nas, which was quite often, they were

dominant. In fact, they made up approxi-

mately half of all reptile specimens found.

Their relative abundance in the middle

and late Triassic must have been com-

A short time (geologically speaking) after

the rhynchosaurs, mammallike reptiles,

and thecodontians died out, dinosaurs

appeared in great numbers and diversity.

Joe LeMonnier
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parable to that of antelope in certain Afri-

can savanna faunas today. I was surprised,

then, to learn that the rhynchosaurs disap-

peared suddenly worldwide. I set out first

of all to try to explain this extinction, but

my search soon broadened in scope.

I wanted to have as accurate and local-

ized an impression as possible of changes

over time in the relative composition of

late Permian and Triassic terrestrial rep-

tile faunas. This meant that I had to col-

lect information on the numbers of speci-

mens of each species present in each of

many separate faunas worldwide. To do

this, I combined the few existing pub-

lished accounts with visits to many muse-

ums—to count skulls and skeletons—and

correspondence with curators in many
more.

One factor facilitating my search for

patterns in the transition from mammal-
like reptiles and thecodontians to dino-

saurs was the remarkable similarity world-

wide among faunas at any particular time.

During the Permian and Triassic, all land

masses were a part of the supercontinent

Pangea, and large land animals could mi-

grate relatively freely. There was also ap-

parently far less variation in temperature

and climate from the equator to the poles

than there is today.

of years ago)

The results ofmy study suggest a dim-

ent sequence of events from those t-

pected in the standard competitive mod.

Over the course of the Triassic, the earn-

orous thecodontians did "take over" Era

the mammallike reptiles, and this gradi!

change would seem to suggest that comt-

tition might have been involved. Howev

,

the thecodontians never completely I

placed the carnivorous mammallike re-

tiles, which were radiating and evolvi;

throughout this time. Indeed, among t:

mammallike reptiles that persisted we:

many advanced forms (cynodonts), whi i

gave rise to true mammals at the end
"

the Triassic. Both the carnivorous mai-

mallike reptiles and the thecodontia;

died out toward the end of the Triassic a:l

were replaced abruptly by dinosau.

Thus, the fossil record of carnivores offe

,

at best, only weak support for an evi

partly competitive model.

Among the herbivores, mammalli:

reptiles (particularly Lystrosaurus ai?

other dicynodonts) were dominant in 1

1

late Permian and early Triassic. In t?

middle Triassic, the dicynodonts were pa

tially replaced by other mammallike re-

tiles (diademodontids) and by the rhy-

chosaurs. This situation continued until,

few million years before the end of t
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iassic, when all rhynchosaurs and major

immallikc reptile groups became ex-

ct. A short time afterward (by geologi-

1 standards), we find dinosaurs domi-

nt worldwide. Again, the suddenness of

B replacement seems to rule out compe-

ion as an important factor.

Dinosaurs, such as Staurikosaurus,

id been present in the late Triassic

ynchosaur-diademodontid faunas, but

,ly as rare elements ( ± 1 percent) and

ver large in size. Then, within one to two

illion years, the dinosaur radiation pro-

iced a range of different forms from

odest bipedal carnivores (three to six

et long) to large herbivores/omnivores

ch as Massospondylus (fifteen to forty-

x feet long). This changeover may be

en in Germany and the United States

exas, New Mexico, Arizona), where

ccessions of reptile faunas span the late

iassic and show "predinosaur" and di-

isaur assemblages.

At this point, a few words about the so-

iled middle Triassic dinosaurs—which

e discussed in most texts and which are

important in the competitive model of

placement—are in order. Most of these

linosaurs" were described earlier this

ntury on the basis of single teeth and

her fragments. More than half have

ice been shown to belong to the theco-

mtians and various common aquatic

oups of the middle Triassic. Others are

erally impossible to identify as anything

particular because they are so incom-

ete. The remaining dinosaurs from the

iddle Triassic or early part of the late

•iassic have apparently been wrongly

ited. They are all of late Triassic age, as

own by comparison of associated fossils

th those from other parts of the world.

ius, I believe that there are no dinosaurs

lown before the late Triassic.

A close examination of the data, then,

ggests that the dinosaurs came on the

ene rapidly and that their initial pattern

radiation may have had much in com-

on with that of the mammals 150 mil-

m years later. These opportunistic re-

acements, in which the new forms

cupy niches that are already empty, are

lite different from competitive replace-

ents, in which the replacing forms actu-

ally cause the extinction of the replaced

animals. And the difference is more than

just an interesting aside to any particular

changeover in the history of life: in a

model of competitive replacement, one is

stating that the new forms are somehow
better than the old ones. In a model of

opportunistic replacement, this need not

be the case, and we do not have to assume

that dinosaurs were superior to mammal-
like reptiles and rhynchosaurs in any way
at all.

But why did the mammallike reptiles,

rhynchosaurs, and thecodontians all die

out toward the end of the Triassic? The ex-

tinction of major groups of terrestrial ver-

tebrates—particularly the dinosaurs

—

has attracted a great deal of attention. The
number of explanations for the extinction

of the dinosaurs is getting out of hand, and

not surprisingly perhaps, there is often a

close tie between the ideas suggested and

the discipline of the scientist making the

suggestion. Thus, astronomers and geo-

physicists go for asteroids or comets; at-

mospheric scientists go for acid rain;

ophthalmologists for cataract blindness;

botanists for alkaloid poisoning; and dieti-

cians for a reduction in fiber and natural

oils leading to rampant dinosaurian con-

stipation. In comparison with these, I have

a somewhat less dramatic proposal to "ex-

plain" the extinction of the mammallike

reptiles, rhynchosaurs, and thecodontians:

a change in the vegetation.

During the middle of the Triassic,

southern parts of the world were domi-

nated by the Dicroidium flora (seed ferns,

horsetails, ferns, cycadophytes, ginkgos,

and conifers). At the time of the reptile ex-

tinctions, this vegetation was largely re-

placed by conifers and bennettitaleans

(large treelike cycads). The rhynchosaurs

appear to have been highly specialized to

the Dicroidium flora. Their jaws were de-

signed for powerful and precise vertical

bites, in which the lower jaw chopped into

a deep groove in the upper jaw, like the

blade of a penknife closing sharply into its

handle. This remarkable jaw mechanism

was an adaptation for cutting some of the

tough vegetation found in the Dicroidium

flora, and the loss of these food plants may
have led to the animals' demise. (It is not

clear whether some of the mammallike
reptiles and thecodontians were similarly

specialized.) Coupled with this is a sug-

gested climatic change: the first dinosaur-

dominated faunas have been found in

highly oxidized, reddish deposits, which

are typical of a more arid climate and may
indicate a general drying up. Perhaps the

early dinosaurs were the only animals able

to cope with the new vegetation and the

hotter, drier climate.

If this opportunistic model for the rise

of the dinosaurs proves valid, then, in com-

bination with the later, equally oppor-

tunistic rise of the mammals, it raises an

important question for paleontologists to

tackle: have large-scale replacements ever

been produced by competition? Several

criteria might be looked for in the fossil

record of major replacement events to de-

termine whether they were opportunistic,

competitive, or something else. Compe-
tition between one group and the group

that replaced it would be suggested if, for

example, the following patterns were

found: as the replacing group increases in

abundance over time, the other decreases;

the rate of replacement is slow (for higher

taxa, say, over a period of more than one

million years); the two groups are found

together and either can be dominant; and

the replacement need not be associated

with a climatic or floral change.

An opportunistic replacement, in con-

trast, might be suggested by the following

patterns: the replacing group appears or

radiates only after the extinction of the

other; the rate of replacement is rapid

(well below one million years); the two

groups are not found together or, if they

are, the new group will be unobtrusively

present when the other is dominant; and

the replacement is associated with envi-

ronmental change.

Of course, a third kind of hypothesis to

explain a replacement would be that it was

neither opportunistic nor simply competi-

tive but was caused by a mixture of differ-

ent events—effectively random since we
cannot define every factor involved.

Recently, a number of well-known, sup-

posedly competitive replacements have

been studied carefully, and they have

turned out to be opportunistic. Stephen
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Jay Gould and C. Bradford Calloway of

Harvard's Museum of Comparative Zool-

ogy looked at the replacement of brachio-

pods by bivalves (clams, for example) in

the seas from the Paleozoic to the present

day. Brachiopods were abundant, diverse,

and widespread throughout most of the

Paleozoic but declined afterward and now

occupy a limited range of sea-floor habi-

tats. Bivalves, which were already present

in the early Paleozoic seas, increased in

abundance and diversity and "took over"

in the Mesozoic. Considered cursorily,

this replacement appears gradual and, as

such, a candidate for competition. How-

ever, when Gould and Calloway put to-

gether a simple graph of the numbers of

brachiopods versus clams and other bi-

valves over time, they showed that the

switchover was rather rapid and that it oc-

curred at the boundary of the Permian

and Triassic periods. At this time—the

same time that many mammallike reptiles

were dying out on land—major extinc-

tions swept through most marine groups.

Whatever the cause of the wave of extinc-

tions, the bivalves recovered from the dis-

ruption and radiated in the Triassic, while

the brachiopods continued but at reduced

levels of diversity ever after. Far from be-

ing a long-term competitive takeover, this

was opportunism.

Another recent subject of study has

been the "Great American Interchange"

of mammals that occurred when the Pana-

manian land bridge rejoined North and

South America three million years ago

and allowed free mingling of previously

isolated faunas. The standard view of the

interchange has been that the North

American mammals made a greater im-

pression on South American faunas than

vice versa. This view concedes that a few

South American forms (opossums, arma-

dillos) made it to the United States and

Canada, but the traffic was supposed to be

primarily one-way, from north to south.

The clear implication is that North Amer-

ican forms were generally superior to

South American ones.

Detailed studies by Larry G. Marshall

of Chicago's Field Museum of Natural

History and others (described by Stephen

Jay Gould in the August 1982 issue of

Natural History) have shown that there

was no clear, one-sided competitive re-

placement of South American groups by

North Americans. Many South American

groups were little affected by the immi-

gration, and many South American

mammals—including tree sloths, mon-

keys, porcupines, anteaters, and various

large rodents—successfully established

themselves in the warmer parts of Central

and North America.

The assumption that the succession of

life forms through time is a manifestation

of some principle of continuous improve-

ment is pervasive and deep-rooted. As one

group becomes outmoded, it is seen as in-

evitably replaced by a more dynamic, up-

to-date assemblage. This is one view of hu-

man history, too. A story can be made up

for any "competitive" replacement that

we like. I believe, however, that the 1 50-

million-year rule of the dinosaurs was not

inevitable, that it could even be seen as an

interlude between the two periods of evo-

lution of the mammallike reptiles and

their descendants, the mammals. By any

standard, the late Triassic mammallike

reptiles were advanced and diverse. True

mammals appeared at about that time

too—just after the origin of the dinosaurs.

If the extinctions of most mammallike

reptiles (as well as rhynchosaurs and

thecodontians) had not occurred 215 mil-

lion years ago, there is every reason to sup-

pose that the mammals could have radi-

ated and come to occupy a broad range of

niches during the end of the Triassic and

the subsequent Jurassic period.

Recently, Dale Russell of the Canadian

National Museum in Ottawa speculated

about possible advances the dinosaurs

might have made if they had not become

extinct 65 million years ago. He proposed

that certain relatively large-brained bi-

pedal forms—the ostrich dinosaurs

—

might have become brainier and hominid-

like. They could have been the dominant

intelligent life form today. Another pro-

posal, mind-boggling in some respects but

less so in others, is that a mammal very

like man might have arisen 150 million

years ago if the dinosaurs had not had the

opportunity to establish themselves after a

large-scale extinction event.
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this reconstruction ofa 210-million-

ir-oldfossil site in South Africa,

tosaurs are already predominant,

animals arose at about the same time

the dinosaurs, but they remained small

d were overshadowed by themfor
other 1 50 million years.

Euskelosaurus, probably herbivorous

dinosaur

Olozamites, cycadlike plant

3. Syntarsus, carnivorous, dinosaur
4. Thecodonto.taurus, omnivorous dinosaur
5. Equiselum, horsetail

6. Massospondylus, probably herbivorous
dinosaur

7. Tritylodon, herbivorous mammallike
reptile

8. Megazustrodon, carnivorous mammal
9. Fabrosaurus, herbivorous dinosaur

10. Helerodontosaurus, herbivorous dinosaur
1 1

.

Araucarites, coniferous tree

1 2. Brachyphyllum, coniferous tree
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In ancient Greek athletic games, wealthy horse owners usually left the

dangerousjob ofracing to paid servants. Thejockeys were almost always small

boys, who rode bareback (saddle and stirrups had not yet been invented).

This scene was painted on an amphora presented to a victor in the Panathenaic

games at Athens in about 510 B.C.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund. 1907
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Olympia's Glory
Discovery ofthe sacred grounds where ancient Greek athletes competed

inspired the creation ofthe modern Olympic games

by Judith Swaddling

In 1766, English antiquarian Richard

Chandler, on an expedition for London's

Society of Dilettanti, came upon some

ruins in the northwest of Greece's Pelo-

ponnesian peninsula. "The ruin," he later

wrote, "which we had seen in the evening,

we found to be the walls of a very large

temple, standing many feet high and well

built At a distance before it was a

deep hollow, with stagnant water and

brickwork." What Chandler had discov-

ered was Olympia, site of the ancient

Olympic games. To judge by his journals,

however, Chandler was not overawed. As

much a natural historian as an archeolo-

gist, he was just as intrigued by another

discovery—a frog that played possum

when knocked out of a tree. But the for-

mer find was the epoch-making one; with-

out it, the idea of staging a modern Olym-

pics might never have come to be.

The ruins of Olympia lie on a fertile

river plain, about nine miles inland from

the coast. Nowadays, they seem oddly off

the beaten track, but in antiquity, the

Alpheios River provided easy access from

the sea, often the preferred means of

transport around mountainous Greece.

The area was inhabited by the third mil-

lennium B.C., and was from early times re-

vered as sacred ground. The most con-

spicuous landmark in this hallowed land-

scape was a pine-covered hill, eventually

named Kronos after the father of Zeus. A
clearing in the grove at the base of Kronos

was once the site of fertility rites. These

were associated with the oracle of Gaia,

the earth goddess. Later, when Zeus be-

came the preeminent god in the Greek

pantheon, he, too, was honored nearby.

According to myth, Zeus laid claim to this

sanctuary, known as the Altis (which

probably meant "grove"), by hurling a

thunderbolt from his throne on Mount

Olympus, in northern Greece. The great

altar to him at Olympia, said to mark the

spot where the thunderbolt struck, dated

back to at least the tenth century B.C. By

the second century a.d., it was a conical

ash pile more than twenty-three feet high,

accumulated from the burned thighs of

countless sacrificial animals.

The tradition is that the Olympic games

were instituted in 776 B.C. to honor Zeus,
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The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Rogers Fund,

Below: Kronos, a thickly wooded hill, rises north ofthe ruins ofOlympia, the site

ofthe ancient Olympics. In the center are columns ofthe palestra (wrestling

school) and to the right are the remains ofthe Leonidaion, a building where

official guests were accommodated. Right: A sixth-century Athenian wine cooler

depicts the victor in an athletic eventfor boys. Holding branches as symbols of

victory, he is crowned with a wreath. Admirers often showered winners with

leaves or gave them singleflowers, as the man on the right may be doing.

The German Archeological Institute, Athens

but they probably had an earlier origin.

From at least Mycenaean times (1500—

1100 B.C.), athletic contests were held at

the funerals of local heroes to decide who

would inherit their property. The Olympic

games may have developed from funeral

games held for Pelops, a hero who was

buried in the Altis. They may also have in-

corporated elements of fertility rites cele-

brating the harvest. The midpoint of the

festival, for instance, when one hundred

oxen were sacrificed to Zeus, coincided

with the second or third full moon after

the summer solstice.

The games also had a mythical past.

One of the twelve labors imposed on the

superman Herakles was to clean, in a sin-

gle day, the cattle stables of King Augeas

of Elis, a city-state located some thirty

miles from Olympia. Herakles was said to

have accomplished this by diverting the

Alpheios River from its course. In celebra-

tion of this success, he was then supposed

to have founded the games. Myth apart,

Elis did play a role in the games, for it was

the city-state that supervised them.

The Olympic contests, held every

fourth year, were the oldest in a circuit of

four Panhellenic athletic festivals. The
others were the Pythian games at Delphi,

held in honor of Apollo; the Isthmian

games at Corinth for Poseidon; and the

games at Nemea, which also honored

Zeus. Athletes believed the gods bestowed

physical prowess; they prayed to them for

victory and promised them offerings if

they won.

By about 100 B.C., Olympia boasted

more than forty buildings, including tem-

ples, treasuries, halls, a wrestling school,

an enormous gymnasium, hot and cold

baths, a swimming pool, a hippodrome,

and a stadium capable of holding mo
than 40,000 spectators. Elaborate alta

and hundreds of marble and bronze st<

ues also adorned the site. There is

present-day parallel to Olympia, whi<

was both a sports complex and a center f

religious devotion. A modern counterpa

would have to be a combination of Sai

Peter's in Rome and the Hollywood Bov

By about a.d. 600, however, the interve

tion of politics and nature had exti

guished both the games and the splend

of the Altis.

Throughout its history, the sanctua

suffered periodic earth tremors and fioo

ing. In about the fifth century a.d., a ma

sive earthquake toppled columns ai

shook walls to the ground. At about tl

same time, the Kladeos River, which joii

the Alpheios to the west, burst through

wall constructed centuries earlier to co
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tain winter flooding. The Kladeos never

returned to its original course and now

flows through what was once the gymna-

sium. Subsequent winter storms washed

more rocks and earth over the area.

Human history caused further devasta-

tion. Many works of art were destroyed

when sanctuaries were plundered by the

Romans, most notably under the emper-

ors Sulla, Caligula, and Nero. (To wipe

out memory of athletic victories other

than his own, Nero decreed that all statues

of earlier winners should be knocked down

and dumped in the cesspools outside the

Altis.) From the fifth to the eighth cen-

tury, successive invasions of Visigoths,

Avars, Vandals, and Slavs further dese-

crated the site. In the Middle Ages both

the Kladeos and the Alpheios flooded,

sweeping away all trace of the hippo-

drome. A dozen feet of silt covered the en-

tire sanctuary and Olympia was forgotten

for a thousand years.

Upon Chandler's discovery of the site in

the eighteenth century, a stream of Eng-

lish, French, and German scholars visited

Olympia. Both the English and the

French attempted to investigate the re-

mains, but the silt proved too great an ob-

stacle. It was not until 1 875 that the Ger-

man government financed a full-scale

excavation at the behest of Kaiser Wil-

helm I, who became entranced with the

idea of Olympia after hearing a lecture by

Prof. Ernst Curtius at the University of

Berlin. Work on the site remained epi-

sodic, however, until the German Archec-

logical Institute began systematic investi-

gation of the sanctuary in 1936, under the

impetus of the Berlin Olympic games. Its

work continues to this day.

Reports of the early excavations fired

the imagination of Pierre de Coubertin, a

French nobleman. Concerned about the

low morale of the French people after the

defeat of Louis Napoleon at Sedan in

1 870, Baron de Coubertin resolved to re-

kindle the competitive flame of the an-

cient Olympics. French aristocrats had

long been impressed with the high stan-

dard of English physical and intellectual

education, and in the 1880s Coubertin

launched into a series of articles and

speeches extolling the virtues of English
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Greek colonistsfrom city-states around the Mediterranean and the Black Sea,

map below, traveled to Olympia everyfouryears to participate in and observe

the ancient games. Important Panhellenic athleticfestivals were also held at

Delphi, Corinth, andNemea. Olympia, bottom map, was accessiblefrom the sea

by way ofthe Alpheios River. The hippodrome was washedaway when this river

flooded in the Middle Ages, and the Kladeos River cut into the gymnasium, but

the ruins ofmany structures remain. Thisplan shows the buildings in place

about 100 B.C. The most sacred structures lay in an area ofhallowed ground

known as the Altis; among them was the Temple ofZeus, which housed a statue

ofthe god, one ofthe Seven Wonders ofthe World.

Joe LeMonnier

SOUTHERN EUROPE

education and emphasizing its concentra-

tion on the sporting disciplines. Finally, at

an assembly of French sportsmen in 1 892,

Coubertin proposed the reestablishment

of the games. At first the idea met with lit-

tle enthusiasm. But Coubertin persisted

and, in 1 894, he organized a splendid ban-

quet for an international meeting of

sportsmen and physical education enthu-

siasts. Lit by a thousand torches and

marked by horse races, mock battles, a

fireworks, the extravaganza aroused t

participants to rapturous acclaim of C<

bertin's proposal.

With the approval of King George I

Greece, Athens was chosen as the to

city for the first new games, in 1 896. A ii

glected hollow on the outskirts of the ci|

all that remained of a marble stadium (

nated in the second century a.d. by 1



The stadium at Olympia, wherefoot races took place, is about 630feet long.

A stone sill at each end marked starts andfinishes. This view,from the west,

shows the platformfor thejudges' seats on the right. On the opposite side is the

marble altar ofthefertility goddess Demeter Chamyne. whose priestess was the

only married woman allowed—infact, expected—to watch the games.
Paul Slaughter

:hy Roman Herodes Atticus, became
ite of a new marble stadium financed

1 Alexandrian merchant.

le spectacles and musical productions

iccompanied the 1 896 games far out-

2 the athletic performances. The fa-

;s were poor, and only the English

Americans recognized the need for

:antial training and preparation. To

)ete in ancient times, contenders were

required to undergo a month or more of

compulsory training. During this training

period the ancient athletes had to reside at

the nearby town of Elis and to exercise un-

der the strict supervision of the hella-

nodikai, who acted as both judges and

umpires. They disqualified those not fit

for competition and checked on the ath-

letes' parentage and Greek descent. (Orig-

inally only Greek citizens were allowed to

participate, but when Rome began to as-

sert her power in Greece, the Romans

were also allowed to enter.) The hella-

nodikai also meted out punishment for

any infringements. The penalties were

harsh: both competitors and trainers who

failed to comply with the regulations

could be publicly whipped, a form of pun-

ishment usually reserved for slaves. Brib-

ery of the judges was considered espe-
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A model in the British Museum shows, in theforeground, a hypothetical

reconstruction ofthe startinggates ofOlympia 's hippodrome, where horse races

and chariot races were held. In the background is the trackforfoot races and,

to its left, at thefoot ofKronos, some ofthe treasuries erected at Olympia by

Greek colonies. These buildings held deposits ofmoney and objects ofvalue.
Courtesy ol the Trustees of the British Museu

daily odious: offenders were fined, and

the money was used to pay for bronze stat-

ues of Zeus.

Despite Coubertin's concept of interna-

tional sport, relatively few countries par-

ticipated in the 1896 games. The Greek
royal family saw the festivities as an

opportunity to increase their own prestige,

and it was with some difficulty that Cou-

bertin wrested the modern games from a

permanent setting in Greece. He partic-

ularly wanted the 1900 Olympics to be

held at the great Universal Exposition in

Paris.

Fittingly, the hero of the Athens Olym-
pics was a Greek farmer, Spyridon Loues,

who was victorious in the marathon. The
event itself, however, was a modern inven-

tion; cross-country events were alien to

Greek sport. Historically, of course, some
ancient runners had covered amazing dis-

tances. The most famous was Pheidippi-

des, who in 490 b.c. ran from Athens to

Sparta with a request for help, when it was
learned that the Persians had landed at

Marathon. He covered 1 50 miles of rug-

ged terrain in less than two days.

Running races were the oldest class of

event at the ancient Olympics, and the

short-distance, or stade, race was the sole

contest at the first thirteen officially re-

corded festivals. The stade race was of

such national importance that the Greeks

dated historical events by reference to the

names of past winners. Most of the lists of

Olympic winners have perished, but an ex-

tract has been preserved in the writings of

the Christian author Eusebius, who names
the first 249 winners of the stade race, and

the names of some fifth-century b.c. vic-

tors survived by chance on the back of a

Roman financial account. The short foot

race was the length of the straight track,

600 Olympic feet (about 630 feet). Ac-

cording to legend, this was the distance

that Herakles could run in one breath. The
diaulos, named after a musical instru-

ment, the double pipes, was two lengths of

the stadium, while the dolichos, or long-

distance race, was probably twenty-four

lengths. There was also a race for contes-

tants carrying shields and wearing hel-

mets and greaves (shin armor).

Originally the track was an open, level

stretch of ground with a line drawn in the

sand to mark the start (giving rise to our

phrase "starting from scratch"). Specta-

tors stood on the lower slopes of Kronos,

and the finish was close to the altar of

Zeus. Gradually improvements were

made, and in 350 B.C., a magnificent new
stadium was constructed outside the

boundaries of the Altis. By that time, the

athletes were becoming increasingly pro-
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An earlyfifth-century B.C. drinking cup made in Athens shows athletes boxing

(top) and competing in the pankration, a particularly rough kind ofwrestling

(bottom). Nearly all such scenes depicted on pottery show athletes unclothed.

Athletes in the earliest games were reported to have worn some type ofshorts,

butfor reasons ofconvenience—orfashion—the practice was discontinued.

Museum ol Fine Arts, Boston; Arthur Tracy Cabot Fund
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fessional and beginning to gain r<

tion as cult figures themselves,

straight track was of clay, lightly covei

with sand, with a stone sill at each em

the course. Initially, races always endei

the western sill, which was nearer the al

of Zeus, but as the religious significai

of the events dwindled, even this ceaa

be required. Runners used a standi

start, with arms stretched forward and

foot slightly in front of the other, t

firmly gripping two parallel grooves in

starting sill. As the number of competits

grew, trial heats were held to eliminate I

but the strongest contenders.

Running, along with discus, long jur,

javelin, and wrestling, was a component

the pentathlon, the five-event test for li

all-round athlete. Running and wrestl;

were also competitions in their own rig,

but the other three were not found outs

:

the pentathlon. The ancient procedure

deciding the overall victor is not certa|

All the events were originally inteni

as training for warfare, but javelin thn

ing was the one most obviously relate

military prowess. The event has

changed much since then, except that

ancients wound a thong around the mid|

of the shaft to make the javelin spin am

insure a steady flight.

There has been much discussion al

the method of discus throwing in am

uity. Unlike their modern counterpai

ancient discus throwers did not sj

around two or three times to gain impel

but did no more than a three-quarter tul

This difference in style would explain \w

their throws seem rarely to have exceed!

the equivalent of about thirty-three yarl

A possible origin for the discus's shape!

suggested in the Iliad. In Homer's ;]

count of the funeral games held in hoi"

of Patroklos, Achilles offers a valuable •

got of iron—then a precious metal—to t

man who throws it the farthest. Su<

discuslike ingots were made by pouri:

molten metal into an open circular m<

scooped in the sand.

The chief difference between the ;

cient and modern long jump was that t

Greeks used hand-held jumping weigh

Made of lead or stone, they were swu:

forward on takeoff and swung or throi
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Elis. the Greek city-state that supervised the Olympic games, issued this

^coi'n about 400 b. a, probably as a souvenir ofthefestival. It portrays Hera,

IfeofZeus. Both were worshiped at Olympia. but the games themselves

\n Zeus' honor. Bottom: A coin minted in Syracuse, a Greek colony on

>, commemorates a citizens victory in afifth-century chariot race,

ringed goddess Nike (Victory) crowns the winner.

ican Numismatic Society
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kward just before landing. How they

oed lengthen the jump is not clear. The

I jump, probably some sort of double

riple jump, was regarded as demand-

the most concentration, and therefore,

philosopher Philostratus says, it was

sn accompanied by pipe playing. Mu-

was considered an aid to exercise, pro-

ing rhythm and focusing the athlete's

sntion.

Experience in the martial arts was es-

sential for the youth of a country whose

city-states fought among themselves as

well as with outsiders. Therefore such

"heavy" events as wrestling, the pankra-

tion (a no-holds-barred type of wrestling),

and boxing were standard features of

Greek physical education. Ordinary wres-

tling, with three falls required to win, was

similar to a modern contest. The pankra-
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As a musician plays the double-pipes as an aid to concentration and rhythm,

javelin throwers and a discus thrower exercise. The kneeling athlete is wrapping

a leather thong around the shaft ofhisjavelin. When thejavelin was thrown, the

thong unwound, imparting spinfor a steadierflight. The scene is depicted on a

bowlfor mixing wine and water, made in Athens in the early sixth century b.c.
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tion, however, was a much more violent

sport; only biting and gouging were forbid-

den, and the event continued without a

break until one contestant admitted de-

feat. It was a big crowd puller and drew a

good deal of prize money at local events.

Boxing was the most brutal of the an-

cient contests. Its origins were ascribed to

the Spartans of early times, who were said

to have fought in battle without helmets,

since they considered the shield the 01/

1

manly form of protection. Boxing ha'-

ened their faces and taught them to wd 1

off blows to the head. Ironically, the Sp -

tans usually refrained from taking parti
I

the public boxing contests and the pi-

kration. These contests were decidij

when a competitor was knocked insensil:

or admitted defeat, either of which woil

have brought dishonor to a Spartan.
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lorse racing and chariot racing were

rts for the wealthy; only the rich could

>rd to equip and maintain a chariot, for

r, hunting, or leisure, and to employ

trioteers and jockeys. At Olympia there

> also a mule-cart race and something

led the kalpe, or "get-off-and-run,"

:ere the rider dismounted for the last

itch and ran beside his horse. The horse

es must have been particularly danger-

i and exciting events. The jockeys were

lally small boys who rode bareback;

ther saddle nor stirrups had yet been in-

lted. The winning horse received as

ich acclaim as a modern Derby winner,

ardless of whether it reached the finish

h its rider.

Despite the dangers involved in the

iestrian events, the principal glory of

tory went to the owner, rather than to

: hired charioteer or jockey. To drive

jr own chariot team, however, was con-

ered very honorable. The most infa-

ius charioteer was the emperor Nero,

o postponed the games from a.d. 65 to

so that he could compete during a visit

Greece. He appeared with a ten-horse

|im, although races for two- and four-

rse teams were the standard. Thrown

>m his chariot, he was helped to re-

>unt but still failed to finish. Even so he

s proclaimed the victor on the grounds

it he would have won had he been able

complete the course. After his death the

lowing year, these games were declared

'alid and his name expunged from the

: of victors.

As the number of events and the pag-

atry increased, the ancient Olympics

;w from a one-day to a five-day festival,

the early years people came only from

ighboring towns and villages, but later

ly arrived from all parts of Greece and

r colonies, including those as far away
Spain and North Africa. As Greek city-

ites were often at war with one another,

; Olympic truce was instituted to insure

it athletes, spectators, and pilgrims

uld travel to the Olympic festival in

"ety. Under the terms of this truce,

ites participating in the games were for-

iden to take arms against each other or

pursue legal disputes, including execu-

ms. Originally the truce lasted for only
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The northernpart ofthe Altis is reconstructed in a model at the British Museum.

The large temple (center) isfor Hera. A high conicalpile ofash nearby is the

altar where sacrifices were made to Zeus. Close to the altar, an enclosure

surrounds the burial mound ofPelops, a local hero. Outside the Altis'

boundaries is the large gymnasium (top) and the row oftreasuries (right).

Courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum

one month, but to protect visitors coming

from farther afield it was gradually in-

creased to three months. At the appropri-

ate time, three heralds decked with olive

wreaths were sent out from Elis to every

Greek state to proclaim the Olympic

truce, announce the exact date of the festi-

val, and invite inhabitants to attend.

People from all walks of life made their

way to Olympia, including rulers from

what was then western Greece—southern

Italy and Sicily—who sailed up the river

in splendid barges. Ambassadors from the

various towns rivaled each other in dress

and trappings. The rich came on horse-

back and in chariots; the poor came on

donkeys, in carts, and on foot. Because

Olympia itself was not a town, food and

drink had to be brought in for all those at-

tending. A temporary city of booths,

stalls, tents, and huts was erected, mer-

chants flocked in with their wares, and ar-

tisans came to make and sell figurines that

pilgrims could offer to the gods. Only offi-

cial delegates were lodged in the magnifi-

cent guesthouse donated by Leonidas of

Naxos. Most visitors found a suitable spot

to put down their belongings and slept

each night under the late summer skies.

Women were not allowed to compete in

the ancient Olympics, but they could re-

ceive recognition as owners of victorious
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horses. Only unmarried women were al-

lowed to watch the games, a practice that

may have dated back to the fertility rites

of the remote past. Women had their own

festival at Olympia, however. Known as

the Heraia, in honor of Zeus' wife, Hera,

women's foot races were held every four

years, although never in the same year as

the men's competition.

In fact, the earliest temple at Olympia,

built about 600 B.C., was dedicated, not to

Zeus, but to Hera. Save for the founda-

tions of a prehistoric settlement, it is the

oldest building of which any remains sur-

vive. Local people probably erected it to

pay homage to Hera, before the citizens of

Elis established Zeus as the sovereign de-

ity in the Altis. Two cult statues in the

temple, one of Hera and one of Zeus, sym-

bolized the union of the two religious pref-

erences.

Our knowledge of the buildings and

statues at Olympia derives largely from

archeological excavations, but much of

the information is confirmed by literary

evidence. The most notable source is Pau-

sanias, a Greek doctor and travel writer

who lived in the second century a.d. Ten

books of his Description ofGreece survive.

The most impressive building at Olym-

pia was the great temple of Zeus, which

took about ten years to build and was com-

pleted by 456 b.c. Designed by a lo

chitect, Libon, it had thirty-four mal
columns surmounted by moldings pa*

with intricate patterns in glowing
f

blue, and ocher. More than one hum

waterspouts in the form of lions'

drained water from the marble-tiled I

The temple was constructed on a vast!

foot-high stone podium, which was pij

bly intended both to increase the

ing's prominence and to resist the efjfl

of frequent earthquakes and subside^

The temple was primarily a shelte

the cult statue of the god, rather th

place of worship. Pausanias has left
|

vivid description of the colossal gold

ivory figure of Zeus at Olympia,

was more than forty feet high and col

ered one of the Seven Wonders ofT

World:

The god is seated on a throne. He is ma off

gold and ivory, and on his head is a wil
representing sprays of olive. In his :;h

hand stands a figure of Victory, also of

and ivory ... in his left hand is a sceH

skillfully wrought from a variety ofmA
The bird perched on the scepter is an el
The sandals of the god are of gold, andl
his robe, which is decorated with anil
and lilies. The throne is adorned with JIm

precious stones, ebony and ivory; I

painted and carved with figures. . . . I tra

that the measurements of height I
breadth of Zeus at Olympia have beel
corded, but I cannot commend the I
who took the measurements, for theij

formation falls far short of the impre:

which the image makes on the specta

Critics jibed that Zeus' head w;

near the ceiling, that he would raisi

roof if he stood up. And the statm

quired so much ivory that Philo of B> I

tium claimed it was the reason that I

phants were created.

Phidias, who had already fashionecffl

gold and ivory figure of Athena forjj

Parthenon, designed the statue of
rM

and supervised its construction. A b<l

ing west of the Altis, later converted uii

Christian church, may have beenii

workshop. A fragmentary cup inscrej)

"I belong to Phidias" was found in th vi-

cinity of the workshop. Recent scierfM

examination has shown both the cup nl

the inscription to be ancient in origin, ni

J



/ ronze statuette ofa competitor in the longjump shows the hand-held weights

1 1 were supposed to improve the length ofthejump. Such weights, made of

s ne or metal, have survived, but modern trials havefailed to reveal their utility.

I efigure isfrom the top ofan Etruscan candelabrum, circa 400 B.C.

G esy ol the Trustees of the British Museum

iing us with an intimate souvenir of the

2at sculptor's time at Olympia. In the

irth century a.d. the temple was looted

d the statue taken to a palace in Istan-

1. It thus escaped the burning of the

nple some thirty years later but was de-

oyed by a fire that razed many build-

;s in Istanbul in 462.

Also vanished today are the vast open-

galleries of statues described by Pausa-

nias. A victorious athlete was allowed to

erect a statue of himself in the sanctuary,

provided he, his friends, relations, or city-

state paid for it. (Three wins entitled him

to a portrait statue instead ofjust an ideal-

ized, conventional image.) Although hun-

dreds of these statues were set up, along

with many other votive figures dedicated

by both states and individuals, very little

now remains except bases and fragments.

The Romans developed a taste for Greek
art and looted many sanctuaries to fill

their collections, at the same time creating

a thriving market for copies. Most of the

originals and copies were of bronze, and in

later years the value of the metal led to the

melting down of the statues for other uses.

Marble statues survived better than

bronze, but many were broken up for

building material or burned to provide

lime for mortar.

The success of the Olympic games de-

pended on the neutrality of Elis, the city-

state that organized them. Once, when the

Eleans supported Athens during the Pelo-

ponnesian war with Sparta (432-409

B.C.), the games had to be staged under

the protection of armed troops. In 364

B.C., an alliance of Arcadians and Pisatans

seized control of the games. Fearful of an-

gering the gods, they soon restored author-

ity over the games to the Eleans, but the

religious and political unity of the Greeks

was already disintegrating. From about

1 50 b.c. onward, the Romans sacked vari-

ous Greek cities, and warring political fac-

tions took their toll of Greek culture, plun-

dering sanctuaries to finance their

campaigns. In 80 b.c. Sulla transferred

the games to Rome, but after his death

two years later, they were returned to

Olympia. Ironically, Roman interest in

sport and Roman money invested in osten-

tatious buildings in the sanctuary pro-

longed the life of the games for several

more centuries. The last games were prob-

ably staged in a.d. 393, after which The-

odosius I, the emperor who imposed ortho-

dox Christianity on the empire, banned all

pagan cults.

The excavation of Olympia, beginning

in the nineteenth century, made the site a

popular tourist attraction. Researchers

from the German Archeological Institute

began to uncover the last major structure,

the stadium, in 1936. Their efforts are

now concentrated on a late Roman village

to the southwest of the sanctuary, which

includes a row of shops and a well-pre-

served house that is thought to be early

Christian. Nothing remains to be exca-

vated to the east or southeast, since the

Alpheios swept away the hippodrome and

other structures that may have been there.
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The American Museum of Natural History is pleased to announce
the publication of Stephen Jay Gould's newest collection of essays:

Hen's Teeth& Horse's Toes
Stephen Jay Gould

"Terrific."

—

Isaac Asimov

"A wonderful collection of essays

rich in ideas."

—

Publisher's Weekly

"Hen's Teeth and Horse's Toesisa

delight. Gould is a national

treasure
. "

—

Ashley Montagu

"A real joy with all Gould's special

gifts of elegance, wit and
shrewdness."—Sir Peter Medawar.

Special discount for Museum
Members and subscribers to
Natural History: The publisher's price

is $15.50 for this hardcover book, but

Members may purchase it for $13.95. No
extra charge for postage or handling.
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Card #:
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MASTERCARD
Zip: .
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Signature: Exp. date:

Make checks payable to the American Museum of Natural History.

Discovery Tour
to the Nile
February 10 to March 3, 1985

Discover the world of ancient and mod-
ern Egypt on an American Museum
600 mile Nile Cruise. Explore with three

lecturers the rich natural and arche-

ological sites of an area which has

fascinated visitors for centuries. ..Acare-

fully planned itinerary (with a special

two-day program in London visiting the

British Museum with its curator) pro-

vides a relaxing and thorough three-

week Discovery Tour. All of the major

Nile archeological sites as well as the

important wildlife regions are discussed

and visited with your balanced team of

eminent lecturers. Share with Museum
staff and friends an unforgettable

cruise. For further information includ-

ing itinerary, map, prices, conditions,

etc., write or call American Museum
Discovery Tours.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, N.Y., 10024
(212)873-1440

Immediately to the south, which m
have been one of the favorite areas

pitching camp while the games were

thousands of pottery shards and fr

ments of clay braziers have been fou

The Kladeos forms a western limit. To

north, the edge of a colonnade was

tected before World War II, but a mod
road and use of the area as a car park .

agricultural land, combined with the I

bidding expense of deep excavations, h;

prevented further probes in that directi

During the construction of the new
|

seum north of the site, the remains o

Mycenaean cemetery were discovered

Additional discoveries about anci

Olympia may come not only from the

;

but also from museum collections. Durij

preparations for the British Museuia
1980 exhibition "The Ancient OlymJ
Games," for example, the cleaning oil

Greek helmet, found early this centurj

the Alpheios River, revealed a previou

undetected inscription. The helmi

cheekpieces had been deliberately b|

up, suggesting that it had been dedica J

as a trophy. The inscription confirms tl

for it states that someone "dedicated

to Olympian Zeus." The dialect is Bo
tian; this and the surviving letters 0|j

name, . . . RON . .
. , point to either si

town of Chaironeia or Koroneia. The l.-l

met must have belonged to a man if

wealth and rank, for it is richly decora

with appliques of horses and rid<

sphinxes, and floral patterns, and edj

with tiny beads of silver.

While the material remains of Olym
continue to intrigue us, we should not 1

get that the ancient athlete's burning a

bition was to acquire immortality for hi

self by his victory. Winning an Olym
crown, made from the branches of the

cred olive tree near the temple of Ze)

was the greatest achievement for an a»

lete in the ancient world. Only the win;!

won acclaim; to come in second or th'l

counted for nothing. (In the event o

draw, the crown was dedicated to

god.) There was little concern with sett

and breaking records as such.

After each event, a herald proclain

the name of the victor, his father, and o
state. And all the victors were honored i
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r
l earliest Olympicfestivals lasted only one day and consisted ofjust one

I !, the shortfoot race. Over the years, other events were introduced,

\n sometimes discontinued. Based on the surviving literary evidence,

k hypotheticalprogram could have applied to gamesfrom about the

o<h century b.c. on.

•to I from The Ancient Olympic Games by Judith Swaddling, by permission ol British Museum Publications, Ltd.

*| 1 y One

Program for the Ancient Olympic Games

Morning Swearing-in ceremony for competitors and judges in the

council house before the altar and statue of Zeus Horkios (Zeus of the

Oaths).

Contests for heralds and trumpeters held near the stadium entrance.

Boys' running, wrestling, and boxing contests.

Public and private prayers and sacrifices in the Altis; consultation of

oracles.

Afternoon Orations by well-known philosophers and recitals by poets and

historians.

Sightseeing tours of the Altis.

Reunions with old friends.

y Two Morning Procession into the hippodrome of all those competing there.

Chariot and horse races.

Afternoon The pentathlon: discus, javelin, jumping, running, and
wrestling.

Evening Funeral rites in honor of the local hero Pelops.

Parade of victors around the Altis.

Communal singing of victory hymns.

Feasting and revelry.

ly Three Morning Procession of the hellanodikai (judges), ambassadors from the

Greek states, competitors in all events, and sacrificial animals around the

Altis to the great altar of Zeus, followed by the official sacrifice ofone

hundred oxen given by the people of Elis.

Afternoon Foot races.

Evening Public banquet.

ly Four Morning Wrestling.

Midday Boxing and the pankration.

Afternoon Race in armor.

ly Five Procession of victors to the Temple of Zeus, where they are crowned with

wreaths of wild olive by the hellanodikai, then showered with leaves and
flowers.

Feasting and celebrations.

lie banquet, probably held on the last

of the festival, the highlight of which

f| roast oxen saved from the hundred

.^ificed to Zeus at the midpoint of the

iival. There were also private celebra-

i|s at which winners and their friends

,l(ked themselves in garlands and pa-

ft;d around the Altis, singing victory

>(||s that were sometimes specially corn-

ed by such poets as Pindar or Bac-

iljlides. Often the parties continued all

nt, and on the following morning the

^ors, who it is hoped were not compet-

•f again that day, made solemn vows and

l/ifices to the gods.

Strictly enforced rules relating to spon-

sorship and payment of athletes formed no

part of the original Olympic concept,

which did not insist on the amateur status

of competitors. The fame won by a victory

in the ancient Olympics enabled athletes

to earn substantial sums from appear-

ances at other sporting events, to receive

payment from their hometowns, and even

to dine at public expense. But these were

secondary considerations. For followers of

Zeus, the most attractive form of an after-

life was to live on in the minds of men; for

this the Olympic olive crown seemed the

surest guarantee.

'Pushkar Camdjair

November 1 -18,1984

An exquisite tour of the best ot India's historical

splendor, cultural diversity, and natural wonder in the

dazzling state of Rajaslhan, highlighted by our par-

ticipation tn the world's largest camel fair, join us aswe
explore fabled chivalric fortresses, colorful traditional

villages, ancient temples replete with splendid carv-

ings, the Great Indian Desert, and the Tai Mahal.

Accommodations range from the regal sumptuousness

of Maharajas' abodes to a tented camp at Pushkar

Limited to 12 participants.

'

Cross Cultural Adventures
PO Box 3285, Arlington, VA 22203

(703)243-7194

Fading Feast by Raymond Sokolov
Craig Claiborne has written "If you care about
American cooking as I do, you will find Fading
Feast an enormously rewarding book " Soko-

lov criss-crossed America in search of vanish-

ing regional foods Fading Feast is the cul-

mination of this two-year odyssey—a collec-

tion of the recipes, stories, and practices of

the old cooks and chefs who still prepare tradi-

tional American foods. Send $17 95 ($14 36
for subscribers to Natural History) plus $1 50
postage to Members Book Program, Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History, Central Park

West at 79th Street, New York NY 10024

Members'
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The Museum's
Most Boring Specimen
The American Museum of Natural

History's collections—some 35 million

specimens and artifacts, ranging from

mammoths to moon rocks—are among

the largest and most spectacular on the

globe. Impressively large and rare speci-

mens abound within the Museum's gran-

ite walls: the largest recovered meteorite

(the Ahnighito), the largest star sapphire

(the Star of India), the largest land mam-
mal (the Baluchitherium, now extinct),

the largest piece of polished jade (two

tons), the largest crystal (a 596-pound tet-

rahedron of pure topaz), an entire herd of

mounted elephants, a towering skeleton of

Tyrannosaurus rex, a nine-foot jaw of a

prehistoric shark, a seventeen-foot section

of a giant sequoia, an imperial mammoth,
and a life-sized model of a great blue

whale, to name a few. In terms of square

footage, the Museum itself is reputed to

be the largest in the world.

But there is another side to the Mu-
seum. The vast majority of its specimens,

tucked away in thousands of dark cabinets

and vaults throughout labyrinthine corri-

dors and rooms, are utterly ordinary. Pre-

served with the same care accorded the

more famous treasures are thousands of

dull clay minerals, tapeworms coiled in

jars, minnows floating in bottles of preser-

vative, birds' nests stacked in cabinet

drawers, scores of bat skeletons, and hun-

dreds of mounted cockroaches—all of

great scientific, but little popular, interest.

With this in mind, we decided to seek

out the tiniest, meanest, and ugliest speci-

men we could find in the Museum and tell

its story. After a bit of research we came
across a likely candidate in a pleasant

fifth-floor storage room overlooking Cen-

tral Park. To the naked eye it is a mere
brown dot, the size of the period at the end

of this sentence. Sandwiched between
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glass on a slide, it is so small it can only be

identified with a microscope.

This creature is a common insect

known to science as Bambara intricata. It

belongs to the family of featherwing bee-

tles, so called because they possess feath-

ery hairs instead of wings, enabling them

to drift on the wind, much like dandelion

seeds. This particular specimen is locked

up with moth flakes in a clean white cabi-

net along with tens of thousands of other

insects. Like all the Museum's specimens,

it is carefully preserved to last for an eter-

nity—or at least as long as reasonable

modern technology can afford.

On first acquaintance the insect appears

to lack any redeeming qualities whatso-

ever: it is almost invisible without a micro-

scope and singularly unattractive with

one, and it even lacks the distinction of be-

ing a crop destroyer or an annoying pest. It

spends its three-week life span buried in

the decaying litter of the forest floor, feed-

ing mostly on fungus spores. Although ex-

tremely widespread and common (trillions

or more inhabit every continent), Bomba-
rd's very existence is unknown to all but a

dozen or so highly specialized entomolo-

gists, and of these no more than two or

three have an abiding interest in it. What,

we ask, could possibly be important

enough about this beetle to warrant its in-

clusion in the Museum's collections?

To answer this question, we must look

back thirty or so years to the discovery of

this animal. The Bimini Islands, where B.

intricata comes from, consist of a low,

wind-swept string of cays in the Bahamas,

not far from Florida. The Museum estab-

lished a research station, the Lerner Ma-
rine Laboratory (now closed), on North

Bimini in 1947. Before that, the area had

not been well explored scientifically, and

only two insects had been reported from

the islands: the mosquito (whose presn

was unpleasantly apparent to visitors^

one species of butterfly. Thus, several '%

seum entomologists decided to go

"fishing" expedition to Bimini to gathJ
many insects as they could. During m

months in 1951, using nets, funnels, ij

violet light, sheets, and other traps, J

were able to gather 109,718 insectsq

27,839 arachnids. To collect the

smallest, they used a Berlese funnel, sii

genious trap that extricates minuscuj
sects from decaying leaves, bark, logs in

soil. Featherwing beetles were caug i

enormous quantities by this methods

cording to one of the scientists, wheif

collecting vials of alcohol were shaker 1

beetles "formed a black cloud.''

Among these thousands of specinj

Museum scientists discovered six sp ii

of featherwing beetles. The sheer nuix

of specimens made it impossible to e!

ine every single beetle, and eventual!

entire collection was transferred tq

main entomology collections in New ]

as documentation of the distribution

ecology of insect life on the islands.

About fifteen years later, Henry D;<

a curator of entomology at the Field 1

seum in Chicago, borrowed several

sand of the American Museum's feai

wing beetles for a research project I

strange phenomenon known as partlfj

genesis—reproduction without maleii

had evidence that many species of
|

erwing have all-female populations,]

he wanted to survey large numbers

insects to determine which species nl

be parthenogenetic. While examininj

jar of specimens (all supposedly of

same species), he noticed that an irifl

organ in some of them differed marl

from the others. The Museum sarr^

he realized, were actually two spc«

:



lerican Museum

of which was entirely unknown to

nee.

Vhen a zoologist discovers a new spe-

., the first step is to select one organism

he type specimen. The type specimen

omes, in a sense, the physical and legal

resentative of all its kind. It is the ac-

I specimen used to describe the charac-

stics of the species—such as size,

)r, shape—and it is the individual to

eh all others are compared, contrasted,

! measured.

4ost animals are represented in muse-

s by types, many of which date back

eral centuries or more. {Homo sapiens

\ lacking a type specimen until a few

rs ago, when a waggish zoologist

ned himself the type specimen of the

nan race and issued directions that his

ly be preserved after death for the edi-

tion of future scientists.)

Yom the hundreds of specimens of

'nbara intricata at his disposal, Dybas

ignated one as the type, thereby trans-

ming an utterly insignificant beetle

—

invisible little brown period—into a

jntifically priceless specimen. He pub-

led his description of the new species in

lort paper in late 1966, making the dis-

ery official.

-lis research on the bug led Dybas to

ipose a complex and interesting theory

why some featherwing populations did

ay with males for reproduction, a the-

that could be generalized to other ex-

mely small insects. When he no longer

•ded the specimens he returned them to

American Museum.
\X the Museum, which is the guardian

thousands of such specimens, the tiny

iwn beetle was again locked away in a

)inet, to rest in perpetuity as the official

iresentative of all its kind.

Douglas J. Preston
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Expeditions
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things "English
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>V Treasures
From The Earth

** '
Color Portfolio of Natural
Specimens and Catalog

of Minerals, Display

Stands, Books and
Natural Jewelry, $3.00

Dover Scientific
Box 601 1 C Long Island City, NY 1 1 1 06

rBOOK HUNTING?
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: BOOKS-ON-FILE Since

Box195Dept74 1958

UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087-0195

Plains Indian Art & Artifacts.

Free Catalog shows painted shields.

mounted trophy buffalo shulls war

arrows peace pipes, chokers breast

plates war clubs lomahawhs

,
lances horse dance sticks star

quills and more Exclusive

source. Handmade with tradi

tional tools and authentic

materials. Many have interesting
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A revival of an old favorite Harrison Ford wore one like

this in Raiders Of The Lost Ark, reminding us of how
much adventure a man in a fedora can find. Our version

is of special wool felt, finer textured and stiffer for im-

proved shape retention over ordinary felts. Features a

tapered 5" crown with triangular crease and 2 side tucks,

a 21/*" brim and a deep brown grosgrain band Fuily lined

with rayon satin Sizes 6% thru 7V2.

We honor VISA and MASTERCARD.
Call Toll Free 800-334-5476

Write for FREE Catalog!

^g& &€t&4 Dept. NH-64
P.O. Box 1600, Chapel Hill, NC 27515

DISPLAY CASES
PROTECT AND
DRAMATIZE YOUR,

PRECIOUS WORK
OF ART

CUSTOM AAADE
cleor lucite on a
finished wood base
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AND HEIGHT • WE WILL QUOTE PRICE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
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OR WRITE

THE ART DISPLAY CO.
Dox 660E. Exmore. VA 23050

Museum Events
Be at the Planetarium When the Sun

Disappears

On Wednesday, May 30, the moon will

pass in front of the sun, creating an annu-

lar solar eclipse. Part of the sun will seem

to disappear. To witness this special event

come to the Hayden Planetarium lawn,

where telescopes will be set up from 1 1 :00

a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on the day of the eclipse.

At 8:00 p.m. on May 24 and 29, a live show

on solar eclipses will be presented at the

Planetarium. Admission for this show is

$3.00 for adults and $2.00 for participat-

ing, donor, and elected members, chil-

dren, students with I.D., and senior citi-

zens. For additional information call (212)

873-8828.

Nothing But a Man
Ivan Dixon and Abbey Lincoln star in

the film Nothing But a Man, the story of

an independent black man who courts and

marries the daughter of a status-conscious

minister. The film probes the myths and

realities of black oppression, unemploy-

ment, and male-female relationships in

the United States. On hand to discuss

the questions and issues raised by the

film will be psychotherapists Judith C.

White and Quinton Wilkes and film his-

torian/author Donald Bogle. This free

program will take place on Saturday,

June 2, at 2:00 p.m. in the Kaufmann
Theater.

Urban Art

According to popular legend, break

dancing was born and named in the South

Bronx when rival youth gangs decided to

declare a break in street fighting and com-

pete as dancers instead. Rap and graffiti

have equally interesting histories and

mythologies. The following two programs

explore the development and expression

of these urban folk arts. Both are free and
will take place in the Auditorium.

Tuesday, June 5, 7:00 p.m. Wild Style,

a film directed by Charles Ahearn, tells

the story of the legendary graffiti artist

Zoro. Zoro attempts to maintain his own
identity and artistic integrity after recog-

nition by the art world and competition

from a rival graffiti gang. The film derives

its name from the disjointed graffiti style

that decorates many a New York City

subway car.

Wednesday, June 13, 7:30 p.m. Rap,

graffiti, and break dance will be com-
bined in a performance featuring a musi-

cal score written by Fareed Abdul-Haqq,

graffiti visuals by Francisco Rios, the rap

group Qualifies, and the break dance

groups Break City Crew and Brothers

Breaking Together.

The Maya View of Death

Lord Pacal was born during the sev-

enth century a.d. When he began his rule

over the Maya area now known as Palen-

que, Mexico, he was only twelve years old.

At his death, he was buried with beautifi

pottery and jewelry in a funerary crypt

Palenque's Temple of the Inscriptions. C
Wednesday, June 6, Linda Scheie of tl

University of Texas will discuss the met;

phor and meaning of death as inscribed c

the coffin of this early king of the Amer
cas. Her lecture, entitled "Death and tl

Cosmos: A Seventh-Century Maya Vie

of the Afterlife," takes place at 7:00 pj

in the Auditorium. It is free and open

all Museum visitors.

Inanna, Queen of Heaven and Earth

Born of divine parents, the godde:

Inanna became the queen of the land <

Sumer. After being cast into the unde
world, she was reborn into the sky as goi

dess of the morning and evening stars an

of love and procreation. A warrior as we

as a mother, Inanna was a powerful f

male deity whose story was inscribed i

clay tablets and wall murals in Babylon

and Sumer more than 4,000 years ago. C
Thursday, June 7, gifted storyteller Diar

Wolkstein will perform the Inanna eye

in its entirety, accompanied by the haun

ing music of Geoffrey Gorden. This pr<

gram, which sold out in November (

1983, is being repeated by popular d
mand. Inanna, Queen of Heaven an

Earth will take place in the Kaufman
Theater at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are $8.00 f<

members, $10.00 for nonmembers, an

reservations are required. For addition!

information, call (212) 873-1327.

Miles to Go
Eight women went on a wildnernefl

journey in the Smoky Mountains. Oil

had been recently widowed and needed 11

learn to live alone. Another was an ovel

weight mother of three, searching f<j|

"something drastic" that might lead

self-acceptance. A third had undergoH

surgery for breast cancer. These womel
aged 27 to 72, were different in maif

ways. But they had one thing in commol
they were looking for change and forwan

movement in their lives. In Miles to Go,\

film coproduced by Hilary Maddux anl

Deborah Boldt, you can join these womel

as they grapple with defeat and success j
their efforts to become stronger as climf

ers, hikers, rafters, and individuals. Tlf

producers of the film, as well as several <

the adventurers, will be present to discul

their experiences. Miles to Go will talf

place on Tuesday, June 12, at 7:30 p.m. i

the Auditorium. The program is free fJ

members, $3.00 for nonmembers. Rel

ervations are required. For additional if

formation, call (212) 873-1327.

Playing Possum
North America's only marsupial, tlj

opossum, has inspired generations

American storytellers, songwriters, aril

even cooks. On Monday, June 18, you ail

invited to an evening of songs, poeml

fl
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«i .ales, and slides, as naturalist/per-

Ificr Doug Elliot introduces the fasci-

ning discipline of possumology. You

W hear about an unforgettable relation-

al! between an opossum and a raccoon

31 learn the best recipe for possum stew.

y will also find out just how it was that

U'ipossum created the designs on a tur-

l|: shell. Elliot will speak of his possum,

I .sorn, and of his visit to the American

|> .urn Growers and Breeders Associa-

|j . Possumology will take place at 7:30

i> in the Kaufmann Theater. Tickets

|i $3.00 for members, $5.00 for non-

IT fibers. Reservations are required. For

ir rmation, call (212) 873-1327.

'i ilia E'

jl/hen African slaves arrived on the is-

1 now called Puerto Rico, bomba was

1 mportant social and artistic event for

In. It provided a relief from the cruelty

l! hard work of everyday life. Today the

Uiba is many things: the name of a

hi. 'den drum, a challenge between drum-

and dancer, a celebration of the syn-

;is of African and Puerto Rican music.

t Tuesday, June 19, Negrura, Inc., a

Ice troupe based in Puerto Rico, will

V;ent Bomba E\ a theatrical event in

ch actors, dancers, and musicians re-

f ite the rhythm, grace and festiveness

of La Bomba. The program is free and will

take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Auditorium.

Up and Down the River

In June and July, the Museum will of-

fer four programs on the natural history of

the Hudson River. On Monday, June 25,

you can take a three-hour boat trip at twi-

light and learn about the origins of the

Palisades from Sidney S. Horenstein of

the Department of Invertebrates. On
Wednesday evening, June 27, a sympo-

sium on the natural history of the Hudson
will be presented in the Auditorium. Ex-

perts participating include author Robert

H. Boyle, Museum curator C. Lavett

Smith, and John Sanders, a professor at

Barnard College. On Sunday, July 8, a

day trip to the Hudson Highlands will fea-

ture a three-hour river cruise after a pri-

vate visit to the Museum of the Hudson
Highlands. These programs require res-

ervations. For price information and

ticket availability call (212) 873-7507.

Cuban Music: Under the Influence

Since African people set foot on Cuban
soil, the influence of African rhythm and

melody has flowed through the music of

Cuba. On Monday, June 25, a program of

Cuban musical styles will include toques

de santos (Afro-Cuban liturgical music)

performed by the group Nueva Gener-

ation; a chamber ensemble conducted by
Tania Leon; traditional and popular musi-

cal styles performed by Daniel Ponce and
the Jazzbata Ensemble: and a jazz-fusion

ensemble conducted by Michclc Rose-

woman. Cuban Music: Under the Influ-

ence is free and will take place in the Au-
ditorium at 7:30 p.m. Cosponsorcd by the

INTAR Latin American Gallery in New
York City, this program complements its

current exhibition on the life and work of

renowned Cuban artist, writer, and
ethnologist Lydia Cabrera.

June in the Leonhardt People Center

The People Center devotes this month
to Cultures of the Middle East. The cen-

ter is open weekends from 1:00 to 4:30

p.m., and during these hours the following

programs run continuously: June 2 and 3:

Kurdish Dances and Music and Islam:

The Pilgrimage to Makkah; June 9 and

10: Dance Oriental and Egypt Through
the Eyes ofED. Frazier; June 1 6 and 1 7:

Dance Culture ofthe Middle East. Islam:

Science and Medicine, and Kurdish Cul-

ture and People; June 30: Dance Oriental.

Music of the Kavkaz (Caucasus). Israel

and the Middle East. All Leonhardt Peo-

ple Center programs are free with Mu-
seum admission.

jERMANVS wunder card
INLIMITED RAILTRAVEL-UNLIMITED DISCOVERIES-FOR LESS THAN $10 A DAY

The GermanRail Tourist Card is truly
a Wunder Card. For no other way of dis-

covering Germany lets you see so much for

so little money. Imagine, 9 days of unlim-
ited travel on Germany's incomparable rail

system for less than $14 a day. . . or 16 days
for under $10 a day.

The Wunder Card also rewards you
with free motorcoach travel. Free bicycle

rentals. Generous discounts on Rhine
steamers and round trip rail travel to

Berlin. Plus other money-saving extras.

So, set your sights on GermanRail
. . . and your travel agent. In addition to the
Wunder Card, we offer Oberammergo.it
Passion Play Tours, and the Eurailpass for

travels beyond our beautiful country.

The Wunder Card sounds like my kind of

value. Please send more information.

Also send folder on Oberammergau
Passion Play Tours.

NH-6

Address.

City

.Zip_

GERMAN RAIL
Box G. Staten Island. N.Y. 10305



Additional Reading

Mima Mounds (p. 36)

V.B. Scheffer, an early proponent of the

fossorial rodent hypothesis, which attri-

butes the creation of Mima mounds to ac-

tivity by pocket gophers, expresses his

support in "The Mystery of the Mima
Mounds" (Scientific Monthly, vol. 65, pp.

283-94, published by the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science,

Washington, D.C.). Geologist W.A. Price

also bolstered this theory in "Pocket Go-

phers as Architects of Mima (Pimple)

Mounds of the Western United States"

(Texas Journal of Science, vol. 1, pp. 1-

1 7), a careful evaluation of the mounds of

the Gulf Coast and Great Plains. R.J.

Arkley and H.E. Brown link the distribu-

tion of Mima mounds to the presence of

pocket gophers in the Central Valley of

California and the Columbia Plateau in

"The Origin of Mima Mounds (Hog-

wallow) Microrelief in the Far Western

States" (So/7 Science Society of America

Proceedings, vol. 18, pp. 195-99). "Ecol-

ogy of Mima-type Mounds in Northwest

Minnesota," by B.A. Ross, J.R. Tester,

and W.J. Breckenridge (Ecology, vol. 49,

pp. 172-77), describes the mounds and

their use by hibernating Manitoba toads

and other animals.

Ants and Sunflowers (p. 48)

Coevolution ofAnimals and Plants, by

L.E. Gilbert and P H. Raven (Austin:

University of Texas Press, 1 973), is a well-

respected text on plant-animal interac-

tions. Unfortunately, there is little popular

material on this subject, but a number of

technical articles are available: among
them are B.L. Bentley's "Extrafloral Nec-

taries and Protection by Pugnacious

Bodyguards" (Annual Review ofEcology

and Systematics, vol. 8, pp. 407-28), and

D.W Inouye and O.W Taylor's "A Tem-

perate Region Plant-Ant-Seed Predator

System: Consequences of Extra Floral

Nectar Secretion by Helianthella quin-

quenervis" (Ecology, vol. 60, pp. 1-7).

P

Dinosaurs (p. 54)

One of the better books on dinosau

by E.H. Colbert, curator emeritus at

American Museum of Natural His

where he supervised the installation ol

of the Museum's outstanding dino

halls. Dinosaurs (Maplewood: Hamrr
Incorporated, 1983) is a profusely i

trated work that tells the absorbing s

of the discovery of dinosaurs, gives t'

history and possible reasons for their:

tinction, and describes the many diffe

types of dinosaurs and their habitats, til

book may be ordered by sending a cl»
for S25.50 to the Members' Book t»

gram, American Museum of Naturalm
tory, Central Park West at 79th Stil

New York, NY 10024 or by calling l-«
247-5470. Another popular survey i:»

A.J. Charig, a curator at the British u-l

seum (Natural History). A New Looci

the Dinosaurs (New York: Facts on la

Inc., 1983) chronicles the major fd

finds and the intensely competitive rivrj

Discover with Dr. Thomas

D. Nicholson, Director

of the Museum, and a team of

expert lecturers, the paradise

islands of Southeast Asia. Join

art historians, anthropologists,

geologists, marine biologists and nat-

uralists for a luxury cruise through one

of the most beautiful and interesting

island groups in the world. The importance *

of this region in the history of biology and

evolutionary theory will become clear during

our fascinating lecture series while at sea.

Discover the land of the "White Rajahs," ancient sultan-

ates and the traditional headhunters of Borneo—the

Dyaks—their splendid longhouses. crafts and performances.

Explore old Portuguese and Dutch forts amid tropical landscapes

studded with smoking volcanoes. Enjoy fabulous coral reefs teeming

with gorgeous fish, and idyllic beaches home to exotic birds.

Relax on our luxury vessel, the m.v. Illiria, which has only 68 cabins but all the

amenities of the giant cruise liners. Join other spirited participants as we disembark

in small groups for meticulously arranged land programs. Optional land excursions before

or after the cruise take you to Bangkok and Java to visit extraordinary Hindu-Buddhist temples.
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,veen fossil hunters, and also outlines

;>ries of the dinosaurs' origin and their

ippearance. This book is suitable for all

s and has illustrations on just about ev-

page. The extinction of the dinosaurs

..'counted for in various ways by differ-

evolutionary theories; some of the

er and controversial theories are found

yM. Stanley's Macroevolution, Pat-

i and Process (San Francisco: W.H.

eman and Co., 1979) and Perspectives

Evolution, a collection of articles

led by R. Milkman (Sunderland:

auer Publishers, 1982).

:C mpics (p. 60)

S . Swaddling, author of this month's

faure on the Olympics, also wrote The

;f-_:ient Olympic Games (London: The

(I stees of the British Museum, 1980), a

jlrt but thorough examination of the

-ithological and religious origins of the

i'nes. Swaddling describes the site of

rlmpia, various events in the compe-

titions, and the religious ceremonies, ban-

quets, and celebrations that accompanied

the festival. This well-illustrated paper-

back is available from British Museum
Publications Ltd., 6 Bedford Square, Lon-

don WCIB 3RA, England. Archeological

evidence and ancient sources serve as the

basis for Olympia, a comprehensive pic-

ture of this ancient site by L. Drees (New
York: Frederick A. Praeger, Publishers,

1968). Drees examines the evolution of

the cult of Zeus and its representation in

the Olympic games and in Greek art, and

the integration of atheletic events as part

of worship ceremonies. He describes con-

tests in the stadium and hippodrome—in-

cluding riding, chariot racing, the pen-

tathlon, foot races, and wrestling—rules

and restriction for the games, training

methods for the athletes, victory celebra-

tions, and more. For a very good, readable

account of ancient Greek history and cul-

ture see M.I. Finley's The Ancient Greeks

(New York: Viking Press, 1967). Finley

also wrote, with H.W. Pleket, The Olym-
pic Games (New York: Viking Press,

1 976), an interesting history of the games'

first thousand years. Also recommended is

The Story of the Olympic Games, a sur-

vey spanning from 776 B.C. until 1976, by

three veteran sports journalists, J. Kieran,

A. Daley, and R Jordan (Philadelphia:

J.B. Lippincott Co., 1977). One work of

classical literature that has survived intact

through the centuries is Pausanias' De-

scription of Greece, a narrative of life in

second-century Greece, including a de-

scription of Olympia, translated by J.G.

Frazer and compiled in six volumes (New
York: Biblo and Tanner, 1 965). A shorter

version, in paperback, was published by

Penguin Books, New York, in 1971: see

Pausanias' Guide to Greece, translated by

P Levi. There are many books on ancient

Greek art; one fine example is S. Wood-

ford's The Art ofGreece and Rome (New
York: Cambridge Book Co., 1982).

Rita Campon

s winter you can discover Borneo,

if the Spice Islands, Bali and Singapore on the

American Museum of Natural History's cruise:

(with Opt

Borneo and the

# Spice Islands By Sea

FEBRUARY 23 to MARCH 15, 1985
onal Excursions to Bangkok and Java)

American
Museum of
Natural &

fwll History

DiscoveryTours

Please send an itinerary for

Borneo and the Spice Islands By Sea

(please print i

Cilj Slate Zip 123

Central Park West al 79th St. New York. M 10024 Tel. (2121873-1 I t0
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Natural Moment

Paws
Before

Winter
Peggy and Erwin Bauer are familiar

with signs of displeasure in a polar bear

—

general nervousness, pinned-back ears, a

tendency to lick the lips. But what does it

mean when a cub raises its right paw and

sticks its tongue all the way out? Probably

that the youngster is feeling supremely

lazy, utterly content to be lolling in the

grass against its mother. The Bauers came

upon this family portrait—two cubs and

mother—near Churchill, Manitoba, Can-

ada, where many bears camp out in au-

tumn, waiting for Hudson Bay to freeze.

Once the ice forms, all the polar bears ex-

cept pregnant females ship out and spend

the winter catching and eating seals.

Although most bears generally lie low

during the waiting period, snoozing and

play-fighting, a few invariably get impa-

tient. The town of Churchill long ago set

up a bear hotline for local residents to call

if they spot any transients. One year, the

Bauers recall, a hapless entrepreneur tried

to set up a pig farm in the area but aban-

doned the venture after one season when

the bears organized an early harvest.

Sometimes the polar bears are hard to

find; their encampments are never in pre-

cisely the same spot from year to year. But

Peggy and Erwin Bauer had a little luck

this trip. They simply drove east out of

town onto Cape Churchill until they saw

fur. Peggy stopped their pickup truck and

Erwin got out and crept closer on foot.

When he was about a hundred feet away,

he started shooting. But he never com-

pletely took his eye off the pickup.

After a while, they drove back into

town.

—

D.W.

Photograph by

Peggy and Erwin Bauer
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A Matter of Ti

The Fowl-minded Cook
Today's chefs are working harder to dignify the chicken dinner

by Raymond Sokolov

We have all eaten too much chicken

and the strain is beginning to show. Like

anything else that has been cheapened

by mass production and overexposure,

chicken has lost its chic.

Younger readers may wonder what I

mean here. Who ever thought the lowly

chicken was special food? Well, it wasn't

more than a generation ago that a self-re-

specting cook could thrill her or his family

and dazzle guests with a meal based upon

the domestic fowl known to science as

Gallus gallus. Then came the postwar

boom in so-called batter}' chickens, the

kind that don't go outdoors to scratch but

just amass protein in batteries of cages

their proponents like to call controlled

environments.

This is not going to be a diatribe against

battery chickens, even though my fondest

memory of the 1 960s is the organic, barn-

yard-fed chicken a woman colleague of

mine at Newsweek gave her boyfriend for

his birthday, as a prelude to the other half

of her gift: an hour's session with a mas-

seuse.

I'm sure that free-ranging chickens do

taste better. I'm willing to believe that

people lucky enough to get their trussing

needles into France's legendary blue-

footed poulardes de Bresse are beating

the worldwide system that is degrading

and diminishing the savor of the bird. But

I don't believe that radical criticism of the

agribusiness juggernaut is the best (cer-

tainly it is not the quickest) route to

putting a tasty roast chicken on the table

tonight.

Those who really care to circumvent the

normal sources can, of course, trek over to

the nearest live poultry market or to an

old-fashioned barnyard where squawking

fowl scurry about, building up tasty mus-

cle. Or they can spend time forming an

opinion about the special, trademarked

chickens featured by better butchers. I

am sure these strategies will lead to the ac-

quisition of a better bird (or will seem to

have done so: beauty is in the palate of the

provider, who in this case will have

dragged around town after a superior

chicken and will be predisposed to be!

she or he has found one). But short oj

ing in a capon from Bresse, whose gl<

ous pedigree will no doubt overcome

most jaded gourmet's chicken ennuij

fowl-minded cook is probably best adv

to come up with a dramatic and unu

recipe, whose very exoticism will i

"
"

' * -',

ft;

*
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here are places on earth that seem un-

changed since the seventh day of creation,

and it is one ofsociety's great dilemmas that

the spiritual need for these beautiful places

is as great as the practical need f6r the ener-

gy that may be hidden beneath them.

A respect for the environment has long

been an article of faith at the Gulf Oil Cor-

poration. Each year, Gulf presents a Gulf Oil

Conservation Award to twenty individuals

and five nonprofit organizations in recogni-

tion of their dedicated service in the field of

renewable natural resources.

Now, it is Gulf's turn to acknowledge an

honor. The Outdoor Writers Association of

America has selected Gulf as the 1983 recip-

ient of its Mountain ofJade Award, in recog-

nition of Gulf's work, both practical and edu-

cational, "to preserve, perpetuate, or improve

the quality ofAmerica's great outdoors:'

In particular, Gulf is proud to be the first

company to receive the Mountain ofJade

Award, and to join a distinguished roster of

conservation organizations that have won
it in previous years.

Hell's Canyon, Snake River, Idaho ©1983 Gulf Oil Corporation Gulf Oil Corporation



tate the most routinely raised pullet and

restore it to gourmet status.

This is the approach favored by the

master chefs of the nouvelle cuisine. The

brothers Troisgros, for example, used to

take an ordinary chicken and insert six

and one-half cups of fresh herbs (parsley,

basil, tarragon, chervil, and mint) into

pockets artfully contrived between the

skin and the breast and between the breast

and the bone. This is not just a fancy

dodge; it also imparts flavor to insipid

birds. And because the herbs are mixed

into a paste with butter, it is a homemade

(though circuitous) way to make a self-

basting chicken.

Michel Guerard follows a similar proce-

dure, inserting what he terms, with the

flair that the devotees of nouvelle cuisine

have for renovating the dead language of

classic cooking, "a marmalade of pars-

ley." Monsieur Guerard also likes to bone

chicken wings and stuff them with leeks. I

was lucky enough to try this apotheosis of

the humble chicken wing on an evening

when the great man himself was in charge

at the New York haul disco Regine's. It is

an elegant trick.

Today's chefs are actually following a

noble tradition of chicken dignification.

Modern agriculture requires them to do

more with their "Gallic" raw materials to

supply the missing savor and juice, but at

least they are concerned about the issue of

taste. When I look at standard recipes

from the old haute cuisine, I wonder if

those chefs had their clients' palates in

mind at all. Chicken raises this funda-

mental question more than any other food

because of the enormous number of for-

mal variations that the traditional chefs

cookbooks and aides-memoires offered to

any hack who simply flipped through the

voluminous pages devoted to the bird.

Escoffier lists fifty different ways of

preparing supreme de volaille (boned

chicken breast). In almost every case, he

makes a new recipe by shifting the garnish

and sauce. For supreme de volaille Chi-

may, the sauteed chicken is garnished

with sauteed morel mushrooms and aspar-

agus tips. For the variation called Marie-

Louise, the chicken is cut thin and

pounded flat, as if it were veal scallopine.

Then each piece is trimmed into a circle,

breaded, sauteed, and placed on a small

artichoke bottom coated with a puree of

mushroom flavored with a puree of on-

ions. These are examples taken at random.

They show the mind of the great codifier

of haute cuisine at work. Fifty ways of pre-

senting chicken breasts were fifty ways of

filling out a menu with a basic material

that was always available. Because of

their blandness, whiteness, and flatness,

chicken breasts lent themselves ideally to

this approach. It was almost like starting

with a blank canvas, except that with

chicken the canvas was edible. It was a

neutral medium that went with almost any

other food.

Since chicken breasts are no longer a

luxury, some people may want to take a

look at Escoffier for ideas for dressing up

chicken that don't take long and often are

not complex to mount. But the modern

cook needn't consult old sources in search

of a way to transform a supermarket bird

into that simplest and yet most elusive

dish, roast chicken. I am talking about an

unstuffed, ungarnished chicken. This is a

real test of basic skills. How many times

have you suffered through a dry, tasteless

roast chicken? Almost every successful

method in modern cookbooks obliges you

to keep turning the bird and basting it.

Nika Hazelton's method (see recipe be-

low) from The Belgian Cookbook (Athe-

neum Publishers) is a first-rate example of

this approach. An outrageous amount of

mustard is painted on the bird, but in the

course of cooking the mustard is mysteri-

ously incorporated into the chicken as a

mild spiciness. It may also help to keep the

chicken moist.

I hit upon an even simpler method the

other day, completely by accident. I put

an unstuffed, unseasoned, untrussed three

and one-half pound chicken in a roasting

pan and set it in a preheated 350 degree

oven—upside down. After fifty minutes, I

turned it breast up, so that the breast

could brown for the final fifteen minutes

or so. It was the most delicious roast

chicken of my experience. The breast skin

was not as brown as it would have been

had it been exposed longer, but the meat

was juicy and delicious beyond compare.

My working explanation for this result is

that the juices liberated during the first

fifty minutes had flowed downward i

"basted" the breast.

I have two remaining major queslns''

about chicken. First, would a coq av'm

taste better if made with a rooster? Gen I-

the name of the dish, a rooster must Iven

been the original fowl of choice. I I've;

found an old-fashioned recipe that <M
for a rooster and uses the bird's blood ; a

thickener for the sauce. This kincof

blood-bound stew, or civet, was once rc:h

more common, when cooks or their lllp. .

ers did the slaughtering of small game>
mals themselves and could easily co'djU

the blood. Thrifty country cooks w Id

not have wanted to waste even a leaf ry

rooster, and the problem of cooking sui a

creature would have struck them as in

to the problem of cooking, say, a hanln

our diminished nonrural society, c ;

:fsf

now make civet of hare without blood id

coq au vin without roosters.

The oddest fact about Gallus galh is
\

that there is no real word for the bir in I

English or French. We can identify th 'e-
f

males and the males with a range of * i

cial terms. So can the French. But the :st

'

we can do for a gender-blind name is o-

mestic fowl," when fowl, like its Genu J

cognate Vogel, is really just a general tin i

for bird. Similarly, the French ayj

volaille. Faute de mieux, we anglophi es
|

fall back on chicken, which began ; aj

word for a young bird, not the excluve
j

name of the most successful protein-rn-i

ufacturing species on the planet. So wit's
j

my second question? Why are we si:k

without a word for chicken? It's prob;-ly J

too late in the game to launch one. istj

think of the cost of changing the sign:ni

all the fast-food chicken stores in the lid. i

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose «-

cial interest is the history andpreparaM i

offood.

Nika Hazelton's Chicken Roasted with Mustard

2'/2- to 3-pound chicken

Salt

Belgian mustard or French Dijon-

type mustard

Olive oil

1. Preheat the oven to hot (425 degrees).

2. Remove all excess fat from the

chicken.

3. Rub the chicken with salt, inside and

out, and truss.

4. Using a pastry brush, spread the mus-

tard generously on all sides of the

chicken, taking care to cover the parts

under the wings and the legs.

5. Dribble olive oil all over the chicken.

6. Place the chicken on a rack on its side.

Roast for 7 minutes, turn on the other

side, and roast for another 7 minutes.

7. Baste the chicken once for each side.

8. Lower the oven temperature to mod
ate (375 degrees). Continue roasti'y

the chicken for 15 to 20 minutes I

each side (or about 1 8 minutes to tl

pound total for the entire recipe).

9. Baste the chicken every 7 minutes I

so; continual basting is the secret oi

juicy chicken. It should not be ov-

cooked; the chicken is done when t;

juices that run out from the insi:

when the chicken is lifted are clear. "I

the breast does not look prope

'

browned, stand it up for the last M

minutes. (In other words, take a look:
|

the breast 10 minutes before you ha

calculated the roasting should be dot

If the breast is not browned, turn t

bird breast up.)

Yield: 3-4 servings
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1 rafts

tffli 3AN INDIAN CRAFTS: Northwest Coast Indian

its totems, graphics Eskimo sculpture. South-

'B dian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas West Afn-

l>|E ;ces No catalog Call or write for photos and
"| 'riced $100/up Box 5896. Sherman Oaks, CA
**{:818) 789-2559

WYRUS
Gods, symbols & "Book of the Deod"
panels—authentic ally replicated on

genuine handmade & painted papyus.
•Fostmatinq conversation pieces.

BROCHURE—showing specimens -J5C

Gallerv open bv appointment only.

s
. ANCIENT WORLD ARTS LTD

,. :>ept. N684 » 50 W, 76th St. » N.Y. 10023

H\i MASKS FROM SRI LANKA. $36, request

ltfl>. other masks available, McCoy Imports, Lib-

k Y 12754

„.« RATE YOUR OFFICE OR HOME with a lasting in

Bent in personal enjoyment Brochure and cata-

J'.'OO Guards' Navajo Rugs, 2625 Desert Drive,

Jj uces. NM 88001

Publishers

l/sH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

(till ity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects in-

l.e Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
*fi Carlton Press, Dept NHR, 84 Fifth Avenue, New
[it] 0011

IS
3 1
FINDING LIBRARIANS locate any sub]ect or title,

'(CIO different titles in stock, indexed by author,

|tt| :l & title "PAB", 2918 Atlantic Ave, Atlantic City,

l
; 401 or (609) 344-1943

ENT FIELD GUIDES and other natural history

covering North America, Pacific Northwest,
west and Rocky Mountains Wide selection of ti-

llable Write for catalog Ceanothus Book Ser-

'O, Box 515, Dept, NH, Windsor, CA 95492

iNAL PARKS OF WESTERN EUROPE— corn-

guide for travel/reference. Visitor facilities, ac-
outes, location maps, 100 illustrations. $8.50 (in-

g airmail) from Inklon Publications, 69 Lyon
. Southampton S020LW, U.K.

•JlSHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS.
Q titles, all subjects! Free catalog: Hamilton's, 98-

)| ipboard, Danbury, CT 06810

rectors' Items

I IBON'S BIRDS OF AMERICA, ORIGINAL FIRST
^3N PRINTS Newly revised price guide. Original
l( are 1840/1844 first edition, Audubon Octavo
ri of America which are currently available from
iUn Galleries Complete list of all 500 titles and
I, $1 00 refundable with purchase Fairlawn Gal-
rt PO Box 5341, Dept #4. Fairlawn, OH 44313

ITEIN, WITTGENSTEIN, GERTRUDE STEIN and
)flher philosophers, scientists, authors, artists,

li osers and historical personages on pins and
E ets Free illustrated catalog 1 Buttonworks, 671
li Street #1, Portsmouth, NH 03801

B IVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Write to-

afvlmeral of the Month Club, 13057-HH California
il pa, CA 92399

despondence

Nl:AST PENFRIENDS seek intelligent, literate cor-
B ndents for friendship, language practice, cultural
( inge Asian Exchange, Box 1021 NH, Honokaa, HI

i:ation

I.H FOR COLLEGE." New Directory describes 400
grant, scholarship opportunities— plus all gov-
3tnt programs. $4 95 Unisearch, Box 19749-RS
rapolis, IN 46219

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs 1 Big Pay' Transporta-
tion! Newest Handbook, $2.00 Australian International

Box 19107-RS, Washington, DC 20036

AUSTRALIA—THE WORLD 1 50,000 jobs! Big pay All

occupations. Transportation Latest reports, $2 00
Jobworld, Box 681 NH, Cypress, CA 90630

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

US Free details: EOV, PO Box 670, Walpole NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3 00 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RS, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Exclusive com-
puterized openings— all occupations—greatest
weekly selection! Free information!! lntermountain-4Y,
3115N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO 80907

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School, College
openings: USA $6 00; Abroad $6 00 England, Japan,
Saudi, Australia $6.00 each EISF, Box 662, Newton,
MA 02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

able from nonprofit foundations' 340 sources/applica-
tion instructions. $300. Fundsearch, Box 19107-RS.
Washington, DC 20036

TheMarket
DON'T HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS'' Send stamp Di-

nosaur Catalog, Box 546NH. Tallman. NY 10982

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 countries!
Sampler. 4/$2 98 Free Brochure. Multinewspapers,
Box DE-206, Dana Point, CA 92629

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure Sobol House, Box 218-NH, Black
Mountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

Gardening'

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discover
the largest selection of weird and unusual
succulents—over 150 photographs of succulent
crests, variegates, living stones, and oddballs Send
$1 00 today. "Catalog of Unusual Succulents," Dept
6,553 Buena Creek, San Marcos, CA 92069

Gourmet Interests

DELICIOUSLY REFRESHING—AUTHENTIC RISTO-
RANTE Caesar Salad . . Make it . . . Serve it . , , Enjoy
the praise! Recipe $2.25 L Schofield, 1800 S Robert-
son Blvd., Box 250N, Los Angeles, CA 90035

HAWAIIAN RECIPES BOOKLET Japanese, Chinese,
Korean, Portuguese, Hawaiian entrees as prepared in

contemporary Island homes. $3.50 to Hualalai Press
Box 2883, Kailua-Kona, HI 96745

OVER 200 GOURMET RECIPES by ICU nurses. Only
$7.50. Galliano, 5827 Lexington Ave

,
Hollywood CA

90038

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% original

cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buy-
er's Guide/Directory"—$2 00 Disposal, Box 19107-
RS, Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

AUTHENTIC, DETAILED CAST OF A GRIZZLY BEAR
FOOTPRINT Reminding you of the grandeur of a pre-

cious and endangered heritage, our big (10'/j" X 7Vi")

cast is perfect on desk, table, or wall. A unique gift for

those who appreciate nature. $15 00 each ($12 00
each for 2 or more). Morningsong, P.O. Box 1405-N.
Cody, WY 82414

EXPRESS YOURSELF WITH SCIENTIFIC HUMOR
T-shirt, buttons, and bumperstickers with scientific to
not so scientific quotes and illustrations Send $1.00
for eight page catalog Geographies, Box 2451 . Monti-
cello, AR 71655

COME HOME
TO COTTON

Let your body breathe in

Deva's handcrafted clothes

of lushly textured, pre-
shrunk cotton

All styles offered in, Natural • Navy
Lilac • Pink * Plum * Russet * Sky
Blue • Yellow • Black

A. Deva Jacket $26
B. Lotus Pants $21
C. Sun Shirt $20
D. Deva Pants $19
All prices postpaid State hip/

waist, bust/chest measurements.
Money-back Guarantee

DCUQ , a Cottage Industry

Box NHE. Burkittsville, MD 21718
M/C VISA orders. (301) 473-4900

FREE CATALOGUE & SWATCHES

Miscellaneous

BUILD YOUR OWN INSTRUMENT! Free catalog, both
kit and completed dulcimers, banjos, mandolin, even
harps, lutes, harpsichord, NH Hughes, 4419 West Col-

fax, Denver, CO 80204

"I : OWLS" Bumper Sticker Send $1 00 postage/han-
dling. The Owl's Nest, Box 5491, Fresno, CA 93755

LLAMA ASSOCIATION OF NORTH AMERICA: Lla-

mas— the delight of the new world animals The fastest

growing investment in exotic animals in America today
Gifted with a winning personality, ease of maintenance
and the ability to pack where others cannot go For a
free breeders directory and information on our llama

tatoo registry please contact LANA, POB 1 174, dept.

N, Sacramento, CA 95806

"LLAMAS"—For investment, breeding, backpacking,
for the pleasure of ownership There's nothing like a
llama Free brochure on sales and pack trips 3R
Ranch, POB 1079, Dept. N, Mt Shasta. CA 96067
(916)926-5794

MUSHROOM WALL POSTER Common edible and
poisonous species of North America Beautifully illus-

trated, scientifically accurate Money back guarantee
Write for details Dept NH, Sea Otter Press, PO Box
2845, Seattle, WA 981 11

SABER-TOOTHED TIGER SKULLS, Lions, Gorillas, Hu-
man skulls Life size Inexpensive Excellent quality re-

productions. Send $1.00 for catalog (refundable).

Skullduggery, PO Box 1021-NH, Brea, CA 92621

SMITHSONIAN FAMILY LEARNING PROJECT 1985
SCIENCE Calendar 12 Exciting Experiments for Par-

ents and Kids to Do Big, wonderfully illustrated wall

calendar Hangs 16" x 32" Brightens up a room Uses
on-hand materials Write Box A, GMG Publishing. 25
West 43rd St., New York, NY 10036

Note Cards

REPRODUCED ORIGINAL pen and ink drawings on
quality notecards Send SASE for free brochure Origi-

nal Art. PO Box 2431, Huntington. WV 25725
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JlieMarKet
Photo/Optical Schools

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars, " published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc.. 331 Mansion St , West Coxsackie. NY
12192(518)731-2610

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT. BUSHNELL, NIKON
Optolyth, Celestron binoculars, telescopes and acces-
sories. Send stamp for discount list. Specify literature

desired. Large stock. Orders filled postpaid day re-

ceived. Birding, Box 5N. Amsterdam, NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars - Telescopes - Brand
names. Free list. Thos. Manetta, Box 12, 61 Hoffman
Avenue, Elmont, NY 11003

Real Estate

2 ACRE. SEMI-PRIVATE "ISLE" (Toledo Bend-
Texas—Louisiana) Landscaped. All utilities. Excellent

fishing. (318) 256-5933

FREE! SUMMER '84 CATALOG! 266 pages; over 5000
properties, 2000 pictures! Values in every type of real

estate, many owner financed! From 600 offices in 43
states. Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty. Plaza
Towers, Dept. 5390. Springfield. MO 65804. Call toll

free: 1-800-641 4266

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM S7.50/ACRE!
Homesites. farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00
Lands. Box 19107-RS, Washington, DC 20036

NEW . . . FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values
coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired. United Farm Agency, Inc. 612-U W. 47th
St.. Kansas City. MO 64112. Ph. Toll-free: 1-800-821-

2599; Mo. res. ph. Toll-free: 1-800-892-5785

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake.
Available for two weeks or a month. July through Sep-
tember. Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods. $650 - $1 .700 for two weeks. Please
write Bartlett Carry Club, RFD 3, Tupper Lake NY
12986

ADIRONDACKS. Paradox Lake. Large 3 bedroom cot-

tage, fireplace, tennis, boating, sand beach. Informal
Month/season. (212) 339-1705

AUTUMN IN MAINE: modern, secluded lakeside log
home $260.00 weekly Fireplace, canoe, many extras
Santa Claus Lake. Temple, ME 04984

ST. JOHN U.S.V.I. Secluded 3 bedroom home. Spec-
tacular ocean view. 5 minutes to beautiful beach. Div-
ing at world famous beaches. Summer and fall 600
weekly. Phone (203) 269-8096

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—small oasis of calm on the
Caribbean. Diving. Maya ruins, birding. Bevier
Placencia, Belize. (415) 752-8008

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS. Virgin Gorda Delux seaside
villas. Fully equipped 2 and 3 Br. with private Bths
Spectacular view. Private beaches. Hartley-Ruppel
2213 Bond St., Pittsburgh, PA 15237

HILTON HEAD ISLAND. 1 bedroom villa on ocean
Completely furnished. From $299/week. Shorter stays
OK. Toll free: 1-800-845-7013

LINEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT Fleet of sailboats, two
masted schooner, sailing instructions, heated pool,
tennis. Write for folder. Boothbay Harbor. ME 04538

TOBAGO. RENT PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES stones
throw from sea, on cocoa plantation Swimming, snor-
keling, fishing, scuba. Birdwatcher's paradise Bro-
chure. Charles A. Turpin. Charlotteville. Tobago, West
Indies

DISCOVER NORMANDY & FRENCH, this Summer or

Fall. 3 to 10 week intensive or more relaxed programs
from $255 a week, tuition, room & board Write: French

& American Study Center. BP176, Lisieux 14104
Cedex. France

Tours/Trips

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS CANOEING in the great

north woods. Summer and fall Six-day sessions led by
expert guides, limited to eight adult guests. Based in

remote backcountry lodge, truly rustic yet decadently
comfortable- You'll paddle pristine mountain lakes,

ponds and rivers shared by brook trout, otters, bea
vers, loons and osprey Optional delights include wit

derness swimming, fishing, hiking, streambank loaf

ing. Daily excursions plus two nights of camping
Naturalist fireside programs. For brochure write or call

Adirondack Canoe Tours, McMaster Road, Saranac
Lake, NY 12983. (212) 260-7685

£ *
CALIFORNIA

NATURAL HISTORY
TOURS

'Tours led by professional naturalists,
historians & wildlife photographer to unique
areas: Channel Islands/Gold Country/Big

Sur/Bristlecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small
groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
historic hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for

"living with nature tours". California Natural History Tours,
P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills, CA 90212. (213) 274-3025.

AFRICAN TENTED/CAMPING SAFARIS. Kenya, Tan-

zania, Rwanda, Botswana. Studytravel Africa, 34 Elder-

berry Road, Syosset. NY 1 1971

ALASKA VISITORS CONSULTANT. Naturalist de-
signed itineraries. 4421 Mars Drive. Anchorage, AK
99507 (907) 349-5244

ALL THE OUTFITTERS—ALL THE RIVERS. We only

book River Trips, domestic and international Groups!
Families! Special Interests! No extra cost. River Travel

Center. Box 6-H6. Point Arena, CA 95468. (707) 882-

2258

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise '.

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two or four

weeks. Brochure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Cliffside Drive. Akron, OH 44313

ART. ARCHITECTURE TOUR: London-Paris. October
17-31. See these remarkable cities plus York, Edin-

burgh and Glasgow Custom-designed tour includes
museums galore. Stonehenge. Bath, private chateaux.
Expert guiding, limited size group. Free brochure: write

Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, Dept. N, 131 Daven-
port Ridge Lane. Stamford. CT 06903 or call (203) 322-
8709

BICYCLE AFRICA. Journey through cultures, history,

landscapes, cuisines. Enjoy generous hospitality,

stimulating experiences, new insights, education.
4247C 135th Place Southeast. Bellevue, WA 98006

Explore remote islands

of the Pacific \Wfi-
u'est aboard Splma

Free Broctiure

Capt. Les Bolton

P.O. Box 643

Bellingham, WA
98227

BICYCLE TOURS You'll love Upstate New York. Mag-
nificent river gorges and waterfalls, rich farmland and
vineyards, sparkling lakes, quiet country roads. 5-day
or weekends. Quality lodging, fine meals, support vehi-
cle, rentals. Free brochure Freewheeling Adventures,
84T Durand Drive, Rochester, NY 14622. (716) 323-
2657

BICYCLING IN FRANCE Loire valley in May; Burgundy
in September. Small groups: comfortable hotels; 10-

speed Raleighs. Write Nan Rheault. RFD Box 111,
Vineyard Haven, MA 02568

BRAZIL NATIONAL PARKS SAFARIS, 22 days, pa
September 2 and 30. Sponsored by World *dlite

Fund, explore exciting tropical ecosystems at £jaa>

nia. Emas, Pantanal, and other remote Brazili i»
tional parks Led by expert naturalists, also visiyvw

project near Manaus and the Rio Primate Centeran*
of golden lion tamanns and other highly endai?reS
primates. Excellent birdwatchmg, S Am wildhla*
eaters, capybaras. anacondas, sloths), diversiiab.

tats (marshland, cerrado, tropical rainforest), mk
the finest opportunity to see and photograph tMt
and flora of tropical South America $3690 p, &
Write today: Betchart Expeditions, Inc., 1048 3la
Lap Drive, Cupertino, CA 95014

COSTA RICA. A NATURALIST'S DREAM. Birdincaiu
ral history, tropical rainforests, mountains, na

beaches. Breathtaking scenery, beautiful climi.il

day tours led by expert naturalist, August, Dec .be
-

April. Nature World Explorations, Inc.. 1 1442 HidHa
Drive, Columbia. MD 21044 (301) 730-0877

ESCORTED MUSEUM ART TOURS. Days, wet--;

to top collections in Connecticut, DC, Maslcht
setts, Pennsylvania, etc. Free brochure Art Th3
LTD. (212)581-8233

1 984 FESTIVALS GUIDEBOOK to North AmericjS
gest, best: music, theater, dance, folk, etcH
pages. Descriptions, dates, programs, pract|U|
formation about more than 100 great festivals m.-
vacation spots Plan now for summer adventurers
Printwheel Press. 2674 East Main, C/124, VentuCA
93003

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDIflHS
Small groups 1984 departures: 5/3, 5/23 (SpeJTi
de Roi Moore Photo Trip), 6/28, 7/1 2. 7/26, 8/9. <U
Machu Picchu. Inca Floats. 1606N Juanita, TibuiKJ
94920 (415) 435-INCA

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Trekking (walking) expeditions to tltxt

of Mt. Everest & Annapurna. WildI

safaris in searcn of rare Asian bircmc

mammals Explorations of remotemtar
Sikkim. Ladakh and tropical Sri L&ttj
to 35 day programs from $670 00 Trfa

Free Brochures

HivmaIa^am Travel, mc

PO Box481-NH
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 2-53*

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from16cS

including airfare 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, alliealsi

Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/ac*
Picchu University credit available Joseph jlleil

Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd
,
Randallstown. MDJ131

(301)922-3116

HAWAII. Personal birdwatching guide servicesma

group natural history tours Explore active volctoes!

view rare forest birds, cruise for humpback whajai
seabirds with resident naturalist Hawaiian Sun eb\
cursions. PO Box 492. Volcano, HI 96785

HAWAII VACATION CONDOMINIUMS: Free broAej
Paradise, 50 South Beretania C207. Honolulu »1.*'

Toll free 1-800-367-5205

KENYA 27 years experience, individually desig.ds*

fans. Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CTi82
(203) 838-3075

NAHANNI RIVER RAFTING. Spectacular wilqld
river trip in remote northern Canada. Twelvfel
$1,950. Whitewater Adventures, 1511 AnderBS
(NH), Vancouver. BC B6H 3R5

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUT-it. E9

coded nature and hiking tours. New Zealand/fepmj
scenic National Parks plus the Milford Track Aufc*
hiking the Outback, plus the Great Barrier Rein]
vidual South Pacific itineraries designed Pacs &
ploration Co., Box 3042 N, Santa Barbara. CA3'i
(805) 687-7282

"PEACEFUL COSTARICA'S 'Wildlife Sanctuatl: t

11 and 15-day tours, professional delegations, ;Jl2ft

guage/culture courses. Forum Travel, 2437 war*.

Berkeley. CA 94704 (415) 843-8294"
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Authors

)| ) GALAPAGOS, ECUADOR, AMAZONIA Afford-

fi travel/Study and Adventure Specials Forum

ft
•!. 2437 Duranl, Berkeley, CA 94704

j| J, GUATEMALA, SOUTHERN MEXICO Craft/Cul-

ours Travel with expert folk art collector/photog-

11 Gordon Frost. Eighteen years experience.

iff groups. Write; Gordon Frost, Box 471 NH,

iall.CA 91321

J: LAND OF THE INCAS. Deluxe trek or trailride. In-

if >s 3 days Machu Picchu, Cuzco, Urubamba, raft-

I iative markets Departures 6/6, 6/20, 7/4, 8/29, 9/

fi-ica Floats, 1606N Juanita, Tiburon, CA 94920.

-4 435-INCA.

it J Trek the spectacular Cordillera Blanca or Inca

1l lo Machu Picchu. Overlanding by expedition vehi-

df Amazon wildlife safaris. Complete Peru travel ser-

•J Free brochure. McGregor Adventures, 33-NH

, s St , Greenwich, CT 06830. (203) 622-0055 Toll

Jj 300-243-5330

$g YOUR NEXT VACATION FROM JAX FAX

~IWEL MARKETING the monthly magazine used by

I )0 travel agent professionals. Included in each is-

ii 4,000 listings of scheduled and charter flights,

J ial tours and cruises, and the latest bargain fares!

' I o see the current issue at your local travel agent.

"1 3Y TO TRAVEL7 Plan now with finest maps' $1 00
s

|og. Eagle Eye, Box 30917-N6, Seattle, WA 98103

'$ THE CANADIAN NORTHWEST. Natural history

r in British Columbia on luxurious 51' and 68' sail-

H s 1511 Anderson St. (NH), Vancouver, BC V6H
:: (604)669-1100
m

I E SUITCASE SPACE' Buy brand name toiletries in

-t'.jely small sizes Free catalog: Travel Minipack, 10

I oadway, Nyack, NY 10960. (914) 358-5300

-J
<ING EXOTIC VACATIONS? Our name says it all!

j;

; ' details! Unique & Exotic Travel Reporter, Box
-."'' :3N Tacoma, WA 98499

I NARCHEOLOGISTS
urgent task of preserving 12 000 years of human history

t igh site excavation, research expeditions laboratory

fl.
'sis and the study of Native American technologies Parti-

' e in year-round public programs at residential complexes
' uthwestern Colorado and the lower Illinois valley — two of

t ichest archeological zones in the U S

ree color catalog, contact:

Center for American Archeolog}
P O Box 1499 - Dept 15

Evanston, IL 60204n^ 312/492-5300 - call collect

aw
silTHWEST SAFARIS: Natural history expeditions

Hore New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Arizona Bush-

g—Jeeping— Rafting. Geology—Archaeology

—

4:ny Brochure: PO.B. 945-NH, Santa Fe, NM 87504

J 'SUAL & SPECTACULAR: 350 affordable Tours

eniures/Hiking/Trekking/Professional Delega-

-
,

to Africa, Europe, Asia, Americas, Australasia,
J

• ;ast Forum Travel, 2437 Durant. Berkeley, CA
JH (415)843-8294

'! 3ERNESS JOURNEYS: Join natural history white-

jer paddling adventures in California, Oregon, Idaho

Alaska . . . Join cultural, natural history, and art

— shop treks to Switzerland, Italy, Japan, Nepal,

;: nesia. and New Zealand. Box 807N, Bolinas, CA
CI M (415)868-1836

TES AND STYLE INFORMATION

Operword; 16word($32) minimum. Display class/-

is $200 per inch. All advertisements must be pre-

Rates are not structured for agency or frequency
ounls All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
HISTORY's discretion. Send check/money order
able to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATU-
HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th
Mew York, NY 10024 Please include your personal
ress and telephone number, issue preferred, and
jested heading Deadline— 1st of the month, two
iths prior to cover date (the January issue closes

1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads. A
sheet or copy ol the page with your ad will be sent
t publication.

Mima mounds, peculiar earth forma-

tions that pock so many western plains,

were never much of a mystery to George

W. Cox. He figured the mounds were

the work of pocket gophers, which con-

spicuously inhabit the mound areas near

his hometown of San Diego. Only in

1 980, when the mounds became the cen-

ter of an environmental controversy in

California, did Cox realize that some

people have other ideas about where

they came from. In fact, Mima mounds

have baffled scientists for more than 1 50

years, during which time a couple of

dozen theories have been proposed.

Some of them have implicated Indians,

others ants, but none has satisfied all the

inquirers. Cox set out four years ago

to prove that pocket gophers made

mounds—and now he believes he has.

But just in case, he is continuing to study

the origin of the mounds. He is now fo-

cusing his efforts on Africa and South

America, where he hopes to find new

"pimpled plains" and more gophers or

other rodents living in them. When he is

not chasing down new mound locations

abroad, Cox chases after a sub-seven-

minute mile.

Mutualistic relationships between

ants and plants first attracted David W.

Inouye's attention in 1 972 in Costa Rica.

There, he watched ants aggressively

guarding acacia plants from insect her-

bivores, while the acacias in return pro-

vided the ants with a safe domicile and

nutritious food. Since then, Inouye has

studied ant-plant mutualisms in more

temperate regions of the world—the Aus-

trian foothills of the Alps and, every sum-

mer, in Colorado, at the Rocky Mountain

Biological Laboratory in Crested Butte.

His interest in pollination biology has

most recently taken him to alpine areas of

Australia. Inouye, an associate professor

of zoology at the University of Maryland,

alsoenjoys photographing the insects and

plants he studies. And during the sum-

mer, he doubles as violist with the Gothic

Chamber Music Society at the Rocky

Mountain Laboratory.
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"A general dissatisfaction with the

vague storytelling approach of most the-

ories of the dinosaurs' success" led Mi-

chael J. Benton to take a close look at

their origins. He found that good luck

rather than superior competitive ability

accounted for their success. A native of

Scotland, Benton received his Ph.D. in

1981 from the University of Newcastle-

upon-Tyne for his research on rhyn-

chosaurs, peculiar pig-sized herbi-

vores that preceded the dinosaurs. Cur-

rently a junior research fellow of Trinity

College, Oxford University, and a mem-
ber of the university's zoology depart-

ment, Benton is continuing his work on

200-million-year-old reptile faunas and

hopes to study in detail the composition

of the earliest dinosaur communities.

Appropriately for a paleontologist, Ben-

ton enjoys reading old letters and papers

about the early history of geology and

evolutionary thought in Britain. This

summer, Kingfisher Books of London

will publish his Pocket Book of Dino-

saurs.

Judith Swaddling is a curator in t|

Department of Greek and Roman
tiquities at the British Museum in Ld

don. In 1980 she organized the mua
urn's exhibition "The Ancient Olymtf

Games," which featured a model of <

cient Olympia, and wrote a book on tl

subject to coincide with the exhibitiq

Born in Middlesex, Swaddling gotl

B.A. with honors in classics and classic)

archeology at University College, Lo

don, and is currently completing

Ph.D. thesis on the organization

ancient foundries and bronze-cast^

techniques. She has participated in

cavations at the Roman palace at Fisl

bourne, Sussex, and the Roman villa
|

Eccles in Kent. Swaddling is now

ganizing a new permanent exhibition
|

Italic and Etruscan antiquities at

British Museum and plans to prepare!

catalog of Etruscan mirrors in the mu^
urn's collections.

Erwin and Peggy Bauer are a common
sort of phenomenon in the naturalist-

photography world—a married profes-

sional team. They take photographs to-

gether, travel together on shoots, and

share all credit. Erwin had been a pho-

tographer for twenty years before join-

ing forces with Peggy fifteen years ago.

Why do they put both names on credit

lines for photos, even though only one

person can hold a camera? "It's easier

that way," says Erwin, "and frankly we
often can't tell our work apart." The
Bauers, whose book Wildlife Adven-

tures with a Camera will be published

this year by Harry N. Abrams, are now
working on a book about the bears of

North America. Occasionally they

travel to Churchill, Manitoba, Canada

to look for birds, whales, and in autumn,

polar bears. Their photograph of a

drowsing polar bear family in this

month's "The Natural Moment" was

taken with a 400-millimeter lens.
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Precise road management engineered
in a luxury automobile.

High-tech engineering, luxury for six. That's

the new Ninety-Eight Regency Brougham.

Each wheel has its own independent «p^*-

suspension to give you a smooth, ^^
controlled ride. You feel the

road, but not the bumps.

A spirited new 3.8 liter mul-
\

ti-port fuel injected engine is '

standard on Brougham models.

A fuel metering system Four-wheel
. i . Independent

K precisely regulates suspension

f fuel for optimum performance.

An optional electronic

instrument panel for precise read-

outs is available after June, 1984.
xSL Multi-Port _ ..--'.'
Fuel tweeted Engine Even a voice information

system and auto calculator can be added to

give you additional assists while driving. An
electronic load

leveler auto-

matically keeps jgH
your Ninety-

Eight level, With Varying ' Electronic Instrument Panel

passenger or trunk loads.

;
.This Ninety-Eight also features a

|
^-^.^nriew 3-year/36,000-mile, lim-

=>

fc

/i ited new-car warranty. A deduct-
iSi^-.sL ililp mn\; ar\nl\; *spp> wniir Hf>alf>r

for details and a test drive.

Some Oldsmobilcs arc equipped with

^J ygP^ engines produced by other GM divisions.

Electronic subsidiaries or affiliated companies world-

Load Leveler wide. See your dealer for details.

There is a special feel rj^

man
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BOEHM Porcelain
Whooping Crane

A National Audubon Society Commission

In the verge of extinction, the Whooping Crane is immortalized in porcelain by the sculptors at Boehm.

Only 50 of this crane, the largest of the North American wading birds, are known to exist.

It is now being carefully husbanded by conservationists to increase its numbers.

This sculpture will be available for subscription during the calendar year 1984 only, will bear the hallmarks

of Boehm and the National Audubon Society and will be individually numbered and personally

signed by Mrs. Helen F. Boehm. 19Y2"l x 18y2"D x 18y2"H $1800

BOEHM
Available at appointed Boehm retail agents. Call our toll free number for stores nearest you. 1-800-257-9410

Boehm porcelains are represented in over 100 museums, royal palaces and institutions throughout the world.

Boehm 72-page comprehensive color catalog, $5.

Also at Trump Tower, Fifth Avenue at 56th Street, New York, New York 10022 (212) 838-1562 Major Credit Cards Accepted]
j



Ibday's roads come with
standard features most cars
aren't eq

1 lay too many cars are de-
• ned without enough regard

i the way most roads were
reigned.

/ hout enough regard for the

: !ards of everyday driving.

/ hout enough regard for the

i ;r present threat of inclement
n ather.

I :ar as tough as the roads
I navels.

: tunately, Subaru has de-

i ned a complete line of cars for

I se realities. And we started

( g before it was fashionable to

jso.

/ gave Subaru Front Wheel
'. \/e for improved road holding.
: ok and pinion steering for

^cker response. Independent
iPherson strut suspension for a

• • ed to handle.
better ride over rough roads. And
a dual diagonal braking system
for extra safety.

As a result, Subaru has a proven
record of durability and reliability.

A record achieved on real streets

and highways, not just on test

tracks.

You cant be sure of the road,

so be sure of your car.

Since driving conditions can go
from bad to worse in an instant,

we've added the option of
"On

Demand"™ Four Wheel Drive to

our Four Door Sedan and Two
Door Hardtop. Making Subaru
the only car company in America
with a full line of front to

"On
Demand " Four Wheel Drive

vehicles. Cars that give you
more traction when the road
gives you less.

?•»

IVw
i*>m -*?*""

This year the Two Door Hardtop
incorporates our latest innova-
tion. Turbo-Traction.

TW
It's our

unique combination of Fuel-

Injected Turbo Charging,
"On

Demand " Four Wheel Drive,

and automatic transmission.

The result is unmatched ver-

satility for exceptional handling
under any conditions.

What's more, many dealers offer

Subaru Added Security. It's the

only extended service contract

backed directly by Subaru.

So why settle for a car built for

ideal roads, when you can have
a car built for real ones.

Inexpensive. And
built to stay that way.

"•W^r,

'^P*?,^ "
-"*"

Seatbells save lives.



Get more Mexican Riviera
or more Caribbean—without

spending more!
Whether you want to

explore the best of the

Mexican Riviera ... or

the heart of the

Caribbean . .

.

Cunard
Princess and

Cunard Countess

offer this year's best seven-

day itineraries and best values.

Cunard 's Mexican Riviera—
see all of the best in a week!

"Acapulco Fiesta": From October through May, Cunard

Princess sails from Los Angeles or Acapulco every

Saturday, visiting the most exciting resort ports on the

Mexican Riviera. Cruise by Cabo San Lucas and

visit Mazatlan, Puerto Vallarta, Manzanillo^—
<*

(southbound) or Zihuatanejo/Ixtapa £^/ %
(northbound), with an overnight in <ZJ^~- Î

Acapulco. ^^
Cunard's Caribbean—

discover a different island
almost every day!

Choose from two ways to see the whole
Caribbean in a week. Either "Caribbean

Capitals"—and South America: Sail the

"new" Cunard Countess from San Juan to Caracas (La

Guaira), St. Vincent, Barbados, Martinique, St. Thomas. (

the unique "7-Plus" Cruise: sail Cunard Countess from

San Juan to Tortola, St. Kitts, Nevis, Guadeloupe, St. Luc

,

St. Maarten, St. Thomas. Alternate Saturdays year-round.

Air/Sea packages, 2nd-week discounts,
Sail *N Stay®combinations.

Money-saving air/sea packages are available through

your travel agent. Seven-day cruises begin at only $1,099,

roundtrip airfare included? Passengers who cruise for two I

weeks see it all and save 50% on the second week! With

Cunard's Sail 'N Stay program, you can combine your

seven-day cruise with a stay at a top resort or hotel at

nominal cost.

CUNARD PRINCESS
Registered in the Bahamas

CUNARD COUNTESS
Registered in Great Britain

Perfectly designed
for warm-weather cruising.

On board, you dine splendidly in a restaurant with

panoramic views. Enjoy spacious sightseeing

decks, an outdoor pool, paddle-tennis court and
an outdoor cafe. Take in the casino and disco,

dancing and nightclub revues, piano bar and sau

Don't miss out; book now. See
your travel agent or mail the coupon

*Rate is per person, double occupancy and depend:

on gateway and date of departure. Itineraries subje

to change. Taxes not included.

© 1984 Cunard

CUNARD
RO. Box 999, Farmingdale, NY 11737.

Send me your color brochure, Cunard's Mexican Riviera.

(Q559)

Send me your color brochure, Cunard's Caribbean. (Q607)

Name

Address

City State Zip

-*
.

**"' Mr

My Travel Agent
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Simply the very best value

in real leather books today
Now you can bring into your home— for

the lasting benefit of your entire family

—

the world's greatest books . . . completely

bound in real leather. And you can acquire

this outstanding collection on a conven-
ient and systematic monthly basis—at a

price that represents the very best value

for money in leather-bound books today:

$29.50 per volume.

Nowhere else are real leather books of

this quality sold for under $30. Indeed,

this value is possible only because the

publisher, The Franklin Library, pro-

duces its own books, in its own binderies

—the largest in the world devoted exclu-

sively to the binding of books in fine

leather (an art that has been all but lost

in our day.)

What's more, The Franklin Library
guarantees the current issue price of

$29.50— for every leather-bound volume
in the collection—to those who respond

to this announcement by July 31, 1984.

Elegantly bound and decorated

with 22kt gold

There are book collections available to-

day that look like leather but are not.

There are others made with only pi

leather. But these Heirloom Litap

books are completely bound in real ltfc

er—the front and back covers as w«m
the spines.

These finely crafted books aref»

bossed with original designs on theO
ers and embellished with 22kt gold otj

spines. In addition, the spines are dpi

"hubbed" in the tradition of colledi

editions of the past. The page edgeat

fully gilded, with a tarnish-free fisl

The bookpapers are custom-milled tii

for generations— free of the harlj

.
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Is that cause ordinary papers to yel-

and grow brittle. The endleaves are

> rdinated to the covers. There are

1 dsome illustrations throughout the

9 ection. And even the sizes of the books

» l, adding an extra note of interest to

f r home library.

' eat classics to own and treasure

[ fifty volumes that make up The Heir-

I n Library include the most timeless

Jsics of all. Great Expectations. The
I ssey. Moby Dick. Huckleberry Finn.

I Divine Comedy. The Arabian Nights.

Iirewell to Arms. Towering, unforget-

I e works of romance and adventure . .

.

1 and humor . . . power and compassion
l)y the greatest writers who have ever

Id. Dickens, Shakespeare, Dante, Mel-
;. Tolstoy, Dumas, Mark Twain, Hem-

Ivay, and more.
Itiese are the books that are, and will

|ivs be, indispensable to any fine li-

"y. Books that will enrich the mind

and spirit, and add distinction to your
home. Truly a library to treasure for gen-

erations to come.

Convenient acquisition plan

As a subscriber to The Heirloom Library

of the World's Greatest Books, you will

receive your leather-bound volumes on
a systematic basis, at the convenient
rate of one per month. However, you
have the right to discontinue your sub-

scription at any time you wish upon 30
days' written notice.

To begin building your own private col-

lection of these great classics in leather

—

you need only send the accompanying
application directly to The Franklin Li-

brary, Franklin Center, Pennsylvania
19091. But, to be sure of receiving your

leather-bound books at the current issue

price of just $29.50 per volume— the very

best value in leather-bound books today

—be sure to mail your application by

July 31, 1984.
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SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

THE HEIRLOOM LIBRARY OF
THE WORLD'S GREATEST BOOKS

Please mail by July 31, 1984.

Limit: One collection per person.

The Franklin Library
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription to The
Heirloom Library of the World's Great-

est Books, consisting of 50 volumes to

be fully bound in real leather, with the

spines embellished in 22kt gold. The
books will be sent to me at the rate of

one per month, and the issue price of

$29.50* per volume will be guaranteed

to me for the complete collection. I have
the right to discontinue my subscrip-

tion at any time upon 30 days' written

notice.

I need send no payment now. I will be
billed for each volume individually, in

advance of shipment.
'Plus my state sales lax

and $2.50 for shipping and handling.

Signature ——

—

ALL APPLICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE.
Mr.
Mrs.
Miss_

PLEASE PAINT CLEAALT

Address _

Citv.

State, Zip_
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suburban areas, raccoons often nest in tree hollows.

6 Kaplan

\n Epizootic ofRabies
accoon rabies has surged into the mid-Atlantic region, spilling over into the dog and
it population. Will humans escape a summer outbreak?

yAlanM. Beck

Rabies, as a disease of dogs, has been

lown for more than 2,000 years. Democ-

tus and Aristotle both observed that

)gs bitten by "mad" dogs became mad
lemselves. Galen (a.d. 200) recognized

le importance of cutting out or cauteriz-

g bite wounds from rabid dogs. As early

; 1 27 1 , rabies was prevalent in the wolves
" western Europe, and the first recog-

zed epizootic (an epidemic in animals)

dogs took place in 1 708, in Italy.

Like some human diseases, rabies may
ive been introduced into the New World

y human migration. The first recorded

ise of rabid dogs in the United States oc-

arred in Virginia in 1753; the animals in-

Dlved were probably brought from Eng-

nd. Dog rabies was identified in North

arolina by 1762, in New England by

785, and it continued to spread as the

Duntry was settled. During this period ra-

ies also began to appear in foxes and

<unks.

The first rabid bat was identified in

lorida in 1 953, and since then small num-
ers of rabid bats have been reported from

very state except Hawaii, which appears

) be rabies free. (In general, bat rabies

ppears to be unrelated to terrestrial ra-

ies, especially the strain found in dogs

nd cats. Its relation to the disease in other

Idlife is still unknown.) Also in 1953,

poradic cases of raccoon rabies began to

ppear in central Florida, and by 1955,

here appeared to be an epizootic of rac-

oon rabies along the Atlantic coast of

lorida (see Natural History, "A Resur-

ence of Rabies," May 1972). During the

ext few years, the disease continued to

pread along major waterways; by 1962, it

ad crossed into Georgia.

Fifteen years later, in 1977, a single ra-

iid raccoon was reported in West Vir-

inia; the next year there were no reports

(i the state, but 3 cases showed up in

earby Virginia. By 1979, West Virginia

iad reported 8 and Virginia 4 rabid rac-

coons; in 1981 West Virginia reported 22,

Virginia 102, and Maryland 7. The dis-

ease was increasing in numbers and in

area of occurrence. In 1982 Dr. Suzanne

Jenkins, a veterinarian with the Centers

for Disease Control (CDC) in Atlanta, be-

gan to coordinate a data collection survey

for the area; she documented a clear epi-

zootic. By that time raccoon rabies had

been identified in- four states of the mid-

Atlantic region—West Virginia (43), Vir-

ginia (645), Maryland (118), Pennsylva-

nia (26)—and in the District of Columbia

(5). In all, there were 837 rabid raccoons.

The numbers were still increasing in 1983,

with 1,608 rabid raccoons, 6 rabid dogs,

and 32 cats.

When did the current epizootic begin?

A precise answer is hard to come by be-

cause systematic sampling does not start

until after several animal cases are re-

ported or when human cases occur; and to

date, there have been no human deaths di-

rectly attributable to raccoon rabies. In

any case, this outbreak continues un-

abated. As of April 1984, 577 rabid rac-

coons have been reported, and increases

are expected in every state involved, ex-

cept Virginia. All of these states are also

reporting more rabies in nonraccoon spe-

For animals living near humans, garbage is a major source offood.
Laura Riley; Bruce Coleman, Inc



cies, including domestic dogs and cats,

with more cases in cats than in dogs. The

establishment of rabies in foxes and

skunks is a serious potential problem.

There have already been 22 reported

cases in groundhogs, 2 in beavers, and 2 in

opossums—three species that have been

virtually rabies free until now. Although

no new states beyond the study area are

yet involved, New Jersey, Delaware, and

North Carolina remain at high risk.

The current outbreak of raccoon rabies

appears to have "jumped" from the South

faster than its ordinary pace of about

twenty-five miles per year. While the

emergence of the disease in the mid-At-

lantic region may be coincidental, there is

another intriguing possibility: that rabies

was introduced into the area. Of 165 Flor-

ida raccoons imported into the area by a

hunting club in 1977, two were diagnosed

as rabid. (Hunting dogs used to track the

raccoons are a potential link to cases of ca-

nine and cat rabies.) Other animals in the

same shipment had already been released

in North Carolina. This event is probably

the only documented incident among

many such introductions into the area.

Such translocations have caused problems

before: rabid mongooses imported into the

Caribbean islands of Grenada, Cuba, and

Puerto Rico in the 1870s created a rabies

problem that persists to this day. Addi-

tional evidence for the translocation the-

ory comes from the CDC; the strain of ra-

bies in the mid-Atlantic region is similar to

the one found in rabies from the southern

states; it does not resemble the strain

found in the skunks or bats of the Mid-

west.

Through mid-May of this year, the epi-

zootic of rabies in the mid-Atlantic region

had not spilled over into the human popu-

lation. But the growing presence of in-

fected wild animals in urban and subur-

ban areas—and an increase of cases in

domestic dogs and cats—has set the stage.

Summer is the time of greatest danger.

The number of reported cases of rabir
j

among wild and domestic animals i: i

creases in summer, when people, partici

larly children, are out-of-doors more ofte

and therefore more likely to come in

contact with a rabid animal.

An epidemic of rabies in the classic

sense is highly unlikely, but rabies, lil

plague and smallpox, holds a special pla<

in human culture—a single human deal

is considered unnecessary and unaccer.

able. The nature of the disease—it

nearly always fatal once symptoms ha1

appeared—makes it especially fearsom

Because rabies is better prevented the

treated, there is little doubt that immur
zation is the primary guard against tl

disease in dogs and humans. The numb
of human cases is almost directly corr

lated with the number of dog cases and,

turn, with how well the canine populatk

has been immunized. CDC data surve

have indicated that 87 percent of the i

fected dogs were owned, and 87 to 90 rx

v •

Young wild raccoons may be treated as pets, but older animals can become unmanageable and dangerous.
Michael and Barbara Reed: Animals Animals

8 Natural History 7/84



What yourhome could have
incommon with the

Viet, thelate,and theLouvre.

Eric Holch's Summer Can tas. original serigraph.

Signed limited edition of 300.

Jercrm Kings Regatta in Henley, original lithograph.

Signed limited edition of 250.

George Vial's Atpiliet, original etching.

Signed limited edition of 99-

Kb

Wilbur Streech's Spring Design, original serigraph.

Signed limited edition of 300.

In your own home, you can exhibit origi-

nal work by artists who are represented in the

world's great museums and galleries.

Artists like Calder, Miro. Picasso. Fried-

laender. Vasarely.

At the Original Print Collectors Group,

we offer moderately priced limited edition

prints by these and other well-known artists.

Our offerings include signed original

etchings, engravings, lithographs, woodcuts,

and silkscreen prints.

Each print we offer is signed and num-

bered by the artist. Custom-framed. Accom-

panied by a certificate of authenticity and a

full money-back guarantee.

And each print has been chosen not only

for its beauty but for its investment value.

(Works by artists we offer tend to appre-

ciate, sometimes as much as 30% in a single

year. Perhaps that's why The Wall StreetJour-

nal, Business Week, Barron's, Money, AP and

UPI have quoted us as an authority on invest-

ing in art.)

For more information, send in the cou-

pon. There's no obligation.

You'll find out about the special pleas-

ure of owning original art, instead of just

visiting it.

[Original print collectors group, Ltd^

Leslie Carlton's Open Window, original serigraph.

Signed limited edition of 175.

Eric Callen's La Traversee, original etching.

Signed limited edition of 1 50.

Bernard Charoys Cbioe. original lithograph.

Signed limited edition of 300.

215 LEXINGTON AVE., DEPT. NH-60, NEW YORK 10016.

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR FREE COLOR
CATALOGUE WITHOUT OBLIGATION.

/
¥
u

(PLEASE PRINT)

James Riizi's Circus, original 3-dimensional

lithograph. Signed limited edition of 1 50. .CITY
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A gang ofraccoons gathers in a suburban backyardfor a nightlyfeeding.

cent of them were unvaccinated. The inci-

dence of disease in unvaccinated dogs was

fourteen to nineteen times greater than in

vaccinated ones. States that require com-

pulsory rabies vaccination generally have

lower rates of dog rabies than states that

do not. There is evidence that to prevent or

stop rabies outbreaks 70 to 80 percent of

the dogs would have to be immunized.

Unfortunately, interest in rabies pro-

grams fluctuates in direct proportion to

the number of reported cases. Immuniza-

tion levels are always highest after a high

incidence of rabies and lowest immedi-

ately before an outbreak. The challenge is

to anticipate an outbreak and increase im-

munization levels before there is a full-

blown epizootic among dogs and cats.

In the United States, dog-to-dog rabies

transmission is rare. Most cases of rabies

in dogs and other domestic animals have

been reported from areas where rabies is

found among wildlife, particularly foxes,

skunks, and raccoons. In the present mid-

Atlantic outbreak, Jenkins found that at

least 1 dog, 1 2 cats, and 6 other domestic

animals had been exposed to 247 rabid

raccoons. This is why the present raccoon

problem is so important.

Raccoons are a greater threat to dogs,

and therefore to people, than skunks,

foxes, or bats, even though there are more

Rabid Raccoons Identified by State, 1977-1983

West Virginia

Virginia

Maryland

Pennsylvania

Washington, D.C.

1977

1

1978 1979 980 1981 1982 1983

14 22 43 89

7 102 645 545

7 118 735

26 81

5 158

TOTAL 12 21 131 837 1,608

From S. Jenkins: "Mid Atlantic Raccoon Rabies Outbreak." Rabies Information Exchange, Public Health
Service, Centers for Disease Control, U.S. No. 9, January 1984.

BBm

V

C.C. Lockwood. Animals Antm

cases of rabies among the last three. Ra
coons are a threat because they thrive I

urban and suburban areas; they can ma|
use of the humanized habitat and are <

sidered more "tolerable" than skunks a(

foxes. The appealing appearance of bal

raccoons presents a serious problem, sin)

they are often found in urban areas, whe

they may be perceived as friendly. (I

alarmed to see that a recent episode

PBS's children's show, "Mr. Rogefl

Neighborhood," perpetuated this ml
taken idea by showing the host petting

baby raccoon.)

The keeping of wild animals, especia

raccoons, has been implicated on numd
ous occasions as being part of the rabj

problem. There are many examples

cases in which dozens of people had to i

ceive rabies prophylaxis because of exrJ

sure to wild pets. Twenty-three peon

were exposed to a captured skunk sold iij

pet store in Arizona, 29 persons were sir

larly exposed in Oklahoma, and at least 1

people required treatment after a bal

raccoon was "rescued" in South Caroliif

A pet raccoon in Florida exposed 1 50 ch

dren and adults; 74 received prophylacj

vaccine treatment.

In reality, adult raccoons make

10 Natural History 7/84



Its and often have to be surrendered to

mane societies for destruction. There

: excellent humane and health reasons

prohibiting their ownership.

Rabies is amazingly costly in terms of

IJth

human emotions—the fears that are

sed by the mere mention of exposure to

abid animal—and tax dollars. When a

igle dog was diagnosed as being rabid in

small county in California, the subse-

ent investigation, vaccination program,

llection of strays, and treatment of peo-

j suspected of being exposed cost

05,790, or $1,500 per person, not in-

jding time lost from work and in patient

ivel to clinics. The costs associated with

e present outbreak in just three counties

Maryland totaled over $1 million in

82; about 80 percent of the cost went to-

trd the immunization of pet animals.

Health departments in the affected ar-

s are examining their laws and encour-

ing or even requiring that dogs, at least,

i vaccinated. Cat owners appear to be re-

.ting the vaccination of their pets, a re-

onse that will probably change if there is

fatality. Raccoon populations are also

:ing reduced in most areas, but trapping

id removing animals is a two-edged

ord. Although population density is re-

iced, thereby reducing inter- and intra-

ecies contact and lessening the chances

of transmission, new, younger animals en-

ter the areas precisely because of the

lower density. These younger individuals

may be especially susceptible to rabies.

(Older animals are generally more resis-

tant to viral diseases, and some may even

have acquired some immunity from con-

tact with rabid animals that did not de-

liver enough virus to be fatal.) One reason

dog immunization programs prevent ra-

bies is that they fill the animal population

with resistant individuals. Thus, pet own-

ers are not continually replenishing a

population of susceptible animals.

Attempts to immunize wildlife have not

been successful. Killed vaccines in baits

do not cause enough immunity to be pro-

tective; and live vaccines, which produce a

much greater immunity, pose the risk of

causing disease in susceptible nontarget

species, such as rodents that might take

the bait. Various mechanisms have been

devised and are being tested; they include

special vaccine-filled tubes in bait and

even "coyote-getters," little guns that

blow the bait into the animals' mouths.

A combined strategy of trapping and

vaccinating is being tried in Rock Creek

Park, Washington, D.C., where rabid rac-

coons have been found. David Manski, an

urban wildlife biologist for the National

Park Service, is trapping raccoons, taking

blood samples to assess their rabies-anti-

body levels, affixing radio transmitters to

gather information on the animals' move-

ments, and vaccinating them against ra-

bies. He uses a killed vaccine, which car-

ries no risk of causing rabies, because he

can vaccinate an animal by injection in-

stead of relying on oral delivery. It is too

early to detect any change in the rabies

frequency in the area.

Rabies is cyclical; the current outbreak

may subside without much human injury

other than some anxious moments and

some lost tax dollars that might have been

used for other purposes. Another possibil-

ity is that this outbreak involves a strain

that is not at present fatal to people. Or
maybe we have just been lucky so far.

For now, simple common sense could

help minimize a human tragedy. Super-

vise and immunize your pets and enjoy

wildlife from a distance. Wash all bites

thoroughly, see a physician, and report all

apparently ill animals and bites to your

health department. Raccoon rabies may
be all the rage now, but it is just one of the

many perturbations that go along with be-

ing an animal among animals.

Ecologist Alan Beck is an associate pro-

fessor at the University ofPennsylvania's

School of Veterinary Medicine.

WE BELIEVE
TELEVISIONSHOULD

EXPLORE
VAST WASTELANDS.

NOT BE ONE.
Join us for American television

at its finest— this summer's encore

season of the National Geographic

Specials on Public Television.

Produced by the National Geographic

Society and WQED/Pittsburgh.

Brought to you for the ninth year by

Gulf Oil Corporation. Check

local listings.
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For more information call 1-800-828-7280 (in N.Y State 1-800-462-1075)

"AClephone system
that'll be just as current then
as it is now? GEE!"

(No,GTE!)
Now there's a remarkable network

communications system called GTD-5
EAX.

This voice and data system has the

amazing capacity of giving a small

town all the advanced telephone fea-

tures of a large metropolis.

It works via a computer-controlled

"Base Unit" which is installed in the

central telephone office of a city (this

is the heart of the network); smaller

"Remote Units'' are controlled by the

"Base Unit," thereby giving them the

same enormous capacity.

But the even more exciting feature

of this innovative system is that, due to

its modular design, its expansion po-

tential (both size and services) is vir-

tually limitless.

Which means theoretically it'll

never become outdated.

You can't ask for a longer life span
than that.
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Carrie Buck's Daughter
A popular, quasi-scientific idea can be a powerful toolfor injustice

by Stephen Jay Gould

The Lord really put it on the line in his

preface to that prototype of all prescrip-

tion, the Ten Commandments:

... for I, the Lord thy God, am a jealous

God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers

upon the children unto the third and fourth

generation of them that hate me (Exod.

20:5).

The terror of this statement lies in its

patent unfairness—its promise to punish

guiltless offspring for the misdeeds of

their distant forebears.

A different form of guilt by genealogi-

cal association attempts to remove this

stigma of injustice by denying a cherished

premise of Western thought—human free

will. If offspring are tainted not simply by

the deeds of their parents but by a mate-

rial form of evil transferred directly by

biological inheritance, then "the iniquity

of the fathers" becomes a signal or warn-

ing for probable misbehavior of their sons.

Thus Plato, while denying that children

should suffer directly for the crimes of

their parents, nonetheless defended the

banishment of a man whose father, grand-

father, and great-grandfather had all been

condemned to death.

It is, perhaps, merely coincidental that

both Jehovah and Plato chose three gen-

erations as their criterion for establishing

different forms of guilt by association. Yet

we have a strong folk, or vernacular, tradi-

tion for viewing triple occurrences as mini-

mal evidence of regularity. We are told

that bad things come in threes. Two may
be an accidental association; three is a pat-

tern. Perhaps, then, we should not wonder

that our own century's most famous pro-

nouncement of blood guilt employed the

same criterion—Oliver Wendell Holmes's

defense of compulsory sterilization in Vir-

ginia (Supreme Court decision of 1927 in

Buck v. Bell): "three generations of imbe-

ciles are enough."

Restrictions upon immigration, with

national quotas set to discriminate against

those deemed mentally unfit by early ver-

sions of IQ testing, marked the greatest

triumph of the American eugenics move-

ment—the flawed hereditarian doctrine,

so popular earlier in our century and by no

means extinct today (see my column on

Singapore's "great marriage debate,"

May 1984), that attempted to "improve"

our human stock by preventing the propa-

gation of those deemed biologically unfit

and encouraging procreation among the

supposedly worthy. But the movement to

enact and enforce laws for compulsory

"eugenic" sterilization had an impact and

success scarcely less pronounced. If we

could debar the shiftless and the stupid

from our shores, we might also prevent the

propagation of those similarly afflicted

but already here.

The movement for compulsory ster-

ilization began in earnest during the

1 890s, abetted by two major factors—the

rise of eugenics as an influential political

movement and the perfection of safe and

simple operations (vasectomy for men and

salpingectomy, the cutting and tying of

Fallopian tubes, for women) to replace

castration and other obvious mutilation.

Indiana passed the first sterilization act

based on eugenic principles in 1907 (a few

states had previously mandated castration

as a punitive measure for certain sexual

crimes, although such laws were rarely en-

forced and usually overturned by judicial

review). Like so many others to follow, it

provided for sterilization of afflicted peo-

ple residing in the state's "care," either as

inmates of mental hospitals and homes for

the feebleminded or as inhabitants of pris-

ons. Sterilization could be imposed upon

those judged insane, idiotic, imbecilic, or

moronic, and upon convicted rapists or

criminals when recommended by a board

of experts.

By the 1930s, more than thirty states

had passed similar laws, often with an ex-

panded list of so-called hereditary defects,

including alcoholism and drug addiction

in some states, and even blindness and

deafness in others. It must be said that

these laws were continually challenged

and rarely enforced in most states; only

California and Virginia applied them zeal-

ously. By January 1935, some 20,000

forced "eugenic" sterilizations had been

performed in the United States, nearb

half in California.

No organization crusaded more vocifer

ously and successfully for these laws thai i

the Eugenics Record Office, the semiofn ,;

cial arm and repository of data for the eu '<

genics movement in America. Harr

Laughlin, superintendent of the Eugenic

Record Office, dedicated most of his ca

reer to a tireless campaign of writing am
lobbying for eugenic sterilization. Hi -

hoped, thereby, to eliminate in two gen

erations the genes of what he called th< :

"submerged tenth"
—

"the most worthies "

one-tenth of our present population." Hf

proposed a "model sterilization law" ii

1922, designed

to prevent the procreation of persons so

cially inadequate from defective inheri

tance, by authorizing and providing fo

eugenical sterilization of certain potentia

parents carrying degenerate hereditar;

qualities.

This model bill became the prototyp

for most laws passed in America, althoug

few states cast their net as widely a

Laughlin advised. (Laughlin's categorie:

encompassed "blind, including those witl

seriously impaired vision; deaf, including

those with seriously impaired hearing; anc

dependent, including orphans, ne'er-do

wells, the homeless, tramps, and pau

pers.") Laughlin's suggestions were bette

heeded in Nazi Germany, where hi

model act served as a basis for the infa

mous and stringently enforced Erbge

sundheitsrecht, leading by the eve oij

World War II to the sterilization of somi

375,000 people, most for "congenital fee

blemindedness," but including nearlv

4,000 for blindness and deafness.

The campaign for forced eugenic ster

ilization in America reached its clima?

and height of respectability in 1927, whei

the Supreme Court, by an 8-1 vote, up

held the Virginia sterilization bill in thi

case of Buck v. Bell. Oliver Wendel

Holmes, then in his mid-eighties and thi

most celebrated jurist in America, wrote

the majority opinion with his customarj

verve and power of style. It included th<

14 Natural History 7/84
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This View of Life

torious paragraph, with its chilling tag

I

e, cited ever since as the quintessential

tement of eugenic principles. Remem-
ring with pride his own distant experi-

rces as an infantryman in the Civil War,

:)lmes wrote:

11: have seen more than once that the pub-

welfare may call upon the best citizens

"their lives. It would be strange if it could

j
!

t call upon those who already sap the

'ength of the state for these lesser sacri-

:es. ... It is better for all the world, if in-

il.ad of waiting to execute degenerate off-

ering for crime, or to let them starve for

• :ir imbecility, society can prevent those

Ij'io are manifestly unfit from continuing

:ir kind. The principle that sustains com-

lsory vaccination is broad enough to

'ver cutting the Fallopian tubes. Three

'nerations of imbeciles are enough.

Who, then, were the famous "three gen-

lations of imbeciles," and why should

ey still compel our interest?

When the state of Virginia passed its

impulsory sterilization law in 1924,

arrie Buck, an eighteen-year-old white

oman, was an involuntary resident at the

late Colony for Epileptics and Feeble-

minded. As the first person selected for

:;rilization under the new act, Carrie

'iick became the focus for a constitu-

)nal challenge launched, in part, by con-

rvative Virginia Christians who held, ac-

irding to eugenical "modernists,"

itiquated views about individual prefer-

; ices and "benevolent" state power. (Sim-

iistic political labels do not apply in this

'ise, and rarely do in general. We usually

1 gard eugenics as a conservative move-

ent and its most vocal critics as mem-
:rs of the left. This alignment has gener-

: ly held in our own decade. But eugenics,

:>uted in its day as the latest in scientific

lodernism, attracted many liberals and

jmbered among its most vociferous crit-

s groups often labeled as reactionary and

itiscientific. If any political lesson

Inerges from these shifting allegiances,

le might consider the true inalienability

' certain human rights.)

But why was Carrie Buck in the State

Colony and why was she selected? Oliver

Wendell Holmes upheld her choice as ju-

dicious in the opening lines of his 1927

opinion:

Carrie Buck is a feeble-minded white

woman who was committed to the State

Colony. . . . She is the daughter of a feeble-

minded mother in the same institution, and

the mother of an illegitimate feeble-minded

child.

In short, inheritance stood as the crucial

issue (indeed as the driving force behind

all eugenics). For if measured mental defi-

ciency arose from malnourishment, either

of body or mind, and not from tainted

genes, then how could sterilization be jus-

tified? If decent food, upbringing, medical

care, and education might make a worthy

citizen of Carrie Buck's daughter, how
could the State of Virginia justify the sev-

ering of Carrie's Fallopian tubes against

her will? (Some forms of mental defi-

ciency are passed by inheritance in family

lines, but most are not—a scarcely surpris-

ing conclusion when we consider the thou-

sand shocks that beset fragile humans dur-

ing their lives, from difficulties in

embryonic growth to traumas of birth,

malnourishment, rejection, and poverty.

In any case, no fair-minded person today

would credit Laughlin's social criteria for

the identification of hereditary defi-

ciency—ne'er-do-wells, the homeless,

tramps, and paupers—although we shall

soon see that Carrie Buck was committed

on these grounds.)

When Carrie Buck's case emerged as

the crucial test of Virginia's law, the chief

honchos of eugenics knew that the time

had come to put up or shut up on the cru-

cial issue of inheritance. Thus, the Eugen-

ics Record Office sent Arthur H. Esta-

brook, their crack fieldworker, to Virginia

for a "scientific" study of the case. Harry

Laughlin himself provided a deposition,

and his brief for inheritance was presented

at the local trial that affirmed Virginia's

law and later worked its way to the Su-

preme Court as Buck v. Bell.

Laughlin made two major points to the

court. First, that Carrie Buck and her
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mother, Emma Buck, were feebleminded

by the Stanford-Binet test of IQ, then in

its own infancy. Carrie scored a mental

age of nine years, Emma of seven years

and eleven months. (These figures ranked

them technically as "imbeciles" by defini-

tions of the day, hence Holmes's later

choice of words. Imbeciles displayed a

mental age of six to nine years; idiots per-

formed worse, morons better, to round out

the old nomenclature of mental defi-

ciency.) Second, that most feebleminded-

ness is inherited, and Carrie Buck surely

belonged with this majority. Laughlin re-

ported:

Generally feeble-mindedness is caused by

the inheritance of degenerate qualities; but

sometimes it might be caused by environ-

mental factors which are not hereditary. In

the case given, the evidence points strongly

toward the feeble-mindedness and moral

delinquency of Carrie Buck being due, pri-

marily, to inheritance and not to environ-

ment.

Carrie Buck's daughter was then, and

has always been, the pivotal figure of this

painful case. As I stated before, we tend

(often at our peril) to regard two as poten-

tial accident and three as an established

pattern. The supposed imbecility of

Emma and Carrie might have been coinci-

dental, but the diagnosis of similar defi-

ciency for Vivian Buck (made by a social

worker, as we shall see, when Vivian was
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but six months old) tipped the balance ii

Laughlin's favor and led Holmes to de

clare the Buck lineage inherently corrup

by deficient heredity. Vivian sealed th

pattern

—

three generations of imbecile

are enough. Besides, had Carrie not givei

illegitimate birth to Vivian, the issue (ii

both senses) would never have emerged.

Oliver Wendell Holmes viewed hi

work with pride. The man so renowned fo

his principle of judicial restraint, who hai

proclaimed that freedom must not be cui

tailed without "clear and present dan

ger"—without the equivalent of false!

yelling "fire" in a crowded theater-

wrote of his judgment in Buck v. Bell:
"

felt that I was getting near the first princi

pie of real reform."

And so the case of Buck v. Bell

mained for fifty years, a footnote to a mc
ment of American history perhaps bes

forgotten. And then, in 1 980, it reemergei j

to prick our collective conscience, whei n

Dr. K. Ray Nelson, then director of th:

Lynchburg Hospital where Carrie Buc

was sterilized, researched the records d;

his institution and discovered that mor

than 4,000 sterilizations had been pei

formed, the last as late as 1972. He alsu

found Carrie Buck, alive and well nea

Charlottesville, and her sister Doris, cc

vertly sterilized under the same law (sh

was told that her operation was for apper

dicitis), and now, with fierce dignity, de

jected and bitter because she had wante<;

a child more than anything else in her lif

and had finally, in her old age, learnee

why she had never conceived.

As scholars and reporters visited Carri

Buck and her sister, what a few expert'

had known all along became abundantl

clear to everyone. Carrie Buck was

woman of obviously normal intelligence:

For example, Paul A. Lombardo of th

School of Law at the University of Vii

ginia, and a leading scholar of the Buck i

Bell case, wrote in a letter to me:

As for Carrie, when I met her she was reac

ing newspapers daily and joining a more Ii

erate friend to assist at regular bouts wit

the crossword puzzles. She was not a sophis

ticated woman, and lacked social grace:

but mental health professionals who exarr

ined her in later life confirmed my impre:

sions that she was neither mentally ill nq

retarded.

On what evidence, then, was Carrii

Buck consigned to the State Colony fc

Epileptics and Feeble-Fvfinded on Januar

23, 1 924? I have seen the text of her corr

mitment hearing; it is, to say the least, cui

sory and contradictory. Beyond the simpl

and undocumented say-so of her foste

parents, and her own brief appearance b<

fore a commission of two doctors and
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i harlottesville school record of1931 notes Vivian Dobbs made honor roll

I
ustice of the peace, no evidence was pre-

::nted. Even the crude and early Stan-

ird-Binet test, so fatally flawed as a mea-

:ire of innate worth (see my book The

lismeasure of Man, although the evi-

ence of Carrie's own case suffices) but at

•ast clothed with the aura of quantitative

:spectability, had not yet been applied.

I When we understand why Carrie Buck

>as committed in January 1924, we can

:nally comprehend the hidden meaning

f her case and its message for us today.

i'he silent key, again and as always, is her

aughter Vivian, born on March 28, 1 924,

nd then but an evident bump on her

:elly. Carrie Buck was one of several il-

:gitimate children borne by her mother,

tlrnrna. She grew up with foster parents, J.

!'. and Alice Dobbs, and continued to live

'ith them, helping out with chores around

le house. She was apparently raped by a

. Native of her foster parents, then blamed
or her resultant pregnancy. Almost

mrely, she was (as they used to say) com-
•litted to hide her shame (and her rapist's

ientity), not because enlightened science

adjust discovered her true mental status,

n short, she was sent away to have her

>aby. Her case never was about mental

• eficiency; it was always a matter of sex-

ual morality and social deviance. The an-

als of her trial and hearing reek with the

ontempt of the well-off and well-bred for

>oor people of "loose morals." Who really

ared whether Vivian was a baby of nor-

nal intelligence; she was the illegitimate

hild of an illegitimate woman. Two gen-

rations of bastards are enough. Harry

-aughlin began his "family history" of the

liucks by writing: "These people belong to

he shiftless, ignorant and worthless class

! 'f anti-social whites of the South."

We know little of Emma Buck and her

ife, but we have no more reason to suspect

her than her daughter Carrie of true men-

tal deficiency. Their deviance was social

and sexual; the charge of imbecility was a

cover-up, Mr. Justice Holmes notwith-

standing.

We come then to the crux of the case,

Carrie's daughter, Vivian. What evidence

was ever adduced for her mental defi-

ciency? This and only this: At the original

trial in late 1924, when Vivian Buck was

seven months old, a Miss Wilhelm, social

worker for the Red Cross, appeared be-

fore the court. She began by stating hon-

estly the true reason for Carrie Buck's

commitment:

Mr. Dobbs, who had charge of the girl, had
taken her when a small child, had reported

to Miss Duke [the temporary secretary of

Public Welfare for Albemarle County] that

the girl was pregnant and that he wanted to

have her committed somewhere—to have

her sent to some institution.

Miss Wilhelm then rendered her judg-

ment of Vivian Buck by comparing her

with the normal granddaughter of Mrs.

Dobbs, born just three days earlier:

It is difficult to judge probabilities of a

child as young as that, but it seems to me
not quite a normal baby. In its appear-

ance— I should say that perhaps my knowl-

edge of the mother may prejudice me in

that regard, but I saw the child at the same
time as Mrs. Dobbs' daughter's baby,

which is only three days older than this one,

and there is a very decided difference in the

development of the babies. That was about

two weeks ago. There is a look about it that

is not quite normal, but just what it is, I

can't tell.

This short testimony, and nothing else,

formed all the evidence for the crucial

third generation of imbeciles. Cross-

examination revealed that neither Vivian

nor the Dobbs grandchild could walk or
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Superintendent of
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Official Virginia hospitalformfor sexual sterilization

talk, and that "Mrs. Dobbs' daughter's

baby is a very responsive baby. When you

play with it or try to attract its attention

—

it is a baby that you can play with. The

other baby is not. It seems very apathetic

and not responsive." Miss Wilhelm then

urged Carrie Buck's sterilization: "I

think," she said, "it would at least prevent

the propagation of her kind." Several

years later. Miss Wilhelm denied that she

had ever examined Vivian or deemed the

child feebleminded.

Unfortunately, Vivian died at age eight

of "enteric colitis" (as recorded on her

death certificate), an ambiguous diagno-

sis that could mean many things but may
well indicate that she fell victim to one of

the preventable childhood diseases of pov-

erty (a grim reminder of the real subject in

Buck v. Bell). She is therefore mute as a

witness in our reassessment of her famous

case.

When Buck v. Bell resurfaced in 1980,

it immediately struck me that Vivian's
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case was crucial and that evidence for the

mental status of a child who died at age

eight might best be found in report cards.

I have therefore been trying to track down
Vivian Buck's school records for the past

four years and have finally succeeded.

(They were supplied to me by Dr. Paul A.

Lombardo, who also sent other docu-

ments, including Miss Wilhelm's testi-

mony, and spent several hours answering

my questions by mail and Lord knows how
much time playing successful detective in

re Vivian's school records. I have never

met Dr. Lombardo; he did all this work for

kindness, collegiality, and love of the

game of knowledge, not for expected re-

ward or even requested acknowledgment.

In a profession—academics—so often

marked by pettiness and silly squabbling

over meaningless priorities, this generosity

must be recorded and celebrated as a sign

of how things can and should be.)

Vivian Buck was adopted by the Dobbs

family, who had raised (but later sent

away) her mother, Carrie. As Vivian Alice

Elaine Dobbs, she attended the Venable

Public Elementary School of Charlottes-

ville for four terms, from September 193C

until May 1932, a month before her death.

She was a perfectly normal, quite average

student, neither particularly outstanding

nor much troubled. In those days before

grade inflation, when C meant "good, 81-

87" (as defined on her report card) rathei

than barely scraping by, Vivian Dobbs re-

ceived A's and B's for deportment and C'i

for all academic subjects but mathematii

(which was always difficult for her, anc

.

where she scored D) during her first terrr

in Grade 1A, from September 1930 tc

January 1931. She improved during hei

second term in 1 B, meriting an A in dej

portment, C in mathematics, and B in alfi

other academic subjects; she was on the

honor roll in April 1931. Promoted to 2A.

she had trouble during the fall term ol

1931, failing mathematics and spelling

but receiving A in deportment, B in read-

ing, and C in writing and English. She was

"retained in 2A" for the next term—oi,

"left back" as we used to say, and scarcely,

a sign of imbecility as I remember all my
buddies who suffered a similar fate. Ir

any case, she again did well in her fina

term, with B in deportment, reading, anc

spelling, and C in writing, English, anc

mathematics during her last month ii

school. This offspring of "lewd and im

moral" women excelled in deportmen I

and performed adequately, although no I

brilliantly, in her academic subjects.

In short, we can only agree with the con I

elusion that Dr. Lombardo has reached ii I

his research on Buck v. Bell—there were I

no imbeciles, not a one, among the three

generations of Bucks. I don't know that

such correction of cruel but forgotten er-f

rors of history counts for much, but it is af-

least satisfying to learn that forced eu-

genic sterilization, a procedure of such du-

bious morality, earned its official justifica

tion (and won its most quoted line ol

rhetoric) on a patent falsehood.

Carrie Buck died last year. By a quirt

of fate, and not by memory or design, she

was buried just a few steps from her only

daughter's grave. In the umpteenth and

ultimate verse of a favorite old ballad,

rose and a brier—the sweet and the bit

ter—emerge from the tombs of Barbar;

Allen and her lover, twining about eacl

other in the union of death. May Carrie

and Vivian, victims in different ways anc

in the flower of youth, rest together ir

peace.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvarc

University.
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Ancestors

What Was the Acheulean Hand Ax?
Contrary to its name, this prehistoric stone

tool may have been a projectile weapon

by Eileen M. O'Brien

About one and one-half million years

ago, a new type of large, symmetrically

shaped stone implement entered the pre-

historic tool kit, signaling both an advance

in early craftsmanship and the advent of

Homo erectus, a small-brained but other-

wise fairly recognizable form of human
being. The tool was the hand ax, which

these ancestral humans faithfully made
for well over one million years. Named for

archeological finds at Saint Acheul,

France, examples of the Acheulean hand

ax are found from the Vaal River of South

Africa to the lakes, bogs, and rivers of Eu-

rope, from the shores of the Mediterra-

nean to India and Indonesia. Such con-

tinuity over time and space speaks to us of

use, success, and reuse—a design integral

to some task, a task appropriate or essen-

tial to diverse environments. Homo erec-

tus needed tools: tools to cut, slice, and

chop; to dig, pound, and grind; tools to de-

fend against predators and competitors, to

procure and process food or other materi-

als, even tools to make tools. But which

task (or tasks) the hand ax performed is

still being debated.

The average hand ax looks like a giant

stone almond, although some are more

ovate and others more triangular. Crafted

from a stone core or flake, it can range in

size from only a few inches to a foot or

more, but most are six or seven inches

long. Whether roughly finished or as re-

fined as a work of art, the hand ax always

has an eccentric center of gravity and a

sharp edge around all or most of its perim-

eter. Thus in cross section lengthwise, it

resembles a stretched-out teardrop.

Some have speculated that the hand

ax's design was not functional but purely

aesthetic or that it was a byproduct of the

manufacture of the sharp flakes used in
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butchering. Most anthropologists, how-

ever, assume it was a practical implement.

Initially, prehistorians thought it was a

hafted, multipurpose tool and weapon like

the stone hatchet, or ax, of the aboriginal

Americans and Australians. But there is

no evidence that it was hafted until much
later in time, not until after the evolution

of Homo sapiens. Another proposal, ad-

vanced to explain why excavators find

some hand axes standing on edge, in situ,

is that the hand ax acted as a stationary

tool, one edge embedded in the earth

This is thefourth in a series ofarticles

on the origin and evolution ofthe

human species, presented in conjunction

with the special exhibition "Ancestors:

Four Million Years ofHumanity,

"

at the American Museum
through September 9.

while the exposed edge cut or scraped an

object passed over it. But the common and

traditional interpretation is that it was a

hand-held tool for butchering, cutting,

scraping, digging, or as its name implies,

chopping.

Experiments show that these important

tasks can be accomplished with a hand ax.

But Homo erectus possessed other tools

suitable for these purposes—tools that

precede and continue alongside the hand

ax in the archeological record. Compared
with these, the hand ax was costly to pro-

duce in terms of time, labor, and skill, and

required larger blocks of fine-grained,

faultless stone such as flint or basalt. The
hand ax also presented a hazard. Since a

heavy object requires effort to wield and

carry, we may assume the mass of the

hand ax was important to its function.

Force in the form of increased momentum

would be useful for chopping, for exarr

ple, as compared with a task like scraping

where the user exerts all the energy in th

form of pressure. But without a safe hanc,

hold, the sharp edge of the hand ax, whe

used with force, was (and is) capable of ir

Aiding as much damage on the user as o

the material being worked.

Whatever its function, the hand ax ref

resented to its users not only an investmer

of energy but also a source of raw matt

rial. They would have saved and reused

hand ax for as long as possible and r«i

touched it when necessary. With time an

repeated repair, it would have beconY

smaller; once irreparably damaged, whs'

remained could then have served as a corl

in the production of still smaller stonj

tools. Accordingly, except for those han

axes that were misplaced or lost, the han 1

ax should not be in the archeologic?

record. Excavators, however, recove

hand axes in abundance, mostly at site

that are within or alongside what wer!

once (and may still be) watercourses c

wetland environments. For example

the Acheulean site of Olorgesailie (one c

the East African sites southwest of Na
robi, Kenya, in the Eastern Rift Valley

hundreds of large hand axes were depo:

ited about four hundred thousand yeai

ago in what appears to have been a shallo'

stream bed. Elsewhere across the lane

scape, hand axes are rare, although the

are occasionally found in some numbers i

prehistoric cave sites. This suggests th;

during some activity that took place ne<

water, hand axes were used and lost wit

astonishing frequency.

If we let the evidence speak for itsel

the appropriate question is: What tas

would require force, call for a tool with

sharp edge around all (or most) of its pi
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rimeter but without a safe handhold, oc-

cur in or near water, and often result in the

loss of a potentially reusable and valuable

artifact? The possibility that occurred to

me is that the hand ax was a projectile

weapon. The idea, I have since discovered,

has been thought of before, but not pur-

sued. Use of the hand ax as a weapon has

been suggested since at least the sixteenth

century, and small hand axes have been

proposed as projectiles since the nine-

teenth century, most enjoyably by H.G.

Wells in his Tales of Time and Space

(1899). More recently, M.D.W. Jeffreys,

a South African anthropologist, wrote

that the small- to medium-sized Vaal

River hand axes would make good bird-

hunting weapons if thrown overhand, like

a knife ("The Handbolt." Man, 1965).

But the idea that hand axes were in gen-

eral used as projectiles has not taken hold,

probably because it is not obvious how the

larger hand axes could have been thrown.

By analogy with modern forms, we un-

derstand how prehistoric stone arrow-

heads and spearpoints were propelled and

used as weapons or how a stone ball

("spheroid," to archeologists) could be

thrown or used in a bola (a weighted

thong or cord thrown to entangle prey).

But what about the hand ax? One way

might be overhand, as Jeffreys suggested.

Other methods of throwing a small- to

medium-sized hand ax might be the

side/overhand throw used in baseball and

perhaps the backhand throw used in both

knife and frisbee throwing. To throw a

large, heavy hand ax, however, a sidearm

or underhand throw might be preferable.

A few years ago, I decided that a practical

experiment was what was needed. From
my limited knowledge of track and field, I

thought that for sidearm throwing, an

analogy might be made between a hand ax

and the Olympic discus.

Like a hand ax, the early discus of the

ancient Greeks was unhafted, edged all

around, and made of stone. It also varied

in size from about half a foot to more than

one foot in diameter, and in weight from

about two and one-quarter pounds to more

than fourteen and one-half pounds. (Actu-

ally, the word discus means "a thing for

throwing" or "a thing thrown"; the discus

thrown by Odysseus in Homer's Odyssey,

for example, is thought by some scholars

to refer to a beach cobble.) Unlike a hand

ax, the classic Greek discus was perfectly

round. (The modern regulation discus,

which weighs 2 kilograms, or 4.4 pounds,

is made of wood and weighted with metal

around the edge to accelerate its spinning

motion. The longer and faster it spins, the

more stable the flight pattern and the

longer the flight, all else being equal.)
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The hand ax I chose for the throwing

experiment was the largest I could find in

the Olorgesailie collection at the National

Museums of Kenya, Nairobi (I was in Af-

rica at the time doing fieldwork unrelated

to this topic). Because the original could

not be used—and raw material for making

a "real" hand ax of such size was difficult

to obtain—a fiberglass replica was made.

The original hand ax is a little more than a

foot long, ovate shaped, and edged all

around. It is made of basalt and weighs

about four pounds, three ounces. J.D.

Ambrosse Esa (then head of the muse-

um's casting department) supervised the

casting and the accurate weighting of the

facsimile to within one and one-half

ounces of the original.

The experiment took place in 1978, in

the discus practice area at the University

of Massachusetts, where I was then a stu-

dent. Two student athletes participated:

Karl Nyholm, a discus thrower, and

George Peredy, a javelin thrower. One
day in late April, and again two weeks

later, both threw the hand ax discus-style.

Peredy also threw it overhand. To maxi-

mize potential accuracy in the discus

throw, the thrower did not whirl.

The first to throw the hand ax discus-

style was Karl Nyholm. He took the unfa-

miliar object in his right hand, grasping it

every which way before settling on the

butt. He tossed it up and down for balance

and "feel," then crouched and practiced

his swing. Ready, he paced off from the

release line. With his back to the field, he

spread his legs apart, bent at the knees,

and twisted his right arm far behind him.

Then he began the throw: his outstretched

left hand grasping at air, weight shifti

from right foot to left, he rotated to fa

the field. The burdened right hand swu

wide and low and then raced upwai

With a great exhalation of breath,

hurled himself out straight and let go.

!

lently, gracefully spinning, the hand

soared.

Like a discus, the hand ax spun horizi

tally as it rose, but changed its orientati

in midair. On reaching its maximum a

tude, it rolled onto its edge and descend

in a perpendicular position, its spinni

motion appearing to decline. Then, wit

thud, it landed point first, slicing dee

into the thawing earth. In both throw:

bouts, regardless of thrower, the hand

repeated this flight pattern when thro

discus-style. It landed on edge forty-t

out of forty-five throws, thirty-one

which were point first. The average thr

was about one-third the length of a f(

ball field (almost 102 feet), and usua

accurate to within two yards right or 1

of the line of trajectory.

The propensity of the hand ax to pi

onto its edge in mid-flight was unexpectli

and curious. But, as suggested to me i

several track coaches, it may be relatedii

the same factors that can produce ta

"peel-off' pattern in a thrown disc,

some function of the manner of relets

and the thrower's expertise. A full <-

planation of the physical principles 6

volved must await an interpretation y

someone with the relevant expertL

What is important is that it does happi..

By so doing, it makes on-edge impact o'l

thrown hand ax predictable. The furtlr

tendency of the hand ax to land point fit)

•1M

Afacsimile ofa large hand ax, madefor test throwing, is gripped discus-style

.



r |* riking the thawing earth, a thrown hand ax has landed on edge andpointfirst
Eileen M O'Brien

« ies not appear accidental and adds to the

cl
iplement's potential to inflict damage. If

e hand ax can also be thrown so that it

haves exactly like the discus in both as-

nt and descent (more recent demonstra-

Jpns support this possibility), then by sim-

R1 y changing the angle and manner of

i:
lease it should be possible to strike a tar-

i

it with either a horizontally or vertically

r:
rected edge.

J Modern discus throwing is not known

Jr its accuracy. But in terms of how far a

|ind ax might ideally be thrown, it is

t[prth noting that the 1980 Olympic

^cord in discus was 218.8 feet. Since the

:perimental hand ax weighs only two and

half ounces less than the modern Olym-

c discus, this suggests that as the throw-

's skill and/or strength increase, the po-

ntial flight distance of the hand ax

creases.

When grasped and thrown overhand,

ce a knife, the experimental hand ax per-

fmed like one, rotating symmetrically

1 edge in both ascent and descent. The
'erage throw was just short of discus-

yle, but more accurate, about half a yard

ght or left of the line of trajectory. It al-

ays landed on edge, but less often point

'St. Unfortunately, these results are the

oduct of only six throws; owing to its

eight and the ovate, broad point, the ex-

rimental hand ax was difficult to grasp

id throw overhand. George Peredy, who
as the thrower, also appeared to tire

lore quickly using this method and prob-

oly could not have used it at all if he had

3t had large hands, in proportion to his

x-foot six-inch frame. This overhand
a yle would probably be more suitable for

lighter, more triangular hand axes. In con-

trast, weight and shape were of no real

concern when throwing the hand ax dis-

cus-style. Even a significant increase in

weight might not have impeded the throw-

ing motion, although it would have af-

fected the distance of the throw.

Further testing is needed (and is cur-

rently under way), but these first trials

showed that a hand ax could perform ap-

propriately as a projectile. The hand ax

demonstrated a propensity to land on edge

when thrown overhand or discus-style, a

tendency to land point first, and a poten-

tial for distant and accurate impact. Its

overall shape minimizes the effects of re-

sistance while in flight, as well as at im-

pact. This is not true of an unshaped stone

or a spheroid, for example. And despite its

sharp edge, the hand ax could be launched

without a safe handhold. The only appar-

ent limitations to the hand ax's use as a

projectile weapon are the strength, coordi-

nation, and skill of the thrower.

Homo ereetus was bipedal, probably

dexterous enough to manipulate a hand ax

in either of the tested throwing styles, and

very much stronger than most modern

humans. With their technique perfected

over years of practice and use, our ances-

tors probably surpassed the accuracy-

shown in the experimental throws. I sus-

pect the hand ax simply reflects a refine-

ment in missile design, one that allowed

for successful long-distance offense and

defense against larger animals. This is

consistent with evidence that big-game

hunting appears for the first time in the ar-

cheological record along with Homo
ereetus.

Perfected through trial and error, the

hand ax would not necessarily have re-

placed preexisting projectile or handheld

weapons, because weapons and strategies

probably varied with the predator being

deterred or the game being hunted. Hand
axes would have been especially effective

in a collective strategy, such as a group of

hunters bombarding a herd. To overcome
any difficulty in transporting hand axes,

Homo ereetus could have used carrying

slings made from hide, stockpiled hand
axes near hunting areas, or cached them
(in caves, for example) prior to seasonal

migrations.

Hunting near water, where game is rel-

atively predictable and often concen-

trated, offers a simple explanation of why
hand axes are recovered there in abun-

dance—as well as the phenomenon of

hand axes embedded on edge in situ.

Hand axes that missed their mark, land-

ing in water or dense vegetation on the

banks of a river, might have been difficult

or impossible to retrieve. Over time, with

continued exploitation of an area, projec-

tiles would accumulate like golf balls in a

water trap. Elsewhere across the land-

scape, retrieval is more likely and the

hand ax should be rare. This distribution

pattern, as noted by English archeologist

L.H. Keeley, resembles that of the Indian

projectile points across the American

Southwest. (Keeley, however, does not be-

lieve that the hand ax was a projectile.)

Homo ereetus, like later Homo sapiens,

was physically defenseless compared with

the rest of the animal kingdom. Relatively

slow, without canines, claws, tusks, or

other natural means of defense, these

early humans were easy prey when out of

a tree. With handheld weapons they could

defend themselves, once attacked. With

projectile weapons they could wound,

maim, or kill without making physical

contact, avoiding assault or retaliation.

Modern humans are notoriously expert at

killing from a distance. The hand ax may
be proof that this behavioral strategy was

refined long ago, at a time when truly "gi-

ants strode the earth"—when by dint of

size the megamammals of the Pleistocene

asserted their dominance, when migrating

game might pass in a continuous parade

for days without a break in their ranks,

and humankind struggled to survive, both

consumer and consumed. At the other end

of time, at the dawn of history, is it pos-

sible that the ancient Greeks preserved

as a sport a tradition handed down from

that distant yesterday?

Eileen M. O'Brien is a research associate

in the Department ofAnthropology at the

University of Georgia.
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Subalpine meadow in BanffNational Park, Canada

Stephen J Kraaemann. DRK Photo

Pollen Shortcomings
When it comes tofertilization, wildflowers in the Rocky Mountains

are not always well served by the birds and the bees

by Nickolas M. Waser

Springtime comes late to the Rocky

Mountains, but its final arrival can only be

called exuberant. By the middle of July,

scarcely five weeks after the last snow has

melted, a typical subalpine meadow at

10,000 feet in Colorado looks much like

an impressionist painting: wildflowers of

all hues hide the bare brown earth that

prevailed such a short time earlier. Deep

blue monkshood and larkspur mix with

sky blue flax and columbine, golden aspen

sunflower and paler yellow lousewort, pur-

ple elephant's head and shooting star, and

bright red skyrocket gilia and Indian

paintbrush.

Adding to this colorful scene are vari-

ous small flying animals that move me-

thodically from flower to flower in search

of sugary nectar and protein-rich pollen.

These are the pollinators, those all-impor-

tant mediators of plant sexual reproduc-

tion that move pollen (the male gametes)

between flowers. Chief among them are

fuzzy, orange-and-black bumblebees and

iridescent hummingbirds weighing only

an eighth of an ounce—less than a single

page of this magazine. Butterflies of many

sizes and hues, solitary bees, and hover

flies also flit among the flowers.

How can we explain the great diversity

of plants and pollinators brightening these

Rocky Mountain meadows'? The widely

accepted answer is that a long evolution-

ary process is responsible, in which plants

and their animal partners have prolifer-

ated hand in hand, with natural selection

fine tuning their intimate, mutually bene-

ficial relationships. Darwin himself pro-

posed that flower and pollinator might

"slowly become, either simultaneously or

one after the other, modified in the most

perfect manner to each other." Some Vic-

torian naturalists, thinking along similar

lines, concluded that nature is perfectly

organized. Ecologists and botanists today

have a less tidy concept of the natural

world, but when it comes to pollination,

many still cleave to an optimistic view:

that plants receive from their animal con-

sorts more than enough high-quality pol-

len to fertilize all their ovules.

Recent research, however, casts doubt

on this view. The flowers of most plants

produce tens of thousands, if not hundreds

of thousands, of individual pollen grains,

but there is evidence that pollen deliveries

to the receptive female organs of flowers,

the stigmas, are often insufficient to lead

to full seed production. One survey

showed that as a result of limited pollen

deliveries, about half of all the plant spe-

cies studied to date produce fewer seeds

than the maximum possible. A clear ex-

ample involves an exotic passionflower,

Passiflora vitifolia, that grows in the rain

forests of Central America. Tropical

hummingbirds visiting this vine deposit on

average only one-quarter of the pollen

grains needed to insure the maximum pos-

sible production of seeds and fruits. There

may be several reasons for such pollen

shortfalls: most of the grains may be lost

as the pollinator flies about and periodi-

cally grooms itself, they may be deposited

on a part of the pollinator's body that will

never contact an appropriate stigma, or

they may lose their viability before being

transferred to other flowers.

Whatever the reason, receiving an ade-

quate quantity of pollen is clearly not

something plants can always count on, in

spite of their demonstrably intricate inter-

actions with animal pollinators. But what

about the genetic quality of the pollen that

does reach its destination? Pollen must not

only land on a receptive stigma; it must
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also fertilize ovules and contribute to the

production of vigorous seedlings. Re-

cently, my own research has focused on

one aspect of pollen quality: the degree of

genetic similarity between maternal (seed

parent) and paternal (pollen donor) plants.

To determine just how important genetic

similarity might be, my colleague Mary

Price and I have studied two of the

wildflowers that prosper in the subalpine

meadows of Colorado—Nelson's larkspur

(Delphinium nelsonii), a member of the

buttercup family whose asymmetrical

blue flowers (which look nothing like but-

tercups) are pollinated by hummingbirds

and bumblebees, and skyrocket gilia

(Ipomopsis aggregate), a member of the

phlox family whose red, trumpet-shaped

flowers are pollinated by hummingbirds.

We began our studies by hypothesizing

that two extremes—genetic similarity and

genetic dissimilarity—would each reduce

a plant's reproductive output. We ex-

pected that pollinations between individ-

uals with overly similar genetic endow-

ments would cause low seed production

and low viability of seedlings that grew

from the seeds. This expectation was

based on a long history of observations of

inbreeding depression in plants and ani-

mals—observations showing that mating

of genetic relatives often has deleterious

effects. Expanding on this line of reason-

ing, we postulated that pollinations be-

tween individuals that were really dissimi-

lar would lead to what we called out-

breeding depression, and that this again

would show up in low seed production and

seedling vigor. Although our terminology

was novel, harmful effects were known to

occur in crosses between members of dif-

ferent, but closely related, plant species or

between geographically separated popula-

tions of a single species.

The underlying causes of inbreeding de-

pression are thought to involve genetic

dominance, in which one allele of a gene

masks the effects of the other, and over-

dominance, in which heterozygotes (indi-

viduals with two different alleles of a

gene) are more fit. Since inbreeding pro-

duces homozygotes, deleterious alleles

will be unmasked and beneficial heterozy-

gotes lost. We postulated in turn that out-

breeding depression might be caused by

maternal and paternal plants being

adapted to different local environments,

or by the breaking up of certain kinds of

beneficial gene combinations.

Where we especially departed from

conventional wisdom was in proposing

that disagreeable outbreeding effects

would occur not only as a result of pollina-

tions between plants belonging to widely

separated populations but also in those be-

tween plants that grew close to one an-

other within single populations in our

meadows. We were led to this prediction

by applying the theoretical expectations

of population genetics, a subdiscipline of

evolutionary biology. Simply put, the the-

ory posits that substantial genetic differ-

ences should arise over short physical dis-

tances within populations of immobii

organisms, such as plants. This will ha

pen either because the forces of natural s

lection vary from place to place, eve

when the places are close to one anothi J

or because of random evolutiona

changes, known as genetic drift. Due

such evolutionary effects within popul

tions, some of the larkspur or gilia plan?

in a single Colorado meadow might act

ally be so unrelated genetically that pi

linations between them would cause 01

breeding depression.

We set out to explore these ideas first
1

J

usurping the duties of the pollinators. Ir I

fashion we considered most careful, b|

that surely is more clumsy than that of tl

hummingbirds and bumblebees,

moved pollen from flower to flower, cro;
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Frank J Staub

The broad-tailed hummingbird drinking nectarfrom a larkspur (left) and the white-

lined sphinx moth hovering infront ofgiliaflowers (below) are two ofthe many
pollinatorsfound in the subalpine meadows ofthe Colorado Rockies. To save time and

energy, birds and insects make very shortflights between plants, carrying pollen

distances that arefar less than the idealfor theplants ' reproduction.

,ig both closely and distantly separated

iairs of plants. By covering plants with

:

ags of bridal veil to keep hummingbirds

nd bumblebees away, we assured that all

lOllinations were our own. The pollen was

,arried between plants on toothpicks and

pplied delicately to stigmas. During the

ist seven years we have hand pollinated

bout 1,700 larkspur flowers and about

vo-thirds that many gilia flowers in

,ieadows around the Rocky Mountain

iiological Laboratory, a small field sta-

;

on in western Colorado. To our great sat-

jifaction, we find that, as we had pre-

i

icted, seed production for both species is

I
igher, by 30 to 50 percent, when we cross

lairs of plants separated by some interme-

j
iate distance than when shorter or, more

,/nportant, longer distances are involved.

Nickolas M Waser

The best distance, that at which the dele-

terious effects of inbreeding and excessive

outbreeding are minimized, is what we

call the optimal outcrossing distance. And
it is indeed very short—on the order of ten

feet between individual larkspur plants

and thirty feet between gilia plants.

Despite all the precautions we took to

keep our interference to a minimum, we

had a nagging feeling that our experiment

might be too artificial; that our pollination

technique might not mimic that of bees

and birds closely enough. To see if the op-

timal outcrossing distance stayed the

same when pollination was entirely natu-

ral, we dug up larkspurs and gilias, placed

them in flower pots, and moved the pots

various distances from the original loca-

tion. In this way, the flowers were moved

into more and more genetically foreign

"pollen environments." The results of this

experiment matched those of our first ef-

fort: the greatest number of seeds were

produced when the original distance be-

tween seed parent and pollen donor was

about ten feet in the case of larkspurs and

thirty in the case of gilias.

Like seed production, seedling vigor is

partly the result of pollen quality, and we

wanted to find out whether the distance

pollen travels also influences seedling

growth and survival. We kept close tabs on

our hand-pollinated larkspur and gilia

flowers, waiting to count their seeds until

just before they were shed. We thus made

sure we would obtain mature seeds to

plant back into the native meadows.

Armed with maps of our plantings, we

were able to follow seed germination and

seedling growth through successive sum-

mers. Early results suggested that lark-

spur seedlings obtained from crosses be-

tween plants separated by the optimal

distance of ten feet grew more quickly and

had a higher survival rate on average than

did those from longer or shorter crosses.

Unfortunately, before we could follow

seedlings for more than a few years, most

were dug up by pocket gophers. These

ubiquitous rodents, the bane of many

home gardens and agricultural fields, are

also a source of what ecologists euphemis-

tically call natural disturbance in our sub-

alpine meadows. Recent research has

shown that by disturbing natural plant

communities and reducing competition

for space, gophers actually increase the

number of wildflower species that can co-

exist in a meadow. From our point of view,

however, their burrowing meant that any

differences in seedling survival among our

experimental pollination treatments were

being obscured by a major source of ran-

dom mortality. To our dismay, we had to
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Kent and Donna Dannifl

Below:A singlepopulation ofblue larkspurs, here mixed with yellow senecios, or

groundsels, may cover many acres in the mountains ofColorado. Not all members of

the population are genetically well matched, however. Among larkspurs, the optimal

distancefor male pollen grains to travel to afemale stigma is about tenfeet. Plants

receivingpollenfrom much more distant or much closer donorsproducefewer seeds

and less vigorous seedlings. Facingpage: Otherflowers that lend color to spring

in the Rockies are scarlet paintbrush, yarrow, ragwort, and lowpenstemon.
Nickolas M. Waser
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abandon our original seed plantings and

begin fresh ones in plots fenced to keep out

gophers. Early results from these new
plantings are again very encouraging for

both larkspur and gilia.

Taken together, then, our results

strongly suggest that pollen grains deliv-

ered to a larkspur or gilia stigma by nec-

tar-seeking bumblebees and humming-
birds are not all created equal, in terms of

their value to plant reproduction. And the

distance between pollen donors and recipi-

ents is probably not the only potential dif-

ference in quality among pollen grains.

Certain plants, for example, may produce

pollen that is somehow genetically supe-

rior regardless of how far it travels to

reach a stigma. Furthermore, a pollen

grain's success in fertilizing an ovule may
depend on the overall genetic mix of pol-

len on the stigma since grains effectively

compete for access to ovules and some
grains may be stronger competitors than

others. There is now some evidence from

crop plants for such subtle elements of pol-

len quality, although reports from natural

systems remain scarce. I suspect this will

not be the case for long, however: we are in

the process of broadening our studies of

pollen quality, as are researchers working

on similar systems elsewhere.

Exactly how important, though, is it for

an individual larkspur or gilia plant to

achieve pollination over the optimal out-

crossing distance? An increase in seed pro-

duction of 30 to 50 percent—the amount

we have consistently found in our experi-

ments—is more than enough to constitute

a potent difference in terms of natural se-

lection. With such strong selection related

to outcrossing distance, and with probable

selection related to other aspects of pollen

quality and quantity, evolution should

proceed rapidly to spread those traits of

flowers that increase the probability of op-

timal pollen transfer. Indeed, the diversity

of flower colors and forms in our Colorado

meadows, and of such less conspicuous

traits as the rate of nectar secretion, is un-

doubtedly the outcome of natural selec-

tion acting to enhance attractiveness to

pollinators. But this does not mean that

evolution of the plants has led—or even

can lead—to a condition of pollen transfer

that is ideal for the plants. For example,

we estimated the actual distances over

which bumblebees and hummingbirds

transferred larkspur and gilia pollen and

found, in all cases, that the average pollen

grain travels substantially less than the op-

timal outcrossing distance. How can we
explain this apparent discrepancy be-

tween actual transfer distances and those

that are best for plant reproduction?

One plausible answer is suggested bj
!

the question itself. What is best for plant!

is unlikely to be best for pollinators, whoss

purpose in visiting flowers is to collect nec|

tar with the utmost efficiency. Ultimatel;

the success of an individual bumblebee o:

hummingbird at raising offspring depend:

in large part on its ability to sequester thi

most food with the least expenditure o]

time and energy. Both bees and birds a]

pear to be "energy misers" in their flowe:

visiting behaviors, flying very short dii

tances between plants. Such short flighi

which save time and energy for the poll

nators, explain why most pollen grains an

carried less than optimal distances for tb

plants. The goals (so to speak) of tb

plants and animals are discordant am

therefore unlikely to be achieved simulti

neously, regardless of the duration of tb

mutualistic association. This last stati

ment amounts to a claim that plants ca:

not simply evolve a short outcrossing di

tance that matches the optimal distanci

an assertion that recent computer mode
ling in our laboratory supports.

During the span of our Colorado stm

ies, reports have begun to appear indicai

ing the existence of an optimal outcrossin;

distance for other plant species, as well

for some animals. This is exciting news foj

pollination researchers, but as with man;

other scientific ideas, this one was hint©

at much earlier. In 1883 a book by th

German botanist Hermann Miiller apj|

peared in English with the title Thi

Fertilisation ofFlowers. Hidden on pagj

145, I discovered a brief description q
hand pollinations, performed by the ai

thor's brother Fritz within and betwee,

different species of hummingbird-poll]

nated mallow plants. Hermann Mull

cited his brother's conclusion that "eve

plant, to produce vigorous and prolific ol

spring, requires a certain degree of diffei

ence between the male and female princ|

pies which coalesce; and when thi

amount of difference is too great or ti

small ... the productiveness of the cro;

falls off." It has taken evolutionary biol

ogy almost a century to begin explorin|

Fritz Muller's observation on the level

single populations and to begin conside

ing its underlying genetic causes.
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tar the end ofthe breeding season,

Iragonfly, coated withfrost, perches

afern.

i Shaw. Tom Slack and Associates

Dragonfly Monopoly
; this mating game, the last male to finish

mis out to be the winner

y Vicky McMillan

In some animal species, a female may
ate with two or more males and store

eir sperm in her body until she is ready

lay her eggs. This behavior has created

i arena for an intriguing form of male-to-

lale interaction
—

"sperm competition,"

R competition among males for the even-

ftal fertilization of a female's eggs.

|l though some "higher" animals, such as

llirter snakes and bats, compete over the

il:stiny of their sperm, the practice is

lobably most widespread among insects.

||
eoffrey Parker of the University of Liv-

I pool believes the two main reasons for

B.is are that insects are often promiscuous

[iid that in many species females have

[necial reproductive equipment for stor-

ig sperm. Female insects that store

lerm use it to fertilize their eggs when

iey eventually lay them.

A further twist to this story is that, at

ast in many insect groups, the very last

semination is the one put to greatest use.

hus, whichever male has mated most re-

:ntly with a particular female tends to fa-

ter most of the offspring. How this "last

lale's advantage" works is poorly under-

ood. Jonathan Waage of Brown Univer-

ty has discovered that in some damsel-

les the male uses his penis to pull out

lost of the sperm mass already in a fe-

lale before he inseminates her himself. In

:rtain other insects, the sperm from

iales that mate later may push other

>erm deeper into the female's storage or-

in. There, it is more likely to languish

id never be used for fertilization. So the

tst male to copulate benefits from a "last

i, first out" displacement effect.

The notion of males competing through

leir sperm is an interesting variation on

'arwin's theme of sexual selection. Dar-

in noted that certain males are more suc-

cessful at reproducing because they can

defeat other males in struggles for mates

or because they are more alluring to fe-

males—and nature "selects" for these

qualities. But for a male whose partner

stores sperm, to merely mate is not

enough; what counts is how many eggs he

finally fertilizes. In these cases, there is an

extra phase to the mating rituals, the

phase that begins after mating, when a

male must work to keep his female from

copulating again until the eggs have been

laid. The fittest males are those most ef-

fective at this competition.

How does this competition manifest it-

self? One way is by mate guarding, in

which a male keeps a close watch on his

mate until she lays her eggs. Among its

most conspicuous practitioners are drag-

onflies and damselflies. Sometimes, in

"contact guarding," a male literally holds

on to a female—clasping her behind her

head—while she moves along the stems of

shoreline plants or floating vegetation.

Contact guarders often hang on to their

mates even when the females dive under-

water to lay their eggs in the leaves or

stems of submerged plants.

The other major form of mate guarding

is "noncontact guarding." Here, the male

hovers above the female and drives off in-

truders while she releases her eggs into the

water. Mate guarding seems to be an ef-

fective way for males to protect their

sperm investments in mates; but for such

insects, the price of parenthood is vigi-

lance.

Clearly, mate guarding has its costs. It

takes time and energy and conceivably

could make a male more vulnerable to

predation and other hazards. On the sim-

plest level, when a male spends time

guarding a mate, he misses out on other

sexual prospects. A given male has only

limited time and energy for reproduction.

How does he balance the need to mate as

often as possible against the reality that

copulation will bring the greatest rewards

if he is the last one to mate with a female

before she begins her egg laying?

With these questions in mind, I began a

study five years ago of the white-tailed

skimmer (Plathemis lydia), a common
North American dragonfly, at a small

pond in upstate New York. Most people

have probably seen these long, slender in-

sects during the summer, flying or hover-

ing near ponds or lakes. Dragonflies are

members of the widely distributed order

Odonata. The nymphs develop in water;

later, after several molts, they peel off

their exoskeletons a final time and emerge

as winged adults. Studying dragonflies in

the field has definite advantages: since

these animals generally breed on warm,

sunny afternoons, observations can be

made under the most pleasant of circum-

stances. (Many dragonfly researchers

have acquired good suntans.) I was inter-

ested in Plathemis because other observ-

ers had noted that the males invariably

perform noncontact guarding. For me,

this represented an opportunity to explore

the adaptive advantages of strong mate in-

vestment by male dragonflies. 1 wondered

also whether mate guarding, like some

other insect behaviors that have been re-

examined recently, wouldn't prove to be

more variable than is commonly believed.

On a typical day during the breeding

season, which lasts from June to August,

seven to nine white-tailed skimmer males

come to the pond and establish dominance

within individual, contiguous territories

around its shoreline. By marking dragon-

flies with enamel paint (a treatment that
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During itsfinal molt, a green darner

emerges as a winged adult. In thesefirst

moments, the darner is especially

vulnerable to predators, since it is soft

and wet and can barelyfly. Many

dragonflies become sexually mature

within afew weeks ofreaching the

adult stage.

has no visible effect on their behavior), I

found that an individual may remain re-

productively active over a period of sev-

eral weeks. In good weather a male may

visit the pond for five or more days in a

row, remaining as long as several hours

each day. The size of a male's territory

may vary from day to day or even in a sin-

gle afternoon. Females, by contrast, visit

the pond infrequently and remain only a

few minutes, long enough to mate and lay

their eggs. Then they leave to rest and

feed in the surrounding fields, perhaps re-

turning some days later with another

batch of mature eggs. Males almost al-

ways outnumber females at the pond, and

the competition for mates can be intense.

When a Plathemis female appears at

the pond, she is usually seized immedi-

ately by one of the males, and others join

in pursuit. If he can, the paired male

mates immediately. Mating in Plathemis

is a hasty affair; it is carried out in midair

with no courtship preliminaries and lasts

three seconds. As in other odonates, mat-

ing begins when the male takes the female

34 Natural History 7/84



David Overcash, Bruce Coleman Inc

Dragonflies mate in an unusual "wheel" position, left: the male grasps

thefemale behind the head with his abdominal claspers, while thefemale lifts

her abdomen to receive spermfrom the male 's second abdominal section. In this

species, Sympetrum rubicundulum, the male continues to clasp thefemale until

she has laid all her eggs. After laying her eggs, afemale white-tailed skimmer, below,

rests on a perch near her breedingpond in New York State. Since the last male

to mate with afemalefertilizes most ofthe eggs, males try to guardfemales

after mating, hovering near them and driving offother males.

"in tandem," grasping her firmly behind

the head with his abdominal claspers. The

couple then bend their bodies into a

"wheel position" and copulate. After

transferring sperm, the male releases the

female at a potential oviposition site in his

territory—usually near plants growing in

shallow water or partly submerged logs or

other objects. The liberated female soon

begins hovering just above the pond sur-

face, dipping her abdomen into the water

repeatedly and releasing streams of glis-

tening eggs, which sink to the bottom. The

eggs have already been fertilized on their

way out, by sperm stored in the female's

reproductive tract.

Meanwhile, her mate hovers above her

like a miniature helicopter, constantly piv-

oting to watch out for other males and

chasing them out of the vicinity. During

oviposition (egg laying), harassment of fe-

males can be frequent and intense, par-

ticularly on days when many males are

present. In some cases, two or three drag-

onflies may try to seize the same female

simultaneously. When that happens, the

female may stop trying to lay eggs, fly to

the bank of the pond, and perch motion-

less. Males, including her recent partner,

seem to stop responding to her when she

does this. After several seconds or min-

utes, she generally returns to the pond to

finish laying her eggs, and the guarder

takes up his post again. I found that skim-

mer males rarely guard females they have

not copulated with recently—as one

might expect.

Male Plathemis are vigilant guarders,

but at my study site the competition is of-

ten too great for even a very aggressive

male; more than half the time females are

interrupted before they lay a single egg or

before they finish egg laying. Males are

most effective at breaking up a couple im-

mediately after the couple have finished

mating and separated from the wheel posi-

tion. At this time the female begins look-

ing for a spot to lay her eggs by making

rapid and seemingly erratic flights along

the shoreline. Her flight patterns make

her hard to follow, especially if her mate is

simultaneously trying to ward off other
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Kazuo Unno

Males ofmany species ofdragonflies guard their mates by maintainingphysical

contact withfemales after copulating. Contact guarding insures that the male

fertilizes most ofthe eggs, but it prevents himfrom taking advantage ofother

potential matings. Both the Nehalennia irenefemale, below, and the Anax

parthenope julius/ewa/e, right, are being clasped by males while they lay eggs.

George Doerksen

males. I found that the greater the num-

ber of males at the pond, the more often

females are harassed and the less likely

they are to be able to lay all their eggs.

Sometimes a male loses his mate entirely

when she wanders into dense vegetation or

strays into another territory, whereupon

the dominant male may seize her, mate

with her, and try to guard her.

Male dragonflies rarely lose a mate di-

rectly to another male, however. More of-

ten, harassed females flee the pond and

none of the males get her. Since females

are likely to be clasped again by other

males when they return to the pond to

complete oviposition, once a male loses

track of his mate, his sperm is likely to be

displaced by another male's sperm.

If Plathemis females are prevented

from laying their eggs half of the time,

does guarding really work? From the

male's standpoint, guarding is the only al-

ternative. A male that doesn't mate guard

has little chance of producing offspring.

And for those males that are able to pro-

tect their mates until the female begins

egg laying, the odds are much better.

Once females have chosen an oviposition

site and begun to hover over it, they finish

laying their eggs almost 80 percent of the

time. From the female's standpoint,

guarding is also essential. For example, fe-
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males that flee the pond because of ha-

rassment and return later sometimes suc-

cessfully oviposit without further sexual

contact. But this is rare; more often, males

spot them and try to mate with them

again. The result is that practically the

only females that ever get to lay their eggs

are guarded females.

Given this fact, and the intense compe-

tition among males, I was intrigued to find

that skimmer males never switched from

noncontact to contact guarding, even

when merely hovering over the female was

obviously ineffective in thwarting rival

males. Several biologists have pointed out

that contact guarding is close to 100 per-

cent effective because other males can't

clasp a female that is already in the clutch

of a mate. However, John Alcock of Ari-

zona State University has suggested that

noncontact guarding enables a male to

capitalize on other mating opportunities.

Alcock believes that this method of mate

guarding evolves in highly territorial spe-

cies, such as Plathemis lydia, whose

males defend scarce oviposition sites to

which more than one female may be at-

tracted in a short period of time. Noncon-

tact guarding, Alcock suggests, gives a

male the freedom to desert one mate if an-

other female appears.

Certain other aspects of Plathemis

make it a particularly good candidate f

noncontact mate guarding. First, mal

can copulate in record time—copulatii

duration is among the shortest recordi

for odonates. So a guarder that makes

side trip to a second female does not ha

to leave for long. Second, Plathemis 1

males only take four or five minutes,

most, to lay their eggs, which means th

the guarder's first mate would probab

finish and leave the pond soon after £

second mate begins to lay her eggs. Tl

minimizes the period of overlap. Final

since female dragonflies that are layii

their eggs seem to tolerate other, nearl

females, male guards often can simull

neously monitor both females.

Having said all this I should point o

that white-tailed skimmer males don't, u

der ordinary field conditions, demonstra

a great deal of "behavioral plasticity,"

flexibility. Males typically stand gua

over their females throughout ovipositic

and only infrequently (2 percent of tli

time) do they succeed in "adding oi

other females. Even during periods whi



:male densities hit a peak, guarders have

Inly a slim chance of obtaining more

hates. However, I thought it significant

nat when that rare opportunity does arise,

nales leap for it.

I When a mate guarder spots another fe-

liale, he abruptly abandons his first mate

ind zooms over to the second to try to

ilasp her. If he achieves a quick copula-

ton, he guides his new mate toward the

lid one, and releases her just inches away,

hen he attempts to hover over both of

iiem simultaneously. Occasionally, he is

nwarted when the second female selects

In oviposition site some distance away. In

nese cases, the male divides his time ir-

.'gularly between mates, shuttling back

nd forth between them. Once I saw a

tale grab a third mate while still guard-

U lg a second!

' Male dragonflies rarely desert mates al-

.jgether, but in closely observing hun-

I reds of guarding bouts, I have found they

ften make subtle adjustments in how at-

:ntive they are to females. This fine tun-

pg of guarding intensity may allow males

either to continue investing in a current

mate or to begin looking for other sexual

contacts. For example, males may loosen

up in their guarding of females and hover

several feet away or even temporarily

abandon mates to rest on vegetation.

Sometimes they patrol other areas of the

pond, including potential oviposition sites

likely to attract females. When a guarder

patrols the pond, his female is more likely

to be commandeered by other males, but

he also increases his chance of getting

more matings.

Patrolling of this sort rarely occurs

when dragonfly densities and the risk of

takeover are high. But when fewer males

are contending for females and male ha-

rassment is infrequent, the mate guarders

tend to hover farther from females and

may break away entirely to make a quick

loop around their territories. I saw striking

examples of this sort of weak guarding

during an eight-day experiment in which

several assistants and I captured or chased

away all the males from the pond except

one. (This experiment, 1 might add, re-

quired considerable expertise with a but-

terfly net.) Under experimental condi-

tions, lone guarders were barely attentive

to their mates, and some even stopped

guarding entirely. Instead, they perched

some distance away, making long, slow

circuits of the pond. As one might expect,

these lone males copulated with many
more females than usual. (Although the

sexual capacities of Plathemis males are

unknown, in 1955 one researcher noted an

instance in which a lone male mated

eighty times in one afternoon.)

Another factor in guarding behavior is

how far along a female is in oviposition.

Male dragonflies guard closely when the

female is just beginning to lay her eggs,

but as time goes by, males often increase

their hovering distances. It may be that

the more eggs a female has laid, the less

"valuable" she is to a guarder and the

more likely he is to shift his attention away

from her. This decline in attentiveness is

most rapid when the female is not being

harassed by other males. When females

are being pressed, males guard closely

throughout oviposition.

What these findings demonstrate is that

males have the potential to vary their re-

productive behavior, depending on the cir-

cumstances. When the pond is thick with

dragonflies, males guard more intensely,

but when, as during our experiment, a

male has the pond to himself, he takes ad-

vantage of the flexibility inherent in non-

contact guarding. I was excited to find

that when only one or two males were

present at the pond, guarding behavior un-

der natural conditions was strikingly simi-

lar to that seen during the experiment.

And my husband, my most competent

field assistant, reported a striking depar-

ture from typical skimmer guarding be-

havior. A lone male, cruising over what

was hardly more than a large puddle in a

field, mated with a female, then deserted

her immediately to patrol the boundaries

of his tiny but exclusive domain. These ob-

servations suggest that weak guarding

may be more common in Plathemis popu-

lations with low male densities.

So far I have considered guarding solely

from the evolutionary standpoint of the

males. But studies of mate guarding are
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incomplete without consideration of the

female's "evolutionary interests," which

may be strikingly different from her

mate's. I believe that being guarded is

advantageous to Plathemis females, since

guarded females are more likely to lay

their entire batch of eggs in one brief visit

to the breeding site. A single insemination

is probably enough to fertilize all of a fe-

male's eggs. A female that has to return to

the pond to finish an interrupted oviposi-

tion attempt wastes time and energy and

may increase her exposure to predators.

One reason that returning females mate

again may be to regain male protection

while they lay the rest of their eggs. Also,

since the mating act is so brief, a female

may expend less time and energy by allow-

ing, rather than trying to avoid, extra

copulations. Eventually she will mate with

a good guarder and be able to lay her eggs.

If mate guarding skills are hereditary,

these would be passed along to her off-

spring.

The fittest females may be those that

give males the fewest clues about their egg

contents—so males will stay with them

until the last egg is down. The fittest male

dragonflies, on the other hand, would be

effective mate guarders that are also sen-

sitive enough to their surroundings to

sense how to adjust mate guarding to

achieve maximum fertilization success.

My study of dragonflies has under-

scored for me how we need to reexamine

the old notion that lower animals are rigid,

programmed organisms with little capac-

ity to respond to changing environmental

or social conditions. Odonate species have

a tantalizing variety of postcopulatory

strategies, ranging from no guarding to

contact guarding to noncontact guarding.

Even within a species, individuals may
show different and changing responses to

their mates; these variations ultimately

must have an impact on individual re-

productive success, or fitness. More and

more, biologists are beginning compara-

tive studies with the prediction that if the

relative costs and benefits of guarding or

other behaviors change from one situation

to another, then an animal's responses will

be flexible in ways that enhance its overall

fitness.
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Beads ofdew dampen the perch ofa green

darner early in the morning. Like many
insects, the darner is sensitive to

temperature. When the air warms, it

will leave its perch and become

sexually active.

John Gerlach. Tom Stack and Associates
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In the back seat ofour Civic
4-Door Sedan, we've grown
headroom, shoulder room, leg-

room, hiproom,and kid room.
In the trunk,we've increased

our carrying capacity by an

amazing 13%. Our glass area h

grown, too, for better visibilit

We've included driver con

forts like an adjustable steerin

column, child-proof rear door

locks, and optional automatici
<B 1984 American Honda Motor Co.. Inc.



nsmission, as well.

But while we were doing all

s growing, we didn't forget

keep the sticker price small,

lat s why this car is for families

10 want one to grow on.
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Shepherds of Transylvania
In socialist Romania, mountain villagers defend theirflocks
from the ravages ofwinter, wolves, and watchful authorities

by Ay§e Giirsan-Salzmann photographs by Laurence Salzmann

Near the medieval city of Sibiu, in

Transylvania (a plateau region of central

Romania), softly contoured mountains

form a backdrop for plains dotted with vil-

lage communities. Other villages, con-

cealed by pine and oak forests, are scat-

tered in the foothills. One of these is

Poiana Sibiului, elevation 2,850 feet,

whose approach is a steep climb through

the high plateau, past cornfields and
patches of sunflowers. The hilly terrain

suddenly gives way to apple orchards and
lush, green, velvety pastures. On this land-

scape, the shepherd, his sheep, and his

dog—faithful to both—have left their im-

print for millennia. Shepherds continue to

pursue their careers with relative freedom
and prosperity within the confines of a so-

cialist state economy.

The Romanian government tries to re-

strict the number of sheep that families

may own and also the movement of herds.

But because the state needs the produce
for the national market and for export, it

"closes one eye," as the Poianars say, as

long as there are no shortages of cheese,

milk, and wool. In any case, since wander-
ing people and herds are difficult to keep
track of, owners can keep the produce
from unreported sheep as their extra

profit. (Such manipulation of the system
is accepted survival practice in Romania.)

Poiana Sibiului has a population of

4,000. The mayor is elected by the com-
munity and paid by the central govern-

ment. Under him are several key function-

aries: the accountant, clerk, president of

cooperative stores, school superintendent,

and chief of propaganda. One of the may-
or's tasks is to supervise the distribution of
the scarce summer grazing lands around
the village.

Except for house lots and small house-
hold gardens, all land is owned by the

state. In clearing the land for pasture, fuel,

or industrial purposes, the preservation of
natural resources and the beauty of the

landscape are taken into account. Shep-
herds are charged for the use of pasture-

land, which can be around the village, on
the plains, or high on mountain slopes. Up-
land herding is more strenuous and sub-

jects the herd to greater risks of foot infec-

tions, attacks by wild animals, and other
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At a summer pasture in the mountains,

Romanian shepherds gather their sheep

for the early evening milking.



hazards, but the land is more plentiful and

the herd is freer to roam. Upland herding

is also the least costly, because fewer in-

formal deals have to be made with local

villagers and state officials.

Of the 800 families in Poiana Sibiului,

four-fifths own sheep herds, ranging from

200 to more than 3,000 animals. Some of

the smaller herds (200 to 400 sheep) move

about on the nearby plains all year round,

but since much of the area is designated

for wheat and corn agriculture, the larger

herds must travel farther. Many Poianar

shepherds travel three to four hundred

miles each year. In the summertime they

go to specific mountain ranges in northern

and western Transylvania, while to pass

the winter months they move long dis-

tances, westward into the Banat region

and eastward as far as Dobruja, the mead-

ows of the Danube flood plain east of Bu-

charest. Like other shepherds in Transyl-

vania, the Poianars reach these pastures

along a series of "sheep roads," many of

which have been in use since at least the

eighteenth century.

Each shepherd signs a contract with the

state, represented by the mayor of the vil-

lage where the pastureland is located. The

contract stipulates the grazing fee and the

obligatory sale to the state of live sheep,

meat, milk, and cheese, in proportion to

the herd. The state buys these products at

state prices and resells them at a profit.

Farmers' prices at local markets fluctuate

throughout the year according to demand
and sometimes are higher than what the

state charges.

A shepherd starts his journey to his win-

ter grazing area toward the end of Sep-

tember, when the mountain pastures are

depleted. Traveling on foot, shepherds go

across mountains and through valleys, fol-

lowing watercourses to the warmer plains.

Aaron Banu and his uncle have traveled

the same route for the past ten years. They
walk 250 miles, passing through forty-

seven villages.

Shepherds with small herds often travel

together. Donkeys and horses transport

their blankets, food, and other necessities.

While the trip can take anywhere from

three weeks to two months, the shepherds

are never in a hurry, as long as they are

Shepherdsfrom the village ofPoiana

Sibiului often travel west to Banat or

east asfar as Dobruja tofind winter

pastures. For the summer many go to

upland areas in northern and western

Transylvania. Some ofthe historically

important routesfollowed by shepherds

in Romania are indicated on the map
below. Right: Sheep are herded in the

hills near Poiana Sibiului.

Joe LeMonnier
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able to feed the herd en route. The winter

shelters are, at best, makeshift lean-tos of

wood and tar paper, used to store food and

clothing and for sleeping. The shepherds

build them themselves and return to them

each year. Life is generally lived outdoors;

at night, near a roaring fire, the shepherds

enjoy a few moments of refreshment with

a pot of soup and mamaliga (cornmeal

mush).

In the winter months, finding sufficient

food for the herds becomes difficult. If

they can, shepherds prefer to stay near a

collective farm, where the animals can

graze on beet stubs and cornstalks. The

sheep even eat overripe pumpkins left in

the fields. In the middle of winter, when

the fields are devoid of any food, shep-

herds feed the sheep corn, bought from

the state at high market prices. The shep-

herd's isolation from his home and family,

the struggle for food, and the vigil for the

birth of the lambs are hardships lightened

by hope for the spring.

In February and March, as the ewes'

five-month gestation period nears its end,

they need more than the stubs of old grass

that stick through the snow and must be

fed an extra ration of corn. The shepherd

attends the delivery of the lamb, listening

for the faint cries of the mother in the

night. He makes sure the newly born lamb

is dried off so it does not freeze, keeping ij

warm under a secluded bush or under his

own coat. Within minutes, the mother's

teat is introduced into the lamb's mouth

Mothers nurture only their own young; ii

there is an orphaned lamb and a ew(

whose lamb has died, the shepherd trick;

that ewe into suckling the orphan by dress

ing it in the skin of the dead lamb. Th<

mother sniffs the familiar smells of he

own young and thus accepts it.

Shortly after the lambing period, th(

healthiest lambs with the best quality o:

long, dense wool are identified; the others

are slaughtered and the meat and skinsH

sold or given to friends or neighbors. Th(

Poianars breed sheep for size, wool, anc

above all, for good behavior. Since a here

needs only about 2 percent rams, unde

sirable males are more likely to be cullec

than the females.

As soon as the lambs are strong enougl

to walk long distances, which may be

within a month of birth, they are starter,

on their journey to the summer sheep

folds, where milking and cheese makin|

take place. The herd is divided into three

groups: lambs and milking ewes, non

milking sheep, and rams. Each grout

moves at its own pace, accompanied b)|

two shepherds. In the early spring, the!

grass along the way never seems to lasf
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A ewe whose newborn lamb has died

accepts an orphan, whose unfamiliar

scent is disguised by the dead lamb 's skin.

more than half an hour in any given patch.

In the darkness of night, the herd (except

for the newborn lambs) continues forag-

ing. As the shepherds say, "Sheep that do

not graze at night have no milk in the

morning." Unfortunately, the trees in

many fruit orchards along the way lose

their young shoots in the process.

The pattern of each day's movements is

determined by the herd's need for new

pasture and by the shepherd's planned

route and schedule for arriving at his sum-

mer sheepfold. Sometimes there is a stop-

over at the village, for shearing, if it is on

the way to the summer pastures; otherwise

shearing takes place at the summer sheep-

fold. At Poiana Sibiului, local gypsies are

hired to do the shearing. Using large

shears, they work as a group in the court-

yard of the shepherd's house. It is an ex-

hausting job, and at the end of each day,

their hands are red and swollen. Stripped

of their thick-layered winter coats, the

sheep appear awkward and shy. Soon af-

ter the shearing, they are washed in a

stream, then pushed, one by one, into a

pond of chemically treated water to pro-

tect them against skin diseases. The piles

of wool are set aside until the heat of sum-

mer for washing in the rushing streams

above the village. Much of the spinning is

done at the village mill, a small cottage in-

dustry licensed by the state and run by the

grandson of a wealthy shepherd.

Spring and summer are the busiest sea-

sons for the whole family, both at the

sheepfolds and at the village. The shep-

herdess, whose tasks complement those of

the shepherd, is a full partner in the family

enterprise. By mid-May the women—and

a month later the children, when school is

out—travel 1 50 to 200 miles to the sheep-

fold in a jeep or truck. There they help the

men with the milking and cheese making,

which go on for about four and one-half

months, while back at the village the

grandparents care for the hay and the

small potato patches that many families

own. Hired shepherds and cheese makers

are sometimes employed, especially while

the shepherds are busy in the village, pro-

cessing and marketing the wool. Although

it is less profitable, people who are too old

to withstand the hardships of the transhu-

mance cycle (the seasonal movement of

livestock between regions) and who have

no sons or close male relatives rely on

hired shepherds throughout the year.

Milking requires skill and attentiveness

to the mood of the sheep. Usually, at milk-

ing time, two or three people sit in the

milking shed, which has a swinging door.

One by one the timid sheep are pushed

through the door from an adjoining pen.

The milker catches a sheep by the tail oi

back leg to hold it over the pail—there is

invariably, a bit of a struggle. After the

milking, the sheep are pushed into a sec

ond pen, where they kneel down on theii

front legs to regurgitate and chew theii

cuds, their bodies throbbing rhythmically

The sheep fit together perfectly, like a sof

jigsaw puzzle.

After cooling a bit, the fresh milk is pu
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As their lambs wait nearby, ewesfeed on

corn supplied by the shepherd. The extra

ration insures sufficient milkfor the

spring lambs, strengthening themfor the

trek to summer pastures.

nto large vats and mixed with rennet to

nake cheese. Two batches are made, from

he morning and evening milkings. In the

ilains, where fresh grass is plentiful and

he terrain less fatiguing, there is a third

;

nilking at three in the morning, which

'ields a third batch. (To maximize milk

production, some shepherds divide their

lerds between mountain and lowland pas-

ures, hiring additional shepherds for the

purpose.) The most popular cheese, called

telemea, is also the easiest to make. After

about a half-hour, the milk with rennet

curdles; it is then spooned into a large

piece of cheesecloth, wrapped tightly, and

left to drain. Later in the day, the cheese-

cloth is opened, and the half-solid mass of

cheese is slashed here and there with a

sharp knife to facilitate draining. After all

the liquid has drained, the cheese is cut

into one-pound cubes, soaked in brine, and

packed with coarse salt in a wooden bar-

rel. Every three or four days the shepherd

or shepherdess takes the cheese to the lo-

cal or regional market to sell.

The state-owned sheep farms lose about

$8 per sheep annually, after workers' sala-

ries and expenses have been paid, so the

enterprise is in effect subsidized by the na-

tion's agriculture and industry. The pri-
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A shepherd's daughter shears a sheep at

PoianaSibiului.

vate herders, who don't count the cost of

their labor, are willing to invest more time

and effort to make a profit for themselves.

Sheepherding is a specialized art, requir-

ing much patience and gentle care to be

productive. As Aurica Boyarescu, a shep-

herdess, explains,

The sheep cannot be programmed; they

don't eat by a fixed schedule. We know

when they need to be fed. We can identify

one of our sheep, from its looks and behav-

ior, in a herd of 300 belonging to someone

else. We know how to nurture the newborn

lambs. We know which breed of sheep is

best adapted to the mountains, and which

to the plains.

The hardy turcan breed is well adapted

to transhumance, and yields twice as

much milk as the tigaie breed. The turcan

also produces two layers of wool, suitable

for weaving blankets and stuffing bed-

ding. Wool from tigaie sheep is used for

specialized industrial purposes; it is of

very fine quality, but not in much de-

mand. A shepherd comments,

How can one expect a hired shepherd to be

as sensitive to the needs of different breeds

as we owners are? The hired shepherd is

paid a fixed salary by the state, therefore he

doesn't exert himself. We work along with

our hired shepherds, and we have our hearts

in our work.
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In the warmth ofsummer, a shepherd

dyes wool in the courtyard ofhis house.

At a weekly market near the city ofSibiu,

a shepherdess sells thepopular cheese

telemea.

Tacitly, the state recognizes that with-

out private herders, there would be an

acute shortage of sheep and milk products

in the country. Thus herding, especially in

the mountain villages, remains one of the

few private enterprises in Romania. Pri-

vate herders sometimes organize cooper-

atives, in which the profits are shared.

Usually, the sheep are herded together,

and each shepherd obtains grazing rights

and feed, as well as a salary, through the

cooperative. Still, each member must ful-

fill his individual obligation to the state, as

determined by the size of his herd.

The future is uncertain. State laws are

discouraging herding, especially the sort

of transhumance practiced by the Poi-

anars. As more land is appropriated for

agriculture, grazing land becomes scarce.

This pushes up the fees charged for graz-

ing rights and the cash outlay needed for

corn for supplementary winter feed.

Faced with increased costs, shepherds

may have to sell off their flocks to the

state. This need not occur if the state can

be convinced to provide more flexible

grazing rights throughout the country.

Romanians tend to think of sheepherd-

ing as a romantic pursuit—the beauty and

simplicity of pastoral life appear in color-

ful tableaux even on the walls of every

Poianar house. But the shepherd's life is

one of hard labor, separation from home,

and anxieties of known and unknown

risks. "Last year I lost 200 sheep in an ac-

cident," says one shepherd. "They were

run over by a train at night, when the hired

shepherd fell asleep." Another owner had

300 sheep die from drinking chemically

polluted water. In the mountains there

may be wolves and bears to contend with,

and at night, the shepherds in their long

sheepskin coats only pretend to sleep. The

dogs take their posts around the huddled

flock, gazing sideways at any moving crea-

ture, ready to attack at the slightest prov-

ocation. Even the donkeys are kept in the

shed at night for their protection.

The initiation of young boys and girls

into the responsibilities of sheepherding is

part of the natural process of living and

learning. As one retired shepherd puts it,

I was born near the sheep; when 1 opened

my eyes 1 saw sheep. They baptized me in

sheep's milk, and ever since 1 was five

weeks old 1 traveled to the sheepfold in a

wooden trough strapped to the horse. But

the first time I was left to tend the sheep at

night, at the age of seventeen, then 1 knew 1

had come of age at last. I had to use all the

knowledge I had accumulated and all my

ingenuity to prevent the sheep from wan-

dering off and to keep them warm and well

fed during the night.
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The wreath worn by the brideframes a

1 920s weddingportrait in the home ofa

shepherd.
BBb Hir*"*BIiifr"i r

To succeed, the shepherd must learn

the skills of a craftsman, an entrepre-

neur—and a politician. There are formal

and informal agreements to be made with

state officials. In addition to the rental fee

for grazing land, the shepherd has to pay

off the local authorities with money or

milk products, so as to get the choicest

grazing land. The payoffs seem endless: a

spring lamb for the mayor, several pounds

of cheese per week to the director of the

cooperative farms, milk to the local veteri-

narian, and so on. The shepherd has to

know how and with whom to make deals,

and he has to get along with everyone. He
must be dest'epte (judicious).

The shepherdess also learns how to

make deals with state agents. One tells of

an experience she had soon after collectiv-

ization of herds began back in 1954. The
state police came to the sheepfold one day,

while her husband was away at the mar-

ket. She sensed immediately that she had

to bribe them, to escape confiscation of all

the sheep. So she offered their leader

some cheese and 250 sheep (out of 1 ,000).

The response was better than she hoped:

he told her which routes to follow, so as to

avoid other contingents of the militia.

The bride of a shepherd is expected to

learn the intricacies of cheese making and

wool processing and to organize and run

A prized status symbol, a newly

constructed house also represents a

shepherd's hedge against inflation and
otherfinancial calamities. The large

wooden doorway,for vehicles carrying

wool and other goods, opens onto a

courtyard.

two households (one in the village, one at

the sheepfold), in addition to being a faith-

ful wife and mother. Some young women
are not willing to take on these tasks, espe-

cially if they wish to continue their educa-

tion beyond the high school level. But the

would-be shepherdess will search for her

shepherd in a socially accepted milieu: the

village dance.

Dances are held on Sundays and on the

ten or twelve saints' days<:elebrated in the

village. On St. Ilie's Day, July 20, the

community hall is packed with men and

women, aged sixteen to sixty, of various

socioeconomic levels. While the older men
and women observe the festivities from

the balcony, the young women in their

brightly colored, floral-print dresses and

traditional scarves walk into the hall arm-

in-arm.Their high heels and nylon stock-

ings mark the special quality of the

ll

occasion. Later, the perfectly groomed

young shepherds enter one by one. Tht

gypsy band plays a combination of catchy
|

nostalgic love songs and rock-and-roll. T< I

all appearances, the young women ap

proach the young men to dance; actually

a shepherd will wink at a girl he likes i

while she confirms with an unobtrusive

nod of her head and advances. The twi

whirl around the center of the hall for <;

few minutes, then return to their places ii t

the line of other young men and women rt

waiting for the next dance.

If a match is made at a village dance

the shepherd accompanies the girl homm
to meet her family formally. Within twi

months to a year, upon both families' cor

sent, preparations for marriage begin. Ii

the meantime, the betrothed couple ar>

seen together in public, holding hands

The preferred marriage pattern is for tb

i
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Two sisters, university students on a visit

to Poiana Sibiului, hold up vests

made by their grandmother.

de to live with her in-laws—but she re-

nins close to her family, physically and

;;ially. Men are encouraged to choose

ung women from the village or neigh-

:ring villages.

[If the marriage is between two shep-

ird families, it represents a pooling of re-

farces and labor. The wealthiest families

Jay are generally those in which the con-

ict was made between well-to-do part-

rs. From her family the bride usually re-

ives money and a dowry, consisting of

x)len blankets, finely embroidered tradi-

;mal blouses, furniture, and sometimes a

ruse. (After the death of her parents, she

;o receives a share of their estate, includ-

g sheep.) The groom, on the other hand,

given his share of his family's flock. In

actice, the bride and groom become
rt of his extended family, which is an

onomic and spiritual unit. Their assets

are administered as part of this unit, but at

the end of each year, each member house-

hold receives the profit it is due.

"In those days," says Maria Bann,

speaking of her marriage in the 1940s,

"parents did not look for treasures in a

husband." Her prospective husband had

only 400 sheep, compared with her own
family's 3,000, but this did not constitute

a barrier to their union. The important

thing was that the groom was an upstand-

ing, honest, hard-working person. Al-

though they started with very little, they

became successful herders, working to-

gether for forty years. Their formula for

success, she says, was to butcher only

rams each year, saving the ewes and sell-

ing none for the first ten years.

A husband and wife cooperate in the

quest for prosperity. Their personalities

are often complementary: the shepherd

typically uses his wisdom quietly, accus-

tomed as he is to relative solitude; the

shepherdess, on the other hand, collects

news and information, solicits business,

and keeps her husband informed about

prices and new state laws. She maintains

close ties with her neighbors and relatives

and helps organize village-wide banquets

to celebrate special holidays. During the

year, the shepherd and his sons alternate

in visiting home to attend such ritually sig-

nificant events as Christmas, weddings,

baptisms, and funerals (hired shepherds

are not trusted to manage without supervi-

sion). The home remains the domain of

women and children, who spend seven

months of the year in the village, preserv-

ing and reinforcing the family's member-

ship in the community.

Even though the transhumant shep-

herds often remark that "the sky is our

roof and the cojoc [sheepskin coat] is our

home," they are now building large, mod-

ern brick homes in the village. These con-

trast with the whitewashed wattle-and-

daub of the traditional one-story houses.

Monumental wooden gates open onto a

wide courtyard, paved in cement instead

of cobblestone, and flanked by a barn,

shed, and summer kitchen. The new home

represents one of the investments a shep-

herd makes to protect himself against in-

flation, currency devaluation, or the loss

of his herd. It is also a reflection of mate-

rial success, a prized status symbol among

the young shepherds.

"The interiors of homes, perhaps, are

among the most conclusive expressions of

a way of life, its spirituality, ideology,"

writes Paul Petrescu, a Romanian folklor-

ist. The homes in Poiana Sibiului are ex-

tremely clean and orderly. The main liv-

ing room, which includes a small kitchen
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On Easter Sunday, women in traditional

attirepose infront ofa church.

and a sleeping alcove, is furnished with

wide beds, homespun blankets, wooden

benches built against the wall, and a

small, wooden trestle table (in the newer

homes, the simple pine furniture has been

replaced by heavy, lacquered pieces). On
the walls are old and new photographs of

close relatives, usually in traditional cos-

tume, and a single large portrait of the

couple that own the house. Parents' and

grandparents' pictures are grouped near

religious icons or paintings of the Good

Shepherd leading his flock through the

fields. Poianar men and women are espe-

cially proud to show off their casa mare

(parlor), which is usually kept locked. In

one corner of this room stands a tall dis-

play case filled to the brim with white

blouses, delicately folded to show the

black-on-white embroideries; layers of the

typical Poianar brown-and-white check-

ered wool blankets; vests, coats, and old-

fashioned white felt trousers—in sum, the

fruits of a woman's labor, from childhood

through old age. Some of the items may
have been inherited from grandparents,

making a rich display of at least one hun-

dred years of labor.

As long as they are allowed to, the

Poianar villagers will perpetuate this heri-

tage. For a Poianar, being a shepherd is

not only economically fruitful, it is a pas-
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sion, a way of life that has lasted for many
generations. At the turn of the century,

some one hundred Poianar shepherds emi-

grated to Montana to search for a better

life for themselves, but about half chose to

return to Poiana Sibiului. (The photo-

graphs they sent home now adorn the

walls of their descendant's living rooms.)

Their nostalgic poems and songs about

their home in the Carpathian Mountains,

written during their stay in Montana, are

proof of their love for their village.

I asked many Poianars if they were

proud to be shepherds. One reply summed
up their feelings:

I am a Poianar and I am proud to be one. If

you go to another village, in another part of

the country, and ask people what they know

of Poianars, they'd say, "There, people are

very correct, very well-to-do, good caretak-

ers of their homes and their sheep. They
have beautiful handicrafts in their homes

and keep their houses clean. They work

very hard, but earn a lot of money from

sheep. Even if they don't have formal edu-

cation, they can get by very well with the

help of their intuition, because they have

learned from coping with the realities of

life. They have learned to get along with

people from many walks of life." I would

like to die a Poianar shepherd, because it is

the place and the tradition I come from. We
are our own masters.
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Young shepherds wait to go to a Sunday
dance, the approved social arenafor

matchmaking.
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In the courtship display ofthe long-tailed

manakins ofCosta Rica, colorful males

take turnsjumping upward infront ofthe

greenfemale and thenflying backward a

short distance awayfrom her. This

display, resembling a revolving

cartwheel, may involve hundreds of

jumps before the dominant male calls a

halt with a single high note.
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Jewel Bird Jamboree
Deep in thefoliage oftropicalforests, manakin males

form dancingpartnerships to attract afemale,
but only one ofthe males will win herfavor

by Mercedes Foster

The ultimate evolutionary goal of every

creature is a self-interested one: to leave

behind as many offspring as possible. Bi-

ologists have long known that many birds

cooperate to hunt prey, fight predators, or

even care for young other than their own,

but they have until recently assumed that

no bird would actively help another find a

mate. When the breeding season rolled

around, male birds were thought to relate

to other males in only one way—as sexual

rivals.

In the seasonally dry tropical forests of

northwestern Costa Rica and the warm,

moist temperate forests of southern Para-

guay, however, live two species of small,

bright birds whose complex courtship

behaviors contradict the long-accepted

belief. Both the long-tailed manakin
{Chiroxiphia linearis) and the swallow-

tailed manakin (JO. caudata) engage in co-

operative displays in which one or more
males help another to win a female. I have

spent the last several years studying these

manakins and trying to understand how
this helping behavior may have evolved.

Manakins in the genus Chiroxiphia are

part of a varied group of species in which

males and females come together only to

mate, meeting at traditional sites called

leks, or arenas, where the males congre-

gate. Within the lek, each male occupies

his own space, or court, which varies in

size according to the species. Females are

attracted to the site by the calls of the

males. In lek species, mate choice is up to

the female, so natural selection strongly

favors any characteristic that enhances a

male's attractiveness. Many of the most

brightly colored and bizarrely plumaged

members of the avian world are lek-breed-

ing birds, including some hummingbirds,

manakins, birds of paradise, grouse, and

the cock-of-the-rock. In addition, the

males of these species perform some of the

most elaborate courtship displays known.

Although often elaborate, courtship

rarely lasts more than a few minutes, and

when mating is finished, the female leaves

to lay eggs at a site removed from the dis-

play ground. Females rear the young with

no help from the males, which remain at

the lek—free to attract and mate with

more females. For such a social system to

evolve, males must be emancipated from

duties at the nest, that is, their help cannot

be critical to the successful rearing of the

young. Why this is the case in manakins

and other kicking species is not clear.

Males of monogamous species living in

similar ecological conditions do contribute

to parenting. Several partial explanations

have been proposed, including the pos-

sibilities that for some species, the small

number of young reared at each nest (usu-

ally two in manakins) makes the lek sys-

tem feasible, and that for others, the re-

duced activity at the nest site, by making

the nest less conspicuous to predators, is

adaptive.

Because courtship and copulation are

so brief in lek birds, a male can potentially

mate with many females during a single

reproductive season. As a result, compe-

tition among males for mates is intense,

and success may be highly skewed: often,

one or a few males are responsible for

nearly all mating, while most do not get to

mate at all. If males were uniformly

spaced throughout the habitat, each fe-

male would probably visit only a few, and

mating would be more evenly distributed.

Certainly, males do not use all of the habi-

tat that seems appropriate for them. Why,

then, do males congregate on leks instead

of spreading out? Presumably, they do so
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Up to six male swallow-tailed manakins

may share a display site in the warm,

moistforests ofParaguay. While the

subordinates sit quietly in the understory,

the top-ranking male callsfrom a high

perch to announce his presence. When a

female arrives, the dominant male and

one or two other high-ranking birds will

dancefor her.

Lawrence E. Nay'or

because the females prefer it that way. By
visiting a cluster, a female can compare

several males easily and quickly. At the

same time, an inexperienced female can

view the choices of her more sophisticated

sisters and perhaps learn how to select the

highest-quality males.

Not all species in which males are freed

of parental responsibilities, however, are

lek-breeding birds; in some, males distrib-

ute themselves evenly throughout the hab-

itat. The reasons for these various spacing

patterns, which perhaps reflect different

preferences on the part of the females, are

unknown.

The courtship displays of manakins in

the genus Chiroxiphia are among the

most spectacular of all lek-breeding birds.

Manakins are sometimes referred to as

jewel birds, and the name is an apt one, at

least for the males. Male long-tailed

manakins are small, active black birds

with contrasting bright blue backs and

brilliant red crowns. The central tail feath-

ers are greatly elongated, providing extra

adornment when the birds dance. The
slightly larger swallow-tailed manakin

males have similar plumage, but they are

bright blue below as well as above, and

their central tail feathers are only slightly

elongated. The females of both species are

dull green or yellow green, which helps
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conceal them from predators, especially

when they are sitting quietly on a nest.

It is not simply the gemlike look of the

males that makes their courtship so strik-

ing. What sets them apart from most other

lek species is that their displays are co-

operative, requiring the participation of

more than one male. Such displays are

among the most highly evolved types of

behavior known for birds.

After observing banded individuals of

both long-tailed and swallow-tailed

manakins for several breeding seasons, I

was able to determine that although two

or, occasionally, three males dance to-

gether for a female, only one, the most

dominant, has the opportunity to mate

with her. The subordinate partners are

helpers, increasing the dominant male's

chances of mating successfully. By en-

hancing the attractiveness of the domi-

nant male to females, the helpers' partici-

pation may be analogous to a crest or

another set of plumes, but apparently, it

does not directly benefit the helpers them-

selves.

How does such seemingly unorthodox

behavior fit in the birds' social sys-

tem? Unlike most lek-breeding birds,

which use contiguous, small courts, the

manakins I study occupy fairly large

courts, more than 100 feet in diameter.

Their courts are also widely spaced fro

one another, and the resident males c:i

usually hear, rather than see, each othi

In the case of the long-tailed manakin, tvj

males occupy each court. These males a

permanent partners, together not on

throughout the breeding season (la|

March to early September) but also i

successive breeding seasons, year aft

year. When two birds first become pal

ners, they display aggressively to ea<!

other to determine which will dominaV

Usually, the male that first occupied tl

court prevails. If one male dies or disa

pears, the remaining male attracts—ail

presumably dominates—a new partner

On the court, the males share a favoril

perch from which they call in synchror

more or less constantly, throughout tli

day. (They seem to be saying the word /•

ledo over and over.) The sounds adverti

-1



Three male swallow-tails dance together.

Oneflutters in the air infront ofafemale.

As he descends, he willfollow the bird to

his right, which has completed hisjump
and is about to return to the end ofthe

line. Meanwhile, the left-most bird awaits

his chance to dance.

Lawrence E. Naylor

;ir presence at the court and their readi-

es to display and mate. The simulta-

jtous calling increases the intensity of the

jand and, therefore, the area of forest

Jim which they may attract females.

- en the most successful males, however,

1 ly be visited by a female only once every

! v days. In between visits, the males con-

I ue to call. They spend virtually all their

lie on the court, leaving periodically to

:d, but rarely being absent for more

iin a few minutes at a time.

When a female long-tail arrives, the

liles perform a coordinated dance, or

np display, on a special area of the court

ntaining a centrally located perch (usu-

y a sturdy vine one and one-half to four

p*t off the ground) and a number of ac-

ssory perches. The precise nature of the

iplay depends on the position of the fe-

ile. If she lands on an accessory perch,

the males perch on the central vine, per-

pendicular to it and facing her. The dance

begins as one of the males jumps into the

air and hangs there for a moment flutter-

ing his wings before he descends to the

perch. As soon as he lands, the second

male jumps, and when he descends, the

first goes up again, and so on. As each

male jumps, he gives a raspy buzzee that is

sometimes compared to the growling

meow of a cat.

If, on the other hand, the female lands

on one end of the main display perch, the

males perform a different version of the

dance. This one resembles a revolving

cartwheel. In order to face the female, the

males perch parallel to the vine, one be-

hind the other. The male in front starts to

display, performing his hanging jump and

calling out buzzee, but this time, instead

of landing in the same spot, he flies the

short distance to the far end of the perch

and lands where the second male was

perched. Meanwhile, the second male has

moved up to the position originally occu-

pied by the first. He now jumps into the air

and flies to the far end of the perch, while

the first male moves forward again. The

display may involve a hundred jumps or

more; its tempo gradually increases, with

the jumps getting faster and faster and the

distances covered, smaller and smaller.

Eventually, the scene is one of frenzied

activity as the birds fall all over them-

selves in their haste. The end of the display

is signaled by a single high-pitched note

given by the dominant male as he flutters

in front of the subordinate.

In both versions of the jump display, the

female is anything but a passive observer.

Following the action of the males closely,

she becomes visibly excited as the dance

progresses, hopping up and down and

from perch to perch and flicking her

wings. The dance appears to ready her for

the next and last stage of the courtship, a

solo display by the dominant male. He
makes a series of very slow flights from

perch to perch in a circular path around

the female, and then he copulates with

her.

Even more unusual than the male part-

nership of long-tailed manakins is the

swallow-tail's system of clustering. Four to

six males join in a group and may occupy

several courts, although one or two are

used most commonly. Except for brief pe-

riods when individuals go off by them-

selves, presumably to feed, the birds

spend nearly all their time together.

Within each group, which persists

throughout the breeding season and usu-

ally from year to year, males are ranked in

a linear dominance hierarchy. The posi-

tion of each male is usually established

when he first joins a group, but individuals

may challenge each other at any time in

an attempt to improve their positions. The

oldest male generally holds the highest

rank, and the youngest, the lowest. If a

member of the hierarchy dies or disap-

pears, everyone below him moves up a

step.

Normally, only the top-ranking male of

the group calls, advertising his presence at
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the court by repeatedly making the sound

ptuwa ptuwa. The other males perch qui-

etly in the understory. The appearance of

a female produces a general hullabaloo,

with males flying all around and uttering

characteristic calls to announce her ar-

rival. The two or three top-ranking males

present move to a central display perch,

usually about three to seven feet off the

ground on a vine or in a tree. The female

flies to one end of the perch, and the males

execute a display that is basically the

same as the cartwheel dance of the long-

tailed manakin. It, too, ends with a single

high-pitched note, but only after a some-

what longer ritualized display of aggres-

sion by the dominant toward the subordi-

nate. Again, the female is visibly excited

by the dominant male's solo display,

which is similar to that of the long-tail and

also culminates in copulation.

Helping behavior during courtship ap-

pears to exist in the other two species of

the genus Chiroxiphia as well. The lance-

tailed (C. lanceolata) and blue-backed (C
pareola) manakins engage in communal
displays similar to those of the long-tail

and swallow-tail. Long-term studies of

banded birds have never been conducted,

however, so details of their social systems

remain unknown.

We can only speculate about the evolu-

tionary origins of these dances, but it

seems likely that they represent the ritual-

ization of aggressive interactions between

males. When males are either jockeying

for position in a dominance hierarchy or

contesting the use of a display perch, one

flies directly at the other, displacing him

from his perch. The interactions rarely

last more than a minute or two, and the

movements of the birds are extremely sim-

ilar to those used in the jump displays.

Perhaps, as dancing males clustered

closer and closer together in response to

the females' preference, disputes arose

over particular display perches. If females

visiting the leks were especially attracted

to fighting males—possibly because fight-

ing ability is indicative of male quality

—

then individuals that behaved aggres-

sively would have performed a larger

share of the copulations than more sub-

missive males. Thus, by the process of sex-
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The last stage ofthe long-tailed manakin courtship is a solo display by the dominant

male, whichflies slowly around and around the excitedfemale. Copulationfollows,

below, lasting only afew seconds. Facingpage: Occasionally, two or threefemale

manakins visit the males at one time. Here,for example, one sits on the displayperch

while another observesfrom a distance. Whether subordinate males sometimes

manage to mate with these "extra"females is notyet known, but ifthey do, that might

help explain how subordinates benefitfrom the cooperative displays.

Gregory G. Dimijian

ual selection, any heritable penchant for

aggressive behavior would have gradually

spread through the population. At the

same time, selection would have led to the

ritualization of the interactions, favoring

behavior capable of impressing the fe-

males while minimizing the risk of injury

to, and the expenditure of energy by, the

male.

Evidence in support of the explanation

comes from several lek species, such as the

black grouse (Lyrurus tetrix), in which

displays are not cooperative but in which

females preferentially visit males interact-

ing with other males. There is no reason to

suggest that this grouse is on its way to

developing communal displays, for its evo-

lutionary history need not parallel that of

the manakin. But nearly all behaviors are

susceptible to the pressures of selection,

and the presence of female preference for

aggressive behavior in one lek species does

suggest that, given the right circum-

stances, such a preference could evolve,

first, into ritualized fighting and, ulti-

mately, into the cooperation observed

among male manakins of some species.

Cooperative displays are clearly advan-

tageous to the dominant males, but what's

in it for the subordinates? The loud, syn-

chronized calling of the long-tail and the

conspicuous displays of both species I

)ir J

ticl

cuH

°1
ntf

studied would presumably make thej

more vulnerable to predation. The danq
also obviously require a great deal of el

fort on the part of all participants. So wrj

help?

Helpers are likely to benefit in son*

way from their efforts. The perpetuate

of altruistic behavior is extremely diffici

to justify in terms of evolutionary theoi

which is founded, in part, on the premi

that no trait that adversely affects an im

vidual's reproductive success can persi

indefinitely in a population. I can sugge

at least four different ways in which subo

dinates could benefit.

First is the possibility that a helper mi
sometimes succeed in mating. In bol

long-tailed and swallow-tailed manakin

two or three females occasionally visit

court at the same time. If the dominai

male were occupied with one, he migl

not notice a subordinate mating with a

other. (Every time I have seen simult

neous visits by more than one female, ho\

ever, the dominant male has mated wil

all of them.) In the case of the swalloA

tail, if the dominant male were absei

from his court when a female visited, tl

I

next two birds in the hierarchy mig!I
court her, giving the second-ranking ma
a chance to mate. If these sorts of occ

sional mating are possible, then the mo



tithful a subordinate is to the court, the

lore opportunities he may have.

Second, by participating in the displays

5 a helper, a subordinate may perfect his

jurting technique. With lek species,

here displays are particularly complex

nd competition among males especially

itense, practice and close observation of

le dominant's performance may be im-

ortant.

Third, because dominance on a court

nd position in a hierarchy are inherited

y the next in line, males probably in-

rease their chances of acquiring a good

te or high rank, and of doing so in less

me, by serving as a subordinate. At the

:ast, a resident bird will have an advan-

lge over an outsider or newcomer in any

ispute over court ownership or rank.

Fourth, a subordinate male could bene-

fit through what is known as kin selection,

a theory that maintains that nonselfish,

helping behavior should occur only among
genetically related individuals. By en-

hancing the reproductive success of a rela-

tive, an individual indirectly promotes the

genes they share. For kin selection to oc-

cur in manakins, the dominant birds and

the helping subordinates must share more

genes with each other than they do, on av-

erage, with other members of the popula-

tion. Given such a close relationship,

subordinate males would actually be help-

ing to propagate themselves—or rather

the genes within them that control certain

characteristics, including behavioral traits

relating to the performance of joint dis-

plays—when they act to increase the re-

productive success of the dominant male.

Unfortunately, we know very little about

the kin relationships of males on leks, so

the validity of this suggestion cannot yet

be tested.

Helping behavior during courtship and

mate attraction is currently considered to

be rare, known only in the Chiroxiphia

manakins and a few other species, such as

the band-tailed manakin (Pipra fascii-

cauda) and the Rio Grande turkey (Mele-

agris gallopavo). I suspect, however, that

such behavior will eventually be reported

in other birds. The more the opportunities

that arise to study this fascinating behav-

ior, the closer we may come to deciphering

the processes that control it and properly

evaluating its evolutionary significance.

At the same time, studies of cooperative

breeding among birds may teach us a

great deal about social interactions among

animals in general.
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Books in Review

A Taste for Honey
by James L. Gould and Carol G. Gould

The Archaeology of Beekeeping, by

Eva Crane. Cornell University Press,

$35.00; 360 pp., illus.

The importance of honey to early

humans is difficult to appreciate from our

modern perspective. The last few centu-

ries of chemistry and agriculture have

given us cane sugar, corn syrup, molasses,

and many other sources of sweets, both

natural and artificial. But in prehistoric

times there were no domesticated sugar

crops; only honey offered the sweet carbo-

hydrates humans crave, and it had to be

gathered from almost inaccessible honey-

combs defended vigorously by thousands

of stinging bees.

Honey's unique keeping properties, too,

endeared it to early man. It is too thick for

bacteria to thrive in, and its sugar, which

is chemically modified by the bees in the

process of turning flower nectar into

honey, cannot be used as a food by molds.

Honey was sometimes used as a preserva-

tive. The bodies of Alexander the Great

and the earls of Southampton, we discover

from this anecdote-rich work, were buried

in honey-filled coffins.

The progress of the domestication of

honeybees has been a series of adaptations

that incorporated our increasing knowl-

edge of the life history and behavior of

these fascinating insects. The purpose of

Crane's book is to trace through art and

artifacts the history of our association

with honeybees, from early man's destruc-

tive plundering of natural colonies to the

development of the modern movable-

frame hive. Honeybee colonies live in cav-

ities, usually in trees, and consist of ten

thousand to fifty thousand workers, up to

several thousand drones (males) in the

spring, and a single queen. The workers

build several parallel sheets of honeycomb

out of wax secreted from glands on their

abdomens. The combs, which are remark-

ably strong and light, are precisely spaced

one bee-width apart.

The habit of nesting in cavities with

small entrance holes probably arose as an

adaptation against predators: a hole is eas-

ier to defend than the large exposed

combs that some primitive tropical spe-

cies suspend from tree limbs or rock out-

crops on cliffs. And cavities also provide

insulation. A cavity-nesting colony can

keep itself warm in the winter, slowly con-

suming its stores of honey, whereas spe-

cies living in the open are confined to

tropical areas. As a result, the cavity-nest-

ing honeybee Apis mellifera has been able

to colonize the temperate zone. It is this

cavity-nesting adaptation that has allowed

the domestication of the honeybee.

The broadest appeal of The Archaeol-

ogy ofBeekeeping^ the incidental picture

it gives us of our own social and cultural

evolution. The earliest evidences of our in-

teraction with bees come from cave paint-

ings showing groups of Stone Age honey

hunters cooperating to rob cliff-dwelling

bees. These paintings, which are carefully

redrawn in Crane's book, show human fig-

ures using ladders, bags, and in some cases

even smoke to accomplish this hazardous

task. In fact, honey hunting in some parts

of Africa and India has undergone little

change, as the author is able to show from

her own observations and photographs.

This method of honey gathering, how-

ever, is as wasteful as it is hazardous and

painful. Combs containing developing

honeybees are destroyed (often eaten), the

colony's essential honey stores are de-

pleted, and thousands of stinging workers

are killed trying to defend their hive. As a

result, the colony usually dies and is there-

fore no longer a source of honey.

The practice of keeping hives, fro

which honey can be taken with more a
tainty and less risk, probably arose inc

pendently in many places. The earliest e'

dences of real beekeeping that Crane ci

are from an Egyptian sun temple bu

about 2400 b.c. The scenes depicted

the temple walls show that the anci

methods of Egyptian beekeeping differ

tie from the modern: the hives are pottc

cylinders lying on their sides, and bees

in and out a small hole in one end. .

though no actual hives have survived fr<

ancient Egypt, hives similar to those in ts

Egyptian scenes have been excavatl

from Greece, some dating back to 400 bL

Although these and similar hives rep

sent a great step toward the domesticati)

of bees, they are still less than ideal, sin:

they must be destroyed for their honey)

be harvested. The colony of bees loses

cavity, comb, and brood in the process fj

being harvested and usually perishes, a

some of the early Greek hives, howev,

thejarend opposite the entrance hole is *

movable, enabling the beekeeper to *

move a few combs at a time without (,-

stroying the colony. The ancient Greet,'

then, may have managed their bees a:a

renewable resource.

In the cool, forested areas north of IE

Mediterranean, beekeeping evolved n

quite a different way. Beekeepers bouj t ;

and sold the rights to colonies living n

trees; occupied trees and trees with su-

able, but unoccupied, cavities were ta>d

on a sliding scale. The owner of the rig s

to a particular tree carved his initials iio

the bark, much as fishermen mark lobs:r

traps or ranchers brand cattle today, n

owner often enlarged natural cavities o

make them more attractive to swarms, at

doors in the backs of cavities to simply

harvesting, and sometimes added ladd"s
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Don Carlo; etc. (Angel)

282582. Greatest Hits Of
1720. Includes Pachelbel:
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(Theme "Masterpiece
Theater"); etc. Richard
Kapp, Philharmonia Vir-
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322347. Marilyn Home-
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Granados. Handel, Copland,
etc. (CBS Masterworks)

289520. Vladimir Horo-
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319582. Jean-Pierre
Rampal Plays Scott Joplin.

The Entertainer, etc. (CBS)

311647. Isaac Stem 60th
Anniversary Celebration-
master violinist is joined

by Zukerman, Perlman,
Mehta, etc. (Columbia)

259564. Joan Sutherland
and Luciano Pavarotti—
Duets. From Rigoletto, I

Puritani, etc. (London)

316570. The Tango Project
—La Cumparsita; Adios
Muchachos, etc. William
Schimmel. accordion; etc.

(Digital—Nonesuch)

319848. Andre Watts-Live
in Tokyo. Works by Ravel.
Brahms, Debussy, Haydn, etc.

{Digital-CBS Masterworks)

320895. Portrait of John
Williams—Theme from "The
Deerhunter;" Fool On The
Hill, etc. (CBS Masterworks)

284612. John Williams &
Friends— Bach. Mozart.
Telemann. etc. (Columbia)
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stereo records.)
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to make access more convenient. One of

the joys of Crane's scholarship is the pic-

ture she gives us of court battles between

medieval foresters anxious to protect their

timber and beekeepers eager to increase

their honey yield.

The magnitude of forest beekeeping

was astounding: a single parish in Russia

was supported by a tax on the 400 tons of

beeswax collected annually in the adja-

cent forest. Roughly a million colonies

would be needed to account for this figure.

The result of forest beekeeping tech-

niques, though, was the same as that of

primitive honey hunting: the colonies were

destroyed, and new swarms had to occupy

the vacant cavities before the beekeeper

could profit from them.

A decisive step toward modern bee

management came when European bee-

keepers discovered that bees would oc-

cupy hollow logs fitted with entrance holes

and covers for the ends. These artificial

bee-trees were hung from trees, and the

entrances, unlike those in the Greek and

Egyptian clay hives, were placed in the

sides of the cylinders rather than at one of

the ends. This allowed the beekeeper to

harvest only the combs containing honey,

leaving those with most of the brood cells

intact. Although colonies usually survived

this form of harvesting, the job was messy

and wasteful and allowed no provision for

the precise management we take for

granted today. Since most sheets of comb
in a hollow-log hive will be attached wher-

ever the bees see fit to strengthen their

structures, opening the hive will necessar-

ily entail damaging the comb.

The picturesque woven-straw, dome-

shaped "skep," which most of us associate

with beekeeping, was in use as early as the

Middle Ages. Unfortunately, despite

connotations of industry and thrift,

skep is another destructive way to mana
bees. Its main advantage is its con\;

nience: it is light and easy to handle a:

can be kept in safe locations close to horr

Crane provides an exhaustive chapter

the location of homes in Britain that ha

"bee boles" built right into their walls

the accommodation of skeps. But like a

cavity, skeps encourage the bees to atta

their comb to all surfaces, making sel

tive removal impossible. In fact, ma
beekeepers harvest honey and wax
putting their "disposable" skeps in tu|

and setting them on fire.

In 1 85 1 , the Reverend L. L. Langstnd

of Philadelphia suddenly realized the s-i

nificance of the meticulous spacing 1-

tween the combs in a natural hive

though bees attach the tops, bottoms, ai

Come to Canada
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of their combs to solid supports, they

ieave just enough space to give them-

s access to all parts of the comb.

;stroth's inspiration was to provide

with rectangular wooden frames that

just the size and thickness of natural

b, but so spaced that there was one

;pace between the edges of the frames

the top, sides, and bottom of the hive

In this way, the modern movable-

ic hive was born. The bees build comb

ie frames and leave the artificial bee

es open. Any comb can be lifted out,

;cted, and returned. Roughly one and

half billion pounds of honey are pro-

id annually in hives based on Lang-

h's design.

>r most readers, the main interest of

le's book lies in its insights into cul-

I evolution and our species' interac-

with an economically valuable ani-

mal. The prose, however, is often tedious,

and the author's interest in various hive

styles and their exact specifications will be

a stumbling block to many. Crane pro-

vides only three pages of text on the natu-

ral history of bees (making much of the

book incomprehensible unless the reader

is already well informed) and assumes her

readers have a thorough grounding in both

beekeeping and geography.

The fascination inherent in Crane's vo-

luminous scholarship is undercut by the

book's curious organization and the au-

thor's encyclopedic bent. In the course of

perhaps two pages, we are led back and

forth over several centuries and continents

as we follow the track of baked or unbaked

clay horizontal hives, and 1 1 2 pages of ap-

pendixes follow the 234 pages of text and

figures. Two mildly intrusive chapters on

bee boles and other hive shelters, plus a

guide to bees on British pub signs, heral-

dic devices, and jewelry, completely sacri-

fice the historical to the encyclopedic.

Even in the more historical sections,

small gems of information are buried in

lengthy catalogs of hive measurements to

the nearest tenth of a centimeter, so that

the reading begins to resemble the prac-

tice of archeology. Still the gems (or

should it be potsherds?) are there, and the

book's 271 intriguing illustrations help the

reader trace a valuable story through the

often ponderous prose.

James L. Gould is a professor ofbiology

at Princeton University, where he teaches

and does research on honeybee behavior.

Carol G. Gould is a research associate at

Princeton and a science writer. At present

the authors are working on thefourth edi-

tion o/Biological Science (W.W. Norton).

Hie Endless Surprise.

% ^ /arm sunlight on an autumn landscape. The
%/ %/ tranquility of a peaceful harbour. The thrill of

T a fighting fish on a light fly line, or scudding

through the seaspray in an open boat.

Experiences to open the mind and the eyes. Canada
is all this and more.

Come for a warm welcome this autumn. Canada.

The endless surprise.

For information to help plan your trip write:

Canadian Tourism, Box 1 192 F7, Glenview, Illinois 60025.
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Yes! I want the set of tour hand-painted
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an "eggstra" special meal!

Send me (qtv) set(s) of Duck Egg Cups
#H33B at onlv S9.95 plus SI. 75 shipping &
handling per set. (Total S11.70)

D I've enclosed a check money order for

S payable to SPECIALTIES
OF THE HOUSE. CT and NE residents
please add vour sales tax.

To CHARGE, circle MC, V, or AE; give

evp. date & account # below. Or CALL
TOLL-FREE 1-800-228-0169, 24 hrs„ 7 days.

Acct. # Exp. Date

Yes! Also send me the new SPECIAL-
TIES OF THE HOUSE catalog-FREE!

Print name

Address Apt. #

City State Zip

Mail todav to: SPECIALTIES OF THE HOUSE,
Dept. K008, 3601 N.W. 15th St., P.O. Box 8524
Lincoln. -\

TE 68544. Allow 4-6 weeks for shipment.

By simulating
cross-country
skiing...

Excellent for

weight control.

• Fluid motions—no jarring impact on bones and
joints. Avoids running related injuries.

• Leg and arm motions are independent, with

totally adjustable resistance.

• Can be used by men or women regardless of

size or weight. Height adjustable.

• Easily folds to 5 inch height. Slips under a bed.

• 30 day home trial. 2 year warranty.

For a Free Brochure call:

TOLL FREE 1-800-328-8995
in Minnesota 1-612-474-0992 Mon-Fri 8am-5pm

Fitness Master, Incorporated
1387 Park Road Dept. A

Chanhassen, Minnesota 55317

Where's the Moon?
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Some evening in early July, say in the

first four days, look up at the sky about

9:00 o'clock, right after it becomes dark

but before the crescent moon sets in the

west. Then turn your back to the moon

and look in the east for Jupiter, the

brightest object you can see there, just

above the horizon. Then search back and

forth across the sky between Jupiter and

the moon to identify the four brightest ob-

jects—two stars and two planets—be-

tween them. Those four objects with Jupi-

ter and the moon form a curved line

climbing up above the south and then

down to the west. The two stars in the line

are the reddish Antares, nearest to Jupi-

ter, and Spica, nearest the moon. The two

planets, very close to one another and the

highest of the group, are Mars, the

brighter, and Saturn.

All these objects are in the part of the

sky we call the zodiac, a belt of stars on ei-

ther side of the ecliptic plane—the level in

space on which the earth revolves around

the sun. Since the other planets revolve in

a relatively flat system, all but Pluto (a

maverick) are always found within the zo-

diac, not far from the ecliptic at its ap-

proximate center. On the evenings of this

month you can see where the ecliptic

arches across the half of the sky above the

horizon by following the curve up from the

moon, through Spica, Saturn, Mars, and

Antares to Jupiter. These objects are not

perfectly aligned with the ecliptic but are

close enough to guide you.

As for the zodiac, six of its twelve con-

stellations are above the July evening hori-

zon. Jupiter is in Sagittarius (the Teapot

below the planet); Antares is in Scorpius

(look for the "hook" in the tail). Mars and

Saturn are in Libra, Spica is in Virgo, and

the moon is in Leo until the 4th, then in

Virgo. There are, incidentally, thirteen

constellations along the ecliptic, not

twelve. The extra one, Ophiuchus, oc

pies a small corridor between Sagittal

and Scorpius.

After the 4th, the moon moves alt

the zodiac past Spica, Saturn, Mars,

,

tares, and Jupiter, as it waxes from c:

cent to first-quarter (on the 5th) and to 1

(on the 12th), passing each object in tiu

Watch it night by night as it changes t,

sky scene.

The events described in the calenj

are expressed in local time unless otl

wise indicated.

July 1: There should be a pretty c

cent moon in Leo at sunset tonight. Beiq

it sets, look for Regulus, the Lk|

brightest star, to the moon's left. On
opposite side of the sky (the dark side

The summer Sky Map shows the sk)

the months of July. August, and Sept

ber from latitude 40° N at the eve)

hours given below. To use the map, hoi

vertically in front ofyou with north (A

the bottom, and match the lower halfoj\

map with the stars you see when you j

north. As you face in the other directly

turn the map to bring the correspond

compass direction to the bottom of M

map.
The stars move west continuously ci

ing the night. By morning (before dat

stars on the western half of the map I

have set, those on the eastern halfwill I \

moved into the west, and new stars (th

of the fall evenings) will have risen in «

east. The map represents the sky at ah
2:00 a.m. on July 1; 1:00 a.m. on Julyi

midnight on July 31; 1 1:00 p.m. on Au;i

15; 10:00 p.m. on August 31; 9:00 p. mi

September 15; and 8:00 p.m. on Septen t

30. Add one hour for daylight time. \

map can be usedfor an hour or more be'

and after the times given.
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DISPLAY CASES
PROTECT AND
DRAMATIZE YOUR.

PRECIOUS WORK
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CUSTOM MADE
cleorluciteona

finished wood base

SEND DIMENSIONS • LENGTH • WIDTH
AND HEIGHT • WE WILL QUOTE PRICE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
FOR ESTIMATE CALL [804] 442-2299

OR WRITE

THE ART DISPLAY CO.
Box 680E. Exmore. VA 23350

Rawhide Riot!
Irregular size or shape does not affect the qualify of our

US made RAWHIDE CHEW BONES. They're safe, digesti-

ble 100% NATURAL hide. DOGS LOVE TO CHEW EM and

you'll love the value-we guarantee it. Immediate refund

if not totally delighted

TOUGH WHITE HIDE
5 lb. Bulk Pak

$19.95
-5"

SMOOTH TAN HIDE
5 lb. Bulk Pak

$22.95
Small-4"-5" Small- 5" -8"

Medium-6"-8" Medium-8"-11"
Large-7"-10" Large-12"- 19"

The size, weight and number of CHEW BONES may
vary per box from shipment to shipment.

Add S3.00 shipping and handling per box. FREE DELIV-

ERY in continental US of 3 boxes or more shipped to same
address

NYS residents add 6.25% sales tax.

Fastest service: Call 1 212/287-3700 and charge

to Visa/MC.

PET COUNTRY Box 304 West Nyack, NY 10994

THE MUSEUM
SHOP

For that special

man, a red whale

on a blue back-

ground or our

exclusive

PTERANODON
on blue or

burgundy back-

ground. $14.50

(2.00 P/H)

Members are

entitled to a 10%
discount on the

price of the

merchandise.

Please send me_ -whales and /or _

PTERANODONd blue burg. I enclose a check
payable to the American Museum of Natural History

forS (NY res. add sales tax.)

State Zip

The Museum Shop • American Museum ot Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street • New York. New York 10024

©Maplcwing 1984 .«;- Dolphin/Whale Shirt — FronI

FREE CATALOG! 22 Great Environmental.

Wildlife, and Anti-nuke Designs! s8.25 each; less

with bulk orders. Satisfaction guaranteed. 10% of

profits go to environmental causes. Share the Earth!

JIM MORRIS RO. BOX 2308 DEPT.CG4
(303)444-6430 BOULDER. COLO. 80306

ENVIRONMEN
• • • T-S H I RTS

rBOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction

All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: BOOKS-ON-FILE Since

Box195Dept74 1958

UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087-0195

Plains Indian Art & Artifacts.

__jjS&^ar

Free Caialog shows painted shields

mounted Itophy bullalo skulls war

arrows peace pipes chohers breast

plates war clubs tomahawks

-Si lances horse dance sticks star

quilts and more. Exclusive

source. Handmade with tradi-

tional tools and authentic

materials. Many have interesting

stories to tell from Cheyenne, Sioux

and Blacktoot heritage. Collector's

items, unique gifts and stunning

decora I ions.

•**-" Write or call:

PRAIRIE EDGE ? Box 8303 Department nil

Rapid City South Dakota 57701 Area Code |605) 341 3620

Treasures From
The Earth

Color Portfolio of Natural
Specimens and Catalog

of Minerals, Display
Stands, Books and

laturalJewelry, S3.00

Uiba

MALAYSIA
BORNEO

Explore startlingly different Malaysia
and its island of Borneo on a Journey-
world tour designed for small groups
and independent travelers. Take a river

safari to a tribal longhouse, hike

through primeval forests to pre-historic

cave paintings, savor the tranquil

lifestyle of riverine villages. Exclusive

services at affordable prices.

For information contact:

JOURNEYWORLD
155 East 55th Street, New York, NY 10022

(212) 752-8308

the east), Jupiter is just rising, Mars a

Saturn are much higher and close

gether.

July 2: The moon is at perigee (nearj

the earth), still in Leo. Regulus is below

July 3: Earth is at aphelion, farth

from the sun (94,5 1 3,700 miles). That c,

tance may not seem to relieve the su-

mer's heat, but it does. Imagine what vj

temperature will be some 13,000 ye;

from now, when the sun will be nearest j

earth in the summer, about 3 million mi

closer.

July 5: First-quarter moon, at 4:04 p./

EST, is in Virgo, setting about midnigi.

The bright star nearby is Spica.

July 6: Still in Virgo, the moon is abit

midway between Spica (to its right) i

Saturn (to its left). Mars, more than twr

Saturn's brightness, is farther to the lil

July 7: The moon passes Saturn eaf

today (about noon, EST) and Mars 1

hours later. After dark, both planets >

close by to the moon's right. Saturn is a

culted (covered) by the moon as it g
over the Indian Ocean.

July 8-10: The waxing gibbous mn|

moves out of Libra, through Scorpius <

Moving
Please give us 8 weeks notice. Attach your lal

and print your new address below.

PLEASE USE YOUR

MAILING LABEL
or copy your name and address as it appe;

on your label in the space below.
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RO. Box 4300, Bergenfield, N.J. 07621
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liuchus, and into Sagittarius from the

to the 10th. On all three nights, the

in is between Mars and Jupiter: closer

Uars on the 8th, midway between the

i on the 9th, closer to Jupiter on the

i.

uly 1 1 : Conjunction of Jupiter and the

I
hi occurs at about 6:00 p.m., EST. Af-

i
dark, watch the moon slide slowly to

left relative to bright Jupiter above it.

: two are right where the peak of the

pot's lid would be in Sagittarius, but

brightness of the moon may make it

\i to see the Archer's stars.

uly 12: Full moon is at 9:20 p.m., EST.

it rises in the east in early evening, its

i.tered light will hide all but the

tjhtest objects. But if you look above it

i toward the south, you should easily

ic out five "stars" stretched out in line,

[iter, the brightest, is first, then An-

|:s (reddish and dimmest, in Scorpius),

I
rs, Saturn, and Spica (in Virgo),

.uly 13: Saturn ends its retrograde mo-

ti and resumes its normal (easterly)

i h through the stars, moving leftward,

i
uly 1 6: The waning gibbous moon rises

ibout 10:00 p.m. Approximately two

f rs later, when the moon is higher in the

I ,
you may be able to find the Square of

\
;asus above to the moon's left, and the

j>ht star Fomalhaut (in the Southern

]
i) just rising to its right. Fomalhaut is

i southernmost bright star we can see

|n the mid-latitudes of the Northern

: misphere, about thirty degrees south of

1 equator.

July 18: Apogee moon (farthest from

\ earth) is south of the vernal equinox.

lonrise is after 1 1:00 p.m.

uly 20-2 1 : The moon arrives at last-

| rter tonight (at 1 1 :0 1 p.m., EST), but it

Isn't rise until almost midnight. It is

fi;e to the juncture between the con-

li lations Pisces, Aries, and Cetus.

I uly 23: The moon, a waning crescent,

I ow in the morning sky. Early risers can

if
it between Aldebaran, the bright red-

I I star in Taurus, and the Pleiades, the

^;ely gathered star cluster also called

I Seven Sisters.

uly 25: The lunar crescent this morn-

l, slimmer than two days ago, rises

I >ut 1 :30 a.m. It is between the two stars

l! t form the "horns" of Taurus (El Nath,

ti he north, and Zeta Tauri).

July 26: The thin crescent is visible

i ly this morning before dawn. It is favor-

ly placed, high and rising in Gemini.

I: uly 28: New moon, at 6:51 a.m., EST,

e i Cancer.

I uly 30-3 1 : The moon is at perigee on

I 30th. If the sky is clear, the early cres-

I I should be visible in the west: in Leo

Ithe 30th; in Virgo on the 31st.

Select one of these five

valuable sets for only $9.95 ... as y

introduction to the Birding Book Society!

Build a comprehensive library of books about birds. We can help you

keep informed about the latest books being published and sell you the classic texts

from our backlist catalog of over 150 titles about birding— all available in the

original publisher's edition at a discount of up to 40% off the publisher's price!

The Audubon Society

ENCYCL0PEDIA.0F
NORTH AMERICAN

106.
THE AUDUBON SOCIETY ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NORTH AMERI-
CAN BIRDS, by John K. Terres. With nearly 6.000 alphabetical

entries and cross-references, this massive tome includes 625 major

articles on all aspects of bird life and biology, profiles of 847 birds in

78 families; lives of 126 naturalists and explorers whose names are

associated with North American birds, definitions of 770 ornithologi-

cal terms; a bibliography of more than 4.000 monographs, articles,

and general books used in research for the encyclopedia; and 1 .675

illustrations
S6Q QQ

107.

THE AUDUBON SOCIETY MASTER GUIDE TO BIRDING, edited by

John Farrand. Jr. Covering all 835 species of birds recorded on the

continent, including 116 accidentals, this is the first field guide to

North American birds specifically designed to satisfy the interests

and needs of the serious birder Its three volumes contain, in all, 1.245

full-color photographs, 193 paintings, 422 drawings, and 650 range

maps, while 61 of the nation's top field ornithologists and experts

contribute their special knowledge to the 370.000 words of text.

Quality Softcovers.
S41.85

110. THE GROUSE OF
THE WORLD, by Paul A.

Johnsgard $42.50

111. NORTH AMERICAN
MARSH BIRDS, by Gary Low
and William Mansell C44 05

Bw*(f
77c

a''S

|-3T-

112. SIMON & SCHUSTER'S
GUIDE TO BIRDS OF THE
WORLD, edited by John Bull

plus BIRDS OF THE WORLD: A
CHECKLIST, by James Cle-

ments S42.45

BIRDING BOOK SOCIETY
P.O. Box 564, Dover, New Hampshire 03820

1-(800)-343-9444— Toll Free

Please accept my application lor membership in the Birding Book Society under the
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Si 50 shipping and handling) I understand that after my introductory offer is paid lor.

all future orders through the Society may be billed to my new book club account I agree

lo purchase at leasi 4 additional books Irom the Society over the next 2 years at low

Member's Prices (with savings of up to 40° o off the publisher's price) My membership

is cancelable any time after I buy these 4 books A shipping and handling charge is

added to all shipments
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Indicate
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State Zip

[2 My check for the amount of $11.45 is enclosed.

n Please charge my Q Visa MasterCard

Acct.# ; I ! i I I i i ! i i I I I i I I

Exp. Date

(OHer good m U S , its territories, and Canada only Prices slightly higher in Canada t

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS • Start-

ing immediately, you will be eligible

tor our Bonus Book Plan, with sav-

ings of up lo 70°= off publishers

pnces • At 3-4 week intervals (15

times per year) you will receive the

Book Club News, describing the

coming Mam Selection and Alter-

nate Selections, together with a

dated reply card. • If you want the

Main Selection, do nothing and it

will be sent to you automatically * II

you preler another selection, or no

book al all. simply indicate your

choice on the card, and return it lo

us by the date specified • You will

have at least 10 days to dectde If

because of late mail delivery of the

News you should receive a book

you do not want, we guarantee re-

turn postage
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TEACH YOURSELF
THE BAGPIPES

Now you can learn to play "Amazing Grace"
and other famous pipe tunes with our complete

learner's kit. With no previous musical experience

you can master this ancient instrument at home.

• Beautiful rosewood Scottish PRACTICE CHANTER.
• Easy to follow 42 page illustrated TUTOR and text.

• 80 minute instructional CASSETTE.
• Double REED and reed CASE.
• Handsome leatherette BOX.

Credit Card Orders Call Toll Free 1-800^38-0430

Send Ronirmino the Bagpipe Kits @ $39.95 each

Md. residents add 5% sales tax. Post paid in U.S.A.

Send FREE catalogue of Scottish and Irish Imports.

D Check Visa D MasterCard Exp. Date

Card Number

Name

City. 2p_

Scottish and Irish Imports, Ltd.
197 Main Street, Annapolis, Maryland 21401

MYCHILDS
DESTINY

A very special catalog for children.

European and American clothing, beautiful

books, unique toys from around the world,

and educational computer software.

Send $2 for one year subscription

My Child's Destiny, Dept. 1233,

P.O. Box 7337, San Francisco, CA 94120
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Additional Readim

Pollination in Alpine Meadows (p. 26)

C. Darwin's The Effects of Cross

Fertilisation in the Vegetable Kingdom

was originally published in 1876, but its

scientific importance has not lessened

with time. According to Nickolas Waser,

author of this month's article on pollina-

tion, this book is "the classic. Darwin's ex-

tensive and meticulous experiments," re-

ports Waser, "have only begun to be

extended in the last ten years." A facsim-

ile of the 1876 edition was published by

AMS Press, New York, in 1972. Mate
Choice, edited by R Bateson (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1983), is a

collection of articles by top researchers in

animal ecology on the adaptations of mate

selections. Pollination Biology, edited by

L.A. Real (New York: Academic Press,

1983), contains an up-to-date article fo-

cusing on plants (chapter six) by A.G. Ste-

phenson and R.I. Bertin: "Male Compe-
tition, Female Choice, and Sexual

Selection in Plants."

Dragonflies (p. 32)

A Biology of Dragonflies, by RS.

Corbet (Chicago: Quadrangle Books,

1 963), is a study of the ecology of these in-

sects, including their physiology and be-

havior. Corbet surveys the existing knowl-

edge and presents it in relation to the

problems of adaptation encountered by

dragonflies. This integrated study of all

the dragonfly species includes sections on

habitat selection; egg laying and the egg

and larval stages; growth, metamorphosis,

and emergence; adult life, including feed-

ing habits and reproductive behavior; and

a final chapter on evolution. "Biology of

Odonata," also by Corbet (Annual Re-

view of Entomology, vol. 25, pp. 189—

217), is more technical and less detailed,

but still a valuable review article survey-

ing dragonfly research until 1980. A num-
ber of important studies on mate guarding

have been done by J. Alcock, J.K. Waage,

and K.J. Sherman; samples of their work

are Alcock's "Postcopulatory Mate
Guarding by Males of the Damselfiy

Hetaerina vulnerata," (Animal Behavior,

vol. 30, pp. 99-107); Waage's "Adaptive

Significance of Postcopulatory Guarding

of Mates and Nonmates by Male Calop-

teryx maculata" (Behavioral Ecology

and Sociobiology, vol. 6, pp. 147-54); and

Sherman's "The Adaptive Significance of

Postcopulatory Mate Guarding in a Drag-

onfly, Pachydiplax longipennis" (Animal

Behavior, vol. 31, pp. 1107-15). Finally,

see G.A. Parker's important paper on t
'

male insect's sexual struggle, "Spei

Competition and Its Evolutionary Con
quences in the Insects" (Biological /

j

view, vol. 45, pp. 525-67).

Romanian Shepherds (p. 42)

F. Barth has written a number of imp
tant anthropological works on nomac 1

peoples; see, for example, his Nomads
\

South Persia (New York: Humanit

Press, 1 96 1 ), a study of the Busseri tribe

the Khamsch confederacy. Anthropoi

gist H. Koster and his wife accompaniei

Greek shepherd, his family and flock

600 sheep and goats on their return jo

ney to their summer pasture in norths

Peloponnesos; his account of this trek,

"The Thousand Year Road" (Expeditu

vol. 1 9, no. 1 , pp. 1 9-28; this is the bulle

of the University Museum of the Univ>

sity of Pennsylvania, 33rd and Spn:

Streets, Philadelphia, PA 19174). J

Campbell's Honour, Family, and PatrS

age (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1964, ]

perback) is a study of the institutions ai

moral values in a Greek mountain co«,

munity of shepherds. Although the co-

munity—600 mutually antagonistic a'

competitive families whose members ;•

cept few moral obligations beyond the

of their immediate family and a small d

cle of kin—seems anarchic on the surfa , p

it is actually held together by an elabori; "

system of social values based on the a-

cepts of honor, strength, and pride. Can-

bell also explores the relations of th

shepherd families to modern Greek so

ety. For studies of shepherds from otl'

countries and cultures see R. Critchfieli

The Golden Bowl Be Broken (Bloomii-

ton: University of Indiana Press, 1973)

case study set in Iran; Padre Padrone

My Father, My Master, by G. Led(

translated by G. Salamanazar (N*

York: Urizen Books, 1978), the life of

Italian shepherd; and two studies of sh

herds in the American West:

Mathers's Sheepherders (Boston: God'

Publishers, 1975), and R Sherloc

Alone on the Mountain (Garden CI!

Doubleday and Co., 1979). Finally, see

Matley's "Traditional Pastoral Life in F

mania" (The Professional Geograph,

vol. 2 1 , no. 6, published by the Associat i

of American Geographers, 1710 ll

Street N.W, Washington D.C. 20009)

Manakins (p. 54)

H. Sick's "Courtship Behavior in

II



i nakins (Pipridae): A Review" (Living

lis, 6th Annual, Laboratory of Or-

i
lology, Cornell University, Ithaca,

« n York 14850) is a comparative sum-

i ry of the various types of courtships in

re than twenty species of manakins.

1 ticular attention is given to the birds'

i of special sounds in their courtship rit-

t>.
Some solo displays and perfor-

i, nces are described, and the behavior of

• lales, young males, and interspecific in-

actions are explored. "The Evolution of

\ nakin Displays," by D.W. Snow (Pro-

\dings of the 1 3th International Or-

iwlogical Congress, vol. 1, pp. 552-61,

plished by the American Ornitholo-

>js' Union, Washington, D.C., 1963),

centrates on five of the better-under-

I )d manakin species, using them as the

I is for a discussion of the evolution of

lilays in the family. The author consid-

:,
ecological factors in the evolution of

(.displays, in which the males are rivals,

i ! true communal displays in front of a

"i lale. According to D. Lack, a well-re-

; cted British ornithologist, his Ecologi-

\ Adaptations for Breeding in Birds

Vmdon: Methuen and Co., 1968, distrib-

id in the United States by Barnes and

fjble, New York) is "a handbook of

tan breeding biology." The book, says

|:k, is "primarily an interpretation of

Ise adaptations of birds to the external

i ironment which affect the number of

^,mg raised ... it provides a review of

Uting dispersion, the pair-bond, clutch

I:, egg size, the incubation and fledging

p iods and the age of first breeding in

|jds." Still another account of breeding

iipirds is J.L. Brown's "Avian Communal
E:eding Systems" (Annual Review of

I )logy and Systematics, no. 9, pp. 1 28-

i. G.E. Woolfenden's "Florida Scrub

I sat the Nest" (Auk, vol. 92, pp. 1-15)

Els that pairs of scrub jays with helpers

flduce more offspring than those with-

|; see Woolfenden's article with J.W.

fzpatrick, "The Helpful Shall Inherit

I Scrub" (Natural History, May 1984,

I 55-63), for an explanation of the ad-

V itages of helping behavior. To achieve

s ual success, an animal must pass its

ties to the next generation. In Sexual

i ategy (Chicago: University of Chicago

|:ss, 1980), T Halliday explores some of

I methods animals use to complete re-

f duction and the fundamental biologi-

C and evolutionary principles that under-

a species' sexual behavior.

Rita Campon

o4dwtftt4M\
AFRICA
CAMPING SAFARIS

GORILLAS AND VOLCANOES
KILIMAN|ARO CLIMB

HIMALAYAS
MT. EVEREST, LADAKH,

TIBETAN PLATEAU, ANNAPURNA,
WILDLIFE SAFARIS

OTHER ADVENTURE VACATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE IN PERU, S.E. ASIA, BOTSWANA,

EGYPT, NEW GUINEA, JAPAN.
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE.

NAME

ADDRESS

10-D MT. AUBURN STREET #H
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138

TEL. 617-876-0533

Membership/Subscription Problems?
We Want To Help!
Sometimes, all you need is information. Here

are some helpful facts:

Orders - Changes of Address
It takes us from 6 to 8 weeks to process an

order, a payment, a renewal, a change of

address, or any kind of adjustment to your
membership/subscription. So count on about 6
to 8 weeks from the time you place an order

until the time you get your first magazine. If you

send us a change of address, count on the

same 6 to 8 weeks before the magazine is

delivered to your new address. (And remember,
when registering a change of address, be sure

to give us your old address as well as your new
one.)

Bills - Renewals
If you send us a payment, you may receive

another bill, or even two, before the payment is

recorded, and the computer is told to stop

sending you bills. Don't be concerned. Just

ignore the extra bill. If you send us a renewal,

you may receive one or even two more renewal

notices before the renewal is recorded, and the

computer is told to stop sending you renewal

notices. Please respond to only one notice and
ignore the extras. And remember, if you wait

until just before your membership/subscription

expires to renew, you may miss one or even two

issues before the renewal is recorded. Renew
early to avoid this possibility!

New Offers

If you are already a member/subscriber, and

you receive a new member /subscriber's

introductory offer from us, it's because we have

used another reputable organization's mailing

list. We aren't perfect. We try to screen out our

own subscribers' names from these lists to save

money, but sometimes it isn't possible. If there

is even the slightest difference in the name and/

or address (for instance, Mary Roberts and M.

Roberts, or Mrs. Roberts, or 12 Oak Road and

12 Oak) the computer can't tell that it's the

same name. So we'd appreciate it if you'ld

simply give that introductory offer to a friend you

think might enjoy Natural History.

Missed Issues

If you miss one or more issues, it may mean
that your name and address have been entered

incorrectly on our computer, or that we haven't

received your payment, or renewal instructions.

Or the Postal Service may have failed to deliver

the copy that we sent. If you miss one or more
issues, please contact us. With your help, we'll

rectify whatever mistake was made.

Problem Correspondence
If you have written to us about a problem and

not received an answer, please don't be upset.

We may have been able to solve the problem

without further correspondence. If the problem

persists, though, don't hesitate to contact us

directly. Remember to give us your complete

return address as it appears on your magazine

label, or we won't be able to write back.

For help or information on your membership/

subscription, write:

Natural History Membership Services

Box 4300
Bergenfield, N.J., 07621

Or call 212-690-0570

Keep this Ad in case a problem arises.

We're anxious to give you the best possible

service. Your co-operation will help us to do

that. Thank you!

AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY

Cenual Park Wesl al 79ih Street, New York N Y 10024
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Cutting the Mustard
The unbiasedjournalist must give equal time to equal condiments

by Raymond Sokolov

Now that the election year is in full

swing, we are all more than usually aware

of the "fairness doctrine," the rule that

compels broadcasters to give equal time to

people with opposing points of view.

Broadcasters object to this intrusion upon

their freedom. And there is a serious

chance that Congress will soon expunge

the fairness doctrine from the law. We
print journalists do not have to contend

with any such explicit legal obligation.

Nevertheless, we do feel obliged to be fair

to all points of view. This is part of an un-

written code of ethics more exacting than

anything that other professions apply to

themselves. Lawyers and doctors rou-

tinely lie, to protect clients from attack

and patients from themselves. And these

prevarications are considered to be good,

even essential professional behavior.

Through grants and other forms of official

subsidy, many university professors are in

the pay of the federal government. But

any reporter discovered to be taking

money from the government would lose

his job. I don't bridle at any of this. I just

think it is worth pointing out at a time

when the press is more than usually belea-

guered by critics who rarely consider the

paradox that a low-status profession like

mine polices itself far more stringently

than other, loftier fields of endeavor.

With this in mind, I have resolved to de-

vote this month's space to mustard. Ear-

lier this year, you may recall, I attempted

to rehabilitate ketchup. Hard on the heels

of publication, I received a shipment of a

new line of mustards from a manufacturer

who had just produced them. It may all

have been a coincidence, but I think I was

being gently pressured to give mustard

equal time with its arch rival.

Fair enough.
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But I think it is also only fair to point out

that ketchup and mustard aren't really

well-matched rivals. Ketchup, as I've said

before, suffers from a plebeian image,

while mustard is never dismissed as lo\

brow. Even in the most mass cult settin

at ballparks, where people slather it

low-grade frankfurters, mustard is nev

Mustardplantsflourish in a California vineyard
George Hall. Woodfin Camp 8 Associa



NEXT TIME
YOU VISIT THE
RESTAURANT,
TRY THE

We put the American Museum
Restaurant inside the Museum of

Natural History because man doesn't

live by delicious food, a splendid bar, or

a beautiful atmosphere alone.

Sometimes he wants to check out a

woolly mammoth or two.

American
Museum
Restaurant
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West & 79th Street. 874-3436

LUNCH: Mon.-Fri. 11:30 AM-4:00 PM
AFTERNOON TEA: Every day 4:00 PM-5:00 PM
DINNER: Wed., Fit, Sat. 5:00 PM-7:30 PM
BRUNCH: Sat. & Sun. 11:30 AM-4:00 PM
Free Admission to Museum after 5 PM Fri. & Sat.



Enjoy theMuseum of

Fine Arts, Boston at home.
Send for the Museum of Fine Arts' gift cata-

logue and explore 64 full-color pages of

beautiful reproductions from our renowned

collections. This striking Steinlen Cats poster

is just one of over 40 color posters in our cata-

logue, available September 1.

Please send me the Steinlen Cats poster

(21" x 28V4").

D Unframed. Enclosed is $12.00

(plus $3.75 shipping and handling).

Framed (black metal) with acrylic pane.

Enclosed is $62.00 (plus $6.95 shipping

and handling).

I'd like a one-year subscription to the

Museum catalogue. Enclosed is $1.00

to cover mailing costs.

Name

Street

City . State

.

.Zip.

Mail to: The Museum of Fine Arts Dept. 4L7
P.O. Box 74 Back Bay Annex
Boston, MA 02117

LEARN
BIRD

BIOLOGY
AT HOME

Cornell
University's

Laboratory

of Ornithology offers a Home
Study Course in Bird Biology

Enrich your understanding of the

world around you with this home
study course in ornithology. One of

the world's leading centers for the

study of birdlife offers you nine

lessons written by prominent
American ornithologists and

lavishly illustrated by well-known
bird artists and photographers. For
information on how you can enroll,

please fill in the coupon and send it to:

Seminars in Ornithology

Dept NH, Laboratory of Ornithology

159 Sapsucker Woods Road
Ithaca, New York 14850

Tel: 607/256-4017

YES. Please send me information

on the Bird Biology Course.

Name _

Address

City -State . .Zip .
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sneered at. Maybe that's because no one

puts mustard on French fries.

Some mustard even has snob appeal,

particularly French mustard. American

gourmets wouldn't be caught dead with a

bottle of bright yellow, domestic mustard

in their refrigerators. They prefer the

white-wine mustards of Dijon. Some like

it smooth; others plump for the grainy

style, especially if it comes in an old-fash-

ioned crock with a red seal.

A while ago, New York Magazine, ever

eager to assist the trend-conscious con-

sumer, published a survey of the fancy

mustards crowding the shelves of Manhat-

tan's snappier delis.

Now this is no laughing matter. There

can be a world of difference between one

mustard and the next. Some are hotter.

Some are flavored with herbs. And so on.

But, generally speaking, your fancy and

presentable mustard is your imported

mustard. This is not just self-hating, Eu-

rope-adoring American snobbery. By and

large, imported mustards are more com-

plicated and subtle than domestic

ballpark yellow. They have drawn on in-

teresting traditional regional variations,

and they have been associated with wine.

There is a reason for this. Tiny little

mustard seeds do not release their pun-

gent flavor until they are ground and then

mixed with a cold liquid. Wine or vinegar

do the job as well as water, and they also

help to preserve prepared mustard. Need-

less to say, the wine or vinegar imparts its

own flavor to the prepared mustard as the

mixture mellows with age.

This is not a mysterious process. And
given the current boom for American in-

gredients, it is logical that some shrewd

entrepreneur should have thought of man-

ufacturing mustard along French lines.

This is exactly what a firm paradoxically

called Classic American Foods has just

done. It has concocted a line of six mus-

tards—all made from American mustard

seed, herbs, spices, and wines. Each bears

the label of a well-known American vine-

yard and specifies the wine used. My own
favorite is the "Sutter Home Country

Style American Mustard Hot & Spicy

With Zinfandel and Four Peppers." It is

grainy and has an appealing tang, al-

though it is not nearly so aggressive as the

English-style mustard commonly pro-

vided at cheap restaurants in France. I

can't say I could really detect the flavor of

Zinfandel, that heartiest and most typical

of California red wines, but I liked the

spirited blend all the same. In a less com-

plicated case, the same firm's Louis M.
Martini mustard, made with perfumed,

delicate Gewurztraminer, did offer a di-

rect whiff of its vinous origin. It seems odd

that this approach has not, to my kno\

edge, been tried before. As the Clas:

American Foods brochure says,

mustard has a long history in Amerit;

When Spanish priests proceeded along t

coast of California in the eighteenth cti

tury, they marked their path by scatterin

mustard seeds. The seeds took root as

served to indicate their path of travel to f;

lowing groups of missionaries. The rot,

was known as the Mission Trail and parts

it still exist. Today the vineyards of Califi

nia's Napa Valley come alive each spri

with blankets of bright yellow musta

flowers.

•

Mustard belongs to the same CI

World genus, Brasska, as cabbage. Th<

botanical family, Cruciferae, is known

the mustard family. And the punge

leaves of the mustard plant are eaten

much the same way as the leaves of the

other brassicas, kale and collard green;
\

Mustard seed has been well known

most everywhere for millennia. The G^

pel according to Matthew refers to it ir

famous parable:

The kingdom of heaven is like to a grain

mustard seed, which a man took, and sows

in his field;

Which indeed is the least of all seeds; b

when it is grown, it is the greatest amo
herbs, and becometh a tree, so that t

birds of the air come and lodge in t

branches of it.

Mustard seeds are indeed very sma

According to one estimate, a quart*

ounce will suffice to plant a row 100 fe

long. There are 1 5,000 seeds to the ounc

To call the adult plant a tree is,

course, an exaggeration. In modern c

tivation, the largest variety reaches two

three feet in height. Mustard is grown 1

its leaves (which are rich in calcium ai

vitamins A and C) much more commor
in northern Europe than here. Of the t\

varieties, known as white and black fro

their seeds, the black is only grown as

source of condiment mustard. White mi

tard, the smaller variety, is also cultivat

as a vegetable.

I have been unable to discover any

formation on the historical origin of com

ment mustard. The word itself deriv

from the old French word moustarc

which evolved into the modern moutarc\

It is related to the word for unfermentt

wine (English must, French mout, Lat

mustum). And logic suggests that clas:

European mustard began as musta

seeds crushed in a quern (manual mi

and then combined with liquid. No dou

the discovery of this process dates to t

dawn of time.

Mustard's role as a medicinal

documented from ancient sources, fro
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ich we may infer that the classical

-Id might also have had table mustard.

)pocrates prescribed mustard, so he

st have known that its seed releases its

atile oil only after maceration in liquid

d therefore, he could also have pre-

cd condiment mustard). The oil has

:n used ever since as a rubefacient: it

igs and reddens the skin, an action fa-

iar to us from mustard plasters. Mus-

d oil is also effective as an emetic when

en internally.

("he only truly new wrinkle in the world

mustard dates to 1720, when a Mrs.

merits of Durham hit upon the idea of

ing the husk from milled mustard seed,

s leaving behind the yellow flour, or fa-

I originally known as Durham mus-

d and still widely sold as dry mustard,

n its various forms, mustard has spread

rywhere and is now part of almost ev-

culinary tradition, from Napa to Pe-

g. Certainly it is deeply rooted in

lerican life, even if it is not a local inno-

ion like tomato ketchup. With the ap-

xance of domestic mustards adapted

m French models, this country is now

during mustard that is both classic and

lerican.

f ymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

r!7 interest is the history andpreparation

I
rood.

Henrietta Green's Zucchini

With Pine Nuts

Adapted from Fine-flavoured Food,

New English Library)

pound zucchini

ounces pine nuts

teaspoon coarse-ground mustard

Juice of half a lemon

cups buttermilk

Salt and pepper

Wash and dry the zucchini. Cut into 1-

inch-thick slices.

Heat enough water to cover the bottom

of the saucepan and put in the zuc-

chini. Cover and simmer gently for a

few minutes until they are cooked but

still quite crisp.

Meanwhile, roast the pine nuts in a

warm (325-degree) oven, for about 15

to 20 minutes, shaking them occasion-

.
ally in the dish so that they brown on

all sides.

Drain the zucchini and arrange in a

flat dish.

Mix the mustard, lemon juice, butter-

milk, salt, and pepper.

Sprinkle the pine nuts over the zuc-

chini. Then add the seasoned butter-

milk. Leave to marinate in a cool place

for about 2 to 3 hours before serving.

Yield: Four servings

LONG
JOHN

LONG JOHN SHIRTS

3580 Willow Lane

Thousand Oaks

California 91361

(805)496-0380

Fabric: Poly/Cotton Blend

Colors: Red, Black, Fuschia, Royal,

Sea Breeze, Pink, Salmon,

Lt. Blue . Purple, Kelly, Yellow,

Lavender, Natural and White

Sizes X-Small thru X-Large

(cut to fit men and women)

Prices: Long Sleeve

Short Sleeve

Sleeveless

Nightshirt (Knee Length)

Nightshirt (Ankle Length) 21.50k;;,

Please add 1.25 for shipping and handling.

Please specify style, color, size and quantity.

Allow four weeks delivery.

Please state second choice on color.

(outside California. Alaska. Hawaii)

Payment: Check Mastercard Visa

California residents please add 6% sales lax.

Name

X

Address

City

Card #
Signature-

. State Zip

Exp. Date.

The Ultimate Safari into
the Last Wilderness . .

.

A very special offer

RIVERS
ni'tCN vx urn 1 is

j3*K

The American Museum
of Natural History is

offering SAND RIVERS
by Peter Matthiessen at

a $9.00 savings. The
publisher's price is

$11.95, but you pay
only $2.95. Act now
ana receive the
Museum's FREE book
catalog.

In SAND RIVERS,
- Matthiessen and pho-

tographer Hugo van
Lawick explore an unmapped corner of Tanzania

—one of the last great strongholds of wildlife left

on earth. Incomparable writing by the author of

the SNOW LEOPARD and 64 pages of glorious

color photographs create a haunting portrait of

this ancient and mysterious land.

"Adventure on a scale rarely seen in this century"—Publisher's Weekly
"A clear triumph"

—

N. Y. Times Book Review

YES! Please send copiesV-* ->•/. OjV
of SAND RIVERS at $2.95 each, N^V- °j %^ •*/

delivery included. Also send me the \% -

FREE book catalog of the American
Museum of Natural History. \^. . &
Name:

Address:

City: . State:

.

.Zip:

M ake checks payable let the American Museum of Natural History.

^Kook^ AMNH Book Program

I Voq 1 .mi American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, NY 10024 6SI

auDia-faRum offers
*

the best in self-instructional

foreign language courses using

audio cassettes —featuring

those used to train U.S. State

Dept. personnel in Spanish,

French, German, Portuguese,

Japanese, Greek, Hebrew,

Arabic, Chinese, I f%*+ mw%
Italian, and tfJiJril
moe a foreign
language on
your own"f Free

Catalog

Call (203) 453-9794, or f

and send this ad to-

out

Audio-Forum

Room 471 , On-the-Green
Guilford, CT 06437

Name

Address

City

State/Zip

I am particularty interested in (check choice):

D Spanish French German Polish

D Greek CI Russian D Vietnamese

. D Bulgarian D Turkish Hausa

% D Other
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HipMarl^t
Art/Cratts

A NAVAJO WEAVING PROVIDES ENJOYMENT now
and an heirloom for your children. Brochure and cata

log. $2 00 Guards' Navajo Rugs, 2625 Desert Drive,

Las Cruces, NM 88001

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS Northwest Coast Indian

masks, totems, graphics Eskimo sculpture South-

west Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachmas Recent
West African pieces No catalog Call or write for

photos and data Priced $100/up Box 5896. Sherman
Oaks. CA 91413. (818) 789-2559

FAfYRUS-
HAWK — Ancient Egyptian sky god

painted blue, red, black, white on

handmade papyrus, 5"x5"...S15 ppd.

Lucite frame add $13. Check/Charge.

BROCHURE — showing gods, symbols,

'Book of the Dead' panels — 25c.

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS

50 W. 76 St. • NY 10023 • Dept. N784

— Gallery open by appointment only.

.

MASKS FROM MEXICO, S18-S150. request photos,

other masks available, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY
12754

MASKS FROM SRI LANKA Primitive, ceremonial. Also

available, batik wall hangings Jett. P.O. Box 1510. Ka-

neohe. HI 96744

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Join our successful authors

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All sub|ects in-

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report Carlton Press. Dept. NHS, 84 Fifth Avenue, New
York 10011

Books

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title.

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title "PAB". 2918 Atlantic Ave
.
Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

All publishers— all subjects: art, history, biography, fiction,

and much more. The most complete catalog of bargain

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

Hamilton. Box 15-Y, Falls Village; CT06031

FIELD GUIDES and other natural history books for Cali-

fornia, the Pacific Northwest, Southwest, Rocky Moun-
tains. Alaska, and Hawaii. Wide selection of titles avail-

able. For catalog write to: Ceanothus Book Service,

P.O. Box 515. Dept. NH, Windsor, CA 95492

FREE CATALOG—Quality Children's Books. Write:

Growing Families Booksource, #7A, P.O. Box 16, Ce-

dar Grove, NJ 07009

OUT-OF-PRINT, SCARCE, natural history, herpetol-

ogy, etc. catalogs $1 . Over 2200 items listed: Herp, Ex-

change, 117 E. Santa Barbara Rd , Lindenhurst. NY
11757

YESTERDAYS BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation, Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J. San Clemente, CA
92672 (714)492-2976

Collectors' Items

ANTIQUE SCIENTIFICA: Medical, Nautical, Micro-

scopes, Globes, Scales, Three illustrated catalogs

$5.00 Alex Peck, POB 710-5. Charleston. IL 61920
(217)348-1009

EINSTEIN. WITTGENSTEIN. GERTRUDE STEIN and
600 other philosophers, scientists, authors, artists,

composers and historical personages on pins and
magnets Free illustrated catalog' Buttonworks. 671
State Street #1, Portsmouth. NH 03801

METEORITES, irons and stones from space now avail-

able. Free Catalog M. Science Graphics. P.O. Box
17871, Tucson. AZ 85731

Correspondence

FAR EAST PENFRIENDS seek intelligent, literate cor

respondents for friendship, language practice, cultural

exchange Asian Exchange. Box 1021 NH. Honokaa. HI

96727

Education

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS
138 East 36th Street

New York. NY I0O16
212-685-1528

Classes are being given by noted

teachers in Tibetan Thanka Paint-

ing. Icon Painting. Gold Leafing,

Medieval Manuscript Illumination,

Jungian Picture Interpretation and
Chinese Landscape Painting. Please

call for information.

CASH FOR COLLEGE." New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities— plus all gov
ernment programs, $4 95 Unisearch. Box 19749 RT
Indianapolis, IN 46219

SCIENCE TEACHERS 100 page catalog of astronomy,

geology, paleontology 35mm teaching slides, free to

teachers with institutional letterhead Others $3 00
Science Graphics, PO. Box 17871, Tucson, AZ 85731

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU' Jobs' Big Pay 1 Transporta

tion 1 Newest Handbook, $2 00. Australian International,

Box 19107-RT. Washington, DC 20036

AUSTRALIA—THE WORLD 1 50.000 jobs 1 Big pay All

occupations. Transportation Latest reports. $2 00
Jobworld. Box 681 -NH, Cypress, CA 90630

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle

tin lists environmental pb openings throughout the

US. Free details EOV. PO Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS' Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3 00 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER"
Colorado, Idaho, Montana. Wyoming! Exclusive com-
puterized openings— all occupations— greatest

weekly selection' Free information!' lntermountain-4Y.

31 15N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO 80907

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School. College

openings. USA $6 00. Abroad $6 00 England. Japan,
Saudi, Australia $6 00 each EISF, Box 662, Newton,
MA 02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applica-

tion instructions, $300 Fundsearch, Box 19107-RT,
Washington, DC 20036

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 countries'

Sampler 4/$298 Free Brochure Multmewspapers,
Box DE-207, Dana Point, CA 92629

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure Sobol House, Box 218-NH, Black
Mountain, NC 2871 1 . (704) 669-8031

1-800-334-8174 Puts you in contact with America's
leading furniture mfg's at superlative savings Barnes
& Barnes, Library for Fine Furniture, 651 S W Broad
St., Southern Pines, NC 28387 In NC call (919) 692-

3381

Gardening

'CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discover
the largest selection of weird and unusual
succulents—over 150 photographs of succulent

crests, variegates, living stones, and oddballs Send
$1 00 today "Catalog of Unusual Succulenls," Dept
7,553 Buena Creek. San Marcos. CA 92069

Government Surplus
::

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS' Many 1% ont

cost Jeeps included' Nationwide Government
er's Guide/Directory —$2 00 Disposal. Box 19

RT, Washington. DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

DON'T HAVE ENOUGH DINOSAURS7 Send stamr.

nosaur Catalog. Box 546NH, Tallman NY 10982

EXPRESS YOURSELF WITH SCIENTIFIC HUMOl
shirt, buttons, and bumperstickers with scienlifi

not so scientific quotes and illustrations Send $

for eight page catalog Geographies. Box 2451 . M
cello. AR 71655

GET OUT OF
YOUR JEANS!
. and into the lushly textured

pure cotton comfort of our
drawstring pants & shorts.

Offered in: Natural • Navy
Lilac ' Plum • Russet • Black

Deva Pants $19
Deva Shorts $13
Postpaid & Guaranteed
State hip/waist measurements

ESSS i vmi:

DGJUCL a Cottage Industry

Box NHT4. Burkinsville, MD 21718"

M/C VISA orders: (301) 473-4900

Miscellaneous

ARCHEOLOGY ARTIFACT REPLICAS. Folsom, CI

etc points Catalog $3 00 with sample point IAI.

#1364, Laramie, WY 82070

' HAWK WATCHER In case of raptor (sic), this ca

be unmanned" Bumper sticker in red and blue J

$3 50 to Hawkwatcher, 2244 Tennessee, Lawre

KS 66044 Money back if not satisfied

"I : OWLS Bumper Sticker Send$1 OOposlage
dlmg The Owls Nesl. Box 5491 NH, Fresno, CA 9

INVENTIONS, IDEAS. NEW PRODUCTS WANTEI
dustry presentation/national exposition 1-800

6050 X831

LLAMA ASSOCIATION OF NORTH AMERICA:
mas— the delight of the new world animals The fa

growing investment in exotic animals in America tc

Gifted with a winning personality, ease of mamten
and the ability to pack where others cannot go I

free breeders directory and information on our I

tatoo registry please contact LANA, POB 1 174, [

N. Sacramento, CA 95806

"LLAMAS "—For investment, breeding, backpac
for the pleasure of ownership There's nothing I

llama Free brochure on sales and pack trips

Ranch, POB 1079. Dept N. Mt Shasta. CA 9f

(916)926-5794

QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT FOR KIDS! One hour*

settes of delightful stories and poems performe

Germaine For information Pumpernickel Producl

1501 Cooper. Missoula. MT 59802

'

SABER-TOOTHED TIGER SKULLS, Lions. Gorillas

man skulls Life size Inexpensive Excellent quali

productions Send $100 for catalog (refund;

Skullduggery, PO Box 1021-NH, Brea, CA 9262,

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing bir

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S.

collimator Free catalog and our article "Know
Binoculars." published in Audubon Magazine. Mi

Optical Co , Inc.. 331 Mansion St.. West Coxsackii

12192 (518)731-2610
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OCULARS—SWAROVSKI, FUJINON, NIKON, OP-
YTH, Zeiss. Free Optics Catalog. Mack Optical &
:hine Tool, Box 541 -H, Scranton. PA 18501. (717)

•2542

1AUSCH & LQMB

DISCOVERER
15 x 60 Scope
List: $399.95
Sale: $225 98

3J_»ii
When it comes to op-

tics, the Bausch & Lomb
name has had no peers

for over 100 years. Their

binoculars, riflescopes

and telescopes remain
the standard of excel-

lence against which
all others are judged.

Invest in a Bausch &
Lomb, and you've made
the buy of a lifetime.

anley's POST OFFICE BOX1-E
FORT JOHNSON. N.Y. 12070

riC DISCOUNTS: Binoculars - Telescopes - Brand
les Free list Thos Manetta, Box 12, 61 Hoffman
nue, Elmont, NY 11003

al Estate

:E! SUMMER '84 CATALOG' 266 pages; over 5000
Denies, 2000 pictures! Values in every type of real

ite, many owner financed! From 600 offices in 43

es Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty, Plaza

'ers, Dept 5390, Springfield, MO 65804 Call toll

1-800 641-4266

VERNMENT LANDS . FROM $7 50/ACRE!
nesites, farming, vacationing, invesment! "Land
ers Guide

1

' plus nationwide listings—$300.
ds, Box 19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

V ...FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

st to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

desired United Farm Agency, Inc 612-U W 47th

Kansas City, MO 64112. Ph Toll-free. 1-800-821-

9, Mo res ph Toll-free 1-800-892-5785

ntals

30NDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake,

liable for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-
ber Everything provided for comfortable living in

quiet woods §650-$1,700 for two weeks Please

e Bartlett Carry Club, RFD 3. Tupper Lake, NY
36

V ORLEANS' WORLD FAIR: Bed and breakfast

,own apartment, sleeps four $75.00 (504) 866-5206
723 Jefferson Ave

,
New Orleans 701 1

5

JOHN, V I : TWO BEAUTIFUL PRIVATE VILLAS.
fckly, monthly. Surrounded by national park, Stun-

I
views of the Caribbean Gardens, decks, com-

ely equipped Each can sleep six Information, bro-

re. (201 ) 837-6859: write Gene Forrell, 1 57 West 57
et. NYC 10019

sorts

,
IZE—RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the

bbean Diving Maya ruins, birding Bevier,

,;encia, Belize (415)752-8008

irs/Trips

TONDACK WILDERNESS CANOEING in the great
h woods August 4—October 5 Six-day sessions
by expert guides Eight guests only. Based in re-

e backcountry lodge, truly rustic yet decadently
ifortable You'll paddle pristine mountain lakes,

ds and rivers shared by brook trout, otters, bea-

,
loons and osprey Daily excursions plus two

its of camping Naturalist fireside programs Swim-
3, fishing, hiking, loafing optional For brochure
3 or call Adirondack Canoe Tours. McMaster Road,
mac Lake, NY 12983 (212) 260-7685

AFRICA! OUTRAGEOUSLY LOW-COST, exciting

Kenya camping safari to Lake Turkana and Maasai

Mara 18 days—$1995 including air! Departing Jan 9

Voyagers International, PO Box 245, Aurora, NY 13026

(315)364-7566

AFRICAN TENTED/CAMPING SAFARIS. Kenya. Tan-

zania, Rwanda. Botswana Studytravel Africa, 34 Elder-

berry Road, Syosset, NY 11971

ALL THE OUTFITTERS—ALL THE RIVERS We only

book River Trips, domestic and international Groups!

Families! Special Interests! No extra cost River Travel

Center, Box 6-H7, Point Arena. CA 95468 (707) 882-

2258

BICYCLE TOURS. You'll love Upstate New York. Mag-
nificent river gorges and waterfalls, rich farmland and
vineyards, sparkling lakes, quiet country roads 5-day

or weekends Quality lodging, fine meals, support vehi-

cle rentals. Free brochure. Freewheeling Adventures,

84T Durand Drive, Rochester, NY 14622 (716) 323-

2657

CANOE THE MAINE WILDERNESS, Allagash, St. Croix,

July-September. Small groups. All inclusive guided

trips Excellent food Write Maine Wilderness Paddlers

Inc.. White Picket Farm-N. Deerfield, NH 03037 (603)

463-8804

CARIBBEAN HORSEBACK RIDING ADVENTURE Ride

mountain trails, savannas, empty beaches, through

unspoilt Haitian villages Entertainment, voodoo, art,

Creole cuisine Basic riding skills required $375/week
Jacmel Riding Club, 241 W 11 St., NYC

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS
'Tours led by professional naturalists,
historians & wildlife photographer to unique
areas: Channel Islands/Gold Country/Big

Sur/Bristlecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small
groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
historic hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for

"living with nature tours". California Natural History Tours,
P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills, CA 90212. (213) 274-3025.

COSTA RICA, A NATURALIST'S DREAM Primary tropi-

cal rainforests, cloud forest, savannas, foothills, man-

groves, rugged mountains and Pacific beaches Exotic

birds, plants, wildlife, and breathtaking scenery at a

very affordable price August 10-19, December 22-31,

April 5-14 1985 Nature World Explorations, Inc
,

1 1442

High Hay Drive, Columbia. MD 21044 (301) 730-0877

EAST AFRICA: Birdlife and natural history. Special

Kenya safaris with outstanding naturalists Night

drives, nature walks, Indian Ocean visits, railway ad-

ventures, and more 1984 November 7-25, $3295 1985
departures include: Botany & birdlife, birds of prey; wil-

debeest migration, photoworkshops; and more Voy-

agers International, Dept NH-7, PO Box 245, Aurora,

NY 13026. (315)364-7566

ESCORTED MUSEUM ART TOURS Days, weekends
to top collections in Connecticut, DC, Massachu-
setts, Pennsylvania, etc Free brochure Art Trippers

LTD (212)581-8233

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Trekking (walking) expeditions to the foot

of Mt Everest & Annapurna Wildlife

safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remote Bhutan.

Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka 10

to 35 day programs from $670.00 + airfare.

Free Brochures

HivmaIa^am TrAvcl, Inc.

PO Box 481-NH
Greenwich. CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

EXCITING OPPORTUNITY Join scientific research

crew to see. study and photograph whales, dolphins,

and sea turtles on six-hour cruise off Montauk, L.I. En-

|oy invaluable life-experience and help support ongo-

ing educational and research projects Fare $25/

adults. $15/children, 15% group discount (35+) Bro-

chure Okeanos Ocean Research Foundation. PO
Box 776. Hampton Bays, New York 11946 (516) 728-

4522

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS
Small groups 1984 departures 7/12,7/26.8/9, 1 1/15 &
1985 Jan-Nov Option Machu Picchu Inca Floats

1606N Juanita, Tiburon, CA 94920 (415) 435-INCA

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
including airfare 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals
Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon. Cuzco/Machu
Picchu University credit available Joseph Colley.

Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd
,
Randallstown, MD 21 133

(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS LEISURELY VISIT. Design
your own expedition with the De Roy family's 33 ft sail-

boat. Capacity up to 4 passengers, multilingual guide

Write: Gil De Roy, Isla Santa Cruz, Galapagos, Ecua-
dor. South America

KENYA Individually designed safaris 27 years experi-

ence Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820 (203)838-3075

MOUNTAINS, WATER. WILDERNESS! Visit our guest
ranch with cozy log cabins Beaverranch, Clearwater,

B.C., VOE 1N0 Canada (604) 587-6567

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY AND NATURAL HISTORY
WORKSHOPS AND SAFARIS Designed for the pho-

tographer Tanzania, June, 19 days Galapagos and
Ecuador, September, 15 days. Trinidad and Tobago.
January, 1985 Everglades and others Contact Direc-

tor, Essex Marine Laboratory. PO Box 57, Haddam.
CT 06438 (203)345-8924

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours New
Zealand/featuring scenic National Parks, plus the Mil-

ford Track Australia/hiking the Outback, plus the

Great Barrier Reef South Pacific itineraries for groups
and individuals designed Pacific Exploration Co ,

Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

NEW ZEALAND NATURE TOURS, wildlife, plants, his-

tory, see penguins, albatross, perhaps kiwis Small

groups with professional N Z naturalist Pagodroma
Expeditions, Box 21079, Christchurch, N Z."

PERU, GUATEMALA, SOUTHERN MEXICO Craft/Cul-

ture tours Travel with expert folk art collector/photog-

rapher Gordon Frost Eighteen years experience

Small groups Write Gordon Frost, Box 471 -NH,

Newhall, CA 91321

PERU LANDOFTHEINCAS Deluxe trek or trailnde. In-

cludes 3 days Machu Picchu. Cuzco, Urubamba, raft-

ing, native markets Departures 7/4, 9/12 Inca Floats.

1606N Juanita. Tiburon. CA 94920 (415) 435-INCA

A Natural Georgia "Golden Isle" Vacation

LITTLE ST. SIMONS ISLAND
Birding, beachcombing, fishing, hiking, horseback riding or

relaxation on a secluded 12,000 acre island with miles of

unspoiled beaches, forests, marshes, ponds and over 200 species

of birds. 20-25 guests at a time. Excellent food and rustic

accomodations. Professional naturalists on staff. Get away from

the crowds on one of America's most beautiful islands.

Little St Simons Island Phone 912/638-7472

P.O.Box 1078N St. Simons Island, GA 31522

SEEKING EXOTIC VACATIONS'? Our name says it all 1

Free details! Unique & Exotic Travel Reporter, Box
98833-N, Tacoma, WA 98499

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS Natural history expeditions

explore New Mexico, Colorado. Utah. Arizona

Bushflymg—Jeeping— Rafting Geology—Archaeol-
ogy—Botany Brochure POB 945-NH. Santa Fe. NM
87504

UNUSUAL & SPECTACULAR 350 affordable tours

(Adventures/Hiking/Trekkmg/Professional Delega-

tions) to Africa, Europe, Asia, Americas, Australasia,

Mideast Forum Travel. 2437 Durant. Berkeley. CA
94704

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 00 per word, 16word($32)minimum Display classi-

fied is $200 per inch All advertisements must be pre-

paid Rates are not structured lor agency or (requency

discounts All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
RAL HISTORY s discretion Send check/money order

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market. NATU-
RAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th

St . New York, NY 10024 Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading Deadline— 1st ot the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov 1) Camera-ready art is required for display ads
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The Natural Moment

bathing Beauty
Animals are not, in general, reliable models, but every

once in a while a photographer gets a lucky break. Doug

Gruenau was watching this female anhinga fish in Tay-

lor Slough, the Everglades, when the bird jumped out

near him, spread its wings at the perfect angle for the

camera, and sat impassively, waiting.

Waiting for what? As Gruenau nervously set up his

tripod, he told himself the bird was waiting for him to

take advantage of his good fortune. But he also knew she

was waiting for her wings to dry. Anhingas, also known

as snake birds, don't have oils that enable many aquatic

birds to shed water. In fact, they don't even float. They

sit up to their necks in water, dive down and spear fish on

their beaks, then surface, flip the fish up into the air, and

eat them. When they are done feeding, their wings are

soaked, so they have to sun themselves dry.

The anhinga sat by the slough in the March sun. She

preened herself with her beak: The feathers were span-

gled with white; the neck furred with soft brown; green-

ish skin around her eyes; the water almost black. Grue-

nau worked and worried about how rare these moments

were.-—D.W.

Photograph by Douglas Gruenau
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Breaching Humpback Whale

Ever Seen A
Whale?

You can observe various

species of whales at Waterfall

Resort in S.E. Alaska. Research

is ongoing at Waterfall to study

gray whales and the endan-

gered humpback whale which

reside here.

3 day tours by trained biolo-

gists cover whales, other sea

mammals, bald eagles, bird col-

onies, black bear, an Indian

village, historical totem poles

and more. Luxurious facilities

complete with individual cottage

suites. An uncommon exper-

ience. Call or write for

brochure. P.O. Box 6440,
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901.
Toll Free 1-800-544-5125

1984 ECOLOGY OUTINGS

Led by Expert Naturalists

D COSTA RICA

BAJA, CALIF.

GALAPAGOS

GALAPAGOS 8

ECUADOR

GALAPAGOS

SCUBA DVRS

D TINGO MARIA,

TAMBOPATA,

PARACAS,

CUZCO & MACHU
PICCHU

SOUTH AMERICA

MYSTERIES 8

CONTRASTS

INCA TRAIL

PATAGONIA &

TIERRA DEL FUEGO

D KENYA 8 EGYPT

KENYA w EGYPT

OPTION

KENYA &

TANZANIA

KENYA, TANZANIA

8 SEYCHELLES IS

TANZANIA

ZAMBIA WALK
ZAMBIA 8 KENYA

ZAMBIA, BOTSWANA

8 ZIMBABWE

ZIMBABWE 8

VICTORIA FALLS

D AUSTRALIA 8 NEW
ZEALAND

NEW GUINEA

General Interest

BEST OF MEXICO

CARIBBEAN ROYAL

CRUISE

HOLLAND TULIP

FESTIVAL

D MEDITERRANEAN

CRUISE

ITALIAN HERITAGE

D GREECE 8 GREEK IS

D SICILIAN ODYSSEY

D FRANCE GOURMET
CRUISE

D JAPAN 8 THE ORIENT

Following trips available anytime:

COSTA RICA INDIVIDUALIZED

D ECUADOR, TINALANDIA 8 QUITO

D AMAZON REGION ABOARD FLOTEL

LIMA, CUZCO. 8 MACHU PICCHU

O KENYA INDIVIDUALIZED SAFARI

HHOLBROOK
TRAVEL, INC.

We Offer You The World

35S0NW 13 Street

Gainesville. FL 32601

377-7111

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

At the American Museum

July Events

The Wild West Travels East

Bill Pickett was one of the great black

rodeo champions of the Wild West. He
would leap onto a wild steer from his gal-

loping horse and, with powerful arms,

twist the steer's head until its nose pointed

up. People came from miles around to see

his rodeo performances. Even King

George V and Queen Mary of England

were witnesses to his extraordinary skills.

On Saturday, July 14, a short play entitled

"The Legend of Bill Pickett in the Black

West" will dramatize the legend of this

black Western hero. Lionel Roper stars in

and directs this free one-man show, to be

performed at 2:00 and 4:00 p.m. in the

Kaufmann Theater.

Animal Olympians

Before the summer Olympics begin,

learn about which physical characteris-

tics enable people to excel in the various

events, and which animals, if an Animal
Olympics were held, would win first

prizes. On Thursday, July 1 9, at 7:00 p.m.,

members are invited to view the film Ani-

mal Olympians. Which animals run the

fastest? Which leap the highest? How is

the human body built to accomplish ath-

letic feats? The film will be followed by a

discussion by two guest scientists. One is

an expert on human exercise; the other on

animal movement. This program, which is

free and open only to members, will take

place in the Auditorium, but tickets must
be ordered in advance. For information,

call (212) 873-1327.

The Fiestas of Loiza Aldea

Loiza is a small, usually quiet coastal

town in Puerto Rico. But for nine day

each July, Loiza brims with the religiou

fervor, music, processions, and bright col

ors that characterize the Fiestas de Loizt

Aldea. On Saturday, July 28, a foil

troupe will perform many of the tradi

tional Afro-Puerto Rican songs, rythyms

and dances that fill the streets of Loiziid

during this special festival honoring Sain

James, or Santiago. There will be two frel

performances, at 2:00 and 4:00 p.m., in thj,

Kaufmann Theater.

July in the Leonhardt People Center

July is Japan Month in the People Ce:

ter. The following programs run contim

ously from 1 :00 to 4:30 p.m. each weekenii

and are free with Museum admission!

July 7 and 8: Barefoot Kyogen, a shorl

satirical Japanese comedy performed bj

Chameleon Theatrix; Japanese Influeno

on Western Art (Saturday only), a slid

talk by Lloyd Reiss; and Traditions i,

Japanese Music, featuring Chris

Ikehara and Yukio Hyakuda. July 1 4 an>

1 5: Barefoot Kyogen; Magic and Conju,

ing: Traditional Japanese Arts with Moi
tague Chadborme; and Japanese C
ramie Arts (Saturday only) with Lloyd

Reiss. July 21 and 22: Traditions in Japi

nese Folk Dancing with Teddy Yosh

kami; Traditions in Japanese Music wit)

Chris R. Ikehara, Yukio Hyakuda, am
Eiko; Japanese Influence on Western At

(Saturday only); and Magic and Conjuii

ing: Traditional Japanese Arts. The PedJ

pie Center is on the second floor. Seatinjl

for the programs is on a first-come, firsl

served basis. Programs are subject

change.
4

i

ad

Star Quest

Explore past, present, and future ai

ventures in space in Star Quest, the Plane '?

tarium's newest sky show. Narrated b;

Leonard Nimoy of "Star Trek," Std i

Quest takes you on a journey througlj

space and time, from the ideas of the ari|

cients to tomorrow's planetary outposts -,

space stations, and voyages to distan,

stars. For information and show times ca

the Planetarium at (212) 873-8828
il

Laser Floyd

Laser Floyd, starting June 1, feature^!

the music of the rock group Pink Floyc

This laser light show combines the souro

of a specially installed audio system wit:,

dazzling laser visuals to create a uniqu,
.(

experience in sight and sound. For ir

formation and show times, call the Plane ;'

tarium at (212) 724-8700.

_
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Mercedes Foster first observed the

lirtship displays of male long-tailed

I nakins in 1 967, while studying molt-

in Costa Rican birds. Ever since she

saw these small, jewellike birds

iping up and down and over each

er in a cooperative effort to impress a

lale, she has been trying to under-

nd just how such behavior—in which

one male will get a chance to

te—could evolve, Foster is a research

'logist and curator of birds with the

Fish and Wildlife Service at the

tional Museum of Natural History in

shington, D.C. Her other research,

1st of which takes her into the field in

ntral and South America, includes

foraging methods of fruit-eating

is and the interactions between

ophylus edulus (a small forest tree in

aguay) and the birds that disperse its

ds, and between the tree and the in-

t larvae that infest its seeds.

Associate professor of biology at the

University of California, Riverside,

Nickolas M. Waser is drawn to wide-

open, quiet, "two-dimensional" places,

such as deserts and mountain meadows.

In the summer, he works out of the

Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory,

a field station at 10,000 feet on the west-

ern slope of the Colorado Rockies. There

he studies the intricate relationship be-

tween wildflowers and their animal polli-

nators, especially hummingbirds and

bees. In addition to testing his prediction

that, contrary to previous thought, the

optimum distance for pollen to travel

from plant to plant is a rather short one,

Waser is interested in the effects of

flower color on pollinator behavior (and

of behavior on the evolution of color).

Down off the mountain, he investigates

the ecology of desert plants and such

seed eaters as kangaroo rats and har-

vester ants. When outdoors, he tries to

capture something of the places he loves

with a watercolor brush and enjoys play-

ing a harmonica around a campfire.

In 1982, when her husband, Laurence

Salzmann, received a grant to photo-

graph shepherds in Transylvania, a re-

gion in central Romania, Ayse Giirsan-

Salzmann accompanied him to record

village social organization and the an-

nual pastoral cycle. She had previously

done fieldwork in Romania in a Jewish

community in Moldavia. Born in Istan-

bul, Giirsan-Salzmann has done archeo-

logical and ethnographic research in

Turkey and Israel, investigated local

markets in central Mexico, and is cur-

rently completing a doctoral dissertation

in anthropology and Near Eastern ar-

cheology at the University of Pennsylva-

nia. Although she is now concentrating

on the origin of urbanism in the Near

East, Gursan-Salzmann also plans to ex-

plore the arts and crafts still being pro-

duced in Turkey, especially copper-

smithing, weaving, and ceramics. She

enjoys designing clothes, knitting and

weaving, and experimenting with natu-

ral dyes.
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One of Vicky McMillan's most power-

ful childhood memories is of dragonflies:

"I was roaming around our yard in Ros-

lyn [New York] one afternoon," she

says, "and I suddenly found myself in a

huge feeding swarm—all kinds and sizes

of dragonflies—swooping after a lot of

tiny insects. After about fifteen minutes

they all vanished. I was absolutely

stunned by the sight and never forgot it."

A cloud of dragonflies is not uncommon,

but its effect on McMillan certainly was.

Last year she finished her doctorate on

mate guarding in dragonflies. Her work

follows the pattern of many recent insect

studies. It begins with the idea that in-

sects may not be the robots some people

imagine them to be, that they may be

flexible in ways that help them repro-

duce successfully. McMillan wants to

continue studying dragonfly mate

guarding. She would also like to garden

more and read more mysteries. Lately,

however, she hardly ever has a free hand:

she gave birth to twins last August.

i4
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Douglas Gruenau is a teacher ail

chairman of the science department

Trinity School, in New York City. I

the past ten years, he has also been a m
uralist-photographer. When does

have time for his second career? Durii

school vacation, of course. Gruena)

who contributes to many national ma]

zines, spends his summer and wintl

holidays looking for wildlife and wil]

flowers, his two favorite subjects. L:

summer, he traveled along a rib of ti

Rockies, from Jackson, Wyoming,

Jasper, Alberta, Canada, photographi:

everything in sight. Gruenau, whi

background is in behavioral biology,

also visited the Everglades a number

times. That's where he photographed

anhinga in this month s "The Natu:

Moment." Gruenau used a 300-milli:

ter lens and added a polarizing filter

cut down the glare on the pond where tl

bird was sunning itself.
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fTRODXJCINGRENAULT What's the difference

~» between the wagons
from Renault, Volvo, and

•cedes? On the one hand, all three are engineered to carry a load

la very un-wagonlike manner. They come equipped with rack-and-

»iion steering, front and rear anti-sway bars and sophisticated

gines with 2 litre-plus displacement. And they carry an impressive

of luxury credentials at no extra cost. Features like AM/FM
reo, rear wiper/washer with defogger, ergonomically-designed

ts and even air conditioning. But, while all three cars have much
:ommon, there is one thing you'll carry in the Volvo and Mercedes

it you won't in a Renault: larger payments. The front wheel drive

iault Sportwagon: the afford- '

; European at$9,595. Zffx2%3i
, license, destination charges, metallic clearcoat paint ($150), optional equipment a
,ld by American Motors, j Safety belts save lives. ^_
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See beyond the ordinary
The Canon A-1 is no ordinary

camera. It is a creative tool. Con-

ceived as the ultimate in automatic

SLR's, the A-1 is unsurpassed in

providing exposure control options.

There are six, to be precise, allow-

ing you to select the one best suited

to your subject. Choose a shutter

speed to control and interpret

action. Select a lens opening and
blur away a background.

programmed mode, the

A-1 makes
both of these

decisions for

you so you
can really con-

centrate on
your subject.

You just focus,

compose and
shoot.

automatic flash. You can shoot at

to five frames-per-second with the

optional Motor Drive MA. But most

important, the A-1 does everything

automatically. Freeing you to shoot a

special subject in your own special

way, and make a picture that

nobody else saw.

The Canon A-1. It's half of what

you need to turn photography into

fine art. RfT^

And create. A bright digital display

the viewfinder shows the speed
and aperture in use, whether

the choice was yours or

the camera's.

The A-1 provides the

versatility to match your

imagination. Add any of

over fifty Canon FD lenses

A Canon Speedlite for

Q&P Canon USA, Inc.. One Canon Plaza. Lake Success, New York 11042
140 Industrial Drive, Elmhurst, Illinois 60126/6380 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., Norcross, Georgia 30071

123 Paularino Avenue East, Costa Mesa. California 92626 / 2035 Royal Lane, Suite 290. Dallas. Texas 75229

B!dg. B-2. 1050 Ala Moana Blvd.. Honolulu. Hawaii 96814 / Canon Canada. Inc., Ontario

© 1983 Canon USA. inc.
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Announcing the first collection ever issued by

the world's foremost authority on international aircraft.

THE JANES MEDALLIC REGISTER
OF TT-TF WORT X)'S GREAT AIRCRA]

Recapturing man's conquest of the skies in 100 precisely detailed,

sculptured ingots of pure 24 karat gold on solid bronze.

t^^

SUPER'.V.AaIXS S?lYH!SE

r

FIRST EDITION LIMITED TOB
15,000 PROOF SETS WORLD-WI a

SINCE THE DAWN OF POWER
FLIGHT, professional aviators, milii

strategists and enthusiasts around 1

world have relied on a single pubt

tion for the most complete and auth

itative aeronautical data. Jane's AH

World's Aircraft.

Beginning with the inaugural issu

1909, its pages have documented

design and performance of almost

ery aircraft flown.

Now, to mark the forthcoming 7

year of its publication, the Editor i

Publisher of Jane's will issue an

traordinary collection in the form c

medallic register, honoring 100 of

greatest aircraft of all time.

This is the first collection ever issi

by Jane's. And the desirable First I

tion will be a limited minting of Pri

Sets— in pure 24 karat gold electropi

on solid bronze.

An authoritative record

of aeronautical achievement

This historic collection will consisll

100 handsomely sculptured ingcl



,ch portraying a world-famous air-

ift, carefully selected for this honor

the Editor of Jane's. From the first

right Flyer to the most advanced

ike fighters of today, there will be:

Planes from the pioneering days ofavi-

on. The Curtiss Hydro-aeroplane,

•erunner of amphibious aircraft. The

issian-built Sikorsky Grand of 1912

the first four-engined airplane. And
rly warplanes like the Fokker, SPAD
d Sopwith Camel . . . reminiscent of

; era of courage and daring.

The giants of commercial aviation.

• om the reliable Ford Trimotor ... to

i
; supersonic Concorde and the Boe-

|j 747—epitome of speed and luxury

i

modern air travel.

Military aircraft in the battle for the

\es. From World War II, the Spitfire,

Iro, Mustang and Messerschmitts. On
}• to the exotic Mach 2 fighters and

avy bombers that are mainstays of

[day's super powers.

| In all, 100 of the most significant

unes in aviation history. Capturing the

I

venture and excitement from every

fa of powered flight.

Flawless Proofs of

substantial weight and size

>mplete authenticity will mark the

afting of this collection.

(The face of each gold on bronze ingot

,
11 bear a sculptured, in-flight por-

iyal of one of these great airplanes, in

tised relief. The reverse will show ae-

rate "spotter" silhouettes. And every

sign will be fully authenticated by the

litor of Jane's.

These gold-plated ingots will be large

\ substantial—with a satisfying heft.

|nd each Proof will be flawlessly

inted, revealing superb resolution of

tail on a mirror-like background.

Priority for early subscriptions

le First Edition of this historic collec-

m will be the only Proof Edition. And
bscriptions are limited to just 15,000

oof Sets world-wide.

Typical reverse

—

showing spotter silhouettes.

A handsome display chest will be

provided to each subscriber as part of

the collection. Each ingot will be ac-

companied by an informative reference

folder, written by the Editor of Jane's.

And a Certificate of Authenticity, at-

testing to the Proof status of the ingots

and the limit of edition, will accompany
the collection.

This will be a most rewarding col-

lection to own. An important first of

assured rarity. A collection to stir the

imagination of young and old alike. And
a collection with the beauty of gold

—

that will endure for generations.

To acquire a limited First Edition

Proof Set, return the accompanying

application to the official minter, The

Franklin Mint, by August 3 1 , 1984. Sub-

scriptions will be accepted according to

postmark date. Once the limit of 15,000

Proof Sets is reached, no further appli-

cations can be accepted. So it is impor-

tant to respond as soon as possible.

Each subscriber will receive a four-tiered

collector's chest, to house the complete

collection, at no additional charge.

© 1981 J PC1-

I

Special edgemarking identifies each Proof

as an authorized Jane's issue.

Gold on bronze Proofs shown actual size.

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

The Jane's Medallic Register

of the World's Great Aircraft

in 24 karat gold on solid bronze

Limited First Edition:

15.000 Proof Sets.

Please mail by August 31, 1984.

The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for The
Jane's Medallic Register of the World's

Great Aircraft, consisting of 100 proof-

quality ingots in 24 karat gold electro-

plate on bronze, at the guaranteed

issue price of $12.50* for each gold on

bronze Proof.

I need send no money now. 1 will

receive my collection at the rate of two

Proofs per month billed to me prior to

shipment. I will receive my collector's

chest at no additional charge.

'Plus my stale sales lax and

$.50 for shipping and handling.

Signature
ALL AMPLICATIONS APC SUBJECT TO ACCCPTANCS-

Name-
r, I v.! PAINT CLCAP.LV

Address.

City-

State_ _Zip_

THE FRANKLIN MINT IS THE WORLO'S LARGEST PRIVATE MINT IT IS NOT

AFFILIATED WITH THE US MINT OR ANY OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCY
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Today's roads come with

standard features most cars

aren't equipped to handle.
Today too many cars are de-

signed without enough regard

for the way most roads were
designed.

Without enough regard for the

hazards of everyday driving.

Without enough regard for the

ever present threat of inclement

weather.

A car as tough as the roads
it travels.

Fortunately, Subaru has de-

signed a complete line of cars for

these realities. And we started

long before it was fashionable to

do so.

We gave Subaru Front Wheel
Drive for improved road holding.

Rack and pinion steering for

quicker response. Independent
McPherson strut suspension for a

better ride over rough roads. And
a dual diagonal braking system
for extra safety.

As a result, Subaru has a proven
record of durability and reliability.

A record achieved on real streets

and highways, not just on test

tracks.

You cant be sure of the road,

so be sure of your car.

Since driving conditions can go
from bad to worse in an instant,

we've added the option of
"On

Demand
' 1 TV

Four Wheel Drive to

our Four Door Sedan and Two
Door Hardtop. Making Subaru
the only car company in America
with a full line of front to

"On
Demand " Four Wheel Drive

vehicles. Cars that give you
more traction when the road
gives you less.

This year the Two Door Hardtop
incorporates our latest innova-

tion. Turbo-Traction.
Tw

It's our
unique combination of Fuel-

Injected Turbo Charging, "On
Demand " Four Wheel Drive,

and automatic transmission.

The result is unmatched ver-

satility for exceptional handling

under any conditions.

What's more, many dealers offe

Subaru Added Security. It's the

only extended service contract

backed directly by Subaru.

So why settle for a car built for

ideal roads, when you can have
a car built for real ones.

Inexpensive. And
built to stay that way.
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The Primer and the Hoe
IfAmerican Indian boarding schools were bent on destroying Indian culture,

why are some Native American activistsfighting to keep them open?

by Sally J. McBeth

Early in his colorful and short career as

secretary of the interior, James Watt

made a seemingly innocuous announce-

ment. Some of the Indian boarding

schools run by the Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs (B.I.A.) will have to be closed, Watt

said. Enrollments are too small to justify

the schools' expense, and the children will

be better off at home anyway. "We feel

cultural and historical advantages to In-

dian children are lost when you uproot

them from their home and tribal commu-

nity and have them live away in a board-

ing school," the secretary added.

Most Americans, if they heard of this

decision at all, probably had little personal

reaction to it; Indian boarding schools

have never been considered benevolent in-

stitutions in this country and most people

are unaware that some Indians still choose

to send their children to government

boarding schools. But American Indians

were aware of Watt's announcement, and

many were outraged by it. Tribes across

the United States protested the closings.

The Cheyenne-Arapaho tribe of Okla-

homa, for example, filed for a preliminary

injunction, in the spring of 1981, to pre-

vent the closing of Concho Indian School.

They claimed that treaties providing for

the education of the Indian children were

being breached, that the B.I.A. was not

following its own statute, which requires

that it consult with Indian people before

making any changes in the schools, and fi-

nally that, according to federal law, only

Congress can determine the schools' fate.

The district court granted the injunction.

At this point, the Senate Select Commit-

tee on Indian Affairs decided to get in-

volved. It held a public hearing on the

matter, and a number of Indians turned

out to denounce what they termed a gov-

ernment betrayal. In the spring of 1982,

however, Watt defied the court order and

closed Concho. Tribes and Indian groups

across the country have organized them-

selves politically around opposition to

boarding school closings. They feel

strongly that this is a federal issue and that

Indian education is a federal trust respon-

sibility, based on treaty rights.

Anybody who has ever read historical

accounts of what Indian boarding schools

4 Natural History 8/84

were like might well wonder what's going

on. Anthropologists, including myself,

have long taught that American Indian

boarding schools were brutal, oppressive

institutions that proceeded on the assump-

tion that Indians were savages who had to

be "civilized." The primer and the hoe

were the basic learning tools at boarding

schools, and these were to replace Indian

language and traditions. At the simplest

level, this was cultural destruction dis-

guised as missionary work—Indians were

to be converted to Christianity, whether

they liked it or not. One could easily imag-

ine why Native Americans would have

sued the government long ago to close

boarding schools. What possible interest

could they have in keeping such racist in-

stitutions open?

Apparently, despite what we have

taught, many Indians do not hate board-

ing schools. Their feelings are compli-

cated and contradictory but rarely are

they entirely negative. And many Indians

cherish what they remember of school.

Only after talking to current and former

students at two Indian boarding schools in

Oklahoma have I begun to understand

why this is so.

The first time I began to suspect that

something was wrong with our conven-

tional wisdom about boarding schools was

when I started teaching Indian studies at a

small liberal arts college in central Okla-

homa. Oklahoma in August: the inescap-

able heat and red dust, the cracked dry

earth, were overpowering. This is Indian

territory, and as a Scotch-Irish native of

Detroit, I was unprepared for it. I was

overwhelmed when I found myself

charged with teaching Indian studies to a

class made up exclusively of Indians.

During that first term, when I came to

the subject of boarding schools, I ex-

plained that throughout the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries, and even into

the early twentieth, the U.S. government

tried to achieve the total assimilation of

American Indians. One way of doing this

was by establishing boarding schools, I

said, and went on to describe some of their

horrors. Children were kidnapped from

their camps or villages and taken to the

schools by force. There they were disin-



Indians camp near a boarding school on

the Pine Ridge Agency in South Dakota.

Government officials ofthe late

nineteenth century believed the schools

were best locatedfarfrom Indian

communities.
Western History Collections. University of Oklahoma Library



Like other institutions ofits kind,

Riverside Indian School in Anadarko,

Oklahoma, attempted to inculcate its

students with the values ofwhite culture.

In some schools, speaking an Indian

language was a punishable offense.

Western History Collections. University of Oklahoma Library

fected: their clothing burned and their

hair cut. The fears, the anxieties, and

above all, the loneliness must have been

traumatic, I told my class. In some schools

students were punished for speaking their

own language. Many knew no English and

so were not allowed to speak at all. The

schools were little military camps for chil-

dren, with liberal corporal punishment

and laborious work details.

I outlined what I had read—descrip-

tions by Indians who had attended these

schools, and the testimony of psychia-

trists, educators, and politicians. Boarding

schools did not educate; they alienated.

Human needs were ignored. The staff

members were overburdened and insensi-

tive; the facilities, texts, and teachers out

of date. Worst of all, I insisted, these

schools deprived the Indian people of their

cultural heritage and their language, de-

graded tribal traditions, and forced In-

dian youth into a foreign and frightening

world.

I stopped and waited for the class's re-

action. There was a kind of strained si-

lence. The students seemed unmoved,

even puzzled. Finally Millie, a forceful

young Apache woman, spoke up from the

back of the room. "I didn't feel that way
about Fort Sill Indian School," she said.

Two other students, Al and Guy, both of

whom wore their hair in traditional

wrapped braids, gestured their assent.

"You didn't?" I asked. "But what about

the descriptions we read, especially by In-

dians who attended the schools?"

"Oh yes, they were bad," Millie replied,

"but we liked the boarding schools. I went

to boarding school, my folks went, my
grandma even went to a boarding school

for a while, and we don't feel the way you

say." Now other students spoke up and

they all seemed to agree with Millie. I did

a quick census and discovered that almost

every one of the students I had just been

lecturing on the evils of boarding schools

had either attended or had a parent or

close relative who had attended a board-

ing school.

Guy, who lives near the campus of Riv-

erside Indian School, recounted some-

thing he had observed in his neighbor-

hood. "Women often come in the evening

and walk around the campus," he said.

"They think of it as a spiritual place, a rev-

erent place. Their memories of the school

are important to them."

I was baffled, and the students were ea-

ger to straighten me out. They knew all

about the negative perspectives on board-

ing schools. They knew that many Indian

writers and activists focused on the

schools as symbols of oppression. Yet they

were also aware that they, and many of the

Indians they knew, didn't feel this way.

The puzzle for me was to explain the

contradictions. Why do so many students

recall their early boarding school experi-

ences with such fondness? Why are Indian

communities and tribes currently commit-

ted to keeping open boarding schools that

the federal government has scheduled for

closure?

The timing for such an inquiry was for-

tuitous. Government officials had decided

to shut down Fort Sill Indian School and

Chilocco Indian School, both in Okla-

homa, in 1980. Boarding schools had be-

come the targets of federal budget cuts,

and Indian communities were up in arms

about the closings.

I began talking to former and current

boarding school students, to teachers and

staff. Many men and women shared their

experiences with me, and I became aware

of the complexity of the issue. Their gen-

erosity allowed me to see another world

view, very different from that of main-

stream America. Most of the people I in-

terviewed were from the Kiowa, Kiowa

Apache, Fort Sill Apache, Comanche,
Wichita, Caddo, and Delaware tribes.

They were attending or had attended ei-

ther Riverside Indian School in

Anadarko, Oklahoma, or Fort Sill Indian

School near Lawton, Oklahoma. Like

most Indian boarding schools, these

were founded in the late 1 800s, durii

period of great turbulence for Na
Americans.

The American government set up vJ
it called Indian Territory early in the r1
teenth century. This area included all 'ill

west of the Mississippi River. In the el
days of tribal relocation this zone was 11

vaguely defined on the western mar;B

but it was roughly equivalent to the Gffl

Plains. Displaced Indians from all overa

country, especially the Southeast, werJ
settled in Indian Territory, which eveu

ally was reduced in size to include onljjj

land that is now the state of Oklahia

(less the Panhandle). This removal pea

(1830) ignored not only Indian clairr ti|

the land but also tribal differences in it

guage, culture, and traditions. Indian ii

ritory became the dumping ground o

American Indians, and its popuka

grew swiftly.

Boarding schools were establishes

Indian Territory in 1887, about the sn

time that Congress passed the Dawes 3

another disastrous policy. By this timeh

American commitment to permanen l

dian reservations was already deteriti

ing; the Dawes Act authorized the ps

dent to divide Indian reservations |

individual holdings and assign a pare

land (usually 160 acres) to each i

woman, and child whose name appe

on the tribal rolls. The "remaining"

was declared surplus, purchased by

federal government, and opened up

homesteading. When the Dawes Act

actually implemented in some areas c

dian Territory, settlers flooded onto

surplus land, causing the first land n
1889. By 1907, the year Oklahoma

came the forty-sixth state, all reserva

6 Natural History 8/84
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Academic subjects were taught only half

the day. During the other half, boys

usually learned agricultural or industrial

trades, while the girls, like these in a

Riverside school sewing class, were

taught home economics.

Western History Collections. University ot Oklahoma Library

II

had been parceled out. The Indian people

of Oklahoma lost most of their land under

the Dawes Act. Individuals were forced to

move to widely scattered allotments, and

this dispersal led to the breakdown of the

basic collective and cooperative structure

of Indian society.

Boarding schools in Oklahoma thus

arose during a period when Indian culture

was under siege. As time went on, this was

to give them a special importance for Indi-

ans. The history of the B.I.A. boarding

schools is a complex one. Since their in-

ception, the schools have fluctuated tre-

mendously in number, as well as enroll-

ments. Carlisle Indian School, founded in

1 878, in Pennsylvania, was one of the first

off-reservation boarding "schools. By the

turn of the century, twenty-five such

schools had been established; most were in
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California, Kansas, Nevada, New Mex-

ico, North Dakota, South Dakota, Ore-

gon, and Utah. Many small boarding

schools closed after a short period of time.

Most early schools focused on the primary

grades and the teaching of the English lan-

guage, but gradually high schools began

to proliferate.

The physical layout of the boarding

schools varied, but they were usually es-

tablished on large tracts of land. Apart

from dormitories, classroom buildings,

dining halls, and residences for faculty

and staff, the schools also maintained gar-

dens, dairy farms, blacksmith and carpen-

try shops, a laundry, a kitchen, and of-

fices. In many cases, the government

turned old military installations, forts, or

stockades into boarding schools.

Ruth, a Kiowa woman who had a trau-

matic first few years at Riverside in

late 1920s, said,

I knew when I had to go back to the boa

ing school. I'd begin to cry. ... I did

want to go. . . . They were big dormitorii

perhaps twenty, thirty beds, where all
'

little girls slept; terribly cold in the winl

and the bathrooms were clear downsta

Imagine a little child walking through i

dark to clear downstairs! And for year!

would have nightmares of those restrooi

they were constantly running over, and

of those things, and I think it just gave

such a terrible distaste for school.

Academic subjects, including Engli

arithmetic, geography, and history, wt

taught half the day. During the other h;

boys learned agricultural and industi

trades and girls learned home economi

These "arts" were taught through on-t



; ruing the practical "arts" often

[ nmted to performing routine manual

ir to support the schools. Here, boys

I
k in the Riverside school bakery.

I rn History Collections. University ot Oklahoma Library

training—in other words, students did

nual labor to support the school,

imily, a Kiowa woman in her seventies,

hes Kiowa language classes in

idarko, is active in tribal government,

i attended boarding schools for many
rs. She remembers the daily routine,

i I learned many things there at the

rding school," she said,

the only thing I resented from my
rding school life was that in the nine

liths, I only had four and a half months

cademic studies, and the rest of the time

institutional work. We worked in the

idry, we worked in the kitchen ... we al-

's worked.

v Kiowa man who attended Riverside

he late 1930s said, "After '42 those who

t
duated could probably go on to college,

before that we were conditioned to

k with our hands, not our minds."

ny students went to school only until

sixth grade, he said,

imily spoke of the strict discipline that

; common until the 1930s. "At River-

: we had to drill and wear uniforms; it

•\ really a military regimen. Up at six ev-

morning, but 1 didn't really mind.

;n we had to go out and do calisthenics

>ur companies; we even had a bugler

I everything! We used to compete in

ling against the other companies.

There were girls' companies and boys'

companies, and we used to compete

against each other."

Sexual segregation was enforced.

"There was a demarcation line down the

center of campus," Emily recalls. "One

side for the boys and one for the girls."

Students were required to attend Chris-

tian religious services weekly.

Discipline and punishment were gener-

ally severe. Corporal punishment in the

boarding schools was common, as it was in

most schools at the time. But Native

Americans were punished for some un-

usual infractions. For example, even the

youngest children were disciplined for

speaking their native language. One
woman recalled,

In the early days at Riverside, they would

make you put lye soap on your toothbrush.

Do you know the kind of harsh lye soap that

is almost 99 percent lye? Well, they would

make you put some on your toothbrush, and

then would stand right there until you put it

in your mouth and brushed your teeth with

it. The kids would end up with the whole in-

side of their mouth raw.

Boys remembered having to wear a ball

and chain or having to wear girls' dresses

if they tried to run away from school too

frequently. Corporal punishment was par-

ticularly hard on Indians because many

were brought up leniently. Former stu-

dents recalled, however, that while some

teachers were mean, others were kind;

that while some students were frightened

and humiliated by the punishment, others

delighted in the resistance.

But if the rules were strict, other factors

made boarding schools more bearable.

One, mentioned often by students from

Riverside and Fort Sill, was that they saw

their families regularly. At the turn of the

century Indian families often camped in

the fields adjacent to the school campuses.

Visiting tempered some of the loneliness

experienced by the child and family. "Just

the fact of going away from home was

hard," remembers Ruth, who attended

Riverside in the 1920s. "They always had

compulsory religious services and every

time Reverend Wilkins, an old Baptist

minister, sang one of the hymns that had

something about a mother, I would sit in

that group and cry." Former students re-

member that older brothers or parents of-

ten visited them after school and took

them into Anadarko or Lawton to buy

candy or simply to spend time together.

"I really missed my folks, but mamma
would always walk over to see me," says a

Kiowa woman who attended Riverside

school in the 1930s. "One time she and

grandma came in the wagon with the team

of horses, and a lot of the kids laughed, but

I said, 'Well, at least my mom comes to

see me.'
"

Many children went home nearly every

weekend. Illegal trips home during the

week were a common part of the boarding

school routine. Norma, a Wichita woman,

attended Riverside school and still clearly

recollects her experience there.

I went to Riverside when I was in the first

grade; it was 1917. I don't know exactly

why, but I was all the time running off.

There were two older girls who at the end of

the week would say, "Let's go home." And
so since I was the little kid, I'd always say,

"Okay." We had to go all the way from the

Riverside campus, across the fields back by

where the Wichita Park is now, over to the

camp on Camp Creek. That's where we all

camped and lived in canvas tents. When-
ever we'd run home, my folks would just

bring us back the next day. I don't even re-



Boys at Riverside school are taught to

sweep: "We were conditioned to work

with our hands, not with our minds.
"

Western History Collections, University of Oklahoma Library

member getting punished for that. My par-

ents wanted us to go to school.

Their proximity to large Indian popula-

tions was a distinguishing characteristic of

the Oklahoma boarding schools. In other

areas of the United States, Indian reserva-

tions were far apart and boarding schools

were often many hundreds of miles from

home. Government officials believed that

schools away from Indian communities

were superior to those located on reserva-

tions. In 1 883, the commissioner of Indian

affairs wrote: "On the reservation, no

school can be so conducted as to remove

the children from the influence of the idle

and vicious who are everywhere present.

Only by removing them beyond the reach

of this influence can they be benefited by

the teaching of the schoolmaster." In

Oklahoma, however, schools were located

in areas heavily populated by Indian peo-

ple. This limited the ability of boarding

schools to inculcate their students with the

values of the white world.

A second recurrent theme in the rec-

ollections of many former students was
that they liked being segregated from non-

Indians. I heard this comment many
times, in formal talks I had with Indians at

boarding school alumni meetings and ca-

sual conversations over a cup of coffee. "It
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was good to go to school with all Indians,"

people said. "I'm confident when I'm with

Indians."

Many positive feelings expressed about

boarding schools seem to stem from close

friendships Indians struck up with each

other and from shared experiences, rather

than from what students learned. Says one

student who attended Riverside in the

1 940s: "We had some wonderful times at

the boarding schools. We had a ball! We
had these dances in the gym; we'd do the

jitterbug. There was a jukebox in there

that we would listen to. The girls would

dance with girls, because the boys

wouldn't ask them to dance. And some-

times the boys would dance with boys."

So while the schools were created to

assimilate Indians, the separation from

whites helped maintain the already well-

defined boundaries and created a cama-

raderie among students.

When the government implemented

the Dawes Act, schools became even more

important as anchors of Indian culture, es-

pecially in Oklahoma. Reservations were

being eliminated and individuals were be-

ginning to lose contact with each other,

but boarding schools provided a setting

where Indian children could continue to

associate, albeit in a controlled and often

stressful environment. Tribal identity sur-

vived in this setting partly because s:

dents were in frequent contact with tfc

families and other Indian children.

There was also an intertribal aspect^

this new solidarity. Between 1820 i

1860 more than sixty tribes were forcif

removed to what is now the state of 01 :

homa. They maintained their reservatiis

there until the lands were allotted. Dur
\

the early days of boarding schools in OI >

homa, English became the lingua frail

and was readily accepted as a replad

ment for native languages, which ofi

varied. Later, the boarding schools

came the setting for increasingly imp

tant intertribal contacts, bringing toget

elementary, high school, and junior <

lege Indian students from all over

United States. The schools provided

environment in which a large number

tribes could associate, communicate,

share in similar successes or frustratic

The boarding schools were often the ini

settings for intertribal friendships t

lasted into adulthood.

More recently, the association betwi

boarding schools and ethnic identity

become explicitly political. Louise,

introspective Kiowa college stude

moved out of the public high school s

tern in Oklahoma City in the late 1970;

attend Riverside Indian School in A

t
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A class in a contemporary Indian school

in Wahpeton, North Dakota, 1983.

Today, such schools may beperceived as

places where Indians can affirm their

ethnic identity.

Loney Tassi

darko. She explained, "My parents were

really surprised when I decided to go to

Riverside I went because I wanted to

be around Indian students, to get away

from the white system."

Native people have been encouraged

since the 1950s to go to public school when

possible, and in recent years the boarding

schools have become the domain of stu-

dents with learning or social problems.

But like women in the 1 970s who realized

that they might not want their all-female

colleges to merge with men's colleges af-

ter all, some Indians now prefer to attend

boarding schools and learn alongside other

Indians. They see boarding schools as a

place where they can grow politically or

spiritually, where their education will be

infused with a knowledge of, and sympa-

thy for, the Indian approach to life.

A third reason that many Indians resent

moves to close boarding schools is that

they believe the schools represent govern-

ment obligations to the Indian people.

These obligations, they argue, stem from

real estate transactions in which the

United States bought over 90 percent of

its land from Indians and agreed on cer-

tain inalienable treaty rights for them.

These treaties set Native Americans apart

as "special" citizens to whom the federal

government owed special obligations, in-

cluding an education. An 1 867 treaty with

the Kiowa and Comanche tribes (at Coun-

cil Camp on Medicine Lodge Creek, Kan-

sas) states:

In order to insure the civilization of the

tribes, entering into this treaty, the neces-

sity of education is admitted, ... a house

shall be provided, and a teacher competent

to teach the elementary branches of an

English education, shall be furnished, who
will reside among said Indians, and faith-

fully discharge his or her duties as a

teacher.

In 1972, when the Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs instituted a policy of preferential hir-

ing to increase Indian employment on or

near reservations or Indian communities,

the whole sense of boarding schools began

to change. All boarding school employees

are B.I.A. employees, but this policy none-

theless altered the composition of faculty

and staff. In the last ten years, the staff of
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Oklahoma boarding schools, including ad-

ministrators, teachers, and others, has be-

come almost entirely Indian. Some former

students I have talked to think that per-

haps the schools have become too effec-

tive as Indian centers, allowing more par-

ticipation than the government wanted.

They reason that that may be why the gov-

ernment wants to close them.

Chilocco Indian School in northern

Oklahoma and Fort Sill school were

closed on schedule in 1 980. In both cases,

local people felt the federal government

had failed to uphold its treaty obligations.

I was discussing this situation with Ben, a

Kiowa, who attended boarding schools for

many years. He explained,

The closing of the boarding schools, that's a

mistake. They were opened because of the

peace treaties. It seems like some of these

senators think that the schools are being

funded out of the goodness of their own
hearts. There have been a lot of complaints

about the closing of Fort Sill. They say it's

costing too much money. . . . The govern-

ment is legally bound by those treaties. It's

going to be a tough problem when some of

the tribes begin to challenge these closings,

as sovereign nations, in the courts. The clos-

ing of the schools is not a good thing; they

are doing away with the treaties a little at a

time. If they did it all at once, there would

be an uprising, but gradually they are tak-

ing one thing away after another.

A Sioux man, superintendent of a

boarding school in North Dakota, la-

ments, "I think that the Indian people . .

.

have been betrayed. Many [students] will

go back to places where they had troubles

before, like public schools or bad family

situations."

In the last five years, many boarding

schools have closed. Fewer than ten are

currently open, and Watt announced in

it

oft

te
j

1982 that all but three B.I.A. boardi

schools would be closed by 1985. Cone

was closed in 1983, Intermountain (Ut£

will be closed this year.

As I listened to the reminiscences a

debates, I began to understand what t

schools mean to Indian people. I realiz

that at least some of the boarding scho

fostered an environment that allowed

dian students to remain together and g(

erate among themselves an ethnic un

that might not have been possible in t

public school system. I began to um
stand that the boarding schools were ofli

effective in attaining their short-tei

goals, such as teaching English and inst

ing the work ethic, but that they failed j

their long-term goal of assimilating In;;

ans. Assimilation has not occurred. Am 4

ican Indians are not a vanishing peopj

and a native way of life perseveres. Tl

paradox becomes clearer. The very sij

regationist beginnings of the Oklahon

boarding schools effectively perpetuat<J

if inadvertently, the growth of an Indii

identity. Moreover, this process is still <

curring in such schools today.

The response of Indians to boardi

schools is an example of how Indte

learned to adapt. The members of the c

ture redirected the mechanisms of cont

imposed on them by the dominant socie

they developed effective strategies to cc

with change. This manipulation and i

propriation reflect the strength and int<

rity of a persevering Indian heritage.

Emily, a Kiowa tribal elder who sp<

most of her youth at boarding scho

calmly asserts: "The boarding scho

have their strong points and their we

points. We endure over the years desp

the bad experiences, and we get strong

on account of them."

_
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The Cosmic Dance of Siva
The Hindu god ofdestruction maypay Earth a visit in thirteen million years

by Stephen Jay Gould

Vulcan, the Roman god of fire, be-

stowed his name upon a planet for a few

years during the nineteenth century. Ap-

propriately situated in the hottest spot of

our immediate heavens, between Mercury

and the sun, this putative planet emerged

because Newtonian science knew no other

way to produce (by gravitational pull) the

slight irregularity that had been measured

in Mercury's orbit. Since Vulcan had to

exist, and since theory can exert such a re-

markable effect upon observation, several

sightings were actually reported. We now

understand that gravitation is Einsteinian,

not perfectly Newtonian, and equations of

relativity adequately explain the per-

turbations of Mercury without an addi-

tional disturbing body. Deprived of its

theoretical necessity, Vulcan quietly dis-

appeared.

No scientific activity teeters more pre-

cariously on the precipice between brav-

ery and foolishness than descriptions of

unobserved objects justified only by their

necessity in theory. The audacious can

even take a firmer step toward perdition or

renown by conferring a formal name upon

their hypothetical entity. What can a

friendly bystander say about such a strat-

egy? We can formulate no general rules

for success; as Nick the Greek might say,

"ya win some, ya lose some." The propo-

nents of Vulcan lost big, but others have

triumphed in the same game.

Ernst Haeckel, Germany's leading evo-

lutionist in Darwin's day, drew a hypo-

thetical lineage of human evolution thirty

years before Eugene Dubois discovered

the first transitional fossils. On this tree,

Homo sapiens reached back to a less wor-

thy predecessor named Homo stupidus—
a hypothetical cretin itself descended

from the true missing link joining apes and

humans. Haeckel had no fossils, but he

did have a name. He called this putative

ancestor Pithecanthropus alalus, or the

ape-man who could not speak. But

Haeckel won, where the Vulcanophiles
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had lost. So accurate were Haeckel's ma-

jor predictions—particularly his claim

that our immediate ancestor would walk

fully erect but possess a brain far smaller

than ours—that Dubois willingly ac-

cepted his name, christening the first hu-

man fossils Pithecanthropus erectus (the

specimens from Java now called Homo
erectus).

Last April, inspired by a new theory for

the cause of mass extinctions, several sci-

entists christened another unobserved

member of our solar system. The sun, they

proposed, has a previously unrecognized

companion star, revolving in an eccentric

orbit and now at a maximal distance of

more than two light-years (hence, at its

small mass and low luminosity, so barely

discernible, even with the most powerful

telescopes, that we would easily and for-

ever miss it unless searching directly).

They also—why not go whole hog while

you're at it—proposed a name for the

sun's hypothetical companion. They have

called it Nemesis (I shall explain why in a

moment) to honor the Greeks' personifica-

tion of righteous anger in the form of a

goddess. "We worry," they wrote, "that if

the companion is not found, this paper will

be our nemesis" (Marc Davis, Piet Hut,

and Richard A. Muller in Nature, April

19, 1984, pp. 715-17. Daniel P Whitmire

and Albert A. Jackson IV independently

postulated the existence of Nemesis in the

same issue of Nature, pp. 713-15).

The prediction of Nemesis culminates a

long series of disparate discoveries and

conjectures, spanning more than a century

but gathering considerable steam in the

past few months. I have discussed each

item, often many times, during this de-

cade of columns. Their current conjunc-

tion and synthesis either marks the most

exciting event in my profession of paleon-

tology during my lifetime or just another

mistake made by those fallible mortals

known as scientists. (I now have ten

pounds riding on excitement with a skepti-

cal English colleague.) With my lead tir

of three months and the spate of preerr

tive articles in newspapers and magazir

produced more quickly, I would be pi

forming no service in presenting a straig

exposition of the theory itself. I wish,

stead, to explain why this new theory

mass extinction might be so vitally imp

tant in altering our basic conception oft

causes of pattern in life's history. I al

want to end with a pathetic little gk

upon the theory itself—a plea to potent

spotters that they name our compani

Siva, not Nemesis, both to express t

ecumenical spirit of science at its best a

to recognize an almost devastating mat

between the proposed role of a solar coi

panion in mass extinction and

attributes of this Eastern god of destn

tion. But first, let me list the prima

events now coalescing into a new view

mass extinction.

1

.

Geologists have known for nearly t\

centuries that extensive extinctions,

;

fecting life in a wide range of envirc

ments, have occurred sporadically a:

rapidly many times during the past 6i

million years. Our geological tir

scale depends upon these events

mass extinction since they set t

boundaries of major divisions. N

standard response to generations

student groans (at the imposed neci

sity of memorizing all those fun

names from Cambrian to Pleistocer

reminds my charges that they are r

learning capricious words for the arl

trary division of continuous time, b

rather the dates of major events in t

history of life (see my columns of Oct

ber 1974; August-September 1976]

2. Theories of mass extinction would fil

book thick enough to prop any junior

adult height at the dinner table. But.

impasse broke some four years a§

when high levels of iridium in rocks

the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary (<
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The Hindu god Siva

nosaur doomsday) provided the first

solid evidence for coincidence between

extraterrestrial impact and times of ex-

tinction (my column of June 1980).

Iridium is a heavy, unreactive element,

and the earth's original supply presum-

ably sank into its interior when our

planet melted and differentiated some

4 billion years ago. Iridium in surface

rocks comes largely from extraterres-

trial sources—asteroids, meteorites,

and comets. Unless, of course, the

earth's original iridium can rise from

the interior in volcanic eruptions—the

only serious challenge I know to the im-

pact theory.

3. Luis Alvarez, Walter Alvarez, Frank

Asaro, and Helen Michel proposed

that a large asteroid, some ten kilome-

ters in diameter, struck the earth and

dumped the iridium some 65 million

years ago. They based their suggestion

on enhanced iridium in three sites, all

for one extinction. Paleontological re-

actions ranged initially from skepti-

cism to derision (I take considerable

pride, in a career liberally studded with

error, in my iconoclastic original en-

thusiasm). Since then, the tenuous

base of initial evidence has been

greatly strengthened. Enhanced irid-

ium has been found throughout the

world in more than fifty localities right

at the Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary,

from terrestrial sediments to deep-sea

cores. Iridium has also been discov-

ered, with varying degrees of confi-

dence, in rocks marking three other

episodes of mass extinction.

4. David Raup and Jack Sepkoski, work-

ing from extensive compilations of the

life and death times for fossil families,

found a 26-million-year periodicity in

extinctions during the past 225 million

years (column of February 1984).

(This cyclicity had not been noted be-

fore because the smallest of these ex-

tinctions could not be separated from

ordinary background levels before

Sepkoski compiled his more extensive

and refined data.)

5. Walter Alvarez and Richard A. Muller

found a periodicity, similar in timing

and spacing (28.4 million years) to the

Raup-Sepkoski extinction peaks, for

well-dated impact craters on earth with

diameters in excess of ten kilometers.

Since such craters are rare (fewer than

twenty), conclusions must be tentative,

but the coincidence of two data sets

—

neither presumed in the past either to

show cyclicity or (for that matter) to

:

;

;

III

••;

: '

have anything to do with each other :i*

is (to say the least) suggestive.

6. So far, so solid. The rest is product

speculation about mechanisms: Cycl

ity undermined the Alvarez astern

(good science is self-corrective). Asti $

oidal impacts, as we understand ther

can only occur at random when a

called Apollo object (an asteroid w1

an orbit eccentric enough to cross c

path during its wanderings) strikes t

earth. What extraterrestrial obji

could bring in iridium but also hit H .«

earth with consistent rhythm? Thou; (

shifted to comets.

7. Second-level speculation: Billions

comets circle the sun in an envelc

known as the Oort cloud and localj

well beyond the orbit of Pluto. Gravi

tional disturbance of this cloud mi;.

alter cometary orbits and send Ian

numbers hurtling into the space of I

inner planets. Some would then str>

the earth.

8. Third-level speculation: What could

perturb the Oort cloud at a 26-millii

year periodicity? Various suggestk

have emerged. Oscillations of the so

system with respect to the plane of fi

galaxy (bringing the Oort cloud in a

out of contact with interstellar cloi

of dust and gas) have been proposi

but the timing and length of these

cursions—a cycle of some 33 mill:

years—fit the extinction and crateri

data poorly. A solar companion, on

orbit so eccentric that it perturbs t

Oort cloud only on its closest approai

seems to work in principle. Such a

tion sounds, I freely confess, like s

ence fiction of the lowest order, bu

must be taken most seriously, for

obeys the cardinal criterion of fruit

science. It is plausible in theory a

testable in practice. We can scan H

skies and hope to know—a gamble w

worth taking (even for low proba

ity), given the immense intellectual

ward of potential success. Piet Hut t

me that we should have a 50 perci

chance of finding the compans

within three years, if it exists. And,

yes, don't worry. Our companion i

now at its maximal distance; the Oi

cloud won't be jolted for another

million years or so.

Cometary showers and shrouds of di

must titillate anyone's fancy, but their fi

cination for paleontologists lies not w
the wham-bam of the western movie s

nario, but in a profound implication til

we must face squarely and that may fi

damentally alter our favorite principle i

explaining life's history. We may ident
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H extreme (and contrasting) positions as

g' ies for interpreting life's pattern in

ti s. (All astute paleontologists recognize

tl : the truth lies somewhere in between,

b I wish to argue that the first has been

f; jred as a kind of controlling metaphor,

* le new views on mass extinction sug-

1 a far greater role for the second.)

frhe first holds that competition among

t cies drives the history of life forward

11 specifies its steady changes. Even if

t ironments were perfectly constant,

b lution would continue as organisms

S lggle (literally or figuratively) with

c ers in the race for life. You don't neces-

. ily get anywhere (in terms of triumph

b r others) because everyone else is

•; lggling too, but the net result is a kind

D upward relay preserving balances

B ong competitors as all struggle for tem-

rary advantages. Paleontologist Leigh

Nn Valen has codified this model for

| 's history as the "Red Queen" hypothe-

li in honor of Alice's compatriot (in

3 rough the Looking Glass), who had to

b;p running all the time just to keep in

[. ce.

The Red Queen has been our dominant

D'idel for life's history. It is Darwin's own
enrolling metaphor of the wedge recast

i the fullness of time:

ture may be compared to a surface cov-

d with ten-thousand sharp wedges . .

.

Presenting different species, all packed
sely together and driven in by incessant

ws, . . sometimes a wedge of one form

i sometimes another being struck; the

; driven deeply in forcing out others; with

: jar and shock often transmitted very far

other wedges in many lines of direction.

I
Nature, in other words, is always full (or

ar equilibrium, in technical parlance).

te form can gain a space only by push-

e another out ("wedging," as Darwin
lied it). The metaphor of the wedge un-

rlies and supports our conventional view

life's order: Creatures strive to improve

;mselves; life moves steadily upward al-

ough no one gets permanently ahead; or-

r rules as the predictable struggle of

iividuals translates to patterns of in-

jasing complexity and diversity. Marx
is not far wrong when he remarked of

irwin's system that it was Hobbes's bel-

m omnium contra omnes (the war of all

ainst all) imposed upon nature.

The second, or minority, view holds that

i internal dynamic drives life forward. If

vironments did not change, evolution

ight well grind to a virtual halt. At a

gh level of paleontological resolution (if

it among the bugs and birds in my gar-

:n), species pass their lives in general in-

:pendence, as Longfellow's "Ships that

:ss in the night Only a signal shown
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and a distant voice in the darkness." Their

primary "struggles" are with changing cli-

mates, geologies, and geographies, not

with each other. (Competition in this view

is a sporadic and local interaction, smooth-

ing and shaping the edges of life's order,

but not acting as its driving force.)

In this view, external triggers of chang-

ing environment must drive the history of

life on. But they drive it in unconventional

directions: Where can we find the upward

advance we seek so assiduously (to put

ourselves on top of a struggling mass) if

life only tracks a capriciously changing

environment? Where can we locate pre-

dictable order at all if the primary envi-

ronmental triggers are periodic cometary

showers?

To cite a specific example contrasting

the two views and their differing implica-

tions, I restudied (with C. Brad Calloway,

see Paleobiology, vol. 6, 1980, pp. 383—

96) the standard textbook case of wedging

on a grand scale: the interaction of clams

and brachiopods through time. These ma-

jor groups of marine invertebrates look su-

perficially similar: both cover their body

with two shells and most species either at-

tach to the sea bottom or, with limited mo-

bility, burrow into sediments. But clams

have a more complex anatomy and are

conventionally ranked higher in the old

Procrustean classifications that forced the

bush of life into linear order. Clams also

dominate many marine faunas today,

while brachiopods are relatively in-

conspicuous; our early fossil record, how-

ever, is replete with brachiopods and de-

pauperate in clams. Thus, we have all the

ingredients for a classic tale of gradual

competitive replacement by wedging

—

superior clams, step by step, force bra-

chiopods out of their limited, mutual envi-

ronment. Calloway and I gathered a com-

pendium of statements, spanning more

than a century, and all citing clams versus

brachiopods as the classic case of progress

in life's history via competitive exclusion.

But we found that the numbers don't

support this facile tale. Clams and bra-

chiopods do not show the fine-scale nega-

tive interaction that wedging requires. In

fact, they vary in sympathy throughout

geological time: periods with more than an

average number of clams are enriched in

brachiopods as well; stages deprived of

brachiopods are also weak in clams. More-

over, each group seems to follow its own
distinctive course in normal times, oblivi-

ous to the other's fate and history: clams

increase slowly within each chunk of nor-

mal time; brachiopods hold their own.

The old story is a false inference from

one basic fact: brachiopods do dominate

early faunas, while clams are so abundant

today that Ho Jo can feed a nation on their

breaded feet. But we found that this "re-

placement" is not a gradual competitive

wedging, but simply a result of different

reactions to that greatest of all mass

dyings—the Permian extinction (when

more than 90 percent of species probably

perished). Brachiopods really took it on

the (metaphorical) chin; clams scarcely

noticed the debacle. Thus, clams got

"ahead" of brachs in this one geological

moment and never relinquished their new

incumbency. The pattern records inde-

pendent reactions to a single mass extinc-

tion, not gradual wedging and triumph of

superior anatomies. Clams and brachio-

pods seem to act like ships passing in the

night, but faring differently in the great

tempest.

In short, if mass extinctions are so fre-

quent, so profound in their effects, and

caused fundamentally by an extraterres-

trial agency so catastrophic in impact and

so utterly beyond the power of organisms

to anticipate, then life's history either has

an irreducible randomness or operates by

new and undiscovered rules for perturba-

tions, not (as we always thought) by laws

that regulate predictable competition dur-

ing normal times.

All this may be disturbing to our hopes

and our desires to find a sop or solace in

nature, but it presents paleontology with

the richest possible field for thought and

action. For we students of life's history are

guardians of the data that can resolve

these fundamental issues. The cyclical

theory of catastrophic extinction leaves

paleontologists in the driver's seat with a

decade of exciting work before us. Scien-

tists rarely have the privilege of address-

ing such fundamental questions in a new

and fruitful manner.

I cannot, in this context, present a tech-

nical program for paleontological work,

but let me just mention three issues de-

manding attention and amenable to reso-

lution from the fossil record:

1

.

How much of the 26 million years be-

tween catastrophes does life need to re-

cover its former richness (in numbers

of species and ecological complexity of

communities)? If most time passes in

periods of recovery, then competitive

models must fail (since they require a

full world for the wedge's metaphor)

and external triggers must drive life's

history.

2. Are patterns of who dies and who sur-

vives a catastrophe consistent with

purely random removals from the field

of life? If randomness fails, do the

regularities of mass extinction record

rules different from those governing

:

the order of normal times between

tastrophes? Under either the randc

or "different rules" model, the Darwii)

ian hope of smooth extrapolation frc

small-scale events (which can be stu

ied directly) to the great geologic

panorama fails and we must recogni

the distinctive character that mass c

tinction imparts to life's history.

3. Why are the cyclical extinctions so d

ferent in strength (one wiping out mc
than 90 percent of species, others pi

trading so little above background thi

it took Sepkoski's refined data to

ognize them at all)? Some cometa

enthusiasts, in the wave of over;

tribution that accompanies most nt

ideas, are trying to explain everythii

by impact. If perturbations of the 0<

cloud send billions of comets hurtli

toward the planets, only a handful w
strike the earth—sometimes moi

sometimes fewer. Big extinctions mej

more comets; little extinctions, fewi

But it cannot be so mechanically si

pie. We have a century of data on o

relations of terrestrial events with m<

extinctions (most, for example, are

;

companied by falling sea levels);

also know that several extinctions we

preceded by long, gradual, and sim

taneous declines in several groups. \

used to think that these terrestrial o

relates would explain the extinction;

suspect that we need a reversed p
spective, but one that will still cher

the terrestrial data, not dismiss it. 1

restrial correlates are not the cau

but the primary regulators of seve:

When comets hit a biosphere we.

ened for other reasons, unusually la:

extinctions ensue. It cannot be irn

vant that the greatest of all extinctii

occurred on an earth with all coi

nents coalesced into a single Pangae;

used to think that Pangaea was the
{

mary cause (column of October 1 97

I now think that it was the stage

maximal severity.

To end these univeral bangs with a pi

sonal whimper, may I make my little stj

gestion to astronomical colleagues purl

ing the good search. If Thalia, the godd|

of good cheer, smiles upon you and yi

find the sun's companion star, please f
not name it (as you plan) for her colleags

Nemesis. Nemesis is the personificatij

of righteous anger. She attacks the vain

the powerful, and she works for defir

cause (punishing Narcissus, for examd

with his burden of unquenchable self-j

teem). She represents everything that i

new view of mass extinction is strugglii

to replace—predictable, determinisc

18 Natural History 8/84



b ;es afflicting those who deserve it. She

M Id also place one more Western figure

It a universal sky. May not one member
U ur solar system honor the traditions of

Itther culture?

i i lass extinctions are not unswervingly

1' .ructive in the history of life. They are

lnurce of creation as well, especially if

jl second view of external triggering is

k-ect and the Red Queen of internal

> ipetition does not drive life inexorably
:

( vard. Mass extinction may be the pri-

|-y and indispensable seed of major

B nges and shifts in life's history. De-

;t iction and creation are locked in a di-

ll ;tic of interaction. Moreover, mass ex-

;J:tion is probably blind to the exquisite

i| ptations evolved for previous environ-

lits of normal times. It strikes at ran-

in or by rules that transcend the plans

i) purposes of any victim. May we not

»ne the sun's potential companion for a

}ire who embodies these central fea-

t is of creativity in destruction and "neu-

jj-ity" toward the evolutionary struggles

»:reatures in preceding normal times.

i>iva, the Hindu god of destruction,

ins an indissoluble triad with Brahma,

it creator, and Vishnu, the preserver. All

ft enmeshed in one—a trinity of a differ-

: order—because all activity reflects

ir interaction. A. Parthasarathy writes

in his Symbolism ofHindu Gods and Rit-

uals: "All three powers are manifest at all

times. They are inseparable. Creation and

destruction are like two sides of a coin. . .

.

Morning dies to give birth to noon. Noon
dies when night is born. In this chain of

birth and death the day is maintained"

—

as the balances of life's history arise from

creative recoveries following massive de-

structions.

Siva is often, and most beautifully, pre-

sented in the form of Nataraja, the cosmic

dance. He holds in one hand the flame of

destruction, in another (he has four in all)

the damaru, a drum that regulates the

rhythm of the dance and symbolizes cre-

ation. He moves within a ring of fire—the

cosmic cycle—maintained by an interac-

tion of destruction and creation, beating

out a rhythm as regular as any clockwork

of cometary collisions. "In this perpetual

process of creation and destruction,"

Parthasarathy writes, "the universe is

maintained." Unlike Nemesis, Siva does

not attack specific targets for cause or for

punishment. Instead, his placid face

records the absolute tranquillity and se-

renity of a neutral process, directed to-

ward no one but responsible for the main-

tenance and order of our world.

Most hot ideas turn out to be wrong. I

can only hope that I will not be remem-

bered as the man who campaigned with a

name for the nonexistent (surely worse

than a moon for the misbegotten). Some
chances are certainly worth taking. If

Thalia smiles and Siva exists, think what it

all will mean for my beloved science of pa-

leontology. We have labored so long under

the onus of boredom and dullness. We are

the guardians of life's history, but we are

often depicted as mindless philatelists of

stone; specialists in tiny corners of space,

time, and taxonomy; purveyors of such ar-

cane names as Pharkidonotus percarina-

tus in extended orgies of irrelevant detail.

The editors of Britain's leading scientific

journal wrote of us in 1969; "Scientists in

general might be excused for assuming

that most geologists are paleontologists

and most paleontologists have staked out a

square mile as their life's work."

Times have been changing for more

than a decade, but Siva would crown our

transformation. What an apotheosis for a

previously "dull" science—to be the

source and impetus, by discovering the 26-

million-year cycle, for the greatest revi-

sion of cosmology (at least for our little

corner of the heavens) since Galileo.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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The Anatomy of Human Speech
Reconstruction ofthe vocal tract infossil hominids provides

new evidence ofwhen humans began to speak

by Jeffrey T. Laitman

The question of when our ancestors

were first able to produce articulate

speech has long puzzled scientists. An-

thropologists who trace the development

of complex behavior in the archeological

record, as well as linguists concerned with

the definition of language, have offered

many reasoned accounts about how pre-

historic humans crossed some "vocal

threshold," abandoning apelike grunts for

the mellifluous tones of an Olivier. During

the last century, paleoneurologists, who

This is thefifth in a series ofarticles on

the origin and evolution ofthe human
species, presented in conjunction with the

special exhibition "Ancestors:

Four Million Years ofHumanity,
"

at the American Museum
through September 9.

reconstruct the brains of human ances-

tors from fossil remains, have added their

thoughts about the evolution of speech.

These scientists use endocasts—natural

casts formed within braincases—and the

impressions left on the inside of fossil

skulls to estimate the size and location of

specific areas of the brain. While offering

valuable information, paleoneurology has

not been able to tell us much about the in-

ner workings of the brain and, as a result,

can offer only limited evidence about

when speech may have evolved.

Within the last decade, however, a

number of researchers have begun explor-

ing a new approach to solve this old mys-

tery. The technique, which, for lack of an

easier term, may be called paleolaryngol-

ogy, looks to both comparative anatomy

and the fossil record in order to recon-

20 Natural History 8/84

struct the components of our ancestors'

vocal tract—the larynx, pharynx, tongue,

and associated structures. Unlike scien-

tists who have sought to explain language

origins, those of us who trace the evolution

of the vocal tract have focused our atten-

tion on more specific questions: What was

the anatomy of our ancestors' vocal tract,

what were its functions, and how did it

compare with that of present-day hu-

mans? Findings from both my 0'

studies and those of other researchers,

eluding anatomist Edmund Crelin of Y;

University School of Medicine and

guist Philip Lieberman of Brown Univ

sity, are providing clues toward answeri

these questions.

My interest in tracing the origins

speech arose from my investigation

developmental change in the upper rea-

Based onfossil remains ofan

australopithecine, the earliest

known ancestral human, these

drawings depict the head, neck, and vocal

tract during normal respiration. As in most

mammals, air travels in a directpathwayfrom
the nasal cavity to the lungs.

Hugh Thomas
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Cross sections ofthe head ofthe adult

chimpanzee, above, and adult human,

right, show the positions ofvocal tract

structures during respiration. The

human larynx is lower in the neck,

increasing the size ofthe pharynx—the

space between the larynx and the back

ofthe nasal cavity.

Patrick Gannon

ratory tract of mammals in general ;

human infants in particular. Eight ye

ago, I joined with Edmund Crelin, an

pert in the anatomy of human newbo:

to begin studying the similarities and

ferences in the upper respiratory tract

humans and other mammals. In our

search, we examined mammals rang

from dolphins to apes, using a variety

techniques, from classic post-mortem

sections to sophisticated cineradiograp

(X-ray movie) monitoring.

We found that the position of the

ynx, or voice box, in the neck is of p;

mount importance in determining the
j

an animal breathes, swallows, and vo

izes. Two general anatomical patterns

X

The base ofthe

chimpanzee skull, above,

is relatively nonfiexed, orflat, and
the larynx is high in the neck. In contr. fi

the base ofthe adult human skull, rig,

isflexed, or arched, and corresponds

to a larynxpositionedmuch lower.

Hugh Thomas
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= Nasal cavity, S = Soft palate,

= Tongue, P = Pharynx. L = Larynx,

= Epiglottis, V = Vocalfold

. ar to exist, each with its own functional

jnsequences. The first we might call the

iasic" mammalian pattern. In almost all

lammals, at all stages of development,

, e larynx is found high in the neck, lying

.ughly opposite the first to third cervical

rtebrae. This high position enables the

fynx to lock into the nasopharynx—the

, space near the "back door" of the nasal

i

vity. In this position, the larynx provides

i
direct passageway for air between the

r

'ise and the lungs. While an animal is

eathing, liquid can flow around either

le of the interlocked larynx and naso-

jarynx, through channels known as the

,riform sinuses, and then to the esopha-

|i

is and stomach. Thanks to these sepa-
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A view inside the head and neck

ofa chimpanzee shows how the

high position ofthe larynx

enables the animal to breathe

and to swallow liquids

simultaneously. The green

arrow indicates theflow ofair,

and the blue arrow shows the

pathway that liquid can take

around the larynx to the

esophagus. The two pathways

do not cross.

Hugh Thomas

>,

'

rate pathways for food and air, a cow, cat,

or monkey can simultaneously swallow

liquids and breathe.

While the basic mammalian pattern al-

lows simultaneous breathing and swallow-

ing, it severely limits the array of sounds

an animal can produce. Above the larynx

is the pharynx, an air cavity surrounded

by membranes and musculature that is

part of the food pathway and can also

modify sound. In most mammals, the high

position of the larynx leaves room for only

a small pharyngeal cavity, which has a

minimal capacity to modify the initial, or

fundamental, sounds generated at the vo-

cal folds (vocal cords). As a result, most

mammals depend largely on altering the

shape of the oral cavity and lips to modify

laryngeal sounds. While some animals can

approximate some of the sounds of human
speech, they are anatomically incapable

of producing the range of sounds neces-

sary for complete, articulate speech.

Standing in contrast to the basic mam-
malian pattern is the human one. Our
studies revealed a significant change that

occurs during the development of human
infants. Until the age of approximately

one and one-half to two years, the position

of the larynx in human infants is high in

the neck, much like that of any other

mammal. Our cineradiographic studies

showed that newborns breathe, swallow,

and vocalize in much the same fashion as

monkeys and apes. With respect to the up-

per respiratory tract, we might say that

baby humans have the functional ana

omy of monkeys. Sometime around tr

second year of life, however, the larynx <

the human infant begins to descend in

the neck, dramatically altering the w
the child breathes, swallows, and voce

izes. Exactly how and when this descei

occurs are still mysteries. But the end r

suit is that the larynx moves to a positk

that is different from that known in ai

other mammal. In an adult human, thep

sition of the larynx corresponds to tl

fourth to almost the seventh cervical vt

tebrae, considerably lo\ver than in oth

species.

In this unique anatomical pattern, tl

larynx cannot lock into the back of the n

sal cavity to separate the breathing ai

swallowing pathways. After infancy, tl

human respiratory and digestive trac

cross above the larynx. This crossing ca

and often does, have unfortunate dra

backs. One is that a bolus, or chew*

mass, of food can easily lodge in the e

trance of the larynx, blocking the airw

and causing suffocation. In addition, adt

humans cannot drink and breathe simuli

neously without choking. As compe:

tion, however, the descent of the lary

into the neck has produced an anatomi

feature of enormous value: a greatly i

panded pharyngeal chamber above the i

cal folds. Consequently, sounds emitt

from the larynx can be modified to

greater degree than is possible for ne

borns and any nonhuman mammal. In

sence, the expanded pharynx is the key

our ability to produce fully articuh

speech.

During the course of our investigate

These are reconstructions ofan australopithecine drinking water

from leaves. As with the chimpanzee (see above), the high

position ofthe larynx would have allowed this early hominid to

swallow and breathe simultaneously, an ability lost in modern
adult humans.

Ufraras

Hugh Thomas
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my colleagues and I noticed that the shape

of the bottom of the skull, or basicranium,

is related to the position of the larynx. This

is not surprising, since the basicranium

serves as the roof of the upper respiratory

tract. To define differences in shape ob-

jectively, we solicited the help of our long-

time co-worker Raymond Heimbuch, for-

merly of Yale and now manager of sta-

tistical programming at Ortho Pharm-

aceutical. Together we performed

detailed statistical analyses of the shape

of the basicranium for many species of

mammals. Using these results, we came to

the conclusion that two basic skull/larynx

configurations exist. In one, the bas-

icranium is fairly flat and is related to a

larynx positioned high in the neck. This is

the pattern found consistently in all

mammals we studied except for older

humans. In the second configuration, the

basicranium is markedly arched, or

flexed, and the corresponding larynx is

low in the neck. This pattern is found only

in humans after the age of about two

years.

The discovery of these two distinct con-

figurations in living mammals has given

us the tool we need to reconstruct the ap-

proximate level of the larynx and associ-

ated structures in fossil species, including

early hominids (ancestral humans). If, for

example, a skull has an essentially flat, or

nonflexed, basicranium—like that of a liv-

ing chimpanzee or monkey—we can re-

construct the position of the larynx high in

the neck. Conversely, fossil crania exhil

ing the marked flexion of modern ad

humans can be reconstructed with a vc

tract like our own. Once the position of t

larynx is determined in this manner,

can infer a fossil hominid's breathi

swallowing, and vocalizing patterns.

Using the statistical methods develop

on living mammals, I have evaluated i

basicrania of the original fossil homii

remains housed in collections through<

Africa and Europe, and used this inforr

tion to reconstruct their vocal tracts. T
process was not always as easy as

sounds: fossil skulls dated at 2 to 3 mill

years before the present are seldom in ;

best condition. Fortunately, a lai

enough sample of skulls with int

basicrania remain to give us a valua

look into the past.

Our research in recent months has c

centrated on the earliest hominids,

australopithecines, which roamed the

vannas of southern and eastern Afr

about 4 to 1 .5 million years ago. We kr

from their skeletal anatomy that tl
1

were erect bipeds whose brains were o :

slightly larger than those of modern ar.

Our analysis of many specimens has

vealed that their basicrania were ess^

tially nonflexed, much like those of ch

panzees. By the methods outlined abcsj

we have reconstructed these homins

with a larynx positioned high in the ne;

In sum, we find that the australopit*

cines probably had vocal tracts much la

As shown in this

reconstruction ofan

australopithecine vocalizing, the

volume ofthe throat above the

larynx was much smaller than in

modern adult humans. This limited

pharyngeal space could not modify

sounds produced at the vocalfolds to

the extent achieved by Homo sapiens.

Hugh Thomas



se of living monkeys or apes. Conse-

:ntly, they would have also had the abil-

to swallow liquids and breathe simulta-

msly. More important to our story,

se hominids probably had a very re-

cted vocal repertoire compared with

t of modern humans. The high position

their larynges would have made it

possible for them to produce some of

universal vowel sounds found in hu-

n speech patterns. These early homi-

s undoubtedly had some sort of com-

nication system, probably slightly

re advanced than that of the living

;s, but they could not speak the way we

today.

,[f the australopithecines had vocal

cts that were essentially apelike, when

I the modern human pattern begin to

i >lve? This is the question we are now try-

|
to answer. While we have not yet come

j a definite conclusion, our preliminary

a on the skulls of Homo erectus, homi-

| s that lived some 1 .6 million to 300,000

1 400,000 years ago, are providing some

iriguing clues. Members of this group

J/e been found in locations as diverse as

ikeTurkanain Kenya, Sangiran in Java,

! i the Choukoutien caves (home of the

I
nous Peking man) in China. It is among

Bie specimens of this species that we

Ue found the first examples of incipient

t;icranial flexion away from the non-

|ied apelike condition of the australo-

jhecines and toward that shown by mod-

|i humans. This indicates to us that the

|

ynx in Homo erectus may have begun

I descend into the neck, increasing the

! a available to modify laryngeal sounds.

The crucial changes in the restructur-

,
of our ancestors' vocal tract may thus

j/e begun more than one and one-half

' llion years ago. The anatomical Rubi-

; i had been crossed: the basic mamma-
i pattern, retained by our australopithe-

; e ancestors, was now altered as the

lynx became lower in the neck. Did

|
:se ancestral humans have the ability to

: ak exactly as we can today? Probably

jj
; although change had begun, their vo-

abilities were probably somewhat in-

Imediate between those of the austra-

ithecines and modern humans. Our
sil data suggest that the first examples

full basicranial flexion—comparable to

l.t found among humans today—did not

near until the arrival of Homo sapiens

jne 300,000 to 400,000 years ago. It

{
y have been then that a modern vocal

[ct appeared and our ancestors began to

)duce fully articulate speech.

frey T. Laitman is an associate profes-

of anatomy at the Mount Sinai

hool of Medicine.
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All Head and Mouth
Knownfor its insatiable appetite, the goosefish

will eat almost anything that comes its way

by M. Norma Feinberg

photographs by Fred Bavendam

A voracious marine animal, the

goosefish is variously known as the

monkfish, angler, allmouth, molligut, or

fishing frog. New England colonial writ-

ers called it the greedigut. The common
name goosefish is based on reports that

the fish is able to capture a goose and swal-

low it whole, but ichthyologists do not be-

lieve such rumors. Goosefish, however,

are known to feed on live sea birds, and

there is an old record of seven wild ducks

being found in the stomach of one fish.

The goosefish, Lophius americanus, is

primarily a bottom dweller but can sur-

face when required. An inshore relative of

deep-sea anglerfishes, its range in the

western North Atlantic is from the north-

ern Gulf of Saint Lawrence (50° north

latitude) south to about Cape Hatteras,

North Carolina (approximately 35° north

latitude). The goosefish can be found at

depths of up to 365 fathoms on the conti-

nental slope. Its temperature range is 32°

to 70° F, but it may move into deeper wa-

ter if surface waters warm up. Its family,

the Lophiidae, comprises five genera and

twelve to twenty species, all marine, and is

found on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean,

as well as in the Indian and western Pa-

cific oceans.

The naked (scaleless), loose-skinned,

slippery body of this extremely unusual
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Female goosefish extrude a gelatinous

ribbon ofeggs once a year. The veils may
be afoot wide, thirty orfortyfeet long,

and contain up to three million eggs.

Youngfish (facingpage) grow rapidly

and are as greedy as adults,feeding on

small crustaceans and arrow worms.



Capable ofsurfacing when necessary but

primarily a bottom dweller, the goosefish

has coloration and mottling that keep it

well camouflaged.
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Exceptionally prominent eyes on the top

ofits head enable the goosefish to spot

potentialfood sources.

1 is very soft and partially collapses

en taken out of water. The goosefish

ids on anything it can swallow: all kinds

other fishes, among them such spiny

)es as sea ravens; flat unwieldy ones,

e flounders and skates that would be too

de for the mouth of the ordinary big

ii, and fellow goosefish; hard, spiny, ag-

;ssive invertebrates such as crabs and

>sters; starfish; lobster pot floats; and

ler more usual fare—worms, squid, and

jllusks. Once its powerful jaws, each

ned with a close-set, irregular row of

ge, depressible, caninelike teeth, snap

ut, life for its prey is just about over. But

casionally the prey, in struggling to get

:e, tears through the predator's gut and

Is it.

One could guess from examining a

osefish that it is well adapted to bottom

/elling and to feeding anywhere from

i floor to surface. The antithesis of a

eamlined, fast pelagic traveler such as a

na or large shark, the goosefish is racket

aped and heavy, with its head making

half of its length. When fully grown, its

Duth can be as much as nine inches wide

d is able to open eight inches vertically.

; gill openings are obscure and not much
a current flows over its gill rakers, but

e fish probably does not require much
ssolved oxygen in the water to lead its

ually sluggish existence. Its brownish

loration with darker mottling, the row of

jse, branched, fleshy tabs along the pro-

uding lower jaw back to the pectoral

is, and two rows of smaller fringes along

e sides camouflage it among waving sea-

led, rubble, and disturbed mud or sand

trticles. Lines in the iris radiating from

e pupil make the small but upwardly di-

eted eyes on the top of the head look like

npet shells.

The pectoral fins are heavy and fleshy,

their bases limblike and the distal part

rounded like a scallop. The pelvic, or ven-

tral, fins are also thick and are located on

the underside of the head in front of the

pectorals—an uncommon position, but

one that probably helps to balance the

heavy head and get the fish off the ground

when necessary. The caudal, or tail, fin is

thick and broom shaped. These fin ad-

aptations enable the goosefish to "walk"

about on the bottom and make sudden

leaps upward, propelling it toward the sur-

face when it sees delectable items above it

or when its "fishing lure" has attracted an-

other creature within range. The first, or

spiny, dorsal fin is highly modified; the

first three spines are on top of the head

and are long, slender, and unconnected to

each other. Two of these spines are in front

of the eyes, and the first has a movable

fleshy tab at its tip: this is known as the

illicium, or lure. While the fish sits on the

bottom in its self-made depression or occa-

sionally floats near the surface, it can

twitch the erected illicium over its gaping

mouth to interest curious creatures into

coming close enough to be swiftly caught

and eaten.

Not the least of the fascinating special-

izations of this fish is its way of spawning.

Between May and August, either in deep

offshore water or inshore along the coast,

the female extrudes the ripe products of

her two confluent ovaries. One to three

million eggs raft in a mucous veil, which

may be thirty to forty feet long and more

than a foot wide, weighs about forty

pounds, and floats at or near the surface.

This gelatinous ribbon is slightly purple,

due to the pinkish oil globules in each egg.

The eggs, about one-sixteenth inch in di-
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A goosefish uses itsfins to hollow out a

shallow depression in the seafloor. Partly

hidden, it waves its lure to attract prey.

Thefringe around the lowerjaw ripples

like seaweed in a current.

ameter, hatch in one to three weeks. The

fry develop elongated dorsal head spines

and pelvic fins. These are larval special-

izations, temporary flotation devices for

the pelagic young fishes. Like the adults,

young goosefish are voracious, feeding on

copepods, crustacean larvae, and arrow

worms. They grow fast, reaching a length

of two and one-half inches by their first

winter, when they settle down to a benthic

life. At one year they are about four inches

long. Otolith studies show that forty-inch

fish are twelve years old, but fully grown

adults can reach a length of four feet and a

weight of fifty to sixty pounds.

Goosefish are themselves eaten by the

toothed whales, probably by large sharks,

and by humans. They are also ground up

for fish meal. Millions of pounds are con-

sumed annually in Europe, primarily in

Great Britain, Spain, and Italy. A few

years ago a publicity campaign was

started in the United States to interest

people in eating lesser-known and there-

fore cheaper fishes, among them the

goosefish. Commercially known as

monkfish and locally called the poor

man's lobster, the fish's raw meat is limp,

lean, and an attractive pure white and

coral red. When baked or braised slowly

with butter and your choice of sauce, gar-

nish, or herbs and spices, monkfish as-

sumes a texture and taste similar to that of

a succulent lobster. It is nonflaky and can

be cut after it is cooked, making it ideal

for bouillabaisse, chowder, or a cold fish

salad.

M. Norma Feinberg is a senior scientific

assistant and the collection manager of

the Department of Ichthyology at the

American Museum of Natural History.
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Possessed ofpowerfuljaws and sharp

teeth set within its enormous, gaping

mouth, the goosefish can capture such

sea birds as cormorants, herring gulls,

and loons when it surfaces.
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Not to Be or to Be?
The question is why some animals survived environmental catastrophe when

closely related species died out. The ammonites and the nautilids are a case in point

by Neil H. Landman

Toward the end of the Cretaceous pe-

riod, about 65 million years ago, a veri-

table who's who of the ancient animal

kingdom—from giant land-based dino-

saurs to various microscopic marine

plankton—became extinct. Explanations

for these dramatic disappearances range

from catastrophic events, such as colli-

sions with asteroids or streams of comets,

multiple simultaneous volcanic eruptions,

or massive freshwater flooding of the

earth's oceans to more gradual events

such as a lowering of sea level over several

million years, resulting in fewer habitable

living areas for marine creatures and a

worldwide harshening of climate.

Whatever the causes of the extinctions,

many animals did survive, even though

closely related groups may not have. The

dinosaurs and many other reptiles died

out, but alligators survived. Among the

smaller life forms exhibiting this "dif-

ferential survival" were the ammonites

and the nautilids, related invertebrate

mollusks. The ammonites, much more nu-

merous than the nautilids throughout

their combined history, became extinct;

the nautilids survived. Why?
These two groups of marine animals be-

long to the Cephalopoda, the most ad-

vanced class of mollusks, which also in-

cludes squids, cuttlefish, and octopuses.

Ammonites and nautilids shared the same

general habitat and the bodies of both were

encased in chambered calcareous shells.

The soft-bodied animal inside the shell

lived in the largest chamber, which was

open to the outside. Running through the

chambers was a small tube (the siphuncle)

that permitted the transfer and removal of

liquid to control buoyancy. In ammonites,

the calcareous partitions (septa) between

the chambers were convoluted and folded

into marvelously complex patterns. In

contrast, the partitions of nautilids were

simple curved surfaces, without frilling.

These differences in the shapes of the par-

titions are readily apparent on fossil shells.

After an ammonite or nautilid died on the

sea bottom, its empty shell and chambers

filled with mud, which subsequently

turned into rock, leaving an internal mold

of the shell. When the outer shell wall dis-

solved, the edges of the internal partitions
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were revealed, forming what are known as

suture patterns. These suture patterns are

used to classify ammonites and nautilids

into their respective families.

Ammonites and nautilids also differed

in the relative position of their buoyancy

tubes and in overall shape. In nautilids,

the tube ran through the center of the par-

titions; in almost all ammonites it ran

through the base of the partitions at the

margin of the outer shell. Ammonite shell

shapes were diverse and ranged from

forms that resembled coiled-up snakes

(whith is what early collectors mistook

them for) to elongate cones. Some

ammonite shells were covered with fine

lines, while others had large, spiny

protuberances. In contrast, the shells of

coexisting nautilids were generally globu-

lar and lacked conspicuous ornament.

For more than 1 50 million years before

the end of the Cretaceous period, the

ammonites were so numerous that many

observers of the fossil record call the Me-

sozoic era (extending from 245 to 65 mil-

lion years ago and comprising the Triassic,

Jurassic, and Cretaceous periods) the age

of ammonites. During that time the

ammonites completely dominated the

nautilids by any measure of abundance:

number of genera, species, or individuals.

In the late Cretaceous, there were 246

genera of ammonites and only 14 of

nautilids. The nautilids, although always

present, invariably occurred in fewer

numbers. One paleontologist, Karl Waage

of Yale University, estimated that in some

late Cretaceous sedimentary rock strata in

South Dakota the number of individuals

belonging to a single ammonite species

ranged into the hundreds of millions, but

the number of nautilids in the same strata

was fewer than 1 0,000.

The relatively rare nautilids, however,

went on to evolve a modest number of di-

vergent forms in the Tertiary period, and

the pearly nautilus that inhabits the Indo-

Pacific today testifies to their continued

presence. What is the preserved record of

the ammonites and nautilids in the last

few million years of the Cretaceous lead-

ing up to this turn of events?

The Cretaceous period is subdivided

into a number of time stages. The last of



Thisfossil ammonite shell once housed a soft-bodied animal

belonging to the Cephalopoda, a class ofmollusks that includes

today's squids, cuttlefish, and octopuses. Although they

were numerous in their time, ammonites—like many other

animals, large and small—became extinct about sixty-five

million years ago.

Townsend D- Dickinson
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these is the Maastrichtian, named for rock

strata in Maastrich, Holland, that were

formed between 75 and 65 million years

ago. The number of ammonite genera in

this interval is lower than in preceding late

Cretaceous time stages but still totals

thirty-five. In contrast, the number of

nautilid genera in this period is ten and is

similar to that of other late Cretaceous

time stages. Six of these genera are defi-

nitely reported from Maastrichtian strata;

the other four appear in older and younger

strata and therefore were alive during this

time interval.

The extinction of ammonites at the very

end of the Maastrichtian is recorded in

only a handful of sedimentary rock sec-

tions in western Europe. In one section, at

Zumaya, Spain, only four genera of

ammonites occur thirty feet below the

Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary. However,
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at Stevns Klint, Denmark, seven genera of

ammonites extend right to the boundary,

which is marked by an abundance of em-

bryonic and juvenile shells. In all, eleven

genera of ammonites have been recorded

at the end of the Maastrichtian stage, al-

though given the scarcity of preserved

sedimentary rock sections, other genera

may have been alive then but not pre-

served. In contrast, only one nautilid ge-

nus is reported from the end of the

Maastrichtian, but at least six other gen-

era must have been alive at that time be-

cause they are preserved in both older and

younger strata, bringing the total number

of nautilid genera in this interval to seven.

The ammonites, therefore, persisted

right to the end of the Cretaceous. They

may have been reduced in generic number

and geographic distribution from preced-

ing time stages but they still exceeded the

number of nautilid genera. Nor do th'i

previous abundance and diversity hint,

their selective extinction. How, then, t

we account for this outcome?

One explanation may derive from soiij

very general notions about the survival'

animal species under stressful conditio.

Large size and broad geographic distill-

tion, for example, are thought to imprc

a species' chances of survival during i

environmental catastrophe in which ma'

I

habitats are destroyed and competitiw

for resources is intensified. Species s-l

vival is also thought to depend, howev.j

on factors unrelated to previous perf-8

mance. A species that relies on only c>&

food source, for instance, may flour i!

during calm times but may perish durif-i

an environmental catastrophe in which >fl

sole food source disappears. Obviousl)w|

species with broad food preferences rr«

_J



i re better under the same circumstances.

i milarly, a species that can live in only

le habitat may be in greater peril than a

osely related species that can tolerate a

iriety of habitats. A species with rela-

Uely wide food and habitat preferences is

ailed an ecologic generalist; one with nar-

• w preferences is an ecologic specialist.

These last arguments may apply to the

tuation between the ammonites and

lutilids. A comparison of range of shell

liapes and morphological complexity

ads us to suspect that ammonite species

(ere ecologic "specialists" relative to

iutilid species. Ammonite species came
ii numerous shapes and sizes and dis-

mayed varying degrees of complexity in

ieir shell partitions. Even the species that

lade up the eleven genera found at the

;ry top of the Maastrichtian strata (that

, those that lived at the end of the period

Ammonites and nautilids coexisted in the same general habitat,

and their chambered shells were similar, as revealed in these

two cross sections. One interior difference, however, was the

placement ofthe buoyancy tube: along the outer chamber

margin in ammonite shells,far left; through the center of
nautilid chambers, left. Ammonite shells also had more ornate

exteriors. The one below is covered with small, rounded

projections; others were marked withfine lines.

(Far left) William Sacco, (left) Jeff Teitelbaum; (below) Townsend D Dickinson

in question) had various shapes—from

streamlined disks to elongate cones

—

which suggest adaptations to different

and possibly specialized modes of life.

Streamlined forms may have swum above

the sea bottom in shallow water, while

other species may have floated near the

surface. Ammonite jaws also came in a va-

riety of shapes, possible evidence that dif-

ferent ammonites ate different things.

In contrast, Cretaceous nautilid species

displayed only a small range of shell

shapes, all basically resembling that of the

modern nautilus. Their shell partitions

were relatively simple and their one jaw

type was almost identical to that present

in today's nautilus. Studies of the modern

nautilus in its natural habitat by Bruce

Saunders of Bryn Mawr College and Pe-

ter Ward of the University of California at

Davis have shown that the nautilus lives

over a broad range of water depths from

near the surface to 2,000 feet deep, al-

though it is most abundant between

depths of about 500 and 1,500 feet. It

swims just above the bottom and is mainly

a scavenger with little food preference.

Remote deep-sea cameras set up at appro-

priate depths have revealed that the nauti-

lus displays a feast-or-famine existence

—

an adaptation to the unpredictability of

available food resources. A nautilid spe-

cies in the Cretaceous may similarly have

lived over a broad range of depths and

been unspecialized in its food selection. As
generalists in these two respects, then, the

nautilids may have had the flexibility to

survive in the face of deteriorating and

even disastrous environmental conditions.

However, another, much more specific

explanation alluded to by the geologist

Cesare Emiliani of the University of Mi-

ami and Peter Ward, and based on my
own research, presents itself. Could the

differential extinction of the ammonites at

the close of the Cretaceous be related to

the simultaneous expiration of some other

ill-fated group?

At the end of the Cretaceous, 90 per-

cent of all calcareous plankton became ex-

tinct. Among the explanations for the ex-

tinction of these surface-water organisms

are gradual but dramatic changes in sur-

face-water chemistry and ocean currents,

and the darkness resulting from an aster-

oid collision. Such a collision would have

cut off sunlight, thereby inhibiting the

photosynthesis necessary for the survival

of plant plankton. The death of large por-

tions of the plant plankton would, in turn,

have led to the death of many of the ani-

mal plankton that fed on them.

Because surface waters lack the buffer-

ing capacity of deep water, they are sensi-

.17



tive to environmental changes. The micro-

scopic life forms that live near the surface

are therefore more vulnerable to physical

disturbances than their deep-water rela-

tives. If ammonites, in contrast to

nautilids, were part of this plankton com-

munity sometime during their early life

history, they might consequently have

been annihilated in the general extinction

of these surface water forms.

Unraveling the early life histories of ex-

tinct animals is difficult. It is generally

done by documenting changes in shape

from small to large individuals and then

seeing if those differences correspond to

growth stages of closely related living

forms whose development is known. We
can thus begin our analysis with the mod-

ern nautilus, but even here, little hard evi-

dence exists. Although the nautilus can be

maintained in aquariums, all attempts at

breeding it have so far been unsuccessful.

Nautilus eggs, however, have been found

both in aquariums and in nature; they

measure more than one inch in diameter,

large even for deep-water invertebrates.

The eggs were first described by Arthur

Willey, a British naturalist who worked in

Indonesia at the turn of the century.

Willey was unsuccessful in his efforts to

breed the nautilus, but he made an edu-

cated guess about the size and appearance

of the embryonic nautilus shell. He no-

ticed a constriction on the early whorls of

the nautilus shell at a size that corre-

sponded to the diameter of the nautilus

egg, and concluded that this feature

marked the position on the shell at which

hatching occurred. Shell whorls up to this

point show no evidence of breakage. Signs

of damage appear only after the constric-

tion, an observation consistent with the

theory that the shell was protected within

an egg case up to that point.

Internally, the point of hatching is

marked by a reduction in the spacing of in-

terior partitions, which is coincident with

the formation of the constriction on the

outer shell. Studies of the geochemical

makeup of the nautilus shell have also sup-

ported this hatching hypothesis. The
chemical composition before and after the

constriction differs in subtle but signifi-

cant ways due to the modifying effects of
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William Sacco

Nautilus shells develop inside egg capsules up to hatching lime.

A constriction, or break, in the early whorls ofthe shell, as seen

at left, indicates the size ofthe nautilid at the time ofhatching.

After hatching the animal remains inside the shell, and both

continue to grow in the open sea. Preserved shells ofnewly

hatched ammonites, below, only about 1/25 the hatching

diameter ofthe modern nautilus, werefound in late Cretaceous

rocks in Montana.
Jeff Teltelbaum

the egg capsule enclosing the developing

embryonic shell.

All this evidence suggests that the nau-

tilus hatches at more than one inch in di-

ameter with about seven buoyancy cham-

bers present. Newly hatched animals have

rarely been found, however. Only two

have ever been caught alive, and those by

accident. This scarcity may reflect the low

fecundity of adults, and the probability

that the large eggs hatch at water depths

of several hundred feet and are well con-

cealed from predators—and scientists. In

this environment the newly hatched nauti-

lus begins life as an active swimmer and

immediately pursues the deep-water scav-

enging behavior characteristic of adults.

The reconstructed early life history of

Cretaceous nautilids is based directly on

our own observations of the modern nauti-

lus. Study of one genus that occurs in the

Cretaceous and Tertiary, Eutrephoceras,

reveals a constriction on its shell similar to

that present on the modern nautilus, but it

occurs at half an inch in shell diameter, in-

dicating an embryonic size that is still rel-

atively large. Observations of the spacing

of internal partitions suggest that the em-

bryonic shells contained about four buoy-

ancy chambers, although finds of pre-

served embryonic shells are rare. We can

probably assume that, like modern nauti-

luses, individuals of this nautilid genus

and similar genera in the late Cretaceous

were active swimmers at hatching time

and promptly followed an adult mode of

life in deep water.

Assumptions about the early life history

of ammonites are also based on compari-

sons with today's nautilus and other extant

mollusks such as snails and clams. Promi-

nent changes in the shape of the shell are

interpreted as indicating abrupt shifts in

life history, as at hatching. Because the

early shell whorls of ammonites are very

small, scanning electron microscopy is

used to examine the shell and its compo-

nent structures.

Despite the diversity in shape and size

of adult ammonite shells, the early whorls

of all ammonites are essentially identical.

Conspicuous changes in the shape and

structure of the early whorls invariably oc-

curred at a diameter of about one millime-

ter ('/a of an inch), marked by the pres-

ence of a constriction in the shell wall. Up
to this constriction, the shell is composed

of a single prismatic structure; that is, it is

composed of minute, elongate crystals

perpendicular to the shell surface. As the

shell grew past the constriction, another

kind of shell material, called nacre

(mother-of-pearl), was introduced. Nacre-

ous crystals are flat-lying hexagonal tab-
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Bruce A. Carlson

Some ammonite shells were U-shaped, some looked like

elongated cones, and some, like the one below, resembled coiled

snakes. The live Nautilus pompilius, right, poking its head out

ofits shell, is a descendant ofthe nautilids ofthe Cretaceous

period. Shells ofthis surviving species have not changed

perceptibly over the intervening sixty-five million years.

Townsend D. Dickinson

lets that are responsible for the irides-

cence observed in all shells. Below one

millimeter, the ammonite shell is also cov-

ered with a delicate beadlike ornamenta-

tion only visible under high magnification.

This ornamentation disappeared abruptly

as the shell continued to grow and was re-

placed by new ornamentation and growth

lines. At the same time, the shape of the

shell might change dramatically. For ex-

ample, in cone-shaped ammonites, the

conical shape began to develop here.

These abrupt shell changes at a diame-

ter of one millimeter suggest that hatching

occurred at this size, less than a tenth the

hatching size of contemporaneous nau-

tilids. This hypothesis has been supported

by the discovery in late Cretaceous rocks

in Montana of thousands of preserved em-

bryonic ammonites. Although this find

has not attracted the attention focused on

the discovery of newly hatched dinosaurs

in younger rock strata a few miles away, it

is nevertheless the first well-documented

find of newly hatched ammonites and per-

mits inspection of their embryonic shell

features. These ammonite shells are about

one millimeter in diameter and have a con-

striction at one end. They contain one rela-

tively large buoyancy chamber in addition

to the chamber that would have been oc-

cupied by the soft-bodied animal.

Ammonite embryonic shells are com-

parable in size to many calcareous plank-

ton, and their large buoyancy chamber

would have functionally equipped them to

spend some part of their early life as

plankton. This is a very common stage in

the lives of many young snails and clams

and for newly hatched squids and octo-

puses. As the ammonites continued to

grow in size, they would have moved on to

a more active mode of life in a variety of

habitats. However, in their early life as

plankton they would have succumbed to

the general extinction of those surface-wa-

ter organisms. The newly hatched and ju-

venile shells of ammonites preserved at

the top of the Maastrichtian strata in Den-

mark may record this extinction. The con-

temporaneous nautilids that hatched at

about ten times the size of the ammonites

and actively swam in deeper water would

not have been affected by that particular

catastrophe.

These two potential explanations of the

differential survival of ammonites and

nautilids—specialist versus generalist and

ammonite as plankton—may not provide

science with a complete answer. Never-

theless, they may encourage further con-

sideration of the complexities that deter-

mine survival—and extinction—in the

biotic realm.
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The red berries ofmountain ash ripen in

the earlyfall. Like many otherfallfruits

found in the eastern United States, they

contain only small amounts ofhigh-

energyfats and are often passed

over by birds when more energy-rich

fruits are available.



Fruit for All Seasons
Why are blueberries sweet and chokecherries tart? Ask the birds

by Edmund W. Stiles

In the deciduous forests of New Jersey,

as in other parts of the Northeast, the

changing seasons bring an annual parade

of ripening fruits and the birds that eat

them. To the human eye, the brightly col-

ored fruits are so tempting that it is hard to

imagine why any would remain very long

on the plants that bear them; and indeed,

many disappear quickly. But a walk

through the woods in fall or winter reveals

that on some plants, such as hollies, vibur-

nums, and roses, fruits may remain un-

eaten for months.

Furthermore, many birds spend long

hours foraging for cryptic, hard-to-catch

insects. We are perhaps most apt to notice

birds hunting insects in the summer, when
adults are busy feeding their young, but

even during the fall and winter, when in-

sects are scarce and hungry broods have

long since fledged, birds continue to

search for insect food, often in the midst of

abundant fruits. More than fifty years

ago, H.N. Ridley documented the same
phenomenon in England, in his encyclo-

pedic work, The Dispersal of Plants

Throughout the World. "Even in the se-

vere winter," he wrote, "blackbirds,

thrushes and starlings prefer to seek for

animal food under the bushes and trees,

where the ground is soft, than to feed ex-

clusively on the berries waiting for them."

Since the fleshy portions of all fruits

have evolved to attract frugivorous seed

dispersers, why do some fruits go un-

touched while birds spend so much time

and energy looking for other foods? Guess-

ing that there might be a nutritional ex-

planation for this otherwise confusing situ-

ation, I set out to determine the nutritional

characteristics of fleshy fruits of the east-

ern deciduous forests, which contain more

than 300 species of plants with seeds that

are primarily dispersed by birds. Some of

the more familiar species are the green-

briars, magnolias, gooseberries, sumacs,

hollies, grapes, blackberries, roses, cher-

ries, hawthorns, serviceberries, dogwoods,

blueberries, viburnums, and honeysuck-

les. The fruits of these plants contain hard

seeds and are generally less than three-

fifths of an inch in diameter, about the

largest size an American robin can man-

age. In addition to this overall similarity.
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Thefruits offlowering dogwood, which mature in September and

October, are rich infats; up to 35 percent ofthe dry weight ofthe

pulp may consist oflipids. Such nutrient sources are much sought

after by migrating birds, which need energyfor their longjourney

south. The high lipid levels, however, also make thesefruits

attractive to microbes, and ifthe berries are not eaten by birds,

they willprobably rot in place, their seeds undispersed.



Low-lipidfruits, such as these high-bush

cranberries, are less susceptible to

rotting. Thesefruits often persist into the

winter, when they may become an

importantfood sourcefor cedar

waxwings and other birds that overwinter

in the eastern deciduousforests.

Kent and Donna Dannen

however, I found a number of crucial dif-

ferences.

I classified the fruits according to four

variables that might influence a bird's

choice of food: the size of the seed; the

amount of lipids, or fats, in the fruit; the

amount of sugars; and the length of time

the fruit stays on the plant. Differences in

these four variables enabled me to divide

the fruits into two general categories:

those that ripen primarily in the summer

months and those that ripen in the au-

tumn. Exploring what selective pressures

might have generated these patterns, and

others I found, led me to a consideration of

the complex interaction of birds, mam-
mals, microbes, and fruit chemistry.

A variety of fruits that ripen in mid- to

late summer—including blueberries,

huckleberries, strawberries, mulberries,

blackberries, and cherries—have high

concentrations of sugars and other carbo-

hydrates, but almost no lipids. They are

generally borne on low-growing shrubs or

herbaceous plants, such as blackberries,

huckleberries, and strawberries. Or, if the

plants are tall, the fruits fall to the ground

shortly after ripening. The fallen fruits un-

der mulberry or black cherry trees, for ex-

ample, are a common sight on sidewalks

and roads in late summer in New Jersey.

Most of the summer fruits have many, ex-

tremely small seeds, except cherries,

which have a single large seed in each

fruit. Virtually no summer-ripening plants

have fruits with intermediate-sized seeds.

Nine species of birds in the eastern

deciduous forest can be considered major

frugivores in that their diets contain a rela-

tively high proportion of fruit throughout

the year. These birds breed in the northern

parts of the United States and Canada

and undertake seasonal migrations, win-

tering in either the southern United States

(American robin, cedar waxwing, hermit

thrush, eastern bluebird) or in the West

Indies and Central and South America

(gray catbird, wood thrush, Swainson's

thrush, gray-cheeked thrush, and veery).

Even for these birds, however, fruits are

not the only or even necessarily the most

common item in their diet. With the ex-

ception of the waxwing, whose diet is more

than 70 percent fruit year-round, they of-

ten concentrate on catching insects and

other invertebrates, especially during the

breeding season. Making eggs, feeding

young, and replacing feathers all require

protein, which is much more abundant in

invertebrates than in fruits. Many plants

are limited by the availability of nitrogen

in the soil, so producing fruits high in pro-

tein would be quite expensive. All eastern

deciduous forest fruits that I, together
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hipmunks may act as seedpredators or

spersers. Strong enough to gnaw

rough the tough seed coat ofa cherry,

<ey also sometimes carry thefruit away

om the tree and then eat only theflesh,

opping the intact seed to the ground.

yne Lankinen, DRK Photo

ith my student Douglas White, have

/aluated are low in protein, usually be-

veen 3 to 13 percent dry weight, com-

ired with 70 percent for insects.

Monitoring experiments I carried out in

lew Jersey showed that although these

irds do eat fruit, and thus disperse seeds,

i the summertime, much fruit is left un-

mched. Fruits ignored by the birds may

ill be eaten because mammals, including

jxes, raccoons, opossums, bears, and

juirrels, are also attracted to sweet sum-

ler fruits. Mammals, however, are proba-

ly not the "high-quality" dispersal agents

lat birds are.

Birds, after digesting the fleshy parts of

le fruit, often regurgitate or defecate the

;eds some distance away from the parent

lant. This movement benefits the plant

ir two major reasons. First, the seeds are

loved away from the shade of the parent

lant. A seed falling beneath a member of

s own species may be at a disadvantage

i having to compete for similar levels of

ght, water, and nutrients. When trans-

orted by a bird, a seed has a better

nance of falling under an inferior com-

etitor or in an open spot with no competi-

)rs at all. Second, bird-disseminated

:eds, which ultimately fall to the ground

ngly or in small numbers, have a reduced

sk of being eaten. The white-footed

louse, one of the most common small

lammals in the eastern woods, is a vora-

ious seed eater. Feeding experiments

onducted in the field show that when

lice encounter a large number of seeds,

ley stop to eat and look around for more,

he result is that a seed in the company of

lany other seeds has less chance to es-

|ape than does a seed by itself.

Unlike birds, mammalian seed dispers-

|rs do not necessarily move very far away
rom the parent plant after eating. Also,

'ith their larger digestive tracts, they tend

) deposit large numbers of seeds in one

pot (increasing the potential for plant-

Rant competition and seed predation).

Nevertheless, mammals can move seeds

round to some extent.

Partial adaptation to mammalian dis-

ersers would explain why summer fruits

enerally either fall to the ground or are

arried low on the plant. (Most other fruits

Without any visual guides, hungry birds

would have difficultyfinding thefruits of
Virginia creeper and other inconspicuous

vines. The "solution"for some ofthese

fall-fruitingplants is that their leaves

turn red early, thus vividly announcing

theirpresence while most otherfoliage

is still green.

David M. Stone
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are attached to the ends of flower clusters

or to thin, wobbly stalks and are therefore

difficult to reach, even for such accom-

plished climbers as squirrels.) Falling,

though, makes fruits available to seed eat-

ers, as well as seed dispersers. In New Jer-

sey, the main seed predator is the white-

footed mouse, but eastern chipmunks and

other small rodents may also eat a sub-

stantial number of seeds. The conflict be-

tween attracting seed dispersers and

avoiding seed predators may be respon-

sible for the extremes of seed size found in

summer fruits. Many summer fruits have

seeds so small that they may be discarded

by rodents as unprofitable food items or, if

eaten, passed through the digestive tract

unharmed. Also, rodents may drop some

of these seeds accidentally because each

fruit has many seeds, all of them small.

Like squirrels that scatter/hoard acorns,

mice and other small rodents may act as

predators/dispersers.

Cherries are at the other end of the

seed size spectrum. The seeds of these

fruits have large quantities of endosperm

(nutritious tissue around the developing

seed embryo) and could be valuable food

for rodents. The protective seed coat in

cherries is particularly hard, however, as

the name cherrystone suggests, and al-

though mice will eat cherry seeds, it takes

time and energy for them to gnaw through

to the endosperm. During the summer,

when other, more easily gathered foods

are plentiful, they are more likely to leave

cherries alone.

In the summertime, then, plants offer

sweet fruits to birds and some mammals,
escaping seed predators by being either

too small or too large to be eaten. But what

happens in the fall when most plants with

bird-disseminated seeds—more than 70

percent of them—bear fruit? In New Jer-

sey, most ripen near the end of August or

the beginning of September, a time that,

significantly, coincides with the onset of

the fall bird migration. Fall fruits, unlike

summer fruits, are not sweet, and very few

are cultivated. If not removed by birds,

they often remain on the plants for many
months. The seeds of many of these spe-

cies are intermediate in size and are

readily eaten by rodents, but since the

fruits do not fall to the ground when ripe,

they are not easily accessible.

The number, as well as the density, of

plant species with fall fruits increases on a

gradient from north to south in the forests

of the eastern United States. This pattern

(which is reversed for summer fruits) is

the inverse of that for frugivorous breed-

ing birds and may be related to the re-

source needs of these birds during migra-

tion. Frugivores begin to move south in

August. The young of the year swell the

numbers of migrants, with peak numbers

of birds passing through New Jersey in

mid-September. Points farther south have

even more birds, as more southerly breed-

ers join the migrating throng; a square

mile in North Carolina, for example, has a

higher absolute number of migrating

frugivores than does a similar area in New
York. Fruit-eating birds stop at various

places along their migration routes to feed

and build up large deposits of subcutane-

ous fat. During migration, birds' nutri-

tional requirements differ from what they

are in the breeding season, when protein is

at a premium. In the fall, they need energy

for their long nocturnal flights, and this

time, fruits—particularly those high in

lipids, which have twice the energy value

of carbohydrates—fit the bill.

Not all fall fruits, however, are high in

lipids, as I discovered in my classification.

Some species, such as spicebush, flower-

ing dogwood, sassafras, and magnolias,

have large amounts—from 15 to 60 per-

cent of the dry weight of the flesh of the

fruit. Most fall-fruiting species have far

less, lower than 5 percent.

For two years, I monitored fruits of

eight spicebush shrubs, which are 37 per-

cent lipid, in the William L. Hutcheson

Memorial Forest, a patch of old-growth,

oak-hickory forest in central New Jersey.

In both years, most of the fruits were re-

moved in September and October, during

the fall bird migration, although the pat-

tern differed somewhat from year to year.

In the first year, the migrants departed be-

fore the supply of high-lipid spicebush

fruits was depleted, with the result that 6

percent or so of the fruit crop remained on

the plants at the end of October; in the sec-

ond year, less than 0.5 percent was still
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Blueberries are typical ofmany summerfruits—they are sweet and

have very small seeds. Small seed size is a defense against

predators, which may eat theflesh ofthefruits but discard the seeds

as undesirable orpass them, unharmed, through their digestive

tracts. Blueberries also may alertfrugivorous birds to their

imminent availability by going through a dual color change, turning

first pink and then, whenfully ripe, blue.



The hairy, reddish, cone-shapedfruit

clusters ofthe southern magnolia are less

well known to humans than are the tree's

striking whiteflowers. Birds, however,

relish the lipid-richflesh ofthese

fall-ripeningfruits.

Edmund W- Stiles
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vailable by the same date. Despite these

iifferences, in both years, well over 90

lercent of the fruit was eaten within

reeks of ripening. I found the same pat-

em in the other high-lipid plant species I

nonitored, including sassafras, flowering

logwood, and arrowwood.

The remainder of the fall fruits, by far

he majority of the species, contain small

.mounts of the high-energy lipids. Haw-
horns, chokecherries, greenbriars, moun-

ain ash, roses, and some viburnums are

some of the many species in this group.

The fruits of maple-leaf viburnum, the

most abundant understory shrub in the

upland oak forest of New Jersey, are less

than 1 percent dry weight lipids. The pat-

tern of fruit removal for twenty-three ma-

ple-leaf viburnums I followed in the

Hutcheson Memorial Forest was different

from, but related to, that of spicebush. By
mid-November of the first year, when 6

percent of the high-lipid spicebush fruits

were still available, only 3 percent of the

viburnums had been taken by migrating

birds and 7 percent had fallen off the

plants. A full 90 percent of the viburnum

fruit crop remained on the plants in appar-

ently excellent condition through the

months of November and December.

Consumption of these fruits by over-

wintering birds came only after a major

snowfall, which presumably reduced the

availability of other resources, such as

earthworms, spiders, flies, and moths.

In the second year, when less than 1 per-

As soon as fruit ripens, it becomes sus-

eptible to rotting. Thus, it is advanta-

geous for the plants to attract birds and

ither seed dispersers as quickly as possi-

)le. The bright colors of many ripe fruits

ire perhaps the most familiar signal, but

ome plants appear to use additional ad-

ertisements to increase the chances that

heir fruits will be eaten before they rot.

In the forests of the eastern United

States, summer fruits have what I call

ireripening fruit flags. These fruits go

hrough a double color change as they ma-

ure: green at first, they turn a different,

:ontrasting color (often pink or red) just

jefore ripening, and then another color

often blue or black) when they are ready

o be eaten. Such a dual change is appar-

:nt in blackberries, strawberries, blueber-

ies, mulberries, and black cherries,

imong others.

During the breeding season, frugivo-

ous birds are relatively sedentary and fa-

niliar with their surroundings. The first

:olor change may alert these resident

lirds to the imminent availability of ripe

ruit, thus encouraging repeat visits. This

nypothesis appeals to me in part because

Deople, too, follow the color changes in

wmmer fruits: as soon as green and unripe

Dlackberries turn red, I begin waiting ea-

gerly for them to turn black so I can make
|am. Sometimes I even pick berries before

ihey are fully ripe. Since seeds are already

mature by this time, such eagerness—on

he birds' part, at least—is of significant

advantage for the plant since it speeds the

removal of the fruits before micro-

arganisms spoil them. Preripening fruit

Ripe Promises
flags are also prevalent in the tropics,

where .resident birds keep close tabs on

available resources. An alternative hy-

pothesis to explain dual color changes has

been forwarded by Mary Willson, John

Thompson, and Andrea Modren-Moore,

who propose that such displays may be se-

lected for during seasons when frugivores

are scarce. This hypothesis does not ade-

quately explain, however, why many
tropical fruits and so few temperate fall

fruits are bicolored.

Some of the reasons for the absence of

dual color change in fall fruits are clear.

Autumn in the eastern forests presents a

different picture from that of the summer.

Migrant birds move into an area after long

night flights and, unlike summer resi-

dents, are na'i've about food sources. These

migrants stay at any given stop along their

route for a few days at most, so the advan-

tages of preripening fruit flags would be

greatly diminished.

Nevertheless, some fall-fruiting plants

seem to have evolved a means to increase

the chances that their fruits are found by

migrant birds. At about the onset of mi-

gration, these plants flood their leaves

with the enzyme that breaks down chloro-

phyll, removing it from the leaves. This

unmasks the red and yellow pigments al-

ready in the leaf, creating what I call foliar

fruit flags. This process reduces the

amount of energy that can be gathered by

the plant, as the extraction of chlorophyll

shuts down photosynthesis.

Why do these plants engage in such a

seemingly destructive activity? The subset

of fall-fruiting plants with foliar fruit flags

is composed almost entirely of plants with

bird-disseminated fruits. It includes dog-

wood, sassafras, spicebush, black gum,
Virginia creeper, poison ivy, sumac, and

wild grape. These species display some of

the earliest fall foliage color, and their

reds and yellows contrast sharply against a

still green background. Not all plants with

bird-dispersed seeds have foliar fruit flags,

but most that do are characterized by one

of three significant traits. First, many of

the flagging species have high-lipid fruits.

Failure by these species to be found by mi-

grating birds would probably result in the

loss of their fruits to rotting. Second, some

species, such as black gum, sassafras, and

spicebush, do not have compact clusters of

colorful fruit placed in exposed places on

the plant. For them, foliar flags create a

visible, long-distance signal. Third, flag-

ging species include fruiting vines such as

Virginia creeper and poison ivy, which

have little conspicuous structural identity

but which are strikingly visible when their

red leaves are displayed against the green

background of the host tree.

Both preripening fruit flags and foliar

fruit flags increase the information birds

have about food in their environment, and

by encouraging higher rates of fruit re-

moval, they should also increase the num-

bers of seeds that get dispersed. If these

hypotheses are supported by future study,

foliar fruit flags should be found in other

parts of the world where birds migrate

through deciduous forests in the fall, and

preripening fruit flags should be impor-

tant wherever fruit ripens at a time when

birds are resident in that area.
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Fleshyfruits evolved to attract seed

dispersers, but they appeal to seed eaters,

too. Here, afemale rose-breasted

grosbeak rips into a hawthorn berry.

Since she can digest both pulp and seeds,

herfeeding activities reduce the

reproductive success ofthe plant.

cent of the spicebush remained, 70 per-

cent of the viburnum fruits were eaten by

birds between mid-October and mid-No-

vember. And in a third year of monitoring

the viburnum (when spicebush was not

studied), I found two peaks of consump-

tion, one at the end of October and one af-

ter a snowfall in February. Apparently,

some of the low-lipid fruits are consumed

by birds during fall migration when the

supply of higher-quality fruits is ex-

hausted, and others are eaten in winter

when invertebrates become severely lim-

ited.

To develop this hypothesis further, I

had to consider the microbes responsible

for fruit rotting (see "Why Food Rots," by

D. Janzen, Natural History, June 1979).

The fruit nutrients that birds use are also

attractive to fungi, yeasts, and other rot-

ting agents. The more lipids a fruit has,

the sooner it is likely to rot; consequently,

high-quality fruits have a short shelf life,

so to speak. The evolutionary trade-off

may be that the high-lipid fruits ripening

at the beginning of fall have a higher prob-

ability of being eaten by migrating birds.

As we have seen, low-lipid fruits also have

some advantages, primarily related to

their longer persistence. The real evolu-

tionary problem in the eastern deciduous

forest ecosystem arises for fruits of inter-
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mediate lipid levels: if they are passed

over by migrating birds in favor of fruits

with higher lipid levels, they will probably

rot, for in the late fall and early winter, res-

ident birds turn elsewhere for food and

any remaining fruits may not be eaten un-

til the ground is frozen or covered with

snow. This may explain why the eastern

deciduous forests have so few species of

plants with intermediate lipid fruits. (Of

all the native plants I have evaluated, only

brook euonymus fits into this category: its

fruits have a dry weight lipid value of be-

tween 5 and 15 percent.)

As winter gives way to spring in New
Jersey, the frugivores return from their

southern wintering grounds. Some of the

most persistent low-lipid fruits, such as

hollies, greenbriars, and sumacs, are actu-

ally dispersed by northward migrating

birds in the spring when cold spells reduce

the availability of insects by slowing them
down and inducing them to go into hiding.

As the weather warms up, the birds begin

to breed and concentrate their resource

gathering on the now abundant insects to

feed their growing nestlings, and the an-

nual cycle is completed. In New Jersey,

May and June are the months when the

fruit supply is lowest, but soon, the sum-

mer fruits start to ripen for the beginning

of another cycle.
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Fallfruits generally remain on the

branch, above the ground, out ofreach of

most mammalian seed predators. In the

winter, however, storm damage or the

weight ofsnow on the branches mayforce
some ofthe more persistent berries, like

these rose hips, to ground level. There,

they are eagerly consumed, seed and all,

by mice and other small rodents.

Bruce D Thomas
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Family Feuds
Conflict and even infanticide are part ofred howler monkey society,

and both affectfemale reproductive success

by Carolyn M. Crockett

One evening in July 1979, while check-

ing on one of the troops of red howler mon-

keys I had been studying in Venezuela, I

noticed something odd. The troop had

split up into two groups, which were sleep-

ing in trees about seventy-five yards apart.

This division was very unusual for howl-

ers, especially in this habitat—an open,

shrubby grassland, with few tall trees.

When I looked closely at the smaller fac-

tion, I saw an adult female that was sitting

on a branch with her two sons; she had

deep, fresh wounds on her face. A second

adult female that was with the larger

group also had cuts on her face and arm.

And her twenty-month-old daughter was

missing.

The next morning, the first adult fe-

male made her way back to the main

group. Her hair standing on end, she rap-

idly approached and grabbed the second

female and began harassing her. The two

monkeys howled loudly at each other, but

the hostilities soon subsided. By afternoon,

the injuries were the only evidence that

anything had happened between them.

However, the second female's daughter

did not return.

About two months later, I saw the miss-

ing youngster again. She had joined a

newly formed troop a few hundred yards

to the west of the troop she was born into.

Her departure from her natal troop af-

firmed a pattern we have been seeing in

our census data since 1976. In this pat-

tern, which has a profound effect on the

lives and reproductive strategies of fe-

males, both female and male red howler

monkeys emigrate from their natal troops.

Furthermore, circumstantial evidence

suggests that conflict among females

themselves is largely responsible for the

emigration of young females. I suspect,

for example, that the twenty-month-old

female left her home troop because she

was forced out after her mother had lost a

fight with the other adult female.

The red howler monkeys of Hato Ma-
saguaral, the Venezuelan wildife preserve

and cattle ranch where I have been con-

ducting my research, have been studied

for a number of years. Melvin Neville,

now of Loyola University, did the pioneer-

ing fieldwork on this population in 1969.
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In the mid-1970s, researchers from the

Smithsonian Institution began several

field projects at the ranch.

The red howler monkey (Alouatta

seniculus) is one of six howler species dis-

tributed from southern Mexico to north-

ern Argentina. Red howler monkeys have

the largest geographical distribution of

the Alouatta and are found throughout

much of South America north of the Am-
azon River and into Bolivia in the west.

Red howlers reside from sea level to more

than 7,000 feet in the Andes. More re-

markably, not only do they range in ever-

green rain forests but they also occur at

even higher densities in the highly sea-

sonal, semideciduous habitats of Hato

Masaguaral. Since red howler monkeys

do not need to drink water, they can sur-

vive in scrubby areas far from streams.

Like other howler monkeys, red howlers

are vegetarians. They eat leaves, fruits,

and flowers and seem to prefer ephemeral

food items such as tender young leaves

and ripe fruits. Much of their food is rela-

tively unnutritious, and they must eat

large amounts to meet their caloric needs.

Perhaps as a consequence, they are inac-

tive for much of the time, apparently di-

gesting their bulky diet. This lethargy

means that howlers do little other than

sleep, eat, and travel to sleeping and feed-

ing places. Social interactions are infre-

quent compared with those of more fre-

netic monkey species. However, red

howler monkeys do one thing particularly

vigorously—they howl. Howling, or more

descriptively, "roaring," is usually a troop

affair, with adults and larger immatures

of both sexes participating. Males have a

bigger vocal apparatus than females; their

roars are deeper and louder. Troops fre-

quently howl at dawn, pausing intermit-

tently to listen to the calls of neighboring

troops. During the daytime, troops often

howl when they encounter one other. Red
howler troops' home ranges overlap some-

what with those of their neighbors, and

intertroop interactions usually take place

in the area of overlap. During these inter-

actions juveniles of the opposing troops

sometimes play vigorously. Occasionally

one troop will suddenly charge, driving the

opposing troop into another tree.

I



A troop ofred howler monkeysjoin in a

group howl. Troopsfrequently howl at

each other, particularly in the early

morning, to sound out their positions.

Carolyn M Crockett



For years, howlers were characterized

as peaceful and nonaggressive, even

though they were sometimes seen with se-

rious wounds. These were usually ascribed

to unsuccessful predators. As with many-

animal studies, years passed before we

could determine what was really going on.

We now know that, while infrequent and

seldom observed, violent fighting some-

times erupts. Many researchers have

come to believe that reproductive compe-

tition is usually the cause.

Red howler troops average about nine

individuals, with one to two adult males,

two to four adult females, and various

immatures. Thus, the adult sex ratio of

this polygynous species is about two fe-

males per male. Typically larger than

adult females, adult males compete with

each other for entry into troops and access

to females. As a result, they clash violently

and occasionally kill each other. Assail-

ants often invade a troop in pairs, and

these cooperating males have greater suc-

cess in expelling resident males than single

invaders do. Male invasions and takeovers

are dramatic events, which may be why
studies of nonhuman primates have em-

phasized male behavior. Females were of-

ten neglected in earlier studies, except for

studies of mother-infant interactions.

That females' lives might also be shaped

by reproductive competition is a relatively

new focus for field studies. An interest in

this subject is part of what brought me to

Venezuela in October 1978.

When I arrived, Rudy Rudran of the

Smithsonian Institution helped orient me
to the area and to observing the monkeys,

which by then were already accustomed

to humans. (Rudran had been censusing

red howler troops living in the open habi-

tat of the ranch since 1 976.) The following

March, I began a two-year study, ac-

companied and assisted in numerous ways

by my husband. Bob Brooks.

One of my first objectives was to ex-

pand the red howler project to a second

habitat, a gallery forest about two and a

half miles east of the open woodland site.

The forest is also semideciduous and its

canopy is higher and more closed than

that of the woodland study area. I eventu-

ally located twenty-five red howler mon-
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A red howler monkey mother (right), her

six-month-old daughter, and ayoung

male share a branch together. The

daughter is at a difficult age,for ifa new

male takes over the troop, he may kill

her. Even ifshe survives this threat, her

future is still uncertain,for as ajuvenile

she may beforced out ofher natal troop.

Carolyn M. Crockett

key troops in this sometimes impenetrable

forest, and added seven more from the

open woodland censused by Rudran. To-

gether with the twenty troops he was al-

ready monitoring, this made fifty-two

troops under observation. After the end of

the two-year study, I censused them again

three times. In addition to keeping track

of the individual members of these troops,

I studied the social behavior and feeding

ecology of one troop from each habitat.

But the tendency of females to emigrate

was what interested me most. Female emi-

gration is uncommon in most primate spe-

cies (but see September 1981 and March
1982 Natural History articles about emi-

gration by female red colobus and goril-

las). About one in five females and, appar-

ently, a very few males grow up and

reproduce in their natal troops, but most

do not. Between October 1978 and De-

cember 1981, twenty-nine immature fe-

males and thirty-three young males 1<

their known or presumed natal troops

could not be certain of the fates of all

them, but a minimum of one-third s :

vived for at least a while after emigratic
i

(It is difficult to determine how many d

appearances are deaths and how many a;

dispersals.) One thing became very cle,.

however. Emigrant males had mm
greater success in subsequently enteri

established troops than did females. Dt-i,

ing the period that twenty males imr,,

grated into established troops, only two -I

males had the same luck.

Fortunately, joining an establish

troop is not an emigrant female's only c-

tion. Red howlers also form new troo]

with other expatriated males and femal

We call a group of monkeys a troop on

one of the females gives birth, and I rel

to troops that have been around for awh

as established to distinguish them frc



Below: In open habitat, red howlers often

have to shoot the gaps between trees.

Howlers rarely spend time on the ground,

except to crossfrom one clump of
vegetation to another.

Raymond A Mendez

Iwly formed troops. Furthermore, I ap-

[' the term first-generation to those

iiops formed from unrelated female

)nkeys; once the offspring of these fe-

files begin reproducing, I call them mul-

ie-generation troops.

All of this jargon has arisen because an

bounding number of new troops have

. Tried at Hato Masaguaral in the past

\n years. Between 1979 and 1984, seven

'w troops formed in the open woodland

hdy area and thirteen troops formed in

s less populated gallery forest. Both

idy areas are of similar size, about one

d one-half square miles.

The incipient troop must find a suitable

:ce of real estate to use as its home
inge. Some new troops that couldn't do

eventually dissolved, and their mem-
rs dispersed. In the higher-density open

wdland, about 60 percent of primipa-

us, or first-time, births were to females

in their natal troops. In the gallery forest,

the pattern was very different: 84 percent

of primiparous births were to females in

newly formed troops, because so many
more new troops were able to form there.

Thus, one way an emigrating female

can survive is to form a new troop with

others. But she doesn't always get such a

chance immediately, and a monkey that is

"looking" for such a spot may be more vul-

nerable than monkeys already in troops.

For example, solitary females may starve

or be preyed upon by pumas or caimans,

although we haven't unequivocally

documented that monkeys at Hato

Masaguaral have died for either of these

reasons. Some young female monkeys

stay on the fringes of their natal troops,

but others begin to wander and may end

up in habitats far from their birthplace,

and not nearly as hospitable. Once I saw a

young adult female walking beside an irri-

gation canal next to the highway, at least

two miles from the nearest suitable habi-

tat. This was a particularly strange sight

because howlers usually spend as little

time as possible on the ground and cross

rapidly from one clump of vegetation to

another. Another female, born in an open

woodland troop, disappeared for more

than a year before turning up in a gallery

forest troop nearly four miles from her

birthplace. Howlers that don't disperse

spend their lives in small ranges about 300

to 600 yards across.

Another drawback for emigrant fe-

males is that, while waiting to join a troop,

they may delay their first pregnancies. A
female that emigrates at two to four years

of age might lead an extratroop existence

for several years without reproducing (fe-

males become sexually mature at age four

to five). Such a female is at an evolution-

ary disadvantage compared with females

that breed earlier. The first strike against

her as a late breeder is that she may pro-

duce fewer total offspring. Furthermore,

her genes will be represented later in the

next generation because the young she

does produce will mature later, on aver-

age, than offspring of females that breed

younger. Since fitness is defined as the

proportion of genes an individual contrib-

utes to future generations, later-reproduc-

ing monkeys lose out.

Ranka Sekulic, who studied the howl-

ing and ranging patterns of four red

howler troops on the ranch, documented a

young adult female's fruitless attempts to

join an established troop in September

1 979. In December 1981,1 found that this

female was still dogging the same troop.

By this time, she must have been about

seven years old and still had not repro-
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The open woodland habitat ofHato

Masaguaral in Venezuela has a lot of

scrubby vegetation butfew tall trees;

consequently, all members ofa monkey

troop usually sleep in the same tree.

The trees are bare in the dry season,

and during the wet season, much of

the areafloods.

duced. Finally, in February 1984, I saw

her in a newly formed troop with an infant.

Overall, I estimate that of all females

born, about 20 percent breed in their natal

troops, while about 6 percent breed in non-

natal troops that they joined or formed in

the study area. (About 25 percent die be-

fore two years of age.) The rest disap-

pear—some die and others disperse unde-

tected to locations beyond the study area,

where a portion may succeed in breeding.

If emigrating poses such risks for a fe-

male, why should she emigrate at all?

Why do some young monkeys stay in their

natal troops while others emigrate? The

answer may be that some females do not

have a choice. Red howler troop size ap-

pears to be limited possibly because of a

restricted food supply on a given home
range. At Hato Masaguaral, troops aver-

age about nine individuals; the largest I

counted had eighteen. Perhaps more im-

portant, the number of adult females is

limited. Of sixty-five troops I have

counted, none had more than four adult

females, and about 90 percent had only

two or three. These numbers are not ex-

plainable by mortality rates—more fe-

males are born than die.

What this implies is that females com-

pete for breeding positions in their natal

troops. One might assume that mothers
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would fight to keep their daughters in the

home troop, but this is not necessarily

true. If, for example, resources are scarce,

both mothers and daughters may have

more to gain if the daughter leaves and

joins a new troop in an area with more

plentiful food. In other cases, there may
be a conflict, either between mother and

daughter or among the adult mothers, all

of which may favor keeping their own
daughters in the troop rather than the

daughters of the others. The competition

over daughters may be particularly in-

tense when the adult females are not re-

lated to each other, as is the case in first-

generation troops.

Conflicts among females occasionally

escalate to physical fights. Although I

have never actually observed a fight in

which an adult female was injured, many
adult and subadult females have perma-

nent scars or were seen with serious inju-

ries at some point during the study. In sev-

eral instances I observed females with

fresh injuries, apparently shortly after a

fight. In these cases, the females were still

behaving aggressively by vocalizing, grab-

bing, and generally hassling one another.

Red howlers seem to avoid expending un-

necessary energy, and their low rate of so-

cial interaction may explain why so few

fights are actually witnessed. Thus, I have
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A subadultfemalefeeds on a cluster of
young buds. Female red howlers often

emigratefrom their natal troops, possibly

as a result ofconflict with otherfemales

or even their mothers. These refugees

sometimesform new troops with other

monkeys.
Raymond A Mendez
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Raymond A. Mendez

Enveloped by his mother, a baby male, below, yawns. A monkey thisyoung would be

a likely victim ifan infanticidal new male were to depose the resident male; when

males kill infants, the mothers usually return to estrus in a week or two. Like most

males, theyoung adult at right will leave his natal troop and try to become the

breeding male in another troop. Males are much more successful thanfemales at

joining established troops.

Raymond A. Mendez

had to infer some female-female aggres-

sion from injuries. In nearly all cases,

these injuries coincided with emigrations

of young females or their ultimate accep-

tance as reproductive adults.

In the troop I observed in the gallery

forest, the young daughter of one of the

resident females often picked fights with

the other adult female and her son. In

these interactions, the young female would

grab the fingers, shoulders, or head of her

rival, attempting to harass the other red

howler the same way young males some-

times harass adult males. Another way the

young female and the adult showed hostil-

ity toward each other was to toss their

heads in a kind of synchronous, mimetic

rhythm. Some of these interactions were

provoked by the adult female, when the

young female and her mother were close

together. Typically, she grimaced widely

and gave a loud, "cackling" vocalization

that lasted more than a minute.

Eventually, however, the conflict was

resolved. The young female was allowed

to stay and become a reproducing female

in her natal troop. The intense interactions

declined in frequency after that; to me,

this was evidence that what I had wit-

nessed was a struggle over the fate of the

daughter, one that is typical of the con-

flicts among female red howler monkeys.

But as with the twenty-month-old fe-

male monkey that emigrated and joined a

"new" troop, the daughter does not always

get to stay. This does not mean, however,

that she is always gone for good. That

same female monkey left her new troop

about a year after joining it. In January

1 98 1 , we captured and ear tagged her sev-

eral hundred yards away from her natal

troop. That same month, the first adult fe-

male of the troop—the one I believe drove

the juvenile out—died. Within one month

of that death, the juvenile was back in her

natal range, and two months after that she

had rejoined her original troop and was

spending much time near her mother.

This supports my conclusion that her orig-

inal emigration was not entirely "volun-

tary" and may have been precipitated by

the other resident female.

Emigration by primates is often ex-

plained as a way to avoid incest, because

inbreeding can cause birth defects. Since

red howler males commonly leave their

home troops, females usually do not need

to emigrate to avoid mating with relatives.

Also, many breeding males have been re-

placed by new males by the time their

daughters reach sexual maturity. So fe-

males probably emigrate because the

number of breeding positions within a

troop is limited, and breeding opportuni-

ty*
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ties can be found in the outside wol.

Whether she remains in her natal trp

or emigrates, a female's problems are it

over even after she has made the cru J

crossing into adulthood. She still haio

protect any young she bears from m;j

attempting to invade her troop and dep

the resident males. These invasions

highly correlated with infant mortal

there is strong evidence that males t

take over troops kill young infants, t

mate with their mothers.

I have not observed infanticide,

both Rudran and Sekulic have seen i

Hato Masaguaral, and Margaret Clael

has reported that infanticide occ

among mantled howlers (A. palliatdi

Costa Rica. Since 1 979, more than twei

red howler infants in my study area to

vanished under circumstances that pro

bly involved infanticide. In five cases,

disappearance occurred shortly after

invading male was seen stalking

mother and infant. In other cases, the

appearances generally coincided v

changes in male membership, either w
new males took over or when a formt

subordinate male ousted the male

had previously mated with the female

In at least six instances, infant

howler monkeys conceived under an i

regime, but born after a change in rre

membership, vanished within two to the

weeks after birth. Sarah Blaffer Hil

who has studied Hanuman langl

(Presbytis entellus), Asian monkeys i\

also commit infanticide, believes that

males of the species have evolved

strategy of faking estrus to deceive 11

males about the paternity of already-cs

ceived young as a way of protecting tfl

In other words, a pregnant female lanr

displays estrous behavior, soliciting

male, and as a result, the male who ma
with her may "believe" that the inft

born later is his. Because female red hcfe

ers appear to be unable to feign estrus,

fants conceived prior to the time of a tal

over are just as likely to disappear as the)

already born.

When Sekulic and I analyzed this qu

titatively, we found that infanticide

tims were at just the age that we would

i

ft

t|

pect if they were being killed by mi

seeking a reproductive advantage. II

howler infancy lasts about one year. Hi
ever, infants believed to be infanticide >

tims have all been under ten months 1

age. Since red howler females give bill

on the average of every 16.6 months (p

suming that the previous infant survivi

and the gestation period is about 1

months, females with infants older tl*

nine months are likely to be pregnt

again already, so killing their current e

'
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1 its would have no effect on their ability

t ;onceive. But females with younger in-

I its are less likely to be pregnant; there-

I e, infanticide could result in an early re-

t n to estrus. Females do indeed conceive

s iner after losing infants; the average

i erbirth interval then is reduced to 10.5

i mths. By killing infants, males may
Ute sooner. Furthermore, since his ten-

i : as breeding male is relatively short

i i unpredictable, the sooner the male

I

)duces his own offspring, the more

I ely they are to survive. After all, he too

n be deposed, making his offspring val-

uable to the next male.

In short, infanticidal males have

fjater reproductive success than non-

i anticidal males. Any genes affecting

i anticidal behavior can be transmitted

t the males' offspring, and the behavior

I I become widespread. Thus, infanticide

- n be viewed as adaptive for red howler

i lies, since they seem to kill only in cir-

< mstances where it gives them a re-

I
)ductive edge.

But what about red howler females?

I ey are clearly losers. Since they cannot

I
ce estrus, what can females do to defend

aainst infanticide? They can, and do, try

t avoid new males if they already have

;
ung. I have seen females, along with

^er members of their troop, chasing in-

d lopers, a tactic that may forestall infan-

( ide, but one that is not particularly suc-

issful in the long run. Of the infants I

: idied, only 25 percent survived a change

imale membership unscathed. A few of

|; survivors have received serious inju-

Is. Since the odds are against the sur-

Iral of her current son or daughter, and

*e she may be carrying, a female's usual

iategy after an infant dies is to conceive

; soon as possible under the new male or-

tr, and thus cut her losses.

I
There is more than strife and tragedy in

(: lives of red howler females. These

I
essful incicents are only a small part of

Bowler's life. Yet, the outcomes of these

t;nts—maturity, possible emigration,

d the potential invasion of one's troop by

I. stile males—have profound implica-

I

ns for the reproductive success of fe-

llies. Some females will be lucky; they

'. II breed in natal troops that never get in-

ided during their lifetime. Others will

ligrate, waste part of their reproductive

es in extratroop existence, or find them-

I
ves in a newly formed troop that soon

[isolves. Still others will be eaten before

pir time. This is a far cry from the pic-

re of primate societies in decades past,

ten we imagined docile mothers did lit-

\ more than raise cute infants. It's not

\i monkeys that have changed, but

her our perspective.
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The Moon as Sky Guid
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Five bright objects stretch out in a

string in the south and west during August

evenings—two stars and three planets. Ju-

piter is the highest and brightest of the

five, well up in the south at dusk. The red-

dish star to its right and lower is Antares in

Scorpius; lower still are rust-tinted Mars

and Saturn, close to one another; and fi-

nally, Spica, brightest of Virgo's stars,

nearest the horizon. The moon, as it goes

through first-quarter phase, becomes a

sixth in the string during the first week of

the month. It is lowest of all on August 1,

highest of all by the 8th, and will slide

along the string in the interim.

If we could see the evening planets in

daylight this month, we would see eight,

not three. All unseen planets are there

above the horizon as the sun goes down,

but only Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn are

placed where we can see them.

Events in the calendar are expressed in

local time unless otherwise stated, but be

sure to correct for daylight time.

August 1: The four-day-old cresce

moon decorates the western sky from su

set until it sets about 10:00 p.m. Look toi

left for the best August evening objeci

stretched out in a line toward the south,

mentioned above. If you do not recogni:

the objects, let the moon guide you nig

by night.

August 2: The bright star below tl
;

moon tonight is Spica, in Virgo. The moc

passed by Spica in daylight and separat

slowly to its left during the night.

August 3: First-quarter moon tonig

(at 9:33 p.m., EST) has a rendezvous wi

Saturn. Two hours earlier, at about suns<

the moon passes the planet close enough

cover it (an occultation) over the Southe:

Hemisphere. Watch the moon slide aw;

to the left of Saturn before they set (abo

11:00 p.m.). And look to their left to so

where the moon will be tomorrow nigh'

August 4: Another night and anoth

planet for the moon to show you. Tonig

it's reddish Mars, below the moon, dir

mer than it has been so far this summ

:::

...

'•

ill

..
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Celestial Events

tt still brighter than Saturn. You should

I able to recognize Saturn and Spica to

t : right of Mars.

August 5-6: Two nights off from planet

I tching, unless you want to check your

i rnory of the trio of bright objects to the

lion's right and try to identify the really

I ght object to its left. (The three on the

i ht are, of course, still Mars, Saturn, and

J.ica, in that order).

: August 7: The bright object to the

i ion's left is Jupiter, just above the moon
iidusk, up in the southeast. Both are in

igittarius. You can recognize Jupiter by

J iking at the moon's phase (only a few

<ys from full) or at the planet's position

i the east; both indicate that it cannot set

i til after midnight. The only starlike ob-

|:t that bright and still up at midnight is

I piter.

August 11: Full moon today (at 10:43

It., EST) will spoil but not destroy the

t:w of the Perseid meteors tonight. The
r:teors of this shower number about fifty

ir hour at their maximum tomorrow

>rning, and they are often so bright they

n be seen despite full moonlight. If you

t up about 1 :00 a.m. and watch for an

ur or so, you will see some of the mete-

i at that time from the 1 0th to the 1 3th.

August 13: Mercury begins its retro-

ide (westerly) motion through the stars

ie moon joins Jupiter in Sagittarius this

>nth, high in the sky to the south after

nset on the 8th. The brighter stars of the

cher are best recognized by the "teapot"

'angernent they form—the lid at top

:arest to Jupiter), the bowl below, the

ndle to the left, the spout to the right, all

curing" into the Milky Way. Jupiter re-

lins near the lid all month and will help

u find the teapot on any night, but the

30n is a better guide to it on the 8th.

today, heralding its imminent inferior con-

junction, or passage, between the earth

and the sun.

August 14: The moon is at apogee (far-

thest from the earth) tonight at about mid-

night and is also just below the First Point

of Aries (another name for the vernal

equinox) although nowhere near the con-

stellation.

August 17: The waning gibbous moon is

in Aries today, at least after it rises. (Wan-

ing gibbous means "shrinking hump-
backed.") Look for two medium bright

stars above the moon after 10:00 p.m.

August 1 9: The moon is at last-quarter

phase today (2:40 p.m., EST), saying fare-

well to Aries and hello to Taurus.

August 24: Moon watchers get their

last good viewing opportunity in this cycle

of phases when the crescent moon rises

(about 2:00 a.m.) in Gemini, making a trio

with the twin stars Pollux (the brighter)

and Castor.

August 26-27: New moon, in Leo, is at

2:25 p.m., EST, on the 26th, followed by

spring tides.

August 27: Perigee moon (nearest the

earth) comes a day later and will cause the

tides to rise higher and stay longer than

usual.

August 28: Mercury's retrograde mo-

tion brings it between the sun and the

earth, and it becomes a morning star.

August 29: Jupiter ends its westerly

(retrograde) trek and starts east through

Sagittarius.

August 31: Saturn and the moon have

another rendezvous. The slim new cres-

cent passes Saturn about 4:00 a.m., EST,

and another occultation occurs in the

Eastern Hemisphere. After sundown to-

night, both are in the west but somewhat

separated.

Editor's Note: The July Sky Map shows

the evening constellations and stars for

this month and gives the times for use.
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Books in Review

The Politics of Biology
by Melvin Konner

Not In Our Genes: Biology, Ideology

and Human Nature, by Richard Lew-

ontin, Steven Rose, and Leon Kamin.

Pantheon Books, $21.95; 322 pp.

The authors of Not In Our Genes are

engagingly frank about their purposes:

"We share a commitment to the prospect

of the creation of a more socially just—

a

socialist—society. And we recognize that

a critical science is an integral part of the

struggle to create that society, just as we

believe that the social function of much of

today's science is to hinder the creation of

that society by acting to preserve the inter-

ests of the dominant class, gender, and

race." They state that they are part of

what they call "the radical science move-

ment," dedicated to "the possibility of a

critical and liberatory science." In a foot-

note on page 4 they are even more explicit

in characterizing the ideas they will criti-

cize: "The class which has the means of

material production at its disposal has

control at the same time over the means of

mental production, so that thereby, gener-

ally speaking, the ideas of those who lack

the means of mental production are sub-

ject to it. The ruling ideas are nothing

more than the ideal expression of the dom-

inant material relationships." While it

would be insulting to the subtlety of cur-

rent Marxist thought to view this bit of

nineteenth-century dialectical reflexology

as being in the Marxist mainstream, that

appears to be how the authors would like

to be seen.

The book consists of two interwoven ef-

forts. One is a quite acceptable review of

the dismal historical record of abuse of

ideas in behavioral genetics. Cited are the

abuse of IQ testing to support discrimina-

tory immigration policy in the United

States, of ethological and other ideas in

behavioral genetics to support Nazi racial

policies, and of ideas about sex differences

to support discrimination against women.
This history has been reviewed in several

recent and better books, such as Stephan
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Chorover's From Genesis to Genocide;

still, I do not think it can be repeated too

often. Not surprisingly, the authors barely

mention similar abuses that have occurred

under political systems that espouse a cul-

tural-determinist ideology.

The other strand of argument is a cri-

tique of modern behavioral science, from

intelligence testing to sociobiology. Using

familiar rhetorical techniques from the

looms of politics, they weave an extraordi-

nary fabric. For example, they attribute to

something they call "the mental testing

movement" the belief that "the successful

possess an intrinsic merit, a merit that

runs in the blood: Hereditary privilege be-

comes simply the ineluctable consequence

of inherited ability." They note that Al-

fred Binet, the founder of mental testing,

held no such belief—indeed he opposed it.

But they go on to review recent writings

—

those of Cyril Burt and Arthur Jensen are

the most egregious examples—that seem

to identify mental testing with justified

hereditary privilege. Nowhere do we learn

that to the extent that there is a "mental

testing movement" in modern psychology,

it is dedicated to just that—mental test-

ing. Modern texts on the subject have a

pragmatic rather than theoretical quality,

but they recognize the importance of cul-

ture and learning in influencing IQ, as

well as the limitations and flaws of the

tests and the potential for their abuse. The
value of such tests is that they predict

school success and identify specific prob-

lems that may result in school failure.

These are the limited but quite useful

goals of "the mental testing movement,"

which in Not In Our Genes is nothing

more than a straw man.

Another of the book's "critical" tactics

is to create the impression of guilt through

association. In a remarkable paragraph on

"biological determinists," the authors be-

gin by quoting the nineteenth-century zo-

ologist Louis Agassiz to the effect that the

human sciences can in principle be freed

of politics and religion. They go on: "The

sentiment was echoed in 1975 by yet
J

other Harvard professor and biological

terminist, Bernard Davis, who assures

that 'neither religious nor political fer,

can command the laws of nature.' " In

next sentence they quote Agassiz's sti

ment that "the brain of the negro is thalf

the imperfect brain of a seven mon
infant in the womb of the white," a lam

tably common belief of the era. Dav|

reasonable philosophic comment is int

posed between two by Agassiz, one rj

sonable and one blatantly racist; Da
is thus tarred with the racist brush. I

fact that such a slur escaped the notice!

three authors and at least one editor su

much about the shrill tone of the bo,

(Incidentally, beliefs about the mental

feriority of blacks were held by most ni

teenth-century intellectuals, includ
i

Marx and Engels.)

The book moves on to questions in p<j

chiatry and neurology, treating them i

way that can only be called neglige

They attack the use of methylphenids

(Ritalin) in attention deficit disorq

which they pointedly miscall by the old;

bel minimal brain dysfunction. This n

nomer, abandoned by the 1980 editiorJi

the American Psychiatric Associatics

Diagnostic and Statistical Man
("DSM III"), is preserved by LewonJ

Rose, and Kamin because it is easieJ

criticize than the more purely descriptfl

current term, attention deficit disonri

They show no understanding of the cni

ria for this diagnosis or its treatment il

choice. They state that "psychosurgery

not much more precise than the work cq

saboteur pulling out at random prind

circuit boards from a computer"; one d'^

not have to be an enthusiast of psychosr

gery to recognize this statement as an i-

tremely misleading exaggeration. T.)

reduce the use of such powerful and efl

tive therapies as lithium and antipsychi<]

drugs to profit schemes of drug compaiS

(particularly improbable in the caseil

lithium, which is provided in the forrr)!
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simple salts and therefore inexpensive).

They impugn the use of these and other

agents—even L-dopa for Parkinson's dis-

ease—on the grounds that, like almost all

medical therapies, they are not com-

pletely successful, their actions are not

fully understood, and they have signifi-

cant adverse effects. The three authors, an

evolutionary geneticist, a neurobiologist,

and a professor of psychology, are presum-

ably immune from the professional cen-

sure that physicians would face if they

made such irresponsible statements about

the treatment of serious illnesses; but I

think that their ignorance of what psychia-

trists and neurologists try to do, in the face

of dreadful but often treatable disorders,

will be obvious to most readers.

Their rhetorical approach to sociobiol-

ogy (chapter 9) will by now be familiar. A
trivialized version of Hobbes's political

philosophy provides the context. Then the

weakest—never the strongest—studies

and statements in this field (including

popular writings by journalists who have

no claim to scientific stature) are substi-

tuted for the field itself (which would be

somewhat more challenging to criticize).

We are told that E.O. Wilsons 1975 book,

Sociobiology: The New Synthesis, was a

manifesto "legitimating a hierarchical,

entrepreneurial, competitive society" and

that it succeeded because of an elaborate

collusion between its publisher, the editors

of the New York Times, and other mem-
bers of the ruling class. We would scarcely

guess that the book was a success because

it was the most comprehensive textbook of

animal behavior and behavioral ecology

ever written and was widely acclaimed as

such; or that it was reviewed favorably, in

the New York Review of Books, by C.H.

Waddington, a leader of British genetics

and a lifelong progressive; or, least of all,

that it has a long chapter on the develop-

ment and modification of behavior that is

more sophisticated and more constructive

in its environmentalism than anything to

be found in Not In Our Genes.

The social and economic determinants

of inequality, which are more powerful

and more immediately relevant than any

biological ones underlying them, will be

elucidated not by this sort of "critical and

liberatory science" but by the work of his-

torians such as Barrington Moore, econo-

mists such as Wassily Leontief, cultural

anthropologists such as Marvin Harris. As
for the realm of individual development

and learning, behavioral science abounds

with research that proves the important

effects of experience. But when all is said

and done, there remain some important ef-

fects that can only be attributed to the

genes. Suppose we grant for the sake of ar-

J-

gument (there is certainly no other reai •

to grant it) that there is now no conclu<
: r't

evidence for genetic influences on a.

plex human behaviors. Surely these

thors realize that this situation n

change, that in the future there may be . -

idence that would convince even thi

Since they have staked so much of ti-
'-.

egalitarian ideology on the notion t;

there are no important effects of gei,

what will become of that ideology? It

philosophically weak form of egalitari-

ism that depends on genetic uniform

We can be fundamentally—geneticall;

different (indeed we are) but still h

equal treatment and equal rights. Thi;

even practical, since the most accur:

and the only fair test of native abilit;

equal opportunity under the law.

Writers such as Lewontin, Rose, ;

Kamin will continue to deny the mount

evidence for important biological in-

ences on behavior. In the meantime i

broad spectrum of dedicated investigat,

is continuing to pursue that will-o'-t-

wisp, the truth of the matter. Harrii

Pope and Joseph Lipinsky at the McL,
Psychiatric Hospital are finding that

«

of the best predictors of responsiveness

lithium in people who have had psyche

breaks is a family history of affective >

order. Howard Gardner of the Harvl
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Sj ool of Education, relying on evidence

>J2.ing from brain damage in veterans to

tlttivity in children, is developing a new

l)ry of human intelligence consistent

n 1 knowledge of brain function. Albert

j aburda and Norman Geschwind of the

r|

-vard Medical School have identified a

II group of individuals with reading dis-

I ity (dyslexia) who have distortions of

j; in architecture in a region known to be

II jived in the act of reading. Irenaus

1-Eibesfeldt, of the Max Planck Insti-

;: for Behavioral Physiology, is travel-

! to the remotest corners of the world to

lument on film—in the Tasaday, the

nomamb, the Bushmen, and other peo-

j>—universals of behavior and comrau-

i ation that are grounded in human biol-

> . Paul Sherman, Sarah Blaffer Hrdy,

I

I

hundreds of other students of animal

riavior are testing principles of socio-

: logy empirically, while social scientists

ii h as Alice Rossi and Robin Fox explore

,i
applicability of these principles to hu-

vn social life in various cultures.

i To be sure, such investigators (myself

iluded) are influenced by some of the

lologies of the times—as Lewontin,

be, and Kamin are by others. We are

; rig the best we can to stay aware of our

;ses and to move the frontier of knowl-

);e slowly forward. Most of us do not

; iscribe to extravagant claims, cited by

: se authors, predicting that biological

: Sanations will replace the rest of behav-

III and social science. Most are non-

• ologists, and some have personal politi-

i views remarkably close to those of the

i hors of this book.

Lewontin, Rose, and Kamin are bril-

it figures in their respective fields who

r./e, in this unfortunate book, devoted

: mselves to demolition instead of con-

s' action. They have attacked only the

I akest points in the rising scientific edi-

: of behavioral biology, while resorting

: nnuendo and specious analogy to tar its

tilders with one or another ideological

fish. They explicitly reject the extreme

; cultural determinism as well as that of

t (logical determinism, but they offer lit—

J,
except for pious hand-wringing and

•lalectical" rhetoric, that might help us

Ii grapple with the great unanswered

: estions of our behavior and experience,

(.Trial and abnormal. How gratifying it

i uld be if they now turned their talents

(studies of human action and its causes.

\dvin Konner, who will soon complete

ij 'dical school, is chairman of the De-

triment of Anthropology at Emory
diversity and author of The Tangled

'ing: Biological Constraints on the Hu-
in Spirit.
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Rugs. 2625 Desert Drive, Las Cruces, NM 88001

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects in-

vited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHT, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10011

Books

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title.

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title. "PAB". 2918 Atlantic Ave. .Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344 1943

All publishers— all subjects: art, history, biography, fiction,

and much more. The most complete catalog of bargain

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

Hamilton. Box 1 5- Y. Falls Village. CT06031

CHILDREN'S & ILLUSTRATED BOOKS: Antiquarian

and out-of-print. Catalog $3.00. Northwoods Books,
P.O. Box 15007, Portland, OR 97215

THE SCHOLAR'S BOOKSHELF SUMMER SALE CAT-
ALOG. Over 1 100 scholarly books at major discounts in

art, literature, history, philosophy and religion. 51 Ever-

ett Drive, G-10, Princeton Junction, NJ 08550

WORLDWIDE MAG FOR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
RELATION and correspondence. US $1200 from:

World Contact International, P.O. Box 2464, D-2350
Neumuenster, W. Germany. Attn: A. Sakalautzky

Collectors' Items

ANTIQUE SCIENTIFICA: Medical, Nautical, Micro-

scopes, Globes. Scales. Three illustrated catalogs
$5.00. Alex Peck, POB 710-5. Charleston, IL 61920.
(217)348-1009

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE," New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities—plus all gov-
ernment programs, $4.95. Unisearch, Box 19749-RV,
Indianapolis, IN 46219

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-
tion! Newest Handbook, $2.00 Australian International,

Box 19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the
U.S. Free details: EOV, P.O. Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

HOMEWORKERS NEEDED' $500 monthly possible.

Send SASE: P&M Enterprises, 6612 S. MacDill, #1 16B

H5, Tampa. FL 3361

1

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3.00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Exclusive com-
puterized openings—all occupations—greatest

weekly selection! Free information!! lntermountain-4Y,

3115N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO 80907

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School, College

openings: USA $6.00: Abroad $6.00. England, Japan,

Saudi. Australia $6.00 each. EISF, Box 662, Newton,
MA 02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applica-

tion instructions, $3.00. Fundsearch, Box 19107-RV,

Washington, DC 20036

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% oric

cost Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government!
er's Guide/Directory"—$2.00 Disposal. Box 19'

RV, Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise

Drawstring pants, tops, ,

skirts & more. Timeless A
styles, gentle prices, in .

PURE COTTON
Free Catalogue & Swatches

Derja, a Cottage Industry
1 Box NHX. Burkittsville. MD 21718
(301 ) 473-4900

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 countries!

Sampler: 4/$2.98. Free Brochure. Multinewspapers,

Box DE-208, Dana Point. CA 92629

EXPRESS YOURSELF WITH SCIENTIFIC HUMOF'-
shirt, buttons, and bumperstickers with scientifi 3

not so scientific quotes and illustrations Send $3
for eight page catalog. Geographies. Box 2451 , M t-

cello. AR 71655

100% RECYCLED PAPER Free catalog and samft
Earthnote Stationary, printing paper, envelopes <

home or office. Earth Care Paper, 2423 Idur!,

Petoskey. Ml 49770

Miscellaneous

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure. Sobol House. 103 Richardson
Blvd , Black Mountain. NC 28711. (704) 669-8031

Gardening

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discover

the largest selection of weird and unusual

succulents—over 150 photographs of succulent

crests, variegates, living stones, and oddballs Send
$1 00 today "Catalog of Unusual Succulents," Dept.

8,553 Buena Creek, San Marcos. CA 92069

HELP END the trade in baby gorillas caught by slaiv

ter of mothers and protective group members. Exfe

of current situation, petitions, and action guidels

available from International Primate Protection Lea i.

P.O. Box 766, Summerville, SC 29484

"I^OWLS" Bumper Sticker Send $1 00 postage/i-

dling: The Owls Nest, Box 5491 NH, Fresno, CA9:5

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, NEW PRODUCTS WANTECv
dustry presentation/national exposition. 1-800^
6050. X831

- !

:

Gourmet Interests

SAVE TO 60%. Coffee, Tea, Spices, Herbs, Potpourri.

Free catalog. Grandma's Spice Shop, RR 10, Box
448NH, Burlington, NC 27215

LLAMA ASSOCIATION OF NORTH AMERICA:
mas—the delight of the new world animals. The fas it

growing investment in exotic animals in America tod
Gifted with a winning personality, ease of maintenifi

and the ability to pack where others cannot go. Pa

free breeders directory and information on our Ilia

tatoo registry please contact: LANA, POB 1 174, D4.'

N. Sacramento, CA 95806

T-shirt vendor, Haight Street, San Francisco
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" WAS"— For investment, breeding, backpacking,

fc ne pleasure of ownership There's nothing like a

lit a Free brochure on sales and pack trips. 3R
B:h, POB 1079, Dept N, Mt Shasta, CA 96067

[i )
926-5794

E \LITY ENTERTAINMENT FOR KIDS! One hour cas-

ts' ;s of delightful stories and poems performed by

JG Tiame For information. Pumpernickel Productions,

Ft I Cooper, Missoula, MT 59802

S ER-TOOTHED TIGER SKULLS. Lions, Gorillas, Hu-

rt skulls Life size Inexpensive Excellent quality re-

Hluctions Send $1 00 for catalog (refundable)

I llduggery, P.O. Box 1021-NH, Brea, CA 92621

F )to/Optical

|E OCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

lf, since 1923 Alignment performed on our US. Navy
c mator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Eoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Sical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie. NY
92.(518)731-2610

BOCULARS—SWAROVSKI, FUJINON, NIKON. OP-
I .YTH, Zeiss. Free Optics Catalog. Mack Optical &
fchine Tool, Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501. (717)
C-2542

E
1

>ERT PHOTO RESTORATION. Color and Black and
V te. We supply copy negatives and prints. Very rea-

fable Austerer Studio, 35 West 38th, NYC (212)
I 0456

I LD ARCHIVAL PRINT PROTECTION for 35mm b&w
e lusiasls Try a Real custom lab Palmer's, Dept. A,

R3 586, Skokie, IL 60076

IrZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON
(> olyth, Celestron binoculars, telescopes and acces-

S es Send stamp for discount list Specify literature

< ired Large stock. Orders filled postpaid day re-

wed Birding, Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

INERMIUTARY BINOCULAR
Bring it

XOSER
larket ^Hlf
i- liDKlHsllstrnnaMt^^-

rful tight-beam optics
jovidc closer, brighter, sharper
wing than afforded by general marki
itruments. Makrol.ni casings are lightest/strongest
idc. Mfg. for NATO forces bv STEINER/Germany, Europe's
Rest military supplier of extended-vision devices. All
noculars & telescopes discount priced. Send for free
ochures. MARD1RON OPTICS 37 Holloway St., Maiden,
a. 02148

TIC DISCOUNTS Binoculars - Telescopes - Brand
nes Free list Thos Manetta. Box 12, 61 Hoffman
mue, Elmont, NY 11003

st Cards

TURE POST CARDS—Close-up color photos of
Is and animals Beautiful & educational. $9 95 for

i, all different Birds, Animals, plus all our other Na-
3 Cards, 1 78 cards for $13.95 (Not retailed to Illinois

Jresses Wholesale rates available all states.) Na-
5 Press, 628 E 20th St., Alton. IL 62002

al Estate

1VERNMENT LANDS . . FROM $7 50/ACRE!
mesites, farming, vacationing, invesment! "Land
/er's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3 00
ids, Box 19107-RV, Washington. DC 20036

W . .
.
FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

ist to coast! Please specify type property and loca-
i desired United Farm Agency, Inc. 612-U W 47th
. Kansas City. MO 64112 Ph Toll-free. 1-800-821-
)9; Mo res, ph Toll-free 1-800 892-5785

W FREE! FALL-HOLIDAY CATALOG! 266 pages,
:r 5400 properties, 2300 pictures! Values in every
e of real estate, many owner financed 1 From 600 of-

;s in 43 states Get your Free copy Now! Strout Re-
l. Plaza Towers, Dept 5390, Springfield, MO 65804
II toll free 1-800-641-4266

Rentals

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES stone's
throw from sea, on cocoa plantation Swimming, snor-

keling, fishing, scuba Birdwatcher's paradise. Bro-

chure Charles A Turpin. Charlotteville, Tobago, West
Indies

Resorts

A COUNTRY RETREAT—Family-run inn and resort for

couples on 250 mountamtop acres of spectacular
beauty. Suite with fireplace—horseback riding, swim-
ming, leisurely dining, interesting cuisine For brochure
contact: Mullane's Hideaway, Box 66NH, Kresgeville,

PA 18333. (215)681-4610

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—small oasis of calm on the
Caribbean, Diving. Maya ruins, birding Bevier,

Placencia, Belize (415) 752-8008

Tours/Trips

ABOVE THE CLOUDS TREKKING offers worldwide ad-
venture for Ihe discerning traveler Destinations in-

clude Nepal, Japan, Yemen, Madagascar, Peru, Tran-

sylvania Alps. Yugoslavia. Call or write for information.

P.O. Box 398N, Worcester, MA 01602 (617) 799-4499

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS CANOEING in the great
north woods. August 4—October 5 Six-day sessions
led by expert guides. Eight guests only. Based in re-

mote backcountry lodge, truly rustic yet decadently
comfortable. You'll paddle pristine mountain lakes,

ponds and rivers shared by brook trout, otters, bea-
vers, loons and osprey. Daily excursions plus two
nights of camping. Naturalist fireside programs Swim-
ming, fishing, hiking, loafing optional. For brochure
write or call Adirondack Canoe Tours, McMaster Road,
Saranac Lake, NY 12983 (212) 260-7685

AFRICA! JOURNEY TO THE SOURCE: AN AUTHENTIC
camping adventure to Kenya 18-days—$1995 in-

cludes air fare, accommodations, meals, and much
more! 32-days—$2695 '84-85 departures. Voyagers
International, Dept. NH-8. PO Box 245, Aurora NY
13026 (315)364-7566

ALL THE OUTFITTERS—ALL THE RIVERS. We only
book River Trips, domestic and international. Groups!
Families! Special Interests! No extra cost. River Travel

Center, Box 6-H8, Point Arena, CA 95468 (707) 882-

2258

ARGENTINA NATURE TOUR: Visit all parts of this

beautiful country from Iguazu to Terra del Fuego.
$2853 Also Cyprus tour $1995 Write for brochure:
World Nature Tours, Box 693a, Silver Spring, MD 20901

ART ARCHITECTURE TOUR: London-Paris, October
17 November 1

,
See these remarkable cities plus York,

Edinburgh and Glasgow. Custom-designed tour in-

cludes museums galore, Stonehenge, Bath, private

chateaux. Expert guiding, limited size group. Free bro-

chure write Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, Dept. N,

131 Davenport Ridge Lane, Stamford, CT 06903 or call

(203) 322-8709

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS
Tours led by professional naturalists,
historians & wildlife photographer to unique
areas: Channel Islands/Gold Country/Big

Sur/BristleconeA/Vine Country/Death Valley & more. Small
groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
historic hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for

"living with nature tours". California Natural History Tours,

P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills, CA 90212. (213) 274-3025.

COSTA RICA, A NATURALIST'S DREAM. Primary tropi-

cal rainforests, cloud forest, savannas, foothills, man-
groves, rugged mountains and Pacific beaches Exotic
birds, plants and wildlife with breathtaking scenery
Very affordable price August 10-19, December 22-31,
April 5 14 1985 Nature World Explorations. Inc., 1 1442
High Hay Drive. Columbia. MD 21044 (301) 730-0877

EAST AFRICA: Birdlife and natural history Special
Kenya safaris with outstanding naturalists 1984 No-
vember 7-25 Many 1985 departures Voyagers Interna-
tional. Dept NH-8. PO Box 245. Aurora, NY 13026
(315)364-7566

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS.
Small groups 1984 departures: 8/9, 1 1/15 & 1985 Jan-
Nov Option: Machu Picchu. Inca Floats, 1606N Jua-
nila, Tiburon, CA 94920 (415) 435-INCA

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
including airfare. 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals
Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu. University credit available. Joseph Colley.

Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd., Randallstown. MD 21133.
(301)922-3116

KENYA Individually designed safaris 27 years experi-
ence. Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820 (203) 838-3075

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-
corted and independent nature and hiking tours New
Zealand/featuring scenic National Parks, plus the Mil-

ford Track Australia/hiking the Outback, plus the
Great Barrier Reef South Pacific itineraries for groups
and individuals designed Pacific Exploration Co., Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

PERU, GUATEMALA. SOUTHERN MEXICO Craft/Cul-

ture tours. Travel with expert folk art collector/photog-
rapher Gordon Frost. Eighteen years experience.
Small groups Write: Gordon Frost, Box 471-NH.
Newhall. CA 91321

PERU: LAND OF THE INCAS Deluxe trek or trailnde In-

cludes 3 days Machu Picchu, Cuzco, Urubamba, raft-

ing, native markets Departure 9/1 2. Inca Floats, 1606N
Juanita, Tiburon. CA 94920 (415) 435-INCA.

SEEKING EXOTIC VACATIONS'5 Our name says it all!

Free details! Unique & Exotic Travel Reporter, Box
98833-N, Tacoma, WA 98499

SONORAN DESERT ECOLOGY, HOHOKAM AR-
CHEOLOGY, Desert Wildlife Explorations Learning
Adventures, 1556N Georgia, Boulder City, NV 89005.
(702) 293-5758

SOUTH PACIFIC ISLANDS: Reef and interior studies
based from scuba equipped vessel 2084 Palolo, Hono-
lulu, HI 96816

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS. Natural history expeditions
explore New Mexico. Colorado, Utah, Arizona.

Bushflying—Jeeping— Rafting. Geology—Archaeol-
ogy—Botany. Brochure: POB 945-NH, Santa Fe, NM
87504

TEXTILES AND TEMPLES OF INDIA: Discover ancient
temples, fascinating world of textiles— tribal and tradi-

tional. Accompanied by expert. 1/28/85—2/15/85.
Landcost—$1 675 Nepal extension—$600. Laura Mar-
shall. Wind Over Mountain, Box 7190. Boulder. CO
80306

UNIQUE ADVENTURES. China Japan Thailand.

Burma Indonesia Special leaders. Contact Erika, Kuo
Feng Tours. 2 East Broadway, New York, NY 10038
(212) 431-7323 or (800) 221-7969

UNUSUAL & SPECTACULAR: 350 affordable Tours
(Adventures/Hiking/Trekking/Professional Delega-
tions) to Africa. Europe, Asia, Americas, Australasia,

Mideast Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley. CA
94704

WILDERNESS JOURNEYS: Join natural history white-

water paddling adventures in California, Oregon, Idaho
and Alaska. , . , Join cultural, natural history, and art

workshop treks to Switzerland. Italy. Japan. Nepal,
Polynesia, and New Zealand Box 807N, Bolinas. CA
94924 (415)868-1836

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 00 per word: 1 6 word ($32) minimum Display classi-

fied is $200 per inch All advertisements must be pre-

paid Rates are not structured for agency or frequency
discounts All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
RAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money order
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market. NATU-
RAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th
St., New York, NY 10024 Please include your personal
address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov 1) Camera-ready art is required for display ads
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A Matter of Tastl

Guides for the Perplexed
Besides giving cooks clear directions, a really good cookbook

couldprovide a wealth ofculinary information

by Raymond Sokolov

When I was growing up, in those flour-

bound, high-cholesterol days before cui-

sine minceur, nouvelle cuisine, or even the

word cuisine had penetrated everyday

American kitchens, there were three clas-

sic general cookbooks: Fannie Farmer's

The Boston Cooking School Cook Book;

The "Settlement" Cook Book, compiled

by Mrs. Simon Kander and Mrs. Henry

Schoenfeld; and The Joy of Cooking, by

Irma S. Rombauer and her daughter Mar-

ion R. Becker. You could call them re-

gional cookbooks, since Fannie Farmer

was a Boston cooking teacher and the

other two books came out of the Midwest.

And each book had special recipes, either

local or ethnic. But although they were

very popular, these books actually contrib-

uted very little to the perpetuation of eth-

nicity or regionalism. Quite the reverse.

They promoted with uncommon success a

vocabulary of methods and dishes that

come as close as is possible to constituting

our national cuisine.

I mean that these three books collected

recipes most of us would accept as normal,

middle-of-the-road American food, from

meat loaf to cherry pie. And even today,

when the publishing industry spews out

new titles by the dozens each year, and

when a casual dinner party may elicit

from the host-cook an array of dishes

whose national origins girdle the globe,

the ground bass thrumming through our

suddenly diverse and exotic gastronomic

life is a sound first heard, and echoing still,

in those three basic books.

Close analysis of their contents would

provide many insights into everyday

American life of two and three genera-

tions ago. It would tell us something about

the assimilation of immigrant foods, about

changes in diet and nutrition. Graduate

students in sociology could have a field

day with the implications of the first,

1903, "Settlement" Cook Book's chapter
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spelling out the "Rules for Household."

In going through the new facsimile re-

print of the 1903 "Settlement, " published

by Hugh Lauter Levin Associates and dis-

tributed by Scribner's, I was particularly

taken with the section on washing dishes.

The advice is often shrewd ("Wash glasses

first"). But it comes to us from a world

long since outmoded, a world without

dishwashers, a world without stainless

steel, where "kitchen knives and forks

should never be placed in dish water" be-

cause they are made from plain or carbon

steel and will rust. The well-instructed

householder scours them with "brick

dust" and rubs tinware, if "browned,"

with Sapolio. The assumption is that ev-

eryone knows what a Dover eggbeater is

and that rooms are swept with a broom.

The revised edition of the "Settlement"

cookbook, which I remember from grow-

ing up in the forties, was an institution.

And it was very different from the 1903

original produced as a fund-raiser by Mrs.

Kander and Mrs. Schoenfeld to support

the Milwaukee Settlement House's good

works with poor immigrants. Like Fannie

Farmer and The Joy of Cooking, The

"Settlement" Cook Book was frequently

revised and modernized, although the one

I knew still carried the famous slogan

from the original edition: "The Way to a

Man's Heart."

My purpose here is not to judge

whether all this tampering has been a

good idea. I want to consider a narrower

question: the style and format of the reci-

pes in the 1903 edition, as a record of the

way things were in recipe writing at the

dawn of the century.

As so often with matters of funda-

mental daily importance in human life, re-

cent progress in the art of writing recipes

has gone, so far as I know, completely un-

recorded. And yet, one of the few un-

doubted steps forward in cooking has been

the evolution of a rational and clear mo:

of presenting directions for the prepal

tion of a dish.

Without question, the modern coo-

book is a response to great social chanj

People who need to cook no longer fr.i

themselves living in multigeneratioil

households where older and experiencl

cooks are always available to show th<i

what to do. In the past, new arrivals!

American cities, whether refugees fro

other countries or from our own rural •

eas, have needed help in coping with un-

miliar foods, customs, and kitchen equ-

ment. The "Settlement" Cook Bo:

aimed to be a guide for the perplexed al

uprooted. And so it was.

But looked at in the light of eight I

cades of subsequent culinary publishi:,

the first edition falls far short of the st;-

dards now routinely enforced by prof-

sional cookbook editors. Take, for exa

pie, this recipe for pumpkin pie:

Pumpkin Pie

1 cup steamed and strained pumpkir

!A cup sugar

Vi teaspoon salt

Vi teaspoon cinnamon, nutmeg, ginge

V» teaspoon mace
Grated rind of Vi lemon

Vi teaspoon vanilla, if desired

1 egg
7
/8 cup milk

Mix dry ingredients, add pumpkin anil

lightly beaten egg in milk. Bake until fin i

in a tin lined with pastry.

As written, this recipe is confusing,
|

complete, and likely to defeat an inexp'

enced cook. There is, at least, a list of i

gredients (with quantities) at the

ginning, to assist the cook in shopping i

in organizing the field of action. In 11

of this, one sees the scientizing influei e

of home economics. And, although lis

i



Don't
Buy a
Big
Tiller

For a
Small Job!

If your garden
is an acre or

more you may
want to buy a

big tiller. If it's

any less, you
should buy a

Mantis-20 (and

hire somebody
to plow or till

your garden
once a year).

Big tillers till and weed 20" (or
: nore) wide. The Mantis tills and
'weeds a practical 6" to 9" wide.

Big tillers weigh almost 300 lbs.

The Mantis weighs just 20 lbs!

.Simply turning a 300-pound tiller

:, n a backyard garden without run-

ning over crops (or yourself) is a

challenge.

Most big tillers were designed to

just till (but many now offer clumsy
"add-on" attachments to try to jus-

tify their high cost). The Mantis-20

was designed from the beginning
to precisely match a small, power-
ful engine to a variety of useful

attachments for your yard and
garden. Tiller. Cultivator. Furrower.

Edger. Lawn Aerator. Lawn De-
Thatcher. Hedge Trimmer.

Most big tillers cost an arm and a

leg. Despite the fact that the Mantis-

'20 is a tough, durable, precision

instrument ... it costs a fraction of

what you'll pay for a big tiller.

Finally, look at the warranty. Most
machines are partially covered for

90 days to a year. The Mantis has a

Lifetime Warranty on the tines (if

they ever break, we'll replace them).

A Lifetime Replacement agreement
on the engine. And, best of all, a

3-Week In-Your-Garden Trial (if you
don't like it, we'll take it back and
give you a full refund)! The unique
Mantis Promise is unmatched in the

industry. If we didn't make such a

fine machine ... we couldn't make
such a fine offer.

• Easily weeds an average garden
in 20 minutes

• Women and older gardeners love

Mantis because it weighs just 20
pounds, turns on a dime, starts

with the flick of a wrist and does
so many jobs for them

• EARLY ORDER BONUS
(if you hurry)

• Tines guaranteed forever

• A 3-Week IN-YOUR-GARDEN
TRIAL

"We have a 30' x 100' garden that is

fenced to keep woodchucks out. We
own a Troy-Bilt and had to take the fence

down each time we wanted to till. Not

any more! With our Mantis, we get in

and out easily. My wife and I both think

it's a great little machine!"

B.S.G.
Gansevoort, NY 12831

EARLY ORDER BONUS
MAIL CARD OR COUPON TOD"'

x/tarras
Mantis Manufacturing Co.

1458 County Line Road. Dept
1474

Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

| D Please send more information on the Mantis

20 Tiller/Cultivator . . . and your special FREE
limited time offer!

I Name

MantisTinesSpinat240RPM

| Address

|
City

State Zip

5 1984 MMC



BIRD ENTHUSIASTS!
CORNELL UNIVERSITY'S

LABORATORY OF
- ORNITHOLOGY
is offering for sale:

HOME STUDY COURSE
IN BIRD PHOTOGRAPHY

Emphasizing Professional Evaluation of Student Work-

PHOTOGRAPHER'S OBSERVATION BLIND

A Unique and Exclusive Design, made by Eureka 1 -

COLOR SLIDES OF N. AMERICAN BIRDS

Excellent Tools for Teaching and Personal Enjoyment—

For More Information. Write or Call:

Photographic Services N84, Laboratory of

Ornithology. Cornell University. Sapsucker Woobs,
Ithaca. NY 14850: phone (607) 256-4017

Plains Indian Art fif Artifacts.

JWp=^BSw^^

Free Calalog shows painted shields

mounted trophy bullalo skulls war

arrows peace pipes rhohers breast

plates, war clubs tomahawks

lances, horse dance slicks, star

quills and more. Exclusive

source Hand made with Iradi

lional toots and authentic

materials Many have interesting

stories to tell from Cheyenne Sioux

and Blackloot heritage. Collector's

items unique gilts and stunning

dec i 'rations.

•^ Write or call:

PRAIRIE EDGE F.O. Box B303 Department iltl

;70l Area Code ,W5l 3-1 1 3620

© Maplewins I9M - • : - Dolphin Whale Shirt - From

FREE CATALOG! 22 Great Environmental,
Wildlife, and Anti-nuke Designs! s8. 25 each; less

with bulk orders. Satisfaction guaranteed. 10^ of

profits go to environmental causes. Share the Earth!

JIM MORRIS P.O. BOX 230S DEPT.CH4
(303) 4-W-6430 BOULDER, COLO. 80306
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pumpkin pie recipe is better at explaining

how the dish should actually be cooked

than almost any of the telegraphic instruc-

tions for far more complex dishes in the

classic chefs cookbooks from Careme to

Escoffier, it falls far short of the ideal.

You might say it is ungrammatical.

The ingredients are not listed in order of

use. The pumpkin should come after the

dry ingredients, given the way the direc-

tions are written. The list could be

salvaged, and the recipe improved still

more, if a step were added at the very be-

ginning to explain how to steam and strain

pumpkin. It would also be useful to be told

approximately how much raw pumpkin

will yield one cup of steamed and strained

pumpkin.

Nothing, furthermore, is specified

about oven heat, length of baking, location

of the pie in the oven, or size of the pie

plate. And since there are several (sketchy

or misleading) recipes for pastry crusts at

the beginning of the chapter, the editors

ought to have chosen one of them and re-

ferred the reader back to it.

The ideal cookbook would, in addition,

do more than give reproducible directions.

It would set a folkloric dish such as pump-

kin pie in its ritual context and would talk

about the American pumpkin as a special

case among squashes. But more than any-

thing else, the ideal cookbook would be

written with verve and humor. I think we
have only begun to explore the historical,

ethnographic, and literary possibilities of

the cookbook form. So far, almost all the

good and pioneering work has aimed at

giving cooks clear directions. But so much
more is possible.

As an experiment, I append two ver-

sions of a brief recipe for peach ice cream,

the "Settlement" original, and my own
"ideal" revision of it.

1903 Peach Ice Cream

6 yolks

1 V* cup sugar

1 cup hot milk

6 yellow peaches

1 quart cream

Stir yolks and sugar together, add milk,

grated peaches, and cream: freeze.

1984 Peach Ice Cream
(with thanks to Jeffrey Steingarten)

6 egg yolks, lightly beaten

1 14 cups sugar (or more, to taste)

1 cup milk

6 ripe peaches, peeled and pitted

1 quart (4 cups) non-ultrapasteurized

heavy cream

1. Whisk the egg yolks and sugar together

::

in a bowl until the mixture turns li;

yellow.

2. Combine the yolk-sugar mixture wj

the milk in a heavy-bottomed saucep.

and set over medium-low heat. Wh
gently or stir with a wooden spoon ur

the mixture thickens. You are in f;

making a custard. Thickening occi

well before boiling, at about 180 i

grees. If you are in physical contact w
the potential custard, you should be a

to tell easily when thickening occurs,

you stir. Stirring helps spread hi

evenly through the mixture. As the rij.

temperature is reached, the mixture vi

be very hot to the touch, hotter than m-

mal hot tap water.

When the custard thickens, plur:

the bottom of the pan into a basin of of

water to stop cooking. Push the cusul

through a chinois (a fine strainer)

»

purge any particles of scrambled yc.

This technique will save a custard tl

has started to boil. Nothing will savij

custard that never thickened in the f tl

place. Boldness is crucial the first tiij

you try this. It is almost worth lettini

custard scramble completely, once.ai

that you will forever know what i>

yolks do across the whole possible rai

ofcooking temperatures. Let the s trail

custard cool to room temperature.

3. Meanwhile, chop the peaches v,

finely, by hand or in a food procesr

with the metal blade. If you use the 9
cessor, do this in small batches, win

short bursts of power, so as not to liquy

the peaches. Or use the grating bla:.

The idea is to leave shreds or speckof

recognizable peach flesh in the 4

cream. If the pieces are too large, 9
will freeze solid because of the wee

they retain. You should end up vh

roughly four cups of chopped peach

4. Combine the custard, cream,

peaches. If possible, let the mixt'e

stand for three hours so that the flair

develops. Pour into the canister of yw
ice cream freezer. If you are using le

old-fashioned, hand-cranked variy,

follow these uncharacteristically ov
plete instructions from the original "'t-

tlement" Cook Book:

"Scald and then chill can cover «t

dasher before using. Adjust can in ID,

put in the mixture, then the dasher id;

cover; adjust the crank, and pack vhi

finely chopped ice and rock salt; is

must be higher around than the mixire

is inside. Use three parts of ice to x<

part of rock salt for freezing, and "se

four parts ice to one part rock saltor

packing afterwards. Ice cream mus«
frozen slowly and steadily. . . . Let stld

five minutes, turn again five minutes e-

peat until frozen. When mixture is o-

zen, remove ice and salt from top of in,

wipe top and the cover; uncover ance-

move dasher, scrape it; beat the fron

mixture with a wooden spoon. Pk
heavy paper over it, put on cover, id

-
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j , lace a cork in the hole. Do not strain off

/ he water until the mixture is frozen. Re-

I ack the freezer, putting ice on the top,

II over with carpet or newspaper, and

lltand in cool place several hours.

"A tightly covered tin can and a

rooden pail may be substituted for an

;e cream freezer, using a wooden spoon

i o scrape the mixture from sides and bot-

om of can as it freezes.

"The ice must be finely crushed.

'lace in a burlap bag and give a few
1 jlows with the broad side of an ax or

latchet."
i

Yield: Approximately two quarts

-i

have eaten coconut sherbet made by

hi d in a wooden pail. The old woman
ml) had laboriously scraped it together

„'i a wooden spoon sold it proudly in the

S'ane, the main square of Fort de

F nee, Martinique. It was perfection, al-

i>t melting but not quite. I understood

:|jn why Tortoni, the nineteenth-century

;<,
cream virtuoso, became an interna-

;jial celebrity and was lionized in an Of-

I bach operetta.

|
."he first person I ever saw make ice

i am in a mechanical freezer was my. fa-

}'r. He went to all the trouble of cracking

i and finding rock salt in midsummer in

*
l

:higan. And then he cranked away un-

;|
his arm ached. So did mine, since I

|ped a little. As a reward, I got to lick

.. dasher. For the benefit of the young,

| dasher is a sort of multitiered paddle

:
t is attached to a crank and circulates

j ice cream in the freezer's canister.

i ten it won't turn easily any more, you

iclude you have finished the job. At this

Ige, the ice cream is not really frozen,

:'. it is solid enough, and what is left on
1 dasher after it has been scraped is a

r-cial treat indeed, and the only taste of

cream anyone gets until the cranked

I'.ss really has frozen hours later.

Vly father performed this feat on unfa-

Miar ground, at a friend's summer home
1 the shore of a lake. Totally absorbed in

: messy and sweaty task, he bumped his

K toe on a rock and broke it (the toe, not

p
rock). This did not dampen his enthu-

sm for ice cream then or now.

Today there is no need to go through all

it ice smashing and cranking and wait-

;. Several motorized ice cream freezers

the work for you. Some fit into a refrig-

itor's freezer compartment. The best,

d most expensive, have their own freez-

; units. They take up considerable

ice, but this is a small sacrifice for the

nfirmed ice cream fan.

ivmond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

ll interest is the history and preparation
food.
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The Museum and
Professor Bickmore
Stored in an obscure drawer in the Mu-

seum's vast photographic archives is an

unusual trio of photographs. The first

shows a white-bearded Victorian gentle-

man wearing a black frock coat, a

starched shirt, a tie tack, and a gold watch

chain. The second shows the same stiff

man in profile. The third, just as formal as

the others, is a rear view of the elderly gen-

tleman: all one can see is the back of his

balding pate.

This three-photograph series was the of-

ficial portrait of Prof. Albert S. Bickmore,

founder of the American Museum of Nat-

ural History. Bickmore directed that his

portrait be taken in this fashion because it

was the way nineteenth-century anthro-

pologists traditionally photographed their

subjects: from the front, side, and rear.

The Museum's photo archives contain

tens of thousands of such photos of indi

nous peoples: Eskimo, Kwakiutl, Yak

Koryak, Mongolians, Aleuts, Tlinj

Ainu, and many others. As far as we kni

however, the only such treatment o

Western subject in the archives is Bil

more's official portrait.

That Bickmore even requested sue i 1

portrait gives us some insight into his ch-

arter. We're not exactly sure why he i

this, but at the least it was an eccemc

idea that anticipated our modern conce s

of cultural relativism. Evidently his ^

tions of personal dignity and propriety <

:

(

fered from those of his Victorian contsi-

poraries. Bickmore's colleagues descrd

him as extremely optimistic, talkat:,

and articulate—able to fire up enthusiEtv

in the most phlegmatic listener. The

qualities were suited to the job Bickme

Official portrait of Albert S. Bickmore, founder of the American Museum
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At the American Museum

ut to accomplish: to found the coun-

greatest museum of natural history in

York City. A number of previous at-

)ts had failed, and Bickmore had been

led by several scientists that New
ers were only interested in making

ey; that New York was too crass a city

ipport such a serious endeavor,

escended from a line of New England

:aptains, Bickmore was born in 1839

aint George, a small town on the

ne coast opposite Monhegan Island.

Drding to his own account, an unpub-

d autobiography now housed in the

eum's Rare Book Room, as a youth

pent much of his time roaming along

seashore, gathering shells, rocks, and

r natural specimens. As a student at

.mouth College, Bickmore studied

nistry and geology. Upon graduation,

he persuaded one of his professors to sup-

ply him with a letter of introduction to the

eminent Swiss zoologist Louis Agassiz,

who had just established his Museum of

Comparative Zoology at Harvard Univer-

sity. In 1860, Bickmore, letter in hand,

traveled to the new museum in Cam-

bridge. There, he was told that Agassiz

could be found in the museum basement.

Looking for Agassiz, Bickmore came

upon a man working "amid a great array

of bottles of alcoholic specimens" and

asked him for "the professor." The man
turned and gravely replied: "Dis is me."

Agassiz's standard entrance examina-

tion required each student to study a spec-

imen, in minute detail, for weeks on end.

Bickmore was given a sea urchin and told,

"In six weeks you will either become ut-

terly weary of the task, or else you will be

so completely fascinated with it as to wish

to devote your whole life to the pursuit of

our science." Bickmore passed the test,

and as one of Agassiz's students he was

charged with caring for the radiates and

mollusks in the museum's collection.

Bickmore had other things on his mind,

however. He was nursing his secret ambi-

tion, and an opportunity to test it soon pre-

sented itself. In 1861 the Prince of Wales

visited the United States with his tutor,

zoologist Sir Henry Wentworth Acland,

founder of the Oxford University Mu-
seum, England's counterpart to Agassiz's

institution. When the royal entourage vis-

ited Harvard, young Bickmore managed

to buttonhole Dr. Acland in private. He
first asked Acland if he did not think it

strange that Agassiz had founded his mu-

seum in the relative backwater of Cam-
bridge, in contrast to the great museums

of Europe, which were located in the

"monetary and political" centers of their
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countries.When Acland politely replied,

"Yes, it does seem strange," Bickmore

confided his scheme of establishing a

great natural history museum in New
York. According to Bickmore, Acland

then looked him straight in the eye and

said: "My young friend, that is a grand

thought." Immensely pleased, Bickmore

wrote in his autobiography: "I at once de-

termined that I would work for nothing

else by day and dream of nothing else by

night."

The young man's plans were abetted, if

unintentionally, by Agassiz himself. A Eu-

ropean of the old school, Agassiz ran the

Museum of Comparative Zoology with a

dictatorial hand. He would not allow his

students to publish their research until he

decided they were ready, a practice that

angered Bickmore, who felt ready enough.

When Bickmore and other students tried

to arrange appointments elsewhere with-

out informing Agassiz, the scientist was

enraged. The final blow came when Agas-

siz discovered Bickmore had been pri-

vately raising money for a research-and-

collecting expedition to the Dutch East

Indies. In 1863, the Swiss zoologist de-

clined to reappoint Bickmore as his assis-

tant, and the younger man left Harvard.

Having raised enough money to finance

his expedition, Bickmore set out, carrying

his two most treasured possessions: his Bi-

ble and his plan for the new museum. The

primary purpose of the trip was to collect

specimens of birds and shells from the

Spice Islands, Borneo, Java, and other

Malaysian and East Indian islands.

Bickmore enlisted native help in his col-

lecting efforts and displayed a shrewdness

in bargaining that would later be evident

in his negotiations with New York politi-

:

cians. "My mode of trading with tlfc

people," he wrote,

was extremely simple and comple

avoided any unpleasant discussion. A si

table was placed on the verandah alonj

front of the rajah's house and I took a

behind it. The natives then came up s

rately and placed their shells or lot of si

in a row on the table, and I placed oppc

each of them, whatever price I was wi

to pay and then, pointing first to the mi

and then to the shells simply said, "Im
itu," "this or that," leaving them to

their choice.

During the trip, Bickmore survived

eral earthquakes, a fall into a volcanic

ter, a landslide, his cook roasting pa 4
his rare bird collection for dinner, a'l

banquet during which his Victorian s su

bilities were outraged by a native wonn

(At the dinner, Bickmore leaned bac I

his chair to laugh when a dancer whc

I

entertained the company gave him a i

"salutation to the lips," much to I

amusement of the company. He wrotn

was done so quickly that I had no tir i

recover from my bewildering surprise

coolly and severely explain, that sucha

not the custom in my land.")

Before departing for the East IrJ

Bickmore had briefly discussed his la

for a museum with several wealthy ei

Yorkers. When he returned in 1 867, 1 n

visited some of these men, including y"i

liam E. Dodge, Jr., WA. Haines, D. cl

son Steward, and Robert L. Stuart, he

introduced Bickmore to their friid

Dodge sent the professor to see Theioi
'

Roosevelt, Sr.; Roosevelt introducer, lit

to Joseph Choate, and other introduce

led him to J. Pierpont Morgan, A.T. ,'e«

art, and Morris K. Jesup. Bickmore vl
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id . mere twenty-eight, talked many of

te men into making the museum their

ri try philanthropic pursuit.

! :kmore succeeded largely because of

js wwers of persuasion. He had no

Jr :y and no social position. By all ac-

ta ts he was a great talker; one colleague

t<. ibed how, if anyone showed the

t test interest in his plan, Bickmore

ic d instantly

L;e headlong into that incessant pre-

Spation of his mind, the new museum
u ing, its future, its uses, how it should

I op, how it would feed school, college.

Hi university . . . how it would expand

jmensurately with the new continent's

ie opolis until it outrivaled . . . the collec-

I hows of all the world.

\e writer added: "Of course it quite

I my breath away, and [left me] hope-

s'/ incompetent to stem the flow of this

)iidid prophecy." A museum curator

if wrote that these rich industrialists

lily could not escape the enthusiasm

i persistence of this "poor young man
u Maine."

, ckmore and his patrons drafted a let-

i!'0 the commissioners of Central Park

Si ig for space to build a museum, a re-

I I they readily granted. The next task

i out for Bickmore was a good deal

p unpleasant: he was charged with

^iing the museum's charter through

K New York State legislature. The
tie game depended on one man, Wil-

i ("Boss") Tweed. With Tweed, any-

i
: i was possible; without him, nothing.

:' ssure success, Bickmore amassed as

y letters of introduction as he could
' paid the corrupt state senator a per-

i 1 visit. Bickmore wrote about their

Ring:

;
ind him to be a man of portly dimen-

i
s and comfortably seated in a large arm

ir. 1 introduced myself and my business

;aying: "Senator, I am honored by your
id Mr. Samuel J. Tilden, with this let-

and I also have these other letters from
ling citizens in New York City." "Well,

s what can I do for Mr. Tilden?" "These
lemen. Senator, whose names are on
paper, have asked me to state to you
they desire to found a Museum of Nat-
History in New York, and if possible on
tral Park, similar to Professor Agassiz's

it museum in Cambridge—you know of

institution, Senator?" "Certainly! Cer-
ly!" was his reply (and now I must con-

that for an instant a cruel doubt flashed
" my mind, as to whether he had ever

ly heard its name mentioned before in

lis life). . . . "All right my young friend,

11 see your bill safely through," was his

y as he thrust our carefully prepared
ument into his capacious outside

ket.

The bill breezed through the committee

and was passed unanimously in the Sen-

ate. Bickmore then raised all the money
for the new institution and persuaded the

Central Park commissioners to provide

space in the Arsenal Building. Later the

museum was given sixteen acres of land,

known as Manhattan Square, where it

now stands. For his pains, he was ap-

pointed the museum's "superintendent

"

(This title, borrowed from the British Mu-
seum, later became "director.")

For Bickmore, one grand project was

enough. Once he saw the establishment of

his dream, he was content to travel and

write lectures for the museum's Depart-

ment of Public Instruction. Illustrated

with hand-colored lantern slides drawn
from Bickmore's large collection, the lec-

tures were on such topics as "Oysters and

Clams," "Flies and Mosquitoes," "North-

ern Norway," "World's Fairs," "Machin-

ery, Electricity, and Manufacturers'

Buildings," and "Cod and Hake." To
gather material Bickmore made several

trips around the world, but in 1904, rheu-

matism put an end to such expeditions and

confined him to his cluttered office. At the

time of his death in 1915, the American
Museum ranked among the three greatest

natural history museums in the world.

Douglas J. Preston

Ifs more than just a shelter.

In addition to all of the possible

financial benefits you would expect

from a vacationhome purchase, aHawk
home in the Green Mountains of

Vermont offers shelter of another kind.

You'll receive benefits that your account-

ant never mentioned. Likehaving a place

to spend a holiday catching up with the

kids as you walk through the woods. Or

a deckwhereyou can spend a quiet even-
ing rediscovering someone you fell in

love with many years ago. Enjoying the

moon that Vermont made famous.

If you've been looking for a good
shelter, why not consider one of our

homes or condominiums. Complete de-

tails are yours for the asking. Just give

us a call or send in the coupon and we'll

show you how life can be a little

less taxing.

Call toll-free

800-451-4109

In Vermont

and Canada:
802-746-8911HAWK

Vermont's Mountain Resort

PO. Box HCR70
Plymouth, VT 05056

Please send more information

about Hawk vacation homes.

PHONE

Void where prohibited by law.
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Natural Moment

A Hitch

in Time
Chameleons are basically arboreal

creatures and probably only cross roads to

get to another tree. They are also notori-

ously slow paced, and when photographer

Anthony Bannister came upon this one

—

the flap-necked chameleon, or Chamaeleo

dilepis—on a scorching highway in Kru-

ger National Park, South Africa, he

thought it might never get to the other

side. Bannister stopped his truck and

crouched down to take a shot. Almost im-

mediately, his knees started to burn on the

hot tar, and he had to shift his weight. He

didn't even see the grasshopper sitting

astride the chameleon's back until he fo-

cused in on the green lizard.

It was an immature insect of the kind

that South Africans call the elegant grass-

hopper. Why it had chosen to hitch a ride

on an animal whose preferred diet is of

just such small arthropods is not known.

As the chameleon continued to trudge

along, the grasshopper edged off the cen-

ter of the lizard's back and settled on the

far side of its spine. By this time, Bannister

was so hot, he couldn't stand watching any

more—so he picked up the chameleon

and its passenger and carried them into

the cooler grass.

—

D. W.

Photograph by

Anthony Bannister
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and accessories from Great Britain

and the Irish Republic: Harris Tweeds.

Irish Handknits, Wellington Boots,

English Shoes, Cavalry Twill Slacks,
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Designer intimates
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romantically pro-
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fortably relaxed.

* Our new 48 page
Fall '84 catalog
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unique collec-
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gowns, play-
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wear. . . plus

much more!
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A Celebration of Birds
The Life and Art of Louis A. Fuertes

By Robert McCracken Peck

Introduction by Roger Tory Peterson

"He stands without peer, placed way ahead of Audubon."
—Roger Tory Peterson

Each volume personally autographed by both Mr. Peck and Dr. Peterson for

Members of the American Museum of Natural History. To obtain double-

autographed volume at no extra cost, please use Reorder form below.

I

( ) Yes, I would like to order_ double-autographed

I volumes ofA Celebration of Birds at $30 each, plus $2

l for delivery.

I 01CB

Name: _

Address

City . State:

.

_Zip:

Please make checks payable to the American Museum

of Natural History, or charge your credit card ac-

count: DVisa D MasterCard

Acct #:

Exp. date: Signature:

frOgHaill American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024

In a sense, Sally J. McBeth (pag

had the worst of all possible teac'

nightmares—her students, India

the University of Science and

Chickasha, Oklahoma, told her

didn't know what she was talking ab

McBeth, who was teaching Indian s

ies at the university, was trying to tell

students that Indian boarding sch

were savage, assimilationist institut

whose end result was cultural genoc

Gently disagreeing with her, the

dents insisted that boarding schools

not so bad. McBeth then did what

good anthropologist would do—sh

cided to find out more. Her study o:

Indian boarding schools became the

ject of her doctoral work. Her main

sis was that many Indians didn't

boarding schools and may even rerr

ber them fondly. Although not to lj

Additional ReJ

Boarding Schools (p. 4)

S.J. McBeth, who wrote the articlj

Indian boarding schools in this issue, isa

the author of Ethnic Identity andh

Boarding School Experience (Was!

ton, D.C.: University Press of AmeJ

1983), which focuses on the schoo i

west-central Oklahoma. E.S. Cahna

D.W. Hearne's Our Brother's KM
(New York: New American LibI

1 969) takes a look at contemporary Irl

affairs and concerns, such as educai

land, and social problems. R. Cost!

Cahuilla Indian, and J. Henry, an eaaj

Cherokee of North Carolina, edited Tfl

American Indian Reader: Education^

Francisco: Indian Historian Press, 19'J

collection of articles written by Indianffl

eluding some on boarding schools. Toii

on This Earth, by anthropologist E. Fa

and educator R.J. Havighurst (Gal

City: Doubleday and Co., 1972), is a nl

study of American Indian education. 1

lates the views of Indian students, til

ers, and community leaders; exarl

schools and curriculums; and indue*

chapter on boarding schools. For al

length treatment of federal Indian e<|

tion in the twentieth century, seJ

Szasz's Education and the America^

dian (Albuquerque: University of 1

Mexico Press, 1974). Szasz trace!*

changes that have occurred since the H

part of the century, when, she says, abi

treatment of Indians at boarding sc»

was prevalent, to the 1960s and ll
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B. it comes at a particularly appropri-

t moment in the history of these

piols—when the Reagan administra-

- is seeking to close most of them.

"Since 1976 I have spent parts of five

summers collecting fossil cephalopods in

Upper Cretaceous strata of Montana,

Wyoming, and South Dakota," writes

Neil H. Landman (page 34). "I was

struck by the disparity in the abundance

and diversity of fossil ammonites com-

pared to nautilids," he adds. Theories

about that disparity are the subject of his

article in this issue. An assistant curator

in the Department of Invertebrates at

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, Landman earned a Ph.D. in geol-

ogy from Yale University in 1982. Be-

fore coming to the Museum, he was a re-

search assistant at Yale's Peabody

Museum. Being something of a history

buff, Landman belongs to his hometown

historical society, but when not dwelling

on the past, he grows herbs and paints

landscapes and seascapes.

i :h saw Indian involvement in legisla-

ii on education and the establishment of

Hirst Indian-run schools.

iitilids and Ammonites (p. 34)

:'he Great Extinction, by W. Allaby and

. ovelock (Garden City: Doubleday and

3 1983). investigates one of the greatest

I teries of science: the cause of the mas-

b extinction, sixty-five million years ago,

h wiped out the dinosaurs and myriad

I.t species. The book reads like a who-

li it, with chapter titles such as "A Body
Been Found," "Causes of Death," and
" e Scene of the Crime." The solution,

(ch the authors withhold until the next-

fist chapter, is that a planetesimal col-

li d with the earth and caused the giant

I
istrophe. The asteroid theory is ex-

t ned in Science: see "Impact Theory of

|.ss Extinctions and the Invertebrate

isil Record," by W. Alvarez et al. (vol.

1, pp. 1135-41). The Ammonoidea,
ted by M.R. House and J.R. Senior

t:w York: Academic Press, 1981), is a

iinical reference book on these extinct

I
lusks. Two articles speculating on the

hppcarance of the ammonites have re-

Itly appeared in Scientific American:
i< R Ward's "The Extinction of the

imonites" (October 1983, pp. 136-47)
i S. M. Stanley's "Mass Extinction in

t Ocean" (June 1984, pp. 64-72); this

ij article is more an examination of the

Stern of mass extinctions in the last 700
llion years. Ward also wrote Natural

History's last article on the nautilus; see

"Have Shell, Will Float" (October 1982,

pp. 64-69). Nautiluses may live for more
than twenty years, says W.B. Saunders,

who reports on his research in a recent

cover story for Science, "Nautilus Growth,

and Longevity: Evidence from Marked
and Recaptured Animals" (vol. 224, pp.

990-92).

Fruits and Birds (p. 42)

D.H. Janzen discusses the competition

between dissimilar organisms for overripe

food in "Why Food Rots" (Natural His-

tory, June/July 1979, pp. 60-65). Tech-

nical articles on the relationship of fruit

and birds include "Seasonal Variation in

the Quality of Fruits and Diffuse

Coevolution Between Plants and Avian

Dispersers," by CM. Herrera (Ecology,

vol. 63, pp. 773-85) and "Evolution of

Temperate Fruit/Bird Interactions:

Phenological Strategies," by J.N. Thomp-
son and M.F. Willson (Evolution, vol. 33,

pp. 973-82).

Howler Monkeys (p. 54)

Female primates have gotten a bad deal,

according to S. B. Hrdy. Hrdy, who says

that primate research has always empha-
sized male behavior, concentrates on fe-

males in her book The Woman That Never

Evolved (Cambridge: Harvard University

Press, 1981). Nonhuman female primates

are shown to be competitive, sexually as-

sertive, independent, and to have other

traits that are not associated with the ste-

reotyped view of the traditionalist woman.
Hrdy suggests that if women are to over-

come sexual inequality in our own soci-

eties, they must first understand its evolu-

tionary origin (by looking at nonhuman
primate societies) and their own biological

legacy. When researchers first observed

monkeys and apes in their natural habitats,

they often assumed that males determined

the social structure of the group, and fe-

male activities were not seriously consid-

ered. Female Primates, a collection of

studies by women primatologists, edited by

M.F. Small (New York: Alan R. Liss, Inc.,

1984), tries to fill in this gap. The book is

divided into three sections: the first deals

with the early development of primate be-

havior within particular social and ecologi-

cal environments; the second concentrates

on the complexity of female-female rela-

tionships and the decision-making process

of females attempting to produce and rear

offspring; the last examines various other

aspects of female primate lives. Still an-

other collection focusing on females is So-

cial Behavior of Female lertehrates,

edited by S. Wasser (New York: Aca-

demic Press, 1983). Infanticide, edited by

G. Hausfater and S. B. Hrdy (New York:

Aldine Publishing Co.. 1984). brings to-

gether a series of articlcssummarizing cur-

rent research on the evolutionary origins

and possible causes of infanticide in ani-

mals, from invertebrates to humans.

Rita Campon
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Edmund W. Stiles (page 42) describes

himself as a lifelong lover of fruit, citing

pleasant childhood memories of picking

blackberries at his home in Maryland

and decorating the doorway with bright

holly berries at Christmas time. He be-

gan his career as a biologist studying

birds, but his interest in their feeding be-

havior brought him back to fruits and

how they evolved to attract the birds that

are seed dispersers. The question of how

different kinds of fruits and patterns of

seed dispersal vary with the seasons

arose in the winter of 1975-76, when

Stiles observed that the fruits of the ma-

ple-leaf viburnum remained uneaten for

long periods of time in the woods of New
Jersey. He is currently expanding his re-

search to encompass the evolution of nu-

tritional characteristics of fruits dis-

persed by a variety of animals in many

parts of the world. Associate professor of

zoology at Rutgers University, Stiles is

also a gardener. He is the proud owner of

several fruit trees and a strawberry bed

that takes up much of his front lawn.

Ten years ago, electronics engineer

Anthony Bannister (page 80) took a long

look at his position in life and judged it to

be inadequate. For years he had wanted

to become a naturalist-photographer,

but fifteen years after that assessment,

he was still doing photography only in his

spare time. So Bannister made a minor

course correction: he quit his job and be-

came a full-time free-lance photogra-

pher. "It was up and down at the begin-

ning," he says, "but I've never looked

back and I've been very lucky." Lucky is

perhaps too modest to describe someone

who has produced ten books in ten years.

Bannister defines his turf as "Africa

south of the equator." He is currently

working on three different projects

—

one on the reptiles of Africa, one on the

fifty most common mammals of Africa,

and the third on Kruger National Park,

in South Africa. It was at Kruger that

Bannister saw the flap-necked chame-

leon featured in this month's "The Natu-

ral Moment." He shot the photograph

with a 200-millimeter lens.

1*1

Carolyn M. Crockett (page 54)i

born and raised in Pasadena, Califq

but fieldwork has taken her as far

;

as Indonesia and Venezuela. She

been interested in animal behavior i

long as she can remember. Reading

rah Blaffer Hrdy's papers on la J

monkey infanticide in the 1970s crd

lized her interest in that topic,!

Crockett had no idea she would find

same behavior in red howler monl

"Infanticide is such a clear-cut ca|

loss of fitness in genetic terms that i\

perfect subject for studies witi

sociobiological bent," she says. Vj

she realized that females as well as nl

emigrated from their natal troops]

began to focus more intensely on

lives of female monkeys. Back hon

California, Crockett enjoys cookinj

donesian food, doing batik paintl

and now that she has a home comp
|

punching out computer graphics.
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Catch the light of your life with Kodacolor VR 200
Kodak's most versatile color print film ever. It can

bring the tiniest details out of the shadows.
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Mary Ann Sanford makes over

20 critical checks on seat belt systems in

GMcars.
She is only one of over 1,800 GM

people who make more than 6,000 safety

inspections on GM cars built in America.

Checks are made on many things from

seat belt retractors to anchor bolts. Latch

buckles. Warning lights and buzzers.

Every seat belt in every car gets checked.

We do this because it's all part of

building safer cars. That's important to you.

And to us.

We believe in taking the extra time,

giving the extra effort and paying attention to

every detail. That's what it takes to provide

the quality that leads more people to buy
GM cars and trucks than any
other kind. And why GM owners
are the most loyal on the road.

That's the GM commitment
to excellence.

Nobody sweats the details like GM.
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The 50thAnniversary Edition

FIELD GUIDES
Bound in rugged, genuine leather and accented with 22kt gold

77ie Afost Important Natural History Library Ever Created

In 1934, Roger Tory Peterson saw a

dream come true ... he was twenty-

five and an unknown artist. Yet, he
was on the brink of making
publishing history — with a single

book that would turn bird watching

and the appreciation of nature into

one of the most popular pastimes in

America.

That book? A Field Guide to the

Birds which, in its first week of

release, was a sell-out. And recently,

revised and updated, this book has

again climbed the best seller lists —
acclaimed as always, "the most
successful and influential bird book
of all time."

If the story ended here, this would

be forever exciting. But more books
followed ... a breathtaking array of

Roger Tory Peterson Field Guides —
written by Peterson and leading

experts — covering the full spec-

trum of nature: Birds, Butterflies,

WiJdflowers, Sea Shells, Stars and
Planets, Weather and Atmosphere,

Trees and Shrubs, Coral, Rocks and
Minerals, Freshwater Fish— some 33
titles in all. Together, they unlock the

whole world of nature — enabling

you to see, know and identify all of

nature's wonders immediately by
sight and by name.

Yet, until now, acquiring this

complete collection has been
difficult to do

Surprisingly, you may search any
number of book stores and find only

a handful of Field Guides at any one
time. Book stores today simply

cannot afford to carry the necessary

depth of stock. Those you do locate

will usually be offered in a paperback
version — nice enough, but probably

not what a book lover had in mind.

Now— a 50th anniversary

"lifetime" edition
Now, for the first time ever, all of

these landmark works are being

gathered together into the most

complete, comprehensive and u

date Natural History Library ever

created. And, in honor of their

anniversary year, this complete
collection of Roger Tory Peterson

Field Guides — for the first time I
— will be bound in rugged, beauul

genuine leather, housed in a

hardwood display case and contu
volume autographed by Dr. Petenar

The Easton Press has created i i

edition of superb quality. Each Gdi
is bound in beautiful, ruggedly

supple leather. Each weather
resistant cover is deeply emboss*: 1
with a golden design. A ribbon

marker is sewn into each bindinc
j

And the papers used are

groundwood-free, made to captu

the full-color fidelity of illustratior

Each is thread-sewn to last for

generations. You, your children aiJ

their children can know the lifetira
j

rewards of a personal knowledgeini

love of nature.

Rugged top-grain

leather covers are

weather resistant

And flexible

—easy to

handle and

pack.

Permanently sewn

ribbon page



: Peterson autographed edition with selected new and original art work.

:' 'tenon. America's greatest living bird artist at his Connecticut studio. This hardwood display case will be provided
at no additional charge.

An autographed edition

isr Tory Peterson, a man who has

l ed numerous awards, including

Presidential Medal of Freedom,

:nerally acclaimed as the greatest

r artist since John James
. ubon. His original art works

: >mand premium prices if, and
"never, they are offered for sale.

t ' you, too, can share the pride in

> ing a stunning, new frontispiece

l ration created especially by

Ibr Tory Peterson, and faithfully

pduced in this edition. And
i jghout the collection, key

nations chosen by Peterson from

archives will be newly added to

Guides. You will also receive the

e ;ic A Field Guide to the Birds

c sd personally by Dr. Peterson.

I -active hardwood display case
free of additional charge

r collection will create an exciting

ence in your home. And your col-

Dn will have a proper setting! At no
tional charge, you will receive an
essive hardwood display case,

The Peterson Guides:
The Best in the Field

ie secret to the Guides' success is

at nothing is left to guess work. Fifty

ars ago, Roger Tory Peterson
;veloped a startlingly new and simple
ethod of identifying the wonders of
iture. It employs the use of

stinguishing "field marks" including

jstrations of comparisons between
"nilar species. Nature lovers have
'lighted at how easy it is to follow the

'eterson System." Other guides have
•come available — but it is only The
xjer Tory Peterson Field Guides that

idure in unparalleled importance —
Kause they're accurate, complete
id easy to use.

allowing you to show your books to

their best advantage, while lending

warmth and dignity to your home.

Available exclusively from
The Easton Press

The authorized 50th anniversary

leather-bound edition will be available

exclusively from The Easton Press.

None will be sold in book stores.

The remarkably favorable price for

each volume is only $29.50 —
extraordinary, indeed, when you
compare this beautiful edition to

today's rather expensive paperback

and hardcover books.

You need send no money now.

Simply complete the Preferred

Subscription Reservation below and

mail it today. Your Guides will be

shipped to you at the convenient rate

of one per month. You will be billed

with each shipment, or you may
have your volumes charged, as

shipped, to your VISA or MasterCard.

You must be pleased with each

volume you receive or you may
return it within 30 days for a full

refund. You may also discontinue

your subscription at any time.

Prompt action required

Considering the importance of this

50th anniversary edition, you are

urged to mail your reservation

promptly to avoid any later

disappointment. Initial production

quantities must soon be established

and, once met, this special edition

may not be offered again.

Sponsored By The
National Audubon Society And
The National Wildlife Federation

The Roger Tory Peterson Field Guides
have earned the sponsorship of both

the National Audubon Society and the

National Wildlife Federation. Both

prestigious organizations are noted for

their dedication to conservation, and
the protection of America's wildlife

and natural resources. The Peterson

Field Guides, perhaps more than any
other books on nature, have

stimulated personal awareness of

nature's infinite beauty and of man's
responsibility to his natural world.

Preferred Subscription Reservation

ROGER TORY PETERSON FIELD GUIDES 95

No Payment Required.

We will bill you.

The Easton Press
47 Richards Avenue
horwalk, Conn. 06857

Please send me the first volume of the RogerTory Peterson Field Guides bound in genuine leather

and reserve a subscription in my name. Further editions will be sent at the rate of one book per

month at 529.50* each. This price will be guaranteed for the next two full years. I understand that

1 may return my book within 30 days for a refund, and that either party may cancel this subscription

agreement at any time. 'Plus $2.50 per book for shipping and handling.

As a convenience. I wish to pay for my first Name
book now. I enclose 529.50 (plus 52.50 ship-

ping and handling — a total of 532.00**).

Please charge each monthly shipment to

my credit card:

D Visa D MasterCard state

Address

City .

Zip-

Credit Card Mo. Expiration Date Signature .

"Conn, residents pay 534.40 to include sales tax. Please allow 812 weeks for shipment
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DINOSAURS
The 1985

Natural History

Magazine

Calendar

A giant-sized wall calendar, over

AVi feet long! Features dinosaurs in

splendid color. Painted by Charles R.

Knight, considered the world's greatest

paleontological artist. Duck-billed dino-

saurs, triceratops, brontosaurs, and battling

carnosaurs are among the exciting scenes on this

fold-out calendar. Includes a fact sheet chock-full

of fascinating facts about the dinosaurs. Cost is $7.95,

plus 75 C shipping. Subscribers to NATURAL HISTORY
may take a 10% discount! (Make checks out to American

Museum of Natural History.) Or call toll free (800) 247-5470;

MasterCard and VISA accepted.

DINOSAURCALENDAR
American Museum of Natural History,

Central Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024.
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It runs onwisps ofenergy
drawn from the air.

The Atmos you see here needs

no winding, batteries or electrical cords

to keep time.

It powers itself on nothing but

the tiny changes in air temperature

that occur in any room. This keeps the

Atmos running for years and years,

coming very close, in fact, to per-

petual motion.

Eight months to

build a single Atmos.

To run on wisps of energy drawn
from the air, the glass-enclosed Atmos
mechanism must turn with a slowness

and smoothness that is fascinating

to watch.

Its pendulum swings once a min-

ute. Its main gear circles once every

107 days. And its gilded parts, pivot-

ing on ruby bearings, mesh to tol-

erances finer than the thickness of

this page.

Thirty-two craftsmen need eight

months to produce a

single Atmos. More
than 2,000 steps are

involved including

the 24-karat gold

plating of every brass

part down to the

tiniest screw.

Finally, after its

pendulum has been
hung on a wire of an

alloy so special it

helped win its dis-

coverer a Nobel
Prize, the Atmos un-

dergoes a test no

The Atmos Company*
145 Huguenot Street

New Rochelle, NY 10802

Gentlemen:

Please send me, without

obligation, information on
the Atmos.

Print Name

Address

City

mass manufacturer could afford:

Every day, for three weeks, it is

checked by a chief inspector who takes

notes on its accuracy and super-

vises adjustments. He makes sure that

each Atmos meets the traditional

standard for chronometers sea captains

navigate by.

The gift Switzerland gives to

presidents, prime ministers, and kings.

No wonder the Swiss government

and others in Switzerland have chosen

the Atmos to honor three American
presidents, two British prime ministers,

a pope, and royal heads of state.

How to learn more
about the Atmos

.

We have a small book that tells

how the Atmos works, how it is made,

and other facts of interest to anybody

who might want to own one. The
book shows photographs of different

Atmos models. Prices are included.

To get a copy,

mail the coupon or

phone, toll-free, at

any time, on any day.

1-800-331-1009. (In

Nebraska, phone
1-800-343-4300.)

What the Swiss

have given to the

White House, the

Vatican, and the

Elysee Palace may
have a place in your

home.
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Letters

Uninhabited Land?

None but the most obtuse would dare

echo the claim that what is now the

United States was, from its very begin-

nings, a "largely uninhabited land," as

does Richard Mack in "Invaders at Home
on the Range" (February 1984). We know

that, particularly near the east coast, in

the Southeast, the Southwest, and the

Mississippi Valley—to mention but a few

areas—flourishing cultures had sprung up

whose population total of three to five mil-

lion native Americans had been extir-

pated to a mere 100,000 by the year 1900.

This is not to denigrate the daring of the

early Spanish and French explorers, nor to

detract from the achievements of the white

settlers who poured across the Alleghenies

and forded the Mississippi in the nine-

teenth century as they subjugated an al-

luringly rich continent, hostile in climate

and size. In the process, their soldiers and

cowboys, preachers and priests, carried out

a protracted war ofgenocide that still ranks

as one of the most horrid in human history.

Andreas Wesserle
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Mima Mysteries

I have just read "Mounds of Mystery,"

by George W. Cox, in your June 1 984 is-

sue. While these mounds may be a mys-

tery to some geologists, they are not to me.

I would not argue against animal occupa-

tion of them, but I would argue strongly

against animal construction, because the

mounds also occur in solid rock. We do

have a few rock mounds on this continent.

In more arid climates than ours, they oc-

cur by the millions in rocks. They are a

product of aerodynamic erosion and vor-

ticity erosion. These are aspects of wind

erosion that I have been pioneering for the

last quarter century.

For many years I have done prolonged

wind blast tests. By this system, the dust of

the atmosphere will erode rock. I have

produced fluting, vortex pits and ring pits

with domed centers. When silt-sized pro-

jectiles are added, erosion is greatly accel-

erated.

6 Natural History 9/84

A vortex is a complex, structured con-

figuration of differential pressure. The

highest pressure is on the perimeter, and it

is here that the greatest erosion takes

place. The least pressure is at the center.

Hence, the basic pattern of vortex erosion

is a dome, or boss, within a ring pit. In soft

materials, however, the pit walls wear out

before the boss does—that is, the pit wid-

ens until it merges with neighboring pits

and flattens the surface between centers.

The vortex can operate very well through

plains vegetation, because the low pres-

sure sucks out loose material between

plants and around roots and even from

within the soil; and in a mound it would

leave a residue of sand and pebbles, just as

Mr. Cox found.

Marion I. Whitney
Central Michigan University

Mount Pleasant, Michigan

I enjoyed George W Cox's article on

Mima mounds and I am inclined to be-

lieve the gopher mound hypothesis.

I cannot agree, though, with the last

sentence, which states that Mima mounds

are the largest, most widespread land-

scape features produced by any mammals
other than man. Terracettes caused by an-

imals grazing on hillsides cover thousands

of square miles around the world. Beaver

ponds (and the flats that remain after the

ponds have long dried) are often small, but

they probably cover a much larger area in

aggregate than Mima mounds. There is a

200-acre beaver pond in southern Illinois,

and I suspect that larger ones are common
farther north.

John White
Urbana, Illinois

Ant Acid

We enjoyed the recent article "Ant

Acid Spells Relief (May 1984) describ-

ing anting behavior of trogons. We would,

however, like to make one technical cor-

rection. Azteca is a large tropical genus of

ants belonging to the subfamily Dolicho-

derinae in the Formicidae. Dolichoderine

ants, to our knowledge, do not release sig-

nificant amounts of formic acid from

exocrine glands. They do, however,

duce a blend of cyclic ketones that

leased from their anal glands.

The release of formic acid as an

crine glandular product is restricts

those species belonging to the subfa

Formicinae.

That alarmed ants release CO]

quantities of exocrine glandular secrd

from a variety of glandular sources is i

correct. Any entomologist who hasa

lected ants with a mouth-operated ij

rator can attest to this fact.

Richard M. DufhI

James W.Whij
Howard Univd

Washington,*!

I feel compelled to express an alfJ

tive explanation of the violaceous trcDj

behavior so well photographed by i

mond Mendez.

My point is that the trogons were I

vating a breeding cavity in the A\

nest. This species often breeds iij -h

cartonlike nests of Azteca ants. Wh<>
Mendez photographed was the i «

stage. The tiny Azteca were no i «,

swarming over the trogons in a defts
f

effort. They do not spray or sting bu ) ;

Using the phrase "as if to swoon" j .|

scribe the trogons' motivational statv .,

not entirely appropriate. If I were a tij -

covered with Azteca, I too would k&» |.
;s

,

eyes closed while I extracted themi

my plumage. i ^
Violaceous trogons are not unics .]

seeking their breeding cavities in tha< ,»

of social insects. White-tailed tJgi [.,

(Trogon viridis), for example, often in
v

in the nests of some evil-tempered a v

wasps (Stelopolybia). The wasps

over and dart at the invading tg

'

which often flies to a nearby limb 3 -,

move the wasps that have become it ,

gled in its fluffy plumage. The t:j

chew the insects for a moment bef e

ther dropping or eating them. The la

tailed trogon (Trogon massena) is fid

the huge nests built by Nasutiternv



3. How the trogons defend themselves

ist the squirting soldiers is still not

3t all insect nests so treated wind up

> the breeding site for the birds, but

/ do. The termites and ants apparently

>ff their breeding area from that of the

5'
ins; the wasps, however, often desert.

e seen a number of cases here in Pan-

js in which white-tailed trogons were

I ng young inside active Stelopolybia

nests, a perhaps uneasy truce.

Neal Griffith Smith

StaffBiologist,

Smithsonian Tropical

Research Institute,

Panama

ich Egg Roll

j'vas rather surprised to read, in "An
ff.ch Egg Roll," by Richard D. Estes

p aary 1 984), that hyenas are incapable

acking open ostrich eggs. According

Btes, up to a dozen different hyenas

4 incapable of biting and cracking

]* the eggs. I presume he is talking

* t the spotted hyena.

I! tes was probably observing spotted

bas of the Ngorongoro Crater or Ser-

Hti Plains in East Africa. Spotted hye-

[jfin the Namib Desert of Namibia

«th-West Africa) are not so con-

Pied. On half a dozen different occa-

3 my colleagues and I collected re-

x}d ostrich eggs from nests and took

U i to carcass sites where we knew hye-

; /ere going to appear (see my article in

mral History, March 1983). Hyenas
liked open these eggs with one swift

ft Egg contents were slurped up, in-

i| ng some of the egg fragments, which

i] ants for their presence in spotted hy-

sibone assemblages characteristic of

tNamib.

¥i imib hyenas may be more adept sim-

tij'iecause they have had more practice

iding and cracking open ostrich eggs.

Ronald L. Tilson

Curator ofResearch

,

Minnesota Zoological Garden,

Apple Valley, Minnesota
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computer programmers and lab scientists to sustain our

forestsand their yields forever. Your kids will go "Wow!"

We offer you tours like this because we'd like you to

understand that our mills and plants and logging sites serve

your interests as well as ours.

And because we're proud of them.

For a list of tour locations, write Sharon Ramsey,

Boise Cascade Corporation, OneJefferson Square,

Boise, Idaho 83728. s>—
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MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION

THATPRODUCEDTHECOFFEE
FAVORED BYKINGS.

Over a century ago, in the small seaport

town of Gavle, Sweden, a man was

seized by an obsession. . . to produce

the perfect coffee.

His search began in

1853, when Victor

Theodor Engwall

founded the company that still

bears his name. He blended

and roasted, tested and

tasted with almost endless

zeal. Although his fellow

townsmen drank his cof-

fee and found it superb,

it never completely sat-

isfied VictorTheodor

Engwall. And when he

handed the family busi-

ness along to his sons,

he also handed along the

Engwall obsession. So
down through the years the

striving continued, to pro-

duce nothing less than

the worlds finest coffee.

A HAPPYACCIDENT
As the story is told, some years

after this quest began, King Gustav

V of Sweden, on a sailing excursion

in the Baltic, stopped briefly at the

port of Gavle. The sea breeze was
chill. The aroma of Gevalia Kaffe in

the air was most in

_ ] viting. The King

Jiv '^sPV tasted. The King approved. And
Gevalia was appointed coffee

purveyor to His Majesty and the

Royal Court of Sweden.

However, even this tri-

"tv^umph did not end the

^ magnificent Engwall

:obsession. To this day this

King Gustav V of Sweden.

Yirtoifjk.

remarkable coffee is still made in Gavle, by people

imbued with the Engwall ideal of perfection. It is

Sweden's most beloved coffee. And generations of

Swedish Kings have given it the Royal SeaL

WHY THIS NOBLE FLAVOR I

MAf BE SURPRISINGLY
FAMILIAR.
When you first taste

Gevalia® Kaffe, Q
you may be surpnserfto fe I

almost a sense of recognij

... a deja vu. Not that it']

likely you've ever tasted

coffee this good before]

But this is the way you'

j

always wanted coffee t|

taste. Rich. Full-bodie

As good in the cup as
'

fine coffee smells at thl

moment of grinding.

Many have sought to
\

coverhow this special t

is achieved. What gives (

its high flavor notes, lively pi

quancy, delicate nuancesJts bj

and depth, without bitterness.

There is no simple answer;

little purpose in trying to fathom w^

this coffee is so agreeable It is enou

simply to enjoy the pleasure of Gev

g> // company with breakfast, lunch and dj
^ngu'CllL^ neL j share it with friends. To lingei|

over in moments of solitude.

COMESREGULAR-OR DECAFFEI1
BYA PATENTED EUROPEAN PROCES?
This exceptional coffee is available now in the U. S. in

regular or decaffeinated. Our patented decaffeination

method is remarkably simple yet took

years to develop.

The same

© 1984 Vict. Th. Engwall & Co If reply form is missing, (or full details please write to Gevalia Kaffe Import Service. Dept. W, RQ Box 5045, Clifton. N.J. O"



Decaffeinated,

whole bean.

Regular,

whole bean

i 'lleinated, ground.

substance that creates the ef-

fervescent action in sparkling

water is applied to the coffee

beans at a certain temperature

and pressure. Like a magnet, it

gmund ^rsws out me caffeine, while

the full coffee flavor and charac-

teristic richness of Gevalia®

Kaffe remain:

Gevalia Kaffe also offers a line of

extra rich dark roasts and espresso

coffees for the most discriminating

of tastes.

]IDER IT WHOLE BEAN
R GROUND.
J /alia Kaffe is a whole bean

i ee which we offer to

j id for you if you prefer.

& h batch is roasted un-

| the careful super-

on of a Gevalia

iter roaster. Then,

;ther whole bean

jround, it is quick-

acuum sealed

pecial golden

foil pouches.

The bet-

. terto

tffmmm^ preserve
' its fresh-

ness as

you use it,

Gevalia Kaffe

comes in the

half-pound size

only.

DW YOU'RE INVITED
) TRY GEVALIA
IROUGH A SPECIAL
PORT SERVICE.

hole bean

.Ground,

iou prefer.

Until recently, Gevalia Kaffe

has never been exported to

the U.S. It probably never will

be sold here in the usual man-

ner. For beans of the quality

in Gevalia are not available,

in quantities large enough

to supply a mass market. And
for many, its price puts Gevalia

out of reach.

The only way to obtain a trial supply of

Gevalia Kaffe is by ordering it directly from

the Gevalia Kaffe Import Service. If the coffee

lives up to your expectations, the Service will

replenish your supply on a regular basis with no need of

further instruction from you. There is, of course, no

obligation to continue the arrangement. The decision

rests with you.

A REGAL BRIBE.

To further assure that Gevalia Kaffe

is kept at its best until it is consumed,

a special canister has been de-

signed in which to store each

half-pound pouch after it is

opened. This imported canis-

ter has an ingenious closure

device to lock in freshness

by creating an air-tight

seal. Of white ceramic,

the canister is embossed
in gold with the Royal

Crest of Sweden. It can

be yours as a gift with

the purchase of Gevalia

Kaffe. This gift (retail

value, $18.00) is intended, of

course,

to induce

you to try

Gevalia

Kaffe soon.

Once a few

people do, we
expect word of

mouth will do the rest.

lb send for Gevalia

Kaffe, please read the details of this offer in

the attached order form; fill out and mail it today.

For your convenience, it folds and seals to

become a pre-addressed envelope.

By Appointment to Hu< Majesty
the King of Sweden.

E V A L I A
KAFFE



This View of Liw

Only His Wings Remained
For the praying mantis, it was too late to ask

how our world became "a quirky mass ofimperfections"

by Stephen Jay Gould

The conventional prose of twentieth-

century science is lean and spare. But our

Victorian predecessors delighted in lei-

surely detail, in keeping perhaps with the

gingerbread on their houses and the

shelves of bric-a-brac inside. Consider, for

example, this extended (but most enter-

taining) description of sex and death in

praying mantises, published by L.O. How-

ard in 1886:

A few days since, I brought a male of Man-
tis Carolina to a friend who had been keep-

ing a solitary female as a pet. Placing them

in the same jar, the male, in alarm, endeav-

ored to escape. In a few minutes, the female

succeeded in grasping him. She first bit off

his left front tarsus, and consumed the tibia

and femur. Next she gnawed out his left

eye. At this the male seemed to realize his

proximity to one of the opposite sex, and be-

gan to make vain endeavors to mate. The fe-

male next ate up his right front leg, and

then entirely decapitated him, devouring

his head and gnawing into his thorax. Not
until she had eaten all of his thorax except

3 millimeters did she stop to rest. All this

while the male had continued his vain at-

tempts to obtain entrance at the valvules,

and he now succeeded, as she voluntarily

spread the parts open, and union took place.

She remained quiet for 4 hours, and the

remnant of the male gave occasional signs

of life by a movement of one of the remain-

ing tarsi for 3 hours. The next morning she

had entirely rid herself of her spouse, and

nothing but his wings remained.

I cite this passage not merely for its

style, but primarily for its substance

—

since it represents the first account I know
of an all-time favorite among nature's cu-

rious facts. We have all heard that some
animals can live after losing large portions

of themselves, but we think of them as just

scraping by in such a limited state, not as

10 Natural History 9/84

improving their skills. Our cliche about

"running around like a chicken with its

head cut off" underscores this reasonable

assumption that reduced anatomy entails

diminished competence. Yet male man-

tises, beheaded by a rapacious mate, not

only continue their act of courtship and

copulation but actually perform more per-

sistently and successfully.

I want, as usual, to discuss the larger

message behind this paramount oddity,

but adequate treatment requires a long di-

gression right back to Darwin himself. So

bear with me, and we'll eventually get

back to mantises and much more of what

the biological literature calls "sexual can-

nibalism."

The Descent ofMan is, without doubt,

Darwin's most misunderstood book.

Many people suppose that it represents

Darwin's attempt to fit the facts of human
evolution into his evolutionary perspec-

tive. But no direct facts existed when he

published in 1871, for besides Neander-

thal (a race of our own species, not an an-

cestor or any form of "missing link") no

human fossils were discovered until the

1890s. Rather, the Descent ofMan is an

extended essay on the close biological rela-

tionship of humans with great apes and

the possible modes of our physical and

mental evolution from this common an-

cestry. But Darwin abhorred speculation;

he never wrote a purely theoretical trea-

tise in his life. Even the Origin ofSpecies

is a compendium of facts pointing to a

powerful conclusion. He would never have

written a naked account of how it might

have been, no matter how much he

yearned to extend his evolutionary per-

spective to what he once called "the cita-

del itself—the human mind.

The key to the Descent of Man is its

situation as a relatively short preface

large, two-volume work: The Descen

Man and Selection in Relation to

Darwin could weave wonderful and ex,

sive tapestries about central themes-i

much so that his readers often lose!

core in its extensive mantling. But ali

books are solutions to specific puzzles

rest, for all its brilliance, is superstrucie

The coral reef book is about histories i

ference from contemporary results, thi

chid book about imperfect adapts

based on parts available, the worm 111

about large effects accumulated*

successive small changes (see my ess;o

April 1982). But because he loved dtl.

Darwin tells you more than you wai|

know about how insects fertilize orchi |
how worms pull objects into their

rows—and you easily lose the kernel!

paradox, the gem of a problem

started the whole edifice.

The Descent ofMan is a preface to
j

a problem. By 1 87 1 , twelve years afte
\

Origin of Species, Darwin no I

needed to convince people of good wil

mental flexibility that evolution hafl

curred; that battle had been won. Bui

does evolution work, what kind of vl

do we inhabit, and how can we know?|

win's radical message lay in his claii

the beauties and harmony of nature a

byproducts of one primary process c

natural selection: individuals Strugs

achieve greater personal reproductivi

cess—in modern parlance, to pass mc

their genes into future generations (!

they cannot preserve their bodies)-

that is all. No overarching laws aboi

good of species or ecosystems, no wis

watchful regulator in the skies—jus'

viduals struggling.

But how can we know that the w
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gulated by selection and not by some

her evolutionary principle? Darwin's an-

ver is brilliant, paradoxical, and usually

isunderstood (so much so that I have de-

)ted more columns to this subject than to

iy other during the many years of this se-

es). Do not, he cautions, rest your case on

hat might seem to be the most elegant

cpression of selection, the beautiful, opti-

lally designed adaptations of organisms

i their environments: the aerodynamic

;rfection of a bird's wing or the stream-

ned beauty of a marlin. For good design

the expectation of most evolutionary

leories (and of creationism as well, for

lat matter). There is nothing distinc-

vely Darwinian about it. Instead, look for

le oddities and imperfections that only

ccur if selection based on the reproduc-

ve success of individuals—and not on

jme other evolutionary mechanism

—

napes the path of evolution.

The largest class of such oddities in-

ludes those structures and habits that

lainly compromise the good design of or-

anisms (and the ultimate success of spe-

ies) but just as clearly increase the re-

roductive prowess of individuals bearing

lem. (My favorite examples are the tail

gathers of peacocks and the huge, encum-

ering antlers of Irish elks, both adapta-

ons in the struggle among males for ac-

ess to, or acceptance by, females, but

ertainly not contributions to good design

i the biomechanical sense.) Our world

verflows with peculiar, otherwise sense-

;ss shapes and behaviors that function

nly to promote victory in the great game of

lating—in short, to win more copulations,

3 insure the growth and success of off-

pring, and to keep other potential mates

ut and away. No other world but Dar-

/in's would fill nature with such curios-

:ies that weaken species and hinder good

lesign, but bring success where it really

natters in Darwin's universe alone—pass-

ng more genes to future generations.

Darwin realized that natural selection

n its usual sense—increasing adaptation

o changing local environments—would

lot explain this large class of features

volved to secure purely reproductive

lenefits for individuals. So he christened a

larallel process, sexual selection, to ex-

ilain this crucial evidence. He argued that

exual selection might work by combat

.mong males or choice by females: the

>rst to produce overblown weapons and

nstruments of display; the second to en-

:ourage those adornments and elaborate

wsturings that impel notice and accep-

ance (the nightingale does not sing for

>ur delectation).

Humans enter the story at this point.

Vhy did Darwin choose his long and de-

tailed treatise on sexual selection as a

home for his much shorter preface on the

Descent ofMan? The answer again lies in

Darwin's fascination with specific puzzles

and the contribution made by their solu-

tion to his larger goal. The Descent ofMan
has its anchor in a particular problem of

human racial variation; it is not a waffling

treatise on generalities. We can, Darwin

argues, understand some racial differ-

ences, skin colors for example, as conven-

tional adaptations to local environments

(dark skin did evolve several times inde-

pendently and always in tropical cli-

mates). But surely we cannot argue that

all the small, subtle differences among
peoples—minor but consistent variations

in the shape and form of noses and ears or

the texture of hair—have their origin in

what local environments ordain. It would

be a vulgar caricature of natural selection

to argue, by clever invention, that each in-

significant nuance of design is really an

optimal configuration for local circum-

stances (although many overzealous vota-

ries continue to promote this view. A
prominent evolutionist once seriously pro-

posed to me that Slavic languages are full

of consonants because mouths are best

kept closed in cold weather, while Hawai-

ian has little but vowels because the salu-

tary air of oceanic islands should be sa-

vored and imbibed). How, then, if not by

ordinary natural selection, did these small

and subtle, but pervasive, racial differ-

ences originate?

Darwin proposes—and I suspect he was

largely right—that different standards of

beauty arise for capricious reasons among

the various and largely isolated groups of

humans that people the far corners of our

earth. These differences—a twist of the

nose here, slimmer legs there, a curl in the

hair somewhere else—are then accumu-

lated and intensified by sexual selection,

since those individuals accidentally en-

dowed with favored features are more

sought and therefore more successful in

reproduction.

Look at the organization of the Descent

of Man and you will see that this argu-

ment, not the generalities, forms its focal

point. It begins with an overview of some

250 pages, all leading to a final chapter on

human races and a presentation of the

central paradox on the last page:

We have thus far been baffled in all our at-

tempts to account for the differences be-

tween the races of man; but there remains

one important agency, namely Sexual Se-

lection, which appears to have acted power-

fully on man, as on many other animals.

... In order to treat this subject properly, I

have found it necessary to pass the whole

animal kingdom in review.

Darwin now has his handle for the real

meat of his book, and he spends more than

twice as much space, the next 500 pages,

on a detailed account of sexual selection in

group after group of organisms. Finally, in

three closing chapters, he returns to hu-

man racial variation and completes his so-

lution of the paradox by ascribing our dif-

ferences primarily to sexual selection.

Sexual selection has sometimes been

cast as a contrast or conflict with natural

selection, but this represents a major mis-

understanding of Darwin's vision. Sexual

selection is our most elegant confirmation

of his central tenet that our evolutionary

world is regulated, fundamentally, by the

struggle of individuals for reproductive

success—a notion that natural selection

cannot adequately confirm because its

products are also the predictions of other

evolutionary theories (and also, for opti-

mal design, of creationism itself). The

proof that our world is Darwinian lies in

the large set of adaptations that arise only

because they enhance reproductive suc-

cess and otherwise both hinder organisms

and harm species. Darwinian selection for

reproductive success must be extraordi-

narily powerful if it can so often over-

whelm other levels and modes of advan-

tage.

We may now return to the blood meal

of the mating mantis. WH. Auden once

wrote, with great understanding of our

lives, that love and death are the only sub-

jects worth the attention of literature.

They are indeed the foci of Darwin's

world, a universe of struggle for survival

and continuity. But should they be con-

joined? At first sight, nothing seems more

absurd, less in keeping with any notion of

order or advantage, than the sacrifice of

life for a copulation. Should a male, in

Darwin's world, not survive to mate again?

Not necessarily, if he is destined for a

short life and unlikely to mate again in any

case, and if his "precious bodily fluids" (to

cite the immortal line from Dr.

Strangelove) will make a big difference in

nourishing the eggs fertilized by his sperm

within his erstwhile partner and current

executioner.

After all, his body is so much Darwin-

ian baggage. It cannot be passed to the

next generation; his patrimony lies, quite

literally, in the DNA of his sperm. Thus,

sexual cannibalism should be a premier

example of why we live in a Darwinian

world—a classic curiosity, even an appar-

ent absurdity, made sensible by the propo-

sition that evolution is fundamentally

about struggle among organisms for ge-

netic continuity. But how good is the evi-

dence? (And now I must warn you—since

this column may be the most convoluted I
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have ever written—that this eminently

reasonable argument for Darwinism has,

in my assessment, very little going for it at

present. Yet an alternative interpretation,

for a different reason, affirms something

even more fundamental about Darwinism

and about the nature of history itself.

Frankly, while I'm at the confessional, I

began research for this essay on the as-

sumption that such a lovely and reason-

able argument for sexual selection would

hold, and found myself quite surprised at

the paucity of evidence. I also steadfastly

refuse to avoid a subject because it is diffi-

cult. The world is not uncomplicated, and

a restriction of general writing to the clear

and uncontroversial gives a false view of

how science operates and how our world

works.)

A recent issue of the American Natu-

ralist, one of America's three leading jour-

nals of evolutionary biology, featured an

article by R.E. Buskirk, C. Frohlich, and

K.G. Ross, on "The Natural Selection of

Sexual Cannibalism"(vol. 123, 1984, pp.

612-25). They develop a mathematical

model to show that willing sacrifice of life

to an impregnated partner will be to a

male's Darwinian advantage if he can ex-

pect little subsequent success in mating

and if the food value of his body will make
a substantial difference to the successful

development and rearing of his offspring.

The model makes good sense, but nature

will match it only if we can show that such

males actively promote their own con-

sumption. If they are trying like hell to es-

cape after mating, and occasionally get

caught and eaten by a rapacious female,

then we cannot argue that sexual selection

has directly promoted this strategy of ulti-

mate sacrifice for genetic continuity.

Buskirk, Frohlich, and Ross are frank in

stating that sexual cannibalism is not only

rare in general but also much less common
than other styles of consuming close rela-

tives (as in sibling by sibling, see my col-

umn of January 1982, or mothers by off-

spring, see columns of December 1976

and September 1982). Documented ex-

amples exist only for arthropods (insects

and their kin), and only thirty species or so

have been implicated (though the phe-

nomenon may be quite common in spi-

ders). They cite three examples as best

cases.

1. The female praying mantis (Mantis

religiosa, and several related species as

well) will attack anything smaller than

itself that moves. Since males are

smaller than females in almost all in-

sects (see my column of July 1982),

and since mating requires proximity,

male mantises become a premier tar-

get. In his classic paper of 1935 (Bio-

logical Bulletin, vol. 69, pp. 203-20),

K. Roeder writes: "All accounts agree

as to the ferocity of the female, and her

tendency to capture and devour the

male at any time, whether it be during

the courtship or after copulation.

. . . The female may seize and eat the

male as she would any other insect."

A male therefore approaches mat-

ing with the punch line of that terrible

old joke about how porcupines do it:

very carefully. He creeps up slowly,

trying at all costs to keep out of the fe-

male's sight line. If the female turns in

his direction, he freezes—for mantises

ignore anything that doesn't move.

Roeder writes: "So extreme is this im-

mobility that if a male is in the act of

raising a leg when first the female is de-

tected, it will be kept poised in the air

for some time, and many curious posi-

tions may be observed." Thus, the

male continues to approach like a child

playing the street game of "red

light"—drawing near while his adver-

sary and potential mate averts her

eyes, freezing instantly when she looks

around (although the penalty for ap-

prehended motion is death, not a re-

turn to the starting line). If the male

succeeds in creeping up within spring-

ing distance, he makes a fateful leap to

the female's back. If he misses, he's

mantis fodder; if he succeeds, he

achieves the Darwinian summum bo-

num of potential representation in the

next generation. After mating, he falls

off as far away as he can and then ske-

daddles with dispatch.

So far, the story sounds little like a

tale of active male conspiracy in his

own demise—the requirement, please

remember, for an argument that males

are directly selected for sexual canni-

balism. Perhaps males are simply try-

ing their darndest to get away, but

don't always make it. The strong argu-

ment inheres in that great curiosity

mentioned at the outset of this essay:

decapitated males perform better sex-

ually than their intact brothers. Roeder

has even discovered the neurological

basis for this peculiar situation. Much
of insect behavior is "hard wired," so

unlike the flexibility of our own actions

(and a primary reason why socio-

biological models for ants work so

poorly for humans). Copulatory move-

ments are controlled by nerves in the

last abdominal ganglion (near the back

end). Since it would be inconsistent

with normal function (and unseemly as

well) for males to perform these copu-

latory motions continually, they are

(f

suppressed by inhibitory center |
cated in the subesophageal gan;,

(near the head). When a female I

her mate's head, she ingests 1
subesophageal ganglion, and not

remains to inhibit copulatory n,

ments. What remains of the male

operates as a nonstop mating mac'

It will try to mount anything—pei

for example—of even vaguely aj,

priate size or shape. Often it finds

female and succeeds in making

coming death the Darwinian antit

of what Socrates called "a sta

nothingness."

2. A hungry female black widow spi

also a formidable eating machine,

courting males must exercise gre;

cumspection. On entering a fei

web, the male taps and tweaks sor

its silk lines. If the female charges'!

male either beats a hasty retre;j

sails quickly away on his own g
mer. If the female does not res]

the male approaches slowly and

tiously, finally cutting the fei

web at several strategic points, theij

reducing her routes of escape or at
\

The male often throws several lin

silk about the female, called, inevii J

I suppose, the "bridal veil." The;

not strong, and the larger female c

surely break them, but she gene

does not, and copulation, as they li:j

say in the technical literature, "I

ensues." The male, blessed with p;1

organs for transferring sperm, iril

one palp, then, if not yet attacke

the female, the other. Hungry ferlj

may then gobble up their mates, i

pleting the double-entendre (

consummation devoutly to be wis a

The argument for direct selectin

sexual cannibalism rests upon tv, i

triguing phenomena of court ii

First, the tip of the male's palp usil

breaks off during copulation anr

mains behind in the female. Ml

thus rendered incomplete, may n

able to mate again; if so, they havb .

come Darwinian ciphers, ripe fd "i

moval. (An interesting speculii

identifies this broken tip as a "m

j

plug" selected to prevent the entj

any subsequent male's sperm,

natural post factum chastity be!

common, and of diverse construd

in the world of insects and would i

a fine subject for a future colurr

the same subject of why sexual

tion identifies our evolutionary i

as Darwinian.) Second, males shoj

less avidity and caution in serai

after the fact than they did l

proaching before. K. Ross and

I
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Smith write (Journal ofArachnology,

vol. 7, 1979, p. 71): "Males that suc-

ceeded in insemination lingered in the

vicinity of their mates or wandered lei-

surely away. This was in marked con-

trast with the initial cautious approach

and escape strategies characteristic of

males prior to insemination."

3. Females of the desert scorpion

Paruroctonus mesaensis are extremely

rapacious and will eat anything small

enough that they can detect. "Any
moving object in the proper size range

is attacked without apparent discrimi-

nation" (G.A. Polis and R.D. Farley,

Journal of Arachnology, vol. 7, 1979,

pp. 33-46). Since males are smaller

than females, they become prime tar-

gets and are consumed with avidity.

This indiscriminate rapacity presents

quite a problem for mating, which, as

usual, requires some spatial intimacy.

Males have therefore evolved an elabo-

rate courtship ritual, in part to suppress

the female's ordinary appetite.

The male initiates a series of grasp-

ing and kneading movements with his

chelicerae (minor claws), then grabs

the female's chela (major claw) with

his own and performs the celebrated

promenade a deux, a reciprocal and

symmetrical "dance," pretty as any-

thing you'll see at Arthur Murray's.

These scorpions do not inseminate fe-

males directly by inserting a penis, but

rather deposit a spermatophore (a

packet of sperm) that the female must

then place into her body. Thus, the

male leads the female in the prome-

nade until he finds an appropriate spot.

He deposits the spermatophore, usu-

ally on a stick or twig, then bats or even

stings her, disengages, and runs for his

life. If good fortune smiles, the female

will let him go and pay proper attention

to inserting his spermatophore. But, in

two cases out of more than twenty, Po-

lis and Farley found the female munch-

ing away on her mate, while his sper-

matophore remained on a nearby stick,

presumably for later ingestion through

a different aperture.

What evidence, then, do these cases

provide for selection of sexual cannibal-

ism among males? Do males, for the sake

of their genetic continuity, actively elicit

(or even passively submit to) the care and

feeding of their fertilized eggs with their

own bodies? I find little persuasive evi-

dence for such a phenomenon in these

cases, and I wonder if it exists at all—al-

though the argument would provide an ex-

cellent illustration of a curiosity that

makes little sense unless the evolutionary
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world works for reproductive success of in-

dividuals, as Darwinism argues.

The scorpion story, despite its citation

among best cases, provides no evidence at

all. As I read Polis and Farley, I note only

that males try their best to escape after

copulation and succeed in a great majority

of cases (only two failed). Indeed, their

mating behavior, both before and after,

seems designed to avoid destruction, not

to court it. Before, they turn off the fe-

male's aggressive instincts by marching

and stroking. After, they hit and run. That

a few fail and get eaten reflects the inev-

itable odds of any dangerous game that

must be played.

Black widow spiders and praying man-

tises offer more to the theory of direct se-

lection for destruction among males. The

spiders seem to be as cautious as scorpions

before, but quite lackadaisical after, mak-

ing little if any attempt to escape from the

female's web. In addition, if the mating

plug that they leave in the female debars

them from any future patrimony, then

they have fully served their Darwinian

purpose. As for mantises, the better per-

formance of a headless male might indi-

cate that sex and death have been actively

conjoined by selection. Still, in both these

cases, other observations render more

than a bit ambiguous any evidence for ac-

tive selection on males.

As a major problem for both mantises

and spiders, we have no good evidence

about the frequency of sexual cannibal-

ism. If it occurred always or even often

and if the male clearly stopped and just let

it happen, then I would be satisfied that

this reasonable phenomenon exists. But if

it occurs rarely and represents a simple

failure to escape, rather than an active of-

fering, then it is a byproduct of other phe-

nomena, not a selected trait in itself. I can

find no quantitative data on the percent-

age of eating after mating either in nature

or even in the more unsatisfactory and ar-

tificial conditions of a laboratory.

For mantises, I find no evidence for the

male's complicity in his demise. Males are

cautious beforehand and zealous to escape

thereafter. But the female is big and rapa-

cious; she makes no distinction between a

smaller mantis and any other moving

prey. As for the curious fact of better per-

formance in decapitated males, I simply

don't know. It could be a direct adaptation

for combining sex with consumption, but

other interpretations fare just as well in

our absence of evidence. Hard-wired be-

havior must be programmed in some way.

Perhaps the system of inhibition by a gan-

glion in the head and activation by one

near the tail evolved in an ancestral

lineage long before sexual cannibalism

1

1

ever arose among mantises. Perhaps is

already in place when female man
evolved their indiscriminate rapacit

would then be co-opted, not activel;

lected, for its useful role in sexual c;

balism. After all, it works for females

although their behavior serves no kr

evolutionary function. Decapitate

male mantis and you also unleash sd

behavior, including egg laying. If yo

gue that the system must have beei

tively evolved because the female ten

eat first just that portion of the male

unleashes sexuality, I reply with a bit<

ology at its most basic: heads are in

and females encounter them first ai

male approaches.

The black widow story is also s'

Males may not try to escape after m;

but is this an active adaptation for

sumption or an automatic response t|

real adaptation—breaking of the si

organ and deposition of a mating pll

the female (for such an injury

weaken the male and explain his si

quent lassitude)? Also, male black wi|

are tiny compared with their mates

2 percent or so of the female's weight

such a small meal make enough of

ference? Finally, and most import:

how often does the female partake o|

available meal? If she always ate t

hausted male after mating, I wou
more persuaded. But some studies

cate that sexual cannibalism may be;

even though clearly available as an

for females. Curiously, several articlj

port that males often stay on the fei

web until they die, often for two we>

more, and that females leave them

Ross and Smith, for example, noticei

one case of sexual cannibalism and

"Only one male of those we obser

succeed in inseminating a femal

eaten by its mate immediately afte

ing. However, several were later

dead in their mates' webs."

Why then, in this disturbing abse

evidence (few cases in general, d<

common occurrence of the conditio:

should favor such a strategy, and a

ous evidence in the few supposedly]

cases), does our literature abound

comments on the obvious evolutil

good sense of sexual cannibalism?

ample: "Under some conditions sell

should favor the consumption of mal
their mates. His probability of beinB
nibalized should be directly proponj

to the male's future expectation M
production." Or, "Successful malesm
best serve their biological interests bfl

senting themselves to their matesj
post-nuptial meal."

In this hiatus between reasonabl

1
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and actual evidence, we come face to face

with a common and unrecognized bias of

modern Darwinism. Darwinian theory is

fundamentally about natural selection. I

do not challenge this emphasis, but be-

lieve that we have become overzealous

about the power and range of selection by

trying to attribute every significant form

and behavior to its direct action. In this

Darwinian game, no prize is sweeter than

a successful selectionist interpretation for

phenomena that strike our intuition as

senseless. How could a male become a

blood meal after mating if selection rules

our world? Because, in certain situations,

he increases his own reproductive success

thereby, our devoted selectionist responds.

But another overarching, yet often for-

gotten, evolutionary principle usually in-

tervenes and prevents any optimal match

between organism and immediate envi-

ronment—the curious, tortuous, con-

straining pathways of history. And Dar-

win himself understood this complexity so

very well. Organisms are not putty before

a molding environment or billiard balls be-

fore the pool cue of natural selection.

Their inherited forms and behaviors con-

strain and push back; they cannot be

quickly transformed to new optimality ev-

ery time the environment changes.

Every adaptive change brings scores of

consequences in its wake, some luckily co-

opted for later advantage, others not.

Some large families evolve indiscriminate

rapacity for their own reasons, and some

males suffer the consequences despite

their own evolutionary race to escape (that

a few are eaten after mating does not indi-

cate active selection for consumption).

Designs evolved for one reason (or no rea-

son) have other consequences, some fortu-

itously useful. Male mantises can become

headless wonders; male black widows re-

main on the female's web. Both behaviors

may be useful, but we have no evidence

that either arose by active selection for

male sacrifice. Sexual cannibalism with

active male complicity should be favored

in many groups (for the conditions of lim-

ited opportunity after mating and useful

fodder are often met), but it has evolved

rarely, if ever. Ask why we don't see it

where it should occur; don't simply marvel

about the wisdom of selection in a few pos-

sible cases. History often precludes useful

opportunity; you cannot always get there

from here. Females may not be suffi-

ciently rapacious or they may be smaller

than males or so limited in behavioral flex-

ibility that they cannot evolve a system to

turn off a general inhibition against canni-

balism only after mating and only toward

a male.

Our world is not an optimal place, fine

tuned by omnipotent forces of selection,

is a quirky mass of imperfections, workir

well enough (often admirably); a jur

rigged set of adaptations built of curiot

parts made available by past histories

different contexts. Darwin, who was

keen student of history, not just a devoti

of selection, understood this principle

the primary proof of evolution itself (:

essays of November and Deceml

1978). A world optimally adapted toci

rent environments is a world without

tory, and a world without history mij

have been created as we find it. Hisi

matters; it confounds perfection

proves that current life transformed

own past. In his famous disquisition on

ages of man—"All the world's a stage"

Jaques, in As You Like It, speaks of "tr

strange eventful history." Respect tl

past and inform the present.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, get.

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harva,^

University.
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An award-winning artist creates his first-ever collectorplates

The Sporting Year,PORCELAIN PLATE COLLECTIC

by Ken Michaelsen
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Limited First Edition.

Available by subscription only.

Advance Subscription Deadline:

September 30, 1984.

; • of the secrets the successful sportsman

. irtist . . . collector . . . share is a keen

I — for color, form and detail. The art of

C Michaelsen is rich in these qualities.

K ch is why it is so true to life. And why it

S > genuinely admired and sought after,

II >ver the world.

ichaelsen's special genius for capturing

essence of nature has made him a win-

lf of America's Duck Stamp award, the

r t coveted single award in the world of

it ling art and the only artistic com-

Itlon regularly sponsored by the U.S.

j emment. And now he is about to make

ljJebut in a traditional medium that has

0; found favor with sportsmen and all

tf. appreciate the beauty of the coun-

r de: the classic porcelain plate.

ichaelsen's new work, 'The Sporting

R Porcelain Plate Collection,' consists of

superb collector's plates. Each bears

U original work of art created exclusively

Ijhis collection. Each features a different

:ies of wildfowl ... in a different setting

i a different month of the sporting year.

S nher, they form a collection of unusual

ness. For they combine the excitement

)lioments etched in the memory of every

)j loorsman with the beauty of the land-

b e's ever-changing pageant.

Each distinctive portrayal

a masterpiece of realism

Every plate in this outstanding collection

reveals the skill that has established Mi-

chaelsen as a master of wildlife art.

For quality of color, observe the rich-

toned plumage of the Ring-necked Pheas-

ant, vibrant against the snow in the plate

for February.

For perfection ofform, see the graceful

Canvasbacks, swooping down to the cool

green haven of the reeded lake.

Vot intricate, authentic detail, look close-

ly at the underside of the Green Winged Teal

— each feather meticulously defined—as

the bird powers into the sky at the black

Labrador's approach.

And for the thrilling spirit of action,

consider November's plate — The Ruffed

Grouse. Disturbed by the Setter, the birds

seem to have hurtled into the air, to begin

their streaking, low-level flight. The 'just-as-

it-happened' feeling is superbly captured.

And the composition —placing the action

on a 'stage' bounded by a stone fence in the

foreground and the reddish-gold foliage of

the trees behind— is yet another demonstra-

tion of Michaelsen's abundant artistic talent.

Crafted to the highest standards,

hand-decorated with gold

More than two years of planning and prepa-

ration by Franklin Porcelain have gone into

the creation of these collector plates. To

provide full scope for Michaelsen's finely

detailed portrayals, the size of plate will be

large — 9 inches in diameter. The porcelain

itself will be of the finest whitest quality—

bringing out the lovely, natural colors, the

nuances of tone, line and shade that make
Ken Michaelsen's wildlife art so distinctive.

And the sense of richness and quality will be

further enhanced by the application, by

hand, of a border in pure 24 karat gold.

Limited First Edition — handsome
and impressive for den or living room

To the outdoors person seeking a bold dec-

orative statement for a den, or the person

wishing to give an already elegant living

room a memorable yet harmonious new
accent, The Sporting Year Plates provide

an exceptional opportunity. And especially

now, when the First Edition of this unique

collection is being made available. For this

will be a limited edition and the only edi-

tion that will carry the artist's complete

signature in the backstamp. The First Edi-

tion will be limited to the exact number
of subscriptions entered by December 31,

1985- Thereafter, it will never be made
available again.

The issue price for each imported plate is

$55, payable in two monthly installments.

An informative reference folder will be sent

with each plate and a Certificate of Authen-

ticity will be included with the collection.

Four rewarding pleasures

in one richly decorative collection

You may find "The Sporting Year Porcelain

Plate Collection' most fascinating as sport-

ing or wildlife art. Or as landscape art,

capturing the changing glories of the coun-

tryside throughout the year. Or as fine

porcelain for connoisseurs. Or simply as

supreme decorative art, whatever part of

the home is chosen for its setting. The col-

lection, truly, is all of these four things.

Which is why it represents such an excep-

tional artistic achievement. A collection that

in years to come will surely be viewed as a

classic. You now have the opportunity to

acquire it for your home. But please note:

the application form below is valid only

until September 30, 1984.

© 1984 FP

I ADVANCE SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION
I

I

The Sporting Year

Vaild only if postmarked by

!

September 30, 1984.

Limit: One collection per person.

I

I Franklin Porcelain

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription to the limited

I First Edition of The Sporting Year Porcelain

Plate Collection' by the award-winning anist

I Ken Michaelsen, consisting of 12 fine por-

celain plates hand-decorated in 24 karat

gold. The plates will be sent to me at the rate

of one every other month.

1 need send no payment now. I will be

billed for each plate in two equal monthly

installments of $2~7.50' each, the first due in

advance of shipment.
'Plus my state sates tax

Signature-

Mr.

Mrs.

Miss

Address

.

ALL ORDERS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE

RLEASE RRINT CLEARLT

CitV-

State, Zip_
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Ice Age Haven for Hardwoods
Foryears, thefate ofdeciduousforests in eastern North America during

the last glaciation was a mystery. Only recently have scientists

learned how—and where—the trees squeaked through

by Hazel R. Delcourt and Paul A. Delcourt

At the peak of the last continental glaci-

ation, 18,000 years ago, eastern North

America bore little resemblance to the

landscape encountered by European set-

tlers in the seventeenth century. Today,

we tend to assume that for untold thou-

sands of years before the clearing of the

land, extensive regions of the continent

were dominated by cool-temperate, mesic

(moisture loving) deciduous trees

—

beech, sugar maple, yellow birch, tulip

tree, basswood, walnut, and certain oaks

and hickories. This assumption is justified

only to a certain degree because these

trees have not been in the northeastern

and midwestern portions of North Amer-

ica continuously.

During previous warm interglacial peri-

ods, the temperate deciduous forests were

probably distributed very much as they

are today. But during glacial times, such

as the last major period of glaciation,

which lasted from 80,000 to as recently as

10,000 years ago, climatic conditions

would have been intolerable for this kind

of hardwood forest. For decades, plant ge-

ographers were frustrated in their efforts

to discover just where populations of these

now widespread tree species might have

found refuge during glacial times. Only in

the last decade have clear answers begun

to emerge.

During peak, or full, glacial times, sea

level was approximately 330 feet lower

than it is today, and great quantities of

fresh water were locked up in extensive

continental ice sheets. Current evidence

indicates that the climatic changes that

led to the great ice sheets had an enor-

mous influence on the face of eastern

North America. The Laurentide Ice

Sheet extended southward nearly to the

confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi
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rivers, and in certain areas, tundra bor-

dered its southern edge. Boreal coniferous

forest occupied a latitudinal belt south of

the tundra from Iowa to Pennsylvania,

southward to Arkansas, northern Missis-

sippi and Alabama, and across the Caroli-

nas. Jack pine dominated in the east, and

spruce was abundant to the west across

the Great Plains. In the alluvial valley of

the Mississippi River, white spruce and

tamarack extended southward to Louisi-

ana, occupying the extensive flats of

braided streams that carried glacial melt-

water and sediment to the Gulf of Mexico.

At this time, a steep climatic gradient

ran from northern Mississippi across cen-

tral Alabama and Georgia to southern

South Carolina, separating boreal from

warm-temperate vegetation. This gradi-

ent (the Polar Frontal Zone) was steeper

18,000 years ago than it is today. Then,

the yearly patterns of atmospheric circula-

tion were usually marked by a persistent

west-east flow, rather than the seasonal

north-south shifts in the jet stream and as-

sociated air masses that characterize in-

terglacial climates. The climatic bound-

ary separating boreal from warm-temper-

ate ecosystems penetrated far into the

southeastern United States during glacial

times. South of this limit, a forest of oaks,

hickories, and southern pines occupied

much of the Gulf and southern Atlantic

coastal plains. Sand dune scrub vegetation

covered most of the central and southern

Florida peninsula, where the lowered sea

level drew down the local water table by at

least sixty-five feet.

Because of the extensive climatic

changes and because few areas between

the Appalachians and the Atlantic had

soils rich enough to support mesic hard-

wood communities, habitats available for

colonization by cool-temperate hard

species were without question ver

stricted during the last glacial maxii|

Biogeographer and paleoecologist

ward S. Deevey theorized as early as

that these plant species must have

displaced far south of their present raj

into southern Florida and even Mj|

Evidence to support this view was

and controversial, however, for at

time, few full glacial sites had been i<|

fied in the region south of the glacial

gin in eastern North America.

A more conservative view was he!

the prominent forest ecologist E
Braun, who argued that the presenj

forests of the Cumberland Mountal

eastern Kentucky, as well as certain

wood forests of the southern Appala

Mountains, represent relicts of plant

munities established there at least twl

four million years ago, during the Tei

period. This belief was based upon tl|

occurrence in these areas today (an

assumed co-occurrence in the past) ol

sic hardwood trees with numerous si

of forest-understory shrubs and

ceous plants that have taxonomic

ties to fossil plants known from thejl

tiary. Many of these understory sp

are narrowly endemic, that is, found

within a restricted portion of the ranj

mesic deciduous tree species and pa

larly within the southern Appala

Mountains. How, Braun asked, could

plant species—known to have limite

persal mechanisms and competitive

ties—ever have survived if encroz

upon by boreal species? Her answe

that the endemic plants could not

survived dramatic climatic cooling

rather that they persisted within i

hardwood communities throughou
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Vegetation Patterns in Eastern North America, 1 8,000 Years Ago
Joe LeMonnier

Boreal forest

Mixed northern

conifer-

hardwood forest

Mixed mesophytic

forest

Warm-temperate oak-

hickory-pine forest

Sand-dune scrub

Coastal swamp

Theprobable distribution, based on studies offossilpollen,

ofvariousplant communities at the height ofthe last continental glaciation,

when sea level was about 330feet lower than it is today

Pleistocene epoch (2.5 million years ago to

1 2,000 years ago) of the Quaternary pe-

riod. Braun contended that there had been

no vegetational change in the unglaciated

Southeast.

Resolution of the debate between

Deevey and Braun had to wait until the

discovery of fossil sites showing just how

far plant species had been displaced dur-

ing episodes of climatic cooling in the

Pleistocene. By the 1970s paleoecologists

analyzing pollen preserved in lake sedi-

ments along the central Atlantic seaboard

had conclusively demonstrated that full

glacial forests in the Carolinas were boreal

in character, dominated by jack pine

trees. Farther south, Bill Watts, of Trinity

College in Ireland, carried out an exten-

sive search for full glacial records of

deciduous forest species on a transect

across Georgia into Florida. Among his

significant findings were several ponds in

northwestern Georgia with basal sedi-

ments containing jack pine needles; the

pollen record of these sediments was also

dominated by jack pine. The southern-

most site on the transect, Lake Annie, re-

vealed that the central Florida peninsula

was covered by sand dunes and dry,

scrubby vegetation throughout the last

glacial period.

So the question persisted: where were

the full glacial refuges for the deciduous

trees? If we concentrated on life history

characteristics of specific trees, would

that help us know where to look? Beech,

for example, is relatively slow growing,

requires rich soil, and is intolerant of

drought. Its seeds are commonly dis-

persed by small mammals and by birds

24 Natural History 9/84

such as the bluejay and, formerly, the pas-

senger pigeon. Would the beech's chances

of escaping to sites south of the ice sheet

have been greater along major flyways

such as the Mississippi Valley? Were

heavy-seeded species, such as the walnut

and the Kentucky coffee tree, dependent

on now-extinct large mammals, such as

the Pleistocene horse and mastodon, for

dispersal to refuge areas? One of the fac-

tors that define the northernmost limits of

many of today's deciduous species, such

as sugar maple, oaks, hickories, ash, and

elm, is the severity of winter tempera-

tures. During the climatic cooling that led

to the onset of glaciation, was the north-

ernmost range of these trees progressively

truncated as the mean winter position of

the Polar Frontal Zone moved farther and

farther to the south?

During the 1970s, the network of

known plant-fossil sites grew, and the

search for full glacial refuges intensified.

Our own strategy concentrated on looking

for localities with fertile soil in regions

whose ice age climates may have been

moderated by water bodies such as the

Gulf of Mexico or the Mississippi River.

In 1976, we were excavating sediments as-

sociated with the remains of a 17,000-

year-old mastodon from a river terrace

along Nonconnah Creek, within the city

limits of Memphis, Tennessee. To our

great excitement, we found abundant

twigs, needles, and cones of white spruce,

along with walnuts, hickory nuts, acorns,

hazelnuts, tulip tree fruits, and beechnuts.

Pollen from these sediments also recorded

the local presence of populations of sugar

maple, birch, elm, and ash. The Non-

connah site thus provided us with ni

data and important clues toward solv:;

the mystery of the full glacial habitatsf

these forest species.

Our explanation for the co-occurrei;

of spruce and deciduous trees at N-
connah Creek, as well as at other late {-

cial localities now known from as far soi i

as southeastern Louisiana, takes into -

count the special habitats provided bi

unique natural region. Known as e

Blufflands, this region is a belt of hy

land extending along the eastern wallf

the Mississippi River Valley from son-

em Illinois to southern Louisiana. 1e

sedimentary deposits that form the Blr-

lands are composed of thick accumu-

tions of loess—silt that was swept by w,d

from the braided stream surfaces of e

Mississippi River Valley during the le

Pleistocene and deposited eastward a a

mantle covering the uplands in a nam
zone. As this fertile, soft substrate erodl,

steep ravines formed, creating a cool i-

croclimate that has persisted into e

modern era. As a result, an unusual assn-

blage of cool-temperate plants thrives is

far south as the Tunica Hills of southe t-

em Louisiana.

We hypothesize that in the Pleistoaj,:

as today, the loess deposits would h'et

provided excellent conditions for &

growth of mesic hardwood communits.

During the last full glacial period, cd ^
glacial meltwater funneling down the ai-

vial valley would have had a cooling in- i,

ence upon adjacent uplands. Contaof ,,

the cold river water with relatively wai, aa

moist air from the Gulf of Mexico wc d

have given rise to persistent fogs along le 1

Blufflands. Frequent fogs would have s> »i

plied moisture, increased cloud cover, id .

i

provided a cooler, more humid micrcli- -

mate extending south of the Polar Fro al
"*

Zone into the Gulf Coastal Plain. Tlse ;«

factors would have allowed population

boreal tree species to expand southwd

along the alluvial valley of the Mississ pi

River, and they would have also permijid .,..,,

mesic deciduous tree species to past i

within the adjacent uplands of w

Blufflands. Similar full glacial refuges ill

deciduous trees may have occurred aligj

other major river systems of the southe

em United States. Recently, Bill Wit?

has obtained paleoecological evid«(a»

from Sheelar Lake, a small pond in nc

em Florida, that indicates that pockei

mesic deciduous forest may also havei

sisted there in deeply dissected ravines,

jacent to spring-fed sinkholes.

The importance of north-south oil}

dors for the survival of deciduous fcsl

Mti

m

can be seen clearly by comparing the u-

ation in North America with that in Ut -

;

'-v,:
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rope. Most of Europe's deciduous forest

species, known from fossil remains of Ter-

tiary age, died out during the past 2.5 mil-

lion years. The extinctions were progres-

sive, with more species being lost with

each of the approximately twenty cycles

of advance and retreat of continental gla-

ciers. During the height of each glacial pe-

riod, cold, dry air masses penetrated far

south of the continental ice sheets onto the

European continent. At such times, suit-

able refuge areas for deciduous forest

trees existed along the Mediterranean

coast, but the east-west trending moun-

tain ranges of the Alps and Pyrenees

formed a barrier to plant migration that

few species could pass.

The relative continuity of suitable habi-

tats in eastern North America would also

have been crucial to the survival of decid-

uous species in late glacial and early inter-

glacial times. It would have made possible

the rapid dispersal and establishment of

these trees as they advanced northward

with the warming climate. Unlike the on-

set of continental glaciation, which in-

volves gradual cooling over as much as

90,000 years, interglacial climatic warm-

ing is relatively rapid. It occurs within sev-

eral thousand years and dramatically af-

fects the distribution of tree species.

The last major interval of climatic

warming and deglaciation began about

16,500 years ago. As the glaciers re-

treated, vast plains of glacial drift mate-

rial—clay, sand, gravel, and boulders

—

blanketed most of the midwestern and

northeastern portions of North America.

Embedded in these newly deglaciated

landscapes were remnant ice blocks. The

lakes that formed as these ice blocks

melted have since accumulated sediment

and plant fossils, giving us a wealth of di-

rect evidence about the most recent north-

ward movements of trees. (Little concrete

information is available for southward mi-

gration of trees during times of glaciation

because each time the ice advanced, it

obliterated lakes formed by the previous

glacial retreat.)

Tree species migrate at different rates

and in different directions according to

their particular strategies for seed dis-

persal, habitat requirements, and chance

historical events. During the last full gla-

cial period, for example, jack pine was

widespread across eastern North America

and extended as far south as northwestern

Georgia and central South Carolina. This

species composed as much as 80 percent

of the forests across the region until

16,500 years ago. Then, as the climate

warmed up again, spruce and temperate

hardwood species proved to be better com-

petitors. Jack pine seedlings do not fare

well in the dense shade of hardwood trees,

Nonconnah Creek, Tennessee, 18,000 Years Ago Joe LeMonnier
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and the species died out rapidly along

southern margin of the boreal forest

gion, from Missouri to North Carolin;

Like many other boreal species, j;j

pine did migrate northward in the pat!

the retreating Laurentide Ice Sheet, 1

the movement was limited by the slowt&0
at which the ice melted. Temperate, ha., f
wood deciduous trees were never far > V
hind in the northward march, and jft

pine, an early successional species

suited to the rapidly changing clinde

conditions, was never able to establisr :-

self for more than a relatively short tim i

any one area. Today, jack pine forests j>-

vail from Minnesota to Michigan,

sandy plains of glacial outwash where )

quent fires and nutrient-poor soils elii-

nate potential competitors. They also >

cupy extensive portions of Manitoba id

central Ontario where they are beyond e

northern limit of most deciduous tree;

The migrational histories of myl
deciduous trees were unlike that of j k

pine. One of the slowest to colonize e
]

deglaciated north was the Ameriln

chestnut. The refuge areas for this spe s

during the full glacial period werejnj

southern Alabama and probably

where along the Gulf Coastal Ph
Chestnut responded slowly to clim<

change, appearing in the central App i

chian Mountains only about 5,000 ycsl

Beech, maple, andmany other decidut

trees were unable to tolerate climatic

conditions in much ofeastern North

America during the last glaciation.

Recentfossil evidence suggests that th

trees may have survived along thefogg

uplands ofthe Mississippi River Valle

while conifersflourished in the valleys
\

below. Mastodon remains have also ben

found in the area

n

d
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ago and reaching its ultimate northward

limit in northern New England as recently

as 2,000 years ago. Individuals of this spe-

cies are relatively long-lived (up to 300

years) and attain optimal growth on dry to

moist sites at middle and high elevations

of the Appalachian Mountains. Chestnut

has large heavy fruits that are dispersed

by mammals, which may explain the slow

rate of this species' postglacial migration.

(Unfortunately, after having taken nearly

1 5,000 years to reach its broadest distribu-

tion and greatest dominance, chestnut was

virtually eliminated from the eastern

deciduous forests in less than forty years.

A fungal blight was inadvertently intro-

duced to New York in 1904, and by 1940

the chestnuts were gone.)

The migrational histories of other tree

species fall between these two extremes.

By 1 2,000 years ago beech had expanded

its range broadly across the southeastern

United States, and the species subse-

quently migrated northward along and

east of the Appalachian Mountains, cross-

ing westward from New York into On-

tario about 7,000 years ago and reaching

its general northern and western limits in

Michigan and Wisconsin by 3,000 years

ago. Maple and elm moved in broad mi-

gration fronts from southwest to northeast

across the region, averaging between 650

and 800 feet per year, a speed perhaps

abetted by wind dispersal of their light,

winged fruits. Species that are now

characteristic of the northern mixed coni-

fer-hardwoods forests of the Great Lakes

region achieved their present distributions

and relative dominances only in the past

4,000 years.

Thus, the late glacial period from

16,500 to 10,000 years ago presented an

unusual set of circumstances whose

nearest precedent may have been as much
as 100,000 years earlier. Then, climatic

warming led to a major expansion in habi-

tats for mesic deciduous forest communi-

ties and thereby broke an environmental

bottleneck that had existed for tens of

thousands of years. The trees' response

was fast and decisive: the total area occu-

pied by these forests just prior to settle-

ment by Europeans 300 years ago was at

least twelve times greater than its extent

during the full glacial period, when it was

approximately 40,000 square miles. For

boreal forest species, of course, the turn of

events was less favorable. Between 16,500

and 5,000 years ago, the area of boreal co-

niferous forest diminished by two-thirds,

from about 750,000 square miles to

270,000 square miles.

The broad patterns of late Quaternary

vegetational history in eastern North

America have been established during the

past several decades. Nevertheless, cur-

rent hypotheses are built from fragiH

tary evidence and will certainly be refg

in the future. There are still many tre

cies for which full glacial refuges ar^j

known. Red pine, eastern white pine, 1

lock, and white birch, for example, all

pear in late glacial fossil records, bul

nificantly after climatic warming
begun. Questions remain as to whs
the diversity of habitats in the soutf

Appalachian Mountains was sufficiel

have provided refuges for these trees|

other, endemic plant species of the i

eastern United States, fossil evidencej

never be found to document their hi/

either because of their inherent raril

because they occur in habitats that ar^

close to lakes, bogs, or swamps, the
I

ronments that are the richest source ojj

sil pollen and other plant parts. Howl
the great promise that the unglacf

southeastern United States holds fo[

leoecologists is that new localities su|

Nonconnah Creek will continue to 1

covered, leading to important new in

and changing the way in which we|

the history of our forests.

Hazel R. Delcourt is a research assi

professor in botany at the Universi

Tennessee in Knoxville, where Pat

Delcourt is an assistant professor in

logical sciences.

Mixed hardwoodforest in the Cumberland Mountains along the Kentucky-Virginia border
Kent and Donna Dannen
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Taxonomy: What's in a Name?
For taxonomists, the answer is everything

by Charles J. Cole

Bengal tiger, bald eagle, American alli-

gator, bullfrog, blue crab, monarch but-

terfly—each name brings forth a vivid

mental image of a unique creature. Biolo-

gists recognize each as a distinct species,

and each has received a Greek or Latin

scientific name in the course of being stud-

ied and classified. Species may differ

from one another in shape, size, color,

number of legs, structure of the eyes,

mouth, integument, and in such charac-

teristics as vocalization and behavior.

Nevertheless, even for the experts, distin-

guishing between different species of

closely related organisms can be difficult.

The question of what constitutes a spe-

cies can become especially complex when

comparing population samples from dif-

ferent localities. Take the lesser earless liz-

ard, Holbrookia maculata. Those that are

found in the white gypsum sand dune hab-

itat of White Sands National Monument,

New Mexico, are very pale or nearly en-

tirely white. Their counterparts from the

adjacent desert, however, are a spotted

brown that matches their habitat. Al-

though one can distinguish the two types

at a glance, they are not considered differ-

ent species. They are similar in all charac-

teristics other than color, and intermedi-

ately colored individuals occur in areas

where the two habitats meet, indicating

that individuals from the two populations

interbreed successfully. Such populations

may be regarded as subspecies, or differ-

ent races, of one species.

Thus, for many biologists, deciding

whether two or more groups of organisms

represent the same species is settled

largely by determining whether individ-

uals from relevant populations are capa-

ble of interbreeding and producing viable,

fertile offspring. If two or more popula-

30 Natural History 9/84

tions are thought to represent a common
gene pool of individuals capable of suc-

cessful interbreeding under natural condi-

tions, they are regarded as belonging to

the same species. On the other hand, if

normal individuals from different popula-

tions are incapable of producing fertile

offspring, they are regarded as belonging

to different species.

Because natural barriers to interbreed-

ing can break down in artificial environ-

ments, breeding experiments in captivity

are generally not useful for distinguishing

one species from another unless they dem-

onstrate an inability to produce fertile off-

spring. This manner of recognizing species

is referred to as a biological species con-

cept.

But in many instances, a biological spe-

cies concept will not help in deciding

whether two or more groups of organisms

represent the same species. For example,

freshwater fish and crustaceans living in

ponds or in separate drainage systems

have a limited capacity for dispersal. Con-

sequently, there may be no useful evi-

dence bearing on whether individuals

from different populations could inter-

breed and produce fertile offspring in na-

ture. In addition, our ignorance of geo-

graphic distribution and variation of many
terrestrial organisms is so great that often

we do not know whether distinct popula-

tions are in fact interbreeding or capable

of it. In such cases, taxonomists often

work with what they call a morphological

species concept, that is, they judge the

specific status of populations on the basis

of similarities and differences in various

characteristics, sometimes comparing

these patterns with those of related species

for which more direct knowledge of inter-

breeding is available. A morphological

species concept is usually necessary :<

classify organisms that reproduce asu-

ally (females producing unfertilized e;s

that hatch out more females) and for foil
-:

organisms (since observations of breeof

are impossible).

Once a specialist recognizes a prH

ously unknown species, a formal descp

tion is prepared for publication in the t»b- ;:::

nical literature. Physical appearancis

described in considerable detail, and i-

croscopic structures—including the nul

ber and morphology of chromosomes a

typical cell—may also be noted. Tits
it

that are unique to the species, such asie

mating call of a male frog (to which tb e-

male selectively responds in choosing s

mate), are also detailed when known In

addition, the author assigns to the spees

a Latin or Greek scientific name, 'is

name forever remains the official appa-

tion of the species, recognized internal n-

ally, unless and until new knowlqe

about the species and its relatives reqiss

a change. Such new knowledge may re

not only in a change of name but also

reconsideration of the question of whe a

certain populations should even be re g-

nized as separate species.

In some instances, such as that of

false hook-nosed snake, a species

have a tangled taxonomic history. ^

snakes possess two copulatory organs

on each side), called hemipenes. Thes

inside the base of the tail and em
through the cloacal opening for insei

into the female's cloaca during mai

fertilization of the eggs is inteiii

Hemipenes come in various sizes id

shapes (some are single, some are forkl).

and they are usually ornamented \A

such anatomical structures as rics,

grooves, pockets, and curved splx
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Within a given species, hemipenes are

generally similar from individual to indi-

vidual, but different species of snakes of-

ten have quite distinctive copulatory or-

gans. Herpetologists, accordingly, often

assign the anatomy of hemipenes an im-

portant role in recognizing and describing

species of snakes.

The false hook-nosed snake, Pseudo-

ficimiafrontalis, is a small, rare, harmless

Mexican species that Edward D. Cope, a

famous American naturalist, described

and named in 1864. In 1942, a second spe-

cies of the genus was named, P. pulcher-

rima. The second species was similar to P.

frontalis, but it had distinctively different

hemipenes. For this reason, nobody

doubted that these two forms of snakes

represented different species. Recently,

however, Laurence M. Hardy, a her-

petologist at Louisiana State University in

Shreveport, conducted a detailed revision-

ary study of the relationships of these two

snake species. In examining the older

specimens and new ones that had been col-

lected and preserved since the original de-

scriptions were published, Hardy discov-

ered that specimens of the two species

could be distinguished only by the anat-

omy of their hemipenes. But when he

carefully dissected a series of specimens,

he found, much to his surprise, that

whereas all specimens with large hemi-

penes had testes, all those with small

hemipenes lacked them and instead had

ovaries and oviducts. The adult females of

Pseudoficimia were exceptional in pos-

sessing hemipenes, but they were indeed

females. Besides the intriguing questions

in developmental biology and sex deter-

r

mination raised by Hardy's discove

name change was necessitated bee

these two forms of snakes just repre

the opposite sexes of one species. Fo

ing the International Code of Zoolo,
:P

Nomenclature, Hardy concluded tha

proper name to be applied to both tyji '

;

P. frontalis, because that was the

name published for them. The
P. pulcherrima is no longer used.

Another victim of taxonomic revn

ism is the gray tree frog, Hyla versic^ '

distributed widely in the eastern Ua
States and Canada (where one migr

pect wildlife to have been well sorteOi

by zoologists long ago). John Le Confde

scribed and named it in 1 825. The oriiu

specimen on which the name was li

has since been lost, and Le Conte di

specify the locality where the frogra

:'

-

Come to Canada!
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id, but subsequent workers suggested

t his specimen came from the vicinity

view York City.

n 1 880, Edward D. Cope named a new

species of another tree frog, Hyla

toralis chrysoscelis, based on a speci-

i collected near Dallas, Texas. Cope

agnized that this specimen differed

n H. femoralis, the other pine woods

: frogs of the southeastern United

tes, and concluded that it represented

undescribed subspecies. Subsequent

:archers reexamined Cope's specimen

i realized that it did not represent a

an subspecies of Hylafemoralis, after

Instead, it was indistinguishable from

H. versicolor described earlier by Le

ite: Cope was found to have erred by

ing to compare his specimen properly

h others of that species. Consequently,

the specific name H. versicolor was ap-

plied to all gray tree frogs, from Canada to

Texas.

That did not settle the issue, however.

Recent investigators realized that some

gray tree frogs have a mating call with a

slower trill than other gray tree frogs liv-

ing under the same conditions. Even the

human ear, if tuned to the different vo-

calizations, can distinguish the two types.

Experiments have shown that female

frogs consistently differentiate the two

calls, even though no conspicuous ana-

tomical mechanisms are known to distin-

guish individuals with the different voices.

As a rule, different kinds of frogs have dif-

ferent mating calls, particularly among
species that coexist in the same locale.

The calls function in pair-formation in

mating, and accordingly some herpetolo-

gists chose to refer to the two call types as

subspecies, called H. versicolor versicolor

and H. versicolor chrysoscelis.

More recently, zoologists have discov-

ered that typical body cells of the tree

frogs with the faster call have two sets of

chromosomes, whereas the frogs with the

slower call have twice as many chromo-

somes per cell. The genetic differences

make the two types of frogs reproduc-

tively incompatible; interbreeding results

in offspring with an intermediate number
of chromosomes per cell, making these

offspring either inviable or sterile. Since

the two types of frogs with different voices

and different chromosomes are reproduc-

tively isolated from each other (even

though they are now known to coexist at

some localities), each represents a sepa-

rately evolving gene pool. Consequently,
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they are regarded as two different species

after all

—

H. versicolor and H. chrysos-

celis—although zoologists continue to

find identification of individual specimens

extremely difficult.

In recent years, as scientists have

learned to distinguish between the two

types of gray tree frogs, a large number of

publications have used these two names in

referring to them. Gradually we have

learned that there is extensive overlap in

their geographic distribution. We now

know that both kinds occur together in the

western part of their combined range

(Texas) and in the eastern part (for exam-

ple, southern New Jersey). In addition,

newer techniques have been found for

distinguishing between the species (size of

nucleus in blood cells, number of nucleoli

in cells from the cornea of the eye, size of

epidermal cells on toe pads), and some of

these techniques even work on older, espe-

cially well-preserved specimens in mu-

seum collections.

Herpetologists have just applied some

of the modern techniques to the specimen

in the Academy of Natural Sciences on

which Cope based his name, chrysoscelis,

in 1880. The data indicate that that par-

ticular frog had more than two sets of

chromosomes per cell, and therefore, the

names chrysoscelis (based on a frog from

Texas, 1880) and versicolor (apparently

Charles J Cole

Despite their dissimilar appearance,

these two earless lizards—members of
distinct localpopulations in neighboring

habitats—belong to the same species,

Holbrookia maculata.

Charles J. Cole

based on a frog from New York, 1825)

were probably given to the same type of

frog. By strict application of the Interna-

tional Code of Zoological Nomenclature,

the name chrysoscelis would now be con-

sidered a synonym ofHyla versicolor, and

a different name would have to be applied

to the other species (the faster-calling frog

with two sets of chromosomes per cell).

However, so much has been published in

the last two decades using the names

chrysoscelis and versicolor in a consistent

and unambiguous fashion that an appeal

has been made to the International Com-
mission on Zoological Nomenclature to

conserve both names as they are currently

used, to provide nomenclatural stability

and avoid future confusion.

Zoologists need an internationally ac-

cepted system such as the International

Code of Zoological Nomenclature in or-

der to communicate effectively with one

another about the organisms they study.

The Code assures that only one name is

being used at any time for each known

species and serves to maintain the stability

of the name used—that is, names cannot

be changed on a whim.

Changing the name of an organism can

sometimes have a negative impact, even

though the change usually represents a re-

finement of scientific knowledge. To ama-

teur naturalists, birders, and other nature

enthusiasts, a change of nomenclature

may be an annoyance; occasionally they

may have to learn new names or revise

their life list. But the implications can be

far more serious for experimental biolo-

gists, who may be investigating phenom-

ena of medical, agricultural, or economic

importance. One such case involved the

leopard frog, Rana pipiens, long recog-

nized as a widespread species in Canada,

the continental United States, Mexico,

and Central America. For decades, the

leopard frog has been used as an experi-

mental animal for investigations in such

fields as anatomy, embryology, genetics,

and physiology. Gradually, herpetologists

have come to realize that what previously

was regarded as one species actually in-

cluded at least six species of frogs in the

United States and probably several more

in Mexico and Central America. Physiolo-

gists working with "/?. pipiens" from Ari-

zona may well get different results from

those using "R. pipiens" from Georgia,

because their studies are in fact based on

different species. In looking at the earlier

experimental literature on R. pipiens, it is

not always possible to know from which

species the data were actually derived, for

the reports of experimentalists often do

not provide data on the source of speci-

mens, and experimental specimens are not

Richard G Zweifel

Spots do not a species make. Wrights'

leopardfrog, above, is a member of Raj'

chiricahuensis. The look-alike, below, H

belongs to R. utricularia.

Charles J. Cole

usually retained in researchers' sciem

collections. Consequently, much of Is

v_

iisl

published work on R. pipiens may not s-

tually apply to that species, and will h;e

to be repeated to verify whether or no t

does.

The correct identification of specims U
used in medical research or for econoic

purposes is of utmost importance beca t

significant characteristics of one spe<s

may not be the same in very closely >

lated species or in other species that ny

appear similar. Thus, some scientists e

particularly careful in tracking the cont

scientific names of animals, plants, id

microorganisms that are known to bvt

are potentially useful for developing m
drugs or improving agricultural produi.

Care is also taken to track the namenf

species that are in danger of becoming t

tinct. As these organisms become be
1

*

known to science through modern >

search, and as new species are found, >

casional name changes will continue t<*

necessary. This is one of the costs of oui v

creasing knowledge of biological >

sources. Meantime, the first and ol<>t I

species names will prevail.

Charles J. Cole is a curator in the Dep t-

ment of Herpetology at the Ameri'i
j

Museum of Natural History.
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The Petrified Brain
The evolving human brain left its

imprint on thefossil record

by Dean Falk

I picked through a dusty box marked

"unidentified monkey cranial remains"

and withdrew a fossil that seemed out of

place. It was too big to have belonged to a

monkey, but its form definitely suggested

primate. What I was holding turned out to

be part of a natural endocast, or endocra-

nial cast, molded inside the braincase of

an early hominid (a humanlike creature).

That discovery, some six years ago,

marked my initiation into paleoneurology,

the study of the fossil record of human
brain evolution. The dusty box, from the

This is the sixth in a series ofarticles on

the origin and evolution ofthe human
species, presented in conjunction with the

special exhibition "Ancestors:

Four Million Years ofHumanity,

"

at the American Museum
through September 9.

Transvaal Museum in Pretoria, South Af-

rica, had furnished the first of several sur-

prises that were in store for me.

The endocast I came across now rests in

the Transvaal Museum's hominid vault,

which contains remains of early human
ancestors and their close relatives. It joins

five similar specimens, all from early hom-

inids called australopithecines. Although

endocasts may be prepared artificially by

building layers of latex inside a braincase,

natural endocasts are rare. Because of pro-

pitious geological conditions, South Af-

rica has yielded quite a few of them from a

variety of mammals. The seven known

hominid endocasts (including one at the

University of Witwatersrand in Johannes-

burg) resulted when australopithecine

skulls filled up with fine, lime-rich sedi-

ments that then became fossilized. Each

preserves in unusual detail the external

36 Natural History 9/84

brain convolutions and blood vessels that

left their imprint inside the cranium.

South African australopithecines lived

approximately 2.5 to 3 million years ago.

Scientists have identified two species, one

large (robust) and one small (gracile).

Both were bipedal, but their precise rela-

tionship to each other and to modern

humans has been debated for decades.

Since the outside portion of the brain,

known as the cerebral cortex, is responsi-

ble for higher thought processes, I believe

that the evidence from endocasts should

be given special weight in assessing the

evolutionary relationships of hominids.

What, then, has happened to the homi-

nid brain during the past 3 million years?

The most obvious trend, documented by

Ralph Holloway of Columbia University,

Behind the Taung baby'sface of
fossilized bone is a limestone cast that

formed naturally inside the cranium, now
missing. The endocastpreserves the

shape ofthis australopithecine's brain.

is that brain size has more than trip 1.1

The volume of the braincase, or cranial i|

pacity, is traditionally used as an appri-j

mation of brain size, although vessels,
i-J

ids, and membranes that cover the bi ni

occupy the braincase along with brain A
sue. There are two common method:J
determining cranial capacity. One is tell

the braincase with lead shot or seed, a
amount of which can then be measu:ij

Alternatively, an endocast may be J
mersed in water, and the amount of w;J
that it displaces can be measuil

Holloway estimates that the average a-|

nial capacity of the South African gralei

australopithecines was 440 cc (cubic <ih

timeters), less than a third of the 1,3 H

1 ,400 cc average for modern humans '

Beginning with the earliest austroj

pithecines (which were probably ltj

common ancestors of both humans idl

later australopithecines), the increas'in

brain size can be traced in chronologal

sequence through Homo habilis and^

erectus to the Neanderthals, a subsp>

of H. sapiens. (Interestingly, the cr;

capacity of modern humans is some
less than that of the Neanderthals, but

may simply be due to subspecific v;

tion.) The increase in brain size is di;

to interpret because we do not know

much was due to a concomitant incn

in body size. One estimate is that rela

brain size (the ratio of brain size to tl]

size) was somewhat larger in South /a

can australopithecines than in living as,

and that this feature increased sub

quently, at least through H. erectush

any case, brain size varies considerab ii

modern humans without appearing tuf

feet intelligence. For example, there :

record of an apparently normal huai

adult with a cranial capacity of 790 .

Investigations of change in the acia

. ~
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for these Lands' End socks, remember:
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finest quality men s

sock we could find- the
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at Lands' End -took us all
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knitting mills in France.
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this country, this little mill
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most comfortable socks we
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value even with a price tag
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To be a little more
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,
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organization of the brain are more infor-

mative (but more controversial) than stud-

ies of brain size. Endocasts, although they

only reveal major, external features of the

brain, provide the only direct evidence of

the evolution of brain organization. Since

a basic assumption underlying studies of

human evolution is that hominid stock

split off from apelike stock, one assesses a

fossil hominid by comparing it with both

apes and humans. In the case of a fossil

hominid endocast, one asks if it resembles

an ape brain, a human brain, or something

in between. In 1978, when I first stepped

into the hominid vault at the Transvaal

Museum, I expected the australopithe-

cine natural endocasts to appear like min-

iature replicas of human brains because

that had been the prevalent view in the sci-

entific literature since 1925. I was in for

my second surprise.

The best known hominid endocast is

from the type specimen for Australo-

pithecus africanus, known as the Taung

baby. (This fossil, usually housed at the

University of Witwatersrand, is on view at

the "Ancestors" exhibition at the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History.) In

1 979, Leonard Radinsky of the University

of Chicago suggested that the visual area

reproduced on the Taung endocast might

be apelike in its organization, rather than

humanlike as previously believed. My
analysis of the seven known australopithe-

cine endocasts shows Radinsky's hunch

was right: all of the convolutions that they

preserve were apelike. Does the observa-

tion that South African australopithecine

endocasts resemble ape brains in both size

and external form mean that these crea-

tures were fundamentally apelike in their

thinking? No. Australopithecines were bi-

pedal and may have had tools and other

attributes of culture. Some evolutionary

changes had probably occurred in the

brain that were not yet evident in the gross

organization of its outermost portion.

At what point in the fossil record does a

humanlike cerebral cortex first appear?

To explore this question, Simon Kasinga,

of the National Museums of Kenya in

Nairobi, and I made artificial endocasts

of the museum's fossil hominid skulls.

These hominids, from the Koobi Fora re-

gion of Kenya, lived between 1 and 2 mil-

lion years ago, more recently than the

South African australopithecines. I hoped

to find a humanlike endocast or one that

was transitional in morphology. Although

the artificial endocasts did not reproduce

as much detail as did the smaller, natural

endocasts from South Africa, two of the

specimens revealed information about

brain organization in the frontal lobe, the

part of the cortex that is best for distin-
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Gracile australopithecine specimens at the TransvaalMuseum include

(clockwise,from upper right) aface with afossilized cast ofthe brain and

casts ofafrontal lobe and an occipital region. A robust australopithecine 's right

brain hemisphere is at upper left.

m
in
!.-s
M

guishing an ape brain from a human brain.

Ape brains may be identified by a par-

ticular groove, known as the fronto-orbital

sulcus, that courses from the side of the

frontal lobe to its lower surface. In place of

this feature, human brains display a par-

ticular pattern of convolutions. (The in-

creased number of convolutions of the hu-

man brain is a means to accommodate a

greater surface area in a compact vol-

ume.) What is epecially relevant is that a

portion of the lower frontal lobe on the left

side of the human brain, known as Broca's

area, controls speech.

An endocast from the Kenya National

Museums, a Homo habilis specimen

known as ER 1470, reproduces a human-

like frontal lobe, including what appears

to be Broca's area. As suggested by Phillip

Tobias of the University of Witwaters-

rand, this means that ER 1470 was proba-

bly capable of some form of speech. The

average cranial capacity of H. habilis is

larger than that of an australopithecine,

and ER 1470's capacity has been esti-

mated at more than 750 cc. Back in 1948,

British anthropologist Arthur Keith theo-

:::;;[

rized that a "cerebral Rubicon" sepa

apes and australopithecines from Hm
According to this view, a critical braii'ol

ume of 700-800 cc is necessary to aaii

the complex thinking associated witlbe*

ing human. Although the notion of a <re

bral Rubicon no longer receives ijjch

support, ER 1470 suggests that I.itk

may have been right after all. Inun)

event, this endocast, dated at appffl

mately 2 million years ago, representtbj <i

oldest humanlike brain discovered iitkf-;,

fossil record so far.

I received my latest surprise at thecal

tional Museums of Kenya. My notioi»a|

that hominids with apelike brains evivd

into hominids with humanlike brainsp

neat, orderly progression. I was not>?n J

pared for a hominid endocast with an pe

like morphology dated half a millionp
more recently than ER 1470. The surds

.

was ER 1 805, 1 .5 million years old, v o»

endocast reproduced an apelike frMa

lobe complete with fronto-orbital sul M

both sides. We do not know whetheithi
;,

specimen was a species of Australopk

cus or Homo, although my guess wou 1 h i

•if



former. Richard Leakey of the Na-

nal Museums of Kenya and Alan

ilker of The Johns Hopkins University

wed some time ago that Australo-

hecus and Homo coexisted in East Af-

a. However, I had not thought that

se hominids would differ so radically in

:ir external brain morphology.

Because of a serendipitous rummage

ough a box of unidentified monkey fos-

, my beliefs about human brain evolu-

,i are completely different from what

y were six years ago. I no longer accept

view (still held by Ralph Holloway)

it the brains of South African australo-

hecines were "reorganized" along hu-

n lines some 2.5 to 3 million years ago.

tead, judging from their outward ap-

irance, australopithecine brains seem

lave been apelike, and as the East Afri-

1 ER 1 805 specimen demonstrates, this

ture persisted for a long time. The old-

known humanlike endocast (from ER
70) does not occur in the fossil record

:il 2 million years ago, and then it is in

. genus Homo.

The literature is rich with speculation

jut which aspects of intelligence were

portant in hominid evolution, and how

ural selection may have increased the

i and complexity of the brain. Various

lis, including hunting, tool production,

rfare, and language, have been advo-

: ed at one time or another as responsible
: human brain evolution. Apes occasion-

: i do all but one of these activities. They

inetimes hunt, make tools, and fight,

: ; they never engage in spoken language

3>ve know it. (Even the few experimental

ttgning" apes, after years of schooling in

Hi language, choose to use their new

ijlls to convey ideas such as "Me eat,

bnk more," instead of, as one disap-

Bnted scientist put it, answering the

B;stion "Hey, what's it like to be a chim-

Li izee?") If we wish to identify one prime

liver of human brain evolution, the

plocast from ER 1470 (Homo habilis),

B: h its humanlike frontal lobes that con-

t<\ what appears to be Broca's speech

i a in the left hemisphere, confirms what

l uggested by comparing the behavior of

Hi:s and humans: it is language. Human
dhnology and social achievements re-

Li: red conscious thought, which is, and

i:ibably was, dependent on language. In

H er words, until they acquired language,

ijK early ancestors may not have been

irtfiy human.

'man Falk is an associate professor in the

itoartment of Anatomy and the Carib-

tfll/l Primate Research Center, Univer-

w> of Puerto Rico School of Medicine,

4 n Juan.
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Alaska Wildlife Adventure.

June 28-July 15, 1985.

Majestic Glacier Bay. Awesome Mount
Denali (McKinley). Tundras, flower-

filled meadows, icebergs, craggy peaks,

volcanos. You owe yourselfthe sight of

America's great wilderness. Juneau.

Katmai National Park. The Chugach
Mountains. Nanana River. Optional

excursions to Pribilof Islands. See

humpback and killer whales, mountain

goats, caribou, moose, grizzly and
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Archeology Tour to

Mexico.
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your escape from winter.
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on the Sea Cloud.
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trip to Machu Picchu.

$2,985. to $3,785. per

person?
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,
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Aegean and Black Sea

Odyssey.

Sept 18 -Oct 4, 1985.

The edge ofAsia, the heart

of Europe. Your ship sails

through the Aegean waters,

and then on the most
romantic passage of all: the

Sea ofMamara', the

Bosporus and the Black

Sea. Athens. Istanbul.

Bulgaria. Romania. The
Danube Delta. Odessa.
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$4,596. to $6,396. per

person.*

t the Nile and an

f nt Culture.

10 to March 2,
(

9 ofthe Nile that few travelers

/e. The wonders ofan ancient

ation, plus the natural history and
aphy that influ-

1 these extraor-

f cultures. London,
special visit to the

h Museum. Cairo,

len a 600-mile

: to antiquity on the

irn Nik Star.

2 to $4,862 per

n (includes airfare

on-Cairo-London)*

China: the Ancient Silk Route.

May 23-June 14, 1985.

Art and Archeology Tour
to Tibet and China.

June 14-July 12, 1985.

Two splendid trips deep into the inte-

rior ofChina. Travel the ancient Silk

Routes from Shanghai to Urumqi,
Turfan, Linyan, Dunhuang, Lanzhon.

Also Sian, Beijing and Toloyo. In Tibet,

see Lhasa and Shigatse as well as Xian,

Guilin, Chendu.
Silk Route: $3,490. per person*

Tibet: $6,396. per person*

Borneo and the Spice

Islands.

Feb. 23-March 15, 1985.

An East Indies Odyssey
(including Borneo, the

Spice Islands, Singapore,

Java, Bangkok and Bali)

.

Enjoy a luxury cruise

through coral atolls, vol-

canic islands, and rugged

jungle coasts. Visit Dayak
longhouses, home to

recent headhunters, lush

game parks with orangu-

tans, rare birds and flora.

$5,696. to $7,396. per

person.*

Papua New Guinea
Adventure.

Sept 4-30, 1985.

Some of the worlds most
exotic cultures and
animals, on an island over-

looked for centuries. See
spectacular mountain
ranges and coral atolls.

Meet Mud Men. Enjoy
sing-sings. You'll visit four

distinct regions: the south-

west Highlands, Sepik

River and Outer Islands. A
Museum ornithologist (our

resident expert on birds of

paradise) will point out the

most beautiful birds you've

ever seen.

$5,440. per person*

ast Africa Safaris.
)a ug.25-Septl8'

J

ept 26-Oct. 20, 1985.
" wanda, Kenya and
(i anzania. The best game
arks, plus Mount
arisimbi with its moun-
dn gorillas. A Museum
rnithologist points out

jectacular African birds;

, i African guide shows you
tf'onderful other animals.
1

,'gorongoro Crater,

erengeti National Park,

•lduvai Gorge, Aberdare
. lountains, Visoke, Lake
waringo, Masai Mara
lame Reserve.

4,398. per person*

1985 EXPEDITIONS

Archeology Tour to Mexico Jan. 7 to 30, 1985

Borneo and the Spice Islands By Sea

Feb. 23 to March 15

D Egypt, the Nile and Ancient Culture

Feb. 10 to March 2

Anthropology Tour to Morocco
March 29 to April 13

Adriatic and Aegean Adventure May 12 to 28

China: the Ancient Silk Road May 23 to

June 14

Name

Address

Art and Archeology Tour to Tibet and

ChinaJunel4to|ulyl2

Alaska Wildlife Adventure June 28 to July 15

Galapagos Islands Cruise July 22 to Aug. 2

D Aegean and Back Sea Odyssey

Sept 18 to Oct 4

Papua New Guinea Adventure Sept 4 to 30

D E. African Safaris August 25 to Sept 18 &
Sept 26 to Oct 20

Caribbean Christmas on the&a Cloud

Dec. 22 to Ian. 5

American
Museum of
Natural
History

DiscoveryTours

City

ABC
State Zip

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York. New York 10024

(212) 873-1440



A common carp (left) and a mirror carp

(right) share the waters ofa laboratory

environment with a perch. Perhaps

because oftheir relatively large scales,

carp and similarfish are called rough

fish or coarsefish by manyfreshwater

fishermen andfisheries managers.

G.I. Bernard, Animals Animals/OSF
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America's Carp
Nineteenth-century congressmen vied with one another

to distribute live carp to their constituents.

Today, like it or not, this fish is here to stay

by Peter B. Moyle

The common carp, my father once

wrote, "is a superanimal that, like man,
can dominate its habitat." A botanist

turned fisheries biologist, my father also

recognized the carp as a weed, one of the

many hardy immigrants that thrive in

habitats disturbed by human activities.

His respect for this fish came from years

of trying to control carp populations in or-

der to increase the numbers of game fish

and waterfowl in Minnesota lakes. His

classification of many Minnesota lakes as

"carp lakes" reflects the difficulty of this

task. Such lakes occur over much of the

temperate and subtropical world, wher-

ever northern Europeans have settled.

Carp became widespread because of

their popularity as a food fish, extreme tol-

erance of foul conditions found in early

fish transport tanks, and ease of culture in

ponds. These characteristics were discov-

ered early. Carp were first domesticated

in China, where they are native, sometime

between 800 and 300 b.c. The Romans in-

dependently discovered them about the

first century a.d., presumably obtaining

their stock from the Danube River, the

western limits of the carp's native range.

During the Middle Ages, they were slowly

spread throughout Europe, mainly to pro-

vide fish for monastery ponds and feasts

for monks on meatless diets. By the

sixteenth century, treatises were being

written on carp culture in northern Eu-

rope, and escapees from ponds were

present almost everywhere on the conti-

nent. By this time, carp had become a sta-

ple in European diets and were much
sought after. In 1653, Isaac Walton wrote

in his Compleat Angler, "The Carp is the

Queen of Rivers, a stately, a good, and

very subtil fish that was not at first bred,

nor hath been long in England, but is now
naturalized."

Not surprisingly, carp were brought to

North America by immigrating Europe-

ans as soon as passage by ship was fast

enough to permit it. They were success-

fully cultured in New York in the 1830s,

but their wholesale spread did not begin

until 1872, when Julius Poppe, a farmer

turned entrepreneur, managed to trans-

port five six-inch carp from Reinfeldt,

Germany, to northern California. They
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Koi, an ornamental species ofcarp, is a

favorite in garden ponds, such as this

one in Oahu, Hawaii. Barbels, the

whiskerlike projections on the sides ofthe

carp's mouth, help thefish locatefood in

soft bottom muds.
Craig Aurness; West Light



The cultivation and distribution ofcarp

were at theirpeak in the early 1880s, when

thisphotograph was taken showing carp

being sorted at artificialfishponds.

National Archives 22-FFB-533

thrived in one of his ponds and reproduced

the next year. Poppe was soon promoting

and selling carp in the western United

States, Hawaii, and Central America.

Meanwhile, the U.S. Fish Commission

had decided carp were the ideal sport and

food fish for the country and imported 345

from Germany. These carp, and their

progeny, were cultured in Baltimore and

Washington, D.C., some of them in spe-

cially constructed ponds at the base of the

Washington Monument. Beginning in

1 879, congressmen vied with one another

to send the novel species to their constitu-

ents. Demand peaked in 1883, when
260,000 carp were distributed to 298 of

301 congressional districts. Much of this

task was accomplished by special railroad

cars that could handle nearly 20,000 fish

each. During this peak period, carp cul-

ture and distribution became the most im-

portant activity of the U.S. Fish Commis-
sion. The carp program ended in 1897,

partly in response to complaints about the

species and partly because the fish was al-

ready widely established. The commercial

fishery in the Illinois River, for example,

harvested more than eight million pounds

of carp in 1899.

The rapid buildup of carp populations

was due in good part to the fish's high fe-

cundity: a large female carp can produce

up to two million eggs in a season. This

feature may have been recognized by the

ancient Greeks: Aristotle called the fish

kyprinos, a reference to the goddess of

love, Aphrodite, also known as Kypris.

This name is preserved today not only in

the generic name for carp (Cyprinus) but

also in the name given to the entire family

to which carp belong, Cyprinidae.

Spawning takes place in shallow water,

on or near submerged vegetation, so the

young have a place to hide. The fry rarely

venture from cover until they are three or

four inches long, too big for most preda-

tory fish. The stout, serrated spines that

support their dorsal and anal fins provide

further protection. Despite these advan-

tages, reproductive failures are common
in carp, especially in reservoir populations

where sudden drops in water level may
strand the embryos or force the young

from protective cover. Fortunately (for

carp), such catastrophes rarely have long-

term consequences; carp can live up to fif-

teen years in the wild (forty-seven is the

record in captivity) and only have to

spawn successfully once or twice in a de-

cade to keep large populations going.

They are also good at finding new places

to live; one carp tagged on the Missouri

River moved more than 650 miles in a lit-

tle over two years.
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In Buddhist imagery, the lone carp swimming

up a waterfallmay represent the devotee

who succeeds in reaching enlightenment.

This nineteenth-century Japanese

woodblock print is by Yashima Gakutei.



. p grace La Mer, a decorativepanel by

i
ntieth-century French artist M. Cruveilhier.

Tie ability of carp to travel long dis-

hes is complemented by a capacity to

ve in an amazing array of habitats.

t largest carp populations are found in

How, warm lakes and in the sloughs

backwaters of muddy rivers, but suc-

iful populations can also be found in

ir mountain lakes, reservoirs, small

ams, farm ponds, and even the brack-

waters of estuaries. Because of their

ranee for low oxygen levels, high tem-

tures, and high turbidity, carp do par-

ilarly well in polluted or roiled waters,

wing and reproducing in environments

it are lethal to native fishes. Carp are so

icessful that Carl R. Sullivan of the

! .erican Fisheries Society has estimated

t they are the most abundant fish in the

ij.nd waters of North America.

Vlmost from the beginning, many peo-

i reacted to the carp's success with dis-

i /. The carp is a "keystone" species, one

t can significantly alter its environment

in doing so make it less suitable for

m

certain other species. Using its barbels

(the pair of sensitive "whiskers" along

each side of the mouth) and its sensitive,

flexible lips, the carp locates insects,

clams, and other preferred foods that live

in soft bottom muds. Typically, the carp

sucks up a mouthful of mud containing

the desired food, spits out the mixture so

that the particles are briefly suspended in

the water, and then sucks in the food, mi-

nus most of the mud. The food is swal-

lowed after being crushed by a strong set

of molarlike teeth located behind the gills.

This method of feeding has a number of

significant side effects, especially if carp

are present in large numbers. To begin

with, the fish uproots beds of aquatic

plants and stirs up organically rich bottom

muds; as a result a lake can become

choked by smelly, noxious blooms of blue-

green algae. Such turbid lakes are poor

habitats for preferred game fishes, such as

largemouth bass, northern pike, and yel-

low perch, which require fairly clear water

to see and capture their prey. These fishes

also depend on beds of aquatic plants to

provide cover for their young and as habi-

tat for invertebrate prey.

Certain waterfowl populations are also

affected when beds of aquatic plants are

eliminated. One is the canvasback duck, a

favorite of hunters, which feeds on wild

celery and other plants that grow in shal-

low lakes. Many waterfowl refuges, such

as Malheur Lake in Oregon and Lake

Mattaumus in North Carolina, experi-

enced dramatic comebacks of their win-

tering waterfowl populations once their

carp populations were controlled.

The environmental changes associated

with carp might have been more tolerable

if the species had gained acceptance as a

sport and food fish in North America; un-

fortunately, the initial enthusiasm for

them quickly faded. Compared with na-

tive game fishes, carp flesh was consid-

ered bland and bony, and the fish often

seemed to pick up off-flavors from con-
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Although many Americans disdain the carp as afoodfish, it has its

loyal adherents. Speckled carpfrom Idaho, below, sellfor $1.39 a

pound at Norm 's Fresh Fish and Poultry Market in Norwalk,

California. Right: A grass carp is nettedand moved during the

cleaning ofan experimentalpond at the University ofFlorida. This

species was imported in 1 963from Malaysia and Taiwan because of

its potentialfor clearing lakes, ponds, and irrigation ditches choked

by aquatic weeds.
Vince Streano

taminants in the water. Furthermore, carp

were harder to catch and clean. Soon they

became regarded as the ultimate trash

fish, to be killed and discarded in disgust if

inadvertently caught. Some states even

passed laws requiring carp and similar na-

tive fishes to be killed if caught. Spawning

migrations into small streams or shallow

water were regarded (and in many places

still are) as opportunities for mass slaugh-

ter by spear and pitchfork. At best, carp

killed in such events wound up as fertilizer

in someone's garden.

This is not to say that all Americans

have a distaste for carp. The demand for

carp by blacks, Jews, and Chinese-Ameri-

cans has long supported a substantial com-

mercial market for the species. This pref-

erence can be traced in part to traditions

brought from Europe and Asia. For some

Jewish and Chinese dishes, such as gefilte

fish and baked or steamed carp, it is im-

portant that the fish be obtained alive.

The carp's extraordinary ability to survive

long trips in crowded tanks is thus highly

advantageous. A dead carp in a fish mar-

ket is usually the cheapest fish you can

buy, but a live one can be one of the most

expensive.

Because of their abundance and low

price, carp are sometimes converted into

the anonymous fish sticks favored by fast-
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food chains, especially in the Midwest.

Thus, many Americans without ethnic

ties to carp have unknowingly eaten and

enjoyed the fish. The economic impor-

tance of this anonymity was emphasized

by George Becker in his monumental

work, Fishes of Wisconsin. He reported

that canned carp sold quite well as "lake

fish" in that state, but when the canner

was forced to label his product as canned

carp, his market disappeared. (Another

form of carp has achieved considerable

popularity in America in recent years, but

it is meant to be admired in ponds, not

eaten. This is koi, the carp originally bred

by the Japanese for their bright gold, or-

ange, white, and black color patterns.)

The distaste that most Americans have

for carp would not be understood in Eu-

rope, where the fish is much sought after

as a game fish. Its fighting ability, wari-

ness, and edibility are much praised. In

England, a catch of two or three medium-
sized carp in one day may qualify an an-

gler to have his photograph in an angling

newspaper. Occasionally, expeditions of

English anglers even come to America to

indulge in the fabulous carp fishing. Even
more important than wild-caught carp in

Europe and Asia are cultured carp. These

fish, selectively bred and dependent on

continuous cultivation by humans, are

true domestic animals. They are dip s r

bodied, scaleless, and without many o!ihi i&|

small bones that abound in their ilii o:

counterparts. Domestic carp are as hidj »ij>

as wild carp, however, and can be raise ii ;;s

extremely high densities, often in pud) %
filled with treated sewage effluent. .

The American disdain for carp is jlu sy

ally only the most conspicuous part if i ing

general disdain for nongame fishes, ex y,

cially other large members of the fail) ":::

Cyprinidae and of the closely relel
; :

sucker family (Catostomidae). Nni';-
:

freshwater fishermen and fisheries iwii
agers tend to categorize fish as dtotei

game fish, forage fish (food for gMpi]»

fish), or rough fish, also known as lis|i,-
;

-

fish or coarse fish (the terms "rough'*!) SaFij



jiiirse" may refer to the large scales on

o|f i fishes). Native rough fish are gener-

ic assumed, incorrectly, to compete with

{Jte fish. It doesn't seem to matter that

jjjng these fishes are some of the most

Jresting and ecologically important na-

i fishes, which go under such colorful

ddes as fallfish, quillback, buffalofish,

rtjpsucker, redhorse, squawfish, hard-

tjl, and splittail. Because of their size,

[jitidance, and ease of capture, such

Ms were a favored source of food for In-

Ml peoples, and settlers in new areas fol-

;

i):d the lead of the local Indian groups,

fjked, biologists first described many of

| nland fishes of California on the basis

>ecimens obtained in the fish markets

an Francisco.

As the carp flourished, however, Amer-

ican attitudes toward all rough fish deteri-

orated. In Utah and Wyoming, this culmi-

nated in an attempt to rid a 450-mile

stretch of the Colorado and Green rivers

of all nongame fish. In 1 962, the state and

federal agency biologists treated the wa-

ters with massive applications of the

piscicide rotenone. The rivers were then

restocked with the desired game fishes, in

the hopes they would flourish, especially

in the projected Flaming Gorge reservoir.

Despite this drastic measure, most of the

nongame fish populations recovered, at

least in part, following the treatment, only

to decline again as dams, diversions, and

reservoirs changed the rivers' water qual-

ity. Ironically, several of the target species

of the 1962 poisoning operation—Colo-

rado squawfish, razorback sucker, and

bonytail—are now on the federal list of en-

dangered species and are being raised in a

fish hatchery, in an effort to restock the

river. The carp is one of the few rough fish

still thriving in the Colorado River, and its

presence may be one of the many factors

keeping the native fishes from staging a

comeback.

Large-scale attempts to poison non-

game fish still occur on occasion. In 1977

and 1981, for example, a fifty-five-mile

stretch of the Feather River in California

was treated to remove suckers, hardheads,

and squawfish. In many streams, "rough

fish barriers" have been constructed to

prevent the upstream movement of unde-
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First cultivated in China between 800 and

300 B.C., the carp has longfigured in

Asian art, such as this turn-of-the-

century Japanese watercolor.

Picture Archive

-•V-!V-

Carp banners on sale at a Japanese dol\

shop will beflown on May 5, traditiona\

a day to celebrate boys but nowfor all

children. The carp, able to swim

upstream, is a symbol ofstrength.

Kenzo Ishikawa; Black Star

sirable species. The use of traps to capture

migrating suckers and carp is also com-

mon. On occasion, anglers' organizations,

supported by local fish and game depart-

ments, sponsor "fishouts," with the goal of

capturing (and killing) as many nongame

fish as possible in specific bodies of water.

The dead fish are usually hauled away and

buried, often by the truckload. Such ef-

forts rarely have even a temporary effect

on fish populations, but their popularity

testifies to the perceived need to do some-

thing about the "problem."

Curiously, despite the popular disap-

proval of nongame fish, another carp spe-

cies was introduced into the United States

in 1963, accompanied by some of the

same rhetoric that heralded the introduc-

tion of the common carp a century ago.

This new arrival is the grass carp, known

to its proponents as the white amur. It
j

imported from Malaysia and Taiwan

the U.S. Fish and Wildife Service, in]

der to evaluate its potential as a com

agent for aquatic weeds. With its v(|

cious appetite for aquatic plants

sorts, the grass carp is an alternative

herbicides and expensive median

'

means of clearing weeds that clog sc

lakes, ponds, and irrigation ditches. 1

fortunately, the fish is as large, fecu

and adaptable as the common carp,

considerable potential for destroy

aquatic plant beds that are cover for ju

nile game fish. How much damage
,

carp can do we will soon know, since I

are now widespread in the Mississi|

River drainage. Whether they are

breeding in the wild is not known,

there are large numbers of escapees.

1978, grass carp had been collected i

than 1,000 miles upstream from wb

they had been stocked, and thirty-!

states had recorded their presence.

Despite new problems, such as th

created by the grass carp, attitudes I

ward nongame fish are changing,

tempts to remove native nongame

from natural waters are becoming ml

less common than they used to be. An(f

forts are actually being made by state

and game agencies, at least occasions

to promote carp as a sport and food

Such change is probably inevitable. C
after all, thrive in waters changed!

man—reservoirs, shallow ponds, polhr

sloughs, urban lakes—where conditi

are unfavorable to populations of conj

tional game fish. Bass weighing

pounds are rare in such waters, while

weighing five pounds and more are

mon. Carp are wary and hard to c

feisty when hooked, and tasty if prop

prepared. The American angler, howe

must cultivate the quiet patience that <

fishing requires and learn the art of 1

ing a hook with a half-boiled potatj

doughball. Carp are attractive fish,

brassy sheen, large scales, long fins,

heavy, streamlined bodies have insp

Chinese and Japanese artists for

ries. We might do worse than learn \

with and enjoy the carp, as it is will alv

be with us.
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Different kinds

of computers cannow
speak to each other?

GEE!"

(No, GTE!)
In this, the computer age, there are

many, many different kinds of com-

puters. And each one has its own

coding system, speed, and various

other functions — in other words, its

own language.

So how can they communicate with

one another?

Well, now there's a highly effective,

highly cost-efficient way: through the

GTE Telenet network.

Telenet is a data communications

network that translates computer

languages into a universal one, then

restructures the message into a lan-

guage the receiving computer can

understand.

And it's just about the most econom-

ical method there is, since data from

many customers can be transmitted

over the network simultaneously.

GTE Telenet is currently serving

over 250 U.S. cities. Over 40 foreign

countries, also. So even when the

people don't understand each other,

their computers do.



or more information call 1-800-B35-3638



Maori Power
A national exhibition opens with a good omen
at New York's Metropolitan Museum ofArt

Photographs by Athol McCredie

The idea of sending an exhibition of Maori artifacts abroad arose several years

ago, at a time when the Maori were finding new status and recognition in their

native New Zealand. For the first time, the government's Secretary for Maori Af-

fairs was of Maori descent. A resurgence of interest in Maori language and cul-

ture was under way. And in the small Maori communities scattered unobtrusively

throughout the North and South islands, many of the separate and distinct Maori

groups were rebuilding their meeting houses and following Maori protocol.

The Secretary for Maori Affairs and other Maori leaders and businessmen in

Auckland and Wellington (where Maori dress, speak, and act like typical West-

ern officials and businessmen) realized that the growing sense of Maori power

meant that the plan for an exhibition would have to proceed in the "Maori way."

While the country's museums may hold and protect native artifacts, many Maori

feel strongly that final ownership of these objects is theirs.

At strategic marais (meeting sites) throughout the country, they called for a

traditional hui, or meeting, to discuss the proposal. Today these sites are politi-

cally strategic; in the past, many of them—located atop hills—were strategic sites

for warfare. At a typical meeting, an elder woman led the delegation through the

gate and onto the marai, singing a song of greeting. This, in turn, was answered by

more elder women—some with traditional tattooed chins. Then the men ex-

changed formal, often lengthy, greetings. Finally, all greeted each other in the tra-

ditional way of pressing noses and then respectfully filed into the meeting house,

removed their shoes, and sat on mats. Many sat near the ornately carved support

timbers along both sides. Each support represents a different clan or family. To-

gether they support the main roof beam, representing the community or tribe. An
individual gains stature and influence by sitting at the base of his ancestors' pole.

For all their formality, the meetings to discuss the pros and cons of lending sup-

port—and sacred artifacts—to the exhibition were neither dull nor predictable.

The art of oratory still flourishes in the Maori meeting houses. Speakers stride vig-

orously back and forth, pointing a finger at opponents and openly questioning

their methods and motives. When a point is well made, onlookers shout encour-

agement. Occasionally, at the end of an impassioned statement, a speaker's sup-

porters will join him in a chant and dance filled with defiant gestures.

For a non-Maori fortunate enough to observe such a meeting, the process some-

times seemed excruciating; but for the Maori it seemed like great, but serious,

sport. At times, the questions and arguments touched basic concerns: How would

this exhibition present Maori culture to the world? Shouldn't we control this? Is

this a Pakeha (a non-Maori New Zealander) idea? We don't want Pakeha offi-

cials speaking for "our Maoris."

After several months, the Maori secretary and his colleagues emerged—some-

what humbled—with a consensus: Yes, a great exhibition—totaling 174 ob-

jects—could go to the United States if done with respect.

"We are not dealing with an exhibition of inanimate objects," wrote Sidney

Moko Mead, a professor at the University of Auckland and a Maori. The pieces

Nearly ninefeet high, the wood symbolofthe wargod Uenuka (left) was carved

before 1500. The ancestor ofthe Ngati Kahungunu tribe was carved on a

storehouse doorway, ca. 1800 (right). When they obtained European metal tools,

Maori artists began to carve in deep relief.
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A pre-nineteenth-century burial chest (left) customarily stood upright in a cave.

It would have contained the bones ofaprominent Maori. A mask withfacial

decorations (below), probablyfrom the mid-nineteenth century, decorated a

settlement gateway.

have a taonga, a word with meanings of hidden force, of strength from the persons

who have carried the pieces and "pinned a host of powerful words" on them.

"Only the ignorant or the arrogant treat them with contempt," Mead added.

As New Zealand officials anxiously watched the exhibition develop, the New
Zealand consulate in New York wired home a surprising piece of information

—

an omen that quickly spread through the Maori "wireless" of tribal gossip. In a

surprising coincidence, the chief night guard at the Metropolitan is a Maori. He
may have become somewhat Americanized in his many years abroad, but the

Maori now know that the power in their art pieces will be respected every night

that they are on display in New York City.
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Two sacred symbols, a wood-and-nephrite adz (above) and a whalebone

fishhook (right) reflect the Maori's origins in Polynesia, where similar tools

evolved earlier. Theparamount chiefofthe Ngapuhi tribe owned the ceremonial

adz. Thefishhook, more than six inches high, wasfound near Otago.
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Buried
Egyptian plovers excavate great numbers

ofnest scrapes. In the weeks prior to egg

laying, a pair's nesting territory may

come to resemble a miniature battlefield

pocked with bomb craters.

All photographs by Thomas R. Howell



ieasure of the Egyptian Plover
Faced with intense heat and numerous predators,

this bird hides its eggs and young in the sand

fc

Writing of his travels in Egypt in 459

B.C., Herodotus mentioned a bird that en-

tered the gaping jaws of basking croco-

diles and picked leechlike creatures from

their gums. The story has fascinated other

travelers and writers ever since. Most nat-

uralists believe that the bird referred to

was the Egyptian plover, Pluvianus

aegyptius, a species found along rivers in

tropical Africa and formerly along the

lower Nile. The famed bird artist John

Gould made a geographic exception in his

Birds ofAsia in order to include an illus-

tration of Egyptian plovers servicing the

jaws of a Nile crocodile, and poets and

novelists have often used the tale to evoke

an atmosphere of exotic Africa.

Is the story true? Only two ornitholo-

gists have claimed to be eyewitnesses. One
was the nineteenth-century German natu-

ralist Alfred Brehm, who wrote colorfully

about the mutual benefits of the Pluvi-

a«u5-crocodile relationship and stated

simply that he had observed jaw picking

many times. The other was the legendary

Col. Richard Meinertzhagen, who served

with British colonial forces in Africa and

also with Lawrence of Arabia and who
paralleled his adventurous military career

with a second one in ornithology. In 1959,

he wrote that he once saw three Egyptian

plovers gleaning bits from a crocodile's

jaws near Khartoum. Unfortunately,

some of Meinertzhagen's statements

based on memory (those made in his later

years, at least) have proved erroneous.

Since both Brehm's and Meinertzhagen's

accounts lack details of time and place,

and since no one else among legions of bird

observers in Africa has seen jaw picking,

the authenticity of the story is still uncer-

tain twenty-four centuries after Herodo-

tus's account.

Alfred Brehm also discovered the nest

of the Egyptian plover and first recorded

another remarkable behavior pattern. In

1854, he wrote that the bird buried its

eggs in the sand and left them unattended

at least much of the time. Later natural-

ists confirmed this and suggested that the

birds did not warm the eggs at all but left

them to be incubated by solar heat. Still

later authors of reviews and reference

books tended to omit the uncertainties.

by Thomas R. Howell

and incubation of Pluvianus eggs by solar

heat was widely accepted as fact. To me,

this possibility was more interesting bio-

logically than the alleged gleaning of croc-

odiles' jaws, which seemed not very differ-

ent from picking ticks off the hides of

mammals, a well-documented behavior

pattern of some other birds.

In the 1 970s, the study of avian incuba-

tion was revitalized by Hermann Rahn
and his co-workers at the University of

Buffalo. Their research indicated that

there were complex but predictable rela-

tionships between a bird's body size, egg

size, shell porosity, temperature and hu-

midity around the egg, water vapor loss,

and duration of incubation. Since my own
research interests include the adaptations

of birds for successful nesting in difficult

environments (see "Desert-nesting Sea

Gulls," Natural History, August 1982),

the Egyptian plover seemed to be an ideal

species for the investigation of the new
theories about incubation.

Searching the ornithological literature

since Brehm in 1854, I found only nine

firsthand observations of the nest and eggs

of the Egyptian plover. All were brief and

anecdotal, scarcely extending beyond the

time needed to find the eggs. All agreed

that the nest sites were on river sand bars

in full sun and that the eggs were buried in

the sand. Only the presence of a sitting

adult revealed the location of the nest, and

several authors suggested that the bird

was shading it to prevent overheating. All

wrote of extreme heat, but no one re-

corded any temperatures. Few authors

had seen young chicks, and none had wit-

nessed hatching. Astonishingly, two ac-

counts described young birds being com-

pletely buried by their parents, which

quickly tossed sand over them with their

bills. There was clearly an enormous

amount still to be learned about the re-

productive adaptations of Pluvianus

aegyptius.

John S. Ash, an ornithologist working in

Ethiopia, informed me that Egyptian plo-

vers were abundant around Gambela, a

village along a tributary of the Nile in the

southwest part of that country. There,

during the dry season (December to May),

low water exposes numerous sand and
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Three hours after sunrise, the scorching heat on the sand bars is

already a threat to the Egyptian plover's eggs. Everyfew minutes

for the next six hours, the incubating adult wades into the river,

soaks its bellyfeathers, and quickly returns to the nest. There it

settles down and wets the sand with cool water, thus maintaining

egg temperature at a tolerable level.

gravel bars. Ash had never found a nest,

but he suggested that the breeding season

occurs during that period. After difficul-

ties and anxieties too numerous to de-

scribe, I arrived in Gambela, with all my
equipment intact, on January 24, 1977.

Gambela proved an ideal place for my
study. As a result of an earlier attempt to

attract tourists, Gambela had a "hotel,"

consisting of a dining room and a group of

cement-block cabins with running water

(directly from the river) and electricity

(from a generator) after dark. Tourists

were rare, and I was usually the only resi-

dent guest. Since I had come by myself

and planned to get around on foot, I was

also reassured to find that there were trails

along the river and an adequate number of

dugout canoes—used by the local Anuak
and Nuer peoples—for getting across it.

Almost all the large mammals had

moved to wetter regions with lusher vege-

tation for the duration of the dry season,

but much of the bird life was concentrated

along the river. It was a feast for the eyes

of an ornithologist. My first obligation,

though, was to find nesting Egyptian plo-

vers. Fortunately, they were abundant and

conspicuous—strikingly patterned, ac-

tive, and noisy. Although superficially
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ploverlike in general appearance and hab-

its, this species is not a true plover but be-

longs to an entirely Old World group, the

coursers (subfamily Cursoriinae, family

Glareolidae). "Egyptian plover" is actu-

ally a double misnomer—the bird is not a

plover and it no longer occurs in Egypt

—

but the name dates back to Linnaeus

(1758) and is too well established to

change now.

Adults are about 9 inches long and

weigh about 2% ounces. The sexes are

identical in size, color, and voice, and are

boldly marked with black, white, gray,

and buff. The wing pattern is unusual

—

largely white with a black stripe and black

edgings. The birds' behavior is as bold as

their color pattern. On their nesting terri-

tory, Egyptian plovers instantly advance

on any bird that is a potential competitor

or predator, which may be anything from

a small sandpiper to a large stork or eagle.

Then they suddenly open their wings,

flashing the black-and-white pattern. The
visual impact is startling and often suffi-

cient to rout the intruder, but if not, a vio-

lent flapping and pecking attack follows.

Only rival Pluvianus resist; other birds re-

treat before the sheer vigor and persis-

tence of the assaults.

<H

This sort of behavior made it easy t(

cate territorial pairs, which were alw

on islands in the river, safe from terresta

predators such as the mongoose. The lc

tion posed some problems for me, ht

ever, for the river was full of crocodiles

first I would not wade at all but would 3

gotiate for a dugout to cross any wi

gap. Then I watched where local peek

waded and also found where the really

crocodiles stayed. Seen close-up throih

binoculars, a massive thirteen-foot c«

looks as formidable as Tyrannosaua

rex. I stayed clear of those and also did

wade in water much above my knees, u

viously my strategy was safe.

Aggressive displays by Pluvianus w«

spectacular, but courtship displays w«
:

so brief and simple that I do not ki« r
what determines choice of mates. O* :;

;

paired, however, both birds are conspi \
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iny active. They excavate great num-

<K of nest scrapes by crouching and

A jng sand backward while slowly rotat-

lit The nesting territory comes to resem-

ila miniature battlefield pocked with

<K.ib craters. Perhaps this is a ritual that

till s up pair bonding or perhaps the birds

jit testing the substrate for texture and

ill less. Scrape making may continue for

tiny days before egg laying,

i found my first nest with eggs quite by

u.. On a blazing hot afternoon, I spotted

,it Egyptian plover sitting quietly on a

a i bar near the far side of the river. I

X d think of no reason for this unless it

v on a nest, so I continued to watch. A
» 11 Anuak boy was fishing with a crude

J<| and line not far away. Apparently

i*i:d, he laid aside his pole and began

rong around in the sand, kicking and

; q rming. To my dismay, he kept rolling

closer to the sitting bird. Finally the bird

stood up, quickly tossed sand under itself

with its bill, and ran off. The boy wallowed

even more exuberantly in the sand, appar-

ently going right over the presumed nest.

At last the youngster got up and returned

to his fishing pole. It took me about an

hour to find a boatman, get across the

river, and wade the shallows to the island

from the far bank. The bird was back, sit-

ting on the same spot. I memorized its pre-

cise location in relation to grass clumps

and distinctive pebbles and then advanced

toward it. Again the bird stood up, tossed

sand with its bill, and ran off. With the

bird gone, there were no surface clues at

the site, but I was sure of the exact spot.

Gently I brushed the sand away and un-

covered three beautiful, intact eggs. Ex-

ulting over this rare sight and the realiza-

tion that nests could be easily found, I

jumped up and shouted triumphantly to

the sky. The boy, alarmed at this bizarre

behavior, picked up his fishing gear and

fled.

Eventually I found eighteen nests. Us-

ing battery-powered thermocouple ther-

mometers, I was able to measure precisely

the internal temperature of the eggs and

the temperature of their immediate sur-

roundings. I made thermocouples by sol-

dering a junction of fine-gauge copper and

constantan wires. Then I poked a tiny hole

in the shell and inserted the thermocouple.

Since a punctured egg would not hatch, I

took a few eggs from distant, unmonitored

nests for this purpose. A drop of quick-

drying glue sealed the hole and firmly

fixed the projecting wires, which I sol-

dered to long leads of stouter wire. I then

removed an egg from a marked nest, sub-

stituted a thermocouple egg, covered it
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with sand, and ran the lead wires to where

I sat with my recording instruments. An
adult bird always returned to the nest

quickly once I had completed the egg ex-

change. I buried the removed egg beside

me and placed a thermometer next to it so

that I could keep the egg's temperature

within normal limits by wetting it if neces-

sary. All such borrowed eggs were re-

turned to their nests and later hatched.

Sometimes I spent the entire day on a

sand bar monitoring the activities of a

nesting pair and recording temperatures,

for this was the key to understanding the

system of incubation. At dawn, the air

temperature was a pleasant 72° F, but by

midmorning the ascending sun had

burned away the early coolness, and for

the next six hours the heat was relentless.

There was no shade on the sand bars, and

the images of the birds at their nests
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blurred in the shimmering air. There was

no way to cool my canteen, and to avoid

dehydration I had to force down the hot,

heavily chlorinated, greenish water. My
lunch of bananas turned to mush if I

waited until noon, and sweat-soaked note-

book paper resisted the pen.

But what a spectacle took place around

me! Storks, herons, and ibises foraged in

the shallows. Low-soaring black kites,

beautifully characterized by one writer as

being "like a piece of brown paper, blown

by the wind," performed incredible feats

of controlled gliding as they searched

ceaselessly for a scrap of carrion or some
easy live prey. The white-and-rufous Afri-

can fish eagles screamed overhead, and

occasionally a strikingly plumed long-

crested eagle, black with brilliant orange

eyes, came down to bathe and drink. Along

the banks, red-billed pygmy kingfishers

flashed purple plumage as they hit the a-

ter, and members of a colony of coloul

red-throated bee-eaters constantly 'n-

ished and reappeared among their nes ig

burrows. Black-and-white pied crows a-

trolled the river, alert for anything edie.

Occasionally a hippo surfaced, and tls

were always crocodiles, including one \ i

an iron spearhead embedded in the tl:k

hide of its back. I often wondered vilL

happened to the man who stuck it the.

The crocs basked on the sand bars yi

their mouths gaping and Egyptian plo is '

foraged around them, but I never savii-

ther show the slightest interest in the o si

and never saw any jaw picking.

Gradually I learned the patterrof

Pluvianus incubation. The clutch <& -.

tains two or three eggs, rarely just & ..;,

From the first, they are covered with Sid.

and one never sees an exposed egg. t
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Ltf/f; On their nesting territory, Egyptianplovers advance

without hesitation on any bird that threatens their eggs oryoung.

Even this black kite gave way before their attack. Below: At the

first sign ofdanger, parents quickly toss sand over their chicks,

which cooperate by crouching quietly. The lightly buried chicks

are almost invisible and reasonably safefrom predators.

*£'&

<ts have identical roles in territorial de-

mise and incubation. During the cool

>hts, the eggs are about two-thirds un-

vered and incubated by contact with the

: ting bird's body. At dawn, the warm
:

i gs are covered with sand and left unat-

lded while the birds forage for two or

-ee hours. The eggs rarely cool to dan-

:
rously low temperatures or overheat in

i *:s early period; parents return occasion-

• y to check and sit if necessary. By three

•
I urs after sunrise, the heat becomes in-

f use. Now parental attendance is essen-

: ? 1, and the birds take equal turns. The air

; d sand temperatures rise above the lev-

' of normal incubation, and the eggs

i ist be cooled. Every few minutes, the at-

nding adult rises, quickly tosses sand

i er the nest, and wades into the river,

Mere it soaks its belly feathers with a

i :king motion. Returning quickly to the

L
nest, the bird settles down and soaks the

sand around the eggs with water at a tem-

perature of 80° to 83° F. Egg tempera-

ture has meanwhile risen to a risky high of

106° to 108°, but the wetting soon cools

the eggs down to a tolerable average of

98° to 100°.

Soaking is done every few minutes dur-

ing the hottest six hours of the day, and

during this time, the movements of the

adults may attract predators to the nest

site. When pied crows approach, an adult

Pluvianus tosses dry sand over the wet

nest and then moves away, performing dis-

traction displays. The crows seem not to

be fooled, but because the nest is now in-

visible, they can only probe randomly with

their bills and toss sand vigorously in

search of eggs. Usually the nesters then at-

tack the crows and drive them off. Unless

a crow fortuitously plunges its bill directly

into the buried nest, the eggs will escape

detection.

In the late afternoon, as air tempera-

tures cool, the parents can again cover the

nest and go off to forage. The warm, damp
sand retains enough heat to keep the tem-

perature high enough for incubation.

Egyptian plover eggs are small (about a

third of an ounce) in relation to the size of

the adult bird, but the incubation period is

long, averaging more than thirty days.

Why would it be so long in this hazardous,

predator-filled habitat where every extra

day of incubation increases the risk to the

sitting parent and the eggs? My hypothe-

sis is that this long period allows for the

development of a very precocial chick that

can fend well for itself on the day of

hatching and thereafter. Incubation peri-

ods are evidently genetically programmed

but obviously must fall within certain lim-

its. From the time of laying, eggs lose wa-

ter vapor through pores in the shell at a

fairly constant rate. This is an inevitable

consequence of embryonic development,

but water loss cannot be too fast for too

long without fatally dehydrating the em-

bryo. I found that the porosity of the shell

of the Pluvianus egg was such that if ex-

posed continuously to the low humidity of

the open air, the egg would lose too much

water over a period of thirty days. But be-

cause the eggs are kept soaked in wet sand

for six hours each day, the rate of water

vapor loss is reduced, allowing for a long

period of development and a high level of

precocity at hatching. The initial advan-

tage of covering eggs was probably simple

concealment, but the behavior opened the
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Below: Buried chicks do not move even when uncovered, as was

done hereforphotographicpurposes, although they are capable

ofrunning offsuddenly with surprising speed. Right: The chicks

stay with theirparentsfor several weeks until able tofly. During

this period, theyfrequently take advantage ofthe shadeprovided

by the adults.

*^v

way to new advantages in temperature

and humidity control.

Chicks hatch under a shallow covering

(about one-tenth of an inch) of sand and

soon emerge but are covered again by the

parents at any sign of danger. Parents may
continue to cover the chicks for up to three

weeks after they hatch. As a kite or a crow

nears, the chicks immediately crouch

down and the parents frantically toss sand

over them. This effectively conceals the

chicks, but they are so lightly covered as to

be in no immediate danger of suffocating.

Finding buried chicks is very difficult un-

less the process is observed and mini-land-

marks carefully noted. Whenever I did lo-

cate and dig out chicks, they remained

immobile although alert and not torpid.

When handled, they seemed inert but

were capable of sudden and unexpected

escape movements. My interpretation is

that a buried chick is invisible and reason-

ably safe: if prodded by a probing crow,

the chick's best chance of being ignored is

to remain motionless like an inanimate ob-

ject; if excavated and exposed, its best

chance is still to remain inert until it can

try for a surprise run. (I was duped by the

latter strategy several times and thus

missed some opportunities to take photo-
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graphs.) Adults also often wet buried

chicks to cool them, just as they do eggs.

The chicks are indeed precocial. On the

day of hatching, they wander about the is-

land, cooperate in being buried, pick up

food, go to the river to drink and bathe,

and even swim. They no longer reside in

the nest but stay with their parents for sev-

eral weeks until able to fly. In such an ex-

posed habitat, the more precocial they

are, the better their chances of survival.

By April 6, after the last egg of my
marked nests had hatched and when the

earliest hatchlings were more than three

weeks old, I was ready to depart. The ex-

perience in Gambela was deeply reward-

ing and gratifyingly different from the

usual one of the tourist in the luxurious

African game parks. Nevertheless, as I

boarded the plane for Addis Ababa, a vi-

sion of luxury kept recurring. I could al-

most see and savor a cold glass of beer in-

stead of the canteen water I had been

drinking, which tasted like a draught from

a heated swimming pool. Later, settled in

a cool, shaded room with a local "Pil-

sener" before me, I silently toasted He-

rodotus and Brehm and all the others who

had led me to the buried treasure of the

Egyptian plover.
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A Waoranifamily customarily has two or three wood-and-palm-

leafhouses scattered through thejungle. Forprotection the

Waorani build on hills nearfamily gardens. When the thatched

palm-leafroofdisintegrates, usually in about a year, thefamily

burns the house and either rebuilds immediately or moves on to

live near the next garden it will harvest.

James A. Yost



Workup on the Waorani
Studies of this small Indian tribe in eastern Ecuador

throw light on the role of infectious diseases in human prehistory

by Jonathan E. Kaplan, James W. Larrick, and James A. Yost

Small, isolated populations can provide

unique information about the history of

human health and disease. The Waorani,

native South Americans whose total popu-

lation numbers only a little more than 600,

are such a group. About 85 percent of the

Waorani live on a 620-square-mile protec-

torate in eastern Ecuador. Bordered north

and south by rivers, this area was carved

out of the forested Amazon jungle in 1 968

from the considerably larger, traditional

Waorani homeland. Two smaller groups

live downriver to the east of the protector-

ate, and some twelve individuals live in

parts unknown.

The tribe's first peaceful contact with

non-Indian outsiders took place in 1958,

when a group of missionaries sought the

Waorani out and built a small airstrip in

what is now the center of the protectorate.

In the ensuing years other outsiders, such

as journalists, tourists, scientists, and oil

workers, have had contact with the

Waorani, but access is still only possible

by air or on foot, and the tribe remains ba-

sically isolated.

Since 1976, we have conducted several

medical surveys of these Indians to learn

about their health before it was signifi-

cantly affected by contact with other peo-

ples. Initially, we were interested in inves-

tigating their nutritional status and

recording anything unusual that came to

our attention. Because the Waorani had

never been systematically examined be-

fore, we did not know what we would find.

Traditionally, the Waorani live in ex-

tended family groups in small forest clear-

ings. They are both hunter-gatherers and

agriculturists. The men gather honey and

wild fruits; and using blowguns and darts

poisoned with curare, they hunt monkeys

and birds in the forest canopy. Wild pigs

and other large animals are hunted with

spears. Fish are harvested by poisoning

small streams from which the Indians do

not ordinarily drink. Waorani women take

care of the children and tend gardens near

clearings, where they grow manioc (a

starchy tuber), bananas, and other crops.

After three to four months, the gardens

are depleted. The Waorani then replant

them and the family groups move to other

clearings, usually one to two days walk

away, where previously planted gardens

are ready to be harvested. In this way, the

Waorani move three to four times a year, a

practice that not only makes maximum
use of forest resources and guarantees a

constant food supply but also keeps their

whereabouts unknown to hostile Indian

groups intent on attack.

During our first survey in 1976, we ex-

amined 293 people—approximately 50
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percent of the total Waorani population

—

both in the protectorate and in the down-

river community. About 33 percent of the

Indians we saw were ten years old or youn-

ger; 80 percent were thirty or younger.

(Waorani life expectancy is difficult to de-

termine since most deaths are due to

trauma; Waorani do not die of "old age.")

Our examinations recorded height,

weight, and blood pressure. Blood samples

were obtained from 23 1 persons, and stool

and urine specimens were taken from a

smaller number. Some skin tests were

given in the protectorate for tuberculosis

and other infectious diseases, and more

than 2,000 skin tests were given for aller-

gies. We soon learned that the Waorani

were a remarkably healthy and robust

people. They are short compared with

North Americans—their average height

is five feet two inches for males and four

feet ten inches for females—but their

small stature was not caused by malnu-

trition. Blood pressures were low by our

standards, averaging 95/60 in adults

("normal" North American values are

roughly 110/70). Cancer and heart dis-

ease appeared to be totally absent. The

reasons for the low blood pressure and ab-

sence of cancer and heart disease may be

related to diet, fewer toxins in the environ-

ment, a less stressful life style, or a dimin-

ished life expectancy, which does not per-

mit the development of these problems in

old age.

Our most significant finding in the

physical examinations was severe tooth

decay, apparent in nearly all the Waorani

we saw. This problem may be caused by

the large quantities of a sugar-rich manioc

beverage the Waorani drink, but prelimi-

nary investigations suggest that an abnor-

mal component of their saliva could be re-

sponsible. Several individuals had wounds

sustained while hunting or fishing (includ-

ing one jaguar bite and one wild pig bite).

We also found several children with sca-

bies—a skin rash caused by a mite that

burrows under the skin. Stool specimens,

obtained only from persons in the protec-

torate, revealed a high incidence of amoe-

bas and worms, but the Waorani evinced

few or no signs or symptoms related to

these intestinal colonizations. Medical in-

*

Lili!

terventions were few: We administered

antibiotics to those who had infected

wounds or bites and pulled many diseased

teeth that were causing pain.

We had a special interest in the tribe's

history of infectious disease. We knew

that native South and North American

populations had been decimated by epi-

demic diseases during their early contact

with Europeans. Cortes's defeat of the Az-

tecs in Mexico in 1 520, for example, was

essentially accomplished by an epidemic

of smallpox introduced by a Spanish sol-

dier. A similar epidemic ravaged the In-

cas in 1525 or 1526, well ahead of the ar-

rival of Pizarro's conquistadors. In North

America, there are numerous accounts of

epidemics affecting native populations

following contact with European settlers

or explorers.

But what types of infections did native

Americans have before their contact

'

Europeans? Such information might I

vide insight into the role that infect]

played in pre-Columbian America

might also explain the origins of s\

well-known infectious diseases—sn

pox, measles, yellow fever, and n

for example. Were they already preseil

the Americas at the time of contacl

were they introduced by European^

their African slaves? And how could*

obtain information about infections 5

perienced by the Waorani before Vi il[

own contact with outsiders? Any obsea- -

tions made in 1976, especially in the
;

"

tectorate, where the Waorani had bee in

contact with outsiders for nearly tw<!
^

years, would have to take into account! *

possible introduction of disease fromp *

outside.

We approached this problem by gat Bin
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irani men hunt their most prized game, monkeys, with

vguns and dartspoisoned with curare; women clean and

c the kill. The curare is prepared, below, by scraping the

c offvines, percolating water over the bark shavings,

acting the drippings in a pot, and boiling the ensuing black

id until it is viscous.

information from multiple sources

—

histories related by missionary doc-

nurses, and by the Waorani them-

es; physical examinations; analysis of

d and stool specimens; and skin tests,

re was no earlier written information

i Indians or missionaries with which to

pare our observations, but we did

: the advantage of being able to com-

: two groups of Waorani—those in the

protectorate, who had been in contact

with non-Indians for nearly twenty years,

and those downriver, who had had some

contact with protectorate Waorani but al-

most none with outsiders.

By these means, we learned that before

1976, the most significant event involving

the Waorani's health was a polio epidemic

in the vicinity of Tiwaeno, the site of the

airstrip, in 1 968. The disease killed sixteen

and left several others with residual pa-

ralysis of one or more limbs. In the protec-

torate, we examined four victims of the

1968 polio epidemic who had atrophy and

weakness of one leg. The disease was ap-

parently introduced by neighboring Que-

chua Indians who had had relatively sus-

tained contact with outsiders and who had

visited the area. Subsequently, missionar-

ies vaccinated most Waorani against po-

lio, diphtheria, whooping cough, tetanus,

measles, and yellow fever. The downriver

Waorani were not affected by the polio

epidemic, probably because of their isola-

tion; many, however, had received vac-

cinations after the 1968 epidemic.

We also learned that missionary nurses

were accustomed to treating the Waorani

in the protectorate for relatively mild res-

piratory and gastrointestinal illnesses.

Prior to 1968, some of the older Waorani

told us, no epidemics of infectious diseases

had occurred, and respiratory and gastro-

intestinal ailments had been relatively

rare. According to an American physician

who had attended the Waorani on several

occasions in the late 1960s and early

1970s, intestinal parasitism had become

more prevalent in the protectorate in re-

cent years. We believe that this change

came about because the Waorani, who

had previously been dispersed throughout

a larger territory and who had defecated

in the forest, now lived in a more concen-

trated area and were defecating in the lo-

cal streams. Information about five earlier

generations of Waorani, compiled from

oral histories, indicated that 78 percent of

deaths were attributable to intratribal

spearing, shooting by outsiders, snakebite,

and other traumas; 1 2 percent to aborted

and stillborn births and to infants who

died in the first week of life. Only 10 per-

cent of deaths were explained as "illness-

unspecified." Thus, our preliminary im-

pression was that, prior to contact with

non-Indians, epidemics of infectious dis-

eases were nonexistent among the Wao-

rani, and those infections that did occur

were rarely fatal. This impression was re-

inforced by the very limited Waorani

pharmacopeia used to treat such illnesses.

Most of our medical information was

obtained from blood studies and from skin
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tests for tuberculosis and other infections.

Our blood studies identified the protein

molecules manufactured by the body to

fight infectious agents (antibodies), and

skin tests measured the response to injec-

tions of material derived from infectious

organisms (such as tuberculin) into the

skin. Redness or swelling indicates past

exposure to the agent being tested for.

Generally speaking (and depending on the

particular tests used), antibodies and skin-

test reactivity persist for life following ex-

posure to an infective agent. Hence, the

presence of antibodies or a positive skin

test is evidence of current or past infec-

tion. They are "fingerprints" left behind

by viruses, bacteria, and fungi.

Antibody and skin testing of a group of

people provide not only information on

whether the population has been previ-

ously exposed to certain agents but also in-

sight into the "suddenness" with which in-

dividuals in the population are infected. A
high prevalence of antibody in all age

groups, for example, indicates that nearly

all individuals have been exposed and that

exposure generally occurs early in life. A
prevalence of antibody that increases

gradually with the age of the population

indicates that exposure generally occurs

later in life. The complete absence of anti-

body, of course, indicates that the popula-

tion has never been exposed to the agent in

question.

Antibody and skin testing also have the

advantage of identifying past infections

that produced few or no symptoms. In

such cases, reliable diagnosis cannot be

made based entirely on the patient's sub-

jective account because the respondents

do not know whether or not they have been

infected. On the other hand, antibody and

skin tests have the disadvantage of becom-

ing positive after vaccination; that is, a

"positive" result cannot discriminate be-

tween natural infection and vaccination.

Therefore, results of antibody testing in

the Waorani for polio, measles, and yellow

fever had to be interpreted cautiously,

since nearly all the individuals tested had

been vaccinated against these diseases.

We performed antibody and skin test

studies for more than thirty infections and

were able to classify our findings into

The nine-foot blowguns are made ofgrooved andfittedpieces

ofblack palmwood, bound together with the bark ofa vine and

sealed with beeswax. Experienced hunters armed with the

heavy weapons can hit targets more than a hundredfeet away.

Men do most ofthe hunting, but boys begin to learn the art

ofblowgunningfrom about the age ofthree.
James W. Larrick

^SB ifis^r.

three general categories. The first group

of infections included those that are

highly endemic, that is, those that almost

all Waorani had been infected with—both

in the protectorate and downriver. In this

category, young persons are as likely to

have been infected as older ones, so that

the initial infection clearly occurs early in

life. The best examples of this type are

members of the herpes group of viruses

—

herpes simplex virus (the cause of cold

sores) and cytomegalovirus (a virus that

may cause severe illness in the newborn,

an infectious mononucleosis-like syn-

drome in adults, or no symptoms at all).

These infections are extremely common
worldwide in most populations that have

been studied. Following the initial infec-

tion, these viruses remain dormant for

long periods, perhaps for life, but may be-

come reactivated at any time, making pos-

sible recurrent illness and transmission to

others. Theoretically, endemic viruses

may persist in small populations for an in-

definite period of time.

In the second type of infection we en-

countered, exposure occurs later in life,

and children are infrequently exposed. In

this category are histoplasmosis (a fungal

infection that may produce a mild respira-

tory illness or no symptoms at all), lepto-

spirosis (a bacterial infection that may

s^asi

produce fever, jaundice, or kidney

ure), and toxoplasmosis (an infection

a protozoan organism that may cau:

mononucleosis-like syndrome or no s;

toms at all). Antibodies against leptosfl

sis and toxoplasmosis were prev,

among individuals downriver as well

the protectorate, but they were more

alent among older people than you:

ones. Skin testing for histoplasmosis

performed in only twenty-five yo

adults in the protectorate, but twenty-ii

of them reacted positively. The ag'ts

that cause these infections are nativiio

the Amazon environment—toxoplasmi

in cats and other mammals, leptospirt

in rodents and other mammals, and hio

plasmosis in the soil—suggesting that is

Waorani are sporadically exposed to tl«

agents during their lifetimes.

The third type of infection was ap;

ently not found among the Waorani it

its recent introduction by outsiders. I

group included polio and measles (the

ter was epidemic among the Waorarii

1976, after our first survey), rubella (( r-

man measles), influenza, parainfluenza

virus, related to influenza, that also

duces a respiratory illness), and rotav

and Norwalk virus, both of which a
gastroenteritis. Antibodies against rub

were not found at all, indicating that
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^us had not reached the population at epidemic, the agent disappears until it is

\\: time of our 1976 visit. Antibodies introduced to a vulnerable population at a

;iiainst influenza, parainfluenza, Norwalk later date,

us, and rotavirus were all significantly Syphilis and malaria are two other in-

s prevalent among individuals down-

er than in those who lived in the protec-

ate. In the case of Norwalk virus, anti-

dies were completely absent in the

wnriver population. Each of the infec-

us agents in the third group can only be

quired from another human, and infec-

n is short-lived, that is, the agent cannot

nain dormant in the body as the herpes-

Mip viruses do. Infection with these

snts produces immunity that persists

• varying periods of time, perhaps for

5. Thus, in small populations, agents in

s group cannot survive indefinitely, for

;y have no place to go when everyone

s been infected. Such agents charac-

istically cause epidemics. Following an

fections that apparently fall into the last

category, although their epidemiological

characteristics are somewhat different

from the viral infections described above.

Only one of 228 Waorani tested had a pos-

itive reaction to the premarital blood test

used to detect syphilis. Antibodies to all

three species of the parasite that causes

human malaria were significantly less

prevalent among individuals downriver

than in the protectorate. Antibodies

against Plasmodium falciparum, the

most lethal human malarial parasite, were

completely absent in the downriver popu-

lation. The origin of syphilis and malaria

in the New World has been debated for

many years—were they present before

Europeans arrived or were they intro-

duced by Europeans or their slaves? In-

formation provided by our examinations

of the Waorani suggests the latter may be

the more likely answer.

The pattern that emerged from these

1976 studies is that infectious diseases did

not play an important role in traditional

Waorani life, at least in terms of mortality.

Those infections that were endemic, such

as herpes virus, toxoplasmosis, leptospiro-

sis, and histoplasmosis, frequently caused

mild or inapparent disease and probably

only rarely caused severe illness and

death. Other investigators have found

similar patterns in their studies of other

isolated populations in South America.

Collectively, these studies allow us to

make inferences regarding isolated hu-

man populations in prehistory.

As long as populations remained small,

they were probably exposed only to en-

demic agents present in the environment

or maintained in carrier states by humans.

These infections produced minimal mor-

tality. The situation changed, however,

with the onset of the agricultural revolu-

tion, which occurred 5,000 to 10,000 years

ago in the eastern Mediterranean and at

later dates in other areas of the world.

The advent of agriculture encouraged

people to congregate in larger, more per-

manent communities. That, in turn, made

possible the survival of infective agents

that could not have survived in smaller,

mobile populations.

An additional factor accompanying this

change was the wider use of domesticated

animals, both as beasts of burden and as

food and dairy animals. The storage of

grain favored the presence of rodents. The

proximity of these domesticated animals

to human habitations would have made

possible the emergence of new human

pathogens derived directly or indirectly

from animals. It is probably no coin-

cidence that most "epidemic" human vi-

ruses are closely related to animal patho-

gens: measles to canine distemper, small-

pox to cowpox, influenza to avian (chicken

and duck) flu—relationships that suggest

the animal origins of these epidemic hu-

man infections.

At the time of our 1976 survey in Ecua-

41
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dor, the finding of intestinal parasites in a

high proportion of the Waorani in the pro-

tectorate raised another issue we felt wor-

thy of investigation—the relationship be-

tween intestinal parasitism and high blood

levels of a type of antibody called im-

munoglobulin E (IgE). The role of IgE as

a fighter of infection is not clear. For many
years, the presence of IgE in the body was

perplexing, because its only known effect

was the creation of misery in the form of

such allergic diseases as asthma and hay

fever. The symptoms of hay fever are pro-

duced by the attachment of IgE mole-

cules, in the presence of an allergen (or al-

lergy-producing substance), such as

ragweed pollen, to tissue cells known as

mast cells, with the subsequent release by

the mast cells of histamine. Histamine

causes increased leakage in blood vessel

walls, allowing fluid to escape into the ex-

travascular spaces and culminating in

symptoms that we call allergy (antihis-

tamines, of course, block the effect of his-

tamine and ameliorate these symptoms).

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, fol-

lowing the discovery of IgE by medical re-

searchers at Johns Hopkins University

Medical School, it became apparent that

elevated IgE concentrations in human
blood were associated not only with aller-

gic disorders but also with certain para-

sitic infections, hookworm and trichinosis,

for example. This discovery suggested

that IgE might play a role in fighting such

infections, since IgE is, after all, an anti-

body. Subsequent laboratory experiments

revealed a fascinating chain of events in

laboratory animals infested with hel-

minths (worm parasites). Apparently, the

IgE directed against the infecting parasite

became attached to mast cells in the vi-

cinity of the animal's intestine, releasing

histamine, which increased blood vessel

leakage and allowed the escape of

helminth-specific immunoglobulin G (an

antibody with a well-defined role in fight-

ing infections) into the intestine to fight

the parasite. This discovery of a possible

role of IgE in fighting helminth infestation

suggested that human allergic diseases

might be an unpleasant vestige of an an-

cient immunological response to helminth

infestation, which was probably common

Below: Manioc, a starchy tuber, is as important to the Waorani as rice is to

Asians. Women and girls plant, weed, and harvest manioc. Theyprepare the

staple beverage tepaefrom the tuber by masticatingportions ofit to begin a

fermentation process. They then mix the resultant mash with water and serve the

beverage several times daily. Right: A typicalfamily has three orfour children.

Girls marry when about eleven or twelve; boys whenfifteen or sixteen. Although

they may have two or more wives, most men are monogamous.
James A. Yost
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among all humans early in our evolution.

Interestingly, in tropical populations,

which are frequently helminth infested,

IgE levels are very high, but allergic dis-

ease is relatively rare. Could these popula-

tions in some way be protected against al-

lergic disease by their high IgE levels,

whereas more "civilized" populations, by

virtue of having eliminated helminth in-

festation with better hygiene and im-

proved public health, have opened up a

Pandora's box of human misery?

Our hunch that the Waorani, an iso-

lated, helminth-infested population,

might have high IgE levels proved to be

correct. The Waorani had an average IgE

concentration approximately twenty

times the North American average, much
higher than average values reported for a

number of allergic and parasitic disorders.

In fact, the IgE levels in the Waorani were

the highest that had ever been recorded in

a human population. Consistent with ob-

servations in other tropical populations,

the Waorani also had a very low incidence

of allergy; only 4 individuals gave a history

of symptoms suggestive of allergy, and

only 12 of 194 individuals responded to a

battery of skin tests that are characteristi-

cally positive to some degree in most

North American subjects. Since the hel-

minth infestations afflicting the Waorani

^t=3fcr.

are apparently tolerated with very

symptoms, one can reasonably belil

that the high levels of IgE are useful)

fighting them. Thus, the Waorani provf

a glimpse into that period of human evq

tion when parasitic infestation was

mon and IgE served the purpose for wh

it evolved. Hay fever may then have 1

relatively uncommon.

Since our first survey in 1976,

Waorani have been increasingly exp

to outsiders and have felt an increasing!

sire to live within the protectorate. Oill

ploration has intensified in areas adjaq"

to their traditional homeland, and popj

tion pressures in the Ecuadorean

lands have raised the prospect of furll

colonization of the Amazon by o\

Ecuadoreans. Beyond that, tourism,

ticularly European and American, ha

come a significant factor in exposing
j

Waorani to new agents of infection,

ably because of widespread vaccinatj

the Waorani have suffered no major
j

demies since the outbreak of measld

1976, although sporadic deaths resul)

from exposure to influenza and su

quent pneumonia have occurred. Unfoj

nately, many new health problems car]

anticipated as the expanding Wac
population within the protectorate is

posed to growing numbers of visitors!
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Spreading the Pollen Around
by Herbert G. Baker

The Sex Life of Flowers, by Bastiaan

Meeuse and Sean Morris. Facts on File,

$19.95; 139 pp., illus.

Even before mankind began the prac-

tice of agriculture, there must have been

some awareness of the reproductive biol-

ogy of seed plants, but the role of pollina-

tion in seed production was not well appre-

ciated until the late eighteenth century

and the first half of the nineteenth. This

ignorance prevailed even though various

indications of plant sexuality were part of

the picture that farmers and horticultur-

ists lived with. The starting point of most

considerations of pollination biology was

the publication in 1793 by Christian

Konrad Sprengel of his observations on

the pollinatory roles of insects in seed pro-

duction in flowers. After the appearance

of Sprengel's work, however, there was lit-

tle attention to the subject for some fifty

years.

Then came evidence that cross-pollina-

fsnt

tion results very often in more vigo

progeny than does inbreeding. These c

collected by Charles Darwin and otl

set the scene for naturalists in many r

of the world to observe and re

pollinatory activities by insects, birds,

bats, as well as wind and water. Thus,

lination biology's "Old Testament,"

its long lists of flower visitors, was lar

written in the second half of the

teenth century. Hermann Miiller, A
Kerner, Ernst Loew, and Paul Knuth

:i
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On thefirst day ofits life, theflower of Nymphaea capensis, a South African waterlily, may trap anddrownpollen-bearing
insects (center). But by the next day, insects seekingpollen (such as thefly on the left) may visit theflower in complete safety.
G.I- Bernard, Oxford Scientific Films
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among the outstanding scientific names of

this period.

But in the early twentieth century, the

natural history of pollination became an

unfashionable discipline, and there was

little progress until mid-century, when the

importance of plant reproductive biology

to the elucidation of evolutionary proc-

esses was recognized and the "New Testa-

ment" began to be written. Emphasis has

shifted to careful studies of individual

pollinatory relationships, and some at-

tempts have been made to look at pollina-

tion as part of larger ecosystems. Several

interpretations of these more recent find-

ings appeared as books for nonspecialist

biologists and for the educated public, but

an outstanding one was The Story ofPol-

lination, by Bastiaan Meeuse, published

in 1961. Now, after too long an interval,

we are treated to an update by the same

author, this time in collaboration with

Sean Morris (a founder and director of

Oxford Scientific Films, which automati-

cally insures that the illustrations are of

the highest quality).

Once more, the material is directed to

the educated public, but fellow biologists

will find accurate and useful information

clearly and attractively presented. For this

reason, I feel that the sensational title of

,.:'••'

:":

is
irt

tl

the book is unfortunate. The Sex Lij ;.

Flowers may lead to its confusion wt

"shocker" of a book (because of sensat

alism and anthropomorphisms) that h;

similar title and was published a few |
ago. This book, however, is a serious sc

tific work, written in understandable p
and magnificently illustrated.

The Sex Life ofFlowers begins wi

review of the evolution of plant sex, f

microorganisms to flowering plants

rather unnecessary chapter that is no

to the standard of the rest of the book,

following chapter, however, is essei

and gives a clear description of fl,

structures. Subsequent topics are the

vantages of cross-pollination and

mechanisms that insure it, a modern ti

ment of adaptation and coevolutioi

flower and pollinators, robbery by insc

and deception and imprisonment by f

ers. The last topic is an area in v/\

Bastiaan Meeuse has done much if

hand work and this must excuse the cl| .
:

ter's overemphasis on the bizarre. Ini

economy of nature the humdrum ac
ties of the generalist pollinators and i

-

relatively unspecialized flowers they i .

:

may be more important than the com :..,;

and often only rarely successful tropj ,-

orchid syndromes or the pollinator-t| ..-.,

km

feik

Cutaway section of Helicodiceros muscivorus, another trap-flower

W. Travers. Oxford Scientific Films
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il
levices of aroids. Most of nature is

I eird even though it is wonderful.

I vertheless, the pseudocopulation

Jimenon (involving male hymenop-

I nd femalelike orchid flowers), which

(J
rs to have evolved separately at least

I times, is worthy of the detailed at-

I n given to it by Meeuse and Morris.

« itter part of the book describes wind

I /ater pollination and gives some at-

il >n to self-pollination, ending with an

If
asis on the importance of cross-pol-

$m in the human handling of eco-

I ;ally important plants. In each chap-

'iere is an "up-to-dateness" that is

I / commendable.

8 e problem that has to be faced by

j-s of a book that is intended for a

idptive, generally interested reader-

I s how to avoid encumbering the text

the usual scientific references while

y ding the reader with the opportunity

I ow up a point of interest. In this case,

F tunately, the people who discovered

Instigated specific pollinatory sub-

1 are rarely referred to by name, so

I is usually not even a lead for some-

1 ho might be inspired to look further

I : literature. There is, however, a list

further Readings."

if e small scientific criticism of the text

t leedless (because it is obviously unin-

j
(
d) teleological language, as in occa-

|
statements that a particular charac-

f a plant is "obviously designed to

:t birds" or "is designed to be polli-

by long-tongued bumble bees" or

that the plant has developed a fea-

4 'in order to" fit with a pollinator. Of
je, the authors don't mean to imply

i
he evolutionary processes were con-

C ;ly determined by the plants, but in a

I designed to inform the public, it is

% ible to leave as few loopholes for mis-

I >retation as possible,

ft enough of such caviling. This is a

li elous book in which the relationship

i istration to text is exact (in constrast

: loose relationship that has prevailed

l iny books on the subject of pollina-

i and, of course, the photos are all of

l| b quality. I could find very few

lis where I felt that the textual mate-

should have been extended or cor-

1
is is book production of the highest

iy and extremely cheap at the price.

iuld be on every naturalist's desk or

(not on the shelf!).

\ert G. Baker is professor of botany

l University of California, Berkeley.

1940, he has worked on the re-

ictive biology ofhigherplants in Eu-

North America, and in the tropics.
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Here Comes Autumn
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Remember the fuss in March 1982

when all the planets were supposed to be

lined up on one side of the sun, and there

was some (greatly overblown) alarm over

possible adverse effects? "Celestial

Events" said at the time how little there

was to the foreboding.

Where are the alarmists this year? If

you look up at the sky any night this

month just after sunset, all the planets

(visible and invisible) but one will be in the

western half of the sky, all within nearly a

quarter of the sky from the sun. The miss-

ing planet is the smallest of the visible

planets—Mercury—and that is only a few

degrees to the right of the sun. Although

there is no threat in these positions, they

do not make for a very good evening sky.

The bright planets are there all right, but

they are well south in the sky, in the south-

ern branch of the zodiac. So even though

Venus and Saturn are separated from the

sun most of the month, they are too low

and set too early for successful viewing.

But there is still one good "last hurrah"

left for the evening planets that were seen

so easily in July and August: Mars, Jupi-

ter, and the moon can be seen on the last

few days of the month (see map).

Events in the calendar are expressed in

local times unless otherwise indicated.

September 1 : The moon crosses the nar-

row corridor of Scorpius tonight just be-

fore reaching first-quarter phase (at 5:30

a.m., EST, on the 2d). The two reddish ob-

jects nearby are Antares (brightest star in

Scorpius) below and Mars to the left. The
very bright object farther left, in Sagittar-

ius, is Jupiter.

September 2: After the moon passes

Antares and Mars during the day, both

are to its right, Mars the higher and a bit

brighter. Mars also slips past Antares

from right to left about 10:00 p.m., EST,

and then moves east from the star.

September 3: Mercury skips past Regu-

lus (Leo's bright star), still moving slowly

west (retrograde) after inferior conjunc-

tion late last month. Both are too low at

dawn to be interesting, but watch them
the next few days.

September 3-4: The moon highlights

Jupiter, to its left on the night of the 3d,

to its right and more distant on the 4th,

passing the planet (conjunction) about

midnight. They set in Sagittarius after

11:00 p.m. on the 3d.

September 6: Mercury stops moving

west, hesitates, then takes up its d< i

L

(easterly) motion in orbit through i

stars, the direction in which it moves \i

bit around the sun.

September 6-8: The gibbous rrd

growing fatter nightly and staying upi

the morning hours, moves through!

dim stars of Capricornus and Aquar.

September 8: Mercury's slow easN

motion takes it past Regulus, the sei

conjunction of the two in less than a v.l

But they are still poor morning stars^

September 10: Still in Aquarius,

of Pisces, full moon is at one minute

2:00 a.m. Fomalhaut, the bright starbl

it, is in Piscis Austrinus, the Soutij

Fish. The full moon, occurring nearesl

date of the sun's passage of the autui

equinox, is the harvest moon.

September 1 1 : Apogee moon (fail

from the earth) is at the western cor

Pisces and Cetus. Look below the :

tonight for Diphda, Cetus's brightest)

September 13: Mercury still

near Regulus, and today it reaches
j

est westerly elongation, farthest rig

the sun in its cycle of configurations,

narily, this is the best placement

planet for viewing as a morning stai|

the eccentricity of its elliptical path

spires to spoil the viewing this time.|

September 17-18: Moonrise is

Helmut Wimmer

In September, the early gibbous moo
joins Jupiter in Sagittarius. On the

earlier dates (3dand 4th), Mars is w^

their right, in Ophiuchus, but it

approaches Jupiter all month. By thl

ofthe month, when the moon is again

the scene. Mars has entered Sagittal]

The moonpasses theplanet on the 3ft

close enough to cover it over the Soul

Hemisphere. Jupiter is a guide to thl

stars all month, when the moon and J

are elsewhere. These stars are sh

they will appear in the west about tw

three hours after sunset.
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Celestial Events

1 p.m. on the 1 7th. Last-quarter moon

4:31 a.m., EST, on the 18th, just

. dawn, when the moon is high in the

. The two stars visible above and be-

t are El Nath and Zeta Tauri, the

is" of the Bull. The brighter reddish

d the right and lower is Aldebaran, at

is's "nose."

ptember 21-22: Last chance to see

vaning crescent moon this month,

ing should be easy at dawn on the

but more difficult on the 22d, when

rescent is very slender and lower in

>vilight. It is in Leo both mornings,

; Regulus on the 22d.

ptember 23: Autumn begins in the

aern Hemisphere with the arrival of

in at the autumnal equinox, exactly

over the earth's equator at 3:33 p.m.

September 24: New moon (at 10:11

p.m., EST) and perigee (nearest the earth)

occur within minutes, causing the spring

tide to concentrate the tidal height. High

tides tonight or tomorrow (depending on

location) will be exceptionally strong.

September 26: Day and night are of

equal duration on this date at mid-lati-

tudes. If the western sky is exceptionally

clear tonight, look for the very slender

two-day-old crescent moon. You may also

see Venus below it and to its left.

September 27: The moon is higher and

enough thicker tonight to make it easier to

see. Saturn will be just off its upper

"horn," a pretty sight when viewed

through binoculars.

September 28-30: The thickening cres-

cent moon comes into view higher in the

west each evening, moving from Libra,

through Scorpius and Ophiuchus, into

Sagittarius, and drawing closer to Mars

and Jupiter. On the night of the 30th,

when it is just a day before first quarter,

the moon passes Mars at about 7:00 p.m.,

EST, close enough to cover the planet in

the southern and eastern Pacific. With Ju-

piter close by to the east and amid the

stars of Sagittarius, the sky will look its

best.

Editor's Note: The stars and constellations

in the evening sky this month are shown in

the July Sky Map, with local times and

dates for use.
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Superclusters
Astronomers continue to searchfor answers to persistent questions

about the shapes and sizes ofhuge aggregations ofgalaxies

by Stephen R Maran

Superclusters of galaxies are the largest

known luminous structures in the uni-

verse. However, despite numerous studies

made since the late 1950s, when

superclusters were discovered, astrono-

mers still don't know for sure whether

most or all galaxies are in superclusters

and whether, as a Soviet theorist pro-

claims, most or all superclusters are

shaped like pancakes or cigars.

Galaxies may occur in isolation, but

most seem to exist in small groups and

some are found in larger groups called

clusters. A cluster may contain hundreds

or even thousands of individual galaxies,

each a so-called island universe of billions

of stars. A supercluster consists of two or

more adjacent clusters of galaxies and

may also contain some or many of the

smaller groups of galaxies. The average

size of superclusters, often quoted as

equaling about 300 million light-years

across their longest dimension, is uncer-

tain. Because superclusters are so large,

estimates of their sizes must take into ac-

count the distance scale of the universe,

which is not known at present with an ac-

curacy much better than a factor of two.

The sizes of superclusters are also poorly

known because we currently have no reli-

able method of determining the exact

boundaries of a supercluster.

The discovery of superclusters is gener-

ally credited to George Abell, a distin-

guished UCLA astronomer who died last

year. In the 1950s, at the California Insti-

tute of Technology in Pasadena, Abell had

the highly regarded assignment of locat-

ing and cataloging clusters of galaxies on

newly obtained photographs of the Na-
tional Geographic Society-Palomar Ob-

servatory Sky Survey. His catalog of more
than 2,700 clusters, published in 1958, is

:,,

still a standard reference for researcl

While engaged in this work, Abell not

that the clusters he found on the sua

photographs tended to occur in si

groups, or clusters of clusters, whicii t

called second-order clusters, and thaii life

now known as superclusters. Altho fata

some earlier astronomers may haveb ink

served one or two superclusters, Abelli foi a

the first to recognize them as a class :r> a

A quick tour of the space around mi:

galaxy may help to put all these gakk :.:

'

concepts in perspective. The solar sy:n :: •,

that contains the earth and our sun i :.:. •:

small component of the Milky Wayil :..:-

axy, a spiral formation of stars and nil ...

las with a diameter of about 1 00,000 1 il i

years and a mass that is hundred

billions of times the mass of the sun.

Milky Way itself is situated within a s j

galaxy group known as the Local Grov

galaxies; the famous Andromeda gala

another member of that group. Accor

to one estimate, the Local Group has

ameter of about 1 million light-years^

contains about thirty known galas

most of them dwarf galaxies much sm (

than Andromeda or the Milky H
There are probably additional small

axies in the Local Group that have no

been identified.

About 50 million light-years frorr

earth, in the direction of, but far beyil

the bright stars that make up the I

stellation Virgo, there is a great asseii

of hundreds of bright and dim galaxi 1

all types, known as the Virgo cluster,

distance is just a rough estimate, sin

depends on the poorly known dist

scale of the universe. Although the
|

cluster is so far from the Milky Way
nevertheless associated with our owr

cal Group, in the sense that both are n

k

is
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Sky Reporter

> of the same supercluster—the Local

I lercluster.

Ik theory put forth by Yakob B.

Zidovich, a world authority on cosmol-

){ at the Institute of Applied Mathemat-

c n Moscow, proposes that superclusters

'( ned very early in the history of the uni-

t\ ;e from huge clouds of gas that con-

iised into relatively flat and perhaps

tghly elliptical shapes. The galaxies

ill: make up the small groups and the

;1 iters in the superclusters condensed at

n ous locations within these clouds, pro-

i| ing superclusters shaped roughly like

tlj clouds of gas. Zeldovich refers to

nierclusters with such shapes as "part-

ies," a term that has been generally

it pted by astrophysicists. The Zeldovich

it )ry, which has been further developed

3;;everal other investigators in the Soviet

bon and the West, also asserts that

Kiy of the pancake forms have con-

st :ted toward their longest diameters,

Deducing elongated superclusters, which

Zdovich dubbed "cigars" but which

let astronomers now call filaments.

aking precedence over the question of

tl shape of superclusters is the more ba-

ll problem of what constitutes a

iiercluster. Although Abell concluded

tl t what we now call superclusters do ex-

is his evidence was statistical. In other

ty ds, he found that more clusters of gal-

l ;s appear near each other on the Palo-

S: Survey photographs than would be

siected if clusters occur randomly in

5| ce. However, there is more than one ex-

piation for why clusters appear near

K:h other on the photographs: either they

BJ near each other (and constitute a

slercluster) or they are located in

Itghly the same direction as seen from
tl earth, but are at very different dis-
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tances from the earth (and thus do not

form a supercluster). In order to locate

where individual clusters and groups of

galaxies are located in three-dimensional

space, we need to know their distances

from the earth as well as their positions on

the Palomar Survey photographs.

Although we cannot measure actual

cosmic distances with accuracy, we can

measure relative distances with reason-

able precision. This seeming contradiction

arises because the universe is expanding in

such a fashion that the farther a group of

galaxies is from the earth, the faster it ap-

pears to be moving away from us. The ve-

locity of recession can be determined by

measuring the Doppler shift in the spectra

of the galaxies. That is, motion away from

the earth produces a shift of spectral lines

toward longer wavelengths (the famous

"red shift"). The larger the observed red

shift, the faster the galaxies are moving

away and thus, the greater their distance

from the earth. Galaxies with similar red

shifts are at similar distances from the

earth.

Since Abell's pioneering work, observa-

tions by many astronomers have yielded

the red shifts of many groups and clusters

of galaxies in various superclusters. These

observations confirm that many of the

presumed superclusters, identified as such

from their appearance on Palomar Survey

photographs, are genuine superclusters,

their member groups and clusters of gal-

axies located near each other in space. In

fact, Abell even overlooked some of the

superclusters in his own catalog, since in a

few cases two clusters (making up a

supercluster) appear so close together

along the same line of sight that Abell

classed them as a single cluster.

The same red-shift observations that es-

tablish bona fide membership in a

supercluster allow investigators to map in

three-dimensional space the locations of

the groups and clusters within the

superclusters. That, in turn, determines

the shape of the supercluster, which is out-

lined by the locations of the members.

A classic example of the mapping of

supercluster shapes is the detailed study

of the Local Supercluster prepared in

1981 by R. Brent Tully, an investigator of

galaxies at the University of Hawaii in

Honolulu. From a study of the brightest

and most easily observed galaxies in the

Local Supercluster, Tully concluded that

it is a noncircular disk, whose longest di-

ameter is six times greater than its

shortest one, with the whole surrounded

by a roughly spherical halo. About 60 per-

cent of the galaxies in the Local Super-

cluster are located in the disk; the remain-

der are in the halo. A supercluster shaped

like the Local Supercluster, with an e

gated disk, might appear to have a nar

filamentary shape when seen from a

distance. Studies of other superclus

have tended to reveal filamentary sha]

Some researchers even claim that i

ments identified as individual su]

clusters may intersect, forming a gi

network of all or nearly all the lumin

matter in the universe.

There are at least two controver

propositions in the above claim: first, t

most superclusters are filament shap

and second, that most or all galaxies ar

superclusters, whatever the superclust

shapes may be. Recent studies sugj

that the two propositions are on m
shaky ground than has generally been

:

ognized. For example, in a landm

mathematical analysis of the red sh

and sky positions of clusters of gala:

cataloged by Abell, astrophysicists Is
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A. Bahcall and Raymond M. Soneinl

the Institute for Advanced Studies 1,

Princeton, New Jersey, reported last yi

that the degree to which individual ga L
ies, galaxy groups, and clusters of gala: s

,

are actually associated with one anotj

depends on the nature of the groups. C
ters called rich clusters, which have las

numbers of individual galaxies pacj

closer together than other clusters,

much more likely to be associated \{

each other than are other small groil

and clusters. Likewise, small groups)

galaxies are more likely to be associal

with other small groups than are indi
j

ual galaxies with each other.

Bahcall, who now heads a team

astronomers at the Space Telescope

ence Institute in Baltimore, described t

implications of her supercluster stu<<

last July at a cosmologists' conference

Pamporovo, Bulgaria. A principal fincj

was that there may be a population of .<

axies that is distributed relatively

formly throughout the universe, rati

than being concentrated into su]'-

clusters. Thus, Bahcall proposed H
while rich clusters and some galf

groups may tend to occur in superclust ii
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3l may be many other galaxies outside

>;'ipcrclusters.

fj the other hand, some observations

rjirt the point of view, championed by

livich and others, that almost all gal-

ii are confined to superclusters. Ac-

mg to Zeldovich's theorizing, there

»i 3 galaxies between the superclusters

tfise galaxies have formed only in the

»hs of the superclusters and have not

jrftime to move far out of them.

u .-rclusters are so large that a galaxy

\{ 1 take hundreds of billions of years to

ji from one end of a supercluster to the

I But the estimated age of the uni-

ri' is only about 18 billion years.) One

|of evidence consistent with Zel-

h's ideas is the claimed discovery of

voids in space. A case in point is the

void, whose existence was reported

81, beyond the constellation Bootes.

K
,;
.ed between the Hercules Superclus-

r id the Corona Borealis Supercluster,

Eoid contains very few observed gal-

i

'1

1,

11

1

1

e

ldovich estimates that giant voids

up more than 90 percent of the vol-

of the universe, while superclusters,

1 theoretically contain nearly all of

tlaxies, make up less than 10 percent

space. However, as noted, Bahcall

that some galaxies may be distrib-

uniformly in space and, in fact, the

distances, shapes, and nearly all

properties of superclusters are still

poorly established,

v'eral studies during the past decade

ir to have substantiated the existence

mentary-shaped superclusters, but a

recent analysis questions this conclu-

Last December, Robin Ciardullo

lolland Ford, extragalactic investiga-

it Baltimore's Space Telescope Sci-

Institute, and Richard Harms, a

instrumentation expert in private in-

y, used red-shift measurements to

ze the shapes of superclusters se-

1 from Abell's catalog. They found

:ar indication that superclusters are

:d either like disks or filaments. Ford

quently told me that their finding "is

tely a minority view." Nevertheless,

inalysis is a persuasive independent

that underlines my belief that fur-

e observations, extending deeper into

(Universe, are needed to settle the ques-

f supercluster shapes and the extent

'Men superclusters dominate the pat-

ri)f galaxy locations in space.

When P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

ffl. the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and

oi- Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space

Iff Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

hUpinions expressed here are his own.

EXPLORE
THE EARTH
IN 30 WAYS.

Choose your wildlife or cultural adven-

ture: a wildlife safari in East Africa. A natural

history trek through Bhutan. An archeologi-

cal tour to Peru &. Easter Island. A walking

expedition in New Zealand.

This year, our experts will lead these and
26 other expeditions, spanning 5 continents.

Write for free color brochure. And discover

30 new ways to explore the earth.

CITY, STATE, ZIP.

NATURE EXPEDITIONS INTERNATIONAL
P.O. BOX 11496, DEPT. NH, EUGENE, OR 97440

CALL TOLL FREE 800-634-0634

GREEK
FISHERMAN'S
^\ H j^> Generations of Old World

§ gflr fishermen have favored this

^^" handsome cap. Fully lined

wool/nylon fabric stands up to drizzle or

sun. Visored front is lavished with braid

and embroidery in classic Mediterranean

fashion. Imported for us from Greece.

Colors: Black or Gray. Sizes: 63A-7%.

Only $13.95 postpaid.

Order Today! Money Back Guarantee!

RUSH my #1984 Greek Fisherman's Cap.

Color Size

Here is my check or money order for $_
Add sales lax for shipment into WA. CA, Ml, CO, IL,

MN, MA, PA, DC, VA, NJ, CT. We pay postage!

City_

-Zip_

D Send me your FREE color catalog of quality

outdoor apparel and equipment.

Depl. KNH, Fifth & Union, Seattle, WA 98124

GiftsForThe RichAndHungry.
You know who they are. Even if they're not exactly rich, they

have rich tastes. And they already seem to own every appro-

priate gift you can afford.

So why not surprise them with Pfaelzer filet mignon you

can cut with a butter knife? Or hearty Porterhouse T-Bones?

Or a rib roast fit for a royal feast? Or meaty lobster tails?

The new Pfaelzer Gift Portfolio offers everything from

pates to kabobs. You'll even find gourmet fruit nuts, candy,

popcorn, and cheeses in our Little Gift Basket section.

Mail today. Remember, rich people get hungry, too.

BROS.
,(312)927-7100

SftF 4501 W. District Blvd., Chicago, IL 60632

Yes, send me the

Pfaelzer Gift Portfolio.

plus a $5 Gift Cer-

tificate good toward

any order. Enclosed

is just $2.

Name_
(please print)

Address.

City_ .State. -Zip.
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Satisfying Book Lovers Since 1873

5. This unique catalog from "the

world's largest bookstore" brings you

hundreds of hardcover book bargains,

current paperbacks, records & tapes,

videocassettes, desk accessories, plus

exclusive offers available by mail only

from Barnes & Noble— in some cases

with savings up to 80% off publishers

prices. Every item backed by a 30-day

money-back guaranteed. Send $1 .00

btomingctale's
nv mam im ^-*
BY MAIL LTD

6. Celebrate! You're about to experi-

ence a captivating Christmas with the

1984 Christmas Catalogue from Bloom-
ingdale's By Mail, and our Holiday Gift

Catalogue of last minute ideas. Simply

send $4—applicable towards your first

purchase.

Fortunoff,
the source.

11. Smart New Yorkers frequent For-

tunoff. Now you can take a leisurely

stroll through this Fifth Avenue shop-

ping imperative. Our new Fall catalog

demonstrates the selection and pure

value that make Fortunoff, the source.

$1 for postage and handling.

;53N
12. The Grand Finale catalogue is filled

with luxury merchandise from famous
companies at 30% to 70% off the origi-

nal retail price. You'll find exquisite jew-

elry, designer clothing, china, luggage

and unique gifts, all at close-out prices.

Satisfaction is guaranteed. Sorry, U.S.

addresses only. To receive a full year of

catalogues, including the Christmas is-

sue, send $2.00.

1. ABERCROMBIE & FITCH. The a
venture goes on with a collection

A & F classics including the BeefeaterC

Steak Knives, Safari Cloth® outfits, En

lish picnic baskets, the Flattie Sho'

handcrafted leather animal hassoc

and world famous 60-second razor. O.

catalog also features popular savings a.;

ventures, high quality gifts, sporting li

equipment, and apparel items for th
|

active family—many designed and e

clusively made for Abercrombie

Fitch. $2

lixl

:;

BOSTON
PROPER

con

5*
tteSL

7. Boston Proper— the catalog

that leaves you free to choose.

Home furnishings and kitchen

accessories, casual and sophisti-

cated fashion, V.I. P. items for

your career and travels. Even if

you've never shopped by mail,

Boston Proper makes it easy and

guarantees your satisfaction too.

Boston Proper— for women who
think life is too exciting to spend

in a store! $2.00

The PorkjAyenue Collection
13. Devoied Entirely To The Swim
Things in Life . . . You'll squeal with de

light at our full color catalogue featurir

designer clothing and sty-lish acce;

sories by Calvin Swine,® plus an ur

common collection of gifts for every pi

lover.

From the world-famous Pig Shirt® t

our Hogwash® laundry bag, we kno>

you'll be tickled pink. And our friendl

service is guaranteed to be faster than

greased pig. Send $1

.

H.O^LWild! the nuj store Boa.
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Choose from 1 16 courses in 40 lan-

jages. Comprehensive courses de-

gned for learning on your own, devel-

ped for State Department personnel.

Iso brief courses for travelers, and "No
ime" courses ideal for learning while

riving, etc. They really work! 32-page

atalog $1, refundable with order.

FREE CATALOG SUBSCRIPTION
D CABELA'S . . . World's foremost

ipplier of quality outdoor merchan-

se. Hunting Equipment . . . Camping

. Bows . . . Arrows . . . Archery Sup-

ies . . . Gifts . . . Outdoor Clothing . .

.

xrtwear . . . Knives . . . Optics . .

.

Dds . . . Reels . . . Lures . . . Thousands

f
items for the sports enthusiast. Sev-

al FREE full-color catalogs will arrive

iroughout the year. 100% satisfaction

jaranteed.

abela's, 412-409th, Sidney, NE 69160

Intimique
FOR EVERYWOMAN KXJ ARE

I. Designer intimates from Intimique

:press your many moods . . . from ele-

'ntly sophisticated to romantically pro-

bative to comfortably relaxed. Our
w 48 page Fall '84 catalog features a

lique collection of elegant gowns,
ayful teddies, sensual bustieres, com-
rtable sleepwear and loungewear . .

.

us much more! Send $2.00 for your

talog today!

m
3. The AUSTIN STREET MARKET is no

ordinary place to shop. Deli varieties of

sausage, cheese are measured in

pounds, not ounces—most are mail or-

der exclusive, many beautifully gift

boxed. Confections, desserts, gourmet

fare and exciting products for prepara-

tion and serving create the ambiance of

a crowded market. A truly innovative

presentation blending the tradition of a

century old company with the lifestyle

of today. $2

CHRISTIE'S
NEW YORK

9. Curious about Christie's Fine Art

Auctioneers? Please request our How to

Buy and Sell at Auction brochure, a Cat-

alogue Subscription Form and a copy of

Auction News from Christie's. Free

Catalog 84

WOODWORKING

15. Every woodworker who shops for

values will love this free catalog loaded

with exceptional savings! (enks features

a wide selection of fine hand tools,

power tools and precision woodwork-
ing machinery, featuring famous name
brands—Marples, Primus, Makita, Por-

ter-Cable, Rockwell, Milwaukee, and

more—with prices you just can't find at

the corner store!

4. Authentic, classic, comfortable

clothing in natural fabrics for men and

women. Bush jackets, safari bags, multi-

pocketed vests, unique sweaters, bush

hats, khaki trousers and shorts. Year's

subscription: $1.

V2&

10. We're a network of friends and

neighbors who fashion elegantly simple

clothes in luscious earth and sky col-

ours— all of pure cotton. Comfort, dura-

bility and gentle prices keynote our

unique and versatile collection. Please

send 50 cents for our catalogue and fab-

ric samples.

Tall & Big Men
16. The KING-SIZE Co.® fully Guaran-

tees your purchase "Before and After

Wearing". Send for your 96 page full

color catalog of apparel and footwear

specially designed for your fit and com-
fort. Send $1.00 for our next two cata-

logs.
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Urogram
Do you read books?

17. Why pay bookstore prices when
you can order from the American Mu-
seum of Natural History at 10% to 50%
off? New and classic books in the natural

sciences, anthropology, archeology,

photography. Writers such as Stephen

Jay Gould, Joseph Campbell, Richard

Leakey, Lewis Thomas. Outstanding na-

ture photographers such as Eliot Porter

and Hugo van Lawick. Fine illustrated

books, limited and autographed edi-

tions, works of uncommon interest and

original scholarship. Save money while

supporting the Museum and its pro-

grams. Write for our free catalog.

WILLIAMS-SONOMA

20. WILLIAMS-SONOMA—A Catalog

for Cooks. Discover what serious cooks

have known for almost thirty years. Wil-

liams-Sonoma offers the finest kitchen-

wares, household articles and specialty

foods—many made exclusively for us.

Our catalog abounds in practical gift

ideas and is sprinkled with Chuck Wil-

liams's original recipes. A two-year sub-

scription to A Catalog for Cooks (12 is-

sues), plus our "special edition"

catalogs, $2.00. (Sorry, U.S. addresses

only.)

MY.CHILDS
DESTINY

18. A very special catalog for children.

European and American clothing, beau-

tiful books, unique toys from around the

world, and educational computer soft-

ware. One year subscription $2

1KB I AVI»

^piy/
Ireland . . . The Magic is Here!

21. We've hand-selected some of Ire-

land's most beautiful fisherman's sweaters,

rich tweeds by Paul Costello, pure wool
throws, linen sheets, stoneware. Then
added Belleek, Dresden china and Calway
crystal. And photographed it all on location

in Ireland to give you 40 pages filled with

Irish romance and beauty. Just $2, appli-

cable to your first purchase.

THE

19. The award-winning Sharper Image
Catalog brings you the best of the

world's newest products. Everything

from a talking robot to third generation

cordless phones. From state-of-the-art

exercise equipment to beautiful gem-
stones at mine-direct prices. Even the

first intelligent chair. Brims with sur-

prises and the best prices anywhere (we
guarantee it). Take an exciting shopping
tour through America's premier show-
case of innovation.

22. Victoria's Secret. A romantic cata-l

logue collection of affordable luxuries.!

Gowns, kimonos, silk stockings, fashion I

pantyhose, French bras and bikinis,]

camisoles, tap pants, teddies, nightshirts I

. . . and much, much more. Send $3 fori

one year's subscription of four catalogs, f

Armchair Shopper
Offer expires Nov. 15, 1984

Check to the left of each listing, the catalogs you want. Enclose a check or
money order (made payable to The Armchair Shopper), including $1 .00 handling charge.

Allow 4-8 weeks for delivery. (Your order will be filled by the advertisers.)

1. Abercrombie & Fitch, $2 12. Grand Finale, $2
2. Audio Forum, $1 13. Hog Wild, $1

3. Austin Street Market, $2 14. Intimique Catalog, $2
4. Banana Republic, $1 15. Jenks Tools

5. Barnes & Noble, $1 16. King Size, $1

6. Bloomingdale's, $4 17. Members' Book Program
7. Boston Proper, $2 18. My Child's Destiny, $2
8. Cabela's 19. Sharper Image
9. Christies 20. Williams Sonoma, $2

10. Deva, 50<t 21. Spiegel, $2
11. Fortunoff, $1 22. Victoria's Secret, $3

TOTAL COST OF CATALOGS ORDERED
Add $1 .00 handling charge

TOTAL ENCLOSED

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

.

ZIP.

Send to: THE ARMCHAIR SHOPPER
Natural History

P.O. Box 13479
Philadelphia, PA 19101
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At the American Museum

Expedition to the

fountain of the Mists
'

ie northern headwaters of the Ama-
in -some 2,000 miles upriver from the

K -drain off a series of high table top

Idtains that rise sharply above the

c cal rain forests of southern Venezuela

I northern Brazil. Called tepuis, these

n he eroded remains of a vast plateau

'. covered the area hundreds of millions
f|
:ars ago. One such tepui, straddling

the border between Venezuela and Brazil,

is known as Neblina, or Mountain of the

Mists. Isolated by its sheer cliffs and deep

canyons—and usually shrouded in a

heavy cloud cover—Neblina floats like an

island 9,000 feet above the rain forest.

Torrential rains soak the mountain and

pour down its ravines, filling the black-

water swamps around its base.

Neblina is one of the most isolated

places on earth, and one of the last areas

still largely unexplored by biologists. Al-

though the trackless swamps and almost

incessant rain create an environment that

fosters an abundance of animal life,

Neblina and its surrounding rain forests

have remained uninhabited by humans.

Last February, scientists from the

I ibers ofthe expedition paddle by dugout canoe toward Neblina, which rises above the mists in the background.
I G. Rozen. Jr

»l
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1984 ECOLOGY OUTINGS

Led by Expert Naturalists

D COSIA RICA

D BAJA, CALIF.

GALAPAGOS

GALAPAGOS 8

ECUADOR

GALAPAGOS

SCUBA DVRS

D TINGO MARIA.

TAMBOPATA.

PARACAS,

CU2CO & MACHU
PICCHU

D SOUTH AMERICA

MYSTERIES S

CONTRASTS

INCA TRAIL

D PATAGONIA 8

TIERRA DEL FUEGO

KENYA & EGYPT

KENYA w. EGYPT

OPTION

KENYA 8

TANZANIA

KENYA, TANZANIA

& SEYCHELLES IS.

Following trips available anytime:

D COSTA RICA INDIVIDUALIZED

ECUADOR. TINALANDIA 8 QUITO

AMAZON REGION ABOARD FLOTEL

D LIMA, CUZCO, 8 MACHU PICCHU

D KENYA INDIVIDUALIZED SAFARI

D TANZANIA

D ZAMBIA WALK

ZAMBIA 8 KENYA

D ZAMBIA, BOTSWANA

& ZIMBABWE

D ZIMBABWE 8

VICTORIA FALLS

D AUSTRALIA 8 NEW
ZEALAND

NEW GUINEA

General Interest

D BEST OF MEXICO

CARIBBEAN ROYAL

CRUISE

D HOLLAND TULIP

FESTIVAL

MEDITERRANEAN

CRUISE

D ITALIAN HERITAGE

D GREECE 8 GREEK IS.

SICILIAN ODYSSEY

D FRANCE GOURMET

CRUISE

O JAPAN 8THE ORIENT

BHOLBROOK
TRAVEL, INC.

We Offer You The World

3520 NW 13 Street

Gainesville. FL 32601

377-7111

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

By simulating K ")

cross-country \
skiing...

Excellent for

weight control.

• Fluid motions—no jarring impact on bones and

joints. Avoids running related injuries.

• Leg and arm motions are independent, with

totally adjustable resistance.

• Can be used by men or women regardless of

size or weight. Height adjustable.

• Easily folds to 5 inch height. Slips under a bed.

• 30 day home trial. 2 year warranty.

For a Free Brochure call:

TOLL FREE 1-800-328-8995
in Minnesota 1-612-474-0992 Mon-Fri 8am-5pm

Fitness Master, Incorporated
1387 Park Road Dept. A

Chanhassen, Minnesota 55317

American Museum of Natural History

joined Venezuelan biologists and other

American scientists in a major expedition

to conduct an extensive biological survey

of the Mountain of the Mists. The re-

search will continue into 1985 and per-

haps beyond, depending on funding.

"The expedition had one basic pur-

pose," said Jerome G. Rozen, Jr., deputy

director of the Museum and an expedition

entomologist. "We wanted to get in there

and find out what was living in this un-

studied area—to take a detailed biological

inventory. Once we know what plants and

animals live there, we will begin to have an

understanding of their ecological relation-

ships, and we can start unraveling the evo-

lutionary and geologic events that

rise to their existence and distribui

The expedition is part of a larger, wq

wide effort to study and understand!

world's rain forests before they are|

stroyed by man."

The first phase of the expedition is (

and scientists have returned from Nelj

with thousands of specimens and rean

field notes. (Many specimens remail

Venezuela to be studied there.) Althd™

it will be years before comprehensive I

ings are published, major new floral

fauna are already being identified
f

classified. In terms of plant life alonel

results are stupendous. About 98 per[

of all the plant species found on Nen

The soggy ground on top ofNeblinafosters many species ofplantsfound

nowhere else, including these insect-trappingpitcherplants.
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boafrom the rainforest near

ise camp.

unknown to science—and most may

ist anywhere else on earth,

ept by chill winds, fog, and almost

rainfall, the flat top of Neblina is tin-

ny other landscape. Its deep sphag-

bogs are filled with insect-trapping

;r plants and sundews, and its

ly fields are sprinkled with previ-

unknown grasses and flowers. Spec-

ix orchids and bromeliads abound,

ered, skinny palms, rising ten to fif-

reet high, punctuate the mountain's

, mostly chest-high vegetation of

y trees and bushes. Tarantulas

—

more than three inches in diame-

are common and were frequent visi-

the expedition's tents. Foot-long

worms burrow in the springy soil,

lmost all the animals we brought

from the top of the mountain were

lal, and many are certainly new spe-

says Rozen. "These tepuis are like

d islands, and it is quite possible

:very mountaintop has its own set of

.e species." One of the few non-

*.nous insect species that Rozen dis-

ed on top of Neblina was the Af-

zed European honeybee—the so-

1 killer bee that was accidentally

luced into Brazil and has been

ly progressing northward.

:n at the base of Neblina the expe-

: found new life. Gareth Nelson and

"erraris, Museum ichthyologists, dis-

ed dozens of new species of catfish

haracins (small relatives of the pira-

m the blackwater swamps that drain

'pui. Also observed were pit vipers,

•-lances, giant anacondas, several

e :s of monkeys, toucans, macaws, par-

FROM THE COLLECTION OF DERIK GRAY
This high quality 18" x 24" lithograph of an extraordinary collection of

68 naturally formed heart-shaped stones (collected over a period of 7

years from the beaches of upper Cape Cod) may be purchased for $50.00,

postage included. This is a limited edition; only 1,000 are available, signed

and numbered. Made for framing or mounting; an extraordinary gift.

Visa and MasterCard accepted, call: 1-215-337-4614. To order by mail,

send a check or money order to: International Beach Art, Longwood
Professional Bldg., 112 Long Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406.

Mr. Jack Daniel was the originator of the square bottle for his whiskey and

always wanted to have a matching square glass. Well, here it is! This hefty

square glass (holds 9 ounces) is the perfect companion to a bottle of

Mr Jack's finest. The original design is fired on in 22 karat gold and black

for good looks. Only $19.50 for a set of 4 glasses plus a free matching shot glass.

For faster service on credit card orders only, call TOLL FREE 1-800-251-8600 today!

YES. send me . . Jack Daniel's square glass

set(s) with a free square shot glass at $19.50* per set

plus $2.75 per order for shipping and handling

•Tennessee residents add 7 ^'o sales tax.

D For 6*-paee Lynchburg Holiday catalog only, enclose SI.

D Check Money Order enclosed. D MasterCard

D American Express D VISA D Diners Club

Credit Card Number Expires

R33061

i

Street

Zip
H8A Main Street. Lynchburg. TIN 37352
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rots, caimans, capybaras, peccaries, deer,

tapirs, and even a jaguar.

Sponsored by Venezuela's Foundation

for the Development of the Physical,

Mathematical and Natural Sciences, the

expedition was led by Charles Brewer, a

Venezuelan who has had years of experi-

ence exploring remote jungle areas. One
of the few people familiar with the

Neblina region. Brewer turned out to be

an ideal leader—an old-fashioned, Indi-

ana Jones-type of adventurer. Lean and

muscular, he speaks a half-dozen Indian

languages and, according to one expe-

dition member, was "most at home hun-

kered down over a campfire with a group

of Indians."

Transporting several dozen scientists

and more than a ton of equipment and

supplies to an area at least sixty miles

from any human habitation was a for-

midable logistical problem. U.S. scientists

made the first leg of the journey by plane

from New York to Caracas, where they

were met by their Venezuelan colleagues.

From there, a small plane took the expe-

dition party to Puerto Ayacucho. the capi-

tal of Amazonas. a territory in southern

Venezuela. Brewer had lined up a Venezu-

elan army Hercules transport and charter

Richard G. Zweilel

This gecko is a common inhabitant ofthe rainforest at the base ofNeblina.

planes to carry the scientists and their

equipment to San Carlos, a tiny settle-

ment on the northern reaches of the Rio

Negro, one of the major tributaries of the

Amazon.

At San Carlos the eighteen scientists

met for the final and most arduous part of

their journey. They loaded all their sup-

plies and equipment onto three huge

out canoes powered by outboard irn

and headed upriver to Santa Luck
army post that was nothing more th

clearing carved out of the jungle,

were then flown by helicopter, in grou

two or three, across fifty or sixty mil o

unbroken, uninhabited rain forest to

Te Maori
Close to a thousand years ago, Polyne-

sian voyagers set out from their homeland

in a fleet of canoes. They settled in a new
land and became known as the Maori.

Over many centuries the Maori of New
Zealand have developed a rich cultural

heritage that will be shared with Museum
visitors in Te Maori, a presentation of mu-
sic and dance in the Auditorium on Tues-

day, September 11. at 7:30 p.m. Twenty

members of a visiting Maori cultural

group will perform in native costume,

singing songs of love, greeting, and lam-

entation, and dancing the haka (a war

dance) and the poi (a dance that involves

the skillful twirling of balls on strings).

The program, which is free with Museum
admission, is being presented in conjunc-

tion with the exhibition Te Maori: Maori
Artfrom New Zealand Collections, at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art from Sep-

tember 1 1 through January 6.

Courses for Stargazers

If you've ever gazed up at the night sky

and wondered about what you were or

were not seeing, there is a course at the

Hayden Planetarium that would interest

you. Learn about the constellations and

their legends, how to use a telescope, how
to use the sky to navigate on the sea or in

the sky, and much more. Classes begin in

mid-September. For information about

Courses for Stargazers and an applica-

tion form, call the Harden Planetarium at

(212)873-1300, ext. 206.

The Margaret Mead Film Festival is

backfor its eighth year,from September
1 7 through 20. The scene above isfrom
Small Happiness: Women of a Chinese

Village, one of41 films to be shown this

year. Films begin at 6:30 p.m. Tickets,

available at all information desks each

day ofthefestival, are S5.00 ($4.00for
members). For more information, call

(212)873-1070.

Lecture Series and Field Trips

Now's the time to register for our fall

courses, which begin in October. Learn

about gems, the world's greatest parks,

and magic, witchcraft, and sorcery in our

Fall Afternoon and Evening Lecture Se-

ries, geared for adults. Other courses in-

clude Music of the Andes, Animal Draw-
ing, Bronze Ages ofAsia, and Geology of
Metropolitan New York.

For children from kindergarten

«

grade nine there are Workshops u

Young People, in which they can lei

about worlds to be found through the Iff

of a microscope, crafts and games rf

American Indians, invertebrate behavr,

African mask making, and much mc
Some of these classes are designed esi

cially for parent-child participation.

Preregistration is required for both>

ries. For application forms and infoni-

tion, call (2 1 2) 873-7507 or write: Dep t-

ment of Education, American Museurrf

Natural History, Central Park Wesnt

79th Street, New York, NY 10024.

At the Hayden Planetarium

Visitors please note! The Planetaria

will be closed for maintenance from 5f>-

tember 4 through September 14.

Star Quest. Come take a look at p t

present, and future conquests of sp;e,

from the earliest rockets to tomorrc's

planetary outposts and flights to the sts.

Leonard Nimoy of "Star Trek" narrjtfl

the sound track. Admission for partici t-

ing, donor, and elected members is S^'5

for adults and SI.50 for children, ar

times and nonmember prices call (^2)

873-8828.

Laser Zeppelin and Laser Floyd. L;;r

visuals and the music of Led Zeppin

combine to create a unique and dazzig

experience of sight and sound, Fricys

and Saturdays at 7:30 and 10:30 p.mM
9:00 p.m. on Fridays and Saturdays k
music of Pink Floyd will be featured
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camp at the foot of Neblina. For six

s, small parties sortied by helicopter

rious parts of the tepui to establish

itain camps for three- to five-day col-

dig forays. Armed with microscopes,

i men containers, nets, funnels, fire-

, binoculars, tape recorders, preser-

es, collecting jars, and the like, they

,sed tens of thousands of specimens,

;ring data on distribution, ecology,

jehavior, as well as documenting rain-

Mnd temperature.

one point, helicopter problems and

I veather stranded a group of scientists
1

:amp high on the mountain, and their

led three-day stint went on for nine

. As their food ran out, they began

g their bird specimens. "Every day

I 'ould have a broth made out of one

Ion cube and five little birds," said

ard Zweifel, a Museum herpetolc-

s "Unfortunately, all you can get off a

t bird is a piece of meat the size of your

ly." They also split open tops of one

h es of palm and found it contained an

l!e heart
—

"a little like celery and

I I as filling." Zweifel, who is already a

ji: man, lost ten pounds.
' embers at the base camp were also

inort rations because of bad weather

i lelicopter breakdowns. They resorted

i

nd discovered they enjoyed) eating

t rain forest animals as the capybara, a

1 rodent ("tasty, like veal"); the cai-

I ("white and fishy, something like lob-

s;); curassows ("chicken"); and pec-

i ("leaner than pork").

' ; any of the plants and animals discov-

c
L

on top of Neblina may derive from

I :nt lineages that date back hundreds

I illions of years to the time when Af-

I and South America were joined as

I of the supercontinent Pangaea.

ina and the surrounding tepuis may
'• ide the key to complex evolutionary

i tions, such as how new species arise

t how fast they evolve. In the Galapa-

1 Islands, for example, Darwin found

natic evidence for his theory of evolu-

: by studying different finch species on

'(rate islands, all descended from one

Btnon ancestor. The tepuis, biologically

ted from one another by stretches of

lenetrable rain forest, form a similar

fi-t oratory" for the study of speciation.

W- a large, unified plateau with single

Mies distributed throughout, the tepuis

(Hed into isolated mountain-islands,

with a unique assemblage of plants

I animals. By studying the similarities

1 differences among related species on

,<epuis, scientists may be able to arrive

more general theory of evolutionary

Jr
The Safari Jacket

Whether you're out in the bush or out on the town, you will

find this a versatile and practical garment.

Ruggedly constructed of tightly woven twill cloth in an

easy-care and breathable blend of 65% cotton/35% polyester.

The four button-through flap pockets are roomy and
secure enough for all your essentials, the X-stitched epaulets

perfect for securing camera straps and other equipment.

Adjustable side tabs for full or more contoured fit. No belt to

flop around or get lost. Tailored with single-needle reinforced

sleeving and two deep action-back pleats for ease of movement.

Roomy enough to be worn over a shirt or sweater.

Manufactured for us by Van Heusen. . .backed by the Baker Street

Shirtmakers guarantee of satisfaction or your money back.

The Safari Jacket. . .for wherever your sporting life takes you. Only

$36 Long Sleeves, $34 Short Sleeves. In Khaki and Olive Drab,

of course.

Please send Sizes: S -(34-36)

free catalog M -(38-40)

L -(42-44)

XL -(46-48)

D Personal Check or Money Order

Visa MasterCard

D American Express

Card #

QUANTITY

Khaki, Short Sleeve (54-770Y) $34

Khaki, Long Sleeve (54-769Y) $36

Olive, Short Sleeve (54-791Y) $34

Olive, Long Sleeve (54-781Y) $36

Exp. date-

Add S3. 00 per order for shipping and handling, plus local taxes where applicable. Make checks

payable to Baker Street Shirtmakers. Mail your order.. .or call toll free (800) 528-6050.

Mr. Mrs. D Ms..

Address-

City . State_ .zip-

Baker Street ^^.Shirtmakers®
Creators of classic shirts at affordable prices

281 Centennial Avenue, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854

ige.

rBOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: BOOKS-ON-FILE Since

Box195Dept74 1958

UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087-0195

Caribbean homes,
land, businesses

Pages of listings in our monthly island-by-island Reports Plus objec-

tive, current news on politics, economy, lax laws, safety; who lo con-

tact, when to be wary Subscribers also enjoy savings on travel

hotels/resorts, cat rentals and more. Free brochure. Or send $5.00

lor brochure plus 2 sample Reports:

Island Properties Report
Box58A2 Rte 4, Woodstock. VT 05091

hi i*

Douglas J. Preston

Men...Perfect Fit-by Mail!
We guarantee it!

Wright Arch Preserver Shoes
• Widths AAA to EEE. Sizes 6% to 16.

. Comfort unsurpassed by any other footwear.

• Top quality standards maintained

for 108 years.

• 70 handsome styles in

men's footwear.

• Prompt delivery from factory

stock of 30,000 pair

• Guaranteed satisfaction

01 money hack

["Executive Shoes, Dept. 1374, Box E

Rockland, MA 02370
Send Free catalog of Wright Arch Preserver Shoes. -»—«.—

SEND
Name lUK
Address lilLC

CATALOGCity State Zip

J,
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Art/Crafts

CARNIVAL MASKS FROM PERU, $26-$75, request

photos, other masks available, McCoy Imports, Lib-

erty, NY 12754

PA?YRUS
• HAWK — Ancient Egyptian sky god

'f painted blue, red, black, white on

e> handmade papyrus, S"x5"...$15 ppd.

Lucite frame add $13. Check/Charge.

BROCHURE — showing gods, symbols,

'Book of the Dead' panels — 25c.

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS

SO W. 76 St. • NY 10023 • Dept. N984

— Gallery open by appointment only.

.

FINEST QUALITY AUDUBON PRINTS, Buy direct from

supplier. For full description and list of titles, write Au-

dubon Art, Room 502, 37 E. 28th St., New York, NY
10016-7988

THE GOLDEN AGE OF NAVAJO WEAVING IS NOW.
Brochure and catalog, $2.00. Guards' Navajo Rugs,

2625 Desert Drive, Las Cruces, NM 88001

TRICERATOPS, Brontosaurus and dragon coin banks,

individually crafted stoneware replicas. Catalog $1 ,
re-

fundable. Appalachian Artisians Association, Rt. 2,

French Creek, WV 26218

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects in-

vited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report. Carlton Press, Dept. NHU, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10011

Books

ACHIEVE ALL THE SUCCESS You Want in Life. Write:

Box 65, Brooklyn, NY 11229

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title,

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title. "PAB", 2918 Atlantic Ave, Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

THE JOHN ALLEGRO SOCIETY offers The Chosen
People. Autographed and postpaid: $30. Box 206,

Reedville, VA 22539

All publishers— all subjects: art, history, biography, fiction,

and much more. The most complete catalog of bargain

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

Hamilton. Box15-Y. Falls Village; CT06031

THE SCHOLAR'S BOOKSHELF SUMMER SALE CAT-
ALOG: Over 1 1 00 scholarly books at major discounts in

art, literature, history, philosophy and religion. 51 Ever-

ett Drive, G-10, Princeton Junction, NJ 08550

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672 (714) 492-2976

Collectors' Items

HANDMADE INSTRUMENTS. Antique reproductions

Armillary spheres. Desktop planetariums. Spherical

sundials, etc. Limited editions. Brochure and pictures

$1 .00: B. Knife, Box 243, Myrtle Point, OR 97458. (503)
572-2595. Dealer inquiries invited

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Write to-

day! Mineral of the Month Club, 13057-HJ California,

Yucaipa, CA 92399

YOUR CHOICE, Birds, Animals, Flowers, on Postage

Stamps 25 different 35<t or 50 different 651 All three

$1.85. George Ford, P.O. Box 5203-N, Gulfport, FL

33707

Correspondence

FAR EAST PENFRIENDS seek intelligent, literate cor-

respondents for friendship, language practice, cultural

exchange. Asian Exchange, Box 1021 NH, Honokaa, HI

96727

100,000 MEMBERS! Make friends worldwide through

penpal club. Write: Box 65, Brooklyn, NY 11229

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE," New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities—plus all gov-

ernment programs, $4.95. Unisearch, Box 19749-RW,
Indianapolis, IN 46219

WORKSHOP starting September 22nd New York Mi-

croscopical Society, "How to Use the Microscope."

Registrar, Margaret Cubberly, MGC Lab, 200 E. 36th

Street, New York, NY 10016

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook, $2.00. Australian International,

Box 19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

AUSTRALIA—THE WORLD! 50,000 jobs! Big pay. All

occupations. Transportation. Latest reports, $2.00.

Jobworld. Box 681 -NH, Cypress, CA 90630

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV, P.O. Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3.00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings—all occupations! Free information! Inter-

mountain-4Y, 31 15 N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO
80907

TEACH ENGLISH IN JAPAN! Wages, visas, complete
information. Latest guide $6.00. J.I.S.L., 24 Sykes Ave.,

Weston, Ontario, Canada M9N 1C9

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School, College
openings; USA $6.00; Abroad $6.00. England, Japan,
Saudi, Australia $6.00 each. EISF, Box 662, Newton,
MA 02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applica-
tion instructions, $3.00 Fundsearch, Box 19107-RW,
Washington, DC 20036

GET CASH GRANTS—from Government. (Never re-

pay.) Also, loans available. All ages eligible. Informa-

tion, $2 (refundable). Surplus Funds-NH, 1000
Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, DC. 20036

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 countries!

Sampler: 4/$2.98. Free Brochure. Multinewspapers,
Box DE-208, Dana Point, CA 92629

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major cj

nies. Free brochure. Sobol House, 103 Richi
Blvd., Black Mountain, NC 28711. (704) 669-80

1-800-334-8174 Puts you in contact with AroJjifo'S*

leading furniture mfg's at superlative savings.

& Barnes, Library for Fine Furniture. 651 S.W.

;

St., Southern Pines, NC 28387 In NC call (9T,i

3381

Gardening

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Di'i

the largest selection of weird and
succulents—over 150 photographs of suet,
crests, variegates, living stones, and oddballsP
$1.00 today. "Catalog of Unusual Succulents,'

9,553 Buena Creek, San Marcos, CA 92069

Gourmet Interests

EDGEBROOKE COFFEE & SPICE CO. Com!
mail order source of finest coffees, spices, flaviji-

wild rice & unusual condiments. Prices are low, ieii :

extensive & quality unconditionally guaranteecm
catalog. P.O. Box 983, Framingham, MA 01701 1

MORELS—Hunting gear and morelabilia. Uniqu

Catalog $2. Malfred Ferndock, Box 86E, Dennis,

55018
m
m

ORANGE BLOSSOM HONEY—ABSOLUTELY B

CIOUS! Packed in an attractive quart (3 lb.) con
Shipped anywhere in the U.S.A. for only $7.£

Send check or money order to: D.L. Smith A|

2221 50th Avenue, Vero Beach, FL 32960

SAVE TO 60%. Coffee, Tea, Spices, Herbs, Pon
Free catalog. Grandma's Spice Shop, RR 1 &
448NH, Burlington, NC 27215

HI

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% (|i« I

cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide GovernmerJii

er's Guide/Directory"—$2.00. Disposal, Box IUI

RW, Washington, DC 20036

I !W*

Maps
?:•

CROSS COUNTRY SKI—VERMONT. Fishing ;a

Vermont & NH. Kemp Krafts, 50 West Oak Hilliea

Williston, VT 05495

Merchandise/Gifts

DISCOVER A NATURAL HOBBY: Topical Stai

lecting brings natural history into your home
over the world. Inexpensive, educational, and

fascinating. Ready now, The World of Birds ai

World of Animals, Each includes album with te>

cal postage stamps, and more. Individually bdl

$8.95 each, postpaid. Vidiforms Inc., 110 B

Congers, NY 10920

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS! "Poetry Reading" ciijjP

of "This Gift I Present" by Janice Ching Yee. j*

postpaid "Book," $5.95. Pi, Box 23371, Honot,'

96822

HAND-CARVED WOOD BIRDS. Beautiful

painted natural plumage. Over 60 species front

to choose. Free full-color brochure. ICS, Dept. N 1

20745, San Jose, CA 95160

HANDWOVEN WOOL BLANKETS, children's cl I

primitive furniture, placemats, napkins, belts, j<3

and more. Handmade in Guatemala. Send $ 31

Jeronimo, 217 E. 85 Street, Suite 222, New Yc,

10028 for brochure

Miscellaneous

BLACK HILLS COAL! For your western conveWJ
piece rush $5.00 to P.O. Box 4291 , Gillette, WY'f
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hj 3E OVER ATLANTA' Beautiful prints- 8X10: To-

rjt 3ailey's Beads, $9 95 Three 5 X 7's: Chromo-

K i. Beads, $19.95. Both sets, $24.95 Gray f nter

|s» 701 Morrow Industrial, Jonesboro, GA 30236

I .

V A/LS" Bumper Sticker. Send $1 00 postage/han-

hl The Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH, Fresno, CA 93755

KtIONS, IDEAS. NEW PRODUCTS WANTED! In-

U presentation/national exposition 1-800-528-

BK831

li IAS"— For investment, breeding, backpacking,

|[ pleasure of ownership There's nothing like a

n) Free brochure on sales and pack trips. 3R
jr. POB 1079, Dept. N, Mt Shasta, CA 96067.

11 126-5794

Li.

j! ROOM WALL POSTER Common edible and
lii ous species of North America. Beautifully illus-

Itl scientifically accurate Money back guarantee

rit or details: Dept. NH, Sea Otter Press, PO Box
Seattle, WA 981 11

Real Estate

TY ENTERTAINMENT FOR KIDS! One hour cas-

of delightful stories and poems performed by
nne For information: Pumpernickel Productions,

hooper, Missoula, MT 59802

^-TOOTHED TIGER SKULLS, Lions, Gorillas, Hu-

<ulls Life size Inexpensive. Excellent quality re-

gions. Send $1.00 for catalog (refundable),

iiiuggery, P.O. Box 1021-NH, Brea, CA 92621

« DIRECTORY OF NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
i

; NIZATIONS—Names, addresses, and descrip-

irpf over 350 national, non-governmental environ-

3i I organizations Free details. U.S. Environmental

paries, P.O. Box 65156, St. Paul, MN 55165

i 3/Optical

lULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

lce 1923. Alignment performed on our US. Navy
If 3tor. Free catalog and our article "Know Your
il jlars." published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

)fil Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
(518)731-2610

:ULARS—SWAROVSKI, FUJINON, NIKON, OP-

>f
TH, Zeiss. Free Optics Catalog. Mack Optical &

line Tool, Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501. (717)

42

iei • wips the best pair of
noculars on the market.

—Audubon Magazine

LEITZ TRINOVID
Leitz Trinovid® binoculars are the

singular choice of those who de-
mand the absolute best. With
Trinovid binoculars, every move-

ment, every detail, every

color hue becomes
vividly real.

See for yourself why Leitz

Trinovid's have earned the

reputation as the world's

finest, and why they are

guaranteed for a lifetime

LITERATURE AND DISCOUNT LISTS ON A
IPLETE LINE OF SPORTING OPTICS, WRITE TO

IRDING
II ARCHIVAL 8x10 print with any order. 35mm
nthusiasts try a Real custom lab. Palmer's, Dept.
B 586, Skokie, IL 60076 (312) 676-4835

FREE! FALL-HOLIDAY CATALOG! 266 pages; over

5400 properties, 2300 pictures! Values in every type of

real estate, many owner financed! From 600 offices in

43 states Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty, Plaza

Towers, Dept. 5390, Springfield, MO 65804, Call toll

free: 1-800-641-4266

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7.50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00

Lands, Box 19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

NEW . . . FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired. United Farm Agency, Inc 612-U W 47th

St., Kansas City, MO 64112 Ph. Toll-free: 1-800-821-

2599; Mo. res. ph. Toll-free: 1-800-892-5785

TEXAS RANCHES AND LAND—700 offerings. Free list

and map. Thompson Group, Box 1 1652-N, Houston, TX
77293

Resorts

A COUNTRY RETREAT—Family-run inn and resort for

couples on 250 mountaintop acres of spectacular

beauty. Suite with fireplace—horseback riding, swim-

ming, leisurely dining, interesting cuisine. For brochure

contact: Mullane's Hideaway, Box 66NH, Kresgeville.

PA 18333, (215)681-4610

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—small oasis of calm on the

Caribbean. Diving, Maya ruins, birding. Bevier,

Placencia, Belize. (415) 752-8008

Tours/Trips

ABOVE THE CLOUDS TREKKING offers worldwide ad-

venture for the discerning traveler. Destinations in-

clude Nepal, Japan, Yemen, Madagascar, Peru, Tran-

sylvania Alps, Yugoslavia Call or write for information.

P.O. Box 398N, Worcester, MA 01602 (617) 799-4499

Unusual
India

& Nepal

Trekking (walking) expeditions to the foot

of Mt Everest & Annapurna Wildlife

safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remote Bhutan,
Sikkim. Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka 10

to 35 day programs from $670 00 + airfare

Free Brochures

HivhaIav^am Travel. Inc.

RO. Box481-NH
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS CANOEING in the great

north woods Summer and fall. Six-day sessions led by
expert guides, limited to eight adult guests Based in

remote backcountry lodge, truly rustic yet decadently

comfortable You'll paddle pristine mountain lakes,

ponds and rivers shared by brook trout, otters, bea-

vers, loons and osprey Optional delights include wil-

derness swimming, fishing, hiking, streambank loaf-

ing. Daily excursions plus two nights of camping
Naturalist fireside programs. For brochure write or call

Adirondack Canoe Tours, McMaster Road, Saranac
Lake, NY 12983. (212) 260-7685

AFRICA, AMAZON, and GALAPAGOS. Small groups,

expert naturalist leaders Wildlife safaris in Tanzania,

Kenya, Madagascar, Rwanda. One and two-week Ga-
lapagos cruises. Special Galapagos hiking expedition.

Amazon programs in Manu and Tambopata Preserves,

Peru Private trips arranged. Free 1984 color catalog

Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley,

CA 94707. (415)524-5111

AFRICA, Unusual and Affordable, Wildlife, Cultures.

Kenya, Tanzania. Madagascar, Rwanda, Seychelles,

Sahara, Zambia, etc. From $1447, airfares included!

Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704. (415)

540-8400

AFRICAN WILDLIFE FOUNDATION—A Special Kenya
Safari January 30 Visit our research projects. Optional

camel trek. Maasai Mara. Indian Ocean. And much
more. Voyagers International, PO Box 245. Aurora, NY
13026

BRAZILIAN ORCHID ADVENTURES '85. Charles Mar-
den Fitch Explore the exotic jungles of Brazil, photo-

graph private gardens in a tropical paradise, person-

ally select rare indigenous plants and locally produced
propagations Just enough formality to structure your

learning, just enough suffering to heighten your appre-

ciation, more than enough enjoyment to last a lifetime

April 4-18: Sta. Catanna (Alvin Seidel nurseries); Mt
Cloud Forest (90% original climax forest rich in epi-

phytic orchid species and over 120 species of birds);

Rio de Janeiro (Burle Marx' private nurseries) optional

tour of Iguassu Falls. August 3rd Departure: Amazon
River cruise with jungle forays. August 10th Departure
Iquitos/Leticia/Manaus/Santarem/Belem/Pantanal
Savanah/Sao Paulo and Rio— Special introduction to

indigenous medicinal plants. For complete details,

contact Brazilian Views, 201 East 66th Street, New
York, NY 10021 (212) 472-9539

CHINA BICYCLE TOURS. The original program. In-

depth, leisurely exploration of the Chinese country-

side. Yangtse Valley, Inner Mongolia, East and South
China. Small groups, fully escorted Bi-monthly depar-

tures throughout the year, 18-26 days, $1995-$3174 in-

cluding air (west coast) China Passage, 302 Fifth Ave-

nue, New York, NY 10001 (212) 564-4099

CLASSIC KENYA SAFARI—Alec Forbes-Watson, for-

mer Kenya Game Warden and world authority on Afri-

can birdlife, will lead a small group Under canvas with

camp staff and chef. January 30. Voyagers Interna-

tional, PO Box 915, Aurora, NY 13026

"GALAPAGOS ISLAND ADVENTURE" on Pirata, 53 ft

motor sailboat Capacity up to 6 passengers Oper-

ated by owner, born in archipelago. Bilingual naturalist

guide. Exploring, hiking, snorkeling, fishing. Opportu-

nities for riding and diving Write: Georgina Cruz,

Puerto Ayora, Santa Cruz, Galapagos Islands, Ecuador

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic tours from $1666
including airfare. 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.

Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu. University credit available. Joseph Colley,

Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd., Randallstown, MD 21133.

(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS LEISURELY VISIT: Design

your own expedition with the De Roy family's 33 ft. sail-

boat. Capacity up to 4 passengers, multilingual guide.

Write: Gil De Roy, Isla Santa Cruz, Galapagos, Ecua-

dor, South America

GALAPAGOS, one of the earth's crown jewels. Join

special trip 3/3—15/85, including visits to Quito and
nearby market Optional week in Peru 2/23—3/2/85
highlighted by overnight at Machu Picchu. Princeton

Nature Tours, 282 Western Way, Princeton, NJ 08540
(609)683-1111

HIMALAYA AND ANDES, natural history and trekking

programs Nepal, Tibet, Bhutan, Peru, Bolivia, Patago-

nia. Small groups, expert leaders. Private trips ar-

ranged. Free 1984 color catalog. Wilderness Travel,

1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA-94707, (415)

524-5111

INDONESIAN ISLANDS. Culture, natural history and
coral reef exploration (scuba and snorkel) highlight

Scripps Aquarium's cruise with Society Expeditions,

April 18-May 5, Visit nine remote island locations be-

tween Port Moresby and Bali. Scripps naturalist, an-

thropologist, dive master and photographer aboard.

Lecture series. Scripps Aquarium, A-007, La Jolla, CA
92093

KENYA—$1995' Wilderness camping adventure. 18-

days: includes air, land, and much more 32-days:

$2695! Voyagers International, Dept. NH-9, PO Box
245, Aurora, NY 13026

KENYA Individually designed safaris. 27 years experi-

ence. Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Danen, CT
06820 (203) 838-3075

MICRONESIA. Explore Truk's wrecks and Patau's reefs

with Scripps Aquarium in March Dive and collect tropi-

cal marine life for exhibits and research. Scripps Aquar-

ium, A-007, La Jolla, CA 92093
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NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours. New
Zealand/featuring scenic National Parks, plus the Mil-

ford Track- Australia/hiking the Outback, plus the

Great Barrier Reef South Pacific itineraries for groups
and individuals designed Pacific Exploration Co., Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

'NEW ZEALAND NATURE TOURS, wildlife, plants, his-

tory, see penguins, albatross, perhaps kiwis Small

groups with professional N.Z. naturalist. Pagodroma
Expeditions, Box 21079, Christchurch, N.Z."

PERU, GUATEMALA, SOUTHERN MEXICO Craft/Cul-

ture tours. Travel with expert folk art collector/photog-

rapher Gordon Frost. Eighteen years experience

Small groups Write: Gordon Frost, Box 471-NH,

Newhall, CA 91321

POKE, PROBE, STALK AND DISCOVER WITH AUDU-
BON FIELD SEMINARS. Spend your fall or winter vaca-

tion with us Birding in Mexico, Ski-touring in Yellow-

stone or the Boundary Waters Wilderness, Minnesota,

photographing wildlife in Florida, exploring the Anza-

Borrego Desert in California. Many morel Unique vaca-

tions led by Audubon Naturalists into wild placesl Free

brochure: National Audubon Society. 4150 Darley Ave-

nue. Suite 4, Dept NH, Boulder. CO 80303 (303) 499-

5409

SEEKING EXOTIC VACATIONS? Our name says it all!

Free details! Unique & Exotic Travel Reporter, Box
98833-N. Tacoma, WA 98499

SONORAN DESERT ECOLOGY, HOHOKAM AR-
CHEOLOGY, Desert Wildlife Explorations. Learning

Adventures. 1556N Georgia, Boulder City, NV 89005
(702) 293-5758

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS: Natural history expeditions

explore New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Arizona.

Bushflying—Jeeping—Rafting Geology—Archaeol-

ogy—Botany Brochure: P.O.B 945-NH. Santa Fe, NM
87504

Hawaiian Sunrise Excursions >
Small group natural history tours
Explore active volcanoes, view rare

forest birds humpback whales and
seabirds with resident naturalist

Ten days four islands Departures
every month Also, personal bird-

watching guide service
Hawaiian Sunrise Excursions
P Bdx 492 Volcano HI 96785
Reservation information
Toll Free 1-800-367-5183 >

TANZANIA & KENYA Outstanding values and itinerar-

ies Voyagers International, Dept NH-9, PO Box 245.

Aurora, NY 13026

UNUSUAL & SPECTACULAR: 350 affordable Tours
(Adventures/Hiking/Trekking/Professional Delega-
tions) to Africa, Europe, Asia, Americas, Australasia,

Mideast. Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA
94704. (415)843-8294

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

The following new rates are effective with the January
1985 issue.

$2.25 per word: 1 6 word ($36) minimum Display classi-

fied is $225 per inch. All advertisements must be pre-

paid Rates are not structured for agency or frequency
discounts. All advertisements are accepted at NATU-
RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order
payable to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market. NATU-
RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th

St., New York, NY 10024. Please include your personal
address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads. A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent
upon publication.

Additional Reading

Deciduous Trees (p. 22)

EA. Delcourt and H.R. Delcourt's

"Vegetation Maps for Eastern North

America: 40,000 b.p. to the Present," in

Geobotany, edited by R.C. Romans (New

York: Plenum Press, 1981), outlines the

general history of vegetation in eastern

North America. M.B. Davis evaluates the

northward migration of dominant trees

across eastern North America during the

postglacial period in "Quaternary History

and the Stability of Forest Communities,"

which appeared in Forest Succession,

edited by D.C. West, H.H. Shugart, and

D.B. Botkin (New York: Springer-Verlag,

1981). How do botanists use pollen evi-

dence to reconstruct the history of vegeta-

tion? H.J.B. Birks and H.H. Birks intro-

duce this subject in Quaternary Palaeo-

ecology (Baltimore: University Park

Press, 1980).

Carp (p. 42)

Although carp are abundant through-

out the United States, few scientific arti-

cles have been written about them. The
best sources of information about carp are

usually state fish books, and of these the

best is G.B. Becker's Fishes of Wisconsin

(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,

1983). This massive volume, more than

1,000 pages long, delineates 157 species

and assembles all the available knowledge

on the Wisconsin aquatic heritage, its

complexities, and its fragile ecosystem.

The section on carp and minnows is almost

200 pages long, and gives detailed ac-

counts of the species' status, distribution,

habitat, biology, and importance, as well

as original data relating to age, growth,

and size. Freshwater Fishes of Eastern

Canada, by WB. Scott (Toronto: Univer-

sity of Toronto Press, 1967), includes in-

formation on the carp's distinguishing fea-

tures, size, distribution, life history,

habits, and food. Scott also wrote, with

E.J. Crossman, Freshwater Fishes of
Canada (Bulletin of the Fisheries Re-
search Board of Canada, no. 184, 1973),

but most of the data within this mono-
graph is based directly on H.R. McCrim-
mon's research, as reported in Carp in

Canada (Bulletin of the Fisheries Re-
search Board of Canada, no. 165, 1968).

Maori Art (p. 54)

Te Maori: Maori Art from New \

land Collections, presenting major |
tures and carvings in wood, stone,

bone, ivory, and shell, from all periciJ

Maori art, will begin its national toui/iij

a stay at the Metropolitan Museu
Art, New York City, between Septei

11, 1984, and January 6, 1985. TeM
marks the first time the Maori peopi

New Zealand have allowed their

tional artworks to travel abroad. The i

bition will also be on view at the

Louis Art Museum (February 22 to Iqj

26, 1985) and the M.H. de Young Mi
rial Museum of the Fine Arts Museu >ij

San Francisco (July 6 to Decemb
1985). Accompanying the exhibition

major book, of the same name, on tli

tistic heritage of the Maori and itsj

tionship to their culture and trading

Published in New York by Harr]

Abrams, Inc., in association witt

American Federation of Arts, this.'

page book is divided into two section tl

first comprises six scholarly essays oil v

roots and history of Maori culture, ko

views of art, tribal styles, and artist! th

second part illustrates the 174 obje<.i

the exhibition. A soft-cover edition mil •

for $16.50 and is available from all paia

patory museums; a hard-cover editioia

be purchased from Harry N. Abins

New York, for $35. Polynesian Ar\
E.H. Dodd (vol. 1 of The Ring of n

New York: Dodd, Mead and Co., l'j

was the first comprehensive book toM

centrate only on the art of the Polyn<ii

islands. T. Barrow has written a great*

about Maori art and culture; see]
;

Maori Art of New Zealand (Iris

UNESCO Press, 1978) and The Z»
rative Arts of the New Zealand \.ot

(Rutland: Charles E. Turtle Co., 19',).

Egyptian Plover (p. 60)

The Egyptian plover is able to survi

a harsh climate and habitat because

unique methods of incubation and <

care. T.R. Howell observed the plov

Gambela, Ethiopia, from January to

1977, and he reports on his research

monograph "Breeding Biology of

Egyptian Plover, Pluvianus aegyp.
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sley: University of California Publi-

s in Zoology, vol. 113). This is by far

;st account of the Egyptian plover

ighly recommended. There is a sec-

n the bird's natural history, covering

ies independent of breeding (such

ding behavior) and those related to

ing (vocalizations, nesting sites, ter-

ility, aggressive displays); another

n on nesting behavior (scrape mak-

jpulation, eggs, incubation behavior,

lg, pipping, hatching, and covering

ng birds with sand); and a final part

nperatures and physiology of incu-

i. Waders to Gulls, vol. 3 of Hand-

ofthe Birds of Europe, the Middle

and North Africa, edited by S.

p et al. (Oxford: Oxford University

1983) includes a small description

!
Egyptian plover, much of which is

on Howell's research in Ethiopia.

* ani and Infectious Diseases (p. 68)

I :ording to its author, A. Cockburn,

Evolution and Eradication of Infec-

>i Diseases (Baltimore: The Johns

)' ins University Press, 1 970) is "an at-

I to give a bird's-eye view of the rela-

:fMips between host, parasite, and envi-

w;nt with particular reference to

I n infectious disease." Although it is

rriical study, most of it can be easily

a'ed by a layman. Of particular rele-

rt to this issue's article on the Waorani

c pter 4, "The Evolution of Infectious

sses" (pp. 68-105). The Ranks of
Hi, by P.M. Ashburn (Toronto: Cow-

uMcCann, 1947), traces the medical

iiy of the conquest of America. "Ab-

ty.al New World Epidemiology and

deal Care and the Impact of Old

di Disease Imports," by M.T New-
ll{American Journal of Physical An-

1 ology, vol. 45, pp. 667-72), suggests

a liseases such as smallpox, yellow fe-

rmd malaria were absent from the

e
; World and were brought in by Euro-

a settlers and African slaves. EL.
O.'s "Infectious Diseases in Primitive

tiUes '(Science, vol. 187, pp. 515-18)

susses the incidence, determined sero-

g: illy, of various infectious diseases in

vil Amazon Indian tribes.

Rita Campon

An OCEAN of BOOKS

^^
MARINE LIFE &
NATURE BOOKS

FREE CATALOG
Write:

SEA CHALLENGERS CATALOG
1851 Don Avenue

Los Osos, California 93402

Phone: (805) 528-0529

The Wilderness Travel
World of Discovery

GALAPAGOS
Ultimate 2-week

Scuba & Snorkel

AMAZON
Peru's Manu
Park

Jungle Canoe
Expeditions

AFRICA
Mountain Gorillas

Serengeti Safari

SOUTH
PACIFIC

Tonga, Tahiti,

&
Papua

New Guinea

Small groups. Expert naturalist leaders

Free color catalog, over 60 trips teorldwidt

WILDERNESS TRAVEL,
1760-A Solano Avenue, Berkelev, CA
.(415)524-5111 94707

Thank Goodness forFlannel Sheets!

IThoughtrd"FreezetoDcath"
When I went to

England, I just
knew it was going

to be the trip of a

lifetime. I had
saved and planned

for years. Then, out

of the blue, I got a

chance to spend a

few days in an honest-to-goodness

13th Century castle on the moors in

Yorkshire.

What I overlooked was the English

idea of central heating. After I left

London the weather suddenly turned

shivering cold and wet. By the time I

got to my destination I was too tired

and miserable to care about pictur-

esque charm and history. All I could

think of was how uncomfortable I was

going to be in an old, drafty castle.

Sure enough, my room was freezing.

But when I crawled into bed I was
dumbfounded to discover how marvel-

ously cozy it was despite the lack of

heat.

There was a big, puffy down
comforter on top. Underneath, the

sheets and even the pillowcases were

flannel. And not that flimsy pilled

kind we used to have at summer camp.

They were luxuriously soft, thick,real

100% cotton flannel.

I felt utterly pampered in plushy

comfort. And I never slept better, be-

cause I wasn't buried under layers of

heavy bedclothes.

Then and there I decided I was going

to have sheets like that at home. What
a great way to save on heating costs at

night and still feel rich and special!
i£^ 1984, Agatha Cozy Comer

When I got back to the United States

I soon learned that the flannel sheets

in stores didn't feel or look the same at

all. The polyester in them made such a

difference.

Finally, I got so frustrated I went to

Damart, a company in my hometown,
and suggested they sell real 100% cot-

ton flannel sheets and pillowcases.

They loved the idea.

And that's how Agatha's Cozy
Corner was born. We talked it over

and added heavenly down comforters

and some other things as well as the

sheets. And
now I'd be
happy to
send you my
catalog. It's

printed i n
color, and
gives you the

pictures and
story of everything we sell. Just use

the coupon for your free copy.

Quavfy, A&&*

AGATHA'S COZY CORNER
DEPT. 90754
Woodbury Plaza

Portsmouth, N.H. 03801

Yes! I would like to receive a

FREE copy of Agatha's Cozy Corner

Catalog. Please send it right away.

PRINT NAME

Address

City

State Zip
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n safari withTRAVCOA

you'll observe the rare

mountain gorilla, great migrations of the

Serengeti Plain, and the rarely encountered

wildlife of Virunga. Historical kingdoms, village

markets and African custom unfold as we visit

Africa Safari
WITH ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION

the Cameroons. Travel on South Africa's Blue

Train, balloon over the Masai Mara and stay at

the famed Governors' Tented Camp.

See the enormous wildlife of East Africa

in special safari vehicles or by private plane.

For an exceptional journey, you may

combine Antarctica withTRAVCOA's Africa.

All tours limited to 25 persons. Includes

a la carte dining and luxury facilities.

Dept. NH9 4000 MacArthur Blvd.

Suite 650E Newport Beach, California 92660

Please forward Africa and other TRAVCOA brochures.

_Zip_City_

Travel Agent -

Africa D South Pacific Orient Unusual

Orient Europe China Around theWorld

Middle East India and Frontier Mongolia

Egypt South America D Antarctica

DISPLAY CASES
CUSTOM MADE

PROTECT • PRESERVE
AND DRAMATIZE YOUR
VALUABLE ART OBJECT
MODEL OR COLLECTIBLE

WE USE ONLY CLEAR LUCITE
WITH A WALNUT FINISH WOOD
BASE OR BLACK LUCITE BASE

•
SEND DIMENSIONS — LENGTH,
WIDTH and HEIGHT (allow 2" all

around and 2" above piece)

WE WILL QUOTE PRICE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

•
FOR ESTIMATE CALL 804-442-2299

OR WRITE

THE DISPLAY CASE CO.
Box 880 E Exmore, Va. 23350

The Underground Pea
The homelypeanut has never taken center stage as a main course,

but it can shine in minor roles

by Raymond Sokolov

With the exception of Jimmy Carter

and a relatively few others who depend on

it for a living, Americans take the peanut

for granted. Oh, it is true that in school all

of us learned about George Washington

Carver and his discovery of hundreds of

unexpected uses for the humble peanut.

But even this sole instance of an American

taking the peanut seriously, and becoming

a star because of his obsession, shows how
no one else cared. Besides, Carver's dis-

coveries have not entered the mainstream

of modern technology, and the peanut

largely remains what it always was, a

snack food and a source of oil.

Most people probably think the peanut

is a nut. They can hardly be blamed for

this error, since the peanut is rich ill

--''-

crunches in a nutlike way in the mil

and is often sold in mixtures contab

true nuts. In fact, the peanut is a legud)
'-'

member of the Leguminosae, or peain

ily. It is the only cultivated member ill
;Li

genus Arachis, and is called A. hyp«a

because its pealike seedpods develc'u

derground. The peanut's pods are al: li

usual among peas in that they do no pi

to release their seeds. It would be dif ul i-

I think, to find an American who h;'B

had firsthand encounters with peansi

the pod and who does not know that ta

are usually two or three "nuts" peiid

but sometimes only one.

Those southerners who pass
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i Matter of Taste

all their lives, and some gardeners,

amiliar with the peanut's orange-

j, yellow flowers. The plants require

un and are seldom grown north of

ington, D.C., although Thomas Ev-

in his Encyclopedia ofHorticulture,

ts that peanuts have been raised in

al New York State. This suggests a

ct for anyone who has a green thumb

lives in Oneonta. Imagine the

lling of chauvinism and the lines of

r
s when the first New York State

jt butter goes on the market. It could

tiled Otsego County peanut butter

would compete with Deaf Smith

ity peanut butter from Texas.

e Deaf Smith brand, some will claim,

So nice to comehome to.

So nice when your Manhattan hotel is really more like your apart-

ment on Central Park. So nice when you can depend on the

traditions we take special pride in: personal service; prompt and

courteous attention; gracious hospitality; and good value The

Mayflower Hotel, around the corner from Lincoln Center and the

Coliseum at 61st St. & Central Park West, New York 10023. See

your travel agent or call toll-free 800-223-4164 or 212-265-0060

The Mayflower Hotel
right on Central Park

Si

\VM !r.

Better than (ft Jogging, Swimming, or Cycling.

ordietrack
Jarless Total Body

Cardiovascular Exerciser
Duplicates X-C Skiing for the

Best Motion in Fitness

Cross-country skiing is often cited by physiologists

as the most perfect form of cardiovascular exercise

for both men and women Its smooth, fluid, total

body motion uniformly exercises more muscles so

higher heart rates seem easier to attain than when
jogging or cycling. NordicTrack closely simulates the

pleasant X-C skiing motion and provides the same

cardiovascular endurance-building benefits-right

in the convenience of your home, year 'round.

Eliminates the usual barriers of time, weather,

chance of injury, etc. Also highly effective for weight

control

More CompleteThan Running

NordicTrack gives you a more complete work out-

conditions both upper body and lower body

muscles at the same time. Fluid, jarless motion does

not cause joint or back problems.

More EffectiveThan Exercise Bikes

NordicTrack's stand-up skiing motion more uni-

PSI, 124L Columbia Crt

formly exercises the large leg muscles and also adds

important upper body exercise. Higher pulse rates,

necessary for building fitness, seem easier to attain

because the work is shared by more muscle mass.

Even BetterThan Swimming

NordicTrack more effectively exercises the largest

muscles in the body, those located in the legs and

buttocks When swimming, the body is supported

by the water, thus preventing these muscles from

being effectively exercised. The stand up exercising

position on the NordicTrack much more effectively

exercises these muscles.

A Proven, High Quality Durable Product

NordicTrack* have been in production since 1Tb.

NordicTrack is quiet, motorless and has separate!)

adjustable arm and leg resistances. Vie manu-

facture and sell direct. IVvoyear warrantee.

30 day trial period with return privilege

Folds and stands on end
to require only 15" x 1

storage space.

Call or writefor.

.

FREE BROCHURE
Toll Free 1-800-328-5888
Minnesota 612-448-698?

.. Cha.ska. MN 55318

99
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MADAGASCAR
One of the 34 places where travel with Questers

becomes a learning experience.

For Tour Directory write or call:

Questers worldwide nature tours
Dept. NH. 257 Park Ave S; NY. NY 10010 (212) 673-3120

^
GALAPAGOS

One of the 34 places where travel with Questers

becomes a learning experience.

For Tour Directory write or call;

Questers worldwide nature tours
Dept NH; 257 Park Ave S; NY. NY 10010 (212) 673-3120

Dinosaurs, Mammoths, and Cavemen:
The Art of Charles R. Knight.

Knight was the first and greatest artist to

re-create the extinct creatures and strange,

primeval landscapes of the earth. The great

paleontologist Edwin H. Colbert wrote:

"Charles Knight opened our eyes to a former

world . . . none has excelled him." The splen-

did softcover book contains 1 20 full-color re-

productions of Knight's murals, paintings and
watercolors. A wonderful and utterly fascinat-

ing book for anyone interested in dinosaurs

and other prehistoric creatures. Send $14.95

($12.90 for Museum Members) plus $1 post-

age to: Members' Book Program, American
Museum of Natural History, Central Park
West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024.

Members'

-ProgramJ

Free catalog of over
600 fiendishly
ingenious
devices.
Our extraordinary tools are

made to do the job right, sav-

ing you time, effort and money
and they're guaranteed for life.

Send me Brookstone's FREE

68-page tool catalog.

Name
Address

City

State -Z'P-

Brookstone
70 Vose Farm Road. Depl 1155A

Peterborough. New Hampshire 03458

started the craze for unhydrogenated

"natural" peanut butters during the six-

ties—that era of passion for undoctored

foods. Deaf Smith County, named for the

Indian fighter Erastus "Deaf Smith, has

some of the deepest topsoil in the country

as well as naturally fluoridated water—

a

natural place for someone to think about

natural foods. A go-getting agronomist

and real estate operator in Hereford, the

desolate cattle center and county seat,

went into the natural grain business, start-

ing Arrowhead Mills. So it was a natural

move for him to branch out into peanut

butter once he had assured himself of a

supply of organic peanuts from nearby

Clovis, New Mexico, where a former gov-

ernor of the state was willing to grow A.

hypogaea without anhydrous ammonia

and other nutriments of the devil.

As I write this, I am consuming a some-

what less luscious imitator of the Deaf

Smith original. It is, nevertheless, denser

and grainier than standard varieties, and

when I bought it, there was a pool of oil on

the top to show me that no food scientist

had tampered with the real thing.

My own passion for natural peanut but-

ter sprang primarily from a lust for its vi-

brant flavor. It tasted like fresh-roasted

peanuts. I didn't mind knowing that it had

been produced without chemical sprays

and fertilizers, but neither was I especially

frightened if I ate an "unnatural" peanut

butter and jelly sandwich. On the other

hand, I certainly found little charm in

forcing the oil back into the hard mass of

natural, unhydrogenated peanut butter

lurking below in the jar. Nevertheless, the

effort was worthwhile because of the plea-

sure it made possible. Others felt the same

»ii

Is

..';'

ill

p
(lilni

;.5 J

way, and soon someone had devised

nut butter machine so that peanut

gourmets could grind their own at hi

drew the line and never bought a giS

fearing that it would sit on the sheb

various other perfectly reasonable d

such as the electric yogurt make
electric Chinese steamer, and the e.

pasta machine.

But I love peanut butter, especia

toast with bacon, as I love few things'

I am not so crazy about it that I fa

every peanut butter fad. I will not,

stance, even try a commercial sprea

cocted from peanut butter and choc'

On the other hand, I am a sucker fob

nut butter cookies and even, occasical

for one of those peanut butter-filled

«

lates to which Reggie Jackson h

tached his name.

Like most of you, I have been hiil

ated from earliest childhood to thein

ence of peanut butter in the larder,

a staple in the home, along with tl

nana. And so I was astonished to disivi
'

when I moved to England as an adult

British children were not siri

brought up on peanut butter. Indee

only time I ate peanut butter during
[

"

in England was at a cocktail party w]|t
-

was served for my benefit as a sort ret

nic joke. I did not take this in gooipa
- j

and felt as I imagined a Frenchman igl

"*

feel if he were pointedly fed frogs' lefii
liSl

dinner party in New York.

The French, too, ignore peanut tttt
-'-

In Paris you have to go to Fauchon lift
'*

some. In general, the Common IVrki
-'

has not turned into a rich source of ev
-

nue for peanut butter exporters. F '"

at least, has accepted peanut oil and lte
-•'

':.

Jtl

mi

It!

if

Virginia Peanut Soup

(adapted from Classic American Cooking, by Pearl Byrd Foster.

Simon and Schuster, $16.95)

cups dry-roasted, unsalted Virginia

peanuts

cups chicken stock

tablespoons unsalted butter or pea-

nut oil

garlic cloves, peeled and cut in quar-

ters

medium onion, peeled and sliced

stalks celery, cut in 1-inch pieces,

leaves included

tablespoons arrowroot

tablespoon tomato sauce

drops Tabasco sauce

teaspoon Worcestershire sauce

Salt and freshly ground pepper to

taste

1 cup heavy cream, whipped

Place 1 cup of the peanuts in blender

with 1 cup chicken stock. Blend at low

speed, push nuts down with spaiuia.

then blend on high speed until pui

Add another cup of stock and th

maining nuts; blend again until

:n

uii

peanut mmre

ml

smooth. Strain the

through a fine sieve.

Heat butter or oil in a skillet and s

garlic, onion, and celery togethe

two minutes. Puree in blender witl

more cup of stock. Put resultant p
into a saucepan.

Dissolve arrowroot in a little W
add to pureed vegetables, and ok

over medium heat for five mini

Add remaining 3 cups of sli

strained peanut mixture, tonto

sauce. Tabasco sauce, Worcester:

sauce, salt and pepper to taste.
|

tinue to cook for five minutes loier.

Serve soup hot, topping each sen!

with a spoonful of whipped creanl

Yield: Six servings
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isgiiuts, but there lingers a linguistic

iiii/J T of the original exoticism of this for-

;: ij plant in the lack of a single French

i$ acular name for my favorite legume.

,tj*t mt oil goes by a name derived from

c
,;n (huile d'arachide); the nuts them-

;,e :s are identified in the Aztec manner
•1 ahouetes).

;anuts almost certainly come from

jit :h America. There are fifteen species

-.1 e genus Arachis, most of them Brazil-

'4, In the late nineteenth century, accord-

iB o Everett, peanuts were discovered in

vjt in Peruvian graves of great antiquity,

jliow they have spread throughout the

y, ti countries of the world and have

f
«i taken into the bosom of many na-

ji^il cuisines. Think of Chinese chicken

iir i peanuts or the peanut sauce served

1 1 sate in Indonesia. The list could be

tly extended.

[.
,i this country, the peanut has been a

[Ciny-come-lately in serious cookery,

,j, it has never taken center stage. Early

^cbooks overlook it altogether. As time

^1 1 on, the peanut did begin to creep into

,.jit. Sarah Rutledge's The Carolina

itsewife (1847) included a "groundnut

,c
)." Apparently, Charleston matrons of

[i; day simply threw whole shelled pea-

»,. into boiling water with flour and oys-

I and a "seed-pepper or two."

, he original Fannie Farmer cookbook

i|896 set the tone for most modern cook-

nks and for modern attitudes toward

ji.nu.ts as a food. There are recipes for

^nut cookies, peanut nougat, and salted

»inuts.

|i her very much expanded current re-

;j}n of Fannie Farmer, Marion Cun-
i, ;ham has tried to broaden our sense of

1 peanut's versatility. To be sure, she

! :s space to peanut confections: peanut

Hie, peanut ice cream, peanut cookies,

> nut fudge. But she has had the com-

>i
itive audacity to suggest rice with pea-

i > and wild duck with peanut stuffing.

3 ter still, Pearl Byrd Foster, in her re-

:U Classic American Cooking, has not

( shy about recording peanut recipes

fn her native Virginia and from the

i' :ctic repertoire of her Manhattan res-

i rant. These recipes range from baked
> )ns stuffed with peanuts to a tradi-

i ial Virginia peanut soup (see recipe on
i vious page).

i 'erhaps some of the money and genius
»

' being devoted to the so-called Ameri-
>i nouvelle cuisine will develop even
* re dishes for a delicious ingredient we
'sess in such abundance.

1 vmond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-
' interest is the history andpreparation

< bod.

ISRAVCOAs South

Pacific includes the

Australs, theTuamotus and a New Guinea

cruise to thelrobriand Islands, where colorful

customs of an old culture survive today.

South Pacific
WITH ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION

Tour Mitchener's Rangioroa, Rurutu and the

Kingdom of Tonga. Travel from Sydney to

Perth aboard theTrans Australian Railway.

Visit Tasmania, Bora Bora and the Maori

country of New Zealand.

For an exceptional journey, you may

combine Antarctica with TRAVCOA's Pacific.

All tours limited to 25 persons.

Includes a la carte dining and luxury facilities.

Dcpt. NH<) 4000 MacArthur Blvd.

Suite 6S0E Newport Beach, California 92660

Please forward the followingTRAVCOA brochures.

Nume

Address _

City. .Zip_

Travel Agent-

South Pacific Orient Around theWorld

D China Africa Europe Unusual Orient

Middle East India and Frontiers Mongolia

D Egypt SouthAmerica D Antarctica

Dolphin Whale Shirt — From

FREE CATALOG! 22 Great Environmental.
Wildlife, and Anti-nuke Designs! s8.25 each; less

with bulk orders. Satisfaction guaranteed. 10% of

profits go to environmental causes. Share the Earth!
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__The Natural Moment

Hoary "Vbuth

It was July, a month when anybody could see how Marmot

Rock got its name. A gang of young hoary marmots had taken

over the rock in question, an outcropping along a road in Alas-

ka's Denali National Park. When Johnny Johnson set up to pho-

tograph the animals, they were engaged in the high-spirited

combat known to ethologists as "play behavior."

Like most other marmot species, these mountain-dwelling

members of the ground squirrel family are extremely gregari-

ous. Young are born into extended family groups, usually com-

posed of a dominant male and as many as ten adult females.

When individuals meet, the gestures of greeting are often elabo-

rate. They sniff at each other's mouths, touch, or chew at each

other's faces for a moment. To warn one another of danger,

hoary marmots let out shrill, clear whistles.

The importance of all this sociability, theorizes Kenneth

Armitage of the University of Kansas, is that since marmots

don't mature until they are two years old, being gregarious in-

sures that they stay safely around the family until they can re-

produce and fend for themselves.

The vigorous playfulness of the juveniles has also been studied

by David Barash of the University of Washington, who found

that play fights often involve the dominant males and two-year-

olds. Barash speculates that hoary marmots may leave their

families at age two—and that the fights may have an adaptive

purpose in later life.

On that fine, windy day in Denali, Johnny Johnson was espe-

cially taken with a marathon wrestling match between two year-

lings. Fast and fluid, they shoved each other enthusiastically,

locked forelimbs, and pushed until they both fell down, then

rolled over and sprang up again. Then, with forelimbs planted on

each other's shoulders, they pushed until their heads tilted back

and their faces and necks pointed to the sky. At this point a sharp

short whistle sounded from the far side of the rock. This ended

the impasse: the yearlings, and all the other marmots, cleared

out in an instant.

—

D. W.

Photograph by Johnny Johnson
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Authors

As a child in Minnesota. Peter B.

Moyle (page 42) watched his father, a

fisheries biologist, catch carp in nets and

traps and also saw the fish spawn in the

lake by his home. Professor and chair of

the Department of Wildlife and Fisher-

ies Biology. College of Agricultural and

Environmental Sciences. University of

California at Davis, Moyle is now study-

ing native fish communities in the

streams, lakes, and estuaries of northern

California. He compares these fish com-

munities with one in which about half

the species are native and half, including

carp, are introduced. Moyle has also

been investigating native fishes in the

rain forest streams of Sri Lanka. Much
of his work involves snorkeling to ob-

serve the fishes' microhabitat prefer-

ences. In Sri Lanka, he says, the snor-

keler has the illusion of being in an

aquarium full of tropical fish. Moyle is

the author of Inland Fishes of Califor-

nia and. with J.J. Cech, of Fishes: An In-

troduction to Ichthyology.

Professor of zoology at the University

of California at Los Angeles, Thomas R.

Howell (page 60) has long been inter-

ested in the special problems encoun-

tered by birds that nest and raise their

young in the earth's hot spots. Standard

ornithological references had long cited

the Egyptian plover as the only bird

known to incubate its eggs entirely by so-

lar heat. After incorporating the com-

mon wisdom, much of which was actu-

ally based on speculation, in his classes

for many years, Howell decided to see

for himself and took a sabbatical leave to

study the species in Ethiopia. Earlier,

Howell had carried out fieldwork on the

reproductive biology of birds as different

as the gray gull of Chile's Atacama

Desert, where in some places no rain has

been recorded in historical times (see

'JF' ^
3

hjCM,

"Desert-nesting Sea Gulls," Au£st|

1982), and the white tern of Midwaja

land in the Pacific Ocean, which oj

lays its single egg on a bare bran

Howell's plans for future research!

elude studies of the wood swallows off

Australo-Papuan region.

A medical epidemiologist in the Divi-

sion of Viral Diseases of the Centers for

Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia,

Jonathan E. Kaplan (page 68) has a spe-

cial interest in infectious diseases. While

earning his medical degree at Cornell

University in the early 1 970s, he took a

year off to study tropical diseases in Pa-

pua New Guinea. That experiencel

to his concern with "primitive" pop!

tions like the Waorani of Ecuador. C(J

thor James W. Larrick (not pictured!

immunologist, has both an M.D. ar[

Ph.D. in membrane biochemistry

Duke University Medical Center,

working with Kaplan in Papua

Guinea, he organized an expeditioj

study the Waorani. Larrick has

lished frequently in scientific jour

Coauthor James A. Yost (not pictul

and his family have spent eight yeal

isolated Indian villages in the jungla

Ecuador. An anthropologist witl

Ph.D. from the University of Color!

Yost has been a consulting anthrojf

gist for Time-Life Books and the

ral History Unit of BBC-TV and]

written for many academic publicati

Johnny Johnson (page 1 02) got his first

camera—a Brownie—at the age of fif-

teen, and for the next few years, he

photographed as many of the natural

wonders of Austin, Texas, as probably

exist. But Johnson had a hankering for

something a little wilder than Texas

—

Alaska seemed about right. And so in the

late 1 960s, he headed north and ended up

at Mount McKinley National Park, now
renamed Denali. "I fell in love with the

place the first time I saw it," Johnson says,

"and I've never left." He worked as a park

ranger for six years, then in the

seventies decided to take up photogrd

in earnest. "I'm totally obsessed witl]

Johnson says. He has contributed to i

major (and a few minor) natural his

publications. Initially, Johnson plj

graphed only at Denali. Now he sp|

more time exploring more of Ala

saving only the fall, "the best time to si

there," for work at the park. Johns

marmots, featured in this month's
'

Natural Moment," were photogrape

with an SO 200-millimeter zoom leB-"J
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See beyond the ordinary
The Canon A-1 is no ordinary

camera. It is a creative tool. Con-
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kN AND HIS GOLD, A SERIES

Whenyou realizewhat gold can do,

ou'll knowwhydentists use somuch of it.

is almost beyond belief, this

e from the Middle Ages. A fire

is in a dark corner of a room. At

ither end sits a toothache victim

an open mouth. Bending over

, a man pours into the cavity in

ooth a molten lead alloy. You

imagine the ensuing sound

;ts.

hings were better farther back,

le 6th century B.C., when in

' the Etruscans practiced the art

iring loose teeth together with

>s of gold. The ancient Greeks

•Romans also used gold in their

e prostheses.

ent Etruscan gold bridgework still

ns like new.

'Ut only recently, in this cen-

, has the use of gold been per-

ed with the high-quality

jration of teeth.

he breakthrough came in 1907

the development—or rather

scovery—of the "lost wax"
ing process by the American
ist, W.H. Taggart. For exam-
a crown or inlay is first care-

shaped out of wax. It is then

ounded by a heat-resistant

ter. After the plaster hardens, it

:ated and the wax melts out of it.

the resulting hollow is poured
ten gold alloy. Upon cooling,

plaster is broken open, leaving

xact duplicate of the restoration

;old. This, very much simpli-

I , is the way gold crowns, inlays

t other dental restorations are

Mded.

mother breakthrough occurred

he 1950s when porcelain was

developed that could be fused to

gold alloys, making it possible for

artificial teeth to look abso-

lutely natural. The gold is not

visible in the finished

restoration.

In this and

other ways, more'

than twelve tons

of gold were used

in 1981 by U.S.

dentists.

What is it

that makes^J
gold so useful? ^

It will not „, . .

laggarts original
COrroue Or tar- machine for high-precision

nish in the of dental gold.

mouth. It has no injurious effect on

gums and other tissues. It takes a

high polish. It is malleable and can

be shaped easily without breaking.

Being malleable, it can be made to

fit tightly around the edges of a

cavity, sealing it perfectly. It won't

fracture under the powerful pres-

The most durable restorations are made
of gold.

casting

sures of biting. And gold is ever-

lasting.

Today, standardized gold casting

alloys are available with different

hardnesses, melting points and

expansions. They give the den-

tal laboratory technician a lot to

work with. For instance, he can

select gold alloys in various

hardnesses depending on the

job they have to do.

Though the price of gold has

increased over the years, the

main cost in dentistry is

labor and services, not

metal. Only small amounts

of gold alloy are used in

restorations, typically one-

twentieth of an ounce or less in the

average crown.

Cheaper, base-metal alloys have

been developed to replace gold, but

gold has unsurpassed reliability.

Some are even suspect: there is

particular concern about the toxic-

ity of nickel, which is used in cer-

tain of these alloys. Other problems

such as miscastings, discoloration

of teeth, and inadequate adhesion

to porcelain are more frequent with

these substitutes.

No metal is more trustworthy or

has a longer history of use in

dentistry than gold. Instinc-

tively we know how precious

gold is; it has been prized as

jewelry since ancient times.

But gold is even more precious

when it is the jewelry of the

mouth, for nothing is more pre-

cious than ones health.

This advertisement is part of a

series produced in the interest of a

wider knowledge ofman's most pre-

cious metal. For more information,

write to The Gold Injormation Cen-

ter, Dept. H14, P.O. Box 934, Madi-
son Square Station, Neiv York, N.Y.

10010.
D Tin- Gold Information Center.

The Gold Information Center

.
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At Sea with El Nino
Thefish were gone, the birds were gone,

and the winds blew in the wrong direction

by Victoria G. Thayer and Richard T. Barber

During 1982 and 1983, 800 deaths and

$8 billion of damage were caused by a se-

vere climate change. Australia suffered its

worst drought on record. Drought-related

crop failures in Indonesia caused wide-

spread hunger. At the other extreme, the

normally arid coast of Peru was flooded by

heavy rains. In the United States, Califor-

nia, the Rocky Mountain states, the Gulf

Coast states and the Southeast experi-

enced rains, flooding, mud slides, and de-

structively high tides in the winter of

1983-84. Why? The answer, as everyone

now knows, is that El Nino had arrived.

El Nino was originally the name given

by nineteenth-century Peruvian fisher-

men to the warm current that flows south-

ward late each December, carrying flot-

sam such as banana trees, palm trees, and

various animals from the Gulf of Guaya-

quil. The fishermen named that current el

niho Jesus, or the Christ child, because it

appeared at Christmastime. At the end of

the century, Peruvian scholars noticed

that although the annual El Nino was rela-

tively mild, at intervals of several years

the current seemed to be extremely

strong. In those exceptional years, ocean

temperatures, even far offshore, were

anomalously warm, and Peru received

rain in normally dry regions. These un-

usual episodes, involving the entire Pacific

Ocean basin, came to be called El Nino.

The fishermen's annual warm current lost

its name to the more spectacular occur-

rence.

In the simplest terms, what we now call

El Nino is a current of anomalously warm
water in the coastal and equatorial ocean

off Peru and Ecuador that persists for six

to eighteen months. But the warm ocean

water in the eastern tropical Pacific is only

one facet of a phenomenon involving the

global atmosphere and the entire Pacific

basin.

One link in the chain of events that sets

off El Nino involves the trade winds. For

some still unclear reason, normally steady

trade winds that blow across the Pacific

from east to west occasionally weaken and

falter or even, as in 1982, reverse direction

for a month or so. When the trade winds

waver, the ocean responds dramatically

by setting in motion altered currents.

Warm water—El Nino—appears and

persists off the coasts of the Americas

from Chile to Canada. Sea level rises

along the west coasts of North and South

America, setting the stage for tides,

surges, and storms that take a high toll of

man-made coastal structures such as piers

and docks. The ocean warming is charac-

teristically accompanied by torrential

rains, which are especially destructive in

normally arid regions. The havoc that the

1 982-83 El Nino visited on the Americas,

Australia, and Southeast Asia has been

described at length in the news media. But

El Nino observed far out on the ocean, our

vantage point, is a different phenomenon.

On September 10, 1982, a three-person

team from the Marine Laboratory of

Duke University left Hawaii, heading

south for the equator on the research ves-

sel Conrad. Their purpose was to study

normal equatorial currents and their ef-

fect on marine nutrients and plankton.

Our work on the Conrad, which belongs to

the Lamont-Doherty Geological Observa-

tory of Columbia University, consisted of

measuring the abundance of plankton and

the nutrients they require for growth.

When we reached the equator, the Con-
rad turned east and made a series of

oceanographic stations—stops during

which equipment was lowered into the

sea—as the ship sailed toward

America. El Nino was then far from

one's mind—long-range indicators,

as sea temperature and trade

strength, had predicted that there

be no El Nino in that part of the oo

1982 or 1983. Yet when we begai

work at the equator, the surface tern

ture of the ocean was warmer than i

about 80° F instead of the normal Sej

ber temperature of 75°. It became

that something strange was taking
f

The ship's cooks, who were frorr.Ti

had always caught fresh fish by tn

off the stern. But on this cruise, they (

catch a single fish. They were baffle<

a little irritated by the absence of fis

birds. The Conrad developed a mim a

gine problem and ran for a while o ai

engine instead of the usual two. The lie

scientist, physical oceanographer

Toole of Woods Hole Oceanograph

stitution, worried that this would

the ship to fall behind schedule. It;

reading of our position showed thatwi
""

with only one engine, the Conracm

moving toward South America faste;M •:

expected. When those in the ship's M
puter room saw Toole smiling for thifi .

;

time in days they asked, "Whattfp m

pened?" "You won't believe this," I

plied, grinning, "but we're ahead of sied

ule." The equatorial current was fliitl
''?

east at one to two miles per hour, j'ini -

the Conrad a significant boost alo .
i>

eastward course—but this was a conlei^

reversal of normal conditions, a wes aiq

flow driven by trade winds.

The next day Toole told the scittifif

party, "We seem to be in the onset ffl

Nino." The spirit on the ship chang foj

the better after that diagnosis. We w>3

relieved that we weren't behind sch'U

:
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Ur civil justice system is in serious trouble.

If total litigation cost exceeds the amount of

;aney received by a plaintiff, something is very

•ong. If an injury most people think of as minor

.
ings a higher award than a fatal accident,

thing makes sense. If a simple lawsuit takes

,
ars to resolve, everybody loses.

Chief Justice Warren E. Burger has noted,

.there has been a slowly-all too slowly-develop-

l awareness that the traditional litigation process

is become too cumbersome, too expensive, and

ro burdened by many other disadvantages!'

Can anything be done? We think it can.
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Taking positive steps.

', do something about these problems, our indus-

i
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manufacturers, and health care professionals.

Working together, they are developing new solu-

tions to the civil justice crisis. In state after

state, their ideas are being translated into action

The ideals of civil justice will be served far
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taxpayers less, and decide awards on a more
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we realized we were on an important

cruise, and everyone knew that each day's

measurements would be crucial. No re-

search ship had previously worked in El

Nino at sea as it was setting in. Changes

were now obvious; the trade winds disap-

peared and the equatorial ocean was eerily

quiet. The normally abundant sea birds,

dolphins, and whales were absent, and for

oceanographers the company of those

creatures is a favorite aspect of being at

sea. Two students on the Duke team had

been told they would see lots of whales,

dolphins, and a variety of sea birds—frig-

ates, boobies, tropicbirds, petrels, and

shearwaters. But only a few gannets and

petrels kept us company. The students

were disappointed. In October, when we

arrived in Panama and they had an oppor-

tunity to join another ship, they decided

instead to fly straight home. They'd had

enough of the hot and vacant ocean.

Measurements from satellites, drifting

buoys, and ships at sea are continually

sent to NOAA's Climate Analysis Center

(CAC) in Washington, D.C. Wind speed,

current speeds, and temperatures from

the Conrad were sent in and rejected. The

CAC computer was programmed to reject

measurements that deviate too far from

the norm on the basis that they probably

result from faulty instruments. For a while

the computer was denying the existence of

what we were seeing on the equator in

September 1982.

After the Conrad reached Panama,

members of the Duke team joined the

NOAA ship Researcher for a cruise west-

ward along the equator then south to Peru.

When the Researcher's, data started com-

ing in back at CAC, they were discarded,

just as the Conrad's had been. Later that

month, the people at CAC decided that

the computer was rejecting too much
data, so Eugene Rasmusson, head of the

organization, went back through the Con-

rad data and decided they were valid after

all. The computer was reprogrammed to

accept such measurements, and Ras-

musson issued the second of what would

be a series of special climate diagnostic

bulletins, announcing the appearance of

El Nino. He wrote, "The present situation

has now reached the dimensions of a ma-

jor warm episode. There seems little doubt

that the conditions at present are of major

proportions, possibly even exceeding the

events of 1972 and 1976 [the last two El

Ninos]." That wasn't news to us, but we
were happy to have the appearance of El

Nino formally recognized.

The havoc on land started immediately.

In November 1982, 4'/3 inches of rain fell

at Guayaquil, Ecuador, instead of the nor-

mal 1/32 of an inch. The Line Islands,

south of Hawaii and north of the equator,

were hit by powerful eastbound winds. A
rare northeasterly hurricane slammed into

Hawaii, causing great property damage

and killing one person. French Polynesia

reeled under what was to be the first of six

major tropical cyclones.

In Lima, Peru, some members of the

Duke group were replaced to make the

team ready when the Researcher headed

north on November 16, 1982, for work en

route to Panama. Everyone in Peru was

talking about El Nino. What we didn't

know was that what we had seen was

merely the beginning of what would turn

out to be the most severe El Nino on

record. As the Researcher cruised up the

coast of Peru and out to longitude 95°

west, we found warm, low-salinity water.

As usual, we filtered water from ten dif-

ferent depths in the upper 300 feet to mea-

sure the amount of phytoplankton (plant

plankton). Along the Peruvian coast, we
usually find such huge quantities that the

filters turn brown and clog. Sometimes

the diatoms, a microscopic form of phyto-

plankton, are so abundant that the filters

smell like fresh-cut hay, but in November

1982 the water was clear and the amount

of plankton was one-tenth its usual level.

Not even the slightest green stain ap-

peared on the filters.

An Ecuadorean scientist aboard the

Wecoma examinesplankton nets. During
El Nino, normally abundant plankton
species all but disappeared.

Ordinarily an upwelling—the upj

flow of cold water—creates a 2C

band of plankton-rich water off the I

of Peru, but in November 1982, th|

richment was confined to within tw

miles of land. On the equator, the 6j

gree isotherm, a horizontal line con

ing points of the same temperature,
j

750 feet, 600 feet deeper than nor

slab of warm water about 600 feet I

had moved into the region and was o\

ing the normal surface layer. Thera

rain even on the equator, where it al

never rains, and the air was warm an

mid. Nightly basketball games on th|

tail of the Researcher grew shortel

shorter as the weather got hotter an|

ter. Thanksgiving Day 1982 was sv

ing and there were cumulus clouds i

usually clear equatorial sky.

The Duke team on these cruises)

ways small, and we often work arourJ

clock to process our samples at eacl

tion. We nap when we can because
f

are not enough people for the assig

of formal watches. Napping is oftenl

outside in the fresh air rather than i

air-conditioned staterooms. Off Per

in equatorial waters there is usu^

pleasant trade wind breeze. But

the November 1982 Researcher cm\
couldn't stay outside for more than 1

minutes without being soaked witll

spiration. There was definitely no naj

on deck. Once again we had told

Duke technician that there would 1

of sea birds, whales, and dolphins]

again we were disappointed.

Meanwhile, on Christmas Island, I

middle of the Pacific at longitude

west, two ornithologists, Ralph and
|

beth Schreiber, were worried by J

they had found. They were seeing oil

what we had observed at sea.[

Schreibers have been studying thej

on this island for fifteen years. I

characteristic breeding biology of tl]

birds includes one large egg, long i

tion, extended parental care of fled|

and juveniles, and long life spans,

sea birds depend on a diet of small fid

squid and need larger predator fisha

marine mammals to chase the si

fishes and squids to the surface whe!

birds can catch them. If the absei

plankton disrupts the food chain, the

fish have nothing to feed on andj

away.

In June 1982 many individuals i

eral species of sea birds were presf

Christmas Island: blue-face, brov

red-footed boobies; lesser and greatd

ate birds; and sooty, crested, and!

backed terns, to name a few. Greatq

ate birds numbered about 8,000
Richard Barber
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1982, but in November 1982 there were

fewer than 100. The Schreibers expected

to see 90 live nestlings in the colonies of

marked nests but saw only 6. None were

able to fly and all were starving to death

because the adults couldn't find any fish.

The reproductive success of the greater

frigates was zero in 1982. There were

3,500 pairs of lesser frigates with eggs or

small young during the normal June of

1 982, but when the Schreibers returned in

November of that year, they found hun-

dreds of dead nestlings in just one part of

this colony. Fewer than 50 adults were

present.

In light of what the Schreibers found on

Christmas Island, we believe that the sea

birds that usually congregate in the rich

equatorial waters dispersed across wide

areas of the tropical Pacific. Such dis-

persal caused the complete loss of the

young of that year, but the more critical

question was whether the adult sea birds

could find enough food to support them-

selves as they spread out.

By December 1982 most oceanogra-

phers were back home for the holidays, or

at least on land, and the Duke group was

no exception. While none of us were col-

lecting data at sea, information from satel-

lites, buoys, aircraft, and shore gauges

kept coming in and showed thai in Decem-

ber all measurements from the Pacific

were at record levels. In mid-January

1983, the El Nino indicators suddenly re-

versed. Ocean temperatures dropped nine

degrees, and drifting buoys near the equa-

tor that had been moving eastward

changed direction and headed westward

at high speeds. This change was a return

of the current to its normal surface flow to-

ward Australia. Trade winds shifted back

to blowing to the west. The Pacific ap-

peared to be returning to normal.

Rasmusson, in his third special CAC
bulletin, announced on February 14,

1983, "The 1982-83 [El Nino] will go

down in the records as one of the strongest

and in many ways one of the most unusual

events of the century." He also ventured

the opinion that the 1982-83 El Nino

might have passed its peak, but the Pa-

cific was to prove this forecast wrong.

In February 1 983, the Duke group went

to sea for the third time since El Nino had

begun, this time on Oregon State Univer-

sity's research vessel Wecoma. The
Wecoma left Panama and worked south-

ward along the coast of Ecuador and Peru.

Winds and weak upwelling within twenty

miles of the coast were almost normal, but

a layer of warm water with very sparse

plankton was still present offshore farther

than twenty miles from the coast. We
caught tropical oceanic fish, such as do-

rado (also called mahimahi, or dolphin-

fish), off the Wecoma in Peruvian coastal

waters, where we had never seen this spe-

cies during our previous fifteen years of

work in the region. In March 1983 the

Wecoma stopped briefly in Callao, Peru,

turned around, and headed back toward

Panama with stations on different islands

of the Galapagos. As the March leg pro-

gressed, it became clear that El Nino had

not ended. The ocean temperatures rose

higher and higher, finally reaching 87 de-

grees, salinity was low, and no one could

remember when plankton levels had been

so low. The water on the coast and in the

Galapagos Islands was a clear, bright blue

instead of the murky brown that indicates

a rich pasture of diatoms.

Normally, the classical trade wind and

upwelling ocean off Peru and Ecuador

means that the wind blows steadily from

the southeast, never faltering and rarely

intensifying into what could be called a

storm. At night, even on the equator, the

cool water and steady breeze usually

make the temperature pleasantly chilly.

The climate is reminiscent of San Fran-

cisco in August, except that there is never

fog in the morning, just haze and a perva-

sive mist called garua, from the Spanish

word for "drizzle." But in March 1 983 the

region was more like Miami in August.

The sky was cloudless and the tropical sun

beat down with an intensity we had never

before experienced; two Peruvian scien-

tists got bad cases of sunburn, their first in

a lifetime. Instead of the steady trade

wind breezes, there were calms, short

squalls, frequent wind shifts, and thunder-

storms, and the humidity was high. Be-

cause the Wecoma's air-conditioning ma-

chinery held up, we slept and worked in

relative comfort inside the ship. Although

El Nino drastically affected marine wild-

life, the muggy but unthreatening charac-

ter of the weather at sea contrasted

sharply with the havoc that resulted on

land when the global atmosphere was

changed by El Nino.

In desert areas of Peru and Equador,

twelve feet of rain fell in 1983. Average

annual rainfall in the dry coastal regions

of those countries may be as little as four

to five inches. Roofs on houses in those ar-

eas are consequently not built to be water-

tight. Heavy rain is El Nino's most devas-

tating impact on the continents; adobe

homes melt away, bridges and roads are

washed out, flash floods strike without

warning, and most destructive of all, mud
slides take a heavy toll of lives. In contrast

with this tragedy and devastation on land,

El Nino at sea is gentle.

What we felt in March 1983 confirmed

our measurements: El Nino was not end-

ing; in fact it was still increasing in intq

sity. As large areas of the Pacific warn

to 87 degrees, rains intensified over

North and South America.

Spring of 1983 was the rainiest

record for much of the United Statl

from the deep south north to Chicago i

all across New England. Many NortheaJ

em states received twice their nor

rainfall; California got triple its noil

California and the Rocky Mountain s

experienced $1.1 billion worth of dama|
while downstream, rivers crested at

highs in Louisiana, Arkansas, Mississip

and Texas.

The southeastern Pacific is a tropil

ocean that has never in recorded histl

spawned a hurricane or typhoon. DurJ

1983, storm generation was greatly

hanced in the central and western

regions that usually produce only an oc

sional typhoon. We wondered if

would be a typhoon that year off

coasts of Peru and Ecuador. The real

that tropical storms are not born in

part of the ocean is that the surface mil

layer is normally too cool and too shall

to supply the thermal energy needed fd

hurricane or typhoon. In March 1983
f

surface mixed layer was at 87 degr

warm as that in any of the hurricane-j

erating parts of the world ocean. On 1

the Wecoma we watched and waited,
|

no hurricane was born.

In March, April, and May, ocean i

peratures continued to climb, exceed

the previous December peaks. The i

along Peru and Ecuador were twelvd

thirteen degrees above normal. The dri

ing buoys, which had resumed their

mal westward direction in January

reversed themselves again and

headed eastward along the equator|

ward South America.

By spring 1983, El Nino had becon

familiar phrase in North and South An
ica; newspapers, television, and n
voted time to describing the phenomeij

In Beaufort, North Carolina, our lalj

Duke University was called regularly

information. The interest was understd

able. El Nino had reached global proj

tions and was affecting everyone,

men in California were confused bed
they were finding species that did not]

long there. Salmon were gone, but

lions of a small tropical crab, Pleul

codes planipes, washed ashore in So|

ern California and clogged pipes

San Onofre Nuclear Power Plant. In

north, off San Francisco, the FaralloJ

lands were experiencing what had

pened earlier on Christmas Island,

mally 300,000 birds gather there du

the spring and early summer, but in sp
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and summer of 1983, the food chain had

apparently been disrupted and the birds

were nowhere to be found.

By spring of 1983, there was confusion

as to what the life span of this El Nino

would be. Atmospheric pressure at Dar-

win, Australia, and in Tahiti had returned

to normal, meaning that the normal Indo-

nesian low and South Pacific high had

been restored. With the globe's largest at-

mospheric pressure gradient reestablished

across the Pacific, the trade winds were

expected to return to normal.

In May 1983 the Researcher again left

Panama for Callao, Peru, and we were

able to take our fourth close look at El

Nino. Although our concept of El Nino

was limited by the number of times we

could get to sea, we are confident that

May 1983 was the peak of the phenome-

non. At that time the 87 degree water was

up against the coast, completely overrid-

ing any sign of cooling caused by up-

welling. The isotherms tilted down next

to the coast, showing that water was down-

welling. The band of relatively cool and

rich water next to the land was gone.

Adult sea birds that had abandoned their

nests months earlier were now dying of

starvation, and adult sea lions and fur

seals steadily became thinner. The differ-

ence was obvious to us in March in the Ga-

lapagos Islands, but now large numbers of

adult sea lions and fur seals were dying.

Earlier in the year only the more vulner-

able pups born that season were starving.

The deaths of large numbers of adults

didn't start until April and peaked in May.

In June there was still no evidence of

cold water. When water temperatures

stayed warm, Rasmusson issued another

CAC bulletin that summarized the year's

events, but this time he did not predict

how or when El Nino would end. After

five months at sea, the Researcher was

scheduled to return to Miami by July,

1983. Donald Hansen, head of physical

oceanography at NOAA's Atlantic Mete-

orological and Oceanographic Laboratory

in Miami, arranged a six-day extension of

the cruise so research could be conducted

off Peru and Ecuador in July as the ship

headed home. Five days before the Re-

searcher was to leave from Callao, the

Duke group decided to join the cruise. We
were determined to be aboard the Re-

searcher because the coastal station that

Duke operates in Paita, Peru, reported

that the water temperature had plum-

meted ten degrees by July 1 0. We looked

hard at the graph showing the steep tem-

perature decline and decided that we
needed to go on Hansen's add-on cruise.

This time El Nino appeared to be coming

to an end. After hurried preparations, we

joined the two and one-half week trip, the

shortest cruise we had ever made.

The 278-foot Researcher has modern

oceanographic equipment as well as a

bank of computers to process data con-

tinuously when at sea. Cylinders called ex-

pendable bathythermographs are regu-

larly launched into the ocean to provide a

depth profile of water temperature, and

three transducers note the direction and

velocity of currents by measuring the

Doppler effect of sound bounced off the

water. To complement these fancy physi-

cal measurements, we looked for sea birds

and mammals that would signal a more

productive ocean. A few days after leav-

ing Callao, we started seeing petrels flying

close to the surface. Dolphins, pilot

whales, and sperm whales came into view

as the Researcher continued north along

the Peru coast. One night at dinner an an-

nouncement came over the intercom that

there was a whale to starboard. We ran out

and cheered as a humpback breached

three times. The crew's mood improved;

the scientists were exhilarated. As the ship

headed home for the first time in five

months, it was like a horse racing for the

barn.

The most impressive change was in the

water itself. It was dark brown and murky,

a welcome sign to oceanographers, indi-

cating a rich bloom of diatoms. The levels

of phytoplankton we found in July 1983

close to the coast of Peru were the highest

we had found in fifteen years of sampling.

The inshore upwelling habitat seemed to

recover almost instantly from El Nino.

The water there was cool, rich in nutrients,

and thick with diatoms. But 50 to 100

miles offshore and beyond, El Nino was

still in evidence. As we expected, the re-

covery started in upwelling centers next to

the coast of Peru, but by July it had not

progressed very far offshore.

The middle links of the food chain, how-

ever, were still profoundly affected by El

Nino. Whales and dolphins and some spe-

cies of sea birds had returned from wher-

ever they had "waited out" the extraordi-

nary climate changes. With their fast

growth rate of one doubling a day, dia-

toms had repopulated the favorable wa-

ters in a week or two. But the animals in

the middle of the food chain—zooplank-

ton and small fishes such as anchovies and

sardines—unable to swim or fly 1,000

miles to get out of El Nino or with genera-

tion times of several months to one year,

were still absent. There were no schools of

anchovy with their accompanying flocks

of thousands of cormorants and boobies.

We do not know how long it will take for a

balanced food chain to be restored.

Our sixth cruise left San Diego on the

Discoverer for a long trip out to the cenfl

Pacific as far as longitude 1 50° west, t|

back along the equator in October,

equatorial upwelling ecosystem was|

bloom just as the coastal region was.

'

abundance of diatoms was the highest!

had ever seen, but the middle links of |

food chain were still not evident.

In November 1983, a year and th

months after the initial Conrad cruise,!

Duke group boarded the Universityj

Rhode Island's research vessel Endeq

for a final look at results of the 1982-8J
Nino. The plan for the Endeavor wal

work along the coast of Peru and Ecuaf

and then make a series of stations arol

the Galapagos Islands to take a carl

look at both coastal and equatorial
[

welling. This work would take

months, so the Endeavor wouldn't gJ

rest until the end of December 1983.[

The contrast between November l|

and November 1 982 was hard to belil

In 1 983 trade winds blew all the time fl

the same direction and at about the sa

strength. The water was cool—col

than average for the month of Novem|
The atmosphere, hot and humid the

[

before, was now brisk and bracing,

the sun went down, it was always cJ

enough for a sweater or down vest.

About ten miles west of Isabella,!

largest island in the Galapagos, we sa

huge herd of spotted dolphins, stretcl

out in rough lines at least a mile lonj

each side of the ship. We ran in circle

a while, cavorting with the dolphin)

they raced along with long, low leaps.

same area of ocean had been hot, baij

and bright blue from November 198

May 1983; the chill in December
made a pleasant contrast, and the tl

sands of dolphins leaping and pirouea

in the rich brown water were a chea

sight. The dolphins were back, but wl

had they "waited out" the anomaly?|

fewer marine mammals than usual

seen in the area affected by El NinoJ

we haven't heard of increased sighting

regions that were unaffected by El

'

The return of the dolphins reminded i

the birds, mammals, and humans thai)

fered so severely from El Nino off

1982-83 season.

By the end of December 1983, the

deavor tied up in Callao, Peru. Our
was over, and we knew that the 198|

El Nino was gone from the vast reach

the Pacific.

Victoria G. Thayer is a research te\

cian at the Marine Laboratory of i

University at Beaufort, North Cara

Richard T. Barber is professor ofzoo

and botany at the laboratory.
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This View of Lil

The Rule of Five
In the decades before Darwin, numerical systems

were serious contendersfor explaining the natural order

by Stephen Jay Gould

The human mind delights in finding

pattern—so much so that we often mis-

take coincidence or forced analogy for

profound meaning. No other habit of

thought lies so deeply within the soul of a

small creature trying to make sense of a

complex world not constructed for it.

"Into this Universe, and why not knowing

Nor whence, like water willy-nilly flowing,"

as the Rubaiyat says. No other habit of

thought stands so doggedly in the way of

any forthright attempt to understand

some of the world's most essential as-

pects—the tortuous paths of history, the

unpredictability of complex systems, and

the lack of causal connection among
events superficially similar.

Numerical coincidence is a common
path to intellectual perdition in our quest

for meaning. We delight in catalogs of dis-

parate items united by the same number,

and often feel in our gut that some unity

must underlie it all. Our ancestors pon-

dered the mystique of seven—the number

of planets (sun, moon, and five visible

planets, all circling the earth in Ptolemy's

system), the deadly sins, the seals of Rev-

elations. Five has also been favored, not

only for fingers and toes but also for the

acts of a proper play according to Horace,

the smooth stones that David selected to

slay Goliath, the few loaves that Christ

used to feed the multitude, the number of

Mrs. Bixby's sons (all of whom, appar-

ently, did not die gloriously on the field of

battle, Mr. Lincoln notwithstanding). The
owl and pussycat went to sea with all their

worldly goods wrapped in a five-pound

note (a very large bill, by the way, in those

Victorian days). What this country needs,

and will never have again, is a good five-

cent cigar.

In this essay, I shall discuss two taxo-

nomic systems (theories for the classifica-

tion of organisms) popular in the decades

just before Darwin published the Origin

of Species. Both assumed reasons other

than evolution for the ordering of organ-

isms; both proposed a scheme based on the

number five for placing organisms into a

hierarchy of groups and subgroups. Both

argued that such a simple numerical regu-

larity must record an intrinsic pattern in

nature, not a false order imposed by hu-

man hope upon a more complex reality. I

shall describe these systems and then dis-

cuss how evolutionary theory undermined

their rationale and permanently changed

the science of taxonomy by making such

simple numerical schemes inconsistent

with a new view of nature. This important

change in scientific thought embodies a

general message about the nature of his-

tory and the kinds of order that a world

built by history, and not by preordained

plan, can (and cannot) express.

Louis Agassiz wrote of his teacher, the

German embryologist Lorenz Oken:

A master in the art of teaching, he exer-

cised an almost irresistible influence over

his students. Constructing the universe out

of his own brain . . . classifying the animals

as if by magic, in accordance with an anal-

ogy based on the dismembered body of

man, it seemed to us who listened that the

slow laborious process of accumulating pre-

cise detailed knowledge could only be the

work of drones, while a generous, com-
manding spirit might build the world out of

its own powerful imagination.

Oken was a fine descriptive anatomist;

his treatises on the embryology of the pig

and dog, written in 1806, are classics of

meticulous care. But Oken was also a lead-

er in the popular early nineteenth-century

school of Naturphilosophie—an inte

tual movement based on the romantid

sion that simple laws of dynamic mo
ruled nature and that great intell|

might apprehend these laws by a kini

creative intuition. Oken's major contr

tion to this movement, his Lehrbuch

Naturphilosophie (1809-11), is a

close to 4,000 items long, taking all kn

edge for its province and full of orac

pronouncements about nearly everytr

from why the earth is a crystal ('

mountain ranges as its edges) to

Kriegskunst (the art of war) is the no!

of human endeavors.

Oken, though widely respected

day (even by his intellectual enemies)!

suffered the fate of modern citsf

largely for laughs about the bad old
|

versus the bright present. Admittedly^

oracular style of pronouncement ini

ridicule by modern standards. What|

can one make of Oken's paean to

"The whole of mathematics emerge^

of zero, so must everything,

emerged from the eternal or nothing o|

ture. . . . There is no other science

that which treats of nothing." Or his cl

that all "lower" animals are merelf

complete humans: "The animal kingl

is only a dismemberment of the hig

animal, that is, of Man."

When divorced from Oken's own J

text, these statements lose all meaij

and we are left with nothing but lauj|

for their disembodied style. When
erly situated, they at least make
(though we may judge them incorred

day), and we may attribute his pec|

style to differences in taste and cusj

not to stupidity or irrelevance.

The context for most of his peculiail

nouncements—the primacy of zero,!

14 Natural History 10/84
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mals as aborted humans, taxonomy by

fives—lies in the primary doctrine of

Naturphilosophie: the idea of a single,

progressive developmental tendency in

nature. All natural processes move up-

ward in one direction, starting from pri-

mal nothingness (Oken's zero) and ad-

vancing toward human complexity and

beyond. (Oken's view is not evolutionary

since each new state begins again in the

primal zero and moves one step beyond its

predecessor. It does not evolve by direct

genealogical descent from a less devel-

oped ancestor, as an evolutionary theory

would require.) Since all animals can be

arranged in a single series of ascending

complexity, with humans on top, lower

creatures are incomplete humans. (Oken

defined each new step in complexity as the

addition of an organ; thus, creatures be-

low us on the ladder of progress have

fewer organs and are incomplete.)

The excitement of new theories lies in

their power to change contexts, to render

irrelevant what once seemed sensible. If

we laugh at the past because we judge it

anachronistically in the light of present

theories, how can we understand that

change of context? And how can we retain

proper humility toward our own favored

theories and the probability of their own
future lapse into insignificance? Honest

intellectual passions always merit respect.

Evolutionary theory was the greatest

context changer in the history of biology.

Theodosius Dobzhansky wrote in a fam-

ous statement that nothing in biology

makes sense except in the light of evolu-

tion. But Oken's world made sense under a

different set of beliefs about how nature

worked. Dobzhansky meant, of course,

that once we recognize evolution as the ba-

sis of organic history, all biology must be

H

reformulated. If we wish to understar

why evolution was such a watershed in tf

history of ideas, we must comprehend tl

contexts that it replaced, not view them

imperfect harbingers of evolution. Th(

were different, subtle, brilliant (ar

wrong), not stupid. We must study sue

theories as Oken's classification by five

and we must learn why evolution

stroyed their rationale if we wish to gra:

the sweep and power of evolution itself

Oken's taxonomy by fives attempts

reconcile two principles, both dear

Naturphilosophie, but superficially

contradiction—first, that animals repr

sent a single series of increasing comple

ity defined by the successive addition

organs; second, that meaningful analogi

permeate nature and that each segment

taxonomy mimics or mirrors all the othe

(the order of mammals, for example, mi
repeat in miniature the same scheme th

arranges all of nature). But how can \

have a single ascending series and a set

repeating cycles?

Let us examine the two claims sej;
1

rately. Consider first Oken's epitome i

his belief that all animals form a single

ries marked by the addition of orgai

aphorisms number 3,067-72 of

Lehrbuch:

The animal kingdom is only one animal.

.

The animal kingdom is only a dismemb
ment of the highest animal, that is, of M;

Animals become nobler in rank, the grea

the number of organs that are collective

liberated or severed from the Grand A-

mal, and that enter into combination,

animal that, for example, lived only as'-

testine, would be, doubtless, inferior to tj

that with the intestine were to combini

skin. . .

.

Oken's Path of Progress by Wheels of

ALL ANIMALS

Feeling Invertebrates

Taste Fishes 1

Smell Reptiles

Hearing Birds

Sight Mammals

MAMMALS ADVANCED
MAMMALS

Feeling rodents

Taste sloths & marsupials

Smell bats & insectivores

Hearing whales & hoofed mammals

Sight carnivores & primates Feeling

Taste

Smell

Hearing

Sight

cats & dogs

seats

bears

apes

humans Feeling

Taste

Africans

Australia

Smell Amerind

Hearing Orientals

Sight Caucasia

'':
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Qcuxex^t

Animals are gradually perfected ... by
adding organ unto organ. . .

.

Each animal ranks therefore above the

other; two of them never stand on an equal

plane or level.

Animals are distinguished ... by the num-
ber of their different organs.

But such a simple linear order could not

satisfy the soul of a man who believed that

every nuance of nature had deep meaning
in its union with all other parts. Oken
could not leave the amoeba in its pond or

the crab on the seashore, for they were ele-

ments of a complex and interconnected

harmony, not merely the lower rungs of a

ladder. Thus, Oken developed a scheme
for crossties; he would classify nature as a

web of meaning, not just a line of progress.

Oken felt that he had broken the code
of nature's numerical order in recognizing

pervasive cycles of five based upon the or-

gans of sense in their own ascending se-

quence: feeling, taste, smell, hearing, and
sight. Driven by his romantic vision of liv-

ing matter yearning for perfection along

simple paths bursting with meaning, Oken
found ascending circles of five every-

where, from the grandest scale of all ani-

mals to the smallest of human races.

He arranged the entire animal kingdom
in a rising cycle of five, reflecting the

successive addition (or perfection) of sen-

sory organs. "The animal classes," he
wrote, "are virtually nothing else than a

representation of the sense organs.

. .
.
They must be arranged in accordance

with them." Invertebrates, fishes, reptiles,

birds, and mammals, or feeling, taste,

smell, hearing, and sight. I shall not bur-
den this essay with Oken's forced and spe-

cious arguments for these fanciful cor-

respondences. Recalcitrant, complex na-

ture behaves very badly whenever we try

to force such simple schemes upon her
(consider, for example, the difficulty of
identifying mammals with sight, when the

lower class of birds contains species with
vision more acute than any mammal's). I

shall simply cite Oken's rationale.

Strictly speaking, there are only 5 animal
classes: Dermatozoa, or -the Invertebrata;
Glossozoa, or the Fishes, as being those ani-

mals in whom a true tongue makes for the
first time its appearance; Rhinozoa, or the
Reptiles, wherein the nose opens for the
first time into the mouth and inhales air;

Otozoa, or the Birds, in which the ear for

the first time opens externally; Ophthal-
mozoa, or the Thricozoa [mammals], in

whom all the organs of sense are present
and complete, the eyes being moveable and
covered with two palpebrae or lids.

As for the large, so for the small. Oken
even managed to portray the conventional

i

racist ordering of human groups by <f

sensory analogy, although he didn't e\l]

attempt a rationale for his choices:

The skin-man is the black, African
The tongue-man is the brown, Aust
lian-Malayan

The nose-man is the red, American
The ear-man is the yellow, Asiatic-M
golian

The eye-man is the white, European

But how can nature move in cycles

ulated by organs of sense and, at the saL

time, along a single path of progress gT.

erned by the addition of organs? We nd
an image, an analogy, and a chart.

Image: The object that moves up I

path of progress is not a striding creatt;,

but a rolling circle with five spos
marked feeling, taste, smell, hearing, 1
sight. Each time a spoke touches a
ground, it deposits a creature represent?

its level of sensory advance along the ph
of progress. When the highest spoke .f

sight finally reaches the ground, a rv

and smaller wheel starts rolling aga,

depositing creatures along the same si-

sory sequence.

Analogy: Several theories of historn

Western thought manage to unite idea if

continuous progress with cyclical re»
titions. In the sixteenth-century glass if

King's College Chapel, Cambridge a

powerful figure of Jonah, belched fch

from the whale's belly, overlies an im,e

of Christ rising from the tornt)—for bh

men came to life again after three day',/!

extremis. Christian history moves if<-

orably forward, but the New Testarnt

replays the Old, and God's meaning
revealed in the repetition.

Chart: The following chart shows ('«

cycles of five-part sensory wheels: all

;'

mals, all mammals, the highest grou]

mammals, and the highest species of

«

highest group. For Oken, these identifa-

tions with sense organs and specificam

of five-part wheels at all scales through!

nature did not represent an artificial s-

tem constructed to aid memory or fali-

tate recall but a discovery of nature's ib

derlying reality. He expected praclal

results from his correspondences. Ie

tried, for example, to arrange the minal

and vegetable world in five-part wheels

well. Since our medicines are madof
chemicals and plants, the correct *
respondences will specify proper tut

ments. We might cure Africans with ie

plants of feeling, Caucasians, with pits

of sight.

If once the genera of Minerals, Plants id

Animals come to stand correctly opp'te

each other, a great advantage will acuej

therefrom to the science of Materia H '
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Swainson's quinary circles for vertebrates & all animals, showing ties of affinity for vertebrate

& ties of analogy between the circles

VERTEBRATES

mammals

ALL ANIMALS

Vertebrata

amphibians Acrita

ica; for corresponding genera will act spe-

cifically upon each other.

I admire the sweep and coherence of

Oken's vision, but I'll descend to the realm

of sound and be a monkey's uncle if it says

anything much about nature.

As Oken constructed his ascending

wheels of five in Germany during the de-

cades before Darwin, another taxonomic

theory, the quinary system, led many Eng-

lish naturalists to arrange all organisms

into different circles of five. The quinary

system invites comparison with Oken's

scheme because it also built circles of five

at different scales and sought correspon-

dences between organisms at the same po-

sition on different circles. It also at-

tempted to resolve the apparent con-

tradiction between linear progress and cir-

cular repetition.

The quinary system rests upon a separa-

tion between two kinds of similarity: affin-

ity and analogy. Ties of affinity unite

forms on the same circle; analogies specify

correspondence between circles. For ex-

ample, William Swainson, a leading Brit-

ish quinarian, justified the following circle

of vertebrates in 1 835. We recognize fish,

amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals
as five groups of common anatomical de-

sign. But how can they represent both an

ascending pathway and a closed circle of

five? Swainson argues that we must unite

each pair by an intermediate form show-

ing ties of affinity—fish to amphibian by

the tadpole, amphibian to reptile by the

adult frog, reptile to bird by the flying

pterodactyl, bird to mammal by the duck-

billed platypus, and mammal back to fish

by the largest agent of natural transport,

whales. Since whales connect the highest

mammals to the lowest fish, the path of

progress curves back on itself and forms a

circle. "Nature herself," Swainson

claimed, "describes the mighty circle

pronounces it complete."

The circle of vertebrates can then

united with other circles of both sma:r

and larger scales by ties of analogy link g

groups in similar positions. (I must con is

that Swainson's arguments seem as for d

as Oken's. The quinarians never preserd

rigorous criteria for why certain relat l-

ships should be called affinity and otb

analogy. One gets the uncomfortable f 1-

ing that they constructed their prefei d

circles beforehand and then invented d

hoc justifications for affinities and an>

gies so ordained—although the met>d

supposedly worked the other way rod,

building circles and correspondences fin

raw data of affinity and analogy.) For*-

ample, Swainson arranged all animals to

a circle of Radiata (echinoderms and t ir

kin), Acrita (protozoans and other "in-

ple" creatures), Testacea (mollus),

Annulosa (segmented worms, insects, .«

crustaceans), and Vertebrata. The :

posed ties of analogy to the vertebrate

cle seem a bit forced, to say the kit:

mammals with vertebrates as the rst

perfect of each circle; fish to radiates

cause both are exclusively aquatic,
'

one species in either group having et

been discovered upon the land"; *n-|.

phibia to Acrita because both (get l;

"however dissimilar in other respects r

remarkable for changing their shift

more than any other of the aberrant t;e

in either circle"; reptiles to mollusksie

cause both serpents and snails lack et

and crawl on their bellies; and bird to

Annulosa because insects fly too.

I was disappointed to find that the ti

cle on Swainson in the historians' b

the Dictionary of Scientific Biogrm

i
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mystery reigns su-
preme.

Volume after vol-

ume, you and your fam-
ily will enjoy mystery
reading at its very best.

You'll meet Agatha Christie's world
famous detectives including Hercule
Poirot and Jane Marple. In your read-

ings, you'll visit Egypt, Paris, England
and other exciting destinations where
murder is always on the itinerary. And
wherever you travel, you'll become in-

volved in some or the most ingenious
and diabolical plots ever invented...

"cliff-hangers" only Dame Agatha
could create!

Each Agatha Christie mystery pro-

vides reading that's so exciting and so

addicting ... it's almost criminal. And

ac.athaChristie
-i MYSTERY l

Collection

The classic Devonshire Edition splay.

it's yours every month with The
Agatha ChristieMystery Collection .

Solve the greatest mysteries of all

time. The collection includes all of

Agatha Christie's classic works includ-

ing Murder on the Orient Express, Death

on the Nile, And Then There Were None,

TheABC Murders and her ever-popular

thriller, The Murder of Roger Ackroyd.

Each provides exciting and satisfying

reading that will stretch your powers

of deduction to their limits!

A beautiful addition to your home
library. The Agatha Christie Mystery
Collection is published in a magnifi-

cent Devonshire Edition that willpro-

vide beauty and enjoyment tor years to

come.

Each hardcover volume is Smythe
sewn and printed on high quality acid-

free paper that can withstand even the

most murderous treatment. Bound in

Sussex blue simulated leather with gold

titling, the Collection will make a

tasteful addition to your living room or

den.

Ride the Orient Express for 10

days without obligation. To intro-

duce you to the Collection, we're invit-

ing you to examine the classic mystery

Murder on the Orient Express without

risk or obligation. If you're not com-
pletely satisfied, just return it within 10

days and you'll owe nothing.

However, if you're like millions of

other readers around the world who
love Agatha Christie's thrilling tales of

mystery and suspense, keep Murder on

the Orient Express and payjust S9.95 plus

postage and handling.

You will then automatically receive

future volumes once a month as they

are published. No minimum purchase

is required and you can cancel your

subscription at any time. To begin your

subscription, just mail us the coupon

below today.

i 1

The Agatha Christie Mystery Collection
Bantam Books, Box 957, Hictsville, NY 11802

Yes! Please send me Murder on the Orient Ex-
press for a 10-day tree examination and enter

my subscription to The Agatha Christie

Mystery Collection . If I keep Murder on the

Orient Express, I will payjust S9.95 plus post-

age and handling. Each month, I will receive

one additional volume on a hilly returnable

10-day free-examination basis. There is no
minimum number ot volumes to buy and I

may cancel my subscription at any time. 75010

Name

Address

City State Zip

Send No Money... But Act Today! 4CA15
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Who canhelp your doctor
cure periphrasis?

Periphrasis may be a scourge but it is not some

dread disease. It is the use of roundabout

language instead of something

shorter and more direct.

Webster's Ninth New Collegiate

Dictionary, just published, can help.

This new edition ofAmerica's best-

selling dictionary has almost 160,000

entries including thousands ofnew

ones, all defined clearly, concisely,

and accurately. And at many of

those problem words, you'll find

authoritative essays on con-

temporary usage.

Webster's NinthNew Collegiate

Dictionary. It's the one to turn to

when you want to know about the

language.

Take our word for it.

MERRIAM-WEBSTER
More people take our

word for it.

© MERRIAM-WEBSTER 1983

"Too much
playin' around"

"Grandpa,
how'd your fur

get that grey?"

y&

r

till

fli

Grandoa the original Teddy bear (here, a replica) started a tradition of cuddly ani-
guranapa. me ngniai

»___,_,, ,.:-.- mm p,„l.. ,ranH«n MTOl-':)!Grandpa, the original leaay Dear uieie. = .=H"">' ----- - - -
grandson

mals back in 1902. Even his cuddly son has been around since 1930. But his grandson

rT stufwet behind the ears. All, made with the craftsmanship of Steiff. the original.

(called the DSB by all pros), follows t

old tradition, criticized earlier in this

say, of dismissing superseded systems

pathetically foolish in the light of mode

knowledge:

His indefatigable pursuit of natural histc

and conscientious labor on its behalf c

^

serve to be remembered as a set-off agaii

the injury he unwittingly caused by his £

herence to the absurd quinary syste

This extraordinary theory was pertii

ciously held by Swainson throughout
'

zoological career and it certainly impair

much of his work.

Oken and Swainson had severe and

gitimate critics in their own terms. (I ha.

tried to raise some of these arguments '*

exposing the fanciful criteria used to

tablish circles of five and to draw ana

gies between them.) But they were rl

fools or madmen, and their systems wc

not absurd. They were among the best n

ural historians of Europe, and their i

merical systems of taxonomy were poj

lar and serious contenders among
|

temporary schemes for ordering natun

Numerical systems only become i

surd in the later light of evolution, for thr

respectability hinges upon theories

vored for the causes of nature's order.f

God placed species on earth (as Swainn

believed), then he might have chosen to)

so with a numerical precision display

>

the rigor and harmony of his thoughts f

simple laws, rather than accidents of 1-

tory, establish the sequence of organiss

(as Oken held), then numerical onr

might arise among animals just as the ii

riodic table regulates chemical elemei;.

Numerology in taxonomy may be
<jj

missed as absurd mysticism today, bum

Oken and Swainson's time, it embodiea

reasonable result of defensible theois

about the causes of nature's ore!

Swainson put it right on the line whene

inferred from quinary order both Gcs

existence and his special concern for v4

When we discover evident indications ca

definite plan, upon which all these moo-

cations have been regulated by a few sine

and universal laws, our wonder is as m h

excited at the inconceivable wisdom i

goodness of the SUPREME by whom tr e

myriads of beings have been created d

are now preserved, as at the mental bli-

ness and perverted understanding of tr*

philosophers, falsely so called, who wed

persuade us, that even Man, the last d

best of created things, is too insignificil

for the special care of Omnipotence.

Darwin destroyed the rule of five P

ever because he removed its rationally

reconstructing nature. His agent of 9-

struction was not evolution itself. I Jjl

imagine evolutionary theories (ind'd
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ne have been proposed) so committed

foreordination by simple laws or direct-

;
intelligences that numerical order

ght still emerge from rigidly predict-

le process. Darwin's exterminating an-

was, simply, history. Evolution does

I unroll according to simple laws speci-

ng necessary results. It follows the va-

ries of history. Its pathways are twisted

i churned by changing environments,

m minor shifts in temperature and pre-

station to the rise of mountain chains,

: growth of glaciers, the drift of conti-

its, and even (probably) the periodic

pact of comets or asteroids. It cannot

lieve engineering perfection because it

ist work with inherited parts available

m previous histories in different con-

ts: the panda's "thumb" is a clumsy,

ached wrist bone, pressed into service

:ause the true first digit became com-

tted to other functions during ancestral

as a conventional carnivore; we suffer

pain of aching backs and the annoy-

;es of hernias because large four-footed

atures of our lineage were not really

de to walk on their toes—four legs

)d, two legs not so good,

-low could animals evolve along the tor-

ius pathways of history and arrange

mselves neatly into circles of five? Nu-
rical precision cannot regulate taxon-

y because life unfolds in time. It has ir-

ucible history; its pathways were not

ordained by simple rules or command-
intelligences.

Jut life regulated by history still has or-

—firm, ineluctable, definite, testable

tern. Its order is the topology of its

per metaphor—the tree of life. Its or-

is genealogy, connection by branching

1 descent. Swainson described it cor-

tly before he went too far:

hd the order of nature been so irregular

tit we had found she created some birds

wh four feet, others with two, and some
v h none; or that, like the fabulous griffin,

tre were creatures half quadruped, half

b 1; or, if insects had been found with the

V". of quadrupeds, and the toes of birds; in

s'rt, had such compounds in the animal
v1

Id existed, the foundations of natural

h ory, as a science, could never have been
It

£ "win then found the reason for order

a|; changed our world forever:

Snething more is included in our classifi-

c on than mere resemblance. I believe

til something more is . . . propinquity of

d :ent,—the only known cause of the simi-

l&ty of organic beings.

S phen Jay Gould leaches biology, geol-

\0\ . and the history ofscience at Harvard
I versitv.

THE GRAIN OF DIFFERENCE.

Most gins are distilled from one kind

of grain—corn.

Some special few are distilled from

two kinds of grain—corn and barley.

And one exceptional gin is distilled

with more barley than the others.

James Burrough, who created the

recipe for Beefeater* Gin, discovered in

the 1820's that a little extra barley meant
a little extra body in the gin. A little extra

softness, too.

And that grain of difference makes a

lot of difference to people with a grain

of sense.

BEEFEATER' GIN.
The Crown Jewel of England!"

A Hideaway for Book Lovers
On a shelf, desk, or dresser, our clever little

BOOKSAFE looks exactly like an ordinary

book—which it was, until we hollowed out an

ingenious secret compartment. This V/i' x 6"

foam lined compartment is perfect for hiding

money, jewelry, personal letters, or other tiny

treasures. And, it's sure to go undetected because

only you know which title it is. By the way, titles

may vary which makes the BOOKSAFE even

more undetectable.

And at $5.95, this has got to be the least ex-

pensive home or office "safe" available

anywhere. Our BOOKSAFE makes a most
unusual, practical and long-lasting gift. So order

several and take advantage of our special money-
saving quantity discounts.

1 BOOKSAFE $5.95 each
2 BOOKSAFES $5.50 each
3 OR MORE $4.95 each

If not completely satisfied, return your pur-

chase within 30 days for a full refund.

1236205 1236636 1236666

A SINCE 1873 m j m -m

Barnes& Noble
BOOKSTORES

Depl R204. 126 Filth Ave.. NY, NY 10011

Please send me BOOKSAFES al

$ each, plus $ 95 shipping & in-

surance each Tolal $
(N.Y., N.J residenls, please add sales tax )

Name

Address.

City

-Zip-State

.-Chock one MINIMUM CHARQE S 10 00

check /money-orderDVISADMasterCard

Acct # Exp

Signature
Oiler good only In continental USA.

©1984. Barnes & Noble Bookstores. Inc
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Ancestoi

The Natural Detective
An anthropologist probes the mysterious origin ofhuman bipedality

by C. Owen Lovejoy

Although a friend once assured me that

he could build a time machine if I were to

deliver to his lab three black holes and a

neutron star, so far scientists have no di-

rect way to reach back into the human
evolutionary past. But by combining cer-

tain immutable laws of evolution with

careful logic and physical evidence (fos-

sils), we can reconstruct a "scenario"—

a

formal proposition about previously exist-

ing organisms, how they responded to

their environment, and what specific evo-

lutionary changes they underwent over

time. This method of reconstructing the

past was used long before paleontology be-

came a formal science. Its most common
application is the simple murder mystery:

A victim has been killed without eyewit-

nesses—can the crime be solved? The de-

tective carefully uncovers each item of

physical evidence, investigates motive and

opportunity, and then weaves these to-

gether in the form of an explanatory sce-

nario. We all know the feeling of satisfac-

tion when the last detail is fit into its place

and the killer is finally identified. The so-

lution is satisfying because the scenario vi-

olates neither the rules of logic nor any

item of physical evidence.

A mystery almost always involves some

surprising twist: The wrong suspect is of-

ten implicated by circumstantial evidence

and a superficial motive. The same error is

frequently committed in scenarios of hu-

man evolution. It is an easy mistake to

make, but it can be avoided by stringent

separation of the primary cause (natural

selection) and the result (adaptation) of

evolutionary change. These two processes

are easily confused. Adaptation usually in-

volves some structural change in an organ-

ism that allows it to occupy its environ-

ment more successfully. Flight is an

excellent example. Its advantages are

myriad. But how did the anatomical

changes necessary for flight develop in

birds or bats before they could actually

fly? The evolutionary theorist must ex-

plain their development on a generation-

by-generation basis, and this involves

application of the fundamental rule of nat-

ural selection: any genetic change that re-

sults in an organism having more success-

ful offspring than others of the same

generation eventually becomes universal

in descendant populations. To explain the

origin of flight by citing its present-day ad-

vantages leads us into an "adaptive

trap"—such advantages could not have

selected for flight in ancient organisms

that could not fly.

Bipedality, the ability to walk upright

using only the lower limbs, is the most an-

cient of all the characters that distinguish

humans from apes. As we retrace our evo-

lutionary past, we eventually reach a

point, about four million years ago, at

which our ancestors carried no stone tools

and were no more intelligent than chim-

panzees. Yet these creatures, which be-

longed to the species Australopithecus

afarensis, walked completely upright. Un-
fortunately, there are no fossils to docu-

ment why this trait was acquired. Can we
construct a reasonable scenario to account

for what actually happened?

One suggestion is that bipedality im-

parts an increased capacity for great phys-

ical endurance during locomotion. The
presumed motive for bipedality is that it

allowed our ancestors to collect food with

less energy expenditure and/or to hunt

more effectively than quadrupeds. By ap-

plying the rule of natural selection, how-

ever, we can see that this scenario is based

on the adaptive fallacy. Observe any qua-

drupedal primate attempting to walk

right. Some do it surprisingly well, t

none can walk more efficiently and effi

tively than they can quadrupedally. Th
bones, muscles, and neural systems are

geared to quadrupedal walking and n
ning. For efficiency or endurance to he

been the favored feature of bipedalityi

lower limb completely adapted to bip<

ality would have had to have appeared

most instantly in our ancestors, a gem

impossibility. In actuality, a long peril

readjustment of bones and muscles mi

have taken place over many generatioi

yield a descendant that walked with an

ficient bipedal gait. During this peri'

reproductive advantage must have fal

to those in each generation that wall

more frequently in a bipedal posture

spite their lack of efficiency.

Adept as we are at walking on two 1

we are still pretty slow and awkward

must propel our body with two limbs

stead of four, and we are generally una

to use the hip and back as parts of our p

pulsive muscle system. During its earlit

evolution, bipedality must have been'

very costly form of locomotion, and its n

advantages wouldn't have stopped the

When a running quadruped places a f

or hand in a hole or on a rock, it still <i

rely on one of its other limbs to keeps

balance. In the same circumstance, t

legged creatures are apt to fall and su

a significant injury. And there's mc

Our arboreal ancestors relied on te

climbing as their principal means of

taining food and safety. As their lo'f

limbs became adjusted to improve upriil

walking, however, their ability to cli

was reduced. Yet there is one thing we

be sure of: The advantages of upriil

walking somehow outweighed its disl-

s ..
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"Check Distance"

"Load I

film" f
"Too dark
use flash*

TALKER
JTO FOCUSl

the world's easiest35mm Autofocus.
Ittalks!

;
It took the Mind of Minolta to

b ate the voice.

S The amazing Minolta Talker.
; It's the world's first 35mm cam-
E that's so incredibly automated it

I* ;s to you.

tj If it's empty, it says, "Load film."

lie light's too dim, it says, "Too

1 k, use flash." And if you're out
blash range, it

I s, "Check

Utance."

lore than

talk
:

Yet, the

Miolta Talker is

Teh more than
tr

1

re talk.

' It's foolproof film

mng The film is automatically
Inched to the take-up spool while
«f watch. You'll be sure it's loaded
I perly before closing the back.

Ifs automatic film advance. It

Wances automatically to the first

frame and then, after each shot, to

the next frame.

It's automatic rewinding. When you
finish the roll, it automatically

rewinds.

Infrared Auto Focus System
Minolta's

8-zone Auto
Focus system
emits an infra-

red beam to

give you pre-

cise automatic
focusing from 33

nches to infinity. And
its program system makes

accurate exposures automatically

Energy saver flash

The built-in flash is always

there when the Talker says you need
it. Exclusive energy-saving design

lets you shoot up to eight rolls with

flash on a single set of AA batteries.

(Up to 70 rolls without flash!

)

Talk to one
The Talker accepts the new

high-speed 1000 films for sharper
outdoor action shots and more
indoor shots without flash.

The only mistake you can make
is leaving it home.

Talkto one at your Minolta

dealer.

Be certain that the valuable Minolta USA limited

warranty card is packaged with your product For more
information, see your Minolta dealer, or write Minolta
Corp . Dept. SV 101 Williams Drive. Ramsey N I 07446
In Canada. Minolta Canada. Inc . Ontario
© 1984 Minolta Corporation

MINOLTA

TALKER
ONLY FROM THE
MIND OF MINOLTA



Tinahas never
had aTeddy Bear.
A mother's love. A doll to cuddle.

Tina knows nothing of these things.

But she does know fear, rejection,

and hunger.

For just $18 a month, you can help

save a child like Tina.

Through our sponsorship program

you can help provide a child with a

better diet, clothes, medical attention,

school. And even a toy or two.

But don't wait. There are so many.

And somewhere, right now, a child

is dying from starvation and neglect.

Write to: Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood
Children, Incorporated, P.O.Box 5381

Dept NH10T4, Richmond, Va. 23220 USA

I wish to sponsor a Dboy, girl, in

Asia, Latin America, Middle East,

Africa, USA, Greatest Need.

I will give S18 a month (S216 a year).

Enclosed is my gift for a full year, the

first month . Please send me the child's

name, story, address and picture.

I can't sponsor, but will help S

Please send me further information.

If for a group, please specify.

Chucch. Glut. Club, School, Buimcu. rrc

Ck/Money Order Visa D MasterCard

Card #

Signature .

Exp. Date_

CHILDREN, INC.
U.S. gifts are fully tax deductible.

Annual financial sti are available upon request

vantages in every generation during which

the trait was emerging.

When a trait proves to have so powerful

a selective advantage, it almost always has

some direct bearing on the rate of re-

production. But how could our ancestors

have had more successful offspring by

walking upright? An obvious advantage of

walking upright is that it frees the arms

and hands for carrying offspring. A
mother that carried her infant could more

adequately insure its safety. An attractive

idea, but alas, just another adaptive trap!

Soon after they are born, even the most

helpless primate infants (those of our clos-

est relatives, the chimpanzee, gorilla, and

orangutan) are able to firmly grasp their

mothers, an ability that is partly due to the

infants' powerful prehensile feet. The less

fettered the mother, the more effectively

she can move about her home range in

search of food and safety. Bipedality de-

prives the infant of much of its grasping

ability and at the same time rules out the

arboreal canopy as a place of safety and

feeding for both infant and mother. The

slight advantage of being able to briefly

carry the infant is far outweighed by the

loss of these critical advantages.

There are other things that can be car-

ried besides infants, however, and one of

these is important enough to be consid-

ered: food. But why carry food? It is to the

individual animal's advantage to consume

food wherever it is found, and this is what

most animals (including primates) do.

There is one fundamental exception, how-

ever. Many animals (birds, some rodents,

and some social carnivores, among others)

carry food to a place of greater safety

where they have secluded their offspring.

The advantages are obvious. Danger is

minimized in a burrow or nest, where food

is supplied to the offspring until they are

sufficiently mature to venture forth.

Most primates do not sequester their

young, partly because their diverse diet of

fruit, leaves, and insects requires many
hours of searching and collecting. A chim-

panzee female, for example, must roam
daily with her infant or child in search of

sufficient nourishment. Because of this

responsibility, she can care for only one

offspring at a time. This limitation, in con-

cert with the prolonged period during

which the young are dependent (four to

five years), has made these great apes a

slowly reproducing group and a relatively

unsuccessful species.

Obviously, any change that could in-

crease the chimpanzee mother's rate of re-

production would be a selective advan-

tage. But what more can she do? Higher

primate infants require almost constant

care. They must be taught how to obtain

food and how to relate to other memb<
of their species. If she becomes pregna

more often than other females of her sj

cies, the chimpanzee runs the risk of losi

one of her offspring because of her inat

ity to meet its needs. She would have to <

vote more energy to parenting. But na{

ral selection has already perfected

parental skills over the millions of ye:

her ancestors have occupied West Afti

There is, however, an untapped pool

reproductive energy in most primate s;

cies—the male. Normally, males devt:

much of their energy to relationships w
other males. The more dominant their sj

tus, the greater their chances of succe

fully consorting with females that enterl-

trus (display external signs of ovulatirj.

But in a species like the chimpanzee, si

opportunities become rarer as the

productive process becomes more
]

longed. Eventually a point is reacljli

when selection favors some additional !

havior on the male's part that contribui

to the survival of his few offspring. Sel

tion no longer favors males that copul

with as many (rarely available) female^

possible, but rather those that assure

survival of those offspring that they h

successfully fathered. What if our audi-

tors reached just such a turning poi?

What relatively simple male behavior (e

simpler the behavior, the more likel;

can be readily selected) could improve

reproductive rate of the male? A comnn

solution among other mammals and bi

is male provisioning.

The immediate advantages of l

visioning are fairly obvious. The abilitnl

a female to care for her offspring is grei

improved. She spends less time in sea

of food and more time directly caring

and monitoring her young. Furthermori

provisioning male can obtain food a<

from the area occupied by his family, t[

increasing their food supply without'}

pleting local resources. While the feni

can continue to gather food, she can d|i

in a more restricted area, and she andiii

offspring will be less subject to the di

gers involved in roaming a larger a;i

They can more regularly occupy kn

areas of maximum safety, thus redu(

the need for climbing.

With her food supply enhanced by

visioning, the female has more ensj

available for parenting, and therein |»

the ultimate advantage of provisioning

our evolutionary past, females that

provisioned would have been better

to manage overlapping offspring. Acq
:

ingly, selection would have rapidly

vored females that chose mates whosep

terest" continued after fertilization, iiu

female's selection of her mate is a fuj*
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Vivaldi's 'Mandolin Concerti'

is Yours Fop Only $1 00

with your FREE-NO PURCHASE-OBLIGA TION membership

Vivaldi's Mandolin Concerto in C Major is a work
of such captivating, beauty and universal appeal

that once it is heard, the listener is almost compelled
to hear it ag,ain and ag,ain. This fact was experienc-

ed by hundreds of thousands of viewers of the

Academy Award winning, movie Kramer vs.

Kramer, in which this Mandolin Concerto was
featured.

A brief movement from a Vivaldi mandolin con-

certo was played frequently for one week on a

"pop" radio station. The reaction of the station's

listeners was astonishing,—after this exposure the

disc sold over 70,000 copies! This is the record that

was played by the station!!

Now you, too, can enjoy a copy of this out-of-this-
1 world recording, for only $1.00 ($2.00 for cassette)

along, with your FREE-NO OBLIGATION member-
ship in the Musical Heritage Society.

GET "SELECTIONS FROM
OUR MASTER CATALOG" FREE!

The Musical Heritage Society has been acknowledged as "the

Nation's treasure house of obscure as well as familiar classical

music."

With your introductory recording,, we will include "Selections

from Our Master Catalog," containing, records and cassettes

covering, every musical period, carefully chosen from our collec-

tion of almost 3.000 records and cassettes.

The Musical Heritage Society issues each year about 200 new
recordings of the music of such great masters as Albinoni, the

Bachs, Beethoven, Berlioz, Buxtehude, Charpentier, Corelli,

Couperin, Gluck, Handel, Haydn, Lully, Monteverdi, Mozart,

Pergolesi, Purcell, Scarlatti, Schubert, Telemann, Torelli,

Vivaldi, and many others. Its recordings cover all musical

periods: Medieval, Renaissance. Baroque. Rococo, Classical,

Romantic, and Modern. Many of its recordings have been
honored with the coveted GRAND PRIX DU DISQUE and other

international awards.

Most of the Society's records are of works recorded FOR THE
FIRST TIME! Manufactured to the highest quality standards of

which the recording, industry is capable, the Society's records

are perhaps the finest in the country.

HOW THE SOCIETY OPERATES
The Society's recordings are not sold in stores. They are of-

fered directly through the MUSICAL HERITAGE REVIEW
magazine at three-week intervals. As a member, you'll enjoy

substantial savings. Member prices are $5.45 per LP or cassette

(Canadian member prices are $7.50) plus postage and handling.

Deluxe-boxed editions and digital recordings are slightly higher.

When the Society receives your request, it sets up an account

in your name and beg,ins sending your free one-year subscription

of the MUSICAL HERITAGE REVIEW for your edification and
delight. There is NO PURCHASE OBLIGATION and you may
discontinue the complimentary subscription at any time. As a

subscriber, outstanding selections will be scheduled for shipment
to you from each issue—but there is no obligation to accept

them. ..order only those you want when you want them!

A special response form will be enclosed with each
Review. ..and you may use it to order or reject any selections

simply by mailing it by the date specified. And if you want only

the Featured Selections, you need do nothing—they will be ship-

ped lo you automatically. What's more, you'll have at least 10 full
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Lucy, an unusually completefossil, confirms that Australopithecus afarensis walked upright on twofeet.

mental driving force of natural selection.

Any behavior of a potential mate that im-

proves a female's reproductive rate is

automatically favored.

Provisioning is the motive we need to

construct a scenario that takes account of

what we know about human adaptation.

First, in order to carry a significant

amount of the food items that constitute

the diet for higher primates, our male an-

cestors would have had to have walked

bipedally (carrying by mouth would have

been wholly inadequate). Second, those

that used even the crudest devices to im-

prove their carrying ability (a broad leaf

or animal skin) would have been strongly

favored, and regular tool using would have

emerged. Finally, each sex would have re-

quired of the other some assurance of bio-

logical fidelity. A male that provisioned

the offspring of another male would be

strongly disfavored. An abandoned fe-

male would reproduce more slowly.

The need for fidelity leads us to a hu-

man trait even more unusual than upright

walking—the loss of external signs that

ovulation is occurring. How could such a

trait assist reproductive success? There is

a simple answer. If all indications that

ovulation is occurring are hidden, it dis-

courages males from "cheating" when-

ever possible (such a behavior is otherwise

under strong selection). Infrequent, ran-

dom copulation would rarely have any re-

productive effect. Only the male that con-

sistently copulated with a female (with

28 Natural History 10/84

hidden ovulation) would have a high prob-

ability of fathering her offspring. In addi-

tion, frequent copulation would be needed

for fertilization to occur on a regular basis.

For this strategy to succeed, the female

must remain constantly attractive to the

male. Here we encounter one of those clas-

sic "twists" mentioned earlier. Our spe-

cies has not lost the biological indicators of

ovulation, it has in effect done quite the

opposite—it continually displays them. In

general, humans are unusual among pri-

mates in the degree to which they display

epigamic traits, anatomical features that

are dependent upon sex but not directly in-

volved in the reproductive process. Hu-

man females have a distinctive distribu-

tion of body fat, permanently enlarged

breasts (unlike those of any other pri-

mate), a distinctive skull shape, and so on.

Males have an equally distinctive skull,

luxuriant facial hair, and are generally

larger. Shared epigamic traits include

bountiful scalp hair and thick pubic and

axillary (underarm) hair, which is inte-

grally associated with special scent

glands. These special epigamic features

establish constant attraction in the same
way that estrus in other primates provides

temporary attraction at the time of ovula-

tion. Little wonder then that one well-

known primate behaviorist, after review-

ing human anatomy and reproductive

behavior, pronounced us the "sexiest of all

primates, if not all mammals."
In sum, provisioning of sexually faithful

females and their young by reliable ma
would have improved our ancestors'

productive success. Bipedality emergec

this context because it enhanced the c-

rying of provisions. There is far more <-

dence in favor of this scenario than I he

discussed here, but I will close with jt

one further observation. Among poly-

nous primates, in which male conflict >

termines reproductive success, the ire

canine tooth is grossly enlarged as a dh

gerous, threatening weapon. Females f

these species, on the other hand, have ni-

tively small canines. Among the living i-

mates, only two groups other than hum s

do not display this strong "canine din'

phism": the gibbons and siamangs-

Southeast Asia (which are monogamol

and a few species of South American rr i-

keys (also monogamous). The earl,

known hominid, Australopithecus afait-

sis, also shares this feature, suggesting

was monogamous as well. This is precis y

the kind of social system we would exp t

to find in a primate whose reproduce

strategy was based on hidden ovulati,

continual external indications of est>,

provisioning, and sexual fidelity. We
the mystery of the origin of bipedality s

not been completely solved, the motiv

becoming increasingly apparent.

C. Owen Lovejoy, a professor ofanatc

and anthropology at Kent State Uni

sity, is a specialist in biomechanics, V-

onomy, and skeletal biology.
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Overtures to the Nambiquara
In making contact with outlying groups ofnative Indians,

Brazilian authoritiesfollow a nonviolent technique

developed early in this century

by David Price

When an isolated, indigenous people is

engulfed by the territorial expansion of a

modern nation, the way in which members

of the two societies first get acquainted

may determine the tenor of their future re-

lations. Since the representatives of both

societies know very little about each other,

their behavior on first encounter is often

based on preconception. Both sides then

tend to interpret the initial actions of the

other as typical, establishing stereotypes

that may last for years to come.

Such stereotypes are still being played

out in the interior of Brazil, where the

quest for natural resources brings the ma-

jority population into contact with native

Indian groups. Popular wisdom has it that

Indians, like animals, may be either

"wild" or "tame." Wild Indians are sup-

posedly nomadic and inherently danger-

ous, but if coaxed in the proper way they

will become settled and cooperative. Bra-

zilian authorities generally ignore wild In-

dians until their presence in desirable ter-

ritory is viewed as an obstacle to national

development. Then relations are estab-

lished according to a set sequence of ac-

tions, known officially as "pacification."

That the procedure seems to work is taken

as confirmation of the stereotype on which

it is based.

Typically, wild Indians are approached

and befriended by pacification specialists

from the National Indian Foundation

(FUNAI), who set up camp in the Indi-

ans' territory and make a garden nearby.

Axes, knives, and other offerings are hung

from trees a short way from the camp or

left on stumps in the garden. The Indians

observe these proceedings from a safe dis-

tance, and eventually a few men sidle into

the clearing, grab what they want, and

dash back to the forest. This first stage of

in NsTtiRM History 10/84

contact is known as the courtship. The In-

dians often leave offerings of their own in

place of what they take. After several ex-

changes of presents, they may approach

close enough to trade a few words, a step

that the FUNAI people call reaching

speech. In most cases, neither party

derstands the other's language, so the Bl

zilians place their faith in the symbo

value of physical contact. For them, t

high point of a pacification campaign

reached when the Indians come ck

Early this century, a telegraph line was erected through central Brazil, passing

through territory (detail map) occupied by thepreviously uncontacted

Nambiquara Indians. The line connected Cuiaba, which could be reachedfrom
the east coast, with Porto Velho, accessiblefrom the north by way oftheAmazon.
Joe LeMonnier



If you own a house anywhere in

New York, New Jersey or Connecti-
cut, you may borrow from $15,000 to

$100,000 from Chemical Bank.
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HOME EQUITY CREDITLINE
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enough to be hugged. When the Indu

have gained sufficient confidence

women and children to visit the can

they are considered pacified.

This ritual has been played out, w
minor variations, for dozens of diffent

groups. It was developed at the beginn

of the twentieth century as a humane
ternative to the practice of dealing w
Indians by force. The man responsible \

Candido Mariano da Silva Rondon, a rr

tary engineer who, from 1890 to 19

oversaw the construction of thousands

miles of telegraph line through the Brai

ian wilderness. He was a member of

Brazilian Positivist Church, a sect w

strong humanitarian values that had b
inspired by the social philosophy

Auguste Comte. This religious affiliati

and an awareness of his own Indian an<

try, engendered in Rondon a deep c<

mitment to nonviolence in dealing with

dians. He helped found the Ind

Protection Service in 1910 and servec

its director for twenty years. During

term of office, he shaped the agency t

was eventually transformed into the rr

ern FUNAI.
Rondon was able to garner support f

more humane Indian policy because oli

personal prestige, which was, in tuna

product of his success in what had seer

an impossible task. Between 1907

1 909, he explored the route for a telegr

line that extended for 1 ,000 miles thro:

central Brazil. The line linked Cuiab

:•:

Colonel Rondon, secondfrom left (19]

taught nonviolence in dealing with Incii
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( / that could be reached from the east

jist, to Porto Velho, accessible from the

{th by way of the Amazon. The enter-

i se took Rondon through a little-known

t ,ion inhabited by many uncontaqted ln-

( ns, including the Nambiquara. At the

|>e of the Nambiquaras' territory,

I ndon's surveying party was ambushed,

i i he barely escaped with his life. But he

Jihibited his men from retaliating, and

|y struggled onward, emerging more

t n two years later, tattered and ill, on

I banks of the Rio Madeira. Brazilians

njre thrilled by this feat of courage and

e lurance. The progress of Rondon's re-

It
n to Rio, down the Amazon and along

I coast, was heralded in the newspapers

s 1 a gold medal was struck in his honor.

London enunciated his Indian policy in

8 mple but eloquent motto: "Die if need

b but kill, never." The Nambiquara

l.ed his resolve as no other Indians had

Bie, and his success in building a tele-

| ph line through their land was evidence

B-t his policy worked. The accounts that

Row provide three perspectives on the

jiy in which peaceful relations between

t
; Brazilians and the Nambiquara were

)i iated. One is a report sent to Rondon;

p is a newspaper story; and one is the

rollection of an old Indian.

iVhen Rondon surveyed the route from

Ciaba to Porto Velho, the work could

P gress only during the dry seasons. Each

Y r the expedition pushed forward as far

fcxissible and then returned to civiliza-

Museu do Indio. Rio de Janeiro;
Copy by Vincent Carelli
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luxurious wonder."
— Scientific American

For ten years, Jonathan Kingdon's

seven-volume East African Mammals

has been one of the wonders of the

natural history world. Now, for

those who have long coveted it,

comes a paperback edition—an

affordable luxury.

East Africa has 20% of the

world's 900 genera of placental

land animals, ranging from the

four-ton elephant to the tiniest

Kingdon, in swift, delicate

sketches and meticulous drawings

brings us this rich array, captur-

ing, in the words of Stuart A.

Altmann, "the essence of the liv-

ing animal, its spirit." The art-

istry of Kingdon's illustrations is

matched by the authority of his

accompanying text. "I have noth-

ing but praise for this book,"

wrote Sir Julian Huxley, "both for

the beauty of its illustrations and

for its biological thoroughness."

Now available

East African Mammals
Jonathan Kingdon

Volumes I, HA, and IIB

Each size 8V2" x 11", with several color plates
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Colonel Rondon (center) isflanked by Indians who have been presented

with clothes and knives.

tion to wait out the rains. The last encamp-

ment of the 1908 season was at Campos
Novos, a beautiful patch of rolling hills

covered with good pasture between the

Rio Nambiquara and the Doze de Outu-

bro. In 1909 Rondon decided to make the

place a base camp, where pack animals

could rest and recuperate during the

building of the line. On June 20 he left ten

men, forty oxen, twenty-one burros, and

three horses there. He placed Severiano

Godofredo d'Albuquerque in command,
with instructions to erect buildings, plant

a garden, and if possible, make friends

with the Indians. Albuquerque, of whom
little else is known, wrote a report,

"Services Executed in Campos Novos,"

which is the source of the following pas-

sage.

Report to the Colonel

Because of your recommendation and for

the good reason that in this wilderness the

encouragement of friendship and mainte-

nance of respect for the lands of our savages

seem prudent, 1 have maintained the most

cordial relations with them. After much

sacrifice I have had the pleasure of embc

*•,

ing twelve Indians, whom I dressed

spoke to amicably, having thus opened

way to a full alliance

Ever since they began to appear in

garden, helping themselves to our v

tables, everything was done to please t

without the least dissension, showing

selves always benevolent toward them. 1

mediately halted the discharge of sho

the savanna to avoid frightening them,

I ordered our men to be careful not t

them any harm, even if they should d

mence some hostilities

This order was faithfully complied \

Our first meetings were on January 1 i

the garden where they were picking vej.

bles, at about four o'clock in the afterni

They were twenty Indians in number,

at night they retired to the forests a

White Deer Creek, where they camped

the 1 3th they killed three mules on the i

bank of this stream and returned to the

den, where they picked still more of

vegetables without suffering any op«

tion. After this final harvest they killed

another mule that was grazing in the wx

near the garden.

On March 16 the civilian Jose Cae]

Martins, who was worki
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pay for that long line of profit-takers.
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for the stable, approached White Deer

Creek to quench his thirst and almost fell

victim to an arrow, for the Indians were in

the stream waiting for such an opportunity.

But having perceived them in time, he ran

away in terror and nothing happened, al-

though they had already drawn their bows.

On June 10 the Indians appeared in the

garden picking beans at about eight o'clock

in the morning. After their withdrawal I

went to the garden and left them presents.

In the afternoon I went with the civilians

Joao Marques de Sant'Anna and Antonio

Soares da Silva to pick some beans for our

meals, and when we arrived there I told

them to pick while I stood guarding them

from any possible ambush by the Indians.

But I was unexpectedly surprised by the

sound of an arrow that passed between me
and a dog. I immediately discharged two

shots into the air and reprimanded them,

whereupon they quit the forest inconti-

nently. After this I looked for the arrow and

found it. We heard shouts from all sides,

since I had seen another group of Indians

about one kilometer away running after

oxen. They regrouped in the White Deer

forest and the chief talked in a tone that

seemed very irate until late at night.

At dawn on the subsequent day I went to

the garden and placed implements on

stumps near the bean patch, since I was

completely certain that they would come
back. And, in fact, at eight o'clock in the

morning they went to the bean patch and

took the implements without touching a sin-
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gle beanstalk, and they even went aw 1

singing, repeatedly holding up the knivi

which glistened in the sunlight. Before thi

withdrawal from the garden they address

some words to me, apparently thanking
i

for the presents and promising not to go

doing as they had previously done.

At nine o'clock at night on June 1 8, af •

getting ready to sleep, I realized that thi.

were Indians in the garden, for I could hi

them perfectly as they imitated the barki

of our dogs, which were infuriated by tl

The next morning (the 19th) I went to i

garden with the civilian Jose Domingos
Silva, and we found the sweet potato pa

all dug up. Near the stumps where I 1

left the presents, they had left seven arra

stuck in the ground and thirty-!)

scratches in the dirt—a puzzle that :

could not decipher. I had left a tin of m-
ioc flour and a tin of sugar on the stump

)

find out whether or not they ate on I

ground, and I found out it was on I
ground.

On the 27th there appeared a new gn

to which I gave implements, for which t

paid me back with arrows.

On the 2d and 3d of July Indians cam*
the garden who gave me many prestl

such as a bow, arrows, a stone ax, and oil

artifacts. I played the flute and sang for 1

group. The Indians responded with i|

ruses at the end of which they pronourd

the word itirino, which means "sing." 1

1

separated from this group by, at most, sue

fifty meters.

On July 11 in the afternoon there |
peared in the garden three Indians who
come to ask for axes and other impleme

making me many offerings. I satisfied t

desired request.

On July 14, at two o'clock in the a

noon, five Indians showed up who, like

rest, came in search of implements.
|

gave me many artifacts and kernels of

and yams. Of their dialect I collected

word tiranho, which I supposed to sif

"ax" and later found to mean "friene

was advised by the chief that they

many and that all of them were com
here. I understood from his gestures ia

they lived in the valley of the Rio Do/d

Outubro and its tributaries.

On the 15th there appeared a groi fl

Indians who were very timid and apprta -

sive, demonstrating thereby that they al

never come here before and did not lot

how to proceed. They stayed far awa>)J

nevertheless I gave them some of thJ
maining implements and they presented '.

with a bow and three arrows. On the foi

ingday (the 16th) an Indian from the p
ous day's group returned, as he had n|

ceived an ax. There was only one left ill

storeroom, but he insisted so much thai v
solved to let him take the ax, whicl -

grabbed from the stump with such sat a

tion that he even jumped for joy, ai

went away swinging at every tree ij

path.

On the 20th, at four o'clock in the

noon, another bunch of bad-humored

-:

c:
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i arrived. They were not happy cither be-

cise there were no more implements to

ie them. While I was in the garden con-

\sing with four of them, to whom I gave

s ie old knives, three others on the top of

(|
plateau beyond the garden shot an ox.

mmediately advised of what was hap-

ping by the civilian Celestino Jose

f :rinho, I made gestures to those who

|-e in the garden asking them not to let

lir companions do such things. But the

jir fellows did not know what was going

q in their absence. Withdrawing to the top

c he plateau with the hut on it, I verified

t veracity of the fact, perceiving that

Ire was an animal near the Indians. I then

C ered up two riding animals, which the

slier Jose Aprigio da Silva and I

r unted, and we went at full gallop to aid

t above-mentioned animal, which was

5,1 alive when we left the house. But on ap-

r aching the locale, I recognized that the

a mal was dead and shot full of arrows. In

tj >ust I made them fall all over themselves

| shooting twice in the air—that is, two

[ ts—and unsettling them; they put them-

5 /es to flight then, ensconcing themselves

ji he woods on Assahy Creek. Because of

Bse shots they left behind a little basket

I taining a string of bacaba-nut beads, a

Bvstring, and a firestick.

[ "wenty-eight days passed without a sin-

g. Indian coming to the camp or even set-

[f'>
fire to the savanna, when unexpect-

|y, on August 18 at four o'clock in the

i ;rnoon, I perceived that they were in the

gden. and without waiting to be called, I

g bbed some implements (from the new

^ ply I had requested) and went toward

tj garden in the company of the estimable

L Francisco Moritz, the civilians Esmer-

kj d'Albuquerque, Antonio Soares, Do-

ligos dos Santos, two companions of Dr.

fc ritz, and the soldier Jose Alves, to bring

JI
m offerings. Right from the start I noted

||t they had adopted a different attitude

In the other times they had come there,

R they spread out in the garden without

Lwing fear or the slightest remorse, and

1 even letting me go to place the offerings

| he usual stumps. So as to neither expe-

^ an ambush nor signal a break in good
'i tions, I left the offerings in another

,S:e, closer to our side than theirs, but be-

1' I had attained a distance of fifty meters

(»• grabbed the olferings I had left. In ex-

l^nge, they gave me many bows and ar-

Hs. I called for more implements to be

> ught, and I ordered the soldier Jose

Jes to put them in the same place. As
les moved toward the spot, those who
Ie there backed away, withdrawing

yly to the rear without taking their eyes

I us. When the presents had been left,

1/ came to get them before Alves had
ie twenty meters.

Jn view of this the chief resolved to ap-

Uch, and with complete spontaneity and
I,: to come up to us and speak with me. I

i iraccd him and he gave me a gourd con-

J ing powdered dried leaves. The chief

a man of fifty years, more or less. After

exchanging a few words, I asked him to call

the others, which he did, with nine coming

into our presence.

I immediately called for the clothes that

were in the storeroom and before anyone

else got dressed, I myself dressed the old

man first, in shirt and pants, and I adorned

him with beads, bracelets, earrings, and so

forth. I dressed another six Indians in shirts,

one in pants, one in a blanket, and one in a

woman's blouse, for such were the re-

sources that I had. Of the nine, one ap-

peared to be about thirty or thirty-five years

old, and the rest were young men of sixteen,

eighteen, twenty, and twenty-five. Among
them, one had a crippled foot, another suf-

fered with eruptions of the skin, and the rest

were robust and strong. (The old man was

christened with the title of "captain,"

which has become generally comprehended
by everyone in this tribe. When the old

man doesn't show up, we ask about him and
they respond with signs, saying di . . . i . . . i

. . . i and indicating the direction of the

lower Doze de Outubro.)

At the beginning of the afternoon, once
they had been dressed, they made a circle

around me and sang two times in unison,

well intoned and with everyone stamping

his right foot on the ground. After the sing-

ing I asked one Indian, the thirty-five-year-

old (in whom I recognized perfectly the au-

thor of the death of the animal on the 20th

of July), if he were the author of the arrows

that victimized an animal in the pasture. I

understood from his gestures that he admit-

ted the act but promised to proceed no fur-

ther in this manner, for he placed an arrow
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to the bowstring, which he snapped alt

without the arrow so that it hit the V

while the arrow remained in place, and

terwards he slapped his leg and indica

animals, both mules and bovines

signed with his finger promising not to!

wrong any more.

At dusk we separated, with them w
drawing first and going to the garden wh
they slept, completely naked, on

ground. On the following day at six o'cl

in the morning they called me with sho

and when Dr. Moritz went down in my \

guard, as soon as he got there, they as

him for something to eat. When the do(

informed me, I quickly filled one tin v.

manioc flour and another with sugar

took them with me. I gathered them aro»d

me and served myself first—so that

would not fear any treachery such as I ki»

to have been perpetrated elsewhere in

wilderness. After this, everyone served h

self and ate happily.

I asked a twenty-year-old Indian

names of implements in his dialed

tapped my mouth and tongue and sail

him "knife, knife," several times, and th

tapped his mouth, continuing to rep

"knife" and he responded, tapping the k;

that he held in his hand, "knife, knife

looking at me expressively, he said in

language, nuque-tira-hanare. In this w
also obtained the translations

uanhare, and "tin," nitiry.

As I wrote down these words he stood

hind me and watched what I was doing

attentively, and upon seeing that the 1

stick left a trail of ink he asked for the

cil, and having traced a tortuous linen :

showed himself satisfied, as if he, too,

written something. 1 made him a preseio

the pencil and paper, which he recej

with special pleasure, scratching at the

per all the time. I led this same Indian

grindstone and made him sharpen his k:

and when it dirtied the stone with rusi

told me to pour ari, "water," until he

ished the job.

Before returning to their village

sang again, and as they withdrew. Dr.

ritz and I embraced them all.

Severiano Godofredo d'Albuque

Despite the assurance with whichin

buquerque translates native terms

ability to communicate with the Nan

quara was quite limited. Among the*

pressions transcribed, few are re

nizable, and these do not mean wha

says. Tiranho, for example, means nei

"ax" nor "friend," but is probablylu

command, "Give me that!" Albuquew

did not understand the meaning of s

arrows left beside thirty-two scratch

the dirt, and when seven men returne

ter thirty-two days they were disgrui

that he had not saved any present;

them. He hugged the Indians to

good will, but it is hard to say how this'

understood by the Nambiquara, an

40 Nathrai History 10/84
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. 10m close physical contact is only appro-

iate for men who may marry each oth-

j

's sisters.

While Albuquerque was making con-

;t with the Nambiquara who came to

tmpos Novos, Rondon was busy in Rio,

irking to establish the Indian Protection

rvicc. There had been mounting con-

[rn over the treatment of Indians since

ptember 1908, when Alberto Vojtech

ic reported to the International Con-

;ss of Americanists, convened in Vi-

,na, that Brazilian Indians were being

liberately exterminated. Slaves of Afri-

. n descent had recently been freed; the

i lpirc had become a republic; and a new

i ntury was beginning. Brazilians did not

' nt their country to be known as a per-

f:utor of helpless minorities, and some

; >ued that Indians could build the nation

: well as immigrants from Europe.

The Indian Protection Service was

inded at the instigation of minister of

riculture Rudolfo Miranda; but no one

ler than Rondon could have sold it to

: country. His popularity had attracted

ircle of younger men, mostly army offi-

•s, who were converted to his philosophy

nonviolence and eager to spread the

rd. Among them was Lt. Alipio

ndeira, who became head of the new

;anization's regional office in the Terri-

y of Amazonas. On December 30,

10, Bandeira published an article enti-

i "A Beautiful Example" in O Paiz, a

ly newspaper printed in Rio de Janeiro.

this essay, he was eager to demonstrate

.t even Indians such as the Nambi-
ira, who had long enjoyed a reputation

ferocity, would respond to humane
atment.

A Beautiful Example

rhe Nambiquara are a nation native to

to Grosso, held and considered to be in-

stable—a timorous species of barbar-

5 who, like sentinels of the forest, cun-

g and vigilant, stood steadfast at their

t, as indomitable in their ferocity as in-

ible in their hate for civilization. Mis-

>tful in the face of continued treachery,

picious after innumerable disloyalties,

ing from the whites as from wild beasts,

y interned themselves ever more into the

ant center, and only when the echo of an
nown voice, some noise or foreign signal

:hed the door of their huts—only then

they venture forth to defend their fron-

f 'hus was the Rondon commission re-

cced when first it stepped on the lands of

i4 fearless tribe. . . . One day. when Lt.

iiYolau Bucno Horta Barbosa and the ca-

J Tito de Barros got too far in advance of

1 expedition, having taken a shortcut,

,y were assaulted with arrows. The for-

b was wounded in the lung and left arm;

i
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the latter also received two wounds, but of

less gravity. This happened beneath a tree

in which there remained embedded one of

the Indians' arrows and a bullet that the

lieutenant had fired into the air, where a

touching scene of reconciliation would later

be enacted.

The wounded were aided immediately by

workers who were only a short way behind

and thus perceived the attack. These men
wanted to take revenge. But the lieutenant

strictly prohibited this, seizing the opportu-

nity to explain to them that, considering the

instigation, no blame should accrue to the

savages for their behavior which, on the

contrary, was but a natural consequence of

the depredations previously practiced by

the rubber tappers who had preceded the

expedition.

Nicolau spent many days between life

and death, from which he only escaped

thanks to the gentle devotion with which he

was treated and the moral support sent by

his chief, albeit from afar.

But—and here begins the loveliest pas-

sage of this sylvan epic, in which the gener-

ous sentiments of a truly civilized man and

the ingenuous affection of the uncultured

sons of the forest will swiftly meet in a mov-

ing exchange of tender friendship—as soon

as he managed to recover, Lt. Nicolau

Bueno Horta Barbosa went to the place of

his martyrdom, ordered the surrounding

forest to be felled and cleared, leaving com-

pletely isolated in the little artificial sa-

vanna the sacred tree, and there he depos-

ited several delicacies reported to be agree-

able to his irresponsible malefactors. The

aborigines fully comprehended the nobility

of this conduct; they gathered up the

presents and in return they left beneath the

tree that which they had: manioc and ar-

rows.

The lieutenant returned, collected the to-

kens intended for him, and left new gifts.

The natives similarly returned, and on this

occasion they left—for there is nothing else

which adventurers require in their domin-

ions—balls of smoked latex, naively con-

vinced that this was the best gift they could

make.

By the third time they were no longer

content to esteem from afar, and while pru-

dently hidden, the fraternal maneuvers of

their friend: they appeared and confidently

reached speaking. Unfortunately, the lan-

guage of the Nambiquara is excessively

strange, wherefore the two sides could only

trade gestures intelligible as affectionate

and reciprocal comradeship.

Well, these beginnings, beyond being

sufficiently promising in their own right,

prove magnificently that the Nambiquara
are not, as was believed, indomitable. It is

already realistic to expect from them not

only loyal friendship, but more: their full

cooperation, which is of incomparable util-

ity in those remote localities, as in the case

of the Pareci employed by Colonel Rondon
in the construction of the telegraph line. . . .

Colonel Rondon's school, inspired by t

wise counsel of Jose Bonifacio, Azera

Coutinho, and other great spirits, is th

consecrated once again by its practical

suits.

With it, the illustrious chief will call ir

social fellowship all the innumerable trib

already settled or still wandering throu

our vast plains, and everything indical

that this great task will shortly be acco

plished.

Imagine now what immense assistance-
"

!

extinguishing the deserts, tilling the s(

and propagating industry can be lent

these legitimate sons of the Brazilian eai

who are better adapted to the climate a

the discomforts of the bush than anyc

else, and who are as hardy, sober, acqui

cent, and close to the soil as the best of 1

foreigners.

Actually, what kind of foreign emig

tion could we secure that would compi

with these people of undeniable capabili

And, moreover, what political goal could

as seductive and as sympathetic to c •,

country as calling to the bosom of socii

this afflicted and lovely race, ground do

by four centuries of extermination?

That humble tree which stands alone

the forest of Mato Grosso, doubly woun
by human discord, seems paltry in its in;

nificance. But, for poetry and history, i

like an altar of alliance with the aborigi

people, who—exploited and persecute :

without land in their own land and with

.

k

n

;.
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•ountry in their own country—rise again

the glory of labor, civilization, and lib-

y-

Alipio Bandeira

It now appears that the warlike charac-

• of the Nambiquara had been greatly

iggerated, partly because they were

.nfused with the more aggressive Beico-

-Pau. This was not the only factual error

rpetrated by Bandeira in his desire to

monstrate the efficacy of the pacifica-

n ritual. Other sources make it clear

fit the first friendly contact with the

imbiquara was established, not by

colau Bueno Horta Barbosa, but by

bio Caetano Horta Barbosa (who was

)bably his brother). This encounter oc-

irred west of the Rio Juina, in 1909,

uereas Nicolau was shot at a place just

I st of the Rio Juruena, in 1910. The lo-

i e of his mishap is not described, but an-

her soldier, known as Rosendo, was

' unded beneath a big tree.

By 1969, when I began anthropological

lldwork in Camarare, a village some

l snty miles southeast of Campos Novos,

hre were only about 600 Nambiquara

It. The oldest person still alive was

Korino, whom I judged to be in his mid-

\ 'enties. He was a member of the vil-

le's dominant faction, brother of a for-

mer leader, and uncle of the current lead-

er. I was told he could remember the com-

ing of Rondon, who was now a semilegend-

ary figure known locally as the general. I

decided to record Vitorino's reminis-

cences on tape, asking him, through an in-

terpreter, to tell about the arrival of the

first Brazilians.

By the time of Vitorino's death on Janu-

ary 3 1 , 1 976, 1 had learned a little Nambi-
quara; but the tape, which was of very

poor quality, had never been transcribed.

Later that year, several young Indians, in-

cluding Vitorino's grandson Samuel,

helped me transcribe it and explained

words and expressions that I was unable to

understand. Vitorino calls the Brazilians

Bean People, a term that probably had its

origin in Albuquerque's bean patch. But

he also calls them Salt People, for the

Nambiquara, who did not use this sub-

stance, found the Brazilian food disgust-

ingly salty.

Memories of an Old Indian

The Bean People who made the road did

not put up the posts in a hurry. Before there

was any wire our people walked and walked

and walked and walked, crossing bridges

and going along the trail. . . . We noticed

that the owners of the road didn't use it

much, and we thought they must be danger-

ous. The owners had crests like birds and
wrappings of various colors with stripes on
them. So people said they must be danger-

ous. . . . They made the road big, almost

like a clearing where it passed through the

forest. Then they went along in the middle,

taking out stumps. They only took out the

slumps in the middle of the road, leaving all

the rest; and they didn't set fire to it. On the

way home, on the trail to Taikiyena, we
stopped to rest. We lay down and talked.

"They're not doing anything very fast about

those posts on the road. They're all just ly-

ing along the trail."

The older men didn't know what to make
of it. "What do you think is going on? Could
they be opening this trail to make a road?

Could it be? I really don't know what
they're up to." That's what we kept saying

to each other. We kept wondering, "What
on earth are they doing?"

We waited and rested in Taikiyena, and
then we went back again. The road was
burned; where it passes through the Mata
das Cangas they had gone along setting fire

to it, and it was covered with ashes. Well,

then, it had been burned, and so we asked

ourselves, "What are they about? Do they

want to plant manioc? But it doesn't seem
like much of a gardening place." Thus we
wondered and talked together.

Time passed. . . . We had gone to look at

the road of the wire, but we simply did not

understand it. We asked ourselves, "What
is it for? Why have they hung this vine
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along the road?" We met no one. We went

to Campos Novos, but we didn't see anyone

at all. Nor did we see how the wire was put

up. . .

.

Well, we went to look again, and found

something new. "Could these be houses?"

we asked. They had gone on ahead of us,

but there were sheets of canvas, leaking

where puddles of rain had formed on them.

They were houses made of huge sheets.

They had two sides that went down to the

ground, and they were fastened to the

ground with ropes along the edges. . . . We
wondered about these huge sheets that

could be opened to make a house—a house

so big that it could be seen from a great dis-

tance. . .

.

After we had visited Campos Novos and

returned to the village, the general passed

through. We only saw his people—although

perhaps we saw him in the distance, at a

place where there was a high hill in the sa-

vanna, with lots of broken stones. But he

didn't stop; he seemed to be in a hurry. And
we continued on our way.

So you see, I never knew the general. He
passed through ahead of me, and I never

met him. There was another man, a colonel

who talked a lot. He was big and fat. His

words were big, and he was big. . . . We met
while the colonel was staying at Campos
Novos, but he, too, went away. He never ap-

peared again. I wonder if he is still alive.

But the first meeting came about unex-

pectedly. ... It happened ... in the Nene_-

People's region, and a man named
Halaikkahla had the honor. ... He and an-

other man were out hunting together, walk-

ing along in the savanna. ... He was carry

ing an animal he had killed when he came tc

the road, which he hadn't known was there

That's where the meeting took place. Hi

who carried the game was afraid. His com
panion had gone on ahead, and he didn"

know what to do.

There were tobacco and matches. Tht

Bean Person said, "These are matches ant

tobacco. With the tobacco, I roll a ciga

rette; with the matches, I light it; and then

smoke it." He gave the Indian his handi

Cavaignae. as he was nicknamed by the Brazilians, was takenfor a chieftain and
dressed in a colonel's uniform. He was one ofthe Nene-People, the local

Nambiquara subgroup thatfirst made peaceful contact with the Brazilians.
Jose Louro; Museu do Indio. Rio de Janeiro
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work: a long knife and a shirt. The two i

them were afraid of each other. The Bea

Person said, "If you're afraid of me, the

don't be
"

The Bean Person said, "I've brougl

brush-hooks, which we use to clear the trai -

-'

::
'

and I've brought knives, which we also u:

to clear with; and I've brought axes, whic

we use to make logs. You don't know aboi

these things. I give you all tobacco

smoke. But we have also brought oth.

things for you: knives to work with, to pr

pare your food; axes to clear the brush,

chop down trees, and to cut firewood; ar

matches, to light your fires and to burn c| j>

the savanna." Then the Indian said, "I w
give you things to eat, and game, at :

roasted meat." Thus they spoke to eat,
i

'.

other while they were together. That's wh'
|

..

I heard about the first meeting.

When the news arrived, we Kithaul

People decided to finish resting and go j
-;:

Campos Novos to meet the Bean Peop i

';

. . . The Nene-People told us the owner \\;

the handiwork was . . . quite young, wi
j

; .

light skin, and had boxes of axes and box \:

of trade beads. "He has brought sho

square boxes of beads, whole necklaces ;- -.

trade beads, and cotton string, and boxes

matches. We gave him our handiwork-

raffia tassles painted red—and corn. V i .

left him raffia ornaments and mani I

dough in exchange for axes and knives. \

traded food for axes, and we traded our

)

spective handiwork. We also got dogs, Bi
|

zilian dogs, and we gave him honey; son

VitorinoinI970
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lies the people set down only half a

j
irdful, or again, a tin can or a kerosene

(i full, and the payment was an ax or a

1 >. Thai's how we traded."

This had not happened to us. Therefore,

Id wanted to know him too. So we went. He
1 1 out tobacco for us, which we took; and

1 opened boxes of trade beads and took out

|(i beads. He had red ones, in which the

|(i er men took great delight; and boxes of

'lie beads and yellow beads and orange

luds. The Salt People had brought many
< h handicrafts for us.

\{ first, we traded raffia ornaments,

ii nioc dough, and corn to get the things we

\ nted. Then, when we asked for some-

t.ng, we had to work for it. "If you don't

vrk, I can't give you anything," is what

sy said. . . .

: never saw the general with my own
•( :s. He went along in front of me, making

MS road of the vine. ... I only saw other

I in People. They said, "1 am so-and-so,"

B 1 "I am so-and-so," but no one presented

1'iself as the general. . . . There were only

v»ue reports that when he first arrived he

$ yed on the Juruena. 1 wanted to meet

Ii—we all did—but he passed through

y fast, and then disappeared. I never

Ihw the general.

r. have told you how it was, and that's all I

ft/e to say.

Vitorino Nambiquara

.
• Vitorino makes no mention of the ind-

ent reported by Bandeira. He knew of

Sa^Mfc^
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Theodore Roosevelt, who visited Campos Novos on February 15, 1914, may be

the man Vitorino remembers as a big colonel who talked a lot.

several cases in which both Brazilians and

Indians were killed or wounded, but he ap-

parently felt these incidents had no place

in the story of how friendly relations be-

gan. For Bandeira, the hostility of the

Nambiquara was the justification for

their pacification, but Vitorino did not see

his own people as needing to be "tamed."

Rondon was eventually made a general,

even though he remained obdurately paci-

fistic. But his Positivist beliefs would not

permit him to serve the revolutionary gov-

ernment that came to power in 1930, and

he retired from the Indian Protection Ser-

vice. After his departure, the organization

began a long decline—briefly reversed

during the early 1950s—into inefficiency

and corruption. A commission of inquiry

set up in 1967 dismissed 238 employees

and charged 1 34 with specific crimes. The
agency was then reorganized as the Na-
tional Indian Foundation.

After their pacification, the Nambi-
quara were largely neglected. When terri-

ble epidemics swept the land, only a hand-

ful of Indians were treated; no meaningful

program of education was instituted; and

no land was reserved until 1 96 1 , when less

than 100 square miles were set aside for a

people who traditionally occupied an area

200 times that size. The main achiei

ment of the Indian Protection Service v,

the establishment of an Indian post

1942 for the express purpose of putti

the Indians to work gathering rubber.

Recently, the Nambiquara have

ceived much attention from people in B

zil, Europe, and the United States who;

concerned about Indian welfare. They

;

among some 8,000 Indians whose way'

life, if not their very survival, is threaten

by a large-scale development proji

funded, in part, by the World Bank. A.

result of this publicity, the Nambiqu;

are now being smothered with kindne

An Indian post staffed with an Ind >

agent, a nursing attendant, and a schc-

teacher is being established in practice'

every tiny village. Meanwhile, not f

away, in central Rondonia, other Indiii

known as the Uru-eu-wau-wau are be

!

pacified.

From 1967 to 1970, David Price didfie-

work among the Nambiquarafor hisd-

toral dissertation in anthropology; he^
later hired as a consultant by the l\

tional Indian Foundation to develop

plan to assist this Indian group. Pric^

now an editor at Cornell University.

:.
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In the late afternoon, white-fronted bee-eaters gather in treesfor an hour or

so ofsocializing before going to roost. At thefoot ofthe trees is the clifj

face in which the birds have excavated their burrows.

Natalie J. Demong W&l
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Bee-eaters of Baharini
Models of cooperation in many ways, these cliff-dwelling birds

ofEast Africa are not without a selfish streak

by Stephen T. Emlen and Natalie J. Demong

Most visitors to Lake Nakuru National

Park come to see the flamingos. Hundreds

of thousands of lesser flamingos and some

five to ten thousand greater flamingos

congregate at this small, alkaline lake in

the Rift Valley of Kenya to feed on its

abundant blue-green algae. The vast num-
ber of flamingos, combined with the splen-

dor of their color, creates a wash of pink

extending for miles along the shoreline, a

sight that prompted Roger Tory Peterson

to call Lake Nakuru "the greatest bird

spectacle on earth."

We note the flamingos as our vehicle

passes, but our attention is on another in-

habitant of this small East African park.

We turn away from the lake edge and

cross two miles of savanna before arriving

at a donga—a geologic fault some 30 to 50

feet deep, one-half mile long, and at vari-

ous points, as much as 300 feet across.

This is the current roosting site of the

population of white-fronted bee-eaters

(Merops bullockoides) that we have been

studying in the section of the park known

as Baharini. Like the flamingos, these bee-

eaters are colorful birds, their green-and-

buff bodies contrasting with their black,

white, and red facial patches and deep

blue tail coverts.

We settle into our observation blind late

in the afternoon, just as the first of the

birds begin arriving for the one to two

hours of socializing that precedes roosting.

Our blind affords us a clear view of the

donga's north wall, an expanse of cliff face

riddled with many hundreds of bee-eater

burrows. Each burrow has been excavated

to a depth of three to six feet and ends in

an enlarged internal chamber used not

only for nesting but also for roosting

throughout the year. The burrows are

clustered together so densely that adja-

cent entrances are mere inches apart.

Only one cluster of sixty to seventy bur-

rows is currently in use; the remainder rep-

resent years of past and deserted excava-

tion efforts.

As we watch, the colony comes alive

with activity. Close to 200 birds are

present now, flying about the cliff face

and filling the air with their calls. Many
birds visit the burrows of others, being

greeted with ritualized tail quivers and bill
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chatters in certain chambers but being ag-

gressively threatened and excluded from

others. Some birds go visiting as two-

somes, others in larger groups. Some are

excavating new chambers, an apparently

socially contagious process that often in-

volves four to eight birds showing varying

degrees of interest.

For the next ninety minutes we are

treated to a seemingly chaotic scene as all

manner of domestic scenarios are played

out. But because we have come to know

the birds as individuals, we recognize the

actors in these scenes. Amidst the chaos,

we see ongoing tales of family friendships,

kin favoritism, and cooperation in the

rearing of young. We also see strife, ag-

gression, forced sexual encounters, and

parasitism of the nests of others.

We were first drawn to bee-eaters by

the writings of Scottish ornithologist

Hilary Fry. Fry had studied the red-

throated bee-eater (Merops bullocki) in

Nigeria and reported that not only were

they cooperative breeders—meaning that

adult individuals helped breeding pairs to

rear young—but they also nested colo-

nially. This was a rare combination since

previously described species of cooper-

ative breeders, whether birds or mam-
mals, characteristically lived in simple

family groups. Was the social organiza-

tion of bee-eaters fundamentally different

from that of other species exhibiting help-

ing behavior? Would the wider spectrum

of social interactions made possible by co-

lonial living have led to the development

of more complex "rules" of social behav-

ior? The search for answers to these and

other questions had led us to Nakuru and

to our blind overlooking the Baharini bee-

eaters.

Bee-eaters are impossible to tell apart

on the basis of their appearance, so to fol-

low individual birds, we attach markers to

them. To do this, we erect mist nets in

front of the cliff faces at night; when the

birds leave their burrows the following

morning, they become harmlessly entan-

gled in the nets. After measuring and

sexing each bird, we place a numbered

metal band on its leg and a plastic tag

around its wing. Since bee-eaters have

very short legs, the bands are difficult to

Below: One side ofa geologicfault somefiftyfeet deep, this cliffin East Africa is

riddled with hundreds ofbee-eater burrows—most long abandoned, some in current

use. The birds use the burrowsyear-roundfor roosting and, during the breeding

season,for nesting. Right: White-fronted bee-eaters are entirely insectivorous and

derive their namefrom their ability to remove the barbfrom bees and other stinging

insects before eating them.

Natalie J. Demong

observe in the field; the unique combina-

tion of colors and symbols painted on the

wing tags is what enables us to identify

each bird from a distance.

By keeping careful records of who
courts, copulates, and breeds with whom,

and then banding the young in each nest,

we learn the parentage of the nestlings.

Slowly, across the years, we have been

able to construct genealogies for most

members of the population. By adding in-

formation on friendships and conflicts, as

well as on who helps whom at each nesting

attempt, we are able to flesh out our life

history dossiers and to "know" each bee-

eater as an individual.

We soon discovered that the organiza-

tion of a white-fronted bee-eater colony

was unlike that of other colonial nesters,

such as swallows, blackbirds, herons,

egrets, gulls, and terns. Among these more

typical colonists, the only permanent so-

cial bonds are between members of a

mated pair. Temporary bonds form be-

tween parents and their young but termi-

nate when the young become indepen-

dent. Parents apparently do not recognize

their grown offspring in later years nor do

adult siblings seem to remember one an-

other. Indeed, most breeding-bird colonies

are no more than anonymous assemblages

of nesting pairs.

wi :

White-fronted bee-eaters, by contra^

maintain close social bonds with many i

dividuals besides their mates. Each bd

eater is a member of a social unit of up I

sixteen birds, which interact throughol

their lifetimes, visiting one another's bif

rows and greeting each other at the colj

nies on an almost daily basis.

What determines membership in the

social groups? Genealogical informatid

has proved critical for understanding tl

social dynamics of white-fronted bee-ea

ers. Working with graduate student Ro

ert Hegner (now a postdoctoral associa

at Rockefeller University) and volunte

Carolyn Miller, we discovered that the s

cial groupings represent extended famil

units involving three or, occasionally, fol

overlapping generations of individual

Borrowing a term from the field of

thropology, we call these family ui

clans—groups whose members, whi

avoiding incest, are bound together by 1

ship ties. The "family" is important in vB

tually all cooperatively breeding species!

birds and mammals; in most cases, eaij

family occupies and defends its own sp

tially distinct territory (see "The Helpfl

Shall Inherit the Scrub," Natural Hq
tory, May 1984). The uniqueness of,

rops bullockoides is that from

to twenty-five families live and interal

52 Natural History 10/84
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Below: Bee-eaters dignew burrows every year, chipping dirt awayfrom the cliffwith

their bills and gradually working their way in to a depth ofup to sixfeet. Excavating

seems to be contagious. When one bird is working inside a chamber, several

other members ofthe extendedfamily may cling to the cliffface around the hole,

following the activity with great interest and occasionally taking turns digging.

Right: Parents and relatives also cooperate in deliveringfood to the nest,

and hatchling survival increases dramatically with the size ofthefamily.

together in highly gregarious colonies.

With the coming of the rains, Nakuru

Park is transformed from brown to green,

and the change brings with it a flush of

new insects. Bee-eaters are totally insec-

tivorous and derive their common name

from their unusual habit of including

stinging bees and wasps in their diet. The

birds forage from exposed perches of

shrubs or from lower branches of the scat-

tered trees that dot the savanna. When an

appropriate beetle, butterfly, or wasp is

spotted, the bird darts out flycatcher-

style, snaps the insect in midair, and re-

turns with it to the perch. If the prey is

venomous, the bee-eater strikes it repeat-

edly against the perch and removes the

sting before eating it.

Not suprisingly, white-fronted bee-eat-

ers time their breeding to the insect-rich

rainy season. These monogamous birds

generally pair for life, so most members of

the population have mates long before

nesting begins. The approach of breeding

is heralded not so much by the formation

of new bonds as by the heightened sexual

activity of preexisting pairs. Ritualized

courtship flights begin with members of a

pair perching side by side. One bird (typi-

cally the female) leaves the perch and flies

in a short, tight circle above and directly in

front of its mate. After hovering over its

perched partner and briefly bouncing off

its back, the bird immediately repeats this

circular loop flight—this time passing be-

hind its mate. These loops are repeated

from three to twelve times. The resultant

pattern is a series of tight, roughly figure-

eight-shaped flights, each loop ending in a

brief "hit" on the mate. Intensified dig-

ging of new nesting chambers is another

sign of impending breeding. When the

male begins bringing insects and feeding

them to his mate, we know that egg laying

is less than a week away.

Each pair of bee-eaters is physiologi-

cally capable of breeding, yet not all of

them do so. The older and more dominant

pairs breed in most years, but the propor-

tion of younger (under three years of age)

individuals that initiate nesting varies

greatly: anywhere from 1 5 to 45 percent

of the population will not attempt to breed

in a given year. The proportion of non-

Natalie J- Demong

breeders is highest in harsh years when

rains fail and insects are scarce. Some of

these nonbreeders will "sit out" the breed-

ing season, but most help at the nest of an-

other breeding pair. Of 194 nest burrows

excavated by the Baharini birds during

the past three years, 96 (49 percent) have

had helpers, and the average number of

helpers at such nests was 1.35 (the range

was one to five).

Helpers also come from the ranks

breeders whose own nesting attempts ha

failed. Predators, such as spitting cobi

and dwarf mongooses, may have enter

the nest and eaten the contents, or a p<

tion of the cliff face may have collapsed

heavy rains, carrying the nest contei

with it. More frequently, nestlings star

one by one. When a breeding pair fai

one member frequently shifts allegianc

54 Natural History 10/84
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I joins up as a helper at another active

t at the colony.

This redirected help, as we term it, un-

scores an important facet of bee-eater

logy. Helping is not merely a transitory

^jge in the life history of an individual, a

lavior engaged in only until the helper

ble to establish itself as an independent

•eder. Rather, birds shift status from

l|per to breeder and vice versa. White-

nted bee-eaters have a life expectancy

roughly five years, and our knowledge

heir life histories reveals that most in-

diduals will serve more than once in both

4'acities.

While a helper, a bee-eater affiliates

Mh one particular nest, where it remains

f the duration of that breeding attempt.

/ this nest, it shares in most aspects of
1 Heding, including digging and defend-

i the nest chamber, feeding the breed-

i; female, incubating the eggs, feeding

ti nestlings, and continuing to care for

a 1 feed the young until they become in-

c indent some six weeks after fledging.

To be certain that "helper" is not a mis-

r ner, we had to compare the growth and

svival of chicks in nests with and with-

c helpers. Since the nests are several

f t deep in a dirt bank, monitoring them
r uired ingenuity. The solution, fash-

ioned by Demong, was a special optical

scope made of aluminum tubing, in which

a series of lenses was mounted, with a den-

tal mirror and two battery-powered minia-

ture light bulbs at the end. With this

scope, we could light up nest chambers

and observe the eggs or nestlings inside

through either wide-angle or magnifying

lenses.

The information gained by this means

was dramatic and conclusive. The average

number of fledglings produced by parents

alone was 0.53; with one helper present,

the number increased to 1 fledgling per

nest; with two or more helpers, the value

increased again to 1.34 fledglings. The

trend is seen year after year and can be at-

tributed largely to the helpers' contribu-

tions to feeding. The amount of food

brought to the nestlings increases in direct

proportion to the addition of more helpers,

and nestling losses due to starvation de-

cline correspondingly.

With helpers playing such a dramatic

role, the question of who does or does not

receive their aid becomes an important

one. Working with Cornell associate Peter

Wrege, we began searching for patterns.

Our findings indicate that a simple rule of

thumb, based on genetic kinship, deter-

mines who is helped by whom.

Twenty years ago William D. Hamil-

ton, then at University College, London,

proposed that behavioral traits could be

selected for even if they reduced an indi-

vidual's own chances of surviving and re-

producing, provided that they preferen-

tially benefited close relatives. The logic

behind Hamilton's kin-selection hypothe-

sis was that close relatives share a com-

mon ancestry and thus have a high prob-

ability of carrying the same behavioral

traits themselves. If kin associations are

important in the evolution of helping be-

havior, then we should find helping only

occurring between genetic relatives. Fur-

ther, helpers should be more likely to aid

individuals with whom they share one-half

of their genes (true parents, full siblings,

or offspring) than ones having only one-

quarter of their genes in common (grand-

parents, uncles, aunts, half-siblings, neph-

ews, or nieces), and even less likely to aid

such distant kin as cousins.

Because white-fronted bee-eaters live in

colonies that are subdivided into clans and

because clan membership is sufficiently

large that two or three pairs frequently

breed simultaneously, helpers have a siz-

able number of nests from which to

choose. This makes the species ideally

suited for testing the degree of importance

of kinship in cooperative breeding.

An analysis of the genealogical back-

grounds of helped and nonhelped pairs

soon showed that helping does not occur

randomly throughout the colony. Individ-

uals typically aid only at nests belonging

to members of the same extended family

clan. Moreover, in thirty-nine of forty-two

instances in which a choice of breeding

pairs was available within a clan, helpers

selected their closest kin as recipients.

When choosing mates, bee-eaters in-

variably select their breeding partners

from outside their own clan. In eighty-one

recorded pairings, we have never wit-

nessed an incestuous bond. Consequently,

every time a pair forms, one member re-

mains in its natal clan while the other

moves as an "in-law" into its mate's clan.

The latter birds become socially but not

genetically integrated with their new clan

members, and as predicted by the kin-se-

lection hypothesis, nonbreeding in-laws
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Below: Onparts ofthe cliffthat receive direct sun, bee-eaters congregate to sunbathe.

Up tofifty birds may pile up in a dense mat, each bird spreading its wings and erecting

its back and neckfeathers to soak up the warmth. Thepurpose ofthis activity is

unknown: the birds may do it simply to get warm or it may be a way ofbakingoff
ectoparasites. Right: Members ofa single extendedfamily often huddle together,

especially in the cool ofthe morningjust after leaving their burrows. Birds belonging

differentfamilies would never sit this close together.

Natalie J- Demong

rarely serve as helpers in their new clans.

Recall, however, that white-fronted

bee-eaters nest in dense colonies and an in-

law's own natal family typically nests

nearby. Through visits and greetings at

preroost time, in-laws maintain loose links

with their former families, and when a

mated bird is not nesting, it may tempo-

rarily abandon its partner in order to re-

turn home and serve as a helper at the nest

of its true parent or sibling. Upon comple-

tion of that nesting attempt, the helping

in-law returns to its mate. Maintenance of

social links with members of the former

extended family is unusual in animal soci-
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eties, and the bee-eater's habit of nesting

and roosting colonially is what makes it

possible for this species.

If our studies ended at this point, we
might have concluded that white-fronted

bee-eaters were family-abiding birds,

representing a pinnacle in the develop-

ment of altruistic cooperation. But soci-

eties that at first glance appear to be co-

operative and harmonious are actually

often highly competitive. Who breeds and

who will breed in the future remain criti-

cal questions for individual members of

any society, no matter how cooperative.

For white-fronted bee-eaters, group living

provides opportunities for some indiv

uals to benefit at the expense of othe

The large numbers of active nests and f

tilizable females open the way for vario

forms of selfish gain.

Each year just prior to breeding, for I

ample, bee-eaters begin excavating m,

clean nesting chambers. During th'

many months of use, the old chambers

come fouled. Excrement and regurgitail

fragments of nondigestible insect parts

cumulate on the chamber floor and ere,!

an environment in which feather lice a I

bird ticks thrive. Such old nests are rar'

reused, perhaps because they increase ;

. _l
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1 k of disease transmission. Digging new
ambers, however, is a difficult task that

'pically requires ten to fourteen days.

le birds first chip dirt away from the

ff face with their bills, and once the tun-

'1 has reached a depth of about four

: :hes, they expel the loosened earth with

ift backward kicks of their legs.

But not all groups do their own excavat-

l- As new chambers are completed, the

piers may be challenged by members of

•'other clan. The ensuing fights can last

" several days and occasionally end with

': usurpation of the new chamber by the

< allenging group.

Selfish behavior is apparent in other

ways. Bee-eaters can be forced to rear

young that are not genetically their own.

Just before and during egg laying, large

numbers of breeding females are active at

the colony. They are chased and occasion-

ally forced to copulate by males other than

their mates. Such chases often begin as a

female leaves her nest chamber and may
continue, with four or more males joining

the pursuit, until the female's escape is cut

off and she is forced to the ground, where

the males pile on top of her.

We have calculated that a given breed-

ing female is likely to be chased three to

six times during the breeding season. The

rate would be much higher were it not for

the male mates, which stay close to the fe-

males at this stage of the breeding cycle,

escorting them as they enter and leave the

nest chambers. Such mate guarding is ap-

parently effective because escorted fe-

males are chased only one-tenth as often

as those flying alone. Even if a sexual

chase is under way, a late-arriving male

will come to the aid of his mate, physically

striking her pursuers and driving them

away. After such a rescue, the mated

birds may fly to a nearby perch, where

they engage in intense bill chattering and

tail quivering.

Some females also engage in selfish tac-

tics, by parasitically laying eggs in other

active nests at the colony. When such eggs

are accepted into the "host" nest, the par-

asitic female gains by having her young

reared by others, while the host group

loses because it expends time and energy

rearing a genetic bastard.

By regularly monitoring the contents of

active nests and recording all instances

where two eggs appeared on the same day,

we estimated that fully 17 percent of

white-fronted bee-eater nests are parasit-

ized. Not all of these parasitisms are suc-

cessful, however, because the host female

often removes foreign eggs. If such an egg

appears in a nest of a breeding female be-

fore she has begun laying her clutch, she

will pick it up in her beak and carry it to

the nest entrance, where she either flies

away with it or drops it to the ground.

Likewise, alien eggs deposited in another's

nest more than two days after the host fe-

male has finished laying her own clutch

usually fail to hatch. In these cases, the

egg is accepted by the host breeder, but

the host's own young hatch, and thus incu-

bation ceases, before development of the

parasitic egg is complete. There is, how-

ever, a short "window of vulnerability." A
foreign egg laid while the host female is

laying her own eggs (or, sometimes,

shortly after her clutch is finished) will be
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Below: White-fronted bee-eaters become defensive during nest excavation and egg

laying. Here a bird (right) raises itsfeathers and lunges toward the bird on its left,

which sleeks itsplumage and withdraws submissively. Such aggression is particularly

likely to occur ifthe branch on which the birds areperched is growing directly outfrom

the cliffface. Right: Much ofthe time, however, these bee-eaters are more gregarious,

presenting a picture ofpeace and contentment when at rest.

Natalie J. Demong

accepted and stand a good chance of

hatching and developing with the host

brood.

Parasitizing females fall into two cate-

gories: mated females whose own breed-

ing attempt is disrupted at the time of egg

laying and unpaired females who oppor-

tunistically lay an egg in the nest at which

they are helping. Roughly one-third of the

identified parasites fall into the second

category and lay in nests of close genetic

relatives; these females remain socially in-

tegrated with the host group and help in

the rearing of the young. The remaining

two-thirds parasitize nests outside their

clan and typically have no further interac-

tions with the hosts.

Since helping behavior is largely deter-

mined by rules of kinship, forced copula-

tions and nest parasitism raise some fasci-

nating questions: Will foreign young be

recognized as nonkin and treated differ-

ently by their foster parents or brood

mates? And when these young become

adults, will they help their genetic or their

foster parents and siblings? We are cur-

rently attempting to answer such ques-

tions, both by monitoring the behavior of

known genetic bastards in the population

(identifiable through electrophoretic anal-

ysis) and by transferring recently hatched

chicks to "foster" nests and allowing them
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to be reared by breeders that are not their

true parents. For the moment, however,

these questions remain unanswered.

Our studies have afforded us a rare

glimpse into the dynamics of a fascinating

avian society. The gregariousness of the

white-fronted bee-eater has made possible

a complex array of cooperative actions on

the one hand and unique opportunities for

selfish behaviors on the other. But the ex-

tended-family structure of the society, as

well as the importance of kin alliances,

seems to be the key to understanding the

social dynamics of this species and per-

haps of others.

One goal of long-term studies of animal

societies is to decipher patterns or rules of

social interaction that might prove appli-

cable to other species and taxa. Among co-

operatively breeding birds and mammals,
the family keeps reappearing as the basic

social unit. Corollary phenomena, includ-

ing kin recognition, incest avoidance, and

dispensation of helping behavior based

upon nepotistic bonds, also are proving to

be widespread features of many social spe-

cies. We hope, and expect, that current

and future studies of the social dynamics

of animal societies will lead to a better un-

derstanding not only of the rules of behav-

ior of "lower" vertebrates but of many as-

pects of human behavior as well.
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There are rules for driving a computer, too.

Everyone knows that the rules of the road have to be taken

seriously. So do the rules for using a computer.

Two of those rules are basic:

Everyone who uses a computer has a responsibility for the

security of the information in that machine. No one who uses a

computer has the right to violate anyone else's security.

To help people keep to those rules, we at IBM have developed

a wide range of security systems.

For instance, IBM computers can require identification in

any number of ways, including passwords, keys and magnetic

Hi



1) cards. Encryption devices can turn information into codes

hat are virtually impossible to crack.

But good security requires something from everyone involved

i ith information svtfems.

Both the suppliers and users of computers, software and
i ^communications have a responsibility to help ensure that such

information systems are used conscientiously, and with the

mderstanding that other people depend on these systems too.

Because when it comes to keeping information secure, each one
(' us is in the driver's seat. ==^= =•



The Golden Ax ofAsante
For an African empire that lacked the written word,

elaborate regalia provided an essential medium ofcommunication

by Malcolm D. McLeod

In 1881, war threatened to erupt between Great Britain and

Asante (formerly spelled Ashanti), the African kingdom that

dominated the interior of the Gold Coast (modern Ghana). The

British maintained a toehold on the coast but were nursing an

ambition to advance inland—their march to empire in Africa

was beginning. On several occasions they had fought with the

Asante over control of the coastal region and its rich trading set-

tlements. In 1 874, British forces had invaded Asante, destroying

part of the capital, Kumasi, and imposing harsh terms on the

Asantehene (king) and his chiefs. Now serious trouble brewed

again: a fugitive from Asante had arrived on the coast and was

seeking asylum with the British. The British were inclined to re-

gard him as a political refugee, but to the king of Asante he was

little more than an escaped criminal. Shortly after the fugitive's

arrival, an official Asante delegation came to demand his imme-

diate return. This tense situation was made worse for the British

when they saw that the delegation bore with them the famous

Asante: Kingdom ofGold, a special exhibition originally

mounted by the Museum ofMankind, the Ethnography

Department ofthe British Museum, will bepresented at the

American Museum ofNatural Historyfrom October 1

6

through March 1 7. The exhibition, which depicts the Asante

civilization through historicphotographs and reconstructions

as well as artifacts,features more than 800 objectsfrom the

collections ofthe Museum ofMankind.

Golden Ax of Asante. This was a large iron-bladed ax, covered

with leopard skin and richly adorned with gold. Europeans on
the coast had learned long before that the regalia borne by
Asante diplomatic or military parties held special significance,

and among these regalia, the Golden Ax was the most feared.

The British, suspicious and nervous, saw the Golden Ax as a

symbol of aggression. As their governor interpreted it, "The re-

fusal of a demand from Ashanti accompanied by the Golden Ax,
means war on the part of the Ashantis, that they will cut their

way to the accomplishment of their purpose. The Golden Ax was
sent down in 1863 and 1873 and war followed." Local people

tried to convince the British that the meaning of the Golden Ax
was not so crude, that the object signified the Asante desire to

cut through all obstacles to a settlement. But the British re-

mained unconvinced, perhaps refusing to accept that an African
people could build such delicacy of meaning into their regalia.
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Photographs by Lee Boltin

This brass casting ofa lion, made by an Asanle goldsmith,

may have been produced as an experimental piece. The pose,

with the head to one side, shows the influence of
European representations ofthe lion, whichfigured on

such things as military badges and heraldic crests.

Objects In the collections of the Museum of Mankind



The dangerous situation was unresolved until the Asante sent

another, 400-man delegation, headed by one of their most ex-

perienced diplomats. He took pains to explain the meaning of

the Golden Ax, stressing that it did not have a single, simple sig-

nificance: "The leopard skin, bound with gold upon the handle,

symbolizes courage in the field; the gold is wealth, the iron

strength." But as the British had so misjudged things, he ac-

cepted that crucial negotiations might go better if their impor-

tance was indicated by some other piece of regalia and the

Golden Ax was kept in Kumasi. He reminded the British that

sometime previously their own ruler, Queen Victoria, had sent

the Asantehene a silver-topped cane as a gift. The Asante there-

fore proposed to copy this cane in gold and, in the future, to send

the copy with their messengers to show their serious desire for

successful negotiations. That way, they hoped, the British could

not mistake their intentions.

Misunderstandings between people from very different cul-

tures are not unusual. The Golden Ax incident, however, illus-

trates the pivotal role that regalia played in Asante politics and

diplomacy. The Asante signaled the status of their missions by

.

the types of objects they carried with them. In this case it w;

the Golden Ax, but swords with gold-decorated sheaths, vast si

umbrellas, or sticks with silver or gold tops were also carried

communicate intention and attitude.

A wide variety of regalia, often cast from solid gold or pr

fusely adorned with gold sheet, defined the ranks and rol

within the government of the Asante kingdom. Young servan

of the Asantehene, for example, were identified by the large, c

nate gold disks that hung from their necks. As they went abo

their business, important administrators or negotiators were a

companied by servants carrying gold-handled swords. Seni

chiefs, when they appeared in public, wore large sandals lavish

adorned with small gold images and similarly decorated hea

bands. They were shaded by multicolored cloth umbrell;

about twelve feet in diameter and often topped by gold-coven

carvings. The Asantehene's dress and adornments surpassed

;

others in splendor and variety. Above all, he could claim to

king because he had the right to the trusteeship of the Gold

Stool of Asante. Tradition held that this stool had been mirai

lously brought from the sky by the great priest Anokye when t

Joe LeMonnier
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l«gdom was founded in the seventeenth century. All earlier

i; ns of regalia were said to have been buried before the Golden

1 10I appeared, so none would have precedence over it.

Vot only was each Asante rank distinguished by particular

cects—swords, hats, neck ornaments, sandals, umbrellas,

t
:

mpets made from elephant tusks—but each object could con-

I a range of meanings. Just as a Western audience will, at dif-

f ;nt times, read different meanings into the same film or paint-

ai, so the Asante would read different meanings in the same

s >rd ornament, umbrella top, sandal decoration, or pattern in a

cefs elaborately woven silk cloth. This play of meaning ex-

ii d in part because many objects were created to call to mind

f verbs or wise sayings.

"or example, elaborately carved wooden staffs topped by im-

;; :s and covered with gold sheet were carried by royal officials,

qled akyeame, who advised the Asantehene and acted as his

s kesmen. One such image shows a cock and a chicken. This, in

/inte culture, represents a proverb that says, roughly, "The

Cjcken knows when the dawn is breaking, but she leaves it to

t cock to make all the noise." This proverb applies flexibly in

public affairs, where there is always someone who speaks and

someone who knows something but chooses to keep quiet. Not
only is the saying two edged, but who is cast in the role of hen

and who in the role of the raucous cock can change according to

the situation or interpreter.

Another staff top shows a seated man eating while another

watches him. The proverb that corresponds to it states: "The
food is eaten by the person who has the right to it, not by he who
is hungry." There is a subtle reference here to rights, office hold-

ings, pleasure, and profit. In the Asante tongue the word mean-
ing "eat"

—

di—is also used for the inheritance of an office or the

enjoyment of its benefits. In this image, both chief and people

are reminded of the rules that govern the legitimate descent of

cffice, of the holder's right to enjoy the good things that come
from his office, and of the dangers of envy and political rivalry.

The power of chiefs and kings, and how they may overcome

things that would ensnare and harm lesser mortals, are stressed

in still another carving: it shows an elephant standing on a trap, a

representation of a saying to the effect that when an elephant

steps on a trap it is not caught, but rather the trap is smashed.

On September 5, 181 7, while leading a British mission to the

Asante, T. Edward Bowdich witnessed the annual "Yam
Custom, " which celebrated the maturation ofthis important

crop. This illustration is reproducedfrom his book,

Mission from Cape Coast Castle to Ashantee, published in

1819. Officers ofthe mission are seated (at right) notfar

from the king, who is sheltered by a red umbrella, surmounted

by an ornamental elephant.

Rare Book Room. AMNH. Coxe-Goldberg Photography, Inc
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Because the Asante tended to interpret physical objects in this

way, some who observed engineers in the British army carrying

spades and axes assumed that the British were conveying a

determination to root up Asante and cut down the African state.

Such incidents were an inevitable feature of contact between

two imperial cultures that had developed independently.

The Asante are one of a group of related peoples who inhabit

central and southern Ghana and parts of the Ivory Coast, and

speak variants of a single language (Akan). In the second half of

the seventeenth century, the Asante, under their first

Asantehene, Osei Tutu, formed a confederation of states with

Kumasi as its capital. Within a few decades, thanks to a novel

and effective military organization, the Asante empire had ab-

sorbed many surrounding groups. By the middle of the nine-

teenth century, the state extended several hundred miles into the

interior of the Gold Coast and controlled or influenced areas on

the border of what is now Togo and within the present-day Ivory

Coast. A large bureaucracy developed, with diplomats, tax col-

lectors, customs officials, messengers, area administrators, and

other functionaries. Kumasi itself was a vast, noisy city full of

administrators, politicians, and those trying to get a start in the

state service, a career that could lead to power and fortune or, if

things went the other way, to disgrace and even death.

The first European visitors to Kumasi to record their impres-

sions described the striking features of the Asante realm, which

can still be seen today by the visitor to modern Ghana. Moving

north from the coast, travelers were soon plunged into dense,

tropical rain forest. Narrow, difficult paths were criss-crossed by

the roots of great forest trees, some two hundred feet tall, that

rose on all sides and almost completely blocked out the daylight.

One traveler, who took four weeks to cover the 190 miles to Ku-

masi, wrote, "The path was a labyrinth of the most capricious

windings, the roots obstructing it continually. . . . Immense
trunks of fallen trees presented constant barriers to our progress

... the gloom [was] unvaried. A strong fragrance was emitted

from the decaying plants."

Most Europeans loathed the oppressive, damp gloom of the

forest and were relieved to arrive at an Asante village in a clear-

ing. Nearly all visitors commented favorably on Asante villages

and their neat, clean appearance. Usually the narrow forest path

led into a wide, well-kept street that ran through the center of the

village. This was often lined by trees carefully planted to provide

pools of shade in which villagers could sit to gossip, discuss their

.;affairs, or play oware, a local board game. Lesser streets led o;

this central one, and between them stood trim houses thatche

with palm fronds. These houses were built by fixing a framewor!

of boughs into the ground and plastering it with clay, the wid

overhang of the roof protecting the walls from the fierce sei

sonal rains. The simplest hut was little more than a six-by-eighi

foot room with a door and one or two small shuttered window

but as a family grew, more and more of these units could be coi

structed until they enclosed a central courtyard. Most such con

plex houses also had at least one room with an open side on tf

courtyard, which served as a cool and pleasant place for sittir

or for discussing family business. The size of Asante villages va

ied: new ones founded in previously unexploited areas of fore

might have fewer than one hundred inhabitants, while old esta'

lished settlements could contain several thousand.

The Asante are a matrilineal people, that is, most offices ar

property are inherited through the female line, a boy succe©

ing, not his father, but his mother's brother. Traditional!

households centered on a man, his sisters, and his sisters' ch

dren, with men and wives living together perhaps only in tl

early years of their marriage. Within each village, those peop

descended from a common matrilineal ancestor formed a di

tinct group with their own leader, and each village had its ov

headman, or minor chief, usually chosen from the descent grot

that had settled there first.
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'Each Asante settlement was incorporated into a larger politi-

(i unit and came under the control and jurisdiction of a higher

1 el chief. That chief, in turn, had one or more superiors, and

I political pyramid ended with the Asantehene. This structure

I i a religious aspect, because deceased leaders were revered as

i ;estors. At each level, after death, the dead leader's wooden

sol was kept as an ancestral relic or shrine, at which regular of-

f'ings and prayers were made for the continued prosperity and

stress of his descendants. The type of stool possessed by an in-

c idual during his life corresponded to his standing. The
/iantehene's personal stool, for example, was adorned with

I'd; a village chief had a plain wooden one.

The heart of the system of government was Kumasi, and the

s :, complexity, noise, heat, splendor, and brutality of the capi-

t made a strong impression on visitors to Asante. So startling

\=» Kumasi that the first Englishman who published an account

c t, in 1819, was called a liar and his descriptions were likened

t i fabrication from the Arabian Nights' Entertainments.

t area almost a mile in circumference was crowded with mag-
n cence and novelty. . . . The sun was reflected, with a glare

s rcely more supportable than the heat, from the massy gold or-

nnents which glistened in every direction. More than a hundred
b'ds burst at once on our arrival, with the peculiar airs of their

S'jral chiefs. ... At least a hundred large umbrellas, or canopies,

v ch could shelter thirty persons, were sprung up and down by

the bearers with brilliant effect. The caboceers [chiefs] as did
their superior captains and attendants, wore Ashantee cloths of ex-
travagant price. . . . They were of incredible size and weight, and
thrown over the shoulder exactly like a Roman toga; a small silk

fillet generally encircled their temples. . . . Some wore necklaces
reaching to the navel ... a band of gold and beads encircled the

knee, from which several strings of the same depended; small cir-

cles of gold like guineas, rings, and casts of animals, were strung
round their ankles; their sandals were of green, red, and delicate

white leather; manillas [horseshoe-shaped metal ornaments] and
rude lumps of rock gold hung from their left wrists, which were so

heavily laden as to be supported on the head of one of their

handsomest boys. Gold and silver pipes, and canes dazzled the eye
in every direction. Wolves and rams heads as large as life, cast in

gold, were suspended from their gold handled swords.

The city itself, with a population of perhaps 20,000 to 30,000,

housed as many as 200,000 people at the time of the great an-

nual festival of Odwira, when Asante chiefs, their officials, and
servants—as well as representatives of allied and dependent

states—came from all over to show their loyalty to the

Asantehene. The streets of the capital, some more than one hun-

dred yards wide, were lined with two-story houses whose intri-

cate low-relief facades were colored deep red on the bottom and
dazzling white above. The royal palace, a massive structure with

numerous courtyards, meeting halls, and private rooms, covered

several acres. Nearby sprawled the quarters of the hundreds of

palace servants.

The wealth of Kumasi and the Asante empire was founded on

several things. The first was the fertility of the land itself. Asante

lies only a few degrees north of the equator; for most of the year

the sun beats down from a clear sky, but during two brief rainy

seasons (May to June and September to October), huge black

clouds may deliver several inches of rain in a day. Much of the

year the temperature is about 70° F and the air laden with mois-

ture, making the forest's shallow soils, as well as the more open

land in the northern regions, highly productive. The Asante

practiced a method of shifting cultivation that easily provided

adequate supplies of yams, bananas, plantains, cassavas, maize,

and other crops. These foods were supplemented by hunting and

the keeping of sheep and goats.

The second element behind Asante success was the commod-
ity that gave the Gold Coast its name. Within Asante territory

lay extraordinarily rich gold fields, and gold was also panned
from many of the rivers and streams that seamed the country.

Encased in gold and decorated by Asante craftsmen, this

European table knife was probably carried by a royal official.
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Leather hats, below, decorated with gold and imported

silver sheet, were worn across the back ofthe head by

sword bearers who ser\>ed the Asante king. Decorated with

sheet brass and imported round-headed brass nails, the

foldingchair, right, was copiedfrom a European model.

Such chairs were used only by chiefs.

9nEffiS

Gold mining gave the Asante, like their predecessors, indirect

access to the trading system of the rest of the world. Gold dust,

carefully measured out by weight, not only served as the local

currency but was also traded to Europeans on the coast; in return

the Asante obtained metalware, cloth, alcoholic liquor, and to-

bacco. Most important of all, their gold brought them firearms,

gunpowder, and shot. The Asante developed military tactics to

exploit this weaponry and were thus able to overwhelm sur-

rounding peoples, enlarge their own territories and work force,

and feed captives into the international slave trade until its aboli-

tion in the early decades of the nineteenth century. From the last

they could obtain still more Western goods and weapons.

This combination of factors led to the flourishing of Asante in

the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The success and

political complexity of the kingdom were so great that one can

easily forget that it was an empire created and run without the

use of writing. It was held together and administered by word

mouth and by the trustworthiness of state servants and the i

tern of checks developed to control them. These checks includ

the use of spies and of inspection visits by superiors. As

Asante state evolved, regalia played a crucial role in distinguij

ing the many ranks and kinds of officials within it. By the se

half of the last century, a large number of specialist ci

were attached to the court at Kumasi and to the courts of 1

chiefs within the Asante confederacy. Their task was to ere

elaborate regalia and impressive items of display that could i

be easily counterfeited.

The Asante developed their regalia from concepts and

facts common among earlier kingdoms of the region, sometii

combining these with ideas and objects from outside. In i

cases, utilitarian items took on new meanings and functions (

the years. One such object was the sword. Historically, swol
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1 e pectoral disk, left, was worn by a royal servant. The lid

j 'he cast brass vessel, below, depicts a kingsurrounded by

| mbers ofhis court—a spokesman, a herald, and warriors.

I h large curving blades were carried as weapons by high-rank-

men of the region. In the seventeenth century, some swords

e decorated with the heads of slain beasts, perhaps as simple

Dhies, perhaps with more symbolic associations. As firearms

e adopted, such swords became increasingly obsolete. In

inte and among other Akan-speaking groups, however, they

,an to take on new functions. In some cases the blade itself

; modified: it ceased to have a cutting edge but became
;er, with various designs cut into it. Some of these swords

e quite large and had two or three elaborately shaped blades

mging from the handle. Such swords were held before the

ntehene when he held court or were stood on end to signal

B
royal presence. Other swords had handles decorated with

i sheet and sheaths hung with solid gold castings, which often

proverbial meanings. Swords of various types served as in-

lia for particular ranks within the state, such as generals and

negotiators, and officeholders swore oaths of loyalty on special

state swords.

A similar evolution seems to have occurred with shields. In

the seventeenth century, on the coast, large hide shields with

wooden frames were essential items of military equipment, pro-

tecting warriors against enemy arrows and spears. Firearms then

became more common and shields less useful, although they

continue to be made today. They seem, from the fragmentary

evidence we possess, to have been used to show the king's mili-

tary power, especially when paraded at his installation. Con-

versely, a dance by lesser chiefs involving shields was seen as a

mark of defiance, even as a declaration of war.

Asante kings had a deliberate policy of distributing swords

and other items of regalia to potential allies and leaders of

groups at the fringes of the empire. Swords, stools, ivory horns,

and drums were given to pull such people into the state system,

to bind them to Kumasi. Indeed, gifts functioned similarly in

European diplomacy of the eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-

turies; such presents were intended to please local allies, to raise

them over other local leaders and bind them closely to their Eu-

ropean partners. Two favorite gifts the British gave to Asante

chiefs were flags and silver-topped staffs, or canes. In many
cases a chief would use such a cane to authenticate messengers

he sent to the white ally. By the nineteenth century these staffs

had been copied locally and were being used as the insignia of

important royal servants and intermediaries.

The incident of the Golden Ax in 1881 was resolved peace-

fully: the Asante were persuaded to present it (or, more likely, a

copy) as a gift to Queen Victoria. But tragically, the two powers

again came into conflict and in 1 896 the British invaded Asante,

seized the king and many major chiefs, and exiled them.

Not until the 1920s was the Asantehene allowed back from

exile and the Asante confederacy partly restored. By then, great

changes had occurred in Asante: the country was part of the

British colonial system, and most power lay with white officials,

their laws and courts. The Asante nation, however, welcomed

their king with joy and, over the years, successive kings resumed

many of their traditional political and judicial roles and re-

mained the focus of Asante national sentiment. Periodically the

Asantehene and his chiefs make offerings to their ancestors for

the health and prosperity of their people. In 1957 Ghana be-

came an independent republic with an elected parliament. By
then many of the traditional governmental functions of chiefs
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Nonfunctional state swords, left, ofearly nineteenth-

century manufacture, indicated their bearers ' status.

Calabash vessels decorated with gold, below, were used by the

Asante king when he drankpalm wine at variouspublicplaces

in Kumasi, the Asante capital.

had been absorbed by the central government in Accra. While
not actively involved in politics, the Asantehene and his chiefs

can guide and advise.

Regalia and the traditional splendors of the Asante courts can
still be seen, but many of the younger, school-educated people no
longer fully understand the significance of what they see. Some
of the regalia made in this century reflect the decline in royal

power. One chiefship, for example, had a staff top made depict-

ing a man writing a book. This, the Asante said, showed the new
power in the land—the power of writing and of the white man's
inflexible written laws. But against this, no doubt, the old men of

the Asante court would set another image—that of three heads

together: "One head alone does not go into council [to decide

grave matters]." It is in such images and in such down-to-earth

wisdom that the strength of Asante kings and elders still lives.
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Below: Viewedfrom above and cleared of

leaves and debris, theparted bracts ofthe

underground orchid reveal a narrow

opening through which the plant's

pollinators can enter. Facingpage: A

section through the soil exposes a single

inflorescence of Rhizanthella pushing up

toward the surface.

II photographs from Oxlord Scientific Films
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Hidden Assets
Among the exoticplants ofthe world are two
Australian species oforchid that grow and bloom underground

Text and photographs by John Cooke

Australia has long attracted the atten-

tion of zoologists because of its strange

and unique fauna. The continent also

holds surprises for botanists. It is the home
of the only two known species of subterra-

nean orchid. Very rare and poorly under-

stood, these orchids actually bloom under-

ground—a curious way of life for plants

belonging to a group renowned for their

conspicuous and exuberant beauty.

One species, Rhizanthella gardneri,

was first discovered in 1928 by a farmer

digging post holes near Corrigin, a small

town close to Perth in Western Australia.

Over the years, a few more specimens

were fortuitously dug up in other locations

in Western Australia. In May 1979, Rhi-

zanthella was found again, after an inter-

val of twenty years, in Munglinup, on Aus-

tralia's southwestern coast, by John

McGuiness, a local farmer. This was the

first time the orchids had been found

growing naturally and undisturbed. This

discovery, far from the previous sites,

transformed the sleepy town into a mecca

for botanists eager to find answers to the

myriad questions raised by this unique

plant. (The only other underground or-

chid, Cryptanthemis, was found on the

other side of the continent in Queensland

in 1 93 1 , but it has not been seen for thirty

years and remains obscure.)

The undulating, sandy soil of the

McGuiness farm is dominated by mallee

scrub—a dense thicket of tall eucalyptus

and acacia bushes interspersed with

low, shrubby broom honey myrtle

(Melaleuca). The orchids, which are asso-

ciated with rotting roots of old broom
honey myrtle bushes, arise from a color-

less, succulent, and brittle rhizome, or hor-

izontal stem, about eight inches below the

surface.

Toward the end of May—early winter

in Australia—the plant blooms, pushing

up inflorescences (clusters of individual

flowers) toward the surface. There are

from two to six inflorescences in a group

covering an area of about three square

feet. Each group of inflorescences grows

from a single rhizome and is thus geneti-

cally similar to its neighbor, making pol-

lination from distant plants a necessity.

Beneath a surface layer of dead leaves and

other debris, cracks appear in the soil as

the orchid pushes upward. However, the

orchid flower never shows above the sur-

face. Below the cracks, which are seldom

more than one-quarter inch wide, Rhi-

zanthella's petallike, colorless bracts,

which surround each inflorescence, force

apart the soil to reveal the burgundy red

flowers. Some 80 to 100 of them are ar-

ranged in tight concentric rings facing in-

ward within the protective embrace of the

bracts.

Because Rhizanthella lives wholly un-

derground, it cannot obtain energy from

the sun by photosynthesis and conse-

quently lacks the green chlorophyll that

colors most higher plants. Instead it gets

its nourishment saprophytically, that is,

from dead or decaying matter, through a

symbiotic relationship with a fungus

called Rhizoetonia. The fungal threads, or

hyphae, are swollen with nutrients and

penetrate both the tissues of the orchid

and its associated broom honey myrtle

roots. In the process, the orchid systemati-

cally kills the nutrient-laden threads and

digests their contents.

My association with Rhizanthella be-

gan in 1981, when I went to Murclinup in

the course of making a film about pollina-

tion mechanisms. At that time nothing

was known about the way in which
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Rhizanthella might be pollinated, but

ants or small beetles had been suggested

as likely candidates. My task was to try to

record this previously unseen event. With

the help of volunteers from the Western

Australia Native Orchid Study and Con-

servation Group and staff from the West-

ern Australia Herbarium, who meticu-

lously searched the area on their hands

and knees inch by inch, we eventually lo-

cated several groups of orchids. I set up

my cameras and waited. For several days I

watched in vain for small insects to pene-

trate the little crevices in the soil beneath

which the orchid flowers were hidden; I

also erected little muslin teepees above

some plants in the hope of catching a polli-

nator when it emerged.

Cold, penetrating winds blew steadily

and heavy rain squalls swept the bleak

scrub, suppressing insect activity. No po-

tential pollinator was seen. Then on the af-

ternoon of June 23, the wind dropped and

the sun came out for a few hours. The mild

weather brought forth a multitude of in-

sect life. A few ants and beetles blundered

accidentally into the orchid's sanctuary,

but none emerged bearing pollen. How-

ever, patience was suddenly rewarded. A
minute fly—less than two millimeters

long—came up out of the ground and flew

into one of the teepees. Close examination

showed it was carrying brilliant golden

pollinia—pollen sacs—on top of its swol-

len thorax. Here, surely, was Rhizan-

thella 's insect helpmate.

Months later, scanning electron micros-

copy would confirm that the pollen grains

carried by the fly were indeed indistin-

guishable from those in the orchid flower.

The fly itself was sent to Canberra for

identification, where it was found to be a

species of Megaselia belonging to the

family Phoridae. The phorids are curious

little humpbacked flies that are com-

monly found among rotting vegetation

and that usually spend more time walking

than flying. Some species have even lost

their wings and taken to living under-

ground in termite nests. Although never

previously reported as pollinators, these

flies seem appropriate for the task.

Although the pollinator has now been

identified, the manner in which Rhi-

zanthella seeds are dispersed is still an

enigma. At Munglinup the plants rising

from a single rhizome are usually sepa-

rated from their nearest known neighbors

by at least twenty yards and from other or-

chid locations by one hundred miles or

more, so some mechanism must exist to

spread the seeds. Because certain marsu-

pials dig up and eat underground fungi

and distribute the spores in their drop-

pings, it has been suggested that Rhizan-

thella seeds may also be dispersed by

mammals. There is no evidence that the

seed heads eventually project above

ground allowing the seeds to be distributed

by the wind, as has also been suggested.

Rhizanthella flowers for about one

month, but the seeds develop slowly and

do not mature for five or six months.

When the flowering season is over, the

inflorescences wither and gradually fill

with sand. Unless marked, the orchid's lo-

cation is lost to view for another year.

The study of Rhizanthella, however,

has recently received help from an unex-

pected source. High-definition photo-

graphs taken by orbiting space satellites

have enabled Australian botanists to iden-

tify potentially suitable orchid habitats.

Subsequent exploration of these sites has

already led to the discovery of several new

Rhizanthella colonies.
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/ A worker ofthe western slave-making ant, Polyergus brcviceps, carries off

apupa snatched up during a slave raid.

Howard Topofl

Invasion ofthe

Booty Snatchers
Slavery has not been abolished in the ant world, where parasitic masters

kidnap theyoung ofother species and enslave themfor life

by Howard Topoff

Predators and parasites share a funda-

mental characteristic: they both survive at

the expense of others. Nevertheless, most

of us have very different perceptions of

these two groups. Somehow we tend to ac-

cept predation as a natural part of the liv-

ing world. Many predators, such as lions

and other big cats, even command respect.

We travel to remote regions of the world

to see them, and we may even donate

money to save them from extinction.

Parasites, on the other hand, evoke a

different set of emotions, and disgust is

probably near the top of most people's

lists. We see parasitism as repulsive be-

cause it is often a long-drawn-out affair in

which one animal latches on to another

and slowly but systematically drains it of

its life-supporting processes. Parasitism is

an evolutionary ratchet, so to speak, be-

cause as parasites become increasingly

specialized for one particular host, they

often even lose some of their own organic

systems. When this occurs, there is no go-

ing back: the parasite is linked perma-

nently to its host. And what is on the para-

site membership list? Viruses, bacteria,

liver flukes, tapeworms, and other as-

sorted organisms whose presence would

never stop construction of a dam across

the Chattahoochee River.

Given the bad press accorded parasit-

ism, one might be surprised to learn that it

has evolved in numerous species of ants

—

the animal group whose very name is

synonymous with cooperation, sharing,

and mutual dependence. Specifically, it

occurs in eight ant genera from two dis-

tinct subfamilies. And just consider

Polyergus breviceps. the western slave-

making ant, a species that I have been

studying in the Chiricahua Mountains of

southeastern Arizona. These ants are in-

capable of foraging for food, feeding their

own broods or queen, or even maintaining

their nests. Perhaps to compensate for

these limitations, Polyergus ants have de-

veloped one extremely useful talent: the

ability to get other species to perform

these activities for them.

They accomplish this by conducting

group raids on colonies of the related ant

genus Formica, scattering the adult work-

ers and queen, and snatching up the im-

mature Formica pupae. Back at the

Polyergus nest, some of the pupae are

eaten; the remainder, however, are spared

and reared. When these "adopted" For-

mica individuals emerge as adult workers,

they promptly assume all responsibilities

necessary to maintain the mixed-species

nest. They forage all day for nectar and

dead insects, regurgitate food to their

Polyergus hosts, groom and feed the

Polyergus larvae and queen, and even de-

fend the nest against attack from other in-

sects. Because they do not bring the For-

mica queen to their nest, the Polyergus

must periodically replenish their work

force by conducting slave raids through-

out the summer. After several seasons of

raiding, typical colonies of 3,000 Poly-

ergus ants may have more than 6,000 For-

mica slaves working for them.

A Polyergus raid is a prime example of

behavioral integration in a colony of social

insects. During the morning and early af-

ternoon on the day of a raid, the only visi-

ble activity at a Polyergus nest is the

steady trickle of Formica foragers going

to and from the colony. Starting about

3:00 p.m., however, several hundred to a

few thousand Polyergus workers emerge

from underground and begin to mill

around the nest entrance. Within a short

time, from one to six of the ants break
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When Polyergus breviceps raiders locate a nest o/Formica gnava ants (hole at center),

they storm inside and spray a chemical that agitates the Formica. The entire area

erupts into chaos: the besieged Formica adults leave most oftheiryoung behind

and try to escape. The raiders seize the pupae, bring them home, and rear them.

Raymond A. Mendez
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Polyergus breviceps is so dependent on slaves that it no longer conform new
colonies by itself. Instead, a newly mated queen steals into a Formica nest

immediatelyfollowing a slave raid. The Formica workers, which have scattered

during the raid, return, accept her as their queen, and carefor her eggs. With the

emergence ofthe queen 's daughters, Polyergus is master ofa new, mixed-species

colony. Below, a P. breviceps queen and two reproductive males.
Howard Topofl

away from the pack and wander off in

search of target colonies of Formica.

These are the Polyergus scouts, and our

research shows that they are among the

oldest and (presumably) the most experi-

enced individuals in the colony. The

scouts meander over the terrain, probing

under rocks and leaf litter, until they en-

counter an appropriate nest. At our study

site, "appropriate" means belonging to

one species

—

Formica gnava. When a

nest is located, the scout makes a beeline

(or in this case an antline) back to her own

colony.

Back at the mixed nest, the successful

scout runs around excitedly in the milling

ant swarm, contacting hundreds of

Polyergus workers. This kind of tactile in-

teraction, combined with a chemical trail,

is a common way that ants of many spe-

cies arouse large numbers of nest mates.

In Polyergus, this recruitment behavior

causes thousands of ants, both from the

swarm milling around the entrance and

from inside the nest, to assemble. The

slave raid is on! The scout, with a troop of

2,000 raiders, abruptly heads back toward

the Formica nest. By marking scouts be-

fore the raid, we were able to observe

them, and we noticed that they periodi-

cally darted in and out of the lead.

On a raid, the scout uses the sun to navi-

gate back to the target colony. We found

this out by performing a couple of experi-

ments. First we suspended a wooden

frame covered with wax paper twelve

inches above an advancing swarm. The

wax paper diffused the sunlight and inter-

fered with the ants' ability to detect the

sun's position. As soon as the raiding party

passed under the wax paper canopy, the

scout stopped, the workers scattered in all

directions, and the raid was eventually

aborted.

The results of the second test were even

more dramatic. We suspended an opaque

tarpaulin above another raiding swarm in

late afternoon when the sun was low in the

west. In addition to preventing the ants

from seeing the sun or sky overhead, the

tarp created a relatively dark area around

the raiding party. As the slave raid moved

from north to south, we waited until the

scout entered this "twilight" zone. Stand-

ing on the eastern flank of the slave raid,

we then used a large round mirror to re-

flect the sun's image on the ground under

the tarp (thus creating the illusion that the

sun was setting in the east). If the scout

and raiders were indeed using the position

of the sun as their compass, they would

"conclude" that they were moving in the

wrong direction. And sure enough, as soon

as the ants encountered our artificial sun,



Raymond A. Mendez

Formica slaves do all the work around the mixed-species nest. Theyforagefor

foodand regurgitate it to their larger Polyergus hosts, right, groom the

queen, below, and defend herfrom other workers. Since they are used to the

smell of Polyergus antsfrom an early age, Formica workers never recognize

their masters as aforeign species.

Raymond A. Mendez

they abruptly turned around and headed

the other way.

The scout relies on optical orientation

during the slave raid; the others use two

cues for orientation. Raiders use the posi-

tion of the sun to orient themselves, and

they also follow the scout and rely on the

chemical trail she deposits. Other ants

that come upon the scout's trail also enter

the advancing stream, the process snow
4
-

balls, and the result is a very keyed-up ant

army, a moving column about three feet

wide and up to sixteen feet long. When we

first discovered that Polyergus scouts

navigate by the sun, we could not believe

that this cue alone was behind their ability

to find the exact location of the Formica

nest. As it turns out, our skepticism was

justified. When the scout arrives in the vi-

cinity of the Formica colony, she stops ad-

vancing (and may also cease depositing

the chemical). The other Polyergus raid-

ers respond dramatically: they "screech"

to a halt and start to move around the

scout in ever widening circles. Indeed,

their movements are reminiscent of their

wanderings around their nest just before

the raid. As they push outward, the raid-

ers probe every leaf and rock crevice. If

one of these ants encounters the Formica

nest, she immediately recruits the entire

swarm. So although the scout leads the
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raid swarm into the neighborhood of For-

mica, it is usually one of the 2,000-plus

raiders that finds the house.

When the Polyergus locate the target

Formica gnava colony nest, they pene-

trate it immediately. Like other ants in the

subfamily Formicinae, workers of P.

breviceps have no stingers. Their principal

weapons are their jaws, extremely sharp

mandibles that can easily penetrate hu-

man flesh, not to mention the soft abdo-

men of a Formica worker. Formidable as

the raiders are, however, they are not ca-

pricious killers. Instead of anatomical ar-

maments, the Polyergus use chemical

warfare. They spray the raided colony

with a chemical (called a propaganda

pheromone) that causes the Formica

adult workers and queen to abandon their

nest and scatter in all directions. The flee-

ing Formica attempt to escape with their

brood, but most of the young get left be-

hind in the melee. On a good day Poly-

ergus ants are able to snatch almost 3,000

Formica pupae, and when the raid is over,

the Polyergus promptly take the booty

back to their own nest. On the return trip

there is no swarm, and no scout to act as

leader. The raiders find their own way, us-

ing the sun and the residue of the chemical

trail deposited on their way out. Upon
their return, the Polyergus immediately

V-

I

turn over their booty to the adult Fornix

that are permanent residents of the mix

species colony.

Once this transfer is completed it

comes obvious that the anthropomorp

designation "slave-making behavior"

woefully inadequate to describe what g

on between Polyergus and Formica. 1

functions that Formica perform

Polyergus probably result from a devel

mental process akin to imprinting, rat

than from any kind of forced labor in

human sense. In many ant species, ne'/

eclosed, or emerged, workers accept wf

ever odors they first encounter, ever

these odors are different from those tl

would ordinarily experience in their ne

As a result of this developmental plas

ity, researchers can create experimei

colonies containing even unrelated gen

of ants. In this case, Formica adults r

raided Formica pupae, together with

Polyergus brood, in the chemical and I'

tile environment of the mixed-species <•

ony. As a result, when the Formica eels

:'

:
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adult ants, they are familiar with, and

pt, what would ordinarily be the for-

smell of Polyergus and go about their

ness in the same way as if they were

ne" in their own colony. For example,

t Formica from the mixed colony for-

m the same time schedule as their un-

ived Formica counterparts and even

> back the same kinds of foods. When
bserved colonies in the laboratory we
d that the Formica workers even feed

''olyergus adults, brood, and queen, in

tion to feeding each other. Indeed, the

ergits queen is so well attended by

lica workers that Polyergus workers

ictually attacked when they attempt

iproach her.

ar field observations of colony emi-

ons have convinced us that the For-

(and not Polyergus) workers also

•ol the mixed-species nest. On the day
vving a slave raid, free-living colonies

gnava usually move to a new nesting

everal feet away. During the past few

i, we have also seen many emigrations

of mixed-species colonies. These typically

occur when one Polyergus colony stages a

territorial raid on another, although emi-

grations may also be artificially set off by

disturbing the nest. Regardless of the

stimulus, all mixed-nest emigrations are

organized and conducted exclusively by

the Formica. Not a single Polyergus ant

has to move itself to the new nest. Instead,

the queen, brood, and workers are all

picked up and carried, one by one, to the

new site.

By comparing the conditions of slavery

in other ant species, we can hypothesize

about how this form of social parasitism

came to evolve in Polyergus.

Charles Darwin first suggested that

slavery in ants might be derived from the

more common behavior of predation. Ac-

cording to this hypothesis, the ancestral

slave raiders were similar to present-day

army ants, which conduct massive group

raids on other ant species and carry away

their immature forms. The principal dif-

ference, of course, is that army ants are

strict carnivores and promptly consume

all of their captured brood. The first seri-

ous step toward slavery occurs when (1)

the predatory ants begin raiding closely

related species and (2) some proportion of

the raided pupae manage to avoid being

eaten, surviving inside the predator's nest

and eventually joining the work force. If

these trends continue, the raiding species

becomes a facultative slave maker, mean-

ing it uses slaves but doesn't depend on

them. This is exactly the stage of evolution

represented by species such as Formica

sanguinea. Here the worker caste is com-

pletely functional, so both master and

slave participate in foraging, brood rear-

ing, and all other tasks vital to colony life;

the slaves are not yet essential.

Although Darwin's hypothesis is attrac-

tive, several scientists have recently sug-

gested that territorial struggles, rather

than food, may have been the prime evolu-

tionary force leading to social parasitism.

In several species of the ant genera

Leptothorax, Tetramorium, and Myrme-
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cocystus, fights often break out when ants

from different colonies of the same species

meet at a territorial boundary. After a pro-

longed battle, the stronger colony over-

runs the weaker one, captures its brood,

and incorporates the emerging ants into its

work force. We have seen neighboring col-

onies of Polyergus breviceps get into

fights like this. Unlike the slave raids,

these interactions result in many ants be-

ing killed. We observed that when both

colonies were of approximately equal size,

raiders were not able to penetrate the resi-

dents' nests. But in one very dramatic

case, a large colony of Polvergus staged

three territorial raids on a smaller colony

over a period of two weeks and eventually

wiped it out. Thus, according to this terri-

torial hypothesis, the competition between

colonies of Polvergus gave rise to raiding,

and the behavior was somehow adapted

for the related genus Formica.

Regardless of the origin of slave raid-

ing, the fate of parasitic ants is similar to

that of any other parasitic animal. As the

parasite comes to rely more heavily on the

host for nutrition and other basic needs, it

eventually loses the ability to do things for

itself. And when this happens, the species

crosses the threshold and becomes an

obligatory parasite. The four known spe-

cies of Polvergus have all reached this

stage of evolutionary specialization. Be-

cause the Polvergus workers do not forage

or feed their young and queen, Formica

slaves are truly essential for colony sur-

vival. So dependent are the Polvergus, it's

almost as if the slave-maker has become

the slave (and vice versa).

Like all successful parasites, however,

Polvergus tenaciously retains one crucial

function: the ability to produce new
queens and males. For most ants, founding

a colony is a straightforward activity. It

begins with a courtship flight, during

which males and females pair off in the

air, come down to the ground, and mate.

The newly mated queen then sheds her

wings, excavates a small crevice, and lays

the first small batch of eggs. We call this

kind of colony founding "independent,"

because the queen tends this first tiny

brood herself. The brood matures into

adult daughters, which immediately take

Slave raids are chaotic, but generally bloodless, affairs. But when two colonies of

Polyergus breviceps get into a territorial war, individual antsfight violently, below,

and many die. Some researchers believe territorial raids were the evolutionary basis
\

ofslave raids. In southeast Arizona, the abundance of Polyergus colonies—in

habitats rangingfrom the high desert (4,800feet), right, to the ponderosa

pine-Douglasfirforest (9,000feet)—probably encourages raiding.

Raymond A. Mendez

over the rearing of all future generations.

But Polyergus breviceps and other par-

asitic species are so dependent upon slaves

that they can't form independent colonies.

Instead of digging in on her own, the

newly mated queen usually returns to her

home colony and tags along on the next

available slave raid, staying at the rear of

the pack. When the raiders attack the tar-

get colony and drive out the Formica

workers and queen, the Polyergus queen

rushes in and takes up residence. After-

ward, the Formica workers return to the

nest and find this stranger in their midst,

but instead of tearing her apart, they

adopt her as their queen and reject their

own. At present, we do not understand the

communication process that allows this to

happen. But a short time after the raid,

colony life inside the Formica nest returns

to "normal." The Polyergus queen lays

her first batch of eggs, and the Formica

rear the brood as if it were that of their

own queen. A new generation of masters

and slaves has been born, and the parasitic

cycle is complete.

Polyergus is a good example of a social

parasite, but it is by no means the ultimate

example. This distinction belongs instead

to the European ant Teleutomyrmex
schneideri. In this species, the queens are

fed by their hosts, Tetramorium caes-

pitum. They contribute nothing to

host colony, and they produce only

productive individuals. The worker

is gone. In other words, Teleutomyri

functions in some ways like a tapewoi

Somatic processes are reduced, but

production continues at full speed,

this be the evolutionary fate of Polyer
t

too? Although it is impossible to prei

how things will unfold, I am neverthel

tempted to speculate on the adaptati]

necessary for Polyergus to slide into

next phase of parasitism. Suppose,

ample, that after a newly mated Pol

gus queen took over an evacuated

mica nest, the resident Formica qu|

were allowed to return and resume

laying. With such a readily available

ply of foragers continually joining

work force, there would no longer

need for slave raids. Without slave n

who needs workers? And parasites wit

workers are the ultimate parasites

Most college-level surveys of the ani;

world start with protozoans and end

mammals. As a result, there is a tend

to equate increasing complexity with

lutionary success. The study of parasit

whether physiological or behavioral,

nice reminder that there is another sidy

the evolutionary coin: sometimes le:

just as good.
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Books in Revie\

Margaret Mead
Is the Message
by Laurence Wylie

Margaret Mead: A Life, by Jane How-

ard. Simon and Schuster, $1 7.95; 539 pp.

With a Daughter's Eye: A Memoir of

Margaret Mead and Gregory
Bateson, by Mary Catherine Bateson.

William Morrow and Company, $15.95;

242 pp.

These two books should be read—and

they should be read together. Jane How-

ard's biography of Margaret Mead helps

one understand the trends and patterns of

social thought in this century, while Cath-

erine Bateson's Memoir gives us, through

the ideas of her father, anthropologist

Gregory Bateson, an insight into what fu-

ture trends in social thought will surely be.

The works complement each other with al-

most no repetition: each helps us compre-

hend the other more fully.

Howard's life of Margaret Mead is a re-

portage on the incredibly extensive and

complicated network of human relation-

ships that Mead elaborated during the

seventy-seven years of her life. The author

sought interviews with all the people who
were involved in any important way with

Mead and who would talk with her during

the period of her research from 1979 to

1984; she lists more than three hundred of

these informants in her preface and states

that she would have liked to find time to

interview four hundred others! I have

heard that some of Mead's closest friends

had little confidence in Howard and sent

out word to the network that no one should

cooperate with her. And it is true that the

names of some close friends are conspicu-

ous for their absence in the list. However,

Howard did interview two of Mead's hus-

bands, and although she had an appoint-

ment with the third, she did not get to see

him: he died before her visit to England

where she was to meet him. I also red

nize on the list of informants many ell

friends, relatives, and colleagues of Mef

so the interdiction was apparently not \

effective. So far as I can see, there is nol

table contradiction between HowaJ
and Bateson's books, and certainly no

j

would have withheld information fii

Margaret Mead's daughter.

Based largely on interviews, althoJ

effective use is also made of publisl

sources, Howard's book is essentiall]

chronological commentary by these inl

mants on Margaret Mead's personal rl

tionships as they evolved through her|

tivities. The book is certainly not

definitive biography of Mead. TherJ

very little analysis of her works. It sel

to me, however, that it was very imj

tant—for all of us and for future bioj

phers—that these testimonies should

collected now.

Jane Howard is not an anthropolojj

Indeed, she says she has never even ta

a course in anthropology. Still, her bo

for me a most readable and skillful
i

duction of historical anthropology. Onl

basis of her three-hundred-odd intervij

and from her extensive examination

available published and manusd

sources, she has used the life of Margl

Mead to portray the main current^

American intellectual culture in the i

die fifty years of this century.

Howard believes that Margaret Mel

importance does not lie in the intril

quality of the books she wrote: "For alff

twenty-six books she wrote, Mead 1

duced no masterpiece." Rather, I

books, along with Mead's countless :-j

tures, articles, conferences, intervif

television appearances, and private

versations, both reflected and shapedK
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culture of her time and of her milieu. H
real masterpiece was the creation of an e

tensive social network through which s

exerted her influence. Howard says Me
made an important new friend every b

or three months and and incorporat

each one permanently into her networl

A related characteristic that emerg

from Howard's study is Margaret Meai

will to organize people into patterns th

might be effective in achieving goals th

shared or that she wanted them to sha

Some resented being woven into a parte

but most went along with her. Duri
:

childhood, of course, the events were fa
:

ily pageants, friendship circles, schi,

plays, activities to support her country

wartime. In her fieldwork (and this is t

subject of almost half of Howard's boc

Mead was essentially preoccupied w.

her search for patterns of human orga'

zation.

Toward the last part of her life, Me
was a worldwide leader, who exerted 1

influence on the American Association

the Advancement of Science, the Uniii
I

Nations, the Episcopal Church, amej

many others. All the while, of course, si

was working through her awesome r

work of important friends at all levels

many societies. Howard directly quo

her witnesses at length, so that perso

relationships are intimately reveal

Sometimes she intervenes to relate el

summarize Mead's interaction with ir-

1

viduals and institutions. But always :

emphasis is properly placed on human •

lations rather than on literary producti

.

As I read the book I often thought 1

1

it sounded like the minutes of a very lo

,

grossly overattended, and unusually \-

bose Quaker funeral. Everyone wanted

rise at some time and explain how hist

her life had been transformed, mold!

and enriched by some crucial contact ui

Mead. As Jane Howard says (page 2C

there are many, many people in this wc

who have spent sleepless nights after i

encounter with Margaret Mead t

transformed their lives.

At the risk of appearing to be a Qua

very much out of place in a high Epi;

palian service more appropriate to Me .,

I am moved to testify in a modest way

French teacher at Haverford College

the 1940s, I learned through some I

Mead's books and articles that I wci

really be more interested in trying to I

derstand French behavior than in su-

ing language and literature. Over a pei

of several years, I took postdoct

courses in anthropology at the Univery

of Pennsylvania, and finally was conl-

ered sufficiently prepared to do fieldwl

in France.

1^



'he spring before I left with my family,

\ ;id was invited to Haverford to give a

|e urc, and I was invited to have dinner

Ui her at the home of sociologist Ira

R d When he introduced us. Mead was

ts ing to someone else, but she inter-

n ted that conversation to whirl on me

a. confront me with, "Well, and just

Lit is your hypothesis?" I wanted to dis-

Lear. Needless to say, I did not go to

,1 p that night. My God, I had no hypoth-

a ! All I wanted to do was live in a

F-nch village and get an idea of what life

\n like there so I might report back to my
Itjlents.

, ifter this initial attack, however, Mead
icened a bit and invited me up to her

tcer office at the American Museum of

PS ural History to talk it all over. A cou-

pi ;>f weeks later when I appeared for the

i\ ointment, she came from her corner

11 really let me have it. What did a

F ich teacher with a doctorate in litera-

ti think he was doing, trying to carry out

ii iropological fieldwork? Within a few

mutes, I threw in the sponge and felt

m elf figuratively lying, a battered mess,

)t he floor. Then the mother in Margaret

V id surfaced. As she lovingly helped so

n,iy others, she patted me on the shoul-

Jt offered me advice, cheered me up,

11. finally sent me off full of confidence

ih I could do fieldwork after all. I had

ju initialed into the Wider Mead Fel-

o .hip, and always thereafter she was

iiuortive and generous whenever I asked

ib,ier help.

:
fter I came to Harvard, Mead fre-

]intly accepted invitations to speak to

ti :lasses. She did not like Harvard, and

:h honorarium I could offer was ridicu-

o ly small, but she welcomed a profes-

iital excuse to come to Cambridge and

Bi on to see her sister and her daughter,

Cpy, and her family. (Bateson reports in

it book that her mother thought—cor-

ly—that Harvard was unfair to

*i
t

ien.) She would lecture on any sug-

jeed subject, of course, but she often

k ed away from it when she divined that

:h :lass needed a different message. The
a: time she came was in 1977, 1 believe.

H, lecture was on cultural differences in

bc,
r symbolism, and as she got a feeling

fo he character of the course and of the

itients, she briefly put the subject in a

acpective that illuminated the whole se-

rri'.er's work. No wonder the students

io me later that they longed for someone
ik Margaret Mead at Harvard- -but

*{, could have been "like Margaret
VI d"?

later, as we walked together, I felt en-

-o
; aged to ask her about one of her re-

ms <s in class that had really opened an
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ing the many tempera-
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old wound: "Margaret, this afternoon y -

said to my class: 'Some people say wt
you go into the field you should have a li

"

pothesis. That's all rubbish! You shot

just go in with the general idea of findi

out what life is like there.' Do you reme -

ber how you put me down the first time

met?" No, no idea. "You said I shoi

have a hypothesis before I went into 1

field. Have you changed your mine

"No," she replied simply, "I imagini

thought your ideas were a little messy a

you needed me to say that."

Such encounters over the years gave

the feeling that I knew Margaret Mel

rather well. Now that I have read thy

two new books, I know that in her en-

mous network of acquaintances I was I,

far out on the periphery. I knew nothing
;

her religious faith and activity, of b

work with the United Nations, of her n-

tionships with her closest friends. I was :

on her Christmas card list. I never

tended one of her many conferences. 1 1|

not know she wrote for Redbook. I kir

nothing of her intimate life, which Ca"

Bateson describes so beautifully.

And yet Mead was an important in-

ence on the course of my life and, throu

me, on my students. When I think of !

thousands and thousands of individual; i

the world, however distant, on the c-

reaches of her network, I am ov

whelmed with the realization of her in>

ence on human life in the twentii

century. One final example that I had t

known about: in 1939, a young doc,

who was just starting a career in ped •

rics, felt the influence of her ideas wh
she chose him to be Cathy's pediatrici.

That was Benjamin Spock!

Of course, she knew so much, was)

intelligent, so efficient an organizer, <i

so eager to create proper patterns tt

people often resented her influence. C:

anthropologist nourished his resentmt

for decades, withholding his revenge ur

,

abetted by a well-launched publicity a-

paign, he wrote a diatribe, sent Mea<i

copy just as she was dying, and then co-

plained that she had not answered h

.

Both Howard's and Bateson's books p-

vide tasteful, restrained but effective -

swers to this attack, published in 19.

The only benefit of Derek Freeman's bit

Margaret Mead and Samoa is that Ca f

Bateson says it helped rouse her to wi

her own book. To my mind, the real villi

in the Freeman case is the anthropolo|l

(I do not know who it is) who gave F-

vard University Press a favorable read \

of the manuscript. Despite such attai.

Mead will remain a force to be reckoil

with, for like Hugo's Hernani, she was i

force qui va.

90. Natural History 10/84
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tut it must be difficult to live with une

ft -e qui va, and Cathy Bateson's beauti-

f book on ( I almost want to say "ode to")

h parents is an utterly absorbing ac-

c nt of Mead and Bateson's relationship.

1 ; also undoubtedly a book that she had

ti vrite to purge herself of the tiresome

q. stion that has been put to her all her

li : "What's it like to be the daughter of

h famous people?" Now she answers

tl t question definitively, thoroughly, and

w i great candor. She tells things about

h parents that no other biographers

old know or tell. She helps us under-

shd her mother's awareness of her

si ngth, a strength that many people, in-

c ling Gregory Bateson, interpreted as a

t* to dominate. Mead was very careful,

soietimes excessively, it now seems to

C hy in retrospect, not to dominate her.

\ ad was away from her daughter much

o; le time, but when she was with her, she

doted herself to her completely, while

h' ling herself back from making all the

sions.

lut with Gregory it was more difficult.

T third son of a domineering mother, he

w hypersensitive about being domi-

n;> ;d. Mead, the eldest of her siblings, felt

ai?ep need to mother them, and Bate-

5C—and everyone. In her sensitive style

C hy explains the problem: "His life was

fu of loose ends and unstitched edges,

w. le for Margaret each thread became

an occasion for embroidery." Gregory

ccid not and would not be embroidered.

T: marriage did not last.

: athy continued, however, to be raised

b;.)oth parents, staying with her mother

in Jew York and with her father and his

nt famiy in California. She explains how
jh was taught, in different ways, by both

al hem. In the process she performs a

m t useful task: with her mother's gift for

cl ity she helps me understand her fa-

th's ideas in a way I never have before,

svi after reading David Lipset's excel-

le biography of Bateson. I am still not

5U that I totally understand, but I do

kr* that Gregory Bateson's conception

si <istence is what I would like to be the

i( inant conception in the next genera-

tic, one that might prevent Cartesian-

m Jed politicians and scientists from de-

nizing life on the planet.

Catherine Bateson's book is clearly a

cli.ic that will surely be read by those in-

te ;ted in the three principals involved.

A ve all it should be read for its own
de h and beauty.

U wee Wylie is C. Douglas Dillon Pro-
fe. ir Emeritus of French Civilization at

H, vard University and the author o/Vil-

laj in the Vaucluse.
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Iapetus, Saturn's

Mysterious Moon
Each new look at this planetary satellite spawns new theories

to explain its two contrasting hemispheres

by Stephen P. Maran

Named for the son of Heaven and

Earth in Greek mythology, Iapetus is a

reddish moon of Saturn whose surface is

notable for having the greatest contrast

between bright and dark areas of any

known object in the solar system. This

moon was the target of the spaceship Dis-

covery in Arthur C. Clarke's novel 2001:

A Space Odyssey. In the movie version,

the spaceship went elsewhere, but ob-

servations of Iapetus have prompted ideas

and theories almost as strange as the imag-

inary events that befell Clarke's spaceship

and its talking computer, Hal.

Iapetus was discovered in 1671 by the

Italian astronomer Giovanni Domenico

Cassini. Best remembered for the del

tion of the region in Saturn's rings

called the Cassini division, he also disc

ered Iapetus's most remarkable propei

marked changes in brightness as the mi

follows its 79-day orbit around the plar;

Cassini found that when Iapetus was.

the west end of its elliptical orbit, as sin

from the earth, it was readily visie

through his telescope, but when it >•

proached the east end, it faded from vu
With modern telescopes, Iapetus cane

seen at both ends of the orbit, and contu-

porary precision measurements confn

that it is five times brighter at the

than at the east end.

Iapetus as viewed by the Voyager 2 spacecraftfrom 680,000 miles away.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA

r... xi .



Sky Reporter

Our moon also goes through regular
;

/anges in brightness, becoming far

^ghter when full than as a crescent. Al-

")ugh half of the moon is always lit by
'

t: sun, we see that whole sunlit half only

; full moon and only portions of that

•
f If—the crescent and other phases of the

i >on—as the moon revolves around the

Hh each month. Iapetus, on the other

1 nd, has only one phase as seen from the

( -lh: it is always full, or nearly so.

To explain Iapetus's strange, regularly

i leating brightness changes, Cassini

! :orized that his new-found moon rotates

iichronously with Saturn, always keep-

f; the same side toward the planet as it

i 'olves around it. That is also true of our

l>on, which rotates once on its axis each

le it revolves around the earth. The syn-

'onous rotation of our moon explains

the same lunar hemisphere always

1 :es the earth so that we never see the

i ion's other, or back, side. Also true, but

dom mentioned, is that there is a lunar

nisphere that always faces forward as

moon goes around its orbit, and an op-

hite hemisphere that always faces back-

rd. These are, respectively, the lunar

I ding and trailing hemispheres. If

1 )etus is rotating synchronously with

turn, as Cassini suggested, then it too

J; permanently leading and trailing

1 nispheres. Given the direction of

I >etus's motion around Saturn, the lead-

hemisphere would face the earth when
)etus is at the east end of its orbit and
trailing hemisphere would face the

th when Iapetus is at the west end of its

lit. Since Iapetus, like our moon, shines

I the reflected light of the sun, Cassini

I iposed that its brightness changes are

dised by differences in the reflectivity of

t! leading and trailing hemispheres, that
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the leading hemisphere may have a

rk surface and the trailing hemisphere a

ht one.

For three hundred years following

issini's discovery of the brightness

anges of Iapetus, observations by other

;ronomers with superior techniques did

thing more than confirm the changes in

e detail. But the 1970s finally ushered

the era of modern theories and measure-

ments of Iapetus. Marked by important

;coveries made with earth-based infra-

i telescopes and by the flights of the un-

inned Voyager I and 2 probes past Sat-

n and its moons, the era began with the

70 proposal that Iapetus had been bom-

rded by meteoroids. That theory was

.vanced by two astronomers at the

: lithsonian Astrophysical Observatory

: Cambridge, Massachusetts, both vet-

i in Saturn investigators.

These investigators speculated that

ietus was once covered by a thin layer

t ice or snow. They noted that meteoroids

! ling from space would strike the leading

Imisphere of Iapetus more vigorously

i in the trailing hemisphere, just as rain

i :ms to strike the windshield of a moving

itomobile with greater force than it

i ikes the rear window. The putative

i iteoroids would thus erode ice and snow

nre effectively on the leading hemi-

sphere than on the trailing one, exposing

a presumed underlying dark layer of

Iapetan rock. This theory accordingly

attributes the darkness of the leading

hemisphere to rock uncovered by falling

meteoroids and the brightness of the trail-

ing hemisphere to surviving ice or snow.

Another explanation for the brightness

changes of Iapetus was also proposed in

1970 by an authority on planets at the

Paris Observatory. Unlike nearly every

astronomer who had studied Iapetus since

Cassini's time, the French expert con-

cluded that the changes in brightness were

not due to differences in surface reflectiv-

ity. He questioned Cassini's notion that

Saturn and Iapetus were rotating in syn-

chrony. Instead, he suggested that Iapetus

is shaped enforme de cigare and that it ro-

tates on its axis in such a manner that one

end or the other points toward the earth

when it is at the eastern extreme of its or-

bit, while the long dimension of the "ci-

gar" faces the earth when Iapetus is at the

western extreme. Since the butt of the ci-

gar has less surface area with which to re-

flect sunlight than the long side, this elon-

gated shape would explain why Iapetus

looks dim at one extreme of its orbit and

bright at the other.

Astronomers totally rejected this cigar

theory with no ifs, ands, or "butts." They

reasoned that although some small aster-

oids show marked changes in brightness

due to elongated shapes, the gravity of an

object as large as Iapetus (its diameter is

900 miles) would force it to assume a

roughly spherical shape if it were made of

material up to the strength of a typical

stone meteorite. Definitive evidence rul-

ing out the cigar theory came in 1972
when three planetary scientists from the

University of Hawaii, in Honolulu, re-

ported measurements of infrared radiation

from the object made with the 88-inch

telescope at Mauna Kea Observatory.

Unlike the visible light of Iapetus,

which is reflected sunlight, the infrared

radiation is a true emission emanating

from the surface of the moon itself. The
Hawaii scientists, Robert E. Murphy, Dale

P Cruikshank, and David Morrison, dis-

covered that when Iapetus looks dim, its

infrared radiation is strong, and conversely,

when it looks bright, its infrared radiation is

weak. This is exactly what would be ex-

pected if Iapetus had both a dark and a

bright hemisphere, as Cassini proposed.

The dark hemisphere, which reflects less

sunlight than the bright side, looks dim,

but it absorbs more sunlight, gets hot-

ter, and thus produces stronger infra-

red rays. The infrared measurements were

seen as confirming that Iapetus indeed
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had both a light and dark hemisphere.

A basic assumption of the meteoroidal

bombardment theory was partly verified

in 1976. Observers from the University of

Arizona, in Tucson, and the University of

Hawaii detected the characteristic spec-

tral signature of water ice in the infrared

radiation from the bright, trailing hemi-

sphere of Iapetus. This confirmed the the-

ory's premise that the high reflectivity of

the trailing hemisphere is caused by ice or

snow. But it did not prove that ice or snow

once blanketed all of Iapetus, as the bom-

bardment theory also holds.

Some members of the Imaging Science

Team for the two Voyager space probes

explain Iapetus's hemispheric dichotomy

by means of the extrusion theory, a hy-

pothesis based on supposed internal geo-

logical processes. When the Voyager

probes photographed Iapetus in Novem-

ber 1980 and August 1981, a few craters

with dark bottoms were found on the

bright, trailing hemisphere. Scientists on

the Imaging Team ascribed the dark bot-

toms to the extrusion of dark, lavalike

matter from Iapetus's interior, created

perhaps by impacts of large meteoroids.

They theorized that a much greater extru-

sion, presumably not caused by an impact

since no huge crater was seen, accounted

for the dark, leading hemisphere. How-

ever, there is no physical reason why an ex-

trusion of such hemispheric scale would

occur on the leading hemisphere as op-

posed to the trailing hemisphere. There-

fore, although extrusion has not been

ruled out, it probably does not account for

the Iapetus dichotomy.

In recent years, the thinking of Iapetus

investigators seems to have been domi-

nated by various versions of what I call the

"BBs from Phoebe" theory. Like the

meteoroidal bombardment concept, this

theory presumes the fall of matter from

space, which can be expected to occur

with greater force on the leading hemi-

sphere of Iapetus than on the trailing

hemisphere. Instead of interplanetary

meteoroids, however, this theory postu-

lates dust particles or tiny rock grains

(BBs) from Phoebe (a small moon of Sat-

urn that revolves around the planet in an

orbit well outside that of Iapetus). Why
Phoebe might be shedding rock particles

in copious amounts can best be explained

by Steve Soter, the planetologist who pro-

posed the theory at a 1 974 conference of

planetary and satellite scientists at Cor-

nell University in Ithaca, New York, and

by the several researchers who have elabo-

rated on his theory in subsequent years.

Perhaps, as has been suggested by some of

these scientists, meteoroids collide with

Phoebe, knocking material off, and sae

of it, spiraling in toward Saturn, r'J

strike Iapetus.

A variation of the BB theory is that ie

rock particles from Phoebe might fat

much greater amounts on the lead

hemisphere than on the trailing one, t

burying a preexisting ice layer that

vives on the trailing hemisphere. A c

monly cited objection to this hypothes

that the sunlight reflected from Phoeb'i

of a different color from the sunlight

fleeted from the dark side of Iapetus.

'

response to that objection is that the c

of Phoebe BBs, exposed to the space e

ronment as they supposedly orbit fii

Phoebe to Iapetus, may be altered jus

rugs fade when regularly exposed to
!)j

light. Alternatively, the BBs might st

the leading hemisphere of Iapetus \

sufficient force to evaporate the sur:

ice, thereby producing a crust compc
1

largely of native Iapetan rock dust pr

ously trapped in the ice, as in the "dj

iceball" theory of comets. This last

cept was favored in a 1983 analysis]

Cruikshank, of the University of Ha
and six of his colleagues. Howe;r]

Phoebe BBs, in close analogy to the me-

oroidal-bombardment theory of fl

Smithsonian Observatory astronorrsj

might simply blast away an lapetusce.
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r, exposing underlying rock that then

;titutes the surface of the leading

isphere.

[ill a contender among the various

itus dichotomy theories, although per-

i a weak one, is a 1 975 suggestion that

dichotomy, ascribed again to meteor-

I
bombardment, is caused by meteor-

1

made of ice, as are comets, rather

i of rock, as are asteroids. Falling on

}
leading hemisphere of Iapetus with

l't force, the ice meteoroids would

borate, while weaker impacts on the

i ing hemisphere would allow some of

I
neteoroidal ice to survive and coat the

ice of Iapetus. This interesting con-

holds that it is the trailing hemi-

re—and not the leading one, as in

l other theories—that was modified

'J
bombardment of Iapetus.

'ithough the two Voyager spacecraft

1 ided the first, and so far only, images

"ipetus's surface, revealing the details

fi

le bright and dark hemispheres and
C

! xmndary zone that divides them, the

trigs did not resolve the problem of

"\
; caused the Iapetus dichotomy. New

Tries are still being put forth. Recently,

"'(xample, Cornell University astrono-

"j Steven W. Squyres and his well-

l/n colleague Carl Sagan proposed

j
the dark material on Iapetus is not

I but ice. They contend that the

itus
ice is not just frozen water but also

litis frozen methane (marsh gas,

). Frozen methane would vaporize un-

the conditions present on Iapetus

111 more rapidly than would water ice;

kquently, it would not survive indefi-

| at the surface. Further, according to

n and Squyres, the irradiation of

lane ice by ultraviolet light from the

ivould produce new chemicals in the

ith characteristic dark colors. Thus,

[oroidal or BB bombardment, pref-

ially on the leading hemisphere,

id expose fresh Iapetan ice that sup-

ply contains frozen methane. Sun-

would turn the fresh surface dark.

ever, the spectral signature of meth-

s absent in records of the infrared

rum of Iapetus.

me, no present theory of the Iapetus

itomy seems compelling. I would like

: a spacecraft probe sent to Iapetus to

le the mystery of its strange division

ight and dark hemispheres, a puzzle

las challenged astronomers for more

three centuries.

1

xen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

ihe Laboratoryfor Astronomy and

Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space

r in Greenbelt, Maryland. The opin-

•xpressed here are his own.
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Winter Tryout
by Thomas D. Nicholson

We begin to preview winter skies on Oc-

tober evenings. After midnight, for exam-

ple, Orion and all the stars associated with

it will rise in the east. But earlier at night

there are two important signs of the com-

ing season. One is in the northeast, where

the bright yellow northern star Capella, in

Auriga, is above the horizon, even at sun-

down. Capella is far enough north to be al-

most circumpolar (never-setting). The

other winter harbinger is Taurus, with its

reddish star Aldebaran and the V-shaped

stars of the Bull's face below it. Aldebaran

is easily seen in the east by 9:00 p.m. this

month.

There is also a fair show of planets in the

west these nights too—not what it was a

few months ago but still worth looking for.

Highlights are Jupiter and Venus, the two

brightest planets: the former fading out as

an evening star in October; the latter just

coming into its own. Unfortunately, both

are moving along the portions of their or-

bits that are south of the earth's equatorial

plane. So in spite of their dazzling bright-

ness and good position to the sun's left,

they are too low at twilight for viewers in

the Northern Hemisphere. The disad-

vantage for us, however, is an advantage

farther south, where the southerly loca-

tion of the planets leaves them high and

impressive at sunset.

Venus is difficult to see and Jupiter is

not much better. Nevertheless, on a night

with a clear western sky, you might look

for Jupiter low in the southwest, setting

about 9:00 to 10:00 p.m., and for Venus

lower and setting earlier, below Jupiter

and to its right. Mars, much dimmer than

Jupiter, is near it, especially at mid-

month. But if bright Jupiter is a challenge,

fainter Mars may be impossible to view.

Events in the calendar are given in local

time unless otherwise indicated.

October 1 : First-quarter moon is in Sag-

ittarius, along with Mars and Jupiter. The

bright planet is Jupiter, just above the

moon. Mars, now dimmer than it has been

since February, is to their right. The stars

of Sagittarius are below.

October 3-4: The gibbous moon, up at

sunset and setting after midnight, is in

Capricornus both nights.

October 5-7: The moon spends these

three nights in Aquarius, fattening up for

full moon in a few days. The star beneath

it on the 6th is Fomalhaut; the stars above

belong to Pegasus.

October 8: Apogee moon (farthest from

the earth) is on Pisces's border with Cetus.

Venus moves past Saturn; both are above

the horizon at sundown, well to the sun's

left but very low. On a clear night you

might see Venus in the sunset glow, resem-

bling the landing lights of a low-flying air-

plane. Saturn is dimmer than Venus.

October 9: The hunter's moon has been

creeping up on us day by day and arrives

at 6:58 p.m., EST It looks as though the

moon has been on the horizon at sundown

for the last several nights, rather than ris-

ing the usual hour later night by night. As

a matter of record, between October 6 and

1 2, the time of moonrise alters by a total of

only two hours and seventeen minutes, an

average of about twenty-three minutes

later each night. This is the characteristic

that makes the hunter's moon exceptional.

October 10: Mercury becomes an eve-

ning star.

October 13: The gibbous moon, now

waning, is in Taurus, rising just after 7:00

p.m. Aldebaran is the reddish star below it,

and the hazy-looking cluster above it is the

Pleiades.

October 16-17: The moon rises with

Gemini before midnight on both dates.

Last-quarter phase is at 4:14 p.m., EST, on

the 1 7th. The two stars in line above the

moon later that night are Pollux and Cas-

tor, the constellation's "twin" stars.

October 20: Leo's bright star Regulus is

near the moon from about 2:00 a.m. until

dawn. You may also see the moon on Sun-

day morning, to the left of Regulus and

lower, but not again until after new moon
(which occurs in a few days, and then in

the evening sky).

October 21: Watch tonight for the

Orionid meteor shower. Although it is by

no means the best meteor display of the

year, it benefits from the late-rising cres-

cent moon, which insures darkness after

midnight during the hours that are best

for viewing its swift, relatively bright me-

teors (about twenty-five per hour).

October 23-24: The moon is at perigee

""

w .•••••
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(nearest the earth) about 9:00 a.m., EST,
on the 23d, and will be new at 7:08 a.m.,

EST, on the 24th. The perigee effect will

add to the normally strong spring tides

that come after the new moon.

October 26: A great planet-star scene

will be in the sky tonight—brilliant Venus

standing just below the nether horn of the

crescent moon. This is best viewed in the

Southern Hemisphere where the two ob-

jects are higher in the evening twilight,

but you will need clear westerly skies to

see them low in the sunset sky from mid-

northerly latitudes. The moon is close

enough to cover (occult) Venus over the

Pacific. Saturn is close by to Venus's

right; the ruddy star Antares (in Scorpius)

is below Venus.

October 28-29: The crescent moon is in

Sagittarius. It passes above Jupiter on the

night of the 28th and below Mars on the

29th. Mercury passes Saturn on the 29th,

but both are probably too low and dim to

be seen in twilight.

October 31: The moon closes out the

month in Capricornus, reaching first-

quarter phase at 8:07 a.m., EST.

Helmut Wimmer

The autumn Star Map shows the sky

from the mid-latitudes of the Northern

Hemisphere during the evening hours given

below. To use the map, hold it in front of
you vertically with the letter N at the bot-

tom, and match the lower half of the map
with the stars you see when youface north.

As you face in other directions, turn the

map to bring the corresponding compass
direction to the bottom of the map. The
stars move west continuously throughout

the night. By morning (before dawn) stars

on the western halfofthe map will have set.

those on the eastern half will have moved
into the west, and new stars {those of the

spring evenings) will have risen in the east.

The map represents the sky at about

2:00 a.m. on October 1; 1:00 a.m. on Octo-

ber 15; midnight on October 31; 1 1:00 p.m.

on November 15: 10:00 p.m. on November
30; 9:00 p.m. on December 15; and 8:00 p.m.

on December 31 . Add one hourfor daylight

time. The map can be used for an hour or

more before and after the limes given.
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Line. Send for our brochure.

31. Swan Hellenic/Exprinter. Explore
sources of European and Mediterranean
tures and civilizations with eminent lect

who bring to life 4000 years of history.

32. Swift Instruments. Send for free ca
1

showing Swift's entire line of Binoculars

Optical equipment.

33. Trinidad and Tobago Tourist Board,

cover the nature of Trinidad & Tobago thrl

our "Natural Wonders" brochure—it's a

the world hasn't discovered!

34. University of Chicago Press. East Afi

Mammals—Text and hundreds of beautil 1

lustrations by Jonathon Kingdon. Paperl:

First three volumes $25 each. Send for ddi

35. White Pine Company. The WIN
SILKS® Catalogue from The White Pine <

pany offers silk sportswear for men and wo
Many items are exclusives. Send for free t

logue today!

36. Wilderness Travel. Specializes in wi i

and natural history tours worldwide, with

60 different trips, 130 departures in a fr<

page color catalog.

::•

::;

:r

37. ASA Wright Nature Centre and
Trinidad. Tropical sanctuary setting for

round tours to Trinidad and Tobago. Sun
Workshops: Ornithology, Botany, Entomc
Tropical Ecology, Nature Photography anc

Free color brochure!

38. Zephyr Imports. Bird Prints from Bii

Natural History Museum Collection. ReclJ]
released additional prints available. Send FM-:;'

formation.
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At the American Museum

Sarnum Brown's Bones
'erhaps more than anything else, the

/ lerican Museum of Natural History is

It'iwn for its dinosaurs. But when a young

sdent named Barnum Brown arrived at

t Museum in 1897, it possessed not a

s >le dinosaur specimen. When he died in

i>3, one week shy of his ninetieth birth-

W; the Museum was chock-full of

t m—the largest and most important

section in the world—and Brown had

A I up many of them. During his sixty-six-

y r career at the Museum, he unearthed

tire dinosaurs than any man who ever

hd, and many of the Museum's out-

s' iding specimens—including Tyranno-

I, rus rex—came here only because of

h labors. Brown worked in every major

g graphical area of the globe except Ja-

,b , Australia, Madagascar, and the

Sith Sea Islands. To get to and from

the remote places with his picks and

w sk brooms, he used every form of avail-

fl : transportation except the submarine.

'Irown was a complex man who im-

posed his colleagues in various ways.

C : said that Brown's "grave, sometimes

n ancholy countenance" suggested the

it n of a Presbyterian minister. Another

rorted he was an accomplished ball-

nn dancer, who was in great demand
aong the ladies. He was usually im-

pcably dressed: a photograph in the

N seum's archives, taken at a remote site

ir.he desolate badlands of Wyoming,
sl,vs Brown in a magnificent and costly

fi coat, gravely examining a fossil

tlmgh his gold-chained pince nez.

Wherever Brown went on his expe-

rt; Dns in the American West (where he

ejected most of his dinosaurs), he was
ft d by the local populace. Droves of peo-

p would meet his train and vie for the

h' or of driving him from the station to

town. Called "Mr. Bones" by the public,

his ability to locate dinosaurs became leg-

endary. One colleague wrote that he could

"smell fossils, though they had been bur-

ied 200 million years." He was an indiffer-

ent scientist, however, and his colleagues

often gently chided him for not writing

about many of his important finds.

Barnum Brown was born in Carbon-

dale, Kansas, in 1873. His parents named
him after the great showman P.T. Bar-

num, to add alliterative interest to his pro-

saic surname. As a child he would follow

farmers' plows through the fields of Car-

bondale, picking up the hundreds of fossil

sea shells turned up by the blades. His col-

lection eventually filled up the laundry

building on his parents' farm. At the Uni-

versity of Kansas he met Prof. Samuel
Williston, who converted him, profes-

sionally speaking, to the business of fossil

Barnum Brown and his wife, Lilian,

examine bones a! the great dinosaur

graveyard ofBone Cabin Quarry.

hunting. In 1897, while a graduate stu-

dent in paleontology at Columbia Univer-

sity, Brown began working part-time for

the great American paleontologist Henry
Fairfield Osborn at the American Mu-
seum.

Osborn had plans to make the Museum
the foremost repository for fossil verte-

brates in the world. His main interest had

been fossil mammals, but he shrewdly rec-

ognized that mounted skeletons of dino-

saurs would bring more attention and sup-

port to the Museum. In the summer of

1 897 Osborn sent Brown on an expedition

to Como Bluff, Wyoming, to explore the

Upper Jurassic beds where the dinosaur

collector Othniel C. Marsh had made
spectacular discoveries. (Although not il-

legal, this act was contrary to the unwrit-

ten rules of fossil prospecting and started a

bitter, lifelong quarrel between Osborn

and Marsh.) Brown and another museum
paleontologist, Walter Granger, traced

the beds to an unexplored outcrop on a

geological formation known as the Medi-

cine Bow anticline—and they struck

paydirt. Enormous dinosaur bones littered

the ground in such profusion that a sheep-

herder had built an entire cabin with

them. Christened Bone Cabin Quarry, the

site yielded some of the most impressive

fossil dinosaurs yet discovered, including

the extraordinary brontosaurus on display

in the Museum's Hall of Early Dinosaurs.

Brown continued to scour the West, fol-

lowing dinosaur-bearing strata to outcrops

throughout the region. In 1902, near Hell

Creek, Montana, he made one of his great-

est single discoveries—an almost com-

plete skeleton of Tyrannosaurus rex. Em-
bedded in exceptionally hard sandstone, it

had to be blasted from its matrix with dy-

namite. Tons of sandstone blocks encasing
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America's First Commemorative Type Coin,

this vintage silver half dollar was struck by

the U.S. Gov't Mint to honor the 400th

Anniversary of the discovery of America. The

Columbus bust obverse and the Santa Maria

flagship reverse never again appeared on any

other U.S. coinage. As the 500th Anniversary

of America's discovery approaches, this

scarce silver coin will undoubtedly become

increasingly sought-after.

A total original mintage of only 2.4 million

make this half dollar literally hundreds of

Times scarcer than the Morgan silver dollar

— whose combined mintages totaled 657

million coinsl

Each is 31mm in diameter, 12.5 grams of .900

pure silver, and comes with a Certificate of

Authenticity attesting to its very fine quality.

Douglas S. Schneible. Life Member

American Numismatic Association No. 130S

For prompt delivery call toll free

1-800-451-4463

(including Sundays)

International Coins & Currency, Inc. j
11 E. State St., Dept. 574 Box 218 Z
Montpelier VT 05602 z

Please send 1893 Columbus silver hall dollars checked: S

1 coin @ $28 D 10 coins @ $255 SAVE $25

D 3 coins @ $84 D 20 coins @ $485 SAVE $75

D 5 coins @ $135 SAVE $5 (Limit 20 coins)

Also send special presentation boxes @ $2 50 each

Postage, Insurance & Handling: add $2.50 per coin ($5

total on orders of three or more coins).

Total due: $

Check or money order enclosed

Please charge full amount to my credit card:

Expires /

Full Card No ..

Signature

Name

Address

City

Zip

_ State .

. Phone ( )_

YOUR 100% NO RISK GUARANTEE: You may return your

,

order lor a lull refund within 15 days it not completely satisfied
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the fossil bones were crated and moved

from the site by horse-drawn wagon 130

miles to the nearest railroad. Five years

later Brown unearthed a second virtually

complete fossil of Tyrannosaurus\ this

magnificent skeleton is still on display in

the Hall of Late Dinosaurs. (Combined

with the earlier find, there were enough

bones to assemble a second Tyrannosau-

rus, which was sent to the Carnegie Mu-
seum of Natural History in Pittsburgh

during World War II when it was feared

New York might be bombed.)

Lecture Series and Field Trips

Celebrate autumn by learning about

the world's great parks, gems of the earth,

or magic and witchcraft. Other topics cov-

ered in the "Fall Afternoon and Evening

Lecture Series" include ethnobotany of

North American Indians, music of the

Andes, and animal drawing. This adult

lecture series begins October 29. Pre-

registration is required. For a brochure,

application form, and additional informa-

tion call (212) 873-7507 or write: Depart-

ment of Education, American Museum of

Natural History, Central Park West at

79th Street, New York, NY. 10024.

Happy Halloween

Celebrate Halloween at the Museum
by attending our two special programs.

The first, on Saturday, October 27, will

feature tales of ghoulishness, devilry, and

mischief from around the world. Once
again, storyteller Laura Simms and musi-

cian Steven Gorn will create a fanciful

world of ghosts and other creatures of the

night and the underworld. Ghosts and
Ghouls and Other Strange Things will

take place in the Kaufmann Theater at

1:30 and 3:30 p.m. (special family pro-

gram) and 7:30 p.m. (for adults). Tickets,

which must be ordered in advance, are

$2.00 (children) and $3.00 (adults) for

members and $4.00 for nonmembers.
Our second program, on Tuesday, Oc-

tober 30, will pay special tribute to the

bat. Merlin Tuttle, a bat specialist, will

dispel many of our cultural myths about

bats, which are often associated with vam-
pires and other creatures of mystery and
darkness. Members will find that bat fact

is even more fascinating than bat fancy.

Bat Facts will take place in the Audito-

rium at 7:30 p.m. The program is $2.50 for

members, $5.00 for nonmembers. For
ticket information, please call the Mem-
bership Office at (212) 873-1327.

At the Hayden Planetarium

Star Quest. Through November 18.

Explore the past, present, and future con-

quests of space from early rockets to fu-

turistic planetary outposts and flights to

far-off stars. The show's sound track is

narrated by Leonard Nimoy of "Star

Trek." Weekdays: 1:30 and 3:30 p.m. Sat-

urdays: 11:00 a.m. and hourly from 1:00

In 1909, a chance remark by a Cai

dian visitor to the Museum led Brown

one of the richest dinosaur beds in tj

world, along the Red Deer River in /

berta, Canada. The following year Bra

organized an expedition party, whi

floated down the river on a twelve-

thirty-foot flatboat. At first the pa:

found only scattered mammalian fosft

along the banks, but at a bend in the riv

near Content, Alberta, the strata beg

yielding dinosaurs in increasing numbc

"Box after box," Brown wrote, "\

P

:'*

I

to 5:00 p.m. Sundays: Hourly from 1:00

5:00 p.m. Admission for participating, d<

nor, and elected members is $2.75 ft

adults, $1.50 for children. For nonmen
bers' prices please call (212) 873-8828

Wonderful Sky has returned. Throug
dialogue, song, and audience participi

tion, children ages three through six e:

plore the day and night sky, sunsets, rai

bows, and distant twinkling stars. Ticke

are $2.75 (adults) and $1 .50 (children) ft

members. For nonmembers' prices, sho

times, and reservations (strongly recon

mended!) call (212) 873-5714.

Laser Zeppelin and Laser Floyd. Las/

visuals and the music of two famous roc

groups combine to create a dazzling e

perience of sight and sound. See Last

Zeppelin on Friday and Saturday at 1:1

and 10:30 p.m., and Laser Floyd on Fi

day and Saturday at 9:00 p.m. Admissic

for participating, donor, and electe
"

members is $4.00. Tickets can be puj

chased on the night of the show. For add

tional information, call (212) 724-8700!

Asante: Kingdom of Gold

Five free lectures will explore and coi Ki

plement Asante: Kingdom ofGold, an e P

hibition opening October 16 in Gallery

Thursday, October 18. "Re-creati

the Kingdom of Asante." Malcol

McLeod, British Museum (Museum
Mankind). Auditorium, 7:00 p.m.

Sunday, October 21. "The Rise of t

Asante Empire." Adu Boahen, Universi

of Ghana. Kaufmann Theater, 2:00 p.i

Wednesday, October 24. "The Gold

Jubilee of the Asante Confederacy." Si

phen Andoh, assistant to King Otumfi
Auditorium, 7:00 p.m.

Wednesday, October 51 . "The Contei

porary Position of the Asante in Gham
Kwame Arhin, University of Ghar1

Kaufmann Theater, 7:00 p.m.

Sunday, November 4. "Asante V
men." Sylvia Ardyn Boone, Yale Univ

sity. Kaufmann Theater, 2:00 p.m.

Evolution of a Sister

Poetry and drama intertwine ..

one-woman show, which encompasses t h
varied experiences of black women in t

United States over several decades. Fri kt

cine Major, an actress and poet who b

performed throughout the country, v.
1

:.

':

fe|

tt %':

>'



a led to the collection till scarcely a cu-

ll s space remained unoccupied on board

c fossil ark." The expedition brought

t :k tons of Cretaceous dinosaurs, greatly

e iching the Museum's collections.

'erhaps Brown's most famous discov-

ie was the great dinosaur graveyard at

t Howe ranch quarry. In 1931 Brown

r 1 led prospecting parties to the Lower

(itaceous beds of Montana, following

t fossil-bearing strata southward as far

ajreybull, Wyoming. Here he ran into a

[lis. Austin, herself a fossil enthusiast,

fa tray black girls and women aged eight

ighty. Evolution ofa Sister is free and

be performed on October 12, at 7:30

. in the Kaufmann Theater.

i Art of Paperfolding

"he annual Museum origami holiday

|j: owes its beauty, in part, to the many
BJjnteers who teach the art of making

dinosaurs, frogs, pandas, and other

t :ly creatures that decorate it. This au-

i.in, a series of classes, taught by ori-

lii specialists Michael Shall and Alice

Iiy, will be held on four consecutive

Sldnesdays, beginning October 10, from

j
S3 to 8:00 p.m. For further information

registration, call the Volunteer Office

|212) 873-1300, ext. 472.

closing the Past

4ary Leakey's discovery of the Zinj-

hropus skull gave the world its first

wledge of a small-brained hominid

; lived almost two million years ago.

rking with her husband, Mary Doug-

Leakey played a major role in discov-

s in East Africa that pushed back the

wn history of man by more than a mil-

years and confirmed Darwin's suspi-

is that some of our ancestors would be

:ed to Africa. On Wednesday, October

at 7:00 p.m., Leakey will discuss her

est book, Disclosing the Past, an auto-

graphy to be published this month,

s free program will be held in the Au-
irium. Seating is on a first-come, first-

'ed basis. For information, call (212)

1300, ext. 559.

\/ Natural Moment
oin photographers Raymond Mendez
JefT Simon as they share their favor-

'naiural moments" with you. They will

w beautiful color slides and discuss

they decided upon these particular

is, how they took them, and how their

ntific knowledge helped them under-

id the captured moment. Readers of

ural History may already be familiar

i Mendez and Simon's work from the

Wzine's "The Natural Moment" col-

i. Free and open only to members, The
ural Moment will be presented in the

iitorium on Tuesday, October 2, at

) p.m. For ticket information, call the

mbership Office at (212) 873-1327.

DOWN...FACTORY DIRECT AT HALF PRICE!
Luxurious, prime

white European down,

nature's most perfect

insulator, keeps you toasty

warm when it's cold, cool

when it's hot! We've been

specializing in down for 3

generations, so you can

rest assured that we
provide the utmost in

quality and durability.

PRIME WHITE DOWN COMFORTERS— Colors:

brown, beige, dark blue, light blue, grey, rose. Reversible

colors (at no extra charge!): brown/beige, dark blue/

light blue, grey/rose.

Twin Size (T) 68"x86" $69.00

Full Size (F) 76"x86" $89.00

Queen Size (Q) 86"x86" $99.00

King Size (K) 86"xl04" $119,00

Credit Card Holders Call TOLL FREE
1-800-431-9003

24 hrs. a day, 7 days a week.

MAIL _ V-,
to: Deep /Q.

W&w&^.fottaSoKt Inc.
Dept N 10 38 Roebling St., Brooklyn, NY 11211

Our poly/cotton shell

prevents shifting of down
by combining box-quilted

middle and side channel

stitching. Our pillows are

covered with 100%

downproof cotton ticking.

Elegant poly/cotton duvet

covers complete the set.

Order today!

PILLOWS— Choice of soft (all down), medium (50%
down/50% feathers), or firm (75% leathers/25% down).

Standard Size (S) 20"x26" $29.00

Queen Size (Q) 20"x30" $39.00

King Size (K) 20"x36" $49.00

DUVET COVERS-
light blue

Twin Size

Full Size

Queen Size

King Size

-Colors: brown/beige, dark blue

(T)

(F)

(Q)
(K)

72"x90"

80"x90"

88"x90"
88" x 105"

$30.00

$35.00

$40.00

$45.00

QTV

D Please send me your
free color brochure.

If not completely

satisfied, please return

within 30 days for a

full refund.

NY Residents

Add Sales Tax

Add Postage &Hdlg
$5.00 per comforter.

$2.50 per pillow or cover

Total

Method of Payment:

3 Check/Money Order (Sorry no cash or C.O.D.'s)

Charge My: MASTERCARD VISA AMEX

Account No. Exp. Date

Signature

Send to (please print:)

Name.

Address.

City _State.

-Apt..

-Zip_

Day Phone # ( )_

a gift of legend

The Kwakiutl-style raven belt buckle.

A powerful symbol of Northwest Coast Indian

myth, it was the Raven who freed the captive sun
and brought light into the world. This legend

inspires our raven belt buckle, shown here

actual size. Sandcast of solid brass, and indi-

vidually hand-polished. A unique gift at just

$19.95. Fits all standard size belts up to 1V4

inches wide. Add $2.50 for shipping/handling.

Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for free catalog.

Payment by: O Check DVISA Master Card

Acct. Number Exp. Date

Name

Address

City State Zip

Coldwater Creek
Box 2069 Dept. C20 Sandpoint, Idaho 83864

Safariworld!
Because Kenya

is too far to so to
be disappointed*
For a Safari that lives up to a lifetime

of expectations, come to Safariworld.
Our two week, deluxe Safari in Kenya

sets the standard for features, accom-
modations and transportation. And, for

value (from S1999 to $2499 with air

fare) it's better than most. But, it is our
skill, our professionalism, our 26 years
in the business and our dedication that

will turn your dream Safari into a

breathtaking, livins reality,

Call or write for 1984/85 departure
dates and brochure.

SAFARIWORLD!
40 East 49th Street;,New Vbrk, IMY 10017

(212) 486-0505, (800) 224r4737
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Better than (?) Jogging, Swimming, or Cycling...

ordiclrack

Cross-country skiing is often cited by physiologists

as the most perfect form of cardiovascular exercise

for both men and women. Its smooth, fluid, total

body motion uniformly exercises more muscles so

higher heart rates seem easier to attain than when
jogging or qcling. NordicTrack closely simulates the

pleasant X-C skiing motion and provides the same

cardiovascular endurance-building benefits-right

in the convenience of your home, year round.

Eliminates the usual barriers of time, weather,

chance of injury, etc. Also highly effective for weight

control.

More CompleteThan Running

NordicTrack gives you a more complete work out-

conditions both upper body and lower body
muscles at the same time. Fluid, jarless motion does

not cause joint or back problems.

More EffectiveThan Exercise Bikes

NordicTrack's stand-up skiing motion more uni-

PSI, 124L Columbia Crt.

Jarless Total Body

Cardiovascular Exerciser
Duplicates X-C Skiingfor the

Best Motion in Fitness

formlv exercises the large leg muscles and also adds

important upper body exercise. Higher pulse rates,

necessary for building fitness, seem easier to attain

because the work is shared by more muscle mass.

Even BetterThan Swimming
NordicTrack more effectively exercises the largest

muscles in the body, those located in the legs and

buttocks. When swimming, the body is supported

bv the water, thus preventing these muscles from

being effectively exercised. The stand up exercising

position on the NordicTrack much more effectively

exercises these muscles.

A Proven, High Quality Durable Product

NordicTrack is in its "th year of production. Nordic-

Track is quiet, motorless and has separately adjust-

able arm and leg resistances. We manufacture

and sell direct Two year warrantee, 30

day trial period with return privilege.

Folds and stands on end
to require only 15 " x 17"

storage space.

Call or writefor. .

.

FREE BROCHURE f^L
Toll Free 1-800-328-5888
Minnesota 612-448-6987

Chaska, MN 55318
<gr

WELCOME TO
THE EXOTIC ISLE
OF SRI LANKA

Sri Lankans are

waiting to show
you their proud

^'''-$lifSk i t island. Have tea

with them and
listen to their
tales of a culture

2,500 years old. See exotic wildlife

parks and zoological gardens. Visit

Polonnaruwa.an 11th century oasis

adorned with shrines, palaces and
temples. See exotic wildlife parks
and zoological gardens. Shop for

precious gems. Or relax on miles of
beautiful wide beaches. Nowhere
else in the world can you find such
a fascinating blend of history, cul-

ture, sheer beauty and friendly
people. Enjoy our legendary hospi-

tality. You knew us as Ceylon, now
get to know us better.

Ceylon (Sri Lanka) Tourist Board
604 Fifth Ave N V...N.V. 10017(212)935-0369

Please send your packet of travel brochures.

Name .

Address __
Citv Stai Zip_

One of the 34 places where travel with Questers

becomes a learning experience.

For tour Directory write or call:

Questers worldwide nature tours
Dept. NH: 25? Park Ave. S; NY. NY 10010 (212) 673-3120

OKerenoKee
One of the 34 places where travel with Questers

becomes a learning experience.

For Tour Directory write or call:

Questers worldwide nature tours
Dept. NH. 257 Park Ave. S: NY. NY 10010 (212) 673-3120

who told him about large bones she

seen on the Howe ranch at the base of

Bighorn Mountains. In 1933 Brown

several companions reconnoitered

ranch and were guided to the big bone

a crusty 82-year-old rancher nai

Barker. While Barker looked on, Br>

began chipping out the bones wit

crooked awl and whisking away the bi'

matrix with a broom. A week of this

almost too much for Barker; disgustet

the slowness of the work, he had to h
strained from hacking out the bones

j

his pickax. Brown realized that there \

at least two significant sauropod si

tons, but his limited team and financia

sources made excavation impossible.

During the winter Brown raised a 1;

sum from the Sinclair Oil Company,

in 1 934 a much bigger expedition part

turned to the site. (Brown had a long i

tionship with Sinclair Oil. Their logo w

dinosaur, and if you were a motorist ir
1

1 930s and 40s, you may remember get

free dinosaur stamps and booklets fa

Sinclair stations around the country-I

created under the direction of BanJ
Brown.) On June 1 they began uncovi

the quarry to bedrock. "It soon bee

apparent," Brown wrote, "that

was a veritable herd of dinosaurs, t

skeletal remains crossed, crisscro;

locked, and interlocked in a confused

almost inextricable manner. . . . Thrc'

the warping of the strata incident tc

nearby mountain uplift, the bones

been checked and fractured to a higl

gree, so all had to be thoroughly

lacked as soon as uncovered. Never h;

seen such a thirsty lot of dinosaurs."

After the length and breadth ofta

bone deposit was determined, the area$

laid out in three-foot squares. All

bones were drawn in situ, and the rela

ships of the body sections mapped ou

fore anything was removed. Fortune!!

the bones were embedded in soft clay.ni

work progressed rapidly into the fal

nally, on November 17, the last era

fossils was loaded into a boxcar boun

New York City. Packed into the car

4,000 bones in 144 large cases weij

69,000 pounds. At least twenty, and
j

ably more, dinosaurs were represente

individual bones and parts of bodies

of the dinosaurs were the swamp-dwi

kind—the huge-bodied, long-necked

ropods.

The Howe quarry presented a

tery—how did such a concentration

nosaurs come about? The bones wer<<!

water-worn or abraded like those fou: *

the eddies of ancient stream beds. '
had they been separated and scatters bj

scavengers. Bones in the same stnim

m
II
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extensively interlocked, indicating

me event may have killed them at ap-

mately the same time. Around the

S of the quarry were scattered single

5, but in the center a dozen limbs

found standing upright on articu-

feet. Surrounding the bones was a

fine silt of the kind only deposited in

liy, standing water. Brown con-

It :d—and it is generally believed to-

|* -that the Howe quarry represented a

B dinosaur graveyard. Brown re-cre-

k the scene:

limate was tropical, and we see a flat

-ich in vegetation, dotted by countless

iw lakes and marshes. Cycads, palms,

palmettos cover the lowlands, with

on the uplands. Countless ferns, thick

and rushes form a rank vegetation

the marshy, hummocked shores

"he dinosaurs] congregate by thou-

I, huddling close together as reptiles

i

id filling every lagoon as far as the eye

L-e.

kw Mother Earth changes the stage

g. The impulse that finally was ex-

id by the nearby mountains elevated

! lowlands. The large lakes were

led and the swamps vanished. The di-

f rs became more and more concen-

|>l in the remaining pools as they were

I'd together in huge herds . .

.

\ the water receded, the smaller,

:r dinosaurs were trampled and their

scattered on the borders of the pool;

rger ones huddled closer and closer to
r as they made their last futile stand

st fate . .

.

f is description by Brown, published in

'oral History, June 1935, contributed

i); popular image of the dinosaur per-

il; in a parched, drying landscape of

t ; :tion. Actually, Brown was describ-

k local phenomenon, not a worldwide

I :tion. The dinosaurs found in the

Byard were from the Jurassic Age,

jl ms of years before the great culmina-

fcnf the Age of the Dinosaurs in the

R ceous. Furthermore, the event that

it d the drying of the swamps was

to bly a local and relatively sudden

fa;ht, not the uplifting of the land.

flbwn retired from the Museum in

I but continued to work until 1963. In

I I ter years, as he conducted visitors

in gh the fossil halls of the Museum, he

I)' be heard murmuring, "here's an-

Jl! one of my children." Among these

a progeny are plesiosaurs and

pwaurs, mammoths and mastodons,

*i dactyls, camptosaurs, allosaurs,

W , extinct aardvarks, giant turtles and

odiles, their huge, shellacked skele-

ton memorial to the greatest dinosaur

lit tor of them all.

Douglas J. Preston

MASNA
STARTS HERE.
Here is the Best of Alaska

Preplanned or fully-
-

independent vaca-

tions featuring

Inside Passage

cruising, the

Arctic,

Mt.

McKirJey,

the Pribilof

Islands and more.

For your free

copy of our 88-page

Alaska Travel Planner,

see your travel agent or call us toll-free:

1-800-426-0600 (in Seattle call 624-8551).

Exploration Holidays and Cruises

Dept. CII. 1500 Metropolitan Park Building. Seattle. WA 98101

x
mx%EXPLORATION

rig^p holidays and cruises

TUNISIA - LAYERS OF Til

Late February 1985

BELIZE - THE LAST CARIBES
March 30 - Apr i 1 1*, 1985

ACROSS THE HIGH ATLAS BY MULE
May 1 8 - June 1 , 1985

IMAGES OF TIBETAN BUDDHISM
IN THE WESTERN HIMALAYA
Aug. 2 - Sept. 1, 1985

Cross Cultural Adventures
PO Box 3285, Arlington, VA 22203

(703)243-7194

hi

CROES
GELTAIDD

A Celtic Cross pendant
simply executed in silver or

gold Shown full size.

No. 2270 Celtic Cross
Sterling silver $30.00
(24" sterling chain)

14 kt. gold S265.00
(chain not included)

Add $2.00 for shipping.

Check, Mastercard or Visa.

Send for our unique catalog-

Visit our Seattle store at

1525 N W Ballard Way

David Morg^in
Box 70190. Seattle, WA 98107 (206) 782-7028

Trinidad
& Tobago

tThe Asa Wright

Nature Centre

And Lodge

A 200-acre wildlife sanctuary in the rain -

forested Northern Mountain Range; hometo
a colony of Oilbirds, 1 2 species of humming-
birds, channel-billed Toucan. Crested

Oropendola, Antshrikes, Mottled Owl,
trogans, tanagers, bellbirds, and others.

Trinidad's species include an impressive

400 birds, 108 mammals, 55 reptiles, 25

amphibians and over 6I7 butterflies.

Individual and group tours to the Centre.

Tnnidad, and its sister island of Tobago are

conducted throughout the year.

Special tours include our summer work-
shops in Ornithology. Botany, Tropical

Ecology, Entomology and Nature Photo-

graphy and Art; and the Annual Audubon
Christmas Bird Count.

S; Toll Free: 800-235-1216

(®fcj*
In CT: 203-622-8989

-TZj' 405 Greenwich Ave. N-i

CaligOVentures Greenwich. CT 06830

Unique Girihhi-an Travel

A Division of Connecticut Travel Center. Inc.

Or The Trinidad & Tobago Tourist Board,

400 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017

And fly with B\\ I A International

Nostalgic-Istanbul

ORIENT EXPRESS
The world's most luxurious private train

journey, the "King of Trains" on the
legendary, original routing Paris to

Istanbul. Gala festivities, sumptuous
dining. 9 or 10 days from $4990. Spring.

Fall . Write or call 800-426-7794

.

Society Expedititionsl

Cjty/State/Zip

Cruises:, Antarctica Amazon Lost Pacific Is-

lands ! Alaska Northwest Passage New
Guinea China Greenland. Private Trains
Trans Siberian Imperial Peking Express

.

Land Expeditions

»Mip]cwinj j«mm Dolphin Whale Shin From

FREE CATALOG! 22 Great Environmental,
Wildlife, and Anti-nuke Designs! s8.25 each; less

with bulk orders. Satisfaction guaranteed. 10^ of

profiLs go to environmental caus.es. Share the Earth!

JIM MORRIS PO BOX 2308 DEPT.CK4
(1113)444-0410 BOIL.DER, COLO Si iji Hi

ENVIRONMENTAL
•••T-SHIRTS---

M t
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How to
become a
dinosaur
expert

You can become a dinosaur expert

by reading The New Dinosaur Dic-

tionary.

It is an alphabetical listing of every

kind of dinosaur known to scientists.

You will discover more than 700 def-

initions in all — every dinosaur from

Abrictosaunis to Zigongosaurus.

This hardcover, oversized (8%" x

11%") edition includes 600 illustrations

— drawings, paintings and photographs

of dinosaur skeletons and reconstruc-

tions.

"The Golden Age of Dinosaurs"

The first edition of The New Dino-

saur Dictionan/ was named one of the

best reference books of the year by the

American Library Association.

Since then, we have entered a new
Golden Age of Dinosaurs. More dino-

saurs have been discovered than at any

time since the 19th century. There

have been many reclassifications.

Donald F. Glut, a member of the

Society of Vertebrate Paleontology,

researched this new edition for ten

years. He was deluged with advice and
information from the best dinosaur

experts in the world.

That's why The New Dinosaur Dic-

tionary is the most current and com-
plete book on dinosaurs you can own.

"Highly recommended"

In praise of this beautiful new
edition, Library Journal wrote, "The
completeness of coverage and the

excellent drawings and photographs

make this a highly recommended pur-

chase."

And dinosaur researcher Robert Allen

Long of the University of California

said, "This much enlarged and up-

dated

Dictionary

is a long-

awaited and

greatly

needed
volume. It

will benefit

scientists

and laymen
alike."

Order your copy now,
using the handy coupon below!

Citadel Press, 120 Enterprise Avenue N
Seeaueus, NJ 07094

Please rush me a copy of The New Dinosaur
Dictionary by Donald F. Glut. I enclose my
checK or money order for $21.95 ($19.95-}-
§2 for prompt United Parcel Service delivery).

Name:_

Street:.

City:_

(please print)

-Zip:_

Additional Reading

Bee-eaters (page 50)

Florida scrub jays are an excellent ex-

ample of a cooperative-breeding bird spe-

cies, in which adult birds often help raise

offspring not their own. For more than a

decade, G.E. Woolfenden and J.W. Fitz-

patrick have studied a marked population

of these birds in an attempt to establish a

demographic base for understanding

"helping behavior," and they report the

results of their research in The Florida

Scrub Jay (Princeton: Princeton Univer-

sity Press, 1984). They found that the

birds' helping behavior is prompted

mainly by habitat restraints, rather than

kin selection. Fitzpatrick and Woolfenden

also wrote Natural History's last article

on the scrub jay, "The Helpful Shall In-

herit the Scrub" (May 1984, pp. 55-63).

Two accounts of helping behavior in birds

appeared in Scientific American: J.D.

Ligon and S.H. Ligon's "The Cooperative

Breeding Behavior of the Green Wood-

hoopoe" (July 1982, pp. 126-34) and PB.

Stacey and WD. Koenig's "Cooperative

Breeding in the Acorn Woodpecker" (Au-

gust 1984, pp. 1 14-21). Finally, see S.T.

Emlen's "The Evolution of Cooperative

Breeding in Birds," a chapter in Behav-

ioural Ecology, edited by J.R. Krebs and

N.B. Davies (Oxford: Blackwell Publish-

ing, 1978).

Asante (page 62)

R.A. Lystad's The Ashanti (New York:

Greenwood Press, 1968) is a fine and ab-

sorbing introduction to these West Afri-

can people. Lystad conducted his an-

thropological research in 1949-50 in the

town of Goaso, in western Ashanti, and his

book was first published in 1958. Capt.

R.S. Rattray wrote many books on the

Asante, some of which were reprinted by

his original publisher, Oxford's Clarendon

Press, in the late 1960s. Among them are

The Ashanti (1923); Ashanti Proverbs

(The Primitive Ethics of a Savage Peo-

ple), selected from a collection of Tshi

proverbs first published in 1 879 and trans-

lated with grammatical and anthropologi-

cal notes in 1916; Akan-Ashanti Folk

Tales, collected and translated by Rattray

and illustrated by members of the Asante,

Fanti, and Ewe tribes (1930); and The
Tribes of the Ashanti Hinterland (1932,

two volumes). Rattray's Ashanti Law and

Constitution, first published in 191 1,

reprinted by Negro Universities Pi i

New York, in 1 969. Asante was one ol

most powerful and politically comple if

the African kingdoms in the ninetei!

century, and I. Wilks investigates; if

structure and the evolution of its poli

order in Asante in the Nineteenth Cen

(New York: Cambridge University P:
\

1975). According to Wilks, Asante

tics in the first three-quarters of the

tury were dominated by a conflict!

tween imperial and mercantile interi

after 1874, however, imperialist intei M
declined, and the mercantilists were <

lenged by a rising middle class comm:

to the reduction of government con

and other principles reminiscent of

sez-faire economics. M.D. McLeod'si

Asante (London: British Museum P

cations Ltd., 1981) was written to con

ment "Asante, Kingdom of Gold," a U
hibition originally held at the Bi

Museum (Museum of Mankind), sqlln

uled to open at the American Museui

October 16. It explores the tribe's

working, elaborate silk and cotton tex

woodcarvings, pottery, sayings and

erbs, and its social, economic, and pol

system. The book is illustrated with rj

photographs taken in the late ninete

century (of villages, houses, govern! I'd

officials, and so on) and a few color i a

.':

ll

This terra-cotta head was made to \

commemorate an Asante chief.
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ions of the modern Asante and their

vorks.

1 (page 78)

i.O. Wilson's The Insect Societies

J.mbridge: Harvard University Press,

I'l) is a comprehensive study of social

i:cts, the first since the 1930s and

iely regarded as the best. It covers all

Meets of the classification, evolution,

li tomy, physiology, and behavior of the

her social insects—ants, social wasps

1 bees, and termites. According to Sci-

m'fic American, "No book in biology in

I past twenty years has been as satisfy-

§ ... It is written with clarity and verve,

b what distinguishes it particularly is its

liolic mastery of all biology." The book

Irs a clear and thorough account of

myergus and other slave-making ants;

B also Wilson's "Slavery in Ants" (Sci-

I fie American, June 1975, pp. 32-36).

I I July 1984 issue of National Geo-

wohic contains two articles on ants:

lie Ant and Her World," by C.P

hkins (pp. 774-77), and "Ways of the

:§ ," by B. Hblldobler, with paintings by

1 . Dawson, a fascinating and instructive

e: loration of the rise of social behavior in

:;, whose wasp ancestors were solitary.

h ldoblcr begins with a study of Austra-

m Nothomyrmecia, the most primitive

fig ant species known to science, and

I covers weaver, harvester, army, and

opean wood ants, as well as red Ama-
ants (Polyergus). The first four chap-

of Insect Behavior, by R.W Mat-

vs and J.R. Matthews (New York:

t Wiley and Sons, 1 978), deal with be-

lorof the individual insect and the role

he nervous and endocrine systems in

integration of behavioral responses,

ee chapters on communication follow,

ing to a consideration of defensive, re-

luctive, and social behavior. For a

e detailed version of this issue's arti-

watch for "Social and Orientation Be-

or of Polyergus breviceps During

'e-making Raids," by H. Topoff et al

n upcoming issue of Behavioral Ecol-

and Sociobiology. And for a study of

avement in ants other than Polyergus,

T. Alloway's "The Origins of Slavery

eptothoracine Ants" {American Nat-
'ist, vol. 115, pp. 247-61).

Rita Campon

straw* -

Now.. .the Original

GARDEN WAY Cart...

available for only

$35.50 per month!

The secret behind every GARDEN
WAY Cart is huge capacity and perfect

balance! Unlike common wheelbarrows
which place the full load on your arms
and back, our Cart balances loads squarely

over its wheels, taking the strain off

your arms, your heart and your back!

Big "Easy-Rolling" Wheels!

The Cart's big, heavy-duty wheels

make il incredibly easy to roll over most
any terrain! Just load it up and wheel

away enormous loads over rocks, mud,
soft garden soil. ..even up and down
steps. ..without snagging, tipping or

straining!

Gets more done in far less time!

You'll accomplish more in a few hours

using the GARDEN WAY Cart. ..than

you could all day using a common wheel-

barrow. ..without feeling worn out!

Whatever your outdoor choreload...

gardening... landscaping... building a

patio, deck or rock wall. ..clearing brush

...hauling wood, whatever. ..you'll get

more done in less time using a GARDEN
WAY Cart!

Lifetime quality. ..and a lifetime

guarantee!

Every GARDEN WAY Cart is built

by hand to be reliable and trouble-free

for life...and is backed by a no-time-limit

warranty on workmanship and materials!

Swinging

"Dump-Front" worth $39.50...

Our revolutionary design lets you empty
big loads FAST and EASY. Deadline

Nov. 14, 1984!

3 good reasons to order TODAY!
Only $35.50 per month. ..with our

easy installment billing plan.

One-Year "Risk-Free" Trial. ..If

you're not satisfied for any reason,

we'll refund every penny!

Plus. ..FREE "Dump-Front" Bonus...

worth $39.50 if you can order before

November 14, 1984!

For Faster Service Call

800-451-5088
TOLL-FREE!

Y to! I want to take advantage of your
FREE "Dump-Front" Bonus Offer...

(Deadline November 14, 1984). ..on the

GARDEN WAY Cart I've checked below.

Please send me the Model 26 Cart, the

largest and most popular model that carries

up to 400 lbs. per load (26" wheels). I am en-

closing $35.50 as my first payment plus $29.50

shipping and handling. 1 understand I will

be billed in 4 additional monthly installments

of just $35.50 each. (Total price in full:

$177.50 plus $29.50 shipping and handling.)

Please send me the Model 20 Cart, carries

up to 300 lbs. per load ( 20" wheels). I am
enclosing $35.50 as my first payment plus

$22.00 shipping and handling. I understand
1 will be billed in 3 additional monthly install-

ments of just $35.50 each. ( Total price in full:

$142.00 plus $22.00 shipping and handling.)

Method of Payment
(make checks payable to GARDEN WAY):

Installment Billing Plan (Check or Money Order)

Or pay in full...

D Check or Money order

n MasterCard I I VISA

Card

EL\p. Daltr_

Signature

Name

Address

Cily

Stale_ _Zip_

GARDEN WAY
Charlotte. Vermont 05445

A2824C
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Cruise to the White Continent

ANTARCTICA
.Spend your days with penguins and
naturalists, your nights in comfort and

most civilized way to leave civilization.

November, December. January. Write or
call 800-426-7794.

. 723 Broadway E., Seattle, WA 98102

City State 2jp

Cruises: D Amazon D Lost Pacific Islands Q Alas-
ka Northwest Passage D New Guinea _ China
^Greenland. Private Trains: Orient Express
Trans Siberian G India 3 Imperial Peking Ex-

press. ! . Land Expeditions

OL'R town is world famous for "sippin" whiskey"

How 1 wish we could sell if by mail! Bui we

DO cany wonderful things like hand-blown glass

decanters, brass-buttoned blue denim "hog

washer" overalls, old fashioned oil lamps, real

Tennessee country hams. "Jack Daniel's Country

Club" hats-even pure bred Red Bone Coon Hound

pups. "ALL GOODS WORTH PRICE CHARGED."

and we mean every word of it. Send just one

dollar for full color catalog. Let's hear from y'all!

Herb Banning and Eddie Swing. Proprietors

LYNCHBL RG HARDWARE & GENERAL STORE

68A Main Streel Lynchburg. Tennessee 37352

^ BIRD ENTHUSIASTS!
CORNELL UNIVERSITY'S

LABORATORY OF
- ORNITHOLOGY
is offering for sale:

HOME STUDY COURSE
IN BIRD PHOTOGRAPHY

Emphasizing Professional Evaluation ot Student Work-

PHOTOGRAPHER'S OBSERVATION BLIND
A Unique and Exclusive Design; made by Eureka!—

COLOR SLIDES OF N. AMERICAN BIRDS
Excellent Tools for Teaching and Personal Enjoyment-

Far More Information. Write or Call:

Photographic Services N104 Laboratory of

Ornithology. Cornell University. Sapsucker Woods.
Ithaca. NY. 14850: phone (607) 256-4017

'AUDGBON
PRINTS
Originals from . . .

Birds of America

Quadrupeds of North America

Fine Reproductions

Haveil, Bien, Bowen Editions

also Catesby, Wilson & Gould Prints

Ed Kenney, Proprietor

9720 Spring Ridge Lane, Vienna, Virginia 22180

Catalog—$2 • (202) 484-3334

CHINA
BY PRIVATE TRAIN

The luxury and comfort of the "Orient
Express" in China! Private deluxe train,

- walnut-paneled sleepers, exclusive

lecturer/guides. Spring/Fall. 16 days.
S3990. Write or call 800-426-7794.

Dept. NH10IP. 723 Broadv. - E., Seattle. WA 98102

City. State Zip

Cruises: 7T Antarctica ~~ Amazon _ Lost Pacific is-

lands 7" Alaska 1^Northwest Passage New
Guinea _ China _ Greenland. Private Trains:
_" Orient Express Q Trans Siberian India.

Residential Program

There is an alternative to hospitalization for indi

viduals with long-term psychiatric illness. Grey

stone House, situated on a 100-acre campus, offers

home-like environment for a small group of resi

dents. This new program is under the guidance of

America's first private nonprofit psychiatric hos-

pital. For a color brochure write: Barbara Hines,

R.N., Greystone House. Friends Hospital. 4801 E
Roosevelt Boulevard. Philadelphia. PA 19124.

Plains Indian Art 8f Artifacts.

si
^r

i^-^%

Free Catalog shows painted shields,

mounted lroph> buffalo skulls »ar

annus peace pipes Cfi - •

plates »ar t lute lomahawks

\ lances horse dance slicks star

quills and more. Exclusive

source. Handmade with tradi-

tional tools and authentic

* materials. Many ha\e interesting

stories to tell from Chi:,' - a
and Blacfcfool heritage. Collector's

items unique gifts and stunning

decorations.

. *•*- Write or call:

PRAIRIE EDGE Box 8303 Department ^H

Rapid Crt> South Dahota 57701 Area Code 16O0I 341 3620

WANTED
A Nationwide Search By
The Bontany Department
at the University of Vermont
The Botany Department is searching

for high-quality, serious, field-oriented

students to enroll in a unique Master's

degree program in Field Naturalism.

Complete fellowship support is

available to FIVE very serious stu-

dents with strong science back-

grounds, willing to give their full time

and effort for a 2-year rigorous pro-

gram.

Deadline: March 1. 1985
Contact: Dr. H.W. Vogelmann. Chairman,

Botany Department

University of Vermont

Burlington, Vt. 05405 (802) 656-2930

Art/Crafts

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS. Northwest Coast In,

masks, totems, graphics Eskimo sculpture Sc

west Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas Rel
West African pieces. No catalog. Call or write

photos and data. Priced $100/up. Box 5896 Sher

Oaks, CA 91413- (818) 789-2559

GRAY WHALES, hand-carved pine, painted. deta "

Free brochure. Doug Lind-Marine Sculpture. P.O.

74, Burlington, Wl 53105

FArYRUS
HAWK — Antient Egyptian sky

painted blue, red, black, white
handmade papyrus, 5" x5" . . .515
Lucite frame add $13. Check/Chi
BROCHURE — showing gods, syntl

'Book of the Dead' panels — 25:

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS

50 W. 76 St. • NY 10023 • OepL N1

_ Gallery open by appointment o:

SC

I

INDONESIAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $20-S10C

quest photos, other masks available. McCoy Imp

Liberty. NY 12754

MODERN NAVAJO WEAVINGS ENHANCE any st;

home or office decor. Brochure and catalog. $
Guards' Navajo Rugs, 820 Camino Del Rex, Lasf

ces, NM 88001

Bed & Breakfast

VISIT HISTORIC BOSTON on your New Englanc

tumn foliage tour! For accommodations in pr

homes, write: Greater Boston Hospitality, PO.
1142, Brookline, MA 02146. Phone: (617) 734-080

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful aul

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjec

vited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manus
report. Carlton Press. Dept. NHV. 11 West 32 S

New York 10011

Books

GUATEMALA. MEXICO. BELIZE. HONDURAS,
archaeology, tropical flora, jungle fauna, ancier

Olmec civilization, pyramid-temple architecture,

catalog: Art & Archaeology Bookshop, 6355 Gree

ley Circle No. 213, Culver City, CA 90230

MICROSCOPE Projects for Beginners—chi!

adults. Book Fun at Forty Power, article on choosir

croscopes, test slides $5.00 to Lab Bench, 425

ledo No.. Robbinsdale. MN 55422

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOC
All publishers— all subjects: art, history, biography, f

and much more. The most complete catalog of h

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE

Hamilton, Box 15- Y, Falls Village. CT 06

'

WITCH IN THE WOOD International Children's Efl
Books of exceptional literary and aesthetic q\
Catalog $200: 37 Lake Hill Rd.. Ballston Laknl

12019

Collectors' Items

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Wri

day! Mineral of the Month Club. 13057-HK Calil

Yucaipa. CA 92399

YOUR CHOICE, Birds. Animals, Flowers, on

Stamps. 25 different 35e or 50 different 65s

$1 85. George Ford, P.O. Box 5203-N. Gull

33707

Correspondence

FAR EAST PENFRIENDS seek intelligent, literati

respondents for friendship, language practice, cj

exchange. Asian Exchange. Box 1021 NH, Honok
96727
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Jl\£Marl^t
IC 00 MEMBERS Ages 10-89 Special services In-

tional Pen Friends. Box 65, Brooklyn, NY 11229

H :RIENDS-ENGLANDUSA. Make lasting friend-

I through correspondence Send age, interests.

I -eply Harmony, Box 37955NH. Phoenix, AZ 85069

Si cation

I iH FOR COLLEGE ," New Directory describes 400
I grant, scholarship opportunities—plus all gov-

lent programs, $4.95- Unifunds, Box 19749-RX,

liapolis, IN 46219

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS
P.O. Box 1331, Murray Hill Station

New York, N.Y. 10156

Classes in Tibetan T'hanka Paint-

ing, Icon Painting, Gold Leafing,

Nepalese Bronze Casting, Islamic

Calligraphy, Chinese Landscape
Painting and Medieval Manuscript
Illumination are given by noted
teachers, using traditional methods.

For information call 212-685-1528

VTE COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS via computer. In-

>ialized service Results guaranteed College Se-

n & Scholarship Services, Box 1484, Paramus, NJ

•t loyment Opportunities

B'RALIA NEEDS YOU' Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-

I Jewest Handbook, $2.00 Australian International,

it9107-RX, Washington, DC 20036

IrALIA—THE WORLD! 50,000 jobs! Big pay. All

nations. Transportation. Latest reports, $2.00.

Iforld, Box 681 -NH, Cypress, CA 90630

JTONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

M Is environmental job openings throughout the

E=ree details EOV, PO. Box 670, Walpole, NH
3 .

WSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS 1 Worldwide Direc-

ind complete information—$3.00 International

jf-rlunities. Box 19107-RX. Washington, DC 20036

Icy MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!!
ado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-

M-all occupations! Free information! Intermoun-

Y, 31 15 N Hancock, Colorado Springs. CO 80907

H ENGLISH IN JAPAN' Wages, visas, complete
-Illation Latest guide $6.00 J I S L.,24Sykes Ave.,

M>n. Ontario, Canada M9N 1C9

|H HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School, College
ngs, USA $6.00; Abroad $6.00. England, Japan,

-a- ,
Australia $6 00 each EISF, Box 662, Newton,

Ijl
-162

Wncial

I GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

ill rom nonprofit foundations 1 340 sources/applica-

:1| istructions, $3.00 Fundsearch, Box 19107-RX,

JL nglon, DC 20036

Jf-ASH GRANTS— from Government- (Never re-

.IJAIso, loans available. All ages eligible. Informa-

R$2 (refundable) Surplus Funds-NH, 1000
xticut Ave NW. Washington, DC 20036

iture

ft SIC FURNITURE—40% Off, 150 Major compa-
Free brochure Sobol House. 103 Richardson

! Black Mountain, NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

tB 334-8174 Puis you in a contact with America's
w g furniture mfg's at superlative savings. Barnes
Wnes. Library for Fine Furniture, 651 S.W. Broad
I Duthern Pines. NC 28387 In NC call (919) 692-

Ic met Interests

IC LS—Hunting gear and morelabilia Unique gifts!

8 >g $2 Malfred Ferndock, Box 86E, Dennison, MN
3(

SAVE TO 60%. Coffee, Tea, Spices, Herbs, Potpourri.

Free catalog. Grandma's Spice Shop, RR 10, Box
448NH, Burlington, NC 27215

VERMONT'S FINEST MAPLE SYRUP: Special offer—
Vi pint container, $395 ppd New Morning Farm,
Bethel, VT 05032

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS' Many 1% original

cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buy-

er's Guide/Directory"—$2,00 Disposal, Box 19107-

RX, Washington, DC 20036

Maps

CROSS COUNTRY SKI—VERMONT Fishing atlas-
Vermont & NH. Kemp Krafts. 50 West Oak Hill Road,
Williston, VT 05495

Merchandise/Gifts

DISCOVER A NATURAL HOBBY: Topical Stamp col-

lecting brings natural history into your home from all

over the world Inexpensive, educational, and always
fascinating Ready now, The World of Birds and The
World of Animals Each includes album with text, topi-

cal postage stamps, and more Individually boxed at

$8 95 each, postpaid. Vidiforms Inc., 110 Brenner,

Congers, NY 10920

UNIQUE WALL CALENDAR FOR 1985
1 2 extraordinary photographs of archaeological

monuments and art. Printed in limited quantity

— 9 X 12 in. full color, suitable for framing.

1 copy: $6.98 plus $1.50 postage.

3 copies- (Get 4th FREE)*$20.00 plus $3.98

postage.

Send prepaid order to;

ARCHAEOLOGY Magazine/Dept. N/15 Park Row/N.Y., N.Y. 10038
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NATURE'S WAY IS BEST! Imagine a Feeder-Tree out-

side your window Unique hollowed log design with

branches feeds up to 50 birds at once. Entertaining,

educational and satisfying bird products Send $1.00
(refundable) for illustrated booklet "Designs From Na-

ture" to For The Birds, Inc., Dept NH, PO Box 579,

Pikeville, TN 37367

PENGUINS' Complete line of beautiful products dedi-

cated to Penguins and Penguin lovers. For free holiday

catalog write: Penguins. PO Box 7295. LaVerne, CA
91750

Miscellaneous

"IV OWLS" Bumper Sticker Send $1 00 postage/han-
dling. The Owl's Nest. Box 5491 NH, Fresno, CA 93755

INVENTIONS, IDEAS. NEW PRODUCTS WANTED! In-

dustry presentation/national exposition. 1-800-528-

6050 X831

LIVEN ANY GATHERING WITH STORIES! For directory

ol professional storytellers, send $2.00 to T. Miller, 226-

03 141st Avenue, Laurelton, NY 11413

3M BRINGS YOU STATIC-FREE LISTENING FOR-
EVER! Wipe out static permanently and hear your
records at their best Just one application of the unique
3M Scotch® Record Care System does it. It cleans, re-

duces friction, prolongs record life, too. Full refund in

30 days if not delighted For credit card orders, call toll-

free: 800-328-1449 Or send just $24.50 to: 3M Scotch
Record Care System. Dept. 6621, P.O. Box 33073. St.

Paul, MN 55133

MUSHROOM WALL POSTER. Common edible and
poisonous species of North America Beautifully illus-

trated, scientifically accurate. Money back guarantee
Write for details: Dept. NH. Sea Otter Press, PO Box
2845, Seattle, WA 981 1

1

THE DIRECTORY OF NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
ORGANIZATIONS—Names, addresses, and descrip-

tions of over 350 national, non-governmental environ-

mental organizatioins. Free details. U.S. Environmental
Directories, PO Box 65156, St Paul, MN 55165

TURTLE ADDRESS LABELS. Send 50C for brochure
and samples with humorous sayings. I-Z Industries,

Box 735-TC. Acton. MA 01720

WOLF PHOTOS, slides, postcards. Free brochure,
lists. P.O. Box 112, Clifton Heights, PA 19018

WOLF! Newsletter for people interested in wolves
Sample copy $3 PO. Box 112. Clifton Heights, PA
19018

Note Cards

REPRODUCED ORIGINAL pen and ink drawings on
quality notecards. Send SASE for free brochure. Origi-

nal Art, P.O. Box 2431, Huntington, WV 25725

Photo/Optical

BEAUTIFUL UNDERWATER SLIDES—Islands,

Scenics Pacific, Mexico, Caribbean, Bahamas Cata-
log $1 00 RVM, P.O. Box 24666 MPO, Guam, GU
96921

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-
lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc
,
331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY

12192 (518)731-2610

BINOCULARS—SWAROVSKI, FUJINON, OPTOLYTH,
ZEISS, B&L Free Optics catalog Mack Optical & Ma-
chine Tool, Box541-H, Scranton, PA 18501. (717)961-
2542

TRINOVID
World's best
binoculars
Made to fit your pocket or

purse With quality the biggest

thing about them.

Compacts. Black Rubber
Arm0red

LIST SALE
8x20 BCA S375 $208.15'

10x25 BCA 390. 218.14'

Before $25.00 LEITZ Rebate

Full Size, Green Rubber
Armored (not shown)

7x35 BA $879 S331.67

Full U.S.A. Lifetime Warranty

For literature and discount list on

a complete line of sporting

optics, write to:

BIRDINC
Optics Headquaders
A Division of Sooilir

P0 Box SAL Amsie

GUILLOTINE NECK SUFFERERS. Get relief from pain

due to binocular/camera straps. Use Mmistrap $7,95

ppd. Avocet, 1875 N, First Ave., Upland, CA 91786

Real Estate

FREE' FALL-HOLIDAY CATALOG' 266 pages: over

5400 properties, 2300 pictures! Values in every type of

real estate, many owner financed! From 600 offices in

43 states. Get your Free copy Now! Strout Realty, Plaza

Towers, Dept. 5390, Springfield, MO 65804. Call toll

free: 1-800-641-4266

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . FROM S7.50/ACRE!
Homesites. farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00.

Lands. Box 19107-RX, Washington. DC 20036

NEW . . FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired United Farm Agency, Inc. 612-U W. 47th

St., Kansas City, MO 64112. Ph. Toll-free: 1-800-821-

2599; Mo. res. ph. Toll-free: 1-800-892-5785

TEXAS EXECUTIVE RANCHES and Land investments.

700 offerings Free list and map Thompson Group.
Box 1 1652-N. Houston. TX 77293
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JlieMartet
Rentals

LUXURY, 2 Bedroom Condo on the beautiful Gulf of

Mexico. Fully equipped, sleeps 6, $510/week. (504)

343-1392

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES stone's

throw from sea. on cocoa plantation Swimming, snor-

keling, fishing, scuba. Birdwatcher's paradise. Bro-

chure Charles A. Turpin, Charlottesville, Tobago, West

Indies

"AMAZON ANDES, INCAS & IGUANAS. Travel/study,

tours adventures in Peru, Ecuador, Galapagos, Costa-

rica Forum Travel, 2437 Durant. Berkeley, CA 94704

(415) 843-8294

ATTN WORLD TRAVELERS Latest info and candid

reader reports International Travel News, monthly.

Free sample copy 2120-N 28th St., Sacramento, CA

95818

World wide listings of private

vacation homes/condos for rent,

exchanges sale. Also yacht
,s charters and country inns.

Photos, descriptions, and contact

ROB 1459 t -Concord MA 01742

'For FASTACTION call <-800-S43-4433

Resorts

A COUNTRY RETREAT—Family-run inn and resort for

couples on 250 mountaintop acres of spectacular

beauty. Suite with fireplace—horseback riding, swim-

ming, leisurely dining, interesting cuisine. For brochure

.

contact Mullane's Hideaway, Box 66NH, Kresgeville,

PA 18333 (215)681-4610

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—small oasis of calm on the

Caribbean Diving. Maya ruins, birding. Bevier, Placen-

cia, Belize (415)752-8008

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS. Virgin Gorda deluxe sea-

side villas. Two kingsize bedrooms with private baths

Spectacular view. Private beaches. Tradewinds Villas.

2213 Bond Street Pittsburgh, PA 15237

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Very small, very special hotel

tucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia,

St. Vincent Grenadines. W.I. Ten rooms, pool, beautiful

beach, snorkeling. hiking, photography, birding. ten-

nis Write or call: Spring on Bequia. Box 19251
,
Minne-

apolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

SAINT THOMAS, V.I.—WATER ISLAND. Private se-

cluded studio apts and 3 Bedroom house Limestone

Reef Terraces. R.D. 4. Princeton, NJ 08540 (201) 329-

6309

Tours/Trips

BICYCLING IN FRANCE . . . Quercy & Lot Valley in

May Provence in September. Small groups; comfort-

able' hotels; 10-speed Raleighs. Write Nan Rheault,

RFD Box 111, Vineyard Haven. MA 02568

CHINA BICYCLE TOURS. The original program. In-

depth leisurely exploration of the Chinese country-

side Yangste Valley, Inner Mongolia, East and South

China Small groups, fully escorted Bimonthly depar-

tures throughout the year. 18-26 days, $1995-531 74 in-

cluding air (west coast). China Passage. 302 Fifth Ave-

nue. New York, NY 10001 . (212) 564-4099

CLASSIC KENYA SAFARI—Alec Forbes-Watson, for-

mer Kenya Game Warden and world authority on Afri-

can birdlife, will lead a small group Under canvas with

camp staff and chef January 30 Voyagers. PO Box

915. Aurora, NY 13026

COSTA RICA, A NATURALIST'S DREAM. Primary tropi-

cal rainforests, rare cloud forest, mountains, savannas,

foothills, and Pacific beaches. Exotic birds, plants, and

wildlife with breathtaking scenery. Limited to small

group led by expert naturalist December 21-31. April

5-14 1985 Nature World Explorations, Inc
,

1 1442 High

Hay Drive NH, Columbia. MD 21044. (301) 730-0877

FASCINATING NATURE, LEGENDARY CULTURES:

unusual travel programs in Africa, Asia. South America,

Europe Australasia Forum Travel. 2437 Durant, Berke-

ley, CA 94704 (415) 843-8294

FIJI, TAHITI AND TONGA coral reef ecology. 10-day

sail/cruises Also summer Arctic sailing, Alaska whale

research Wildlife & birding in Australia, India. Galapa-

gos Africa Over 60 trips worldwide, expert naturalist

leaders. Free 1985 color catalog Wilderness Travel,

1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707. (415)

524-5111

Unusual
India

& Nepal

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS. En|oy the

tranquil beauty of a northern winter amid pristine lakes,

forests and mountains. Five-day cross-country ski va-

cations Both novices and experts welcome! Daily

guided wilderness excursions followed by relaxed eve-

nings in cozy lodge. Hearty meals, congenial company,

fireside programs featuring distinguished naturalists

Adirondack Ski Tours, Saranac Lake, NY 12983 (212)

260-7685

AFRICA, AMAZON AND GALAPAGOS. Wildlife and

natural history tours with expert naturalists Tanzania &
Kenya safaris, Rwanda mountain gorillas Ultimate 2-

week Galapagos cruises, remote Amazonia canoe &
rafting expeditions Over 60 trips worldwide Free 1 985

color catalog. Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Ave-

nue, Berkeley, CA 94707. (415) 524-51 1

1

AFRICA, Unusual and Affordable. Wildlife, Cultures:

Kenya, Tanzania. Madagascar, Rwanda, Seychelles.

Sahara Zambia, etc. From $1447, airfares included!

Forum Travel, 2437 Durant, Berkeley, CA 94704. (415)

540-8400

AFRICAN BIRDS OF PREY—A special Kenya safari led

by Tom Cade. February, 1985. Contact Voyagers, PO
Box 245, Aurora, NY 13026

AFRICAN TENTED/CAMPING SAFARIS Kenya. Tan-

zania, Rwanda, Botswana. Studytravel Africa, 34 Elder-

berry Road, Syosset, NY 11971

AFRICAN WILDLIFE FOUNDATION—A Special Kenya
Safari. January 30. Visit our research projects. Optional

camel trek. Maasai Mara. Indian Ocean. And much
more. Voyagers, PO Box 245. Aurora. NY 13026

KENYA WILDLIFE SAFARI: Jan. 2-19, 1985 and Oct

.

Nov. 15, 1985. Exceptional itinerary including the
,

two nights at finest tented camp in Maasai Mara, i

guide: Alec Forbes-Watson, former game warn

noted African ornithologist and scholar. Princeton I

ture Tours 282 Western Way, Princeton, NJ 08

(609)683-1111

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD SEMIN/

Spend your fall or winter vacation with us Birdir

Mexico. Ski-touring in Yellowstone or the Boun

Waters Wilderness. Minnesota, photographing wi

in Florida, exploring the Anza-Borrego Desert in Ca

nia Many more! Unique vacations led by Audubon

uralists into wild places! Free brochure: National A

bon Society. 4150 Darley Avenue, Suite 4, Dept

Boulder CO 80303 (303) 499-5409

NEPAL: FABRIC OF A PEOPLE. Cultural tour em
sizing arts & crafts of Nepal. Discover Thanka pair

Newari bronze casting, woodworking, & local m
See Pokhara, Kathmandu, and Tiger Tops Jt

Lodge Monthly departures September through

Call Innerasia 2627 Lombard St., San Franciscc

94123 (800) 551-1769 or (415) 922-0448

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS:
corted and independent nature and hiking tours.

Zealand/featuring scenic National Parks, plus th

ford Track. Australia/hiking the Outback, plus

Great Barrier Reef South Pacific itineraries for gi

and individuals designed Pacific Exploration Co

3042-N. Santa Barbara, CA 93130. (805) 687-72E

Trekking (walking) expeditions to the foot

of Mt Everest & Annapurna Wildlife

safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
mammals. Explorations of remote Bhutan,
Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka. 10

to 35 day programs from $67000 + airfare

Free Brochures

HivmaIa^avi Travel. Inc.

PO BOX481-NH
Greenwich. CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS.

Small groups Departures: 11/15/84 1985: January-

December. Options: Machu Picchu Inca Floats, 1606N

Juanita, Tiburon, CA 94920. (415) 435-4622

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic tours from $1666

including airfare. 8, 1 1 & 1 5 days Galapagos, all meals.

Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon. Cuzco/Machu

Picchu University credit available. Joseph Colley,

Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd., Randallstown, MD 21133

(301)922-3116

GALAPAGOS, one of the earth's crown jewels. Join

special trip 3/3-15/85. including visits to Quito and

nearby market. Optional week in Peru 2/23-3/2/85

highlighted by overnight at Machu Picchu Princeton

Nature Tours, 282 Western Way, Princeton. NJ 08540.

(609) 683-1 1 1

1

INDONESIAN ISLANDS. Culture, natural history and

coral reef exploration (scuba and snorkel) highlight

Scripps Aquarium's cruise with Society Expeditions,

April 18-May 5. Visit nine remote island locations be-

tween Port Moresby and Bali Scripps naturalist, an-

thropologist, dive master and phtographer aboard.

Lecture series. Scripps Aquarium, A-007. La Jolla, CA
92093

KENYA Individually designed safaris. 27 years experi-

ence. Perry Mason Safaris. Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820 (203)838-3075

PERU. GUATEMALA, SOUTHERN MEXICO Craf

ture tours Travel with expert folk art collector/pf

rapher Gordon Frost. Eighteen years expert

Small groups Write: Gordon Frost, Box 47

Newhall, CA 91321

RON NAVEENS GALAPAGOS BIRDERS' TRII

the Editor of Birding on a special, 15-day itinerary

ing all major seabird colonies and habitat for y

demic finches and mockingbirds. Plus whales1

!

phms, sea lions, seals, and iguanas Departures \l

and June 1985. $2750 from Miami Ron Naveen'

Route 97,' Cooksville. MD 21723 (301) 854-6262.

SONORAN DESERT ECOLOGY. HOHOKAfvto ^
CHEOLOGY, Desert Wildlife Explorations. Lei

Adventures, 1556N Georgia, Boulder City, NV it

(702) 293-5758

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS: Natural history expei

explore New Mexico, Colorado. Utah, Ai

Bushflymg—Jeeping—Rafting. Geology—Arc

ogy—Botany. Brochure: P.O.B. 945-NH, Santa F

87504

TANZANIA & KENYA Outstanding leaders ar

eranes From $1995. 18-days: includes air, Ian

much more. Voyagers. PO Box 245, Aurora, NY

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

h

The following new rates are effective with the Jt

1985 issue.

$2 25 per word; 16 word ($36) minimum. Display

lied is $225 per inch. All advertisements must f

paid Rates are not structured for agency or freii

discounts All advertisements are accepted at A

RAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/mone

«

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market A :

RAL HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West I

St . New York, NY 10024. Please include your pa

address and telephone number, issue prefern

suggested heading Deadline— 1st of the mor.t

months prior to cover date (the January issue OS

Nov. 1). Camera-ready art is required for displays

tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will se

upon publication.
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QREAT ENTERTAINMENT
HEAVYCOVER Q

QPB books are

softcover editions in

hardcover sizes,

durably bound and
printed on fine

paper. But they cost

up to 65% less than
their hardcover
counterparts.

You don'tjudge a

book by its cover

—

so why pay a cover
charge? Join QPB.

Compare

JAUL
}ELLOW_
ilMWITTl
US FOOT
,i,MOUTTI

Hardcover:

$15.95

4P»

QPB Softcover:

$7.95

*

583. Him with His Foot in His Mouth
and Other Stories. Saul Bellow

Hardcover: $15.95 QPB Ed: $7.95

1 79. Calvino Set: Ifon a Winters

Night a Traveler, Invisible Cities,

The Baron in the Trees. (3 Vols., Boxed)
Italo Calvino. QPB Ed: $10.95

197. The Complete Walker III

The Joys and Techniques of Hiking

and Backpacking. Colin Fletcher

Hardcover: $20 QPB: $9.50

198. The First Elizabeth

Carolly Erickson

Hardcover: $19.95 QPB: $7.95

205. Blue Guide: France.

Ian Robertson. QPB: $12.95

21 5. A Field Guide to American
Houses. Virginia and Lee McAlester
Hardcover: $25 QPB: $12.95

216. The Fit-or- Fat Target Diet
Covert Bailey

Hardcover: $11.95 QPB: $5.95

235. Irortweed. William Kennedy
Hardcover: $14.75 QPB: $4-95

248. James Joyce (New and Revised
Edition). Richard Ellmann
Hardcover: $35 QPB: $10.95

250. Miss Manners' Guide to

Excruciatingly Correct Behavior
Judith Martin
Hardcover: $19.95 QPB: $8.95

609. Doonesbury Dossier
The Reagan Years.

G. B. Trudeau. With an
Introduction by Gloria Steinem
Hardcover: $22.95 QPB: $9.95

718. The Neverending Story

Michael Ende. Translated by

Ralph Manheim
Hardcover: $15.95 QPB: $5.95

23 1 . Twentieth-Century Culture

A Biographical Companion. Edited

by Alan Bullock and R. B. Woodings
Hardcover: $35 QPB Ed: $12.95

275. Jane Fonda's Workout Book
Hardcover: $19.95 QPB: $7.95

297. Dinner at the Homesick
Restaurant and Morgan's Passing

(2 Vols.) Anne Tyler

Hardcovers: $23.45 QPB Ed: $10.95

337. Sports Classics: American
Writers Choose Their Best.

Edited by Howard Siner

Hardcover: $16.95 QPB Ed: $7.95

355. The Fine Art of Literary

Mayhem: A Lively Account of

Famous Writers and Their Feuds.

Myrick Land. QPB: $6.95

714. The Only Problem
Muriel Spark

Hardcover: $14.95 QPB Ed: $5.95

402. Computer Gamesmanship
Elements of Intelligent Game Design.

David Levy. QPB: $9.95

406. Street Smart Investing

A Price and Value Approach
to Stock Market Profits.

George B. Clairmont and Kiril Sokoloff

Hardcover: $16.95 QPB: $5.95

462. The Paper Men. William Golding
Hardcover: $13.95 QPB Ed: $6.95

466. Information U.S.A.
Matthew Lesko

Hardcover: $41-75 QPB: $13.95

601. World Religions

From Ancient History to the Present.

Edited by Geoffrey Parrinder

Hardcover: $29.95 QPB Ed: $13.95

488. The Unabridged Edgar Allan Poe
Edgar Allan Poe. QPB: $8.95

507. Megatrends. John Naisbitt

Hardcover: $15.50 QPB Ed: $5.95

521. The White-Boned Demon
A Biography of Madame Mao Zedong.

Ross Terr ill

Hardcover: $18.95 QPB Ed: $9.95

531. Washington: The Indispensable

Man. James Thomas Flexner

Hardcover: $16.95 QPB: $6.95

535. A Maigret Trio: Maigret's

Failure, Maigret in Society,

Maigret and the Lav/ Burglar. (1 Vol.

)

Georges Simenon. QPB: $4-95

5 56. Excellent Women/Jane and
Prudence/An Unsuitable
Attachment (1 Vol.) Barbara Pym
Hardcovers: $31.95 QPB Ed: $12.95

566. The Working Mother's
Complete Handbook
(Revised Edition).

Gloria Norris and JoAnn Miller

QPB: $7.95

600. Sniglets. Rich Hall and
Friends. Illustrated by Arnie Ten
QPB: $4-95

249. Testing the Current
William McPherson
Hardcover: $15.95 QPB Ed: $7.95

257. Buddenbrooks. Thomas Mann
Translated from the German by

H. T Lowe-Porter

Hardcover: $15 QPB: $5.95

n
Let's try each other for 6 months.
Quality Paperback Book Club®, Middletown, Pa. 17057. Please

enroll me in QPB and send the 3 choices I've listed below, billing me only

$1 each, plus shipping and handling charges. I understand that I am not

required to buy another book. You will send me the QPB Review (if my
account is in good standing) for six months. If I have not bought and paid

for at least one book in every six-month period, you may cancel my
membership. A shipping and handling charge is added to each shipment.

Indicate by number the

3 books or sets you want.

4-16

(Please print clearly)

Apt..

QB 113-10

City <5t*t<»

Prices generally higher in Canada.

706. 'Toons for Our Times: A Bloom
County Book. Berke Breathed

QPB: $5.95

559. The Name of the Rose
Umberto Eco. Translated from
the Italian by William Weaver
Hardcover: $15.95 QPB: $8.50

Join now. Pick any
3 books or sets for

$1 each- with no
obligation to buy
another book.
How membership works.

1. You receive the QPB Review
15 times each year (about every

3^2 weeks). Each issue reviews a

new Selection, plus scores of

Alternates.

2. If you want the Selection do

nothing. It will be shipped to you

automatically. If you want one or

more Alternate books—or no
book at all— indicate your deci-

sion on the Reply Form always

enclosed and return it by the date

specified.

3. Bonus books for Bonus
Points. For each softcover book or

set you take (except for the books

in this offer), you earn Bonus

Points which entitle you to choose

any of out softcover books. You

pay only shipping and handling

charges.

4. Return privilege. If the QPB
Review is delayed and you receive

the Selection without having had

10 days to notify us, you may
return it for credit at our expense.

5. Cancellations. You may cancel

membership at any time by notify-

ing QPB. We may cancel your

membership if you elect not to

buy and pay for at least one book

in every six-month penod.

The first

book club
for smart
people
who
aren't rich.



A Matter of Tas

Beyond Mere Taste
Participants in the Oxford Symposium explore

the intellectual and historical aspects offood

by Raymond Sokolov

Once again this year, several dozen

food historians, food journalists, cookbook

authors, and culinary camp followers con-

verged on Saint Antony's College, Ox-

ford, during the last weekend in June for

the Oxford Cookery Symposium. In its

relatively informal and sometimes chaotic

way, the symposium has come to provide a

focus for people whose interests in food go

beyond the field's usual, limited range of

strictly practical concerns. In particular,

attendees have tried to rise above recipes

and stove work to a historical and intellec-

tual perspective on what we eat. And so it

was a surprise to many of us when it was

announced in advance that this year's

topic was to be the "ideal cookbook."

Although it was not a simple matter to

decide what that meant, participants in

the symposium proceeded to write papers

as usual, and a collection of them was

handed out to each of us at the registration

table on Saturday morning. Most authors

had taken the obvious route and contrib-

uted favorite recipes, accompanied in

many cases by personal, historical, scien-

tific, and philosophical material. The im-

plicit theory (made explicit here and there)

seemed to be that the ideal cookbook would

take off from straightforward recipes to

more elevated terrain. Or, to put it in

another way, that the ideal recipe ought to

be set in the fullest possible context.

This struck me as a fine thing, and I

anticipated another energetic and enlight-

ening meeting. Many old friends had as-

sembled, mostly from England and Amer-
ica, but also from France, Spain, and the

Netherlands. The British contingent was

polyglot in origin. And the printed papers

included the usual disparate sampling of

international food ideas, of which the most

exotic was certainly a detailed set of in-

structions for Tibetan stuffed sheep or

goat's lung sent by a Tibetan who did not

attend (see recipe).

The symposium's primum mobile,

Alan Davidson, editor of Petits Propos

Culinaires and scholar supreme of edible

fish {North Atlantic Seafood), added a

cheering presence in a turquoise jacket

that replaced his customary Laotian rig

saved from his days as the queen's ambas-

sador to the Court of the White Elephant

in Vientiane. This year's symposium

chairman was also a familiar face, Theo-

dore Zeldin, eminent social historian of

France. He presided over the plenary ses-

sions with his usual mixture of acuity and

ironic detachment. But even Zeldin ex-

pressed dissatisfaction with the meeting.

His misgivings capped two days of scat-

tered muttering among the symposiasts,

many of whom had looked to this meeting

as a safe house in which to escape the

intellectually narrow, recipe-dominated

atmosphere that still suffuses the world of

cookery at large.

For my part, I thought this carping

overlooked much of value that did take

place. First, there was the meeting itself,

which once again brought like-minded

people together in a relaxed setting. It is

this sort of opportunity for food intellectu-

als to forgather that has recently been cop-

ied, with apparent success, by a clone of

the symposium in Adelaide, Australia. The
Culinary Historians of Boston intend to

hold a similar meeting, but with the tradi-

tional structureofan academic convention,

next spring. There is an obvious need for a

new and inchoate field to organize itself.

And the symposium continued this year to

lead the way. It may even be that its most

worthwhile moments were its coffee hours

and such nonsedentary, social side events

as a potluck lunch of dishes provide™

the symposiasts who had written aft

them and an ingenious tasting of vA
and foods not usually married with tlB

In the small, seminarlike group til

attended for most of the working tino

the meeting, the official topic did sps.i

first-rate discussion. We worked thrc»l .
:
|

each other's papers in detail and enla|

everybody's sense of the edible worl:

the fullest sense.

For example, Elizabeth V. Thorn;

cooking teacher from Berkeley, Ca
nia, presented a recipe for hot mango
fie, which she had invented when a fi

visiting from the Philippines brough

«

dried mangoes. As an experienced ok

she saw that this was an opportunity t:»

ploit an Asian ingredient throuj a

French method. Like other dried fits

dried mangoes have a remarkable i

sity of taste, which makes them an

candidate for an egg-white-based so

In its modest way, this invention si

the group as a model of culinary creai

in our time, when traditional recipes!

ingredients from around the globe ai:

never before in history, available ti

alert cook.

More elaborately, Joop Witteve

Amsterdam explored the history of

loric seven-dish Dutch presentatu

stockfish. Witteveen traced the orig

this elite form of air-dried ling oi

(which is not salted as is the more coi

baccala, bacalao, or morue) from it:

recorded appearance at the Lofot

lands, off the northwestern coast of

I

way, to its Hanseatic heyday at Liil

starting in the twelfth century, to ifl

cline in the modern era. Witteveen al J

created the history of the particu

sumptuous Dutch recipe, a grand b
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xt accessories

ledicated to the
ae you love

4. Pollution Control
Guests may never know
you have a cat Built-in

Norelco CleanAir Machine
eliminates embarrassing
odors. Cover hides unsight-
ly litter and keeps kitty

from scattering it on
floors or carpets. Comes
apart for easy cleaning.

Plugs into household
outlet Includes replace-

ment filter for Clean Air

Machine. $49.50

1. Kitty Cafe Now Fritz

won't mind being left alone!

Automatic gravity feeder

dispenses up to 2 lbs. of dry
food on demand. Made of

easy-to-clean plastic $1550

2. KittyCanteen Drought-
proof your kitchen! Gravity

dispenser holds 57 ounces
of kitty's favorite liquid.

Fills automatically. $17.50

D *gie Deli For the

ing dog . . . 180 tasty

flie "sausages" packed
ir r own clear plastic

ifiTtop dispenser. So
C •Ido will never know
1 not the real thing.

,2i ine Crashpad Reclaim
m xl! Side ventilation holes

P shable pad make this

I ire comfortable for pets
n >eople furniture." Molded
a ilypropylene for easy

;n g. Fits dogs up to 28"

{ >m nose to rump. $18.00

8. Critter Corral Surround
your pet in comfort. This
saucer-shaped sleeper makes
cats and smaller dogs feel safe

and secure. Durable polypro-

pylene with washable furry

mat Fits pets up to 22" long

from nose to rump. $14.00

i>l I ependent Merchants, Inc.

ir 1234, Clemmons. N.C 27012

,

3. Cafe/Canteen Set Get both dispensers
for special price of $28.00.

St. Jon Pet Care Products

6. Pooch Suit Neither cold,

nor rain, nor dark of night will

keep your puppy from his ap
I pointed rounds in this bright
* woven wool coat complete with

chest protector. Velcro clo-

sures and adjustable belt

make Fido easy to dress
ensure a snug fit

Available in 8, 10, 12,

14, 16, 18, 20, 22,

24, 26, 28, and
30-inch lengths,

find proper
size, measure
dog from
base of

neck (col-

lar) to base
of tail.

$16.50

U,
I Buddies "No Growls" Guarantee

Ifyou are not purr-fectly pleased with your purchase,
we will exchange it or give you a refund. No bones
about it NH1084

1

No. Description Size Quantity Amount Due

$

Offer ends May 31, 1985. Subtotal

U.S. shipping charges
paid by Buddies.

N.C. Res.

Add 4V2% Tax

Check Total S

VISA or MC:

Card#

Name .

Exp. Date

Address

City State Zip.

Pet's Name & Breed

Make checks
payable to:

P.O. Box 1234, Clemmons. NC 27012
Buddies
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My Travel Agent is:
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ways slightly declasse feast. And

course, Witteveen describes precisely

to prepare the fish, as well as the friec

ion, the red cabbage, the boiled potai

rice, mustard sauce, and butter tha

with it. This essay was a model of u

tentious research, resting on a learned

liography and forty footnotes to sup

its six pages of text.

Perhaps the most "ideal" of the 1

recipes we confronted was Sami

baida's kitchri (see recipe). A Bagh

Jew resident in England, Zubaida

looked into the Anglo-Indian brunch

cialty called kedgeree, a concoctio

"fluffy rice with flakes of smoked

dock and slices of hard-boiled eggs."

word kedgeree itself derives from th

dian kitchri (or khichari), which Zub

translates as hodgepodge. But kedgeni p\

Id

hie

The annual index for

Natural History, Volume 92

(January through December 198! ,n,

may be obtained by writing to:*

INDEX
Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Stree

New York, N.Y. 10024

FREE CATALOG
SWATCHES 5(K

crucially different from its ancestor

from other kitchri descendants in

and Egypt. Only kedgeree contains!

and no lentils; the rest always contain
|

lentils, and no fish.

In Cairo, Zubaida wrote, kushur.i

"popular street food: rice and browij

tils cooked with very little seasol,

sometimes boiled macaroni adds bu1

the dish. A garnish of fried choppej

ions and a thin tomato and chili sauces

it its savor. It is dispensed from mi

stalls or from hole-in-the-wall kushwi

taurants or snack bars."

Zubaida made no attempt to speolj

about the specific history of kitM

transmission westward from India, vi

has triumphed in Egyptian streets ovii

ancient Arab rice-lentil dish wegaal'

or why it lost its lentils in English 1*1

and gained finnan haddie.

But about the Iraqi version of km

Zubaida had special knowledge. He d

as a boy in a Jewish home in Bagf

where kitchri was a rare examples

main dish from the local cuisine th;i

not infringe on kosher dietary rul'fl

mixing meat and milk (usually in the*

of butter or yogurt). For Zubaida ai to

family, "kitchri was the only 'puj

main dish which had no meat, and a; ij

suit all dairy products were lavishly «(

not only was it cooked in butter but n S

butter was added at table; yogurt wa;S
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merican Museum of Natural History
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driatic and Aegean
dventure
ay 12 to 28, 1985

ilack Sea and Aegean
dyssey
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J in Dr. Thomas D. Nicholson, Director of the
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auDia-fdRum offers
H

the best in self-instructional

foreign language courses using

audio cassettes -featuring

those used to train U.S. State

Dept. personnel in Spanish,

French, German, Portuguese,

Japanese, Greek, Hebrew,

Arabic, Chinese, I aavm
Italian, and -©«»
more 3 fGfeiCJ^
language on
yOUr OWn! Catalog

Call (203) 453-9794, or fill out

and send this ad to-

Audio-Forum

Room 706. On-the-Green

Guilford, CT 06437

Name

Address

City

State/Zip

I am particularly interested in (check choice):

O Spanish D French D German D Polish

a Greek D Russian D Vietnamese

D Bulgarian D Turkish D Hausa

D Other

AFRICA
CAMPING SAFARIS

GORILLAS AND VOLCANOES
KILIMANJARO CLIMB

as a sauce and as an accompanying dri,

and as an extra refinement fried slice;/

cheese would also be added on occasij

Kitchri then was a culinary compromise

the clash between the general culture

the subculture."

Kitchri, in Zubaida's hands, was

-J J!

:Y

BBS

HIMALAYAS
MT. EVEREST, LADAKH,

TIBETAN PLATEAU, ANNAPURNA,
WILDLIFE SAFARIS

OTHER ADVENTURE VACATIONS ARE

AVAILABLE IN PERU, S.E. ASIA, BOTSWANA,
EGYPT, NEW GUINEA, |APAN.

SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE.

NAME "

ADDRESS

10-D MT. AUBURN STREET #H
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138

TEL. 617-876-0533

645
pages of

breathless,

bittersweet
passion.
Mandarin is splendor and skull-

duggery, forbidden pleasures,

fantastic love affairs, intrigues and

indiscretions, rebellion and reprisals,

ambitious concubines and Chinese

Jewesses. Mandarin is China and the

Imperial Court in the 19th century,

as no one but Robert Elegant, <K^

bestselling author of K)CKET^K)OK

Dynasty, can bring it to life. $3.95

The following recipes are adapted fi
(

,;,«

the Proceedings of the 1984 Oxford S

posium.

Sami Zubaida's Kitchri

A«

Vi pound long grain rice (basmati

best results)

'/> pound lentils (see note)

4-6 ounces butter or ghee

4-6 cloves garlic, chopped

1-2 teaspoons ground cumin

1 tablespoon tomato puree

Salt

Yogurt

Dried mint

For optional garnish:

1 onion

2 tomatoes

4 ounces haloumi cheese

Butter

1. Wash rice and lentils separately

soak in cold water: rice for 30 min

lentils for 1 hour.

Melt half the butter in a saucepan,

gently fry the garlic for a few min

add cumin and fry for 1 more mil

Mix in the drained rice and lent*

that the grains are cooked with h

and spices. (If using large-graineC

tils it may be safer to boil them K

minutes before combining them

rice.) Also add tomato puree and

Add water to cover by about Vi

Add salt to taste. Bring to a boil

high flame. Reduce the flame tc

dium and allow the liquid to b

sorbed. When only a few bubbh

main on the surface, reduce hea(

minimum, cover tightly, and alk

steam for about 15 minutes. If y

pecially like the taste of garlic, I
3 more chopped cloves in buttei

separate pan and add before ser

Serve on a platter. Cut up the rei

ing butter into pieces and disti

over the hot kitchri. Serve bowls

gurt as side dishes and/or a y

drink made by blending yogurtj

cold water, a little salt, and dried

if available.

Optional garnish:

1

.

Slice onion in rings. Slice tomatoe

cheese.

2. Melt butter in a frying pan and f f"

ion rings until soft and slightly fal

Add slices of cheese and fry fori

minutes. Haloumi is ideal for tas|

texture. It does not disintegril

cooking and only melts slightly. /

Gruyere may be a good substitt
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I that a humble recipe can open up a

I of intellectual rumination as well as

i a cook the right way to make dinner.

wnd Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

Uerest is the history andpreparation

id.

lally, add the tomato and fry until

t. Add this garnish as a layer over

; kitchri on the serving platter. One
the pleasures of this dish is the

>ma of garlic and cumin that per-

ies the kitchen.

Yield: Six servings

In Baghdad, the small red lentils

1 here as "Egyptian" were used,

are perfectly good and widely avail-

have experimented with other vari-

which all work, but my favorite is

axy, slightly oily lentil that I know
nder the Indian name of tur dal.

Rinjing Dorje's Lowa
(Tibetan Stuffed Lung)

omplete sheep or goat's lung with

\ indpipe still on

up white flour

ii gg yolks

juaspoons ground cumin
I loves garlic, crushed

|i:aspoon ground turmeric

I :aspoon ground nutmeg
lalt

l:aspoons oil

r sh the lung in lukewarm water and
i eeze it out gently. Let all the liquid

I out of the lung by holding it upside

Ivn. Blow the lung up by breathing

I ) the windpipe. (Someone asked me
I ou could use a bicycle pump or take

t, lung down to your local gas station

lead of using your mouth. I have

ler used these methods myself.)

jise the windpipe so the air can't get

p and dip the lung in water to see if it

H irtight (if it leaks, it can't be used).

d the lung aside.

H the flour, egg yolks, and all the

I :es in a bowl. Add 2 to 3 cups water

I. mix and beat well. This will make
lunny batter. Gently fill the lung

Ih the batter through the windpipe,

Big a funnel or a pastry bag. When
II filling reaches up into the wind-

b ;, blow it down and keep pouring in

P'e batter until the lung is com-
P ely filled up. Bend the windpipe

b k and tie it with strong string.

B
I
the lung in at least 2 gallons of wa-

tt or enough water and space so that

[I lung floats around while it is boil-

H Cook for 20 to 25 minutes.

P in the lung and let cool.

Re it just like bread. Heat the oil in a

(1 let and fry slices on both sides until

slhtly browned. Sprinkle with salt.

Yield: One stuffed lung

e=
Hooded

as=a
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and Indian Villages in the Darien Jungle. For

reservations or free brochure, see any travel
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1-800-426-0600 (in Seattle 624-8551).
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The Natural Moment

A Certain Death
The bat was going to die—the photographer knew the instant

he saw it. It had lain helpless too long where it had fallen, on the

floor of the cave, and now the roaches were on it, noiselessly tear-

ing off" pieces of the eyes, the lips. The accumulation of forms

had created a larger form on the floor of the cave—a pyramid t

with the bat at its center. The entire heap rested on three or four

feet of bat dung—hard dark pellets like black rice—covering

the cave floor. A sinking burial mound, but the body was not still

yet and neither was the voice: the bat had begun to scream.

Ray Mendez set up his strobe lights, his feet making a rasping

grainy sound as they disappeared into the dry muck of guano.

He had been here before, usually to show his students on Trini-

dad what a bat cave looked like inside. He would point a light up

and show them all the fruit-eating bats crowding the ceiling and

eaves of the cave. Then he would light up the floor and show

them the guano, alive with roaches and undulating. He would

explain this was a dry cave, a good spot for roaches, and that the

roaches will eat anything that drops onto this floor—fruit seeds,

animals, and animal excretions. Sometimes he made students lie

in the guano, so they would feel the shifting that the movement

of roaches produces, and so they would get a little fright, which

makes everybody laugh. They turned away after that, leaving

the black of the cave, and its spooky lessons, behind.

This is what happens sometimes when an animal loses its bal-

ance: the shriek of the bat pulsed steadily a few feet away.

Mendez had been just inside the cave, alone, collecting ants,

when he heard the screaming. He put on a miner's light and fol-

lowed the sound twenty feet in. Even in the light it had taken a

moment to pick out the face and mouth of the baby bat and to

see that the black triangle flailing urgently above the heap was a

wing. The roaches advanced and retreated, rending flesh.

Mendez chose a 105-millimeter lens, decided against an ex-

tension, and attached two strobes to cover the area. This would

not be his usual picture. There are plenty of reasons the bat

could have fallen. Another bat could have given it a shove. It

could have been malnourished and weak, its mother could have

died. Even if the mother is alive, Mendez told himself, she won't

rescue it. It's too far gone. His thoughts ran like an argument.

The bat was taking a long time to die. Its agony had reached

him now. He hung his camera around his neck and took out his

machete. The idea, of course, was against the rules. Naturalists

are there to record, not intervene; nature takes care of itself; nat-

uralists must not lose objectivity or get personally involved.

Somehow, in that dot of a cave on Trinidad, the bat's screams

high and irregular, the words didn't mean anything. He lifted

the machete and struck down hard at the middle of the heap,

slicing through it and scattering the roaches. After a moment,
when the silence held, he turned away and headed out.

—

D.W.

*

'W ' 'Mm
•

.

•

3^!W?
-.v: S*

•yV>

Photograph by Raymond A. Mendez

:
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Authors

An enthusiastic outdoorsman with an

interest in natural history that goes back

to childhood, Stephen T. Emlen (page

50) finds clambering up and down lad-

ders to observe bee-eaters nesting in a

cliff in East Africa a highly satisfactory

way to spend time. Emlen's professional

interest revolves around the bee-eaters'

cooperative breeding behavior, an un-

usual trait in colonial animals. Eight

years ago, when he began working on the

species, he started keeping close tabs on

individuals. Today, with dossiers on al-

most 300 birds, he has answered many
questions about colonial living but raised

still more. Professor of animal behavior

at Cornell University, Emlen's larger

goal is to discover general rules underly-

ing the social dynamics of animals living

in complex societies.

For the past thirteen years, coauthor

Natalie J. Demong has worked as a re-

search support specialist at Cornell with

her husband, Stephen Emlen. In the

field, her skills as observer, photogra-

pher, and, on occasion, inventor have

proved invaluable. Demong describes

herself as in transition from biology to a

more people-oriented career. She does

free-lance consulting and plans to begin

graduate school in human service stud-

ies this fall.

Both a zoologist and a photographer,

John Cooke (page 74) was born in Ox-

ford, England, spent five of his early

years in the United States, and then re-

turned to Oxford. He earned his under-

graduate and graduate degrees at Ox-

ford University and subsequently taught

invertebrate zoology at the university for

six years. For ten years Cooke was a di-

rector at Oxford Scientific Films in Eng-

land, traveling around the world on pho-

tographic assignments and developing

new photographic techniques. Before

that he served a stint as curator of arach-

nids in the Entomology Department at

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory. At present Cooke is the managing

director of Arachne Productions, a Brit-

ish company, based in New York City,

that handles stills, motion pictures, arti-

cles, and lectures on many aspects of nat-

ural history subjects.

Keeper of Ethnography at the Bi

Museum (Museum of Mankind),

colm D. McLeod (page 62) has sti

Ghana's Asante culture since 1964

years ago he conferred in West A
with the Asante king about plai

bring the exhibition "Asante: Kinj

of Gold" to the American Museu
Natural History. They agreed ths

the project to succeed, cooperatio

tween the Museum and the chiefs a:

ders of Asante was essential.

McLeod left, the king presented!

with a carving of two leaves pr

closely together, representing a pn

"When two leaves are pressed togi

they become strong." The use of i

to convey such messages had a o
place in Asante history because i

colonial times the empire was govi

without a written language.

•** :
*

5dk-

"When you tell people you're stt|

slave-making ants, the antr

morphism alone makes it interest

them," says Howard Topoff (pag

"That makes it easy to give god

tures." As a psychology profesl

Hunter College and a research asf
at the American Museum of

History, both for the past fourteen

Topoff has given plenty of lecture
\

ally they are about the developme

evolution of social behavior in g|
But ants, according to Topoff, han"

be one of the best examples of tha

"They have one of the most comjf

cial systems you can find in the

>

invertebrates," he says. Topofl

search for his article on parasitic)

making ants was done at the Mu
Southwest Research Station in

Arizona, where he has been

since 1964.
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HowdareThe Glenlivet

be so expensive?
How dare we place such

a premium on our 12-year-old

Scotch? The same reason great

vintage wines and fine cham-
pagne cognacs are so expensive.

Taste. Just one sip and you'll

know that The Glenlivet has

a taste that's decidedly superior.

The Glenlivet is

Scotland's first and finest single

malt Scotch. And, just as it

always has been, this 100%
Highland malt whisky is

distilled from natural spring

water and fine malt barley,

then aged in oaken casks.

Only The Glenlivet's

time-honored methods can

achieve this unequaled taste.

A taste that sets us apart. Its

smoothness, body and bouquet
are qualities found only in this

unique Scotch.

Of course you may elec

to purchase a good Scotch that';

less expensive. But for a truly

superior taste, you'll have to

pay us the greater price.

The Glenlivet
12-year-old unblended Scotch

About $20 the bottle.

GLENLIVET
*2 YEARS OLD

(i //I w>
If a \

© 1983 THE GLENLIVET DISTILLING CO . N.Y. N Y
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For 1985, the Subaru four door
[ledan has been completely redesigned.

It's much larger. More luxurious.

|\nd one of the most aerodynamic
|>edans ever built. Which means it not

J)nly looks better, it drives better.

The new Subaru.

On the inside, you'll find that

neticulous attention has been paid

o every appointment and every control.

Whether it's the new digital instrument

)anel with trip computer or optional

electric sunroof.

You'll also be comforted to know
hat the wide plush seats with lumbar
support and height adjuster are sur-

ounded by more leg, hip and head
oom.

And Subaru does not believe pas-

sengers in the back seat should take a
oack seat to comfort. So the rear doors
and rear seats were redesigned. Not
only to give you plenty of room to stretch

ut and relax, but so you can get in and
out of the car more easily.

And this year, the Subaru Sedan is

available with a choice of transmissions

and engines.Which means you can tailor

your Subaru to fit your specific needs.

For example, you can select a
model with multi-point fuel injection or

fuel injection and turbo.

Either way, you get more horse-

power for even greater performance.
Finally, you can have as much or as

little luxury as you desire. The Subaru
Sedan comes in four different versions,

DL,GL,GL-10andtheRX.

The four wheel drive factor.

Unlike the usual luxury car crowd,
the Subaru Sedan comes appointed

with either front or "On Demand'"" four

wheel drive transmission.

And if you're familiar with the

superior road holding ability and crisp

handling of front wheel drive, you'll be
twice as impressed with "On Demand"
four wheel drive.

By flicking a lever or pushing a
button "On Demand" four wheel drive

sends power to all four wheels. Instantly.

Without stopping.

The results are an extra measure of

safety and traction on practically any
road, in any weather condition.

And to exercise your freedom of

choice you can also select our recent

innovation, Turbo -Traction.™ It combines
the power and performance of turbo

charged fuel injection and "On Demand"
four wheel drive.

And no car, even the most luxurious

can give you that.

The car behind the luxury.

Perhaps the most important feature

of this luxury car is that it's a Subaru.

And that means it's one of the most
reliable and affordable cars on the road

today.

A car that costs little to buy. And little

down the road.

A car that holds up mile after mile,

year after year. And according to a recent

survey by an independent research

company, Subaru was ranked second
only to Mercedes-Benz in customer
satisfaction.

Better than BMW, Audi.Toyota, Mazda,
Honda, Nissan, Porsche and any car built

by GM, Ford, or Chrysler.

In fact, when you start to think

about it, isn't this luxury car beginning to

sound more and more like a necessity?

®
Inexpensive. And built to stay that way.



Has Hartmann really gone soft?

Yes. And no.

Yes, our Pullman is incredibly soft

and giving. So soft you can overpac

and actually watch it expand. And

never have to sit on it to get it to clo

But no, it's not so soft that it can't

stand up to the beatings and cruncl

ings of airports, and trains, and the

trunks of cars. Its uniquely con-

structed crushable frame just spnnc

nght back into shape.

You see, what you don't see is th<

hard heart underneath it all.

First, there's Hartmann's hard-coil

miracle— our resilient flexible bottoi |

It prevents sagging and shifting to

assure your clothing comes out the

way it went in—uncreased.
Our Soft Pullman has the stronge

all-nylon zippers and stitching. The

zippers will never rust, the stitching

will never deteriorate, and the solid

brass padlocks are more than just fc

show. They last.

As to our inside pockets, they're

actually waterproofed compartmen

that let you slip out of a wet bathinc

suit and just get up and go. (After

you're dressed, of course.)

Soft Pullmans come in all the f;

Hartmann covering materials ... our

famous mdustnal belting leather, o

indestructible walnut fabnc, or our

100% nylon fisherman's packcloth.

And , of course, Hartmann still

makes a beautifully crafted classic

framed "Hard" Pullman, too. Just sc

»

you'll have a hard and a soft choice

We don't cut corners.

Duftmt TEFLON"
waio-4 stain repdls

Send for a list of your nearest Hartmann dealers.

: 1984 Hartmann Luggage. Levanon. Tennessee 3
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Hominid Deep Throat

Jeffrey T. Laitman's "The Anatomy of

Human Speech" (August 1984) offers

some direct and concrete clues to the age-

old mystery of human speech and its ori-

gins. One of the most significant—but at

first glance most unlikely—of these clues

is that humanity acquired the capability

of choking to death on food along with the

ability to articulate speech sounds in the

throat. Remembering that a large portion

of modern choking cases involve meat

—

particularly poorly chewed rare steak

—

Laitman's speculation that the larynx in

Homo erectus may have begun to descend

into the neck makes a good deal of sense.

For it is precisely among H. erectus re-

mains, and not only H. pekinensis, that we

find some of the first evidences of cooking.

The inference is that the practice of artifi-

cially softening (meat) foods by treating

them directly or indirectly with fire origi-

nated in response to the descent of the

hominid larynx, and hence indirectly to

the beginnings of language. Whatever it

may portend for Freudian notions of oral-

ity, the hominid deep throat could well

have initiated refinement of the palate as

well as of the tongue.

Roy Wagner
Department ofAnthropology

University of Virginia

Charlottesville, Virginia

Selectionist Excesses

In "Only His Wings Remained" (Sep-

tember 1984), Stephen Jay Gould again

argues persuasively against adoption of a

pan-selectionist view of nature in explain-

ing the diversity of the organic world.

Gould is not convinced by the evidence at

hand that the seemingly self-destructive

behavior of male praying mantises and

black widow spiders could be the product

of natural selection favoring the evolution

of this trait. I agree that we must remain

alert to the excesses of the selectionist

view, and it is true that many features of

the living world have arisen as a result of

the indeterminate vagaries of history. On
the other hand, interpreting evolutionary

phenomena from a selectionist perspec-

tive has certain benefits, which are im-

plied but unstated in Gould's essay.

4 Natural History 1 1/84

Evolutionary biology is, by its very na-

ture, a speculative science. Because the

behaviors of organisms are not preserved

in the fossil record, evolution-minded

behaviorists must rely on observations of

extant organisms to reconstruct plausible

evolutionary sequences and to identify im-

portant evolutionary forces. The value of a

selectionist explanation is that it serves to

formalize one's thinking about a biological

phenomenon. The selectionist explanation

acts as a "null hypothesis," driving the

development of an appropriate research

program to test the predictions of the

selectionist model. Such a program was

explicitly derived in the paper by Buskirk,

Frohlich, and Ross referred to by Gould.

The results of such a program may reveal

that natural selection is unimportant in

the evolution of the trait in question, but

the process leading to this conclusion is

fundamentally different from that of ini-

tially ascribing its evolution to random or

unknown historical factors. The method of

science is to observe, to conjecture, and to

verify. That conjecture is the most attrac-

tive aspect to some practitioners does not

diminish its value to the overall process.

Kenneth G. Ross

Department ofEntomology

University ofGeorgia

Athens, Georgia

Maori

Natural History did not mention in

"Maori Power" (September 1984) that

the national tour of "Te Maori: Maori Art

from New Zealand Collections" is spon-

sored by Mobil. I am concerned that our

members realize the important role of cor-

porate support to museums today. Mobil,

for example, supports the Friday and Sat-

urday evening openings at the American
Museum of Natural History.

In addition to Mobil, support for "Te

Maori" was given by the National Endow-
ment for the Arts, the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities, the Federal In-

demnification Office, the National Spon-

sors of the American Federation for the

Arts, and Air New Zealand. It often takes

the combined interest and cooperation of

many agencies to produce and present ma-
jor special exhibitions. Whenever possi-

ble, we should acknowledge their sup

publicly.

Thomas D. Nichoi I

Dire |

American Museum ofNatural His

Raccoon Rabies Threat Is Serious

I would like to compliment Alan I I

for his excellent coverage of the Mid I

lantic rabies outbreak in "An Epizoot
|

Rabies" (July 1984). However, rea

may not be sufficiently impressed witrl

seriousness of the problem. The articlf

ports that "at least one dog . .
.

, had 1

exposed to 247 rabid raccoons"; it wl

have been more accurate to have stH
that at least one dog had been exposeI
each of the 247 rabid raccoons. The

show that 82 percent of the raccoons I
had some kind of interaction with a I
mestic animal were rabid. It is impoiB
for people to realize that, in the MicT
lantic outbreak area, a raccoon thatp

contact with a domestic animal is (I

likely to be rabid.

Suzanne R. Jenkins, V.M.D., M.I

Assistant State Epidemioh I

Richmond, Vir± I

Ant Acid

Neal Griffith Smith's letter (Sep

ber 1984) suggests an "alternative

planation" for the anting behavior ll

served in violaceous trogons in Trinf

("Ant Acid Spells Relief," May 1SI

Dr. Smith believes that what I acti

saw were birds excavating a breeding

ity in the Azteca ant nest, and thatl

birds were being bitten all over as

tried to do so.

To start with, I am in complete aj

ment with Dr. Smith that the Azteca

do not sting. I never said they did. I

ever, Dr. Smith also says the Azteca

not spray." In addition to biting, the

spray a very pungent chemical, a c

ketone, as a defensive measure. Ric

M. Duffield and James W Wheele

Howard University, mentioned this ii
|

same "Letters" column.

As for the birds' behavior, I wafc

the trogons anting for three days, at <

range. Each day a trogon would fly

the same depression, never makir
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No matter how

is probably better.

A lot better.

Because even the

good your conven- best standard TVs

tional color televi- usually have only a

sion is, ourAVM 258 260-line resolution,

Monitor/Receiver while the AVM 258

has the definition of

a 320-line image.

And a breathtaking

400-line resolution

from direct video

or cable input.

Plus, it's all controlled sharp resolution,

by an advanced make it a point to

17-button remote, see it yourself. Then,

To appreciate the picture how well

AVM 258's razor- it'll fit your image.
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[—LET THE REAL EXPERTS SHOW YOU~1

AND

#&*
AT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES

Your chance to visit today's must-see destinations when the crowds are

gone and the prices unbeatable. From Nov. through April, our value tours

feature China's Golden Route cities and newest, most deluxe hotels, plus

Hong Kong, Japan, even Southeast Asia. Choose among 15-to-23-day

escorted programs, only $1,505 to $2,650, land and air from the west

coast. Send for our free brochures, then see your travel agent.

Pacific Delight Tours, Inc., 132 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016

(212) 684-7707 or toll-free (800) 221-7179

Please rush me your Special Departures to China brochures.

City

My travel agent is.

.Zip.

^ PACIFIC DELIGHT
.™__.TOURS, INC
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Florida. Where the

most predictable

daily occurrence is

a shining sun.

And where the

toughest executive

decision is whether

to swing at tennis or

golf. Send for our

128-page Vacation
Guide for more of

the surprising Florida.

Then see your

travel agent, because
when you need it bad.

we've got it good.

. City/State/Zip _

Florida Division of Tourism. Visitor Inquiry Section. Dept. N H . 126 Van Buren Street. Tallahassee, FL 32301.

Enclosed is $2.50 for your Vacation Guide. (No cash please, check or money order only.) Payable to:

Florida Department of Commerce. Allow 3-4 weeks delivery.

© 1984 Florida Department of Commerce, Division of Tourism
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larger as if to create a nest, and lie aga y

the ant nest until it was covered withf"

gry workers. Then it would fly to its per'*

and slowly remove the ants from its b<|

The trogon would spread its wings [

f'l
hold them out for fifteen to twenty !

onds, slowly preening and never giving
"'

impression of hasty or distressed act

Each of the trogons performed this

several times at each visit.

As for the term "as if to swoon,

means "to faint, to fall away." The trog

on several occasions closed their

shook themselves lightly, and then, ap

ently in a partial trance, grabbed on

branch to steady themselves.

Finally, over a period of nine yea

have looked at hundreds of Azteca

nests and I have never found an activ'

abandoned nest of trogons in one.

Raymond A. Men ':

New York, New J
E

More on Mounds
Many of Natural History's readers '

idently as intrigued as I by the myste

of Mima mounds and related phenorr

(see my article "Mounds of Myste

June 1984), have written to describe oj

types of mounds formed by animal a<

ity, to offer novel ideas of Mima md a

origin, and to tell me of new mound id

ities. Richard Braithwaite, of Dar

Australia, called my attention to the li

nest mounds, some carbon-dated to an

of more than 8,000 years, built by m
podid jungle fowl in the monsoon foi

of northern Australia. Dick LaForgeJ

Eureka, California, described a "mi

mound" phenomenon in seasor

flooded pastures: small, persistent bu

in the turf that seem to be maintained! ^'

concentrations of earthworms that

grate into them during wet periods.

Among the novel ideas of Mima mc
origin in North America and Africa,1

'

most humorous came via a postcard w!

photo of a hippopotamus; above its
]j

was written, "I think I'll make a M
mound and confuse everyone!"

readers championed unusual the<

such as erosion by vortical winds

"Letters," September 1984) and stan

waves produced in fluid soil-water syst

of flooded land surfaces by earthqua

Among their many other problems, t<

ideas soundly fail the geographical te (

Mima mound hypotheses; mounds art

sent from extensive areas of the world

have wind conditions or flooding t

earthquake regimes similar to thos'i

temperate western North America, w!

the distributions of Mima mounds nd

geomyid pocket gophers so closely ffl

cide.

mi

b
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ost intriguing of the "new locality"

rs was one from William A. Rodri-

, who described mounds in the Gran

ina region of southeastern Venezuela,

ig their occupation by large colonies

its. In 1953, in this same region, J.S.

d, an ecologist and plant geographer

associated with the Vegetation Sur-

of Western Australia, saw mounds

ly six feet high and forty feet in diam-

but attributed them to Syntermes

ites. These mounds fall into the size

e of Mima mounds, and are indeed

ticulas misteriosas!

George W. Cox
San Diego State University

San Diego, California

k ivorous Scientists

iwas both thrilled and dismayed by

Ibedition to the Mountain of the

Is," your article on the untouched (by

Bans) tepuis of the upper Amazon

?. the American Museum," September

ft.)- Thrilled that there are beautiful ar-

k hat human beings have not mucked

kind dismayed that these scientists ac-

k the fact that the world's rain forests

«;oing to be destroyed by humans. The

Rage that the scientists caused by their

k/ed departure is incalculable. They

to heir bird specimens ("every day" they

to broth made with five little birds) and

H;overed they enjoyed" eating such an-

ils as the capybara, caiman, curassow,

j). the peccary.

L> the destruction they predict has be-

ll Next time, send vegetarians!

Clyde J. Winters

San Dimas, California

iher Reading on Flowers

•eviewed The Sex Life of Flowers by

iaan Meeuse and Sean Morris in Nat-

i

History (September 1 984). Because

look was not yet published at the time

e review, it was submitted by the pub-

rs as proof sheets. It turns out that the

fs were incomplete and did not in-

the "Glossary," "Further Read-

| and index. Consequently, I was to-

unaware of the excellent detail of the

ither Readings," relating separately

>i
ch chapter. My remark that "there is

lly not even a lead for someone who
it be inspired to look further in the lit.—

ire" is quite inappropriate, and I with-

/ it completely.

.rust that this marvelous book will be

hased by a wide range of professional

amateur readers, for it is the very best

\i kind.

Herbert G.Baker
University ofCalifornia

Berkeley, California

e
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In 1845, ladies and gentlemen began
asking Tiffany for their catalogue.

Today, Tiffany's newest catalogue is ready. Tiffany's

Selections Catalogue offers a collection of fine jewelry,

silver, china, crystal and timepieces. Enclose one dollar to

receive our newest Selections Catalogue.

Name

Address-

City _State_ _Zip_

Write to:

Tiffany& Co.
Selections Department, 727 Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10022

LIFTS,LODGINGAND
LUNCH.$55DAT

Get in the middle of great skiing

excitement— midweek at Stratton!

Enjoy luxurious on-the-mountain

accommodations, plus all-day lift

tickets, and lots more, from as

little as $55 a day!

Stratton's midweek special includes:

• Luxurious accommodations
• All day lift tickets

• Free lunch
• Free Sports Center pass

• Free NASTAR race (for all

levels)

• Free cross country rentals and
trail use

• Nightly entertainment

Lessons only $10 extra! And special

weekend packages are also available.

For reservations 1-800-222-1300,

in VT. 1-802-297-2200.

*U.S. dollars, per person; 3 night min.

(min. 2 persons per bedroom.) For informa-

tion on area lodging call 1-802-824-6915.

*
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Announcing

THE NATIONAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

CIVILWAR CHESS SET
W

Richly detailed portrait sculptures of great American heroes

— in solid pewter, solid brass and fine enamels.

A heirloom chess set to be enjoyed for generations.

Created by the world-famous craftsmen of The Franklin Mint.

THE NATIONAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY is

dedicated to bringing the excitement and

power of American history— as well as its

significance— to people in every part of

the land.

It is in keeping with this purpose that

the Society is about to issue its own Civil

War Chess Set. A dramatic tribute to the

heroes of both North and South— and a

work all the more intriguing because the

playing pieces include richly detailed

three-dimensional portrait sculptures of

the great Generals of Union and Confed-

eracy, captured for the ages in solid pew-

ter, solid brass and fine enamels.

This extraordinary new chess set will be

crafted to the highest standards of quality

and historical authenticity. The National

Historical Society has appointed The

Franklin Mint to create the sculptures,

each of which will be a new and original

design. Some figures will be shown stand-

ing, some seated, some kneeling, some

mounted on horseback. And each figure

will be painstakingly crafted of solid pew-

ter, hand-finished, then set atop a solid

brass pedestal base embellished with a cir-

cular band of richly colored enamel

—

blue

for the soldiers of the North, gray for

those of the South.

Every sculpture, moreover, will b

rich with authentic detail that only

artists and master craftsmen ofThe Fr

lin Mint, steeped as they are in the t:

tion of precision coinage, could

achieved it. Indeed, every nuance of

expression, uniform and weaponry-

down to the buttons, braiding, saben

carbines—will be depicted with me
lous accuracy.

Thus, The National Historical So>

Civil War Chess Set is also a magni;

collection. A triumphant achieveme:

portrait sculpture—and the ultima

micro-detailed miniaturization.

ALL FIGURES SHOWN ACTU.I

Major General

William Tecumseh Sherman

BISHOP

General in Chief

Ulysses S. Grant

KING

Available only by direct subscription. Issue Price: $17.50 per sculptured chess piece.

Limit: One complete set per subscriber. Please enter your subscription by December 31, 1984.
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A dramatic showpiece

for your home or office

ie chessmen themselves are scaled so

at each one will suit the function as-

|ned to it in the game of chess. And the

ndsomely crafted, pewter-finished play-

g board has been sized with equal care.

ecially fitted, to also serve as the cover
' the case which will house all 32 playing

;ces, the board completes a presentation

attractive that the chess set will be

lyed and displayed with pride and satis-

ction. A Certificate of Authenticity, and
jecially written reference materials, will

fio be provided.

Exhibited on a table or cabinet in your
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Science^TMyth
At twenty, I thought "we should do without myths

and confine ourselves to science. . . but it really won't do"

..

*£

&+

by John Maynard Smith

Recently, after giving a radio talk on

Charles Darwin, I received through the

post a pamphlet by Don Smith entitled

"Why Are There Gays At All? Why
Hasn't Evolution Eliminated Gayness

Millions of Years Ago?" The pamphlet

points to a genuine concern: the preva-

lence of homosexual behavior in our spe-

cies is not understood and is certainly not

something that would be predicted from

Darwinian theory. Smith wrote the pam-
phlet because he believes the persecution

of gays has been strengthened and justi-

fied by the existence of a theory of evolu-

tion that asserts gays are unfit because

they do not reproduce. He also believes

that gays can be protected from future

persecution only if it can be shown that

they have played an essential and creative

role in evolution. His argument is that, in

evolution, novelty arises when individuals

adopt mating habits different from those

typical of their species: it is summed up on

a button that reads "Sexual deviation is

the mainspring of evolution."

I do not find this argument particularly

persuasive, but that is not the point 1 want

to make. I think Smith would have been

better advised to have written, "If people

despise gays because gayness does not

contribute to biological fitness, they are

wrong to do so. It would be as sensible to

persecute mathematicians because an abil-

ity to solve differential equations does not

contribute to fitness. A scientific theory

—

Darwinism or any other—has nothing to

say about the value of a human being."

The point 1 am making is that Smith is

demanding of evolutionary biology that it

be a myth; that is, a story with a moral

message. He is not alone in this. Elaine

Morgan's book The Descent of Woman is

an account of the origin of Homo sapiens

that is intended to give mythical support

to the women's movement by emphasizing

the role of the female sex and, in particu-

I!



The Tilled Field, byJoanMiro, 1923-24

lar, the mother-child bond. She claims,

with reason, that many other accounts of

human evolution have, perhaps uncon-

sciously, placed undue emphasis on the

role of males. Earlier, George Bernard

Shaw wrote Back to Methuselah (1922)

avowedly as an evolutionary myth, be-

cause he found in Darwinism a justifica-

tion of selfishness and brutality and be-

cause he wished instead to support the

Lamarckian theory of the inheritance of

acquired characters, which he saw as jus-

tifying free will and individual endeavor.

We should not be surprised by Don
Smith, Elaine Morgan, and Bernard

Shaw. In all societies, people have con-

structed myths about the origins of the

universe and of humans. The function of

these myths is to define our place in nature

and thus to give us a sense of purpose and

value. Since Darwinism is, among other

things, an account of human origins, is it

any wonder that it is expected to carry a

moral message?

The people and the objects that figure

in a myth stand not only for themselves

but also as symbols of other things. To
some extent, myths and their symbolic

components develop simply because hu-

12 Natural History 11/84

man beings find it difficult to accept any

input as meaningless. Shown an inkblot,

we see witches, bats, and dragons. This re-

fusal to accept input as mere noise lies at

the root of divination by tarot cards, tea

leaves, the livers or shoulders of animals,

or the sticks of the / Ching. It may also ac-

count for the strangely late development

of a mathematical theory of probability or

of any scientific theory with a chance ele-

ment. As anthropologist Dan Sperber has

written, "Symbolic thought is capable,

precisely, of transforming noise into in-

formation."

Another—and in the present context,

more important—function of myths is to

give moral and evaluative guidance. Some
mythmaking is quite conscious. In Back to

Methuselah, for example, Shaw deliber-

ately invented a story that would have the

moral effect he desired. More usually,

however, I suspect that a mythmaker con-

ceives a story that moves him or her in a

particular way—at its lowest, it reinforces

prejudices, and at its highest, to borrow

Aristotle's words, it evokes feelings of pity

and fear. People repeat myths because

they hope to persuade others to behave in

certain ways.

This raises the question of why we i

myths rather than simple statements of

struction. Why do we talk of King Alfi

and the cakes, for example, instead of si

ing that people in important positii

should be modest? Perhaps a story wh
meaning has to be puzzled out or guesi

at carries more conviction than a mere

struction. What we imagine is more i

portant than what we are told.

Sometimes, I find it hard to disco

how far people distinguish stories

tended to give moral guidance from thi

meant simply to supply technical h<

Confusion seems particularly likely

crop up when rituals are involved. For

ample, if, before going into battle, a n

sharpens his spear and undergoes rit

purification (or, for that matter, cleans

rifle and goes to mass), he may regard

two procedures as equally efficacious,

deed, they may well be so, one in prep

ing the spear and the other himself. If

regard the former as more practical, we

so only because we understand metallu

better than psychology.

Despite the difficulty, most people

try to distinguish procedures and te

nical instructions that alter the exterJ

•;
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world from procedures and stories in-

tended to alter our own state of conscious-

ness or persuade us that certain things are

right. Indeed, we take some trouble when

educating our children to give hints about

which category of information is being

transmitted. For example, a surprisingly

large proportion of the stories read aloud

to children, particularly those with a

moral message, are about talking animals

or even talking steam engines. It is as if we

wanted to be sure that the stories are not

taken literally.

While such efforts may be successful in

many spheres of human endeavor, the ex-

amples of Don Smith and Bernard Shaw
show how hard it is for many people to sep-

arate science, and especially evolution,

from myth. One reaction to this difficulty

is to assert that there is no difference, that

evolution theory has no more claim to ob-

jective truth than Genesis. Many scien-

tists would be enraged by such an asser-

tion, but rage is no substitute for

argument. In the last century, it was

widely held that the scientific method,

conceived of as establishing theories by in-

duction from observation, led to certain

knowledge. Darwin and Einstein have

robbed us of that certainty—or have liber-

ated us from that prison. If, as Darwin

showed, there is not a fixed and finite

number of things in the universe, each

with a knowable essence, then induction is

logically impossible. Einstein, in turn,

showed that what scientists had been most

confident of—classical mechanics—was

at worst false and at best a special case of a

more general theory. After that twin blow,

certain knowledge is something we can ex-

pect only at our funerals.

But it is one thing to admit that scien-

tific knowledge cannot be certain and an-

other to claim that there is no difference

between science and myth. Karl Popper,

perhaps the most influential contempo-

rary philosopher of science, has told us

that it was the impact of Einstein, and in

particular the wish to distinguish Ein-

stein's theory from those of Freud, Adler,

and Marx, that led him to propose

falsifiability as the criterion for separating

science from pseudoscience. If a theory is

scientific, he suggested, observations can

be conceived of which, if they were ac-

cepted, would show the theory to be false.

In contrast, he suggests that no conceiv-

able pattern of human behavior could fal-

sify Freudian theory.

Popper's views have been attacked, pri-

marily on the grounds that there are no

such things as theory-free observations.

Every observation is subject to interpreta-

tion, conscious and unconscious. Conse-

quently, there can never be certain

grounds for rejecting a scientific theory,

and hence the distinction between science

and pseudoscience disappears.

This criticism seems to me largely to

miss the point. If Popper were claiming

that scientific knowledge were certain,

then the impossibility of certain falsifica-

tion would indeed be damaging. But he

makes no such claim. He insists on two

things. First, a scientific theory must as-

sert that certain kinds of events cannot

happen, so that the theory is falsified if

these events are subsequently observed,

and second, there is inevitably a logical

asymmetry in any attempt to test a theory,

so that a theory can be falsified but cannot

be proved true by the acceptance of ob-

servation.

There is, however, a tide of ideas that

would deny the distinction. The emotional

force behind this tide derives, in part,

from an entirely proper disgust at some of

the consequences of technology in the

modern world and, in part, from an

equally proper wish to treat the ideas of

nur ruother peoples as of equal value to our o\

What is common to these two reaction!

the conviction, which I share, that sci

tific theories are not the only kind of ic

that we need. A frequently drawn coi

lary of this conviction, which I do i

share, is that scientific ideas are not dist

guishable from other ideas.

One source of the belief that sciei

and myth can be lumped together lay, s

prisingly, in Marxism, a philosophy t!

has led to two very different interpn

tions of science. One interpretation v,

pioneered by the British physicist J
1

Bernal. For Bernal, the crucial thing ab

.

science was that it made socialism

ble by providing the techniques need

satisfy people's wants. He saw sciem

being distorted under capitalism—for

ample, by being pressed into the servii

military research; nevertheless, he

not appear to have thought that capital

would prevent science from mal

progress toward an understanding of

ture. In this, his views coincided

those of Marx himself, who largely

eluded science from the set of ideas

example, about religion, philosophy,

law—that he saw as reflecting the clas:

terests of those who held them.

Thus Bernal regarded science as

greatest hope for the future and wi

have rejected any suggestion that sciel

is indistinguishable from myth. Howel
another thread within Marxism has lei

a different end. In 1931, the Russiarl

Hessen argued that not only had Newl
been influenced by the technical problJ

of his day (for example, gunnery and nl

gation) but also that the form his thel

took reflected contemporary socil

Such a view is perhaps more easily unl
stood and more obviously true when!
plied to Darwin, whose theory did rec;-

nize in the natural world the processel

D'ou Venons Nous . . . Que Sommes Nous . . . Ou Allons Nous?, by Paul Gaugin, 1897
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competition predominant in the society of

his day. Indeed, both Darwin and Wallace

stated that they borrowed their essential

concept from the economist Malthus. If,

then, this second thread of Marxist think-

ing argues, major scientific theories

merely project onto nature features of

contemporary society, they have more in

common with myths than most scientists

would readily accept.

Here, it seems to me, a crucial distinc-

tion must be made between the psycholog-

ical sources of a theory and the testing of

it. If Darwin's ideas, or Newton's, were ac-

cepted because they were socially appeal-

ing, then indeed science and myth would

be indistinguishable. But I do not think

that they were. They were accepted be-

cause of their explanatory power and abil-

ity to withstand experimental test. Of
course, new ideas in science sometimes

come from analogies with society, just as,

in one scientific discipline, such as biol-

ogy, they arise by analogy with others,

such as physics and engineering. But what

matters for the progress of science is not

where the ideas come from but how they

are treated.

Society influences the development of

science through both the problems that

seem worth solving and the resources

available for their solution. I have little

doubt that society also influences scien-

tists, both as individuals and groups, by

making some ideas seem worth pursuing

and others implausible or unpromising.

For example, my own caution about ap-

plying to humans ideas drawn from a

study of animal societies—a caution that

contrasts with the enthusiasm of such sci-

entists as E.O. Wilson and Richard Al-

exander—probably arose because I grew

up under the shadow of Hitler and the

Nazi theories of racial superiority and bio-

logical determinism and not because of

anything internal to biology or sociology.

There is, however, a caricature inherent

in the externalist view of science that I re-

ject emphatically. This is the idea that we
can evaluate a scientific theory by refer-

ence to the society in which it was born, or

to the moral and political conclusions that

might be drawn from it. Once accept that

view and science is dead, as genetics died

in Russia in 1948, when Stalin supported

Lysenko's Lamarckian views against the

Mendelians. Stalin took his position partly

in the hope of quick returns in agricultural

productivity and partly because Lysenko's

belief in the inheritance of acquired char-

acters seemed to accord better with Marx-

ism than did the orthodox—and, as it hap-

pens, more nearly correct—Mendelian

doctrine that hereditary characteristics

are transmitted from parent to offspring

by genes and that the genetic message is

independent from changes induced in the

body of the parent during its lifetime.

Today, the belief that there are no ob-

jective criteria whereby one can choose

between rival theories (and hence, by im-

plication, that one can allow one's preju-

dices full rein) derives largely, I think,

from the work of Thomas Kuhn, although

Mirror of Life, by Henry Koerner, 1 946
Collection of the Whitney Museum ot Amencan Art
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Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier ( 1 743-1 794) and His Wife

(Marie-Anne-Pierrette Paulze, 1758-1836), by Jacques Louis David, 1788

the conclusion is far from the one that he

himself would wish to draw. Kuhn sees sci-

ence as divided into "normal" and "revo-

lutionary" periods. In a period of normal

science, members of a scientific commu-
nity agree about what assumptions can be

made, what problems are worth solving,

what will count as a solution, and what ex-

perimental methods should be used. Most
important, they share a "paradigm," or set

of exemplary solutions to problems, that

can be used as a standard. Revolutions oc-

cur when, usually as a result of long-con-

tinued failure to solve certain problems

within the accepted frame, a funda-

mentally new set of assumptions and pro-

cedures replaces the old.

All this seems to bear some resem-

blance to reality; it also bears some resem-

blance to Popper's remark that "there is

much less accumulation of knowledge in

science than there is revolutionary cha •

ing of scientific theories." The main d •

culty lies in Kuhn's account of how c

paradigm replaces another. He speaks ci

"paradigm debate" in which the pro-

nents "fail to make complete contact wi

each other's viewpoints" and in whi

they "see the world differently." Ag;,

there is much in what he says. During I

lifetime in science, I have engaged in )

many arguments, in which I and my op-

nent have talked right past one anotl;

not to recognize this.

The fallacy is to suppose that beca:

two scientists are unable to understd

each other fully, there is no rational v,

given time, of settling the issue betw i

them. With the passage of time, choos?

between two theories or two methods f

approach becomes easier. Eventually, <6

or the other approach is more successful!
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Proposal for a Cathedral in the Form of a Colossal Faucet, by Claes Oldenburg, 1972 \ i

I fc

business of science is merely to descra ,

-_.

the world and not to imagine hypothetil id-

entities such as genes. As the histon

Bernard Norton has recently pointed a? -•

Pearson understood that Mendelian inr-

itance could account for the phenomta

of continuous variability, which he \i

been studying, but still rejected it on phf

sophical grounds—an interesting illusit-

tion of how philosophical preconcepti s

can be a poor guide to scientific pract :.

Yet, despite all this, no one today wo(
;

doubt the utility either of Pearson's sta> -

tical methods or of Mendelian genetic

If theories were genuinely incommi-

surable and rational choice between thn

impossible, progress in science would it

be expected. Kuhn himself accepts the:-

ality of scientific progress but only in

overcoming its difficulties or, as in the

case of the particle and wave interpreta-

tions of light, a third theory is developed

and subsumes them both. The trouble is

that scientists must often commit them-

selves before the evidence is in. In Dar-

win's words, one must have "a theory by

which to work." This is what gives an air of

irrationality to the procedure and has led

some people to suppose that the choice be-

tween scientific theories is arbitrary.

Consider an example. After the re-

discovery of Mendel's laws in 1900, a de-

bate broke out between the Mendelians

and the earlier school of biometricians,

headed by Karl Pearson. Pearson refused

to accept the new theory, at least in part

because it was incompatible with his pre-

viously held philosophical view that the
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ction ol the Whitney Museum of American Art, photograph by Geoffrey Clements

ght of the World, by Peter Blume, 1932

tse that the explanatory power of scien-

c theories has increased; he doubts

lether it is sensible to say that science

iws closer to the truth about what is

;ally there." I will return to this point in

noment.

Before leaving Kuhn, I want to suggest

it, despite his insights, his insistence on

iistinction between normal and revolu-

nary science, and on the incommensu-

IJDility of paradigms, has been exagger-

fl:d. The major scientific revolution

< ring my working life has been the rise of

Ulecular biology, which has all the

I aracteristics of a new "disciplinary ma-

fi x" in Kuhn's sense—new scientists, new

Dblems, new experimental methods,

:'w journals, new textbooks, and new cul-

'
_
e heroes. But where was the incommen-

frability? I myself was raised in the older

'icipline of classical genetics and have

: Iver mastered the experimental methods

: i the new. Yet my almost immediate re-

I tion to the Watson-Crick paper was that

: i mystery within my field had been

i
'
:ared up. Those of us trained in classical

.
netics sometimes had difficulty in learn-

:.!» the new techniques, but there were
; v conceptual difficulties and no para-

;'»m debate.

: Perhaps the birth of molecular genetics

: -is not a Kuhnian revolution. As it hap-

c 'ns, I suspect that before we make much
t ogress in developmental biology, a big-

s ; r conceptual revolution may be needed
' in the transition from classical to molec-

ular genetics. All the same, if molecular

biology could be born without the full pan-

oply of a paradigm debate, where does

that leave the concepts of normal and

revolutionary science?

The history of genetics also forces us to

look again at Kuhn's suggestion that

progress in science is progress in explain-

ing, but not progress in knowing what the

world is really like. To me, the change

from the concept of the gene as a Mende-

lian factor to the gene as a piece of a chro-

mosome, and thence to the gene as a mole-

cule of DNA, does look like progress in

knowing what the world is like. But per-

haps that is a question I should leave to the

philosophers.

I would not have spent so much time

discussing the difference between scien-

tific theories and myths if the difference

between them were obvious. Indeed, they

have much in common. Both are con-

structs of the human mind, and both are

intended to have a significance wider than

the direct assertions they contain. Popper

suggested falsifiability as the criterion

distinguishing them, and I think he was

right. However, we can often also distin-

guish them by their function: the function

of a scientific theory is to account for ex-

perience—often, it is true, the rather eso-

teric experience emerging from deliberate

experiment; the function of a myth is to

provide a source and justification for val-

ues. What, then, should be the relation be-

tween them?
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Three views are tenable. The fir

sometimes expressed as a demand
J

"normative science," is that the sar

mental constructs should serve both

myths and as scientific theories. If I a

right, this widely held view underlies t

criticism of Darwinism from gays, frc

the women's movement, from socialis

and so on. It explains the preference t

pressed by some churchmen for "l

bang" as opposed to "steady state" th(

ries of cosmology. Although well infc

tioned, it seems to me pernicious in its i

fects. Applied to evolution theory,

means either that we must embrace D;

winism and draw from it the conclusi

that gays are unnatural and social servicj

wicked or that we must embrace I

marckism whether or not the genetic e

dence supports it. Normative science w

be bad morality or bad science, and m<

probably both.

The second view is that we should

without myths and confine ourselves

science. This is the view I held at the a

of twenty, but it really won't do. If, a:

now believe, scientific theories say noi

ing about what is right but only ab<

what is possible, we need some ot!

source of values, and that source has to

myth, in the broadest sense of the tei

The third view, and I think the only si

sible one, is that we need both myths a

scientific theories, but that we must be«

clear as we can about which is which, j
-5

essence, this was the view urged by t:

French molecular biologist Jaques Mo^
in Chance and Necessity (1972). Odd

Monod was almost universally derided

his critics for arguing that one can den

values from science, when in fact he

gued the precise opposite. His case

that there is no place in science for telt*-

logical, or value-laden, hypotheses. Yet

do science, one must first be committee

some values—not least, to the value

seeking the truth. Since this value cantt

be derived from science, it must be seeni

a prior moral commitment, needed befc

science is possible. So far from values

ing derived from science, Monod saw sH

ence as depending on values.

Although I disagree with some aspe

of his book, I agree with Monod on two

sic points. First, values do not derive fry

science but are necessary for the pracf'

of science. Second, we should distingu

as clearly as we can between science a

myth. We should make this distinctis

not because we could then discard ft

myths and retain only science, but

cause the roles they play are different,

entitle theories tell us what is possit

myths tell us what is desirable. Both ;'

needed to guide proper action.

SI

-

lit

:
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JUSTICE FORALL iOMB.
lr civil justice system is in serious trouble.

If total litigation cost exceeds the amount of

ioney received by a plaintiff, something is very

"ong. If an injury most people think of as minor

ings a higher award than a fatal accident,

il (thing makes sense. If a simple lawsuit takes

ars to resolve, everybody loses.

Chief Justice Warren E. Burger has noted,
s

f .there has been a slowly-all too slowly-develop-

g awareness that the traditional litigation process

lis become too cumbersome, too expensive, and

J
,so burdened by many other disadvantages!'

fL Can anything be done? We think it can.

tit We are the Insurance Information Institute,

t\ 'tion and information center for the property and
» 'isualty insurance industry.

s*
' Our member companies are vitally involved in

<l'.e issue of civil justice. Their efforts to keep their
;

istomers' insurance prices down are hindered by
1

gh legal costs and unpredictable court awards.

f
: What the public wants.

i'e've sponsored a Gallup survey to determine how
l: 'iople feel about civil justice today.

The results show that the public believes con-

\ ^erable delays occur in bringing cases to trial.

&
,hey think that judges, not juries, should set awards

d (

i civil lawsuits. And they oppose punitive damages

lt

tyond full compensation for a loss.

Taking positive steps.

?' ,d do something about these problems, our indus-

;

y has joined with others to create coalitions of

)ncerned citizens- including executives, lawyers,mi,c

manufacturers, and health care professionals.

Working together, they are developing new solu-

tions to the civil justice crisis. In state after

state, their ideas are being translated into action.

The ideals of civil justice will be served far

better by courts that move more quickly, cost

taxpayers less, and decide awards on a more

consistent basis.

It's in the interests of everyone.

Our new report, The Civil Justice Crisis,

examines reforms now being proposed. It tells

how you can get involved. We'd like you to have

a copy free of charge.

Insurance Information Institute
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New York, NY 10038
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Human Equality Is a

Contingent Fact of Histo;
Ifour brothers, Australopithecus robustus, had survived

for another million years, how would we treat them today?

by Stephen Jay Gould

Pretoria, August 5, 1984

History's most famous airplane, Lind-

bergh's Spirit ofSt. Louis, hangs from the

ceiling of Washington's Air and Space

Museum, imperceptible in its majesty to

certain visitors. Several years ago, a dele-

gation of blind men and women met with

the museum's director to discuss problems

of limited access. Should we build, he

asked, an accurate scale model of Lind-

bergh's plane, freely available for touch

and examination? Would this solve the

problem? The delegation reflected to-

gether and gave an answer that moved me
deeply for its striking recognition of uni-

versal needs. Yes, they said, such a model

would be acceptable, but only on one con-

dition—that it be placed directly beneath

the invisible original.

Authenticity exerts a strange fascina-

tion over us; our world does contain sacred

objects and places. Their impact cannot

be simply aesthetic, for an ersatz abso-

lutely indistinguishable from the real Mc-
Coy evokes no comparable awe. The jolt is

direct and emotional—as powerful a feel-

ing as anything I know. Yet the impetus is

purely intellectual—a visceral disproof of

romantic nonsense that abstract knowl-

edge cannot engender deep emotion.

Last night, I watched the sun set over

the South African savanna—the original

location and habitat of our australopithe-

cine ancestors. The air became chill;

sounds of the night began, the incessant

repetition of toad and insect, laced with an

occasional and startling mammalian
growl; the Southern Cross appeared in the

sky, with Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn

ranged in a line above the arms of Scorpio.

I sensed the awe, fear, and mystery of the

night. I am tempted to say (describing

emotions, not making any inferences

6ffl

a

about realities, higher or lower) that I ft

close to the origin of religion as a historic

phenomenon of the human psyche. I all
x

felt kinship in that moment with our md

distant human past—for an Australopit '.

ecus africanus may once have stod 1 :i

nearly three million years ago, on the sai

spot in similar circumstances, juggli

(for all I know) that same mixture of a^ i(l1

and fear.

I was then rudely extricated from tr;

sublime, if fleeting, sentiment of uni !'

with all humans past and present. I

membered my immediate location

South Africa, 1984 (during a respite

Kruger Park from a lecture tour on

history of racism). I also understood, h#*
more direct way than ever before, the pi

ticular tragedy of the history of biologii

views about human races. That history

largely a tale of division—an account

barriers and ranks erected to maintain tBfc

power and hegemony of rulers. The gre

est irony of all presses upon me: I am a \l

itor in the nation most committed to su

myths of inequality—yet the savannas

this land staged an evolutionary story
1

'

opposite import

My visceral perception of brotherhc

harmonizes with our best modern biolo :

cal knowledge. Such union of feeling a '%

fact may be rare indeed, for one offers

guide to the other (more romantic twad

aside). Many people think (or fear) tit J

equality of human races is a hope of ll i

eral sentimentality probably squashed

the hard realities of history. They % J

wrong.

This column can be summarized ii

single phrase, a motto if you will: Hun
I

equality is a contingent fact of histd :

Equality is not given a priori; it is neitl ;

an ethical principle (though equal tre- it
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'his View of Life

nt may be) nor a statement about

ms of social action. It just worked out

t way. A hundred different and plausi-

scenarios for human history would

it yielded other results (and moral di-

amas of enormous magnitude). They

n't happen.

The history of Western views on race is

ale of denial—a long series of progres-

2 retreats from initial claims for strict

laration and ranking by intrinsic worth

/ard an admission of the trivial dififer-

;es revealed by this contingent history,

this column, I shall discuss just two

in stages of retreat for each of two ma-

themes: genealogy, or the extent of

laration between races as a function of

:ir geological age; and geography, or

• place of origin. I shall then summarize

: three major arguments from modern

ilogy for the surprisingly small extent of

iman racial differences.

Genealogy, the first argument. Before

)lutionary theory redefined the issue

:vocably, early to mid-nineteenth-cen-

y anthropology was split by a debate

:ween the schools of monogeny and

•ygeny. Monogenists espoused a com-

iin origin for all people in the primeval

Iiple, Adam and Eve (lower races, they

in argued, had degenerated further

m original perfection). Polygenists held

lit Adam and Eve were ancestors of

ite folks only, and that other—and

ver—races had been separately cre-

:d. Either argument could fuel a social

:trine of inequality, but polygeny surely

!" Id the edge as a compelling justification

j slavery and domination at home and

j ir
ionialism abroad. "The benevolent

i:

i nd," wrote Samuel George Morton (a

.j
I ding American polygenist) in 1839,

j
1;

"n
iay regret the inaptitude of the Indian

(

,ay

'
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for civilization The structure of his

mind appears to be different from that of

the white man. . . . They are not only

averse to the restraints of education, but

for the most part are incapable of a contin-

ued process of reasoning on abstract sub-

jects."

Genealogy, the second argument. Evo-

lutionary theory required a common ori-

gin for human races, but many post-Dar-

winian anthropologists found a way to

preserve the spirit of polygeny. They ar-

gued, in a minimal retreat from perma-

nent separation, that the division of our

lineage into modern races occurred so long

ago that differences, accumulating slowly

through time, have now built unbridge-

able chasms. Though once alike in an ap-

ish dawn, human races are now separate

and unequal.

We cannot understand much of the his-

tory of late nineteenth- and early twenti-

eth-century anthropology, with its pleth-

ora of taxonomic names proposed for

nearly every scrap of fossil bone, unless we

appreciate its obsession with the identifi-

cation and ranking of races. For many

schemes of classification sought to tag the

various fossils as ancestors of modern

races and to use their relative age and ap-

ishness as a criterion for racial superiority.

Piltdown, for example, continued to fool

generations of professionals partly be-

cause it fit so comfortably with ideas of

white superiority. After all, this "ancient"

man with a brain as big as ours (the prod-

uct, we now know, of a hoax constructed

with a modern cranium) lived in Eng-

land—an obvious ancestor for whites

—

while such apish (and genuine) fossils as

Homo erectus inhabited Java and China

as putative sources for Orientals and other

peoples of color.

This theory of ancient separation had

its last prominent defense in 1962, when

Carleton Coon published his Origin of
Races. Coon divided humanity into five

major races—caucasoids, mongoloids,

australoids, and, among African blacks,

congoids and capoids. He claimed that

these five groups were already distinct

subspecies during the reign of our ances-

tor, Homo erectus. H. erectus then

evolved toward H. sapiens in five parallel

streams, each traversing the same path to-

ward increased consciousness. But whites

and yellows, who "occupied the most fa-

vorable of the earth's zoological regions,"

crossed the H. sapiens threshold first,

while dark peoples lagged behind and

have paid for their sluggishness ever since.

Their inferiority, Coon argues, is not their

fault, just an accident of their situation in

less challenging environments:

Caucasoids and Mongoloids . . . did not rise

to their present population levels and posi-

tions of cultural dominance by accident.

. . . Any other subspecies that had evolved

in these regions would probably have been

just as successful.

Leading evolutionists throughout the

world reacted to Coon's thesis with incre-

dulity. Could modern races really be iden-

tified at the level of H. erectus? I shall al-

ways be grateful to W.E. Le Gros Clark,

England's greatest anatomist at the time.

I was spending an undergraduate year in

England, an absolute nobody in a strange

land. Yet he spent an afternoon with me,

patiently answering my questions about

race and evolution. Asked about Coon's

thesis, this splendidly modest man simply

replied that he, at least, could not identify

a modern race in the bones of an ancient

species.

More generally, parallel evolution of

such precision in so many lines seems a vir-

tual impossibility on grounds of math-

ematical probability alone. Could five sep-

arate subspecies undergo such substantial

changes and yet remain so similar at the

end that all can still interbreed freely, as

modern races so plainly do? So glaring are

the empirical weaknesses and theoretical

implausibilities of Coon's thesis that we

must view it more as the last gasp of a dy-

ing tradition than a credible synthesis of

available evidence.

Genealogy, the modern view. Human
races are not separate species (the first ar-

gument) or ancient divisions within an

evolving plexus (the second argument).

They are recent, poorly differentiated

subpopulations of our modern species,

Homo sapiens, products at most of tens or

hundreds of thousands of years, and

marked by remarkably small genetic

separations.

Geography, the first argument. When
Raymond Dart found the first australo-

pithecine in South Africa nearly sixty

years ago, scientists throughout the world

rejected this oldest ancestor, this loveliest

of intermediate forms, because it hailed

from the wrong place. Darwin, without a

shred of fossil evidence but with a good

criterion for inference, had correctly sur-

mised that humans evolved in Africa. Our
closest living relatives, he argued, are

chimps and gorillas—and both species

live only in Africa, the probable home,

therefore, of our common ancestor as well.

But few scientists accepted Darwin's

cogent inference because hope, tradition,

and racism conspired to locate our ances-

tral abode on the plains of central Asia.

Notions of Aryan supremacy led an-

thropologists to assume that the vast

"challenging" reaches of Asia, not the so-

porific tropics of Africa, had prompted

our ancestors to abandon an apish pa

and rise toward the roots of Indo-Eui

pean culture. The diversity of colored pe

pie in the world's tropics could only reco

the secondary migrations and subseque

degenerations of this original stock. T
great Gobi Desert expedition, sponson

by the American Museum of Natural H
tory in the years just preceding Dart's dj

covery, was dispatched primarily to fii

the ancestry of man in Asia. We remei

ber it for success in discovering dinosau

and their eggs; we forget that it failed in

major goal because Darwin's simple inf<

ence was correct.

Geography, the second argument. 1

the 1950s, further anatomical study ai

the sheer magnitude and diversity of cc

tinuing discovery forced a general add
sion that our roots lay with the austraj

pithecines, and that Africa had inde

been our original home. But the sub

hold of unacknowledged prejudice si

conspired (with other, more reasonal

bases of uncertainty) to deny Africa

continuing role as the cradle of what rea

matters to us—the origin of human cc

sciousness. In a stance of intermediate

treat, most scientists now argued that /

rica had kindled our origin but not c

mental emergence. Human ancestors ri

grated out, again to mother Asia, aP
there crossed the threshold to conscioi

ness in the form of Homo erectus (or

called Java and Peking man). ^

emerged from the apes in Africa;

evolved our intelligence in Asia. Carlet

Coon wrote in his 1962 book: "If Afri

was the cradle of mankind, it was only

indifferent kindergarten. Europe and Ai

were our principal schools."

Geography, the modern view.

tempo of African discovery has accel

ated since Coon constructed his metaprj

of the educational hierarchy. Ho\

erectus apparently evolved in Africa

well, where fossils dating to nearly t

million years have been found, while

Asian sites may be younger than pn

ously imagined. One might, of cou:

take yet another step in retreat and ar]

that H. sapiens, at least, evolved la

from an Asian stock of H. erectus. But

migration of H. erectus into Europe

Asia does not guarantee (or even suggi

any further branching from these mol

lineages. For H. erectus continued to 1

in Africa as well. Evidence is far fn

firm, but the latest hints may be pointi

toward an African origin for H. sapie,

well. Ironically then (with respect to pn

ous expectations), it may well turn

that every human species evolved firs

Africa and only then—for the two lai

species of Homo—spread elsewhere

28 Natural History 1 1/84
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ofTreasure Cay? ABACO, BAHAMAS
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as narrated by L.A. Meister, Chairman of the Board.

n 1595, 17 Spanish treasure

galleons sank off the coast of

Treasure Cay, Abaco. Some
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In 1783 , American Loyalists from the
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some moved on to the nearby islands of

New Plymouth, Green Turtle Cay,

Hopetown and Man-O-War, passing

on their boat-building and fishing

skills from each generation, to this day.

In November 1944, during World
War II, German submarine com-
mander Paul Schmidt
was returning from
the Caribbean to Eu-

rope. Emerging from

the sea to breathe
crisp, fresh air of the

Bahamas Islands, he

was so thrilled by the

breathtaking view of

the magnificent
white sand beaches
and turquoise blue

waters, that he vowed
to himself and his

crew, if he survived

the war, he'd return

to Treasure Cay some
day and build a home. In 1968, he kept

his vow.

In 1962, Captain Leonard Thomp-
son, a former Royal Air Force pilot of

nearby Marsh Harbour, and America's

biggest Chevrolet dealer, Dumas
Milner, joined in developing Treasure

Cay and digging 7 miles of canal sys-

tems through the mangroves.
In 1972, "The Day Of The Dol-

phin" movie starring George C. Scott,

was filmed in Treasure Cay. Even to-

day, dolphins, turtles, schools of tuna
and other big game fish inhabit the

waters ofTreasure Cay. . . living in their
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|
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of Treasure Cay?
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,#r

I have, so far, only presented the neg

tive evidence for my thesis that humt
'

.'"

equality is a contingent fact of history.
J

°

have argued that the old bases for inequj
1

'

!

ity have evaporated. I must now summ'
l

,

rize the positive arguments (primari
1

:

'

three in number) and, equally importar'
B '

explain how easily history might have ha
1 '

'

pened in other ways.

The positive argumentfrom racial de*
;
"

inition. In one of the first columns of tl'

series (March 1974), I presented the hi
1 ;i)

logical argument against naming rad
"fl

within any species, and within H. sapie

in particular. The argument is technic,

and taxonomic; it has nothing to do wi "

human particularities or ethical impo
i!

tions. Its precis follows:

We recognize only one formal catego
:

;

for divisions within species—the subsp
'

1

cies. Races, if formally defined, are thei
" !l

fore subspecies. Subspecies are popu ! &

tions inhabiting a definite geograpF
L;i

subsection of a species' range and su!
x *>

ciently distinct in any set of traits for ti

onomists to recognize them. Subspec: '

differ from all other levels of the ta^
l

nomic hierarchy in two crucial ways. Fir

they are categories of convenience oi
m

and need never be designated. Each i

,m

ganism must belong to a species, a gent ''

a family, and to all higher levels of the
lf

erarchy; but a species need not be f P
mally divided. Subspecies represent a ti

'"

onomist's personal decision about the b \

way to report geographic variation. S>
1M

!

ond, the subspecies of any species cam
'''

be distinct and discrete. Since all belc
1

ffl

to a single species, their members can,'
G*

definition, interbreed. Modern quanti !*

tive methods have permitted taxonomi W
to describe geographic variation more p

:; "

cisely in numerical terms; we need
|

longer construct names to describe diff- :

ences that are, by definition, fleeting a Ji

changeable. Therefore, the practice
1

naming subspecies has largely fallen i
3:i

disfavor, and few taxonomists use the rJ IF*

egory any more. Human variation exi: *'

the formal designation of races is pass r*
Some species are divided into tolera! iic'

distinct geographic races. Consider, I
W

example, an immobile species separa s,(

on drifting continental blocks. Since th W
subpopulations never meet, they n %
evolve substantial differences. We mi '«

choose to name subspecies for such (

'lM
crete geographic variants. But hum; a s

move about and have the most notori! ft

habits of extensive interbreeding. We i ta

not well enough divided into distinct % fc

graphic groups, and the naming of hun til

subspecies makes little sense.

Our variation is subject to all the di

culties and discordances that make taxfl
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i lists shudder (or delight in complexity)

id avoid the naming of subspecies. Con-

Jerjust three points. First, discordance

1 characters. We might make a reason-

lie division on skin color, only to discover

lit blood groups imply different alli-

I:es. When so many good characters

Ive such discordant patterns of varia-

I n, no valid criterion can be found forun-

jibiguous definition of subspecies. Sec-

|i, fluidity and gradations. We inter-

I:ed wherever we move, breaking down

Irriers and creating new groups. Shall

I: Cape Colored, a vigorous people more

tin two million strong and the offspring

lunions between Africans and white set-

Irs (the ancestors, ironically, of the au-

Iirs of apartheid and its antimiscegena-

In laws), be designated a new subspecies

I simply the disproof that white and

lick are very distinct? Third, conver-

Iices. Similar characters are indepen-

Iitly evolved again and again; they con-

le any attempt to base subspecies on

Iiinite traits. Most indigenous tropical

Jjple, for example, have evolved dark

»n.

Irhe arguments against naming human
Ies are strong, but our variation still ex-

h and could, conceivably, still serve as a

lis for invidious comparisons. There-

Is, we need the second and third argu-

Ints as well.

irhe positive argumentfrom recency of
\lision. As I argued in the first part of

<[; essay (and need only state in repe-

l)n now), the division of humans into

i^ern
"racial" groups is a product of our

ent history. It does not predate the ori-

.» of our own species, Homo sapiens, and

r bably occurred during the last few tens

at most hundreds) of thousands of

rs.

l^he positive argument from genetic

aration. Mendel's work was rediscov-

i in 1900 and the science of genetics

ns our century. Yet, until twenty years

, perhaps the most important question

volutionary genetics could not be an-

[ red for a curious reason. We were not

: to calculate the average amount of

etic difference between organisms be-

se we had devised no method for tak-

a random sample of genes. In the clas-

I Mendelian analysis of pedigrees, a

e cannot be identified unless it varies

>ng individuals. For example, if abso-

|

ly every Drosophila in the world had

|
eyes, we would rightly suspect that

i e genetic information coded this uni-

al feature, but we would not be able to

itify it by analyzing pedigrees, because

lies would look the same. But as soon

bye find a few white-eyed flies, we can
tie white with red, trace pedigrees
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through generations of offspring, and

make proper inferences about the genetic

basis of eye color.

To measure the average genetic differ-

ences among races, we must be able to

sample genes at random—and this can't

be done if we can only identify variable

genes. Ninety percent of all genes might

be held in common by all people, and an

analysis confined to varying genes would

grossly overestimate the total difference.

In the late 1960s, several geneticists

harnessed the common laboratory tech-

nique of electrophoresis to solve this old

dilemma. Genes code for proteins, and

varying proteins may behave differently

when subjected in solution to an electric

field. Any protein could be sampled, inde-

pendent of prior knowledge about whether

it varied or not. (Electrophoresis can only

give us a minimal estimate because some

varying proteins may exhibit the same

electrical mobility but be different in

other ways.) Thus, with electrophoresis we

could finally ask the key question: how

much genetic difference exists among hu-

man races?

The answer, surprising for many peo-

ple, soon emerged without ambiguity:

damned little. Intense studies for more

than a decade have detected not a single

"race gene"—that is, a gene present in all

members of one group and none of an-

other. Frequencies vary, often consider-

ably, among groups, but all human races

are much of a muchness. Variation among

individuals within any race is so great that

we encounter very little new variation by

adding another race to the sample. In

other words, the great preponderance of

human variation occurs within groups, not

in the differences between them. My col-

league Richard Lewontin, who did much

of the original electrophoretic work on hu-

man variation, and whose recent book,

Human Diversity (Scientific American

Library, 1982), may be consulted for the

details, puts it dramatically: if, God for-

bid, the holocaust occurs "and only the

Xhosa people of the southern tip of Africa

survived, the human species would still re-

tain 80 percent of its genetic variation."

As long as most scientists accepted the

ancient division of races, they expected

important genetic differences. But the re-

cent origin of races (second positive argu-

ment) squares well with the minor genetic

differences now measured. Human
groups do vary strikingly in a few highly

visible characters (skin color, hair

form)—and this may fool us into thinking

that overall differences must be great. But

we now know that our usual metaphor ci sK

superficiality—skin deep—is literally a>i s)

curate. hi

In thus completing my precis, I tnij «S

that one essential point will not be misui ill

derstood: I am, emphatic-ally, not talkiri m

about ethical precepts but of informatic n

as we understand it for now. It would t sw

poor logic and worse strategy to hinge e»

moral or political argument for equ It

treatment or equal opportunity upon ai Hj

factual statement about human biolog :;

For if our empirical conclusion turns 01 iw

to be wrong—and all facts are tentative i i;

science—then we would be forced to
jjj fe

tify prejudice and apartheid (directs a
perhaps, against ourselves, since wl| jit

knows who would turn up on the bottom iti

I am no ethical philosopher, but I can on i
view equality of opportunity as inalie d
able, universal, and unrelated to the bi pts

logical status of individuals. Our rac Blot

may vary little in average characters, b: m
our individuals differ greatly—and I ca a.

not imagine a decent world that does r\ \m

treat the most profoundly retarded pera si

as a full human being in all respects, c si

spite his evident and pervasive limitatioi fe

I am, instead, making a smaller poii m
but one that tickles my fancy becau a
most people find it surprising. It is an a \k

Action Series Binoculars - from Nikon - with that breathtaking Nikon
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nt conclusion, once articulated, but we

ely pose the issue in a manner that lets

:h a statement emerge. I have called

uality among races a contingent fact. So
•

I have only argued for the fact; what

out the contingency? In other words,

w might history have been different?

i ost of us can grasp and accept the equal-

; few have considered the easy plausibil-

of alternatives that didn't happen.

My creationist incubi, in one of their

)st deliciously ridiculous arguments, of-

1 imagine that they can sweep evolution

ay in this one unanswerable riposte:

iwright," they exclaim, "you say that

mans evolved from apes, right?"

.ight," I reply. "Awright, if humans

Dived from apes, why are apes still

jund? Answer that one!" If evolution

jceeded this way—like a ladder of

)gress, each rung disappearing as it

1 nsforms bodily to the next stage—then

iuppose this argument would merit at-

'ition. But evolution is a bush, and ances-

1 groups usually survive after their de-

indants branch off. Apes come in many
^pes and sizes; only one line led to us.

Most of us know abou' 'ushes, but we

rely consider the impli' >ns. We know

ut australopithecines wv., . our ancestors

id that their bush included several spe-

cies. But we view them as forebears, and

subtly assume that since we are here, they

must be gone. It is so, indeed, but it ain't

necessarily so. One population of one line

of australopithecines became Homo
habilis; several others survived. One spe-

cies, Australopithecus robustus, died out

less than a million years ago and lived in

Africa as a contemporary of H. erectus for

a million years. We do not know why it dis-

appeared. It might well have survived and

presented us today with all the ethical di-

lemmas of a human species truly and

markedly inferior in intelligence (with its

cranial capacity only one-third our own).

Would we have built zoos, established re-

serves, promoted slavery, committed

genocide, or perhaps even practiced kind-

ness? Human equality is a contingent fact

of history.

Other plausible scenarios might also

have led to marked inequality. Homo sa-

piens is a young species, its division into

races even more recent. This historical

context has not supplied enough time for

the evolution of substantial differences.

But many species are millions of years old,

and their geographic divisions are often

marked and deep. H. sapiens might have

evolved along such a time scale and pro-

duced races of great age and large accu-

mulated differences—but we didn't. Hu-

man equality is a contingent fact of

history.

A few well-placed mottoes might serve

as our best antidotes against those deeply

ingrained habits of Western thought that

so constrain us because we do not recog-

nize them—so long as these mottoes are

epitomes of real understanding, not the

vulgar distortions that promote "all is rela-

tive" as a precis of Einstein.

I have three favorite mottoes, short in

statement but long in implication. The
first, the epitome of punctuated equilib-

rium, reminds us that gradual change is

not the only reality in evolution: other

things count too; "stasis is data." The sec-

ond confutes the bias of progress and af-

firms that evolution is not an inevitable se-

quence of ascent: "mammals evolved at

the same time as dinosaurs." The third is

the theme of this essay, a fundamental

statement about human variation. Say it

five times before breakfast tomorrow;

more important, understand it as the cen-

ter of a network of implication: "Human
equality is a contingent fact of history."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Birds of Different Feather

Also Flock Together
In the lowlandforests ofSouth America,

as many as seventy species mayforage in a single group

by Charles A. Munn
J

I

%
On a hot, windless afternoon in the Pe-

ruvian rain forest, the lazy buzzing of ka-

tydids and mosquitoes is shattered by a se-

ries of piercing, high-pitched notes. Scores

of small birds dive for cover as a dark form

slices through the tangles of understory

trees and vines. The cause of the commo-

tion is a forest falcon attacking a large,

mixed-species foraging flock of Amazo-

nian birds. The falcon may or may not

catch a bird. If it fails, it is likely to hide in

a vine tangle and wait for another opportu-

nity to attack the flock.

This scene occurs daily in the lowland

forests of tropical South America, from

southern Brazil and Bolivia in the south

through Peru to Colombia, Venezuela,

and Guyana in the north. Since 1976, I

have been studying the mixed-species

flocks at the Cocha Cashu Biological Sta-

tion in the Manu National Park of Amazo-

nian Peru. The flocks in that region con-

tain up to seventy species at a time, the

most diverse multispecies associations yet

reported for any group of organisms. I

wanted to know why so many species of

birds associated with one another and

what the costs and benefits of flock mem-
bership were. Most biologists working on

flocking behavior in birds have suggested

that birds flock to reduce the chances of

being eaten by hawks or to increase their

feeding efficiency or both. I set out to test

these hypotheses by both observation and

experiment.

At my Cocha Cashu study site, the

vine-festooned canopy spreads out about

100 feet above the forest floor, with scat-

tered giant trees reaching heights of 1 80

feet or more. The palm-dominated under-

story is open and easily passable, except

for the occasional large tree that has fallen

and been covered by a thick maze of vines
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and saplings. Annual rainfall is about six

and one-half feet, or roughly twice as

much as on the east coast of the United

States; but since most of this rain falls

from November through April, the rest of

the year is as dry as, or drier than, the east-

ern United States. These drier months and

the year-round moderate temperatures at

the site (daily high 85 degrees Fahrenheit;

low 70 degrees) make fieldwork pleasant.

As I began my studies, however, finding

the flocks proved difficult and, at first, a

matter of luck. Often a mile of walking

and observing on the trails would yield

only a few, nonflocking species of under-

story birds. Then suddenly, I might walk

into a circus of activity in an area fifty to

sixty-five feet across, with up to a hundred

flock birds hopping, hitching, probing,

and poking about in the vegetation. From
one foot above the ground up to the tops of

the tallest trees, branches and leaves quiv-

ered and bobbed as the foraging birds flit-

ted back and forth. Insects, attempting to

escape gleaners, popped out of conceal-

ment and dropped or flew, but were in-

stantly pursued by spiraling, diving birds.

Initially, my most serious problem was to

choose one bird from among the scores

present and to get a good enough look to

identify the species before it disappeared

again into the vegetation.

After I learned to identify all the spe-

cies, I, together with colleagues working

on other projects in the area, strung mist

nets along trails through the forest. As
birds were caught, each individual re-

ceived a unique combination of color

bands and was quickly released. Gradu-

ally I learned the calls and songs of all of

the flock species and could locate flocks

that were as much as 300 feet away. With
the aid of a compass, I became comfort-

I

able leaving the trails and following flocl

through the forest. Not wanting to get lo:

in the tens of thousands of square miles <

unbroken, unexplored wilderness outsic

Cocha Cashu, I only followed flocks th:

stayed inside the boundaries of our ne

work of trails. But this area was extensh

enough to allow access to seven-tenths of:

square mile of forest and to the thirty-ty

mixed-species flocks living there.

Each of the many species in these flocl

displays its own specialized methods

searching for and capturing arthropoc

the primary food. The fifteen species

gray or beige chickadee-sized antwre

and vireos, for example, hop quickly aloi,

branches, rapidly scanning leaf surfac

for cryptic katydids, crickets, coc

roaches, spiders, and caterpillars. Wh>

one of these birds spots prey, it lunges ft,

ward and snaps the item off the leaf wi A
its bill in one fast movement. After won

ing its prize for a while, it bashes it agaii /

a branch for a few seconds before swallo

ing it. Some of these extremely acti

gleaning species forage as fast as, or fast

than, North American wood warblers, a

like the warblers, different species in

same genus prefer different foragi

heights and tactics.

Twenty-three species of brown- and c

namon-colored woodcreepers and ov<

birds (not related to the North Americ

warbler of the same name) hitch wa
pecker-fashion up trunks or along thicl

branches and probe into cracks, behi

bark, and into clusters of hanging dt

leaves. These species range from titmoi

up to flicker size, and their favorite ftxs

are the large katydids and spiders that '

active by night but which hide by day -

hind loose bark and in curled leaves. Af fl
:

successfully extracting a large katy:

I
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ft
Canopy Flock

A: Gleaners, such as red-eyed vireo,

dusky-capped greenlet, green-and-gold

tanager, spot-winged antshrike, white-

shouldered tanager, chestnut-winged

foliage-gleaner, chestnut-shouldered

antwren, yellow-crested tanager,

gray antwren

B: Rummagers and trunkforagers, sue

as lineated woodcreeper, streaked

xenops, olivaceous woodcreeper,

rufous-tailedfoliage-gleaner

C: Flycatchers, such as black-capped

becard, yellow-marginedflycatcher

D: Sentinels-

tanager

-white-winged shrike-

Understory Flock

E: Gleaners, such as Ihering's antwrei\

long-winged antwren, spot-winged

antshrike, plain-throated antwren,

tawny-crowned greenlet, white-flanked

antwren, white-eyed antwren

F: Rummagers and trunk foragers, su^

as olivaceous woodcreeper, Spix's

woodcreeper, rufous-rumped foliage-

gleaner, olive-backed foliage-gleaner,

buff-throated woodcreeper, plain xenoj.\

red-crowned ant-tanager

G: Flycatchers, such as dusky-throate

antshrike

H: Sentinels—bluish-slate antshrike

from its hiding place, an ovenbird oft

transfers the prey to one of its stroi

clawed feet. Then, holding the struggli

arthropod at a safe distance, it administi

fatal pecks. Finally, the bird dismemb

and swallows its victim piece by piece, c

carding the spiny, chitinous legs and wir

in the process. Most species of v/oi

creepers, on the other hand, capture a|

"process" their prey with their extremi

powerful, long bills. An individual of d

of the larger woodcreeper species

swallow a two- to four-gram katydid thai

one-third the length of its own body, bul

prepare its meal properly, it first thrasl

the insect against a tree trunk for seve

minutes.

A variety of other species also regula

or occasionally join these flocks, includ:

four cuckoos, one jacamar, two nunbir

two barbets, four woodpeckers, six lar

antbirds, ten tyrant flycatchers, one ma
kin, three becards, one wren, one gnatwrl

twenty-three tanagers, and two orioi
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First to sound an alarm when a hawk approaches, the white-winged shrike

tanagerplays a crucial role in the mixed-speciesflock.

Many of these species eat not only arthro-

pods but also considerable amounts of fruit

and an occasional small frog or lizard.

Most of the flock species move quickly

as they forage, but a few often sit on a

perch for a full minute or more before ei-

ther shifting to another perch or hopping

or flying out to snatch an insect off a leaf.

Of these more sluggish species, most

search methodically and without moving,

simply swinging their heads slowly from

one side to the other as they scan vegeta-

tion. The jacamar, however, whips its

head from side to side while waiting for

the fast-flying butterflies, dragonflies, and

wasps that it alone can catch; the two

nunbirds, in addition to scanning for ex-

posed but camouflaged prey, also fly out

after arthropods flushed from hiding by

more active birds.

Two other species in this group of me-
thodical searchers—the bluish-slate

antshrike and the white-winged shrike-

tanager—are the most important birds in

the flocks. Like the nunbirds, these tit-

mouse-sized birds fly out and steal insects

flushed by flock mates, but unlike nun-

birds, which drop in and out of flocks, they

are always at the center of a flock, and
they rely on flushed insects for up to 85

percent of their daily food intake. They

m

would thus appear to be parasitizing t\

"harder-working" members of the floe

Significantly, however, they are nearly z

ways the first species in the flock to gh

alarm calls when a bird-eating hawk &

tacks. Since at least one of these species

present in every flock, they are invaluab

as reliable sentinels.

Closer study of flock dynamics reveal«

intricacies of the relationship betwet

these sentinels and the rest of the floe

There are two distinct kinds of mixi

flocks, one that forages primarily in t\

canopy and another found in the und«

story. The two flock types are permanei pi

and while they consist of largely nonovc i
«1

lapping species assemblages, the details i

flock organization are similar. Each ty

has a core membership of five to ten pa:

of birds, each of a different species. T
additional fifty or so species that join thi

flocks do so for only a few hours a day ai

typically wander from flock to flock. :<

each flock, the core assembles soon aft

daybreak and forages as a unit throughc

the day, breaking up at about 4:30 p.m. lt
r

bathing and preening. Core birds spe

their entire lives in one flock and defenc

territory that coincides absolutely w:<|

that of the other core species in the flo<

Each flock has one pair of sentinels

—

\i
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bluish-slate antshrike in the understory,

and the white-winged shrike-tanager in

the canopy.

In my study area, there are twenty-five

understory flocks of similar species com-

position, each flock defending a territory

of twelve to eighteen acres. Superimposed

on the understory flocks are seven canopy

flocks, also very much like one another in

species composition. Canopy flocks have

larger territories, each partly overlapping

two to four understory flock territories.

When neighboring understory flocks meet

at their common territorial boundary,

each species sings and chases or displays

toward birds of the same species and sex in

the other flock. When adjacent canopy

flocks meet, there are no chases or obvious

displaying, but much singing.

Given these intraspecific displays and

chases, I was surprised to find little overt

aggression or competition among species

over food or foraging substrates within

flocks either in the treetops or the under-

story. Several times a day a barbet may
snap at an ovenbird that is trying to forage

in the same dead-leaf cluster, and every

few days, two species of understory wood-

creepers fight, but otherwise the flocks are

notably harmonious.

There is one crucial exception to this

peaceful coexistence, however. When an

insect, typically a katydid or a cockroach,

jumps from concealment to avoid a forag-

ing bird, both that bird and an individual

of one of the sentinel species often dive af-

ter the insect simultaneously. Sentinels,

with their longer wings and tails, are faster

and more aerobatic than most of the more

active gleaning species. As a result, if the

foraging bird does not catch its flushed

prey in the first fraction of a second after

the insect tries to escape, it most likely

loses it to the sentinel in the air. Even these

interactions, however, normally do little to

upset flock harmony. They typically last

only a second or two at the most, and both

birds are so busy executing dives, spins,

spirals, loops, and right-angle turns in pur-

suit of the insect that there is little time for

aggression.

Harmony is sometimes more seriously

strained during the middle of the day

when a canopy flock travels with an under-

story flock. The two flock types normally

forage separately; when they unite, the

joint flock often consists of sixty to seventy

species. In these cases, the understory sen-

tinel—the bluish-slate antshrike—occa-

sionally flies out after the same falling

insect as the canopy sentinel—the white-

winged shrike-tanager—and then the two

scold one another as they spin and dive

down together. That there is competition

between sentinels is not surprising since
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they depend on the flushing activities of

other birds for most of their food. Even

these disagreements, however, are uncom-

mon, simply because the two types of

flocks are rarely united for more than an

hour or two each day.

Other differences between sentinels

and more self-sufficient gleaners are ap-

parent in their breeding behavior. After

much hard searching, my wife, Martha

Brecht, and I found eight nests of the blu-

ish-slate antshrike and fifty-five nests of

other flock species. Many of these birds

build small cup nests in an understory sap-

ling within the flock territory. During in-

cubation, the male and female of a pair

take turns of several hours at a time sitting

on the nest. While one bird is incubating,

the other forages with the flock. After the

eggs hatch and there are nestlings to be

fed, both adults restrict their foraging to

the area within 250 feet of the nest. The

adults join the flock only when it nears

their nest and drop out as soon as the flock

moves more than 250 feet away.

Not surprisingly, the bluish-slate ant-

shrike shows more fidelity to the flock,

even when feeding nestlings. Of the eight

antshrike nests, five survived into the

nestling period and four of these eventu-

ally fledged young. In all five nests that

produced nestlings, the adult antshrikes

continued to forage in the flock even wher

it was 650 feet or more from the nest, or

the far side of the flock territory. The)

commuted back and forth between nesi

and flock, bringing back very large katy-

dids when foraging far from the nest. Or

the rare occasions when antshrikes wit!

nestlings could not locate their flock, the;

increased their rate of movement dramati

cally, effectively doing their own activi

searching to make up for the absence o

active flock mates.

Further observations and tests showe<

just how important associating with senti

nels is for the rest of the flock. Not onl;

did the antshrikes (and shrike-tanagers ii

the canopy) give the first alarms when i

hawk—or a hawk-sized but harmles

bird—flew past; they were also the first t

react to a crude, open-winged, balsa-wa>

model of a hawk that I shot through ur

derstory flocks. Apparently the sam
scanning movements that allow the sent

nels to spot the movements of falling ir

sects also allow them to detect incomin

hawks before other flock species. Th
other flock species, which typically coi

centrate myopically on foliage or bark a

they search for insects, virtually always n

spond to piercing alarm notes of the sent

nels by diving or jumping for cover, eve

though they have their own alarm calls.

The buff-throated woodcreeper drops in and out offlocks, but takes more
risks whenprotected by a group.
Charles A. Munn; Vireo
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To investigate how the absence of senti-

nels might affect the other species' ability

to concentrate on foraging, Martha and I

found an understory flock in which the

antshrikes were feeding nestlings. When
both the male and female sentinels left the

flock to return to their nest, three species

of antwrens moved into significantly

thicker foliage to forage, and at least one

of them clearly caught fewer insects.

When the sentinels returned, the antwrens

all came out of hiding and resumed active

foraging in more open vegetation.

Another species, the buff-throated

woodcreeper, showed a strong tendency to

forage on insect-rich but dangerously ex-

posed vegetation, such as exposed dead

palm fronds, when with sentinels. This

species restricted its foraging to lower

quality but presumably safer vegetation,

such as thick vine tangles, when foraging

out of a flock. Its rate of insect intake was

significantly higher when with sentinels.

Other active flock species may similarly

benefit from these early warnings.

At one stage of life, however, flock birds

must manage without sentinels. Any-

where from a month to one year after

fledging, young birds are expelled by their

parents from their natal flock. These juve-

niles wander through the forest, checking

flock after flock, looking for a vacancy of

their sex and species. Since annual mortal-

ity of adult flock birds isonly 20 to 30 per-

cent (compared with up to 50 percent or

more for typical temperate-latitude song-

birds), the number of vacancies in the

course of a year seems to be low relative to

the number of young adult birds in search

of a flock. I suspect that during this period

young birds are especially likely to die in

the talons of a hawk. It would be interest-

ing to find hawk nests and see if the rap-

tors are consuming more wandering

(unbanded) birds than older (banded)

birds with positions in a flock.

These older, established birds appar-

ently rely on the alarm call of the sentinels

to inform them of danger, yet during the

course of my study I noticed that both the

understory and the canopy sentinels some-

times give such calls when there is abso-

lutely no sign of danger. (An excellent

view of the trees surrounding the flock al-

lowed me to rule out the possibility that a

passing hawk had elicited the alarm.)

When another bird flushes an insect from

hiding and begins to dive after it, a senti-

nel frequently flies out into the open after

the insect while giving what sounds like

and looks (on a sound spectrograph) like a

true alarm call. I interpret these calls as

false alarms and presume that the sentinel

uses them to distract the other birds and
thereby increase its own chance of captur-

ing the falling insect. These aerial dispute

over falling insects are often over in les

than a second, so even a slight hesitatio

on the part of the other bird might alloV

the sentinel to reach the insect first.

Four pieces of evidence support this ir

terpretation. First, the canopy sentinel se

dom gives alarms when it appears to b

the only bird diving after a flushed insec

but frequently does so when one or moi

other birds are giving chase as well. Set

ond, on two occasions when I have see

and heard the canopy sentinel give a fah

alarm during aerial disputes over insect!

birds not involved in the dispute dove ft

cover, apparently assuming that tr

alarms were true. Third, when understoi 1

and canopy sentinels are feeding nestlinj

or fledglings, they increase their rate i

false alarms by a factor of three or mor

And fourth, playbacks of taped true ar

false alarms and of other calls, used i

controls, of the understory flock sentin

show that other flock species cannot di]

tinguish between true and false alarms.

This apparently deceptive signaling

surprising because it is generally held th
j

only humans and perhaps some of tl'

great apes are capable of lying. Many sjf

entists consider self-awareness to be a pn

requisite to deception, and I suspect th

most would be reluctant to ascribe mui

self-awareness to birds. The false alarr

that I have witnessed, however, seem

come very close to qualifying as lying. T
next step is to determine whether the se '&

tinels know that they are lying, but I ha 1

not yet figured out how to do this.

If we could communicate with the va

ous species of flock birds, they might t

us why they choose to join flocks. But

present, we are restricted to observable t

idence of the costs and benefits of flo

membership. Costs to the sentinels are i

apparent, while their feeding benefits i

obvious. For the other flock species, t
<•

benefit of associating with sharp-eyed si

tinels is clear—lessened risk of predatif

allowing them more time to devote

feeding. The cost to these other species

associating with sentinels is the occasioi

loss of food to the sentinels. Unfor

nately, the difficulty of seeing which b

wins each scramble makes it impossible

calculate the mass of arthropods a b

loses. Likewise, it is hard to show that e£

flock bird's probability of being captui

by a hawk is higher out of a flock than
.i

Nevertheless, all the available evideisj

suggests that these flocks are mutualis

societies in which important trade-offs

cur between species, trade-offs that all

these extremely complex flocks to pros

across the entire width and breadth of

Amazon Basin.
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Tiirtlenecks*

Not since Nature has anyone built them
better^or to sell for less^than Lands' End

i

f"V uality in a Lands' End turtleneck

1 begins where it should. With a

P^ beefier cotton fabric (or poly-

btton if you prefer). Generous

roportions. We want a garment with

bme body to it, in a size that more

lan holds its own against shrinkage.

Then we add stretch in all the

llaces you need it most. (You know
'here they are.) And all the little

iceties of tailoring — like tape

Enforcing the shoulders.

Finally, in a typical Lands' End
urst of good nature, we said: "Let's

ffer all the expected colors, but splash

ome surprises into the spectrum as

'ell." (Would you believe teal green

nd slate blue and coral and an eye-

opping magenta?)

AH this and

a victory on price.

)nce quality was in hand, we sewed in

ur label, and came to grips with price.

Ve're happy to say we won, and so

o you. Imagine, a basic turtleneck for

Is low as $1 1.50. Plus a range of prices

nd styles— including mock turtlesour

uyer swears first saw service on the

ight decks of aircraft carriers.

To get the full dramatic effect ofour

jrtleneck collection, you must see it

pilled out on the pages of our catalog.

, h full color. With full descriptions,

rices, and other tempting details.

What excites us about them is

;
jiat — once again, it proves that in

'hatever we set out to otter, if we try

hard enough, we can bring quality

to terms with price in a value equation

you can get your mind around. And
then we simply always have to

remember to treat you the way we
hope to be treated ourselves.

The short, sweet

guarantee.

The woods are full of guarantees (your

word) or warranties (the word the

makers like). Some of them are more

tnuWWfc
°

literary than others. Even ours used to

be a little wordy, until it dawned on us

that if it was really unconditional, which

it is, it could be said in two words.

So now we say it that way.

GUARANTEED. PERIOD.
And it applies to everything we sell—
from sweaters to soft luggage to

shoes to ski wear and whatever else we
find to offer you next.

Send in the coupon for our free

catalog. Better still, call our toll-free

number (800-356-4444) 24 hours a

day. However you do it, get the catalog.

You won't know what you're missing

until you do.

Then, should you decide to order

one of our Lands' End turtlenecks,

we promise you won't be sticking your

neck out.

Please send free catalog. t»K.tiTi

Lands' End Dept. P-28

Dodgeville, WI 53595
0-^T!I^-

A.Ur--.

Soil Zip

Or call Toll-free:

800-356-4444



One of today* s most gifted wildlife artists

creates his first ever collection of porcelain plates.

The Country Diary
by Geoff Mowery



I

Each plate crafted

in fine porcelain

and decorated with

a border of pure

24 karat gold.

Limited First Edition.

Available exclusively from

Franklin Porcelain.

Advance Subscription Deadline:

November 30, 1984.

wo baby rabbits sharing a summer day

'ith a brightly colored butterfly ... a pair

f chipmunks enjoying a tempting lunch

mid the crocuses of a springtime garden

. . a squirrel gathering nuts for the winter.

: is in small, perfect moments like these

nat nature weaves its special charm.

And it is his rare ability to capture

ich perfect moments that has brought the

ork of wildlife artist Geoff Mowery into

icreasing demand from galleries and pri-

ate collectors. For Mowery is not only a

laster of realism, he possesses an extraor-

mary gift for capturing the personality

nd charm of the animals he portrays.

Now, for the first time in his career,

ieoff Mowery will create an entire collec-

on of works to be issued in a form partic-

larly treasured by collectors— a series of

eautiful porcelain plates depicting small an-

nals in their natural surroundings through
11 twelve months of the year.

Each of these original works of art has

een commissioned by Franklin Porcelain

tclusively for "The Country Diary" porce-

in plate collection.

te shown smaller than actual 9-inch si:e.

Each plate portrays a different animal
— in a different month of the year. To
capture the ever-changing beauty of field

and woodland, Geoff Mowery will portray

each animal in a different setting— during

a different month. And the result is a mar-

velous chronicle of the country year. One
that depicts some of nature's most delight-

ful creatures at their enchanting best.

In the April plate, for example, a curi-

ous young fox invites a reluctant mouse to

a game of hide-and-seek. The July plate

depicts a raccoon sharing his field of ripe

corn with a very busy bumblebee. And the

November plate shows a squirrel gathering

nuts for the winter.

Every one of the plates in the collec-

tion has a fascination that is irresistible.

For, as the authoritative art review South-

west Art commented: Mowery "captures

animals in those secret places and brief

moments when man never sees them [and]

interprets Nature's manifest textures and
attitudes, along with its intangible secrets."

Art so real it draws you into the scene.

Geoff Mowery 's art possesses such a rich

play of light and shadow . . . such move-
ment and vitality that it seems to draw the

viewer right into the scene. And every

time you look at each of these enchanting

vignettes you will discover something new.

To capture the full scope of Geoff

Mowery's intricate artistry, each plate will

measure a full nine inches in diameter. And
each will be crafted of fine imported por-

celain, whose luster and transluscence

beautifully enhance the rich hues and
subtle tones of the art. And each will be

framed with a border of pure 24 karat gold.

Individually, each plate is an enchant-

ing work of art. Displayed together they

form a gallery of woodland art that will

enhance your home for years to come.

The artist's premier works in porcelain.

First Edition available for a limited time
only. The twelve beautiful plates in Geoff

Mowery's Country Diary collection— his

first work in this medium—will be of spe-

cial interest to collectors. For this First Edi-

tion is the only one that will bear the artist's

signature and the First Edition designation

WSSITS

"...a quiet moment
In the June forest"

on the backstamp of each plate.

In the tradition of fine porcelain, the

twelve plates in this First Edition will be

issued for a limited time only and the total

number of sets issued will be permanently

limited to the exact number of valid sub-

scriptions entered by December 31, 1985.

The collection of twelve plates will

be sent to subscribers at the rate of one

every other month. The price for each
plate and its display stand is $55, payable

in two monthly in-

stallments of $27.50.

To enter your
subscription mail the

application below to

Franklin Porcelain,

Franklin Center, PA
19091 by Nov. 30.

FRANKLIN PORCELAIN
A FRANKLIN MINT COMPANY

Advance Subscription Application

Valid only if postmarked by

November 30, 1984.

Limit: One collection per applicant.

Franklin Porcelain

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for Geoff
Mowery's Country Diary —consisting of

twelve plates to be crafted for me in fine

porcelain.

I need send no money now. The plates

are to be sent to me at the rate of one
every other month. 1 will be billed for

each plate in two equal monthly install-

ments of $27.50,* with the first payment
due in advance of shipment.

"Plus m-v sme soles Lu.

Signature _

Mr.
Mrs
Mis;

Address

ALL APPLICATIONS API iU»JJCT TO ACCEPTANCE

PLEASE PPINT CLEAPLV

City^

State, Zip_
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Louisiana heron. Egretta tricolor, waits to stab a passing fish,

he bird is one ofsome 280 avian species that can still be seen in

e Everglades despite human disruption ofthe ecosystem.

troubled Waters

}fthe Everglades
ir a hundredyears the construction ofcanals and dams
is upset the ecology ofthis south Florida region.

ow there is hope that the area's natural waterflow will be restored

I William J. Schneider and James H. Hartwell

In its pristine state, about one hundred

ars ago, the Florida Everglades was one

the unsung wonders of the world. An
ormous area in the lower reaches of the

orida peninsula, it originally stretched

me one hundred miles from the south-

i end of Lake Okeechobee down to the

al estuaries of the Gulf of Mexico and

Drida Bay. An average of forty miles

de and usually not more than two feet

ep, the Everglades was literally a grassy

er, a broad, shallow sheet of water flow-

> downhill over a total gradient of about

/enteen feet, carrying normal runoff

floodwaters at the almost impercepti-

: rate of a few feet a day. Within this

)00-square-mile expanse of saw grass,

tches of open water, and occasional

mmocks, or tree islands, animal life was

'erse and abundant. Several hundred

:cies of fish; wading birds, such as her-

egrets, wood storks, and roseate

xmbills; alligators; the Florida panther;

d deer were among the animals found in

: Everglades.

But with the development of southern

)rida in the early part of this century,

: Everglades came to be regarded not so

ich as a habitat for animals as a source

land for agricultural development. A
)gram was started in 1906 to drain the

ter and control floods, and by the mid-

20s, 440 miles of canals had been dug,

miles of levees had been constructed,

i 16 locks and dams controlled water

ivement. Everglades National Park was

ablished in 1 947 at the lower end of the

erglades to protect wildlife habitats,

t the demand for water to fill the needs

cities developing along Florida's east

ist—especially those that grew dra-

tically following the end of World War
—continued.

By 1965, coastal cities from Palm

Beach southward to Coral Gables were us-

ing about 300 million gallons of water a

day. Much of this water was withdrawn

from the Biscayne aquifer (an aquifer is a

natural underground water reservoir). As
a result, water levels in the coastal area

were lowered an average of five feet and

sea water flowed inland, contaminating

the fresh water in the aquifer and in the

open canals near the coast. Protection of

water supplies for the east coast was then

added to the previous objectives of drain-

age and flood control in the water manage-

ment system of the Everglades.

By 1963, the U.S. Corps of Engineers

had constructed or improved almost 1 ,500

miles of levees and canals, along with

pumping stations and tide and flood gates,

in an elaborate engineering scheme de-

signed to manage water. The four basic

components of the system were Lake

Okeechobee; 1 ,045 square miles of agri-

cultural lands just south of the lake; three

major water-conservation areas, estab-

lished in the 1950s and totaling 1,345

square miles; and the intricate system of

canals to channel water coastward. This

same system exists today. Although built

and operated by the U.S. Corps of Engi-

neers, the system is controlled and man-

aged by the South Florida Water Man-
agement District, a quasi-state agency

responsible for water management deci-

sions in south Florida.

Among the major consequences of this

water management have been those af-

fecting the ecology of the Everglades

—

soil subsidence; water imbalances; salinity

problems in the coastal areas of the Ever-

glades; alteration and elimination of vege-

tation, wildlife, and fisheries; and water

pollution. Those changes can be explained

by the gross reduction in the amounts of

water available to the Everglades and,

more importantly, to serious alterations

created in the seasonal patterns of high

and low flows.

Undoubtedly the most damaging effect

of water management has been the inten-

tional cutting off of the traditional flow of

water from Lake Okeechobee to the

southern part of the Everglades. Today,

water from Lake Okeechobee is shunted

to both the east and west coasts or released

to the agricultural area (just below Lake

Okeechobee) for irrigation, with little or

none of the water reaching the lower Ever-

glades. In the past twenty years, an aver-

age of more than 1,300,000 acre-feet of

water has been diverted annually through

the Saint Lucie Canal and the Caloosa-

hatchee River direct to the Atlantic

Ocean and Gulf of Mexico. This unnatu-

ral discharge of fresh water to the estu-

aries of the Saint Lucie Canal and the Ca-

loosahatchee River has upset the normal

saline balance with devastating conse-

quences to fish breeding grounds. The Ev-

erglades south of the agricultural area is

now completely dependent for fresh water

on precipitation falling on the region—an

average of fifty to sixty inches per year

—

and excess water pumped into the con-

servation areas from the lower part of the

agricultural area. This region is only about

one-half the size of the original Everglades

and is the only remaining expanse that still

has a natural Everglades environment. It

now gets only about half the fresh water

the Everglades used to get.

Responsibility for water control rests

solely with the South Florida Water Man-

agement District, which has put into prac-

tice arbitrary and independent operating

schedules for each major part of the sys-
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tern. This arbitrary operation is one of the

system's main shortcomings. Large, rapid

water releases may be followed by periods

of little or no flow, resulting in a feast or

famine situation—too much or too little

water in what is left of the natural Ever-

glades. An extreme example of arbitrary

water flow occurred in March 1983, when

more than 134,000 acre-feet of water was

released from conservation area 3-A,

along part of the northern boundary of Ev-

erglades National Park, rather than the

less than 10,000 acre-feet required for op-

timal habitat maintenance.

The uncoordinated release schedules

have resulted in imbalances in water levels

in the three conservation areas, with con-

sistently high water levels in areas 1 and 2

and low water levels in area 3. As a result,

the deer herd in the Everglades has con-

centrated in area 3 where the water leM

provides a more favorable habitat, .t)

times, releases from conservation are2i

and the agricultural area, coupled vbii

abnormally high rainfall, cause flood cm

ditions that not only create severe cord|

tition for food among the deer con^|

gated in the tree islands of the area

also result in deer drownings.

The problem of the deer herd has bj
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ident since creation of the water-con-

rvation areas in the 1950s, and various

tempts have been made to alleviate it,

eluding supplemental feeding and re-

lation programs in the 1960s and 1970s,

lone has been successful. The abrupt

'.ange in diet—from natural vegetation

{ artificial hay feeding in the ham-
ocks—disrupts the digestive processes

;
the deer, with resultant deaths from

starvation, disease, and stress. Relocation

itself can be fatal; a majority of the cap-

tured deer have died of the stress of the

capture. Even in the year 1978-79, when
the herd was undisturbed, many deer died

and the habitat was seriously damaged by

overgrazing.

To thin the herd, the Florida Fresh Wa-
ter Fish and Game Commission adopted a

policy of emergency hunts. The first hunt

Its long toes enable the purple gallinule,

Porphyrula martinicia, left, to walk

across water lily pads and other aquatic

vegetation. The Everglades, map below,

once encompassed about 4,000 square

miles, stretching southwardfrom Lake
Okeechobeeforsome 100 miles and
extending 30 to 40 milesfrom east to

west. Today the area includes only three

water-conservation areas and Everglades

National Park.

was held in September 1981; another in

June 1982. Of the planned removal of

2,200 deer in June 1982, hunters killed

only 723 because they had to hunt from

boats whose movements were restricted.

Conservationists, on the other hand, in a

much publicized effort, succeeded in re-

locating 1 8 deer, none of which survived.

Total mortality from all causes in con-

servation area 3-B was estimated at 23

percent, but in conservation area 3-A, the

mortality was estimated at more than 60

percent, solely because of the high water.

There the deer starved to death.

Remedial measures taken to date indi-

cate that the deer will continue to suffer if

present water management practices re-

main. However, the stress on the deer herd

is not unique to the current water manage-

ment system; natural fluctuations in water

levels undoubtedly affected deer popula-

tions in the past.

Even within the conservation areas, ar-

bitrary water releases have created prob-

lems. The conservation areas have ac-

quired the relatively static hydrologic

characteristics of reservoirs or lakes rather

than those of river segments. Water no

longer flows continuously across the land

surface but accumulates in stagnant

pools. Biological activity is drastically al-

tered and the ecology is changed. This is

particularly so in conservation area 2,
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where high water levels have persisted in

most years since regulatory releases have

been made. Rarely has the water receded

below the land surface as it normally does

with natural flow. Furthermore, water

containing high levels of nutrients from

natural sources and from fertilizer that is

pumped into the conservation area from

the agricultural lands has caused eutro-

phication of the water.
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Eutrophication is a natural process in

which an excess of nutrients such as phos-

phorus and nitrogen in a body of water up-

sets the balance of aquatic organisms that

clean the water. These nutrients enhance

the fertility of the water, leading to abun-

dant blooms of algae and other aquatic

plants. As the plants die and decompose,

they deplete the oxygen supply in the wa-

ter to a point at which fish and inverte-

brates can no longer survive. In nature

Kmmay take hundreds of years for bodies

water to die in this manner, but the pv -

:

cess is accelerated when nutrient-ladi •

waters are inadvertently or knowingly
i

troduced by humans.

As this eutrophication progresses unc ,

:

persistent inundation, frogs, snakes, fist y,

insects, and other food for predators, or.B

in abundance, exist only in limited supp '.
j
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Wendell Metzen; Bruce Coleman Inc.

Seenfrom the air, the Everglades, left, looks more like a marsh than the shallow river

that it is. Only occasionalpatches ofwater are visible in the expanse ofsaw grass

and isolated stands oftrees. From a high perch on a dead tree limb, below, a
yellow-crowned night heron, Nycticorax violaceus, surveys the scene. Both a
freshwater and saltwater species, this heron breeds in crowded colonies often

found infreshwater drainage areas.

everal instances in which water levels

ere purposely lowered to below the land

lrface resulted in only temporary im-

frovement. The most recent example of

ich a water drawdown—one that re-

uced the stage at which releases were

d tade in conservation area 2 by three and

s,
i ie-half feet in the dry season and two feet

oil the wet season—lasted for three years

If,;
id has so far been unsuccessful. It did

not lower the water level sufficiently in the

area. The problem is not likely to be elimi-

nated until fluctuations in water level once

again resemble those found in the natural

Everglades.

A major problem in water management
has occurred in the 1,045-square-mile ag-

ricultural area just south of Lake Okee-

chobee. Continued drainage of the land

has caused oxidation of the peat soils and

land subsidence of as much as ten feet. Ex-

posure to the air dries out the peat, which

then compacts and subsides. The canals

are confined within high banks, and in

places, the land is as much as eight feet be-

low the water level of the canals that

traverse the area. If the rate of oxidation

and subsidence continues, the natural peat

soil may be completely used up in about

twenty years.
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Cypress trees by the thousands arefound

in Big Cypress Swamp, north of

Everglades National Park. The species,

which loses out to other hardwoods in

drier areas, is a superior competitor

where water drainage is poor.

John Shaw: Tom Stack Associates

Today, agriculture—predominantly the

cultivation of sugar cane—is possible only

through the extensive diking and drainage

of the area to make it drier, a procedure

somewhat like the reclamation of low-

lying land in Holland. Rainfall in the agri-

cultural area is removed by pumping sta-

tions at each end of the region, with water

either pumped backward to Lake Okee-

chobee or forward to the conservation ar-

eas. Fertilizers, as well as nutrients re-

leased by the oxidation of the peat soils,

contribute to the ever increasing eutro-

phication of these waters.

The problem is additionally compli-

cated by water management in the Kis-

simmee River Basin, which supplies a sub-

stantial inflow to Lake Okeechobee from
the north. The course of the Kissimmee
River, which flows from Lake Kissimmee
to Lake Okeechobee, has been radically

altered by replacing the natural river

channel with a canal and regulating its wa-
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An alligator, on the prowlfor smallprey

such asfish and birds, swims through

thick surface aquatic vegetation.

Brian Parker; Tom Stack Associates
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Peeringover the edge ofa sawpalmetto

leafis an anole, an insectivorous lizard

common in south Florida.

ter levels within a very narrow range. The

canal has reduced the river's length from

about one hundred miles of meandering

stream to less than fifty miles of canal,

diminishing the infiltration and storage of

water in the former natural flood plains

and delivering floodwater to Lake Okee-

chobee at faster rates.

The operation has not fully achieved its

intended level of flood control; rather, it

has almost eliminated the natural capac-

ity of the river to assimilate contaminants

from human activity in the basin. This, in

turn, has added to the already serious de-

terioration of water quality in Lake Okee-

chobee. Most importantly, though, con-

struction of the canal has raised the water

in Lake Okeechobee to higher levels and

at faster rates, requiring more rapid and

larger diversions of water to the sea.

The first canal from Lake Okeechobee

to the west coast was dredged in the 1 880s

in order to transport farm crops. No roads

existed in those days and barges were the

only available means of transportation.

Since then, each water-control action has

been deemed a "solution" to the problem

it addressed. Yet each solution led inex-

orably to new and more complicated prob-

lems as additional sections of the total Ev-

erglades ecological system were affected.

Concern over these environmental prob-

lems coalesced during the environmental

movement in the 1970s, when the fate of

the Everglades became a major public

topic. Encouraged primarily by two out-

spoken activists—ecologist Arthur R.

Marshall and author Marjory Stone-

man Douglas—environmental organiza-

tions argued the problems of the Ever-

glades on the basis of data rather than

emotions. By 1980, signs of hope for the

Everglades began emerging. By early

1983, actions were replacing dialogue,

and the dialogue contained more coopera-

tion than confrontation.

A research center established in 1 977 at

Everglades National Park has a staff of

more than forty scientists whose first con-

cern is with ecological problems of the

area. In the mid-1960s, the professional

staff of the South Florida Water Manage-

ment District consisted primarily of engi-

neers; today it includes about 1 50 hydrolo-
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gists, biologists, chemists, and other

scientists. Even more important is the ex-

change of data and research results with

other government agencies and private in-

dustries concerned with water manage-

ment, an indication of the mutual recogni-

tion of the complexity of the problem.

A recent proposal by the staff of Ever-

glades National Park, aimed at improving

the park's natural water system, has been

accepted by the South Florida Wate

Management District. Of seven specifi

items in the proposal, one—to provide

more natural flow of water to the pai

along its western boundary—has bee

fully implemented, and efforts to impl<

ment the others are continuing. Amor

other proposals is an overall increase

water delivery over a wider area.

In its attempt to address the problem (



i'ater releases, the Water Management
)istrict is developing a routing model

ased on coordinated management rather

ihan arbitrary schedules. Although still in

s early stages of development, the model

olds promise as a management tool for

lore flexible operations. The restoration

f natural water flows in parts of the Ever-

lades—Everglades National Park, for

xample—has already begun. Except in

the agricultural area, there are proponents

of restoration of the natural water flow

throughout the entire Everglades region.

Attention is also being given to the ac-

quisition of two tracts of land—the Roet-

enberger and Holeyland tracts—contigu-

ous to the northwest corner of water-

conservation area 3. As an experiment, the

95-square-mile area will be supplied with

water from the Miami Canal to duplicate

the natural water flow on a seasonal basis.

This pilot project's major objectives are to

determine whether replication of the natu-

ral seasonal water flows will bring about

regeneration of the peat soils and improve-

ment of the wildlife habitat. Results of the

research will not be easy to determine;

nevertheless, the project can be viewed as

an indication of a long-term concern over

the ultimate fate of the Everglades.

Further commitment to the Everglades

can be found in the actions of the State of

Florida. Gov. Robert D. Graham, in re-

sponse to citizen groups, has taken posi-

tive steps to implement a policy of restor-

ing the Everglades by the turn of the

century. In July 1983, the governor had

the opportunity to replace six of the nine

members of the South Florida Water

Management District's board of directors

whose terms of office had either expired

or who had resigned. The new board repre-

sents a balance of public interests. In con-

trast, a previous nine-member board in-

cluded five members from agribusiness

corporations or with major agricultural in-

terests and only one member representing

conservation and environmental interests.

Furthermore, all the new members of the

board have pledged their support to the

governor's goal of restoring the Kissim-

mee-Okeechobee-Everglades ecosystem.

Governor Graham has also appointed a

seven-member coordinating council to

oversee the state's commitment to restora-

tion of the total Kissimmee-Okeechobee-

Everglades Basin. This council, consisting

of the heads of seven state agencies, repre-

sents not only water and wildlife interests

but also includes spokesmen interested in

community affairs, planning, and trans-

portation. The mandate of this council is

to combine current and future south Flor-

ida environmental restoration under a sin-

gle banner.

Undoubtedly, the most significant envi-

ronmental development in south Florida

to date is the prospect of the restoration of

the Kissimmee River from its current can-

alization to its former meandering state.

Although the canal was completed by the

Corps of Engineers in 1964, the awaken-

ing of the environmental movement in the

1970s, and its interest in the problems of
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Below: Even wetlands can catchfire

during times ofintense drought. In 1962,

for example, more than 1 20,000 acres

burned in Everglades National Park. In

the early summer of1981,firesflared in

otherparts ofthe Everglades. Right: The

elegant great egret, Casmerodius albus,

probably attracts morephotographers

than any other bird in the Everglades.

Wendell Metzen; Bruce Coleman Inc.

the Everglades and Lake Okeechobee,

has led to an awareness of the detrimental

effects of the canalization of the Kissim-

mee. As a result, a decision by the State of

Florida to restore the Kissimmee was

made in August 1983, with a specific pro-

posal to fill in an eight-mile stretch of the

northern part of the canal. The proposal

was implemented on July 26, 1984, when

Governor Graham symbolically threw the

first shovel of dirt into the canal. The ulti-

mate goal is the restoration of most of the

river to a meandering flood plain environ-

ment. If accomplished, this reversal of a

major and completed water-control proj-

ect would be the first ever based solely on

environmental considerations. The com-

mitment to the restoration of the Kissim-

mee River offers a bright ray of hope for

the reversal of the present water-control

system and the eventual restoration of the

former, natural flow-through system of

the Florida Everglades. D
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X CAN

The writer quoted above is a recent kindergarten graduate.

And the words are only a few of many he could read and
write for you.

The future laureate, Matthew Howse, was part of a unique
educational project. A two-year study of that project, sponsored b

IBM, has led to an important new IBM product called the Writing

to Read System.

It simply teaches children how to convert sounds they can
already say into sounds they can write.

At first, there's little emphasis on spelling and punctuation.

(Matthew for instance, needed help with the word "beautiful.")



The important thing is, children learn to express their own
I elings and ideas.

Thousands of kindergartners took part in the project. After

lie year, their reading ability as a group was significantly higher

Ihan the national norm.
What's more, seven out of ten could write words, sentences,

sren stories. Skills not expected of beginning readers.

To help develop Writing to Read, IBM provided personal

)inputers, Selectric typewriters, workbooks and tape recorders.

s well as money to train teachers and underwrite the project.

We think the idea is so beautiful that, well, ask Matthew Howse.

Forfree additional information about Writing to Read,

developed by Dr.John Henry Warlin, pleast write:

IBMCorp.,RO.Box777N. krmonk.Ph 10504



A Mound of One's Own
In the desert, young banner-tailed kangaroo rats

oftenfind themselves all grown up with nowhere to go

by W. Thomas Jones and Betsy Bush

Travelers of back roads in southern

New Mexico, southeastern Arizona, or

northern Chihuahua and Sonora in Mex-

ico may notice the broad, low earthen

mounds scattered over the desert flat-

lands. Anyone who stops to examine them

will find that each mound has numerous

holes that seem to be the entrances to tun-

nels or animal burrows. However, a day-

time visitor who hopes for the animal oc-

cupants to emerge will inevitably be

disappointed; they only come out after

dark. On moonlit nights one can see

them—creatures, a little bigger than ham-

sters, that hop on two legs like kangaroos

and have long white-tipped tails. These

last two features inspired their name

—

banner-tailed kangaroo rats.

Bannertails are one of fourteen kanga-

roo rat species in western North America.

Most of these species are found in the arid

regions of California, Nevada, and Ari-

zona, although one species' range extends

from Canada to Mexico. Kangaroo rats

are members of a rodent family, Heter-

omyidae, that includes two other desert

genera—pocket mice and kangaroo

mice—and several tropical species. The

kangaroo rats are believed to have evolved

into a distinct group as land upheavals and

mountain building caused the formation

of deserts in western North America

about seven million years ago. Within

their family, kangaroo rats are among the

most highly specialized for life in desert

environments. They are all nocturnal, live

in underground burrows, are bipedal, and

have long tails for balance. Their small

forelimbs, which look more like hands

than feet, are used mainly for digging and

for stuffing food into pouches in their

cheeks. Food, in this case, means seeds,

supplemented with green, leafy plants.

Some kangaroo rat species, including

bannertails, have an interesting means of

communication. They drum their hind

feet rapidly on the ground, often when

other kangaroo rats intrude upon their ter-

ritories or burrows or sometimes in re-

sponse to intruding biologists.

One of the greatest hardships of desert

life is the lack of water, but kangaroo rats

can survive without ever drinking. They

get all the water they need from the seeds
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A pair ofyoung banner!ails socialize at

the entrance to a mound. Because the

mounds are crucialfor shelter andfood
storage, the rats, which are solitary as

adults, delay leaving their natal burrows
until they canfind an occupied mound.
C. Allan Morgan
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and green vegetation they eat. How they

manage is a study in economy. First, they

lose very little water in excretion; their ef-

ficient kidneys produce a highly concen-

trated urine. Second, their convoluted na-

sal passages condense most of the

moisture out of their exhaled breath be-

fore it reaches the dry desert air. Finally,

what water they do lose through their

breath they recover in their burrows.

Bannertails store seed in their burrows,

and during the day they seal off the en-

trances with soil. The moisture in their

breath and in the soil humidifies the bur-

row interior, and some of that moisture is

absorbed by the stored seed. Later, when

the rats eat the seed, they recover some of

their lost water.

As interesting as these physiological ad-

aptations may be, it is the social system of

banner-tailed kangaroo rats, and what it

tells us about the evolution of mammalian

social behavior-in general, that has been of

particular interest to us. Bannertails are

considered a solitary, rather than a gregar-

ious, species, but certain aspects of their

natural history, particularly their large

mounds, made us suspect they might have

some gregarious tendencies. By studying

the rudiments of gregariousness in a basi-

cally solitary species, we hoped to learn

more about why a species might start

down the evolutionary path toward gre-

garious sociality.

Since the summer of 1979, we have

been studying bannertails in a remote val-

ley in extreme southeastern Arizona. The

valley supports a dense population of rats,

along with sparse shrubs, such as mesquite

and Mormon tea, and various annual

plants. These are the principal sources of

seed for the kangaroo rats. Our ninety-

acre study site has more than 300 individ-

ual bannertail mounds. After trapping

and marking each kangaroo rat on our

site, we have continued (most recently in

collaboration with Peter Waser of Purdue

University) to census the study population

every two to four months by trapping at

each occupied mound. By noting which in-

dividuals are captured at each mound, we
been able to learn each rat's home

mound and have identified the mothers of

most juveniles. We have also monitored
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A bannertail mound, below, can be as big as twofeet high andfifteenfeet in

diameter. The mounds are byzantine structures,full offragile, twisting

passageways that help the rats avoidprobingpredators. Bannertails store seeds

in these ' condominiums"for use in the winter and spring. Some research has

shown that the rats may manage the seeds, moving them to moister or drierparts

ofthe mounds topromote the growth ofbeneficial molds. Onfacingpage, an

excavated mound reveals the intricate tunnel system (center).

Betsy Bush

some rats in more detail using radiotelem-

etry. By compiling lifetime records of the

movements and locations of every rat, we

have discerned much about their social

system.

What distinguishes gregarious species

from solitary ones? Many highly gregari-

ous mammals live in extended family

groups. Black-tailed prairie dogs, for ex-

ample, live in groups called coteries that

include several females, their young,

one or two males. Members of a coterii

share a territory and its extensive set ol

burrows. Because young females almost

never disperse and eventually replace

their mothers as the breeding residents of

their natal coteries, females in a coterie

are closely related—they are sisters, half-

sisters, aunts and nieces, or mothers and

daughters—and coterie territories tend tc
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stay in the same lineage. Within coteries,

prairie dogs get along amicably, but cote-

rie territories are aggressively guarded

from noncoterie members.

In solitary species, on the other hand,

males and females usually live alone and

defend their territories against all other in-

dividuals, including relatives. In addition,

the young usually do not spend their entire

lives in their natal territories unless they

^^
inherit them when their parents die. The

Merriam's kangaroo rat is a good example

of a solitary mammal. These rodents al-

ways live in their own burrows and the

young disperse soon after they are

weaned, so family groups persist for only a

short time. As adults, kangaroo rats re-

spond aggressively to all individuals that

intrude on their territories.

These two examples lie at opposite ends

of a spectrum of sociality that includes

many intermediate states. Some gregari-

ous animals have more loosely organized

social systems than the black-tailed prai-

rie dog's, while some supposedly solitary

species show gregarious tendencies. There

are also gregarious animals that live, not in

extended families, but in groups of unre-

lated individuals. Nonetheless, extended

families are certainly the most common
social groupings in mammals; they are the

basic social units in species as diverse as el-

ephants, naked mole rats, and baboons.

Most researchers believe that gregari-

ous social systems evolve from solitary

ones. One way this might occur is if a spe-

cies begins to extend the period that off-

spring live in natal burrows or territories,

thus extending the time they are in close

association with relatives. If this tendency

evolved to the point where offspring never

dispersed, close-knit family groups would

become permanent, and the system would

be considered gregarious.

But what could cause a delay in the dis-

persal of offspring? The young might pro-

long their stay in natal areas if that would

give them a reproductive or survival ad-

vantage over dispersing. If, for example,

there are essential resources in the natal

territories that would be unavailable to ju-

veniles that left home, then dispersing

might be risky. Female thick-tailed bush

babies, African primates, probably re-

main at home for just this reason. The

young females need access to gum-pro-

ducing acacia trees if they are to have

enough food to be able to reproduce.

When Ann Clark of the Kellogg Biologi-

cal Station in Michigan studied bush ba-

bies, she found that adults monopolize all

the trees and only allow their own young to

feed on them. Thus, the only way females

can get at the trees is to stay in their moth-

ers' territories.

Sometimes a scarcity of suitable habi-

tat may be the critical factor. Jerram

Brown's study of Mexican jays in Arizona

suggests that since most of the breeding

habitat on his study site is taken by adults,

young jays stay in natal territories for sev-

eral years. Eventually, nearby territories

become vacant or juveniles may ascend to

breeding status at home. Parental toler-
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Near daybreak, a banner-tailed kangaroo rat seals itselfinto a mound, below, by

plugging up the entrance with soil. This helps hold in moisture, aprecious

commodity in this arid southwestern habitat. Bannertails, which are nocturnal,

require little water; they get most ofwhat they needfrom the seeds and

vegetation thev eat. A cutaway ofa mound, right, shows a kangaroo rat at a nest.

C. Allan Morgan

ance of late dispersal by the young may be

a form of parental care that increases the

young's chances of survival.

With these ideas in mind, we began to

study the mounds and dispersal behavior

of banner-tailed kangaroo rats. Bannertail

mounds are so large and complex it seems

remarkable they are inhabited by an ani-

mal as small as a kangaroo rat. Each adult

rat lives in its own mound. Some mounds

are as much as fifteen feet in diameter and

two feet high. The tunnel system inside

runs as deep as two feet below ground.

Usually these mounds have a dozen or

more entrances, which make them look

like rat condominiums. Inside are pas-

sageways that wind, split, and converge

again in fragile, underground labyrinths.

A burrow system such as this requires a

long time to build. A rodent takes months

or even years to expand a simple, single-

entrance burrow into a small or average-

size mound. Perhaps this is why banner-

tails rarely build new mounds—about

three new ones are constructed per hun-

dred each year. Most of the mounds on

our study site are probably decades old,

much older than the rats themselves,

which live at most three to four years.

Mounds are crucial to bannertail sur-

vival. They provide refuge from extreme

desert temperatures and aridity, as well as
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from predators such as snakes, owls, and

coyotes. The mounds also serve as grana-

ries. Most seed-producing plants of the

area bloom and set seed after summer

rains; bannertails harvest these seeds in

autumn, storing up to eleven pounds per

mound. Their caches sustain them during

the winter and spring months when food is

relatively scarce. Once accumulated, the

caches require constant maintenance be-

cause the seeds tend to become moldy.

Jim Reichman and Cindy Rebar of Kan-

sas State University have found that

bannertails prefer slightly moldy seeds to

nonmoldy seeds, probably for nutritional

reasons, but they don't eat very moldy

seeds. When Reichman studied this in the

laboratory, he found that kangaroo rats

appear to manage mold growth by moving

seeds to areas of different humidities.

Each juvenile bannertail must acquire a

mound if it is to survive to adulthood. But

the time and effort required to construct

new mounds probably prevent most young

from doing so; juveniles must usually find

existing mounds. Most mounds, however,

are occupied, so juveniles can only live in

their mothers' mounds. Furthermore,

young bannertails may need access to seed

caches during their first few months of

growth. Given these circumstances, we
predicted that young banner-tailed kanga-



roo rats should delay dispersing from their

mothers' mounds and leave only when va-

cancies appear elsewhere.

We found this is exactly what they do.

Each year in January or February most fe-

males one year or older enter estrus and
produce one or two litters by late spring.

The mothers nurse for about a month; but

after weaning, offspring do not immedi-
ately leave home. Instead, virtually all

young of both sexes stay with their moth-
ers for at least another two months. Most
remain for four months, and some remain

for as long as seven months. This is sub-

stantially longer than the usual pattern for

solitary mammals, whose juveniles usu-

ally leave soon after weaning. In one case,

a young bannertail and its mother shared a

mound for eighteen months, at which
point the mother died.

We discovered that when young banner-

tails finally do leave their natal territories,

they usually move to adjacent mounds, and
these moves always follow the disappear-

ance of the previous resident. We have

never seen a juvenile displace an adult. In

several instances when we knew an adult

rat had died, we found that a juvenile

moved in within days. This pattern sug-

gests that dispersal is prompted by the

opportunities that arise when adult kanga-

roo rats die.

Not all juveniles leave their maternal

territories and take up residence in nearby

mounds. Some acquire mounds in natal

territories. Many adult females have extra

mounds in their territories and sometimes

juveniles resettle in one of these. It is also

not uncommon for an adult female to relo-

cate herself, thereby relinquishing the na-

tal mound, and whatever seed it contains,

to her offspring. Offspring may also in-

herit natal mounds when their mothers

die. Our data show that those that acquire

natal mounds are more likely to survive to

adulthood than those that move else-

where. Juveniles that acquire natal

mounds usually remain there all their lives

and eventually pass these mounds on to

their own progeny. Hence, a mound or

group of mounds may remain within a

lineage for several generations.

This pattern of delayed dispersal leads

to the formation of rudimentary social
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groups among bannertails. In spring, fe-

males sometimes give birth to second lit-

ters while still sharing mounds with their

first litters. At this time, as many as a half

dozen closely related individuals may
share a single mound, and occasionally

daughters of early litters begin to repro-

duce. Such groups seem to resemble the

extended families of prairie dog coteries,

but we know little about their social dy-

namics. And unlike prairie dog coteries,

bannertail family groups do not persist in-

definitely. Mortality is high among juve-

niles. Many die before or during dis-

persal, and the majority do not reach re-

productive age, which is usually one year

old. Moreover, mothers may not tolerate

offspring at home after the beginning of

the fall seed-caching season because they

must accumulate and save a new store of

seeds for the following year and the next

litter. Finally, the shortage of suitable

mounds does not last forever. Juveniles

take advantage of openings, and by the

age of seven or eight months, most are in-

dependently established. Although the ex-

istence of family groups is only a transi-

tory phenomenon among banner-tailed

kangaroo rats, our study suggests that in-

cipient social groups such as theirs could

become more permanent if conditions

change so that critical resources in natal

territories are at a greater premium. For

example, lower adult mortality rates

among bannertails would decrease the

rate at which mound vacancies arise.

In all plants and animals, parents pro-

vide their young with resources to help

them become mature and independent.

The endosperm of seeds, the yolk of eggs,

and milk are all things that offspring in

their undeveloped state cannot obtain

themselves. When juvenile banner-tailed

kangaroo rats stay in the mounds of their

birth several months past weaning, they

may be receiving a similar benefit. Young
bannertails are unable to compete with

more experienced adults for existing re-

sources, so parents provide them with ac-

cess to a mound and seed cache. Thus, per-

manent nondispersal and its consequence,

gregarious sociality, may be a highly de-

: form of a very general phenome-
non, parental investment in offspring.
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A banner-tailed kangaroo rat surveys the

scene outside its burrow. Once a rat has
moved into its own mound, it lives alone

and is aggressive toward other rats,

including siblings and parents.
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Epiactis prolifera allows itsyoung to develop in a "brood groove" on itsfoot.

This anemone mother has temporarily retracted her tentacles, but when they are

down theyform a curtain that conceals theyoung. Theprotection maternal
tentacles provide is apparently no luxury—younganemones removedfrom their

mothers too early often die. This E. prolifera is attached to a blade ofalgae;
a second anemone can be seen on the underside ofthe same blade.
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Mother's Baby, Father's Maybe
The sea anemone Epiactis prolifera isn't confused

about its sexuality; it just has a lot of options

Text and photographs by Lovell Langstroth and Libby McCown Langstroth

Many sea anemones have unusual ways

of reproducing, but few are as picturesque

in their idiosyncrasies as Epiactis prolif-

era. In this Pacific Coast species, juveniles

grow up on the bases of their mothers, who

brood them under their tentacles. In early

adulthood, all individuals are females, but

as they continue to develop they also grow

testes. In other words, they become active

hermaphrodites. This sort of breeding sys-

tem occurs in many plants but is uncom-

mon in animals.

Like corals and other polyps, anemones

are made up of rings of tentacles that sur-

round an oral disk and mouth, a central

column with a gut, and a pedal disk, or

foot, at the base. Most of them can repro-

duce sexually or asexually; sexual re-

production occurs when gametes, or sex

cells, released by the sea anemones into

the water, unite.

E. prolifera, however, has its own way
of doing things. First, an adult anemone
releases about fifty eggs from its mouth.

These tumble down and attach to the cen-

tral column, most lodging in a "brood

groove" just above the mother's base.

Here they start to grow.

The mother's tentacles form a curtain

that droops over the young, perhaps pro-

tecting them. At the age of about three

months, or the size of four millimeters, the

young let go and glide off into the world.

Probably the most puzzling aspect of

these events is when and where the eggs

are fertilized. Researchers know only that

fertilization could come from one of two

sources—from the hermaphroditic parent

itself or from one of the older adults that

are already producing sperm. Daphne
Fautin Dunn, of the California Academy
of Sciences in San Francisco, points out

Diaphanous and white, young anemones cover the base oftheir mother.

The bigger ones, which now measurefrom two to four millimeters, have

already sprouted tentacles and will probably soon detach themselvesfrom
their mother, and crawl offon their own. At Point Lobos State Reserve

in California, most anemones in the subtidal zone hitch up to the brown

alga Cystoseira osmundacea.
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that the method evolved by E. prolifera

allows a population to adjust its genetic

composition when changes occur in the

environment. If conditions are stable, for

example, many adults will live long

enough to become hermaphrodites and

might fertilize their own eggs, producing a

population that is less variable genetically.

This creates a potential problem—if there

are changes in the environment few anem-

ones may be capable of dealing with them.

When conditions are unstable, however,

fewer individuals live to become hermaph-

rodites, and many more need outsiders to

reproduce. The "outbred" offspring that

result tend to have more genetic variabil-

ity, so some individuals will probably be

able to adapt to changing conditions.

We shot these photographs of E. pro-

lifera at Point Lobos State Reserve in

Carmel, California, at a depth of thirty-

five feet. On the bottom, which is clear

and open and lit by rays of sun that break

through a kelp canopy above us, we saw

many invertebrates scattered among the

algae. One particular brown alga at-

tracted our interest, for almost invariably

we found it encrusted with E. prolifera.

We believe that E. prolifera may be using

this alga, Cystoseira osmundacea, as a

refuge from one of its predators, Derma-

sterias, common on the rocks below.

After much diving at Point Lobos, we

realized that not all the waving appen-

dages we were seeing actually belonged to

E. prolifera. Mixed in was another crea-

ture, the same color and with similar ten-

tacles, but longer than the sea anemone.

When we studied it carefully, we realized

it was the predatory nudibranch Aeolidia

papillosa, which had climbed from the

bottom into its prey's habitat.

The nudibranch Aeolidia papillosa (left) attacks an Epiactis prolifera, and the

anemone answers the attack by contracting its column and tilting toward the

predator. E. prolifera can also defend itselfwith its nematocysts, millions of

tiny, stinging capsules that it canfirefrom its tentacles. But sometimes

A. papillosa simply gulps these torpedoes down with no apparent ill effects,

later turning them to its own defense.
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Now the nudibranch presses its attack,forcing E. prolifera to retract its

tentacles entirely. A. papillosa isfeeding on thefoot ofthe sea anemone.

The nudibranch. which tends to take on thefeatures ofits prey, closely

resembles E. prolifera in this setting.
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Young girls and toddlersplay on a street

in LongBow village in northern China.
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GrowingUp inaChinese Village
Children in rural China are given a secure environment and precise social conditioning

by Norman A. Chance

China's capital, Beijing, contains myr-

iad government offices, tall apartment

buildings, paved streets, crowded buses,

historical sites, lovely parks, and almost

six million residents. Foreign dignitaries

passing through the city are invariably im-

pressed with its cultural and historical

flair—not to speak of the daily array of cu-

linary delights and breathtaking sights

that are a common byproduct of being an

"honored guest."

Yet within an hour and a half bicycle

ride from this urban core, one can find

quite a different Beijing—quieter, slower

paced, and surprisingly rural in character,

largely because of the vegetable-produc-

ing villages that dot much of the land-

scape on the periphery of the municipal-

ity. One such village, Half Moon, became

my temporary home in the fall and early

winter of 1979 when I moved in with a

peasant family and began learning first-

hand about the process of growing up in a

Chinese village.

Half Moon is a small community, with

a total population of 543. During much of

the year the bright rays of the morning sun

warm the ten-foot-high courtyard walls

that define both the perimeter of the vil-

lage proper and the borders of family resi-

dences within. Abutting the outer walls

are the village's six collectively owned

fields. Inside, immediately adjacent to

peasant dwellings of adobe and brick,

well-worn dirt lanes define the routes used

by residents to visit and to carry on their

daily activities. At regular intervals along

these roadways, tile-roofed arches shelter

swinging doors that open into family

courtyards and the houses beyond. It is

here that much of the initial socializing of

children takes place.

From the moment of birth, a child in

Half Moon village, like children through-

out China, is treated with considerable at-

tention. If a baby cries, it will very likely

be picked up, coddled, and played with by

the mother or other available family mem-

bers. At night, the baby sleeps close to the

mother's side. When it wakes, its needs

—

whether for feeding, emotional support, or

the changing of clothes—are quickly

taken care of.

When the child is one month old, a large
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celebration called manyue (full month) is

held and the baby is given a name. All

nearby relatives and friends are invited to

attend. In preparation for the festivities,

tables are set with special foods, such as

cooked pork and eggs mixed with red col-

oring—red being a sign of happiness.

With the arrival of the guests, the new in-

fant is brought out for everyone to see.

Gifts for the child will include such items

as a baby suit, a padded cotton mattress, a

swaddling blanket, a small cap, or a pair of

shoes and socks.

Following the first-month naming cere-

mony, the household reverts to its more

normal routine. Usually, the mother re-

turns to her earlier occupation—as field

laborer, worker in a private family enter-

prise, or member of a collectively run side-

line industry. Mothers may place their ba-

bies in the local village nursery, but this is

not a likely choice if a mother-in-law or

"auntie" is available to care for the child.

Actually the birth of a first grandchild

provides a convenient reason for a mother-

in-law to retire from the hard life of a field-

worker. Who wants to spend a long day

bent over a hoe when one can care for a

new grandchild?

Whoever takes responsibility, the

baby's day is spent in a highly supportive

environment. In addition to its mother's

milk, the infant soon finds itself being of-

fered cakes, wheat-flour porridge or other

kinds of soup, and perhaps some milk pow-

der mixed in a liquid. Meat, prechewed by

the feeder, is also added to the diet, as is

salt, which is believed to insure the child's

future strength. The young child is en-

couraged to shake its head, clench its fist,

clap its hands, smile before friends, and in

other ways demonstrate to the family and

relatives that it is healthy and happy.

Children are weaned between the ages

of one and two, a task that is accomplished

quickly. If a child complains, the mother

may spread a little red pepper on her nip-

ple while offering as a substitute some liq-

uid from warm porridge, egg and rice

cake, or similar nutritious food.

Toilet training, by contrast, is under-

taken in a more leisurely manner. By the

time an infant is a year old, it will begin

wearing trousers and a shirt or jacket. The
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Sisters with a new sibling: "From the moment

ofbirth, infants get considerable attention.

"

design of such clothing is the ultimate in

preparation for relaxed toilet training—

a

slit between the trouser legs enables the

child to squat whenever the need arises.

Seldom, if ever, will the mother or other

family member bother to take the child to

a household or public toilet. For rural chil-

dren, the convenience of a courtyard or

lane is seen as a perfectly adequate loca-

tion for such activity. When the mother or

grandmother notices the child about to

urinate or defecate, she will bend over and

hold it. At the same time, she will make a

soft whistling sound. When the child is be-

tween one and two years old, the mother

begins to anticipate its bodily functions

and at the appropriate times again holds

the child and whistles softly, waiting for

the desired result. The transition from this

pattern to that of actual toilet training oc-

curs rather easily.

The overall responsibility for the >

bringing of an infant is not limited to le

mother or grandmother. In most hoi:-

holds, this activity is seen as a mutal

responsibility of the extended family ;ii

even the larger community. In this socJ-

izing group of parents, grandpares.

older siblings, and numerous "auntis''

and "uncles," some of whom are real n.

the young child has considerable suppt.

Indeed, older relatives in particular arof-

ten accused of spoiling the children.

Yet the seemingly abundant affecin

shown to young infants is not so muc a

traditional socialization practice of he

countryside as it is of the city. For t sir

part, city people are likely to criticize t sir

rural counterparts, occasionally goinjas

far as to suggest that peasant pants

"treat their children like their pigs nd

dogs." But such criticism is inappnri-



An infant granddaughter gets a ride, while

grandfather and mother turn a millstone.

\i

telle—the more difficult life in rural areas

to
l :quires the active participation of chil-

en in the economic activities of the

Dusehold at a much earlier age than is the

jlyajise in the city. In Half Moon village, chil-

Soci

ren are taught to endure adversity and

areikpect hard work. In the perception of the

gnipral villagers, any criticism that is forth-

el
||))ming might be better directed at urban

y
Jirents for a tendency to "overindulge"

rafe
iieir children.

Seldom are village infants punished. If

baby cries incessantly or engages in

>me other disturbing behavior, a parent

ill spank it, but these slaps are usually

ittiore symbolic than real since they are

fl'.ven so gently. Much more likely, the

uld will be handed a wooden rattle or

her plaything to distract its attention

om whatever is bothering it. Sometimes

1 older sibling will go over to the child

and stroke, play, or gently rock it back and

forth until it stops fussing. In good

weather, a fretful baby is taken outside to

play or watch some courtyard activity.

If the problem becomes more persis-

tent, such as an infant regularly throwing

food on the floor when no longer hungry,

the mother responds by telling it to be sen-

sible and eat properly. If the child contin-

ues to be naughty, the mother then speaks

more firmly. If it still misbehaves, the

mother may then give the child a brief

swat on the buttocks. However, such an ef-

fort to teach good behavior is frequently

sidetracked by the ever attentive mother-

in-law, who, seeing the baby being rep-

rimanded, comes over to the table or

chair, sweeps the infant up in her arms,

and proceeds to coddle it in complete dis-

regard of her daughter-in-law's educa-

tional efforts.

Between the ages of three and six, chil-

dren begin to explore the world outside

their courtyard. Some of this time is spent

in play with other village children. Boys

play marbles, climb trees, make kites out

of cornstalks and newspaper, or find old

iron hoops to roll along the road with a

stick. Outdoor activities for girls include a

variety of simple games. Mother and

daughter may make a shuttlecock out of

cloth and feathers. Taking it outdoors, the

daughter kicks it in the air to see how

many times she can keep it up without it

touching the ground. Then she may find

other girls to team up with and see who

can keep the toy in the air the longest. Or a

girl may attach a rubber band to a paddle

and cloth ball, and then see how many

times she can hit the ball.

Very popular group activities for girls

are skipping rope and kick-stone. In the

former, the girl is expected to sing a song

of eight or ten stanzas without tripping on

the rope. In the latter game, somewhat

like hopscotch, four adjacent squares are

drawn in the earth. Then, with one foot off

the ground, the child tries to kick a stone

from one square to the next without losing

balance. One's turn is lost when the sec-

ond foot touches the ground or the stone

remains in the same square.

Other games carried on throughout

childhood involve use of a six-sided ball

filled with sand. Two teams of boys or girls

are formed, each trying to hit a member of

the opposite team without allowing him or

her to catch the ball. When it is caught,

the other team gains possession of the ball

and attempts a similar process. Another

game involves the use of a multicolored

pig or sheep's knuckle bone. The partici-

pant must throw the bone in the air and

then catch it, making sure the surface
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color differs from toss to catch. Of the rel-

atively few games in which both boys and

girls participate, hide-and-seek and card

playing are the most popular.

While adults rarely participate in these

games, they often serve as objects of inter-

est and entertainment for the children. A
stranger automatically fits this category,

whether the individual is a seller of pottery

or a buyer of eggs for the district store, a

member of a traveling puppet troupe or a

visiting film projectionist from a nearby

county seat setting up a movie screen. An

American anthropologist is always worth

a little observation, especially since his

physical features, mannerisms, and ex-

pressions are so different. Attention can

even become entertainment when such an

individual tries to keep a shuttlecock in

the air for more than a few seconds.

Children and adults do come together

for leisure-time activities in the evening.

In summer particularly, following the

close of the meal and cleanup, many fam-

ily members will take their young children

and walk down to the village plaza to visit

with friends and neighbors—or very

likely, to watch a program on a commu-

nity-owned television set. On an average

summer evening in Half Moon village, a

hundred or more residents can often be

found standing, seated on stools, or squat-

ting close to the ground, taking in the lat-

est Chinese opera, drama, or comedy. Al-

ways in the front are the young children

with their mothers or older siblings; be-

hind them are the teen-agers, followed by

more adults.

The lives of children are not just filled

with play, however. After reaching the

age of three, youngsters are given respon-

sibilities ranging from sweeping the floor

to gathering sticks for fuel, weeding or

picking vegetables, and washing rice for

cooking. The actual age at which the child

is introduced to work varies from family to

family, the variable factor usually being

the number of children already available

to assist with household chores. In the

1950s, when nurseries were nonexistent

and families tended to be larger, older

children spent considerable time looking

after their younger siblings. Girls, particu-

larly, ran errands for parents, helped with
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the cooking, and cleaned the courtyard.

Not infrequently, daughters did not begin

primary school until the age of seven be-

cause their work at home was seen as be-

ing more important.

Today, as families become smaller and

more rural day-care nurseries are estab-

lished, all children are being given less

responsibility. An increase in the standard

of living, too, has lessened the family

workload—higher income shared within a

smaller family enables its members to pur-

chase more goods and services, thereby re-

ducing the household chores.

Young children are also taught to be

thrifty. If a child drops a few pieces of

grain or some vegetables on the table, the

parents ask that the child pick it up and

eat it. If a larger amount of food is

dropped on the floor by the child, a re-

quest is made to wash it off before eating

it. Not surprisingly, such thrift appl

equally to clothing use. Almost with

exception, youngsters wear the outgro

clothing of older siblings. In the ea:

years, such sharing causes little probl

since dress seldom distinguishes betw

the sexes. However, as the child gr<

older, such distinctions gain in im

tance. By late childhood, a boy asked

wear his older sister's shirt will compl;

to his mother, "I don't want to wear tl

Look at the flower pattern. It's for gi

I'm not wearing this. I'm a boy!"

Parents hold different expectations

girls and boys. A girl is held responsi

for herself at an earlier age—especially

she is the oldest, since she may soon h;e

to assist in caring for a younger sibli;.

When younger brothers or sisters are bci,

she is asked to help feed them, take thn

outdoors, clean them up, and in ot*



\

r
t: As soon as a child can walk, diapers are replaced by

[users. The trousers, with their split at the legs, are designed

] an easy transition into toilet training. After the age

three, most youngsters are given easy household chores.

Vow: Girls do some light washing in a drainage ditch.

lys free the mother or grandmother for

ler household tasks, such as feeding the

>s and washing clothes—tasks consid-

id too heavy for young girls. If the par-

ular household is without a grand-

)ther, the young girl is given even more

iponsibility—for sewing clothes, simple

oking, and managing the fire.

A boy is also expected to care for him-

f at a young age. By the time he reaches

three or four, he will help his father collect

firewood, bring home the tools from the

family plot, or even work a little in the gar-

den, weeding or picking vegetables. With

the trend toward much smaller families,

however, young boys find themselves in-

creasingly told to assist in housework and

in caring for other siblings, effectively re-

ducing the earlier differential expecta-

tions between the sexes.

As children become older, punishments

for wrongdoing become more frequent

and harsher. A child may be punished for

not listening to his or her parents, espe-

cially when they have told the child not to

do something. For example, if the child

goes by itself to a ditch or a pond that is

full of water, the parents may become an-

gry because of the danger involved. Pun-

ishment for such an act is most commonly

a spanking on the buttocks.

Another form of behavior likely to

bring on harsh punishment is serious fight-

ing among children. Such fighting can

quickly disrupt the tight web of harmoni-

ous relations that are encouraged within

the village, thereby causing considerable

unease among parents. Thus, when chil-

dren begin to fight, parents quickly step

in. The immediate point at issue is not who

is right or wrong, but that the fighting

must stop.

If fighting between children of differ-

ent families is considered a serious of-

fense, fighting within the family is con-

demned even more. Such conflict can

assume several different forms. For exam-

ple, an older sibling may become angry at

a younger one. Since anger is not supposed

to be expressed directly, the older child

may try to frighten the younger. This oc-

curs most often when the parents and

other adults are temporarily away. During

one fall evening in Half Moon village, Liu

Wei, a young boy of seven, was told by his

parents that they were going next door to

visit briefly with a neighbor. Before leav-

ing, Wei was asked to keep a close watch

over his younger sister, Fang. When the

parents returned fifteen minutes later,

they found a worried Wei trying to com-

fort his little sister, while wiping large

tears from her face. "What happened?"

asked his mother.'Tang is crying," the

boy replied. "That's obvious," said Father

Liu, a little suspicious of Wei's remark.

Somewhat defensively, the boy countered

with the admission that he had made a ti-

ger face and growled at Fang, who then

burst out crying.

"That's a bad thing to do," Father Liu

shouted angrily. Raising his hand, he

slapped Wei on the face, at which point

Wei joined his sister in tears. The mother
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In the countryside, children attend school, below, aboutfive

hours a day, six days a week. The state does not make

schooling compulsory, but education is regarded as a

privilege, and most attend to the sixth-grade level and beyond.

In most households, child care is the mutual responsibility

ofthe extendedfamily. The birth ofa baby may be

a convenient reasonfor a grandmother, right, to retire

fromfieldwork and help with her grandchild.

stood by the table, looking firm and saying

nothing. Eventually, both children settled

down, as did the parents, and the incident

was laid to rest. But it was not forgotten.

Hitting a child on the face is a major form

of punishment, reserved for serious of-

fenses. The usual admonition is, "When
hitting someone, never use the face; when

cursing someone, never expose the de-

fect." In other words, never strike some-

one's face and never speak in anger about

someone else's weakness, particularly in

front of others.

While such an admonition is not infre-

quently disobeyed, the lesson for Wei was

clear: An older brother must not scare his

younger sister. He must care for her, take

responsibility for her. When siblings fight,

the responsibility rests with the older

child. Younger brothers and sisters are

less knowledgeable, less understanding,

less experienced in how to behave. Also,

when a younger brother or sister does mis-

behave, older siblings should report the

event to the parents, rather than punishing

the child themselves.

Differences in parental approaches to

childhood discipline begin to appear fairly

quickly. As the child grows up, the fa-

ther's manner becomes more aloof and his

role in discipline becomes more impor-

tant. Children, in turn, are more afraid of

their fathers. Such fear is due not only to

the greater strictness and more severe ad-

ministration of punishment—including

caning as well as spanking; it is also

grounded in the social distance that char-

acterizes the father-child relationship.

Today, fathers are more likely to joke or

play with their children than in the past,

but they are still firm. They say little and

seldom lose their tempers. Having less in-

terpersonal contact, of course, makes

them all the more venerable. While this

too is changing, the father is still the domi-

nant authority figure.

Mothers, on the other hand, are more

sympathetic. They may be equally angry

over a child's transgression; they may also

slap or curse a child. But most often, their

anger will express itself in words: "There

is no supper for you. You get enough from

fighting" or "You must be too full to stay

idle; so you go out and fight with other

children. Since you are so full, you won't

have any supper tonight." However, the

child knows these are often empty words.

Mother is too kind to let her child go

hungry, especially if it is a girl. Boys usu-

ally receive stricter punishment.

Children are also punished for damage
they inflict upon themselves while play-

ing. If a boy falls down and injures an arm
or leg or a girl cuts herself with a knife, the

parent will punish the child first and t; U
care of the hurt second. They are conv

:

ing the message that children must -

careful about their bodies. If children h \,-?
:

themselves, they may not be able to ca •

out their responsibilities in the househi »

and others will have to do more. ti<m

A Chinese village such as Half M
provides a secure environment for its c L,

s

dren. Dangers are few and the social ci -•_.

ditioning precise. Children growing uji :

a household know from an early age til

responsibilities and their freedoms. Wl
firmness is the rule from age three on )

punishment for wrongdoing can be si

and direct, the security provided by i

family patterning is substantial. Li >,...

wonder that children throughout n
China so often impress outsiders as b<f ;..

shy but friendly in manner and exempt

in behavior. Such "presentation of self tl
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dl angers is exactly what they have been

lght by their families, and they usually

it well.

Nevertheless, such a commentary

)uld not be seen as composing the norm

;eb| early childhood life. The picture is

jch more complex. While there is emo-

nal support as well as firmness, the links

^ stronger between mothers and sons, fa-

irs remaining more in the background,

mghters know that once they marry,

s#:y will have to leave their family and

W n the groom's family, frequently in an-

on. ier village. The old adage that "a

laughter who has married out is like

lied water that cannot be replaced" still

gers in the minds of some parents, who

nftow that eventually they will have to re-

bi ice their daughters with one or more

ughters-in-law.

ill In Half Moon village, the day-care

nursery, a relatively new addition, also has

a role in the upbringing of young children.

This facility, located in a renovated house

and courtyard, regularly accepts pre-

school children of parents who work in the

nearby fields. Most families, however,

prefer looking after the young infant at

home, at least until it can speak and as-

sume some responsibility for itself. For

them, the day-care nursery is viewed as a

poor substitute for the much more per-

sonal attention that is given by a mother or

grandmother. Therefore, most infants,

whose households include a grandmother

or nonworking mother, remain at home for

a year or longer. Still, for a variety of rea-

sons, including limited availability of fam-

ily members, economic need, and other

personal factors, babies as young as one

month can be enrolled in the day-care

nursery.

For much of the year, the nursery opens

at seven in the morning, just before the vil-

lagers head out to the fields; it closes tem-

porarily for a noon break at about eleven

and opens again for the afternoon work pe-

riod from two o'clock until the villagers re-

turn from the fields. At harvesttime. when

work lasts from twelve to fourteen hours a

day, the nursery stays open correspond-

ingly longer.

The nursery itself has one large room,

providing space for the twenty-five or

more children who usually attend each

day. At one end, a large kang (a raised

platform), stretching from wall to wall, en-

ables infants to take regular naps. At the

other end, a few chairs and a table are

used by slightly older children, who may
draw on slate boards or play games to-

gether. The oldest children will occasion-

ally be encouraged to use their boards to
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learn numbers and simple Chinese char-

acters. Outside, courtyard facilities are

equally spartan. Except for a slide and

merry-go-round, large toys are nonexis-

tent. Children do have access to smaller

items such as rubber balls, beanbags,

jump ropes, and picture books.

The nursery school staff includes two or

more semiretired older women, the actual

number depending on how many children

are present, and two younger women who

carry out more specific educational

responsibilities. All look after the children

in a general way, organizing simple

games, telling stories, and making sure

that occasional disagreements and fights

are resolved with minimum difficulty.

The younger women are expected to pro-

vide the older infants with a little practical

knowledge, and to lead them in the singing

of group songs and the learning of simple

dance steps.

In all these activities, there is consider-

able continuity between what is learned at

home and in school. Young children are

held often and are well cared for. But

adults seldom play with them or with their

older counterparts. In the adult-centered

world of Half Moon village, parents and

nursery school staff are expected to teach

children, not play with them. This per-

spective reflects the age-old patriarchal

nature of the Chinese family in which all

members are taught to observe their

"proper role."

Is this pattern likely to change in the fu-

ture? One national government policy now

being implemented—the population plan-

ning program of limiting births to "only

one
"—could bring about a major transfor-

mation of the Chinese family. In Beijing,

this new policy is beginning to take hold.

With higher, more secure incomes, urban

workers are in a better economic position

to accept the one-child norm. But in Half

Moon, it will take both a continued im-

provement in the standard of living and

highly creative incentives that place na-

tional interests over family ones before the

local populace can see any advantage to

having a small family over a larger one.

Until this happens, growing up in Half

Moon village will likely remain much as it

has always been. Q
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A boypumps water in the village courtyard.



At the American Museum

A Lost Bronze Age
Discoveries in a village in northeast Thailand have changed our view ofSoutheast Asian prehistory

by Joyce C. White

In the late 1960s, an American college

student tripped over a tree root in the vil-

lage of Ban Chiang, northeast Thailand,

and came face down on some unglazed

pottery. Because the buff-colored pottery,

painted in red with exquisite swirling de-

signs, did not resemble that of any known

prehistoric culture, the Thai Fine Arts De-

partment sent a sample shard to the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania's Museum Ap-

plied Science Center for Archaeology,

where it was dated by the newly developed

thermoluminescence technique. As the

pottery was reportedly associated with

bronze objects, the date was expected to

fall in the middle of the first millennium

b.c, the traditionally accepted time for

the introduction of bronze into Southeast

Asia. However, the thermoluminescence

run produced a result of 4630 B.C.!

Skeptical but intrigued, archeologists

Chester Gorman of the University Mu-
seum of the University of Pennsylvania

and Pisit Charoenwongsa of the Thai Fine

Arts Department conducted systematic

excavations at Ban Chiang in 1974 and

1975. As would ordinarily have been

anticipated (had it not been for the ther-

moluminescence date) the pottery in ques-

tion proved to date closer to 200 B.C. Ironi-

cally, however, the painted pottery was

found in the upper levels of the site and

was merely the tip of an iceberg. Under-

neath were other types of ceramics and

bronzes, and the basal levels produced

dates as early as the middle of the fourth

millennium. The international archeologi-

cal community shook with controversy, as

a region long considered a cultural back-

water of China and India was revealed to

; fostered an indigenous and techno-

v precocious tradition.

An exhibition of this research, "Ban

n ral History 1 1/84

Chiang: Discovery of a Lost Bronze Age,"

will be on display at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History from November

9, 1984, until January 28, 1985. Presented

are the clues that led to the discovery of

the Ban Chiang cultural tradition, the spe-

cialized research strategies employed, and

the major findings to date. Photographs,

diagrams, and life-sized models enable the

exhibition visitor to experience the ar-

cheological and cultural contexts of the

artifacts on display. Most of the evidence

for the prehistoric society derives from the

excavation of more than 1 20 human buri-

als and their accompanying grave goods,

mostly pottery. Studies of the human and

animal bones, the rice impressions in pot-

tery, and the bronze, iron, and ceramic ob-

jects are enabling archeologists to piece

together a picture of the ancient life style.

^^

Potfrom Ban Chiang,

middleperiod

Joan Broderick

The site was settled about 3600 b.c. bi

people who still satisfied many of thei:J

subsistence needs by collecting from th|

wild, yet who also raised domestic stocfl

and probably practiced some simple for

of rice cultivation. The water buffalo, thj

animal today's villagers use to plow pad

dies for wet rice cultivation, did not ap

pear at Ban Chiang until about 2,5C

years later. Despite the simplicity of thl

economy, the material remains left by thl

ancient villagers show a remarkably ac

vanced technology and a lively aesthetif

sense from the very beginning.

The oldest bronze artifact found at Bal

Chiang, possibly dating to 2000 b.c, was I

socketed spearpoint found with the skel«

ton of a young man who was buried in I

flexed position. The tip of this well-madl

spearpoint had been bent prior to intefl

ment, and seems to be an early examplem
mutilating or "killing" an object to hi

placed with the deceased.

One highlight of the exhibition is a lifil

sized fiberglass model of the excavate*

grave of a middle-aged man who die'l

about 1 500 b.c. The man, nicknamed Vul
can by the fieldworkers, wore bron;f

bracelets and had a socketed bronze ac

by his shoulder, a painted and incised pi

at his feet, and a pile of baked clay pellej

by his head. These pellets may have bet!

projectiles for a pellet bow—one sue;

bow, made by a modern villager near Be

Chiang, has been included in the exhib'

The burial of Vulcan falls within tl!

early period of Ban Chiang (3600— 10(

b.c). An infant jar burial dating to abo

2000 b.c. is also depicted in a life-siz<

model. A seemingly high infant mortalij

during the early period may reflect a pij

carious subsistence base or perhaps ev

the practice of infanticide. Yet the atte



HE-NEW-CHRYSLER-TECHNOLOGY

The 1985 Turbo New Yorker.

>nce you drive ityou'll never go back to a V-8 again.

Chrysler introduces the new technology of driving:

rbopower* in its most advanced luxury sedan.

Here is the confidence of front-wheel drive, the

:urity of advanced electronics and the quiet, smooth

Je you expect in a fine luxury car.

And here are the luxuries you demand. Automatic

ansmission, power windows, power steering, power
rakes, power remote mirrors and individual pillow-

^le reclining seats are all standard.

And finally, here is the new technology of turbo-

Dwer. More power to move you. To accelerate. To pass.

• cruise in serene comfort. . .yet with remarkable fuel

efficiency. 23 hwy. est. mpg (20) city est. mpg.**

Turbo New Yorker merits careful consideration by

every luxury car owner. It is backed by a 5-year/50,000-

mile Protection Plan covering drivetrain, turbo and

outer body rust-through*

The new technology of driving must be experienced.

So Chrysler invites you: test drive Turbo New Yorker.

Once you drive it, you'll never go back to a V-8 again.

Purchase or lease your 1985 Turbo New
Yorker at your Chrysler-Plymouth dealer and
buckle up for safety.

9
Chrysler

Chrysler.The best built, best backed American cars.*

Turbo is optional. ' Use these EPA ests. to compare. Actual mpg will vary with options, driving conditions ond habits and vehicle condition. CA ests. lower.

tWhichever comes first. Limited warranty. Deductible applies. Excludes fleet/leases. Dealer has details. "Lowest percent of NHTSA safety recalls foi '82

and '83 cars designed and built in North America. Best backed based on warranty comparison of competitive vehicles.



s=r*" UNIQUE TOURS TO

CHINA
AND THE ORIENT

Experience China and the Orient in a unique and

unusual way accompanied by outstanding tour

directors who are experts in their fields.

INDONESIA & THAILAND
3 weeks Dep May 1985

Tour sophisticated cities and primitive villages and

experience the culture and people in areas not visited

frequently by travelets.

CHINA
The Great Silk Route

3 weeks Dep Sept 1985

Experience all of China and the legendary silk routes.

We've added Kashgar, a remote, ancient and

fascinating city that is rarely included in any itinerary.

JAPAN and/or CHINA
Arts & Crafts

18 days each. Dep June, July 1985

Observe artists and craftsmen practising ancient

methods in various cities known for their magnifi-

cent work.

CHINA & BURMA
3 weeks Dep May 1985

After visiting China, see Burma the mysterious

Buddhist country, rarely visited by tourists, and

view its fabulous art and architecture.

"^^1 Call us or write for Free Brochure

"W KUO FENG TOURS
15 Mercer Street Toll Free 800-233-TOURS

New York, NY 10016 or (212) 219-8383

How do we know? Because
Cuddledown manufactures the

widest selection, highest quality

and best priced down comforters
and pillows available today.

That's our guarantee!

For a three year

subscription to our catalog, send
one dollar.

107N Main Street

Yarmouth, Maine 04096
(207) 846-9781 visa/mc/am
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tion to decorative detail found in this in-

cised burial jar and other pottery from

throughout the 3,000-year ceramic se-

quence is far beyond the rudimentary

needs of a subsistence society, suggesting

that ceramics were an artistic medium
from the earliest occupation.

The funerary pottery of the middle pe-

riod (1000-300 b.c.) included certain

large and elegant wares that were only dis-

covered after months of reconstruction in

the lab, after sorting, fitting, and gluing

thousands of shards per burial. This was

necessary because the ancient people shat-

tered as many as eleven of these pots over

each body. Middle period burials also

yielded the earliest forged-iron objects

from the site, including a beautifully

crafted iron blade with a cast-on bronze "

socket. Late period burials (300 b.c.-a.d. r01

200) contained the classic red painted pot-
jj

tery, as well as bronze bangles, iron tools, * •

glass beads, and intriguing carved baked f
clay rollers that might have been used tojP

print textiles.

A society with time and resources to
,;J

make fragile ceramics and then break li
"'

them over their dead was surely prosper-*'^

ous. Yet no urban civilization developed"*

until much later in Southeast Asia. Unlike"-'

other centers of early metallurgy in north-!'-"

ern China and Mesopotamia, in northeast

Thailand the early use of metals was not-

"

:l

for ceremonial vessels or military weap-p'

onry suitable for state functions, butjp

rather for items appropriate to agrarian 1""

Animals That Live in Poems
This month, animals such as the pango-

lin, the arctic ox, and the jerboa, as well as

other subjects of great interest to poet

Marianne Moore, will come to life as po-

ets John Ashbery, Donald Hall, Brad

Leithauser, and Grace Schulman read

their favorite Moore poems. The reading,

on Wednesday, November 14, at 6:00

p.m., in the Kaufmann Theater, will com-

memorate Moore's life and poetry. For

further information about this free pro-

gram, call (212) 873-1300, ext. 514.

The Return of Spacelab

On Wednesday, November 14, an as-

tronaut from NASA's space program will

discuss the research that has taken place

on Spacelab and the effect of future re-

search on our lives. The speaker will show

"home movies" of space exploration and

devote a large portion of the evening to an-

swering your questions about space re-

search and travel. The program, at 7:30

p.m. in the Auditorium, is $3.00 and open

only to members. Tickets must be ordered

in advance. For additional information,

call (212) 873-1327.

Love and Marriage

Before a modern Korean wedding, or

sinsik, takes place, the bride and groom
have usually met many times and have

mutually agreed to a union in which love,

as the Western world defines it, is an im-

portant aspect. Not so in the old-style

wedding, or kusik, in which a Korean
bride might find herself forced to marry
an absolute stranger. Join Laurel Kendall

of the Department of Anthropology on

Tuesday, December 4, at 7:30 p.m., for a

slide-show presentation about changes in

Korean weddings over the centuries. Ken-
dall will explore how these changes reflect

modern trends in Korean daily life and
women's roles. The program, in the Audi-

torium, is free and open only to members.
Preregistration is required. For further in-

formation, call (212) 873-1327.

Soh Daiko M
In ancient Japan, the taiko drum could *;

protect crops and celebrate the harvest1 v (

invoke gods and dragons, and mimic thun- *'!'

der. On Saturday, November 17, at nooj !*
la '

and 3:30 p.m., Soh Daiko will perform tra m
ditional and modern taiko sounds in th< ^Ir

Kaufmann Theater. The only taiko grouj "h

on the East Coast, Soh Daiko has de 3i
S
:

lighted audiences at many festivals. Th< 3'
e '!

program is $3.00 and open only to merri #
bers. Tickets must be ordered in advance ,iM

For more information, call (212) 873 S^

1327. *!'{

Africa Month
November is Africa month at the Muf* f

seum. On Wednesday, November 7, a $&

7:30 p.m., the Auditorium will fill witl ««1

rhythm and movement as Dinizulu an M
his African Dancers, Drummers, ant 'ta

Singers perform traditional dances of th' pAi

Asante people of Ghana. In addition, th Shis

Leonhardt People Center will feature dif '»> I

ferent aspects of African art, history, art *di

mythology each Saturday and Sunda id

from 1:00 to 4:30 p.m. Themes are as fo
1 seal

lows: November 3 and 4, the Asante kinf fcfe

dom; November 10 and 11, crafts; N< ftdin

vember 17 and 18, oral traditions; No« ladj

ember 24 and 25, African retentions i fa Mi

the Americas.
j

-and
i

Native American Film Festival

The continuing importance of the natf Srainb

ral world in Native American life, and tf Uiaib

effects of modern life and Western wa; s all

on Native American cultures, will be e! lulfi

plored in fourteen films to be shown in tl kill

Kaufmann Theater during the weekeif tin)

of Saturday, November 1 0, and Sunda ipoap;

November 11, from 11:30 to 5:00 P.f fcict

Among the Native American groups e afco,

plored in these films are the Shoshone, tl '!)(

,

Micmac, the Navajo, and the Chippew "isd
Sal

This festival is presented by the Educate partlcij

Department in cooperation with the M sfe
s

seum of the American Indian. For mo tii
;

-

information, call (212) 873-1 300, ext. 51 %
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Ilage life—adzes, spearpoints, and small

rsonal ornaments.

,
This pattern of cultural development in

)utheast Asia defies the usual assump-

;,>n that we must look to centers of high

ionization for all major technological in-

ivations. But the questions raised by the

I cavations at Ban Chiang and related

J

es will not be answered without many
.ore years of careful study. "Ban Chiang:

iscovery of a Lost Bronze Age" brings

I th it both the excitement and the frus-

itions of archeological research.

vyce C. White, guest curator ofthe exhi-

V.ion, is a research associate at the Uni-

irsity Museum, University of Pennsyl-

I nia.

(he Hayden Planetarium

j

The Star ofChristmas. Starts Wednes-

y, November 21. In this magical sky

jow, you'll gaze out on a clear winter's

j'ght and then travel back nearly 2,000

ars in time to explore the skies of the

st Christmas. What led the wise men to

iithlehem? Was it a special star, a comet,

fare gathering of the planets—or some-

ing else? The story of how historians,

|5ologians, linguists, and astronomers

ve worked together to explore this mys-

[y is beautiful and intriguing.

Star Quest. Through November 18.

.plore the past, present, and future con-

ests of space from early rockets to fu-

fistic planetary outposts and flights to

-off stars. The show's sound track was
rrated by Leonard Nimoy. Weekdays:
10 and 3:30 p.m. Saturdays: 1 1:00 a.m.

d hourly from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. Sun-
ys: Hourly from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.

Admission to the above-mentioned Sky
|ows for participating, donor, and
cted members is $2.75 for adults, $1 .50

children. For nonmember prices

.ase call (212) 873-8828.

Wonderful Sky. Children will be

:eted in the Sky Theater by a teacher-

st and joined by images of Big Bird,

okie Monster, Oscar the Grouch, Gro-
•, and other favorite Sesame Street

uppets. Through dialogue, song, and
dience participation, children will ex-

pire rainbows, sunsets, and distant stars.

servations are strongly recommended.
:ase call (212) 873-5714 for reserva-

jns and further information.

Laser Zeppelin and Laser Floyd. Laser
juals and the music of two well-known
:k groups combine to create a dazzling

Derience of sight and sound. See Laser
ppelin on Friday and Saturday at 7:30
i 10:30 p.m., and Laser Floyd on Fri-

/ and Saturday at 9:00 p.m. Admission
participating, donor, and elected

mbers is $4.00. Tickets can be pur-

lised on the night of the show. For addi-

Iial information, call (212) 724-8700.
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This Land
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'

Sycamore Canyon,

Arizona
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The air temperature had soared above

1 1 2 degrees Fahrenheit, and the Fremont

cottonwoods were stilled by the absence of

any wind. The pool of water in the creek

was a welcome sight, and I dropped ea-

gerly to my knees to press my face into it.

A flash of movement in the water brought

my attention to a small fish that I later

identified as the Sonoran chub (Gila

ditaenia). This chub is found occasionally

in Mexico, but in the United States it is

confined to this one special place, Coro-

nado National Forest's Sycamore Creek,

a stream that flows out of southwestern

Arizona and into Mexico. Sycamore Can-

yon, which has been carved by the creek,

harbors a variety of plants and animals

that are at the edge of their geographic

ranges or that have unexplained gaps in

their distribution. The Sonoran chub is

just one of these species.

Sycamore Canyon extends south for

five miles to the Mexican border. Steep

slopes and wild, rugged cliffs, dominated

by rhyolites, shale, and sandstone, frame

the creek and its inviting tributaries. Oc-

casional spirelike pinnacles rise nearly one

hundred feet. Near the border, the canyon

walls diminish in size, and the creek dissi-

pates less than a mile into Mexico. True to

the region's name, several beautifully

arched, white-barked specimens of the

Arizona sycamore (Platanus wrightii)

line the creek, and growing on some of the

rocky slopes is the rare Goodding ash

(Fraxinus gooddingii), discovered here in

1936 by Leslie N. Goodding, one of the

first botanists to explore the southern part

of Arizona.

To reach the canyon, my family and I

had traveled about fifteen miles via paved

road west from Nogales, Arizona, to Pena

Blanca Lake. We then covered another

twelve miles on a graveled, often narrow,

and at times difficult road until we crossed

Sycamore Creek a few miles east of the

nearly abandoned mining town of Ruby.

After parking under a spreading Emory

oak at the nearby campground, we hiked

to the canyon's entrance, passing the ruins

of the old Bartlett Ranch.

Sycamore Canyon at a Glance

Location: Coronado National Forest, southern Arizona, approximately twenty-seven

miles west of Nogales.

Significance: High number of plants and animals with disjunct distributions or at the

edge of their range.

Habitats: Riparian, Sonoran desert-scrub, oak woodlands, grasslands, mesquite.

Further Information: Write Forest Supervisor, Coronado National Forest, 301 W.

Congress, Tucson, Arizona 85701.

C Allan Morgan
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Enjoy BIRD BIOLOGY at Home

the Laboratory of Ornithology

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Presents

Home Study Course in Bird Biology

Enrich your understanding of the

world around you with this home
study course in ornithology. One of

the world's leading centers for the

study of birdlife offers you nine

seminars written by prominent
American ornithologists and
lavishly illustrated by well-known
bird artists and photographers.
For information on enrollment,
please fill in the coupon and send it

to:

Seminars in Ornithology
Dept. Laboratory of Ornithology
Ithaca, New York 14850
Tel. 607-256-4017

Yes: Please send information
on Bird Biology Course
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# Speak German
like a Diplomat!

What sort of people need to learn a foreign

language as quickly and effectively as possible?

Foreign service personnel that's who.
Now you can learn to speak German with

the same materials used by the U.S. State

Department—the Foreign Service Institute's

Programmed Introduction to German.
The FSI spent thousands of dollars and many

years developing these materials for use by

members of the United States diplomatic corps.

Today people in all walks of life who need to

learn to speak a foreign language are turning to

this outstanding audio program.

The FSI's German Course is by far the most
effective way to learn German at your own
convenience and pace. It consists of a series of

cassettes, recorded by native German speakers,

and accompanying textbook. You simply follow

the spoken and written instructions, listening

and learning. By the end ofthe course you'llfind

yourself learning and speaking entirely in German!
This course turns your cassette player into a

"teaching machine." With its unique "pro-

grammed" learning method, you set your own
pace—testing yourself, correcting errors, rein-

forcing accurate responses.

This Programmed Course comes in two vol-

umes, each shipped in a handsome library

binder. Order either, or save 10% by ordering

both:

D Volume I. Programmed Introduction to

German, 10 cassettes (13 hr.), and 647-p.

text. $125.

D Volume II. Basic Course Continued, 8

cassettes (8 hr.), and 179-p. text, $110.

(Conn, and N.Y. residents add sales tax.)

TO ORDER BY PHONE, PLEASE CALL
TOLL-FREE NUMBER: 1-800-243-1234

To order by mail, clip this ad and send with your

name and address, and a check or money
order—or charge to your credit card (VISA,

MasterCard, AmEx, Diners) by enclosing card

number, expiration date, and your signature.

The Foreign Service Institute's German
Course is unconditionally guaranteed. Try it for

three weeks. If you're not convinced it's the

fastest, easiest, most painless way to learn

German, return it and we'll refund every penny
you paid. Order today!

116 courses in 39 other languages also

available. Write us for free

catalog. Our 12th year.

Audio-Forum
Room 825
On-The-Green,
Guilford, CT 06437
(203) 453-9794

All orders received by Dec. 14 will be delivered before the holidays!
Or visit our New York sales office 145 E 49th St. New York, NY 10017 (212) 753-1 783

Legend has it that the once prosperou :

'

Bartlett cattle ranch was attacked b; _

Apaches on April 28, 1 886. Although twi .>..:

men were wounded, further tragedy wai :;k

averted when two ten-year-old boys wen »

able to warn neighboring ranchers. Ther ;::i

are few such signs of early habitation ii si

the canyon. Leslie Goodding noted tha Jii

the terrain is so rugged that "both cow,: is

and man alike have been discourage* aia

from violating the sanctum." The area am

like most of the other ranges in souther ; '.

Arizona, became a part of the Coronad is

National Forest about the turn of the cer al

tury. i so

It was a mid-August day when we vii no

ited. By late afternoon, the thunderclouc

would likely darken the skies, for it w? ;;;

the rainy season in southern Arizona. Dw mo,

ing much of July and August, thunde - -

storms come almost daily, giving tempi ::

-

rary relief from the hundred-degree hea< jt'er

usually dropping the temperature to tb riy|

mid-sixties by nightfall. A cooling trend i %,

the canyon begins during September; t \
February, the afternoon highs reach on>

:?

the lower sixties, and at night the temper ;

\ ;

ture hovers around freezing. Snow falls o >
(,

casionally during winter, but rarely las ]>,

more than a day on the ground.

A short distance into the canyon v; .

:
;

;i

were delighted by the sight of a large, pu
,

:
.;

^

pie, sweetpea-shaped flower on a ste :,,

that trailed over a rocky slope. We reco

nized it as a butterfly pea (Clitoria mm
ana). Like several flowering plants in t'

canyon, the butterfly pea has a disjunct,

discontinuous, range. Common along t

East Coast and west to Missouri and ea

ern Texas, it skips the rest of Texas and

;

;

of New Mexico, turning up next in t

Chiricahua Mountains in southeastet

'i
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[j.nzona. Finally, after another 150-mile

tap, it pops up in Sycamore Canyon.

t Such discontinuous ranges are puzzling

id provide biogeographers with material

nr speculation. One of the most remark-

Die ranges is that of Asplenium exiquum,

f spleenwort fern. Plentiful in the Himala-

feis, this fern was inexplicably found in

•texico in 1 865. In 1 882 it was noted by a

utanist exploring Conservatory Canyon,

few miles east of Sycamore canyon, and

i 1937, Goodding discovered it here.

I A number of flowering plants that are

rimarily Mexican occur in the United

i
tates only in the canyon. Most of them

lave a continuous distribution, but a trail-

ig rhynchosia (Rhynchosia edulis), also

i the pea family, grows in Chihuahua,

(exico, and Sycamore Canyon—some

:)0 miles apart—but apparently not in

:tween. The short and stiff-branched

i :hisk fern (Psilotum nudum), discovered

! rocky terrain in Sycamore Canyon less

» an two decades ago, is not found again

j'l r 300 miles to the south in Sonora, Mex-
ro, and for 1,200 miles to the east in

li;xas. A few of the disjunct plants in Syc-

nore Canyon range many miles to the

l'>rth. The Utah shadbush (Amelanchier

ahensis), common in the Grand Canyon

fr well as in Colorado and Utah, skips

ost of Arizona before it grows again on

e canyon's rocky slopes.

There is no simple explanation of why

|
me plants have discontinuous ranges.

ie spleenwort and the whisk fern, which

produce by exceedingly lightweight

'

!
ores rather than seeds, may be dispersed

distant and widely separated areas by

je wind. The butterfly pea and the

ynchosia, on the other hand, produce

eds that are many times heavier than

35mm
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color saturation meet the
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INDIA
India is ancient. India is now. The majestic

Himalayas still surround us with misty

beauty. And the art, the architecture,

the fabulous bazaars remain unchanged.

India's dynamic present and future also include air-conditioned hotels,

excellent transportation, delicious cuisine. Beautiful beaches, mountain

resorts, even golf and skiing.

See your travel agent or the Government of India

Tourist Office nearest you.

Come to India and see the old and the new.

THE FESTIVAL OF INDIA IS COMING TO THE U.S.A.

1985-1986
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA TOURIST OFFICE

30 Rockefeller Plaza. New York, NY 10112 (212) 586-4901. 3550 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles. CA 90010 (213) 380-i

523 37th Ave ,
San Francisco, CA (415) 386-8284; 230 N. Michigan Ave
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Better than Jogging, Swimming, or Cycling...

f

<s Jarless Total Body

Sr Cardiovascular Exerciser
Duplicates X-C Skiingfor the

Best Motion in Fitness

Cross-country skiing is often cited by physiologists

as the most perfect form of cardiovascular exercise

for both men and women. Its smooth, fluid, total

body motion uniformly exercises more muscles so

higher heart rates seem easier to attain than when
jogging or cycling. NordicTrack closely simulates the

pleasant X-C skiing motion and provides the same

cardiovascular endurance-building benefits-right

in the convenience of your home, year round.

Eliminates the usual barriers of time, weather,

chance of injury, etc. Also highly effective for weight

control

More CompleteThan Running

NordicTrack gives you a more complete work out-

conditions both upper body and lower body
muscles at the same time. Fluid, jarless motion does

not cause joint or back problems.

More EffectiveThan Exercise Bikes

NordicTrack's stand-up skiing motion more uni-

formlv exercises the large leg muscles and also adds

important upper body exercise Higher pulse rates,

necessary for building fitness, seem easier to attain

because the work is shared by more muscle mass.

Even BetterThan Swimming
NordicTrack more effectively exercises the largest

muscles in the body, those located in the legs and

buttocks. When swimming, the body is supported

by the water, thus preventing these muscles from

being effectively exercised. The stand up exercising

position on the NordicTrack much more effectively

exercises these muscles.

A Proven, High Quality Durable Product

NordicTrack is in its 7th year of production. Nordic-

Track is quiet, motorless and has separately adjust-

able arm and leg resistances. We manufacture

and sell direct. Two year warrantee, 30

day trial period with return privilege.
t

I

Folds and stands on end
to require only 15 " x 17

"

storage space.

Call or writefor. .

.

FREE BROCHURE
Toll Free 1-800-328-5888
Minnesota 612-448-6987

The coppery-tailed trogon is kin to

Central America 's resplendent sunbird,

the quetzal.

spores. That their disjunct distributior :;l

can be explained by the effects of wine el

dispersal seems unlikely. Perhaps botl e

had continuous distributions at one time it

but some populations were wiped out ;;.]

leaving gaps in their ranges. Drastic clii all

matic changes, past geological distun ;i|

bances, or biological factors such as dis -A

ease and predation could -cause sucl ::«

disruptions.
j

Is

While the distribution of plants in Syca ft

more Canyon has received the greates1 m

amount of attention, there are animals ii :: t

the canyon that have equally fascinatin ;i

ranges. Vying for top billing among th qt

birds are the coppery-tailed trogon (Trc s

gon elegans), the rose-throated becan 1

(Platypsaris aglaiae), and the five-stripe< .3

sparrow {Aimophila quinquestriata). Th r,

trogon is an elegant, robin-sized bird wit a

a hooked yellow bill and a long, square ;S

cut, copper-colored tail. The male is dart a

emerald green with crimson underpart .»,

This Central American species enters th ii

United States in Sycamore Canyon and %

few other areas in southern Arizona. Eve h,

though its clear, cuckoolike call is distim a

tive, the trogon often goes unnoticed sine aj

it conceals itself in the middle layer of tr

forest canopy. The coppery-tailed trogc :

;

is a close relative of the colorful Centr;
,

:

American quetzals, birds of importance I

the Maya emperor-gods. ;,

The rose-throated becard is a flycatchi »

that measures about six inches long. A $
though rather common in Mexico, in tl .,

United States it is found only in southei

Arizona and the lower Rio Grande Vall<

of Texas. It lives in the lower canopy lay >

}
,

of the forest. Another Mexican bird, tl ;•

five-striped sparrow, has recently bet 4

seen in Sycamore Canyon.
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We encountered several mammals or

iigns of them in Sycamore Canyon. Rac-

;oon and deer tracks were abundant in the

Loft earth next to the creek, and a variety

pf small prints traceable to some of the

!
bur kinds of skunks that live in the canyon

vere evident. As we wandered up one of

he side canyons, a rustling of vegetation

hear the base of a rocky slope drew our at-

tention. The creature announcing its pres-

ence was a coati-mundi—the first I had

|:ver spotted in the wild. We stared at each

|>ther for half a minute or so until I de-

cided to back off, not wishing to disturb

Ihis animal further in its natural habitat.

| aguars probably live here too, and there

l.re earlier reports of the jaguarundi, a

mall member of the cat family that is on

0he federal list of endangered species. At

ihe present time the only place in the

Ijjnited States where the jaguarundi is

I nown to occur with certainty is Texas.

One of the most unusual of all snakes in

he United States, and one of the rarest as

Hi/ell, is the Mexican vine snake (Oxybelis

I eneus). Leslie N. Goodding found a vine

f.nake in Sycamore Canyon several years

igo. This grayish snake usually grows to a

I mgth of four feet, yet is only the diameter

If a pencil. Its slender head, which may

;:;ach six inches in length, is usually raised

1 few inches off the ground as the snake

lides rapidly along in search of lizards.

i
The pools in Sycamore Creek are home

rot only to the Sonoran chub but also to

•iie tarahumare frog (Rana tarahuma-

Xie), a four-inch-long amphibian whose

: inge is primarily in Mexico and barely

frosses into the United States.

I Much of Sycamore Canyon is steep,

• :igged, and difficult to traverse. There

lli'e numerous habitats, from the rich ri-

, urian areas adjacent .to the creek to the

\-y, Sonoran desert-scrub. Oak woodland

I
immunities are common, as are areas of

;• lassland and mesquite. Several succul-

;

jilts, including at least fourteen different

•ftnds of cacti, have been recorded.

[ Biogeographers continue to seek an ex-

,: anation for the presence in Sycamore

, anyon of plants and animals that have

sjunct ranges or that are at the edge of

• eir ranges. No doubt the permanent wa-

ir supply plays a major role in the distri-

-: ition of organisms, as does the cool air

at penetrates into the bottom of the can-

,'. n after sunset. Combined with the gec-

gical history of the area, these factors

i ve made Sycamore Canyon a natural-

;
: 's paradise.

obert H. Mohlenbrock, professor of
tarty at Southern Illinois University at

trbondale, is the author of The Field

aide to U.S. National Forests.
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Shared Sensibilities
by Paul R. Ehrlich

Biophilia: The Human Bond to Other
Species, by E.O. Wilson. Harvard Uni-

versity Press, $15.00; 159 pp.

What is behind the longing of city folk

for parks, the nearly universal craving for

pets, the great popularity of bird watching

and nature films? In 1970, biologists H.H.

litis, P Andrews, and O.L. Loucks wrote

in the Bulletin ofAtomic Scientists, "We
are . . . as likely to be programmed to a

natural habitat of clean air and a varied

green landscape as any other mammal. To

be relaxed and healthy usually means sim-

ply allowing our bodies to react in the way
for which one hundred millions of years of

evolution has equipped us."

This theme is now extended in a fine

memoir by one of America's foremost evo-

lutionary biologists. E.O. Wilson defines

biophilia as "the innate tendency [in hu-

man beings] to focus on life and lifelike

processes." He contends that the propen-

sity to "explore and affiliate with life is a

deep and complicated process in mental

development. To an extent still underval-

ued in philosophy and religion, our exis-

tence depends on this propensity, our

spirit is woven from it, hope rises on its

currents."

Scientifically demonstrating this hu-

man propensity would be a task beyond

the scope of today's biology, and Wilson

wisely eschews that course. Instead, he re-

lies on his own experiences and feelings as

a field biologist, cleverly interweaving

them with the facts, history, and philoso-

phy of evolutionary biology and an eclec-

tic set of cultural observations.

The book starts with Wilson's visit in

1961 to the village of Bernhardsdorp, Su-

rinam, then a primitive enclave on the

edge of a magnificent forest. He casts his

t»!i

]
a

taxonomist's eye over a captive collared

peccary in the village and then enters the

forest, where he feels both he and the pec-

cary are at home. "I can work up some

appreciation for the travel stories of Paul

Theroux and other urbanophile authori M
who treat human settlements as virtually

the whole world and the intervening natu

ral habitats as troublesome barriers

have thought exactly the opposite. Jungle! 1

and grasslands are the logical destinal

tions, and towns and farmland the labw 1™
rinths that people have imposed betweei 1 '*'

them sometime in the past. I cherish thiff 2

green enclaves left behind."

In a "naturalist's trance," Wilson sarnjf*!

pies the multitudinous life of the forest' N*

from metallic blue mosquitoes and three' ft ,(

toed sloths (along with the tiny slotfP"

moths that live in their hair) to the com1* <

plex, teeming, microscopic life of the soi|W
ecosystem. Seemingly overwhelmed by i!^?

sense of wonder, his mind skips to vision 1 *'wi

of infinite virgin forests, to the images rj'«'

nineteenth-century landscape artists tha
1 *m

elicit the same feelings in him, to Edgz' "Wo

Allen Poe's "chasms and caves and Tita 1 '*»)

woods with forms that no man can di" IM
cover." He ponders on the great human dl ^* I

lemma of how to live in the natural worW ;4p;

the "refuge of the spirit, remote, stati'! %
richer even than human imagination? '^coli

without destroying it. And he conclude fen

that his naturalist's vision might just be '» *i

specialized product of a biophilic instW ;'|i*jta

shared by all." Wk
To call the book wide ranging is to uffeife

derstate. One chapter, "The Serpent

deals with humanity's inborn reaction
'

snakes and the cultural transformation

the snake into the serpent. Wilson us

this as a springboard to explore the ways

which evolution, in shaping our nervo

inter

"Hlo

Nart

V
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)oks in Review

$::ems, has produced biases that shape

3. culture. In his view, our long evolu-

thary history as hunters and gatherers is

pfoundly important to understanding

!
behavior and needs of industrialized

hmo sapiens. Another chapter is based

9/ a reconstructed conversation between

Ljiis Agassiz, Darwin's most prominent

Aierican opponent, and mathematician

B,ijamin Pierce. They are returning from

d. ler at the home of Asa Gray, Darwin's

Aierican champion. But it is as though

tl conversation were being "viewed"

tl )ugh a magic motion-picture projector

tl t takes the reader from the synapses of

A issiz's brain to the ecology of the New
E'land landscape to human beings mul-

tiying for thousands of generations

—

fin the milliseconds in which chemical

rations occur to the millions of years

tl : may be required for major evolution-

al, changes.

i,\. fascinating section of Biophilia de-

s<bes how Wilson and the late Robert

VcArthur (one of the best community
a,iogists of all time) developed their fam-

01 theory of island biogeography. They
a jectured that the number of species of

oi inisms found on an island (or in any
is ndlike patch of habitat) will reach an

eiilibrium determined by the balance

b, veen colonization and extinction rates.

I theory is controversial, but that its

pi lication marked the start of a new era

in, iogeography is not in question.

>ne of the first bits of evidence to sup-

pi the theory was that when Krakatoa
w recolonized after it blew up in 1 883,

tr number of bird species increased, as

pi iicted, to an equilibrium. There then

fc )wed a regular "turnover" of species:

sc e new colonists arriving; some old resi-

d( ts becoming extinct. This also was in

From our
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accord with the theory, although the tur

over rate was lower than it predicted,

had ignorantly assumed that the Krakatol

data used to test the theory were neatlJ

lifted from a single source—I learneyj

from Biophilia that Wilson and MacAij

thur assembled them laboriously from
i

series of reports of Dutch expeditions.

The book ends where it began, i:|

Bernhardsdorp, revisited today. The foi'

est has been largely cleared, the peoplP

now live in carpentered shacks with shee,

metal roofs instead of thatched huts. TheP

are also living in fear, under the heel of
|

dictator who is beloved of neither the lie-

nor the Right. But Wilson prefers to ru*,

member Bernhardsdorp "as a specifljjjr

place, a portal to far-reaching dreams. Tto j

the south stretches Surinam eternal, Sur lj

nam serene, a living treasure awaiting aJCpr

The annual index for

Natural History, Volume 92

(January through December 1983)

may be obtained by writing to:

INDEX
Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

re

istoi

say. I hope that it will be kept intact, th

at least enough of its million-year histo; jjw

will be saved for the reading." „*

Wilson points out how both scientii;

'

and poets often let a part stand for t] M
whole. The ecologist attempts to unco\t

iff]

the general workings of nature by exam;

ing special cases; Octavio Paz allows f r

"rustle of bare feet in the dust" to q K,

forth the image of the poverty of the Me m^

can people. Wilson then notes, "The art

knows which sensibilities shared by his < Wl

dience will permit the desired impact.',

This comment gave me, not dou

about Biophilia, but about its inheren

optimistic message. I do not doubt tl

"shared sensibilities" make me and, I s

pect, most readers of Natural History

ideal audience for this erudite, elega

and poetic book. For us it will reinfo
if

and help justify deeply held feelings. 1 m
whether it can do the same for the v

I

',

proportion of our population, whose 1 'i

philia has been much more thoroug t

culturally suppressed, I cannot say. I < \ \

tainly hope that we'll have an opportui

to find out, for I remain convinced th

is at that level of feelings that the battl

conserve nature, and thus Homo sapi{

will be either won or lost.

Paul R. Ehrlich is Bing Professor

Population Studies at Stanford Uni

sity. His latest book, coauthored with}

wife, Anne Ehrlich, is Extinction.

SlJll
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Celestial Evenl

I

Planetary Problems
by Thomas D. Nicholson

There's a skyful of evening planets in

early November, including all the bright

ones, but you may have a problem seeing

some of them. The difficulty is that the

bright planets may be too close to the sun

and those farther from the sun aren't

bright enough to be outstanding. Coupled

with that, all the planets are huddled

along the southern branch of the zodiac,

from Libra to Sagittarius, which keeps

them well south in our sky when they are

above the horizon. They are, however, in

good position to be seen from the Southern

Hemisphere.

Mercury and Venus improve their posi-

tions during the month. A good time to

look for Mercury would be after sundown

on the 24th, as it approaches its greatest

elongation in the evening sky to the right

of the moon. Venus may be found on any

night that has a clear western horizon.

About half an hour to an hour after sunset

would be the best time for viewing; the

planet will then be low in the southwest

and its brightness will give it away. Mars,

Jupiter, and Saturn are on their way out of

the evening sky. Mars, which has faded al-

most to a second-magnitude object, is now
moving east (to the left) just a little slower

than the sun, so the planet keeps nearly a

steady distance from it in the sunset sky.

Jupiter is quite bright, but the sun is clos-

ing on it fast. You may still see it low in the

southwest sky at sunset until the end of the

month. Try on the 24th, when Jupiter is

just above the crescent moon at sunset.

Saturn can be forgotten this month, but

should quickly become a good morning

star in December.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local times unless otherwise indicated.

November 1 : The evening moon shows

I

:s

i

up near the border of Aquarius wii

Capricornus, just one day past first qua

ter. In the south at sundown, it will s

about midnight.

November 2-7: Nothing much happeS
in the sky during this six-day period othM
than that the waxing moon grows fatt'™

and stays up later as it works its way nor

beside the ecliptic and past the vera

equinox. On the 2d and 3d the moon is : H
Aquarius; on the 4th it is at apogee (fa

thest from the earth) as it crosses into L ...

sees just south of the equinox. Moving

and out between Pisces and Cetus durii

the day, it crosses firmly into Pisces tUZ'.i

night of the 5th, then into Aries on the 7t ;

November 8: In North America, fi

moon occurs in the middle of the d

( 1 2:43 p.m., EST), but on the other side
j

the earth it is nighttime, and the mo'

passes through the penumbral zone oft

earth's shadow. This event, a penumb:

eclipse of the moon, isn't particularly £

citing to watch; only a little darkening^

the moon takes place. The best way

think of it is as a partial solar eclipse se

by someone on the moon.

November 9-10: The moon is in Taui

both nights, and the reddish star below it

Aldebaran. Watch the moon shift frc

the star's right to its left.

November 1 1 : The sun catches up

slow-moving Saturn in Libra today,

conjunction, the planet shifts from t

evening sky to morning.

November 1 2: Mercury passes north

Antares in Scorpius, in the evening s,

but is poorly placed for viewing.

November 13: Moonrise comes ab(

8:30 p.m., and by 9:30 or 10:00 the wani

gibbous moon should be well up in 1

east. The two stars in line to its right

;

Pollux and Castor in Gemini.

>

...
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AcISCOb Halley's Comet is streaking through

noon )ur solar system, bound for its rendezvous with Planet Earth.

76 years have passed since it last appeared. 76 will

Dass before it becomes visible again.

It's an extraordinary astronomical phenomenon
whose first sighting you'll remember vividly for as long as

irou live.

This once-in-a-lrfetrme experience is far too important and exciting to miss.

With Tasco's Halley's Comet Series* oftelescopes and
binoculars, you'll not only see Halley's Comet close up, you'll discover

it many months before it appears to the unaided eye. You can
actually follow the Comet's dramatic path as it trails its long,

dazzling tail across the universe, while others watch and wait.

Tasco has awide variety of binoculars and telescopes

to choose from; basic hand-held models to professional

quality instruments with interchangeable, telephoto, and
zoom lenses, wide angle fmderscopes, tripods and carrying

cases.

With many Tasco telescopes you can even
attach your own 35 mm camera and photograph the

Comet with nearly 7 times greater focal length than

an ordinary 250mm telephoto lens.

Tasco telescopes and binoculars make great once-in-a-lrfetime gifts for comet watchers
)f all ages. Don't miss out! Your next opportunity to spot Halley's

Hornet won't come until the year 2061.

For more information, write Tasco, P.O. Box 520080,

vliami, Florida 33152. In Canada, contact Optex Corp.,

32 Lesmill Road, Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M3B 2T5. The closer you look, the betterwe look.

sesnort.

lines
)l

•M984, Tasco Sales, Inc. TAD-1SH l-TIN



New Natural Way To Sleep
Pure Cotton Knit

Tee-PJ's resemble a T-shirt, but over a

toot longer. Special knit gives when you

move, eases up when you relax No bind, no

j
bunch, no chafe, no buttons, no ironing!

Most comfortable sleeper you've ever worn

or money back. (Great for Ladies, too).

Choose snow white or soft blue. S-M-L-XL

(to ensure best fit include height-weight

when ordering .) Order NOW. while prices

include postage handling'

$12 ea. 3 for $28
Long sleeve style (not shown)

$15 ea. 3 for $38

100% Cotton Knit SLEEP CAP

Holds in up to 40% of body heat the

head can lose 1 Special knit "gives" naturally ^
to fit any head (man's or woman's); never ,

constricts or binds . .
. caresses your scalp Vv

with gentle warmth! Colors (matching Tee- r~%

PJ's above): choose snow white or soft blue.

Only $3.00 SAVE' 3 for $6.00 -postpaid, if

you order promptly 1

NEW TURTLENECK CAP
• PURE COTTON-warmth
without bulk

• COMFORTABLE-no bind,

no elastic

• ONE SIZE fits all (Men & Ladies)

The ultimate head and neck cover for

sleeping or outdoor wear (non-itch

liner) Available in white only.

$5.00 ea SAVE' 3 for $10.00 PPd

NEW! LEG SNUGGLERS
Keep legs warm and cozy in these ultra

soft all cotton snugglers. Special knit

moves as you move tor gentle non-bind-

ing comfort. Ideal for sleeping or loung-

ing One size fits all (Men & Ladies).

Available in white only.

$7.00 pr SAVE' 3 pr. $15.00 ppd

WITTMANN TEXTILES, Dept.524
Hobe Sound. FLA. 33455
Shipments to FLA. add 5% tax.

Safariworld! Because Kenya is too
far to so to be disappointed.
For a Safari that lives up to a

lifetime of expectations, come
to Safariworld.

Our two week, deluxe Safari

in Kenya sets the standard for

features, accommodations
and transportation. And, for

value (from $1999 to $2499
including air fare) it's better

than most. But, it is our skill,

our professionalism, our 26

years in the business and
our dedication that will

turn your dream Safari into

a breathtaking, living

reality.

For our new 1984/85 color

brochure and departure
dates, call or write, today.

Or see your Travel Agent.
Safariworld is an official

Pan Am Holiday operate

SAFARIWORLD!
4Q fast 49th Street, New York, NY 10017 1500 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, Va. 222(

(212|48^^0505, (800) 221-4737 (703) 525-3605, (800) 336-55C
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The moon as it will look at mid-month '

November 15-16: The moon rises hm
Leo about 11:00 p.m. on the 15th an m
reaches last-quarter phase at 1:59 \Mm
EST, on the 16th. The star near it as

i,

moves up the sky is Regulus. fora

November 16-17: This is the best nigk (i,„

for viewing the Leonid meteors, but t^

moon is up during prime, after-midnig

;

viewing hours and may interfere. Many
j

the meteors are swift and bright, howevs/

although it takes patience to see thel

(there are usually only about fifteen pi

hour at maximum). Nevertheless, til

shower is sometimes surprising.

November 18: A most unusual eve -
5

occurs today when brilliant Venus pass

in front of the fourth-magnitude st

Lambda Sagittarii, occulting the star

seen from the earth. This is like a sol U
eclipse, with Venus playing the moon a

the star playing the sun. The shadow c;
S!(

by Venus in the star's light sweeps past t ,.

earth, blotting out the star for about fi:

minutes. Unfortunately, Venus is bel

the horizon at the time for most of Noi

America except the coastal areas of Bi;

ish Columbia and northwestern Washii

ton State, and even there Venus will

only about a hand's breadth (about ten i -,

grees) above the horizon when the ev«

occurs at about 5:35 p.m., Pacific St

dard Time.

November 20: This is the last morn

to see the late crescent moon before it

appears into the sun's glow. Look sharjl

:;

fJi

:=:

i»

IK

m



I

Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observatories

d you may see the star Spica, in Virgo,

I low the moon before dawn hides it. Peri-

ie moon (nearest the earth) occurs later

day.

November 22: New moon, in Libra, at

57 p.m., EST. A total solar eclipse, last-

almost two minutes, occurs in New
ainea and the tropical Pacific. The

lipse will be partial over all of Australia

d most of the South Pacific.

! November 24: The moon occults Mer-

ry over the South Atlantic region. Ve-

is passes Jupiter in the constellation Sag-

arius. They should be visible together,

':nus below and brighter, low in the

uthwest soon after sunset.

^ November 25: The new crescent moon

ould surely be visible after sunset to-

ght. As the sky around it darkens, look

'r Venus and Jupiter above it. Mercury is

greatest easterly elongation (maximum
'stance to the sun's left) but not well

ll aced as a visible evening star.

bi November 27: You may just be able to

i id Mars above the moon, but it is much
Hmmer than it was last spring.

ik
; November 29-30: The moon ends the

I onth back in Aquarius, having gone full

e« 'cle around the earth. First quarter is at

» DO a.m., EST, on the 30th.

Si l

iitor's Note: The Sky Map in the Octo-

ofl It issue shows the evening stars and con-

it
1 illations for this month and gives the

M'nes and dates for use.

EXPLORE
THE EARTH
IN 30 WAYS.

Choose your wildlife or cultural adven-

ture: a wildlife safari in East Africa. A natural

history trek through Bhutan. An archeologi-

cal tour to Peru &. Easter Island. A walking

expedition in New Zealand.

This year, our experts will lead these and
26 other expeditions, spanning 5 continents.

Write for free color brochure. And discover

30 new ways to explore the earth.

CITY, STATE, ZIP _

Zambia, the real Africa! Ambiance, a sur-

rounding atmosphere! Put them together
and you've got ZAMBIANCE, the perfect

environment for an African experience.
"Zambiance" includes walking safaris for

unique close-up game viewing, the spectac-
ular Victoria Falls, cruising on the Zambesi
River, and more.

"Zambiance" begins on Zambia Airways'

wide-body flights, the fastest route to

Zambia's incredible wonders. For details

and tours, mail the coupon below.

NATURE EXPEDITIONS INTERNATIONAL
P.O. BOX 11496, DEPT. NH, EUGENE, OR 97440

CALL TOLL FREE 800634-0634

Zambia Airways
370 Lexington Avenue H-84
New York, NY 10017

Please send information:

Name

Address-

City

State. _Zip_

The world's finest binoculars
never looked so good.

Refunds of $100 on Leitz full-size and
$25 on Leitz compact binoculars.

Now you can enjoy extraordinary savings when you purchase a pair of

Leitz Trinovicf binoculars.* These superb optical instruments, produced to

uncompromising quality standards, are covered by a lifetime warranty

and protected by the famous Leitz Passport Protection Plan. For the

name of your nearest Leitz dealer call (800) 223-0514 or write _^^.

to E. Leitz, Inc., 24 Link Drive, Rocklelgh, NJ 07647.

us. warram«d only. Leitz means precision. Worldwide.

Leitz and Trinovid are trademarks of E Leitz, Inc.
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"Brilliantly executed and beautifully illustrated."
—Desmond Morris

Encyclopedia ofMammals
Edited by Dr. David Macdonald

A comprehensive, superbly illustrated guide to all known species

of mammals, THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MAMMALS examines

in 700 engaging articles and more than 1000 full color photo-

graphs, the full range of animal life. Species vary from the tiny

shrew to the ponderous gorilla, from the aquatic whales and seals

to the aerial bats, and from the predatory wolfto the preyed-upon

moose. A marvellously complete and lavish reference.

960 pages, 8V2X 11, $45.00 hardbound, ISBN 0-87196-871-1

FACTS ON FILE, INC., 460 Park Ave. So., New York, N.Y. 10016

AT YOUR LOCAL BOOKSTORE OR CALL TOLL -FREE: 1-800-322-8755

EXPLORE PAPUA NEW GUINEA

aboard the

M.V. Melanesian Explorer

Join discerning passengers aboard ihc fully

air-conditioned Melanesian Explorer.

Visit the Sepik River islands and areas never before
seen by tourists.

Operates year round on segments ranging from 4 to
16 nights. New this year 4-whcel drive Highland

Expeditions. For full details write or call:

Melanesian Tourist Services
P.O. Box 707. Madang, PNG
Tlx: NE 82707 Tel: 822766

or

UNIREP
Suite 105. 850 Colorado Blvd..

Los Angeles. Ca 90041
Tlx6711180 Tel: (213) 256-1991

Melanesian Tourist Services

For bookings or additional information, please

contact your travel agent or send this coupon to

Melanesian Tourist Services's North American
Representative, Unirep.

CITV/STATH/Z1P

PECANS!
Specially Selected PECANS... the

freshest of the new crop direct from

our Georgia grove. These shelled, tasty

and meaty fancy pecan halves are deli-

cious for snacking or your baking plea-

sure. Five pounds are carefully packed

in our Pecan Carton.

Only $19.95
Delivered!!

5-Pound
Box

I WRITE OR PHONE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG!

The finest in choice nutmeats from the

heart of America's Southland and
around the world - gift ideas for your-

self, friends, family and business.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or your
money back.

SEND US YOUR ENTIRE GIFT LIST!

For Major Credit Card Orders

and Fastest Delivery, Call

1-800-323-9754

ACE PECAN CO., Dept. 514
P.O. Box 65 Cordele, GA 31015

Offer Expires 12/31/84

Addition;

Science and Myth (p. 10)

The Logic of Scientific Discovery, b;|*

K.R. Popper (New York, 1959), one of thii *
world's leading philosophers of science *

views science as an attempt to find a coi '

I"

herent theory of the world. A chapter i» s

devoted to the concept of falsifiability ai *
an inherent part of a scientific theor) "'«

Popper's Conjecture and Refutation *

(New York: Basic Books, 1 965), an essa; ''
i

on the growth of scientific knowledge, i
'>

also recommended. T. Kuhn, another ire s»t

portant figure in the history of science s«

summarizes some of his ideas in Tk di

Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chi ik$

cago: University of Chicago Press, 1970i 'w

J. Monod expresses his philosophy of mod i) .1

ern biology in Chance and Necessity'.

(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1971). /&1,;

,

thinking Symbolism, by D. Sperber (Ne< Khui

York: Cambridge University Presi sand

1975), outlines a new general theory ths< ias;

rejects the semiological conception ( rale

symbols. Finally, J.D. Bernal's The Socii tat

Function of Science, first published i] spl

1939, was reprinted in paperback b in by

M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, in 1967.

i sis 01

Everglades (p. 46) k).E

M. Stoneham Douglas's The Eve] «|il

glades (Saint Simons Island: Mockin iVi

bird Books, 1979) was first published i fjripl

1947, and it is still one of the best bool itt

about the region. John Hersey, who r
;

lie,

viewed the book for the New York Hi k

aid-Tribune, wrote, "She has put into Hi hi I

discussion, among other things, her ob!

Dim

ous excitement over the subject, an u lU

earthliness, strong rhythm, very little rel"? :

etition and discussion, a compactness

natural imagery that is dazzling an]

above all, an organization and discipli 1

that approach poetic form It is su

posed to be a history of the Everglad

but because Mrs. Douglas has such

sweeping eye, it is, at the very least, a h

tory of Florida, and sometimes more."

Yates wrote an article about Douglas, w
became a well-known environmental

through her campaign to save the Ev

glades: see "Marjorie Stoneham Doug
and the Glades Crusade" (Audubt

March 1983, pp. 1 12-27). If you are pi;

ning a trip to the national park, you

r,

i

avail

lioi

4>

111

tl]
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'ant to get hold of a copy of The Ever-

l lades, by zoologist A. Carr (New York:

lime-Life Books, 1973). This book, part

gf Time-Life's "The American Wilder-

less" series, tells you about Florida's natu-

lil history, its fragile swamp ecology, and

tie highlights of the park. Its many color

ihotographs are exceptional, and include

l)me taken of Audubon's original water-

lalors of south Florida birds—including

ie white pelican, snowy egret, roseate

xwnbill, green heron, and the anhinga

—

sed as the basis for the engravings in

iirds ofAmerica. Potential visitors might

Iso write to the Everglades Natural His-

nry Association, Everglades National

ark, RO. Box 279, Homestead, FL
13030, which will, on request, send you a

f
rochure on the park, a schedule of activi-

|ss and other information for visitors, as

ell as a list of the many books they offer

Iir sale (if you have difficulty finding the

I ouglas book, for example, you can order

jit
paperback copy directly from the associ-

I ion by sending them $2.75 for the book

I id $ 1 .00 for postage and handling. Many
lx)ks on the park's wildlife are also avail-

|)le). P. Lauber's Everglades Country,

Icely illustrated by R Caulfield (New
Iprk: Viking Press, 1973), describes the

I :ography of the national park and the in-

I^relationships of its unique plant and an-

Jnal life. C.W. Tebeau's Man in the Ever-

Jtades (Coral Gables: University of

jtliami Press, 1968), first published in

I '63 under the title They Lived in the

mirk, chronicles two thousand years of

iiman habitation of the area, beginning

; jith the Indians who first lived there. It is

I so available from the Everglades Natu-

tl History Association.

kangaroo Rats (p. 60)

I
K. Schmidt-Nielsen's Desert Animals
Uew York: Dover Books, 1979) probes

!>w some animals are able to live and

i
rive in the excessive heat of the desert

j
spite a lack of water. Chapter 1 1, "The

j

angaroo Rat: A Rat That Never Drinks"

I p. 1 50-77), shows how this nocturnal re-

nt manages to live for indefinite periods

:th no access to drinking water. H.L.

underson describes the highly developed

cial system of the prairie dog in "Under

41

and Around a Prairie Dog Town" (Natu-

ral History, October 1978, pp. 56-66).

Less social than prairie dogs but more so

than kangaroo rats are the ground squir-

rels. RW. Sherman and M.L. Morton de-

scribe squirrel society in "Four Months of

the Ground Squirrel" (Natural History,

June-July 1979, pp. 50-57).

Chinese Children (p. 72)

In 1972 N.A. Chance became one of

the first American anthropologists to visit

China and conduct field research there.

He returned for another visit in 1979 and

settled in Half Moon village, a small town

on the outskirts of Beijing, where he par-

ticipated in agricultural labor and shared

the social and cultural life of the towns-

people. On the basis of this experience,

Chance wrote China's Urban Villagers

(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

1984). He interviewed a wide range of

people and writes knowledgeably and con-

fidently about Chinese attitudes toward

working, growing up, schooling, and fam-

ily relations. W Kessen, who teaches psy-

chology and pediatrics at Yale University,

edited Childhood in China (New Haven:

Yale University Press, 1975), a collection

of articles tracing child development

—

within the family, in nurseries, kindergar-

tens, primary schools, and middle schools.

The authors report their observations on

formal curricula in China, teaching prac-

tices, and on patterns of child interactions

with peers and adults. M. Wolf, who has

written much about Chinese rural fam-

ilies and the role of women, contributed

"Child Training and the Chinese Family"

to Studies in Chinese Society, edited by

Sinologist A.R Wolf (Stanford: Stanford

University Press, 1978). WL. Parish and

M.K. Whyte's Village and Family in

Contemporary China (Chicago: Univer-

sity of Chicago Press, 1 978) focuses on the

agricultural province of Kwangtung. The
authors, both sociologists, examine the ru-

ral work-incentive program, village equal-

ity and inequality, health care and educa-

tion, marriage customs, and the position of

women, among other topics, to determine

how much traditionalism survives in con-

temporary Communist China.

Rita Campon

GALAPAGOS, ANDES, AMAZON
Explore the longest continuous mountain

chain in the world, the Andes; the largest

wilderness area on earth, the Amazon; and

the source of Darwin's inspiration, the

Galapagos Islands. This expedition con-

trasts these unique environments pro-

viding the nature enthusiast with an

unequaled opportunity to observe an over-

whelming spectrum of unusual and exotic

wildlife.

Educational Programs Available

Monthly Departures

2895 om Miami

1^800-633-4734

INTERNA
EXPEDITIONS^

#AeroPeru



Cruise to

tures, exotic-plant and wildlife. Our luxury

^'expedition ship offers fine accomodations,
and dining. Expert lecturers/guides. 18 days

"from 54250, Departs June 1984. Write or

:call ;860-426-77g4.

Society Expeditions ^

Dept.

Name

NHI1 723 Broadway East, Seattle WA 98 102

Address

City State Zip

CRUISES Antarctica Amazon D Lost Islands Indonesia

Alaska D NW Passage D New Guinea D China D Japan

D Chilean Fiords D Caribbean PRIVATE TRAINS D Orient

Express D Trans-Siberia D Imperial Peking Express
India Paris to Peking LAND EXPEDITIONS D GOURMET
ADVENTURES

• Cover weight paper & high q jalrtv lithography for framable picture

pages.

• Rich linen textured paper with matte finish for easy writing on

calendar pages. ^
• 12 exquisite drawings by Wes Farmer '

v^? £«
•Moon phases and U.S. holidays. ---, P^r%r^

Send $7.50 ea. to: Nudibranch Calendar ^£Vt
475 W. Bradley Ave. ^>
El Cajon, CA 92920

Please tell us where you saw our ad.

rBOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonaction.
All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll
find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,
please. Write: BOOKS-ON-FILE Since

Box 195 Dept 74 1958
UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087-0195

AUTHENTIC
HAT

INDIANA JONES ,M
risked

his arm for this fedora

in TEMPLE OF DOOM™ \

— but you can get it with

ease, for just $24.95! This

is the genuine article
[

from Stetson*, authen-

tically fashioned of

premium 100%
wool felt exactly like lnd/s own, even to the deep brown
grosgrain band. Sizes S(63/4-67/a), M(7-7Vb), LiVU-^la), '

X(7Va>75/e). Only £24.95. Discover how much adventure

| a man in a fedora can find.

| Children's sizes made of polyester and cotton poplin twill

I fabric. S, M, L, only $19.95.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
1 VISA a MasterCard Accepted.

afl Toli-Free 300-334-5476. Write for FREE catalog.

-5T SSsAf Dept. NH-114
[P.O^Box 1600, Chapel Hill, NC 27515

rWGMR
One of the 34 places where travel with Questers

becomes a learning experience.

For Tour Directory write or call:

Questers worldwide nature tours
Dept NH; 257 Park Ave S; NY. NY 10010 (212) 673-3120

^
GALAPAGOS
One of the 34 places where travel with Questers

becomes a learning experience.

for Tour Oirectory write or call:

Questers worldwide nature tours
Dept. NH; 257 Park Ave S. NY. NY 10010 (212) 673-3120

Plains Indian Art & Artifacts.

Free Catalog shows painted shields.

mounted trophy butfalo skulls war

arrows, peace pipes chokers, breast

plates, war clubs tomahawks.

lances, horse dance sticks, star

quilts and more. Exclusive

source. Handmade with Iradi

tional tools and authentic

materials. Many have interesting

stories to tell from Cheyenne. 5ious

and Blackfoot heritage. Collector's

items, unique gifts and stunning

decorations.

*"*-'' Write or call:

PRAIRIE EDGE P.O. Box 8303 Department «H

Rapid City South Dakota 5770I Area Code (605l 341 3620

Natural History & Cultural
Expeditions

Tanzania Kenya
Tanzania /Rwanda / Zaire

Galapagos Islands Ecuador Peru
Belize Thailand Indonesia Australia

Geo Expeditions
for free literature write or call:

P.O. Box 27136-C, Oakland, CA 94602
Telephone 415/530-4146

Voyage to the Pacific's

LOST ISLANDS
Rediscover islands lost in time. Journey to

unreachable, unspoiled cultures of excep-
tional beauty. Pitcairn, Easter Island,
Marquesas, New Guinea. Our luxury expedi-
tion ship offers fine accommodations/dining.
Feb, Mar, Apr. from 16 to 45 days. From
S2990. Write or call 800-426-7794.

Society Expeditions!

Dept.

Name

NH1 723 Broadway East Seattle WA 98102

Address

Ciry Slate Zip

CRUISES n Antarctica D Amazon O Indonesia Alaska D NW
Passage D New Guinea China Japan Chilean Fjords
D Caribbean PRIVATE TRAINS D Orient Express D Trans-
Siberia G Imperial Peking Express D India Paris to Peking
D LAND EXPEDITIONS LTGOURMETADVENTURES

Variety Sha
The diversity ofagricultural
products and animals at Britain's

Royal Show reflects the trend to

nonindustrialized, regionalfare

by Raymond Sokolov

Despite their reputation for serving iia|

oversteamed vegetables and overcookec x
meat, the British can and often do product]

some of the most delicious meals a person h::.

could want. I had proof of this on a recen ::.

trip to England, during which I stayed.";:',

with friends in a Cotswold farmhouse, attpir

first-rate fresh local vegetables, and fount se

several excellent meals in nearby restau lis

rants, ranging from an ambitious countn a a

pub to a stellar French inn. But the mail, .en

impression I carried away from this surra s>

mer sojourn was that England is fightinf :::::;:
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A Matter of Taste

lie insipid diet of the supermarket and re-

I'scovering its farm traditions.

At every turn I came across examples of

i:ople digging in their heels and working

urd to bring back foods and food ideas in

' inger of disappearing because of compe-

;:ion from homogenized, industrial agri-

ulture at home and abroad.

This will sound familiar. A similar

end has been on the upswing in this

!
mntry for some time, manifesting itself

hross a wide spectrum of endeavor that

j
retches from greenmarkets to restau-

rants of the nouvelle cuisine americaine

stripe. And, to a certain extent, what I saw

in England was a reflection of ideas and

trends now current in America.

The British food writer Henrietta

Green was busy doing research on New
York's greenmarkets, hoping to establish

their equivalent in London. If New York

City could provide open space for small

farmers to sell their produce, she rea-

soned, why couldn't London do the same?

This would encourage farmers to continue

their work and also provide city dwellers

Royal Agricultural Society

lcational

grams

COSTA^CA
J)LIFE,

OF THE AMERICAS
A tropical paradise preserved

by a renowned national park

system, Costa Rica offers a
diversity of fauna and flora,

creating a haven for nature

lovers. From highland cloud

forest to the coastal tropical

lowlands, this peaceful little

country abounds with

picturesque beauty and exotic

wildlife.

Monthly Departures
" days all inclusive

im Miami$995
: brochure call

1-S00-633-4734

EXPEDITIONS^
IILacsa
TheArine ol Costato



DOWN...FACTORY DIRECT AT HALF PRICE!
Luxurious pnme

white European down,

nature's most perfect

insulator, keeps you toasty

warm when it's cold, cool

when it's hot! We've been

specializing in down for 3

generations, so you can

rest assured that we
provide the utmost in

quality and durability.

PRIME WHITE DOWN COMFORTERS— Colors:

brown, beige, dark blue, light blue. grey. rose. Reversible

colors (at no extra charge!): brown/beige, dark blue/

light blue, grey/rose.

Twin Size (T) 68"x86" S69.00

Full Size (F) 76"x86" $89.00

Queen Size (0) 86"x86" S99.00

King Size (K) 86"xl04" $119.00

Credit Card Holders Call TOLL FREE
1-800-431-9003

24 hrs. a day, 7 days a week.

OR

~ ^^W^mtSort Inc.
Dept NH-1 1, 38 Roebling St., Brooklyn, NY 11211

MAIL
TO:

Our poly/cotton shell

prevents shifting of down
by combining box-quilted

middle and side channel

stitching. Our pillows are

covered with 100%

downproof cotton ticking.

Elegant poly/cotton duvet

covers complete the set

Order today!

PILLOWS— Choice ol soft (aJI down), medium (50%

down/50% feathers), or firm (75% feathers/25% down).

Standard Size (S) 20"x26" $29.00

Queen Size (Q) 20"x30" $39.00

King Size (K) 20"x36" $49.00

DUVET COVERS— Colors: brown/beige, dark blue,

light blue.

Twin Size (T) 72"x90" $30.00

Full Size (F) 80"x90" $3500

Queen Size (Q) 88"x90" $40.00

King Size (K) 88"xl05" $45.00

Method of Payment:

Check/Money Order (Sorry no cash or C.O.D.'s)

Charge My: MASTERCARDQ VISA D AMEX

QTV

Please send me your

free color brochure.

If not completely

satisfied, please return

within 30 days for a
full refund.

NY Residents

Add Sales Tax

Add Postage iHdlg

S5.00 per comiorter.

5250 per pillow or cover

Total

Account No.

Signature-

Exp. Date

Send to (please print)

Name

Address.

City

Day Phone # ( ).

.State.

-Apt-

_Zip_

Jr
The Safari Jacket

Whether you're out in the bush or out on the town, you will

find this a versatile and practical garment.
Ruggedly constructed of tightly woven twill cloth in an

easy-care and breathable blend of 65% cotton/35% polyester.

The four button-through flap pockets are roomy and
secure enough for all your essentials, the X-stitched epaulets

perfect for securing camera straps and other equipment.
Adjustable side tabs for full or more contoured fit. No belt to

flop around or get lost. Tailored with single-needle reinforced

sleeving and two deep action-back pleats for ease of movement.
Roomy enough to be worn over a shirt or sweater.

Manufactured for us by Van Heusen. . .backed by the Baker Street

Shirtmakers guarantee of satisfaction or your money back.

The Safari Jacket . . -for wherever your sporting life takes you. Only
$36 Long Sleeves, $34 Short Sleeves. In Khaki and Olive Drab,
of course.

_ Please send Sizes: S -(34-36)
free catalog M -(38-40)

L -(42-44)
XL -(46-18)

Personal Check or Money Order

Visa MasterCard

D American Express

Card*

QUANTITY STYLE PRICE SIZE

Khaki, Short Sleeve (54-770Y) $34

Khaki, Long Sleeve (54-769Y) $36

Olive, Short Sleeve (54-791Y) $34

Olive, Long Sleeve (54-781Y) $36

Exp. date-

Add S3.00per order for shipping and handling, plus local taxes where applicable. Make checks
parable to Baker Street Shirtmakers. Mail your order.. .or call toll free (800) 528-6050.

D Mr. n Mrs. Ms .

Address_

Baker Street

,

. State. .Zip.

^ Shirtmakers
8

eators of classic shirts at affordable prices
281 Centennial Avenue, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854 AKW1f

with vegetables that haven't turned roa»

weary.

Ms. Green has already had some ex-

perience adapting the principles of the

American food revival to Britain, al

though at a more rarefied level than thai

of the street market. She helped prepan

the menu for the new British Harvest Res-i

taurant at the London Hilton, which, fol-

lowing the lead of Hilton International's

American Harvest Restaurant at New
York's Vista Hotel, serves traditional local

ingredients in newly created dishes. Thia

sort of approach is much more of an inno-|

vation in England than it was in America]

where an emphasis on the regional, the!

ethnic, and the exquisitely fresh and sea-|

sonal has been widespread—almost obses-

sively so—for several years. But in Lon-

don, to find a menu brimming wit!

Brixham hake, Cornish lobster (on sprig;

of wild thyme with a malt whisky sauce)

and elderflower fritters is still a remark

able rarity.

But as a moment's reflection will suf

fice to persuade you, a menu like the Brit

ish Harvest's or the more traditional Bri

ish menus at the Dorchester Hotel coul

not exist without dependable suppliers ti

provide fresh and varied produce.

In the United States, the growing appi

tite for nonindustrial foods has been satis

tied by small operators practicing wh;

might be called boutique agriculture. Tb,

same kind of thing is also happening nov

in Britain, as changes in popular taste ere- ~:.:

ate a market for farmhouse cheeses am- *

fresh garden vegetables. Specialty pre

ducers, like the gardening writer JoyC

Larkcom, are expanding public awarenes- -.:

of such previously obscure greens as wir

ter purslane and Abyssinian cabbage »

Meanwhile, at a more basic level, a mag;

zine called Gardening from Which?

leading what it calls the "campaign ft

real peas." This is an educational can

paign aimed at persuading British gardei ...

ers to grow their own peas instead of rel;

ing on canned and frozen peas. The nam

of the campaign is an allusion to the vei

successful campaigns for real beer an

real ale that were staged earlier on beha

of brews unadulterated by chemicals ar

other deleterious modern methods. TI,

real pea campaign is perhaps an eve.

more practical idea, given the great nur,

ber of British gardeners and the devotk

of the British consumer to peas. A leafl

::

the

tect,

toll

":.:

to

tent,

Ritsti

»ecl

put out by Gardeningfrom Which? state

mux

We British eat more peas than any other njf-':-

tion—each of us eat about 1 5 lb. a year i

average. Northerners prefer canned pe;

Southerners frozen peas. But when was tj _
'

~ you had a 'real' pea—straiglast time

lru NiTiiBAi Hixroiis 11/84



Craig Parker; Bruce Coleman Inc.

%iggy highland cattle were amongeighteen varieties shown at thefair.

In the pod. Because of the difficulty of

p\<ing and decreased demand, less than

1300 tonnes of fresh peas are produced,

c lpared to over 300,000 tonnes of dried,

[cessed or frozen peas. So it seems the

y way to get real peas is to grow your

his leaflet was handed out to all com-

I at the most impressive agricultural

I nt I have ever seen. The Royal Show is,

ii'effect, Britain's national fair. Spon-

si;d by the Royal Agricultural Society,

it patron is the queen; its president, the

l;e of Gloucester. It takes place each

SMmer at the National Agricultural Cen-

I(NAC) at Stoneleigh, Warwickshire,

n far from Stratford-on-Avon. It is the

I Is Royce of fairs.

lie fairground is immense and very

pmanent, really a small town with paved

|:ets, restaurants, and many other build-

|>. The cow barns stretch for blocks.

*y are clean, well marked, and if you

a stuck there during an important judg-

ii somewhere else, you can watch it on

I of the television monitors positioned

Ojrhead.

V )f course, the real point of a fair, in

E >land or anywhere else, is the quality of

t| exhibitions. And the Royal Show's ag-

riiltural exhibitions are peerless. At
n ;t American fairs, the cattle are almost

exclusively either Holsteins—those ga-

lumphing black-and-white champion pro-

ducers of bulk, low-fat milk—or one or

two varieties of beef cattle. The Royal

Show could boast significant numbers of

entries from eighteen different varieties.

The barn was as varied as a dog show, with

its Lincoln reds and brown Jerseys, its

shaggy, primitive Highland cattle, and its

gorgeous Belted Galloways, black with a

wide white stripe at the waist.

This was not simply of aesthetic impor-

tance. The different breeds of cattle have

different characteristics as food sources.

Some produce a higher quantity of cream.

Others are adaptable to marginal environ-

ments. Their presence at the Royal Show
is not only a sign that British cattlemen are

maintaining a practical gene pool of great

diversity; it also represents an attitude

widespread in England: old-fashioned ag-

ricultural variety must be maintained be-

cause with it will survive the human side

of farming. This is good for preserving the

picturesque English countryside and en-

hancing the lives of farmers, but more im-

portant, it promotes the interests of city-

bound consumers. It improves their

chances of finding food that has not been

produced with only an industrial, cost-ef-

fective standard in mind.

To find this attitude expressed in its

D.

A NATURALIST'S QUEST
Lush tropical forest, Maya mountains,

pine savannahs, mangrove swamps and

the great barrier reef of the Caribbean -

this is Belize, a land of natural wonders

and ecological diversity that nurtured the

magnificent Maya culture. Teeming with

wildlife, Belize supports over 500 species

of exotic birds, 250 varieties of orchids,

and is one of the last stands of the elusive

Jaguar. Belize offers the traveler an

unprecedented opportunity to experience

a wealth of tropical environments.

Education and Archaeology

Programs Available

Monthly Departures

$1195
lOdavsall inclusive From Miami.
New Orleans or Houston.

For more information and free brochure call

TOLL FREE

1^800-633-4734
Suite 104, 1776 Independence Court

Birmingham, Alabama 35216

205/870-5550

..

INTERNATIONAL
EXPEDITIONS !^

Tan saHsa
AIRLINES OF HONDURAS



Beautiful art — also information about

endangered species and environmental issues

on 100% cotton T-SHIRTS. $8.25 ea.

(quantity discounts), S-M-L-XL, tan, blue,

yellow. 22 designs. FREE CATALOG.
Satisfaction guaranteed. JIM MORRIS T-

Shirts, P.O. Box 2308, Dept. CL4, Boulder,

CO 80306 (303) 444-6430. Share the Earth.

T-SHIRTS

Drawstring pants, tops,
skirts & more. Timeless
styles, gentle prices, in . . .

PURE COTTON
FREE CATALOG SWATCHES 5<K

Deva. a Cottage Industry (f \$ [ "V\\

) Box NHX5. Burkittsville, MD 21718 f&JP*
(301)473^900

''Real Snowflakes
cEiched Glass Christmas Ornaments <% cWindchimes

rn 1B85 and 1931 Wilson Beniley of Jertcho.W

SET OF FOUR ORNAMENTS *2I"ppd
< hndicaled by ar

1 telling "Sno

The ^Alchemists
P.O. Box H, Dept. N

Green Valley, AZ 85622
(602)648-0500

Crusing ExpeditionAcrossAContinent

AMAZON
Explore the byways ofthe Amazon in comfort
with naturalist guide/lecturers. Daily excur-
sionsinto the waterways of lush jungle. Fine
accommodation on the world's most modem
'expedition cruising ship MS SOCIETY
EXPLORER. Departs October 1985. 17 Days
fforrrS2990. Write or.call 800-426-7794.

s< y Expeditions!

- 1 723 Broadwa> East, Seattle \VA 98 102

i
tdcress

State Zip

Indonesia D Alaska
. nina ~ Japan ".Chilean

Orient Express
Express D India D Paris to

OUSMETADVENTURES

MALAYSIA^
and

Borneo
Explore startling different Malaysia

and the island of Borneo on a Journey-

world tour designed for small groups

and independent travelers. Take a

river safari to a tribal longhouse, hike

through primeval forests to pre- historic

cave paintings, savor the tranquil life-

style of riverine villages. Exclusive serv-

ices at affordable prices.

Call for Brochures and Information!

B JOURNEYWORLD
155 East 55th St, New York, NY 10022

(212) 752-8308

By Private Train

CHINA
The luxury and comfort of the "Orient
Express" in China! Private deluxe train, wal-

nut-paneled sleepers, exclusive dinners with
§ourmet chefs. Expert lecturer/guides.
nrina/Fall. 16 days. From S3990. Write or

1-7794.

Dept.

Name

NH11 723 Broadway East, SeattleWA 98 102

Address

City Stale Zip

CRUISES lj Antarctica Amazon u Lost Islands Indonesia

iL Alaska NW Passage H New Guinea D China O Japan
C Chilean Fjords D Caribbean PRIVATE TRAINS Orient
Express Trans-Siberia D India ^ Paris to Peking D LAND
EXPEDITIONS GOURMET ADVENTURES

American
Museum of
Natural

«7ii History

Discovery Tours

• Fascinating destinations

• Distinguished Museum lecturers

• Congenial companions

• Meticulous travel arrangements

call or write for detailed itineraries

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79 St.. New York. NY 1 0024
(212)873-1440

Dinosaurs, Mammoths, and Cavemen:
The Art of Charles ft Knight.

Knight was the first and greatest artist to

re-create the extinct creatures and strange,
primeval landscapes of the earth. The great
paleontologist Edwin H. Colbert wrote:
"Charles Knight opened our eyes to a former
world . . . none has excelled him." The splen-
did softcover book contains 120 full-color re-

productions of Knight's murals, paintings and
watercolors. A wonderful and utterly fascinat-

ing book for anyone interested in dinosaurs
and other prehistoric creatures. Send $14.95
($12.90 for Museum Members) plus $1 post-
age to: Members' Book Program, American
Museum of Natural History, Central Park
West at 79th Street, New York, NY 1 0024.

-lrocjram_

most extreme and appealing form, o^|

walked across the grounds of the Roy!

Show, past veiled women in long skirts i

ing sidesaddle; past innumerable ponies

every size, shape and shade; past drama' _:

expositions of giant machinery, a worki -

apiary, and experimental fields of wavi : "

grain, to the little zoo run by the R? -

Breeds Survival Trust.

This is not an eccentric cabal of Agat

Christie gentry. It has its permanent he;

quarters in Stoneleigh at the NAC. It 1 '

!

its own souvenir ties, its magazine, 7?

Ark, and a smartly prepared set of f;
|K

sheets with photographs and data on in
-""

vidual rare breeds. By no means all
:

>

them are endangered oddities. The Tr
'•

is, for example, interested in the survi

of the Belted Galloway, whose 700 bre "
ing females in the United Kingdom woi l

:

seem to insure the continuation of t
: "

beef animal, which is so attractive and :m

well adapted to the rough country of 1
™

fertility and severe winters found in its Vr ' ;

tive range in southwest Scotland i
")''

northwest England.

The Trust does, of course, encourrf : -

the breeding of truly rare animals sucr L
:
f

the multihorned Manx Loghtan she' ™ (

But even this freakish beast will prod* "^

tasty meat. Other primitive lamb bre :u

are already of commercial value. I me
'""M

young woman at the Trust center wh - c '

lambs dress out at twelve pounds, ab (™

one-fourth of the commercial norm. !
'¥

they are genetically so close to wild sh ®&

that their flesh has the character of gai

Some of these breeds are almost a '-'>'

pletely impractical, but they offer a ust '•'<>

lesson. The semiferal Soay sheep, for »

Two recipes adapted from The Fa
house Kitchen, by Mary Norwak

Faggots

1

1 '/2 pounds pork liver

6 ounces bacon

2 onions, peeled

7 ounces bread crumbs
3 ounces suet, shredded

1 teaspoon dried basil

Salt and pepper

Flour

«iftt

Sal;

1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.

2. Chop liver, bacon, and onions

3. Place all ingredients except flour

bowl and mix well.

4. Form the mixture into eight balls

roll in flour. Pack closely together i

ovenproof dish.

5. Bake for 30 minutes.

6. Divide with a knife and serve wi

rich brown gravy.

'::

':

101

Yield: 3 to 4 servings
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ice, are impossible to manage with

s, and the men who keep a small flock

Jalmoral Castle long ago abandoned

yentional attempts to herd them. They

i them when they want to confine them

he winter, and they shoot them for the

e. Soays straddle the line between the

l and the domesticated. They are living

inders of a crucial stage in agricultural

}ry. Rare breeds like the Soay are cer-

ly not the main business of the Royal

w, which is a booming commercial

it if there ever was one. Indeed, it

s the local flavor and carnival feeling

;merican fairs. And it is curiously lack-

in poultry exhibits.

)rtunately, this omission at Stoneleigh

not signal collapse for the British

ken industry. For a dazzling display of

one goes a short distance to Folly

in at Notgrove, near Cheltenham, in

icestershire. Here on open range, nine

ds of domestic geese, eighteen kinds

pmestic ducks, and thirty-three flam-

intly feathered chickens, not to men-

turkeys and bevies of wildfowl,

,ch away in the sun.

)lly Farm is not just a poultry mu-

Birds are for sale. But since time

>ut on me this trip, I was not able to

itch and roast a barbu d'uccle (mille-

s) pullet. Perhaps next year. As we

all been taught, there'll always be

t

ngland. And now we can be confident

it is protecting its variegated agricul-

,

roots.

nond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

nterest is the history andpreparation

od.

Lemon Marmalade

arge lemons

quarts water

Sugar

:el lemons, leaving as little white pith

possible attached to the peel, and
red peel.

it seeds and the pith you have

mmed away in a muslin bag. Seeds

d pith contain pectin, which will

lp the marmalade thicken,

it up the flesh of the lemon and put it

th the shredded peel and the muslin

g in a pot with the water. Boil until

iuced by half. Discard muslin bag.

sigh the contents of the pot. Return

the pot. Add an equal weight of

gar. Bring to the boil, cook at a full

il for 20 minutes or until setting

int is reached. Test for the setting

'int by dripping a little marmalade
a cold plate. It should set in a few

:onds and wrinkle when pushed.

Which of these languages
would you like to speak?

Mark the one you want to speak in 2 or 3 months' time
Afrikaans

American English

Arabic

Chinese

Danish

Dutch

Finnish

French

German

Greek (Modern)

Hebrew (Modern)

Hindi

Indonesian

Irish

Italian

Japanese

A Linguaphone Course makes you feel at home in almost any country.

You'll never miss the meaning of conversations or be at a loss for words.

Malay

D Norwegian

Polish

Portuguese

Russian

Spanish
r i Swedish

Welsh

It musl work—over 4 million Linguaphone

students m 88 countries speak a second

language FLUENTLY
Proven learning success You LISTEN to real

conversations on cassettes UNDERSTAND
what you hear by following illustrated textbooks

HOLD CONVERSATIONS with the speakers

You start speaking the very first lesson

You learn at your own convenience

It s like having a private tutor

You get a complete, professional language pro

gram at little cost

You gain a good working vocabulary

In just 2 to 3 months you can speak another

language with complete confidence

You develop an authentic accent Only native-

born speakers are used

Linguaphone [jy
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

th
,

The
Language

Masters

28 DAY FREE TRIAL

WorW Language Courses, Inc. Dept. 797 313 Nolana Ave. McAllen, Texas 78504

FREE INFORMATION: Please mail me FREE information about learning

the languages I have checked. FREE brochure.

Name (please print)

Street

City State . Zip

Crossroads ofEvolution

GALAPAGOS
Visit Darwin's "Enchanted Islands" by private

yacht. Photograph tame wildlife. Stimulating
lectures by naturalist/guides. 15 days from
S2990. Write or call 80O-42fi-T7°-4

Society Expeditions

Depl. NH 1 1 723 Broadway East

N.imc

Seattle WA 98102

Address

City State Zip

CRUISES U Antarctica D Amazon C Losl Islands ] Indonesia D
Alaska HjNW Passage D New Guinea D China Japan D Chilean
Fjords CCaribbean PRIVATE TRAINS ^ Orient Express D lYans-

Sibena D Imperial Peking Express C India C Pans to Peking D
LAND EXPEDITIONS . GOURMET ADVENTURES

Rent Mother Nature4
Lease A Sugar Maple Tree Or W
A Sap Bucket For One Year

J^flB^lKteih
• '" •• A really different Christmas gilt Idea. First, well send each lucky Iriend. in time

lor Christmas, a Gilt Announcement Card Irom you—and a copy of an

authentic 1890 Treasury Dept. Lease, hand-personalized, and suitable for

framing. Then, In Spring '85, when all the sap has been gathered and

processed, each tree tenant will receive a big, decorated jug filled with at least

. 60 ounces of 1 00% pure Maple Syrup—30 ounce guarantee to bucket tenants—

; even more If Mother Nature yields an abundant supply! We do all the work—

|f your friends get the delicious natural syrup—and you get all the raves!

Tree Lease $25.00 or Bucket Lease $15.00

Send check plus $4.00 handling per gift to:

NORTH COUNTRY CORP. Dept NC 113

Box 193, 106 Appleton St., Cambridge, MA 02138.

Include full name and address of gift recipient

VISA & Mastercharge Accepted With Expiration Date

To order by phone call (617) 734-5409
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Members' Market

NATURAL HISTORY Magazine offers members a free service. Certain advertisers indicated they will send you additional

information. To obtain this, simply fill out the postage-paid card and drop it in any U.S. mailbox. Circle the numbers on the card

corresponding to the numbers beside the advertisers in whom you are interested. Please allow up to six weeks for replies. Although

each advertiser has assured us that it will respond to each request, the magazine is not responsible for any failure to do so.

Furthermore, the listing of an advertiser does not constitute any affiliation with, or endorsement by, the American Museum of

Natural History orNATURAL HISTORY Magazine.

1. Audio Forum. Learn a foreign language on

your own. Full-length courses in 40 languages

from Audio-Forum. Free catalogue.

2. Asa Wright Nature Centre and Lodge, Trini-

dad. Tropical sanctuary setting for year-round

tours to Trinidad and Tobago. Summer Work-
shops: Ornithology, Botany, Entomology, Tropi-

cal Ecology, Nature Photography and Art. Free

color brochure!

3. Audubon. Environmental education and nat-

ural history camps for adults and for children.

Audubon ecology camps and workshops in

Maine, Wisconsin, Connecticut and Wyoming.
Free color brochure!

4. Baker Street Shirtmakers. The BAKER
STREET COLLECTION . . . Fashion classics

for men and women including 75 quality crafted

shirt styles by Van Heusen. Free catalog.

5. Bames & Noble Bookstores, Inc. Unique
catalog from the "world's largest bookstore" of-

fering book bargains in every category, records

& tapes, videocassettes, and desk accessories,

with savings up to 80% off original prices.

6. Cornell University. Bird Biology: Member-
ship invited. Benefits include stunning maga-
zine, Living Bird Quarterly, catalogs, discounts

from Crow's Nest Bookshop.

7. Deep Down Comfort. As a manufacturer of

quality down products, we eliminate the middle-

man and offer you substantial savings on down
comforters and pillows. Perfect Holiday gifts.

Brochure.

8. Display Case Company. We make custom lu-

cite display cases to protect, preserve, and dra-

matize valued art objects, ships models, collect-

ibles, etc. Send for information or call (804)
442-2299 for estimate.

9. Epirotiki Lines, Inc. The Caribazon Cruise.

For the price of the Caribbean, Epirotiki also

gives you the Amazon. 1 2-day itineraries begin-

ning Dec. 22, 1984, from $1,850 roundtrip
airfare included. Brochure.

10. Eurailpass. Low cost train travel in 16 Euro-
pean countries— 1 5 days of unlimited, first-class

travel from $260. A great way to see Europe's
magnificent sights.

11. Encyclopedia of Mammals. Published by
Facts on File. 960 pages, over 1,000 full color

photographs. Send for more information.

12. Halley Optical Corp. "The Consumer-
Friendly Halleyscope" offers unique versatility.

Features 8-32X zoom and two viewing modes.
Converts to super telephoto lens for 35mm cam-
eras. Comes with camera adapter, tripod, in-

struction manual, lifetime warranty.

53. Hsrtmaisj Luggage. Free luggage brochure
including your nearest dealer.

Jrsivereity Press. Biophilia by Ed-
ward O. Wilson, Si 5.00. Write for information
.'.bout tills and other Harvard University Press
titles.

15. Holbrook Travel, Inc. Wildlife, natural his-

tory and cultural tours worldwide. Small groups
accompanies by scientific leader. Competitive

prices. Free detailed description and prices.

16. India. The ancient. The new. The beauty,

the art, the architecture, the bazaars, the cui-

sine, the beaches, even sports. Send for free bro-

chure.

17. International Coins & Currency. Free Rare
Coin Guide shows how you can profit in Ameri-
ca's proven #1 investment. Call toll-free 1-800-

451-4463 or write International Coins & Cur-
rency, Inc., 11 E. State St., Box 218,

Montpelier, VT 05602.

18. Joseph Van Os Nature Tours. An extensive

yet intimate view of nature at a relaxed pace.

North American, South American and
Antarctican itineraries thoughtfully planned
and managed. We are one of the best.

19. KLM Royal Dutch Airlines/KLR Interna-

tional. KLM/KLR African Safaris let you ex-

plore Africa your way . . . from the adventurous
to the luxurious. Kenya, Tanzania, Egypt,
Southern Africa. Request our 32-page color bro-

chure.

20. Kuo Feng Tours. Wide range of tours to

China, Japan, Tibet and the Orient as well as

unique and special interest tours. Free brochure
available.

21. Lands' End. Direct Merchants of fine

sweaters, shirts, traditional dress clothing, origi-

nal Lands' End soft luggage and a multitude of

other quality goods from around the world.

22. Lantana Colony Club. Charming pink cot-

tages on 20 flowered acres in Bermuda. Private

beach. Superb Golf& Tennis. Exquisite cuisine.

Memorable service.

23. E. Leitz. Leitz Binoculars are simply as-

tounding to see through. To receive a fully illus-

trated brochure on "TRINOVIDS®" circle

reader service number 23.

24. Melanesian Tourist Service. Brochures on
cruises in Papua, New Guinea on air-condi-

tioned 18-cabin MELANESIAN Explorer (Se-

pik River, Madang, Tobriand Island). Also 4-

wheel drive Highland Expeditions.

25. Mexico Ministry of Tourism. Mexico is

ready. To make you tan and beautiful ... to

craft you timeless treasures ... to make each
day a feast. Come join us.

26. Nature Expeditions. Thirty different wild-

life and cultural expeditions to unique environ-
ments on five continents. Small groups led by
experts. Complimentary brochure.,

27. Nikon Binoculars. Full color booklet de-
scribes how to choose the binoculars right for

you. Explains the advantages of various types of
binoculars available.

28. North Country Corporation. Maple tren:<:

bee-hive, lobster to read trap leases make uniqi,.: .:

gifts. Recipient gets lease document, progrei

reports, and harvest, guaranteed. REK
MOTHER NATURE, we do the work, frienf
get the bounty, you get the raves.

29. Olympus. The Olympus Corporation offc,

fact filled brochures on 35MM cameras and a

cessories including the new OM-2S progra

and Olympus Quick Flash.

30. Overseas Adventure Travel. Leading s|

cialist in adventure vacations: treks, camping
faris, expeditions; to Tanzania, Ruwanda go
las, Nepal, Ladakh, Java, Peru, Japan, SE As
and elsewhere.

life,,

Bite i

'-!

»Publi

31. Pacific Delight Tours, Inc. Our lavish co

brochure gives you all the details on planninj '.[

deluxe 16-to-25 day, fully escorted tour i

China. Choose among 20 exciting itineraries.!

32. Point Pleasant Resort. POINT PLE/
ANT, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands

—

a perfJ
setting of casual elegance on Water Bay. FRlr ;

use of cars, sunfish sailboats, snorkeling geal

33. Safariworld, Inc. 15 and 18 day safaris

Kenya that set the standard. Turn your drea

into breathtaking reality for from $1,999
$2,499 including airfare.

34. Stratum. WHERE VERMONT IS
WAYS IN SEASON. Midweek values on
lessons, lodging and lunch. Special week
packages also available.

35. Swan Hellenic/ Exprinter. Explore
sources of European and Mediterranean I

tures and civilizations with eminent lectui

who bring to life 4000 years of history.

36. Treasure Cay Beach Hotel & Villas, A '::]

co, Bahamas. The western hemisphere's nea ,"v!

faraway place. Complimentary greens f -_.'-

snorkeling gear, sailing, tennis and much m
Free brochure.

37. Trinidad & Tobago Tourist Board.

cover the nature of Trinidad & Tobago thro

our "Natural Wonders" brochure—it's a w>

the world hasn't discovered!

38. White Pine Company. The WINT:
SILKS® catalogue from The White Pine C
pany offers silk sportswear for men and wor .

Many items are exclusives. Send for free c

logue today!

39. Wilderness Travel. Specializes in will ii

and natural history tours worldwide, with

60 different trips, 130 departures in a frej

page color catalogue.

40. Zambia Airways. Photo safaris thrcl

Zambia's game preserves and National P;|

by foot or in open Land Rover. Tours inc

Victoria Falls. Free brochures on tour pack

|

and departure dates.
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•t/Crafts

rfERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS. Northwest Coast Indian

lisks, totems, graphics. Eskimo sculpture South-
:st Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas. Recent
;st African pieces No catalog. Call/write for photos
d data Priced $100/up. Box 5896 Sherman Oaks,
s 91413. (818)789-2559

: ICIENT SOUTHWEST INDIAN MIMBRES. Pottery de-

ined notecards, 6 designs, 12 cards $7.50 Prepaid
der Kalos, 1215 Escalante, Santa Fe, New Mexico
501

1 CORATE YOUR OFFICE OR HOME with a lasting in-

stment in personal enjoyment Brochure and cata-

h, $2 00 Guards' Navajo Rugs. 820 Cammo Del Rex,
3 Cruces, NM 88001

J3URES AND MASKS FROM NEW GUINEA, $28-

i40, request photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY
754

PAPYRUS
HAWK — Ancient Egyptian sky god

painted blue, red, black, white on
handmade papyrus, 5" x5" $15 ppd.

Lucite frame add $13. Check/Charge.

BROCHURE — showing gods, symbols,

'Book of the Dead' panels — 25c.

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS
50 W 76 St. • NY 10023 • Depl N11M

— Gallery open try appointment only. .

AY WHALES, hand-carved pine, painted, detailed,

e brochure Doug Lind-Manne Sculpture. P.O. Box
Burlington, Wl 53105

SKS, BATIK ART, HANDICRAFTS from Sri Lanka.
t, P.O. Box 1510, Kaneohe, HI 96744

FIVE AMERICAN: Kachinas, $87,50/up, sand-
ntings/clocks, jewelry, not mfg

,
fetish pots Other

ectibles available. Send $3 00 for catalogs Cosmo,
( 73, St. John, IN 46373

RUSTIC CARVINGS Bird, Mammal, Insect, any spe-
s. $500-$1000 Photos available Howard Bruner
I Alder, Astoria, OR 97103

d & Breakfast

JOY the warmth of private home accommodations
winter! Write Greater Boston Hospitality, P.O Box
2. Brookline, MA 02146. (617) 734-0807

ok Publishers

3LISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors,
'subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

ks Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
Ort. Carlton Press, Dept. NHW, 11 West 32 Street
v York 10001

oks

)CET BOOKS offers a catalogue of fine and rare

'iral history books and prints 18th-20th century.
». 827 South Horner. Sanford, NC 27330

ROSCOPE Projects for Beginners—children,
Its Book Fun at Forty Power, article on choosing mi-
Iscopes. test slides $5 00 to Lab Bench, 4259 To-
« No., Robbinsdale, MN 55422

AND RARE ornithology, herpetology, entomology
|ks. Free catalog. Victorian Books, 2510 Hill Ct.,

<eley, CA 94708

Ipublishers— all subiects: art, history, biography, fiction,

I much more. The most complete catalog of bargain

te available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

millon, Box 15-Y. Falls Village. CT 06031

HORTICULTURAL BOOKS—Scarce, hard to find, out
of print. Free list available. Book Search. Carol Barnett,

3128 SE Alder Ct., Portland, OR 97214

HOW TO BECOME A SPARETIME TRAVEL AGENT,
commissions, travel benefits explained, $3.95 SAV
Travel, Box 571-NH, Hicksville, NY 11802

WITCH IN THE WOOD International Children's Books.
Books of exceptional literary and aesthetic quality.

Catalog $2 00: 37 Lake Hill Rd., Ballston Lake, NY
12019

Collectors' Items

ANTIQUE SCIENTIFICA: Medical, Nautical, Micro-

scopes, Globes, Scales. Three illustrated catalogs
$500 Alex Peck, POB 710-5, Charleston, IL 61920.
(217)348-1009

RARE AND UNIQUE OLD FAMILY JEWELRY. Each
year we publish a full color catalogue of beautiful jew-
elry that we have accumulated from old New England
estates Art Noveau, Art Deco, Victorian and diamond
jewels that have been tucked away for years are now
proudly illustrated for your consideration. We offer one-

of-a-kind pieces at fair prices. Join our many friends

and clients from across the country by writing or phon-
ing for your free catalogue Nelson Rarities, Inc., One
Monument Square, Box 453, Portland, Maine 04112
(207)775-3150

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Write to-

day! Mineral of the Month Club, 13057-HL California,

Yucaipa, CA 92399

Correspondence

FAR EAST PENFRIENDS seek intelligent, literate cor-

respondents for friendship, language practice, cultural

exchange Asian Exchange, Box 1021 NH, Honokaa, HI

96727

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence. Send age, interests.

Free reply. Harmony, Box 37955NH, Phoenix, AZ 85069

SPECIAL SERVICES for stamp collectors, senior citi-

zens, classes, the Blind, handicapped. International

Pen Friends, Box 65, Brooklyn, NY 11229

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE," New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities— plus all gov-

ernment programs, $4 95. Unifunds, Box 19749-RY,
Indianapolis, IN 46219

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS
P.O. Box 1331, Murray Hill Station

New York, NY. 10156

Classes in Tibetan T'hanka Paint-
ing, Byzantine Icon Painting, Gold
Leafing, Nepalese Bronze Casting,

Islamic Calligraphy, Chinese Land-
scape Painting, Kabbalah Art, and
Medieval Manuscript Illumination

are given by noted teachers using

traditional methods. For informa-
tion please call 212-685-1528.

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA NEEDS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook, $2.00. Australian International,

Box 19107-RY, Washington, DC 20036

AUSTRALIA—OPENINGS NOW! Top pay! Transporta-

tion. Plus Worldwide listings: $2.00. Jobworld, Box 681 -

NH, Cypress, CA 90630

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV, P.O. Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$300. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RY, Washington, DC 20036

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School, College

openings: USA $6.00: Abroad $6.00. England, Japan,
Saudi, Australia $6.00 each. EISF, Box 662. Newton,
MA 02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-
able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applica-
tion instructions. $300. Fundsearch, Box 19107-RY
Washington, DC 20036

DISCOVER INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES in Turks &
Caicos. Write AC. Durham, South Caicos, Turks & Cai-
cos Islands, BWI Telephone 3261 or 3385

GET CASH GRANTS—from Government. (Never re-

pay.) Also, loans available. All ages eligible Informa-
tion, $2 (refundable). Surplus Funds-NH. 1000
Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington, DC. 20036

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 Countries'
Sampler. 4/$298. Free Brochure Multinewspapers
Box DE-20A, Dana Point. CA 92629

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa-
nies Free brochure Sobol House, 103 Richardson
Blvd., Black Mountain. NC 2871 1. (704) 669-8031

Gardening

RARE AND EXOTIC HOUSEPLANTS FROM SEED.
Flowering Trees—Vines—Unusual Fruits—Desert
Plants—Bonsai—much more. Catalog $100—Re-
funded. Acacia Tree, Dept. H, Box 22866 Lexington
KY 40522

Gourmet Interests

DRIED MOREL MUSHROOMS—A gourmet delight, V.

oz. package $8 postage paid. If not satisfied return

product for full refund. Send check or money order to:

Kodros Corp
,
474-25th Ave., San Francisco. CA 94121

EXOTIC CULTURED FOODS—Gourmet feasts from
our cultures & your natural ingredients Great protein,

hearty foods, distinctive flavors. Free catalog. GEM
Cultures. 30301 Sherwood Rd., Fort Bragg. CA 95437

MINNESOTA WILD RICE. $600 per lb
,
prepaid 5 lb

minimum. Floura Brothers, Box 44C, Black Duck, MN
56630

SAVE TO 60%. Coffee, Tea, Spices. Herbs. Potpourri.

Free catalog Grandma's Spice Shop, RR 10, Box
448NH, Burlington, NC 27215

VERMONT'S FINEST MAPLE SYRUP—For a special

treat or gift, direct from our family Farm. Send $ 50 for

detailed brochure: Todd Bayer. New Morning Farm,
Bethel, VT 05032

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1 % original

cost Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buy-
er's Guide/Directory"—$2 00 Disposal. Box 19107-

RY, Washington, DC 20036

Maps

FORESTS AND GRASSLANDS OF THE U S Exqui-

sitely detailed, illustrated wallmap. Full color Attrac-

tive border. 20" X 28'. $6 95. Windrose Maps. P.O.

Box 21022, Eugene, OR 97402

Merchandise/Gifts

BIRD FEEDER TREES! Revolutionary hollowed log de-
signs—created from solid logs, real branches and cir-

cular trays—accommodates more birds than other

feeders. You and your wild birds will "naturally" be at-

tracted to a FeederTree outside your window! For use-

ful, informative, illustrated booklet. "Designs from Na-
ture" and product brochure, send $1 00 to For the

Birds, Inc., Dept. NHN, P.O. Box 579, Pikeville. TN
37367

CHICKaDEE FEEDER, other birds/squirrels won't rob.

$2/15, Postpaid. Check to Shultz Mfg.. Winchester, OR
97495
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DISCOVER A NATURAL HOBBY: Topical Stamp col-

lecting brings natural history into your home from all

over the world Inexpensive, educational, and always

fascinating. Ready now. The World of Birds and The

World of Animals. Each includes album with text, topi-

cal postage stamps, and more. Individually boxed at

$8 95 each, postpaid. Vidiforms Inc., 110 Brenner.

Congers. NY 10920

FREE, UNIQUE, ILLUSTRATED T-Shirt and Jewelry

catalog. Hawk Enterprises, P.O. Box 40549. NHK4, San
Francisco, CA 94140

STOP KEROSENE ODOR
New pure-a-fire™ Catalytic Filler for Kerosene

Heaters eliminates odors and oily residues

Hangs easily over burner. Satisfaction guaran-

teed. S19.95 plus $3.00 shipping. Credit card

buyers call toll free 1-800-554-8000, ask for

operator 282 or send check to Catalytic Dam-

per Corp.. DepL NH11. Flint Hill, VA 22627.

pure-a'fire

HANDWOVEN WOOL BLANKETS, children's clothing,

primitive furniture, placemats, napkins, belts, jewelry,

and more. Handmade in Guatemala. Send $1.00 to

Jeronimo, 217 E. 85 Street, Suite 222, New York, NY
10028 for brochure

INTELLECTUAL STOCKING-STUFFERS: Socrates,

Einstein, Freud, Colette and 600 other scientists, phi-

losophers, authors, artists, composers and historical

personages on buttons and magnets. Unique! Free il-

lustrated catalog! Buttonworks, 671 State Street #8,
Portsmouth, NH 03801

NEW BRITISH MUSEUM REPLICA—Brachiosaurus
$19.95 postpaid. Dinosaur Catalog, Box 546NH
Tallman, NY 10982. Catalog only $1.00

SABER-TOOTHED TIGER SKULLS. Lions. Gorillas, Hu-
man skulls. Life size. Inexpensive. Excellent quality re-

productions. Send $1.00 for catalog (refundable).

Skullduggery. PO Box 1021-NH. Brea. CA 92621

SILVER BRACELET—artist's classical adaptation of

symbolic African elephant hair bracelet ($25.00).

Pierced earrings ($20.00). Set ($40.00) Perfect gift.

IRE, Box 488, SI, NY 10304

WINTER SOLSTICE GREETING CARDS. An alternative

to Christmas cards, these beautiful non-religious holi-

day messages feature scientific and historical themes.
For sample card and brochure send 50c to: Educa-
tional Greeting Cards. Dept S. P.O. Box 967, Urbana,
IL 61801

Miscellaneous

EARLY INSTRUMENT KITS! Build dulcimers, mando-
lins; even harps, lutes, harpsichords SP Hughes. 4419
West Colfax, Denver. CO 80204

"I OWLS'' Bumper Sticker. Send $1 00 postage/han-
dling: The Owl's Nest. Box 5491 NH. Fresno, CA 93755

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, NEW PRODUCTS WANTED! In-

dustry presentation/national exposition. 1-800-528-

6050 X831

MEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE—For hobbies, sports,
correspondence, vacations—friends nearby, world-
wide. Electronic Exchange. Box 68-H1, Manhattan
Beach, CA 90266

THE DIRECTORY OF NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
organizations—Names, addresses, and descriptions
of over 400 national, non-governmental environmental
organizations. Free details, or send $15.00 plus $1 50
postage to U.S. Environmental Directories, PO Box
65156. St. Paul. MN 55165

Photo/Optical

JOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-
;mce 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy

' Free catalog and our article "Know Your
s," published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

331 Mansion St.. West Coxsackie NY
12192. (513)731-2610

IF YOU LOVE NATURE. . .

Document what you see and feel with photography

"and share your love and concern thru publishing while

earning big dollars. Discover a new life of adventure,

travel and personal success Noted Photojournalist Bill Thomas.

author of The Swamp, The Island and many other books and magazine

articles shows you how m just one day to one week. Upcoming: Anzona

Desert Dec 1-2; Everglades-1 0.000 Islands. FL March 10-16;

Okefenokee Swamp, Cumberland Is, GA. Apr. 1 4-20; Smokies. Apr 27-28.

Bil Thomas' Touch of Success Seminars. PO Box 51 532, Indianapolis.

Indiana 46251

BINOCULARS—SWAROVSKI, FUJINON, OPTOLYTH.
Zeiss, B&L. Free Optics catalog. Mack Optical & Ma-
chine Tool, Box 541-H. Scranton, PA 18501. (717)961-

2542

JRINOVID
World's best
binoculars

J&**

Made to fit your pocket or

purse. With quality the biggest

thing about them.

Compacts. Black Rubber
Armored

USJ SALE
8x20 BCA S375. S208.15

-

10x25 BCA 390. 218.14-

• Before S25.00 LEITZ Rebate

Full Size, Green Rubber
Armored (not shown)

7x35 BA S879. S331.67

Full U.S.A. Lifetime Warranty
For literature and discc untliston

a complete line of sporting

optics, write to:

BIRDINC BBBBBBa a I

PHOTOS NEEDED by editors for publication Travel,

nature and wildlife pictures. Send S.A.S.E. for free de-
tails to: Photos, Dept 3, 800 N.E. 17th Way, Suite 16,

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304

Real Estate

FREE! FALL-HOLIDAY '84 CATALOG! 266 pages: over
5400 properties, 2300 pictures! Values in every type of

real estate, many owner financed! From 600 offices in

43 states. Get your free copy now! Strout Realty. Plaza
Towers, Dept. 5390. Springfield, MO 65804 Call Toll

Free: 1-800-641-4266

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7.50/ACREi
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide'' plus nationwide listings—$3.00
Lands. Box 19107-RY, Washington. DC 20036

NEW . . . FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values
coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired. United Farm Agency, Inc. 612-U W. 47th
St., Kansas City, MO 64112 Ph. Toll-free: 1-800-821-

2599: Mo. res. ph. Toll-free: 1-800-892-5785

10 ACRES on the beautiful Des Shutes (in Oregon)
Good fishing, boating. Contact Dick Northron. Bank-
er's Realty, Bend, Oregon

Rentals

Hideaways Guide
World wide listings of private
vacation homes/condos for rent,

exchange- & sale. Also yacht
charters and country inns.

Photos, descriptions, and contact

POB1459L-Concord -MA 01743
For FASTACTION call 1-8O0-843-4433

Resorts

A COUNTRY RETREAT—Family-run inn and resort for'i

couples on 250 mountaintop acres of spectacular'!

beauty. Suite with fireplace—horseback riding, swim-.,

ming, leisurely dining, interesting cuisine. For brochure,,

contact: Mullane's Hideaway, Box 66NH, Kresgeville,

PA 18333.(215)681-4610

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—small oasis of calm on the}

Caribbean. Diving, Maya ruins, birding. Bevier

Placencia, Belize. (415) 752-8008

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS. Virgin Gorda deluxe sea

side villas. Two kingsize bedrooms with private baths)!

Spectacular view. Private beaches. Tradewinds Villas'"

2213 Bond Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

"

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Very small, very special hote, (,

tucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequialt

St. Vincent Grenadines. W.I. Ten rooms, pool, beautifiIII

beach, snorkeling, hiking, photography, birding, terr II

nis. Write or call: Spring on Bequia. Box 19251 , Minne
|

apolis. MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agen

IDAHO WILDERNESS. Small family homestead ot
beautiful Selway River. No roads. Access by horss-r,

back along historic Nez Perce Trail. Comfortable cabii.b

accommodations, home-style meals, fishing, ridinc-

—

hiking, rafting. Two weeks (minimum) - $895. Selwau;
Lodge, Box 1 100-H, Hamilton, MT 59840

SAINT THOMAS, V.I.—WATER ISLAND. Private s«E:.

eluded studio apts and 3 Bedroom house Limestorv
Reef Terraces. R.D. 4. Princeton, NJ 08540 (201) 32 _
6309

•;

WHITE GRASS RANCH. In a magnificent mountain s£

ting, Grand Teton National Park, Jackson's Hole. Wy,
ming. 65 years of dude ranching experience providirj

excellent riding, food, and service. Ride when, wher.

and with whom you choose (safety permitting). Pai,

trips tailored to your wishes. Children's special pr

gram and dining room. Junior Wrangler Program (Mil

mum 1 month). Six boys 14-18. Daily rates: from 90

>

ea., double. Call or write Frank & Nona Galey,

230D, Moose, WY 83012 (307) 733-3329

Tours/Trips

ADIRONDACK SKI TOURS. Explore the East's gre,

est wilderness on crosscountry skis and snowsho ....

with naturalist guides. Experience the peaceful beat ^:

of a northern winter amid pristine lakes, forests a "v
.

mountains in the land of deer, bear, beaver, otter, pi ',;.

marten, bobcat, coyotes and great-horned owls. Ea
f

.':
:

five-day session is limited to 12 adult guests a _;

geared to both novices and experts. Daily excursiqj

followed by relaxed evenings in cozy backwoc:
lodge Hearty meals, congenial company, fireside pj
grams featuring distinguished ecologists, photocP

phers and conservationists. For brochure write on'

Adirondack Ski Tours, Saranac Lake, NY 12983 (2f.t

260-7685

ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE: Summer or Wnter, i

where! Travel/Study, Tours, Expeditions, Hiking, I

ing. (XC) Skiing. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory Lane, PleJ

ant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 946-1500

AFFORDABLE AFRICA. Exclusive itineraries to i

and Tanzania for discriminating travelers at afford^

prices. Call or write for descriptive brochures

prices: 1-800-422-1211 or (212)686-6622, MetcoTol
295 Madison Avenue. New York. NY 10017

AFRICA, AMAZON AND GALAPAGOS. Wildlife

natural history tours with expert naturalists. Tanzan
Kenya safaris, Rwanda mountain gorillas. Ultimau

week Galapagos cruises, remote Amazonia canq
rafting expeditions. Over 60 trips worldwide Free 1

color catalog. Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano

nue, Berkeley, CA 94707. (415) 524-51 1

1

AFRICAN TENTED/CAMPING SAFARIS- Kenya,

zania, Rwanda. Botswana. Studytravel Africa. 34 El
berry Road, Syosset, NY 11971

AFRICA, WILDLIFE & CULTURES: Kenya. 1

Madagascar, Rwanda, Seychelles, Sahara, Bots«

Kalahari Also camping, hiking Forum Travel, 91 C

ory Lane, Pleasant Hill. CA 94523 (415) 946-15"'
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1 SKA, GALAPAGOS. KENYA, PERU IN 1985: spe-

s zed itineraries emphasizing natural history Prince-

i Nature Tours, 282 Western Way, Princeton, NJ
140(609)683-1111

IkZON, ANDES, INCAS & IGUANAS: Travel/Study,

J
s, Expeditions in Peru, Ecuador, Galapagos,

] tarica Forum Travel, 91 Gregory Lane, Pleasant
' CA 94523(415) 946-1500 Also: Aeroperu (800) 252-

) i

l/CLING IN FRANCE , . , Quercy & Lot Valley in

I ; Provence in September. Small groups, comfort-

[ hotels: 10-speed Raleighs Write Nan Rheault,

J Box 1 1 1 , Vineyard Haven, MA 02568

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS1̂̂r Tours led by professional naturalists,

1 historians & wildlife photographer to unique
I " areas: Channel Islands/Gold Country/Big
l;ristlecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small

)s, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
trie hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for

tg with nature tours". California Natural History Tours,

| Box 3709. Beverly Hills, CA 90212. (213) 274-3025.

llBBEAN HORSEBACK RIDING ADVENTURE: Ride
Intam trails, savannas, empty beaches, through
l-'Oilt Haitian villages Entertainment, voodoo, art,

I le cuisine. Basic riding skills required. $375/week
liel Riding Club, 241 W 11 St., NYC

llA BICYCLE TOURS. The original program. In-

Ih, leisurely exploration of the Chinese country-

I Yangtse Valley, Inner Mongolia, East and South
la. Small groups, fully escorted. Bi-monthly depar-
I throughout the year. 18-26 days, $1995-$31 74 in-

Ing air (west coast) China Passage, 302 Fifth Ave-
INew York, NY 10001. (212) 564-4099

I A WULONG PANDA WALK. Exclusive walking ex-

Dns through the Wulong Panda Reserve in Si-

|n. Small groups, fully escorted Departures April

Igh October 1985. 24 days, $3,250, including

le from West Coast China Passage, 302 Fifth Ave-
llMY, NY 10001 (212) 564-4099

|w ANCIENT EGYPT DELUXE Travel and Study
sponsored by Ramapo College of New Jersey and

lied by Dr. Ira Spar, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

1 00 p p includes air on TWA, deluxe hotels, all

§>. 4-day Sheraton Cr., extensive sightseeing
I ghout including Kharga & Dakhla Oasis, tips, gra-

I; and taxes. For brochures contact. GWT (800)
824(201)343-3929

I ORE MEXICO'S SIERRA MADRE MOUNTAINS.
with native family, learn Spanish and traditional

I
,
go mulepacking Write: Arrimate Tours, Box

|N. Boulder, CO 80306

FIJI, TAHITI AND TONGA coral reef ecology, 10-day
sail/cruises Also summer Arctic sailing, Alaska whale
research Wildlife & birding in Australia, India, Galapa-
gos, Africa. Over 60 trips worldwide, expert naturalist

leaders. Free 1985 color catalog. Wilderness Travel.

1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707. (415)
524-5111

Hawaiian Sunrise Excursions
Small group natural history tours

Explore active volcanoes, view rare

lorest birds humpback whales and
seabirds with resident naturalist

Ten days four islands Departures
eveiy month Also personal bird-

watching guide service

Hawaiian Sunrise Excursions
P Box 492 Volcano HI 96785
Reservation Information
Toll Free 1-800-367-5183 >

GALAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS.
Small groups. Departures: 11/15/84. 1985: January-
December Options: Machu Picchu. Inca Floats, 1606N
Juanita, Tiburon, CA 94920. (415) 435-4622

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
including airfare. 8, 1 1 & 1 5 days Galapagos, all meals.

Options, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
Picchu. University credit available. Joseph Colley,

Last, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd , Randallstown, MD 21133.
(301)922-3116

INDONESIAN ISLANDS. Culture, natural history and
coral reef exploration (scuba and snorkel) highlight

Scripps Aquarium's cruise with Society Expeditions,

April 18-May 5. Visit nine remote island locations be-

tween Port Moresby and Bali. Scripps naturalist, an-

thropologist, dive master and photographer aboard.
Lecture series. Scripps Aquarium, A-007, La Jolla, CA
92093

KENYA. Individually designed safaris 27 years experi-

ence. Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Danen, CT 06820
(203) 838-3075

KENYA SAFARI—Alec Forbes-Watson, former Kenya
Game Warden and world authority on African birdlife,

will lead a small, luxury camping safari on January 30
Voyagers, Box 915, Aurora, NY 13026

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY FIELD SEMINARS:
Spend your fall or winter vacation with us Birding in

Mexico, Ski-touring in Yellowstone or the Boundary
Waters Wilderness, Minnesota, photographing wildlife

in Florida, exploring the Anza-Borrego Desert in Califor-

nia Many morel Unique vacations led by Audubon Nat-

uralists into wild placesl Free brochure: National Audu-
bon Society, 4150 Darley Avenue, Suite 4, Dept. NH,
Boulder, CO 80303 (303) 499-5409

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours. New
Zealand/featuring scenic National Parks, plus the Mil-

ford Track. Australia/hiking the Outback, plus the

Great Barrier Reef South Pacific itineraries for groups
and individuals designed Pacific Exploration Co., Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA 93130. (805) 687-7282

Unusual
India

& Nepal
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The Natural Moment t

1
Consumer Fraud

If this spider were simply dull-looking, that wouldn't be so

bad. But it's an out-and-out fraud. Look at it: The spider's "legs"

don't even touch the surface of the leaf on which it is ostensibly

sitting. It has white things hanging down from its front. And why
do the spider's "eyes" look like they were painted on by a second-

grader?

"Because it's not a spider at all, it's the rear end of a fly," re-

ports Tom Eisner, who photographed the bug. Eisner was taken

in by the fly's slick mimicry himself, and he knows better. He's a

biology professor at Cornell University who specializes in insects

that produce chemical defenses—insects such as bombardier

beetles and spiders.

Eisner was nosing around his favorite study site, in Portal, Ari-

zona, when he came upon the huckster, a fly known as Zonose-
mata vittigera. He assumed it was a jumping spider, not only be-

cause it was a dead ringer for one, but also because it had the

moves down too: When Eisner approached it, it zigzagged errati-

cally over the foliage. Then he took a closer look and saw the e •

lutionary makeup. The front of the spider is simply the fly's

domen with a couple of fake eyespots. The spider's legs, wh 1

don't quite touch the leaf, are simply dark bands on the fi

wings. And the spider's rear is the fly's head and thorax. E|

the brick orange color is right.

But why would a fly develop such a clever packaging ofj

rear end? Flattery? No, says Eisner, self-defense. Jumping f

ders are very quick, and thus are hard to catch. They also h £

poisonous fangs. A number of predators, such as beetles, cei-

pedes, and scorpions—which would certainly hurt a fly—mil

not attack a jumping spider. The fly displays itself boldly

same way the jumping spider would—to warn predators bjf

coloration that they may have difficulty catching and keepinl

Eisner had no difficulty. He caught the little faker, stuck
[

a refrigerator for a while to slow it down, then brought it 1

outside and took this mug shot.

—

D. W.

Photograph by Tom Eisner

.112 Natural History 11/84
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John Maynard Smith (p. 10) describes

himself as "raised in the discipline of

classical genetics," yet completely open

to the newer field of molecular genetics.

Born in London, Smith did his under-

graduate work at Cambridge University

and got his Ph.D. in zoology at Univer-

sity College in London. He has been a

professor of biology at the University of

Sussex for the past twenty years. Con-

cerning his article in this issue of Natu-

ral History, Smith says, "I have been in-

terested in this topic since I was at school

and became aware of the apparent

contradictions between science and reli-

gion." His current research includes evo-

lutionary biology, the evolution of ani-

mal behavior, and the evolution of sex

and breeding systems.

William J. Schneider (p. 46) right, is

an engineer and a hydrologist. For al-

most twenty years he has concentrated

on water problems in the Florida Ever-

glades, first while on the staff of the U.S.

Geological Survey and currently as a pri-

vate consultant on water resources, earth

sciences, and the environment. Since

198G, he has been a consultant to the

United Nations and visited several

developing countries in Africa on behalf

of the world organization. Schneider has

written about the Everglades once be-

fore for Natural History (see "Water

and the Everglades," November 1966).

Coauthor James H. Hartwell, left, is also

a hydrologist. For thirty years he worked

for the Water Resources Division of the

U.S. Geological Survey. His specialty

was, and still is, evaluation of water re-

sources in southern Florida. Hartwell is

now self-employed.

Charles A. Munn (p. 34) recently n

ceived a Ph.D. in biology from Princetc

University. His first opportunity to stuc

the mixed-species flocks of birds

Peru—the most complex of these flocl

in the world—came in 1976, when 1

was an undergraduate at the universit

An avid birdwatcher since childhoo

Munn jumped at the chance, and he h

been attempting to unravel the dynai

ics of these flocks, which may contain i

to seventy species, ever since. Recent

Munn began a research project on p£

rots in Peru's Manu National Par

Given the popularity of, parrots as pe

says Munn, the paucity of informatii

about their ecology encourages both

gal and illegal traffic in these exo

birds. In addition to his own resear

Munn also participates in the field sti

ies of his wife, Martha Brecht, on the

ant otters of Peru, listed by the Inter

tional Union for the Conservation

Nature and Natural Resources as one

the twenty-five rarest mammal spec

in the world.
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Authors

As a graduate student at Purdue Uni-

versity, W. Thomas Jones (p. 60) de-

cided to focus his doctoral work on a

question raised by one of his professors:

why do some young mammals linger at

their birth sites, instead of getting out in

the world and trying to make it on their

own? But first he had to find a suitably

housebound mammal. Jones settled on

the banner-tailed kangaroo rat, whose

huge, byzantine mounds looked as

though they ought to be the key to some-

thing. As it turned out, the mounds are

the key to delayed dispersal. Jones, who

worked as a Peace Corps volunteer in

Nepal, would like to continue his work

by forcing some animals to leave their

natal mounds sooner and seeing what ef-

fect that has on mother and offspring.

Coauthor Betsy Bush, who is married to

Jones, has worked as a research assistant

in a number of places, including the

Point Reyes Bird Observatory in Cali-

fornia and, more recently, at the Ameri-

can Museum's Southwest Research Sta-

tion in Portal, Arizona. It was here that

she discovered bannertails. "They are

one of the pleasantest species to work

with," she says. "They are docile, clean,

and rarely bite when they are handled."

Norman A. Chance (p. 72) first visited

the People's Republic of China in 1972

to lecture on American education in sev-

eral universities. He returned in 1978

and 1979 and eventually gained permis-

sion to live and work in Half Moon vil-

lage, a small community on the outskirts

of China's capital city. A recent book,

China's Urban Villagers: Life in a

Beijing Commune (Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, 1984), describes this unique

experience. Chance, an anthropologist

at the University of Connecticut, now

plans to return to the north slope of

Alaska, the site of his field research

twenty-five years ago, to find out how

the Eskimo are learning to live with their

new neighbor, the Prudhoe Bay oil field.

When not traipsing around the surface

of the earth. Chance is likely to be in the

air, chasing clouds in his old 1940 Piper

Cub.

No wonder Tom Eisner (p. 1 1 2) v,

attracted to a fly taking a backward

;

proach: he's a backward sort of guy,

one might guess from his cycling sty

The Schurman Professor of Biology

Cornell University was photographed

a field trip in Rorida, but he's not alw;

so madcap. "I know he doesn't ride

work that way," says one of his as -

ciates. Eisner also has an offbeat

proach to photography. Instead of us

a camera, for example, he uses a mid
scope. "I want to specialize in what I c

the world of the missing image," he sai

"These are subjects too small to be

to fill a frame with. For that you n<

more magnification." Specifically, e

uses a Wilb M-400 "photomao

scope"—a camera with a microsco

type lens. With this he hopes to worlfl

"the 2X- to lOX-range," and bring bk
a lot of subjects that are just speckim

the viewfinders of most cameras

ner's photograph in this month's

Natural Moment," was taken at a rrg-

nification of 2.8.

1 ] 6 Natural History 1
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ina a lost civilization

tirls eyes.up is* i

Meet Lupita Puc. She is no

j
prdinary little girl. For Lupita is a

i Mayan. Though the roots of her

(people's fascinating and mysteri-

jlous civilization extend back over

% thousand years
;
the Mayans

Jiave all but vanished from today's

k tvorld. Yet;
in Mexico

;
they've left

k

31984 Mexico Ministry of Tourism

a majestic legacy of temples
;

tombs and ancient cities. And-for

the watchful traveler- rare and

beautiful descendants like Lupita.

Come
;
meet the people of Mexico.

They'll welcome you warmly to

a land of beauty and legend as

unforgettable as the true face of

the Mayans. Their world is only

a few hours away with conve-

nient flights from most major

American cities.And Mexico's

incomparable year-round climate

makes any time of year a great

time to visit. See your travel agent

for more information.
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The Legacy of African Humanism
A Zulu chiefsees South Africa's last hope

in the indigenous values ofcommunality and tolerance

by M. Gatsha Buthelezi

Long before Europeans settled in South

Africa little more than three centuries

ago, indigenous African peoples had well-

developed philosophical views about the

worth of human beings and about desir-

able community relationships. A spirit of

humanism—called ubuntu (humanness)

in the Zulu language and botho in the So-

tho language—shaped the thoughts and

daily lives of our peoples. Humanism and

communal traditions together encouraged

harmonious social relations.

These venerated ideals of human value

and community unity are fundamentally

at odds with the dehumanizing, divisive

assumptions that underlie the South Afri-

can government's policy of apartheid. In

short, apartheid is more than a denial of

basic political rights and a system of hu-

miliating discrimination. It is an affront to

our deep-seated notions of what it means

to be a human being.

If there is any hope at all for us in South

Africa—all of us, of every ethnic back-

ground—it is that the spirit of humanism

lives on within the soul of the black major-

ity. My own heartfelt commitment to a

nonracist society is in part my sense of tra-

dition welling up within me. Neither I nor,

1 am confident, virtually any others of the

black majority desire simply to turn the ta-

bles on today's rulers. Rather, we yearn

for a multiracial community in which the

essential worth of all people is nurtured

and respected.

In describing our traditional ideals, I do

not intend to mislead about the past.

There was much that by contemporary

standards of democracy and human rights

was ugly or unacceptable. The same was

true, of course, in Europe and elsewhere.

And ideals often were, and are, violated in

practice. Nonetheless, important ele-

ments of traditional thought can serve as a

guide to a desirable South African society

in the future.

Community harmony was a central

goal of traditional society. A cardinal prin-

ciple, for example, was that no one should

be seen to prosper at the expense of others.

The man who was blessed with energy, in-

2 Natural History 12/84

sight, and an ability to work hard acquired

more cattle and reaped bigger harvests

than others. But any flaunting of this suc-

cess was frowned upon. A man who owned

many cattle distributed his herds among'

relatives and friends. They tended them

and were held responsible for them, and in

return, they could use the milk and were

often given beasts for their pains. Ulti-

mately, this system of shared wealth actu-

ally resulted in greater herds than would

otherwise have existed.

In a traditional home, if a stranger ar-

rived in the middle of a meal, he or she

would be greeted and somebody would

automatically divide his or her portion of

food and feed the stranger. The idea of

keeping a stranger waiting while you fin-

ished your food would be intolerable. The
value of generosity was enshrined in a

proverb: "To give is to store for oneself."

Hard work was valued very largely be-

cause it enabled you to gather the goods

with which to socialize. In Western soci-

ety, the wealthy tend to share their goods

with the wealthy. African humanism, in

contrast, worked to spread generosity

across classes. In Western society, in-

group class behavior is divisive, whereas

African communalism was a cohesive

force and was inclusive in nature. This

spirit of inclusiveness—so strongly at odds

with apartheid—was pervasive in African

traditional values.

My forefathers were perhaps unparal-

leled in Africa in their military achieve-

ments. In the brief period from the latter

part of the eighteenth century to 1828,

King Shaka created an empire that had

ramifications in large areas of southern

Africa. The Zulu might he created con-

quered the whole of what is now Natal, ar-

eas of the Transvaal and Mozambique,

the whole of Swaziland, and of what was

then Sekukuniland. This vast arena of

conquest did not give rise to a human sea

of bitterness. It gave rise to such loyalty to

the Zulu nation that only the full might of

the British army could conquer it. This

unity was achieved in an age when every

message had to be conveyed on foot and

transmitted verbally, and when region

administration of areas hundreds of mill

apart was accomplished only through tl

establishment of common purpose. Kir

Shaka and his successors conquered to i

corporate. White conquest, in contrast, ei

trenched cacial exclusiveness.

In our traditional system, the individu

was important regardless of his or her st

tus. A commoner had direct access to an i

body in authority. You had a right to

heard at all times. Tribal law and pra

tices in court cases reflected this. In

cases the trial was open and public. Peop

wandered in and out of the proceedinj \

There were no strictly formulated and i

corded penal codes. When an offense w i

recognized as such, the accused came
court and there was open discussion of t

case. The criterion of "relevance of e

dence" was never applied by the chief cc I

ducting the trial. Everyone present h b

the right to provide evidence and dispii |
the evidence of others. The whole pro< |
dure was an attempt to arrive at pub

consensus. Unreasonable accusation

condemned. The discussion ranged

and wide in the search for the full contei

in which the act being considered

curred. At the end of the day, the chl

conducting the trial summed up publ

opinion. There were no jails, and more
\

ten than not the verdict was to under

such action as to heal a breach of behavl

or restore a human or social relationshl

When they were imposed, fines were oft|

orders to pay in such a way that aggriev

parties supported by the community we ~

recompensed for the wrong done. w
courts had as their goals reconciliati

and the peaceful adjustment of wrongs

The basic principles of democratic ji
|

tice embodied in our traditional systei

stand up well in comparison with actual

gal practices today in many parts of t

world. As we project ourselves into the i

ture we envisage opportunities of

trenching the best of our heritage in 1;

and politics.

Among indigenous South African so

eties, the basic building block was t
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of this thousand-year-old pyramid

and you'll come face to face with

a Mayan jaguar god, his jade eyes
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family. A man's home was sacrosanct.

When even a chief entered a home, he had

to call out recognition of this fact as he

passed through the gates. He would seat

himself at a place where strangers sat and

he would follow the normal etiquette in

dealing with the head of a household and

other members of the family.

We believe that the rule of law and the

standards of civilized government should

respect the privacy of the individual and

the sanctity of the home in every possible

way. Wherever civil rights are flagrantly

violated, the individual and the family

home have been devalued.

Every nation has paid a price for indus-

trial development in terms of the quality

of human relationships. We too have paid

a price and no doubt will continue to do so.

We are, however, determined to minimize

this price. We do not want the high suicide

and homocide rates that characterize ur-

ban life; the stresses and diseases that re-

sult from aggressive individualism and

egotistical norms of behavior.

Traditional African communities were

closely knit. The family as a basic unit was

extended to relate it to other families.

What Westerners call "bride price" was

not buying a wife in the crude commercial

sense. Lobola, as we call it, was a social

contract of ongoing reciprocal obligations

between one large extended family and

another. The lobola paid by the husband

to the bride's father was but one step in

establishing social and economic relations

between people. The payment of lobola

was in fact a tender and caring family af-

fair that symbolized the contractual na-

ture of marriage, not a man paying a price

for a woman. The act of passing lobola

from one group to another was preceded

by other acts of exchange, and it heralded

a lifelong system of exchange and reci-

procity. The young couple were thus

placed in a human context that protected

them from the vagaries of life. Behavior

patterns and etiquette among relatives

were carefully worked out.

When strangers met, they avoided busi-

ness discussion until they had located each

other in their own network of human rela-

tions. They would talk about where they

had been and what they had done that day

and recently, until they found some hu-

man common denominator. They would

explore this common denominator to dis-

cover how they related to each other. In

the spirit of ubuntu, this effort to afford a

stranger the status of the known operated

right across status barriers.

In economic matters, families and indi-

viduals had inalienable rights. Natural re-

sources were communally held, and indi-

vidual and family rights were regulated by

customary law. The right to graze cattle

was an inalienable right of every man. The
right to till particular fields was granted to

individuals for life. Only when individuals

offended the community were they cast

out by consensus or deprived of economic

rights.

In summary, many of the things ws

value most today are traced to our tradi

tional system of values. The importance oi

the individual and the sanctity of thi

home, the importance of etiquette and re-

fined behavior toward one another, the in

grained sense of democracy and the sensi

tivity to public opinion, all combine t(

create the kind of spirit in public life we s(

sorely need in South Africa today.

The cultural liberation movement
head, Inkatha Yenkululeko Yesizwe, was

born in 1 975 out of the desire of our peoplt

to reaffirm the best in our humanistic anc

cooperative social traditions. The nam<

can be translated as the National Culturi

Liberation Movement. The preamble ti

Inkatha's constitution specifically affi!

the need to borrow from the best of ou;

traditional past, as well as from Westei

culture, to create a democratic, humani
tic, multiracial society. At this point, th<

movement has nearly a million member;

Until recently, many have assumed th;

black politics in South Africa would be di

voted to either capitalism or Marxis:

Ideologues have stomped throughout th

country preaching their own alien visioi

of Utopia. We have learned much throug

this experience, including the need to ri

create an indigenous political idiom. I b
lieve that through movements such

Inkatha, we will in the end replace fei

and racism with humanistic and commi

nalistic values. South Africa's black m;

jority continues to nurture these value

and we will yet serve our country wi

them. The people of South Africa will n<

fight racism with racism, and we will ro

respond to oppression with a politic;

meanness of character that would undei

mine our own humanity.

M. Gatsha Buthelezi is both traditions

chief of the Buthelezi clan, one of tf\

clans in the Zulu nation, and chiefmini\

ter of the KwaZulu region, called

"homeland" by the South African go\

ernment. He is also president of Inkath

Yenkululeko Yesizwe and chairman

the South African Black Alliance. Bi

thelezi is a descendant of King Cetsl

warp, whose armyfought with the Buti\

forces during Queen Victoria's reign,

paternal great-grandfather, MinyamaA
Buthelezi, was commander-in-chiefofth

Zulu army at the time of the Anglo-Zu\

War.
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Ancestors

Fate of the Neanderthal
The European Neanderthals enduredfor more than 200,000years.

Why did they so suddenly give way to an essentially modern-lookingpeople?

by Christopher B. Stringer

Last April, some of the world's leading

experts on the Neanderthals gathered

around tables at the American Museum
of Natural History. In front of them were

placed some of the most controversial fos-

sils in the debate about the origin of mod-

ern humans. The occasion, just before the

fossils were to go on display at the Muse-

um's recent exhibition "Ancestors: Four

Million Years of Humanity," was a

unique opportunity to examine and com-

pare the specimens and to exchange views

about their significance. Although the

early Neanderthal discoveries from Engis

(Belgium) and Gibraltar were not repre-

sented, the famous 1856 skullcap and fe-

mur from the Neander valley, West Ger-

many, were present, and very recent finds

from France and Israel were displayed for

the first time. When the New York discus-

sion was over, however, opinions were still

divided about whether the European Ne-

anderthals, the immediate predecessors of

the modern-looking Cro-Magnons, were

also their direct ancestors.

The classic Neanderthals, who lived in

Europe between about 70,000 and 30,000

years ago, shared a number of special

characteristics. Like any biological popu-

lation, Neanderthals also showed varia-

tion in the degree to which those charac-

teristics were expressed. Generally, they

were powerfully built, short and stocky,

with the lower parts of their arms and legs

short in relation to the upper parts, as in

modern peoples who live in cold environ-

ments. Neanderthal skulls were distinc-

tive, housing brains even larger on average

than those of modern humans, a feature

that may have had more to do with their

large, heavy bodies than with superior

intelligence. Seen from behind, Nean-

derthal skulls look almost spherical, but

from the side they are long and flattened,

often with a bulging back (the occipital

"chignon," or "bun"). The browridge is

strong compared with the modern aver-

age, but compared with that of the earlier

human species Homo erectus, it is small-

er, especially at the sides, and displays a

distinctive arched shape above each large

eye socket. Stretching sideways within the

browridge is an air space, the frontal sinus,

and a similarly large air space occupies

the heavy cheekbones.

The Neanderthal face, dominated by a

projecting and full nose, differed clearly

from the faces of other hominids; the mid-

dle parts appear to be pulled forward (or

the sides pulled back), resulting in a rather

streamlined face shape. This peculiarity

may have been related to the greater im-

portance (in cultural activities as well as

food processing) of the front teeth, which

are large and part of a row of teeth that

lies well forward in the head; it may reflect

a reduction in importance of certain jaw

muscles operating at the sides of the face;

or it may reflect an adaptation to cold.

Whether it results from any or all of these

three factors or from other, undiscovered

causes, this midfacial projection is so

characteristic that it unfailingly identifies

a Neanderthal to the trained eye. Even an

isolated mandible with teeth positioned

far forward can with some confidence be

assigned to the Neanderthal group. Nean-

derthal teeth are much more difficult to

characterize: the front teeth are large,

with strong roots, but the back teeth may
be relatively small, distinguishable from

some modern specimens only by the more

frequent occurrence of extra cusps or of

large pulp cavities that extend into poorly

separated roots (taurodontism). This last

feature may have been an adaptation to

cope with heavy tooth wear.

There are other poorly understood pe-

culiarities of the Neanderthal skull. At the

back, a large pit or series of pits occupies

the middle of the occipital bone, and a

strong ridge runs along both edges of this

bone at the base. These features, not|

characteristic of modern human skulls,

probably reflect differences in the muscu-

lature. The bases of some Neanderthal

skulls are also rather long and flattened,

but opinion is divided about the identifica

tion and significance of this feature. Some|

researchers see it as reflecting differences|

in musculature or degree of projection o!

face and jaws. Others relate it to a primi

tive vocal apparatus: studies have showi

that a relatively flat skull base is associ-

ated with a larynx positioned high in thi

neck, allowing only a small pharyngeal

space to modify sound (see "The Anat

*t

The original Neanderthal man, discovered in Germany in 1856
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omy of Human Speech," by Jeffrey T.

Laitmm, Natural History, August 1984)

The robust build of the Neanderthals is

reflected in the thick walls of their limb

bones, large surfaces of their joints, strong

muscle attachments (even in young chil-

dren), and indications in the hands—such

as deep muscle insertions and large finger-

tips—of a powerful grip. All of these traits

can be recognized in earlier fossil homi
nids. In one feature, however—the uppei

part of the pubic bone, at the front of th<

pelvis—the Neanderthals actually seen

less robust than modern people, including

the Cro-Magnons. In all Neanderthal pel

vises discovered so far, both male and fe-

male, this area (when preserved) is Ion]

and flattened, not short and stout, as

modern humans. This part of the pelvis i:

not preserved in known fossils of the genu;

Homo more ancient than the Neanderl

thals. However, examination of fossils o:

the earlier hominid genus, Australopithe-

cus, suggests that this characterise

might have been developing before Nean|

derthal times.

Based on the shape of the pubic bom
Erik Trinkaus of the University of Ne
Mexico believes that the pelvic apertun

(and hence birth canal) of Neanderthal f<

males was perhaps 20 percent larger tha:

that of modern females, permitting

larger birth size and thus a longer gest

tion period (eleven to twelve months). Thi:

is close to the length of time one woul

predict for the human gestation peril

based on comparative studies of brain sia

and gestation lengths in other mammal:
More important, observations of mode:

human neonatal development also sugges'

that the human infant, born after onl;

nine months gestation, is relatively imm
ture, as if it had yet to complete its fe

development.

The shorter gestation period in mode
humans therefore seems to represent a re

atively recent departure from the e:

pected pattern. But what would be adva:

tageous in such a development? Trinka

argues that there were selective advai

tages for modern humans in exposing the

young to the stimulus of the outside worl

at an earlier developmental stage, provi

ing their cultures were able to cope wit

the birth of a more helpless and depende:

infant. Births could have been more fn

quent, giving the potential for faster pop
lation growth. In addition, the decrease i;

pelvic breadth could have made biped:

locomotion more efficient. Trinkaus b
lieves the modern gestational patte:

could have evolved from the Neanderth

one 30,000 to 50,000 years ago in weste:

Asia and Europe. Alternatively, if we ta

the position that the Cro-Magnons did n>
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evolve directly from the Neanderthals,

the more successful reproductive system

of the early modern humans may help ex-

plain why the Neanderthals were re-

placed.

The physical characteristics of the Ne-

anderthals are so distinctive that it is pos-

sible to trace their distribution in time and

space. At the "Ancestors" meeting in

New York, anthropologists who examined

the Saccopastore (Italy) and Krapina

(Yugoslavia) fossils agreed that these

specimens could have been ancestral to

the late European Neanderthals. They are

perhaps 1 00,000 years old and show clear

signs of midfacial projection, although the

most complete specimens are small-

brained compared with the typical Nean-

derthals. The still older Biache skull from

France is similarly identifiable as Nean-

derthal, although it too is small-brained.

The presence of clear Neanderthal traits

in Europe at the time of this earlier speci-

men (about 200,000 years ago) can also be

supported by the finds from Swanscombe,

England, and from Pontnewydd in Wales,

where the oldest-known taurodont teeth

have been found. The Steinheim speci-

men from West Germany may also date

from this period, but its Neanderthal fea-

tures are only apparent in the rear of the

skull. To the assembled experts in New
York, its face and overall morphology

seemed decidedly more primitive than

Neanderthal. By about 400,000 years ago,

Neanderthal characters are even more

difficult to trace, although some fossils are

considered possible ancestors.

Thus the Neanderthal lineage stretches

from about 30,000 to 200,000 years ago

and beyond. But why it came to an end,

and whether the Neanderthals contrib-

uted their genes to the Cro-Magnon gen-

erations that succeeded them, are ques-

tions that continue to be disputed. The
European Neanderthals and their ances-

tors were long established in a predomi-

nantly cool, dry environment that was in-

terspersed by brief temperate periods

much like the climate in which Europeans

live today. Between 40,000 and 30,000

years ago, after a long cold and dry period,

the climate and associated environments

fluctuated rapidly. One French site, for

example, gives evidence of a change from

a cold, dry, treeless environment to oak

forests and back again in about 2,000

years. This period of fluctuation alone is

unlikely to account for the disappearance

of the Neanderthals, since they had suc-

cessfully adapted to many such changes in

their evolutionary past. But the possible

emergence, during the same period, of an-

other human group with a distinct and

probably more complex way of life—and

possibly, with a more efficient reproduc-

tive system—may have been enough to

tip the balance against Neanderthal sur-

vival.

There are hints in the European fossil

record that Cro-Magnons may have re-

placed Neanderthals in a complicated,

rather than a simple, pattern. Some early

Cro-Magnons show primitive skeletal

characters—large brows and teeth, for ex-

ample. These traits might have been de-

rived from Neanderthal populations by in-

termixture or they might be relics of more

primitive ancestors elsewhere. Similarly,

more modern traits detectable in some

Neanderthals of eastern Europe and Asia

could be the result of evolution or of genes

filtering into the population from contem-

poraneous early modern groups. In fact, a

skull fragment from Hahnofersand ir

West Germany, dated to 36,000 years

ago, has recently been interpreted as a Ne-

anderthal-Cro-Magnon hybrid.

The origin of the Cro-Magnons' moderr

characteristics seems to lie outside of Eu-

rope, however. For example, their leg bom
proportions, according to the work of Eril

Trinkaus, resemble those of recent peo

pies from tropical and subtropical

rather than cold—environments. Evi

dence from southwest Asia suggests tha

modern people had replaced the Neander

thals there by 40,000 years ago. Befon

then, it is necessary to look to Africa fo;

the origin of the earliest modern humans
If the evidence has been correctly inter

preted (and not all experts are convince(

that it has), early modern people were liv

ing in southern Africa and in what is nov

Ethiopia 100,000 years ago. Clues to thei

separate evolution from populations re

sembling the earliest ancestors of the Eu
ropean Neanderthals can be found at site

in Morocco, Ethiopia, and east and Soutl

Africa. The transition may have takei

place between 200,000 and 100,000 year

ago, with the modern morphology gradu

ally replacing the primitive one in variou

parts of the continent. How such develop

ments were related to events in Europ

still requires a lot of explaining, for thes

African ancestors were not identical to th

Cro-Magnons, who more closely reserr

bled modern Europeans. But evolutionar

events in Africa may have led to the emei

gence of the Cro-Magnons, whose intn

sion into Europe seems to have led to th

demise of the Neanderthals—not ovei

night, but after a period of coexistence c

several thousand years.

Christopher B. Stringer is a principal sc,

entific officer in the Palaeontology Dt

partment of the British Museum (Natl

ral History).
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The Living Museum

Shooting in Paradise
Among the many unusual collections in

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory is an intangible one, characterized by

a former Museum president as the "great

invisible collection of careers." These

were no ordinary careers, however. Most

of the explorers, adventurers, scientists,

and artists who helped make the Museum
what it is today weren't able, or just didn't

want, to conform to the usual patterns in

our society: working a nine-to-five job,

paying off a thirty-year mortgage, raising

a family.

Two such people were Martin and Osa

Johnson, the husband-and-wife team that

explored and photographed in East Africa

during the twenties and thirties. They

were among the first to film the wildlife

and people of Africa, making features for

commercial studios and, later, shooting

documentary footage for the American

Museum. Stored in the Museum's film ar-

chives are thousands of feet of film, in-

cluding Simba, the King of Beasts/ A
Saga of the African Veldt, which played

to packed movie houses across the United

States in the 1920s. They worked with

Carl Akeley on the Hall of African

Mammals, taking photographs and col-

lecting animal specimens to be mounted
for display. During their fifteen years in

Africa, from 1922 to 1937, they shaped

the perception of that continent and its

wildlife for millions of Americans.

Martin and Osa Johnson were born in

the neighboring small towns of Indepen-

dence and Chanute, Kansas, respectively.

Martin was a "problem child," restless,

usually in trouble, often running away
from home. At age fourteen he was ex-

pelled from school for doctoring photo-

graphs of his teachers and producing com-
posites that showed them embracing or
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holding hands or in other compromising

positions. After this incident, his father let

him move to Chicago, where he worked as

a bellhop. At lunch one day, Johnson's fel-

low workers dared him to travel to London

and back on the money he had in his

pocket, $4.25. Taking up the challenge, he

worked his way across on a cattle boat,

and for the next few years drifted from

city to city, supporting himself by washing

dishes, loading cargo, and mopping floors.

After six years of knocking about, he tired

of the poverty, the fights, and the odd jobs

and stowed away in the lifeboat of an

ocean liner sailing back to the States.

Back in Kansas and under pressure from

his father, he tried to interest himself in

the family jewelry business, without much
luck. One day he ran across a newspaper

item announcing that Jack London and

his wife, Charmian, were planning an ex-

pedition to the South Seas on London's

ship, TheSnark. Johnson wrote to London

offering his services and received a terse

telegram asking, "Can you cook?" John-

son's reply was, "Sure, just try me."

The Snark sailed out of San Francisco

in April 1 908 and followed a course to Ha-

waii, the Marquesas, the Society Islands,

Samoa, and Fiji. At Guadalcanal, John-

son left the Londons for a time and joined

an expedition into the interior of the island

where he made a film of the "cannibals."

He later rejoined the Londons, traveled

with them to Australia, and then made his

own way home to Kansas.

On his return, Johnson, now in his early

twenties, opened a movie house called the

Snark, where he showed his cannibal film

and other entertainment to packed houses.

One girl who visited the theater was six-

teen-year-old Osa Leighty. After two or

three awkward dates, Johnson, an impul-

sive man, asked her to marry him. She

consented, and they were married that

very night—once in Kansas, and immedi-

ately afterward in Missouri, to circumvent

a Kansas law that would have allowed

Osa's father to annul the marriage on the

grounds that she was a minor.

Johnson had a modest success with the

Snark theater, but after a while he be-

came restless again and decided to try his

luck on the lecture circuit. The Johnsons

made their way west, showing the film in

grimy theaters and pool halls and making

just enough money to get to the next town.

Martin eventually landed a contract with

Martin Beck, of the Orpheum vaudeville

circuit, to show the cannibal film in some

of the big theaters back east. The film's

great success convinced Beck and his part-

ners, Will Rogers, Chic Sale, and Harry

Lauder, to put up $4,000 to send Martin

and Osa to the South Seas to make more

films among the "savages" of Malekula in

the British Solomons. The couple traveled

17,000 miles on an open boat, where at

night Osa had to be tied to the deck to pre-

vent heavy seas from washing her over-

board. From Malekula, they sent back

footage of "cannibal" rites; these medio-

cre but sensational films were predictably

popular back in the States. When the pub-

lic became jaded with the cannibal films,

the Johnsons' backers wired them to go

"get some animal pictures." The dense

jungles of Borneo defeated their efforts, so

they moved on to the Malay Peninsula,

Ceylon, and finally to East Africa, where

they found the land teeming with wildlife.

Unfortunately, the Johnsons soon discov-

ered that the animals were extremely

wary, and that it was almost impossible to

get close enough to capture them on film.

Dancing heat waves distorted telephoto
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shots, and many of the waterholes where

they had hoped to find animals congregat-

ing during the dry season had been ruined

by nomads and their cattle.

The Johnsons went farther and farther

afield in search of animal life. They built

blinds at a few waterholes, but the really

spectacular creatures—the elephants, li-

ons, and rhinos—were too dangerous to

approach closely. Finally, when the couple

had run through most of their money, an

African named Boculy presented himself

in their camp and offered his services. He
was an ancient, wizened man, with sore

eyes, which went blind every two or three

days, and a lopsided jaw, which had once

been broken by an elephant. He also had,

according to Osa, "a wisdom concerning

elephants that went beyond mere knowl-

edge." Martin hired Boculy to lead them

across the Kaisoot Desert to search for a

lake described by a nineteenth-century

Scotsman, but not represented on any

map of Kenya. Martin reasoned that a

At the American Museum
Love and Marriage, Sinsik and Kusik

In the modern Korean wedding, or

sinsik, the bride and groom have gener-

ally met many times, and have mutually

agreed to a union in which love, as the

Western world defines it, is an important

aspect. Not so in the old-style wedding, or

kusik, in which a Korean bride might find

herself forced to marry an absolute, and

possibly undesirable, stranger. Join Lau-

rel Kendall of the Department of An-

thropology on Tuesday, December 4, at

7:30 p.m., for a slide-illustrated program

about changes in Korean weddings over

the centuries; how they reflect modern

trends in Korean daily life and affect

women's roles. The program, in the Main
Auditorium, is free and open only to mem-
bers. Preregistration is required. For fur-

ther information, call (212) 873-1327.

Kwanzaa Experience

Kwanzaa is a unique week-long cele-

bration that pays tribute to the cultural

roots of Americans of African descent.

Founded in 1966 by Dr. Maucana Ron
Karenga. a professor of black studies,

Kwanzaa will be observed at the Ameri-

can Museum with dance, films, folk arts,

puppetry, music and stories. For informa-

tion about Kwanzaa programs, call (212)

873-1300, ext. 514.

With an Anthropologist's Eye
Catherine Bateson is the daughter of

two outstanding scientists and thinkers

—

Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson.

Now an anthropologist in her own right.

Bateson will be at the Museum on Friday.

December 14, to discuss her new book.

With a Daughter's Eye, published by Wil-

liam Morrow. She will talk about growing

up as the daughter of two famous scien-

tists and discuss her own thoughts about

anthropology. The program will take

place at 7:30 p.m. in the Main Audito-

rium. Tickets are $5 for members, $6 for

nonmembers, and will be sold in advance

at a special desk in the Roosevelt Rotunda

on Sunday, December 9, between 10:00

a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Tickets can also be pur-

chased on the evening of the lecture, start-

ing at 6:00 p.m.

A Lost Bronze Age Is Found

Ban Chiang was a highly innovative

prehistoric society that flourished in what

is now northeastern Thailand. Only re-

cently discovered, this site has revealed a

culturally developed Bronze Age society.

In the new exhibition Ban Chiang: Dis-

covery of a Lost Bronze Age, four thou-

sand years of this early culture are repre-

sented. Outstanding examples of red-

on-butf pottery, bronze tools, ornaments,

weapons, and jewelry are on display in

Gallery 1 through January 6, 1985.

At the Hayden Planetarium

Courses for Stargazers. Beginning in

early January, astronomy lovers can take

courses such as Stars, Constellations, and
Legends; Life Beyond the Earth; and

Stars, Galaxies. Black Holes, and
Cosmology. Navigators and aviators can

learn about sailboat operation, piloting

and dead reckoning, and communications

instruments. For more information and a

free brochure, call the Planetarium at

(212)873-1300, ext. 206.

The Star ofChristmas. Starts Wednes-

day, November 21. In this magical pro-

gram, you'll gaze out on a clear winter's

night and then travel back nearly 2,000

AMNH/Cart J. Ferraris

years in time to explore the skies of the

first Christmas. What phenomenon led

the Wise Men to Bethlehem? Was it a spe-

cial star, a comet, a rare gathering of the

planets—or something else? The story of

how historians, theologians, linguists, and
astronomers have worked together to ex-

plore this mystery is one of beauty and in-

trigue. Call the Planetarium at (212) 873-

8828 for prices and show times.

A Festival of Snow
Those sweltering summer days are long

gone. Soon the wind will howl and snow will

fall. Children of all ages can celebrate the

wonders of snow in our Winter Children's

Film Festival, Tuesday. December 26, at

1 1:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m., and 3:30 p.m. in the

Main Auditorium. Forest animals on a

winter evening, Antarctic penguins, igloo

construction, and a beautiful animated

Micmac legend will delight children and
adults alike. This free program is open only

to members, and preregistration is re-

quired. For further information, please call

the Membership Office at (2 1 2) 873-1 327.

Clouds obscure part ofNeblina, the "mountain ofthe mists" in southern

Venezuela (see Natural History. September 1984}. The American Museum of
Natural History is one ofmany Venezuelan and U.S. institutions involved in an

expedition to the remote region. The project isfunded, in part, by the

National Science Foundation and the Phelps Foundation.
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large lake in the barren Kaisoot Desert

would likely draw animals from hundreds

of miles around. After days of seemingly

aimless wandering through the desert,

Boculy led them close to the border of Ab-

yssinia (now Ethopia). Arriving at a low

ridge, the Johnsons peered over the edge

into a thickly forested, bowllike depres-

sion enclosing a shimmering blue lake.

Osa wrote:

Martin and I stared down at it without

speaking and then at each other and then at

Boculy. He stood with an almost unhappy

perplexity on his face. . . . Apparently he

had warred with himself about bringing us

here. He had wanted the hidden paradise to

remain a sanctuary for his beloved ele-

phants. . . . [The lake] lay in the center of

an extinct volcano, and the beach which ran

back a hundred feet or so to the edge of the

forest was of a hard, washed lava.

A tangle of water vines and lilies—great

blue African lilies—grew in the shallows at

the water's edge. Wild ducks, cranes, and

egrets circled and dipped. Animals, more

than we could count, stood quietly knee

deep in the water and drank.

"It's Paradise, Martin!" I said.

He nodded.

That was how Lake Paradise was given

its name.

The Johnsons set up camp, and discov-

ered the area was ideal for filming wild-

life. The animals, unused to humans, were

tame and the virgin forest was crisscrossed

by hard-packed elephant trails.

For more than a year splendid footage

of wildlife flowed from the Lake Paradise

camp, and the Johnsons came home to

make feature films such as Camera Trails

in Africa, which filled movie houses

across the United States. Carl Akeley,

who was then preparing the African Hall

at the Museum, and a number of wealthy

Museum donors offered to send the John-

sons back to Africa for a minimum of five

years and to pay all their expenses, plus

salaries, so that they could "make picto-

rial life histories of the people and wild an-

imals of the jungle, plain, and forest, un-

hampered by the necessity of paying

tribute to or of catering to purely financial

interests."

In the early twenties, there was a strong

feeling at the Museum and elsewhere that

the vast unspoiled areas of Africa were

doomed and that it was the Museum's

great responsibility to preserve, in habitat

groups and on film, Africa as it once was.

Akeley wrote:

The perennial cry, "The game must go; this

is no longer the world's zoo but an agricul-

tural country" is heard throughout Africa.

**

There is just one relieving circumstance to

this doleful prospect: what man seems bent

on destroying with his gun can at least be
rescued from complete oblivion and given

the illusion of reality through the camera.

Johnson wrote Akeley: "We will bring

back with us a vivid portrayal of un-

touched Africa ... a picture that will be a

record for a thousand years to come."

The Johnsons went back to Lake Para-

dise and spent four years there, a period

they later described as the happiest of

their lives. Isolated though they were

their only communication with the outside

world was through runners—they had ev-

erything they needed for food and com-

fort: cattle and sheep, seeds for a large

vegetable garden, even a portable ice

cream machine. They made huts from

sticks, mud, and thatch; chairs from pack-

ing boxes; rugs from animal skins; and

flooring from dry-goods cases. The sur-

rounding forest provided wild vegetables,

herbs, and greens in abundance, as well as

guinea fowl and other game. Osa had

brought a large wardrobe of clothes; she

wrote that at the end of the day, "I get into

royal blue satin tuxedo pajamas which

have zippers on the sides and buttons of

lipstick red." Martin discovered that ele-

phants loved sweet potatoes, so to attracl
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them for filming he planted a huge patch.

At night, he and Osa would lie on their

cots listening to the rooting and trumpet-

ing of the elephants enjoying their pota-

toes, and to the lions roaring in the forest.

They had concluded that the only way

to film dangerous animals was to get as

close as possible, with one of them filming,

while the other—or a gun bearer—kept

the lead animal in the gun sight at all

times. Almost always, when the animals

scented them, the Johnsons were able to

run for it or to scare the animals off by

yelling and banging pots. On rare occa-

sions they had to shoot down a charging

animal. They made a pact that, whatever

happened, the person with the camera was

to keep filming until the last possible mo-

ment. Osa described one such encounter

with a lion:

• When we turned a sort of corner past a jag-

ged rock there, not twenty yards from us

was a sleeping lion.

The big creature was on his feet almost

instantly and facing us. . . . My husband

proceeded busily, however, to set up his

camera.

"I don't like his looks, Martin," I said

cautiously. At the same time I signaled for

my gun.

"Oh, he's all right," my husband said. "A

little cranky, maybe, bul just blufling." He
started to crank the camera.

Then, with a low growl, the lion started

toward us. . . . Then he charged.

Martin's hand continued mechanically

to crank the camera.

The animal looked as large as a bull as he

leaped toward us—his mane flying, fangs

bared. I seemed to be watching in a pro-

longed, timeless sort of daze and then, with-

out really being aware of what I was doing,

I shot. Afterwards I couldn't even recall

taking aim.

The lion seemed to hesitate in mid-air

and then fell just thirteen feet from the

camera's tripod.

Osa, who was a far better shot than Mar-

tin, saved her husband's life several times

in this fashion.

Except for an occasional visit to Nai-

robi or to the States, the Johnsons spent

many years at Lake Paradise. During this

time they created Simba, Lion, and the

immensely popular Congorilla, filmed in

the nearby Congo.

In 1933 their patrons furnished them

with two biplanes to explore Africa, Spirit

of Africa and Osa's Ark. They flew sixty

thousand miles over Africa and made the

film Over African Jungles, and then flew

another thirty thousand over Borneo. The
Johnsons often returned to the United
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States to lecture, making a small fortune

on each tour, but both disliked the "fraud

and front" of civilization. It was on such a

tour in 1937 that their plane became lost

in a storm and crashed into the side of a

mountain near Los Angeles. Both Martin

and Osa were severely injured; Martin

died the following day.

Osa spent several months in the hospi-

tal. Almost immediately after her recov-

ery she determined to continue her work.

She returned to Africa that same year and

shot the epic film Stanley and Living-

stone; it was to be her last film and her last

trip to Africa.

She became president of Martin John-

son, Inc. (later Osa Johnson, Inc.), a com-

pany formed to manage her considerable

enterprises. Far from shunning the fraud

of civilization, she plunged into it, but she

was not happy. She was taken up by New
York society and was often pictured in the

society pages dressed in elegant gowns

and pearls. She married her manager, but

the marriage ended in divorce.

In 1953, she decided to make one last

journey to Africa to make a film for televi-

sion. As she was planning the trip, she suf-

fered a heart attack and died in her New
York apartment.
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This View of Life

A Most Ingenious Paradox
When is an organism aperson; when is it a colony?

by Stephen Jay Gould

Abstinence has its virtuous side, but

enough is enough. I have always felt espe-

cially sorry for poor Mabel, betrothed to

Frederic the pirate apprentice. On the

very threshold of married happiness, she

discovers that she must wait another sixty-

three years to claim her beloved at age

eighty-four—and. as could only happen in

Gilbert and Sullivan, she actually prom-

ises to wait.

The Pirate King and Ruth. Frederic's

old nursemaid and jilted paramour,

present the reason for this extraordinary

delay. Frederic, wrongfully apprenticed to

the pirate band, has reached his twenty-

first year and longs for freedom, respect-

ability, and Mabel. But he was formally

bound until his twenty-first birthday, and

he was born on February 29. "You are a

little boy of five." the Pirate King informs

him with glee and expectation of pro-

longed service. The three principals of the

Pirates ofPenzance then analyze the com-

plexities of this predicament in the famous

paradox song:

How quaint the ways of paradox

At common sense she gaily mocks.

The classic paradox presents us with

two contradictory interpretations, each

quite correct in its own context. Consider

our western prototypes, the so-called para-

doxes of Zeno: the arrow that can never

reach its destination because, at any in-

stant, it must occupy a fixed position: and

Achilles who will never catch the tortoise

because he must first traverse half the re-

maining distance, and any gap. no matter

how small, can still be halved. We delight

in paradox because it appeals to both the

sublime and whimsical aspects of our psy-

che. We laugh with Frederic, but also feel

that something deep about the nature of

md life lies hidden in Zeno's conun-

druirss.

Biology too has its classical paradox. It

20 Natural History 12/84

In the Portuguese man-of-war, the upper

float is an individual organism lor

"person"), as is each lower tentacle; the

entire creature is a colony.

Illustration by Louis Agassi!

flared as a major issue in the nineteenth

century, probably because scientists then

felt that it might be resolved. All the best

naturalists struggled with it: Huxley and

Agassiz lined up on opposite sides;

Haeckel tried to mediate. The twentieth

century has largely bypassed it, probably

because we now realize that no simple an-

swer can be given. Yet if our fascination

with paradox be justified, the question can

still enlighten us by virtue of its stubborn

intractability.

Physalia, the Portuguese man-of-war,

embodies all this fuss. It is a siphonophore,

a relative of corals and jellyfish. The old

paradox addresses an issue that could not

be more fundamental—the definition of

an organism and the general question of

boundaries in nature. Specifically: Are

siphonophores organisms or colonies?

Siphonophores belong to the phylum

Cnidaria (or Coelenterata). Two aspects

of cnidarian biology set the context of our

paradox. First, many cnidarians live as

colonies "of connected individuals—our

massive coral reefs are gigantic congeries

made of many million tiny, conjoined pol-

yps. Second, the cnidarian life cycle fea-

tures a so-called alternation of genera

tions. The sessile polyp, a fixed cylinder

with a fringe of tentacles, is asexual and

generates by budding the free-swimmin

medusa, or "jellyfish." The medusa pro-

duces sexual cells that unite and grow into

a polyp. And so it goes.

Different kinds of cnidarians may em-

phasize one of these generations and su

press the other. Of the three majoi

cnidarian groups, the Scyphozoa (or true

jellyfish) have abandoned polyps and em-

phasized medusae, while the Anthozoa (oi

true corals) have dispensed with medusae

and constructed their reefs of polyps and

their skeletons. In the third group. th«

Hydrozoa. many members retain the ful

cycle, with prominent polyp and medusa

«
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Siphonophores are hydrozoans. The tech-

nical literature, not usually noted either

for charm or directness, has transcended

its usual limitations in this case: amidst a

forest of formidable jargon for other parts

of cnidarian anatomy, it refers to the polyp

and medusa stages of a single life cycle as

"persons."

The Portuguese man-of-war, with its

float above and tentacles below, looks su-

perficially like a jellyfish (that is, a single

medusa). When studied more carefully,

we find that this floating weapon is a col-

ony of many persons, both polyps and me-
dusae. The pneumatophore, or float, is

probably a greatly modified medusa
(though some scientists think that it may
be an even more altered polyp). The "ten-

tacles," though varied and specialized for

different roles of capturing food, diges-

tion, and reproduction, are not simple

parts of a jellyfish but modified polyps

—

that is, each tentacle arises as a discrete

person. (Another common siphonophore,

Velella, literally the "little sail" but popu-

larly given the lovely name of "by-the-

wind sailor," provokes even more confu-

sion. Its persons are few enough and so

well coordinated that the colony looks like

a simple float surrounded by tentacles

—

in other words, like a simple jellyfish. But

the float is a medusa person and each ten-

tacle a polyp person.)

If this degree of division of labor among
persons impresses you, nature has much
more to offer. Physalia and Velella are

simple siphonophores, with relatively few

types of modified persons. The more com-

plex siphonophores are, by far, nature's

most integrated colonies. Their parts are

so differentiated and specialized, so subor-

dinate to the entire colony, that they func-

tion more as organs of a body than persons

of a colony.

Most siphonophores are small, trans-

parent creatures of the open sea. They

float at the surface among the plankton or

swim actively, usually at shallow depths.

As carnivores, they capture small plank-

tonic animals in their net of tentacles.

Larger siphonophores, Physalia among
them, can ensnare and devour fish of sub-

stantial size; as many of us know to our sor-

row, they can also inflict painful stings

upon human bathers.

Complex siphonophores include an im-

posing array of well-differentiated struc-

tures. Their bodies may be roughly di- *"'')

vided into two parts: an upper set of bulbs !™M

and pumps for locomotion and a lower set '"N

of tubes and filaments for feeding and re- *^

production. Each part contains a series of ")'*

different polyps and medusae.

Consider first the range of forms and 1 **pe

activities assumed by polyp persons. We' 'frq
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find three basic types and a myriad of

modifications. The feeding organs, or si-

phons (hence the group's name

—

siphono-

phore means "siphon bearer"), are tubu-

lar structures with a stomach and

trumpet-shaped mouth, usually hanging

in profusion below the floats and swim-

ming persons. The siphons are minimally

modified polyp persons, and we can easily

comprehend their origin as complete or-

ganisms. All other types of polyps (and

medusae) are more highly altered and spe-

cialized, and therefore more difficult to

link with their original personality. The
second order of polyp persons, the so-

called dactylozooids ("finger," or touch-

ing, animals), capture and transport food

to the siphons. These are the extended thin

tentacles, sometimes more than fifty feet

long in Physalia, that carry the painful ne-

matocysts, or stinging cells, and form a

transparent web to ensnare prey. They
have retained neither mouth nor digestive

apparatus and might easily be taken for

parts rather than persons if we could not

trace their origin as discrete buds in

growth.

These capturing parts often display a

remarkable complexity of form and func-

tion. The stinging cells may be concen-

trated into swellings, or "batteries," some-

times protected by a hood. In Steph-

anophyes, each battery ends in a delicate

terminal filament and contains about

] ,700 stinging cells of four different types.

The terminal filament lassoes the prey and

ois;harges its few stinging cells. If these

fail to dispatch the victim, the filament

contracts and carries the prey to the far

;nd of the battery itself, where another

volley of larger stinging cells transfixes it.

If the prey continues to struggle, another

:ontraction moves it up the battery to the

near end, where the largest and most pow-

erful stinging cells finally end its torment

Defore passing it along to the siphon for in-

gestion.

Jennifer E. Purcell has recently pre-

.ented further evidence that feeding and

:apturing persons do not form a simple

Dassive network, like the web of a spider,

out play an active role in obtaining food

[Science, vol. 209, 1980, pp. 1045-47).

,!>he found that the stinging cell batteries

J

)f two species function as lures by resem-

bling, in both form and motion, small zoo-

Mankton that serve as prey for animals

j:aten by siphonophores. The batteries of

Bgalma okeni look like a copepod with

J
wo long antennae; each contracts inde-

pendently at varying intervals of five to

, hirty seconds, creating a web of motion

hat simulates the darting and swimming
j|Sf a copepod school (or whatever you call

in aggregation of these tiny planktonic ar-
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Velella, the "by-the-wind sailor," is a colony. Each tentacle is a person

thropods). To seal the story, Purcell

opened the stomachs of Agalma and

found the remains of three creatures, all

predators of copepods. The batteries of an-

other species, Athorybia rosacea, resem-

ble the planktonic larvae of fish and con-

tract rapidly, mimicking the swimming

and feeding motions of their models.

Gonozooids, the third type of polyp per-

sons, are reproductive structures. They

are usually short, simple tubes, without

mouth or motion. But they bud off the me-

dusa persons, which make reproductive

cells to produce the next generation of

siphonophores.

The medusa persons of a complex

siphonophore include four basic types:

swimming, floating, protection, and re-

production. The swimming organs, or

nectophores, are minimally modified me-

dusae—the upper swimming bells without

the lower tentacles. Some siphonophores

carry several orderly rows of nectophores;

their rhythmic muscular contractions pro-

pel the creature, often in elaborate, loop-

ing trajectories. The passive floats, or

pneumatophores, are filled with gas (of a

composition near ordinary air) and main-

tain the siphonophore at the surface or at

some intermediate depth. Their origin is a

matter of controversy: long interpreted as

modified medusa persons, some biologists

now regard pneumatophores as even more

elaborately transformed polyps. The two

most familiar siphonophores, Velella and

Physalia, build large floats but have no

nectophores. They therefore move pas-

sively on winds and currents, often drift-

ing into bays and beaches in vast accu-

mulations.

The covering organs, or bracts, are the

most curiously modified structures of all.

They are usually flat, shaped like a prism

or a leaf, and so different in form and func-

tion from a medusa person that we would

scarcely suspect their origin if we could

not follow their growth and budding.

The reproductive medusae, or gono-

phores, are budded off from polyp per-

sons, the gonozooids discussed earlier. In a

few species, gonophores are detached and

float in the ocean as independent objects

But they cannot feed and die soon after re-

leasing their sex cells. In most siphono-

phores, however, gonophores never sepa-

rate from the parental colony and remain

attached as a kind of sexual organ.

The paradox of the Siphonophora ex-

presses an issue that I have been avoiding

or rather skirting about, in presenting this

taxonomy of persons or parts. I have de-

scribed the various swimming, floating

protecting, feeding, capturing, and re

producing structures as persons—that is

as individual polyp or medusa organisms

Using evolutionary history as a criterion

this designation is almost surely correc

and accepted now by nearly all biologists

By history, siphonophores are colonies

they evolved from simpler aggregations o

discrete organisms, each reasonably com
plete and able to perform a nearly full se

of functions (as in modern coral colonies}

But the colony has become so integrated

and the different persons so specialized i:

form and subordinate to the whole, tha

the entire aggregation now functions as

single individual, or superorganism.

The persons of a siphonophore no longe

maintain individuality in a functions

sense. They are specialized for a singl

task and perform as organs of the wholi

They do not look like organisms and coul

not survive as separate creatures. The ei

tire colony works as a single entity, and i'

parts (or persons) move in a coordinate!™!^

way. Although each nectophore (or swin 'W

ming bell) has its own nervous system, a

are connected by a common nerve trac *9-Df

Impulses along this pathway regulate tl
^J

'$

rows of nectophores in an integrated ma
ner that permits the whole colony (or ar

mal) to move with precision and grac

Touch the float of Nanomia at one er
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and nectophores at the other extremity

contract to remove the animal (or colony if

you will) from danger. Siphons pump
their digested food along the common
stem to the rest of the colony, but empty

siphons also join in the general peristalsis

and food, as a result, reaches the entire

colony (or organism) more effectively.

My studied parentheticals of the last

paragraph underscore the fundamental

paradox. Shall we call the entire siphono-

phore a colony or an organism—for it is a

colony by evolutionary history but more

an organism by current function. And
what of the parts or persons? By history,

they are modified individuals; by current

function, they are organs of a larger entity.

What is to be done?

This issue fueled the great siphono-

phore debate of nineteenth-century natu-

ral history. T.H. Huxley studied siphono-

phores during his long apprenticeship at

sea on H.M.S. Rattlesnake (less cele-

brated than Darwin's adventure on the

Beagle, but another example of the same

extended, exemplary, and largely extinct

style of training in natural history). He in-

terpreted siphonophores as conventional

organisms, their parts as true organs and

not modified persons. They served as his

primary example in a famous essay on the

nature of individuality in biology.

Louis Agassiz studied the Portuguese

man-of-war on the shores of his adopted

America (I have included his beautiful

lithograph of Physalia with this essay)

and decided that siphonophores are colo-

nies, their integration a sign of divine

handiwork.

Ernst Haeckel, artist and naturalist

extraordinaire, described the siphono-

phores collected on that most celebrated

of scientific expeditions in oceanography,

the voyage of H.M.S. Challenger, 1 873—

76. He published with his report a series of

plates (including all other illustrations in

this essay), unmatched ever since for

beauty (though a bit short on accuracy,

since Haeckel often added a touch of

heightened symmetry for artistic effect).

Haeckel also included several plates of

siphonophores in his Kunstformen der

Natur (Art Forms in Nature) of 1 904, the

great series of 1 00 lithographs, with plants

and animals arranged in weirdly distorted

form and swirling symmetry, in the best

tradition of reigning art nouveau so well

embodied in contemporary kiosks of the

Paris Metro.

Haeckel's theory of siphonophores

would require an essay in itself to explain

and explore, but it tried to mediate be-

tween Huxley and Agassiz by viewing

these creatures in part as colonies (the

poly-person theory in his words), in part as

26 Natural History 12/84

organisms (the poly-organ theory).

Haeckel also used siphonophores, as Hux-

ley had, to illustrate by dubious analogy

his views on the proper organization of hu-

man societies. In his Uber Arbeitstheilung

in Natur und Mensehenleben {On the Di-

vision of Labor in Nature and Human
Life), he compared the simple colonies of

other cnidarians with the life styles of

"primitive" humans and their limited divi-

sion of labor for repetitive tasks performed

by all: "The wild people of nature, who
have remained on the lowest level right to

our own day, lack both culture and divi-

sion of labor—or they limit division of la-

bor, as do most animals, to the different

tasks of the two sexes." He then compared

From Ernst Haeckel s Challenger monograph. 1888

complex colonies of siphonophores with

the "advances" that division of labor per-

mits in "higher" human societies—includ-

ing modern warfare, whose instruments of

destruction "require hundreds of human
hands, working in different ways and man-

ners."

Is there any resolution to this ancient

debate, any possible mediation between

two legitimate criteria that seem to yield

opposite results—the criterion of history

supporting the poly-person theory (sipho-

nophores are colonies and their parts are

persons) and the criterion of current func-

tion upholding the poly-organ theory

(siphonophores are organisms and their

parts are organs). Could we tip the bal-

The middle illustration (1) shows an entire siphonophore. The colony includes the

following modifiedpersons,from the top to the bottom: the single float, or

pneumatophore (p); rows ofswimming organs, or nectophores (n);fingerlike sensory

projections, orpalpons (q);clusters ofreproductiveparts (g);feeding siphons with

trumpet-shaped mouths (s);and long, twisted strands offood-capturingfilaments ft).

Otherfigures are parts or early growth stages ofthe complex colony.
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This complex siphonophore colony includes a set ofhighly modified persons.

From top to bottom: a singlepneumatophore; two vertical rows ofnectophores;

protective leaflike bracts;feeding siphons with trumpet-shaped mouths; and

finally, longfood-capturingfilaments.

ance in favor of one view or the other by in-

voking the third major criterion of natural

history—growth and form?

Growth and form provides us with an

embarras de richesses by presenting evi-

dence for and against both theories. As
strong support for the poly-organ theory,

siphonophores develop from a single fertil-

ized egg cell. A siphonophore begins life

as an unambiguous person—should we

not regard any later development as an

elaboration of this one individual? More-

over, the adult siphonophore acts as a dis-

crete object. Many species have definite

and complex symmetry governing all

parts considered together. Some Portu-

guese men-of-war, for example, come in

right- and left-handed versions.

We may, however, cite equally good ar-

guments for the poly-person theory. Ad-

mittedly, each colony begins life as a sin-

gle ovum, but it then develops a series of

entities—full persons in this view—by
budding from a common stem. This is a fa-

miliar mode of growth for many aggrega-

tions conventionally regarded as colonies.

A stand of bamboo or a field of dandelions

may trace its origin to a single seed, yet we
usually view each budded stem or flower

as an individual.

Second, highly specialized structures

sometimes bear vestigial parts that testify

to their.status as persons. In the poly-per-

son theory, for example, nectophores are

medusae that have lost all feeding and di-

gestive parts, retaining only the jellyfish

bell. But some nectophores grow rudimen-

tary tentacles; in one species, the tentacles

even retain eyespots. Protective bracts are

the most modified and specialized of all

siphonophore parts, but the covering or-

gans of two species retain a vestigial

mouth—an indication that bracts arose as

full medusa persons.

It looks like a tossup again. We might

resolve our paradox if growth occurred in

either of two ways—but nature doesn't

oblige. If all structures began growth as

complete persons with a full set of parts,

and then lost unneeded parts as they spe-

cialized for swimming, protecting, or eat-

ing, then the poly-person theory would

gain a big boost. If buds from the main

stem began as complete persons and then

disarticulated—the bell parts becoming

nectophores and the tentacle parts si-

phons, for example—then the poly-organ

theory would be affirmed. But most spe-;

cialized parts simply grow as we find

them. Nectophores differentiate as necto-

phores, bracts as bracts. We are immersed

in an unresolvable conflict among equally

legitimate criteria: discrete buds grow like

a person with a specialized set of parts like

an organ. What shall we make of a gono-;

phore, for example, the degenerate re-:

productive medusa budded from a polyp?

If it separates from the colony, we may
choose to regard it as an organism. But it

has no mouth and cannot feed and must;

therefore die after releasing the sexual/

cells. Do we call such a limited breeding

machine an individual? And if it remains. [

attached to the colony, as it usually does

should we regard it as any more than a sex

ual organ?
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When an inquiry becomes so convo-

luted, we must suspect that we are pro-

ceeding in the wrong way. We must return

to go, change gears, and reformulate the

problem, not pursue every new iota of in-

formation or nuance of argument in the

old style, hoping all the time that our elu-

sive solution simply awaits a crucial item,

yet undiscovered.

Nature, in some respects, comes to us as

continua, not as discrete objects with clear

boundaries. One of nature's many con-

tinua runs from colonies at one end to or-

ganisms at the other. Even the words—or-

ganism and colony—have no precise and

unambiguous separation. We may, how-

ever, use the two criteria of our vernacular

as a guide. We tend to call a biological ob-

ject an organism if it is spatially separated

from others and if its parts are so well inte-

grated that they work only in coordination

with others and for the proper function of

the whole.

Most creatures lie near one or the other

end of this continuum, and we have no

trouble defining them as organisms or col-

onies. People are organisms—even though

all multicellular creatures probably arose

as colonies about a billion years ago. This

origin is so distant, and so much has hap-

pened since, that we detect no signs of

coloniality in our current operation. Thus,

we are organisms by any reasonable use of

language. Reef-building corals are colo-

nies because each polyp is a complete

creature, fully functional in its own right,

though attached to its fellows.

But since nature has built a continuum

from colony to organism, we must encoun-

ter some ambiguity at the center. Some
cases will be impossible to call—as a prop-

erty of nature, not an imperfection of

knowledge. Consider a progression from

evident organisms toward the undefinable

center. Human societies are made of or-

ganisms; each person is genetically dis-

tinct and spatially separate. What about

ants? We still opt for organisms even

though ants may so submerge their in-

dividuality in tightly knit societies that

some naturalists refer to an anthill as a su-

perorganism.

What about aphids? We begin to lose

clarity. An aphid clone is all female; each

mother grows her young within her own

body, without benefit of fertilization. All

members of the clone are genetically iden-

tical. Are they all separate individuals or

one gigantic evolutionary body with many

thousand separate parts, all identical (one

prominent evolutionary biologist has re-

cently urged this second view)?

What about dandelions? Harder still.

All stems and flowers are members of a

clone; they are genetically identical, and

attached to a common underground stem.

Is each plant above ground a person or a

part? We still usually opt for persons

(though many biologists demur) because

each plant looks much the same and has a

full set of structures.

Finally, then, what about siphono-

phores? We are now squarely in the mid-

dle of a continuum, and we cannot provide

a clear answer. The parts of siphonophores

are persons by history, organs by current

function, and a bit of both by growth. Our

criteria of separation and independent op-

eration have failed, but we cannot deny a

history that still stares us in the face.

Siphonophores do not convey the mes-

sage—a favorite theme of unthinking ro-

manticism—that nature is but one gigan-

tic whole, all its parts intimately con-

nected and interacting in some higher, in-

effable harmony. Nature is full of bound-

aries and distinctions; we inhabit a uni-

verse of structure. But since our universe

has evolved historically, it must present us

with fuzzy boundaries, where one kind of

thing grades into another. Objects at these

boundaries will continue to confuse and

frustrate us as long as we follow old habits

of thought and insist that all parts of na-

ture can be pigeonholed unambiguously to

assuage our poor and overburdened intel-

lects.

The siphonophore paradox does have

an answer of sorts, and a profound one at

that. The answer is that we asked the

wrong question—a question that has no

meaning because its assumptions violate

the ways of nature. Are siphonophores or-

ganisms or colonies? Both and neither;

they lie in the middle of a continuum

where one grades into the other.

The siphonophore paradox is illuminat-

ing, not discouraging. It cannot be re-

solved, but when we understand why, we

grasp a great truth about nature's struc-

ture. It embodies the same message as

that old one about the lady who visits her

butcher one Friday morning, seeking a

large chicken for the Sabbath meal. The

butcher looks in his bin and is chagrined to

find that he has but one scrawny animal

left. He takes it out with great fanfare and

puts it on the scale. Two pounds. "Not big

enough," the lady says. He puts it back in

the bin, pretends to rummage amidst a

large pile of nonexistent alternatives, fi-

nally pulls out the same chicken, puts it on

the scale, and puts his thumb on the scale.

Three pounds. "Fine," says the lady. "I'll

take them both." Things that seem sepa-

rate are often the different sides of a unity.

Stephen Jay Could teaches biology, geol-

ogy. and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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the future.
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Juniper Springs, Florida
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The occasional bald eagle that soars

above the 382,000-acre Ocala National

Forest of central Florida generally sees

vast stands of pale, scrubby pine trees,

broken by hundreds of bright blue ponds,

by strands of heavy growth along the me-

andering creeks, and by some unusual

—

even mysterious—islands of thick, dark

green vegetation. These patches of broad-

leaved evergreens are commonly called

hammocks in the southeastern United

States. Their origins, even the origin of

their name, are poorly understood. Some

etymologists trace the name to an Indian

word meaning "a shady place." Others

equate hammock with swamp. And still

others trace the word to the Spanish

hamaca, a garden place. My big Web-

ster's dictionary cautiously says the origin

of the name is "unknown."

Botanists and physical geographers

have long been interested in these islands

of broad-leaved plants, but after years of

reading about them I realized that not

only their origins but also the reasons for

their persistence are not clearly under-

stood. So, as I drove along Florida Route

40 from Ocala and turned into the popular

Juniper Springs Recreation Area in Ocala

National Forest, I looked foward to visit-

ing these intriguing patches of vegetation.

The campground fortuitously is set in

Fern Hammock, one of many hammocks

scattered throughout this entirely sub-

tropical forest in the United States.

As you enter a hammock you immedi-

ately sense and feel (don't forget mosquito

repellent) the abundance of diverse wild-

life. In hammocks, the dominant hard-

wood trees provide myriad cavities in

which wildlife can nest, roost, den, or sim-

ply hide from predators. In addition, de-

caying hardwood tissue creates rich mi-

crohabitats for insects and fungi. In its

diversity of wildlife, the hammock con-

trasts sharply with the surrounding piney

scrubland. There, resin quickly heals dis-

eased or damaged tissues in softwood

pines, inhibiting small organisms from

establishing themselves. And unlike the

surrounding scrubland, where one or two

tree species dominate, the hammock con-

tains a great variety of plants, thus insur-

ing a wide range of seeds, nuts, berries,

buds, and other delectables for wildlife.

Botanists classify hammocks into three

types: dry, moist, and wet. As your feet

sink into the boggy floor, you quickly real-

ize that Fern Hammock is a wet one.

Waist-high royal, cinnamon, and chain

ferns give a junglelike appearance. In

many places, the dense canopy blocks the

sunlight from the forest floor and restricts

air movement, making the humidity high.

In these wet hammocks, the dominant

broad-leaved evergreen is the swamp red

J.
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Juniper Springs at a Glance

Location: Ocala National Forest, central

Florida, approximately twenty-five miles

east of Ocala.

Significance: Special hammock habitats;

natural spring; unusual botanical area at

Mormon Branch.

Habitats: Hammocks; clear-bottomed,

spring-fed streams.

Further Information: Write to the

Forest Supervisor, Ocala National

Forest, 227 N. Bronough Street,

Tallahassee, Florida 32301

bay, a medium-sized, cylindrical tree of

the laurel family, whose leaves are some-

times used to flavor foods. Strikingly dif-

ferent is the cabbage palmetto, a straight-

trunked, unbranched palm with huge

fan-shaped leaves. A few deciduous

trees—water oak, Florida elm, sweet gum,

and red maple—interrupt the evergreen

canopy. In places, brush palmetto, wax
myrtle, and a shrubby holly known as

gallberry form a dense undergrowth that

makes hiking difficult.

Only a slight elevation changes the

hammock and its vegetation into the moist

type. About 80 percent of the trees in the

moist hammock are broad-leaved ever-

greens, and the forest floor is covered with

their slowly decaying, leathery leaves.

Here the dominant trees, bull-bay magno-

lia, red bay, American holly, laurel oak,

and live oak, grow farther apart than the

trees in the wet hammock. Some sunlight

pierces the canopy and reaches shrubby

saw palmettos and fragrant-flowered wild

olives.

Dry hammocks are quite different. The

trees are irregularly spaced and the can-

opy has many large openings. This open

habitat allows access to sun and wind, so

there is great loss of moisture through

evaporation. In addition, wispy Spanish

moss drapes many of the trees, intercept-

ing falling moisture and preventing much
of it from reaching the hammock floor.

This dry habitat is ideal for picturesque

live oaks, cabbage palmettos, bluejack

oaks, laurel oaks, American hollies, and

red bays. The beautiful yellow-flowered

jasmine vine climbs over the shrubby myr-

tle oaks and Chapman's oaks.

Because of the fertility of their soils,

Florida's hammocks are being rapidly

cleared and converted to citrus groves and

other croplands. Fortunately, Ocala Na-

tional Forest preserves good represen-

tatives of these three kinds of tree islands.

After a day in the hammocks, a visitor

can enjoy a swim in Juniper Springs pool

or a seven and a half mile canoe trip down
Juniper Creek from the canoe launch at

Fern Hammock to the Sweetwater termi-

nus at Florida 19. The route passes be-

neath huge bald cypresses, oaks draped

with Spanish moss, and tall cabbage pal-

mettos that lean over the water. You may
sight deer, otter, alligators, herons, egrets,

and, if you are lucky, an awkward-looking

bird known as the limpkin. The limpkin,

now becoming rare, depends almost en-

tirely on apple snails for food.

About a quarter-mile east of Route 1 9, a

small spring-fed brook, known as Mormon
Branch, enters Juniper Creek. You can

hike along the brook to a ten-acre stand of

Atlantic white cedar. This is the southern-

most location for these evergreens, with

their flattened branchlets. Some of the

trees are nearly three feet in diameter.

Wandering through this stand, you can

discover the rare and little known Florida

willow and the attractive large-leaved

grass-of-Parnassus—an herb found no-

where else in Florida. You may also see

what is, for a botanist, a rather striking

phenomenon: small, flowered branchlets

growing from the trunk of the Atlantic

white cedar. This tree is not a flowering

plant; but this mystery, at least, can be ex-

plained. The flowers and the branchlets

belong to the climbing heath (Pieris

phillyreifolia). This vine roots next to the

cedar and its stem actually penetrates the

tree's trunk, grows upward beneath the

bark for as much as twenty feet, and then

bursts out to put forth its bell-shaped

white flowers.

Robert H. Mohlenbrock, a professor of
botany at the University ofSouthern Illi-

nois, has visited all 153 United States na-

tional forests.
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"A wonderful lifer^
anda feastfor

Africa lovers

and fe

archaeologists:

"Nobody has a better right to an

autobiography than Mary Leakey,

for, together with her husband,

Louis, she helped write the earliest

part of mankind's biography . .

.

Her curiosity is the kind we need

most." —Anatole Broyard,

New York Times

"An engrossing tale by
a remarkable woman.
For more than 30 years Mary and
Louis Leakey shared a renowned
archaeological partnership exca-

vating fossil remains in East

Africa, with such landmark finds

to their credit as Proconsul and
Zinjanthropus . . . Readers fasci-

nated by the excitement of discov-

ery will appreciate her descriptions

of her fieldwork: her dedication

and her sparkling curiosity are

clear." —LibraryJournal

"The stuff of adventure-
piecing together 30 fragments of a

priceless skull, meeting a rhino

head-on, discovering ancient Tan-

zanian rock paintings. And the

author's love of the African coun-

tryside is apparent throughout."

—Publishers Weekly
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Venus, Mars, and Jupiter have bee

around as evening stars, but not very goo

ones, for some time now. They have bee

to the sun's left, in the southernmost pai

of their autumn paths. But in Decembe

with the sun approaching and passing ii

southernmost point (the winter solstice

viewing of the three evening planets in

proves as long as they are well out ahead c

the sun. Venus and Mars are, so they wi (Leo's

be more easily seen in the evening, but J)

piter isn't, so it will be hard to find. Venu

even though low in the west, is brigljijiis

enough to be seen any evening that has

clear twilight sky. Mars is much dimnn

but also higher than Venus, so it can l|

seen after dark above and to Venus's lef

The positions of both planets improve du

ing the month, and Venus brightens. The b
make for a special Christmas Eve sky, bi i|

are even better on Christmas night.

The following events are given in loc

times unless otherwise indicated.

December 1: The moon is a day paj

first quarter. At sundown, it is far up in tl

south near the southern border of Pisci

(with Cetus), just below the vernal eqii hi

nox. Pegasus is above the moon; look f<

four stars forming a great square.

December 2: Apogee moon, farthe

from the earth.

December 4: Mercury closes quick

with the sun after it begins retrograde m
tion today. The gibbous moon is in Arii

tonight, although it was below the Fir

Point of Aries three nights ago. If this

confusing, that's because we still use tl

old name for the vernal equinox, "Firj

Point of Aries," though it's now in Pisce

December 7-8: The reddish star belo

the moon is Aldebaran; Taurus's oth

stars are hidden by the glow around tl

full moon at 5:53 a.m., EST, on the 8th
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Celestial Events

lb, Winter Stars

December 8: Sunset tonight is the earli-

est of the year in the mid-northern lati-

: tudes. Later sunsets will be obvious in a

Tweek or so.

December 9-10: The waning moon is in

t Gemini. The two stars to its left on the 9th

:|and above it on the 10th are Pollux and

Castor, the "twin" stars.

December 13: The moon and Regulus

(Leo's bright star) rise almost together

ilibout 10:00 p.m. After they rise, the moon

( separates slowly to Regulus's left, indicat-

ing its motion in orbit around the earth.

December 14: Mercury moves from left

to right in front of the sun (inferior con-

junction) and becomes a morning star.

December 15: Last-quarter moon, at

rfl0:25 a.m., EST, is at the border between

sjLeo and Virgo. When it rises at about mid-

night in Virgo, it will be just past the au-

tumnal equinox.

December 16-17: On these nights, the

iwaning gibbous moon, rising after mid-

night, introduces you to Spica. That

| bright star is to the left of the moon late at

Ifnight on the 16th and closer to and below

eiit on the 17th. What is this "spring" star

iidoing in the winter sky? It is coming up in

bthe east when the winter stars (such as

those of Orion, Taurus, and Gemini) have

drifted into the western half of the sky.

December 18: Perigee moon, nearest

Jjthe earth, is still in Virgo.

i December 19: Moonrise is about 3:45

tfthis morning. Saturn is the bright pre-

isjdawn object near the crescent moon.

|
December 21: Winter begins in the

lil Northern Hemisphere today at 11:23

isa.m., EST. The day (from sunrise to sun-

tsset) is the shortest of the year, 1 hours, 1

3

)| minutes long at latitude 30° N; 9 hours, 20

iff minutes at 40° N; and 8 hours, 4 minutes

hi at 50° N.

December 22: New moon today, at 6:47

a.m., EST, just a little past the winter sol-

stice. The sun was there yesterday, but is

one degree to its left (east) today (as is the

new moon).

December 23: The new crescent moon
passes Jupiter today. Both will be above

the horizon at sundown, but too low in the

west to be seen.

December 24: Mercury is stationary to-

day and then begins moving east again rel-

ative to the stars.

December 25: A surprise for Christmas

night—the crescent moon joins Venus in

the evening twilight sky. Look for them in

the west from about half an hour after sun-

set until they set more than two hours

later. Mars is there too, higher but much
dimmer than Venus.

December 26: In case you missed Mars

last night, you can find it tonight close

above the moon. It is still not very bright

but there is nothing around to compete

with it except brilliant Venus, below to the

right of where it was last night.

December 28: Look above the crescent

moon for the Square of Pegasus. The

question is, What is that autumn group of

stars doing in the winter sky? Nights are so

long that they haven't set yet, is the an-

swer. (Neither have Deneb and the North-

ern Cross, a summer group.) You will see

them all low in the west and northwest af-

ter dark.

December 29-30: First-quarter moon is

just after midnight (12:27 a.m. on the

30th), in the constellation Cetus.

December 3 1 : The moon is safely in the

zodiac again, moving from Pisces into Ar-

ies near their junction with Cetus.

Editor's Note: The stars and constellations

in the evening sky this month are shown in

the October Sky Map, with local times

and dates for use.
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Restive andprobably hungry, an assemblage ofbearspaw around at Cape

Churchill, Canada, waitingfor winter ice toform on Hudson Bay. Although

solitary most ofthe year, polar bears gather in great numbers in latefall at

Churchill. Once the bayfreezes, they ship out andspend the winter hunting

ringed seals.
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How Polar Bears Break the Ice
To get along at Cape Churchill, Canada, a bear must

communicate clearly in a language ofyawns, sniffs, and roars

Text and photographs by Fred Bruemmer

—.;-<' .
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Polar bears are supposed to be loners

that roam the vastness of the north, soli-

tary and sour-tempered. Male polar bears,

said the explorer-writer Peter Freuchen,

are among "the loneliest creatures on

earth." Thor Larsen, Norway's top polar

bear specialist, agrees: "When bears occa-

sionally meet on the ice or on the tundra,"

he says, "they will pass each other at dis-

tances of fifty to one hundred meters or

more."

This may be the rule, but there are ex-

ceptions. In late winter, a female polar

bear in heat lays down a scent trail and is

often followed by an eager throng of suit-

ors that, to judge by the many and deep

scars on older males, fight fiercely over

her. Long ago, polar bears were numerous

and apparently gregarious in many re-

gions of the Arctic. In 1633, Dutch whal-

ers wintering on Spitsbergen, an island in

the Norwegian Arctic, saw polar bears

wandering in groups "like cattle in the

Netherlands," and in 1808, as he ap-

proached the East Greenland coast, the

famous whaler-scientist William Scoresby

saw more than a hundred polar bears that

looked to him "like sheep on the com-

mon." Their superb sense of smell draws

polar bears from a wide area to the carcass

of a walrus or a whale. I n 1 864, the whaler

Constantia came into northern Baffin Bay

and found a "dead whale covered with

bears. The ship's crew shot . . . sixty. ..."

Now, every fall, large numbers of polar

bears meet in the region of Churchill.

Manitoba, on the west coast of Hudson

Bay. They not only meet but some also

feed together. And a few travel together,

seeming to form "friendships" that may

last several weeks. At Churchill, males of-

ten play together but only after proper in-

troductions have been made and all minu-

tiae of a complex protocol have been

observed. First encounters between bears

tend to be courteous but very cautious.

The polar bears of the Hudson Bay west

coast—numbering between 1,000 and

1 ,500, according to Ian Stirling of the Ca-

nadian Wildlife Service—form a distinct

population. As polar bears range, these

are deep southerners; a few roam as far

south as Moosonee, at the head of James

Bay, due west of London. England. In fall.
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Whenpolar bears must socialize, they adhere to a strict protocol. At right, a

newcomer (left) submits to an examination by locals. The bears ofHudson Bay's

west coastform a distinctpopulation whose movements arefairly regular, map

below. In November, the bears (red dots) are massed near Cape Churchill. When

the bay begins tofreeze, males venture out on the ice andpregnantfemales head

south to their denninggrounds (yellowpatch). By March many males are

concentrated 40 to 1 50 miles offshore. During the July thaw, the bears ride the

largestfloes southward, landing near the Ontario-Manitoba border, where they

will spend the summer. In September, they turn north again, heading back

toward the cape and another winter on the ice.

Annual Migration of Cape Churchill Polar Bears
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near Churchill, they form the largest

agglomeration of polar bears in the world.

And of all polar bears, they are probably

the most fecund.

Until recently, researchers assumed

that polar bears roamed at random across

the icy top of the world, eternal nomads of

the north. Some do travel far: a bear

marked on Spitsbergen in 1966 was killed

a year later in southwest Greenland, 2,000

miles away; polar bears or their tracks

have been seen near the North Pole and

high inland upon the icecaps of Spitsber-

gen and Greenland. But now the evidence

is more solid. Since the early 1960s, more

than 3,000 polar bears (nearly 1,000 of

them in the Churchill region) have been

captured and marked by scientists. The
recapture of marked bears, the tracking

by plane or satellite of bears wearing radio

collars, and recent genetic and morpholog-

ical studies have shown that most polar

bears belong to geographically discrete

populations.

The same bears return year after year

to the Churchill area, for instance, and

many individuals are well known to scien-

ists. The bears are individualistic, and

;rsonalities don't change much dur-

r rather long lives (a polar bear at

hester, England, zoo lived to be

years old). For example, a bear

Chun** 9^ Cape tourcha

ONTARIO

100 200 m3es

called Linda first came to Churchill in

1966. She then weighed 280 pounds and

was probably three years old. She was a

pleasant-tempered but hungry bear that

wandered into town, ate garbage, and

tried to enter a house. Charles Jonkel, a

bear specialist, who was then with the

Canadian Wildlife Service and is now
with the University of Montana, tranquil-

ized Linda, marked her, and, as he had

done with other "nuisance bears," de-

ported her by helicopter to a spot far from

Churchill.

In 1967, Jonkel's assistant and I caught

Linda in a steel snare trap near Churchill.

We had to keep her captive for a week

while waiting for a radio collar to arrive,

and throughout this trying time Linda re-

mained gentle and relaxed. She never

threatened us nor did she hiss or growl.

She was a plump and pleasant bear, and

had gained a modest 1 20 pounds since her

previous capture.

In 1983, as every year, Linda was back

in Churchill, the doyenne of the local

"garbage bears." Affable as ever and now
enormously fat, she was accompanied by

two obese yearling cubs, each weighing

300 pounds, or double the normal weight

of cubs their age. Like their mother, they

will probably become garbage bears, not

only because garbage and the easy life are

addictive but also because the trait tends

to run in bear families, especially in the fe-

male line. Males often shake the habit af-

ter their fourth year and stay away from

Churchill's alluring dump.

The very opposite of the mild and ma-

tronly Linda was a great male known to

various biologists as BOB (an acronym for

Bag of Bones), Nasty, or Cassius (because

of his lean and hungry look). I first saw

him in 1979, when John Kroeger and I

were studying polar bear behavior from an

observation tower at Cape Churchill,

forty miles east of the town, and he was

the largest, leanest, meanest bear I've ever

met, a deeply scarred and gaunt giant with

a ragged coat and an evil temper. He tried

repeatedly to hook John and me off the

tower (he could reach nearly fourteen feet

up), and when that failed, he shook the

tower as one would shake a small apple
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tree and seemed extremely vexed that we
did not fall off.

Although Cassius was an old and ailing

bear, all other bears were afraid of him,

for he attacked with little provocation and

virtually no warning. This sort of behavior

is rare in polar bear society where inten-

tions, hostile or friendly, are, as a rule, well

advertised. Cassius's health improved in

1980 and he gained at least 200 pounds,

but he was as unpleasant that year as the

previous year and came again to shake our

tower. In 1981, he was very sick, but he

still roused himself from time to time to at-

tack all bears that came near. We saw him

briefly in 1982, but not in 1983.

Polar bears have always been common
in the Churchill region. In the 1770s the

famous Hudson's Bay Company trader

and explorer Samuel Hearne, who lived

for years at Churchill, shrewdly observed

. mm/mm
that although most bears go out onto the

ice of Hudson Bay in winter to hunt seals,

"the females that are pregnant seek shel-

ter at the skirts of the woods, and dig

themselves dens in the deepest drifts of

snow they can find."

The exact location of this major polar

bear denning area was discovered by

Charles Jonkel in the winter of 1 969-1 970

in the forest and lake region south of

Churchill. Recent studies by Malcolm

Ramsay of the University of Alberta and

Ian Stirling show that about eighty fe-

males den in this region each winter and

that they have "the highest natality rate,

the highest mean litter size, and the

shortest breeding intervals of any popula-

tion of polar bears in the world."

Females of most polar bear populations

normally produce one or two cubs at

three-year intervals. Triplets are ex-

tremely rare. About 40 percent of all Hud-

son Bay west coast bears breed every sec-

ond year and about 10 percent of the

females have triplets. Ramsay and Stir-

ling believe that because Hudson Bay is so

rich in food, and hunting is so easy, cubs

weaned at the age of two have an excellent

chance of survival. Aerial surveys carried

out by Thomas G. Smith of Canada's Arc-

tic Biological Station show that Hudson

Bay is home to about half a million ringed

seals, the polar bear's principal prey.

Pregnant females retire to their dens in

late fall and stay until late February or

early March; the other bears spend winter

and spring upon the ice of seal-rich Hud-

son Bay. When the ice breaks up, usually

in July, prevailing northerly winds push

the disintegrating floes and the bears to-

ward the southwest coast of Hudson Bay.

There they dig shallow pits in coastal
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dunes and eskers and doze away the food-

poor months of summer, expending a

minimum of energy. Others patrol the

coast and nearby land, eat seaweed, try to

catch breeding ducks or geese, or graze

placidly on northern meadows. All this

adds up to meager fare for the largest land

carnivores on earth. Like the dozing bears,

those that stay up to hunt live primarily

off their fat reserves.

In fall, anticipating freeze-up, the bears

wander northward, and by mid-October

about 600 are massed along the 100-mile

coastal stretch between the Nelson and

the Churchill rivers. It is the greatest con-

centration of polar bears in the world.

Many cluster at capes, especially Cape
Churchill, and wait impatiently for ice to

form on Hudson Bay so they can end their

four-month fast and start hunting seals

again.
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Cape Churchill ends in a long, nearly

barren spit. The Anglican missionary J.

Lofthouse passed by in 1 893 and called it

"one of the most desolate, dreary places in

the world." It has long been known as a

trysting place of polar bears. The Hud-

son's Bay Company surveyor-explorer Pe-

ter Fidler rounded the cape by canoe on

August 22, 1 807, and "saw 5 White Bears

upon" the tiny islet near the tip of the

cape. The British explorer David Han-

bury camped ten days at Cape Churchill

because "polar bears were said to be nu-

merous here." It was early September, the

bears had not yet arrived, and he waited

for them in vain. Now, in late fall, as many
as sixty bears assemble at or near the cape,

and there I have watched them for five

seasons, either from a tower topped by a

tiny cabin or from a "tundra buggy," a

large all-terrain vehicle. This vehicle can

be taken to the very tip of the cape and, if

ice permits, to the islet beyond, where the

concentration of bears is greatest.

Most bears at the cape are males. Ex-

cept late in the season when impatience

exceeds prudence, females with cubs shun

the cape and its coterie of large male

bears, for males, given the chance, may
kill and eat cubs. On rare occasions fe-

males, too, have been killed, presumably

in defense of their young.

A newcomer approaches the cape's resi-

dent bears with utmost circumspection.

High-rumped and low-shouldered, he

walks slowly and deliberately toward

them in a rolling, pigeon-toed shuffle. He
pauses frequently, head high, sniffing,

weaving slightly from side to side. He may
rise on his hind feet for a better look, but

he relies primarily on his incredible sense

of smell to identify and classify the resi-
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dent bears and they, in turn, assess his

size, intent, and social standing.

If he is small or medium sized, the local

bears pay little heed. But if he is large, 800

pounds or more, his appearance causes a

stir. Young bears become apprehensive

and may trot away, and old, decrepit bears

become huffy and defensive. They rise

and growl or hiss, the upper lip puffed out,

hairs raised on neck and along the curved,

protruding spine. The newcomer, no mat-

ter how large and powerful, will nearly al-

ways back away from a hostile bear. He
has come to await the forming of the ice

—

to feed, perhaps to sleep, but not to fight.

If times are propitious and the newcom-

er's age and weight are right, he may in-

vite another bear of roughly equal age and

size to play. As a rule, only fat males play,

and the frequency and duration of play-

fights vary greatly from year to year. In

Pairs ofpolar bears, left and below, sometimes engage in play-fights. Males
between the ages offour and eight are usually the ones to spar, but only ifthey
arefat and thus have energy to burn. The prospectiveplaymatesfirst circle each
other, yawning ostentatiously to signal theirpeaceful intentions. They stop, sniff,

get acquaintedand then, like the pair below, they ' 'mouth
'

' and wrestle.

1979, the Hudson Bay ice broke up early,

the bears had a long, lean season ashore,

and by October their fat reserves were

nearly depleted. Most bears slept and very

few played. The 1980 ice season, however,

was exceptionally long, the bears had ex-

tra weeks to hunt seals, and most were still

swathed in fat when they came to Cape

Churchill in late fall. They played fre-

quently, often for hours. They could af-

ford to dissipate energy upon an extremely

strenuous activity from which they derive

no immediate benefit except sheer plea-

sure and perhaps preparation for the real

fights of future mating seasons. The fol-

lowing year, 1981, was also prosperous

and many fat bears played. In 1982, most

bears were lean and played less, and 1983

was a hunger year for many bears. In the

latter year, some came to the Churchill re-

gion as early as July and by late fall most

bears were famished, lean, and edgy. Only

a few, those in better condition than most,

played, but rarely for long.

Bears that play are usually between

four and eight years old and weigh 300 to

750 pounds. Males in their prime, great

muscle-packed 1 ,000-pounders, do not

play-fight any more. Young bears, the re-

cently abandoned two- or three-year-olds,

rarely play. They are usually hungry and,

suddenly motherless among this horde of

larger bears, may not feel like it. Only

once in five years did I see two youngsters

(probably siblings) romp, and they were

exceptionally fat and could afford the fun.

Very old bears never play. They appear

bent, grouchy, and arthritic, well past

both play and passion. Only fear or the

prospect of food rouses them.

A bear that wishes to play slowly ap-

proaches another suitable male, and the

two begin a massive, slow-motion minuet.

They circle and sniff, heads low, mouths

closed, eyes averted, and they are silent,

signaling by attitude and posture peaceful

intent and mutual respect. They come
closer and closer and finally stop, face

each other, and sniff, allowing their dark

noses to touch. They "mouth" each other

with jaws wide open or chew gently at

each other's necks like horses grooming

each other. One places a massive, fur-

fringed paw upon the other's shoulder,

they rise and spar and push, lose balance

and embrace, sway and wrestle. One top-

ples and lies on his back, huge paws pedal-

ing in the air. The other, jaws agape,

throws himself on top and they romp on

the ground, then rise and wrestle again.

Considering their awesome power, the

bears practice marvelous restraint and are

extremely careful not to hurt each other.

Each bout lasts ten to fifteen minutes, and
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Below: Exhaustedand overheated after a ten-minute bout, a bear throws himself

down on the ice to rest. Some bears that play together stay together,forming

"friendships" that may last several weeks. Right: Most ofthe bears at Cape

Churchill are males, but occasionally afemale (secondfrom right) with

yearlings (the two bears at left) shows up and this often causes trouble. The

mother is often nervous and hostile and will threaten or attack a male, as this

mother is doing.

toward the end both bears are panting so

loudly that they can be heard a hundred

yards away. Hot and exhausted, they

move apart, stretch out on snow or ice like

rugs-to-be, gulp snow to cool their over-

heated bodies, and rest a while. Then one

gets up, nuzzles and nudges his prone

chum, and after some prodding the play-

fight begins anew.

Males that play together may stay to-

gether. Some arrive at the cape together,

having met, we assume, on their way up

the coast. They may also be former litter-

mates. Others form "friendships" at the

cape. They play, then rest near each other.

They may even share a scooped-out snow

bed in which they sleep entwined like lov-

ers. They feed peacefully next to each

other, and may remain together until ice

forms on Hudson Bay and the bears ship

out.

Bears of equal size become acquainted

quickly, and opening ceremonies prior to

play are often brief and perfunctory. Oc-

casionally a large male in the mood for

play approaches a little bear, but the invi-

tation is rarely taken up. The large bear

advances very slowly and hunches down
low, signaling "peace" with every nuance

>£ posture and movement in the ursine lex-

icon. The little bear, apprehensive and
abristie, keeps backing up; both wander
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around the cape, one forward and one

backward, until the small bear wheels and

flees.

On very rare occasions, the gentleness

of the large bear will allay the small bear's

fears and they carefully play together. In

such unequal play-fights initiated by a

large bear, the little bear nearly always

"wins." The large one, powerful enough to

severely injure his small opponent with

one swat, uses utmost caution not to in-

timidate the little fellow, because that

would instantly end the fight and the fun.

So he lets himself be pummeled and

pushed by the small bear and frequently

goes limp and collapses. In one bout I

watched between a 700-pound and a 300-

pound bear, the big bear toppled eleven

times, the small one only once.

The bears at the cape are most active in

the morning, doze during much of the day,

and are again active in the late afternoon.

Most sleep at night, but some pad about in

the dark, restless. While there is a certain

camaraderie among some of the younger

males, most avoid close contact and are

politely distant.

This benign neutrality ends abruptly

when food is involved. By November most

of the bears at the cape have not had a

good meal for several months and they are

presumably famished. Yet even under this

stress, fights over the rare kill are infre-

quent. Large bears take precedence. If a

large bear is first at the food, only bears of

nearly equal rank will come close. They
growl and threaten—they may even

lunge—but they do not fight. Smaller

bears sidle up, hoping for leftovers, but

they are meek and careful.

Prior possession of food confers some
rights. If small bears are first at the food,

the large bears try to muscle in, but they

are very slow and cautious and back off, at

least temporarily, when the "owners" roar

and threaten. Despite Freuchen's asser-

tion that if a young bear tries to defend his

food "he is invariably slain by the older

bear," nearly all the bears at the cape

seem loath to get into a real fight, presum-

ably because brawling wastes precious en-

ergy and one of them may get hurt.

Most unpredictable of all bears are the
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young and the very old. The young may
not as yet have learned proper bear man-

ners; the old are perhaps too touchy and

grouchy to care. Both are often hungry;

they are insecure and fearful and that

makes them aggressive. It is probably no

coincidence that on the extremely rare oc-

casions when bears have attacked and

killed people, the aggressors were usually

young or very old animals. Two oil drillers

working in Canada's western Arctic were

killed by lean three-year-old bears. In

1983, a 200-pound bear killed a man in

Churchill, and the same year an old bear

severely injured a friend of mine, Fred

Treul, while we were watching bears at

Cape Churchill.

The young are understandably nervous

and jumpy. Among all those large bears,

they must at times feel like Daniel in the

lions' den. Before coming to the cape, a

youngster only had to yell when he got into

trouble, and a mighty mother rushed to

the rescue. Although he is now alone, he is

still in the habit of cockiness and will

charge a bear five times his weight. Amaz-

ingly, he may get away with it, perhaps be-

cause it is such a drastic breach of eti-

quette and takes the large bear by

surprise. The large bear backs off and the

hungry youngster rushes in and gulps

down the food. This won't happen too of-

ten, though: inevitably the young bear

soon runs into tougher bears, is hurt or at

least badly scared, and learns both caution

and manners.

Nearly everyone avoids the very old

bears. They have their private sphere that

none may transgress and they lunge with

hardly any warning at bears that come too

near. Nearly all bears at the cape are very

ill at ease if one animal is particularly hos-

tile and aggressive. They behave in his

presence like people stuck in a subway car

with a loud, obnoxious, and pushy drunk:

they avoid eye contact, try to ease away,

pretend to be oblivious, and hope he will

pick on someone else.

On the whole, considering the number

of bears at the cape, there is little friction

and no serious fighting until nearly the

end of the season, usually in mid-Novem-

ber, when females with cubs arrive. Most

females pass, inspect the ice, give the

males a wide berth, and return inland. But

a few come right toward the gathered

males, and that usually means trouble.

In late November 1983, there were

forty-three bears at the cape, twenty-eight

close together. A young female with two

small cubs approached. A crowd of bears

attracts bears. It may mean food. It was

probably this, hunger, and inexperience
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Oldpolar bears, like this ancient male,

tend to be grouchy and aggressive and no

longer observe the niceties ofursine

etiquette. Sometimes they simply lunge

at other bears that get too near to them.

Consequently, most bears avoid them.

that made her advance toward the massed

males. She turned frequently to "talk" to

her cubs and they followed obediently be-

hind her. She appeared to be extremely

nervous and was unusually hostile. When
she was twenty yards away, she charged

the nearest male, roared, clawed, and bit.

He was more than twice her weight, but

he roared back, recoiled, and ran. She

rushed back to her frightened cubs and

immediately attacked the next male. The

commotion and roaring began to interest

the bears. Four large males advanced on

the cubs from different sides. The young-

sters fled, and the sight of little running

cubs excited the males. Three of them

pursued the cubs, not really in dead ear-

nest but at a leisurely trot. The female

charged two more males, the last one with

such impetuous fury that he stumbled and

fell. Suddenly she missed her cubs; she

called frantically, heard them bawl, and

raced after them. The three males imme-

diately abandoned their half-hearted

chase and the female led her cubs away.

Such violent encounters must be rare.

In five years I have only seen one. If a fe-

male does come to the cape, the males

usually show no interest. The female re-

mains on the periphery, acting worried

and nervous. She talks nearly constantly

to her cubs and soon leaves.

Soon they will all leave. November is

the crucial month for the bears at Cape
Churchill, for it is then that Hudson Bay

begins to ice over, starting just north of the

cape. Studies of their winter movements

show that many of the bears will head

north or northeast, following the direction

of the deepening freeze, and some will

travel hundreds of miles. Initially, they

will form temporary groups on the edges

of the shore ice or out on large floes. But

this fraternity is purely a matter of conve-

nience. The social season is over for these

patient polar bears and as they push north,

they will gradually fall away from each

other, until each is alone again.

Those watching from shore don't see

even these subtleties, though. One day

forty-seven bears will be mingling at the

cape; the next morning, perhaps two or

three. And then, very soon after, they're

gone.
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"Bouncing laser beams
off satellites

to measure shifts

in the earth's surface?

GEE!"

(No, GTE!)
If you could see a picture of the

earth two hundred million years ago,

you'd barely recognize it.

That's because the earth's sur-

face is constantly shifting. Impercep-

tibly, perhaps, but shifting all the

same.

Well, thanks to GTE, there's a

way to measure those shifts. By
putting special satellites (they're

called geodesic) up in space and

bouncing an equally special type of

GTE high-powered laser beam off

. them.

By measuring the travel time of

the laser beam back and forth, mi-

nute movements of the earth's crust

can be determined.

This satellite-laser system is one

of the most remarkable develop-

ments to date in the area of global

geophysical investigations. GTE
has also pioneered the use of lasers

for other applications — fiber optic

transmissions, for example.

The laser, obviously, has great

potential. And we're trying to make

it even greater.
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Banana plants, left, are thefood ofchoicefor a number oftropical insects.

Attempts to control suchfoliagefeeders as the owl butterfly, below,

have often worseneddamage to plantations because chemical pesticides
also wiped out the butterfly's natural enemies.

Photographs by Raymond A. Mendez

Banana's Best Friend
What keeps a plantationfrom being ravaged by
foliage-feeding insects? Tiny carnivores calledparasitoids

by Donald R. Strong

Herbivorous insects are a tremendous

threat to plants. Their great fecundity,

rapid development, and efficient means of

dispersal give many insects the potential

to build very dense populations quickly

and to inflict heavy damage within a short

time. Few plants escape herbivorous in-

sects entirely, and most are attacked by

more than one species. The diversity of

these creatures is staggering: more than

300,000 species of beetles, flies, bugs,

aphids, grasshoppers, butterflies, moths,

wasps, and other insects—one quarter of

all known macroscopic species—feed on

living plant tissue. Compare the verte-

brates: including all mammals, birds, fish,

reptiles, and amphibians, they number
only about 54,000 species.

The magnitude of the insect menace to

plants raises a classic ecological question,

Why is the earth green? Threatened by

teeming and diverse insect herbivores,

how can plants so flourish that they almost

blanket the earth?

Like all ecological phenomena, rela-

tions between herbivores and their host

plants are usually complex, and several

factors may moderate the insects' power

to ravage the plants. Many plants, for ex-

ample, produce noxious compounds, such

as strychnine, caffeine, pyrethrins, and cy-

anide, that can hinder the growth and

development of herbivores (see "Tree

Tactics," May 1983). Some plants have

physical features, such as fibers, spines,

burs, thorns, abrasive crystals, and tough

cuticles, that discourage insect predation.

Weather, changing seasons, soil quality,

and other abiotic conditions also affect

plant-herbivore relations. Insects are of-

ten more vulnerable than plants to adverse

weather—succumbing, for instance, to

cold snaps or dry periods that may only

slightly damage the vegetation they feed

on. In addition, many plants get a jump on

insects early in the growing season by

putting out tender new leaves before in-

sects appear in great numbers.

Animals and microbes that eat the in-

sects that eat plants are another factor in

plant protection. Parasitoids—flies and

small wasps that kill other insects—are

among the most important of these plant

guardians. Most adult parasitoids lay eggs

on or inside their host insects; others lay

their eggs on foliage where they are in-

gested by herbivorous insects feeding

there. When the eggs hatch, the immature
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Each immature stage—egg, caterpillar, andpupa—ofthe owl butterfly may be

attacked by aparasitoid. Below: Caterpillars hatchfrom the healthy, light-

colored eggs; the darker ones have been invaded by trichogrammatid wasps.

Right:A tachinidfly has laid its eggs on a caterpillar (foreground). The

emerging maggots will kill the host in thepupal stage.

parasitoids feed and grow upon their hosts

like leeches or tapeworms. In the final

stages of development, some parasitoid

larvae are almost as big as their hosts and

ultimately destroy them.

Unlike many other sorts of parasites,

adult parasitoids are free living. Most

adults are not carnivorous but instead sub-

sist on flower nectar or plant sap, much as

butterflies do. Having fed richly as larvae,

they have already stored up sufficient pro-

tein to make eggs during their short adult

stage, which is largely taken up by a

search for hosts on which to deposit the

ova. Nectar and sap provide ample energy

for this search.

In form and life style, parasitoids span a

fantastic spectrum, from ordinary-looking

flies that lay eggs on caterpillars to bizarre

ichneumon wasps with disproportionately

long stingers modified to drill through

wood for beetle larvae deep within tree

branches. Owing to their small size, short'

life, and often cryptic larval habits, para-

sitoids are among the most poorly known
groups of animals, and new species are dis-

covered frequently. Many parasitoids spe-

cialize upon one or a few host species, and
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their natural history is so idiosyncratically

intertwined with their hosts' that our un-

derstanding of these creatures and their

role in nature is still in an elementary

state.

But in one group of large tropical

herbs—bananas and their New World rel-

ative Heliconia—the role of parasitoids as

protectors is particularly clear. Natives of

Africa and Southeast Asia, bananas have

been cultivated and naturalized in many
other tropical areas. Each time, they have

been rapidly discovered by foliage-feeding

insects. In Central and South America,

many of the insects that have become

pests of banana foliage also feed on the na-

tive Heliconia, probably because of the

similarities between these related plants.

Since Heliconia and banana leaves do

not contain measurable amounts of alka-

loids, toxic saponins, cardiac glycosides,

and tannins, noxious chemicals probably

do not play a role in protecting these

plants from insect pests. Nor do the plants

appear to contain any unidentified toxic

chemicals; artificial diets made of leaf ex-

tracts are not poisonous to laboratory in-

sects.
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Tachinid maggotsfeed upon the

owl butterfly 's chrysalis.

I learned of the role of parasitoids on

these plants indirectly, during a study of

the herbivores that feed upon Heliconia in

Central and South America. My initial

discovery was that the competition the-

ory—which claimed that the balance of

numbers among similar species was set

by a network of depleted resources and

which was the centerpiece of community

ecology during the 1960s—did not apply

well to the herbivorous insects of Heli-

conia. The lack of competition is espe-

cially conspicuous among diverse and

closely related hispine beetles that live

and feed intimately together on Heli-

conia. According to this theory, these bee-

tle species should compete intensely. In-

stead, individuals and species live together

in distinct harmony. They do not deplete

either food resources or living spaces on

the plant, and 1 could find no indication

that competition of any sort occurs among
them. 1 now believe that hispine commu-
nities on Heliconia are not atypical of her-

bivorous insects and that in communities

of many other kinds of organisms, com-

petition is not as important as it was

ihought to be (see "Big Advantages of
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Small Refuges," April 1982, and "Com-

petition or Peaceful Coexistence?" March

1983).

Parasitoids are a major reason that

Heliconia herbivores are not organized by

the forces of interspecific competition. By

consistently killing a large fraction of the

herbivores' eggs and pupae, they prevent

excessive plant damage. The result is in-

creased food and living space for the sur-

viving beetles.

Even.' life form of the immature hispine

beetles—from egg to pupa—is attacked

by several parasitoid species, and differ-

ent species of parasitoids specialize on the

different stages. Some parasitoids may
also live off more than one host species.

Some species of wasps in the genus Pros-

paltella appear to practice a "balanced

portfolio" strategy by spreading their eggs

among several host species, including

hispines. whitefly nymphs, and perhaps

other insects. Such strategies may link the

herbivore species on Heliconia, bananas,

and probably many other kinds of plants

in a rough web of population influences

spun by parasitoids.

Thanks in large part to the parasitoids.

Heliconia plants rarely suffer much leaf

loss, but the same herbivore species have

frequently defoliated large tracts of ba-

nanas. Commercial banana plantations

are vast monocultures and afford much
more food and habitat for these insects

than does the native Heliconia. Certainly,

more Heliconia insects now live on this

imported crop than ever lived on their na-

tive host plant in Central America. Ba-

nana grows much more rapidly than

Heliconia, and its foliage is richer in nitro-

gen, a key component of proteins that is

normally in short supply to leaf-eating ani-

mals. Michael A. Auerbach of the Univer-

sity of North Dakota and I have found

that higher concentrations of nitrogen in

banana foliage increase the growth and

survival of the herbivores that choose ba-

nana over Heliconia.

Ordinarily, proportionate numbers of

parasitoids would be expected to hold

these herbivore populations in check as

they do on the native Heliconia; in fact,

they seem to do so under normal condi-

tions. Ironically, many large-scale defolia-

tions of banana plantations have been

caused by the application of insecticides,

which unexpectedly depressed parasitoid

populations more severely and chronically

:•:

than they did those of the intended target,

herbivorous insects. During the late

1950s, large plantations began aerial

spraying of the new organosynthetic (O-S)

insecticides, such as DDT and carbaryl, to

prevent what proved to be relatively low

levels of insect damage to leaves, fruit,

and stems.

While the results of wholesale applica-

tions of O-S insecticides to bananas were

:
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Caterpillars ofsaddleback moths are parasitized by braconid wasps. Facing

page: The adultfemale wasp, below left, inserts an egg into the body ofthe

saddleback with her sharp ovipositor. When her larvae hatch, theyfeed upon the

inside ofthe caterpillar, killing it. When the larvae are ready to pupate, they bore

their way out ofthe saddleback corpse and blanket it with their cocoons,far left.

The cycle is completed as the adult wasps cut their way out ofthe cocoons, center

and left. Below: After mating, the wasps go on their way asfree-living adults.

at first favorable, they soon became star-

tlingly unfavorable. Sprayed plantations

began to suffer widespread, repeated, and

sometimes increasingly severe outbreaks

of, and defoliation by, the same species of

herbivorous insects that are present in low

densities on their native Heliconia and in

only slightly higher densities in unsprayed

banana plantations. Plantations that were

never sprayed never suffered the heavy

defoliations that followed repeated aerial

application of O-S insecticides.

Ecologists Clyde Stephens, B.J. Wood,

and others discovered that parasitoids

may be virtually absent from sprayed

plantations and simultaneously abundant

on nearby unsprayed bananas. In un-

sprayed plantations, very small parasitoid

wasps normally kill more than 90 percent

of herbivore eggs, while flies and other

species of parasitic wasps kill a large frac-

tion of the pupae. The local diversity of

parasitoids in unsprayed plantations can

be high, with several species of parasitoids

attacking different developmental stages

of each herbivorous insect species.

Clearly, the absence of parasitoids from

sprayed plantations allows herbivore

populations to explode.

A growing resistance of herbivorous
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A hispine beetle, below,feeds on the leafofa Heliconia p/aw/, leaving

feeding scars. Although many closely related beetle species attack

Heliconia, they do not competeforfood or living space, apparently because

parasitoids keep each species'population in check. Opposite: Larvae of

the blue-nosed moth are hosts to more than one type ofparasitoid. Four of

the caterpillars are covered with braconidpupae. A single tachinid eggcan be

seen on one caterpillar (center), while another (right row, thirdfrom top)

bears both braconid cocoons and afly egg on its back.

pests to insecticides is likely to make mat-

ters worse in areas that are sprayed repeat-

edly. This phenomenon has not been well

studied in banana insects, but resistance is

known to develop in herbivorous insect

populations that plague many other crops,

and it could well have been a factor on ba-

nana plantations, especially where suc-

cessive outbreaks of herbivores became

more and more severe. Insecticide resis-

tance—physiological tolerance that is ge-

netically based—can spread relatively

rapidly through populations of herbivo-

rous insects because the heavy mortality

imposed by insecticides makes even a

slight resistance in just a few individuals

the major determinant of survival and suc-

cessful reproduction.

Unlike the herbivores, parasitoids do

not appear to evolve effective insecticide

resistance, and as a result they usually suf-

fer much more from repeated sprayings of

plants. Why they do not develop insecti-

cide resistance is not known. Perhaps, be-

cause they are carnivores, parasitoids lack

some of the metabolic potential to tolerate

dietary poisons; herbivores have a long

evolutionary history of exposure to poisons

in the form of noxious plant chemicals,

and they have well-developed physiologi-

cal machinery for dealing with these tox-

ins, which may act like insecticides. (Even

though Heliconia does not contain much
in the way of noxious chemicals, its herbi-

vores have the physiological machinery

for handling them, machinery probably

inherited from ancestors living on other

plants that were more toxic.)

Wholesale aerial spraying of O-S insec-

ticides on banana plantations in Central

America was stopped in the early 1 970s.

Parasitoids soon recolonized, and defolia-

tion decreased rapidly. Large-scale appli-

cation of insecticides is much rarer now,

although some local use continues. Un-

sprayed plantations experience sporadic

small-scale outbreaks of herbivorous in-

sects. One explanation for these small,

spontaneous outbreaks is that they are

precipitated by herbivores emigrating

from larger outbreaks caused by spraying

elsewhere or that insecticides themselves

may drift in the air to places far from their

site of application. Another idea is that

particular environmental conditions, such

as drought, can either frustrate parasite

attack or lead to a flurry of herbivore egg

laying that overwhelms the local parasit-

oid population. Whatever the causes,

where insecticides are not applied heavily,

outbreaks of banana insects remain local

and disappear quickly.

Parasitoids play a key role in the protec-

tion of tropical plants other than Heli-

conia and banana; epidemic outbreaks of

herbivorous insects and defoliation have

been induced by heavy application of O-S

insecticides to oranges, coffee, cotton, oil

palm, and other crops. And the use of par-

asitoids in the biological control of herbi-

vores is a well-established technology for

many temperate-zone crops. Neverthe-

less, although parasitoids are known to

greatly depress herbivore populations on a

large number of plants, we do not yet

know how common, worldwide, is the

domination of herbivore communities by

these tiny insects. Parasitoids are present

in almost all herbivore communities, but

the mortality that they cause is not uni-

formly high from community to commu-
nity. Furthermore, removing them experi-

mentally does not always lead to increases

in herbivore populations. I speculate that

the role of parasitoids might be quite re-

duced in communities where other fac-

tors, such as the weather or toxic plant

compounds, have a large influence upon

the survival and reproduction of herbi-

vores.

To complicate matters, in some com-

munities the weather or plant chemicals

can have a more adverse effect on parasit-

oids than on herbivores. Pedro Barbosa of

the University of Maryland and his col-

leagues have found that this may be true

with the gypsy moth caterpillars in North

America, where noxious chemicals from

plant foliage concentrate in the flesh of

the moth and depress the development of

parasitoids. Such complex interactions

among plant populations, herbivores, and

the herbivores' natural enemies mean that

the net balance of influence in these com-

munities may shift or fluctuate as external

conditions change and seasons progress.

The challenge to ecologists is to under-

stand this variability within and among
systems, for natural variability is the most

distinctive feature of ecological systems, a

feature that makes our discipline some-

times frustrating, always intriguing.
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On a Coral Reef, It's a Hard Knock Li
Ifunrelated staghorn corals don't

stick together, they may allfall apart

by Joseph E. Neigel and John C. Avise

As we descend through forty feet of

clear blue water over a Jamaican coral

reef, we first pass through a swarm of

ctenophores, jellylike animals pulsating

with luminescence. We then part a school

of brilliant blue chromis fish darting about

in pursuit of tiny planktonic prey. Finally,

we arrive at our destination: a reef zone

dominated by the tangled, golden brown

branches of staghorn coral. At first, there

appears to be little order within this rigid

meshwork of living coral, which resembles

a thicket of undersea cactus; but after

many dives on this reef, we have discov-

ered a clear underlying structure. The
structure is genetic, and the meshwork

consists of many distinct clones—each

representing the asexual descendants of a

single coral larva. Shaped by the processes

of birth, growth, and death within the

coral population, this structure may bear

the imprint of past events long after other

evidence has vanished.

Like most corals that build reefs off

tropical coasts and atolls, staghorn coral

formations (Acropora cervicornis) are col-

onies of interconnected animals, the coral

polyps. These polyps secrete an internal

carbonate skeleton, which gives them

their shape and into which they may with-

draw for protection. Living within the pol-

yp's digestive tissues are zooxanthellae,

symbiotic algae from which the coral de-

rives nutrients. In the nutrient-poor waters

where coral reefs usually grow, such sym-

biotic relationships with algae are often

the key to survival.

The form of the coral reflects its depen-

dence on the algae. Staghorn corals, for

example, grow into elaborate plantlike

shapes, their branches reaching upward to

expose the zooxanthellae to light. Like the

shoots of a plant, these branches grow

mostly at the tips. New polyps bud asexu-

ally from old ones, emerging as skeletal

material is deposited beneath them. The
algae residing within the polyps of stag-

horn coral are very productive, enabling it

to grow a foot or more each year, faster

than any other coral in the Caribbean.

When undisturbed, staghorn coral can

form impressive undersea forests with

branches extending upward five feet or

more. Typically, the "upper canopy" is
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On a reefoffthe Florida keys, elkhorn coral rises above aforest

ofstaghorn branches.
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about twenty feet below the surface.

Brightly colored fish rely upon this habitat

for cover, and delicate bottom-dwelling in-

vertebrates find protection from currents

and predators among the lower reaches of

the coral's branches.

The upward growth of staghorn coral is

often interrupted, however; its skeleton is

fragile, and the turbulence of a storm or a

shift in the rubble supporting a colony can

be enough to snap a branch. Yet because

the individual polyps are essentially com-

plete animals, each fragment may survive

as an independent colony. Daughter colo-

nies produced from such fragments are

genetically identical to the parent colony

and are therefore members of the same

clone; this sort of fragmentation is another

form of asexual reproduction.

Verena Tunnicliffe, of Canada's Uni-

versity of Victoria, studied staghorn corals

in Jamaica and concluded that they are

shaped not only to capture light but also to

break in such a way that the fragments are

likely to survive. Typically, after a branch

has grown for about a year, it divides at

the growing tip into three secondary

branches. Often, when such a tripod

breaks off and falls to the reef, it comes to

rest on its three tips; the rest of the frag-

ment stands above the surface of the reef,

exposed to light and to circulating water.

Without their triple-pronged ends, stag-

horn fragments would fall flat and be bur-

ied by sediment, unlikely to survive.

Tunnicliffe also observed that the

weakest point of a staghorn coral is usually

in its older, lower portion, where it has

been perforated and hollowed by the reef's

multitude of tunneling organisms: a spe-

cialized group of sponges, worms, and

other invertebrates. Breakage generally

occurs in such weakened areas, below the

newly sprouted branches.

Reproduction by fragmentation could,

in theory, enable a single clone of staghorn

coral to spread across an entire reef. How-
ever, corals can also reproduce sexually.

Polyps shed sperm into the water, where

they fertilize eggs released by other pol-

yps. The products of this union develop

into minute larvae known as planulae,

which spend a period of time, perhaps a

month, floating in the plankton, occasion-

The three-spot damselfish, below, lives by raisinga garden ofalgae on exposed

coral skeletons. To do so, it nips thepolypsfrom staghorn branches, often killing

the coral over a broad area. Graftingexperiments, right top and bottom, can

reveal genetic relationships among various coral colonies. When afragment of
staghorn coral is graftedonto a genetically unrelated colony, a natural rejection

responseproduces a bulbous outgrowth at thepoint ofjuncture. When the corals

are genetically identical, graftfusion is smooth.
Stephan Myers

ally drifting away to colonize remote is-

lands and atolls. A new coral colony is be-

gun when a planula settles down on a reef,

attaches itself there, and forms the first

polyp, from which others bud. Because

sexual reproduction provides each fertil-

ized egg with a random mixture of paren-

tal genes, every coral colony that grows

from a planula is genetically unique.

Thus, many different clones may accumu-

late on a single reef.

Our first job was to discover some way
to tell one clone from another—a difficult

task, since all staghorn corals look pretty

much alike. Fortunately, there are more

subtle biological characteristics that en-

able the corals to discriminate between

members of their own clone and other, ge-

netically different staghorns. The discov-

ery of this self versus nonself recognition

in corals came about through the work of

an immunologist, William Hildemann. It

was well established that the human im-

munological system rejects organs or tis-

sues grafted from genetically distinct do-

nors. One of Hildemann's contributions

was to challenge the longstanding belief

that only higher animals, specifically the

vertebrates, possessed an immune system.

Vertebrate immunity was known to de-

pend on a complex system of organs and

specialized cells, and most scientists

thought it unreasonable to expect that in-

vertebrates, lacking complex organiza-

tion, could have evolved such a system.

Hildemann's discovery that corals—prim-

itive coelenterates—rejected grafts from

alien colonies was therefore remarkable.

Later, Hildemann demonstrated that an

even more primitive group, the sponges,

also shared this trait.

This finding raised the intriguing pos-

sibility that we could use a coral's immune
system to identify different clones in a nat-

ural population. To investigate the feasi-

bility of this idea we experimented with a

population of staghorn coral on the fring-

ing reef that spans the mouth of Discovery

Bay in Jamaica. Named for an early visit

by Columbus during his exploration of the

New World, Discovery Bay has been a

center of coral reef research for decades.

Several problems immediately con-

cerned us. Hildemann had shown that

grafts between corals from different atoll

populations were always rejected, but we
did not know if staghorn coral's self-recog-

nition system would be sensitive enough to

distinguish clones within a single popula-

tion. We also needed a simple method of

grafting that would allow us to make the

hundreds of grafts required to discern

population structure. And whatever our

method of grafting, it would have to be
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performed while scuba diving on the reef,

since staghorn coral, like most coral spe-

cies, does not fare well in captivity.

But staghorn coral's ability to survive

fragmentation worked to our benefit. We
found that when we broke off small seg-

ments of a branch, only a few inches long,

from one colony and tied them to others

with nylon line, they survived the treat-

ment. (Each grafting experiment took a

while, however; corals showed a clear re-

sponse to a graft only after about six

months.) We tested the coral's ability to

distinguish clone mates from nonclone

mates by grafting between colonies whose

relationships we already knew. For exam-

ple, we could recognize "sister colonies"

belonging to the same clone. These were

separate, living colonies connected by the

dead remains of what was once a common
skeleton. We could also select colonies

that we were confident did not belong to

the same clone, such as those separated by

a wide sandy area or other permanent nat-

ural barrier substantial enough to block

the movement of living coral fragments.

Two kinds of graft response appeared in

these experiments. In some instances, the

calcareous skeleton and external soft tis-

sues of the grafted branch fused to the

host with a smooth, unbroken junction.

This "fusion" response, representing a

graft acceptance, was the outcome of ev-

ery graft between known clone mates. In

other instances the area of contact be-

tween the branches developed into a dis-

tinctive skeletal barrier, a bleached, swol-

len outgrowth that separated the living

tissues of the graft from the host. This re-

jection response characterized every graft

between staghorns we had identified as

nonclone mates.

Encouraged by the consistency of our

findings, we began to use graft responses

to determine previously unknown clonal

relationships. Prior to our study, nothing

was known about the spatial pattern or ex-

tent of coral clones nor was there a ready

means of determining them. It had been

considered possible, for example, that an

entire reef might consist of one gigantic

megaclone or, alternatively, that nearly

every colony had a unique genotype. Our
first experiments, therefore, were de-

signed to give us a rough idea of how large

staghorn coral clones on the Jamaican reef

really were. The results indicated that the

clones typically consisted of small groups

of colonies, spaced within a few feet of one

another. In about half of the cases we ex-

amined, neighboring colonies were unre-

lated. The general picture was one of a di-

verse population, composed mostly of

clones with fewer than twenty member
colonies. Our next step was to set up graft-

ing experiments that would enable us to

map the invisible clonal boundaries across

the reef. To obtain the necessary level of

detail, we made hundreds of grafts.

A whim of nature, however, changed

our plans. In August 1980, while we
waited for the graft responses to develop,

Hurricane Allen swept over the north

coast of Jamaica, disrupting the entire

reef community at Discovery Bay. Sev-

enty-mile-per-hour winds raised thirty-

five-foot waves that pounded the reef. Un-
like many other coral reefs in the

Caribbean, Discovery Bay has only rarely

been in the direct path of a full-scale hurri-

cane, the last one in 1917. We had grown

accustomed to a reef community that

changed little from year to year, but now a

dramatic alteration had taken place.

Coral heads several feet in diameter had

been pushed across the reef like steam

rollers, leaving trails of pulverized coral

behind them. The once magnificent for-

ests of elkhorn coral, a close relative of

staghorn coral found in shallower water,

had been leveled to rubble. Tons of sand

had been scooped up and heaped in drifts

upon the reef, burying corals and other an-

imals. In areas that were once fields of

waving sea fans and sea whips, drifts of

sand covered all but the tips of these frag-
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ile animals, giving the impression of a

stark winter snow scene. Our grafting ex-

periments were almost completely de-

stroyed. Only one out of every hundred

colonies of staghorn coral survived the

crushing impact of the waves, and many

of these were badly damaged or half bur-

ied in the rubble.

Although our experiment was lost, we

gained a new and important perspective

on staghorn coral populations. Hurricanes

and other destructive events, such as cold

fronts and plagues of predators or para-

sites, are an essential feature of the natu-

ral history of corals. To fully understand

the forces that shape the growth of stag-

horn coral clones, we need to take into ac-

count events that seem rare by our human

sense of time but are experienced over and

over again by natural populations and

communities.

One way to study natural processes that

take place over long periods of time is to

create a model of the process in which the

passage of time can be sped up and the

outcome observed. Using a computer, we

designed a model of a staghorn coral popu-

lation in which the corals were pro-

grammed to either arrive as planulae or

originate as fragments from nearby colo-

nies. We used census data taken from our

Jamaican staghorn coral population to set

realistic birth and death rates. This simu-

lated coral population showed us how

clones might change through time and

how, through chance alone, some clones

grow in size to cover large areas, while oth-

ers head into extinction. The result was a

patchwork of clones, which we refer to as

the "clonal structure" of the population.

After experimenting with several mod-

els, we found that two factors were of ma-

jor importance. One was, as expected, that

both the number and typical size of clones

in a population depended to a large extent

on the balance between the introduction

of new clones from planula larvae and the

spread of established clones through frag-

mentation. The other, less expected factor

was the strong influence that a popula-

tion's past history could exert on the size

number of clones. This historical in-

fluence implies that catastrophic events

such as Hurricane Allen could affect the

clonal structure of a population for more

than a century, even if the population ap-

peared to recover (in terms of the number

of corals) after a few years. In a sense, the

clonal structures of staghorn coral popula-

tions hold the memories of such events,

and with sufficient understanding of the

dynamics of clonal structure, we may be

able to tap these memories.

We continued our investigations with a

relatively undisturbed population of stag-

horn coral off Saint Croix, in the Virgin Is-

lands. Our study area was a reef outside of

Tague Bay, in water that was about thirty

feet deep. As in Discovery Bay, the reefs

around Tague Bay have been actively

studied.

With our first exploratory dives, we be-

came aware of several significant con-

trasts between the staghorn coral colonies

in Saint Croix and their Jamaican coun-

terparts (as they were before Hurricane

Allen). Staghorn coral was considerably

less abundant in Saint Croix, and colonies

were clustered into isolated groups rather

than spread as a continuous meshwork

over the reef. Small juvenile staghorn cor-

als, uncommon on the Jamaican reef, were

virtually absent at Tague Bay. Although

many factors could contribute to these dif-

ferences, we noticed one that seemed to be

of great importance: at Saint Croix, much

of the reefs hard bottom was covered by a

thin layer of fine sediment; by compari-

son, the reef bottom in Jamaica was

mostly exposed.

The effects of sediment on corals can be

severe. If continually buried in sediment,

a coral will eventually die. Some species of

coral are better equipped than others to re-

move sediment, by lifting it off with their

tentacles or by sloughing off sheets of
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Staghorn polyps, left, differfrom most other corals in that they emergefrom

their skeletal coverings during the day as well as the night. The daytime activity

may be an adaptation to gather lightfor the symbiotic algae that live in staghorn

digestive tissue. Below: The sponge Haliclona hogarthi is another primitive

animal inhabitant ofthe reef. Like corals, the branches ofsponges can break off

and reestablish themselves as new colonies.

mucus in which sediment is trapped. A
few species are able to live on top of loose

sediments, like rafts upon a sandy sea,

without the usual attachment to a solid

surface and can even right themselves if

capsized. The corals in our study area at

Tague Bay appeared to be engaged in a

constant struggle against the rain of sedi-

ment. We found many dead colonies bur-

ied beneath the sediment, and the species

that were most abundant were those that

were proficient at ridding themselves of

sediment.

Staghorn coral, although not an excel-

lent sediment remover, can rise above the

problem by using its lower branches for

supports only and growing well above the

sediment-covered bottom. But this solu-

tion only works for adult colonies and

large fragments of colonies. A juvenile ini-

tiated from a planula larva is less than an

inch tall and can escape burial only if at-

tached to a surface that is itself raised

above the sediment. Similarly, small frag-

ments of unsupported colonies will also

perish. Sedimentation can thus explain

the overall sparseness of the staghorn

coral population in Saint Croix, as well as

the nearly total absence of juveniles.

We are not certain why sediment rain

on the Tague Bay reef is so heavy, but

again we can make a reasonable conjec-

ture. The Jamaican reef sits on a narrow

shelf, less than half a mile wide, that

slopes steeply into deep water. The reef at

Saint Croix is on a much broader shelf,

more than three miles across, and the

population of staghorn coral there was far

removed from deep water. Sediment car-

ried from land into the ocean may rapidly

sink into the deeper waters off the Jamai-

can reef, while in Saint Croix, it is trapped

on the broad offshore shelf.

On the reef at Saint Croix, then, plan-

ula larvae rarely succeed in establishing

new staghorn colonies. What effect does

this have on the population's clonal struc-

ture? To find out, we changed our com-

puter model of a Jamaican staghorn coral

population to resemble more closely the

Saint Croix population by reducing the

rate at which new clones arrived in the

population. The effect was a decrease in

the number of clones in the population,

while the area typically covered by an in-

dividual clone increased. We obtained a

more direct answer from a large number

of grafts between staghorn corals in the

Tague Bay population. Some were used as

controls, like those used in our earlier

study in Jamaica, while others were used

to map the extent of individual clones. As

predicted by the computer model, the

clones at the Saint Croix population were

fewer and larger than those at the Jamai-

can site.

One finding surprised us. We had

guessed that each isolated group of stag-

horn coral colonies represented the full ex-

tent of a single clone and that the edge of a

cluster would mark the front of that

clone's advance. We found, however, that

one clone could encompass several of

these clusters and that the boundaries be-
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A coral reefin the Caribbean is reduced to rubble after a hurricane, below. Such

destructiveforces may be as important as reproduction in shaping the long-term

genetic history ofa reef. Right: The lower reaches ofa staghorn reefprovide

coverfor many species ofbrightly coloredfish. Here, a bigeye, a nocturnal

species, hides out in coral branches during the day.

tween clones could run through them. One

interpretation of this lack of correspon-

dence between groups of living coral colo-

nies and clonal boundaries is that after the

clones have spread outward, it is the death

of colonies, rather than their propagation,

that carves the population into isolated

groups. Many natural agents could pro-

duce such a pattern of mortality. Local-

ized outbreaks of predators or disease or

simply an uneven distribution of sediment

could kill corals in one area while sparing

those nearby.

One conspicuous cause of staghorn

mortality is the three-spot damselfish, a

four-inch-long, gray-and-black fish that

makes its living by farming a garden of al-

gae. The damselfish begins a garden by

biting at the coral polyps within its terri-

tory until it has cleared an area several

feet across. The exposed coral skeleton is

soon covered with a dense growth of algae,

which serves both as a source of food and a

nesting site for the fish. The damselfish

constantly defends its garden from ma-

rauding fish and sea urchins, ferociously

attacking intruders many times its size, in-

cluding curious divers. Staghorn reefs

—

preferred sites for gardens— may support

substantial communities of damselfish.

whose farming activities sometimes de-

stroy the coral over large areas of the reef

and also prevent it from recovering.

Our studies have given us a deeper un-

derstanding of the many forces— preda-

tors, hurricanes, reproductive patterns

—

that influence the structure of staghorn

coral populations. But as we make use of

the ability of invertebrates to distinguish

between self and nonself. we also wonder

what role this ability might play in the nat-

ural lives of these simple animals. The
purpose, if any, of histologic incompatibil-

ities among individuals—whether higher

animals or invertebrates—is still a matter

of speculation. However, the inverte-

brates, more than higher animals, have

given us some clues.

Among the invertebrates that have

been studied in this regard are some sea

memones, close relatives of corals. Indi-

li sea anemones resemble coral pol-

yps without the external skeleton, and like

coral polyps, many can reproduce both

sexually and asexually. In a few species

unrelated clones are known to engage in

fights. Lisbeth Francis of Bates College

studied this phenomenon in the sea anem-

one Anthopleura elegantissima. Clones of

this anemone huddle together on rocky

shores to hold on to reserves of water as the

tide recedes. The anemones on the perime-

ter of the clone act as guards, equipped

with tentaclelike specialized organs, or

acrorhagi. which are used only in combat

with other anemones. If an anemone from

a different clone comes into contact with

these border guards, it is recognized as a

nonclone mate and violently repelled with

the acrorhagi. This war between clones

makes good evolutionary sense. From the

standpoint of natural selection, which acts

on genetic differences among individuals,

each clone is a single individual. Compe-
tition between unrelated clones of the

same species, with survival going to the fit-

test, is therefore no different from compe-

tition between genetically different indi-

viduals.

Corals also fight among themselves, but

most of these fights seem to be between

members of different species. Sometimes,

corals fight with specialized tentacles, but

more often they extend long filaments

—

normally used for internal digestion—out

through the polyp's body wall and exter-

nally digest the victim. Judy Lang of the

University of Texas at Austin has shown

that each species of coral fits into a peck-

ing order, its rank determined by the

reach of its digestive filaments. These

fights are probably important in dividing

available living space, a precious resource

on the reef.

Rejection of grafts between different

clones may also represent competition for

space, although we believe that this is un-

likely because the effects of the rejection

appear to be very mild. In our experi-

ments, the survival rate of small pieces of

staghorn coral grafted to nonclone mates

was as high as the survival rate of those

grafted to clone mates. Perhaps most sig-

nificant is that in both graft acceptances

and rejections, the skeletons become

firmly cemented together. This joining

provides a stronger support for both colo-

nies and lessens their chances of a fatal

collapse to the bottom of the reef. Since

every colony of staghorn coral is engaged

in a constant race to grow upward faster

than it is consumed and eroded from be-

low, physical support between neighbor-

ing colonies may play an important role in

their survival. Evolution may have de-

cided that under these conditions the best

strategy for broken corals is, literally, to

stick together.
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A Skilled Eluder
The ruddy kingfisher knows how to hide

its brightnessfrom the world

Photographs by Tadashi Shimada

The ruddy kingfisher is not what or-

nithologists consider a rare species, yet it

is seldom seen and seldom photographed.

Japanese photographer Tadashi Shimada

got these pictures by luring the bird to a

specially constructed, fish-baited pool on

Japan's northernmost island, Hokkaido.

There it perched on an overhanging limb

and peered intently into the water below.

A sudden flash of brilliant colors, a

splash—and a second later the bird was

back on its perch with a small fish grasped

firmly in its beak. It smacked the fish

against the side of the branch, then swal-

lowed it whole, head first.

Ruddy kingfishers are about the size of

robins and are found not only in Japan but

also in many other parts of Asia, as far

south as Indonesia and as far west as the

Himalayas. Most of them live where the

fishing is good: along densely wooded

streams, in mangrove swamps, in tidal for-

• i-v „ ..... .

'
• - % ' -

'

Nature Productions. Tokyo
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ests adjacent to a coastal beach. Although

they are bold of color, their ways are

timid, and they are surprisingly hard to

spot, eluding observers by maneuvering

through the thiek, shadowy underbrush

with great agility. Australian ornithologist

J.M. Forshaw has written in his mono-

graph on kingfishers that they are "more

often heard than seen," for their tremu-

lous, flutelike call carries a long way. In

Japan they call out especially during over-

cast weather and early in the morning.

Some ruddy kingfishers spend their

lives in such comfortably warm areas as

Java or the Malay Peninsula. Others fly

north each year to breed, migrating by

night; each male has its special neighbor-

hood where it returns year after year.

Nonmigrants, too, are faithful to a single

home territory: in Selangor, Malaysia,

ringed birds have been recaptured in the

same vicinity after intervals of two, three,

and even six years.

A hollow tree limb makes a good nest

for the ruddy kingfisher, but many lay

their eggs in excavations in earthen banks.

Some years ago an ornithologist investi-

gated a number of such burrows and re-

ported that they consisted of a narrow tun-

nel ending in a chamber about six inches

wide and four and one-half inches high,

with a depression in the floor where eggs

are laid. According to Forshaw, little is

known of the ruddy kingfisher's breeding

behavior, but adults of both sexes have

been captured in nest cavities containing

up to six eggs.

Compared with their parents, the im-

mature birds are drab, with brownish

feathers, bills, and legs; on their lower

backs, however, they sport a patch of deep

royal blue. d
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ome Software Naturals
Three experts recommend the best science programs

for children to use on home computers

Selecting good software is one of the

hardest challenges for anyone owning, or

thinking of owning, a home computer.

And it is particularly difficult in the field

of natural history, where the potential of

home computers has barely been tapped.

Any attempt to present a definitive arti-

cle about science software for youngsters

to use at home would be premature. Nu-

merous programs exist; new ones are ap-

pearing daily. Yet their usefulness in

homes is untested. Even in classrooms,

where computers have made inroads for a

decade, few educators agree on the value

of different software programs.

So Natural History took a simple—but

we hope useful—approach to this com-

plex subject. We asked three experts to

look at software for science and then to list

with comments some of their favorite pro-

grams. We welcome your reactions, and if

any readers have found useful software

programs that fit under the wide umbrella

of natural history, we would like to learn

about them and bring them to the atten-

tion of other readers through the "Let-

ters" column.

Computers

Should Do
Things Science

Teachers Can't

by Richard C. Adams

Richard C. Adams is a high school sci-

ence teacher who gives classes in chemis-

try, physics, and computer science at

Pleasant Hill High School in Pleasant

Hill, Oregon. He also writes a columnfor
The Computing Teacher, a publication of
the International Councilfor Computers

in Education, an organization affiliated

with the University of Oregon.

There are a lot of bad ways to teach sci-

ence. One of the worst is to treat it as a

closed subject in which there is a re-

stricted amount of information that is sup-

posed to be memorized and then regurgi-

tated on a test. Science is not a closed

ct; it is a process by which we find

^resting things. Geniuses often

leaps of intuition, and dumb luck

(sometimes called serendipity) can play a

part too. Over the last five centuries, how-

ever, the scientific method has been found

to be a procedure by which almost anyone

can learn about the world and be fairly

certain of the validity of what has been

learned.

In the field of education, computers

should do the things that science teachers

or books can't do better. I don't think com-

puter software will ever replace the

schoolroom; computers can't administer

hugs when things go well or badly, and so-

cial interaction is still part of the educa-

tion of the young. Nevertheless, science

software on computers can be a magic

door that opens new worlds for young

minds.

The difference between classroom

teaching and the approach of science soft-

ware is pointed up by a program called al-

gebra arcade (Wadsworth Electronic

Publishing). Do you remember how your

algebra teacher loved equations and

talked about what they "did"? Do you re-

member the times the teacher completely

lost the class while painfully plotting each

point of a graph on the blackboard, ac-

companied by much erasing and flying

chalk dust? The course, even if you passed

it, probably wasn't much fun.

algebra arcade, on the other hand,

makes learning a game. It challenges stu-

dents as young as nine to shoot down, with

algebraic equations, little creatures,

called Algebroids, on a graph. The bottom

of the screen says simply "Y= " and the

user fills in the blank space. Y=4 will

make a straight line across the screen, four

spaces up from the middle line. That

equation will shoot down a few Alge-

broids. Y=X will make a diagonal line

from bottom left to top right. When you

start fooling around with things like Y=X2

you get a curved line and can shoot down
more Algebroids. What happens if you

multiply Y=X2 by 5 or divide it by 2? How
does the shape or location of the curve

change? With this program high school

freshmen can begin to get a feel for how
curves change. Usually that ability comes

to mathematics majors later in college, if

then. I have seen thirteen-year-olds plot-

ting new curves, and hitting six Alge-

broids on one pass by working equations in

trigonometric and exponential functions.

But algebra arcade is just a game and

users don't realize they are learning high-

level mathematics.

rocky's boots (The Learning Com-
pany) is another program with beautiful

pictures that children as young as five can

enjoy. It involves a raccoon (Rocky), a

movable skeleton, and machines that will

kick alligators. The machines are built out
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Homeowners aren't the only ones who can borrow on

their equity from Chemical Bank. Because ifyou own a

condominium you may borrow from $15,000 to $100,000

from Chemical, with one of these two customized second-

mortgage plans.
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of digital logic components, but the users

don't have to know anything about that.

They can just have fun, get complex de-

vices to do what they want them to do, and

unwittingly absorb some principles of

logic.

With tellstar (Scharf Software Sys-

tems) you can duplicate some of the in-

formation in the "Celestial Events" col-

umn in Natural History magazine. This

program will show the objects in the sky

for any day or night between a.d. 1 and

a.d. 3000, with five views (looking south,

east, north, west, or overhead), and print

out a chart of the sky. You can watch the

motions of the stars and planets through

the hours. With this program, youngsters

can learn, in one afternoon, things about

celestial motion that took the ancients cen-

turies to recognize.

astronomy disk (Prentice-Hall Inc.),

another celestial program, enables you to

take a look at our solar system from any

angle and to watch the planets move at

whatever rate you wish. You can even set

up your own satellite system, choose or-

bital shapes, and watch how the orbits

change with time. You can vary the tem-

perature of a star and see how its color

changes, and also see a graph showing

which light frequencies relate to which

temperatures. You can not only design

your own planet, adjusting mass, size, dis-

tance from its star, type of star and its

temperature, and how much light the at-

mosphere of your personal planet reflects,

but also see what happens to the tempera-

ture and living conditions on your planet

when these variables are altered. In one

version of this program, you can get a pic-

ture of what your planet's surface would

look like—charred black, icy white, or

green with life—under different condi-

tions. I've watched nonscience students

sitting in the back of the room design a sys-

tem in which they used a very hot F2 star,

class V (smaller than our sun), with a

small dense planet placed far from it, and

then shout "Awriiiiight" when they got

the green grass and liquid water in the pic-

ture to show that they had achieved terres-

trial conditions on the planet even in that

weird system.

Both Cross Educational Software and

Vernier Software produce a series of kits

with which to make light probes and tem-

PROGRAM
(List Price) COMPANY

RAM
Needed

Compatible

Computers

Available

in retail

stores

Algebra Arcade

($49.95)

Wadsworth Electronic

Publishing

555AbregoSt.
Monterey, CA 93940

48K
128K

Apple

IBM
Commodore

Yes

Astronomy Disk

($29.95)

Prentice-Hall Inc.

Englewood Cliffs,

NJ 07632

48K Apple Some

Heredity Dog
($59.00)

HRM Software

175 Tompkins Ave.

Pleasantville, NY 10570

48K Apple,

Commodore
No

Set of 1

Physics

Programs

($239.95. Also

Vernier Software

2920 SW 89th St.

Portland, OR 97225

48K Apple No

available

separately)

Rocky's Boots

($49.95)

The Learning Company
4370 Alpine Road
Portola Valley, CA
94025

48K Apple,

Commodore
Yes

TellStar

(Apple-$79.95)

(IBM-$99.95)

Scharf Software Systems

Inc.

2111-M30thSt.
Suite 1068

Boulder, CO 80301

48K
128K

Apple
IBM

No

Young People's

Medical Skool

($49.99)

Simulation Software

6035 N. Maplewood Ave.

Chicago, I L 60659

Information

unavailable

Information

unavailable

No
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perature probes that will hook up to the

back of several makes of computer. Using

these probes, you might, for instance, put

one thermometer inside your house and

one outside, and see a graph at the end of

the day showing how the temperature var-

ied in both locations. With the computer

set to plot the temperature reading on a

graph on the screen every second or every

minute or every ten minutes, you might

put a probe in a glass of hot water and see

how long it takes the water to cool. Then

you might put hot water in a Styrofoam

cup and compare the slopes of the cooling

curves. You could put one light probe in a

hamster cage over a reflective water dish

and point another probe at the room's

light source. At the end of a day you could

check to see if the graph showed any con-

nection between the number of times the

hamster took a drink of water and whether

the light was on or off. Or a light probe

might be placed at the entrance to a dark

shelter in the cage to learn whether keep-

ing track of when the animal goes in and

out of its cage might lead you to draw

some conclusions about behavior. Cross

also produces a good series of learning

packages for concepts in physics. Objects

in animation move on the screen, demon-

strating physics concepts.

There are many different "data base"

programs that resemble electronic filing

cabinets. They enable you, for instance, to

fill out cards for each rock in your collec-

tion, noting where it was found, its color,

and its type. You can alphabetize all the

cards by name, realphabetize them by

color in seconds, or print out only the

"red" rocks found "at the river." This flex-

ibility and user participation might lead

you to some conclusions about geology.

With heredity dog (HRM Software)

you choose characteristics of dogs, such as

markings or coat type, and then breed sev-

eral successive generations. The results il-

lustrate Mendelian genetics.

YOUNG PEOPLE'S MEDICAL SKOOL

(Simulation Software), despite the cutesy

spelling, allows you to be the doctor, tak-

ing medical histories, prescribing tests to

be run, making diagnoses, and then initiat-

ing treatment. After monitoring the pa-

tient's condition and giving more tests,

you will find out whether you have cured

or killed your patient. The patient's bank

balance is displayed at all times to indi-

cate how many more tests you can afford

to do. Sometimes disgruntled patients get

tired of taking what they consider too

many tests and walk out. Losing a patient

on the computer, due to some mistake, is

much less traumatic than trying the same

things out on your friends. Lab cleanup is

easier, too.

AFRICAN WILDLIFE FOUNDATION S E R E N G E T IHE W I L D L R T OF DAN

The AFRICAN WILDLIFE FOUNDATION
has commissioned internationally ac-
claimed wildlife artist, Daniel Gilbert,

to create this poster honoring the maj-

esty of Tanzania's Serengeti National

Park. For your tax-deductible contribu-

tion of $20 or more, AWF will send you
one of these high-quality prints (the

first in a series featuring African Parks).

Your generous gift will help ensure the

survival of Africa's treasures.

To receive your AFRICAN WILDLIFE FOUNDATION •

SERENGETI poster, please send your gift of $20 or

more (plus $3.50 shipping and handling) to:

AWF ^ft^^^St^^^
AFRICAN WILDLIFE FOUNDATION

1717 Massachusetts Avenue. NW. Washington, DC 20036

City Zip

Rare Butterflies

Six butterflies, produced from ex-

tremely rare 18th and 19th century

hand-colored engravings in the Rare

Book Room of the American Museum
of Natural History. Each packet comes

with ten lovely notecards and enve-

lopes.

Yes, I would like to order

sets of notecards at $4.95 each (ship-

ping included).

Name:

Address:

City: State: . Zip:

Please make check to American Mu-
seum of Natural History and mail to:

Members' Book Program, American

Museum of Natural History, Central

Park West at 79th Street, New York,

NY 10024.

OFFICIAL GUIDE

FROM
THE
MUSEUM
SHOP

Members are

entitled to a

10% discount.

pleasant and
jrchase the

iuide. $2.50
and handling;

I)

American Museum

To help you organize a

informative visit, pi

Museum's Official C

each. ($1.50 postage <

75C for each additiona

Official

copies of

Guide for

Please send me

.

the Museum's
$ . -

I enclose a check payable to the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History for

City

State

Mat to

Zc

L
Museum Shop • American Museum ot Natural Htstory I

Central Park West al 79th Street New •
'.

,
:
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All these experiments can teach chil-

or adults about scientific subjects in

an inductive manner. The user gathers

data, makes an educated guess as to what

the results would be under given condi-

tions, then tests to see if the guess is cor-

rect. It's called the scientific method.

Masking
Education

in a Video Game
by Juliana Texley

Juliana Texley is head of the science

department at University Liggett School

in Grosse Pointe, Michigan. She is also

the editor ofthe Science Teacher, a publi-

cation of the National Science Teachers

Association in Washington, DC.

In the days b.c. (before the computer)

an armchair naturalist could become a vi-

carious explorer through books or TV. To-

day, despite the infiltration of computer

microchips into the family circle, those op-

tions often remain the media of choice for

home learning.

Where does computer software fit in?

The wise consumer will question what a

given piece of software can do that televi-

sion or a book cannot do as well or better.

The answer may provide standards for to-

day's software market.

Three years ago, the popularity of the

microcomputer took publishers by sur-

prise. Searching frantically for soft-

ware in science, they first came up with

lots of programs containing text and re-

view questions. Written for college

classes, these were designed to run on

printers connected to distant mainframe

computers. Concurrently, a rash of quiz

programs on almost every topic was

quickly assembled by textbook publishers.

The first software offered to the educa-

tional market was so bad that teachers and

home buyers soon became discouraged.

As surrogate books, video display ter-

minals are notoriously difficult on the

eyes. The sometimes awkward position of

the screen, the glare, and the contrast on

the screen fatigue the user much more

quickly than would a book containing the

same text. Some software is limited to up-

per-case letters (making it difficult to

read), and other programs display the text

at a pace only a speed reader could com-

prehend. A "tutorial" program that sim-

ply displays a text has little value for the

home learner—child or adult—once the

novelty wears off. Built-in quizzes also add

little.

Yet computers do have one feature that

no text has, namely, moving illustrations.

The replication of DNA, the elliptical or-

bit of a planet, the relationship of an en-

zyme to its substrate, resist verbal descrip-

tion but can be made clear in moving

pictures. Young people who have been

weaned on video games appreciate good

computer illustrations. Of course, the clar-

ity of the illustrations depends on both the

hardware and the software—and both

vary widely in quality. Still, a program

that makes effective use of moving graph-

ics can provide the learner with a fascinat-

ing new dimension.

Some examples worthy of examination

in today's software market include solar

system astronomy (Cross Educational

Software), an up-to-date tour of the plan-

ets with moving illustrations that has

proved valuable for middle schoolers. For

primary school students, dinosaurs (by

the same firm) provides a vocabulary les-

son with better-than-average graphics.

This program challenges users to match

Cahuilla Women Waiting in the Forest Watching the Dancers

-IHHrf *****

i Wwn^ »r *
,

%>

Lake Pomo Son of the Desert Black Eagle

EDWARD S. CCIRTIS
Portraits of the North American Indian

The history of the North American Indian... captured forever in these timeless creations

by Edward S. Curtis. The legend lives on in these masterful reproductions

made from original 1 9th Century photogravures.

His unique insights into the past are here for you to enjoy today. Reproduced on
superb quality paper and enclosed by a neutral PH bevelled cut mat each of these

seven prints come in 13" x 17" hand-rubbed, solid walnut frames. All are permanently

sealed with picture quality plexiglass and craft paper.

For only $22.50 plus $2.1 5 postage and handling each, this saga of the

North American Indian can be yours to keep and enjoy forever.

Send check or money order to:

Edward Curtis Reproductions

P.O. Box 429
Englewood, Colorado 80151

To charge your order with MasterCard or VISA, Call collect: 303- 71

Please allow 2-3 weeks delivery.

If you wish to buy a print as a gift for someone, send us his or her name and address,

and we'll mail them a framed print with a card from you.
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"Itfigures. Ifthere 's artificial intelligence, there 's bound to be some artificial stupidity.

'

the picture with the name and invites

them to walk through swamps and watch

the dinosaurs eat each other.

Not only can computers provide motion

but they can also be "user friendly." They

can interact with the user, responding to

commands and requests. In this respect,

some software packages rate far above

others, offering some addicting options.

When the user of astronomy: stars for

all seasons (Educational Activities Inc.)

gives the computer a latitude, a date, and

north and south reference points, the com-

puter responds with an accurate (albeit

two-dimensional) representation of the

dome of the sky for that night and loca-

tion. The user of heart lab (by the same

firm) can similarly specify a pulse and sev-

eral other vital signs, and then observe the

motion of the heart as he or she learns.

A more sophisticated dimension of the

computer is its ability to simulate the nat-

ural world. Especially effective are math-

ematical models that attempt to replicate

the workings of nature. Predation, evolu-

tion, and genetic expression have all been

the basis for programs that extend the

learner's imagination beyond the limita-

tions of real life. The question most

characteristic of the scientist, "What if

.
?" is in these programs, the key to arm-

chair exploration.

© 1984 by Sidney Harris—American Scientist Magazine

Perhaps the most popular example of

simulation in the life sciences is a program

called cat lab (Conduit), an open-ended

genetic simulation in which students mate

imaginary cats to produce genetically

valid litters of kittens. Printed documenta-

tion that accompanies the program (a us-

er's manual of sorts) provides the theoreti-

cal background for the attractively

illustrated results, making the program

suitable for middle school students or for

advanced learning.

Evolutionary principles have likewise

been made use of by programmers in

other simulations, natural selection

(Educational Materials and Equipment)

illustrates the work of the late British nat-

uralist H.B.D. Kcttlewell with peppered

moths (Bistort betularia) in a manner that

would help any amateur naturalist above

junior high school level gain a greater un-

derstanding of this complex subject.

While some reviewers have criticized the

program's graphics, others have praised

its accuracy.

For youngsters of primary school age

and below. Cross's aquarium can illus-

trate predation in the family fish tank.

Here, very good graphics are offset by rel-

atively low educational content. But the

program has a video-game aspect that will

attract both children and their parents.

Educational

programs

available

NATURAL WONDERS
OF KENYA

The acacia-dotted Serengeti plains,

the majestic peaks of Mt. Kenya,

the awesome escarpments and

flamingo-fringed soda lakes of the

Great Rift Valley are but a few of

the spectacles that create the

magnificence of Kenya. The feeling

of the tented camp immersed in the

open air and sounds of the wild

creates a genuine safari

atmosphere never to be forgotten.

Monthly Departures
11 inclusive

^) from New York

For more information and free brochure call

TOLL FREE

Suite 104, 1776 Independence Court

Birmingham, Alabama 35216

205/870-5550

INTERNATIONAL
EXPEDITIONS !^



Rent Mother Nature
Lease A Sugar Maple Tree Or
A Sap Bucket For One Year
A really different Christmas gift idea. First, we'll send each lucky friend, in time

for Christmas, a Gift Announcement Card from you—and a copy of an

authentic 1890 Treasury Dept. Lease, hand-personalized, and suitable for

framing. Then, in Spring '85, when all the sap has been gathered and
processed, each tree tenant will receive a big, decorated jug filled with at least

60 ounces of 100% pure Maple Syrup—30 ounce guarantee to bucket tenants

—

even more if Mother Nature yields an abundant supply! We do all the work

—

your friends get the delicious natural syrup—and you get all the raves!

Tree Lease $25.00 or Bucket Lease $15.00
Send check plus $4.00 handling per gift to:

NORTH COUNTRY CORP. Dept. NC 113 A
Box 193, 106 Appleton St., Cambridge, MA 02138.
Include full name and address of gift recipient.

VISA & Mastercharge Accepted With Expiration Date
To order by phone call (617) 734-5409.

©Maplcwing 19S4 ».-- Dolphin Whale Shin — From

FREE CATALOG! 22 Great Environmental,
Wildlife, and Anti-nuke Designs! s8.25 each; less

with bulk orders. Satisfaction guaranteed. 10% of

profits go to environmental causes. Share the Earth!

JIM MORRIS PO. BOX 2308 DEPT.CM4
(303) 444-M30 BOULDER. COLO. 80306

ENVIRONMENTAL
••T-SHIRTS---

Plains Indian Art fir Artifacts.

WW;
v ' —» -. r- '

u «

ji^^Sfc^f-^

Free Catalog shows painted shields.

mounted Iroph) buffalo skulls war

arrows peate pipes chokers, breast

plates, war clubs tomahawks,

I
lances, horse dance Sikhs, star

quills and more. Exclusive

source. Hand-made with trad.

ttonal tools and authentic

materials- Many have interesting

stories to tell Irom Cheyenne Siou*

and Blacktool heritage. Collector's

items unique gifts and stunning

decorations.

l **-- Write or call:

PRAIRIE EDGE P.O. Box 8503 Department «H
Rapid City South Dakota 57701 Area Cede )605) 341 3620

One of the 34 places where travel with Questers

becomes a learning experience.

For Tour Directory write or call:

Questers worldwide nature tours
Dept NH; 257 Park Ave S; NY, NY 10010 (212) 673-3120

OKerenoKee
One of the 34 places where travel with Questers

becomes a learning experience.

For Tour Directory write or call:

Questers worldwide nature tours
Dept NH: 257 Park Ave S: NY NY 10010 (212) 673-3120

DISPLAY CASES
PROTECT AND
DRAMATIZE YOUR
PRECIOUS WORK

OF ART

CUSTOM MADE
cleor luciteon a
finished wood base

SEND DIMENSIONS • LENGTH • WIDTH
AND HEIGHT • WE WILL QUOTE PRICE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
FOR ESTIMATE CALL [804] 442-2299

OR WRITE

f THE DISPLAY CASE COMPANY O
H Box 880E. Exmore. VA 23350

BIRD ENTHUSIASTS!
CORNELL UNIVERSITY'S

LABORATORY OF
ORNITHOLOGY

is offering for sale:

HOME STUDY COURSE
IN BIRD PHOTOGRAPHY

Emphasizing Professional Evaluation of Student Work-

PHOTOGRAPHER'S OBSERVATION BLIND

A Unique and Exclusive Design: made by Eureka!-

COLOR SLIDES OF N. AMERICAN BIRDS

Excellent Tools for Teaching and Personal Enjoyment-

For More Information. Write or Call:

Photographic Services N124 Laboratory of

Ornithology. Cornell University, Sapsucker Woods,
Ithaca, NY. 14850; phone (607) 256-4017

rBOOK HUNTING?^
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: BOOKS-ON-FILE Since

Box 195 Dept 74 1958

UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087-0195

Natural History & Cultural

Expeditions
Tanzania Kenya Tanzania/Kenya

Tanzania/Rwanda/Zaire

Ecuador Peru Galapagos Islands

Belize Mexico Indonesia Thailand

Geo Expeditions
For free literature please write or call:

P.O.Box27136-C Oakland, CA94602
Telephone 415 / 530-4146

Crusing ExpeditionAcrossA Continent

AMAZON
Explore the byways ofthe Amazon in comfort
with naturalist guide/lecturers. Daily excur-
sions into the waterways of lush jungle. Fine
accommodation on the world's most modern
expedition cruising ship MS SOCIETY
EXPLORER. Departs October 1985. 17 Davs
from S2990. Write or call 800-426-7794.

"

y^xpeditionsl
Deps.NH12 723 Broadway East, SeattleWA 98102

-se_
- Antarctica 3 Lost Islands D Indonesia D Alaska

sssage D New G-jir.e^ China a Japan Chilean
I rjords D Caribbean PRIVATE TRAINS Orient Express

S Qeria _ Irnpena! Pekinn Express D Indi:, Paris to
Ljrradng _ LV.'D EXPEDITIONS D GOlkMETADVENTURES

FAMOUS
FEDORA

1995

Money-back
Guarantee

A revival of an old favorite. You saw a fedora like this in

"Indiana Jones & the Temple of Doom' — reminding us all

of how much adventure a man in a fedora can find. Our
version is of special wool felt, finer textured and stiffer

for improved shape retention over ordinary felts. Features
a tapered 5" crown with triangular crease and 2 side tucks,

a 2Y2" brim and a deep brown grosgrain band. Fully lined

with rayon satin. Sizes 6% thru 7 1/2 (runs large).

We honor VISA and MASTERCARD
Call Toll Free 800-334-5476.
Write for FREE Catalog!

^£& $>&&4 Dept. NH-124
P.O. Box 1600, Chapel Hill, NC 27515

File Natural History's

Like Fine Books!
Deluxe files hold magazines in first-edition style.

Gold-stamped, green leather-like fronts. Hold

one year's subscription. Also supplied for

Smithsonian, Audubon, Scien-

tific American and many others.

To order, list titles desired, quan-

tities. Postpaid. $6.50 ea., $5.85

ea. for 3 or more. Send check; or

MasterCard or Visa number, expira-

tion date and signature. Mail to

Highsmith Co., Box 800NH, Fort

Atkinson, Wisconsin 53538. Or call

Toil-Free 1-800-558-2110. (In

Wisconsin 1-800-558-3313.)

Free catalog of files with order.

Highsmith



A word of caution on simulations is in

order: many of the market's best simula-

tions for classroom use are too technical

for home learning. Programs of predator-

prey relationships have been available for

fifteen or twenty years, since the days of

mainframe computers and before home

computers made their appearance. Dur-

ing that time, students have vicariously

maintained buffalo herds and deer popu-

lations. Program quality has consistently

improved, but the old software with texts

but no graphics is still being sold in various

new packages. This is definitely an area

PROGRAM
(List Price) COMPANY

RAM
Needed

Compatible

Computers

Available

in retail

stores

Aquarium
($25.00)

Cross Educational

Software

1802 N.Trenton St.

PO Box 1536

Ruston,LA71270

48K
64K

Apple

IBM
Yes

Astronomy

($59.95)

Educational Activities

Inc.

PO Box 392

Freeport.NY 11520

48K
32K

Apple

TRS
No

Cat Lab
($75.00)

Conduit

The University of Iowa

Oakdale Campus
Iowa City, IA 52242

48K Apple Yes

Dinosaurs

($15.00)

Cross Educational

Software

1802 N.Trenton St.

PO Box 1 536

Ruston,LA71270

48K
64K

Apple

IBM
Yes

Experiments

in Human
Physiology

($249.00)

HRM Software

1 75 Tompkins Ave.

Pleasantville, NY 10570

48K Apple No

Geology Search

($180.00)

McGraw-Hill

Webster Division

1221 Avenue of the

Americas

New York, NY 10020

48K
32K

Apple

TRS
Yes

Heart Lab

($49.95)

Educational Activities

Inc.

PO Box 392

Freeport,NY11520

32K
48K
64K

TRS, Atari

Apple

Commodore

No

Natural

Selection

($45.00)

Educational Materials

and Equipment Co.

POBoxl7
Pelham, NY 10803

48K Apple No

Solar System

Astronomy

($30.00)

Cross Educational

Software

1802 N.Trenton St.

PO Box 1 536

Ruston,LA7l270

48K
64K

Apple

IBM
Yes

Star Search

($45.00)

Earthware Computer
Services

PO Box 30039

Eugene, OR 97403

48K Apple Some

Volcanoes

($49.95)

Earthware Computer
Services

PO Box 30039

Eugene, OR 97403

48K Apple Some

NATURE'S BEST KEPT SECRET

Long isolation of this "Island

Continent" has created a distinctive

fauna and flora. Over 700 species

of birds, unique marsupials and

monotremes, and the incredible

Great Barrier Reef make this an

extraordinary experience in natural

history. Your expedition will visit the

untamed wilds of Arnhem Land,

exotic rain forests of Queensland,

spectacular desert outback, and

cruise the Great Barrier Reef.

Monthly Departures
May through October, 1985
a o A{\C 21 days from

VOTlVO San Francisco

For more information and free brochure call

TOLL FREE

1-800-633-4734
Suite 104. 1776 Independence Court

Birmingham. Alabama 35216

205 870-5550

INTERNATIONAL
EXPEDITIONSm

AIRWAYS



where the consumer should run the pro-

gram before buying it.

When learning becomes a chore, adults

often rely on subterfuge. And what

greater charade than masking an educa-

tional experience in a video game? The

programs geology search (McGraw-

Hill), volcanoes, and star search

(Earthware Computer Services) have

done just that. In each, the challenge is to

assemble an expedition and explore a nat-

ural phenomenon. All three programs

have had rave reviews from classroom

teachers, but work equally well for home

use by youngsters from the middle grades

through high school. The game format

and the complexity of the challenges in-

sure that users will not easily grow tired of

the experience. For parents who want the

hours their children spend before the com-

puter screen to be profitable, this species

of software represents the best choice for

home use. (Warning: Like all good soft-

ware, these programs are addictive for

parents, too.)

The practice of connecting the com-

puter to other instruments is gaining in

popularity. Programs requiring such tin-

kering demand varying levels of expertise

on the part of the user and, in turn, provide

varying rewards. HRM's experiments in

human physiology, for example, asks

only that the user locate the game Input/

Output inside his Apple or Franklin com-

puter, and plug in a specially designed an-

alog-digital conversion box (an accessory

that changes electronic messages into

ON-OFF binary digital language). Fol-

lowing directions that are less complex

than those accompanying the average

unassembled Christmas toy, the owner

can use this program with the computer to

measure skin temperature, heartbeat, and

a variety of other health parameters. With

less predictable results, the computer can

also simulate a polygraph machine. Pack-

ages that connect computers to other in-

struments are available for Atari and

other hardware, as well.

What else is on the software horizon?

The technology is already here to search

and select video sequences from tape or

disk (the disk format is substantially faster

and more efficient), but it is not yet widely

available. When it does become readily

available, home computers will be able to

record the health parameters of family

members and compare them to past

records. They will be able to accept data

on the state of the family garden as easily

as on entire ecosystems, and analyze the

impact of a given ecological event, such as

a heavy local rainfall, in personal terms.

Yet potential purchasers should always

keep in mind the age-old warning: caveat

emptor. Buyers of these and other pro-

grams should check several features be-

fore the purchase becomes final: Is there

enough space between the words to make
the text readable? Is the pace appropri-

ate? Are all sections of the program acces-

sible from the menu (table of contents)? If

the answer to each of these questions is

yes, computer programs may have an

edge over books on the same subject.

Sometimes \bu
Are Better Off
Buying a Book
by Ronald Saltinski

Ronald Saltinski is coordinator/or sci-

ence and computer education in the Mon-
terey County Office of Education, Sali-

nas, California. As part of his job, he

conducts workshops for science teachers

BUY ONE, ENJOY THREE

Orieof the greatjoys ofowning a Celestron C90 is its versatility: telescope, spotting scope and telephoto. The C90 allows you to
quicklychange from one (node to another, in minutes, with a minimum of optional accessories. But that's not its biggest virtue.

i&e,C90 is a unique, palm-sized optical instrument that can show you galaxies, nebulae, star clusters, the rings ^S
-of Saturn, moons of Jupiter and the freckles on a face 1,000 feet away. Of ultra-modern Maksutov- ^^^^i
Cassegrain design, the C?0 is actually built like an observatory telescope. Because of its "folded .^^^*

3ipj$&S>tf£siijn, the; instrument delivers an impressive 1000mm of focal length— in an optical tube
230mm long, It gathers 159 times more light than the human eye. Weighs less than 9 pounds.

' >mes with a'iirroted- lifetime warranty.

always wanted to own a fine telescope or spotting scope or telephoto,
Own a Geiestrdh C?Q.

tons-Catalogs;. Inforniation. Technical Data Sheets

0-42M526
'Voniyl ..'.' " ':

.
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fNHIJ. 2S35 Columbia St., Torrance, CA90503 .
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from elementary school through high

school. Saltinski has a doctorate in sci-

ence education from the University of

Michigan.

The most crucial aspect in the success-

ful use of computers, no matter what the

subject matter, is the selection of appro-

priate software. In the area of science, the

computer user has a wide choice of soft-

ware with which to review material

(through drill and practice), to learn new

material (through tutorials), to respond to

material (through simulations), to analyze

material (through graphs and statistics),

and to investigate new fields (through

computer-monitored experiments).

There is probably no more stimulating

way in which to learn about science than

with computer simulations. Whether the

simulation represents a nuclear power

plant, a polluted lake, or a worldwide epi-

demic, the computer lends a dynamic and

dramatic dimension to the business of ac-

quiring information. Children and adults

can respond to the computer by manipu-

lating variables and data and by making

decisions and then confronting the conse-

quences. In many simulations, two, three,

or more persons can work together to

make collective judgments and decisions.

Some simulations are simple and spe-

cific, for instance, the graphic display of a

chemistry experiment in which liquid in a

flask is heated to the boiling point over a

Bunsen burner with a thermometer near-

by. The user is directed to add another

substance to the flask and predict how
that will alter the temperature. Manipu-

lating the temperature in the experiment

is the extent of the simulation. Other

simulations are complex and difficult, for

example, operating a nuclear power plant

or controlling air and water pollution.

Two of the best of the complex micro-

computer simulations are three mile is-

land (Muse Software) and scram

(Atari). Despite its name, the first of these

does not mimic the accident at that plant,

but rather, like scram, it deals with nu-

clear power plants in general, (scram is

shorthand for "shut down the plant,

now!") Both simulations display essential

parts of such power plants and invite the

user to operate the plant; in so doing, the

user must consider the science involved.

The plants are run by manipulating

pumps, valves, control rods, and refueling

operations. If serious mistakes are made, a

meltdown can occur.

Another simulation of merit is rendez-

vous (Peachtree Software). In this pro-

gram, a space shuttle mission, from

launch to orbit, and a docking operation

are controlled by the user. Once in space,

the user is presumed to be inside the

spacecraft and must negotiate the dock-

ing, which ends the simulation, microbe

(Synergistic Software) is also an impres-

sive simulation. This package, which con-

tains color graphics, extensive documenta-

tion, and a dramatic representation of

human anatomy and physiology, takes the

user on a journey through the blood-

stream. The primary objective is to repair

a trauma, such as a blood clot in the brain,

by a variety of medical techniques.

Drill and practice software in science is

most often characterized by a battery of

questions and problems dealing with a

specific topic. The computer displays a

question and the user types in a response.

The computer then indicates whether or

not the response is correct. If so, the com-

puter moves on to the next question; if not,

the computer explains why the response

was incorrect. The best drill and practice

packages are accompanied by graphics

and sound, and many of them, designed

for young users in the lower grades, bor-

row an "arcade" format. Using dragons,

alligators, and aliens from outer space,

these packages teach addition, subtrac-

TRINIDAD&TOBAGO ffisarosff*™-*

In Trinidad & Tobago, you can have

a bird in the hand, two in the bush,

and a Picoplat in a zaboca pear tree.

Not to mention over 400 other bird

species that are yours for the watch-

ing in our lush tropical sanctuaries.

Our Caroni Bird Sanctuary boasts

150 species of bird. You'll see the

legendary Scarlet Ibis fly in at dusk to

roost in this vast area of mangrove
and marshland. And our Asa Wright

Nature Centre hosts the world's most
accessible colony of Oilbirds—the

only nocturnal fruit-eating bird in the

world. Tobago shelters 106 bird spe-

cies, including the only nesting colony

of the Frigate Bird in the Southern
Caribbean. The Tropic Bird, Noddy
and Booby terns are indigenous to

Tobago's Bird of Paradise Island.

If you're a butterfly lover, there are

622 spectacular species to be seen

here. And if plants are your fancy, the

Botanic Gardens in Trinidad & Tobago
offer two charming wonderlands
of tropical and subtropical plants. You
can wander down our many nature

trails, guided by a local nature society.

Venture out in a glass-bottomed

boat to our famous Buccoo Reef, a

natural aquarium of tropical fish and
breathtaking coral gardens. You
may even follow in the footsteps of

Friedrich Guppy. who first identified

and named the common guppy right

here in Trinidad & Tobago.

So come and discover the nature

of Trinidad & Tobago—a world the

world hasn't discovered.

Fly

+&*
BWIA
International

Come discover a world the world hasn't discovered.
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A giant wall calendar
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dinosaurs in splendid color, painted by

Charles R. Knight, considered the

world's greatest paleontological artist.
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DINOSAUR calendars at $7.95 each,

plus $.75 shipping. (Subscribers to
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.
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Make check out to American Museum
of Natural History and mail to: DINO-
SAUR Calendar, American Museum
of Natural History, Central Park West
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the best in self-instructional

foreign language courses using
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Dept. personnel in Spanish,

French, German, Portuguese,
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tion, multiplication, and division in terms

of a game. The user may have a laser gun

and with it builds up a score.

One especially good drill and practice

program for young users is solar system

(Versa Computing). A familiar constella-

tion such as the Big Dipper or some other

celestial object is displayed in color and

detail, and questions are asked. In running

through the program, the user can absorb

basic information about the solar system.

Another good Versa drill and practice pro-

gram for young students is anatomy. This

software, a sort of elementary version of

Gray's Anatomy, displays the major parts

of the human body—heart, lungs, brain

—

asks questions about their particular func-

tion, and provides the answers. J and S
Software (Port Washington, New York)

markets an extensive package of drill and

practice software for older students on

topics in biology, chemistry, and physics.

This software incorporates increasing lev-

els of difficulty and provides background

information to questions.

Computer programs that embody a

more formal kind of science teaching are

called "tutorials," even though many of

them also contain drill sections. Some
software provides young people with the

tools to design and interpret pictorial dis-

plays of scientific data by means of

graphs. This software, referred to by prac-

titioners in the field as "workhorse" soft-

ware, can be used to plot single and multi-

ple line graphs, a series of bars, or pie

charts. Data showing such things as rain-

fall rates around the world or derived from

personally conducted experiments can be

plotted more quickly than if the graphs

were drawn manually, thereby leaving

more time for interpreting the results. The
computer can also be used by young peo-

ple to develop a sense of statistical reason-

ing, that is, to correlate one variable with

another, determine whether any cause

and effect is indicated, and ascertain what

part, if any, is played by probability.

In most scientific activities the role of

chance must be accounted for in the re-

sults. The computer can rapidly calculate

the necessary statistics, taking chance into

account, without requiring the user to un-

derstand the underlying mathematics.

Averages, the spread of data, and other

simple statistics can in this way accom-

pany scientific activity. With such meth-

ods, one can verify whether or not the re-

sults of experiments are due to chance or

to the interactions of the variables.

Many excellent graphing and statistics

packages are available and a number of

them are suitable for children from ele-

mentary school through high school.

M*JlU

"Roger, it won't killyou to helpyour ownfather with his computer."

Drawing by Model!: © 1984 The New Yorker Magazine. Inc.
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graph it (Atari), data plot (Muse), and

pfs:graph (Software Publishing) are

some examples of graphing software that

is easy to master and use. In the realm of

statistics, b/graph (Commodore) is a

combination of graphing and statistical

software, statistics 3.0 (Peachtree Soft-

ware) is both good and inexpensive, and

epistat, a form of public domain software

called "user supported," is the least expen-

sive of all.

Whether or not a youngster is getting

enough lab time or hands-on experience

with science in school is not a major con-

cern if the family has a home computer.

Scientists have long used computers to

monitor their experiments and analyze the

resultant data; now, with personal com-

puters, a kitchen can become a research

laboratory. Computers can automatically

monitor and record the data from an ex-

periment with a variety of sensors. For ex-

ample, sensors can measure light, tem-

perature, momentum, voltage, and pH
levels—the degree of acidity or alkalinity

of a solution. Whether the experiment in-

volves physics, chemistry, biology, ecol-

ogy, geology, or even astronomy, the com-

puter can manage, record, and analyze

data from the sensors.

Complete packages that contain soft-

ware, along with the necessary computer

accessories, are available for a wide vari-

ety of science activities. Some packages

even have sample experiments that users

as young as five to eight and as old as

twelve to seventeen will find challenging.

One particularly outstanding package is

atari lab (Atari), which contains a tem-

perature probe that enables the user to run

about twenty experiments at home; all in-

volve temperature and are described in a

well-written accompanying lab manual

meant for young children. Other sources

of computer-based experiments are Cam-
bridge Development Laboratory and

HRM Software. One program involves a

light probe and enables the user to record

such things as how light intensity varies

throughout a given time period and how

those changes may affect something like

plant growth.

The sample experiments in atari lab

and similar software are meant only to be

starting points for independent inquiry.

Their unique feature is that while the

computer concentrates on running the ex-

periments, the user can concentrate on

whether or not the incoming data support

the experimental hypothesis. This under-

lying principle can be extended across the

entire spectrum of science topics to in-

clude biology, ecology, meteorology, and a

multitude of other disciplines.

Despite official recommendations or

WHO NEEDS A
WORLDATLAS?
Students do. Business people do. Everyone who's inter-

ested in the world at large does.
Next to a dictionary, the new desk-sized Rand McNally

College World Atlas is the most valuable reference book anyone
can own. And a perfect gift.

Students appreciate its detailed, up-to-

date maps and easy-to-use tables.
Business people can use its

air distance charts, informa-

tion on trade exhibition

facilities and hotel, motel and
restaurant listings to save time
and money. And anyone curious

about the world will enjoy its

200,000 interesting facts.

And at just $15.95, it's gift-

priced to please any giver. Look
for it wherever books are sold.

Rand MVNally
Over 100 years of excellence in atlas publishing.

Fresh from the Maine woods ...

our

Balsam Fir
Wreath

f%

Handcrafted from fragrant, freshly cut

? boughs, and handsomely decorated

| with cones, nuts, berries, reindeer

moss, and a velvetina bow. Overall

dimensions are approximately 22" by
4" thick. Gift packaged with card bear-

ing your message and extra greens

and cones. We ship UPS anywhere in

the 48 United States to arrive when de-

sired. Please indicate actual home address

of the recipient for direct delivery to the door.

Your written order, remittance, and any special

instructions will be promptly acknowledged.

$26.50 includes handling, surface shipping, and

taxes. Your telephone order will be accepted be-

tween 9 A.M. and 5 P.M. Eastern Standard Time,

Monday through Saturday - VISA and Master-

Card honored. Telephone 207-374-5157.

The Christmas Greens Shop
Department NH 1184, Blue Hill, Maine 04614

Your purchase price will gladly be refunded if this gift is not entirely pleasing.
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Who helps bird-watchers
workon their
orthography?

How can you spot a whippoorwill when you

don't know whether it has one p or two?

Well, that's where orthographycomes in.

It's the art of writing words with the proper

letters according to standard usage.

Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary,

just published, can help. This new edition of

America's best-selling dictionary has almost

160,000 entries including thousands ofnew
ones, all defined clearly, concisely, and accu-

rately. And at many of those problem

words, you'll find authoritative essays

on contemporary usage.

Webster's Ninth New Collegiate

Dictionary. It's the one to turn to when
you want to know about the language.

Take our word for it.

MERRIAM-WEBSTER
More people take our j
word Tor it.

© MERRIAM-WEBSTER 1983

Better than 4fc Jogging, Swimming, or Cycling

Jarless Total Body

Cardiovascular Exerciser
Duplicates X-C Skiingfor the

Best Motion in Fitness

Cross-country skiing is often cited by physiologists

as the most perfect form of cardiovascular exercise

for both men and women Its smooth, fluid, total

body motion uniformly exercises more muscles so

higher heart rates seem easier to attain than when
jogging or cycling. NordicTrack closely simulates the

pleasant X-C skiing motion and provides the same
cardiovascular endurance-building benefits-right

in the convenience of your home, year round
Eliminates the usual barriers of time, weather,

chance of injury, etc. Also highly effective for weight

control.

More CompleteThan Running
NordicTrack gives you a more complete work out-
conditions both upper body and lower body
muscles at the same time. Fluid, jarless motion does
not cause joint or back problems.

More EffectiveThan Exercise Bikes

NordicTrack's stand-up skiing motion more uni-

formly exercises the large leg muscles and also adds
important upper body exercise. Higher pulse rates,

necessary for building fitness, seem easier to attain

because the work is shared by more muscle mass.

Even BetterThan Swimming
NordicTrack more effectively exercises the largest

muscles in the body, those located in the legs and
buttocks When swimming, the body is supported
by the water, thus preventing these muscles from
being effectively exercised. The stand up exercising

position on the NordicTrack much more effectively

exercises these muscles.
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.
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even word-of-mouth praise, the purchas

of science software should be approached

with a degree of caution. Programs can b<

inaccurate, simplistic, and boring, or the-

may not be compatible with your com
puter hardware. Reputable retailers per

PROGRAM
(List Price)

Anatomy
($39.95)

Atari Lab
Starter Kit

(Price not

available)

B/Graph
(Price not

available)

10 Computer-
based Studies

($325)

Epistat

(Version 3.0)

($25.00)

PFS:Graph
(Apple-$125)

(Others-$140)

Rendezvous

($39.95)

Solar System

($39.95)

Statistics 3.0

($29.95)

Three Mile

Island

($39.95)

COMPANY
Versa Computing
3541 Old ConejoRd.
Suite 104

Newbury Park,

CA91320

Atari

1 265 Borregas Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

r;

Commodore
487 Devon Park

Wayne, PA 19087

Cambridge Developme
Laboratory

110 Fifth Ave.

Waltham, MA02154

Data Plot Muse Software

($59.95) 347 N.Charles St.

Baltimore, MD 21 201

Epistat Services

1 705 Gattis School Rd.

Round Rock, TX 78664

Graph It Atari

( Price not 1 265 Borregas Ave.

available) Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Microbe Synergistic Software

($44.95) 830 N.Riverside

Suite 201

Renton.WA 98055

Software Publishing

1901 Landings Dr.

Mountain View,

CA 94043

Peachtree Software

EduWare Division

28035 Dorothy

Agoura,CA91301

Scram Atari

( Price not 1265 Borregas Ave.

available) Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Versa Computing
3541 Old ConejoRd.
Suite 104

Newbury Park,

CA91320

Peachtree Software

EduWare Division

28035 Dorothy

Agoura,CA91301

Muse Software

347 N.Charles St.

Baltimore, MD 21 201



lit prospective purchasers to run pro-

-ams on the premises and reputable

lail-order houses allow purchasers to or-

;r software on approval. If for any reason

ie software is not satisfactory, you are

etter off buying a book.

\M Compatible

eeded Computers

Available

in retail

stores

)4K Apple Yes

Information

unavailable

Atari Yes

64K Commodore Yes

64K Apple No

48K Apple Yes

128K IBM No

Information

unavailable

Atari Yes

48K Apple No

64K
128K

Apple

IBM
Yes

48K Apple, Atari Yes

Information

unavailable

Atari Yes

64K Apple Yes

48K Apple Yes

48K Apple Yes

LET THE REAL EXPERTS SHOW YOU

cnms
If GOLDEN ROUTE

IN REAL COMFORT
Stay in China's most luxurious modern hotels. Enjoy 3 superb meals daily. Tour the

sought-after Golden Route cities of Beijing, Shanghai, Xi'an and Guilm. All this and
more included on 20 different fully escorted itineraries, 16 to 25 days. Cruise the

Grand Canal or the Yangtze River in luxury. Explore the Silk Road or exotic Tibet.

Or travel to Southeast Asia's colorful cities. Send for our free color brochure. See
who has the real comforts with the really affordable prices. Then be sure to see
your travel agent.

Pacific Delight Tours, Inc., 132 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10016

(212) 684-7707 or toll-free (800) 221 -71 79

Please rush me your 1985 China Experience" brochure, including Yangtze River

Experience" and Asian Experience6'.

City

My travel agent is_

.Zip-

PACIFIC DELIGHT
..._TOURS, INC.

"Hee haw"

"You're all

a bunch
of animals'.'

"Arfarf"

"Oink"

"Squeek"

But what an adorable bunch of cuddly animals they all are-including "Catt.e

cat And they're just a small part of the amazing menagerie of lovable animals-

all made with the craftsmanship you've come to expect from Steiff. the original.
<^?W
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A Matter of Taste

Broad Bean Universe
Afavorite since Homeric times,fava beans are

consumed by Europeans in a vast array ofdishes

by Raymond Sokolov

Some years ago, I was about to leave

New York for a brief expedition into the

interior of French Guiana. The trip even-

tually yielded many gastronomic adven-

tures—peccary barbecues by the wild

Maroni River, stewed armadillo at a res-

taurant in Cayenne, and a curiously taste-

less mangosteen stolen from a botanical

garden in upland Jamaica. In a sense,

however, the most riveting incident associ-

ated with this sojourn in the tropics oc-

curred shortly before I left New York. It

had to do with beans of the most tradi-

tional Northern Hemisphere sort, the spe-

cies known to science as Viciafaba, En-

gland's broad bean, Italy's fava.

On the advice of a doctor, I had begun

to take a quinine derivative to build up my
resistance to malaria. Shortly thereafter, a

brief episode of urinary bleeding sent me
back to the same physician, who asked me
many surprising questions. He wanted to

know if I had any ancestors from the Med-

iterranean region. And strangest of all, he

asked if I had eaten fava beans recently.

Well, as it happened, I had, two days

before at a Lebanese restaurant. I didn't

think I had any Levantine forebears. But

what was this all about? In addition to the

various, more mundane problems the doc-

tor was considering (quinine sensitivity,

kidney stones), he had 'also thought to de-

termine if I had a deficiency, common
around the Mediterranean, of a blood en-

zyme called glucose-6-phosphate dehy-

drogenase (G6PD). If that was the case, it

was just possible that either quinine or

favas had touched off my bleeding.

It turned out that I had plenty of

G6PD, and my fleeting symptoms re-

mained undiagnosed. While I have always

regretted that I do not suffer from so re-

cherche and elegant a malady as favism, I

have decided that I am far happier to be

able to indulge in favas unafraid.
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Unlike most beans, which belong to the

New World genus Phaseolus, favas are

an Old World legume. In our climate,

roughly similar lima beans grow more eas-

ily. Favas like cool, moist conditions, and

they are widely grown in Europe, where

their delicate flavor has made them a fa-

vorite since Homeric times. In a memora-

ble, rustic simile from the Iliad, an arrow

rebounding upward from the breastplate

of Menelaus is compared to "dark-skinned

favas and chickpeas" that "rise from a

great threshing floor when struck by the

winnower's fan." Theocritus, father of the

pastoral, returned to the fava in his sev-

enth idyll: "And on that day I will wreathe

my brows . . . and draw the wine of Ptelea

from the bowl as I lie by the fire, and

someone will roast me favas in the fire."

By Theocritus's time, many authors

had turned the fava and its Homeric com-

panion the chickpea to literary account.

Plato linked them together in the Repub-

lic. Xenophon, in a passage Theocritus ev-

idently had in mind, wrote: "We must say

such things while lying by the fire on a soft

divan in winter season, being full, drinking

sweet wine, munching chickpeas." Xeno-

phon left out the favas; Theocritus put

them back into his pastiche of Xenophon
and left out the chickpeas. And underly-

ing this learned bucolic play is a straight-

forward culinary fact. The ancients rel-

ished favas and chickpeas in their dried

form. Today, a crazed fava hunger seizes

Europeans in the spring, when the first

favas come on the market, tender and

green, edible raw from the pod.

On May Day in Rome, the greengro-

cers of the Campo dei Fiori sell picnickers

piles of favas. There is much playing on

the vernacular, off-color meaning of the

word fava (penis), inspired by the long,

thick phallic pods. Families trek off with

their beans to simple restaurants for a

scampagnatafuori porta, a picnic outside

the walls of the city. They order wine,

shuck their favas, and eat them as is, or

they may wrap them in slices of salami.

In England, the same madness pos-

sesses all classes of people. The season is

somewhat later, but by the end of June,

you will find "broad beans" holding pride

of place on the tables of the most food-con-

scious British or artfully arrayed on dishes

at that new temple of nouvelle cuisine, the

Quatre-Saisons, in Great Milton between

Oxford and London.

People with their own gardens, who
have been nipping the tops of the shrubby

broad bean plants since early spring to

promote pod production and discourage

aphids, can eat the freshest, youngest

beans, pod and all, by simply boiling them
in salted water for about fifteen minutes

until tender.

Gardeners and their friends are proba-

bly also the only people lucky enough to

get broad beans that have not already de-

veloped skins around them. That saves

them the trouble of skinning each bean.

Real broad bean fanatics, such as Rich-

ard Olney, the American author of Sim-
ple French Food, distinguish four sepa-

rate stages of broad bean development,

each one dictating a different culinary ap-

proach. Stage one, according to Olney, ar-

rives when the peach-fuzzed pods are only

six or seven inches long and skins don't

have to be removed. At stage two, the pods

have lengthened and flattened and swol-

len around the beans. Skins are green but

tough and have to be popped off. The

tender beans take only a couple of minutes

to cook. Olney throws in a sprig of savory,

the classic French accompaniment for

broad beans. He, like most of us, has not

been persuaded by Elizabeth David that

savory spoils the flavor of the beans with

its own peppery bitterness.
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DISCOVER
CHINA

with the

American Museum
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Stage three: Skins are pale green, beans

are an inch long, less brilliantly green, less

tender, must be boiled for eight to twelve

minutes, and are ideally suited for a puree.

Stage four: Skins and beans are yellow-

ish and indelicate, still good for drying,

with skins on, to be soaked overnight and

skinned for winter sustenance, by the fire,

reclining, with the wine of Ptelea.

Mr. Olney, I am told by Jane Grigson,

believes that broad beans should be

skinned raw. This is donkey labor, and nei-

ther Mrs. Grigson, the doyenne of practic-

ing English food writers, nor I think it is

worth it, since parboiling turns the task

into a simple matter of vegetable tiddly-

winks (see first recipe for method), with-

out a loss of quality that we can detect.

These considerations will no doubt

strike many readers as of purely hypo-

thetical interest, since favas are not widely

available in American markets. But they

are definitely coming into their own here

as a seasonal vegetable. This past spring, I

saw them daily in Korean groceries in

New York. And so there is every reason to

expect that their intrinsic virtues will find

them a permanent place on discerning ta-

bles in this country. For those who take ad-

vantage of this opportunity, there is an ex-

traordinary range of recipes from many
countries.

Perhaps the most widespread notion in

fava cookery involves mixing the beans

with diced cured pork. Italians have hit on

the most rustic version,fave a! guanciale,

with unsmoked hog jowl bacon (see rec-

ipe). In France, the same thing is done

with regular bacon and cream to create

fives au lard. Substituting ham and egg

yolk, one achieves the pinnacle of refine-

ment in this line, a tradition of Tours

called fives a la tourangelle.

Once you have the favas skinned, you

can also branch out into more complex or

exotic areas of fava cookery. The French

repertory offers a savory pie from Nice

filled with favas, chopped artichokes,

spring peas, and chard. The same spring

garden vegetables (minus the chard, plus

fennel) go into frittedda, a Sicilian mixed

saute to go with meats.

The Middle East has experimented

with favas since time immemorial. Fala-

fel, or ta'amia, is traditionally a patty of

ground or seasoned fava. One of the na-

tional dishes of Egypt, it is also omnipres-

ent in Israel and now figures as typical

food in modern Jewish restaurants. In A
Book of Middle Eastern Food, Claudia

Roden shows that this Hebraic connection

with the fava goes back some way. She re-

members eating mefarka (see recipe), a

cold dish of ground meat and beans, in her

home in Cairo on Jewish feast days, when

it was specially prepared for men return-

ing from synagogue.

In Morocco, an oily puree of favas,

called byesar, is a Berber staple, the equiv-

alent of the better known, Middle Eastern

chickpea puree, hummous. Paula Wolfert

also encountered lamb with favas and a

couscous of barley grits and favas, while

researching Couscous and Other Good
Foodfrom Morocco.

I don't wish to give the impression that

fava cookery is a gastronomic museum
of folk recipes. In fact, the untarnished,

farmhouse aura that surrounds these

beans has made them attractive to the

most innovative chefs of our time. Favas,

ancient and rustic, are a perfect raw mate-

rial for those speciously simple, gastro-

nomic conceits so typical of the nouvelle

cuisine.

At Archestrate, a three-star Paris res-

taurant, Alain Senderens prepares turbot

with a sauce flavored with a vegetable but-

ter of pureed fava beans and cabbage. In

Gascony, at Auch, Andre Daguin makes a

cassoulet with favas instead of the usual

Fave Al Guanciale

(Fava Beans With Hog Jowl)

7 pounds fava beans in their pods

Olive oil for cooking

V* pound cured, unsmoked bacon, pref-

erably from the jowl (you may find

this at Italian butchers or delicates-

sens, but regular unsmoked bacon,

pancetta, will substitute nicely. If

only smoked bacon is available, par-

boil for a few seconds, drain, and pro-

ceed as below)

Vi onion, peeled and chopped
Salt and pepper

1

.

Shell the beans. If they are very young
and green, proceed. Otherwise, boil

them in lightly salted water for 10 min-

utes, drain, cool, and pop off the outer

skins. If you have time, refrigerate the

beans in a plastic bag for a few hours

after boiling to firm them up, so that

the skinning will be less likely to dam-
age them.

2. Heat the oil. Cut away any rind from

the bacon and dice. Saute in the hot oil

with the onion, until the onion is trans-

lucent. Add favas and salt and pepper.

Toss together with the bacon and onion

until the beans are heated through,

about 2 minutes. Serve right away.

Yield: 8 to 10 servings

Mefarka

(Slightly adapted from A Book ofMiddle
Eastern Food, by Claudia Roden,

Vintage Books)

Oil

2 pounds fava beans in their pods



white beans. Since favas were known in

France before white beans, this may actu-

ally represent a revival of the original

:assoulet.

This list is far from complete. The truly

dedicated fabophile will want to try

Josceline Dimbleby's broad bean and ap-

ple soup (a creamed, seasoned mixture of

roughly equal weights of pureed apple and

beans) or even Mollie Harris's broad bean

wine. But if you think none of this is for

you, you are in an ancient tradition of

fabophobia, which included Egyptian and

some Roman priests, as well as Pythago-

ras and his followers. Was it fear of favism

that put them off? It is hard to say. Per-

haps just a case of familiarity breeding

contempt. It happens even now. My friend

Claire Clifton, an American food writer

now living in London, in the center of the

broad bean universe, feels deprived be-

cause she can't get limas.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interest is the history andpreparation

offood.

2.

Salt and pepper

> teaspoon dried thyme or more

I pounds ground lean beef

» teaspoons mixed spices: nutmeg, cin-

namon, cayenne pepper, and ground

cloves

I eggs

Juice of 1 lemon (optional)

Mix 4 tablespoons oil with a little wa-

ter (about Vi cup) in a saucepan. Add
fava beans, shelled and skinned (see

method in previous recipe). Sprinkle

with salt and pepper to taste and per-

fume with a little thyme. Simmer
gently until the beans are tender, add-

ing water, a little at a time, as it be-

comes absorbed.

In the meantime prepare the meat
mixture, called tatbila. Heat 2 table-

spoons oil in a deep frying pan or

heavy, flameproof casserole. Add the

ground beef when the oil is just

warm—if it is too hot, the meat will

dry up. Add the mixed spices, salt and

pepper to taste, and just enough water

to cover. Simmer until the meat is well

cooked—soft and moist—and has ab-

sorbed the water, as well as the aroma
of the spices.

Add the meat mixture to the beans and

stir well, crushing lightly with a fork.

Break the eggs into the pan and stir.

Cook, stirring constantly until the eggs

set. Turn out onto a serving dish and al-

low to cool.

Taste and correct seasoning—the bal-

ance and degree of flavoring alter with

the change in temperature. Serve cold,

sprinkled with a little lemon juice.

Yield: 6 servings

^1 ' lax Exempt Bond Fund, Inc.

You will be pleased
to know that all income

dividends from the
Dreyfus Tax Exempt Bond

Fund are and have been ioo%
free of Federal income tax.

Send for our free chart and learn
how your money mounts up when you

compound these tax free dividends.

No sales charge—no penalties on redemption.
Low initial investment of only S2,500.

Free telephone transfer.

For more complete information, including management fee

charges and expenses, obtain a Prospectus by sending this

coupon. Read it carefully before you invest or send money.

Name

Address _

City

State Zip.

Post Office Box 6oo

Middlesex, Nj 08846

FOR A PROSPECTUS
Call toll free, day or
night, 7 days a week

I-80O-USA-LION
Extension 338

Income may be subject to some state and local taxes. Net asset value is not fixed and fluctuates.

ccWHYTHISSHORTPARKATOOK
USSO LONG."

1 can explain it in two words.

Mother Boyle.

She's the President here.

And after 47 years of engi- .

neering the finest full-

length parkas on the market, she wasn't about

to let a waist-length version come up short.

So she kept insisting on improve-

ments (special knit inserts at

Velcro19
cuffs and collar) to

make it warmer, and re-

finements (a shell of

Gore-Tex® laminated

to rugged but hand-
™

some Antron® nylon

with a double storm

-Tim Boyle

The Bowline Parka.

r . In men 'sand women's

sizes. Short in length,

-. long onfeature.

flap) to make it drier.

Quallofil* insulation

to minimize weight, a

unique knit action insert

to maximize flexibility. All of which

took time.

There are cheaper waist-length jackets

available. Lots of them. But, as Mom likes

to remind us all, this is no jacket.

It's a parka. A Columbia parka.

dksColumbia
4Ey SportswearCompam

For color catalog, send $ 1 to us at 6600 N. Baltimore,

Dept. NH, Portland. Oregon 97203.

Gore-Tex* is a trademark ol W.L Gore and Associates, Inc

•Du Pool C««1il!C«"°" M.rti
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Additional Reading

Polar Bears (p. 38)

A good basic reference for polar bear

biology and behavior is The Year of the

Polar Bear, by T.J. Koch (New York:

Bobbs and Merrill, 1975). This book,

along with The World of the Polar Bear,

by R. Perry (Seattle: University of Wash-

ington Press, 1966), should satisfy any

reader seeking background on bears.

Since the late 1960s, C. Jonkel has pub-

lished numerous papers on the polar bears

of Canada. "The Ecology of the Polar

Bear (Ursus maritimus) Along the West-

ern Coast of Hudson Bay," coauthored

with I. Stirling, R Smith, R. Robertson,

and D. Cross (Ottawa: Canadian Wildlife

Service, 1977), contains, among other

things, excellent information on the winter

movements of the Cape Churchill polar

bears and on the denning behavior of the

females. This paper, Catalogue No. CW
69-1/33, is available from the Minister of

Supply and Services in Ottawa. Another

Jonkel paper was published in a book that

has become an irreplaceable source for

scientists and wildlife managers needing

good, quick information on bears of all col-

ors. It is Bears— Their Biology and Man-
agement, an anthology of notes and arti-

cles edited by S. Herrero (Morges,

Switzerland: International Union for Con-

servation of Nature and Natural Re-

sources, 1972, now available from

Unipub, 345 Park Avenue, New York,

NY 10010). Some of the most recent sci-

entific work on bears is presented every

three years at the meetings of the Interna-

tional Association for Bear Research and

Management. Their proceedings are pub-

lished and can be obtained by writing to

Cliff Martinka, Glacier National Park,

West Glacier, MT 59936. Finally, there

has been an array of polar bear articles

over the years. The last to appear in Natu-

ral History, "A Day in the Life of a Polar

Bear," by F. Bruemmer (October 1968,

pp. 44-51), was a general polar bear ecol-

ogy article that summed up recent find-

ings at the time, and wove them deftly to-

gether with the author's own fieldwork.

Parasitoids (p. 50)

How can damage to plants and animals

be controlled most effectively without us-

ing pesticides? One answer is the introduc-

tion of a pest species' natural enemies. R

DeBach's Biological Control by Natural

Enemies (New York: Cambridge Univer-

sity Press, 1974) traces the historical

background of this method and advocates

its use, along with selected insecticides

and other nonchemical methods. Insect

Population Ecology, by G.C. Varley et al.

(Berkeley: University of California Press,

1973), designed to give biologists a more

critical approach to the interpretation of

population data, investigates many con-

troversial aspects of animal population dy-

namics. Chapters are devoted to topics

such as competition between species for a

limited resource, parasites and predators,

and climate and weather. Another highly

technical work is Ecological Entomology,

edited by C.B. Huffaker and R.L. Rabb
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,

1983).

Coral Clones (p. 58)

In the Coral Reefs of the Caribbean,

Bahamas, Florida, Bermuda, by H.W
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Hannau et al. (Garden City: Doubleday

and Co., 1974), is a colorful introduction

to the reefs of these localities, with many
photographs of their underwater life.

Hannau describes the different life forms

that inhabit these popular diving territo-

ries—sponges, mollusks, crustaceans, tur-

tles, fishes—as well as the geography of

the western Atlantic floor, and the pos-

sibilities of treasure hunting. The book in-

cludes articles by coral reef experts and

other scientists who have explored the

ecology of the reef, and it explains the sci-

entific research being carried out by vari-

ous marine organizations. All in all, this is

a fine introduction for anyone who would

like to do some diving in these areas. Also

recommended as general introductions

are Caribbean Reef Invertebrates and

Plants, by PI. Colin (Neptune City:

T.F.H. Publications, 1978), and The Liv-

ing Reef, by I. Greenberg (Miami:

Seahawk Press, 1972). Biology and Geol-

ogy ofCoral Reefs (New York: Academic

Press, 1 973) is a four-volume work dealing

with many aspects of the biology, geogra-

phy, geomorphology, and geological his-

tory of coral reefs throughout the world's

seas. Volume II (Biology), edited by O.A.

Jones and R. Endean, reviews such topics

as the ecology of coral reef microor-

ganisms, the high productivity of coral

reefs, the roles of symbiotic and other al-

gae, and the birds, turtles, and vegetation

of coral islands. RB. Medawar introduces

the concept of genetic singularity of or-

ganisms in The Uniqueness ofthe Individ-

ual (New York: Basic Books, 1957). WH.
Hildemann, a leading figure in the study

of self-recognition systems in inverte-

brates, published many technical papers

on immunology of invertebrates. Among
them is one written with five other scien-

tists, "Immunological Specificity and

Memory in a Scleractinian Coral" (Na-

ture, vol. 270, pp. 219-23). Hurricane Al-

len had a catastrophic effect on many
coral reefs throughout the Caribbean and

destroyed much of the experiment de-

scribed in this issue's article. J.D. Wood-

ley et al. summarize the damage in "Hur-

ricane Allen's Impact on Jamaican Coral

Reefs" (Science, vol. 214, pp. 749-55).

Rita Campon
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HieMarket
Art/Crafts Camps

A NAVAJO WEAVING PROVIDES ENJOYMENT now
and an heirloom for your children Brochure and cata-

og, $2.00 Guards' Navajo Rugs, 820 Camino Del Rex.

.as Cruces, NM 88001

AFRICAN CARVINGS. Hand carved by tribesmen in

<enya. Send $2 lor catalogue which is refundable with

/our first order. Write now and receive a free gift. Write

Africa, P.O. Box 11217, Dept. A, Albuquerque, NM
37192

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Northwest Coast Indian

nasks, totems, graphics. Eskimo sculpture. South-

west Indian pottery, baskets, rugs, kachinas. West Afri-

can pieces No catalog. Call/write for photos and data.

Priced $100/up. Box 5896 Sherman Oaks, CA 91413

818) 789-2559

•FAPYRUS-
URAEUS — Ancient Egyptian cobra

goddess of protection. Black & White on

handmade papyrus, 5"x5"...$15 ppd.
Lucite frame add $13. Check/Charge.
BROCHURE — showing gods, symbols,
'Book of the Dead' panels — 25c.

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS
SO W. 76 St. • NY 10023 • Dept. N1284

—Gallery open by appointment only.—

HUICHOL Indian Yarn Paintings, all sizes, noted art-

sts. Send for brochure Cultural Artifacts, P.O. Box
:I2121. Austin, Texas 78711

ROQUOIS GAJESA CORNHUSK MASKS, $50. re-

quest photo, other masks available, McCoy Imports,

Jberty, NY 12754

3ed & Breakfast

HNJOY the warmth of private home accommodations
his winter! Write: Greater Boston Hospitality, P O. Box
1142. Brooklme, MA 02146. (617) 734-0807

3ook Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

Ml subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful

x>oks. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

eport. Carlton Press, Dept. NHX, 11 West 32 Street,

view York 10001

3ooks

AVOCET BOOKS offers a catalogue ot fine and rare

tatural history books and prints 18th-20th century.

52.00. 827 South Horner, Sanford. NC 27330

3IRDS, NATURAL HISTORY. Collectible quality color

slates, important authors. Free list. David Wheeler,

3ox 507, Freeport, TX 77541

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS
All publishers— all subjects: art, history, biography, fiction,

and much more The most complete catalog of bargain

books available anywhere! Write for your FREE copy:

Hamilton, Box 15-Y, Falls Village CT06031

HOW TO BECOME A SPARETIME TRAVEL AGENT,
:ommissions, travel benefits explained, $3.95 SAV
rravel. Box 571-NH, Hicksville, NY 11802

rVITCH IN THE WOOD International Children's Books.
3ooks of exceptional literary and aesthetic quality.

Catalog $2.00: 37 Lake Hill Rd ,
Ballston Lake, NY

2019

CESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

)f-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
12672(714)492-2976

PRAIRIE TREK AND TURQUOISE TRAIL Expeditions

(Boys 11-17, Girls 13-17). Since 1926 the Expeditions

have made it possible for young people to explore in

the mountains, canyons, and desert country of the

American Southwest. Emphasis on environmental

studies, archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and
camping skills. Also two week programs for adults For

details write Thomas Billings, P.O. Box 40451 NH, India-

napolis, IN 46240 (317) 896-3842

Collectors' Items

ANTIQUE SCIENTIFICA: Medical, Nautical, Micro-

scopes, Globes. Scales. Three illustrated catalogs

$1000 Alex Peck, POB 710-5, Charleston, IL 61920
(217)348-1009

SPECIAL XMAS OFFER for Young Stamp Collectors-

Limited number available—Beautiful commemorative
historic stamp of 1924 Pioneer Everest British Expe-

ditions—Write sending $5 00 to Captain Noel, (Author,

"Story of Everest ")—Home Address—Brenzett, Kent,

England

Correspondence

FAR EAST PENFRIENDS seek intelligent, literate cor-

respondents for friendship, language practice, cultural

exchange. Asian Exchange, Box 1021 NH, Honokaa, HI

96727

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence. Send age, interests.

Free reply. Harmony, Box 37955NH, Phoenix, AZ 85069

Education

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS
P.O. Box 1331, Murray Hill Station

New York. N.Y. 10156

Classes in Tibetan T'hanka Paint-

ing. Icon Painting, Gold Leafing,

Nepalese Bronze Casting, Islamic

Calligraphy, Chinese Landscape
Painting and Medieval Manuscript
Illumination are given by noted

teachers, using traditional methods.

For information call 212-475-8048

"CASH FOR COLLEGE," New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities— plus all gov-

ernment programs, $4.95 Unifunds, Box 19749-RZ, In-

dianapolis, IN 46219

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA—THE WORLD' 50,000 jobs! Big pay. All

occupations. Transportation Latest reports, $200
Jobworld, Box 681 -NH, Cypress, CA 90603

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta-

tion 1 Newest Handbook. $2.00. Australian International,

Box 19107-RZ, Washington. DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U.S. Free details: EOV. P.O. Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3.00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RZ, Washington, DC 20036

TEACH HERE—TEACH ABROAD: School, College

openings: USA $6.00: Aborad $6.00 England, Japan,

Saudi, Australia $6.00 each. EISF, Box 662, Newton,
Massachusetts 02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AND LOW-INTEREST LOANS avail-

able from nonprofit foundations! 340 sources/applica-

tion instructions, $300 Fundsearch, Box 19107-RZ,

Washington, DC 20036

DISCOVER INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN TURKS
& Caicos. Write AC. Durham. South Caicos, Turks &
Caicos Islands. BWI. Telephone 3261 or 3385

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Major compa-
nies. Free brochure Sobol House, 103 Richardson
Blvd , Black Mountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

Gardening

"CATALOG 'OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS' Discover
the largest selection of weird and unusual succulents
—over 150 photographs of succulent crests, varie-

gates, living stones, and oddballs Send $1.00 today.

Free "Tanzanian Zipper Plant" coupon included: "Cat-

alog of Unusual Succulents," Dept. 12, 553 Buena
Creek, San Marcos, CA 92069

RARE AND EXOTIC HOUSEPLANTS FROM SEED
Flowering Trees—Vines—Unusual Fruits— Desert
Plants—Bonsai—much more. Catalog $1.00—Re-
funded Acacia Tree, Depf. H, Box 22866. Lexington,

KY 40522

Gourmet Interests

BREADBAKER'S CATALOGUE. Quality supplies,

unique gifts, fast French yeast $1 00 Breadbasket.

111N West 13th, Newton, NC 28658

DRIED MOREL MUSHROOMS—A gourmet delight %
oz package $8 postage paid. If not satisfied return

product for full refund. Send check or money order to

Kodros Corp., 474 25th Ave ,
San Francisco. CA 94121

MINNESOTA WILD RICE. $6.00 per lb., prepaid. 5 lb.

minimum. Floura Brothers, Box 44C, Black Duck. MN
56630

SAVE TO 60% Coffee. Tea. Spices, Herbs. Potpourri

Free catalog Grandma's Spice Shop, RR 10. Box

448NH, Burlington. NC 27215

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS 1 Many 1% original

cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buy-

er's Guide/Directory"—$2 00 Disposal. Box 19107-

RZ, Washington, DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

A WORLD OF THINGS TO EXPLORE! Free catalog of

unusual, nature-related gifts. Coldwater Creek, Box

2069, Department 100, Sandpoinf. ID 83864

CHICKaDEE FEEDER, other birds/squirrels won't rob

$2/15 Postpaid Check to Shultz Mfg., Winchester. OR
97495

HANDWOVEN WOOL BLANKETS, children's clothing,

primitive furniture, placemats, napkins, belts. |ewelry,

and more. Handmade in Guatemala Send $1 00 to

Jeronimo. 217 E. 85 Street, Suite 222, New York. NY
10028 for brochure

, Now you can see the sites
r
of Ancient Egypt &

Understand their importance.
rHenlageofthe Pharaohs- Aumquevideo Order TODAY!!

rDON'T MISS the pyramids at Ciza. S29.95 * S3 00 s & h.

Sakkara, & Lake Quarun . . . the cliff

tombsalBeni Hassan . . . IheKarnak

& Luxor temples . . . Aswan . . . Abu
Simbel ... & much more!

STUNNING PHOTOGRAPH

V

^_ AUTHORITATIVE NARRATIVE"

VHS/Beu
InCal add bVtav

INTERNATIONAL
ADVtNTURt VIDEO
400 Websttf. Suit* I Id

Pile Alto CA lOOly

MUSHROOM POSTER. Edible and poisonous species

of North America. Beautifully illustrated, scientifically

accurate. For details: Dept. NH. Sea Otter Press. PO
Box 2845, Seattle, WA 98111

MUSIC OF THE ANDES: Outstanding groups perform-

ing native contemporary Andean folk music. Write Alti-

plano Records, P.O. Box 253, Planetarium Station,

New York, NY 10024 (212) 877-1585
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HieMarfet

NEW BRITISH MUSEUM REPLICA—Brachiosaurus
$19.95 postpaid. Dinosaur Catalog, Box 546NH Tall-

man, NY 10982. Catalog only $1.00

SILVER BRACELET—artist's classical adaptation of

symbolic African elephant hair bracelet ($25.00).

Pierced earrings ($20.00) Set ($40.00). Perfect gift. IRE.

Box 488, SI, NY 10304

UNIQUE EGYPTIAN DESIGNS—Astronomical and
mythological designs on blend T-shirts. Write for de-

tails. Horus Horizon, 14755 Ventura Blvd., Ste 1-723A,

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 Slide sets also available.

Send $1 .00 for catalog.

Miscellaneous

"I V OWLS" Bumper Sticker. Send $1 .00 postage/han-
dling: The Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH, Fresno, CA 93755

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, NEW PRODUCTS WANTED! In-

dustry presentation/national exposition 1-800-528-

6050. X831

MEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE— For hobbies, sports,

correspondence, vacations—friends nearby, world-

wide. Electronic Exchange, Box 68-H1, Manhattan
Beach, CA 90266

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co., Inc., 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
12192. (518)731-2610

TRINOVID
World's best
binoculars
Made to fit your pocket or

purse. With quality the biggest

thing about them.

Compacts. Black Rubber
Armored

L|ST SAL£
8x20 BCA $375 $208.15'

10x25 BCA 390. 218.14
-

• Before $25 00 LEITZ Rebate

Full Size, Green Rubber

Armored (not shown)

7x35 BA $879 $33167

Full U.S.A. Lifetime Warranty

For literature and discount liston

a complete line of sporting

optics, write to:

BIRDINC Bammm

BINOCULARS—SWAROVSKI, FUJINON, OPTOLYTH,
ZEISS, B&L. Free Optics catalog. Mack Optical & Ma-
chine Tool, Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501. (717) 961-

2542

Post Cards

NATURE POST CARDS—Close-up color photos of

birds and animals, beautiful & educational. $9.95 for

113, all different Birds, Animals, plus all our other Na-

ture Cards, 178 cards for $13.95 (Not retailed to Illinois

addresses. Wholesale rates available all states.) Na-

ture Press, 628 E. 20th St., Alton, IL 62002

Real Estate

FREE! FALL-HOLIDAY '84 CATALOG! 266 pages; over

5400 properties, 2300 pictures! Values in every type of

real estate, many owner financed! From 600 offices in

43 states. Get your free copy now! Strout Realty, Plaza

Towers, Dept. 5390, Springfield, MO 65804. Call Toll

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $7.50/ACRE!
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment! "Land
Buyer's Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00.

Lands, Box 19107-RZ, Washington, DC 20036

NEW . . . FREE CATALOG! Top real estate values

coast to coast! Please specify type property and loca-

tion desired. United Farm Agency, Inc. 612-U W. 47th

St., Kansas City, Mo 64112. Ph. Toll-free: 1-800-821-

2599; Mo res. ph. Toll-free: 1-800-892-5785

Rentals

LUXURY, 2 Bedroom Condo on the beautiful Gulf of

Mexico, Fully equipped, Sleeps 6. $275/week (205)

968-6188

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES stone's

throw from sea, on cocoa plantation Swimming, snor-

keling, fishing, scuba. Birdwatcher's paradise. Bro-

chure. Charles A. Turpin, Charlotteville, Tobago, West
Indies

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—small oasis of calm on the

Western Caribbean Diving, Maya Ruins, Birds, Library,

Dine on the veranda. Retire to spacious, private,

beachfront cabanas. Bevier, Placencia. Belize (415)

752-8008

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS. Virgin Gorda deluxe sea-

side villas. Two kingsize bedrooms with private baths.

Spectacular view. Private beaches Tradewinds Villas,

2213 Bond Street. Pittsburgh, PA 15237

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY: Very small, very special hotel

tucked into a 30 acre plantation on the island of Bequia,

St. Vincent Grenadines, W.I. Ten rooms, pool, beautiful

beach, snorkeling, hiking, photography, birding, ten-

nis. Write or call: Spring on Bequia, Box 19251, Minne-

apolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-1202 or your travel agent

SAINT THOMAS, VI—WATER ISLAND. Private se-

cluded studio apts and 3 Bedroom house. Limestone
Reef Terraces, R.D. 4, Princeton, NJ 08540 (201) 329-

6309

ST. JOHN. Luxury villa near National Park, snorkeling,

tennis, gardens. Two bedroom suites accommodate
2-4: (212) 580-9405

Tours/Trips

ADIRONDACK SKI TOURS. Explore the East's great-

est wilderness on crosscountry skis and snowshoes
with naturalist guides. Experience the peaceful beauty
of a northern winter and pristine lakes, forests and
mountains in the land of deer, bear, beaver, otter, pine

marten, bobcat, coyotes and great-horned owls. Each
five-day session is limited to 12 adult guests and
geared to both novices and experts. Daily excursions
followed by relaxed evenings in cozy backwoods
lodge. Hearty meals, congenial company, fireside pro-

grams featuring distinguished ecologists, photogra-
phers and conservationists. For brochure write or call

Adirondack Ski Tours, Saranac Lake, NY 12983 (212)
260-7685

ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE: Summer or Winter, Any-
where! Travel/Study, Tours, Expeditions, Hiking. Bik-

ing, (XC) Skiing. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory Lane, Pleas-

ant Hill. CA 94523 (415) 946-1500

AFFORDABLE AFRICA. Exclusive itineraries to Kenya
and Tanzania for discriminating travelers at affordable

prices. Call or write for descriptive brochures and
prices: 1-800-422-1211 or (212) 686-6622, Metco Tours.

295 Madison Avenue, New York. NY 10017

AFRICA—$1 995! 1 8-day authentic camping adventure
to Kenya. 32 days $2695 Voyagers, P.O. Box 245, Au-

rora, NY 13026

AFRICA, WILDLIFE & CULTURES: Kenya, Tanzania,

Madagascar, Rwanda, Seychelles, Sahara, Botswana,
Kalahari Also camping, hiking. Forum Travel, 91 Greg-

AFRICAN TENTED/CAMPING SAFARIS. Kenya, Tan-

zania, Rwanda, Botswana. Studytravel Africa, 34 Elder-

berry Road, Syosset, NY 11971

ALASKA, GALAPAGOS, KENYA. PERU IN 1985: spe-

cialized itineraries emphasizing natural history. Prince-

ton Nature Tours, 282 Western Way, Princeton, NJ
08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

1

Unusual
India

& Nepal

my

Trekking (walking) expeditions to the foot
of Mt Everest & Annapurna Wildlife

safaris in search of rare Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remote Bhutan,
Sikkim, Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka. 10
to 35 day programs from $670.00 + airfare.

Free Brochures

HivmaIa^am TtavcI. Inc.
PO Box 481-NH
Greenwich. CT 06830
(203) 622-0055 Toll Free (800) 243-5330

AMAZON, ANDES. INCAS & IGUANAS: Travel/Study,

Tours, Expeditions in Peru, Ecuador, Galapagos,

Costarica. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory Lane, Pleasant

Hill, CA 94523 (415) 946-1500 Also: Aero-peru (800),

252-0458

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND natural history expe-

ditions led by expert naturalists. Small groups. Freei;

brochure. Write Nature Expeditions International,
j

Dept. NHCA, 474 Willamette Street, P.O. Box 11496,,

Eugene, OR 97440. Tel. (503) 484-6529

BAJA CALIFORNIA GRAY WHALE EXPEDITIONS witffll

expert naturalist on ship Qualifer 105. February, March. •

departures. Free brochure. Write Nature Expeditions;;

International, Dept. NHCBC, 474 Willamette Street,:

I

Box 11496, Eugene, OR 97440 Tel. (503) 484-6529

BICYCLE ADVENTURES—TAHITI, JAPAN. One on one
;

with nature. Hotels, luggage transported, gourmet din- !

:

ing. Also Europe. OTDE Travels, Box 1196-N, Gaines-'

ville, FL 32601 (904) 373-OTDE

BICYCLING IN FRANCE . . . Quercy & Lot Valley in I

May; Provence in September. Small groups; comfort-

able hotels; 10-speed Raleighs. Write Nan Rheault,

RFD Box 1 1 1 , Vineyard Haven, MA 02568

CANOE CANADA'S ARCTIC. Remote 12 and 18 day

fly-in canoe expeditions in the heart of North America's

last great wilderness—the tundra and taiga of Cana
das Northwest Territories. Photograph caribou herds

white wolves, muskoxen, moose, grizzlies, rich birdlife

Spectacular fishing. Groups of 6 to 8 persons assem
bled and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and vet

eran arctic canoeing guide. Can accommodate a lim

ited numer with no previous canoeing experience. Oui

1 1 th year of operation. For brochure write: Canoe Arc

tic Inc., Box 130C, Fort Smith, N.W.T., Canada, XOE
OPO

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS
'Tours led by professional naturalists,
historians & wildlife photographer to unique
areas: Channel Islands/Gold Country/Big

Sur/Bristlecone/Wine Country/Death Valley & more. Small
groups, some larger. Tours 1 to 6 days. Accommodations
historic hotels, country inns & other, equipment provided for

"living with nature tours". California Natural History Tours,
P.O. Box 3709. Beverly Hills, CA 90212. (213) 2743025.

CHINA BICYCLE TOURS. The original program. In

depth, leisurely exploration of the Chinese country

side. Yangtse Valley, Inner Mongolia, East and Soutl

China. Small groups, fully escorted. Bi-monthly depar

tures throughout the year, 18-26 days, $1 995-$31 74 in

eluding air (west coast). China Passage, 302 Fifth Ave
nue, New York, NY 10001. (212) 564-4099

CHINA WULONG PANDA WALK. Exclusive walking ex

cursions through the Wulong Panda Reserve ii

Sichuan. Small groups, fully escorted. Departures Apr

through October 1985. 24 days, $3,250, includinr

airfare from West Coast. China Passage, 302 Fifth Ave

<a»

Free: 1-800-641-4266 ory Lane, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523 (415) 946-1500 nue, NY, NY 10001 (212) 564-4099
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)STA RICA, A TROPICAL PARADISE For Birders and
turalists Limited to group of ten led by two expert

turalists, one a native ornithologist Primary

nforests, rare volcano cloud forest, mountains, sa-

inahs, and Pacific beaches Exotic birds (850 spe-

:s), lush plantlife (1,200 orchid species), butterflies,

ths, monkeys etc. Spectacular terrain. April 5-14,

d December 21-31, 1985. Nature World Explora-

ns, Inc., 11442 High Hay Drive NH, Columbia, MD
344(301)730-0877

PLORE MONUMENT VALLEY, Anasazi Cliffdwell-

is, Desert Ecology, Geology. Navajo-Hopiland.

arning Adventures, 1556N Georgia, Boulder City, NV
D05. (702) 293-5758

vLAPAGOS HIKING AND SAILING EXPEDITIONS
tall groups. Departures: 1985, January-December
itions: Machu Picchu. Inca Floats, 1606N Juanita, Ti-

ron. CA 94920 (415) 435-4622

.LAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic tours from $1666
luding airfare 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals,

'tions, mainland Ecuador, Amazon, Cuzco/Machu
:chu. University credit available Joseph Colley,

3t, Inc., 43 Millstone Rd., Randallstown, MD 21133.

11)922-3116

.LAPAGOS/PERU Natural history plus adventure,

lapagos islands, 7/12-28/85, $1880. Inca trail trek/

nu river expedition, 6/21-7/13/85. $1900. Tambo-
ta river-rafting expedition/Machu Picchu, 8/10-30/

$1700. Small groups. Peruvian Adventures, 444
dlands Avenue, Claremont, CA 91711 (714) 626-

35

iRSEBACK TRIPS IN EUROPE, AFRICA & AMERICA,
lor brochure with many pictures and detailed de-

iptions of the best rides. We have Wyoming guest

i horse ranch and lead Kenya rides personally,

jitour, Bitterroot Ranch, 14 East Fork, Dubois, WY
513 (307) 455-2778

ANDS OF THE ORIENT: Bali, Java, Hong Kong. Sin-

x>re A special tour with Cornell's Johnson Museum
VI. Voyagers. PO Box 915. Ithaca, NY 14851

JOURNEY WITH WHALES along Baja California, Mex-
ico aboard the Pacific Queen Gray whales, elephant

seals, dolphins; island, lagoon exploration; superb bird

photography. Excellent crew and biologists 8/9 day
expeditions December—April. Pacific Queen/Fisher-

man's Landing, 2838 Garrison Street, San Diego, CA
92106 (619) 726-2228. (619) 224-4965

EXPEDITION
to remote tropical islands.

6 or 14 days from $425.
Write for free Adventure Booklet.

Box 120. Dept. 100, Miami Beach. Fla.33139.
800-327-2600

OUHndlcwiwnefDWoofOuirc/

KEYNA. Individually designed safaris. 27 years experi-

ence. Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT 06820
(203) 838-3075

KENYA SAFARIS Photoworkshops Natural history.

Outstanding leaders and itineraries. Voyagers, Box
245, Aurora, NY 13026

NATURALIST'S DELIGHTI Baja California, Mexico.

Abundant Birds, Marine Mammals! Sea of Cortez Is-

lands! Desert Flowers! Cave Paintings! Pacific La-

goons! Photographer's Paradise! Personalized Wilder-

ness Travel Since 1966. Write for brochure: Baja's

Frontier Tours, 3683-A Cactusview Drive, San Diego,

California 92105 (619) 262-2003

NATURE TOURS. Free brochure listing our specialty

China, Costa Rica, Trinidad, Galapagos, Florida,

Texas, Arizona, Africa, Argentina, Australia, more.
World Nature Tours, Box 693a, Silver Spring, MD 20901

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS. Es-
corted and independent nature and hiking tours. New
Zealand/featuring scenic National Parks, plus the Mil-

ford Track. Australia/hiking the Outback, plus the
Great Barrier Reef South Pao fie itineraries for groups
and individuals designed Pacific Exploration Co Box
3042-N, Santa Barbara. CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

NORTHWOODS AUDUBON CENTER Education Ad-
ventures: Snorkeling. birding, and sailing in the Florida

Keys, cross country skiing along Lake Superior and in

the Absoroka Mountains, canoeing in the Boundary
Waters Canoe Area Wilderness, sailing in the Apostle
Islands Free information Northwoods Audubon Cen-
ter, Route #1—Box 288, Sanstone, Minnesota 55072

PERU, GUATEMALA, SOUTHERN MEXICO Craft/Cul-

ture tours Travel with expert folk art collector/photog-

rapher Gordon Frost Eighteen years experience
Small groups. Write: Gordon Frost, Box 471 -NH.

Newhall, CA 91321

SEEKING EXOTIC DESTINATIONS? Our name says it

all. Free Details! Sample Copy $1. Unique & Exotic

Travel Reporter, Box 98833-N, Tacoma, WA 98499

E

MARITIME

WILDLIFE

EXPEDITIONS

Keafarer^

EAFARERS: Unique
week-long expeditions

off the Maine coast to

see Right Whales,

Humpbacks, Puffins.

Gannets, and more.

For small groups and

the person who appre-

ciates rare wildlife, ex-

cellent cuisine, elegant

inns, professional biologists as guides, and

the time to enjoy it all. Our 1985 season, July-

October, includes Birding Trips, and Art and

Nature Photography Workshops. Join Us 1

SEAFARERS EXPEDITIONS
BOX 102 -B- HCR 70

Machias, Maine 04654 (207) 255-8810

Doranne Jacobson

SONORAN DESERT ECOLOGY, HOHOKAM Archeol-

ogy, Desert Wildlife Explorations Learning Adven-

tures, 1556 N Georgia, Boulder City, NV 89005 (702)

293-5758

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS Natural history expeditions

explore New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, Arizona

Bushflying—Jeepmg—Rafting Geology—Archaeol-
ogy— Botany. Brochure: PO B. 945-NH. Santa Fe. NM
87504

YUKON WILDERNESS UNLIMITED "Gentle Adven-

tures "—enriching naturalist oriented northern wilder-

ness sojourns, river, mountain— special appeal for

older or inexperienced people—our 21 st year— top ref-

erences—Box 4126, Whitehorse. Yukon, Canada (403)

668-5244

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

The following new rates are effective with the January

1985 issue.

$2.25 per word; 1 6 word ($36) minimum. Display classi-

fied is $225 per inch. All advertisements must be pre-

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or frequency

discounts. All advertisements are accepted at NATU-

RAL HISTORY'S discretion Send check 'money order

payable to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market. NATU-

RAL HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th

St., New York, NY 10024. Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and

suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, two

months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov. 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads A

tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication.
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A Hare-raising Mystery
Photograph by Stephen John Krasemann

"A peculiar habit of arctic hares ha

been noted by several observers," wrote

professorial Canadian named Randolph

Peterson, in 1966.

"It makes quite an impression on you,

said a salty American this past Octobei

"You think maybe you've come out of th °l

wrong bar."

What's befuddling these men? Cans

dian mammalogist A.W. Frank Banfiel

laid the matter out neatly in 1974. "Whe^
first alarmed," he wrote in The Mammal ^

of Canada, "the northern population c (

arctic hare stands up on its hind feet an''

then bounds away ... on its hind toes witf

'!• % ma ;"**-
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The Natural Moment

i

s forelegs dangling loosely or pressed to

s breast."

But what would make Lepus arcticus

lonstrabilis, the hare that inhabits such

harmless and cold deserts as Ellesmere

sland, rear back on its hind legs—and

op like a kangaroo?

Most people just pass it off as a super-

iCial behavior," Banfield said recently.

jit may be their terrain [on Arctic is-

finds] is so open that it happened for them

ie same way it happened for kangaroos

r for jumping mice. ... I don't know if it

faster than on all fours. It certainly

eems to be their passing gear."

Banfield has identified seven races of

arctic hare. This two-foot-long heap of fur

(Banfield remembers flying over Elles-

mere Island once with a pilot who saw a

group of hares and shouted, "Polar

bears!") lives gregariously on northern

Arctic islands, in gangs of up to 1 20. The

hares are active all winter, although they

sometimes burrow down about a foot and

build a den. Their major predators are the

arctic fox, the wolf, and the snowy owl.

All of this, of course, begs the hopping

question. One thing that can be said with

some certainty is why this particular hare

is hopping—it was trying to get a look at

Steve Krasemann, the photographer who
took this shot on Ellesmere. Krasemann
was intrigued by the hopping, but also no-

ticed something else—the hare wasn't

running away from him. It seemed posi-

tively tame.

"It's true," says Banfield. "If you put a

dog down near them, they'll take off like

kangaroos. Humans they just don't seem

to be afraid of."

There are speculations about this. Per-

haps, say the scientists, the hares haven't

seen enough humans to have learned to be

afraid of them. But frankly, it's just an-

other hare-raising mystery.

—

D. W.
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ft JOYOUS GIFT FOR ALL AGES AND ALL OCCASIONS

|
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turn by Dr. Shirl Brunell

Two tiny bluebirds! One caring

woman! Together they create the

magic in I HEAR BLUEBIRDS—
the true story of love, courage and
will to live.

Shirl Brunei!, a clinical
psychologist with her own
courageous life story, shares with

us her moment-by-moment battle

to save "Samson" and "Baby

Sister." two baby bluebirds who. by some small miracle,

survive the murderous attack of a group of sparrows

One day Baby Sister is gone but Samson, his tiny heart

strong, his courage great, lives on Alone and
abandoned in an alien world. Samson relies on the

caring of his new "mother" for food, shelter, and
friendship.

I HEAR BLUEBIRDS will make you laugh and cry. but

most of all. it will make you believe in the healing power
of love.

I HEAR BLUEBIRDS will live in the hearts of everyone
for years and years to come.

AMPLY ILLUSTRATED WITH OVER 60

PHOTOGRAPHS. 32 IN COLOR.

NOW AT YOUR FAVORITE BOOKSELLER
OR ORDER DIRECT.

1

FOR RUSH 1818) 889-9371

only SI 5 95 plus $200 p h

BOOKSPEED
PO BOX 1072. Dept 10A
AGOURA. CA 91301

^^H ^ft ES
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EXPIRES SIG

Galapagos
Islands Cruise
(and Highland Ecuador)

July22-August2,1985
with optional excursion to

Machu Picchu - August 2-9

Discover with outstanding Mu-
seum lecturers beautiful beaches,

volcanic landscapes and fascinat-

ing wildlife. Giant tortoises, igua-

nas, albatrosses, fur seals, boob-

ies and a host of other animals will

be viewed with expert guidance.

Swim, snorkel, sunbathe and relax

with congenial companions on a
comfortable ship. The optional

post-trip to Peru includes an unfor-

gettable visit to Machu Picchu.

For detailed information write or call

Discovery Tours

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79 St.

New York, NY 10024

(212) 873-1440 gj»Sr-% American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

$17.00 off!

Richard Leakey: The Making of Man-
kind. This $24.95 hardcover book
available to subscribers to Natural His-

tory for only $7.95—a $17.00 savings!

In this seminal book, the great paleo-

anthropologist Richard Leakey delves

into the fascinating field of human
paleontology. Profusely illustrated in

color. Please hurry—only available

while supplies last.

Yes, I would like to order

copies at $7.95 each, plus $1 postage.

Name:
01MN

Address:

City: . State: .Zip:

Please make check to American Mu-
seum of Natural History and mail to:

Members' Book Program, American

Museum of Natural History, Central

Park West at 79th Street, New York,

NY 10024.

Authors

Nobody would call Montreal a warm
spot, but it's about the warmest place

Fred Bruemmer (page 38) sees in the

course of a year. For, as readers of Natu-

ral History know, Bruemmer specializes

in the cold—cold comforts, arctic ani-

mals, northern peoples. Over the years

he has written about—and photo-

graphed—the Eskimo of Greenland and

Alaska, the sea birds of Prince Leopold

Island, the beluga whales of the high

Arctic, harp seals, walruses, and polar

bears. Like many scientists and natural-

ists, Bruemmer has long been aware of

the annual gathering of polar bears at

Cape Churchill, Canada, but for the

past several years he has been studying

their social behavior as they wait for win-

ter ice to form on Hudson Bay. The bears

are generally solitary, but when forced to

socialize they follow a set of precise cues.

As Bruemmer points out, just because a

bear yawns doesn't mean it's bored

Charles Jonkel, an old friend and col-

league of Bruemmer's, helped in the

preparation of this month's article and

its accompanying map.

,

,
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American Museum of Natural History
offers two luxury educational cruise programs in 1985

Adriatic and Aegean
Adventure
May 12 to 28, 1985

Black Sea and Aegean
Odyssey
September 18 to October 4, 1985

Join Dr. Thomas D. Nicholson, Director of the

American Museum, and other outstanding

lecturers as we retrace the natural and cultural

history of the Adriatic, Aegean and Black Sea.

Share discussions and insights with expert arche-

ologists, astronomers, geologists and naturalists

while at sea and on land. Our ship is the M.V. Illiria, a

true luxury vessel with only 68 cabins but all the

amenities of the finest cruise liners. Intimate,

compatible groups, meticulously designed itiner-

aries, and outstanding scholars are all combined to

provide the most luxurious and enlightening cruise

program.

ROMANI

BULGARIA

Mediterranean Sea

odona -Voio3

Mycenae • /•Athens <^>
Olympia* # # Epidaurus ^

Kaiakoion • • Nauplton

Pylos* •Mistia
• Monembasia

^^^Gytbeion

Bukovtna

Moldavia

American
Museum of
Natural
History

DiscoveryTours

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York. New York 10024

(212)873-1440

Please send me complete information on your

Adriatic, Aegean and Black Sea Cruises:

Oikili

Pergemum Name (Please Print)

Address

City State Zip



Authors

For the last fifty years or so, ecologists

have been asking why, given the great

number of insects that feed on plant mat-

ter, the earth remains green. To investi-

gate this question, biologist Donald R.

Strong (page 50) has been studying the

network of interactions among plants

and insects. His particular focus has

been the role played by such natural ene-

mies of plant-eating insects as parasitic

wasps. One aspect of his work—and the

subject of his article in this issue—con-

centrates on the relationships among the

insects associated with banana plants

and their relatives in the neotropics, the

region that includes South America, the

West Indies, and tropical North Amer-

ica. Another ecological system Strong

has investigated involves the insects that

feed on spartina, a common salt marsh

grass found in the temperate zones. Pro-

fessor of biological science at Florida

State University in Tallahassee, Florida,

Strong's interests range widely to in-

clude such seemingly disparate avoca-

tions as opera and welding.

Joseph E. Neigel (page 58), right, first

became interested in the natural history

of coral reefs when he spent a year in the

late 1970s as a "diving buddy," an un-

derwater research assistant, at the Dis-

covery Bay Marine Laboratory in Ja-

maica. In addition to that fieldwork,

Neigel has made some dozen research

trips during the past five years to the

Florida Keys, Jamaica, and Saint Croix.

In March 1 983 he was one of four scien-

tists from the University of Georgia

—

where he earned his doctoral degree in

population genetics—who spent a week

in NOAA's underwater habitat at Salt

River Canyon, Saint Croix. Neigel is

currently a postdoctoral trainee in im-

munology at UCLA's School of Medi-

cine. While still a graduate student, he

worked in the laboratory of coauthor

John C. Avise, left, an associate professor

of genetics at the University of Georgia.

Avise says most of his career "has been

devoted to the exploitation of molecular

genetic approaches to the study of the

evolution of natural vertebrate popula-

tions." The work described by these co-

authors in this issue of Natural History

"was especially fun and exciting," he

adds, "because it represents a most un-

usual departure from the now conven-

tional laboratory molecular approach to

evolutionary studies."

Seven years ago, at the age of thirty,

Stephen John Krasemann's career finally

came together (page 92). "It all hap-

pened in the same year," he recalls. "I

got assignments from Geo, Walt Disney

Productions, Inc., and National Geo-

graphic, all in a short period. That was

the point at which I made it, I guess."

Krasemann, until then, was struggling.

Born in Milwaukee, he held a lot of part-

time jobs, "went to college twice and

dropped out twice," and at twenty-three,

took up photography. "I took thousands

of pictures and starved for a long time,"

Krasemann says. But since 1977, he

hasn't missed a meal. Krasemann, now

under contract to National Geographic,

works about six months a year and

spends the rest of his time pursuing his

hobbies. His photograph of the arctic

hare, this month's "Natural Moment,"

was taken on Ellesmere Island with a

400-millimeter lens.
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Has Hartmann really gone soft?

Yes. And no.

Yes, our Pullman is incredibly soft

and giving. So soft you can overpack it

and actually watch it expand. And
never have to sit oh it to get it to close.

But no, it's not so soft that it can't

stand up to the beatings and crunch-

ings of airports, and trains, and the

trunks of cars. Its uniquely con-

structed crushable frame just springs

right back into shape.

You see, what you don't see is the

hard heart underneath it all.

First, there's Hartmann s hard-core

miracle— our resilient flexible bottom.

It prevents sagging and shifting to

assure your clothing comes out the

way it went in—uncreased.
Our Soft Pullman has the strongest

all-nylon zippers and stitching. The
zippers will never rust, the stitching

will never deteriorate, and the solid

brass padlocks are more than just for

show. They last.

As to our inside pockets, they're

actually waterproofed compartments

that let you slip out of a wet bathing

suit and just get up and go. (After

you're dressed, of course.)

Soft Pullmans come in all the famed
Hartmann covering matenals ... our

famous industrial belting leather, our

indestructible walnut fabric, or our

100% nylon fisherman's packcloth.

And, of course, Hartmann still

makes a beautifully crafted classic

framed "Hard" Pullman, too. Just so

you'll have a hard and a soft choice.

We don't cut comers.

DuftrtTEFLON
-

Scf>d lo* a list oi your nearest Hanmann dealers. Dept 12Y14
198J Hjrimann Luggage. Lebanon, Tennessee 37087



J^ts

The 1985 Chrysler Fifth Avenue
Luxury With The Utmost Respect

ForYour Money
Chrysler Fifth Avenue may cater to the rich, or those in comfortable

circumstances. But never. . . never the foolish. Because with all its inherent luxury,

it chooses not to ignore value.

For example, it is the only luxury car at its price that gives you a 5-year/

50,000-mile Protection Plan* It also has established an impressive record in

resale value. One that compares favorably with Lincoln and Cadillac.

Its list of luxury items that come standard is a tale unto itself.

Outstanding features crowd the list, but we will not bore you with

a complete detailing of all 49. Here are a notable few:

Authentic V-8 power • Power features that strip away the

drudgery of driving • Air Conditioning • Anti-noise barriers

for a deep inner quiet • Full 6-passenger room with

plush-pillowed comfort.

Chrysler Fifth Avenue. It just may be the best luxury

car value in America today. Buy or

lease one at your Chrysler-Plymouth dealer.

Buckle up for safety. Chrysler

Chrysler. Best built, best backed American cars.t

•Whichever comes first. Limited warranties on powertram and outer body rust-through Deductible

applies Excludes fleet/leases Dealer has details "According to recent NADA reports t Lowest

percent of NHTSA safety recalls for '82 and '83 models designed and built in North America

Best backed based on warranty comparison of competitively priced vehicles














